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Yon risin^Moon.that looks for us again-

How oft hereafter will shewax and wane

;

How oft hereafter rising look [or us

Til rou^h this sameGarden-and forone in vain
loi

Andwhen like hen oh Saki,you shall pass

Among iheCuesfsStar-scaffer'd on the Crass,

And inyour blissful errand reach the spot

Where 1 madeOne- turn down an empty Class



The Century Magazine.

Vol. XXIX. NOVEMBER, 1884. No. I.

VEDDER'S ACCOMPANIMENT TO THE SONG OF OMAR KHAYYAM.

In the latter half of the eleventh century

and the first quarter of the twelfth there lived

in Persia the astronomer-poet Omar, who bore

the additional name of Khayyam, or the

tent-maker. His scientific work remains not

wholly obscure, we are told, but for the most
part indistinguishable in the foundations up-

on which later astronomers have built. His
poetry retains its individuality, and gives joy

to scholars by reason of its varying form and
quantity in rival manuscripts and editions.

It was written in Rubaiyat, the Persian equiv-

alent for quatrains, and four or five hundred
of these stanzas, genuine or spurious, have
escaped the tooth of time and may be read

now, whether in their original tongue or by
versions in French, German, English, and
doubtless other western languages.

It was left for Mr. Edward Fitzgerald, an
English poet who put his strength into mascu-
line versions of foreign poetry—notably in the

case of the "Agamemnon " of ^schylus— to

domesticate these Rubaiyat in English litera-

ture, a dozen years ago, by rendering a hundred
and one of them into quatrains of marvel-

ous fineness of workmanship. He published

his version with an entertaining introduction

and helpful notes, and after three editions had
been issued the work was reprinted in America.
It has thus taken its place as a part of the in-

tellectual furnishing of many minds. In Mr.
Fitzgerald's handling the separate Rubaiyat
were molded into a poem which has a flex-

ible form, while each quatrain has an integrity

undisturbed by separation from the rest.

There are hints given by the translator that

in the exercise of his selective judgment he
aimed to give expression to Omar's philosophy
in a better proportion than appears in the

original Rubaiyat. .\t all events, it is quite

possible from these hundred and one quatrains

to construct a tolerably consistent scheme of

philosophy touching the elemental problems
of human life and destiny. Like every great

poem, it offers the reader the choice of catch-

ing in it minnows or whales ; and even to the

most thoughtful there is the possibility of a

widely diverse interpretation. Mr. Fitzgerald

quotes a writer in the " Calcutta Review

"

who draws an interesting ])arallel between
Omar and Lucretius, and, mingling his own
reflections with those of the reviewer, sums
uj) the matter thus :

" Both, indeed, were men of subtle, strong,

and cultivated intellect, fine imagination, and
hearts passionate for truth and justice ; who
justly revolted from their country's false re-

ligion and false or foolish devotion to it ; but
who yet fell short of replacing what they sub-

verted by such better hope as others, with no
better revelation to guide them, had yet made
a law to themselves. Lucretius, indeed, with

such material as Epicurus furnished, satisfied

himself with the theory of so vast a machine
fortuitously constructed, and acting by a law

that implied no legislator, and so, composing
himself into a stoical rather than Epicurean

severity of attitude, sat down to contemj^late

the mechanical drama of the universe which
he was part actor in ; himself and all about
him (as in his own sublime description of the

Roman theater) discolored with the lurid re-

flex of the curtain suspended between the

spectator and the sun. Omar, more desperate

or more careless of any so complicated system

as resulted in nothing but hopeless necessity,

flung his own genius and learning with a bit-

ter or humorous jest into the general ruin

which their insufficient glimpses only served

to reveal ; and, pretending sensual jjleasure

as the serious purpose of life, only diverted

himself with the speculative problems of Deity,

[Cop>Tight, 1884, by The Centirv Co. All rights rcsened.
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destiny, matter and spirit, good and evil, and

other such questions, easier to start than to

run down, and the pursuit of which becomes
a very weary sport at last I

"

For all that, Mr. Fitzgerald's own version

affords quite sufficient excuse for any one to

read into Omar's Rubaiyat an interpretation

which would make a mask where Mr. Fitz-

gerald sees a face, and a face where he sees a

mask. Indeed, one may safely question his

own or his neighbor's western way of reading

an Oriental poem, and accept the possibility

that thev are all merely using an antique coin

as an instrument of exchange.

Be this as it may, our purpose here is not

to seek an authoritative rendering into the

cssE^xi^^a^^mo^^^^^^^^^Qiwr
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terms of modem thought of this ancient par-

able,— that would suppose a final answer to

the Sphinx's riddle,— but to call attention to

a ver)' notable work, happily entitled an ac-

companiment to the Rubaiyat. As Mr. Fitz-

gerald used the material which he found in

the Persian poet's stanzas for the construction

of a noble English poem, and thereby offered

both an interpretation of the Rubaiyat and a

new projjounding of the enigma of human
life and destiny, so Mr. Elihu V'edder has re-

produced Mr. Fitzgerald's quatrains in a series

of designs, mainly of a decorative character,

which restate the problem in line and shade
with such variations as spring from the intro-

duction of another personal efjuation. An
American artist has joined the Persian poet
and the English translator, and the result is a

trio which presents the original strain in a

richer, profounder harmony.
The form in which the Rubaiyat are now

presented is the artist's throughout, with as

little mechanical aid as was possible. The
original designs here engraved include the

text in the half-cursive, half-formal char-

acters which an artist would employ in

order to adjust the relation of text to dec-

oration. In the book the space assigned

has been undisturbed, but the lettering has
been replaced by careful hand-work in bold
reproduction of the best type-forms. Excel-

lent as this is, one wishes that the artist's own
hand had traced the characters, even at the

risk of some slight obscurity ; there would
have been a trifle more unification of text and
design. The drawings thus amended have
been reproduced by the albertype process,

which is, in effect, a photographic fac-simile

in a single color. The original designs in some
cases had two tints, and there is, therefore,

an occasional flatness in the reproductions

when compared with the originals. While, as

always happens in any mechanical process,

some of the spiritual quality of the original

work has evaporated, the loss is slighter than
could have occurred in any translation where
the activity of another mind found expression.

In an engraving there may indeed be gain

;

there can be no gain in a strictly mechanical
process, but there are degrees of loss, and,

short of a study of the original designs, the

reproduction is quite as satisfactory as one
could well ask.

We have said that the form is the artist's

throughout, and it is a pleasure to see how
minutely he has carried out his conception,

leaving absolutely nothing to the printer but

to take impressions of the prints furnished

him by the artist, and nothing to the binder

but to bind the leaves strongly together;

for the artist has supplied cover, title-page,

printer's device, and even lining-paper, and
he has made all these apparently formal or

conventional parts of the book instinct with

the life of the book itself. Thus the swirl

which appears on the cover is a deep note

sounding at the very entrance of the book.

It represents the moment and the instant of

life, the gradual concentration of the elements,

the pause as the movement is reversed, and

then the ever-widening dispersion again into

the i)rimitive elements. Throughout the book

this swirl recurs now and again ; it is the bass

in the harmony. The potter's jar which forms

the homely incident, so to speak, of the ])oem,

is here, also, its full proportions interrupted by

the vine-leaf, as in the poem the vine con-

stantly runs athwart human life. Stars, too,

there are, of differing magnitude, set in cloudy
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The final design concerns the last two
quatrains, with their tender in mcinoriain

strain. Does death end all ? Even the poet,

who half suspects it, turns upon his own
speculation, and seems to i)etition for at least

a continuance of life in the memory of his

friends. The poppies stand in the garden, but

Love bends sorrowful over the grave upon
which she has turned down tlie empty glass,

the form of which, by the way, is from the

shallow Persian wine-cup, the same form be-

ing preserved throughout the work.

The artist's notes, which have helped us in

our reading of his designs, give a quaint sig-

nificance to his signature, which he fancies

may represent the high and low notes, the

light and shade in which the work is done.

A broken reed has been hastily plucked and
rudely fashioned, but the double pipe thus

formed is }et capable of producing some
music worthy of the listening ear.

The designs thus rapidly described consti-

tute but a small part of the work, which in-

cludes some fifty-five pages. It has been
impossible in this brief paper to attempt any
interpretation of the synthesis of the artist's

complete work, but the reader will have
caught some hints of it. It may be said, at

least, that Mr. Vedder l)y his design has en-

larged the compass of the whole poem. Tlie

Rubaiyat were in a measure fragmentary, al-

though they may easily have answered to a

whole in Omar's mind. The quatrains by

Fitzgerald bring together the scattered parts,

and hint at a series. As they now stand, in

Mr. Vedder's arrangement and with the en-

richment of his decoration, they have taken
on an almost systematic form. Certainly the

work ought now to be regarded as a whble
;

it has a firmness of conception which is

largely due to the strong setting it has re-

ceived, for Mr. Vedder's range of illustration

has made the poem no longer a Persian song,

but one to which voices contribute from many
(luarters.

It is entirely possible to maintain that by
this treatment the poem has gradually under-
gone a transformation, and that it has been
taken too seriously. There is, no doubt, a
lightness in the verse itself, a delicate playing

with forms and symbols that must not be
pressed too ( losely for their meaning, and,

in general, a \ lew of life which is not neces-

sarily even Omar's final creed. It is more to

the point to consider what we now have as an
independent song of life and death. Into this

subject we do not purpose to go. Doubt-
less the Rubaiyat, under Mr. Vedder's inter-

pretation, echoes the strain which rises to

many lips to-day. It is nevertheless quite per-

missible for one to recognize the truth and
the sadness and sweetness in it who yet finds

the Te Deiiiit Laudanins a jirofounder h\mn
of humanity ; or, if he must seek an Oriental

interpretation of the human and the di\ine,

may be better satisfied with the Book of Job.

H. E. Scudiicr.

Vol. XXIX.



TFIE OLD 3ED/1N CHHIR,

'• What's not destroy'd by Time's devouring hand ?

Where's Troy— and where's the May-pole in the Strand?"
Bra»iston''s "Art of Politics.

T STANDS in the stable-yard under the eaves,

Propped up by a broom-stick and covered with leaves.

It once was the pride of the gay and the fair.

But now 'tis a ruin — that old Sedan chair.

It is battered and tattered,— it httle avails

That once it was lacquered, and glistened with nails;

For its leather is cracked into lozenge and square—
Like a canvas by Wilkie— that old Sedan chair

!

See,— here came the bearing-straps ; here were the holes

For the poles of the bearers— when once there were poles;

It was cushioned with silk, it was wadded with hair

—

As the birds have discovered— that old Sedan chair.
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"Where's Troy ?". says the poet! Here, under the seat,

Is a nest with four eggs ;
—

'tis the favored retreat

Of the Muscovy hen, who has hatched, I dare swear,

Quite an army of chicks in that old Sedan chair

!

And yet — can't you fancy her face in the frame
Of the window,— some high-headed damsel or dame,
Be-patched and be-powdered, just set by the stair,

While they raise up the Hd of that old Sedan chair ?

Can't you fancy Sir Plume, as beside her he stands.

With his ruffles a-droop on his delicate hands,

—

With his cinnamon coat, and his laced solitaire,

—

As he lifts her out licrht from that old Sedan chair?
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Then it swings away slowly. Ah, many a league

It has trotted 'twixt sturdy-legged Terence and Teague

;

Stout fellows,— but prone, on a question of fare,

To brandish the poles of that old Sedan chair

!

It has waited by portals where Garrick has played

;

It has waited by Heidegger's " Grand Masquerade "

;

For my Lady Codille,— for my Lady Bellair,

It has waited— and waited, that old Sedan chair.

Oh, the scandals it knows ! Oh, the tales it could tell

Of Drum and Ridotto, of Rake and of Belle,

—

Of Cock-fight and Levee, and (scarcely more rare!)

Of Fete-days at Tyburn— that old Sedan chair

!

" /feu ! qucDitiim mutata^' I say as I go.

It deserves better fate than a stable-yard, though !

We must furbish it up, and dispatch it,
—" With Care "

—

To a Fine-Art Museum — that old Sedan chair!

Austin Dobson.

^im^&h^ML
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The First "Dark Horse"
How Polk defeated Van Buren in the Democratic National Convention

of 18-^-^y and some consequences of that defeat

By EDWARD N. VALLANDIGHAM

The Democratic National Convention of

1844 was the first to nominate for the

Presidency, a candidate usually spoken of

in the figurative language so characteristic

of our politics as a " dark horse." It was
also the convention to revive and perma-
nently to establish the rule requiring a two-

thirds majority for nominations, the first

also to make the extension of slavery the

chief campaign issue, and the first to be

distinguished by those gusts of passion,

that emotional turbulence, those sudden,

uncontrollable impulses which have since

so often characterized these vast gather-

ings.

This was but the fourth national conven-

tion in the history of the party. After the

breakdo^vn in 1824 of the old method of

nominating candidates by the Caucus of

Congress, such nominations were made in

the next campaign by the caucuses of the

State Legislatures, and by various more or

less responsible bodies the country over. In

1831 the Anti-Masonic Party made nomi-

nations in a national convention, the first

of the kind in the history of our politics.

The next year the Whigs, then called

National Republicans, and the Democrats
each held such a convention, the first held

by either of these parties.*

The Democratic National Convention of

1832 was called mainly to record the will

of the people as expressed in the renomina-

tion of Jackson by many organizations,

official and unofficial, in all parts of the

country, to nominate a candidate for the

Vice-Presidency ; to proclaim the harmony
of the party by an impressive gathering of

representative Democrats from every State

of the Union, and perhaps to emphasize

the fact that the method of nomination by

• The Federalist Conference of 1812, held

in New York City, was the earliest political

gathering with the semblance of a national

nominating convention. It consisted of about
seventy members, representing eleven States.

The l)ody sat three -days and endorsed the
independent nomination of Clinton as President.

the Caucus of Congress was forever aban-
doned. The second and third national con-
ventions of the Democratic party also met
to ratify in striking fashion the already
known wish of the Democratic masses. It

remained for the fourth, by a deft use of a

rule adopted at two of the other three con-

ventions, to compass the unexpected, and
disappoint the hopes of several conspicu-

ous leaders.

Throughout Van Buren's administration,

Calhoun, who believed the new President
to have brought about the break with Jack-
son which made it impossible that Calhoun
should be nominated President in 1836,
stood between the Democratic and the

^Miig parties, though he helped to enact

the sub-treasury plan, the one great party

measure of the administration. The de-

feat of Van Buren, in 1840, was in part

the result of lukewarmness toward him in

the South, though South Carolina gave him
her electoral vote.

Calhoun was not greatly grieved at the

defeat of the Democratic party, especially

as it was speedily demonstrated after the

death of the Whig President, when he had
been only a month in the chair, that his

successor, John Tyler, himself, like Cal-

houn, a political enemy of Jackson, would
break with the Whigs and act upon his

convictions as a strict constructionist Demo-
crat. The Whigs, indeed, by the nomina-

tion of Tyler for the Vice-Presidency had
rendered Calhoun's revenge upon his party

almost complete, for Tyler as President

represented much more nearly than Jack-

son or Van Buren the principles in which
Calhoun believed.

So complete was the break of Tyler with

the Whig party by his vetoes of their pet

national bank measure in its several forms,

that the whole Cabinet, save Webster, re-

signed office. The Whig leaders were bit-

ter against Webster for consenting to re-

main in the Cabinet, for some of them

seem to have hoped that the resignation of
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the entire Cabinet would force Tyler him- prevailed in several instances under the
self to resign, in which hope they appar- Third French Republic,

ently expected an approach of our Govern- Webster remained in Tyler's Cabinet in

ment to the British parliamentary system, spite of criticism and much suspicion of his

Reproduced from engraving by I. Andrews and R. E. Babson from painting by S. E. Dubourjal
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The first " Dark Horse" in politics and the eleventh President oi the L'nited States

though the resignation of a President of

the United States, because he found him-
self without a party, would give to our sys-

tem a resemblance rather to that which has

motives, until he had made sure of an ex-

tremely important treaty witli Great Brit-

ain, pending when the quarrel between the

President and the Whigs became acute.
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His resignation in the fall of 1843, Avlien

Tyler was already longing to be rid of him
as an obstacle to an important piece of

contemplated policy, was followed by the

appointment of Abel P. L pshnr to the va-

cancy. Upshur, however, was killed a few
months later in the sliocking accident on

board tlie United States man-of-war Presi-

Buren party. Van Buren hoped for and
expected the nomination. He did not ex-

pect, in the early part of Tyler's adminis-

tration, the rise of the great question that

was to defeat his hopes. This very ques-

tion, the annexation of Texas, Tyler him-

self and Calhoun were preparing. Van
Buren, on a visit to the South in 1842, had

Mr. Van Buren was Secretary of State under President Jackson from .829-31,
Vice-President during Jackson's second term, and President from 18^7-41,

being the eighth of our Presidents

(lent, and Calhoun, in April, 1844, became

Tyler's Secretary of State.

Van Buren had gone out of office in

March, 1841, after the mad campaign of

hurrah which had made Harrison Presi-

dent, generally recognized as the probable

Democratic candidate in 1844. Benton, in-

deed, had already openly declared for his

renomination, and for a time the Demo-
cratic party was often spoken of as the Van

been the guest of both Jackson and Clay,

and it vrns shrewdly conjectured that the

great leader of the Whigs, who was the

prospective candidate of his party, and his

guest, who fully expected the nomination

of the Democrats, discussed the question

of annexation, then beginning to attract

attention, and agreed that it should be kept

out of the coming campaign. Van Buren
in February, 184.S, sought to conciliate the
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Southern Democrats by a declnralion in

favor of a tariff for revenue only, the very

doctrine for which the Nullifiers under the

leadership of Calhoun, had contended in

1832 and 1833.

The annexation of Texas, Tyler's dar-

ling project, was held by the South to be

a necessity for the preservation of slavery

nnich as possible of British influence in the
neighbor republic. Calhoun had the treble

object of widening the national territory,

furthering slavery extension, and defeat-
ing the ambition of his enemy V'an Buren.
The matter was approached with the ut-

most address.

Thomas W. Gilmer of Virginia, a close

Reproduced from eugraviu^
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The seventh President of the United States and one ot" the most picturesque

and striking figures in its history

in the United States, for there was a strong

anti-slavery sentiment in Texas, and the

institution, abolished while Texas was a

part of Mexico, had been restored only

after the Texan rebellion against Mexican
authority in 1836. Whatever anti-slavery

sentiment existed in Texas was warmly
seconded by Great Britain, and the policy

of Southern public men was to make as

friend of Calhoun's, wrote in December,
1842, a letter advocating the immediate an-

nexation of Texas, and referring to the

danger that British influence might bring

about the abolition of slavery in the region.

Somewhat later a letter purporting to come
from a Marylander in London, but traced,

it is said, to Duft' Green, editor of a

Democratic organ opposed to Van Buren,
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Attorney-General of the United States from

1833—38, and acting Secretary of War from

1836-37

charged that Great Britain was
making active efforts to bring

about the abolition of slavery in

Texas. Gilmer's letter was ad-

dressed to Duff Green and pub-

lished in a Baltimore paper on

January 10, 18i3. Behind Gil-

mer and Green, Calhoun was sus-

pected. So the letter of Gilmer
was sent to Jackson at the Her-
mitage through Representative

Aaron V. Bro^\Ti of Tennessee, a

friend of- Jackson and supposed

supporter of Van Buren. Jack-

son was asked to express his

opinion upon the question at issue,

and he wrote a letter heartily ap-

proving Gilmer's suggestion of

immediate annexation. The men-
tion of British influence was al-

ways enougli to stir the pains of

memory in the scalp wound that

Jackson received as a lad for

refusing to black the boots of a

British officer, so that the old man
was easily led into the trap of his

enemy Calhoun. The letter of

Jackson was not immediately pub-
lished; in fact, it was kept for more
than a year in order that it might
have greater effect in promoting an-

nexation and in injuring Van Buren.
^Meanwhile many public men had

written letters to friends and ac-

quaintances, or to their constituents

tlirough the newspapers, some ad-

vocating the immediate annexation of

Texas, others expressing fears lest

the nomination of Van Buren should

turn out to be unwise. There were
also at work for the annexation of

Texas and the defeat of Van Buren
yet other influences, especially land

speculators, and bond speculators, who
hoped to be enriched by the increase

in the value of Texan lands and of

Texan bonds. These men were work-
ing, not specially in the interests of

Calhoun, for they feared his stern

rectitude should governmental action

other than annexation be necessary to

the success of their selfish schemes.

Mr. Johnson was Vice-President from 1837-41,

cessful candidate for the Vice- Presidency

and an unsuc-

in 1 840
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Reproduced from engraving made from a dagiter
reotype taken March, iS^i
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One of America's most famous statesmen, and

the Whig candidate for President at the

election of 1844

but merely against anything tliat

should interfere with the early ac-

complishment of annexation.

It was about a month before the

meeting of the Democratic Na-
tional Convention that the treaty

of annexation was sent to the Sen-

ate. Calhoun had meanwhile be-

come Secretary of State with the

special object of hastening an-

nexation. The country was taken

by surprise at the point reached in

the negotiations, though it had
been rumored that the long talked-

of annexation was pending, and
the North was indignant.

When the question of annexa-

tion began to be conspicuous, sev-

eral competitors witli Yixn Burcn
appeared. Richard Malcolm Jolui-

son, who was taken seriously by

the Democrats of Kentucky, but
was elsewhere recognized as con-
siderably less than a first-rate man,
lioped that he might be nominated
for President, but was willing, if

need be, to take the second ))lacc.

In a speech made during a North-
ern tour as far as Boston in 18t.'?,

he intimated that he alone could

defeat Clay. Johnson had the sup-

port not only of Kentucky, but of

the anti-Benton faction of the Mis-

souri Democrats. It is significant

of the far-reaching nature of in-

fluences in American politics that

the opponents of Van Buren should

have been the opponents also of

Benton. The latter eventually

broke with his party over the slav-

ery question ; his son-in-law Fre-

mont was afterward the Republican

party's first candidate for Presi-

dent, while Van Buren was the first

candidate of the Free Soil party,

forerunner of the Republican party.

Reproduced from If. F //ails engraving of a daguerreotype ty Br

Vice-President from 1825-32, and twice Secretary of War
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Callioim. who declined in ISiS to visit

Ohio in a public way on the ground that he

was a candidate for President, later issued

a letter which was at tirst taken as a with-

drawal, but was tinally interpreted merely

as a refusal to permit the use of his name
in the convention, while it left his friends

free to support him as an independent can-

didate. As a matter of fact, Calhoun dis-

liked the convention system, and hoped

to nominate Van Buren, supported Lewis

Cass of Michigan, a man popular both

North and South. He declared for imme-
diate annexation, and dwelt with special

force upon the danger of British influence

in Texas.

Although amid all this political disturb-

ance Van Buren suffered much uneasiness

and passed through periods of depression,

it began at length to look as if the Demo-

Reproductd from engraving of portrait by J. F. A. Heale
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The fifteenth President of the United States. Mr. Buchanan was Secretary of

State from 1845-

1

849, Minister to Russia and Minister to England

that it might disappear from our politics.

James Buchanan, already for twenty

years active in national politics, had been

urged for the nomination by the Demo-

crats of Pennsylvania, but in December,

1843, had formally withdrawn from the

contest.

Some Democrats who thought it unwise

cratic choice would, after all, concentrate

ujwn him. Then came the Jackson letter

in favor of immediate annexation, pro-

cured for the special purpose of " blowing

Van out of water," the letters of Clay and
Van Buren ojiposing annexation, and the

open revolt of the South against Van
Buren. Benjamin F. Butler of New York,
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who had long been

associated with Van
Buren in State poli-

tics, and had been

Attorney-General in

his Cabinet, went to

Jackson at the Her-

mitage, showed him

how he had been

used by Calhoun to

compass the polit-

ical ruin of Van
Buren, and pro-
cured from him a

letter expressing en-

tire confidence in

Van Buren, despite

his opposition to an-

nexation.

The effect of this

letter was to revive

the hopes of Van
Buren; but it was
really too late to

counteract the
Southern revolt.

Many delegates in-

structed for him
were eager to be ab-

solved from their

instructions. One
such delegate re-

signed his place

rathgr than sup-

port Van Buren.

One of Van
Buren's most
earnest support-

ers in Virginia

now presided at

a meeting called

to demand the

reinstruction of

the Virginia del-

egates against

Van Buren, and
the delegates
were tluis rein-

structed.

Meanwhile the

Whigs were ab-

solutely united.

There was not a

moment's doubt
as to their can-

didate. Clay was
to be the man.

Mr. Bancroft, known as one of America's greatest histo-

rians, was also a statesman and diplomat. As Secretary

of the Navy, from 1845-46, he established the Naval

Academy at Annapolis

eproduced from engraving by T. Doncy
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Once Attorney General of tlie United States

The convention met
on the first of May
at Baltimore, with
every State of tlie

Union represented,

and every delegate

for Clay. A man
now in liis ninety-

second year, wlio

attended tlie con-

vention as a dclc-

g.'ite from Oliio, lias

l)reserved a letter

he then wrote to his

wife describing the

scenes at Baltimore.

The city was so

crowded tliat dele-

gates were sleeping

eight or ten in a

room and two or

three in a bed. Tlie

Avriter of this letter

described the en-

thusiasm Avith which
the delegates and
others accompany-
ing them were re-

ceived in the streets

of Baltimore.
The w i n d o Av s

and the balco-

nies were lined

with Ladies, the

lovely women of

a city famed for

the beauty of its

women. Tl.ey
cheered the dele-

gates, pelted
them with flow-

ers and with
sweetmeats. One
of the Ohio dele-

gation from time

to time stej^ped

from the line of

march to make
an obeisance and

a complimentary
speech to the
fair onlookers.

The work of the

Whig convention

was finished in

a single sitting.

Hcnrv Clav was
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nouiinatcd for President in a whirlwind, those of his great Democratic predecessors,

and Theodore Frelinghuysen. of an old Caucuses of Congress and national con-

Dutch family in New Jersey, became the ventions of the Democratic party had

candidate for Vice-President. Daniel hitherto in the main merely recorded the

AVebster was m the city to signalize in a popular will. Now a convention was to

speech at the great ratification meeting choose the first " dark horse," as the rac-

next day his full return to the party fold ing phrase goes. For the first time in the

and his readiness to lend his whole weight history of the party a candidate, of whom
to Clav in the coming campaign. It was a the mass of Democrats had not so much

love feast of the Whigs, and they left as dreamed, was to be preferred by the

Baltimore, confident that their splendid convention to all of the half dozen leaders,

candidate coiild defeat the best man that any one of whom would have been accept-

the Democratic party could put forward. able to the party at large.

Very different was the Democratic con- The Convention met in the Egyptian

vention. The Whigs, usually opportunists, Saloon of Odd Fellows Hall in North Gay

for the first time in their party history had Street, Baltimore, on the morning of Mon-

nominated their one great natural leader, day, the 27th of May. Every State but

the most popular man in the party, one of South Carolina was represented. Only

the oldest and most conspicuous of living Virginia and Kentucky were over-repre-

statesmen, the very embodiment of Whig sented, and their over-representation did

principles, for he was as good a Union not entitle them to more than their proper

man as the great Webster, and a more quota of votes, a number equal to their

consistent advocate of protection, internal votes in the Electoral College. There

improvements,
and national
banks, and no

friend of slav-

erv extension.

The Demo-
cratic party
was about to re-

verse the prac-

tice of its whole

lifetime, and
adopt the op-

portunist Whig
policy of nomi-

nating an al-

most obscure
man. The
D e m o c r atic

candidates
from Jefferson

to Van Buren
had been con-

spicuous party

leaders, unless

we except Jack-

son, who had
been rather a

popular idol,

though his
qualities of
natural leader-

ship were, as it

turned out, at

least equal to

Reproduced from engraving by T. Doney

W-,iS^^^
Secretary of the Treasury from 1845-49. He supported the Home-

stead Bill, the independence and, later, the annexation of Texas.

were in all 266
votes in the
convention. The
number neces-

sary to a choice

depended upon
the rule to be

adopted on that

head; should
the two-thirds

rule prevail,

178 votes would
be necessary to

a choice ; should

the majority
rule prevail,
134 votes would
nominate a can-

didate. It was
known that the

whole number
of delegates in-

structed for

Van Buren con-

siderably ex-

ceeded a ma-
jority of the

convention, and
came within
about ten votes

of two-thirds.

But i t w a s

feared that
some would dis-
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regard instruc-

tions, and cast

their votes for

other candi-
dates.

It was a dis-

tinguishedbody

of men thus
met to choose a

candidate for

the Democratic

party. There

sat in the hall

some of the
ablest and most

c nspicuous
men of the na-

tion^ North,
South, East,
and West.
Maine sent
Nathan Clif-

ford, a distin-

guished law-
yer, destined

to die at a

great age as a

member of the

United States

Supreme Court.

Benjamin F.

Butler, by no
means to be

confused with

the man of that

name after-
wards Gov-

Kcproditccd I iiig made ty 7". B. I / 'etch fycni a daguerreotype.

George Mifflin Dallas, Vice-President with James K. Polk. Mr. Dallas

was also sent as Minister to Russia and England

persons were
standing on
the benches. A
pro))osal to ex-

clude from the

room all save

members of the

convention did

not find favor.

T li e whole
body gave evi-

dence of ex-

citement, but

as a newspajier

report dc-
clared, there
was no breach

of gentlemanly

courtes}' by
any member.
Little beyond
the temporary-

organization
was accom-
plished, when
an adjourn-
ment was taken

to four o'clock

in the after-

noon.

Early in the

afternoon ses-

sion the con-

vention was
thrown into in-

tense excite-

ment by a pro-

ernor of Massachusetts and candidate for posal to adopt the rules of 1832, including

President on the Greenback ticket, led the the twj-thirds rule. For hours the con-

New York delegation, and appeared as vention struggled over this question. The

peculiarly the representative of Van Buren, excitement was somewhat allayed for a

in whose Cabinet he had served as Attor- moment when the permanent chairman, in

ney-General. George Bancroft, the his- response to a gift of a bouquet from a

torian, who survived the convention by the lady of Baltimore, gallantly said that the

length of an ordinary lifetime, led the flowers were not so fair as the giver, a

]\Iassachusetts delegation. Senator Robert sentiment that called out a storm ot ap-

J. Walker of Mississippi, a Northerner by plause. Butler of New York and Walker

birth, and destined more than a decade of ]Mississippi now led the opposing fac-

later, as Governor of Kansas, to break with tions of the convention. Mr. Butler in the

the dominant Southern wing of his party, course of a speech, leaped from the floor

led the anti-Van Buren forces. and came down upon his heels witli a re-

The hall was crowded and noisy from the sounding thump by-way of emphasizing his

first. A " plain farmer " from North Caro- words. No decision was reached that day.

lina, after the anti-Van Buren men had and an adjournment was taken till Tucs-

triumphed in the choice of the temporary day. All night the delegates went back

chairman, complained of the disorder, and and forth u])on errands of intrigue,

noted that the aisles were crowded and that Next morning the two-tliirds rule was
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adopted, after another sliarp strug-gle, by everybody awake. In a hall filled almost
a vote of 148 to 118. Tlie vote against the to suftocation, with its doors besieged by
rule represented the true strength of Yan a vast crowd from the streets, the conven-
Buren in a convention a clear majority of tion proceeded to what was called the first

whose delegates had been instructed in fa- ballot, though each delegate voted not by
vor of him. Xearly two-thirds of the ballot, but viva voce. On this ballot Van
Xorthern delegates voted against the rule;

nearly six-sevenths of the Southern dele-

gates voted in favor of it. The friends of

Lewis Cass were
hopeful. The
vote was pro-
phetic of that
Charleston Con-

vention of six-

teen years later

which was to

split the Demo-
cratic party into

Xorthern and
Southern wings,

and thus to give

the country its

first Republican

President. There
wac much bitter-

ness on the part

of the losers.

They especially

reprobated the
conduct of many
P e n n sylvania
delegates, for the

members of this

delegation had
been required to

pledge them-
selves in writing

not only to vote

for Van Buren,
but to do all in

their power to

bring about tliis

nomination. It

was held that to

Buren had 146 votes, 12 more than a ma-
jority, though some of those instructed for

him voted against him. Cass came next

with 83, and
Johnson next
with 24. Cal-

houn, Buchanan,
and Woodbury
appeared in the

ballot, as did
Commodore
Stewart, grand-

father of Charles

Stewart Parnell,

the Irish leader.

Seven ballots
were taken. On
the second Van
Buren fell to 127,

less than a ma-
jority. On the

seventh he had
fallen to 99 and
Cass had risen to

123. Johnson and
Buchanan now
had respectively

21 and 22, and ail

other candidates

had disappeared.

The Cass men
were hopeful, the

Van Buren men
angry and deter-

mined. Tactics

familiar to later

conventions were
introduced. The
Van Buren men

vote for the two-thirds rule, which made tried in vain for an adjournment. A motion
the nomination of Van Buren impossible, to declare Andrew Jackson the unanimous
was for the Pennsylvanians to violate choice of the convention called out cheers

both the letter and the s]:.;rit of their and good-natured laughter, but did not cause

pledge. a stampede. The real struggle came when
The convention adjourned at half-past Miller of Ohio offered a resolution declar-

one, and reassfmblfd at three o'clock, ing Martin Van Buren as having received a

meanwhile having eaten the heavy mid-day majority of votes, the nominee of the con-

dinner of the jjcriod, a proceeding which vention. Amid much excitement all over

ought to have prepared the members for the hall the chairman ruled that this motion,

sleep rather than discussion. But the in- being in effect an attempt to rescind the

cidents of the session were such as to keep two-thirds rule, required a two-thirds vote.

Reproduced fii

Whig Candidate for the Vice-Presidency

headed the ticket

1844 when Clay
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Confusion now seized the convention, gation. This he confided long afterward

When a member wished to catch the chair- to his fellow-historian, Professor Schouler,

man's eye or to make himself heard, he and the fact that Bancroft became Sccrc-

mounted a bench. There was a motion for tary of the Navy under Polk seems to in-

an appeal from the decision of the chair, dicate some special obligation of the lat-

and McXulty of Ohio from his stand on ter.* The New York Evening J'osl, which

a bench spoke vehemently in favor of the accepted the result of the convention sul-

appeal. It was past six o'clock. After an- lenly, charged that there was a conspiracy

other liour of disorder the convention ad- against \:\x\ Buren extending from Michi-

journed to nine

o'clock on
Wednesday
morning.

Intrigue was
livelier than ever

on Tuesday
night. The
friends of Cass

believed that he

could be nomi-

nated next morn-

ing, and were
struggling hard

to win votes. But
it was only natu-

ral that the Van
Buren men
should be unwill-

ing to see the

next highest can-

didate win, par-

ticularly as some
of his supporters

had been most
eager to adopt

the fatal two-

thirds rule. Ban-
croft, the histo-

rian, says, that

A candidate at the Baltimore Convention in opposition to Van
Buren. Mr. Cass at various times was Governor of the

Territory of Michigan, Secretary of War, Minister to

France, Secretary of State, and Democratic Candidate for

President

gan, the home of

Cass, to the far

South, and added
that " the Polk

business broke

that u])." Tlif

movement to

Polk, indeed,
seems to have

been at least as

much against
Cass as against

Van Buren.

When morning
came, the a])peal

from the decision

of the chair was

not pressed. On
the eighth ballot

there were 41'

votes from New
England and the

South for Polk.

Van Buren had

lOi, and Cass

114. While the

ninth ballot was

in progress the

New York dele-

gation asked
leave to Avith-

draw for consul-

tation, and left

the hall just in

time to )>revent

'

he, seeing that

Van Buren could

not be nominated,

and believing
that Cass could

not be elected, turned to James K. Polk of a personal colloquy between a Southern

Tennessee, an out-spoken advocate of an- member and ]\Ir. Young of New "\ork. who

nexation, who had been spoken of for the had spoken bitterly of ]\Ir. Callioun as tlie

second place on the ticket, and obtained Nero who was fiddling while Rome burned,

support for him in the Massachusetts dele- When the New Yorkers returned, Mr. But-

ler read a letter of withdrawal from Mr.
*It is significant of Bancroft's share in pro- y.^^ B.uren, and the convention cheered as

niolinp; the nommation of Polk that a marijinal ^^ .1 , ., ^ o- r i or l r ..

note, Apparently in Bancroft's hand, in a vol- New \ork then cast .>;> of her S6 votes loi

unie of the Life of Silas Wright, once part of Polk. Then followed the first of many stam-

Bancroft's librar)% and now in the Lenox Li- pedes in the historv of national conventions,
brary of New York, denies an assertion in the

peie„.^tion after" delegation chan<red its
text as to the lieginning of the movement in '

. f ^ ,, , , i a ,i..,„c»-

the convention to Polk. Manv of Bancroft's vote to Polk, and he was nominated almost

books in the Lenox Librarv are thus annotated, bv acclamation. The South had won..
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That afternoon the convention nomi-
nated for Vice-President Silas Wright,
the confidential friend of Van Biiren, but
next morning Mr. Butler read from Mr.
"Wright a letter of declination. Mr. \^'right

had already put aside a proj^osal to nomi-
nate him for President. The convention
after a few ballots nominated for Mcc-
President, instead of Mr. Wright, George
M. Dallas of Pennsylvania, as a sop to the

protectionists.

Polk was truly the first Democratic
" dark horse," for although he had been
a member of the House of Representa-
tives for fourteen years, and Speaker of
that House for four years, and had been
chosen Governor of Tennessee, he had been
little heard of outside his o^vTl State since

his retirement from Congress in 1839, and
had never been a man of wide popularity.

The nomination was received by the Whigs
with scornful laughter, as they asked
" Who is Polk.^ " and contrasted the com-
paratively obscure Democratic nominee
with their own brilliant Henry Clay, a man
of lifelong popularity, longer conspicu-

ous in the public service than any other

man then engaged in politics. But Clay
managed to arouse in the North suspicions

of his sincerity by the letters he subse-

quently wrote on the subject of annexa-
tion, and largely through the votes of the

anti-sla\ery Whigs in New York and

Michigan, some of whom went over to the
Liberty party, he was defeated and Polk
was seated in the chair. As to the " dark
horse," he proved fitter for the place
than even his friends had hoped. He
had been all his life a consistent pro-
slavery man; he proved a consistent pro-
slavery President. He provoked the
Mexican War, and under the spur of the
Whigs helped to carry out his party's

pledge for the reoccupation of Oregon.
The Southern men, however, overreached
themselves in all this, for in demanding
at once the " reannexation of Texas and
the reoccupation of Oregon," they enabled
the Whigs successfully to insist upon a
gain of territory in the Northwest that al-

most offset the gain in the South, and be-
sides, out of the vast region wrested from
Mexico was carved the free State of Cali-

fornia. Furthermore, the ruthless rejec-

tion of Van Buren made him all the more
willing to lead, in ISiS, the Free Soil

party, which helped to bring about
the election of the Whig candidate, and
made an impressive showing of 2 j0,000
for the principle of freedom in the terri-

tories. Here was the party which proved
the forerunner of that Republican party

destined to destroy slavery and for the

greater part of forty years to exclude the

Democrats from power. Truly Van Buren
has been amply avenged.

The ''Little Woman's" Forgery

By albert BIGELOW PAINE

UR new addition was complete,

but we never quite seemed to

get through paying for it. A
number of times, when we
thought we had settled the

last and final bit of our liabil-

ities, a new demand would be
presented^ a new liydra head
to be smitten off, a new wound
to be seared over and forgot-

ten. A big brace for the tall

rifw ciiiinney was an " extra," of course.

Likewise the storm windows and a new
jiatent damper for the furnace, guaranteed
to save anywhere from nine to nin(;ty-nine

per cent, of the coal used, and to supply at

least double the heat. The spark-screen,

andirons, and other adjuncts for the fire-

place—these, too, were outside the contract,

and a good deal easier to buy than to pay
for, even when the buying meant mousing
about in dusty antique stores, and the pay-

ing a simple matter of drawing a check.

It is easy to draw checks when the ac-

count is replete—in fact, it is rather a

pleasure to do so—I am sure the Little

Woman used to regard me with an admira-

tion akin to awe as I carelessly filled in the

figures and name of payee, and signed

my name with a neat flourish on the line

below.

1 suppose she wondered why I never let



THE SONG BY THE BARADA.

Over the brow of Lebanon,
In a blaze of splendor sank the sun,

Its gold on the valley glowing

;

After a day now dark, now fair,

With a wild sirocco sweeping bare

The mountain paths, as we journeyed there,

To stately Baalbec going.

All in the dusk our tents gleamed white

Where lone Barada lulled the night.

Cool from the snows of Hermon

;

Around us, rose and hawthorn blooms
Hung, sad, above Abila's tombs

;

And her ruined temples, through the glooms.

Looked with a voiceless sermon.

Listen ! what steals on the air ? has the breeze

Wafted down from the shining seas

A song of the seraphs seven ?

—

Low and soft as the soothing fall

Of the fountains of Eden ; sweet as the call

Of angels over the jasper wall.

That welcomes a soul to heaven.

The wild wind fell; and, past compare,
Up in the wonderful depths of air

Floated the starry islands ;

—

Floated so calm, so bright, so near.

From the curtained door I leaned to hear,

Perchance, some song of the blessed, clear

In the great o'erarching silence.

It swells ! it mounts ! it fills the vale !

The hawthorns tremble; the roses pale

At its passionate, glorious mazes !
—

'Tis a Peri hymning of Paradise !

'Tis the plaint of a spirit that yearns and sighs,

Though lapped in the nameless bliss of the

skies.

For a lost-love's embraces !

By the tethered horses, from man to man
Speech and laughter alternate ran,

Where the muleteers were lying

;

But story and merriment fainter grew.

Till the only sound the tent-court knew
Was the dragoman's footfall echoing through,

Or the wind in the walnut sighing.

A moment's hush with the falling strain;—
And the wild wind, rising, roared amain

O'er the stream and the covert shady;—
Breathless I stood in the curtained door.

But the ravishing melody came no more;
And the dragoman, crossing the tent before

Cried, " The Nightingale, my lady."

Yet still, when April suns are low,

I hear the wild sirocco blow.

And see, in memory's vision,

Abila's ruins strew the hill;

The stars the Syrian azure fill;

While, listening, all my pulses thrill

As soars that song Elysian.

Edna Dean Proctor.



THE BATTLE OF BULL RUN.*

JULY 21, l86l.

L0L1SI.\NA TIGER.

SOON after the first conflict

between the authorities of

the Federal Union and those

of the Confederate States had
occurred in Charleston Har-
bor, by the bombardment
of Fort Sumter,— which,

beginning at 4:30 a. m. on
the 1 2th of April, 1861,

forced the surrender of that

fortress within thirty hours

thereafter into my hands,

—I was called toRich-

mond, which by that

time had become the

Confederate seat of

government, and di-

> rected to "assume

J" command of the Con-
federate troops on the

Alexandria line." Arriv-

ing at Manassas Junction,
I took command on the 2d of June, forty-nine

days after the evacuation of Fort Sumter by
Major Anderson.

Although the position at the time was strat-

egically of commanding importance to the

Confederates, the mere terrain was not only

without natural defensive advantages, but, on
the contrary, was absolutely unfavorable. Its

strategic value was that, with close proximity

to the Federal capital, it held in observation

the chief Federal army then being assembled

in the quarter of Arlington by General Mc-
Dowell, under the immediate eye of the com-
mander-in-chief, General Scott, for an offensive

movement against Richmond; and while it

had a railway approach in its rear for the

easy accumulation of reenforcements and all

the necessary munitions of war from the south-

ward, at the same time another (the Manas-
sas Gap) railway, diverging laterally to the

left from that point, gave rapid communi-
cations with the fertile valley of the Shen-

andoah, then teeming with live-stock and
cereal subsistence, as well as with other re-

sources essential to the Confederates. There
was this further value in the position to the

Confederate army : that during the period of

accumulation, seasoning, and training, it

might be fed from the fat fields, pastures,

and garners of Loudon, Fauquier, and the

lower Shenandoah valley counties, which
otherwise must have fallen into the hands
of the enemy. But, on the other hand. Bull

Run, a petty stream, was of little or no defen-

sive strength; for it abounded in fords, and
although for the most part its banks were
rocky and abrupt, the side from which it

would be approached offensively was in most
places the higher, and therefore commanded
the opposite ground.

At the time of my arrival at Manassas, a

Confederate army under General Joseph E.

Johnston was in occupation of the lower
Shenandoah valley, along the line of the upper
Potomac, chiefly at Harper's Ferry, which was
regarded as the gateway of that valley and of

one of the possible approaches to Richmond

;

a position from which he was speedily forced

to retire, however, by a flank movement by a

Federal army, under the veteran General Pat-

terson, thrown across the Potomac at or

about Martinsburg.t On my other or right

flank, so to speak, a Confederate force

of some twenty-five hundred men under
General Holmes occupied the position of

Acquia Creek on the lower Potomac, upon
the line of approach to Richmond from that

direction through Fredericksburg. The other

approach, that by way of the James River,

was held by Confederate troops under Gen-
erals Huger and Magruder. Establishing

small outposts at Leesburg to observe the

crossings of the Potomac in that quarter, and
at Fairfax Court House in observation of

Arlington, with other detachments in advance
of Manassas toward Alexandria on the south

side of the railroad, from the very outset I

was anxiously aware that the sole military

advantage at the moment to the Confederates

was that of holding the interior lines. On the

Federal or hostile side were all material ad-

vantages, including superior numbers, largely

drawn from the old militia organizations of the

great cities of the North, decidedly better

armed and equipped than the troops under me,

and strengthened by a small but incomparable

body of regular infantry as well as a number of

batteries of regular field artillery of the high-

t It was Patterson upon whom the Government at Washincjton depended to neutralize Johnston as an
element in McDowell's contest with Heaurefjard. But, whether from the faultiness of Scott's instructions or of

Patterson's understanding of them, or from liis failure or inability to execute them,— all of which is matter

of controversy,— Patterson neither held Johnston nor reenforced McDowell.— I'J).

* Copyright, 1884," by TiiK CENTURY Co. All rights reserved.
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est class, and a very large and thoroughly or-

ganized staff corps, besides a numerous body
of professionally educated officers in com-
mand of volunteer regiments,*— all precious

military elements at such a juncture; add
to this the immensely superior industrial and
mechanical resources and an unrestrictable

commercial access to the markets and work-

shops of Europe, with all the accumulated

wealth of the Northern people to draw upon.

Happily, through the foresight of Colonel

Thomas Jordan,— whom General Lee had
placed as the Adjutant-General of the forces

there assembled before my arrival,— arrange-

ments were made which enabled me to receive

regularly, from private persons at the Federal

capital, most accurate information, of which
politicians high in council, as well as War
Department clerks, were the unconscious

ducts. Moreover, my enterprising, intelligent

pickets were watchfully kept in the closest

possible proximity to General McDowell's
headquarters, and, by a stroke of good for-

tune on the fourth of July, happened upon
and captured a sergeant and soldier of

the regulars, who were leisurely riding for

recreation not far outside their lines. The
soldier, an intelligent, educated Scotchman,
proved to be a clerk in the Adjutant-General's

office of General McDowell, intrusted with

the special duty of compiling returns of

his army— a work which he confessed, with-

out reluctance, he had just executed, show-
ing the forces under McDowell about the first

of July. His statement of the strength and
composition of that force tallied so closely

with that which had been acquired through

my Washington agencies, already mentioned,

as well as through the leading newspapers of

New York and Washington, Philadelphia and
Baltimore, regular files of which were also

transmitted to my headquarters from the

Federal capital, that I could not doubt them.
In these several ways, therefore, I was al-

most as well advised of the strength of the

hostile army in my front as its commander,
who, I may mention, had been a classmate

of mine at West Point. Under those cir-

cumstances I had become satisfied that

a well-equipped, well-constituted Federal
army at least fifty thousand strong, of all

arms, confronted me at or about Arling-

ton, ready and on the very eve of an of-

fensive operation against me, and to meet
which I could muster barely eighteen thou-
sand men with twentv-nine field-suns.

Previously, indeed, or as early as the
middle of June, it had become apparent
to my mind that through only one course of
action could there be a Well-grounded hope
of ability on the part of the Confederates
to encounter successlully the offensive opera-
tions for which the Federal authorities were
then vigorously preijaring in my imme-
diate front, with so consummate a strategist

and military administrator as Licutenant-
General Scott in general command at Wash-
ington, aided by his accomplished heads of
the large General Staff Corps of the United
States Army ; this course was to make the
most enterprising, warlike use of the interior

lines which we possessed, for the swift con-
centration at the critical instant of every
available Confederate force upon the menaced
position, at the risk, if need were, of sacrific-

ing all minor places to the one clearly of major
military value,— then to meet our adversary
so offensively as to overwhelm him, under cir-

cumstances that must assure immediate abil-

ity to assume the general offensive even upon
the territory of the adversary, and thus conquer
an early peace by a few well-delivered blows.

My views of such import had been already

earnestly communicated to the proper author-

ities; but about the middle of July, satisfied

that McDowell was on the eve of taking the

offensive against me, I dispatched Colonel

James Chesnut, of South Carolina, a volun-

teer aid-de-camp on my staff who had served

on an intimate footing with Mr. Davis in the

Senate of the United States, to urge in sub-

stance the necessity for the immediate con-

centration of the larger part of the forces of

Johnston and Holmes at Manassas, so that

the moment McDowell should be sufficiently

far detached from Washington, 1 would be

enabled to move rapidly around his more
convenient flank upon his rear and his com-
munications, and attack him in reverse, thus

cutting off" his retreat upon Arlington in the

event of his defeat, and insuring as an imme-
diate consequence the crushing of Patterson,

the liberation of Maryland, and the capture

of Washington.

This plan was rejected by Mr. Davis and

his military advisers (Adjutant-Cieneral Cooper

and General Lee), who characterized it as

"brilliant and comprehensive," but essentially

impracticable. Furthermore, Colonel Ches-

nut came back impressed with the views

entertained at Richmond,— as he communi-

cated at once to my Adjutant-General,— that

* It should be borne in mind, on the other hand, that there were many professionally educated officers on
the Confederate side. In the battle of Bull Run there were General Reaurerjard himself, Generals

Johnston, Stonewall Jackson, Longstreet, Kirbv Smith, Ewell. Early, Bee, D. R. Jones, Holmes.
Evans, Elzey, and Jordan, all in prominent positions, besides others not so prominent. The General

Staff Corps contributed many efficient men to the Confederacy, including General R. E. Lee.—En.
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SCALE OF MILES

Federal Troops.

^ Confederate Troops. >ro^\'

STRUTMERS, SERVOSS i CO., ENGR'S,

OUTLINE MAP OF THE BCLL RUN REGION.

A, A, A, A, A. General line of Confederate dispositions during the skirmish at Mitchell's and Blackburn's Fords (July 18;, and until the morning
of the main engagement (July 21).

B, B, B. General hne of Confederate dispositions, made to repel McDowell's flank attack by the Sudley and NewTuarket Road.
The Federal dispositions are represented as they were at the climax of the fighting on the Henry plateau.

should the Federal army soon move offen-

sively upon my position, my best course would
be to retire behind the Rappahannock river

and accept battle there instead of Manassas.
In effect, it was regarded as best to sever com-
munications between the two chief Confeder-
ate armies, that of the Potomac and that of

the Shenandoah, with the inevitable immedi-
ate result that Johnston would be forced to leave

Patterson in possession of the lower Shenan-
doah valley, abandoning to the enemy so large

a part of the most resourceful sections of Vir-

ginia, and, retreating southward by way of the

Luray valley, pass across the Blue Ridge at

Thornton's Gap and unite with me after all,

but at Fredericksburg, much nearer Rich-

mond than Manassas. These views, how-

ever, were not made known to me at the

time, and happily my mind was left en-

grossed with the grave problem miposed upon

me by the rejection of my plan for the imme-

diate concentration of a materially larger force,

/. e., the problem of placing and using my
resources for a successful encounter behind

Bull Run with the Federal army, which I was

not permitted to doubt was about to take the

field against me.

It is almost needless to say that I had

caused to be made a thorough reconnaissance

of all the ground in my front and flanks,
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and had made myself personally acquainted
with the most material points, including the

region of Sudley's church on my left, where
a small detachment was posted in observa-

tion. Left now to my own resources, of

course the contingency of defeat had to be con-

sidered and provided for. Among the measures
or precautions for such a result, I ordered

the destruction of the Orange and Alexandria
Railroad bridge across Bull Run at Union
Mills, in order that the enemy, in the event

of my defeat, should not have the immediate
use of the railroad in following up their move-
ment against Richmond— a railroad which
could have had no corresponding value to us

eastward beyond Manassas in any operations

on our side with Washington as the objective,

inasmuch as any such operations must have
been made by the way of the upper Potomac
and upon the rear of that city.

Just before Colonel Chesnut was dispatched

on the mission of which I have spoken, a for-

mer clerk in one of the departments at Wash-
ington, well known to him, had volunteered to

return thither and bring back the latest infor-

mation, from our most trusted friends, of the

military and political situations. His loyalty,

intelligence, and desire to be of service being

vouched for, and as I was extremely solicitous

to hear the personal observations of so intel-

ligent a gentleman as he was represented to

be, he was at once sent across the Potomac

below Alexandria by our agencies in that quar-
ter, merely accredited by a small scrap of pa-
per bearing in Colonel Jordan's cipher the
two words, " Trust bearer," with which he
was to call at a certain house in a certain

street in Washington within easy rifle-range

of the White House, ask for the lady of the
house, and present it only to her. This del-

icate mission was as fortunately as it was
deftly executed. In the early morning, as

the newsboys were crying in the as yet
empty streets of Washington the intelhgence
that the order was given for the Federal
army to move at once upon my position,

that scrap of paper, apparently so unmean-
ing, reached the hands of the one person
in all that city who could extract any mean-
ing from it. With no more delay than was
necessary for a hurried breakfast and the

writing in cipher by Mrs. G of the words
" Order issued for McDowell to march upon
Manassas to-night," my agent was placed
in communication with another friend, who
carried him in a buggy with a relay of horses

as swiftly as possible down the eastern shore
of the Potomac to our regular ferry across

that river. Without untoward incident the

momentous dispatch was quickly delivered

into the hands of a cavalry courier, and
by means of relays it was in my hands be-
tween eight and nine o'clock that night.

Within half an hour, my outpost commanders.

BULL RUN, NEAR BLACKBURN S FORD.

[After a photograph taken in March, i362, when the Confederate troops had been withdrawn.]
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that and Blackburn's ford. (See outline map.) which had been but momentarily shaken by
My order of battle, issued in the night of the the alarm caused by McDowell's march upon
17th, contemplated an offensive return, par- Richmond. t As this was not an order in terms,

ticularly from the strong brigades on the right but an urgency which, notwithstanding its

and right center. The Federal artillery opened superior source, left me technically free and
in front of both fords, and the infantry, while could define me as responsible for any mis-

demonstrating in front of Mitchell's ford, event, I preferred to keep both the situation

endeavored to force a passage at Blackburn's, and the responsibility, and continuerl every

Their column of attack, Tyler's division, was effort for the prompt arrival of the Shenan-

opposed by Longstreet's forces, to the reen- doah forces, being resolved, should they come
forcement of which Early's brigade, the before General McDowell again attac;ked, to

reserve line at McLean's ford, was ordered take myself the offensive. General McDowell,
up. The Federals, after several attempts to fortunately for my plans, spent the igth and
force a passage, met a final repulse and re- 20th in reconnaissances

; | and, meanwhile,

treated. After their infantry attack had General Johnston brought 6000 men from

ceased, about one o'clock, the contest the Shenandoah valley, with 20 guns, and
lapsed into an artillery duel, in which the General Holmes 1265 rank and file, with six

Washington Artillery of New Orleans won pieces of artillery from Accjuia Creek. As
credit against the renowned batteries of the these forces arrived (most of them in the

United States regular army. A
comical effect of this artillery fight

was the destruction of the dinner

•of myself and staff by a Federal

shell that fell into the fire-place

of my headquarters at the Mc-
Lean House.*
Our success in this

first limited collision

was of special pres-

tige to my army of

new troops,and,

moreover, of ~-

decisive impor- :' -^

tance by so in- \ i'-

creasing Gener- '
"^-^ \ ~ ^^

al McDowell's cau- ''
, -.

tion as to give time

for the arrival of some
of General Johnston's
forces. But while on the 19th

I was awaiting a renewed and
general attack by the Federal
army, I received a telegram

SUDLEV SPRINGS HOTEL.
(FROM THE STREAM NEAR THE MILL.)

afternoon of the 20th)

I placed them chiefiy

so as to strengthen m)-

left center and left, the

latter being weak from
lack of available troops.

The disposition of the

entire force was now
as follows (see outline

map): At Union Mills

ford, Ewell's brigade,

from the Richmond military authorities urging supported by Holmes's ; at McLean's ford,

me to withdraw my call on General Johnston D. R. Jones's brigade, supported by Early's;

onaccount of the supposed impracticability of at Blackburn's ford, Longstreet's brigade ; at

the concentration— an abiding conviction Mitchell's ford, Bonham's brigade. Cocke's

* It is denied that a serious attempt "to force a passage" was made by the Federal troops on the iSth.

(See " McDowell and Tyler in the Campaign of Bull Run," by General James B. Fry, who was Assistant .Vd-

jutant-General to General McDowell in this campaign. N. Y., Van"Nostrand, 1884.) This engagement
was called by the Confederates the EaUle of Bull Run, the main fight on the 2 1st being known in the South

as the battle of Manassas (pronounced Ma-nass'-sa).— Ed.

t [telegram.]
RICH^fo^'T), July 19, 1861.

General Beauregard, Manassas, Va.
We have no intelligence from General Johnston. If the enemy in front of you has abandoned an imme-

diate attack, and General Johnston has not moved, you had bettor withdraw your call upon him, so that

he may be left to his fuU'discretion. All the troops' arriving at Lynchburg are ordered to join you. From
this place we will send as fast as transportation permits. The enemy is advised at W ashington of the

projected movement of Generals Johnston and Holmes, and mav vary his plans in conformity thereto.

S. Cooi'KR, .Kdjt.-Gen.

X Lack of rations, as well as the necessity for information, detained McDowell at Centreville during these

two days.

—

Ed.
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PRESENT VIEW OF SUDLEY SPRINGS FORD.

[This Stream is the Cat Harpin Run, which empties into Bull Run a short distance to the right. In malcing the flank movement the Federal
troops, under General Hunter, crossed from right to left of the picture, followed later in the day by the ambulances and munition wagons.
The retreat, also, was chiefly by this ford. The ruins of the Sudley Sulphur Spring House are shown on the left, and the Sudley church,
which was the main hospital after the fight, is a short distance away.]

brigade held the hne in front and rear of Bull

Run from Bonham's left, covering Lewis's,

Ball's, and Island fords, to the right of Evans's
demi-brigade, which covered the Stone Bridge
and a farm ford about a mile above, and
formed part also of Cocke's command. The
Shenandoah forces were placed in reserve—
Bee's and Bartow's brigades between Mc-
Lean's and Blackburn's fords, and Jackson's
between Blackburn's and Mitchell's fords.

This force mustered 29,188 rank and file and

55 guns, of which 21,923 infantry, cavalry,

and artillery, with 29 guns, belonged to my
immediate forces, /'. e., the Army of the

Potomac.
The preparation, in front of an ever-threat-

ening enemy, of a wholly volunteer army,
composed of men very few of whom had
ever belonged to any military organization,

liad been a work of many cares not incident

to the command of a regular army. These
were increased by the insufficiency of my
staff organization, an inefficient management
of the quartermaster's department at Rich-

mond, and the preposterous mismanagement
of the Commi.ssary-General, who not only

failed to furnish rations, but caused the re-

moval of the army commissaries, who, under
my orders, procured food from the country in

front of us to keep the army from absolute

want— supplies that were otherwise exposed

to be gathered by the enemy. So specially

severe had been the recent duties at head-

quarters, aggravated not a little by night

alarms arising from the enemy's immediate
presence, that, in the evening of the 20th,

I found my chief-of-staff sunken upon the

papers that covered his table, asleep in

sheer exhaustion from the overstraining

and almost slumberless labor of the last days

and nights. I covered his door with a guard to

secure his rest against any interruption, after

which the army had the benefit of his usual

active and provident services.

There was much in this decisive conflict

about to open, not involved in any after battle,

which pervaded the two armies and the people

behind them and colored the responsibility of

the respective commanders. The political

hostihties of a generation were now face to

face with weapons instead of words. Defeat

to either side would be a deep mortification,
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(from a photograph bv bradv, taken in novembek, 1867.]

but defeat to the South must turn its claim of

independence into an empty vaunt ; and the

defeated commander on either side might
expect, though not the personal fate awarded
by the Carthaginians to an unfortunate com-
mander, at least a moral fate quite similar.

To the judge of chances the issue must have
seenied to incline strongly to the North, on
account of their great superiority in numbers
and all else that goes to make up advantage
in the field, excepting the personal worth of

the individual soldiers. However, though dis-

appointed that the concentration 1 had sought

had not been permitted at the moment and

for the purpose preferred by me, and notwith-

standing the non-arrival of some five thou-

sand troops of the Shenandoah forces, my
strength was now so increased that I had

good hope of successfully meeting my ad-

versary, despite all unfavoring odds.

General Johnston was the ranking officer,

and entitled, therefore, to assume command
of the united forces; but as the extensive

field of operations was one which I had occu-
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COLONEL F. S. BARTOW. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH IN POSSES-

SION OF THE GEORGIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.)

pied since the beginning of June, and with

which I was thoroughly famihar in all its

extent and military bearings, while he was

wholly unacquainted with it, and, moreoyer,

as I had made my plans and dispositions for

the maintenance of the position, General

Johnston, in yiew of the gravity of the im-

pending issue, preferred not to assume the

responsibilities of the chief direction of the

forces during the battle, but to assist me upon
the field. Thereupon, I explained my plans and
purposes, to which he agreed.

Sunday, July 21st, bearing the fate of the

new-born Confederacy, broke brighdy oyer

the fields and woods that held the hostile \

forces. My scouts, thrown out in the night

toward Centreyille along the Warrenton turn-

pike, had reported that the enemy was concen-

trating along the latter. This fact, together with

the failure of the Federals in their attack

upon my center at Mitchell's and Black-

burn's fords, had caused me to apprehend

that they would attempt my left flank at the

Stone Bridge, and orders were accordingly

issued by half-past four o'clock to the brigade

commanders to hold their forces in readiness

to moye at a moment's notice, together with

the suggestion that the Federal attack might

be expected in that quarter. Shortly after-

ward the Federals were reported to be

adyancing from Centreyille on the Warren-

ton turnpike, and at half-past fiye o'clock as

RUINS OF THE STONE P.RIDGF, LOOKING IHF. BATTLE-FIELD.

vnis view is from a photojfraph taken in Marrh, iVn. the region having been left open to the I'eder.nls by the withdr.iwal of the Confederate

hereupr<n the bndee probably was destroyed by the latter. The battery which commamlcd the bridj^e was placed on the left "i 'n=
been left open to the Federals by the withdrawal of the Confederate forces,

-. .L_ fgiiej
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deploying a force in front of Evans. As their

movement against my left developed the op-

portunity I desired, I immediately sent orders

to the brigade commanders, both front and

reserves, on my right and center to advance

and vigorously attack the Federal left flank

and rear at Centreville, while my left, under

Cocke and Evans with their supports, would

sustain the Federal attack in the quarter of

the Stone Bridge, which they were directed

to do to the last extremity. The center was

likewise to advance and engage the enemy in

front, and directions were given to the reserves,

when without orders, to move toward the

sound of the heaviest firing. The ground in

our front on the other side of Bull Run afforded

particular advantage for these tactics. Cen-

treville was the apex of a triangle— its short

side running by the Warrenton turnpike to

Stone Bridge, its base Bull Run, its long side

a road that ran from Union Mills along the

front of my other Bull Run positions and
trended off to the rear of Centreville, where

McDowell had massed his main forces;

branch roads led up to this one from the

fords between Union Mills and Mitchell's.

My forces to the right of the latter ford

were to advance, pivoting on that position

;

Bonham was to advance from Mitchell's

ford, Longstreet from Blackburn's, D. R.

Jones from McLean's, and Ewell from Union
Mills by the Centreville road. Ewell, as hav-

ing the longest march, was to begin the move-
ment, and each brigade was to be followed

by its reserve. In anticipation of this method
of attack, and to prevent accidents, the sub-

ordinate commanders had been carefully in-

structed in the movement by me in confer-

ence the night before, as they were all new to

the responsibilities of command. They were

to establish close communication with each
other before making the attack. About half-

past eight o'clock I set out with General John-
ston for a convenient position,— a hill in

rear of Mitchell's ford,— where we waited for

the opening of the attack on our right, from
which I expected a decisive victory by mid-
day, w'ith the result of cutting off the Federal

army from retreat upon Washington.
Meanwhile, about half- past five o'clock, the

peal of a heavy ritled gun was heard in front

of the Stone Bridge, its second shot striking

through the tent of my signal officer. Captain
E. P. Alexander ; and at six o'clock a full

rifled battery opened against Evans and then

against Cocke, to which our artillery remained
dumb, as it had not sufficient range to reply.

But later, as the Federal skirmish-line ad-

vanced, it was engaged by ours, thrown well

forward on the other side of the Run. A
scattering musketry fire followed, and mean-

while, about seven o'clock, I ordered Jackson's
brigade, with Imboden's and five guns of
Walton's battery, to the left, with orders to

support Cocke as well as Bonham ; and the
brigades of Bee and Bartow, under the com-

BRIG.-GEN. BARNARD E. BEE (iN THE UNIFORM OF A CAPTAIN
OF INFANTRY OF THE OLD SERVICE). (fKOM A I'HOTO-

GRAPH BY TLCKER AND PERKINS.)

mand of the former, were also sent to the

support of the left.

At half-past eight o'clock Evans, seeing

that the Federal attack did not increase in

boldness and vigor, and observing a lengthen-

ing line of dust above the trees to the left of

the Warrenton turnpike, became satisfied that

the attack in his front was but a feint, and

that a column of the enemy was moving

around through the woods to fall on his flank

from the direction of Sudley ford. Informing

his immediate commander, Cocke, of the

enemy's movement, and of his own disposi-

tions to meet it, he left four companies under

cover at the Stone Bridge, and led the remain-

der of his force, six companies of Sloan's

Fourth South Carolina and Wheat's battalion

of Louisiana Tigers, with two six-pounder

howitzers, across the valley of Young's I5ran( h

to the high ground beyond it. Resting his

left on the Sudley road, he distributed his

troops on each side of a small copse, with

such cover as the ground afforded, and look-
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ing over the open fields and a reach of the

Sudley road which the Federals must cover

in their approach. His two howitzers were

placed one at each end of his position, and

here he silently awaited the masses of the

enemy now drawing near.

The Federal turning column, about eighteen

thousand strong, with twenty-four pieces of

artillery, had moved down from Centreville

by the Warrenton turnpike, and after pass-

ing Cub Run had struck to the right by a

forest road to cross Bull Run at Sudley

ford, about three miles above the Stone

Bridge, moving by a long circuit for the pur-

pose of attacking my left flank. The head

of the column, Burnside's brigade of Hunter's

division, at about 9:45 a. m. debouched from

the woods into the open fields, in front of

Evans. Wheat at once engaged their skir-

mishers, and as the Second Rhode Island

regiment advanced, supported by its splendid

battery of six rifled guns, the fronting thicket

held by . Evans's South Carolinians poured

forth its sudden volleys, while the two how-
itzers flung their grape shot upon the attacking

line, which was soon shattered and driven

back into the woods behind. Major Wheat,
after handling his battalion with the utmost

deterniination, had fallen severely wounded
in the lungs. Burnside's entire brigade was
now sent forward in a second charge, sup-

ported by eight guns ; but they encountered

again the unflinching fire of Evans's line, and
were once more driven back to the woods,
from the cover of which they continued the

attack, reenforced after a time by the arrival

of eight companies of United States regular

infantry, under Major Sykes, with six pieces of

artillery, quickly followed by the remaining

regiments of Andrew Porter's brigade of the

same division. The contest here lasted

fully an hour ; meanwhile Wheat's battaHon,

having lost its leader, had gradually lost

its organization, and Evans, though still op-

posing these heavy odds with undiminished
firmness, sought reenforcement from the

troops in his rear.

General Bee, of South Carolina, a man of

marked character, whose command lay in

reserve in rear of Cocke, near the Stone
Bridge, intelligently applying the general order
given to the reserves, had already moved
toward the neighboring point of conflict, and
taken a position with his own and Bartow's
brigades on the high plateau which stands in

rear of Bull Run in the quarter of the Stone
Bridge, and overlooking the scene of engage-
ment upon the stretch of high ground from
which it was separated by the valley of Young's
Branch. This plateau is inclosed on three

i

sides by two small water-courses, which emjity

Vol. XXIX.— 10.

GENERAL THOMAS J. {" STONEWALL ") JACKSON.

[from a photograph by tanner and van NESS.]

into Bull Run within a few yards of each

other, a half mile to the south of the Stone

Bridge. Rising to an elevation of (|uite one
hundred feet above the level of Bull Run at

the bridge, it falls off on three sides to the

level of the inclosing streams in gentle slopes,

but furrowed by ravines of irregular directions

and length, and studded with clumps and
patches of young pines and oaks. The gen-

eral direction of the crest of the plateau is

oblique to the course of Bull Run in that

quarter and to the Sudley and turnpike roads,

which intersect each other at right angles.

On the north-western brow, overlooking

Young's Branch, and near the Sudley road,

as the latter climbs over the plateau, stood

the house of the widow Henry, while to its

right and forward on a projecting spur stood

the house and sheds of the free negro Robin-

son, just behind the turnpike, densely embow-
ered in trees and shrubbery and environed by

a double row of fences on two sides. Around

the eastern and southern brow of the plateau an

almost unbroken fringeofsecond-growth pines

gave excellent shelter for our marksmen, who
availed themselves of it with the most satis-

factory skill. To the west, adjoining the fields

that surrounded the houses mentioned, a

broad belt of oaks extends directly across

the crest on both sides of the Sudley road,

in which, during the battle, the hostile forces

contended for the mastery. General Bee.

with a soldier's eye to the situation, skillfully

disposed his forces. His two brigades on

either side of Imboden's battery— which he

had borrowed from his neighboring reserve,
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THE MAIN BATTLE-GROUND.— NO. I.

[Viewof the Henry house, looking west from the spot where General Bee fell. The Bull Run mountains and Thoroughfare Gap appear in the

distance. The Sudley road, a "few rods beyond the house, under the hill, runs parallel with the rail fence in the middle ground, behind which
were Griffin's and Ricketts's batteries. Near the house stands the Union Monument, commemorating the battle.]

Jackson's brigade— were placed in a small

depression of the plateau in advance of the

Henry house, whence he had a full view of

the contest on the opposite height across

the valley of Young's Branch. Opening with

his artillery upon the Federal batteries, he

answered Evans's request by advising him to

withdraw to his own position on the height

;

but Evans, full of the spirit that would not

retreat, renewed his appeal that the forces in

rear would come to help him hold his ground.

The newly arrived forces had given the Feder-

als such superiority at this point as to dwarf

Evans's means of resistance, and General Bee,

generously yielding his own better judgment
to Evans's persistence, led the two brigades

across the valley under the fire of the enemy's

artillery, and threw them into action— one

regiment in the copse held by Colonel Evans,

two along a fence on the right, and two under

General Bartow on the prolonged right of

this line, but extended forward at a right

angle and along the edge of a wood not more
than a hundred yards from that held by the

enemy's left, where the contest at short range

became sharp and deadly, bringing many cas-

ualties to both sides. The Federal infantry,

though still in superior numbers, failed to make
any headway against this sturdy van, notwith-

standing Bee's whole line was hammered
also by the enemy's powerful batteries, until

Heintzelman's division of two strong brigades,

arriving from Sudley ford, extended the fire on
the Federal right, while its battery of six ten-

pounder rifled guns took an immediately ef-

fective part from a position behind the Sudley

road. Against these odds the Confederate

force was still endeavoring to hold its ground,

when a new enemy came into the field upon
its right. Major Wheat, with characteristic

daring and restlessness, had crossed Bull Run
alone by a small ford above the Stone Bridge,

in order to reconnoiter, when he and Evans
had first moved to the left, and, falling on some
Federal scouts, had shouted a taunting defi-

ance and withdrawn, not, however, without his

place of crossing having been observed. This

disclosure was now utilized by Sherman's (W.

T.) and Keyes's brigades of Tyler's division;

crossing at this point, they appeared over the

high bank of the stream and moved into

position on the Federal left. There was no
choice now for Bee but to retire — a move-
ment, however, to be accomplished under

different circumstances than when urged by
him upon P>ans. The three leaders endeav-

ored to preserve the steadiness of the ranks

as they withdrew over the open fields, aided
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THE MAIN BATTLE-GROUND.— NO. 2.

[View of the Robinson house, looking north from the spot on the Henry plateau where General Bee fell. At one P. M. this eround lay between

the hostile lines, which were (roughly speaking : parallel with the sides of the picture : Confederates on the right. Federals on the left. The
foreground was between the centers of the positions.

, i

As these two views are taken from the same spot, the reader will best understand their relation byholdmg the pages at right angles to each other.J

by the fire of Imboden's guns on the plateau

and the retinng howitzers ; but the troops were

thrown into confusion, and the greater part

soon fell into rout across Young's Branch and
around the base of the height in the rear of

the Stone Bridge.

Meanwhile, in rear of Mitchell's ford, I

had been waiting with General Johnston for

the sound of conflict to open in the quarter

of Centreville upon the Federal left flank

and rear (making allowance, however, for the

delays possible to commands unused to battle),

when I was chagrined to hear from General

D. R. Jones that, while he had been long

ready for the movement upon Centreville,

General Ewell had not come up to form on his

right, though he had sent him between seven

and eight o'clock a copy of his own order

which recited that Ewell had been already or-

dered to begin the movement. I dispatched

an immediate order to Ewell ro advance; but
within a quarter of an hour, just as I received

a dispatch from him informing me that he
had received no order to advance in the morn-
ing, the firing on the left began to increase

so intensely as to indicate a severe attack,

whereupon General Johnston said that he
would go personally to that quarter.

After weighing attentively the firing, which

seemed rapidly and heavily increasing, it ap-

peared to me that the troops on the right

would be unable to get into position before

the Federal oftensive should have made too

much progress on our left, and that it would

be better to abandon it altogether, maintain-

ing only a strong demonstration so as to de-

tain the' enemy in front of our right and center,

and hurry up all available reenforcements

—

including the reserves that were to have

moved upon Centreville— to our left and fight

the batde out in that quarter. Communicating

this view to General Johnston, who approved

it (giving his advice, as he said, for what it

was worth, as he was not acciuainted with

the country), I ordered Ewell, Jones, and

Longstreet' to make a strong demonstration

all along their front on the other side of the

run, and ordered the reserves below our po-

sition, Holmes's brigade with si.\ guns, and

Early's brigade, also two regiments of Bon-

ham's brigade, near at hand, to move swifdy

to the left. General Johnston and I now

set out at full speed for the point of conflict.

We arrived there just as Bee's troops, after

giving way, were fleeing in disorder behind

The height in rear of the Stone Bridge. They
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had come around between the base of the

hill and the Stone Bridge into a shallow

ravine which ran up to a point on the crest

where Jackson had already formed his bri-

gade along the edge of the woods. We found
the commanders resolutely stemming the

farther flight of the routed forces, but vainly

endeavoring to restore order, and our own ef-

forts were as futile. Every segment of line

we succeeded in forming was again dissolved

while another was being formed ; ,more than

two thousand men were shouting each some
suggestion to his neighbor, their voices mingling
with the noise of the shells hurtling through
the trees overhead, and all word of command
drowned in the confusion and uproar. It was
at this moment that General Bee used the

famous expression, " Look at Jackson's bri-

gade ! Itstands there like a stone wall "— a name
that passed from the brigade to its immortal
commander. The disorder seemed irretriev-

able, but happily the thought came to me that

if their colors were planted out to the front the

men might rally on them, and I gave the order
to carry the standards forward some forty yards,

which was promptly executed by the regi-

mental officers, thus drawing the common eye
of the troops. They now received easily the or-

ders to advance and form on the line of their

colors, which they obeyed with a general

movement ; and as General Johnston and my-
self rode forward shortly after with the colors of

the Fourth .Alabama by our side, the line that

had fought all morning, and had fled, routed
and disordered, now advanced again into

position as steadily as veterans. The Fourth
Alabama had previously lost all its field ofti-

cers; and noticing Colonel S. R.Ciist, an aide to

General Bee, a young man whom I had known
as Adjutant-General of South Carolina, and
whom I gready esteemed, I presented him
as an able and brave commander to the
stricken regiment, who cheered their new
leader, and maintained under him, to the end
of the day, their previous gallant behavior.
We had come none too soon, as the ene-
my's forces, flushed with the belief of accom-
plished victory, were already advancing
across the valley of Young's Branch and up
the slope, where they had encountered for a
while the fire of the Hampton Legion, which
had been led forward to the Robinson house
and the turnpike in front, covering the re-

treat and helping materially to check the
panic of Bee's routed forces.

As soon as order was restored I requested
General Johnston to go back to Portici (the

Lewis house), and from that point— which I

considered most favorable for the purpose—
forward me the reenforcements as they would
come from the Bull Run lines below and those
that were expected to arrive from Manassas,
while I should direct the field. General John-
ston was disinclined to leave the battle-field

for that position. As I had been compelled
to leave my chief-of-stafif, Colonel Jordan, at

Manassas to forward any troops arriving there,

I felt it was a necessity that one of us should
go to this duty, and that it was his place to do
so, as I felt I was responsible for the battle. He
considerately yielded to my urgency, and we
had the benefit of his energy and sagacity in so

directing the reenforcements toward the field

as to be readily and effectively assistant to my
pressing needs and insure the success of the day.

As General Johnston departed for Portici, I

hastened to form our line of battle against the
oncoming enemy. 1 ordered up the Forty-

ninth and Eighth Virginia regiments from
Cocke's neighboring brigade in the Bull Run
lines. Gartrell's Seventh Georgia I placed in

position on the left of Jackson's brigade, along

the belt of pines occupied by the latter

on the eastern rim of the plateau. As the

Forty-ninth Virginia rapidly came up, its.

colonel, ex-Governor William Smith, was en-

couraging them with cheery word and man-
ner, and, as they approached, indicated to

them the immediate presence of the com-
mander. As the regiment raised a loud cheer,

the name was caught by some of the troops

of Jackson's brigade in the immediate wood,,

who rushed out calling for General Beaure-

gard. Hastily acknowledging these happy
signs of sympathy and confidence, which re-

enforce alike the capacity of commander and
troops, I placed the Forty-ninth Virginia.,

in position on the extreme left next to Gar-
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trell, and as I paused to say a few words to

Jackson, while hurrying back to the right, my
horse was killed under me by a bursting shell,

a fragment of which carried away part of the

heel ofmy boot. The Hampton Legion, which

had suffered greatly, was placed on the right

of Jackson's brigade, and Hunton's Eighth

Virginia, as it arrived, upon the right of Hamp-
ton"; the two latter being drawn somewhat to

the rear so as to form with Jackson's right

slope of which was cut so deep below the ad-
jacent ground as to afford a covered way up
to the plateau. Supported by the formidable
lines of Federal musketry, these two batteries

lost no time in making themselves felt, while
three more batteries in rear on the high ground
beyond the Sudley and Warrenton cross-roads
swelled the shower of shell that fell among
our ranks.

Our own batteries, Imboden's, Stanard's,

STONE CHURCH, CENTREVILLE. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN IN MARCH, 1862.)

regiment a reserve, and be ready likewise to

make defense against any advance from the

direction of the Stone Bridge, whence there

was imminent peril from the enemy's heavy
forces, as I had just stripped that position almost

entirely of troops to meet the active crisis on
the plateau, leaving this quarter now covered
only by a few men, whose defense was other-

wise assisted solely by the obstruction of an
abatis.

With six thousand five hundred men and
thirteen pieces of artillery, I now awaited the

onset of the enemy, who were pressing for-

ward twenty thousand strong, with twenty-

four pieces of superior artillery and seven com-
panies of regular cavalry. They soon appeared
over the farther rim of the plateau, seizing the

Robinson house on my right and the Henry
house opposite my left center. Near the lat-

ter they placed in position the tvvo powerful bat-

teries ofRicketts and Griffin ofthe regular army,
and pushed forward up the Sudley road, the

five of Walton's guns, reenforced later by Pen-

dleton's and Alburtis's (their disadvantage be-

ing reduced by the shortness of range), swejJt

the surface of the plateau from their position

on the eastern rim. I felt that, after the acci-

dents of the morning, much depended on main-

taining the steadiness of the troops against

the first heavy onslaught, and rode along the

lines encouraging the men to unflinching be-

havior, meeting, as I passed each command,

a cheering response. The steady fire of their

musketry told severely on the Federal ranks,

and the splendid action of our batteries was a

fit preface to the marked skill exhibited by our

artillerists during the war. The enemy sufiered

particularly from the musketry on our left, now
further reenforced by the Second Mississippi—
thetroopsin tliis quarter confronting each other

at very short range. Here two companies of

Stuart's cavalry charged through the Federal

ranks that filled the Sudley road, increasing the

disorder wrought upon that flank of the enemy.
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But with superior numbers the Federals were
pushing on new regiments in the attempt to

flank my position, and several guns, in the

eftbrt to entilade ours, were thrust forward so

near the Thirty-third Virginia that some of its

men sprang forward and captured them, but
were driven back by an overpowering force of
Federal musketry. Although the enemy were
held well at bay, their pressure became so strong
that I resolved to take the offensive, and or-

dered a charge on my right for the purpose
of recovering the plateau. The movement,
made with alacrity and force by the com-
mands of Bee, Bartow, Evans, and Hampton,
thrilled the entire 'line, Jackson's brigade
piercing the enemy's center, and the left of
the line under Gartrell and Smith following

up the charge, also, in that quarter, so that the

whole of the open surface of the plateau was
swept clear of the Federals.

Apart from its impression on the enemy,
the etfect of this brilliant onset was to give a

short breathing-spell to our troops from the

immediate strain of conflict, and encourage
them in withstanding the still more strenuous
oftensive that was soon to bear upon them.
Reorganizing our line of battle under the un-
remitting fire of the Federal batteries opposite,

I prepared to meet the new attack which the

enemy were about to make, largely reenforced
by the fresh troops of Howard's brigade, newly
arrived on the field. The Federals again
pushed up the slope, the face of which par-

tially afforded good cover from the numerous
ravines that scored it and the clumps of
young pines and oaks with which it was
studded, while the sunken Sudley road formed
a good ditch and parapet for their aggressive
advance upon my left flank and rear. Gradually
they pressed our lines back and regained pos-
session of their lost ground and guns. With
the Henry and Robinson houses once more
in their possession, they resumed the offensive,

urged forward by their commanders with
conspicuous gallantry.

The conflict now became very severe for

the final possession of this position, which was
the key to victory. The Federal numbers en-
abled them so to extend their lines through
the woods beyond the Sudley road as to out-

reach my left flank, which I was compelled
partly to throw back, so as to meet the
attack from that quarter; meanwhile their

numbers equally enabled them to outflank my
right in the direction of the Stone Bridge, im-
posing an.xious watchfulness in that direction.

I knew that I was safe if I could hold out till

the arrival of reenforcements, which was but
a matter of time; and, with the full sense
of my own responsibility, I was determined
to hold the line of the plateau, even if sur-

rounded on all sides, until assistance should
come, unless my forces were sooner overtaken
by annihilation.

It was now between half-past two and
three o'clock ; a scorching sun increased the
oppression of the troops, exhausted from in-

cessant fighting against such heavy odds, many
having been engaged since the morning. Fear-
ing lest the Federal offensive should secure too
firm a grip, and knowing the fatal result that
might spring from any grave infraction of my
line, I determined to make another effort for

the recovery of the plateau, and ordered a
charge of the entire line of batde, including
the reserves, which at this crisis I myself led
into action. The movement of the several
commands was made with such keeping and
dash that the whole surface of the plateau
was swept clear of the enemy, who were
driven down the slope and across the turn-
pike on our right and the valley of Young's
Branch on our left, leaving in our final pos-
session the Robinson and Henry houses, with
most of Ricketts's and Griffin's batteries, the
men of which were mostly shot down where
they bravely stood by their guns. Fisher's

Sixth North Carolina, directed to the Lewis
house by Colonel Jordan from Manassas,
where it had just arrived, and thence to the
field by General Johnston, came up in happy
time to join in this charge on the left. With-
ers's Eighteenth Virginia, which I had or-

dered up from Cocke's brigade, was also on
hand in time to follow and give additional

effect to the charge, capturing, with the

Hampton Legion, several guns, which were
immediately turned and served upon the
broken ranks of the enemy by some of our
officers. This handsome work, which broke
the Federal fortunes of the day, was done,
however, at severe cost. The soldierly Bee,
and the gallant, impetuous Bartow, whose day
of strong deeds was about to close with such
credit, fell a iQ.\i rods back of the Henry house,
near the very spot whence in the morn-
ing they had first looked forth upon Evans's
struggle with the enemy. Colonel Fisher also

fell at the very head of his troops. Seeing Cap-
tain Ricketts, who was badly wounded in the

leg, and having known him in the old army,
I paused from my anxious duties to ask
him whether I could do anything for him.

He answered that he wanted to be sent

back to Washington. As some of our pris-

oners were there held under threats of not
being treated as prisoners of war, I replied

that that must depend upon how our pris-

oners were treated, and ordered him to be,

carried to the rear. I mention this because
the report of the Federal Committee on the

Conduct of the War exhibits Captain Ricketts
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as testifying that I only approached him to

say that he would be treated as our prisoners

might be treated. I sent my own surgeons to

care for him, and allowed his wife to cross

the lines and accompany him to Richmond

;

and my Adjutant-General, Colonel Jordan,

escorting her to the car that carried them to

that city, personally attended to the comfort-

able placing of the wounded enemy for the

journey.

That part of the enemy who occupied the

woods beyond our left and across the Sudley

road had not been reached by the headlong

charge which had swept their comrades from

the plateau ; but the now arriving reenforce-

ments (Kershaw's Second and Cash's Eighth

South Carolina) were led into that quarter.

Kemper's battery also came up, preceded by
its commander, who, while alone, fell into

the hands of a number of the enemy, who
took him prisoner, until a few moments later,

when he handed them over to some of our own
troops accompanying his battery. A small

plateau ( Bald Hill), within the south-west angle

of the Sudley and turnpike cross-roads, was
still held by a strong Federal brigade— How-
ard's fresh troops, together with Sykes's bat-

talion of regulars ; and while Kershaw and
Cash, after passing through the skirts of the

oak wood along the Sudley road, engaged
this force, Kemper's battery was sent forward

by Kershaw along the same road, into posi-

tion near where a hostile battery had been
captured, and whence it played upon the

enemy in the open field.

Quickly following these regiments came
Preston's Twenty-eighth Virginia, which, pass-

ing through the woods, encountered and drove
back some Michigan troops, capturing Briga-

dier-General Willcox. It was now about three

o'clock,when another important reenforcement
came to our aid. Elzey's brigade, seventeen
hundred strong, of the Army of the Shen-
andoah, which, coming from Piedmont by
railroad, 'had arrived at Manassas station,

six miles in rear of the battle-field, at

noon, and had been without delay directed

thence toward the field by Colonel Jordan,
aided by Major T. G. Rhett, who that morn-
ing had passed from General Bonham's to

General Johnston's staff. Upon nearing the
vicinity of the Lewis house, the brigade was
directed by a staff officer sent by General
Johnston toward the left of the field. As it

reached the oak wood, just across the Sudley
road, led by General Kirby Smith, the lat-

ter fell severely wounded ; but the command
devolved upon Colonel Elzey, an excellent

officer, who was now guided by Captain
D. B. Harris of the Engineers, a highly accom-
phshed officer of my staff, still farther to the left

and through the woods, so as to form in exten-
sion of the line of the precedingreenforcements.
Beckham's battery, of the same command, was
hurried forward by the Sudley road and around
the woods into position near the Chinn house

;

from a well-selected point of action, in full

view of the enemy that filled the open fields

west of the Sudley road, it played with deadly
and decisive effect upon their ranks, already
under the fire of Elzey's brigade. Keyes's
brigade, which had made its way across the
turnpike in rear of the Stone Bridge, was
lurking along under cover of the ridges and
a wood in order to turn my line on the right,

but was easily repulsed by Latham's battery,

already placed in position over that apijroach
by Captain Harris, aided by Alburtis's bat-

tery, opportunely sent to Latham's left by
General Jackson, and supported by fragments
of troops collected by staff" officers. Mean-
while, the enemy had formed a line of battle

of formidable proportions on the opposite
height, and stretching in crescent outline,

with flanks advanced, from the Pittsylvania

(Carter) mansion on their left across the Sudley
road in rear of Dogan's,and reaching toward
the Chinn house. They offered a fine spec-

tacle as they threw forward a cloud of skir-

mishers down the opposite slope, preparatory

to a new assault against the line on the

plateau. But their right was now severely

pressed by the troops that had successively

arrived ; the force in the south-west angle of

the Sudley and Warrenton cross-roads were
driven from their position, and, as Early's

brigade, which, by direction of General John-
ston, had swept around by the rear of the

woods through which Elzey had passed, ap-

peared on the field, his line of march bore

upon the flank of the enemy, as he was now
retiring in that quarter.

The movement upon my extreme left was

masked by the trend of the woods from many
of our forces on the plateau ; and bidding

those of my staff and escort around me
raise a loud cheer, I dispatched the informa-

tion to the several commands, with orders to

go forward in a common charge. Before the

full advance of the Confederate ranks the

enemy's whole line, whose right was already

yielding, irretrievably broke, fleeing across

Bull Run by every available direction. ALajor

Sykes's regulars, aided by Sherman's brigade,

made a steady and handsome withdrawal,

protecting the rear of the routed forces, and

enabling many to escape by the Stone I5ridge.

Having ordered in pursuit all the troops on the

field, I went to the Lewis house, and, the l)attle

being ended, turned over the command to

General Johnston. Mounting a fresh horse,

—

the fourth on that day,— I started to press the
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some nervous person that they were a force

of the enemy. It was now almost dark, and
too late to resume the broken pursuit ; on
my return I met the coming forces, and, as

they were very tired, I ordered them to halt and
bivouac for the night where they were. After

giving such attention as I could to the troops,

I started for Manassas, where I arrived about
ten o'clock, and found Mr. Davis at my
head-quarters with General Johnston. Arriv-

ing from Richmond late in the afternoon, ]\Ir.

Davis had immediately galloped to the field,

accompanied by Colonel Jordan. They had
met between Manassas and the battle-field the

usual number of stragglers to the rear, whose
appearance belied the determined array then

sweeping the enemy before it, but Mr. Davis
had the happiness to arrive in time to witness

the last of the Federals disappearing beyond
Bull Run. The next morning I received from

his hand at our breakfast-table my commission,

dated July 21, as General in the Army of the

Confederate States, and after his return to

Richmond the kind congratulations of the

Secretary of War and of General Lee, then

acting as military adviser to the President.

It was a point made at the time at the

North that, just as the Confederate troops

pursuit which was being made by our in- were about to break and flee, the Federal

iantry and cavalry, some of the latter having troops anticipated them by doing so, being

been sent by General Johnston from Lewis's struck into this precipitation by the arrival

ford to intercept the enemy on the turnpike. I upon their flank of the Shenandoah forces

was soon overtaken, however, by a courier marching from railroad trains halted en route

bearing a message from Major T. G. Rhett, with that aim— a statement that has been

General Johnston's chief-of-stafif on duty at repeated by some writers on both sides, and
Manassas railroad station, informing me of by an ambitious but superficial French author.

a report that a large Federal force, having There were certain sentiments of a per-

pierced our lower line on Bull Run, was mov- sonal character clustering about this first bat-

ing upon Camp Pickens, my depot of supplies tie, and personal anxiety as to its issue, that

near Manassas. I returned, and communicated gladly accepted this theory. To this may be

this important news to General Johnston, added the general readiness to accept a senti-

Upon consultation it was deemed
best that I should take Ewell's and
Holmes's brigades, which were hast-

ening up to the battle-field, but too

late for the action, and fall on this

force of the enemy, while reenforce-

ments should be sent me from the

pursuing forces, who were to be re-

called for that purpose. To head
off the danger and gain time, I hast-

ily mounted a force of infantry be-

hind the cavalry- men then present,

but, on approaching the line of

march near McLean's ford, which
the Federals must have taken, I

learned that the news was a false

alarm caught from the return of
General Jones's forces to this side of the
run, the similarity of the uniforms and the
direction of their march having convinced

CONFEDERATE QUAKER GUNS.
[View of fortifications after their evacuation by the Confederates in the spring of 1862.

The muzzle of tlie log was painted black and the breech was covered with
brush to conceal its character from observation by balloon.]

mental or ultra-dramatic, explanation— the

magic wrought by the delay or arrival of some
force, or the death or coming of somebody,
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or any other single magical event— whereby

history is easily caught, rather than to seek

an understanding of that which is but the

gradual result of the operation of many

adopted, however, favored above all things
the easy execution of the offensive operations
I had designed and ordered against his left

flank and rear at Centreville. His turning col-Jj^v-v^ ^ -- -X 'J - -- .WJ^ v-v^.

forces, both of opposing design and actual umn— eighteen thousand strong, and presum-
collision, modified more or less by the falls ably his best troops— was thrown off by a long

CONFEDERATE FORTIFICATIONS ABOUT MANASSAS JUNCTION.

[This view is from a photograph taken in March, 1862. It represents the works substantially as they were at the time of the battle.]

of chance. The personal sentiment, though
natural enough at the time, has no place in

any military estimate, nor place of any kind at

this day. The battle of Manassas was, like any
other battle, a progression and development
from the deliberate counter-employment of

the military resources in hand, affected by ac-

cidents, as always, but of a kind very different

from those referred to. My line of battle,

which had twice not only withstood the ene-

my's attack, but taken the offensive and
driven him back in disorder, was becoming
momentarily stronger from the arrival, at last,

of the reenforcements provided for; and if the

enemy had remained on the field till the arrival

of Ewell and Holmes, they would have been so

strongly outflanked that many who escaped
would have been destroyed or captured.

Though my adversary's plan of battle was a

good one against a passive defensive opponent,

such as he may have deemed I must be from
the respective numbers and positions of our

forces, it would, in my judgment, have been
much better if, with more dash, the flank attack

had been made by the stone bridge itself and
the ford immediately above it. The plan

Vol. XXIX.— II.

ellipse through a narrow forest road to Sudley

ford, from which it moved down upon my left

flank, and was thus dislocated from his main

body. This severed movement of his forces

not only left his exposed left and rear at

Centreville weak against the simultaneous

offensive of my heaviest forces upon it, but the

movement of his turning column would have

been disconcerted and paralyzed by the early

sound of this heavy conflict in its rear, and it

could not even have made its way back so as

to be avaUable for maneuver before the Cen-

treville fraction had been dirown back upon

it in disorder. A new army is very liable to

panic, and, in view of the actual result of

the batde, the conclusion can hard^ be re-

sisted that the panic which fell on the Fed-

eral army would thus have seized it early in

the day, and with my forces in such position

as to wholly cut off its retreat upon Washing-

ton. The commander of the front line on my
right, who failed to move because he re-

ceived no immediate order, was instructed in

the plan of attack, and should have gone for-

ward the moment General Jones, upon who.se

right he was to form, exhibited his own
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order, which mentioned one as having been

already sent to that commander. I exonerated

him after the battle, as he was technically

not in the wrong ; but one could not help

recalling Desaix, who even moved in a direc-

tion opposite to his technical orders when
facts plainly showed him the service he ought

to perform, whence the glorious result of

Marengo,— or help believing that if Jackson

had been there, the movement would not

have balked. The Federal commander's flank-

ing movement, being thus uninterrupted by
such a counter-movement as I had projected,

was further assisted through the imperfec-

tion and inefhciency of the staff organization

of the army, through which I was left unac-

quainted with the actual state of affairs on

my left. The Federal attack, already thus

greatlv favored, and encouraged, moreover,

by the rout of General Bee's advanced line,

failed for two reasons : their forces Avere not

handled with concert of masses (a fault often

made later on both sides), and the individual

action of the Confederate troops was supe-

rior, notwithstanding inferiority in numbers,

arms, and equipments, and for a very palpable

reason. That one army was fighting for union

and the other for disunion is a political expres-

sion ; the actual fact on the battle-field, in the

face of cannon and musket, was that the

Federal troops came as invaders, and the

Southern troops stood as defenders of their

homes, and further than this we need not go.

The armies were vastly greater than had
ever before fought on this continent, and
were the largest volunteer armies ever assem-

bled since the era of regular armies. The
personal material on both sides was of ex-

ceptionally good character, and collectively

superior to that of any subsequent period of

the war.* The Confederate army was filled

with generous youths who had answered the

first call of the country. For certain kinds of

field duty they were not as yet adapted,

many of them having at first come with their

baggage and servants ; these they had to dis-

pense with, but, not to offend their suscepti-

bilities, I then exacted the least work from

them, apart from military drills, even to the

prejudice of important field-works, when I

could n(^ get sufficient negro labor; they " had
come to fight, and not to handle the pick and
shovel," and their fighting redeemed well their

shortcomings as intrenchers. Before I left

that gallant army, however, it had learned how
readily the humbler could aid the nobler duty.

As to immediate resultsand trophies, we cap-

tured a great many stands of arms, batteries,

equipments, standards, and flags, one of which
was sent to me, through General Longstreet,

as a personal compliment by the Texan " crack

shot," Colonel B. F. Terry, who lowered it

from its mast at Fairfax Court House, by cut-

ting the halyards by means of his unerring

rifle, as our troops next morning reoccupied

that place. We captured also many prison-

ers, including a number of surgeons, whom
(the first time in war), were treated not as

prisoners, but as guests. Calling attention to

their brave devotion to their wounded, I re-

commended to the War Department that they

be sent home without exchange, together with \

some other prisoners, who had shown per-

sonal kindness to Colonel Jones, of the Fourth

Alabama, who had been mortally wounded
early in the day.

SUBSEQUENT RELATIONS OF MR. DAVIS AND
THE WRITER.

The military result of the victory was far
,

short of what it should have been. It estab- I

lished as an accomplished fact, on the in-
'

dispensable basis of military success, the

Government of the Confederate States, which
before was but a political assertion; but it

should have reached much further. The im-

mediate pursuit, but for the false alarm which
checked it, would have continued as far as

the Potomac, but must have stopped there

with no greater result than the capture of

more prisoners and material. The true im-

mediate fruits of the victory should have
been the dispersion of all the Federal forces

south of Baltimore and east of the Alleghanies,

the liberation of the State of Maryland, and
the capture of Washington, which could have

been made only by the upper Potomac.

And from the high source of this achievement

other decisive results would have continued

to flow. From my experience in the Mexican
war I had great confidence in intelligent

volunteer troops, if rightly handled ; and with

such an active and victorious war-engine as the

Confederate Army of the Potomac could have

immediately been made,— reenforced, as time

went, by numbers and discipline,— the Federal

military power in the East could never have

reached the head it took by McClellan being

* This battle was noteworthy for the number of participants whose names are now prominently associated

with the war. On the ConferJerate side, besides Generals Johnston and Beauregard, were Generals Stone-

wall Jackson, Longstreet, Ewell, Early, J. E. B. Stuart, Kirby Smith, Wade Hampton, Fitz-Hugh Lee,

Jordan, Rodes, and others. On the Federal side were Generals McDowell, Sherman, Burnside, Hunter,

Heintzelman, Howard, Franklin, Slocum, Keycs, Hunt, Barry, Fry, Sykes, Barnard, Wadsworlh, and others.

Portraits of most of these must be deferred to other engagements. A likeness of General Beauregard will

appear with General Grant's paper on Shiloh.—En.
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"Uowed to organize and discipline at leisure

Jie powerful army that, in the end, wore

out the South. In war one success makes

another easier, and its right use is as the

step to another, until final achievement.

This was the use besought by me' in the

plan of campaign I have mentioned as

presented to Mr. Davis on the 14th of

July, a few days before the battle, but re-

jected by him as impracticable, and as rather

offering opportunity to the enemy to crush us.

To supply the deficiency of transportation

(vehicles few in number, and many so poor

as to break down in ordinary camp service), I

myself had assigned to special duty Colonel

(since Governor) James L. Kemper, of Vir-

ginia, who quickly obtained for me some two
hundred good wagons, to which number I

had limited him so as not to arouse again the

jealousy of the President's staff". If my plan

of operations for the capture of Washington
had been adopted, I should have considered

myself thereby authorized and free to obtain,

as I readily could, the transportation necessary.

As it was— although the really difficult part

of this " impracticable " plan of operations had
been proven feasible, that is, the concentration

of the Shenandoah forces with mine (wrung
later than the eleventh hour through the alarm

over the march upon Richmond, and discoun-

tenanced again nervously at the twelfth hourby
another alarm as to how. " the enemy may
vary his plans" in consequence), followed by
the decisive defeat of the main Federal forces

— nevertheless the army remained rooted in

the spot, although we had more than fifteen

thousand troops who had been not at all or but

little in the battle and were perfectly organ-

ized, while the remaining commands, in the

high spirits of victory, could have been reor-

ganized at the tap of the drum, and many with

improved captured arms and equipments. I

bad already urged my views with unusual
persistency, and acted on them against all but
an express order to the contrary ; and as they

had been deliberately rejected in their ulti-

nate scope by Mr. Davis as the commander-
n-chief, I did not feel authorized to urge
hem further than their execution had been
lUowed, unless the subject were broached anew
oy himself. But there was no intimation of

any such change of purpose, and the army,
consistently with this inertia, was left unpro-
vided for maneuver wnth transportation for its

ammunition ; its fortitude, moreover, as a new
and voluateer army, while spending sometimes
twenty-four hours without food, being only less

wonderful than the commissary administration

at Richmond, from which such a state of affairs

ould proceed even two weeks after the battle

)f Manassas. Although certain political su-

perstitions about not consolidating the North
may then have weighed against the action I

proposed, they would have been light against
a true military policy, if such had existed in

the head of the government. Apart from an
active material ally, such as the colonies had
afield and on sea in the war of Independence
with Great Britain, a country in fatal war
must depend on the vigor of its warfare ; the
more inferior the country, the bolder and
more enterprising the use of its resources,

especially if its frontiers are convenient to

the enemy. I was convinced that our success
lay in a short, quick war of decisive blows,
before the Federals, with their vast resources,

could build up a great military power ; to

which end a concerted use of our forces,

immediate and sustained, was necessary, so
that, weaker though we were at all separate
points, we might nevertheless strike with su-

perior strength at some chosen decisive point,

and after victory there reach for victory now
made easier elsewhere, and thus sum up suc-

cess. Instead of this, which in war we call

concentration, our actual policy was diffusion,

an inferior Confederate force at each separate

point defensively confronting a superior Fed-
eral force ; our power daily shrinking, that of

the enemy increasing; and the avowed Federal

pohcy of "attrition" of the bigger masses left

free to grind the smaller, one by one, to naught.

Out of this state we never emerged, when
the direction of the government was, as almost

always, necessary, excepting when " Rich-

mond" was immediately in danger.

Thus, in the fall of 1861, about three

months after the battle of Manassas,— after

throwing my whole force forward to Fairfax

Court House, with outposts flaunting our

flags on the hills in sight of Washington, in

order to chafe the Federals to another battle,

but without success,—I proposed that the army
should be raised to an effective of 60,000 men,

by drawing 20,000 for the immediate enter-

prise from several points along the seaboard,

not even at that time threatened, and from

our advanced position be swiftly thrown across

the Potomac at a point which I had had

carefully surveyed for that purpose, and

moved upon the rear of Washington, thus forc-

ing McClellan to a decisive engagement before

his organization (new enlistments) was com-

pleted, and while our own army had the ad-

vantage of discipline and prestige— seasoned

soldiers, whose term, however, would expire

in the early part of the coming summer. This

plan, approved by General Gustavus W . Smith

(then immediately commanding General John-

ston's own forces) as well as by (ieneral John-

ston, was submitted to Mr. Davis in a confer-

ence at my headquarters, but rejected because
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he would not venture to strip those points of

the troops we required. Even if those points

had been captured, though none were then

even threatened, they must have reverted as

a direct consequence to so decisive a suc-

cess. I was wilHng. then, should it have come

to that, to exchange even Richmond tempo-

rarily for Washington. Yet it was precisely

from similar combinations and elements that

the armv was made up, to enable it next

^spring, iinder General Lee, to encounter

McClellan's then pertectly organized army of

1 50.000 men at the very door of Richmond.

If that which was accepted as a last defensive

reson against an overwhelming aggressive

army had been used in an enterprising often-

sive against that same army while yet in the

raw, the same venture had been made at less

general risk, less cost of valuable lives, and

with immeasurably greater certain results. The
Federal Army of the Potomac would have had

no chance meanwhile to become tempered

to that magnificent military machine which,

through all its defeats and losses, remained

sound, and was stronger, with its readily as-

similating new strength, at the end of the war

than ever before; the pressure would have

l>een lifted from Kentucky and Missouri, and we
should have maintained what is called an active

defensive warfare, that is, taken and kept the

offensive against the enemy, enforcing peace.

No people ever warred for independence

with more relative advantages than the Con-
federates ; and if. as a military question,

they must have failed, then no country must
aim at freedom by means of war. We were

one in sentiment as in territory, starting out,

not with a struggling administration of doubt-

ful authority, but with our ancient State gov-

ernments and a fully organized central govern-

ment. .As a military question, it was in no
sense a civil war, but a war between two
countries— for conquest on one side, for self-

preservation on the other. The South, with its

great material resources, its defensive means
of mountains, waterways, railroads, and tele-

graph, with the immense advantage of the

interior lines of war, would be open to dis-

credit as a people if its failure could not be
explained otherwise than by mere material

contrast. 'ITie great Frederick, at the head of

a little people, not only beat back a combina-
tion of several great military powers, but con-

quered and kept tcrritor)' ; and Napoleon held

combined Europe at the feet of France till

his blind ambition overleaped itself. It may
be saifl that the South had no Fredericks or

Napoleons ; but it had at least as good com-
manders a.s its adversary. Nor was it the

fault of our .soldiers or people. Our .soldiers

were as brave and intelligent as ever bore

arms ; and, if only for reasons already men-
tioned, they had a determination superior to

the enemy's. Our people bore a devotion to

the cause never surpassed, and which no war-
making monarch ever had for his support;

they gave their all— even the last striplings

under the family roofs filling the ranks voided
by the fall of their fathers and brothers. But
the narrow military \iew of the head of the

government, which illustrated itself in the out-

set by ordering from Europe, not 100,000 or

1,000,000, but 10,000 stands of arms, as an
increase upon 8000, its first estimate, was
equally narrow and consequently timid in its

employment of our armies.

The moral and material forces actually en-

gaged in the war made our success a moral
certainty, but for the timid policy which

—

ignoring strategy as a science and boldness

of enterprise as its ally— could never be
brought to view the whole theater of war as

one subject, of which all points were but in-

tegral parts, or to hazard for the time points

relatively unimportant for the purpose of gath-

ering for an overwhelming and rapid stroke

at some decisive point ; and which, again, with

characteristic mis-elation, would push a vic-

torious force directly forward into unsupported
and disastrous operations, instead of using its

victory to spare from it strength sufiicient to

secure an equally important success in another

quarter. The great principles of war are truths,

and the same to-day as in the time of Csesar

or Napoleon, notwithstanding the ideas of

some thoughtless persons— their applications

being but intensified by the scientific discov-

eries affecting transportation and communi-
cation of intelligence. These principles are

{q.\; and simple, however various their deduc-

tions and application. Skill in strategy con-

sists in seeing through the intricacies of the

whole situation, and bringing into proper

combination forces and influences, though
seemingly unrelated, so as to apply these

principles, and with boldness of decision

and execution appearing with the utmost force,

and, if possible, superior odds, before the

enemy at some strategic, that is, decisive,

point. And although a sound military plan

may not be always so readily conceived, yet

any plan that offers decisive results, if it agree

with the principles of war, is as plain and

intelligible as these princi])les themselves, and

no more to be rejected than they. There still

remains, of course, the hazard of accident in

execution, and the apprehension of the en-

emy's movements upsetting your own ;
but

hazard may also favor as well as disfavor,

and will not unbefriend the enterprising any

more than the timid. It was this fear of possi-

ble consequences that kept our forces scat-
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;red in inferior relative strength at all points

f the compass, each holding its bit of ground
11 by slow local process our territory was

iken and our separate forces destroyed, or,

[ captured, retained by the enemy without

xchange in their process of attrition. To
|:op the slow consumption of this passive

|iiode of warfare I tried my part, and, at cer-

lin critical junctures, proposed to the Gov-
rnment active plans of operation looking to

ich results as I have described,— sometimes,

is true, in relation to the employment of

)rces not under my control, as 1 was the

tidier of a cause and people, not ofa monarch
or even of a government. Two occasions

,iere were when certain of the most noted Fed-

al operations, from their isolated or oppor-

me character, might, with energy and intelli-

nt venture on the Confederate side,have been
irned into fatal disaster ; among them Grant's

10vement in front of Vicksburg, and his change
f base from the north to the south of thejames
iver, where I was in command, in his last

impaign against Richmond. I urged par-

pularly that our warfare was sure of final

feat unless we attempted decisive strokes

lat might be followed up to the end, and
y3X even if earlier defeat might chance from

le risk involved in the execution of the nec-

sary combinations, we ought to take that

sk and thereby either win or end an other-

ise useless struggle. But in addition to the

idical divergence of military ideas — the

missive defensive of an intellect timid of

sk and not at home in war, and the active

^fensive reaching for success through en-

rprise and boldness, according to the les-

ms taught us in the campaigns of the great

asters— there was a personal feeling that

Dw gave cold hearing or none to any rec-

iimendations of mine. Mr. Davis's friend-

lip, warm at the early period of the war,

as changed, some time after the battle of

Manassas, to a corresponding hostility from
veral personal causes, direct and indirect,
" which I need only mention that, my re-

)rt of the campaign and battle of Manassas
iving contained, as part of its history, a

atement of the submission of my plan

campaign already described for concen-
ating our forces, crushing both McDowell
id Patterson and capturing Washington.
X. Davis strangely took offense thereat, and
s self-accused responsibility for rejecting the

an he sought, after the demonstration of

•ents, to get rid of by denying that such
plan had ever been submitted— an issue,

r that matter, easily settled by my pro-

iction of the contemporaneous report of

plonel James Chesnut, the bearer of the

ission, who moreover at the time of the con-

troversy was on Mr. Davis's own staff, where
he remained. Mr. Davis made an endeavor
to suppress the publication of my report of
the battle of Manassas. The matter came up
in a secret debate in the Confederate Congress,
where a host of friends were ready to sustain

me ; but 1 sent a telegram disclaiming any
desire for its publication, and advising that

the safety of the country should be our solici-

tude, and not personal ends.

Thenceforth his hostility was watchful and
adroit, neglecting no opportunity, great or
small ; and though, from motives all its oppo-
site, it was not exposed during the war by
any murmurs of mine, it bruited sometimes
in certain circles of its own force. Thus,
when in January, 1862, the Western repre-

sentatives expressed a desire that I should
separate myself for a time from my Virginia

forces and go to the defense of the Mississippi

Valley from the impending ofiensive of Hal-
leck and Grant, it was furthered by the Ex-
ecutive with inducements which I trusted, in

disregard of Senator Toombs's sagacious

warning, that under this furtherance lurked

a purpose to effect my downfall, urged in one
of his communications through his son-in-law,

Mr. Alexander, in words as impressive as they

proved prophetic :
" Urge General Beaure-

gard to decline all proposals and solicitations.

The Blade of Joab. Vcrbinn Sapicnii.'"*

After going through the campaign of Shiloh

and Corinth, not only Avith those inducements

unfulfilled, but with vital drawbacks from the

Government, including the refusal of neces-

sary rank to competent subordinates to assist

in organizing my hastily collected and mostly

raw troops, I was forced, the following June,

in deferred obedience to the positive order of

my physicians, to withdraw from my immediate

camp to another point in my department for

recovery from illness, leaving under the care

of my lieutenant. General Bragg, my army,

then unmenaced and under reorganization

with a view to an immediate offensive I had

purposed. In anticipation and exclusion of

the receipt of full dispatches following my
telegram, the latter was tortuously misread, in

a manner not credital)le to a school-boy and

repugnant to Mr. Davis's exact knowledge of

syntax, so as to give pretext to the shocking

charge that I had abandoned my army, and a

telegram was sent in naked haste directly to

General Bragg, telling him to retain the per-

manent command of the army. The " Blade

of Joab " had given its thrust. The repre-

sentatives in Congress from the West and

South-west applied to Mr. Davis in a body for

my restoration ; and when, disregarding his

sheer pretext that I had abandoned my army,

they still insisted, Mr. Davis declared that I

*• II. Samuel, 3, 27.
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should not be restored //' the whole 7i<orhl

should ask it : This machination went to such
length that it was given out in Richmond
that I had softening of the brain and had
gone crazy. So carefully was this report
fostered (one of its tales being that I would
sit all day stroking a pheasant *) that a friend
of mine, a member of the Confederate Con-
gress, thought it his duty to write me a special

letter respecting the device, advising me to

come directly to Richmond to confound it

by my presence— a proceeding which I dis-

dained to take. I had not only then, but from
later still more oftensive provocation, impera-
tive cause to resign, and would have done so
but for a sense of public obligation. Indeed,
in my after fields of action the same hos-
tility was more and more active in its vari-

ous embarrassments, reckless that the strains

inflicted upon me bore upon the troops and
countr}- depending on me and relatively upon
the cause, so that I often dreaded failure more
from my own government behind me than
from the enemy in my front; and, when suc-
cess came in spite of this, it was acknowl-
edged only by some censorious official " in-

quiry " contrasting with the repeated thanlv
of Congress. I was, however, not the only on
of the highest military rank with whom Mi
Davis's relations were habitually unwholesome.
It is an extraordinary fact that during the foui|

years of war Mr. Davis did not call the five

Generals together into conference with a view
to determining the best military policy or set-

tling upon a decisive plan of operations involv-
ing the whole theater of war, though there was
often ample opportunity for it. We needed for
President either a military man of a high order,
or a politician of the first class (such as
Howell Cobb) without military pretensions.
The South did not fall crushed by the mere
weight of the North ; but it was nibbled away
at all sides and ends because its executive head
never gathered and wielded its great strength
under the ready advantages that greatly
reduced or neutralized its adversary's naked
physical superiority. It is but another of the
many proofs that timid direcdon may readily
go with physical courage, and that the passive
defensive policy may make a long agony, but
can never win a war.

G. T. Beauregard.

jT i^ ^J ^^^^ borrowed from an incident of Shiloh. Toward the end of the first day's battle a soldier
had found a pheasant cowering, apparently jmralvzed under the ceaseless din, and brought it to my headquarters
as a present to me. It was a beautiful bird, and after receiving it I gave directions to place it in a cage as I
intended sendmg it as a pleasant token of the battle to the family of Judge Milton Brown, of Jackson Ten-
nessee, from whom I had received as their guest, while occupying that place, the kindest attentions'; but
in the second day s conflict the poor waif was lost. —G .T. B.

CHAKOE OK THE FEDERAL LINE TO RETAKE THE IlENKV HILL.



RECOLLECTIONS OF A PRIVATE.— L*

(INCLUDING THE BATTLE OF BULL RUN.)

EFORE the war had
really begun I enlist-

ed. I had read the

papers, and attend-

ed flag-raisings, and
heard orators declaim

of "undyingdevotion
to the Union," One
speaker to whom I

listened declared that

" human life must be

cheapened," but I

never learned that he

helped on the work ex-

perimentally. When

not believe, from the first, in a sixty days'

war; nor did I consider ten dollars a monlh,
and the promised glory, large pay for the

services of an able-bodied young man. En-
listment scenes are usually pictured as entirely

heroic, but truth compels me to acknowledge
that my feelings were mixed. At this moment
I cannot repress a smile of amusement and pity

for that young recruit— myself. It was the

news that the Sixth Massachusetts regiment

had been mobbed by roughs on their passage

through Baltimore which gave me the war
fever. When I read Governor Andrew's pa-

thetic telegram to have the hero martyrs

deliberately to the

A SOLDIER OF 1861 (14TH NEW froiit aiid slgncd the
voRK).t

enlistment papers, he

preserved in ice and tenderly sent forward,"

men by the hundred somehow, though I felt the pathos of it, I could

walked soberly and not reconcile myself to the ice. Ice in con-

nection with patriotism did not give me agree-

able impressions of war, and when I came to

think of it, the stoning of the heroic "Sixth"

didn't show any inclination that way. Aslcame didn't suit me; it detracted from my desire to

out of the hall with conflicting emotions,feehng die a soldier's death. I lay awake all night

as though I should have to go finally or forfeit thinking it over, with the " ice " and " brick-

my birthright as an American citizen, one of bats " before my mind. However, the fever

the orators who stood at the door, glowing with culminated that night, and I resolved to

enthusiasm and patriotism, and shaking hands

effusively with those who enlisted, said to me :

'' Did you enlist ?
"

" No," I said. " Did you ?
"

" No ; they wont take me. I have got a lame

leg and a widowed mother to take care of."

Another enthusiast I remember, who was

eager to enlist— others. He declared the

family of no man who went to the front

should suffer. After the war he was promi-

nent among those in our town who at town-

enlist.

" Cold chills" ran up and down my back as I

got out of bed after the sleepless night, and
shaved, preparatory to other desperate deeds

of valor. I was twenty years of age, and
when anything unusual was to be done, like

fighting or courting, I shaved. With a nerv-

ous tremor convulsing my whole system and

my heart thumping like muffled drum-beats, I

stood before the door of the recruiting-oftice,

and, before turning the knob to enter, read and

meeting voted to refund the money to such re-read the advertisement for recruits posted

as had expended it to procure substitutes dur- thereon, until I knew all its peculiarities. The

ing the war. He has, moreover, been fierce promised chances for "travel and promotion"

and uncompromising toward the ex-Confed- seemed good, and I thought I might have

erates since the war closed, and I have heard made a mistake in considering war so seri-

him repeatedly express the wish that all the ous, after all. " Chances for travel !
" I must

civil and general officers of the late Con- confess now, after four years of soldiering, that

federacy might be court-martialed and shot. the " chances for travel " were no myth. But

I was young, but not unobserving, and did " promotion " was a litUe uncertain and slow.

* Copyright, 1884, by The Century Co. All rights reserved. It is proper to say at the beginning of these

papers that while they relate in chief part the experiences of the writer, he also (as in the case of the latter por-

tion of the present article) has availed himself of the reminiscences of comrades known to him to be trust-

worthy. The general title of the papers must therefore not be read literally.

—

El).

t The baUle of Bull Run was notable in a minor way for the variety of uniforms worn on both sides— a

variety greater than was shown in any later engagement. The Federal blue had not yet been issued, and

the troops wore either the uniforms of their militia organizations or those furnished^ by their several Stales.

Besides the Zouave regiments there was one in Highland dress (the 79th New VorkV The Confederate

uniforms exhibited similar variety ; some regiments were in citizens' dress, and several of the general officers

who had been in the old ser\-ice — including, we are informed, Generals Johnston, Beauregard, and Longstreet

— still wore the dress of the U. S. Army.

—

Ed.
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I was in no hurry to open the door.

Though detemiined to enHst, I was half in-

clined to put it oft" awhile : 1 had a fluctua-

tion of desires : I was faint-hearted and

brave ; I wanted to enlist, and yet . Here

I turned the knob, and was relieved. I had

been more prompt, with all my hesitation,

than the ofticer in his duty ; he wasn't in.

Finally he came, and said :
'' ^^hat do you

want, my boy ? " ''I want to enlist," I re-

sponded', blushing deeply with upwelling pa-

triotism and bashfulness. Then the surgeon

came to strip and examine me. In justice to

myself, it must be stated that I signed tlie

rolls without a tremor. It is common to the

most o\ humanity, I believe, that, when con-

fronted with actual danger, men ha^•e less

fear than in its contemplation. I will, how-

ever, make one exception in favor of the first

shell I heard uttering its hoarse anathema

and its blood-curdling hisses, as though a

steam locomotive were traveling the air. With

this exception I have found danger always

less terrible face to face than on the night be-

fore the battle.

My first uniform was a bad fit : my trow-

sers were too long by three or four inches;

the flannel shirt was coarse and . unpleasant,

too large at the neck and too short else-

where. The forage cap was an ungainly bag
with pasteboard top and leather visor; the

blouse was the only part which seemed decent;

while the overcoat made mc feel like a little

nib of com amid a preponderance of husk.

Nothing except " Virginia mud " ever took

down my ideas of military pomp quite so low.

After enlisting I didn't seem of so much
consequence as I expected. There was not so

much excitement on account of my military

appearance as I deemed justly my due. I was
taught my facings, and at the time I thought

the drill-master needlessly fussy about shoulder-

ing, ordering, and presenting arms. The musket,

after an hour's drill, seemed heavier and less

ornamental than it had looked to be. The first

day I went out to drill, getting tired of doing
the same things over and over, I said to the

drill-sergeant :
" Let's stop this fooling and

go over to the grocery." His only reply was
addressed to a corporal :

" Corporal, take
this man out and drill him like h—

1
;
" and

the corporal did. I found that suggestions
were not as well appreciated in the army as

in private life, and that no wisdom was equal
to a drill-master's " Right face," " Left wheel,"
and " Right, oblique, march." It takes a raw
recruit some time to learn that he is not to

think or suggest, but obey. Some never do
learn, I acquired it at last, in humility and
mud, but it was tough. Yet I doubt if my
patriotism, during my first three weeks' drill.

was quite knee high. Drilling looks easy to a

spectator, but it isn't. Old soldiers who read

this will remember their green recruithood

and smile assent. After a time I had cut down
my uniform so that I could see out of it, and
had conquered the drill sufficiently to see

through it. Then the word came : On to

^^'ashington !

Our company was quartered at a large hotel

near the railway station in the town in which
it was recruited. Bunks had been fitted up'

within a part of the hotel but little used. We'
took our meals at the regular hotel table, and'
found fault with the style. Six months later'

we should have considered ourselves aristo-i

cratic to have slept in the hotel stables with
the meal-bin for a dining-table. There was
great excitement one morning at the report

that we were going to be sent to the front.

Most of us obtained a limited pass and went to

see our friends for the last time, returning the

same night. All our schoolmates and home ac-

quaintances " came slobbering around camp,"

as one of the boys ungraciously expressed i'

We bade adieu to our friends with heavy heart

and lightly as I may here seem to treat the sul

ject, it was no light thing for a boy of twen
to start out for three years into the unkno^\

dangers of a civil war. Our mothers— Goo
bless them ! —had brought us something good
to eat,— pies, cakes, doughnuts, and jellies. It

w^as one way in which a mother's heart found
utterance. Our young ladies (sisters, of

course) brought an invention, generally made
of leather or cloth, containing needles, pins,

thread, buttons, and scissors, so that nearly

every recruit had an embryo tailor's shop—
with the goose outside. One old lady, in the

innocence of her heart, brought her son an
umbrella. We did not see anything particu-

larly laughable about it at the time, but our

old drill-sergeant did. Finally we were ready

to move ; our tears were wiped away, our

buttons were polished, and our muskets were

as bright as emery-paper could make them.

How our buttons and muskets did shine!

We were brilliant there, if nowhere else.

" Wad " Rider, a member of our company,
had come from a neighboring State to enlis*

with us. He was about eighteen years of

age, red-headed, freckled-faced, good-natured,

and rough, with a wonderful aptitude for cry-

ing or laughing from sympathy. Another
comrade, whom I will call Jack, was honored
with a call from his mother, a little woman,
hardly reaching up to Jack's shoulder, with a

sweet, motherly, careworn face. At the last

moment, though she had tried hard to pre

serve her composure, as is the hal)it of New
England people, she threw her arms around

her boy's neck, and with an outburst of sob-
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ing and crying, said :
'' My dear boy, my

ear boy, what will your poor old mother do

/ithout you ? You are going to fight for your

ountry. Don't forget your mother. Jack;

}od bless you, God bless you !

" We felt as

r the mother's tears and blessing were a

)enediction over us all. There was a toucfi

f nature in her homely sorrow and solicitude

iver her big boy, which drew tears of sym-

pathy from my eyes as I thought of my own
orrowing mother at home. The sympathetic

Vad Rider burst into tears and sobs. His

yes refused, as he expressed it, to " dry up,"

ntil, as we were moving off. Jack's mother,

ushing toward him with a bundle tied like a

/heat-sheaf, called out, in a most pathetic

oice, "Jack! Jack! you've forgotten to take

our pennyroyal." We all laughed, and so

lid Jack, and I think the laugh helped him
lore than the cry did. Everybody had said

is last word ; we were on the cars and off.

iandkerchiefs were waved at us from all the

ouses we passed, and we cheered till we were

oarse, and then settled back and swung our

andkerchiefs. Handkerchiefs did double

.uty that day. Just here let me name over the

ontents of my knapsack, as its contents were a

^ir sample of what all the volunteers started

•ith. There were in it a pair of trowsers, two
airs of drawers, a pair of thick boots, four pairs

'f stockings, four flannel shirts, a blouse, a

Doking-glass, a can of peaches, a bottle of

ough-mixture, a button-stick, chalk, razor

nd strop, the " tailor's shop " spoken ofabove,

. Bible, a small volume of Shakspere, and
writing utensils. To its top was strapped a

iouble woolen blanket and a rubber one. It

k'as boiling over, like a ripe cotton-pod. I

emember, too, many other things left behind
»ecause of lack of room in or about the

cnapsack. We would have packed in a port-

ble cooking-stove each had there been room.*
On our arrival in Boston we were marched

hrough the streets— the first march of any
onsequence we had taken with our knap-
acks and equipments on. Our dress con-

isted of a belt about the body, which held a

artridge-box and bayonet, a cross-belt, also

. haversack and tin drinking-cup, a can-

een, and, last but not least, the knapsack
trapped to the back. The straps ran over,

round, and about one, in confusion most
)erplexing to our unsophisticated shoulders

;

he knapsack giving one constantly the feeling

hat he was being pulled over backward.
Ve marched along the streets, my canteen
langing against my bayonet, both the tin cup
.nd bayonet badly interfering with the butt

of my musket, while my cartridge-box and
haversack were constantly flopping up and
down — the whole jangling like loose har-

ness and chains on a runaway horse. I felt

like old Atlas, with the world on his shoulders
and the planetary system suspended around
him. We marched into Boston Common, and
I involuntarily cast my eye about for a bench.
But for a former experience in offering advice,

I should have proposed to the captain to "chip
in " and hire a team to carry our equipments.
Such was my first experience in war harness.

Afterward, with hardened muscles, rendered
athletic by long marches and invigorated by
hardships, I could look back upon those days
and smile, while carrying a knapsack as

lightly as my heart. That morning my heart

was as heavy as my knapsack. At last the wel-

come orders came :
" Prepare to open ranks !

Rear, open order, march ! Right dress ! Front

!

Order arms ! Fix bayonets ! Stack arms ! Un-
sling knapsacks ! In place, rest !

"

The tendency of raw soldiers is to over-

load themselves on their first march. Expe-
rience only can teach them its disadvantages,

and the picture I have attempted to draw is

not exaggerated. On the first long march
the reaction sets in, and the recruit goes to

the opposite extreme, not carrying enough
of the absolutely necessary baggage, and
thereby becoming dependent upon his obliging

comrades when a camp is reached. Old sol-

diers preserve a happy medium. I have seen a

new regiment start out with all the indescrib-

able material carried by raw troops, some-

times including sheet-iron stoves, and come
back after a long march covered with more
mud than baggage, stripped of everything

except their blankets, haversacks, canteens,

muskets, and cartridge-boxes. These were the

times when the baggage of the new recruits

was often worth more than their services.

During that afternoon in Boston, after

marching and countermarching, or, as one

of our farmer-boy recruits expressed it, after

" hawing and geeing " around the streets,

we were sent to Fort Independence for the

night for safe-keeping. A company of reg-

ulars held the fort
;
guards walked their post

with a stiffness and uprightness that was as-

tonishing. They acted more like pieces of

mechanism than men. Our first impression

of these old regulars was that there was a

needless amount of " wheel about and turn

about, and walk just so," and of saluting, and

presenting arms. We were all marched to our

quarters within the fort, where we unslung

our knapsacks. The first day's struggle with a

I * It is said by a member of the Monticello Guards, a Confederate organization that took part in the Battle

A Bull Run, that most of its members started to the front with an abundant supply of fine linen shirts.

—

Ed.
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knapsack over, the general verdict was '' got

too much of it." At supper-time \ve were
marched to the dining-barracks, where our

bill of fare was beefsteak, coftee, wheat bread,

and potatoes, but not a sign of milk or butter. It

struck me as queer when I heard that the army
was never provided with butter and milk.

The next day we were started for Washing-

ton, by rail and boat, and the following morn-
ing we took breakfast in Philadelphia, where
we were attended by matrons and maidens,

who waited upon us with thoughtful tender-

ness, as if they had been our own mothers and
sweethearts instead of strangers. They feasted

us and then filled our haversacks. God bless

them ! If we did not e^uite appreciate them then,

we did afterward. After embarking on the cars

at Philadelphia, the waving of handkerchiefs

was less and less noticeable along the route.

We arrived in Baltimore late at night and
marched through its deserted streets silently,

as though we were criminals instead of patri-

ots. On our arrival in Washington the next

morning, we were marched to barracks, dig-

nified by the name of " Soldiers' Retreat,"

where a half loaf of " soft-tack," as we had
already begun to call wheat bread, was issued,

together with a piece of " salt junk," about

as big and tough as the heel of my govern-

ment shoe, and a quart of coftee,— which
constituted our breakfast. Our first day in

Washington was spent in shaving, washing,

polishing our brasses and buttons, and clean-

ing-up for inspection. A day or two later

we moved to quarters not far from the

armor)% looking out on the broad Potomac,
within sight of Long Bridge and the city of

Alexandria. We were at the front, or near

enough to satisfy our immediate martial desires.

The weather was so mild in that February,

1 862, that many of us used the river forbathing,

and found its temperature not uncomfortable.

Here and there the sound of a gun broke the

serenity, but otherwise the quiet seemed in-

consistent with the war preparations going

on around us. In the distance, across the

wide bay, we could see the steeples and
towers of the city of Alexandria, while up
stream, on the right, was the Long Bridge.

Here and there was to be seen the moving
panorama ofarmed men, as a regiment crossed

the bridge ; a flash of sunlight on the polished

muskets revealed them to the eye ; while

the white-topped army baggage-wagons filed

over in constant procession, looking like sec-

tions of whitewashed fence in motion. The
overgrown country village of that period,

called Washington, can be described in a few

words. There were wide streets stretching

out from a common center like a spider's web.

The Capitol, with its unfinished dome; the

Patent Office, the Treasury, and the other
public buildings, were in marked and classic

contrast with the dilapidated, tumble-down,
shabby look of the average homes, stores,

groceries, and groggeries, which increased in

shabbiness and dirty dilapidation as they re-

ceded from the center. Around the muddy
streets wandered the long-faced, solemn-vis-

aged hog, uttering sage grunts. The climate of

Washington was genial, but the mud was fear-

ful. I have drilled in it, marched in it, and run
from the provost-guard in it, and I think I ap-

preciate it from actual and familiar knowledge.
In the lower quarter of the city there was not
a piece of sidewalk. Even Pennsylvania Ave-
nue, with its sidewalks, was extremely dirty; the

cavalcade of teams, artillery caissons, and bag-
gage-wagons, with their heavy wheels stirred

the mud into a stiff" batter for the pedestrian.

Officers in tinsel and gold lace were so thick

on Pennsylvania Avenue that it was a severe

trial for a private to walk there. The salute ex-

acted by officers, of bringing the hand to the

visor of the cap, extending the arm to its full

length, then letting it drop by the side, was tire-

some when followed up with the industry re-

quired by this horde. Perhaps I exaggerate, but
in a half-hour's walk on the avenue I think

I have saluted two hundred officers. Brigadier-

generals were more numerous there than I

ever knew them to be at the front. These
officers, many of whom won their positions

by political wire-pulling at Washington, we
privates thought the great bane of the war

;

they ought to have been sent to the front rank
of battle, to serve as privates until they had
learned the duties of a soldier. Mingled with
these gaudy, useless officers were citizens in

search of fat contracts, privates, " non-com's,"

and officers whose uniforms were well worn
and faded, showing that they were from the

encampments and active service. Occasion-
ally a regiment passed through the streets,

on the way to camp ; all surged up and down
wide Pennsylvania Avenue.

This was shortly before the battle of Fort
Donelson ; and the first Bull Run, being the

only considerable pitched battle up to that

time, was still a never-failing topic of discus-

sion and reminiscence among the men.
When we fell in with soldiers who had been
in the fight, we were inquisitive. Before en-

listing, and while on a visit to a neighboring

town, I was one evening at the village

store, when the talk turned upon the dura-

tion of the war. Jim Tinkham, the clerk

of the grocery store, announced his be-

lief in a sixty days' war. I modestly asked
for more time. The older ones agreed with

Jim and argued, as was common at that

time, that the Government would soon block-
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ade all the Rebel ports and starve them

out. Tinkham proposed to wager a supper

for those present, if the Rebels did not

surrender before snow came that year. I

accepted. Neither of us put up any money,

and in the excitement of the weeks which

followed I had forgotten the wager. During

my first week in Washington, who should 1

meet but Jim Tinkham, the apostle of the

sixty-day theory. He was brown with sun-

burn, and clad in a rusty uniform which

showed service in the field. He was a vet-

eran, for he had been at the battle of Bull

Rim. He confidentially declared that after

getting the order to retreat at that battle, he

should not have stopped short of Boston if he

had not been halted by a soldier with a mus-

ket, after crossing Long Bridge.
" They were enlisting a regiment for three

months in our town," he said, "and I thought

I'd come out with the rest of the boys and set-

tle the war. Our regiment was camped near

Alexandria, and the whole of us, the recruits,

grew impatient to end the war and get home
to see the folks. I tell you, we were glad when
we were told to get ready for a march. We
left our knapsacks and heavy luggage in camp
with a few old fellows and sick ones, who
grieved because they couldn't go on the ex-

cursion and help the Secesh out of Virginia.

" They gave us rations of salt junk, hard-

tack, sugar, and coffee. Each man carried his

rubber and woolen blanket, forty rounds of

cartridges, a canteen, his gun and equip-

ments, and most of us a patent drinking-

tube. I threw away the salt junk and hard-

tack, and filled my haversack with peach-pie,

cakes, and goodies. I hadn't been on the march
an hour before 1 realized that it might not

be such fun, after all. There was a thirty-two-

pound gun mooring on the road, with sixteen

or eighteen horses to pull it. Finally, two or

three companies were detailed to help the

horses. The weather was scorching hot, but

the most trying thing was the jerky way they

marched us. Sometimes they'd double-quick

us, and again they'd keep us standing in the

road waiting in the hot sun for half an hour,

then start us ahead again a little way, then

halt us again, and so on. The first day we
marched until after sundown, and when we
halted tor the night we were the tiredest

crowd of men I ever saw.
'' The next day was the 17th of July. I had

eaten up all my pies and cakes and was
hungry, so I stopped at a house and asked if

they would sell me something to eat. There
were three negro girls, a white woman, and
her daughter, in the house. The white folks

were proud and unaccommodating. They
said the Yankees had stolen everything— all

their ' truck,' as they called it ; but when I

took out a handful of silver change, they
brought me a cold Johnny-cake and some
chicken. As I was leaving the house, the
daughter said :

' You'n Yanks are right peart
just now, but you'ns'll come back soon a right
smart quicker than yer'r going, I recken !

'

— a prophecy we fulfilled to the letter.

" We marched helter-skelter nearly all night
without orders to stop, until, just before day-
light, we halted near a little building they called

a church (Pohick Church). I ke])t up on the

march with my company, though my feet were
blistered and my bones ached badly.

" The first gun of the fight I heard," added
Tinkham, " was when we were eight or ten

miles from Centreville, on the afternoon of the

1 8th of July, the engagement at Blackburn's

ford. We were hurried up at double-quick

and marched in the direction of the firing

until we reached Centreville, about eleven

o'clock that night. It looked like war, and
no mistake, in the morning. Batteries and
stacked arms lined the roads; officers on
horseback were everywhere ; regiments were
marching on to the field, and excitement and
enthusiasm prevailed. On the 20th more
Virginians came into camp, looking, as they

said, for negroes, and complaining of our

soldiers. We got new rations of beef and pork,

and, very early on the morning of the 2 ist, we
marched through Centreville up the turnpike

road. Near Cub Run we saw carriages and
barouches which contained civilians who had
driven out from Washington to witness the oper-

ations. A Connecticut boy said: 'There's our

Senator! ' andsomeof our men recognized Sen-

ator Wilson and other members of Congress.

Everyone of us expected to have our names in

the papers when we got home. We thought

it wasn't a bad idea to have the great men
from Washington come out to see us thrash

the Rebs.
" That day was the hottest one I ever ex-

perienced. We marched and marched and

double-quicked, and didn't appear to get ahead

at all. Every one of whom we in(]uired tlie

distance to Manassas Junction said five miles,

and after a while they would say ten miles

instead of five, and we know now that that

was under the truth. Then we began to throw

away our blankets. After a while we turned

off from the main road into a cart path which

led through the woods and dry, dusty, worn-

out fields. At last we arrived at Sudley's ford

and rested, while several regiments, under

General Hunter, waded Bull Run. While here

we could see shells bursting in little round

clouds in the air far to the left of us down the

Run, The dust rising on the roads ahead

was said to be the Rebel armv advancing to
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fight us. We were going to have a fight ; there

was but httle doubt about it now

!

*' We soon followed the others across Bull

Run and came to a field on a hill (near the

Matthews house), where we saw dead and
wounded men. It made me feel faint to look
at them. A battery of the enemy had just left

a position in front of us. An officer here rode
up, pointed toward the enemy, and said some-
thing which was not distinguishable to me, but
the boys began exclaiming :

' Hurrah, they

are running I
'
—

' The Rebels are running !

'

—

' It's General McDowell ! He says they are

nmning !

' On the right of us was a battery,

in the field, the guns of which were fired as

fast as the men could load. One of the men
on the battery told me afterward that they

made the Rebel battery change position every
fifteen minutes, ^^'e advanced to the crest, fired

a volley, and saw the Rebels running toward
the road below (the Warrenton turnpike). Then
we were ordered to lie down and load. We
aimed at the puffs of smoke we saw rising in

front and on the left of us. The men were
all a good deal excited. Our rear rank had
singed the hair of the front rank, who were
more afraid of them than of the Rebels.

" The next thing I remember was the order

to ad\"ance, which we did under a scattering

fire ; we crossed the turnpike, and ascending
a little way. were halted in a depression or

cut in the road which runs from Sudley's ford.

The boys were saying constantly, in great glee :

'We've whipped them,' 'We'll hang Jeff

Davis to a sour apple-tree.' ' They are run-

ning.' ' The war is over.' About noon there

wasn't much firing, and we were of the opinion

that the enemy had all run away. There was a

small wooden house on the hill, rising from the

left-hand side of the road as we were going,

where, we afterward heard, a Mrs. Henry, an
invalid, had been killed in the engagement.*
About one o'clock the fence skirting the road
at the foot of the hill was pulled down to

let our batteries (Griffin's and Ricketts's) pass

up to the plateau. The batteries were in the

open field near us. We were watching to see

what they'd do next, when a terrible volley was
poured into them. It was hke a pack of Fourth-

of-July fire-crackers under a barrel, magnified

a thousand times. The Rebels had crept upon
them unawares, and the men at the batteries

were about all killed or wounded."
Here let me interrupt Tinkham's narrative

to say that one of the artillery-men there en-

gaged has since told me that, though he had

been in several battles since, he had seldom
seen worse destruction in so short a time.
He said they saw a regiment advancing, and
the natural inference was that they were
Rebels. But an officer insisted it was a New
York regiment which was expected for sup-
port, and so no order was gi\en to fire on
them. " Then came a tremendous explosion
of musketry," said the artillery-man, " and all

was confusion, ^^'ounded men with dripping
wounds were clinging to caissons, to which
were attached frightened and wounded horses.

Horses attached to caissons rushed through
the infantry ranks. I saw three horses gallop-

ing off", dragging a fourth, which was dead.
" The dead cannoniers lay with the rammers

of the guns and sponges and lanyards still in

their hands. The battery was annihilated by
those volleys in a moment. Those who could.

get away didn't wait. We had no supports
near enough to protect us properly, and the
enemy were within seventy yards of us when
that volley was fired. Our battery being
demolished in that way was the beginning of
our defeat at Bull Run," said this old regular.

" Did the volunteers fight well ? " I inquired,
" Yes, the men fought well and showed

pluck. I've seen a good deal worse fighting

and I've seen better since. I saw the Rebels
advance and try to drag away those eleven I

guns three times, but they were driven back
"

by steady volleys from our infantry. Then
some of our men tried to drag the guns away,
but were ordered to take their places in the

ranks to fight. They couldn't be spared !

"

But, to return to Tinkham's recollections

of the fight

:

" It must have been four o'clock in the

afternoon," he said, " at a time when our
fire had become scattered and feeble, that

the rumor passed from one to another
that the Rebels had got reenforcements.

Where are ours ? we asked. There was no
confusion or panic then, but discouragement.

And at this juncture, from the woods ahead,
on each side of the Sudley ford road, there

came terrible volleys. The Confederates were
in earnest. A wounded Southerner lying near

me said earnestly and repeatedly :
' Thank

God, I die for my country !
' Our men began

to feel it was no use to fight without reen-

forcements. They fell back steadily, cursing

their generals because no reenforcements were
sent to them. The men had now in most
cases been marching and fighting thirteen

hours. The absence of general officers con-

* Mrs. Judith Henry, bedridden from old age, was living in the house with her children. When the

battle opened near the Matthews house, a mile away, Mrs. Henry was carried for safety into a ravine on the

left, below the .Sudley road. A little later the house seemed to be the safest place, and she was carried back

to her bed. For a time the house was in the line of the artillery fire from both sides. Mrs. Henry received

five wounds from fragments of shells and died two hours after the battle.— En.
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vinced us more than anything else that it was

no use to fight longer. The enemy were

pressing us, and we fell back. We didn't run !

"

Complaint against the officers, like this by

Tinkham, was common among the privates

with whom 1 talked. Said another man to me :

" The fault was, we were not well disci-

plined or officered. I noticed in the reports

that several Rebel generals and commis-

.sioned officers were killed and wounded.

You'll notice, on the other hand, that but very

few of ours were.* Companies, and in some
instances regiments, were commanded by
non-commissioned officers, on account of the

absence of those of higher rank."

An old regular «aid to me regarding the

stampede

:

" That was the fault of the officers who
allowed the baggage-wagons to come to

the front, instead of being parked at Centre-

ville. The stampede and confusion began
among them first. Why, the men were so

little frightened when they began to fall back
in groups scattered through the fields that I

saw them stop frequently to pick blackberries.

Frightened men don't act in that way. At
Cub Run, between the Stone Bridge and
Centreville, the irresponsible teamsters, with

the baggage-wagons, were all crowded to-

gether near the bridge, and were in a desperate

hurry to cross. A Rebel battery began dropping

shell in among them, and thus demolished

some of the wagons and blocked the way.

The confusion and hurry and excitement then

began. The drivers on the south side, finding
they couldn't cross with their wagons, now be-
gan to cut their traces and mount their horses
and hurry away. Those who drove baggage-
wagons on the safe side of Cub Run then began
to desert them antl cut the traces and shout and
gallop off. The infantry, seeing this confusion
and not understanding the cause of it, quick-
ened their pace. Soon the narrow road became
filled with flying troops, horses, baggage-
wagons, and carriages. Then the volunteers
began to throw away their muskets and equip-
ments, so as to stand an even chance in the
race. Here and there, all along the route,

abandoned wagons had been overturned an(l

were blocking the way. One white-headed citi-

zen, an old man, looking very sorrowful, stood
directing the soldiers on their way to Washing-
ton, saying :

' You'd better hurry on, or the

cavalry will cut off your retreat !
' The houses

all along the route were filled with wounded
men, while the ambulances were filled with
officers hastening to Washington. Soldiers

here and there marched in groups, and sor-

rowfully discussed the situation and its causes.

The expression heard on every side among
them was :

' Why were not the reserves

brought up from Centreville to help us ?

'

' Why didn't they bring up the troops from
Fairfax Court House?'"— questions, itseems

to me, hard to answer, even if they did come
from private soldiers running away from the

field of Bull Run

!

War/en Lee Goss.

* The official reports show the losses of officers to be— Federal : killed, 19 ; wounded, 64 ; missing, 40

;

total, 123. Confederate : killed, 25 ; wounded, 63 ; missing, i ; total, 89. In view of these figures, it would
seem that the Federal officers were at least as exposed to danger as the Confederates. That they were

relatively to the enemy no less brave than their own men, would appear from this table (from official records)

of losses of enlisted men — Federal : killed, 462 ; wounded, 947 ; missing, 1
1
76 ; total, 2585. Confederate :

killed, 362 ; wounded, 1519; missing, 12; total, 1893. The proportion of officers lost to men lost is, on the

Federal side, i to 21 ; on the Confederate side, i to 21.27; too slight a difference upon which to formulate

theories of bravery.— Ed.

A PHASE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE.

In a striking passage in his " History of Eng-
land" (vol. I., p. 332, Am. ed.) Macaulay calls

attention to the contrast between the social

condition of England in the seventeenth

century and the nineteenth. He says

:

" There is scarcely a page in the history or lighter

literature of the seventeenth century which does not
contain some proof that our ancestors were less hu-
mane than their posterity. The discipline of work-
shops, of schools, of private families, though not more
efficient than at present, was infinitely harder. Mas-
ters, well born and bred, were in the habit of beating
their servants. Pedagogues knew no way of imparting

knowledge but by beating their pupils. Husbands of

decent station were not ashamed to beat their wives.

The implacability of hostile factions was such as we
can scarcely conceive. Whigs were disposed to mur-
mur because Stafford was suflered to die without

seeing his bowels burned before his face. ... As
little mercy was shown by the pojiulace to sufferers

of an humbler rank. If an offender was put into the

pillory, it was well if he escaped with life from the

shower of brick-bats and paving-stones. If he was
tied to the cart's tail, the crowd pressed round him,

imploring the hangman to give it the fellow well, and
make him liowl. Gentlemen arranged parties nf pleas-

ure to bridewell on court days, for the purpose of

seeing the wretched women who beat hemp there,
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whipped. A man pressed to death for refusing to
plead, a woman burned for coining, excited less
sympathy than is now felt for a galled horse or
an over-driven ox. . . . The prisons were hells
on earth, seminaries of every crime and of every dis-
ease. At the assizes the lean and yellow culprits
brought with them from their cells an atmosphere of
stench and pestilence which sometimes avenged them
signally on bench, bar, and jury. But on all this
niisery society looked with profound indiflerence.
Nowhere could be found that sensitive and restless
compassion which has in our time extended a power-
ful protection to the factory child, to the negro slave—
which pries into the stores and water-casks of every emi-
grant ship, which winches at every lash laid on the back
of a drunken soldier, which will not suffer the thief in the
hulks to be ill-fed or over-worked, and which has repeat-
edly endeavored to save the life even of the murderer."

It is nearly thirty years since these words
were written. It is interesting to speculate
how much more strongly and strikingly tRey
might have been emphasized if they had been
written to-day. What we call social science,

or the study which concerns itself with the
elevation of men in their homes and in their

social and municipal relations, was then com-
paratively in its infancy. The wide-spread
activity of individuals and associations busy-
ing themselves with the condition of the pau-
per and criminal classes; the devotion of
women of wealth, leisure, and social refine-

ment to the reform and improvement of our
jails and hospitals and almshouses; the active
interest and expenditure of capitalists in the
improvement of the homes of the poor; the
scientific study of questions of drainage and
ventilation, of foods and food supply; the
whole subject of the rights of women and
their emancipation from restrictive and op-
pressive prejudices; the mutual obhgations
of employer and employed, with the closely

related questions of strikes and trades-

unions, cooperative building and manufac-
turing schemes, and the like; the societies

for the prevention of cruelty to children and
for the better provision for the education and
recreation of the poor, the laboring classes,

the crippled, the blind, and the deaf and
dumb,— all these manifold forms of activity in

the interest of the advancement and elevation
of society are largely the product of the last

quarter of a century.

What now is their relation to Christian
ethics ? or, to put the question, as I prefer to

do, in a more concrete and homely way. What
has the religion of the New Testament to say
to our modem social science ?

Two things, it seems to me, it has to say
with equal emphasis and explicitness, one of
them in the way of warning and the other of
encouragement.

And, first, in the way of warning. The
moment that men begin to grapple with the
evils which afflict society, they are in danger

of forgetting or ignoring the everlasting prin-
ciple of personal responsibility. In the face
of poverty, disease, unemployed labor, intem-
perance, and kindred forms of human wretch-
edness, the first impulse of a humane spirit is

to devise some means of relieving these vari-

ous ills without adequately recognizing the
causes which have produced them. Hence
we have those public and private institutions

of charity which are so preeminently the char-
acteristic of our own generation. No sooner
does the cry of want arise than some benev-
olent hand opens the door of a refuge or
lodging-house, where men and women are fed
and housed without money and without price.

No sooner does a man. fall behind in the
strife of trade or the professions than he
turns to the charitable to carry him over the
hard times until some rising tide of prosperity
shall fill the channels of his wonted calling.

No sooner does an unscrupulous father aban-
don his family, or an extravagant mother pre-
fer to appropriate her earnings to drink or
dress instead of spending them in the decent
maintenance of her children, than some in-

stitution steps forward to take the custody of
the children and relieve the parents of their

charge. " Don't you think we had better send
such a one's children to the Home for the
Friendless ? " said a warm-hearted woman to
a neighbor. " On what ground ? " was asked.
" Because their mother neglects them so ha-
bitually," was the answer, as though it would
be wiser to disband a family than to educate
its head into a wiser and more Christian

recognition of her duty to her own ofispring.

A man may make his home a hell and his

children congenital drunkards and vagabonds,
and the most efiicient method of dealing with
his vices which we seem thus far to have de-

vised is to send his family to the poor-house
and himself to the inebriate asylum. Over
against every form of thriftlessness and prod-
igality we erect an institution to interpose

between the individual and the righteous

penalty of his own extravagance. It is the

bitterest cause of the philanthropy of our
generation that it has created a sentiment
among the poor, the reckless, the intemperate,

and the indolent, that, somehow or other,

come what may, they will be provided for.

I arraign this policy on the ground that it

traverses the plain teaching of that most help-

ful volume which has ever been given to men,
and which we know as the New Testament.
I open the pages of that volume and I read

:

"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
reap." I open them again and I read: " He
that provideth not for his household is worse
than an infidel." And again :

" If any man
will not work, neither shall he eat." And yet
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again :
" If thy hand or thy foot offend thee,

cut it off and cast it from thee." I find the

great Apostle to the Gentiles setting an ex-

ample of self-respecting independence which

is at once an inspiration and a rebuke to all

subsequent time, by working at his trade as a

tent-maker with his own hands. I read in his

letter to the Church at Ephesus :
" Let him

that stole, steal no more, but rather let him
labor, working with his hands the thing which

is good"; and in all these various passages

I see so many side-lights throwing into

stronger relief the great principle that that

social compassion is neither wise nor Chris-

tian which lifts the burden of individual obli-

gation or interposes to arrest the penalty of

personal unfaithfulness.

Nay, more, I arraign our social policy on
another and still higher ground. A Christian

socialism must needs be based on the com-
mandment, " Thou shalt love thy neighbor

as thyself," and in its practical workings it

will think more of the influence of what it

does upon its brother man than upon its own
feelings. But our ordinary dealing with the

social problems of our own time is like that

of a weak mother who will not chastise her

child nor suffer him to be chastised because
of the pain which it causes to her own feel-

ings. It does not occur to her that such a

course of conduct is inspired, not by mater-

nal love, but by personal selfishness. If you
loved your child you would deal with him,
not as your mere feelings dictated, but as his

highest interests demanded ; and even so, if

you love your brother man you will do for

him, not what he wants you to do for him,

but what he needs to have done for him. But
we have cultivated a morbid sentimentalism

in regard to individual suffering until there

must be no form of misery which we cannot
straightway hustle out of sight or effusively

relieve. It is enough for us that a sturdy per-

sonage sits on the curb-stone begging. Where
did he come from ? How long has he been
there ? What is the truth or falsehood of his

story ? These are questions for which we
have no time and less taste. " Here is a half-

dollar, my man ! A plague on those hard-
hearted theorists who declaim against the

giving of doles in the street ! Do you say
that you want more ? Well, then, here is a
ticket for a night's lodging or a free bed in

the Home for the Homeless ;
" and, having

buttoned up our pocket-books once more, we
pass on with a comfortable sense of our su-

perior benevolence. Here, again, it does not
occur to us that we should have done better

if w^e had merely given our brother a kick

and passed on. Yes, a thousand times better

!

for a kick would have been, at most, merely a

physical indignity, whereas, as it is, we have
subjected this fellow-creature of ours to the
keenest moral indignity, for we have said to
him, by an act far more elofjuently expressive
than any words, " Morally you are already on
the way to that most abject degradation, a
state of chronic pauperism. \Vell, then, lie

there where you are in the gutter and rot. 1

have no time or inclination to help you to
stand upon your own feet. It is easier and
more congenial to leave you where you are,

and by what I may do for you to encourage
you to stay there." It is high time for men to
ask the question whether this is or is not sub-
stantially the teaching of our social benefi-
cence, as we actually see it about us.

And here, as I believe, enters the domain
of Christian ethics. There is much of human
suffering, ignorance, and poverty which is the
fruit of misfortune, that it is our plain duty
always and everywhere to relieve. There is

much more which is the fruit of indolence
and thriftlessness and vice. To interfere be-
tween this latter and its penalty is not and
never was meant to be the promise of our
social science; nor, if I read the New Testa-

ment aright, is this the teaching of its pages
or of the Master himself " Give us of your
oil," cry the improvident and foolish virgins to

their wise and more provident companions,
and according to the teaching of our modem
socialism and of much of our modern philan-

thropy the answer ought to have been, " Cer-

tainly, dear sisters, take the larger share, and
so learn how generous we can be to others

less forecasting than ourselves "; but in fact the

answer is, " Not so, lest there be not enough
for us and you, but go ye and buy foryourselves.

'''

But again, the mission of Christian

ethics to our modern social science is to

speak not only a word of warning, but also a

word of encouragement. That branch of

science has concerned itself largely in

our own generation with the relations of

capital to labor, with the improvement of

men's homes and streets, of i)risons and alms-

houses and hospitals. One of the most en-

couraging features of the social progress of our

time has been the hearty and often gener-

ous interest which landlords and capitalists,

men of science and men of the various pro-

fessions, have shown in bringing every latest

sciendfic discovery to bear upon the practi-

cal elevation of the poor, and the physical

and intellectual improvement of the less

favored. The immense sums of money spent

for placing educational ad\ antages within the

reach of the masses who spend their lives in

daily toil, and the sums, scarcely less vast,

which, in our mother country if not in our

own, have been spent in building model cot-
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tages and tenements, and even factories for

the poor, is a demonstration of rhis. But in

all this expenditure of money and wealth

there is often involved an experience of dis-

couragement which it is idle to ignore. The
classes who are most benefited by these re-

forms do not care for social science. Model
dwellings and rules of hygiene are equally

distasteful and uninteresting to them. If you

appeal to them to conform their lives to

wiser rules of cleanliness, temperance, fru-

galitv, and forecast, too often you appeal to

them' in vain. Essays on light and drainage

and ventilation, which laboriously you circu-

late among them, are left unread. Even the

most elaborate and costly schemes for their

advantage fail of any practical et^ect. It is

tolerably well ascertained, for instance, that

the Peabody lodging-houses have not reached,

or, at any rate, have not greatly benefited,

the class for whom they were designed.

These have shunned homes involving rules

of decency, cleanliness, and self-restraint,

which would have been to them intolerable,

as they would have shunned a prison ; and
the Peabody model tenements became the

homes of the better class of skilled mechanics,

and even of clergymen and other professional

men, bv whom they were in no sense needed. In

otherwords,no argumentof the science of soci-

ologv by itself was strong enough efficiently

to reach the class to whom it was addressed.

But when social reforms have allied them-

selves to the spirit and motives of the New
Testament, when a woman like Octavia
Hill has gone into the homes of the poor to

reform the evils of London tenements, not

with the power of mere money or mere organ-

ization, or merely scientific theories, but with

the power of personal sympathy, the situation

has been wholly changed. The transforming

power of his love who " having loved his

own, loved them unto the end," has trans-

fused the spirit of scientific reform with the

spell of self-sacrificing and Christ-like en-

thusiasm. It has taught men that highest

motive for cooperating in the upbuilding of

a higher and purer social law and life, which
is to be found in the brotherhood of man
and the fatherhood of God. It has quickened

the brain and the hand of science with the

magic spell of love. It has enlarged the vision

of the reformer to see in human society,

here and now, the type and prophecy of that

diviner society yet to be. And so, when
men's hearts have grown cold and their hands
weary, with what has seemed so often a futile

and fruitless grapple with the evils which'

afllict society, it has bidden them lift their

eyes to One who gave /limse/f for his brethren,

and so has taught them a lesson of immortal
hope and patience

!

And this is the message of encouragement
which Christian ethics brings to our social

science of to-day. How shall we deal with

these urgent social problems of the hour

—

whether they concern the reclaiming of our

fallen brethren and sisters here at our very

side, or our fellow-creature, the despised

Chinaman, who has found his way to our far-

off" Pacific coast, save as we look at each

and every one of them in the light that streams

from the cross of One who gave himself to

lift men up ? In such a spirit is the mighty
influence that is to reach and redeem society;

and when our whole social philosophy is in-

terpenetrated and saturated with that spirit,

then and not till then shall our social prob-

lems find their final solution.

And therefore, when we find ourselves dis-

couraged— as who of us does not ?—with the

slowness of that progress which any social re-

form makes among us,— Avhen we face the

obduracy, the prejudice, the dense and stolid

ignorance, which almost any and every move-
ment in the interests of a sounder social science

is sure to encounter,— this becomes at once

our loftiest motive and our most lasting en-

couragement. We are not working for an hour

or a day ; we are not striving for the advance

of a race which was born yesterday and will

perish to-morrow. Our faith in social progress

is at once part and prophecy of a grander'

future. Over all that lue do to make lifet

cleaner and wiser and healthier, moves the

plan of Him whose will it is to make His

children immortal. And our social science

will be a spell of power and blessing amon^
men just in so far as it is transfused by H
spirit and ennobled by His love.

Henry C. Potter.

I
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In one of those far distant years,

About the time of early tillage,

The proud Bandana Fusileers

Were forming just above the village,

Full fifty and two hundred strong,

For their usual march of glory

Down the turnpike wide and long,

Little dreaming the whole story

Would be told in days to come.

When suddenly the old snare-drum

Pealed out so sharp and rang so cheery

That every man was on the plumb,

However old, however weary
;

And lo, as down the lines they gazed,

Wondering what could ail the drummer,
In his place they saw, amazed.

The most curious newcomer
Who had ever drummed a drum.

For all the world as big around
And jolly as a Punchinello,

His white hat with bright scarlet bound,

His old green jacket faced with yellow

;

But who he was, or whence had fared

That most iridescent figure,

No one knew, and no one cared.

While with such immortal vigor

He discoursed upon the drum.

It was a beat that would have stirred

The pulses of the very coldest.

And such a stroke had not been heard

Within the memory of the oldest.

Down on the drum's defenseless head
Fell the sticks with such a clatter

As few men, alive or dead.

Ever dreamed of, for that matter

—

Drum, drum, drum, der-um, drum, drum!

And now from every side uprose,

Responsive to that roll and rattle,

Great rounds of cheers resembling those

Which rang along the Concord battle.

When, pale as death with patriot ire.

The undaunted Buttrick shouted,
" Soldiers, fire ! For God's sake, fire !

"

And the British troops were routed,

And at last the war was come.

And so the glorious march began
With here an opening, there a wheeling.

As if it were a li\ing fan.

In part concealing, part revealing,

The secret of those fine deploys

So bewiklering to the senses
Of the truant village boys
Who now lined the walls and fences.
Thinking of the day to come.

Ah, nevermore along that street

Will m'artial music more ecstatic

Sweethearts and wives and children greet
In parlor, oriel, or attic

;

Ah, nevermore to cheer and shout
Down that turnpike long and sandy
Will such wizard notes ring out

Of our "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"
From that old colonial drum.

Ah me ! ah me ! to hear again

That rud(iy and gray-headed scorner

Of all the woes that time can rain

As down he swept round Tanyard Comer,
Or when he drummed his very best

Near the elm tree by the Prestons,'

Or with very special zest

At the halt in front of Weston's,

Known so well in times to come I

For here it was upon that day
The drummer gave his final touches

;

And here it was that, strange to say.

While creeping by upon his crutches,

The oldest man the country round
Suddenly before the drummer
Stopped and gazed as one spellbound.
" No man," sighed he," but young Plummer
Could so play upon a drum."

"But he is dead, no doubt, no doubt."

And while he stood there marveling gready.

The other in his turn spoke out,

"It 's Boynton, whom we called 'The
Stately.'

"

Ah, what a meeting ! Gracious heaven :

"

While in tears they kept repeating

"Bennington" and "seventy-seven."
" What a meeting ! what a meeting !

"

Till it seemed no end would come.

Of all that saw no eye was dry
;

And nothing then would do but straightway

To seize a carriage that stood by.

Magnificent, in Barret's gateway.

And carry both to Boynton's door.

" Piny Farm," from that same summer,

Was the hosjiitable shore

Where the old and world-tossed drummer
Lived for many years to come.

Ht'iirv Aiiu'S Blood.
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A BALLAD OF MANILA BAY.

BY CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS.

YOUR threats liow vain, Corregidor:

Your rampired batteries, feared no more;
Yonr froAvning guard at Manila gate,

—

When our Captain Avent before!

Lights out. Into the unknown gloom
From the windy, glimmering, -sYide sea-room.
Challenging fate in that dark strait

We dared the hidden doom.

But the death in the deep awoke not then;
Mine and torpedo they spoke not then;

From the heights that loomed on our passing line

The thunders broke not then.

Safe througli the perilous dark we sped.

Quiet each ship as the quiet dead,

Till the guns of El Fi-aile i-oared—too late.

And the steel prows forged ahead.

Mute each ship as the mute-mouth grave,

A ghost leviathan cleaving the wave;
But deep in its heart the great fires throb,

The travailing engines rave.

The ponderous pistons urge like fate,

The red-throat furnaces roar elate,

And the sweating stokers stagger and swoon
In a heat more fierce than hate.

So through the dark "we stole our way
Past the grim warders and into the bay,

Past Kalibuyo, and past Salinas,

—

And came at the break of day

Where strong Cavite stood to opjjose.

—

Where, from a sheen of silver and rose,

A thronging of masts, a soaring of towers,

The beautiful city arose.

How fine and fair! But the shining air

With a thousand .shattering thunders there

Flapped and reeled. For the fighting foe

—

We had cang'ht him in his lair.

Surprised, unready, his proud .ships lay

Idlj' at anchor in Bakor Bay;

—

Unready, surpi-ised, but proudly bold.

Which was ever the Spaniai'd's vay.

Then soon on his pride the dread doom fell,

Red doom,—for the ruin of shot and shell

Lit every vomiting, bursting liulk

With a crimson i-eek of hell.



Manila Bay! Manila Bay!
How proud the song on oiir lips today!
A brave old song- of the true and strong-

And tlie will that lias its way;

Of the blood that told in the days of Drake
When the fig-ht was g-ood for tlie fig-htino-'.s sake!
For the blood that fathered Fan-aj^nt

Is the blood that fathered Blake;

And the pride of the blood will not be undone
While wai-\s in the world and a fig-lit to be w.,n.
For the master now, as the master of old,

Is "the man behind the gun.'

The dominant blood that daijnts the foe.

That laughs at odds, and leaps to the IjIow,—
It is Dewey's glory to-day, Nelson's

A hundred years ago'

A NIGHT SCENE.

HOW I do love a wilding bank

Where no wind stirs,

So bravely hedged by rank on rank

Of junipers 1

*

The glint of waters seen afar

Is eve's dehght

;

With dark a solitary star

Begins the night.

It cannot gaze on such a nook

For long alone,

But beckons up a host to look

And make it known.

These call the moon her toppling horn

Of light to bring.

She wakes the birds that think it morn

And time to sing.

Though mom it is not, such a night

Yet bids arise

All wakeful souls to the delight

In those pure eyes.

All souls desire— rightly to see

A sight like this

—

Some sweet accordant company

To share their bliss.

Who— who but thee shall on my breast

Lean lightly, love.

And let her wistful eyes still rest

On those above ?

Ja//ies Herbert Morse.

Vol. XL.— 14.



THEODORE O'HARA.

IT is purposed here

to sketch briefly the

Ufe of a Southern sol-

dier who builded for

himself an enduring

fame as a poet, upon
four hnes.

These lines, ' to-

gether with other

stanzas of the poem
in which they occur,

may be seen in the

sjne>r\-:i-vi- -.^av.^- -« national cemeteries
^/niJ)U!»^ ^'%^a. of the United States,
o-HARA-s GR^^vESTONE.

^,^gj ^^ ^^^^ andpLiced
along the silent ways which wander among
the dead, to commemorate the sleeping brave
of North and South alike ; and these four

immortal lines, which have sufficed to secure

their author's name a place in the sacred

annals, are inscribed also over the gateway
of the National Cemeter}^ at Washington.
Though the man who wrote them fought
upon the opposing side, even to the end, these

lines seem no whit less fitting here than when
we find them placed above the wearers of the

gray who rest in the cemetery at New Orleans.

Thus does the spirit of poesy triumph over
material issues, appealing to something within

us before which mere differences of political

opinion, strong and abiding as they seem to

be, sink out of sight and are lost forever. To
forget the questions upon which they have been
divided to their hurt, let men cherish those

truths upon which they are one.

Theodore O'Hara, soldier, poet, and jour-

nalist, was bom in Danville, Kentucky, Febru-
ary 1 1, 1820. He was the son of Kane O'Hara,
an Irish gentleman who, after having left his

own land on account of political oppression,

became distinguished in Kentucky as an edu-
cator of great learning and ability. The fam-
ily finally settled in the vicinity of Frankfort,

Kentucky. After being prepared under the

teaching of his father, Theodore was sent to

St. Joseph's College at Bardstown, Kentucky,
where he graduated with high honors. After

thLs he practiced law for a time, but in 1845
he held a position in the Treasury Depart-
ment at Washington, and the next year was
appointed captain in the old United States

Army.
He served through the MexicanWarand was

breveted major on the field for gallantry and
meritorious conduct. He then practiced law

in Washington for a time, but when Lopez
attempted the liberation of Cuba, O'Hara
joined the expedition and led a regiment at

Cardenas, in which battle he was severely-

wounded. Subsequently he was concerned in

Walker's adventurous expedition to Central

America. He afterwards conducted several

newspapers in the South with great ability

and brilliancy—among them the " Mobile
Register."

At the beginning of the War of the Rebel-

lion he joined the service at once, and was
put in command of the fort at the entrance

of Mobile Bay, which he bravely defended
until ordered to retire. After this he served

on Albert Sidney Johnston's staff", and was be-

side that officer when he fell at Shiloh. Later
on he was chief-of-staff" to General John C.

Breckinridge, and was in the famous charge
at Stone River. He served as chief-of-staff"

until the end of the war. After the war he en-

gaged in some commercial transactions in.

Columbus, Georgia, but finally retired to a
plantation on the Alabama side of the Chatta-

hoochee River, where he died of fever on
the 7th of June, 1867. In 1873 the legis-

lature of Kentucky provided for the bringing

back of his body to his native State, and in

1874 he was buried with military honors in the

State Cemetery at Frankfort. This is a brief

record of O'Hara's hfe.

Fond of adventure, full of restless energy^

and of a daring disposition, he was essentially

the soldier of fortune, possessed of the im-
pulsive spirit which induces one to stake all on
the hazard of a die rather than to attain by
painful and persistent eff"ort. But rich as he
seems to have been in the great and many
gifts of mind and heart which distinguished

him, I cannot see that O'Hara was ambitious

—

unless for military distinction. It may be that

the Muses did haunt his every step, weaving
about each scene the witchery of idealism and
romance so enchanting to the poetic mind, but

they certainly did not compel him to put into

living verse the varied and picturesque expe-

riences through which he must have passed.

He wrote but little. What dreams and fancies

he may have failed to transcribe one can only

conjecture, and these conjectures must be en-

tertained in silence. The age is impatient of

106
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mysteries, and listens with an incredulous ear

to speculations about unknown possibilities, or

to intuitive guesses which it does not under-

stand. The world is a stickler for the tangi-

bility of actual performance. It is, therefore,

with actual performance that one must deal

here.

O'Hara wrote only two poems which have
been preserved to history— one entitled " The
Bivouac of the Dead," and one, " A Dirge
for the Brave Old Pioneer." These are identi-

cal in the manner of their construction, and
they are both elegiac and commemorative
poems. He seems to have written only when
special demand was made upon him, and then

only in this one vein. It is upon this first-

mentioned poem, " The Bivouac of the Dead,"
that O'Hara's claim for immortality must
rest. It was written to commemorate the

death of his comrades who fell in Mexico, and
was read by him upon the occasion of their

burial in the plot of ground set apart by the

State for their reception in the cemetery at

Frankfort. O'Hara now sleeps within the same
ground, and may be said to have sung his own
memorial, standing upon his unmade grave.

The opening stanza of this poem, especially the

second quatrain of it, remains unsurpassed in

its own field.

The nuiflled drum'ssad
roll has beat

The soldier's last tat-

too
;

No more on life's parade
shall meet

That brave and fallen

few.

On Fame's eternal

camping-ground
Their silent tents are

spread,

But Glory guards, witli

solemn round,

The bivouac of tlir

dead.

In my opinion no
amount of tinkering

could improve these

last four verses. They
have been found fault

with by some, who
contend that there

is no truth in the

similes presented,

that soldiers do not

pitch their tents when
they bivouac for the

night; but as the

first couplet plainly

Kif
fiflfBiljimflU"

li^^fi^

soldiers' MONIMKNT AND TO.MU OF O'llAKA.
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3ints the mind to an ideal and eternal

imping-ground, the image of the " silent

;nts" follows naturally, while the second

duplet refers to the sleeping bodies when they

ivoaac for the night of death, only until the

iveille shall sound. The technical correctness

>^hese similes is beyond question; and as to

heir^iigher poetic sense, their ideal beauty

nust be apparent to every appreciative mind,

"o one who cannot perceive this, arguments

\ the subject can mean nothing.

Some incidents of interest naturally attach

•emselves to the history of this poem. There

a peculiar completeness to the circle of events

ertaining to it. O'Hara— himself a soldier

- comm emorates in it the death of his com-

anions i.i battle, and reads it at their burial,

ifter long years, when he had served through

nother wc ir, he is himself gathered to rest be-

Lie. them,, and his poem, which consecrated

the sp-^A, 'has become a fitting and enduring

monument for himself It is not of equal

merit throughout, but there are many lines

only less stirring and impressive than those

already given.

The neighing troop, the flashing blade

The bugle's stirring blast,

The charge, the dreadful cannonade.

These lines suggest the onward, resisdess rush

of a mountain torrent; the images which ap*pear

before the mind are quickly replaced. The

picture is fleeting but vivid, and the touch is

broad and masterful. Note how the emphasis

is thrown upon the word " charge "
: one can

hear the command ringing along the expec-

tant lines, and can well imagine how the thrill

of batde must have shot through each heart

within

Those breasts that never more may feel

The rapture of the fight.

The other poem contains nothing approaching

the verses I have quoted.

The place of O'Hara's burial is worth tran-

scribing. I will, however, attempt but a glimpse

of it here. At the moment in which I write,

the slanting sunlight of a waning November
day comes across the marble-dotted slopes and

mounds, which are as green as an April hill, aiad

the soft south wind makes a low moaning in

the needled branches of the pines, whose dark

clusters are here and there relieved by the pale

dead gold of the changing cypress and the

deeper color of the shimmering beech, and

at rarer intervals by leafless dogwood trees all

aglow with scarlet berries. Out under the

darkening masses, through the half-open bar-

rier of tree trunks, one may catch glimpses of

the far-off" hills, above which burns the golden
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glory of the sinking sun. At times there comes
the faint tinkling of distant bells from where

the cattle return to the valley, in which sleeps

the unseen city. Far up above the fine tracing

of the naked elms, gold-tipped clouds of delicate

purple drift through the gray green of the sky.

Close by— beside the tomb of O'Hara, with

its sculptured sword and scabbard and encir-

cling wreath of oak and laurel— bends a rose-

bush whose late blooms touch hsdessly with

their pale lips the cold and unresponsive mar-

ble. A litde way off rises the great memorial

shaft surmounted by marble cannons and flags,

and above these by the winged figure of Vic-

tory; and here, among the graves of those who
once listened to their angry roar, stand the

blackened and silent guns which belched fortli

deadi and flame at Euena Vista and Chapul-

tepec— grim guardians now of the quiet war-

riors who have met the last enemy. A soft

radiance suffuses the scene, and the last rays

of the sun just touch the wings of Victory

where she seems to sway against the clouds.

It is here that the full import and beauty of

O'Hara's hnes may be felt ; for, as the hush

of evening deepens, one can fancy he hears

the slow and measured tread as the majestic

figure of Glory keeps on her ceaseless round

by this bivouac of the dead, and afar on the

eternal camping-ground of Fame the imagina-

tion pictures the "silent tents" in which the

departed souls rest forever upon the peaceful

fields of the hereafter.

O'Hara is lovingly remembered by thou-

sands who knew him personally. He was ge-

nial and generous in disposition, and possess-

ing a mind well stored both from books and

with the experiences of an adventurous Ufe, he

is said to have been exceedingly happy and

brilliant in conversation, having a clear sense

of humor, a nimble wit, and a quick tongue at

repartee. He was the life and soul of many a

camp-fire circle in the wars, and the many va-

ried incidents of his life which cannot be given

here, for lack of space, all show him to have

been utteriy feariess. His imjnilsive and danng

nature made him thirst continually for the ex-

citements of danger, and gave him relish for

the chances of the fight. Sensitive and refined

himself, his manner towards others, while

characterized by an inherent, self-respecting

pride, was sufticiendy unreserved and hearty,

and without the tinge of any behtding vanity

or shadow of ostentation. He was something

above the medium in stature, slender, graceful,

and well proporUoned in figure, very erect ana

military in his bearing, and quick, wiry, and

decisive in his movements. His hair was black,

jet black, and his eyes so neariy so that there was

but a shade of difference. They were fuU of

alert; intelligence, indicating in every glance
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the \-ital force and restlessness of his nature.
His nose was straight and his mouth was
somewhat small; the hps, seeming always
close pressed together or shghtly '' pursed,"
were almost feminine in their clearness and
delicacy of outline, but s"howed great firmness
and determination as well as refinement. His
head was nicely poised and well set on his
shoulders, and his hands and feet were very
small and well cared for. He died seemingly
unconscious of his highest gifts, his greatest
fault being his neglecting to follow steadily
some definite aim— if that be a fault. Since
then the hand of Time, grappling for hidden
treasure amidst the ruins of lost and buried
incident and circumstance, has saved from the
wreck of this life a few lines only,— written
when he was thinking more of others than of
himself,— buthnes of such transcendent merit
that they have fixed the name of Theodore
O'Hara in history.

Robert Burns Wilson.

THE BIVOUAC OF THE DEAD.

BY THEODORE o'hARA.

The muffled drum's sad roll has beat
The soldier's last tattoo

;

No more on life's parade shall meet
That brave and fallen few.

On Fame's eternal camping-ground
Their silent tents are spread,

But Glory guards, with solemn round,
The bivouac of the dead.

No rumor of the foe's advance
Now swells upon the wind

;

No troubled thought at midnight haunts
Ot loved ones left behind

;

No vision of the morrow's strife

The warrior's dream alarms
;No braying horn nor screaming fife

At dawn shall call to arms.

Their shivered swords are red with rust,
Their plumed heads are bowed

;

Their haughty banner, trailed in dust,
Is now their martial shroud.

And plenteous funeral tears have washed
The red stains from each brow,

And the proud forms, by battle gashed,
Are free from anguish now.

The neighing troop, the flashing blade,
The bugle's stirring blast,

The charge, the dreadful cannonade.
The din and shout are past

;

Nor war's wild note, nor glory's peal.
Shall thrill with fierce delight

Those breasts that never more may feel
The rapture of the fight.

Like the fierce northern hurricane
That sweeps his great plateau.

Flushed with the triumph yet to gain
Came down the serried foe.

'

Who heard the thunder of the fray
Break o'er the field beneath.

Knew well the watchword of that day
Was "Victory or death."

Long has the doubtful conflict raged
O'er all that stricken plain,

For never fiercer fight had waged
The vengeful blood of Spain

;And still the storm of battle ble v.
Still swelled the gory tide :

Not long our stout old chieftlin k.iew,
Such odds his strength couiJ bidi.

'

'T was in that hour his stern .mm ind
Called to a martyr's grave

The flower of his beloved lane
The nation's flag to save.

By rivers of their fathers' gore
His first-born laurels grew.

And well he deemed the sons woljiU pou-
Their lives for glory too. T

Full many a norther's breath has swept
O'er Angostura's plain

And long the pitying sky has wept
Above the moldering slain.

The raven's scream, or eagle's flight
Or shepherd's pensive lay,

'

Alone awakes each sullen height
That frowned o'er that dread fray.

Sons of the Dark and Bloody Ground
Ye must not slumber there,

'

Where stranger steps and tongues resound
Along the heedless air.

Your own proud land's heroic soil
Shall be your fitter grave

;

She claims from War his richest spoil—
The ashes of her brave.

Thus 'neath their parent turf they rest
Far from the gory field,

'

Borne to a Spartan mother's breast
On many a bloody shield;

The sunshine of their native sky '^

Smiles sadly on them here.
And kindred eyes and hearts watch by
The heroes' sepulcher.

Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead,
Dear as the blood ye gave.

No impious footstep here shall tread
The herbage of your grave

;

Nor shall your glory be forgot
While Fame her record keeps.

Or Honor points the hallowed spot
Where Valor proudly sleeps.

Von marble minstrel's voiceless stone
In deathless song shall tell

When many a vanquished age hath flown,
The story how ye fell

;

Nor wreck, nor change, nor winter's blight,
Nor Time's remorseless doom.

Shall dim one ray of glory's light
That gilds your deathless tomb.
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CAMPAIGNING TO NO PURPOSE.

miLE we were in camp at Washington
^ in February, 1862, we were drilled to an

:nt which to the raw " thinking soldier
"

-ned unnecessary. Our colonel was a strict

;iplinarian. His efforts to drill out of us the

jhods of action and thought common to cit-

is, and to substitute in place thereof blmd,

questioning obedience to miUtary rules, were

always appreciated at their true value. In

company there was an old drill-sergeant (let

call him Sergeant Hackett) who was ni

apathetic accord with the colonel. He had

;asion to reprove me often, and finally to

lict a blast of profanity at which my self-

pect rebelled. Knowing that swearing was

breach of discipline, I waited confidendy

on the colonel, with the manner of one

ntlcman calling upon another. After the

aal salute, I opened complaint by saying

:

" Colonel, Mr. Hackett has
"

The colonel interrupted me angrily, and

th fire in his eye, exclaimed :

<'' Mister' ? There are no misters in the

my.
" I thought, sir

illy

I began apologet-

" Think ? think ? " he cried. " What right

ive you to think ? / do the thinking for this

gim'ent ! Go to your quarters !

"

I did not tarry. There seemed to be no

)mmon ground on which he and I could

•gue questions of personal etiquette. But I

.ould do injustice to his character as a com-

lander if I failed to illustrate another manner

f reproof which he sometimes applied.

One day, noticing a corporal in soiled

loves, he said :
" Corporal, you set a bad

* Copyright, 1884, by The Cen

example to the men with your soiled gloves.

Why do you ?
"

" I've had no pay, sir, since entering the

service, and can't aftbrd to hire washing."

The colonel drew from his pocket a pair

of gloves spotlessly white, and handing them

to the corporal said : "Put on those; I washed

them myself!"

This was an unforgotten lesson to the

whole regiment that it was a soldier's duty to

attend himself to his personal neatness.

In a camp of soldiers, rumor, with her

thousand tongues, is always si)eaking. The

rank and file and under-officersof the line are

not taken into the confidence of their supe-

riors. Hence the private soldier is usually

in ignorance as to his destination. What he

lacks in information is usually made up in

surmise and conjecture ; every hint is caught

at and worked out in possible and impossible

combinations. He plans and fights imaginary

batdes. He maneuvers for position, with pen-

cil and chalk, on fanciful fields, at the same

time knowing no more of the part he is actu-

ally performing in some great or little plan

than the knapsack he bears. He makes some

shrewd guesses (the Yankee's birthright), but

he knows absolutely nothing. It is this which

makes the good-will and confidence of the

rank and file in the commander so important

a factor in the morale of an army.

How we received the report or whence it

came I know not, but it was rumored one

morning that we were about to move 1 he

order in reality came at last, to the distress

and dismay of the sutlers and the little Ger-

man woman who kept the grocery round the

corner. We left her disconsolate over the

cakes, pies, and goodies liberally purchased,

but which were yet unpaid for when we

fell into two ranks, were counted off, and

marched to conquer the prejudices of other

^"we^took the cars (early in March, I think),

and were hurried through Hagerstown and

other little sleepy-looking villages of Mary-

land The next morning found us at bandy

Hook, about half a mile from Haqier s lerry ;

thence, after about three hours delay, we

marched to a place opposite the promontory

on and around which is situated the pictur-

esque village of Harper's Ferry, at the con^

fluence of the Potomac and bhenandoah

\

<TLRY Co. .Ml rights reserved.
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rivers. It was cold at our camping-place, be-
tween the canal and the river. There were no
rations awaiting our arrival, and we were suf-

fering from the hunger so common to soldiers.

Who ever saw one off duty who was not in

pursuit of something to eat? We couldn't get
anything for love or money. We had at last

reached a place where the people showed
some of the distress incidental to war, and a
strong disinclination to feed or believe in us.

We were grieved, but it couldn't be helped.
Their reception was as frosty as the weather.
Our genial and winning address made no im-

fitted with a claw, one of which held the gun
wale of the boat, the other the shore abut
ment. Twenty men now came down on th(

left with planks, one inch thick, six inche
wide, and fifteen feet long, narrowed at eacl
end ; these they laid across the five joists oj

balks, and returned on the right. Anothei
party meanwhile moored another boat, which
dropped down-stream opposite the one already
bridged ; five joists, each twenty feet long,
were laid upon the gunwale by five men-
these were fastened by those in the boat, by
means of ropes, to cleats or hooks provided

"'
k^ f
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A SUTLER S TENT.

pression on these Yankee-hating Maryland-
ers, and their refusal to feed us threw a shadow
over us as uncomfortable as the shadow of
their hills. No wonder John Brown failed in
such a place as this.

The bridge from the Maryland to the Vir-
ginia or Harper's Ferry shore had been de-
stroyed by fire, leaving only the granite
abutments (which were afterward built upon
again), and we were soon set at work convey-
ing some flat-bottomed scows from Sandy
Hook to Harper's Ferry. As early as nine
o'clock about one hundred men came down
opposite the ferry, just above the old bridge,
and broke into httle groups, in military pre-
cision. Four or five with spades and other
implements improvised a wooden abutment
on the shore; another party rowed against
the stream, moored a scow, and let it drift

down until it was opposite the wooden abut-
ment; then a party of ten advanced, each
two men carrying a claw-balk, or timbers

for the purpose on the side of the scows, which

,

were shoved off from the shore until the shore
end of the balk rested upon the shore boat.!

These were covered with planks in the same!
manner as before; side-rails of joists were!
lashed down with ropes to secure the whole.

'

So one after another of the boats was drop-
ped into position until a bridge several hun
dred feet long reached from the Maryland
to the Virginia shore, for the passage of ar
tillery and every description of munition;
for an army. Owing to the force of the cur-

rent, a large rope cable was stretched from
shore to shore fifty feet above the bridge,

and the upper end of each boat was stayed to

the cable by a smaller rope. The clock-like

precision with which these men worked showed
them to be the drilled engineers and pon-
toniers of the regular army. After the bridge

was built, a slight, short man, with sandy hair,

in military dress, came out upon it and con-

gratulated the engineers on their success,
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This unassuming man was George B. McClel-

lan, commander of the Army of the Poto-

mac.
It was the first boat-bridge thrown out in

active service of the army of the United

States, and it was on this that the army of

General Banks crossed to the Virginia shore

in 1862. Hour after hour this frail-looking

bridge, which by force of the current swung

almost in a semicircle between the two shores,

was crowded with men and the material of

an army. Officers were not allowed to trot

their horses; troops in crossing were given

the order, " Route step," as the oscillation

of the cadence step or trotting horse is dan-

gerous to the stability of a bridge of any kind,

much more of the seemingly frail structure of

boats and timbers, put together with ropes,

here described.

I crossed the bridge soon after it was laid

;

visited Jefferson Rock, the ruins of the burned

armory, and the town in general. The occa-

sional crack of a musket among the hills on

the other side of the Shenandoah told that

the rebel scouts were still there. Colonel

Geary's men were engaged in driving them

from the hills, preparatory to the advance of

General Banks. During the day fifteen or

twenty were captured and marched through

the town, presenting a generally shabby and

unmilitary appearance. They did not impress

me as they did afterward when charging on

our lines, with their unmusical yell and daunt-

less front.

The craggy heights about Harper's Ferry

are exceedingly picturesque. Here, around

this promontory, the waters of tlie Shenan-

doah and Potomac meet with murmurs of con-
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gratulation, and go dancing on joyfiill\-, hand

in liand, to the ocean. The headland, around

which the village of Harper's Ferry is built,

is noticeable for its ruggedness, but its bold

outlines are subdued into something like pas-

toral beauty by contrast with the huge, irregu-

lar heights which rise grandly above on either

side, and look down upon it. Maryland

Heights, precipitous, rock-ribbed, and angu-

lar, frown, as it were, at their rougher rival.

Loudon Heights, on the opposite Virginia

side below, while Harper's Ferry lies demure

and modest between them.

The ruins of the burned armory of the

United States were noticeable from the Mary-

land shore; also the masses of men moving in

ceaseless tramp over the long and almost

crescent-like bridge. The murmur of many

voices, the mellow, abrupt call of the negro

drivers to their mules, the glistening arms

of the infantry reflected in the sunlight, the

dull rumble of artillery-wheels and baggage-

wagons, live in memory to-day, after a lapse

of years, as one of the pictures of '• war's

wrinkled front,^' framed in the routme of more

ordinary scenes of army life.

One of my early army jjassions was collect-

ing mementos of historic interest. For weeks

I carried in my knapsack a brick taken from

the old engine-house where John Brown so

coolly fought, while his sons lay dying by his

side. Near the ruins of the armory was a

rough, extemporized barricade across the rail-

road which ran around the northern shore,

ui)on a foundation built on solid masonry, ris-

ing from the river's edge. The barricade was

made of l)roken and fire-bruised machinery,

twisted muskets and bayonets, tlie debris ot
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the armory. I had obtained a pass, and, pros-

pecting around the village, had wandered
along the shore to the barricade described.

Among its material was a hand-car without

driving machinery or brake— simply a plat-

form on wheels. I succeeded, after laboring

a long time, in getting the car upon the rail-

road, and pushed it forward up the incline of

the track about a mile. Blocking the wheels,

I visited a cave near there, obtaining speci-

mens of minerals and stalagmites, and loading

them upon my chariot, started on the down-
grade, with a strong wind as assistant motive-

season to see the climax. My carriage struct

the barricade with such force as to send i

over, with a dull crash, into the river below i

It cured me forever of any desire to ridt

where no provision has been made for stop-

ping the vehicle. I tell this incident as a spec
imen of the scrapes an idle soldier may fal

into.

The next day we were sent by rail back to

Washington, and into camp upon our old

grounds. A few mornings afterward an in-

spection was ordered. It came with the usual
hurrj' and parade. Knapsacks and equipments

W.fl.i'LKorr"'

LONG BRIDGE — EXAMINING A PASS.

power. My car soon began to obtain a rapid-

ity of motion that astonished me. The farther

I went the greater the speed. I had no idea

so much momentum could be obtained on
a slight down-grade. I rushed on like the

wind. Blue-coated comrades shouted in de-

rision as I passed them. I remember saluting

two or three officers, who gazed at me w'ith

dazed and amused countenances, as I ruslied

at break-neck speed along the track toward
the barricade from which I had started. I

was rather confused, but could see dis-

tinctly enough that there was soon to l)e

a smash-up. I saw discord ahead unless I

could avoid the collision ; and as that seemed
impracticable, I jumped and struck on the

softest spot I could find in my hasty survey.

Tiie knees of my trowsers were badly torn,

and I was bruised in more spots than one
would deem possible, but got to my feet in

were in shining order; every musket, bayonet,

and button, boot and belt, as bright as rub-

bing and fear of censure or police duty could

make them. Inspection over, the last jingle of

ramrod in resounding musket was heard, and
we were dismissed, with an intimation that

on the morrow we were to go on a march.

The sun rose through the mists of the morn-
ing,— one of those quiet mornings when ever}"

sound is heard with distinctness. The waters

of the Potomac were like a sheet of glass as

we took up our line of march across the Long
Bridge, making the old structure shake with

our cadence step. Our moods varied : some
laughed and joked ; some, in suppressed tones,

talked with their comrades as to their desti-

nation. Not much was said about fighting,

but I, for one, did a great deal of thinking

on that tender subject.

After we ])assed the fort, which commanded
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I.OIDON
HEIGHTS.

MARYLAND HEIGHTS.

~
'

'^'^'" "' ": big Irish ( oni-

radc, Jim O'Brien,

facetiously took up
the declension of

mud,— mud, mudder,
murder,— pulling a

foot out at each vari-

ation for emphasis. Jack. K.

declared it would be im]jossible

to dislodge an enemy stuck in the

mud as we were.

The army resembled, more than an\ thing

the bridge on the Virginia side, we encount- else, a congregation of flies making a pilgrim-

ered one of the most powerful allies of the age through molasses. The boys called their

Rebel hosts, particularly during the winter and feet " pontons," " mud-hooks," " soil-excava-

spring campaigns in Virginia,— mud. No tors," and other names not quite so jjolite.

country can beat a Virginia road for mud. When we halted to rest by the wayside, our feet

We struck it thick. It was knee-deep. It was were in the way of ourselves and everybody
verily " heavy marching." The foot sank very else. " Keep your mud-hooks out of my way,"

insidiously into the mucl, and reluctantly came " Save your pontoons for another bridge,"

out again ; it had to be coaxed, and while were heard on all sides, mingled with all the

you were persuading your reluctant left, the reckless, profane, and quaint jokes common
willing right was sinking into unknown depths; to the army, and which are not for ]mnt.

it came out of the mud like the noise of a I'he mud was in constant league with the

suction-pump when the water is exhausted. enemy; an efficient ally in defensive warfare;

The order was given, "Route step"; we equivalent to reenforcements of twenty thou-

climbed the banks of the road in search of firm sand infantry. To realize the situation, sjjread

earth, but it couldn't be found, so we went on tar a foot deep all over your back-yard, and
pumpingaway, making about one foot in depth then try to walk through it

;
particularly is this

to two in advance. Our feet seemingly weighed experiment recommended to those citizens

twenty pounds each. We carried a number who were constantly crying, " Why doesn't

six into the unknown depths of mud, but it the army move ? " It took the military valor

came out a number twelve, elongated, yellow, all out of a man. Any one would think.

and nasty; it had lost its fair proportions, and from reading the Northern newsjjapers, that

would be mistaken for anything but a foot, if we soldiers had macadamized roads to charge

not attached to a leg. It seemed impossible over at the enemy. It would have pleased

that we should ever be able to find our feet us much to have seen those " On to Rich-

in their primitive condition again. Occasion- mond " fellows put over a five-mile course in

ally a boot or shoe would be left in the mud, the Virginia mud, loaded with a forty-j/ound

and it would take an exploring expedition to knapsack, sixty rounds of cartridges, and hav-

find it. Oh, that disgusting, sticking mud! ersacks filled with four days' rations.

Wad Rider declared that if Virginia was once A\'ithout exaggeration, the mud has never

in the Union, she was now in the mud. A got full credit for the immense help it af-
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forded the enemy, as it prevented us from
advancing upon them. The ever-present foe,

winter and spring, in Old Virginia was Mud.
Summer and fall it was Dust, which was pref-

erable ; though marching without water, with

dust filling one's nostrils and throat, was not
a pleasant accompaniment with our •' salt

horse" and "hard-tack."

That first night out we went into camp near
a small brook, where we washed oft" enough
of the mud to recognize our feet. We had
hard- tack and coftee for supper. And didn't

it •' go good " I What sauce ever equaled
that of hunger? Truly the feast is in the pal-

ate. How we slept ! Feet wet, boots for a

pillow, the mud oozing up around our rubber
blankets, but making a soft bed withal, and
we sleeping the dreamless sleep of tired men.
I would be willing, occasionally, to make an-

other such march, through the same mud,
for such a sleep.

At early daylight we fell in for rations of

hot coftee and hard-tack. Immediately after

we took up our line of march, or, as Wad
Rider expressed it, " began to pull mud."
With intervals of rest, we '• pulled mud " un-

til about four o'clock in the afternoon, when
we halted near Manasi^as Junction. It was
strange that the enemy could not have been
chivalrous enough to meet us half-way, and
save us the trials and troubles of wallowing

through all that mud. Then the Quaker guns
Who has not heard of the " Quaker guns "

ai

Manassas ? We met the logs, mounted or
wheels, around the fortifications of Manassas,
and can assure you they were not so formi-

dable as the mud.
After thoroughly inspecting our enemies,

—

the logs,— we re-formed our ranks and took
the back track for ^^'ashington. The rain sood
began to fall, coming down literallyin sheets; it

ran down our backs in rivulets, and we should
have run had we met the enemy about that

time— that is, if the mud had permitted; foi

there is nothing which will so take the courage
out of a soldier as to wet the seat of his trow-

sers. On we went, pumping and churning up
and down in the mud, till about ten o'clock,

when we pitched camp near the road-side, as

wet and bedraggled a set of men as ever

panted for military glory, or pursued the

bubble reputation at the wooden cannon's
mouth. We arrived at our old camp near
Washington the following evening.

Virginia mud has never been fully compre-
hended ; but I hope those who read these

pages will catch a faint glimmering of the

reality. To be fully understood, one must
march in it, sleep in it, be encompassed
round about by it. Great is mud— Virginia

mud

!

Warren Lee Goss.

THE CAPTURE OF FORT DONELSON.
FEBRUARY I2-l6, 1862.

Thk village

of Dover was—
and for that mat-
ter yet is— what
our English cous-

ins would call the shire-town of the county of

Stewart, Tennessee. In i860 it was a village

ON THH SKIRMISH LINK.

unknown to fame, meager in population, archi-

tecturally poor. There was a court-house in

the place, and a tavern, remembered now as

double-storied, unpainted, and with windows
of eight-by-ten glass, which, if the panes may
be likened to eyes, were both squint and cat-

aractous. Looking through them gave the

street outside the appearance of a sedgy
slough of yellow backwater. The entertain-

ment furnished man and beast was good of

the kind ; though at the time mentioned a
sleepy traveler, especially if he were of the

North, might have been somewhat vexed by
the exjjlosions which spiced the good things

of a debating society that nightly took posses-

sion of the bar-room, to discuss the relative

fighting (lualities of the opposing sections.

The jjerlinency of the description lies in the

fact that on these occasions the i)olemicists

of Dover, even the wisest of them, little

dreamed how near they were to a day when
trial of the issue would be had on the hills

around them, and at their very doors, and
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t to be broken. The question was whether

he effort would be made directly or by turn-

ng its defended positions. Of the national

run-boats afloat above Cairo, some were for-

nidably iron-clad. Altogether the flotilla was

itrong enough to warrant the theory that a

iirec? descent would be attempted ;
and to

neet the movement the Confederates threw

ap powerful batteries, notably at Columbus,

Island No. lo, Memphis, and Vicksburg. So

fully were they possessed of that theory that

they measurably neglected the possibilities of

invasion by way of the Cumberland and Ten-

nessee rivers. Not until General Johnston

Established his headquarters at Nashville was

serious attention given to the defense of those

streams. A report to his chief of engineers

of November 21, 1861, establishes that at

that date a second battery on the Cumber-

land at Dover had been completed ;
that a

jwork on the ridge had been laid out, and two

iguns mounted; and that the encampment

iwas then surrounded by an abatis of felled

I

timber. Later, Brigadier-general Lloyd Tilgh-

man was sent to Fort Donelson as comman-

dant, and on January 25th he reports the

batteries prepared, the entire field-works built

with a trace of two thousand nine hundred

feet, and rifle-pits guarding the approaches

commenced. The same oflicer speaks further

of reenforcements housed in four hundred log-

cabins, and adds that while this was being

done at Fort Donelson, Forts Henry and

Heiman, over on the Tennessee, were being

thoroughly strengthened. January 30th. Lort

Donelson was formally inspected by Lieuten-

ant-colonel Gilmer, chief engineer of the

Western Department, and the final touches

ordered to be given it.

It is to be presumed that General Johnston

was satisfied witli the defenses thus provided

for the Cumberland river. From observing

General Huell at l,ouisville, and the stir and

movement of multii)lying ( olumns under ( Gen-

eral U. S. Grant in the region of C'airo, he

suddenly awoke determined to fight for Nash-

ville at Donelson. To this conckision he

came as late as the beginning of February
;

and thereupon the brightest of the Soutliern

leaders proceeded to make a capital mistake.

The Confederate estimate of the I'nion force

at that time in Kentucky alone
^

was one

hundred and nineteen regiments. The force

at Cairo, St. Louis, and the tcnvns near the

mouth of the Cumberland river was judged

to be about as great. It was also known

that we had unlimited means of transjwrta-

tion for troops, making concentration a work

of but few hours. Still (ieneral Johnston i)er-

sisted in fighting for Nashville, and for that

purpose divided his thirty thousand men. Four-

teen thousand he kept in observation of Ikiellat

Louisville. Sixteen thousand he gave to defend

Fort Donelson. The latter detachment he

himself called-' the best part of his army." It

is diflicult to think of a great master of

strategy making an error so perilous.

Having taken the resolution to defend

Nashville at Donelson, he intrusted the

operation to three chiefs of brigade— John

B. Floyd, Gideon J.
Pillow, and Simon B.

,,K LOWER TENNESSEE AM> ClMl.EKLANU KIGION.
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Buckner. Of these, the former was ranking
officer, and he was at the time under indict"
ment by a grand jury at Washington for
malversation as Secretary of War under
President Buchanan, and for compHcity in
an embezzlement of pubhc funds. As will
be seen, there came a crisis when the recol-
lection of the circumstance exerted an un-
happy influence over his judgment. The
second officer had a genuine military record;
but it is said of him that he was of a jealous
nature, insubordinate, and quarrelsome. His
bold attempt to supersede General Scott in
Mexico was green in the memories of living
men. To give pertinency to the remark,
there is reason to believe that a personal mis-
understanding between him and General
Buckner, ohler than the rebellion, was yet
unsetded when the two met at Donelson.
All in all, therefore, there is little doubt
that the junior of the three commanders was
the fittest for the enterprise intrusted to them.
He was their equal in courage ; while in de-
votion to the cause and to his profession of

arms, in tactical knowledge, in military bear-
ing, in the faculty of getting the most service
out of his inferiors, and inspiring them with
confidence in hie ability,— as a soldier in all

the higher meanings of the word, he was
greatly their superior.

FORT DONELSON READY FOR BATTLE.

The 6th of February, 1862, dawned darkly
after a thunder-storm. Pacing the parapets
of the work on the hill above the inlet

formed by the junction of Hickman's creek
and the Cumberland river, a sentinel, in the
serviceal)le butternut jeans uniform of the
Confederate army of the West, might that
day have surveyed Fort Donelson almost
ready for battle. In fact, very little was after-

ward done to it. There were the two water
batteries sunk in the northern face of the
bluff, about thirty feet above the river; in

the lower battery nine thirty-two-pounder
guns and one ten-inch Columbiad, and in

the upper another Columbiad, bored and
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nfled as a thirty-two-pounder, and two
;hirty-two-pounder carronades. These guns

ay between the embrasures, in snug revet-

iient of sand in coffee-sacks, flanked right

md left with stout traverses. The satisfac-

tion of the sentry could have been nowise

diminished at seeing the backwater lying

log-houses of the garrison. Here and there
groups of later comers, shivering in their wet
blankets, were visible in a bivouac so cheerless
that not even morning fires could relieve it.

A little music wcrald have helped their sinking
spirits, but there was none. Even the ]jic-

tures(}ue effect of gay unifonns was wanting.

DOVER TAVERN — GENERAL BUCKNER's HEAUyUAKTERS AND THE SCENE OF THE SURRENDER.

deep in the creek ; a more perfect ditch

against assault could not have been con-

structed. The fort itself was of good profile,

and admirably adapted to the ridge it

crowned. Around it, on the landward side,

ran the rifle-pits, a continuous but irregular

line of logs, covered with yellow clay. From
Hickman's Creek they extended far around
to the little run just outside the town on
the south. If the sentry thought the pits

looked shallow, he was solaced to see that

they followed the coping of the ascents,

seventy or eighty feet in height, up which a

foe must charge, and that, where they were

weakest, they were strengthened by trees

felled outwardly in front of them, so that the

interlacing limbs and branches seemed im-

passable by men under fire. At points inside

the outworks, on the inner slopes of the hills,

defended thus from view of an enemy as

well as from his shot, lay the huts and

Vol. XXIX.— 28.

In fine, the Confederate sentinel on the

ramparts that morning, taking in the whole

scene, knew the jolly rollicking i)icnic days

of the war were over.

To make clearer why the 6th of l'"el)ruary is

selected to present the first view of the fort,

about noon that day the whole garrison was

drawn from their quarters by the sound of

heavy guns, faintly heard from the direction

of Fort Henry, a token by which every man
of them knew that a battle was on. The oc-

currence was in fact expected, for two days

before a horseman had ridden to Ceneral

Tilghman with word that at 4:30 o'clock

in the morning rocket signals had been ex-

changed with the ])icket at Bailey's Landing,

announcing the apjjroach of gun-boats. A
second courier came, and then a third ; the

latter, in great haste, retiuesting the general's

presence at Fort Henry. There was quick

mounting at headquarters, and, before the
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camp could be taken into contidence, the and was posted to cover the land approaches

general and his guard were out of sight.

Occasional guns were heard the day following.

Donelson gave itself up to excitement and con-

MAJOR-CBNERAL C. F. - 1 llii'UK.KAPH BY

jecture. At noon of the 6th, as stated, there

was continuous and heavy cannonading at

Fort Henry, and greater excitement at Fort
Donelson. The polemicists in Dover became
uneasy, and prepared to get away. In the

evening fugitives arrived in groups, and told

how the gun-boats ran straight upon the fort

and took it. The polemicists hastened their

departure from town. At exactly midnight
the gallant Colonel Heiman marched into

Fort Donelson with two brigades of infantry

rescued from the ruins of Forts Henry and
Heiman. The officers and men by whom
they were received then knew that their turn

was at hand ; and at day-break, with one
mind and firm of purpose, they set about
the final preparation.

Brigadier-( General Pillow reached Fort 1 )on-

elson on the 9th ; Brigadier-General Buck-
ner came in the night of the nth ; and Brig-

adier-General Floyd on the 13th. The lat-

ter, by virtue of his rank, took command.
The morning of the 13th— calm, spring-

like, the very ojjposite of that of the 6th—
found in P'ort Donelson a garrison of twenty-

eight regiments of infantry: thirteen from Ten-
nessee, two from Kentui ky, six fnjm Missis-

sippi, one from Texas, two from .Alabama, four

from Virginia. 'Jherc were also {)resent two in-

dependent battalions of Kentuckians,one regi-

ment of cavalry, and artillerymen for six light

batteries and seventeen heavy guns, making
a total of f|uite eighteen thou.sand eft'ectives.

General Jiuckner's division— six regiments
and two batteries— constituted the right wing.

to the water batteries. A left wmg was or-

ganized into six brigades, commanded respect-

ively by Colonels Heiman, Davidson, Drake,
Wharton, McCausland, and Baldwin, and
posted from right to left in the order named.
Four batteries were distributed amongst the
left wing. General Bushrod R. Johnson, an
able officer, served the general commanding
as chief-of-staffi Dover was converted into

a depot of supplies and orcinance stores.

These dispositions made. Fort Donelson was
ready for battle.

EN ROUTE TO FORT DONELSON.

It may be doubted if General Grant
called a council of war. The nearest approach
to it was a convocation held on the Tig/rss,

a steam-boat renowned throughout the Army
of the Tennessee as his headquarters. The
morning of the nth of February, a staff-offi-

cer visited each commandant of division and
brigade with the simple verbal message

:

" General Grant sends his compliments, and
requests to see you this afternoon on his boat."

Minutes of the proceedings were not kept

;

there was no adjournment; each person retired

when he got ready, knowing that the march
would take place next day, probably in the

forenoon.

There were in attendance on the occasion

some officers of great subsequent notability.

Of these Ulysses S. Grant was first. The
world knows him now ; then his fame was all

before him. A singularity of the volunteer

service in that day was that nobody took ac-

count of even a first-rate record in the Mex-
ican War. The battle of Belmont, though
indecisive, was a much better reference. A
story was abroad that Grant had been the

last man to take boat at the end of that affair,

and the addendum that he had lingered in

face of the enemy until he was hauled aboard
with the last gang-plank, did him great good.
From the first his silence was remarkable.

He knew how to keep his temper. In battle,

as in camp, he went about quietly, speak-

ing in a conversational tone
;

yet he ap-

peared to see everything that went on, and
was always intent on business. He had a

faithful assistant adjutant-general, and appre-

ciated him ; he preferred, however, his own
eyes, word, and hand. His aides were little

more than messengers. In dress he was plain,

even negligent; in jjartial amendment of that

his horse was always a good one and well

kept. v\t the council— calling it such by
grace— he smoked, but never said a word.

In all i^robability he was framing the orders

of march which were issued that night

J
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Charles F. Smith, of the

regular army, was also

present. He was a per-

son of superb physique,

very tall, perfectly propor-

tioned, straight, square-

shouldered, ruddy-faced,

with eyes of genuine blue,

and long snow-white mus-

taches. He seemetl to

know the army regula-

tions by heart, and caught

a tactical mistake, whether

of command or execution,

by a kind of mental coup

(Vxil. He was naturally

kind, genial, communica-
tive, and never failed to

answer when information

was sought of him ; at

the same tune he believed

in "hours of service" reg-

ularly published by the

adjutants as a rabbi be-

lieves in the ten tables,

and to call a court-mar-

tial on a " bummer " was
in his eyes a sinful waste

of stationery. On the re-

view he had the look of a marshal of France.

He could ride along a line of volunteers in

the regulation uniform of a brigadier-general,

plume, chapeau, epaulets anti all, without ex-

citing laughter— something nobody else could

do in the beginning of the war. He was at first

accused of disloyalty, and when told of it, his

eyes flashed wickedly ; then he laughed, and
said, " Oh, never mind ! They'll take it back
after our first battle." And they did. At the

time of the meeting on the Tigress he was a

brigadier-general, and commanded the divis-

ion which in the land operations against Fort

Henry marched up the left bank of the river

against Fort Heiman.
Another officer worthy of mention was

John A. McClernand, also a brigadier. By
profession a lawyer, he was in his first of mil-

itary service. Brave, industrious, methodical,

and of unquestioned cleverness, he was
rapidly acquiring the art of war.

There was still another in attendance on
the ligress that day not to be ]jassed— a

young man who had followed General Orant
from Illinois, and was seeing his first of mili-

tary service. No soldier in the least familiar

with headquarters on the Tennessee can ever

forget the slender figure, large black eyes,

hectic cheeks, and sincere, earnest manner of

John A. Rawlins, then assistant adjutant-gen-

eral, afterward major-general and secretary

of war. He had two devotions in especial —

MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN A. MCCLERNAND.

the cause and his chief He lived to see the

first triumphant and the latter first in ])eace

as well as in war. Probably no oflicer of the

Union was mourned by so many armies.

Fort Henry, it will be remembered, was

taken by Flag-Officer Foote on the 6th of

February. The time up to the 12th was given

to reconnoitering the country in the direction

of Fort Donelson. Two roads were dis-

covered : one of twelve miles direct, the other

almost parallel with the first, but, on account

of a slight divergence, two miles longer.

By eight o'clock in the morning, the first

division. General McClernand commanding,

and the second, under General .Smith, were

in full march.
McClernand's was composed of Illinois

troops entirely, with the exception of com-

pany C Second United States cavalry and

company I Fourth United States cavalr\.

The first brigade. Colonel Richnrd j. Oglesby,

five regiments of infantry, the Fighth, Eight-

eenth, "Twenty-ninth. Thirtieth, and Thirty-

first Illinois; artillery, batteries .A and H.

Illinois; cavalry, besides the companies stated,

Carmichael's, I)ollins',0'Harnett's,nnd Stew-

art's. The second brigade. Colonel W. H. L.

Wallace, four regiments of infantrx, the l-",lev-

enth. Twentieth^ Forty-fifth, and Forty-eighth

Illinois ; artillery, bntteries B and D : cav-

;drv, the Fourth Illinois. Third brigade. Col-

onel W. R. Morrison, two regiments of in-
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0S,

GLIMPSE OF THE
CUMBERLAND RIV-

ER WHERE THE
GUN-BOATS FIRST
APPEARED, LOOK-
ING NORTH FROM
THE HIGHEST
EARTH-WORKS OF
FORT DONELSON.

first Illinois

fantry, the Seven-
teenth and Forty-

ninth Illinois. General
Smith's division was
more mixed, being com-

posed, first brigade, Colo-

nel John Mc.Vrthur, of the

Ninth, Twelfth, and Fortv-

third brigade. Colonel John
Cook, the Seventh and Fiftieth Illinois, the

Fifty-second Indiana, Fourteenth Iowa, and
Thirteenth Missouri, with light artillery bat-

teries D, H, and K, Missouri; fourth brigade.

Colonel Jacob G. Lauman, infantry, the

Twenty-fifth Indiana, Second, Seventh, and
F(;urteenth Iowa, and Berge's sharp-shooters;

fifth brigade, Colonel Morgan L. Smith, in-

fantry, the Fighth Missouri and Fleventh
Indiana.

It is to be observed now that the infantry

of the command with which, on the morning
of the 1 2th of February, Cieneral Grant set

out to attack Fort Donelson was twenty-five

regiments in all, or three less than those of the

Confederates. Against their six field-batteries

he had seven. In cavalry alone he was ma-
terially stronger. The rule in attacking forti-

' f ieneral (jrant estimates his available forces at this time at 15,000, and on the last clay at 27,000, 5000 or

6000 of whom were 'yarding transportation trains in the rear.

—

V.\>.

fications is five to one ; to save
the Union commander from a
charge of rashness, however,
he had at control a fighting

quantity ordinarily at home on
the sea rather than the land.

After receiving the surrender

of Fort Henry, Flag-Officer

Foote had hastened to Cairo
to make preparation for the
reduction of Fort Donelson.
With six of his boats, he passed
into the Cumberland River; and
on the 12th, while the two divi-

sions of the army were march-
ing across to Donelson, he was
hurr}-ing, fast as steam could
drive him and his following, to

a second trial of iron batteries

afloat against earth batteries

ashore. The Carovdelet, Com-
mander AValke, having preced-

ed him, had been in position be-

low the fort since the 12th. By sundown of

the 12th, McClernand and Smith reached the

points designated for them in orders.

On the morning of the 13th of February

General Grant, with about 20,000 men, was
before Fort Donelson.* ^^'ehavehadaviewof
the army in the works ready for battle ; a like

view of that outside and about to go into posi-

tion of attack and assault is not so easily to be
given. At dawn the latter host rose up from

the bare ground, and, snatching bread and
coftee as best they could, fell into lines that

stretched away over hills, dowm hollows, and
through thickets making it impossible for even
colonels to see their regiments from flank to

flank.

Pausing to give a thought to the situation,

it is proper to remind the reader that he is

about to witness an event of more than mere
historical interest ; he is about to see the men
of the North and North-west and of the South

and South-west enter for the first time into a

strife of arms ; on one side, the best blood
of Tennessee, Kentucky, /\labama, Missis-

sippi, and Texas, aided materially by fighting

re])resentatives from Virginia ; on the other,

the best blood of Illinois, Ohio, Indiana,

Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska.

THE FEDERALS FIND POSTTIONS.

We have now before us a spectacle seldom

witnessed in the annals of scientific war— an

army behind field-works erected in a chosen
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position waiting quietly while another army
very little its superior in numbers proceeds at

leisure to place it in a state of siege. Such was

the operation General Grant had before him at

day-break of the 13th of February. Let us see

how it was accomplished andhow it was resisted.

In a clearing about two miles from Dover

there was a log-house, at the time occupied

Graves commanded the first, Maney the sec-

ond: both were of Tennessee. As always in

situations where the advancing party is igno-

rant of the ground and of the designs of the

enemy, resort was had to skirmishers, who
are to the main body what antennae are to

insects. Theirs it is to unrnask the foe. Ln-
like shaqj-shooters, they act in bodies. Behind

THE CRISP FARM— GEKERAL GRANT'S HEADQUARTERS. ^g

by a Mrs. Crisp. As the road to Dover ran

close by, it was made the headquarters of

the commanding general. All through the

night of the 12th, the coming and going

was incessant. Smith was ordered to find

a position in front of the enemy's right

wing, which would place him face to face

with Buckner. McClemand's order was

to establish himself on the enemy's left,

where he would be opposed to Pillow.

A little before dawn Berge's sharp-shoot-

ers were astir. Theirs was a peculiar ser-

vice. Each was a preferred marksman,
and carried a long-range Henr\' rifle, with

sights delicately arranged as for target

practice. In action each was perfectly inde-

pendent. They never maneuvered as a corps.

When the time came they were asked, ••' Can-
teens full ? " '• Biscuits for all day ? " Then their

only order, "All right: hunt you holes, boys."

Thereupon they dispersed, and, like Indians,

sought cover to please themselves, behind rocks
and stumps, or in hollows. Sometimes they

dug holes ; somerimes they climbed into trees.

Once in a good location, they remained there

the day. At night they would crawl out and
report in camp. This morning, as I have
said, the sharp-shooters dispersed early to find

places within easy range of the breastworks.

The movement by Smith and McCIemand
was begun about the same time. A thick

wood fairly screened the former. The latter

had to cross an open valley under fire of two
batteries, one on Buckner's left, the other on
a high point jutting from the line of outworks

held by Colonel Heiman of Pillow's command.

the skirmishers, the batteries started out to

find positions, and through the brush and

woods, down the hollows, up the hills the

guns and caissons were hauled. It is nowadays

a ver}- steep bluff, in face of which the good

artillerist will stop or turn back. .At Donelson,

however, the proceeding was generally slow

and toilsome. The ofticer had to find a van-

tage-ground first : then with axes a road to it

was hewn out ; after which, in many instances,

the men. with the prolongs over their shoulders,

helped the horses along. In the gra>- of the

dawn the sharp-shooters were deep in their

deadly game; as the sun came up. one battery

after another, having found position, opened

fire, and was instantly and gallantly answered:

and all the time behind the hidden sharp-

shooters, and behind the skirmishers, who oc-

casionally stopped to take a hand in the fray,

the regiments marched, route-step, colors fly-

ing, after their colonels.
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About eleven o'clock Commander Walke,
of the Carondclct, engaged the water batteries.

The air wa-s then full of the stunning music
of battle ; though as yet not a volley of mus-
ketry had been heard. Smith, nearest the

enemy at starting, was first in place; and
there, leaving the fight to his sharp-shooters

and skirmishers and to his batteries, he re-

ported to the chief in the log-house, and, like

an old soldier, calmly waited orders. AlcCler-

nand, following a good road, pushed on rapidly

to the high grounds on the right. The ap-

I^arance of his column in the valley covered
by the two O^nfederate batteries jjrovoked a

furious shelling from them. On the dou]>le-

quick his men passed through it ; and when
in the wood beyond, they resumed the route-

step and saw that nobody was hurt, they

fell to laughing at themselves. 'i"he real

baptism of fire was yet in store for them.

When McClernand arrived at his appointed

place and extended his brigades, it was dis-

covered that the Confederate outworks of-

fered a front too great for him to envelop.

To attempt to rest his right opposite their ex-

treme left would necessitate a dangerous at-

tenuation of his line and leave him without

reserves. Over on their left, moreover, ran

the road already mentioned as passing from
Dover on the south to Charlotte and Nashville,

which it was of the highest importance to

close hermetically that soon there would be
no communication left Oeneral Floyd except

by the river. If the road to Charlotte were
left to the enemy, they might march out at

their pleasure.

The insufficiency of his force was thus made
api)arent to Oeneral Grant, and whether a

discovery of the moment or not, he set about
its correction. He knew a reenforcement was
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coming up the river under convoy of Foote

;

besides which a brigade, composed of the

Eighth Missouri and the Eleventh Indiana

infantry and Battery A, lUinois, had been left

behind at Forts Henry and Heiman under

myself. A courier was dispatched to me with

an order to bring my command to Donelson.

I ferried my troops across the Tennessee in the

night, and reported with them at headquarters

before noon the next day. The brigade was
transferred to General Smith ; at the same
time an order was put into my hand assigning

me to command the third division.

As the regiments marched past me in the

road, I organized them : first brigade, Colonel

Cruft, the Thirty-first Indiana, Seventeenth

Kentucky, Forty-fourth Indiana, and Twenty-
fifth Kentucky; third brigade, Colonel Thayer,

the First Nebraska, and Seventy-sixth and
Sixty-eighth Ohio. Four other regiments, the

Forty-sixth, Fifty-seventh, and Fifty-eighth

Illinois and Twentieth Ohio, intended to con-

stitute the second brigade, came up later, and
were attached to Thayer's command.
My division was thereupon conducted to

a position between Smith and McClernand,
enabling the latter to extend his line well to

the left and cover the road to Charlotte.

Thus on the 14th of February the Con-
federates were completely invested, except

that the river above Dover remained to them.

The supineness of General Floyd all this while

is to this day incomprehensible. A vigorous

attack the morning of the 13th might have
thrown Grant back upon Fort Henry. Such
an achievement would have more than offset

Foote's conquest. The morale to be gained
would have alone justified the attempt. But
with McClernand's strong division on the

right, my own in the center, and Smith's on
1 the left, the opportunity was gone. On Gen-
•,eral Grant's side the possession of the river

was all that was wanting; with that he could
force the fighting, or wait the certain approach
of the grimmest enemy of the besieged

—

starvation.

ILLINOIS BREAKS A LANCE WITH TENNESSEE.

It is now— morning of the 14th— easy to

see and understand with something more than
approximate exactness the oppositions of the

two forces. Smith is on the left of the Union
army opposite Buckner. My division, in the

center, confronts Colonels Heiman, Drake,
and Davidson, each with a brigade. McCler-
nand, now well over on the right, keeps the

road to Charlotte and Nashville against the

major part of Pillow's left wing. The infantry

on both sides are in cover behind the crests

of the hills or in thick woods, listening to the

ragged fusillade which the sharp-shooters and
skirmishers maintain against each other al-

most without intermission. There is little

pause in the exchange of shells and round
shot. The careful chiefs have required their

men to lie down. In brief, it looks as if each
party was inviting the other to begin.

These circumstances, the sharp-shooting

and cannonading, ugly as they may seem to

one who thinks of them under comfortable
surroundings, did in fact serve a good purpose
the day in ciuestion in helping the men to forget

their sufterings of the night before. It must be
remembered that the weather had changed dur-

ing the preceding afternoon : from suggestions

of spring it turned to intensified winter. P>om
lending a gentle hand in bringing Foote and
his iron-clads up the river, the wind whisked
suddenly around to the north and struck both

armies with a storm of mixed rain, snow, and
sleet. All night the tempest blew mercilessly

upon the unsheltered, fireless soldiers, making
sleep impossible. Inside the works, nobody
had overcoats ; while thousands of those out-

side had marched from Fort Henry as to a

summer fete, leaving coats, blankets, and
knapsacks behind them in camp. More than

one stout fellow has since admitted, with a

laugh, that nothing was so helpful to him that

horrible night as the thought that the wind,

which seemed about to turn his blood into

icicles, was serving the enemy the same way

;

they, too, had to stand out and take the blast.

In the hope now that the reader has a tol-

erable presentment of the situation which the

orators of Dover had, to the extent of their

influence, aided in bringing upon their village

that dreary morning of the 14th of February,

let us go back to the preceding day, and bring

up an incident of McClernand's swing into

position.

About the center of the Confederate out-

works there was a V-shaped hill, marked
sharply by a ravine on its right and another

on its left. This Colonel Heiman occupied

with his brigade of five regiments— all of

Tennessee but one. The front presented was
about twenty-five hundred feet. In the angle

of the V, on the summit of the hill, Captain

Maney's battery, also of Tennessee, had been

planted. Without protection of any kind,

it nevertheless completely swept a large field

to the left, across which an assaulting force

would have to come in order to get at Hei-

man or at Drake, next on the south.

Maney, on the point of the hill, had been

active throughout the preceding afternoon,

and succeeded in drawing the fire of some of

McClernand's guns. The duel lasted until

night. Next morning it was renewed with in-

creased sharpness, Maney being assisted on
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his right by Graves's battery of Buckner's di-

vision, and by some pieces of Drake's on his

left.

McClernand's advance was necessarily slow

and trying. This was not merely a logical re-

sult of unacquaintance with the country and

the dispositions of the enemy ; he was also

under an order from General Grant to avoid

everything calculated to bring on a general

engagement. In Maney's well-served guns

he undoubtedly found serious annoyance, if

not a positive obstruction. Concentrating

guns of his own upon the industrious Confed-

erate, he at length fancied him silenced and

the enemy's infantry on the right thrown into

confusion — circumstances from which he

hastily deduced a favorable chance to deliver

an assault. For that purpose he reenforced

his third brigade, which was nearest the offend-

ing battery, and gave the necessary orders.

Up to this time, it will be observed, there

had not been any fighting involving infantry

in line. This was now to be changed. Old

soldiers, rich with experience, would have re-

garded the work proposed with gravity; they

would have shrewdly cast up an account of the

chances of success, not to speak of the chances

ofcoming out alive; they would have measured

the distance to be passed, every foot of it un-

der the guns of three batteries, Maney's in

the center, Graves's on their left, and Drake's

on their right— a direct line of fire doubly

crossed. Nor would they have omitted the

reception awaiting them from the rifle-pits.

They were to descend a hill entangled for

two hundred yards with underbrush, climb

an opposite ascent partly shorn of timber

;

make way through an abatis of tree-tops

;

then, supposing all that successfully accom-

plished, they would be at last in face of an

enemy whom it was possible to reenforce with

all the reserves of the garrison— with the

whole garrison, if need be. A veteran would

have surveyed the three regiments selected

for the honorable duty with many misgivings.

Not so the men themselves. They were not

old soldiers. Recruited but recendy from

farms and shops, they accepted the assign-

ment heartily and with youthful confidence

in their prowess. It may be doubted if a man
in the ranks gave a thought to the questions,

whether the attack was to be supported while

making, or followed up if successful, or whether

it was part of a general advance. Probably

the most they knew was that the imme-

diate objective before them was the capture

of the battery on the hill.

The line when formed stood thus from the

right: the Forty-ninth Illinois, then the Seven-

teenth, and then the Forty-eighth, Colonel

Haynie. At the last moment, a question of

Vol. XXIX.— 29.

seniority arose between Colonels Morrison

and Haynie. The latter was of opinion that

he was the ranking officer. Morrison replied

that he would conduct the brigade to the

point from which the attack was to be made,
after which Haynie could take the command,
if he desired to do so.

Down the hill the three regiments went,

crashing and tearing through the under-

growth. Heiman, on the lookout, saw them

advancing. Before they cleared the woods,

Maney opened with shells. At the foot of the

descent, in the valley, Graves joined his fire

to Maney's. There Morrison reported to

Haynie, who neither accepted nor refused

the command. Pointing to the hill, he merely

said, " Let us take it together." Morrison

turned away, and rejoined his own regiment.

Here was confusion in the beginning, or

worse, an assault begun without a head.

Nevertheless, the whole line went forward.

On a part of the hill-side the trees were yet

standing. The open space fell to Morrison

and his Forty-ninth, and paying the penalty

of the exposure, he outstripped his associates.

The men fell rapidly ;
yet the living rushed

on and up, firing as they went. The battery

was the common target. Maney's gunners, in

relief against the sky, were shot down in quick

succession. His first lieutenant (Burns) was

one of the first to suffer. His second lieuten-

ant (Massie) was mortally wounded. Maney
himself was hit ; still he stayed, and his guns

continued their punishment ; and still the

farmer lads and shop boys of Illinois clung to

their purpose. With marvelous audacity they

pushed through the abatis, and reached a

point within forty yards of the rifle-pits. It

actually looked as if the prize were theirs. The

yell of victory was rising in their throats.

Suddenly the long line of yellow breastworks

before them, covering Heiman's five regi-

ments, crackled and turned into flame. l"he

forlorn hope stopped— staggered— braced

up again— shot blindly through the smoke at

the smoke of the new enemy, secure in his

shelter. Thus for fifteen minutes the Illinois-

ans stood fighting. The time is given on the

testimony of the opposing leader himself.

Morrison was knocked out of his saddle by a

musket-ball, and disabled; then the men went

down the hill. At its foot they rallied round

their flags, and renewed the assault. Pushed

down again, again they rallied, and a third

time climbed to the enemy. This time the

battery set fire to the dry leaves on the

ground, and the heat and smoke became stif-

ling. It was not possible for brave men to

endure more. Slowly, sullenly, frequendy

pausing to return a shot, they went back for the

last time ; and in going their ears and souls
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PRESENT APPEARANCE OF PILLOw's DEFENSES IN FRONT OF McCLERNAND, SHOWING WATER IN THE TRENCHES,

were riven with the shrieks of their wounded
comrades, whom the flames crept down upon
and smothered and charred where they lay.

Considered as a mere exhibition of courage,
this assault, long maintained against odds—
twice repulsed, twice renewed— has been
seldom excelled. One hundred and forty-nine

men of the Seventeenth and Forty-ninth were
killed and wounded. Of Haynie's loss we
have no report.

THE IJATTLE OF THR GUN-BOATS.

Thkrk are few things connected with the
operations against Fort Donelson so relieved
of uncertainty as this: that when General
Grant at Fort Henry became fixed in the

resolution to undertake the movement, his

primary object was the capture of the force

to which the post was intrusted. To effect

their complete environment, he relied upon
Flag-Officer Foote, whose astonishing success

at Fort Henry justified the extreme of con-

fidence.

Foote arrived on the 14th, and made haste

to enter upon his work. The Carondelet

(Commander Walke) had been in position

since the 12th.* Behind a low outpost of the

shore, for two clays, she maintained a fire

fnjm her rifled guns, happily of greater range
than the best of those of the enemy.
At nine o'clock on the 14th, Captain Cul-

bertson, looking from the parapet of the upper
battery, beheld the river below the first bend

• A fuller account of the part the gun-boats took in the attack will be included in an illustrated paper on
the work of Foote and the Western Flotilla, to appear in the next issue of Thk Century, and to be contributed
by Commander (now Rear-Admiral) Walke, who was one of the chief actors in this important service. The
construction of the fleet will also be described by Captain James B. Eads, who planned and built the iron-
clads.

—

VAi.
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full of transports, landing troops under cover

of a fresh arrival of gun-boats, 'llie disem-

barkation concluded, Foote was free. He
waited until noon. The captains in the bat-

teries mistook his deliberation for timidity.

The impinging of their shot on his iron armor

was heard distinctly in the fort a mile and a

half away. The captains began to doubt if

he would come at all. But at three o'clock

they took position under fire : the Louisville

on the right, the St. Louis next, then the

Fitlsburg^ then the Caroitdelet, all iron-clad.

Five hundred yards from the batteries, and

yet Foote was not content! In the Crimean
war the allied French and English fleets,

of much mightier ships, undertook to engage

the Russian shore batteries, but little stronger

than those at Donelson. The French on that

occasion stood off eighteen hundred yards.

Lord Lyons fought his Agamei/i/ion at a dis-

tance of eight hundred yards. Foote forged

ahead within four hundred yards of his en-

emy, and was still going on. His boat had
been hit between wind and water; so with the

Pittsburg and Carondelet. About the guns

the floors were slippery with blood, and both

surgeons and carpenters were never so busy.

Still the four boats kept on, and there was
great cheering ; for not only did the fire from

the shore slacken ; the lookouts reported

the enemy running. It seemed that fortune

would smile once more upon the fleet, and
cover the honors of Fort Henry afresh at

Fort Donelson. Unhappily, when about three

hundred and fifty yards off the hill, a solid

shot plunged through the pilot-house of the

flag-ship, and carried away the wheel. Near
the same time the tifler-ropes of the Louis-

ville were disabled. Both vessels became
unmanageable, and began floating down the

current. The eddies turned them round like

logs. The Pittsburg and Carondelet closed in

and covered them with their hulls.

Seeing this turn in the fight, the captains

of the batteries rallied their men, \\ho cheered
in their turn, and renewed the contest with
increased will and energy. A ball got lodged
in their best rifle. A corporal and some of his

men took a log fitting the bore, leaped out
on theparapet, and rammed the missile home.*
" Now, boys," said a gunner in Bidwell's bat-

tery, " see me take a chimney!" The flag

of the boat and the chimney fell with the
shots.

When the vessels were out of range, the
victors looked around them. The fine form
of their embrasures was gone ; heaps of earth
had been cast over their platforms. In a space
of twenty-four feet they picked up as many
shot and shells. The air had been full of fly-

* One of the gunners is said to have tor

ing missiles. For an hour and a half the brave
fellows had been rained upon; yet their losses
had been trifling in numbers. Each gunner
had selected a ship, and followed her faith-

fully throughout the action, now and then
uniting fire on the Carondelet. The Confed-
erates had behaved with astonishing valor.

Their victory sent a thrill of joy through the
army. The assault on the outworks, the day
before, had been a failure. With the repulse
of the gun-boats the Confederates scored
success number two, and the communication
by the river remained open to Nashville. The
winds that blew sleet and snow over Donelson
that night were not so unendurable as they
might have been.

A DAY OF BATTLE.

The night of the 14th of February fell cold
and dark, and under .the pitiless sky the armies
remained in position so near to each other that

neither dared light fires. Overpowered with

watching, fatigue, and the lassitude of spirits

which always foflows a strain upon the fac-

ulties of men like that which is the concomi-
tant of battle, thousands on both sides lay

down in the ditches and behind logs, and
whatever else would in the least shelter them
from the cutting wind, and tried to sleep. Very
few closed their eyes. Even the horses, after

their manner, betrayed the suffering they were
enduring.

That morning General Floyd had called a

council of his chiefs of brigades and divisions.

He expressed the opinion that the post was
untenable, except with fifty thousand troops.

He called attention to the heavy reenforce-

ments of the Federals, and suggested an im-

mediate attack upon ther right wing to re-open

land communication with Nashville, by way of

Charlotte. The proposal was agreed to unani-

mously. General Buckner proceeded to make
dispositions to cover the retreat, in the event

the sortie was successful. Shortly after noon,

when the movement should have begun, the

order was countermanded at the instance of

Pillow\ Then came the battle with the gun-

boats.

In the night the council was recalled, with

general and regimental ofiicers in attendance.

The situation was again debated, and the

same conclusion reached. According to the

plan resolved upon. Pillow was to move at

dawn with his whole division, and attack the

right of the besiegers. General Buckner was
to be relieved by troops in the forts, and with

his command to support Pillow by assailing the

right of the enemy's center. If he succeeded,

he was to take post outside the entrenchments

n up his coat in lieu of wadding.— Ed.
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on the Wynn's Ferry road to cover the re-

treat. He was then to act as rear-guard.
Thus early, leaders in Donelson were aware
of the mistake into which they were plunged.
Their resolution was wise and heroic. Let us
see how they executed it.

Preparations for the attack occupied the
night. The troops were for the most part
taken out of the rifle-pits, and massed over
on the left to the number of ten thousand or
more. The ground was covered with ice and
snow

;
yet the greatest silence was observed.

It .seems incomprehensible that columns
mi.xed of all arms, infantry, cavalry, and artil-

lery, could have engaged in simultaneous
movement, and not have been heard by some
listener outside. One would think the jolting
and rumljle of the heavy gun-carriages would
have told the story. But the character of the
night must be remembered. The pickets of
the Federals were struggling for life against
the bla.st, and probably did not keep good
watch.

Oglesby's brigade held McClernand's ex-
treme right. Here and there the musicians
were beginning to make the woods rmg with
reveille, and the numbed soldiers of the line

were rising from their icy beds, and shaking
the snow from their frozen garments. As yet,

however, not a company had " fallen in."

Suddenly the pickets fired, and with the
alarm on their lips rushed back upon theircom-
rades. The woods on the instant became alive.

The regiments formed, officers mounted
and took their places; words of command
rose loud and eager. By the time Pillow's
advance opened fire on Oglesby's right, the
point first struck, the latter was fairly formed
to receive it. A rapid exchange of volleys
ensued. The distance intervening between
the works on one side and the bivouac on the
other was so short that the action began
l)efore Pillow could effect a deployment. His
brigades came up in a kind of echelon, left

in front, and passed " by regiments left into
line," one by one, however; the regiments

x.nrl..;^ h V M 'f n '^'^Z
"' ?*"''^

f'^''^"'.''
*''' ""' '^^y- ^" '^'^ '^P°'-t l^e describes the manner ofworking the battery as follows : "I selected a pomt, and about noon opened on the four-gun battery throughan opening in which I couM see the foe. Our hre was prom,.tly returned, witli such precision that they cutour right wheel on howitzer nun«l>er three in two. 1 had no spare wheel, and had to take one off the limber

to continue the fight. I then moved all my howitzers over to the west slope of the ridge and loaded undercover of It, and ran the pieces up by hand until I could get the exact elevation. The recoil would throw theguns back out of sight, and thus we continued the fight until the enemy's battery was silenced."— Ed
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quickly took their places, and advanced
without halting. Oglesby's lllinoisans were

now fully awake. They held their ground,

returning in full measure the fire that they re-

ceived. The Confederate Forrest rode around

as if to get in their rear,* and it was then

give and take, infantry against infantry. The
semi-echelon movement of the Confederates

enabled them, after an interval, to strike

W. H. L. Wallace's brigade, on Oglesby's left.

Soon Wallace was engaged along his whole

front, now prolonged by the addition to his

command of Morrison's regiments. The first

charge against him was repulsed ; whereupon
he advanced to the top of the rising ground

behind which he had sheltered his troops in the

night. A fresh assault followed, but aided

by a battery across the valley to his left,

he repulsed the enemy a second time. His

men were steadfast, and clung to the brow
of the hill as if it were theirs by holy right.

An hour passed, and yet another hour,
f

without cessation of the fire. Meantime
\

the woods rang with a monstrous clangor

of musketry, as if a million men were

beating empty barrels with iron hammers.
Buckner flung a portion of his division

on McClernand's left, and supported the

attack with his artillery. The enfilading fell

chiefly on W. H. L. Wallace. McClernand,
watchful and full of resources, sent batteries

the snow with their blood. The smoke, in

pallid white clouds, clung to the underbrush
and tree-tops as if to screen the combatants
from each other. Close to the ground the flame
of musketry and cannon tinted everything a
lurid red. Limbs dropped from the trees on
the heads below, and the thickets were shorn
as by an army of cradlers. The division was
under peremptory orders to hold its position

to the last extremity, and W. H. T. \\'allace

was equal to the emergency.
It was now ten o'clock, and over on the

right Oglesby was beginning to fare badly.

The pressure on his front grew stronger. The
" rebel yell," at"terwartl a familiar battle-cry

on many fields, told of ground being gained

against him. To add to his doubts, officers

were riding to him with a sickening story

that their commands were getting out of

ammunition, and asking where they could

PRESENT ASPECT OF THE POSITION OF THE GUX-BOATS AND OF THE WEST BANK.

[Fort Donelson is in the farther distance on the extreme left — Hickman's Creek empties into the Cumberland in the middle distance —
Midway are the remains of the obstructions placed in the river by the Confederates — The upper picture, showing Isaac Williams's house, is a con-
tinuation of the right of the lower view.J

to meet Buckner's batteries. To that duty go for a supply. All he could say was to take

Taylor rushed with his Company B ; and what was in the boxes of the dead and
McAllister pushed his three twenty-four- wounded. At last he realized that the end

pounders into position and exhausted his was come. His right companies began to

ammunition in the duel. The roar never give way, and as they retreated, holding ujj

slackened. Men fell by the score, reddening their empty cartridge-boxes, the enemy were

* Colonel John McArthur, originally of General C. Y. Smith's division, but then operating with Mc-
Clernand, was there, and though at first discomfited, his men beat the cavalry off, and afterward shared

the full shock of the tempest with Oglesby's troops.— L. W.
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emboldened, and swept more fiercely around
his flank, until finally they appeared in his rear.
He then gave the order to retire the division.
W. H. L. Wallace from his position looked

off to his right and saw but one regiment of
Oglesby's in place, maintaining the "fight, and
that was John A. Logan's Thirty-first Illinois.
Through the smoke he could see Logan ridin^^
in a gallop behind his line ; through the roar in

THE THIRD DIVISION IN BATTLE.

^
Without pausing to consider whether

Contederate general could now have esca
with his troops, it must be evident thai
should have made the eftbrt. Pillow had
charged his duty well. With the disapp
ance of W. H. L. Wallace's brigade, it (

remained tor the victor to deploy his regim.

W^-
Si

VIEW NEAR DOVER TOWARD THE .NTERIOK WORKS
, ,K K.KT DOXELSON _ HEDGE OK THE NATIONAL CEMETERY ON THE

his front and the rising yell in his rear, he
could hear Logan's voice in fierce entreaty to
his "boys." Near the Thirty-first stood W. H.
L. Wallace's regiment, the Eleventh Illinois,
under Lieutenant-colonel Ransom. Tlie gaps
in the ranks of the two were closed up always
toward the colors. The ground at their feet was
strewn with their dead and wounded; at leno-th
the common misfortune overtook Logan. To
keep men without cartridges under fire sweep-
ing them front and flank would be cruel, if not
impossible; and seeing it. he too gave the order
to retire, and followed his decimated compa-
nies to the rear. The Eleventh then became
the right of the brigade, and had to go in turn.
Nevertheless, Ransom changed front to rear
coolly, as if on parade, and joined in the gen-
eral retirement. Forrest charged them "and
threw them into a brief confusion. The greater
portion clung to their colors, and made good
their retreat. By eleven o'clock Pillow held
the road to Charlotte and the whole of the
position occupied at dawn by the first divis-
ion, and with it the dead and all the wounded
who could not get away.

Pillow's part of the j^rogramme, arranged in
the council of the night before, was accomplish-
ed. The country was once more open to Floyd.
Why did he not avail himself of the dearly
bought opportunity, and march his army out ?

into column and march into the country. ll
road was his. Buckner was in position to p

!

tect Colonel Head's withdrawal from t

trenches opposite General Smith on the rig!
that done, he was also in position to cover t

retreat. Buckner had also faithfully perform
his task.

On the Union side the situation at tl

critical time was favorable to the propos
retirement. My division in the center w
weakened by the dispatch of one of my h
gades to the assistance of General McCh
nand; in addition to which my orders were
hold my position. As a point of still great
niiportance. General Grant had gone on '

)s^

the St. Louis at the request of Flag-Oflio
Foote, and he was there in consultation wil
that ofticer, presumably uninformed of tl

disaster which had befallen his right.
would take a certain time for him to return I

the field and dispose his forces for pursuit. 1

may be said with strong assurance, const
fp-iently, that Floyd could have put his niC;

fairly en route for Charlotte before the Feders
commander could have interposed an obstruc
tion to the movement. The real difticult;

was in the hero of the morning, who no\
made haste to blight his laurels. Genera
Pillow's vanity whistled itself into ludicrou
exaltation. Imagining General Grant's whoI(
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ly defeated and flying in rout

Fort Henry and the transports

the river, he deported himself

orchngly. He began by ignor-

Floyd. He rode to liuckner

1 accused him of shameful con-

t. He sent an aide to the near-

telegraph station with a dis-

ch to Albert Sidney Johnston,

a in command of the Depart-

it, asseverating, " on the honor

a soldier," that the day was
rs. Nor did he stop at that.

; victory, to be available, re-

•ed that the enemy should be

Mved with energy. Such was a

it of Napoleon. Withoutdeign-

even to consult his chief, he

ered Buckner to move out and
ck the Federals. There was a

ge, up which a road ran toward
central position, or rather what
been our central position,

nting to the gorge and the road,

old Buckner that was his way,

bade him attack in force,

re was nothing to do but obey ; and when
kner had begun the movement, the wise

gramme decided upon the evening before

wiped from the slate.

\\\<:\\ Buckner reluctantly took the gorge

1 marked out for him by Pillow, the whole
ifederate army, save the detachments on the

ks, was virtually in pursuit of McClernand,
'ing by the Wynn's F'erry road— falling

Ic, in fact, upon my position. My division

now to feel the weight of Pillow's hand;
liey should fail, the fortunes of the day
lid depend upon the veteran Smith,

k^hen ( ieneral McClernand perceived the

1 threatening him in the morning, he sent

jfficer to me with a request for assistance.

3 request I referred to General Grant, who
at the time in consultation with Foote.

3n the turning of Oglesby's flank, Mc-
nand repeated his request, with such a

"esentation of the situation that, assuming
responsibility, I ordered Colonel Cruft to

brt with his brigade to McClernand. Cruft

jout promptly. Unfortunately a guide mis-

cted him, so that he became involved in

retreat, and was prevented from accom-
ling his object.

was in the rear of my single remaining
;ade, in conversation with Captain Rawlins,

Lirant's staff, when a great shouting was
rd behind me on the Wynn's Ferry road,

reupon I sent an orderly to ascertain the

se. The man reported the road and woods
of soldiers apparently in rout. An ofiicer

I rode by at full speed, shouting, " All's

i<^f^V = ^

ROWLETT'S mill, on the EDDYVILLE road at HICKMAN S CREEK.

lost ! Save yourselves !
" A hurried consulta-

tion was had with Rawlins, at the end of which

the brigade was put in motion toward the

enemy's works, on the very road by which

Buckner was pursuing under Pillow's mis-

chievous order. It happened also that Colonel

W. H. L. Wallace had dropped into the same
road with such of his command as stayed by
their colors. He came up riding and at a

walk, his leg over the horn of his saddle. He
was perfectly cool, and looked like a farmer

from a hard day's plowing.
" Good-morning," I said.

" Good-morning," was the reply.

" Are they pursuing you ?
"

" Yes."
" How far are they behind ?

"

That instant the head of my command aji-

peared on the road. The colonel calculated,

then answered

:

" You will have about time to form line of

battle right here."
" Thank you. Good-day."
" Good-day."
At that jjoint the road began to dip into

the gorge; on the right and left there were

woods, and in front a dense thicket. An
order was dispatched to bring Battery A for-

ward at full speed. Colonel John A. Thayer,

commanding the brigade, formed it on the

double-quick into line; the l-'irst Nebraska and
the Fifty-eighth Illinois on the right, and the

Fiftv-cighth Ohio, with a detached company,
on the left. The battery came up on the run

and swung across the road, which had been
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BRANCH OF HICKMAN S CREEK NEAR JAMES CRISP's HOUSE— THE LEFT OF GENERAL SMITH'S LINE.

left open for it. Hardly had it unlimbered,
beiore the enemy appeared, and firing began.
For ten minutes or thereabouts the scenes of
the morning were reenacted. The Confeder-
ates struggled hard to perfect their deploy-
ments. The woods rang with musketry and
artillery. The brush on the slope of the hill

was mowed away with bullets. A great cloud
arose and shut out the woods and the narrow
valley below. Colonel Thayer and his regi-

ments behaved with great gallantry, and the
contest was over. The assailants fell back in

confusion and returned to the entrenchments.
W. H. L. \\'allace and Oglesby re-formed their

commands behind Thayer, supplied them with
ammunition, and stood at rest waiting for

orders. There was then a lull in the battle.

Even the cannonading ceased, and everybody
was asking, What next?

Just then General Grant rode up to where
General McClernand and 1 were in con-
versation. He was almost unattended. In
his hand there were some papers, which
looked Hke telegrams. AN'holly unexcited, he
saluted and received the salutations of his

subordinates. Proceeding at once to busi-

ness, he directed them to retire their com-
mands to the heights out of cannon range,
and throw up works. Reenforcements were

en route, he said, and it was advisable to

await their coming. He was then informed
of the mishap to the First Division, and that

the road to Charlotte was open to the enemy.
In every great man's career there is a crisis

exactly similar to that which now overtook

General Grant, and it cannot be better de-

scribed than as a crucial test of his nature.

A mediocre person would have accepted the

news as an argument for persistence in his

resolution to enter upon a siege. Had Gen-
eral Grant done so, it is ^-ery probable his

history would have been then and there con-

cluded. His admirers and detractors are alike

invited to study him at this precise juncture.

It cannot be doubted that he saw with pain-

ful distinctness the effect of the disaster to

his right wing. His face flushed slightly.

^^'ith a sudden grip lie crushed the papers in

his hand. But in an instant these signs of

disappointment or hesitation— as the reader

pleases— cleared away. In his ordinary quiet

voice he said, addressing himself to both
ofticers, " Gentlemen, the position on the

right must be retaken." With that he turned

and galloped off.

Seeing in the road a provisional brigade,

under Colonel Morgan L. Smith, consisting

of the Eleventh Indiana and the Eighth
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Missouri inuintrv, going, by order of General

cTsnuth. to -the aid of the First Div>^>on

I SM-^este.i that if General McC lernand wou d

oakr Colonel Smith to report to nie. 1 would

auempl to recover the lost ground; and the

o"k7having iK^en given. 1 -connoueted tle

hUl. ^-ernnnc^uixn^a place c^u^
•irranired niv order ot attack. 1 t-jiy.v-

Ss re.nments to lead, and for that purpose

criuetelthem to the crest of a htU opposue a

steep blutf covered by the enemy. Ihe two

re.mu-nts had been formerly ot my brigade^

I knew thev had been admirably dnlled m

the Zouave tactics, and my conhdence in

Smith and in McGinness, colonel of the

Eleventh, wa. implicit. 1 was sure they would

tike their men to the top of the bluff. Colo-

nel Cruft was put in line to support them on

the right. Colonel Ross, with his regiments,

the Seventeenth and Forty-ninth and the

Fortv-sixth, Fiftv-seventh, and Fifty-eighth

Illinois, were put as support on the lett.

Thiver's bri-ade was held in reserve. These

dis.^sitions ^filled the time till about two

o'clock in the afternoon, when heavy cannon-

ading, mixed with a long roll of musketry,

broke out over on the left, whither it will be

necessarv to transfer the reader.

CH.\RLES F. smith's BATTLE.

I'he veteran in command on the Union

left had contented himself with allowing

Buckner no rest, keeping up a continual

sharp-shooting. Early in the morning of the

14th he made a demonstration of assault with

three of his regiments, and though he pur-

posely withdrew them, he kept the menace

standing, to the great discomfort of his vis-a-

vis. With the patience of an old soldier, he

waited the pleasure of the general command-

ing, knowing that when the time came he

would be called upon. During the battle of

the gun-boats he rode through his command

and grimly joked with them. He who never

permitted the slightest familiarity from a sub-

or«linate, could yet indulge in fatherly pleas-

antries with the ranks when he thought circum-

stances justified them. He never for a moment

doubted the courage of volunteers ; they were

not regulars— that was all. 1 f properly led, he

l>cli'.-vcd they woul< 1 storm the gates of his Satan-

ic Majesty. Their hour of trial was now come.

From his brief and characteristic conference

with McClernand and myself, (ieneral Grant

rode to (ieneral C. F. Smith. What took place

between them is not known further than that

he ordered an assault upon the outworks as a

diversion in aid of the assault about to be

delivered on the right. General Smith per-

sonally directed his chiefs of brigade to get

their regiments ready. Colonel John Cookb

his order increased the number of his skirmisl

ers already engaged with the enemy.

Taking Lauman's brigade General Smi

beo-an the advance. They were under fire i

stantly. The guns in the fort joined in with t

infantry who were at the time in the riflc-pi

the great body of the Confederate right wi

being with General Buckner. The defense v

trreatly favored by the ground, which subjcc:

tiie assailants to a double fire from the beg

ning of the abatis. The men have said thaf

looked too thick for a rabbit to get throng

General Smith, on his horse, took positior

the front and center of the line. Occasion:

he turned in his saddle to see how the al;.

ment wms kept. For the most part, however

held his face steadily toward the enemy.

was, of course, a conspicuous object lor

sharp-shooters in the rifle-pits. The air aroj

him twittered with minie-bullets. Erect asi

review, he rode on, timing the gait of his he

with the movement of his colors. A sole

said : " I was nearly scared to death, bt;

saw the old man's white mustache over

shoulder, and went on."

On to the abatis the regiments xm

without hesitation, leaving a trail of dea*

wounded behind. There the fire seem*

grow trebly hot, and there some of the t

halted, whereupon, seeing the hesitation, C

eral Smith put his cap on the point ofi

sword, held it aloft, and called out, " No flfi

ing now, my lads !— Here— this is the i

Come on! " He picked a path through thf

ged limbs of the trees, holding his cap all

time in sight ; and the effect was magical,

men swarmed in after him, and got thrc

in the best order they could —not all of tl

alas ! On the other side of the obstruc

they took the semblance of re-form.aion

charged in after their chief, who found
,

self then between the two fires. Up the as

he rode ; up they followed. At the last

ment the keepers of the rifle-pits clamj

out and fled. The four regiments engaf*

the feat— the Twenty-fifth Indiana, ai

Second, Seventh, and Fourteenth loj

planted their colors on the breastwork.:

the gray-haired hero set his cap jaunO

his head, pulled his mustache, and rode •

the front, chiding them awhile, then la*'

at them. He had come to stay. Later

day, Buckner came back with his divisi

all his efforts to dislodge Smith were va

THE THIRD DIVISION RETAKES THK \

We left my division about to at

the recapture of the hill, which had b

scene of the combat between PiU^
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demand. If only on account of the re-

5 which followed that assault, in connec-

with the heroic performance of General

F. Smith, it is necessary to return to it.

aiding to my old regiments,— the Eighth

souri and the Eleventh Indiana,— I asked

n if they were ready. They demanded the

d- of me. Waiting a moment for Morgan
smith to light a cigar, I called out, " Eor-

d it is, then !" They were directly in front

he ascent to be climbed. Without stop-

\ for his supports. Colonel Smith led

n down into a broad hollow, and catching

,t of the advance, Cruft and Ross also

'ed forward. As the two regiments began
climb, the Eighth Missouri slightly in the

[, a line of fire ran along the brow of the

[ht. The flank companies cheered while

loying as skirmishers. Their Zouave prac-

proved of excellent service to them. Now
the ground, creeping when the fire was
est, running when it slackened, they gained

md with astonishing rapidity, and at the

e time maintained a fire that was like a

kling of the earth. For the most part the

ets aimed at them passed over their heads,

took effect in the ranks behind them,

jnel Smith's cigar was shot oft" close to

lips. He took another and called for a

ch. A soldier ran and gave him one,

lank you. Take your place now. We are

Dst up," he said, and, smoking, spurred his

e forward. A few yards from the crest of

height the regiments began loading and

g as they advanced. The defenders gave

, On the top there was a brief struggle,

:h was ended by Cruft and Ross with

r supports.

he whole line then moved forward simul-

ously, and never stopped until the Con-
ro'es were within the works. There had
[no occasion to call on the reserves. The
to Charlotte was again eftectually shut,

the battle-field of the morning, with the

1 and wounded lying where they had fal-

was in possession of the Third Division,

;h stood halted within easy musket-range
ie rifle-pits. It was then about half-past

e o'clock in the afternoon. I was recon-

ering the works of the enemy preliminary

liarging them, when Colonel Webster, of

eral Grant's staff, came to me and re-

ed the order to fall back out of cannon
;e and throw up breastworks. " The
eral does not know that we have the hill,"

.id. Webster replied :
" I give you the

r as he gave it to me." " Very well," said

'give him my compliments, and say that I

? received the order." Webster smiled

rode away. The ground was not va-

d, though the assault was deferred. In

assuming the responsibility, I had no doubt
of my ability to satisfy General Grant of the

correctness of my course ; and it was subse-

quently approved.
When night fell, the command bivouacked

without fire or supper. Fatigue parties were
told oft' to look after the wounded ; and in the

relief given there was no distinction made
between friend and foe. 'i'he labor extended
through the whole night, and the surgeons

never rested. By sunset the conditions of the

morning were all restored. The Union com-
mander was free to order a general assault

next day or resort to a formal siege.

THE LAST COUNCIL OF WAR.

A GREAT discouragement fell upon the

brave men inside the works that night. Be-

sides suffering from wounds and bruises and
the dreadful weather, they were aware that

though they had done their best they were
held in a close grip by a superior enemy.
A council of general and field ofticers was
held at headquarters, which resulted in a

unanimous resolution that if the position in

front of General Pillow had not been re-occu-

pied by the Federals in strength, the army
should eftect its retreat. A reconnaissance was
ordered to make the test. Colonel Forrest

conducted it. He reported that the ground
was not only re-occupied, but that the enemy
were extended yet farther around the Con-
federate left. The council then held a final

session.

General Buckner, as the junior ofticer

present, gave his opinion first ; he thought he

could not successfully resist the assault, which

would be made at daylight by a vasdy supe-

rior force. But he further remarked, that as

he understood the principal object of the

defense of Donelson was to cover the move-
ment of General A. S. Johnston's arm)- from

Bowling Green to Nashville, if that move-

ment was not completed he was of opinion

that the defense should be continued at the

risk of the destruction of the entire force.

General Floyd replied that General John-

ston's army had already reached Nashville,

whereupon General Buckner said that " it

would be wrong to subject the army to a

virtual massacre, when no good could result

from the sacrifice, and that the general ofti-

cers owed it to their men, when further re-

sistance was unavailing, to obtain the best

terms of capitulation possible for them."

Both Generals l-'loyd and Pillow acquiesced

in the opinion. Ordinarily the council would

have ended at this point, and the commanding
general would have addressed himself to the
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duty of obtaining terms. He would have

called for pen, ink. and paper, and prepared a

note for dispatch to the commanding general

of the opposite force. But there were cir-

cumstances outside the mere military situation

which at this juncture pressed themselves into

consideration. As this was the first surrender

of armed men, banded together for war upon

the general government, what would the Fed-

erarauthorities do with the prisoners ? This

question was of appUcation to all the gentlemen

in the council. It was lost to view, however,

when General Floyd announced his purpose

to leave with two steamers which were to be

down at daylight, and to take with him as

many of his division as the steamers could

carry away.

General Pillow then remarked that there

were no two persons in the Confederacy

whom the Yankees would rather capture than

himself and General Floyd (who had been

Buchanan's Secretary of War, and was under

indictment at Washington). As to the pro-

priety of his accompanying General Floyd,

the latter said, coolly, that the question was

one for every man to decide for himself.

Buckner was of the same view, and added
that as for himself he regarded it as his duty to

stay with his men and share their fate, what-

ever it might be. Pillow persisted in leaving.

Floyd then directed General Buckner to con-

sider himself in command. Immediately that

the council was concluded, General Floyd

prepared for his departure. His first move
was to have his brigade drawn up. The
peculiarity of the step was that, with the ex-

ception of one Missouri regiment, his regi-

ments were all Virginians. A short time be-

fore daylight the two steam- boats arrived.

Without loss of time the General hastened to

the river, embarked with his Virginians, and
at an early hour cast loose from the shore, and
in good time, and safely, he reached Nash-
ville. He never satisfactorily explained upon
what principle he appropriated all the trans-

portation on hand to the use of his particular

command.
Colonel Forrest was present at the council,

and when the final resolution was taken, he
promptly announced that he neither could

nor would surrender his command. The bold
trooper had no qualms upon the subject. He
assembled his men, all as hardy as himself,

and after reporting once more at headquar-
ters, he moved out and plunged into a slough

formed by backwater from the river. An icy

crust covered its surface, the wind blew fierce-

ly, and the darkness was unrelieved by a star.

There was fearful floundering as the com-

mand following him. At length he struck dry

land, and was safe. He was next heard of ai

Nashville.

General Buckner, who throughout the

affair, bore himself with dignity, ordered the

troops back to their positions and opened
communications with General Grant, whose
laconic demand of " unconditional sur|

render," in his reply to General Buckner'i
overtures, became at once a watch-word
the war.

THE SURRENDER.

The Third Division was astir very early

on the 1 6th of February. The regiments be-*

gan to form and close up the intervals be-

tween them, the intention being to charge the

breastworks south of Dover about breakfast-

time. In the midst of the preparation a

bugle was heard, and a white flag was seen

coming from the town toward the pickets. I

sent my adjutant-general to meet the flag half-

way and inquire its purpose. Answer was re-

turned that General Buckner had capitulated

during the night, and was now sending in-

formation of the fact to the commander of the

troops in this quarter, that there might be no
further bloodshed. The division was ordered

to advance and take possession of the works

and of all public property and prisoners,

Leaving that agreeable duty to the brigade

commander, I joined the officer bearing the

flag, and with my staff" rode across the trench

and into the town, till we came to the door of

the old tavern already described, where I dis-

mounted. The tavern was the headquarters

of General Buckner, to whom I sent my name

;

and being an acquaintance, I was at once

admitted.

I found General Buckner with his staJ

at breakfast. He met me with politene;

and dignity. Turning to the officers '<.

the table, he remarked :
" General Wallac(

it is not necessary to introduce you to thes

gentlemen
;
you are acquainted with ther

all." They arose, came forward one by one

and gave their hands in salutation. I was thei

invited to breakfast, which consisted of con

bread and coffee, the best the gallant host ha(

in his kitchen. We sat at table about an hou
and a half, when General Grant arrived, an
took temporary possession of the tavern as

his headquarters. Later in the morning the

army marched in and completed the pos-

session.

Lew Wallace.
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GREELEY'S ESTIMATE OF LINCOLN.

AN UNPUBLISHED ADDRESS BY HORACE GREELEY.i

IHERE have been ten

thousand attempts at

the Ufe ofAbraham Lin-

coln, whereof that of

Wilkes Booth was per-

haps the most atro-

cious; yet it stands by
no means alone. Ora-

tors have harangued, preachers have sermon-

ized, editors have canted and descanted ; forty

or fifty full-fledged biographies have been in-

flicted on a much-enduring public
;
yet the man,

Abraham Lincoln, as I saw and thought I knew
him, is not clearly depicted in any of these, so

far as I have seen. I do not say that most or

all of these are not better than my Lincoln

—

I only say they are not mine. Bear with me
an hour and I will show you the man as he

Peared to me— as he seems not to have ap-

kd to any of them; and ifhe shall be shown
to you as by no means the angel that some, or

the devil that others, have portrayed him, I

think he will be brought nearer to your appre-

hension and your sympathies than the ideal-

ized Lincolnof his panegyrists or his defamers.

Nay, I do sincerely hope to make the real

Lincoln, with his thoroughly human good
and ill, his virtues and his imperfections, more
instructive and more helpful to ordinary hu-

manity, than his unnatural, celestial apotheo-

sized shadow ever was or could be.

I shall pass rapidly over what I may distin-

guish as the 7-ail-spliiiing era of his life. Born in

a rude portion of Kentucky in 1809 ; removed
into the still more savage, unpeopled wilder-

ness, then the Territory of Indiana, in 181 1

;

losing his mother and only brother while yet

a child, and his only sister in later youth, he
grew up in poverty and obscurity on the rugged
outskirt of civilization, or a little beyond it,

where there were no schools, post-offices few

and far between, newspapers in those days
seldom seen in the new and narrow clearings,

and scarce worth the eyesight they marred
when they were seen ; the occasional stump
speech of a candidate for ofiice, and the more
frequent sermon of some Methodist or Baptist

1 This interesling address by Horace Greeley was
written either in 1868 or not far from that date ; but

for some reason it did not receive pubhcation— and
it is believed was never delivered. Mr. Greeley's

manuscript, now in the possession of a former editor

itinerant— earnest and fervid, but grammati-
cally imperfect, supplying most of the intellec-

tual and spiritual element attainable. He did

not attend school for the excellent reason that

there %vas no school within reach— the poor
whites from the Slave-States, who mainly set-

tled Southern Indiana, being in no hurry to es-

tablish schools, and his widowed father being

one of them. So he chopped timber, arul split

rails, and hoed corn, and pufled fodder, as did

other boys around him (when they did any-

thing) ; learning to read as he best might, and,

thenceforth, reading from time to time such

few books, good, bad, and indifferent, as fell

in his way, and so growing up to be six feet

four inches high by the time he was twenty

years old. As no one ever publicly denied that

he was an obedient, docile son, a kind, indul-

gent brother, and a pleasant, companionable
neighbor, I will take these points as conceded.

About the time he became of age his father

made a fresh plunge into the wilderness— this

time into the heart of Illinois, halting for a year

near the present city of Springfield, and then

striking eastward seventymiles to Coles County,

whither his son did not see fit to follow him

;

but having once already when nineteen years

of age made a voyage down the Mississippi

to New Orleans on a flat boat, laden with

produce, he now helped build such a boat,

and made his second journey thereon to the

Crescent City ; returning to serve a year as clerk

in a store ; then heading a company of volun-

teers for the Black Hawk War of 1832 ; and

next becoming at once a law student and a

candidate for the legislature ; receiving an al-

most unanimous vote in the only precinct where

he was known, but failing of an election in

the county. He had already, since he became
his own man, obtained some schooling, and

the craft of a land surveyor ; he was twenty-

three years old when he in the same season

became a captain of volunteers, a candidate

for representative, and a student at law.

Let me pause here to consider the surprise

often expressed when a citizen oflimited school-

ing is chosen to be, or is presented for one of

of the "Tribune," has been lent to me to decipher.

Its frequent and closely and minutely written inter-

lineations, and its general illegibility have made its

reproduction a somewhat appalling task.

Joel Benton.
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the highest civil trusts. Has that argument any

foundationinreason, any justificationin history?

Of our country's great men, beginning with

Ben FrankHn. I estimate that a majority had

little if anything more tlian a common school

education, while many had less. Washington,

Jefferson, and Madison had rather more;
Clay and Jackson somewhat less ; Van Buren

perhaps a little more ; Lincoln decidedly less.

How great was his consequent loss ? I raise

the question; let others decide it. Having
seen much of Henry Clay, I confidently assert

that not one in ten of those who knew him
late in life would have suspected from aught

in his conversation or bearing, that his educa-

tion had been inferior to that of the college

graduates bv whom he was surrounded. His

knowledge was difterent from theirs ; and the

same is true of Lincoln's as well. Had the lat-

ter hved to be seventy years old, I judge that

whate\er of hesitation or ra^i'tiess was observ-

able in his manner would have vanished, and
he would have met and mingled with educated

gentlemen and statesmen on the same easy

footing of equality with Henry Clay in his

later prime of life. How far his two flatboat

voyages to New Orleans are to be classed as

educational exercises above or below a fresh-

man's year in college, I will not say ; doubtless

some freshmen know more, others less, than

those journeys taught him. Reared under the

shadow of the primitive woods, which on every

side hemmed in the petty clearings of the gen-

erally poor, and rarely energetic or diligent,

pioneers of the Southern Indiana wilderness,

his first introduction to the outside world from
the deck of a " broad-horn " must have been
wonderfully interesting and suggestive. To
one whose utmost experience of civilization

had been a county town, consisting of a dozen
or twenty houses, mainly log, with a shabby
little court-house, including jail, and a shabbier,

ruder, little church, that must have been a mar-
velous spectacle which glowed in his face from
the banks of the Ohio and the lower Missis-

sippi. Though Cairo was then but a desolate

swamp, Memphis a wood-landing and Vicks-

burgh a timbered ridge with a few stores at

its base, even these were in striking contrast

to the somber monotony of the great woods.
The rivers were enlivened by coundess swift-

speeding steamboats, dispensing smoke by
day and flame by night; while New Orleans,

though scarcely one-fourth the city she now
is, was the focus of a vast commerce, and of

a civilization which (for America) might be
deemed antirjuc. I doubt not that our tall and
green young backwooflsman needed only a

piece of well-tanned .sheepskin suitably (that

is, learnedly) in.scribed to have rendered those

two boat trips memorable as his degrees in ca-

pacity to act well his part on that stage which
has mankind for its audience.

He learned and practised land-surveying

because he must somehow live— not ulti-

mately but presently— and he had no idola-

trous affection for the wholesome exercise of

rail-splitting. He studied law, giving thereto

all the time that he could spare from earning

his daily bread, for he aspired to political life
;

and seven-eighths of all the desirable offices

in this country are monopolized by the legal

profession— I will not judge how wisely. He
stood for the legislature, as an election would
have enabled him to study regularly without

running in debt ; whereas, land surveying must
take him away from his books. Beaten then,

though he received the votes of nearly all his

neighbors, he was again a candidate in 1834,
and now, when twenty-five years old, and not

yet admitted to the bar, he was elected and
took his seat— the youngest but one, and
probably the tallest member on the floor. He
was reelected in 1836, in 1838, and in 1840,
receiving after his fourth election the vote of

his fellow Whigs for Speaker. He had thus

practically, when but thirty-one years old, at-

tained the leadership of his party in Illinois

;

and that position was never henceforth con-

tested while he lived. When the party had fiji

electoral ticket to frame, he was placed at its

head ; when it had a chance to elect a United
States Senator, it had no other candidate but
Lincoln, though under his advice it waived its

preference, and united with the anti-Nebraska

Democrats in choosing their leader, Lyman
Trumbull ; it presented him to the first Repub-
lican National Convention as its choice for

vice-president, and the next, as its choice for

president, which prevailed. Meantime, when
his second seat in the Senate became vacant
in 1858, there was not one Republican in the

State who suggested any other name than

his for the post. What was it, in a State so

large as Illinois, and a party that was justly

proud of its Browning, its Yates, its Davis, its

Washbume, and others, gave him this unques-

tioned ascendancy ?

I would say, first, his unhesitating, uncal-

culating, self-sacrificing devotion to the prin-

ciples and aims of his party. When a poor,

unknown youth he first proclaimed himself a
Whig, Jacksonism was dominant and rampant
throughout the land, and especially in Illinois,

where it seemed to have the strength of Gib-
raltar. In 1836, Ohio and Indiana went for

Harrison, but Illinois was not moved to follow

them. In 1840, the Whigs carried every other

free State, New Hampshire excepted
;
yet Illi-

nois despite her many veterans who had served

under Harrison, or been under his rule, as

Governor of the Northwest Territory, went
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for Van Buren. Again, in 1844, Mr. Lincoln

traveled far and wide, speaking long and well

as a Clay elector, yet the State rolled up a

largely increased majority for Polk, and she

went heavily for Pierce in 1852, likewise for Bu-

chanan in '56. She never cast an electoral

vote for any other than the Democratic nomi-

nee, till she cast all she had for her own Lin-

coln. I apprehend that throughout his political

career Mr. Lincoln was the most earnest par-

tizan, the most industrious, eftective canvasser

of his party in the State. Having espoused the

^Vhig cause when it was hopeless, and strug-

gled unavailingly for it, through twenty years

of adversity, his compatriots had learned to

repose implicit faith in him beyond that which
they accorded to any other man, Henry Clay
alone excepted.

Our presidential and State canvasses are

often improvidently conducted. People wan-
der to distant counties to listen to favorite ora-

tors, and swell processions at mass-meetings.

They compel speakers to strain and crack

their voices in addressing acres of would-be
auditors ; when, in fact, more effect is usually

produced, so far as conviction is concerned, by
a quiet, protracted talk in a log school-house

than by half-a-dozen tempestuous harangues

to a gathering of excited thousands. I per-

ceive and admit the faults, the vices of our

system of electioneering ; and yet I hold that

an American presidential canvass, with all its

imperfections on its head, is of immense value,

of inestimable utility, as a popular political uni-

versity, whence even the unlettered, the rag-

ged, the penniless may graduate with profit if

they will. In the absence of the stump, I doubt
the feasibility of maintaining institutions more
than nominally republican; but the stump
brings the people face to face with their rulers

and aspirants to rule ; compels an exhibition and
scrutiny of accounts and projects, andmakes al-

most every citizen, however heedless and self-

ish, an arbiter in our political controversies,

enlisting his interest and arousing his patriot-

ism. The allowance of a monarch, exorbitant

as it is, falls far below the cost of choosing a
president ; but the acquaintance with public

affairs diffused through a canvass is worth far

more than its cost. That falsehoods and dis-

torted conceptions are also disseminated is

unhappily true; but there was never yet astir-

ring presidential canvass which did not leave
the people far better, and more generally, in-

formed on public affairs than it found them.
The American stump fills the place of the
coup d' c'tat, and the Spanish-American ptv-
nunciatnenio. It is, in an eminently practical

sense, the conservator of American liberty, and
the antidote to official tyranny and corruption.

The canvasser, if fit to be a canvasser, is

teaching his hearers ; fit or unfit, he can hardly
fail to be instructed himself He is day by day
presenting facts and arguments and reading in

the faces of his hearers their relative pertinence
and effectiveness. If his statement of his case
does not seem to produce conviction, he varies,

fortifies, reenforces it; giving it from day to

day new shapes until he has hit upon that which
seems to command the hearty, enthusiastic as-

sent of the great body of his hearers ; and this

becomes henceforth his model. Such was the
school in which Abraham Lincoln trained him-
self to be the foremost convincer of his day—
the one who could do his cause more good
and less harm by a speech than any other liv-

ing man.
Every citizen has certain conceptions, recol-

lections, convictions, notions, prejudices, which
together make up what he terms his politics.

The canvasser's art consists in making him
believe and feel that an over-ruling majority

of these preconceptions ally him to that side

whereof said canvasser is the champion. In
other words, he seeks to behttle those points

whereon his auditor is at odds with him and
emphasizes those wherein they two are in ac-

cord ; thus persuading the hearer to sympathize,

act and vote with the speaker. And with this

conception in view, I do not hesitate to pro-

nounce Mr. Lincoln's speech at Cooper Insti-

tute, New York, in the spring of i860, the very

best political address to which I ever listened

—and I have heard some of Webster's grand-

est. As a literary effort, it would not of course,

bear comparison with many of Webster's

speeches; but regarded simply as an effort

to convince the largest possible number that

they ought to be on the speaker's side, not on
the other, I do not hesitate to pronounce it

unsurpassed.

I first met Mr. Lincoln late in 1848 at Wash-
ington, as a representative in the Thirtieth

Congress— the only one to which he was ever

elected. His was, as apportioned under the

census of 1840, a Whig district; and he was
elected from it in 1846 by the largest majority

it ever gave any one. He was then not quite

forty years old; a genial, cheerful, rather

comely man, noticeably tall, and the only

Whig from Illinois—not remarkable other-

wise, to the best of my recollection. He was
generally liked on our side of the House ; he
made two or three moderate and sensible

speeches which attracted little attention ; he
voted generally to forbid the introduction of

slavery into the still untainted Territories ; but

he did not vote for Mr. Gait's resolve looking

to the immediate abolition of slavery in the

Federal district, being deterred by the some-
what fiery preamble thereto. He introduced

a counter-proposition of his own, looking to
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abolition by a vote of the people— that is by

the whites of the district— which seemed to

me much like submitting to the votes of the

inmates of a penitentiary a proposition to

double the length of their respective terms of

imprisonment. In short, he was one of the

ver>- mildest type of Wilmot Proviso Whigs
from the free States— not nearly so pronounced

as many who long since found a congenial rest

in the ranks of the pro-slavery democracy.

But as I had made most of the members my
enemies at an early stage of that short session,

by printing an elucidated expose of the in-

iquities of Congressional mileage ; and as he

did not join the active cabal against me, though

his mileage figured conspicuously and by no
means flatteringly in that expose, I parted from

him at the close of the Congress with none but

grateful recollections. There were men ac-

counted abler on our side of the House— such

as Collamer, of Vermont ; Palfrey, and Mann,
of Massachusetts, and perhaps Schenck and
Root, of Ohio— yet I judge that no other was
more generally liked and esteemed than he.

And yet had each of us been required to name
the man among us who would first attain the

presidency, I doubt whether five of us would
have designated Abraham Lincoln.

He went home to his law office after trying,

I think, to be commissioner of the General Land
Office under the incoming Taylor regime and
finding the place bespoken ; and thenceforth,

little was heard of him out of Illinois until the

Northern uprising consequent on the introduc-

tion and passage of what is known as the " Ne-
braska Bill." He had hitherto been known as

rather conservative than otherwise; this act

had the same effect on him as on many others.

He was henceforth an open, determined op-

ponent of any extension of slavery to territory

previously free. Thus he bore his part in the

Illinois contests of 1854 and 1856; and thus

when unanimously proclaimed the standard
bearer of the Republican party of the State

in the senatorial struggle of 1858, he opened
the canvass in a speech to the convention which
nominated him, which embodied these me-
morable words:

If we could first know where we are and whither
we are tending, we could better judge what to do
and how to do it. We are now far into the fifth

year since a policy was initiated, with the avowed
object and confident promise of putting an end
to slavery agitation. Under the operation of that

policy, that agitation has not only not ceased, but
has constantly augmented. In my opinion it will

not cease until a crisis shall have been reached and
passed. " A house divided against itself cannot
stand." I believe this government cannot endure
permanently, half slave and half free. I do not

expect the Union to be dissolved — I do not ex-

pect the house to fall— but I do expect it will

cease to be divided. It will become all one thing
or all the other. Either the opponents of slavery

will arrest the further spread of it, and place
it where the public mind shall rest in the belief

that it is in the course of ultimate extinction;

or its advocates will push it forward till it shall

become alike lawful in all the States, old as well
as new. North as well as South.

Here is the famous doctrine of the " irre-

pressible conflict," which Governor Seward
set forth four months later in his speech at

Rochester, New York, which attracted even
wider attention and fiercer denunciation than
Mr, Lincoln's earlier avowal. " Shall I tell you
what this colhsion means? " queried Governor
S., with reference to the existing controversy

respecting slavery in the Territory : "They
who think that it is accidental, unnecessary,

the work of interested or fanatical agitators,

and, therefore, ephemeral, mistake the case al-

together. It is an irrepressible conflict between
opposing and enduring forces ; and it means
that the United States must and will, sooner
or later, become either entirely a slave holding
nation, or entirely a free labor nation. ... It

is the failure to apprehend this great truth that

induces so many unsuccessful attempts at final

compromise between the slave and the free

States ; and it is the existence of this great fact

that renders all such pretended compromises
when made, vain and ephemeral."

Finer reading of a national horoscope no
statesman ever made— clearer glance into the

dim-lit future has rarely been vouchsafed to

holy prophet after long vigils of fasting and
prayer at Sinai or Nebo, And yet what a

stunning concert— or rather dissonance of

shriek, and yell, and hostile brays these twin

utterances evoked, from ten thousand groan-

ing stumps, from a thousand truculent, shrew-

ish journals! An open adhesion to atheism or

anarchy could hardly have called forth fiercer or

more scathing execrations. Yet looking back
through an eventful interval of less than a de-

cade we see that no truth is more manifest,

and hardly one was at that moment more per-

tinent than that so clearly yet so inoffensively

stated, first by the Western lawyer and candi-

date, then by the New York senator.

I invoke that truth to-day as a bar to harsh

judgments and bitter denunciations— as a

balm to the wounds of the nation. There was
" an irrei)ressible conflict," the Union could not
" endure half slave and half free," The inter-

ests of slave-holders and free labor were antag-

onistic, and it was by no contrivance of

politicians, but in spite of their determined
efforts that the slavery question was perpet-

ually, with brief intervals, distracting Congress,

and involving the North and the South in
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fierce collision. Shallow talkers say " If it had
not been for this or for that— if there had been

no Calhoun or no Garrison, no Wendell Phil-

lips or no Wise— if John Brown had died

ten years sooner, or Jeff Davis had never

been born there would have been no Nebraska

question ; no secession ; no civil war." Idle,

empty babble, dallying with surfaces and tak-

ing no account of the essential and inevita-

ble ! If none of the hundred best-known and
most widely hated of our notables of the last

twenty years had ever been born, the late strug-

gle might have been postponed a few years or

might have been hastened, but it could not

have been averted. It broke out in God's

good time because it had to be— because the

elements of discord imbedded in our institu-

tions could no longer be held passive, so far as

its divine end had been fully accomplished.

Such are the convictions which have impelled

me to plead for amnesty, charity, and mercy,

and oblivion, as I should have pleaded though
with even less effect had the other party tri-

umphed. Though there had never been a Mis-

souri to admit, a Texas to annex, nor a Kansas
to organize and colonize with free labor or with

slaves, the " conflict between opposing and
enduring forces " would, nevertheless, have
wrought out its natural results.

I cannot help regarding that senatorial con-

test of 1 858, between Lincoln and Douglas, as

one of the most characteristic and at the same
time most creditable incidents in our national

history. There was an honest and earnest dif-

ference with regard to a most important and
imminent public question ; and Illinois was
very equally divided thereon, with a United
States senator for six years to be chosen by the

legislature then to be elected. Henceforth each
party selects its ablest and most trusted cham-
pion, nominates him for the coveted post, and
sends him out as the authorized, indorsed, ac-

credited champion of its principles and policy

to canvass the State and secure a verdict for

its cause. So the two champions traversed the

prairies, speaking alternately to the same vast

audiences at several central, accessible points,

and speaking separately at others, until the

day of election ; when Douglas secured a small

majority in either branch of the legislature, and
was reelected, though Lincoln had the larger

popular vote. But while Lincoln had spent less

than a thousand dollars in all, Douglas in the

canvass had borrowed and dispensed no less

than eighty thousand dollars ; incurring a debt
which weighed him down to the grave. I pre-

sume no dime of this Avas used to buy up his

competitor's voters, but all to organize and
draw out his own; still the debt so improvi-

dently, if not culpably, incurred remained to

harass him out of this mortal life.

Lincoln it was said was beaten ; it was a
hasty, erring judgment. This canvass made him
stronger at home, stronger with the Republi-
cans of the whole country, and when the next
national convention of his party assembled,
eighteen months thereafter, he became its nom-
inee for President, and thus achieved the highest

station in the gift of his country ; which but for

that misjudged feat of 1858 he would never
have attained.

A great deal of knowing smartness has been
lavished on that Chicago nomination. IfA had
not wanted this, or had B been satisfied with

that, or C not been offended because he had
missed or been refused something else, the result

would have been different, says Shallowpate.

But know, O Shallowpate ! that Lincoln was
nominated for the one sufticient reason that he
could obtain more electoral votes than any of

his competitors ! And that reason rarely fails

in a national convention. It nominated Har-
rison in '39 ; Polk in '44 ; Taylor in '48 ; Pierce

in '56 ; and Lincoln in '60. Those who com-
pose national conventions are generally at least

shrewd politicians. They want to secure a tri-

umph if for no better reason than that they

hope thereby to gratifytheirown personal aspira-

tions. So they consult and compare and balance
popularities, and weigh probabilities ; and at

last the majority center upon that candidate

who can poll most votes. This may not be our

noblest test of statesmanship, but it is at least

intelligible. And thus Abraham Lincoln be-

came President, having every electoral vote

from the free States, but three of the seven cast

from New Jersey.

Then followed secession, and confedera-

tion, and civil war, whereof the first scenes

had been enacted before Mr. Lincoln com-
menced his journey to Washington, taking

leave of his fellow-citizens of Springfield

with prophetic tenderness and solemnity, and
thenceforward addressing at almost every

stopping place vast crowds who would have

speeches, though he would and should have

kept silence; and so meandering to the national

capital, everywhere cheered and welcomed,

though nearly half his auditors had voted

against him, until he neared the slave line

;

and now he was over-persuaded by the urgent

representations of Senator Seward and General

Scott, based upon the espials and discoveries

of Police-Superintendent Kennedy, to break

his engagement to traverse Baltimore, as he

had traversed New York and other cities which

had given heavy majorities against him, and
take instead a sleeping-car which, passing

through Baltimore in the dead of night, landed

him in Washington hours before that wherein

he was expected publicly to enter Baltimore.

I have no doubt that there was a plot to
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assassinate him on his way through Bahimore
— that the outbreak which cost the Hves of

six Massachusetts vohmteers would have been

anticipated bv two weeks had he afforded the

opportunity ; but this peril of assassination is

one of the inevitable attendants of conspicu-

ous activity in public affairs in times of popu-

lar passion. I cannot say how many distinct.

written notices that my life was forfeited, and

the forfeit would soon be exacted, I have been

honored with— certainly a dozen, possibly a

hundred— and, arguing from the little to the

great, I have no doubt that INIr. Lincoln's al-

Totment of these seductive billets must have

considerably exceeded ten thousand.

But what then ? Must we sit up all night

because so many people die in their beds ?

We cannot evade the assassin ; we cannot fence

him out. or Henry IV., of France, and ever

so man\- more powerful and beloved monarchs

would not have succumbed to the dagger, the

pistol, or the bowl. The most powerful of liv-

ing rulers is .Alexander II., of Russia, and his

life has twice within a few years past been

saved by the inaccuracy of a regicide's aim.i

The words of the mighty Julius, as rendered

by Shakspere, embody the truest and highest

wisdom

:

Cowards die many times before their deaths
;

The valiant never taste of death but once.

Of all the wonders that I yet have heard,

It seems to me most strange that men should
fear

;

Seeing that death, a necessary end,

Will come when it will come.

I am quite certain that this was also Mr.
Lincoln's profound conviction, and that he

acted on it whenever he was not overruled

by a clamor too sudden and too weighty to

allow his judgment fair play. " Hence his

untimely death," you say. I do not believe

it
;
you may renounce the sunlight and sit

trembling in an inner dungeon surrounded by
triple walls and triple guards and yet the assas-

sin will steal in upon you unawares. There is

no absolute safeguard against him
;
your only

refuge is the assurance that

Man is immortal 'til his work is done.

Despite ten thousand menaces and warnings
and offers to pay for his taking off, and to take

him off for pay, Mr. Lincoln was inaugurated
President. No crack of rifle or bark of revol-

ver interrupted the reading of his inaugural,

though I confidently expected and awaited it.

Under a bright March sun, surrounded by a

brilliant coterie of foreign ministers and home

1 Assassinatc-fl finally .March 13, 1881.— EniTOR.
2 See "Abraham Lincoln: A History," Vol. Til,

p. 319.— Editor.

dignitaries, the new President read the inaugu-

ral, which he had evidently prepared with care

and anxious deliberation before leaving his dis-

tant home. That document will be lingered

o\er and admired long after we shall all have
passed away. It was a masterly effort at per-

suasion and conciliation by one whose com-
mand of logic was as perfect as his reliance

on it was unqualified. The man evidently be-

lieved with all his soul that if he could but

convince the- South that he would arrest and
return her fugitive slaves and offered to slav-

ery every support required by comity, or

by the letter of the Constitution, he would
avert her hostility, dissolve the Confederacy,

and restore throughout the Union the sway
of the Federal authority and laws ! There was
never a wilder delusion. I doubt whether one
single individual was recalled from meditated

rebellion to loyalty by that overture, yet mark
how solemnly, how touchingly he pleads that

war may be averted :

[Here Mr. Greeley quotes the close of the

inaugural. 2— EDITOR.]

I apprehend that Mr. Lincoln was very

nearly the last man in the country whether
North or South to rehnquish his rooted con-

^iction, that the growing chasm might be closed

and the Union fully restored without the shed-

ding of blood. Inured to the ways of the Bar
and the Stump, so long accustomed to hear of

rebellions that never came to light, he long and
obstinately refused to believe that reason and
argument, fairly employed, could fail of their

proper effect. Though Montgomery Blair, that

member of his cabinet who best understood

the Southern character, strenuously insisted

from the Outset that war was inevitable, that

hard knocks must be given and taken before

the authority of the Union could be restored,

or would be recognized in the Cotton States,

the President gave far greater heed to the

counsel and anticipations of his Secretary of

State, whose hopeful nature and optimistic

views were in accordance with his own stub-

bom prepossessions.

I saw him for a short hour about a fortnight

after his inauguration ; and though the tidings

of General Twiggs's treacherous surrender of

the larger portion of our httle army, hitherto

employed in guarding our Mexican frontier,

had been some days at hand, I saw and heard
nothing that indicated or threatened belliger-

ency on our part. On the contrary, the Presi-

dent sat listening to the endless whine of

office-seekers, and doling out village post-

offices to importunate or lucky partizans just

as though we were sailing before land breezes

on a smiling, summer sea ; and to my inquiry,

" Mr. President ! do you know that you will

have iojii^/it ior the place in which you sit?
"
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he answered pleasantly, I will not say lightly

—

but in words which intimated his disbelief that

any fighting would transpire or be needed;
and I firmly believe that this dogged resolu-

tion not to believe that our country was about

to be drenched in firaternal blood, is the solu-

tion of his obstinate calmness throughout the

earlier stages of the war ; and especially, his

patient listening to the demand of a depu-

tation from the Young Christians of Baltimore

as well as of the mayor and of other city dig-

nitaries, that he should stipulate while block-

aded in Washington, and in imminent danger
of expulsion, that no more Northern volun-

teers should cross the sacred soil of Mary-
land in hastening to his relief. We could not

comprehend this at the North—many of us

have not yet seen through it; most certainly

ifhe had required a committee of ten thousand

to kick the bearers of this preposterous, impu-
dent demand back to Baltimore, the ranks of

that committee would have been filled in an
hour from any Northern city or county con-

taining fifty thousand inhabitants.

And thus the precious early days of the con-

flict were surrendered because the President

did not even yet believe that any serious con-

flict would be had. He still clung to the

delusion that forbearance, and patience, and
moderation, and §oft words would yet obviate

all necessity for deadly strife. Thus new vol-

unteers were left for weeks to rot in idleness

and dissipation in the outskirts and purlieus of

Washington,because their commander-in-chief

beheved that it would never be necessary or

advisable to load their muskets with ball car-

tridges. But when at length that heardess, halt-

ing, desolating, stumbling, staggering, fatally

delayed advance to Bull Run was made by
half the regiments that should have been sent

forward, and had recoiled in ignominious dis-

aster, as an advance so made against a com-
pact, determined, decently handled force must,

there came a decided change. The wanton
rout of that black day cost the President but

one night's sleep. It cost me a dozen, while

good men died of it who had never been within

two hundred miles of the so quickly deserted

field. Henceforth Mr. Lincoln accepted war
as a stem necessity, and stood ready to fight it

out to the bitter end.

And yet while I judge that many were more
eager than he to bring the struggle to an early

if worthy close, no one would have welcomed
an honorable and lasting pacification with a

sincerer joy. No man was ever more grossly

misrepresented ormore widely misapprehended
than he was on this point ; and I deem the fault

partly his own or that of his immediate coun-

selors. Let me state distinctly how and why.

The rebeUion, once fairly inaugurated, was

kept alive and aggravated by systematic and
monstrous misrepresentation at the South of
the spirit and purpose of the North. That our
soldiers were sent down to kill, ravage, and
destroy, with " Beauty and booty " on their

standards, and rage and lust in their hearts
;

and that the North would be satisfied with
nothing less than its utter spoliation, if not the

absolute extirpation of the Southern people—
such were the tales currently reported and
widely beheved in that vast region wherein no
journal not avowedly Confederate existed or

could exist for years, until the strength of the

Rebellion lay in a widespread belief within its

domain that nothing worse could possibly hap-

pen to its adherents or their families than sub-

jugation to the Union. Hence I hold that our

Government, whatever its hopes of a favorable

issue, should not only have welcomed every

overture looking to pacification from the other

side but should have studied and planned to

multiply opportunities for conference and ne-

gotiation. VVhen Henry May, an anti-war rep-

resentative of Baltimore, in Congress, sought

permission to go to Richmond in quest of

peace, Mr. Lincoln allowed him to slip clan-

destinely through our lines ; but kept his mis-

sion quiet and disclaimed all responsibility for

it. I would have pubHcly said :
" Go in wel-

come, Mr. May; I only stipulate that you
publish, and authenticate by your signature, the

very best terms that are offered you at Rich-

mond ; and I agree if they be responsibly in-

dorsed to give them a prompt unprejudiced

consideration." And I would have repeated

this to every Democrat who might at any time

have solicited like permission. So, when in

July, 1863, Mr. A. H. Stephens sought per-

mission to visit Washington in a Confederate

gunboat with some sort of overture, I would

have responded :
" Spare us your gunboat, Mr.

S. ; that would be superfluous here; but you

will find a swift vessel and a safe-conduct

awaiting you at Fort Monroe; so come to

us at once, properly accredited, and you will

find us not merely willing but anxious to stay

this revolting effusion of human blood." And
so to the last. I do firmly believe that the

President's Niagara card, " To whom it may
Concern," did much to disabuse the Southern

mind with regard to Northern purposes, and

might have been so framed and proftered as

to have done very much more had it said di-

recUy, aftirmatively, what it said inferentially,

negatively. I believe it would have paralyzed

thousands of arms then striking frenziedly at

^the best of their and our country. And I hold

Mr. Lincoln's uldmate visit to Fort Monroe,
there to confer with Stephens, Hunter, and
Campbell, with a view to peace, one of the wis-

est and noblest acts of an eventful, illustrious
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life, and one which contributed more than

many a Union victory to the speedy disinte-

gration and collapse of the Rebellion. Hon-
ored be the wisdom that comes late, if it be

not indeed too late

!

As to the slavery question I think Mr. Lin-

coln resolutely looked away from it so long as

he could, because he feared that his recogniz-

ingslaverv as the mainspring and driving wheel

of the Rebellion was calculated to weaken the

Union cause by detaching Maryland, Ken-
tuckv, and possibly Missouri also, from its

support. •• One war at a time " was his wise

veto on ever)' avoidable foreign complication

;

and in the same spirit he vetoed Fremont's

and Phelps's, and Hunter's, and other early

etibrts to liberate the slaves of rebels, or to

enlist negro troops. I am not arguing that he

was right or wrong in any particular instance

;

I am only setting forth his way of looking at

these grave questions, and the point of view

from which he regarded them. To deal with

each question as it arose and not be embar-

rassed in so dealing with it by preconceptions

and premature committals, and never to widen
needlessly the circle of our enemies, was his

inflexible rule. Hence when Congress, in the

summer of 1864, named and enacted an elab-

orate plan of reconstruction for the States then

in revolt—which bill was presented to him dur-

ing the last hour of the session— he withheld

his signature and thereby caused its failure—
not, as he explained, that he was adverse to

the conditions proposed therein, but that he
" refused to be inflexibly committed to any
single plan of restoration "— while the Rebel-

lion was still unsubdued, and while exigencies

might arise in the progress of the conflict,

which could not be foreseen. The document
wherein Messrs. Wade and Winter Davis criti-

cized and controverted this decision is far

clearer and more caustic than any Mr. Lin-

coln ever wrote; and yet I beUeve, the judg-

ment of posterity wfll be that he had the right

side of the question.

I am not so clear that he had the better po-

sition in his discussion with Messrs. Coming
and other Democrats of Albany and in his

like correspondence with Democratic leaders

in Ohio touching the arrest and punishment
of Mr. Vallandigham. The essential question

at issue was this :
" How far may a citizen law-

fully and with impunity oppose a war which
his country is waging ? " It is a question as

old as human freedom, and its settlement has

not yet been approximated. That there must
be liberty to nominate and support candidates

hostile to the further prosecution of the con-

test, and in favor of decisive efforts looking to

and in favor of its speedy close by negotiation,

is not contested : but where is the limit of this

liberty ? May the Opposition proceed to ar-

raign the President as a usurper, despot, an-

archist, murderer, and eulogize the cause of

the public enemy as righteous, patriotic, and
entitled to every good man's sympathy and
support ? If not, where is the freedom of dis-

cussion in election ? If yea, how is the na-

tional authority to be upheld and its right in

extremity to the best services of the whole peo-

ple enforced and maintained? Mr. Vallandig-

ham was and had been an open, unqualifiedly

consistent opponent of the War for the Union.
He held that war to be unjust, unconstitu-

tional, and wantonly aggressive. He held that

the Union could only be restored through the

discomfiture of the national forces and the

consequent abandonment of all attempts to

"coerce" the South. There was nothing equi-

vocal in his attitude, nor in his utterances,

whether in Congress or on the stump. And
it cannot be fairly denied that his speeches

were as clearly giving " aid and comfort " to

the enemy as were the cavalry raids of John
Morgan, J. E. B. Stuart, or Mosby. So Gen-
eral Bumside, commanding the military de-

partment, including Ohio, had him arrested,

tried by a court-martial, convicted, and sen-

tenced to imprisonment in a fortress ; which
sentence was commuted by the President into

banishment to the Southefn Confederacy

—

which sentence was duly executed. And there-

upon Mr. V was nominated for Governor
by the Democracy of Ohio, and a strong appeal

made to the President by the Democrats of

Albany and elsewhere, for an unconditional

reversal of the sentence of banishment, assum-
ing that Mr. V had been condemned and
banished in violation of law and right— "for

no other reason than words addressed to a
public meeting in criticism of the course of

the administration; and in condemnation of

the military orders of" Burnside. I think Mr.
V 's friends have ground to stand upon so

strong— or at least so plausible— that they

might well have offered to set forth more
broadly and forcibly the position and the

action they controverted.

Mr. Lincoln answered them in what I con-

sider the most masterly document that ever

came from his pen. I doubt that Webster could

have done better— I am sure he could not

have so clearly and so forcibly appealed to the

average apprehension of his countrymen ; it is

clear enough from his letter that the whole
business was distasteful to him— that he

thought Burnside had blundered in meddling
at all with Vallandigham, or even recognizing

his existence. Indeed, he intimates this part

plainly in the course of his letter
;
yet he braces

himself for his task and fully justifies therein

the claim I set up for him, that he was the clev-
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erest logician for the masses that America has

yet produced. Six years before he had crushed

by a sentence the sophism that sought to cover

the extension ofslavery into the Territories with

the mantle of " Popular Sovereignty "
: "It

means," said he, " that if A chooses to make B
his slave, C shall not interfere to prevent it,"

so, in answering Messrs. Corning and com-
pany, he treated their letter as covering a de-

mand that the rebel cause might be served and

promoted in the loyal States with impunity by
any action that would not be unlawful in times

of profound peace— a position that he stoutly

contested. .- . .

[Mr. Greeley here quotes from Mr. Lincoln's

letter of June 12, 1863.— EDITOR.]

. . . I donot suppose this logic convinced Mr.

Lincoln that the arrest, and trial, and conviction

of Mr. V were wise and useful measures

of repression— if it did it has had no kin-

dred effect on my mind. Yet I hold that the

bitterest opponent of the President and his pol-

icy must in fairness admit that the case is not

entirely one-sided— that if government is to

exist it must have power to suppress rebellion

against its authority; and that it is neither

reasonable nor possible to accord the same
immunities and uniformly respect the same
safeguards of free speech and personal liberty

in the presence of a gigantic rebellion, as in

times of public tranquillity and unbroken alle-

giance to order and law,

I have said that Mr. Lincoln when I first

knew him was classed with the more conserva-

tive of Northern Whigs on the subject of slav-

ery. On the 3d of March, 1837— the last day
of General Jackson's rule— he submitted to

the Legislature of Ilhnois a protest against cer-

tain pro-slavery resolves passed by the Demo-
cratic majority of that body, wherein on behalf

of himself and his brethren he says

:

They believe that the institution of slavery is

founded on both injustice and bad policy, but

that the promulgation of abolition doctrines tends

rather to increase than abate its evils.

They believe that the Congress of the United
States has no power under the Constitution to

interfere with the institution of slavery in the dif-

ferent States.

They believe that the Congress of the United
States has the power, under the Constitution, to

abolish slavery in the District of Columbia, but
that the power ought not to be exercised, unless

at the request of the people of the District.

In 1848 he voted in Congress (as we have
seen) to lay on the table Mr. Gait's resolve,

proposing instructions to the Federal District

Committee to report a bill abolishing slav-

ery in said district ; but submitted a substitute

looking to compensated, gradual emancipation.

upon the express assent of a majority of the

legal voters thereof. Ten years later, instructed

by the Nebraska developments he had ad-
vanced, as we have seen, to the conception
that "the Union could not permanently endure
half slave and half free "— and that slavery,

not the Union, would eventually have to suc-

cumb and disappear. This was a great stride

;

and he had hardly moved again when he wrote
me on the 22d of August, 1862, in reply to an
appeal from the pro-slavery policy which had
thus far governed the practical conduct of the

war, this exposition of his war policy :

I would save the Union. I would save it the

shortest way under the Constitution. The sooner
the national authority can be restored, the nearer

the Union will be " the Union as it was." If there

be those who would not save the Union unless they

could at the same time save slavery, I do not agree
with them. If there be those who would not save

the Union unless they could at the same time de-

stroy slavery, I do not agree with them. My para-

mount object in this struggle is to save the Union,
and is not either to save or to destroy slavery. If I

could save the Union without freeing any slave,

I would doit; and if I could save it by freeing all

the slaves I would do it ; and if I could save it by
freeing some and leaving others alone, I would
also do that. What I do about slavery and the

colored race, I do because I believe it helps to save

the Union ; and what I forbear, I forbear because
I do not believe it would help to save the Union.

I shall do less whenever I shall believe what I am
doing hurts the cause, and I shall do more when-
ever I shall believe doing more will help the cause.

I shall try to correct errors when shown to be
errors, and I shall adopt new views so fast as

they shall appear to be true views. I have here

stated my purpose according to my view of official

duty; and I intend no modification of my oft-ex-

pressed personal wish, that all men everywhere

could be free.

Yours, A. Lincoln.

This manifesto was exultingly hailed by the

less radical portion of his supporters— I never

could imagine why. It recognized the right to

destroy slavery whenever that step should be

deemed necessary to the national salvation

—

nay, it affirmed the duty of destroying in such

contingency. And it proved that the President

was meditating that grave step and clearly per-

ceiving that it might— nay, probably ^voiild

— become necessary, and that he wished to

prepare the public mind for acquiescence

therein whenever he should realize and an-

nounce that the time had come, I do not see

how these points can have escaped the atten-

tion of any acute and careful observer.

It may well be noted here that this letter,

though in form a response to my " Prayer of

Twenty Millions," was not so in fact; I had
not besought him to proclaim general eman-
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cipation, I had only urged him to give full

effect to the laws of the land, which prescribed

that slaves employed with their master's ac-

quiescence in support of the rebellion should
thencetbrth be treated as free by such employ-
ment, and by the general hostility of their own-
ers to the national authority. I have no doubt
that Mr. Lincoln's letter had been prepared
before he ever saw my '• Prayer," and that this

was merely used by him as an opportunity, an
occasion, an excuse, for setting his own altered

position— changed not by his volition, but by
circumstances— fairly before the country.

At the same time, I have no doubt that his

letter expresses the exact literal truth, precisely

as it lay in his mind. Assailed on the one hand
as intent on upholding and preserving, on the
other as subtly scheming and contriving to sub-
vert and abolish slavery, he was really and truly

obnoxious to neither of these charges, but solely,

engrossingly intent in putting down the Rebel-
lion, and preserving the Union by any and
ever\- means, and ready either to guarantee the
perpetuity or proclaim the overthrow ofhuman
bondage, according as the one step or the other
should seem likely to subserve and secure that
end. Hence the first proclamation of freedom,
which was issued but a few weeks after the
appearance of this letter, seemed to me but
the fulfilment of a promise implied in its fore-

runner.

I did not see the President between the issue
of his first and that of his second Proclamation
of Freedom— in fact, not from January, 1862,
till about February i, 1863. He then spoke of
the Emancipation policy as not having yet ef-

fected so much good here at home as had been
promised or predicted, but added that it had
helped us decidedly in our foreign relations.
He intimated no regret that it had been
adopted, and, I presume, never felt any. In
fact, as he was habitually and constitutionally
cautious as to making advances, he seldom or
never felt impelled or required to take a step
backward. Never putting down his foot till he
felt sure there was firm ground beneath it, he
never feared to lay his whole weight on it when
once fairly down. And, having committed him-
selfto thepolicy ofEmancipation,he proclaimed
and justified it in letters to sympathizing Brit-
i.sh workmen, and to friends and foes on every
side. His proposal of gradual and compensated
Emancipation in the loyal slave States and dis-
tricts, his postponed but hearty sanction of the
enlistment of Black soldiers, and his persistent
and thorough recognition and assertion of the
Inalienable Rights of Man, were links in one
chain which he wove skilfully, if not nimbly,
around the writhing form of the over-mas-
tered, fainting Rebellion. I am no admirer of
the style of his more elaborate and pretentious

state papers, especially his messages to Con
gress. They lack the fire and force that ai

Andrew, a Chase, or even a Stanton wouh
have given them; they are not electric— no
calculated to touch the chords of the nationa
heart, and thrill them with patriotic ardor

; ye
I doubt that our national literature contains i

finer gem than that Httle speech at the Gettys
burg celebration, November 19, 1863, . .

after the close of Mr. Everett's classic bu'
frigid oration. ...
One more citation, and what seems to me

the essential characteristics of a man as truly
unconsciously portrayed in his own acts anc
words, will have been set fairly before you

:

Kentucky had been a chief obstacle to the
eariy adoption of an Emancipation policy. As
the President's native State, as the most cen-
tral and weighty of the so-called border States,
and as preponderandy favorable to the Union,
though very largely represented in the rebel
armies, the President had long hesitated and
yielded to his natural reluctance to oftend his
loyal Whites, as it was clear that any act look-
ing to general Emancipation would surely do.
When the die had at length been cast, and

the attitude of the government ha(t become
unequivocal, her governor, Bramlett, with ex-
Senator Dickson and Editor A. G. Hodges,
appeared in Washington as bearers of her sol-

emn protest against that policy. The Presi-
dent rnet them cordially, and they discussed
their difference freely and amicably, but neither
party seems to have made much headway in
convincing and converting the other. After the
Kentuckians had left, Mr. Hodges asked the
President to give in writing the substance of
the views he had set forth during their inter-

view, and he did it m a letter of remarkable
terseness and cogency even for him. I will

cite but two passages which illustrate phases
of Mr. Lincoln's character and of his mode of
viewing the great questions at issue, which I

have not clearly presented. In the former he
says :

I am naturally antislavery. If slavery is not
wrong, nothing is wrong. I cannot remember
when I did not so think and feel. And yet, I have
never understood that the Presidency conferred
upon me an unrestricted right to act officially

upon this judgment and feeling. It was in the oath
I took, that I would to the best of my ability pre-
serve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the
United States. I could not take the office with-
out taking the oath. Nor was it my view, that I

might take an oath to get power, and break the
oath in using the power. I understood, too, that
in ordinary civil administration this oath even for-

bade mc to practically indulge my primary, ab-
stract judgment, on the moral question of slavery.
I had publicly declared this many times, and in
many ways. And I aver that, to this day, I have
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.done no official act in mere deference to my ab-

tract judgment and feeling on slavery.

I did understand, however, that my oath to pre-

sence the Constitution to the best of my ability

niposed upon me the duty of preserving, by every

indispensable means, that government— that na-

tion of which that Constitution was the organic

law. Was it possible to lose the nation, and yet

preserve the Constitution?

By general law,life and limb must be protected;

yet often a Hmb must be amputated to save a life
;

but a life is never wisely given to save a limb.

I felt that measures otherwise unconstitutional

might become lawful by becoming indispensable

to the preservation of tli£ Constitution through

the preservation of the nation. Right or wrong,

I assume this ground, and now avow it. I could

not feel that, to the best of my ability, I had even

tried to preserve the Constitution, if, to save sla-

very or any minor matter, I should permit the

wreck of the government, country, and Constitu-

tion, all together.

Having briefly set forth how and why he

was driven by the difficulty of subduing the

Rebellion first to proclaim Emancipation, and
then to summon Blacks as well as Whites to

the defense of the country, and barely glancing

at the advantages thus secured, he closes with

these words

:

And now let any Union man who complains

of the measure, test himself by writing down in

one line that he is for subduing the RebelHon by
force of arms and in the next ; that he is for

taking these hundred and thirty thousand men
from the Union side, and placing them where
they would be but for the measure he condemns.
If he cannot face his case so stated, it is only
because he cannot face the truth.

1 add a word which was not in the verbal con-

versation. In telling this tale I attempt no com-
pliment to my own sagacity. I claim not to have
controlled events, but confess plainly that events

have controlled me. Now, at the end of three

years' struggle, the nation's condition is not what
either party or any man devised, or expected. God
alone can claim it. Whither it is tending seems
plain. If God now wills the removal of a great

wrong, and wills also that we of the North as

well as you of the South, shall pay fairly for our
complicity in that wrong, impartial history will

find therein new cause to attest and revere the

justice and goodness of God.
Yours truly,

A. Lincoln.

' Those few words :
" I attempt no compli-

ment to my own sagacity ; I claim not to have
controlled events, but confess plainly that

events have controlled me," furnish a key to

the whole character and career of the man.
He was no inspired Elijah or John Baptist,

emerging from the awful desert sanctified by

[

lonely fastings and wrestlings with Satan in

prayer, to thrill a loving, suppliant multitude

with unwonted fires of penitence and devotion.
He was no loyal singer of Israel touching at

will his heart and sweeping all the chords of
emotion and inspiration in the general heart

—

he was simply a plain, true, earnest, patriotic

man, gifted with eminent commonsense, which,
in its wide range, gave a hand to shrewdness
on the one hand, humor on the other, and
which allied him intimately, warmly with the

masses of mankind. I doubt whether any
woman or child. White or Black, bond or free,

virtuous or vicious, accosted or reached forth

a hand to Abraham Lincoln, and detected in

his countenance or manner any repugnance or

shrinking from the proffered contact, any as-

sumption of superiority or betrayal of disdain.

No one was ever more steeped in the spirit

of that glorious lyric of the inspired Scotch

plowman—
A man 's a man, for a' that

;

and no one was ever acquainted and on terms

of friendly intimacy with a greater number of

human beings of all ranks and conditions than

was he whom the bullet of Wilkes Booth
claimed for its victim.

I pass over his reelection, his second inaug-

ural, his final visit to the army of the Poto-

mac, and his entry into Richmond, hard on the

heels of a prolonged, postponed capture ; I

say nothing of his manifest determination to

treat the prostrate insurgents with unexampled
magnanimity, and the terrible crime which
with singular madness quenched, under the im-

pulse of intense sympathy with the Rebellion,

the life which was at that moment of greater

importance and value to the rebels than that of

any other living man. All these have added
nothing to the symmetry of a character which

was already rounded and complete. Never
before did one so constantly and visibly grow
under the discipline of incessant cares, anxie-

ties, and trials. The Lincoln of '62 was plainly

a larger, broader, better man than he had been

in '61 ; while '63 and '64 worked his contin-

ued and unabated growth in inental and moral

stature. Few have been more receptive, more
sympathetic, and (within reasonable limits)

more plastic than he. Had he lived twenty

years longer, I believe he would have steadily

increased in ability to counsel his country-

men, and in the estimation of the wise and

good.
But he could in no case have lived so

long. " Perfect through suffering " is the di-

vine law ; and the tension of mind and body
through his four years of eventful rule had told

powerfully upon his physical frame. When I

last saw him, some five or six weeks before his

death, his face was haggard with care, and
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seamed with thought and trouble. It looked

care-plowed, tempest-tossed, and weather-

beaten, as if he were some tough old mariner,

who had for years been beating up against

wind and tide, unable to make his port or find

safe anchorage. Judging from that scathed.

rugged countenance, 1 do not believe he could

have lived out his second term had no felon

hand been lifted against his priceless life.

The chief moral I deduce from his eventful

career asserts

The might that slumbers in a peasant's arm !

the majestic heritage, the measureless oppor-

tunity of the humblest American youth. Here

was an heir of poverty and insignificance,

obscure, untaught, buried throughout his child-

hood in the primitive forests, with no transcend-

ent, dazzling abilities, such as make their way in

any countr\-. under any institution, but emphati-

cally in intellect, as in station, one of the mil-

lions of strivers for a rude livelihood who,

though attaching himself stubbornly to the less

popular party, and especially so in the State

which he had chosen as his home, did never-

theless become a central figure of the Western

Hemisphere, and an object of honor, love, and
reverence throughout the civilized world. Had
he been a genius, an intellectual prodigy, like

Julius Ciesar, or Shakspere, or Mirabeau, or

Webster, we might say: "This lesson is not

for us— with such faculties any one could

achieve and succeed "
; but he was not a bom

king of men, ruling by the resistless might of

his natural superiority, but a child of the peo-

jjle, who made himself a great persuader,

therefore a leader, by dint of firm resolve,

and patient effort, and dogged perseverance.

He slowly won his way to eminence and re-

nown by ever doing the work that lay next to

him— doing it with all his growing might—
doing it as well as he could, and learning by his

failure, when failure was encountered, how to

do it better. Wendell Phillips once coarsely
said :

" He grew because we watered him,"
which was only true in so far as this— he was
open to all impressions and influences, and
gladly profited by all the teachings of events
and circumstances, no matter how adverse or
unwelcome. There was probably no year of
his life in which he was not a wiser, cooler,

better man than he had been the year preced-

ing. It was of such a nature— patient, plo(

ding, sometimes groping, but ever towards th

light— that Tennyson sings :

Perplext in faith, but pure in deeds,
At last he beat his music out.

There lives more faith in honest doubt,
Believe me, than in half the creeds.

There are those who profess to have bee
always satisfied with his conduct of the wa
deeming it prompt, energetic, vigorous, ma
terly. I did not, and could not, so regard i

I believed then— I believe this hour— th;

a Napoleon I., a Jackson, would have crushe

secession out in a single short campaign

-

almost in a single victor^'. I believed that a

advance to Richmond 100,000 strong migl

have been made by the end of June, 1861

that would have insured a counter-revolutic

throughout the South, and the voluntary retur

of every State, through a dispersion and di

avowal of its rebel chiefs, to the counse
and the flag of the Union. But such a retui

would have not merely left slavery intact

-

it would have established it on firmer found;

tions than ever before. The momentarily aliei

ated North and South would have fallen c

each other's necks, and, amid tears and'kisse

have sealed their Union by ignominious'

making the Blacks the scapegoat of their b;

gone quarrel ; and wreaking on them the spi'

which they had purposed to expend on eac

other. But God had higher ends to which
Bull Run, a Ball's Bluff", a Gaines's Mill, a Grovi

ton, were indispensable ; and so they came 1

pass, and were endured and profited by. Th
Republic needed to be passed through chas

ening, purifying fires ofadversity and sufferin<

so these came and did their work, and tf

verdure of a new national life springs green'

from their ashes. Other men were helpful 1

the great renovation, and nobly did their pa

in it; yet, looking back through the liftir

mists of seven eventful, tragic, trying, glor

ous years, I clearly discern that the one prov

dential leader, the indispensable hero of tl"

great drama— faithfully reflecting even in h

hesitations and seeming vacillations the sei

timent of the masses— fitted by his very d

fects and shortcomings for the burden la:

upon him, the good to be wrought out throug

him, was Abraham Lincoln.

Horace Greeley.



LONGING.

When I am gone—
Say ! will the glad wind wander, wander on

;

Stooping witli tenderest touches, yet

With frolic care beset,

Lifting the long gray rushes, where the Stream

And I so idly dream?

I feel its soft caress
;

The toying of its wild-wood tenderness

On brow and lip and eyes and hair,

As if through love aware

That days must come when no fond wind shall creep

Down where my heart's asleep

!

Hast thou a symj)athy,

A soul, O wandering Wind, that thou dost sigh ?

Or is't the heart within us still

That aches for good or ill.

And deems that Nature whispers, when alone

Our inner Self makes moan ?

William M. Briggs.

RECOLLECTIONS OF FOOTE AND THE GUN-BOATS.

Soon after the surrender of Fort Sumter, of water, carry thirteen heavy guns each, be

^hile in St. Louis I received a letter from plated with two-and-a-half-inch iron, and have

Utomey-General Bates, dated Washington, a speed of nine miles an hour. The De Kalb

Lpril 17th, in which he said : " Be not sur- (at first called the St. Louis) was the type of

irised if you are called here suddenly by the other six, named the Caro7idelct, Cincifi-

elegram. If called, come instantly. In a nati, Louisville, Mound City, Cairo, and Pitts-

ertain contingency it will be necessary to burgh. They were 175 feet long, 51^^ feet

lave the aid of the most thorough knowl- beam; the flat sides sloped at an angle of

dge of our Western rivers and the use of about thirty-five degrees, and the front and

team on them, and in that event I have ad- rear casemates corresponded with the sides,

ised that you should be consulted." The the stern-wheel being entirely covered by the

:all by telegraph followed close upon the let- rear casemate. Each gun-boat was pierced

er. I hurried to Washington, where I was for three bow guns, eight broadside guns (four

ntroduced to the Secretary of the Navy, the on a side), and two stern guns. Before these

ion. Gideon Welles, and to the Assistant seven gun-boats were completed, I engaged

lecretary. Captain Fox. In the August follow- to convert the snag-boat ^V;//f// into an ar-

ng I was to construct seven gun-boats, which, mored vessel of still larger dimension.s. *

.ccording to contract, were to draw six feet After completing the seven and dispatch-

* Of the services of Captain Eads to the Western flotilla, Mr. Boynton says, in the " History of the Na\-y "
:
" During the month

f July, 1861, the Quartermaster-General advertised for proposals to construct a number of iron-clad gun-boats for service on the

Iississippi River. The bids were opened on the 5th of August, and Mr. Eads was found to be the best bidder for the whole

umber, both in regard to the time of completion and price On the 7th of August, 1861, Mr. Eads signed a contract with

Quartermaster-General Meigs to construct these seven vessels ready for their crews and armaments in si.xty-five days. At this early

erioJ the people in the border Stales, especially in the slave States, had not yet learned to accommodate themselves to a state of

far. The pursuits of peace were interrupted; but the energy and enterprise which were to provide the vast material required for an
nergetic prosecution of the war had not then been aroused. None could foresee the result, and a spirit of doubt and distrust per-

aded financial and commercial circles. It was at this time that the contractor returned to St. Louis with an obligation to perform

fhat, under ordinary circumstances, would have been deemed by most men an impossibility. Rolling-mills, machine-shops, found-

ies, forges, and saw-mills were all idle. The demands of peace had ceased for months before, and the working-men were enlist-

ig, or seeking in States more quiet their accustomed employment. The engines that were to drive this our first iron-clad fleet were
et to be built. The timber to form their hulls was uncut in the forests, and the huge rollers and machiner>' that were to form their

on armor were not yet constructed. The rapidity with which all these vari^jus parts were to be supplied forbade depending alone
n any two or three establishments in the country, no matter how great were their resources. The signatures were scarcely dry on
his important contract before persons in different parts of the country were employed upon the work through telegraphic orders
ssued from Washington. Special agents were dispatched in every direction, and saw-mills were simultaneouslj" occupied in cutting
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ing them down the Mississippi to Cairo,

I was requested by Admiral Foote (who

then went by the title of " flag-officer," the

title of admiral not being recognized at that

time in our navy), as a special favor to him, to

accompany the Benton, the eighth one of the

fleet, in her passage down to Cairo. It was in

December, and the water was falling rapidly.

The Benton had been converted from the

U. S. snag-boat Benton into the most power-

ful iron-clad of the fleet. She was built

with two hulls about twenty feet apart, very

strongly braced together. She had been

purchased by General Fremont while he was

commandant of the Department of the iSIis-

souri, and had been sent to my ship-yard for

alteration into a gun-boat. I had the space

between the two hulls planked, so that a con-

tinuous bottom extended from the outer side

of one hull to the outer side of the other.

The upper side was decked over in the same
manner ; and by extending the outer sides of

the two hulls forward until they joined each

other at a new stem, which received them,

the twin boats became one wide, strong, and
substantial hull. The new bottom did not

extend to the stern of the hull, but was
brought up to the deck fifty feet forward of

the stem, so as to leave a space for a central

wheel, with which the boat was to be pro-

pelled. This wheel was turned by the original

engines of the snag-boat, each of the engines

having formerly turned an independent wheel
on the outside of the twin boat. In this

manner the Benton became a war vessel

of about seventy-five feet beam, a greater

breadth, perhaps, than that of any war vessel

then afloat. She was about two hundred feet

long. A slanting casemate, covered with iron

plates, was placed on her sides and across her
bow and stem ; and the wheel was protected

in a similar manner. The casemate on the

sides and bow was covered with iron three

and a half inches thick; the wheel-hous
and stern with lighter plates, like the firs

seven boats built by me. She carried thirtee:

guns,— three in the bow casemate, four o;

each side, and two astern.

The wish of Admiral Foote to have me se

this boat safely to Cairo was prompted by hi

knowledge that I had had experience in th
management of steam-boats upon the rive:

and his fear that she would he detained b
grounding. Ice had just begun to flo

in the Mississippi when the Bentcn put ou
from my ship-yard at Carondelet for th

south. Some thirty or forty miles below S
Louis she grounded. Under the direction o
Captain Winslow, who commanded the ves

sel. Lieutenant Bishop, executive ofiicer c

the ship, an intelligent and energetic youn
man, set the crew at work. An anchor wa
put out for the purpose of hauling her of

My advice was not asked with reference tc

this first proceeding, and although I had beei
requested by Admiral Foote to accompanj
the vessel, he had not instructed the captain

so far as I knew, to be guided by my advice

in case of difficulty. After they had been
working all night to get the boat afloat, she

was harder on than ever; moreover, the

water had fallen about six inches. I thqn

volunteered the opinion to Captain Winslow]

that if he would run hawsers ashore in

certain direction, directly opposite to that in

which he had been trying to move the boat,

she could be got off. He replied, verj

promptly, " Mr. Eads, if you will undertak(

to get her off, I shall \>t very willing to plac(

the entire crew under your direction." I a

once accepted the offer; and Lieutenan

Bishop was called up and instructed to obe]

my directions. Several very large hawseri

had been put on board of the boat for the

fleet at Cairo. One of the largest was got ou
and secured to a large tree on the shore, anc

the timber required in the construction of the vessels, in Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Minnesota, and Missouri
and railroads, steam-boats, and barges were engaged for its immediate transportation. Nearly all of the largest machine-shops an(
foundries in St. Louis, and many small ones, were at once set at work day and night, and the telegraph lines between St. Louii

and Pittsburgh and Cincinnati were occupied frequently for hours in transmitting instructions to similar establishments in those citie

<br the construction of the twenty-one steam-engines and the five-and-thirty steam-boilers that were to propel the fleet

Within two weeks not less than four thou.sand men were engaged in the various details of its construction. Neither the sanctitj' ol

the Sabbath nor the darkness of night was permitted to interrupt it. The workmen on the hulls were promised a handsome bonu
in money for each one who stood steadfastly at the work until it was completed, and many thousands of dollars were thus gratui
tously paid by .Mr. Eads when It was finished. On the 12th of October, 1861, the first United States iron-clad, with her boilers an<
engines on b'^ard, was launched in Carondelet, Missouri, in forty-five days from the laying of her keel. She was named the St
Louit, by Rcar-Admiral Foote, in honor of the city. When the fleet was transferred from the War Department to the Navy, thii

name was changed to Baron de Kali, there being at that time a vessel commissioned in the na\'y called the St. Louis. In ten day!

after the De h'alb the Carondelet was launched, and the Cincinnati, Louisville, ISIound City, Cairo, and /W/j/ij/rj.// followed in rapi<

•uccesMon. An eighth vessel ithe Benton), larger, more powerful, and superior in every respect, was also undertaken before the hull
of the first wrven had fairly assumed shape. . . . Thus just one individual put in construction and pushed to completion within on<

huodred day< a powerful squadron of eight steamers, aggregating five thousand tons, capable of steaming at nine knots per hour, eaci

heavily armored, fully equipped, and all ready for their armament of one hundred and .seven large gtms. The fact that such a worl
was done i-. nobler praise than any that can be bestowed by words. It is to be regretted, however, that the promptness and energy
of the man who thus created an iron-clad navy on the Mis.sissippi were not met on the part of the Government with an equal degre
of <aithfulnes<i in performing its part of the contract. On one i)retext or another, the stipulated payments for the work were delaye(

bjr the War Department until the default assumed such magnitude that nothing but the assistance rendered by patriotic and con
fidine friend* cnabl':d the contractor, after exhausting his own ample means, to complete the fleet. Resides the honorable reputatioi

which flowi from success in such a work, he has the satisfaction 01 reflecting that it was with vessels at the time his own propert;

that the brilliant capture of p'ort Henry was accomplished, and the conquest of Donelson and Island Number Ten achieved. Thi
ever-memorable midnight passage of Island Number Ten by the Pittshiir^k and Carondelet, which compelled the surrender of tha
powerful stronghold, was f»erfonned by vessels furnished four or five months previous by the same contractor, and at the timi

nnpaid for."— Eo.
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heavy a strain was put upon it as the cable

luld be Ukely to bear. As the water was

11 falling, I ordered out a second one, and

hird, and a fourth, until five or six eleven-

th hawsers were heavily strained in the

ort to drag the broad-bottomed vessel off

» bar. There were three steam capstans on

; bow of the vessel, and these were used in

litening the strain by luffs upon the hawsers,

le of tlie hawsers was led through a snatch-

Dck fastened by a large chain to a ring-bolt

the side of the vessel. I was on the upper

ck of the vessel near Captain Winslow

len the chain which held this block broke.

was made of iron one and one-eighth

ches in diameter, and the link separated

to three pieces. The largest, being one-half

the link, was found on the shore at a dis-

nce of at least five hundred feet. Half of

e remainder struck the iron plating on the

)w of the boat, making an indentation half

e thickness of one's finger in depth. The

ird piece struck Captain Winslow on the

;shy part of the arm, cutting through his coat

id the muscles of his arm. The wound was

very painful one, but he bore it as might

I expected. The iron had probably cut an

ch and a half into the arm between the shoul-

IX and the elbow. In the course of the day

le Benton was floated, and proceeded on

;i- voyage down the river without further

elay. Captain Winslow soon after departed

»r his home on leave of absence. On his

;covery he was placed in command of the

:earsarge, and to that accident he owed,

erhaps, the fame of being the captor of the

Uabama.
When the Benton arrived at Cairo she was

isited by all the officers of the army and

avy stationed there, and was taken, on that

r the following day, on a trial trip a few

liles down the river. The Essex, in command
f Captain William Porter, was lying four or

ve miles below the mouth of the Ohio on

le Kentucky shore. As the Benton passed

long up, on her return from this little expe-

ition. Captain Porter offered his congratula-

te Foote on the apparent excellence

the boat.
" Yes,^' replied Foote, " but she is almost

slow."
" Plenty fast enough to fight with," was

'orter's rejoinder.

Very soon after this (early in the spring of

862) I was called to Washington, with the

equest to prepare plans for still lighter iron-

:lad vessels, the draught of those which I

lad then completed being only about six feet,

rhe later plans were for vessels that should

)e capable of going up the Tennessee and the

Cumberland. As rapidly as possible I pre-

lons

if

00

pared and presented for tlie inspection of

Secretary Welles and his able assistant, Cap-

tain Fox, plans of vessels drawing five feet.

They were not acceptable to Captain Fox,

who said

:

" We want vessels much lighter than that."

" But you want them to carry a certain

thickness of iron ?" I replied.

" Yes, we want them to be proof against

heavy cannon-shot—plated and heavily plated,

but they must be of much lighter draught."

After the interview I returned with the plans

to my hotel, and commenced a revision of

them ; and in the course of a few days I pre-

sented the plans for the Osage and the Neosho.

These vessels, according to my recollection,

were about forty-five feet beam on deck, their

sides slanting outward, and the tops of the

gunwales rising only about six inches above

the surface of the water, so as to leave very

litde space to be covered with the plating,

which extended two and a half feet down
under water on these slanting sides. The
deck of the vessel, rising from six inches above

water, curved upward about four feet higher at

center ; and this was covered all over with iron

an inch thick. The plating on the sides was two

and a half inches thick. Each vessel had a ro-

tating turret, carrying two eleven-inch guns,

the turret being either six or eight inches

thick (I forget which), but extending only a

few feet above the deck of the vessel. I was

very anxious to construct these turrets after

a plan which I had devised, quite different

from the Ericsson or Coles systems, and in

which the guns should be operated by steam.

But, within a month after the engagement at

Fort Donelson, the memorable contestbetween

the Merrimac and the Monitor occurred,

whereupon the Navy Department insisted

on Ericsson turrets being placed upon these

two vessels.

At the same time the department was anx-

ious to have four larger vessels for operations

on the lower Mississippi River, which should

have two turrets each, and it consented that I

should place one of my turrets on each of two

of these vessels (the Chickasaw and the Mil-

waukee) at my own risk, to be replaced with

Ericsson's in case of failure. These were the

first turrets in which the guns were manip-

ulated by steam, and they were fired every

forty-five seconds. The Osage and Neosho,

with their armaments, stores, and every-

thing on board, drew only three and a half

feet of water, and steamed about nine

miles an hour. While perfecting those plans,

I prepared the designs for the larger vessels

(tlie Chickasaiu, Milwaukee, Winnebago, and

Kickapoo), and when these were approved

by Captain Fox and the officers of the navy
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to whom they were submitted at Washington.
Mr. Welles expressed the wish that I should

confer with Admiral Foote about them before

proceeding to build them, inasmuch as the

experience which he had had at Forts Henr\'

and Donelson and elsewhere would be of

great value, and might enable him to suggest

improvements in them. I therefore hastened

from Washington to Island Number Ten, a

hundred miles below Cairo, on the Mis-

sissippi River, where Foote's flotilla was then

engaged.

In the railway train a gentleman who sat

in front of me, learning that I had con-

structed Foote's vessels, introduced himself

as Judge Foote, of Cleveland, a brother

of the Admiral. Among other interesting

matters, he related an anecdote of one
of his little daughters who was just learning

to read. After the capture of Fort Henry
the squadron was brought back to Cairo for

repairs, and, on the Sunday following, the

crews, with their gallant flag-ofhcer, attended
one of the churches in Cairo. Admiral Foote
was a thorough Christian gentleman and
excellent impromptu speaker. Upon this

occasion, after the congregation had assem-
bled, some one whispered to him that the

minister was ill and would be unable to offi-

ciate ; whereupon the Admiral went up into

the pulpit himself, and after the usual prayer
and hymn, he selected as the text John xiv.

I, " Let not your heart be troubled: ye be-
lieve in God, believe also in me." Upon
this text he delivered what was declared to
be an excellent sermon, or exhortation, after

which he dismissed the congregation. An
account of the sermon was widely published
in the papers at the time, and came into the
hands of the little niece just referred to.

After she had read it, she exclaimed to her
father

:

" Uncle Foote did not say that right."
" Say what right ? " asked the father.
" Whv, when he preached."
" What did he say ?

"

" He said, ' Let not your heart be troubled

:

ye believe in God, believe also in me.'
"

"Well, what should he have said?" in-

quired the father.

"Why, he ought to have said, 'Let not
your heart be troubled : ye believe in God,
believe also in the gun-boats' "

On arriving at Cairo, I found Representative
Elihu B. Washbumc, afterward our minister
to France, waiting for an opportunity to visit

the army, then in Missouri, in the neighbor-
hood of Island Number Ten, cooperating
with Admiral Foote in the reduction of that

stronghold. We embarked together on a
small tug-boat, which carried the mail down

to the fleet. We arrived and landed along,
side the flag-ship Benton, and were cordiall;

greeted by Admiral Foote. I presented \

letter which I had brought from the Secre
tary of the Navy. We withdrew to his cabi
to consider the plans of the four new gun
boats. Mr. Washbume was sent to the Mis
souri shore. After discussing the plans oj

the new boats for fifteen or twenty minuted
we returned to the deck, i

At the time we landed, the Benton and th«
other boats of the fleet were anchored bd
tween two and three miles above the Coiil
federate forts, and were then throwing theii

shells into the enemy's works, ^^"hen we
boarded the Be7iton Admiral Foote had his

lorgnette in his hand, and through it waj
watching the flight of each shell dischargee
from the guns of his ship. He resumed thij

occupation when we came up on deck, until,

after a shot or two had been fired, one of hij

officers approached and handed him a dozer
or more letters which had been brought
down in the mail. "\\'hLle still conversing with
me, his eye glanced over them as he held
them in his hand, and he selected one which
he proceeded to open. Before reading prob-
ably four lines, he turned to me with great
calmness and composure, and said, " Mr. Eads,
I must ask you to excuse me for a few min-
utes while I go down to my cabin. This lettei

brings me the news of the death of my son.

about thirteen years old, who I had hoped
would live to be the stay and support of
his mother."

Without further remark, and without giving
the slightest evidence of his feelings to any
one, he left me and went to his cabin. I was,
of course, deeply grieved ; and when he re-

turned, after an absence of not more than
fifteen minutes, still perfectly composed, I en-

deavored to divert his mind from his affliction

by referring to the plans and to my interview
with his brother. I told him also the anec-
dote of his little niece which his brother had
related, and this served to clothe his face

with a temporary smile. I then asked him if

he would be kind enough to assign me some
place where I could sleep on the Benton that

night. It was then probably three o'clock in

the day. He replied that I must not stay

on board. I said that I had come down for

that very purpose, since I wanted to see
how the Benton and the other boats worked
under fire. I was not particular where I

slept ; any place would do for me; I did
not want to turn any of the officers out of
their rooms.
With a look of great gravity and decision,

he replied :

" Mr. Eads, I cannot permit you to stay
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re a moment after the tug is ready to re-

rn. There is no money in the world which

5uld justify me in risking my Hfe here ; and

lu have no duty here to perform, as I have,

lich requires you to risk yours. You must

<t stay," emphasizing the words very dis-

icdy f " You must return, both you and Mr,

ashburne, as soon as the tug is ready to

I felt somewhat disappointed at this, for I

id fully expected to spend a day at least on

)ard the Benton, and to visit the other ves-

Is of the fleet, with many of the officers of

hich I was well acquainted, I did not be-

jve there was much danger in remaining,

r the shells of the enemy seemed to fall

lort ; but within fifteen minutes after this,

le of these interesting missiles struck the

ater fifty or a hundred feet from the side of

le Benton. This satisfied me that Foote was

ght, and I did not insist on staying.

The Admiral was a great sufferer from sick

eadache. I remember visiting him in his

)om at the Planters' House in St, Louis, a

ay or two after the battle of Belmont, when

e was suffering very severely from one of

lese attacks, which lasted two days. He was

ne of the most fascinating men in company

that I ever have met, being full of anecdote,

and having a graceful, easy flow of language.

He was likewise, ordinarily, one of the most
amiable-looking of men ; but when angered, as

I once saw him, his face impressed me as being

most savage and demoniacal, and I can im-

agine that at the head of a column or in an
attack he would have been invincible. Some
idea of the moral influence that he possessed

over men maybe gained from the fact that, long

before the war, when commanding the United

States fleet of three vessels in Chinese waters,

he converted every officer and man in the fleet

to the principles of temperance, and had every

one of them sign the pledge, I believe that

this was the beginning of the reform move-

ment in the navy which led to the disuse of the

rations of grog which used to be served to the

sailors on shipboard at stated hours every

day.

From my knowledge of Foote, I think that

there is no doubt that if his health had not

given way so early in the war, he would have

gained laurels like those so gallantly won by
Farragut. And, aside from his martial charac-

ter, no officer ever surpassed him in those

evidences of genuine refinement and delicacy

which mark the true gentleman.

Jafues B. Fads.

OPERATIONS OF THE WESTERN FLOTILLA.

INCLUDING ENGAGEMENTS AT BELMONT, FORT HENRY, FORT DONELSON, ISLAND

NO, 10, FORT PILLOW, AND MEMPHIS,

A'
T the begin-

ning of the

War, the army
and navy were
mostly employ-
ed in protecting

the loyal peo-

ple who resided

on the borders

of the disaffect-

ed States, and
in reconciling

hose whose sympathies were opposed. But

he defeat at Manassas and other reverses

:onvinced the Government of the serious

haracter of the contest, and of the necessity

jf more vigorous and extensive preparations

"or war. Our navy yards were soon filled with

ivorkmen ; recruiting stations for unemployed
jeamen were established, and we soon had
nore sailors than were required for the ships

:hat could be fitted for service. Artillerymen

FOOTE IN THE

for the defenses of Washington being scarce,

five hundred of these sailors, with a battalion

of marines (for guard duty), were sent to oc-

cupy the forts on Shuter's Hill, near Alexan-

dria. The Pensacola and the Potomac flotilla

and the seaboard navy yards required nearly

all of the remaining unemployed seamen.

While Foote was improvising a flotilla for the

Western rivers he was making urgent appeals

to the Government for seamen. Finally some
one at the Navy Department thought of the

five hundred tars stranded on Shuter's Hill,

and obtained an order for their transfer to

Cairo, where they were placed on the re-

ceiving ship Maria Denning. There they

met fresh-water sailors from our great lakes,

and steam-boat hands from the Western

rivers. Of the seamen from the East, there

were Maine lumbermen. New Bedford whalers,

New York liners, and Philadelphia sea-law-

yers. The foreigners enlisted were mosdy
Irish, with a few English and Scotch, French,
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Germans, Swedes, Norwegians, and Danes.
The Northmen, considered the hardiest race
in the world, melted away in the Southern
sun with surprising rapidity.

On the gun-boat Carondckt were more
young men perhaps than on any other vessel
in the fleet. Philadelphians were in the ma-
jority ; Bostonians came next, with a sprink-
ling from other cities, and just enough men-
o'-war"s men to leaven the lump a\ ith naval
discipline. The Sf. Louis had more than its
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REGION OF FOOTe's OPERATIONS.

share of men-o'-war's men, Lieutenant-Com-
mander Paulding having had the first choice
of a full crew, and having secured all the frigate
Sabine's reenlistedmen who had been sentWest.
During the spring and summer of 1861,

Commanders Rodgers, Stemble, Phelps, and
Mr. James B. Eads had purchased, equipped,
and manned, for immediate service on the Ohio
and Mississippi rivers, three wooden gun-
boats—the Taylor, of six eight-inch shell-
guns and one thirty-two pounder; \\\tLcxijig-
to7i, of four eight-inch shell-guns and one
thirty-two pounder, and the C^«<f.y/<?^<7, of three
thirty-two pounder guns. This nucleus of the
Mississippi flotilla (like the fleets of Perry, Mac-
donough, and Chauncey in the war of 1812)
was completed with great skill and dispatch;
they soon had full possession of the Western
rivers above Columbus, Kentucky, and ren-
dered more important service than as many
regiments could have done. On October 12,
1 861, the first of the seven iron-clad gun-
boats ordered of Mr. Eads by the Govern-

ment was launched at Carondelet, near i

Louis. She was named the St. Louis by A
miral Foote ; but there being another vesj
of that name in the navy, she was aft€
ward called the De Kalb. The other iro;
clads, the Cijicinnati, Carondelet, LouisviL
Moufid City, Cairo, and Pittsburgh, we-
launched soon after the St. Louis, Mr. Ea(
having pushed forv\-ard the work with mo
commendable zeal and energy. Two of the«
were built at Mound City, 111. To the fle.

of iron-clads above named were added tl"

Bento^' (the largest and best vessel of th
Western flotilla), the Essex, and a few smallt
and partly armored gun-boats.

Flag-Ofificer Foote arrived at St. Louis o
September 6th, and assumed command of th
Western flotilla. He had been my fellow
midshipman in 1827, on board the Unite
States ship Natchez, of the West India squac
ron, and was then a promising young officer
At Pensacola, in the fall of 1828, the shr
was visited with yellow fever ; and we had h
go ashore and encamp on Santa Rosa Island
clean out and disinfect the ship, and sail t<

New York to escape the pestilence. Fron
the Natchez Foote was transferred to th.
Hornet, of the same squadron, and was ap
pointed her sailing-master. After he left th«
Natchez, we never met again until February
1861, at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, where h«
was the executive officer. Foote, Schenck
and myself were then the only survivors o]
the midshipmen of the Natchez, in her cruist
of 1827, and now I am the only officer left.

During the cruise of 1 82 7, while pacing the
deck at night, on the lonely seas, and talking
with a pious shipmate, Foote became con-
vinced of the truth of the Christian religion,
of which he was an earnest professor to the
last. He rendered important service while in
command of the brig Perry, on the coast ol
Africa, in 1849, in suppressing the slave-
trade, and he greatly distinguished himself
by his skill and gallantrv in the attack upon
the Barrier Forts, near Canton (1856), which:
he breached and carried by assault, lead-
mg the assailing column in person. He was;
slow and cautious in arriving at conclusions,
but firm and tenacious of purpose. He has
been called "the Stonewall Jackson of the
Navy." He often preached to his crew on
Sundays, and was always desirous of doing
good. He Avas not a man of striking personal
appearance, but there was a .sailor-hke hearti-
ness and frankness about him that made his
company very desirable.

Flag- Officer Foote arrived at Cairo Sep-
tember 1 2th, and relieved Commander John
Rodgers of the command of the station. The
first operations of the Western flotilla con-
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^^^^^^^^
isted chiefly of reconnaissances on the Mis-

issippi, Ohio, Cumberland, and Tennessee

ivers. At this time it was under the control

)f the War Department, and acting in coop-

;ration with the army under General Grant,

vhose headquarters were at Cairo.

THE BATTLE OF BELMONT.

On the evening of the 6th of November,

[861, I received instructions from General

Jrant to proceed down the Mississippi with

he wooden gun-boats Taylor and Lexmgtoii

)n a reconnaissance, and as convoy to some
lalf-dozen transport steamers; but I did not

enow the character of the service expected of

lie until I anchored for the night, seven or

iight miles below Cairo. Early the next morn-

ng, while the troops were being landed near

Belmont, Missouri, opposite Columbus, Ken-
:ucky, I attacked the Confederate batteries.

It the request of General Grant, as a diver-

don, which was done with some effect. But
,:he superiority of the enemy's batteries on the

fluffs at Columbus, both in the number and the

quality of his guns, was so great that it would
liavebeen too hazardous to have remained long

ander his fire with such frail vessels as the Tay-

VoL. XXIX.— 42.

lor and Lexington, which were only expected

to protect the land forces in case of a repulse.

Having accomplished the object of the attack,

the gun-boats withdrew, but returned twice

during the day and renewed the contest. Dur-

ing the last of these engagements a cannon-ball

passed obliquely through the side, deck, and
scantling of the Taylor, killing one man and
wounding others. This convinced me of the

necessity of withdrawing my vessels, which

had been moving in a circle to confuse the

enemy's gunners. We fired a i^w more
broadsides, therefore, and, perceiving that

the firing had ceased at Belmont, an ominous

circumstance, I returned to the landing, to

protect the army and transports. In fact,

the destruction of the gun-boats would have

involved the loss of our army and our

depot at Cairo, the most important one in

the West.

Soon after we returned to the landing-

place our troops began to appear, and the

officers of the gun-boats were warned by Gen-

eral McClernand of the approach of the

enemy. The Confederates came en masse

through a corn-field, and opened with mus-

ketry and light artillery upon the transports,

which were filled or being filled with our re-

treating soldiers. A well-directed fire from the
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gun-boats made the enemy fly in the greatest

confusion.*

Admiral Foote was at St. Louis when the

battle of Belmont was fought, and, it appears,

made no report to the Secretary of the Navy
of the part which the gun-boats took in the

action. Neither did he send my official re-

port to the Navy Department. The officers

of the vessels were highly complimented by

to inform the flag-officer of the General's

intentions, which were kept perfectly secret.

THE BATTLE OF FORT HENRY.

During the winter of 1861-2 an expedition

was planned by Flag-Officer Foote and Gen-
erals Grant and McClernand against Fort
Henry, situated on the eastern bank of the

GUN-BOATS " TAYLOR" AND "LEXINGTON" ENGAGING THE CONFEDERATE BATTERIES OF COLUMBUS, KY., DURING THE
BATTLE OF BELMONT. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN, AFTER A CONTEMPORARY SKETCH BY ADMIRAL WALKE.)

General Grant for the important aid they

rendered in this battle; and in his second
official report of the action he made refer-

ences to my report. It was impossible for me

Tennessee River, a short distance south of the

line between Kentucky and Tennessee. In

January the iron-clads were brought down to

Cairo, and great efforts were made to prepare

* The Federal forces at Belmont numbered between 3500 and 4000. During the first half of the battle

the Confederate force was probably less. General Polk in his report says that after the Confederate camp had
been captured he sent over from Columbus six regiments under Pillow and Cheatham, which were directly

engaged in recovering the lost ground, and two regiments, which, under his own direction, supported the flanlc

movement. The loss on each side in killed, wounded, and missing was between 500 and 600. General Grant

directed the movements on the field, and both he and his chief lieutenant. General McClernand, had horses

shot under them. The following is part of a private letter from General Grant to his father, written on the

night of the 8th : ". . . When all ready, we proceeded about one mile toward Belmont, opposite Colum-
bus, when I formed the troops into line, and ordered two companies from each regiment to deploy as skir-

mishers and push on through the woods and discover the position of the enemy. They had gone but a little

way when they were fired upon, and the ball may be said to have fairly opened. The whole command, with

the exception of a small reserve, was then deployed in like manner and ordered forward. The order was
obeyed with great alacrity, the men all showing great courage. . . . From here we fought our way from
tree to tree through the woods to Belmont, about two and a half miles, the enemy contesting every foot of

ground. Here tlie enemy had strengthened their position by felling the trees for two or three hundred yards,

and sharpening their limbs, making a sort of abatis. Our men charged through, making the victory complete,

giving us possession of their camp and garrison equipage, artillery, and everything else. We got a great

many prisoners. The majority, however, succeeded in getting aboard their steamers and pushing across the

river. We burned everything jjossible and started back, having accom]5lished all that we went for and even

more. Belmont is entirely covered by the batteries from Columbus, and is worth nothing as a military posi-

tion— cannot be held without Columbus. The object of the expedition was to prevent the enemy from send-

ing a force into Missouri to cut off lrooj)s I had sent there for a special purpose, and to prevent reenforcing

Price. Besides being well fortified at Columbus, their number far exceeded ours, and it would have been

folly to have attacked them. We found the Confederates well armed and Ijrave. On our return, stragglers

that had fjeen left in our rear (now front) fired into us, and more recrossed the river, and gave us battle for a

full mile, and afterward at the boats when we were embarking. There was no hasty retreating or running
away. Taking into account the oljject of the expedition, the victory was complete."

—

Ed.
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UNITED STATES GUN-BOAT "TAYLOR." (DRAWN BY ADMIRAL WALKE.)

them for immediate service, but only four of the

iron-clads could be made ready as soon as re-

quired. They were the Essex, Captain Wm.
D. Porter, mounting four nine-inch guns ; the

C/;za;/;;rt'//, flag-steamer, Commander Stemble
;

the Carondelet, Commander Walke; and the

St. Louis, Lieutenant-Commander Paulding.

Each of the last three carried four seven-inch

rifled, three eight-inch shell, and six thirty-

tvvo-pound guns.

On the morning of the 2d of February
the flag-officer left Cairo with the four ar-

mored vessels above named, and the wooden
gun-boats Taylor, Lexington, and Conestoga,

and in the evening reached the Tennessee
River. On the 4th the fleet anchored six miles

below Fort Henry. The next day, while

reconnoitering, the Essex received a shot

which passed through the pantry and the

officers' quarters and visited the steerage.

On the 5th the flag-officer inspected the

officers and crew at quarters, addressed them,
and off"ered a prayer.

Heavy rains had been falling, and the river

had risen rapidly to an unusual height ; the

swift current brought down an immense quan-

tity of heavy drift-wood, lumber, fences, and
large trees, and it required all the steam-power
of the Carondelet, with both anchors down, and
the most strenuous exertions of the officers

and crew, working day and night, to prevent
the boat from being dragged down-stream.
This adversity appeared to dampen the ardor

of our crew, but when the next morning they

saw a large number of white objects, which
through the fog looked like polar bears,

coming down the stream, and ascertained that

they were the enemy's torpedoes forced from

their moorings by the powerful current, they

took heart, regarding the freshet as providential

and as a presage of victory. The overflowing

river, which opposed our progress, swept

away in broad daylight this hidden peril

;

for if the torpedoes had not been disturbed,

or had broken loose at night while we were

shoving the drift-wood from our bows, some
of them would surely have exploded near or

under our vessels.

The 6th dawned mild and cheering, with

a light breeze, sufficient to clear away the smoke.

At 10:20 the flag-ofticer made the signal to

CROSS-SECTION OF A CONFEDERATE TORPEDO FOUND IN THE
TENNESSEE RIVER.

A, iron rod armed with prongs to fasten upon the bottom of boats KO'ig
up-stream and act upon B. a lever connecting with trigger to explode
:i cap and ignite the powder. C, canvas bag containing 70 lbs. pow-
der. D, anchors to hold torpedo in place.
This torpedo consisted of a stout sheet-iron cylinder, pointed at both

ends, about s'/^ feet long and I foot in diameter. The iron lever was 3^
feet long, and armed with prongs to catch in the bottom of a boat. This
lever was constructed to move the iron rod on inside of cylinder, thus acting
upon the trigger of the lock to explode the cap and fire the powder. The
machine was anchored, presenting the prongs in such a w.ay that boats
going down-stream should slide over them, out those coming up should
catch.
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MAP OF FORT HENRY.

prepare for battle, and at 10:50 came the order

to get under way and steam up to Panther

Island, about two miles below Fort Henry.

At 1 1:35, having passed the foot of the island,

we formed in line and approached the fort

four abreast,—the Essex on the right, then

the Cincinnati, Carondelet, and St. Louis!" The
last two, for want of room, were inter-

locked, and remained in that position during

the fight.

As we slowly passed up this narrow stream,

not a sound could be heard or a moving ob-

ject seen in the dense woods which overhung

the dark swollen river. The gun- crews of the

Carondelet stood silent at their posts, im-

pressed with the serious and important char- asked them if they did not want to rest and

mission to fire at one or two of

the enemy's retreating vessels,

as he could not at that time

bring his gun to bear on the

fort. He fired one shot, which
passed through the upper cabin

of a hospital-boat, whose flag

was not seen, but injured no
one. The Carondelet was struck

in about thirty places by the

enemy's heavy shot and shell.

Eight struck within two feet of

the bow-ports, leading to the

boilers, around which barricades

had been built— a precaution

which I always took before

going into action, and which
on several occasions prevented

an explosion. The Carondelet

fired one hundred and seven
shell and solid shot ; none of

her officers or crew was killed

or wounded.
The firing from the arm_ored

vessels was rapid and well sus-

tained from the beginning of

the attack, and seemingly accu-

rate, as we could occasionally

see the earth thrown in great

heaps over the enemy's guns.

Nor was the fire of the Confederates to be de-

spised ; their heavy shot broke and scattered

our iron-plating as if it had been putty, and
often passed completely through the case-

mates. But our old men-of-war's men, captains

of the guns, proud to show their worth in bat-

tle, infused life and courage into their young
comrades. And when these experienced gun-

ners saw a shot coming toward a port, they

had the coolness and discretion to order their

men to bow down, to save their heads.

After nearly an hour's hard fighting, the

captain of the Essex, going below, addressed

the officers and crew, comphmented the first

division for their splendid execution, and
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give three cheers, which were given with a

will. But the feelings of joy and the bright

anticipations of victory on board the Essex
were suddenly changed by a terrible calamity,

which I cannot better describe than by quot-

ing from a letter to me from James Laning,

acter of the service before them. About noon
the fort and the Confederate flag came sud-

denly into view, the barracks, the new earth-

works, and the great guns well manned. The
captains of our guns were men-of-war's men,
good shots, and had their men well drilled.

The flag-steamer, the Cincinnati, fired the second master of the Essex. He says

first shot as the signal for the others to begin.

At once the fort responded fiom her eleven

heavy guns, and was ablaze with the flame

of cannon. The wild whistle of their rifle-

shells was heard on every side of us. f)n the

Carondelet not a word was spoken more than

at ordinary drill, except when Matthew Arthur,

captain of the starboard bow-gun, asked per-

" A shot from the enemy pierced the casemate just

al)o\e tlie ])ort-hole on tlie ])ort side, then through the

middle l)oiler, killing in its flight Acting Master's Mate
S. 15. IJriltan, Jr., and opening a chasm for the escape
of the scalding steam and water. The scene which
followed was almost indescribable. The writer, who
had gone aft in oliedience to orders only a few mo-
ments before (and was thus providentially saved), was.
met liy Fourth Master Walker, followed by a crowd
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of men rushing aft. Walker called to me to go back;

that a shot from the enemy had carried away the

steam-pipe. I at once ran to the stern of the vessel,

and looking out of the stern-port, saw a liumber of

our brave fellows struggling in the water. The steam
and hot water in the forward gun-deck had driven all

who were alile to get out of the ports overboard, ex-

cept a few who were fortunate enough to cling to the

casemate outside. When the explosion took place

Captain Porter was standing directly in front of the

boilers, with his aide, Mr. Brittan, at his side. He at

seaman named James Coffey, who was shot-man to

the No. 2 gun, was on his knees, in the act of taking
a shell from the box to be passed to the loader. The
escaping steam and hot water had struck liim square
in the face, and he met death in that position. When
I told Captain Porter that we were victorious, he im-
mediately rallied, and, raising himself on his elbow,
called for three cheers, and gave two himself, falling

exhausted on the mattress in his effort to give the

third. A seaman named Jasper P. I'reas, who was
badly scalded, sprang to his feet, exclaiming: ' Sur-

UNITED STATES GUN-BOAT " ST. LOUIS." (FROM \ PHOTOGRAPH.)

once rushed for the port-hole on the starboard side,

and threw himself out, expecting to go into the river.

A seaman, John Walker, seeing his danger, caught
him around the waist, and supporting him with one
hand, clung to the vessel with the other, until, with
the assistance of another seaman, who came to the

rescue, tiiey succeeded in getting the captain upon a

narrow guard or projection, which ran around the

vessel, and thus enabled him to make his way outside

to the after-port, where I met him. Upon speaking
to him, he told me he was badly hurt, and that I must
hunt for Mr. Riley, the First Master, and if he was
disabled I must take command of the vessel, and man
the battery again. Mr. Riley was unharmed, and al-

ready in the discharge of his duties as Cjptain Porter's

successor. In a very few minutes after the explosion
our gallant ship (which, in the language of Flag-
Officer Foote, had fought most effectually through two-
thirds of the engagement) was drifting slowly away
from the scene of action ; her commander badly
wounded, a number of her officers and crew dead at

their post, while many others were writhing in their

last agony. As soon as the scalding steam would ad-
mit, the forward gun -deck was explored. The ])ilots,

who were both in the ]iilot-house, were scalded to

death. Marshall Ford, who was steering when the

explosion took place, was found at his ]iost at the

wheel, stanchng erect, his left hand holding tlie spoke
and his riglit hand grasping the signal-bell rope. .\

rendered ! I must see that with my own eyes before I

die.' Before any one could interfere, he clambered
up two short flights of stairs to the spar-deck. He
shouted ' Glory to God !

' and sank exhausted on the

deck. Poor Jasper died that night."

The Essex before the accident had fired

seventy shots from her two nine-inch guns. A
powder boy, Job Phihips, fourteen years of

age, coolly marked down upon the casemate

every shot his gun had fired, and his account

was confirmed by the gunner in the maga-
zine. Her loss in killed, wounded, and missing

was thirty-two.

The St. Louis was struck seven times. She
fired one hundred and seven shots during

the action. No one on board the vessel was
killed or wounded.

Flag-Ofiicer Foote during the action was
in the ]jilot-house of the Cincinnati, which re-

ceived thirty-two shots. Her chimneys, after-

cabin, and boats were comjjletely riddled.

Two of her guns were disabled. Tlie only

fatal shot she received passed through the
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larboard front, killing one man and wound-
ing several others. I happened to be looking

at the flag-steamer when one of the enemy's
heavy shot struck her. It had the effect, ap-

parently, of a thunder-bolt, ripping her side-

timbers and scattering the splinters over the

vessel. She did not slacken her speed, but

moved on as though nothing unexpected had
happened.
From the number of times the gun-boats

were struck, it would appear that the Con-
federate artillery practice, at first, at least,

was as good, if not better, than ours. This,

however, was what might have been ex-

pected, as the Confederate gunners had the

advantage of practicing on the ranges the

gun-boats would probably occupy as they

approached the fort. The officers of the gun-

boats, on the contrary, with guns of different

caliber and unknown range, and without

practice, could not point their guns with as

much accuracy. To counterbalance this ad-

vantage of the enemy, the gun-boats were
much better protected by their casemates for

distant firing than the fort by its fresh earth-

works. The Confederate soldiers fought as

valiantly and as skillfully as the Union sailors.

Only after a most determined resistance, and
after all his heavy guns had been silenced,

did General Tilghman lower his flag. The
Confederate loss, as reported, was six killed

and nine or ten wounded. The prisoners, in-

cluding the general and his staff, numbered
about eighty, the remainder of the garrison,

about 3100 men, having escaped to Fort

Donelson.

Our gun-boats continued to approach the

fort until General Tilghman, with two or
three of his staff", came off in a small boat to

the Ciiicmnati and surrendered the fort to

Flag-Oflicer Foote, who sent for me, intro-

duced me to General Tilghman, and gave
me orders to take command of the fort and
hold it until the arrival of General Grant.

General Tilghman was a soldierly-looking

man, a little above medium height, with
piercing black eyes and a resolute, intelli-

gent expression of countenance. He was
dignified and courteous, and won the respect

and sympathy of all who became acquainted
with him. In his official report of the battle

he said that his officers and men fought with
the greatest bravery until 1:50 p. m., when
seven of his eleven guns were disabled ; and,
finding it impossible to defend the fort, and
wishing to spare the lives of his gallant men,
after consultation with his officers he surren-

dered the fort.

It was reported at the time that, in sur-

rendering to Flag-Ofificer Foote, the Confed-
erate general said, " I am glad to surrender

to so gallant an officer," and that Foote re-

plied, " You do perfectly right, sir, in surren-

dering, but you should have blown my boat

out of the water before I would have surren-

dered to you." I was with Foote soon after

the surrender, and I cannot believe that such
a reply was made by him. He was too much
of a gentleman to say anything calculated to

wound the feelings of an officer who had de-

fended his post with signal courage and fidelity,

and whose spirits were clouded by the adverse

fortunes of war.

When I took possession of the fort the

EATTUi OF VOKI llE.NRy. GUN-BOATS " ST. I.OLis, " CAKONUKLIl I,

(DRAWN BY AUMIKAL WALKE.)
AND "CINCINNATI.
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Confederate surgeon was
laboring with his coat off

to reheve and save the

wounded ; and although

the officers and crews of

the gun-boats gave three

hearty cheers when the

Confederate flag was hauled
down, the first inside view

of the fort sufficed to sup-

press every feeling of exul-

tation and to excite our

deepest pity. On every side

the blood of the dead and
wounded was intermingled

with the earth and their

implements of war. Their

largest gun, a 128-pound-

er, was dismounted and
filled with earth by the

bursting of one of our shells

near its muzzle ; the carriage

of another was broken to

pieces, and two dead men
lay near it, almost covered

with heaps of earth ; a rifled

gun had burst, throwing its

mangled gunners into the

water. But few of the gar-

rison escaped unhurt.

General Grant, with his

staff", rode into the fort

about three o'clock on the

same day, and relieved me
of the command. The gen-

eral and staff then accom-
panied me on board the

Carojuielet (anchored near

the fort), where he compli-

mented the officers of the flotiUa

highest terms for the gallant

GENERAL LLOYD TILGHMAN, CONFEDERATE COMMANDER AT FORT HENRY. (FROM
PHOTOGRAPH.)

them
manner in

which they had captured Fort Henry. He
had expected his troops to take part in

a land attack, but the heavy rains had
made the direct roads to the fort almost im-

passable.

The wooden gun-boats Concstoga^ Com-
mander S. L. Phelps, Taylor, Lieutenant-

Commander William Gwin, and Lexington,

Lieutenant J. W. Shirk, engaged the enemy
at long range in the rear of the iron-clads.

After the battle they pursued the enemy's
transports up the river, and the Conestoga

captured the steamer Eastport. The news of

the capture of Fort Henry was received with

great rejoicing all over the North.

On the 7th I received onboard the Caron-

delet Colonels Webster, Rawlins, and Mc-
Pherson, with a company of troops, and under
instructions from General Grant proceeded
up the Tennessee River, and completed the

destruction of the bridge of the Memphis and

Bowling Green Railroad.

THE GUN-BOATS AT FORT DONELSON.

On returning from my expedition up the

Tennessee River, General Grant requested

me to hasten to Fort Donelson with the

Caroudclet, Taylor, and Lexington, and an-

nounce my arrival by firing signal guns. The
object of this movement was to take posses-

sion of the river as soon as possible, and to

engage the enemy's attention by making for-

midable demonstrations before the fort, and

prevent it from being reenforced. On Febru-

ary loth the Carondclet alone (towed by the

transport Alps) proceeded up the Cumber-
land River, and on the 12th arrived a few

miles below the fort.

Fort Donelson occupied one of the best de-

fensive positions on the river. It was built on

a bold bluff about one hundred and twenty feet

in height, on the west side of the river, where it
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makes a slight bend to the eastward. It had

three batteries, mounting in all sixteen guns

;

the lower battery, about twenty feet above the

water, had eight 32-pounders, and one 128-

pounder ; the second, about fifty feet above

the water, was of about equal strength

;

the third, on the summit, had three or four

heavv field-guns, or siege-guns, as they ap-

peared to us from a distance.

When the Caro/idc-hi, her tow being cast

oft", came in sight of the fort and proceeded

about three miles and anchored. But the

sound of her guns aroused our soldiers on the

southern side of the fort into action ; one re-

port says that when they heard the guns of the

avant courier of the fleet, they gave cheer upon
cheer, and rather than permit the sailors to get

ahead of them again, they engaged in skir-

mishes with the enemy, and began the terrible

battle of the three days following.* On the Ca- .

roiidch't we were isolated and beset with dan-'

gers from the enemy's lurking sharp-shooters.

BETWEEN DECKS— SERVING THE GUNS. (DRAWN BY ALLEN C. REDWOOD, AFTER A CONTEMPORARY
SKETCH BY ADMIRAL WALKE.)

up to within long range of the batteries, not

a living creature could be seen. The hills and
woods on the west side of the river hid part

of the enemy's formidable defenses, which

were lightly covered with snow ; but the black

rows of heavy guns, jjointing down on us, re-

minded me of the dismal-looking sepulchers

cut in the rocky cliffs near Jerusalem, but

far more repulsive. At 12:50 p. m., to un-

mask the silent enemy, and to announce
my arrival to General Grant, I ordered the

how-guns to be fired at the fort. Only one

shell fell short. There was no response except

the echo from the hills. The fort appeared to

have been evacuated. After firing ten shells

into it the 6Vzr^«</<f/<?/ dropped down the river

* For a description of the capture of Fort Donelson
General Lew Wallace in The Ckntury for Dccemljcr,

On the 13th a dispatch was received from
General Grant, informing me that he had ar-

rived the day before, and had succeeded in

getting his army in position, almost entirely

investing the enemy's works. " Most of our

batteries," he said, " are established, and the

remainder soon will be. If you will advance
witli your gun-boat at ten o'clock in the morn-
ing, we will be ready to take advantage of any
diversion in our favor."

1 immediately complied with these in-

structions, and at 9:05, with the Carondelet

alone and under cover of a heavily wooded
point, fired one hundred and thirty-nine sev-

enty-pound and sixty-four-pound shells at the

fort. We received in return the fire of all the

by the army under (Ic-ncral Grant, sec the paper by
1884.
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THE GL'N-BOATS AT FORT DONELSON.— THE LAND ATTACK
DISTANCE. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN, AFTER A CON

TEMPORARY SKETCH BY ADMIRAL WALKE.

enemy's guns that could be brought to bear

on the Caiviidekt, which sustained but Httle

damage, except from two shots. One, a

128-pound sohd, at 11:30 struck the cor-

ner of our port broadside casemate, passed

through it, and in its progress toward the

center of our boilers glanced over the tem-

porary barricade in front of the boilers. It

then passed over the steam-drum, struck the

beams of the upper deck, carried away the

railing around the engine-room and burst the

steam-heater, and, glancing back into the en-

gine-room, " seemed to bound after the men,"
as one of the engineers said, "like a wild

beast pursuing its prey." I have preserved

this ball as a souvenir of the fight at Fort

Donelson. When it burst through the side

of the Carotidelet, it knocked down and
wounded a dozen men, seven of them se-

verely. An immense quantity of splinters was
blown through the vessel. Some of them, as

fine as needles, shot through the clothes of

the men like arrows. Several of the wounded
were so much excited by the suddenness of

the event and the sufferings of their comrades
that they were not aware that they them-
selves had been struck until they felt the

blood running into their shoes. Upon receiv-

ing this shot we ceased firing for a while.

After dinner we sent the wounded on board
the Alps, repaired damages, and, not expect-

ing any assistance, at 12:15 ^^'^ resumed, in

accordance with Cieneral (^rant's request, and
bombarded the fort until dusk, vv-hcn iicarly

Vol.. XXIX.— 43.

all our ten-inch and fifteen-inch shells were
expended. The firing from the shore hav-
ing ceased, we retired. We could not ascer-

tain the amount of damage inflicted on the

fort, but were told by its officers, and by cor-

respondents who visited it after the capture,

that we disabled three guns and killed an

engineer. The whole number of the killed

and wounded could not be ascertained. The
commander of the Confederate batteries ac-

knowledged that the casualties were greater

and the damage to the guns more serious on

the day of the Carondelefs attack than on the

following day, when the whole fleet was en-

gaged. The practice of the gunners of the

Caronde/et, being much more deliberate on

the first day of the battle (owing to ample

time and a partly sheltered position), must

have been far superior to the ])ractice of the

gunners of the fleet on the second day, under

the excitement and hurry of an attack at close

({uarters, with the enemy's heavy shot con-

stantly striking and crashing through the sides

of their vessels.

At 11:30 on the night of the 13th Flag-

Officer Foote arrived below Fort Donelson

with the iron-clads S/. Louis, Louisville, and
Pittsbur^^h, and the wooden gun-boats Taylor

antl Coiicstoga. On the 14th all the hard

materials in the vessels, such as chains, lum-



ANDREW HULL FOOTE, REAR-ADMIRAL U. S. N. (DIED JUNE 26, 1S63.)

(FROM A PHOTOGRAPH PY K. AND II. T. ANTHONY.)
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!ber, and bags of coal, were laid on the

upper decks to protect them from the plung-

ing shots of the enemy. At 3 o'clock in the

afternoon our fleet advanced to attack the

fort, the Louisville being on the west side of

the river, the St. Louis (flag-steamer) next,

then the PittsburgJi and Caroiidt-lct on the east

side of the river. The wooden gun-boats were

about a thousand yards in the rear. When
we started in line abreast, at a moderate
speed, the Louisville and Fillsl)itri:;li, not keep-

ing up to their positions, were hailed from the

flag-steamer to " steam up." At 3:30, when
about a mile and a half from the fort, two
shots were fired at us, both foiling short.

When within a mile of the fort the St. Louis

opened fire, and the other iron-clads followed,

slowly and deliberately at first, but more
rapidly as the fleet advanced. The flag-

officer hailed the Carondelet, and ordered

us not to fire so fast. Some of our shells

went over the fort, and almost into our camp
beyond. As we drew nearer, the enemy's
fire greatly increased in force and effect.

But, the officers and crew of the Carondelet

having recently been long under fire, and
having become practiced in fighting, her

gunners were as cool and composed as old

veterans. We heard the deafening crack of

the bursting shells, the crash of the solid

shot, and the whizzing of fragments of shell

and wood as they sped through the vessel.

Soon a 128-pounder struck our anchor,

smashed it into flying bolts, and bounded over

the vessel, taking away a part of our smoke-
stack ; then another cut away the iron boat-

davits as if they were pipe-stems, whereupon
the boat dropped into the water. Another
ripped up the iron plating and glanced over;

another went through the plating and lodged
in the heavy casemate ; another struck the

pilot-house, knocked the plating to pieces,

and sent fragments of iron and splinters into

the pilots, one of whom fell mortally wounded,
and was taken below ; another shot took away
the remaining boat-davits and the boat with

them ; and still they came, harder and faster,

taking flag-staffs and smoke-stacks, and tear-

ing off the side armor as lightning tears the

bark from a tree. Our men fought desper-

ately, but, under the excitement of the occa-
sion, loaded too hastily, and the port rifled

gun exploded. One of the crew, in his ac-

count of the explosion soon after it occurred,

said :
" I was serving the gun with shell.

When it exploded it knocked us all down,
killing none, but wounding over a dozen men,
and spreading dismay and confusion among us.

For about two minutes I was stunned, and at

least five minutes elapsed before I could tell

what was the matter, ^^'hen I found out that

1 was more scared than hurt, although suf-

fering from the gunpowder which 1 liad in-

haled, I looked forward and saw our gun
lying on the deck, split in three pieces. Then
the cry ran through the boat that we were
on fire, and my duty as pump-man called

me to the ])umps. While 1 was there, two
shots entered our bow-ports and killed

four men and wounded several others. They
were borne past me, three with their heads
off. The sight almost sickened me, and I

turned my head away. Our master's mate
came soon after and ordered us to our quar-

ters at the gun, I told him the gun had
burst, and that we had caught fire on the

upper deck from the enemy's shell. He then
said :

' Never mind the fire
;

go to your
quarters.' Then I took a station at the star-

board tackle of another rifled bow-gun and
remained there until the close of the fight."

The carpenter and his men extinguished the

flames.

When within four hundred yards of the

fort, and while the Confederates were running
from their lower battery, our pilot-house was
struck again and another pilot wounded, our

wheel was broken, and shells from the rear

boats were bursting over us. All four of our

boats were shot away and dragging in the

water. On looking out to bring our broad-

side guns to bear, we saw that the other

gun-boats were rapidly falling back out of

line. The Pittsburgh in her haste to turn

struck the stern of the Carondelet, and
broke our starboard rudder, so that we were
obliged to go ahead to clear the Pittsburgh

and the point of rocks below. The pilot of

the St. Louis was killed and the pilot of the

Louisville was wounded. Both vessels had
their wheel-ropes shot away, and the men
were prevented from steering the Louisville

with the tiller-ropes at the stern by the shells

from the rear boats bursting over them. The
St. Louis and Louisville, becoming unmanage-
able, were compelled to drop out of battle,

and the Pittsburgh followed ; all had suftered

severely from the enemy's fire. Flag-Ofiicer

Foote was W'Ounded while standing by the

pilot of the St. Louis \\\\t\\ he was killed. ^^'

e

were then about 350 yards from the fort.

There was no alternative for tlie Carondelet

in that narrow stream but to keep her head
to the enemy and fire into the fort with her

two bow-guns, to prevent it, if possible, from

returning her fire effectively. The enemy saw
that she was in a manner left to his mercy,

antl concentrated the fire of all his batteries

upon her. In return, the Carondelet's guns

were well served to the last shot. Our new-

acting gunner, John Hall, was just the man for

the occasion. He came forward, oftered his
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services, and with my sanction took charge of

the starboard-bow rifled gun. He instructed

the men to obey his warnings and follow his

motions, and he told them that when he saw
a shot coming he would call out "Down" and
stoop behind the breech of the gun as he did

so ; at the same instant the men were to

stand away from the bow-ports. Nearly

every shot from the fort struck the bows of

the Caroiuh'Ut. Most of them were fired on

the ricochet level, and could be plainly seen

skipping on the water before they struck.

The enemy's object was to sink the gun-boat

by striking her just below the water-line. They
soon succeeded in planting two thirty-two-

pound shots in her bow, between wind and
water, which made her leak badly, but her com-
partments kept her from sinking until we could

plug up the shot-holes. Three shots struck the

starboard casemating ; four struck the port

casemating forward of the rifle-gun ; one
struck on the starboard side, between the

water-line and plank-sheer, cutting through

the planking ; six shots struck the pilot-house,

shattering one section into pieces and cutting

through the iron casing. The smoke-stacks

were riddled.

Our gunners kept up a constant firing

while we were falling back ; and the warning
w^ords, " Look out !

" " Down !
" were often

heard, and heeded by nearly all the gun-crews.

On one occasion, while the men were at the

muzzle of the middle bow-gun, loading it,

the warning came just in time for them to

jump inside as a thirty-two-pounder struck

the lower sill, and glancing up struck the up-

per sill, then, falling on the inner edge of the

lower sill, bounded on deck and spun around
like a top, but hurt no one. It was very evi-

dent that if the men who were loading had
not obeyed the order to drop, several of them
would have been killed. So I repeated the

instructions and warned the men at the guns
and the crew generally to bow or stand off

from the ports when a shot was seen coming.
But some of the young men, from a spirit of

bravado or from a belief in the doctrine of

fatalism, disregarded the instructions, saying

it was useless to attempt to dodge a cannon-
ball, and they would trust to luck. The warn-
ing words, " Look out !

" " Down !

" were again

soon heard ; down went the gunner and his

men, as the whizzing shot glanced on the

gun, taking off the gunner's cap and the heads
of two of the young men who trusted to luck,

and in defiance of the order were standing

up or passing behind him. This shot killed

another man also, who was at the last gun of

the starboard side, and disabled the gun. It

came in with a hissing sound ; three sharp

spats and a heavy bang told the sad fate of

three brave comrades. Before the decks were
well sanded, there was so much blood on them
that our men could not work the guns with-

out slipping.

Wc kept firing at the enemy so long as he
was within range, to prevent him, if possible,

from seeing us through the smoke. The Caroji-

delct was the first in and the last out of the

fight at Fort Donelson,andwas more damaged
than any of the other gun-boats, as the boat-

carpenters who repaired them subsequently
informed me. She was much longer under
fire than any other vessel of the flotilla; and,

according to the report of the Secretary of the

Navy, her loss in killed and wounded was
twice as great as that of all the other gun-
boats together. She fired more shot and shell

into Fort Donelson than any other gun- boat,
and was struck fifty-four times. These par-

ticulars are given because a disposition was
shown by correspondents and naval historians

to ignore the services of the Caroiidclct on
this and other occasions.

In the action of the 14th all of the armored
vessels were fought with the greatest energy,

skill, and courage, until disabled by the ene-

my's heavy shot. In his official report of the

battle the flag-ofiicer said: "The officers

and men in this hotly contested but unecjual

fight behaved with the greatest gallantry and
determination." The casualties on board the

boats were ten killed and forty-four wounded.
Although the gun-boats were repulsed in

this action, the demoralizing effect of their can-

nonade, and of the heavy and well-sustained

fire of the Carondekt on the day before, must
have been very great, and contributed in no
small degree to the successful operations of

the army under General Grant on the follow-

ing day.

After the battle I called upon the flag-

officer, and found him suffering from his

wounds. He asked me if I could have run

past the fort, something I should not have

ventured upon without permission.

The 15th was employed in the burial of our

slain comrades. I read the Episcopal service

on board the Carondclct, under our flag at half-

mast; and the sailors bore their late compan-
ions to a lonely field within tlie shadows of the

hills. When they were about to lower the first

coffin, a Roman Catholic i)riest apjjeared, and

his services bemg accepted, he read the i)ray-

ers for the dead, and in the course of his

remarks said :
" Although the deceased did

not die like Christians, they died like heroes,

in defense of their country and flag." As the

last service was ended, the sound of the battle

being waged by (General (irant, like the rum-

bling of distant thunder, was the only requiem

for our departed shijjmates.
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On Sunday, the i6th, at dawn, Fort Donel-

son surrendered and the gun-boats steamed up
to Dover. After religious services, the Carondc-

Ict proceeded to Cairo, and arrived there on
the morning of the 17th, in such a dense fog

that she passed below the town unnoticed, and
had great difficulty in finding the landing.

There had been a report that the enemy was
coming from Columbus to attack Cairo during

the absence of its defenders; and while the

Carondch't was cautiously feeling her way back
and blowing her whistle, some people imag-

ined she was a Confederate gun-

boat about to land, and made
hasty preparations to leave

the place. Our announce-
ment of the victor}' at . -

Fort Donelson changed '""-

their dejection into joy

and exultation. On the

V^

On the morning of the 23d the flag-officer

made a reconnaissance to Columbus, Ken-
tucky, with four gun-boats and two mortar-
boats, accompanied by the wooden gun-boat
Co/ifsfoga, convoying five transports. The
fortifications looked more formidable than
ever. The enemy fired two guns, and sent up
a transport with the pretext, it was said, of

eftecting an exchange of prisoners. But at

that time, as we learned afterward from a

credible source, the evacuation of the fort

(which General Grant's successes at Forts

Henry and Donelson had made
necessary) was going on, and

_—

.

the last raft and barge loads

of all the movable muni-
tions of war were de-

i\ scending the river.

following morning
an order congratulat-

ing the officers and men
of the Carondelet was re-

ceived from Flag-Officer

Foote.

A i^w days later the Carondelet

was taken up on the ways at Cairo "
-,

for repairs ; and a crowd of carpenters worked
on her night and day. After the repairs were
completed, she was ordered to make the ex-

periment of backing up stream, which proved
a laughable failure. She would sheer from
one side of the river to the other, and with
two anchors astern she could not be held

steady enough to fight her bow-guns down
stream. She dragged both anchors alter-

nately, until they came together, and the ex-

jjcriment failed completely.

MORTAR-BOATS AT ISLAND NUMBER TEN.

which, with a large quantity previously taken
away, could and would have been captured

by our fleet if we had received this informa-

tion in time. On the 4th of March another

reconnaissance in force was made with all the

gun-boats and eight mortar-boats, and the

fortress had still a formidable, life-like ap-

pearance, caused by Quaker guns, however,
as it had been evacuated two days before.*

On the 5th of March, while we were de-

scending the Mississippi in a dense fog, the

* -\n incident illustrative of the character of Foote occurred on that day at Columbus on the deck of the

flag-steamer, after a consultation which he held with his commanding officers. As well as I can remember,
Foote said: "Gentlemen, I expect you to support me, as Aaron and Ilur stayed the hands of Moses until

the victory was won over Amalek." Turning to me with a look of infjuiry, for confirmation, as it were, of

the correctness of his scriptural reference, I, concurring, said that, according to my recollection, Aaron and
another friend did hold up the hands of Moses during some great battle until the going down of the sun,

and until the victory was won. (Exodus xvii. 11, 12, 13.)

—

\\. W.
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flag-steamer leading, the Confederate gun-

boat Grampus, or Dare-devil Jack, tlie sauci-

est little vessel on the river, suddenly appeared
across our track and "close aboard." She
stopped her engines and struck her colors,

and we all thcjught she was ours at last.

But when the captain of the Grampus saw
how slowly we moved, and as no gun was
fired to bring him to, he started off with

astonishing speed and was out of danger
before the flag-steamer could fire a gun. She

ran before us yawing and flirting about, and
blowing her alarm- whistle so as to announce
our approach to the enemy who had now
retired to Island Number Ten, a strong posi-

tion sixty miles below Columbus (and of the

latitude of Forts Henry and Donelson), where
General Beauregard, who was now in general

command of our opponents, had determined

to contest the possession of the river.

EXPLOITS AT ISLAND NUMBER TEN.

On March 15th the flotiUa and trans-

ports continued on their way to Island Num-
ber Ten, arriving in its vicinity about nine in

the morning. The strong and muddy current

of the river had overflov/ed its banks and
carried away every movable thing. Houses,

trees, fences, and wrecks of all kinds were
being swept rapidly down-stream. The twists

and turns of the river near Island Number
Ten are certainly remarkable. Within a radius

of eight miles from the island it crosses the

boundary line of Kentucky and Tennessee
three times, running on almost every point of

the compass. We were greatly surprised when
we arrived above Island Number Ten and
saw on the blufts a chain of forts extending
for four miles along the crescent-formed shore,

with the white tents of the enemy in the rear.

And there lay the island in the lower corner of

the crescent, with the side fronting the Mis-

souri shore lined with heavy ordnance, so

trained that with the artillery on the opposite

shore almost every point on the river be-

tween the island and the Missouri bank could

be reached at once by all the enemy's bat-

teries.

On the 17th an attack was made on the

upper battery by all the iron-clads and mortar-

boats. The Benton (flag-steamer), lashed be-

tween the Cincitinati and St. Louis, was on
the east side of the river ; the Mound City,

Carondelet, and Pittsburgh were on the west
side; the last, however, changed her position

to the east side of the river before the firing

began. We opened fire on the upper fort at

1:20, and by order of the flag-officer fired

one gun a minute. The enemy replied

GENERAL W. W. MACKALL, CONFEDERATE COMMANDER AT
ISLAND NUMBER TEN. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BV G. W. DAVIS.)

promptly, and some of his shot struck the

Benton, but, owing to the distance from which
they were fired, did but little damage. We
silenced all the guns in the upper fort except

one. During the action one of the rifled guns

of the St. Louis exploded, killing and wound-
ing several of the gunners ; another proof of

the truth of the saying that the guns furnished

the Western flotilla were less destructive to

the enemy than to ourselves.

From March 17th to April 4th but little

progress was made in the reduction of the

Confederate works— the gun-boats firing a few

shot now and then at long range, but doing

little damage. The mortar-boats, however,

were daily throwing thirteen-inch bombs, and
so effectively at times that the Confederates

were driven from their batteries and com-
pelled to seek refuge in caves and other

places of safety. But it was very evident that

the great object of the expedition— the re-

duction of the works and the capture of the

Confederate forces— could not be effected

by the gun boats alone, owing to their mode
of structure and to the disadvantage under
which they were fought in the strong and
rapid current of the Mississippi. This was
the t)])inion not only of naval officers, but also

of General Pope and other army officers.

On the 23d of March the monotony of the
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long and tedious investment was unfortunately

varied in a very singular manner. The Caron-

delei being moored nearest the enemy's upper
fort, under several large cottonwood trees,

in order to i^rotect the mortar-boats, sud-

denly, and without warning, two of the larg-

est of the trees fell across her deck, mortally

-wounding one of the crew and severely

wounding another, and doing great damage
to the vessel. This was twelve days before I

ran the gauntlet at Island Number Ten with

the Carojidelet.

To understand fully the importance of that

adventure, some explanation of the military

situation at and below Island Number Ten
seems necessary. After the evacuation of New
Madrid, which Cieneral Pope had forced by
blockading the river twelve miles below, at

Point Pleasant, the Confederate forces occujjied

their fortified y>ositions on Island Number Ten
and the eastern shore of the Mississippi, where
they were cut off by impassable swamps on

the land side. They were in a cieldc-sac, and
the only way open for them to obtain suj)-

plies or to efifect a retreat was by the river

south of Island Numljer Ten. (General Pope,

with an army of twenty thousand men, was

LNirH) ST\T1S Gt N nOM ' C\R")NDrLET KINMN lilfc.

CONI LUfc.1 AIL bXTTFIirs AT ISI AND NIMUER TEN
(Dl \\\N BY H\R]\ I I NN, \I I tR A CON FFM

lORARY SKtlCH \i\ ADMIRAL W ALKE )

on the western side of the river below the

island Perceiving the defect in the enemy's
position, he proceeded with great prompt-

ness and ability to take ad\ antage of it. It was
his intention to cross the river and attack the

enemy from below, but he could not do this

without the aid of a gun-boat to silence the

enemy's batteries opposite Point Pleasant and
protect his army in crossing. He wrote repeat-

edly to Flag-Officer Foote, urging him to send

down a gun-boat past the enemy's batteries on
Island Number Ten, and in one of his letters

expressed the beliefthat aboat could pass down
at night under cover of the darkness. But
the flag-officer invariably declined, saying in

one of his letters to General Pope that the

attempt " would result in the sacrifice of the

boat, her officers and men, which sacrifice

I would not be justified in making."
During this correspondence the bombard-

ment still went on, but was attended with

such poor results that it became a subject

of ridicule among the officers of Pope's

army, one of whom (Colonel Gilmore, of

Chillicothe, Ohio) is reported to have said

tliat often when they met, and incjuiry was
made respecting the operations of the flotilla,

the answer would generally ])e :
" Oh ! it is still

bombarding the State of Tennessee at long

range." And a Confederate officer said that

no casualties resulted and no damage was
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MAP OF MILITARY AND NAVAL OPERATIONS ABOUT ISLAND NO. TEN. (BASED ON THE TWO MAPS BY CAPTAIN A. B. GRAY,

C. S. A., MADE IN MARCH, 1862, AND ON OFFICIAL REPORTS.)

sustained at Island Number Ten from the fire army officers Avere becoming impatient, and it

of the gun-boats.

On March 20th Flag-Officer Foote con-

sulted his commanding officers, through Com-
mander Stemble, as to the practicability of

taking a gun-boat past the enemy's forts to

New Madrid, and all except myself were

opposed to the enterprise, believing with

Foote that the attempt to pass the bat-

teries would result in the almost certain

destruction of the boat. I did not think so,

was well known that the Confederates had a

number of small gun-boats below, and were

engaged in building several large and power-

ful vessels, of which the renowned Arka?isas

was one. And there was good reason to ap-

prehend that these gun-boats would ascend

the river and pass or silence Pope's batteries,

and relieve the Confederate forces on Island

Number Ten and the eastern shore of the

Mississippi. That Pope and Foote appre-

but believed with General Pope that, under hended this, appears clearly from the corre-

the cover of darkness and other favorable cir- spondence between them.

cumstances, a gun-boat might be run past the

enemy's batteries, formidable as they were

with nearly fifty guns. And although fully

aware of the hazardous nature of the enter-

prise, I knew that the aid of a gun-boat

was absolutely necessary to enable General

Pope to succeed in his operations against

the enemy, and thought the importance

of this success justified the risk of running

the gauntlet of the batteries on Island Num-
ber Ten and the adjacent shores. The

The flag-officer now called a formal coun-

cil of war of all his commanding officers.

It was held on board the flag-steamer, on
the 28th or 29th of March, and all except

myself concurred in the opinion formerly ex-

pressed that the attempt to pass the batteries

was too hazardous and ought not to be made.

When I was asked to give my views, I favored

the undertaking, and advised compliance

with the requests of General Pope. When
asked if I was willing to make the attempt

* An interesting and important enterprise in this campaign was the construction under great difhculties of

a canal, twelve miles in length, from the Mississippi to New Madrid, as shown in the map. The progress of

General Pope's campaign having been retarded by the want of vessels to take the army over the river, it was

decided to make a water-way across country, whereby the transports might elude the Confederate batteries.

The execution of the work was superintended by Colonel J. W. Bissell, of the U. S. Engineers.— Ed.

Vol. XXIX.—44.
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with the Carondelet, I rephed in the affirmative.

Foote accepted my advice, and expressed him-
self as greatly relieved from a heavy respon-

sibility, as he had determined to send none
but volunteers on an expedition he regarded

as perilous and of very doubtful success.

Having received written orders from the

flag-officer, under date of ]March 30th, I at

once began to prepare the Carondelet for the

ordeal. All the loose material at hand was
collected, and on the 4th of April the decks

were co\ered with it, to protect them against

plunging shot. Hawsers and chain cables were
placed around the pilot-house and other vul-

nerable parts of the vessel, and every precau-

tion was adopted to prevent disaster, h. coal-

barge laden with hay and coal was lashed to

the part of the port side on which there was
no iron plating, to protect the magazine. And
it was truly said that the old Carondelet at

that time resembled a farmer's wagon pre-

pared for market. The engineers led the

escape-steam, through the pipes aft, into the

wheel-house, to avoid the puffing sound it

made when blown through the smoke-stacks.

All the necessary preparations having been
made, I informed the flag-officer of my inten-

tion to run the gauntlet that night, and re-

ceived his approval. Colonel Buford, who com-
manded the land forces temporarily with the

flotilla, assisted me in preparing for the trip, and
on the night of the 4th brought on board Cap-
tain HoUenstein, of the Forty-second Illinois,

and twenty-three sharp-shooters of his com-
mand, who volunteered their services, which
were gratefully accepted. Colonel Buford re-

mained on board until the last moment to en-

courage us. I informed the officers and crew

of the character of the undertaking, and all ex-

pressed a readiness to make the venture. In

order to resist boarding parties in case we
should be disabled, the sailors wereAvell armed,

and pistols, cutlasses, muskets, boarding-pikes,

and hand-grenades were within reach. Hose
was attached to the boilers for throwing

scalding water over any who miglit attempt

to board. If it should be found impossible

to save the vessel, it was designed to sink

rather than burn her, as the loss of life would
probably be greater in the latter case by the ex-

plosion ofher magazine. During the aftemoon

there was promise of a clear, moonlight night,

and it was determined to wait until the moon
was down, and then to make the attempt,

whatever the chances. Having gone so far.

we could not abandon the project without a
bad efiect on the men, equal almost to failure.

At ten o'clock the moon had gone down,
and the sky, the earth, and the river were
ahke hidden in the black shadow of a

thunder-storm, which had now spread itself

over all the heavens. As the time seemed
favorable, I ordered the first master to cast

off. Dark clouds now rose rapidly over us,

and enveloped us in almost total darkness,

except when the sky was lighted up by the

welcome flashes of vivid lightning, to show us

the perilous way we were to take. Now and
then the dim outline of the landscape could
be seen, and the forest bending under the

roaring storm that came rushing up the river.

With our bow pointing to the island, we
passed the lowest point of land without being
observed, it appears, by the enemy. All speed
was given to the vessel to drive her through the

tempest. The flashes of lightning continued
with frightful brilliancy, and " almost ever}-

second," wrote a correspondent, "every brace,

post, and outline could be seen with startling

distinctness, enshrouded by a bluish white

glare of light, and then her form for the next
minute would become merged in the intense

darkness." When opposite Battery No. 2, on
the mainland,* the smoke-stacks blazed up,

but the fire was soon subdued. It was caused
by the soot becoming dry, as the escape-steam,

which usually kept the stacks wet, had been
sent into the wheel-house, as already men-
tioned, to prevent noise. With such vivid light-

ning as prevailed during the whole passage,

there was no prospect of escaping the vigi-

lance of the enemy, but there was good reason

to hope that he would be unable to point his

guns accurately. Again the smoke-stacks took

fire, and were soon put out; and then the

roar of the enemy's guns began, and from Bat-

teries Nos. 2, 3, and 4 came almost incessantly

the sharp crack and screaming sound of their

rifle-shells, which seemed to unite with the

electric batteries of the clouds to annihilate us.

While nearing the island or some shoal

point, during a few minutes of total dark-

ness, we were startled by the loud, sharp order,

" Hard a-port!" from our brave and skillful

pilot. First Master Hoel. We almost grazed

the island, and it appears were not observed
through the storm until we were close in,

and the enemy, having no time to point his

guns, fired at ranilom. In fact, we ran so near

that the enemy did not, probably could not.

• During the dark and stormy night of April ist Colonel George \V. Roberts, of the 42d Illinois Regi-
\

ment, executed a brilliant exploit. Forty picked men, in five barges, with muffled oars, left for Battery No. i

;

(two miles above Island Number Ten). They proceeded in silence, and were unobserved until within a fevr
^

rods of the fort, when a vi\'id flash of lightning discovered them to the sentries. They fired, but our men
did not reply, and in an instant they were climbing up the slippery bank, and in three minutes more the

six guns were spiked. Colonel Roberts himself spiking a huge eighty-])ound pivot-gun. Some of these guns

had been previously dismounted by our fleet, and were now rendered doul>ly useless.—H. W.
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depress his guns sufficiently. \Vhile close

under the lee of the island and during a lull

in the storm and in the firing, one of our pilots

heard a Confederate officer shout, " Elevate

your guns !
" " Yes, confound you," said the

pilot, in a much lower key, " elevate." It is

probable that the muzzles of those guns had
been depressed to keep the rain out of them,

and the officers, not expecting another night

attack in such a storm, and arriving late,

ordered the guns elevated just in time to save

us from the direct fire of the enemy's heaviest

fort; and this, no doubt, was the cause of our

remarkable escape. Nearly all the enemy's
shot went over us.

Having passed the principal batteries, we
were greatly relieved from suspense, patiently

endured, however, by the officers and crew.

But there was another formidable obstacle in

the way— a floating battery, which was the

great '• war elephant " of the Confederates,

built to blockade the Mississippi permanently.

As we passed her she fired six or eight shots

at us, but without effect. One ball struck the

coal-barge and one was found in a bale of hay

;

we found also one or two musket-bullets. We
arrived at New Madrid about midnight with

no one hurt, and were most joyfully received

by our army. At the suggestion of Paymaster
Nixon, all hands " spliced the main brace."

On Sunday, the 6th, after prayers and
thanksgiving, the Carofidelet, with General
Granger, Colonel Smith of the Forty-third

Ohio, and Captain Marshall, of General Pope's

staff on board, made a reconnaissance twenty
miles down the Mississippi, nearly to Tipton-

ville, the enemy's forts firing on her all the

way down. We returned their fire, and drop-

ped a few shells into their camps beyond.
On the way back, we captured and spiked the

guns of a battery of one thirty-two-pounder

and one twenty-four-pounder, in about twenty-

five minutes, opposite Point Pleasant. Before

we landed to spike the guns, a tall Confederate
soldier, with cool and deliberate courage,

posted himself behind a large cottonwood-
tree, and repeatedly fired upon us, until our

Illinois sharp-shooters got to work on him from
behind the hammock nettings. He had two
rifles, which he soon dropped, fleeing into the

woods with his head down. We were glad

he escaped, and were disposed to give hhn
three cheers for his gallantry. The next day
he was captured and brought into camp at

Tiptonville, with the tip of his nose shot ofi".

He said it was " diamond cut diamond " be-

tween the Illinois men and himself, but that

they were sharper shooters than he expected
to meet with on a gun-boat. After the cajv

ture of this battery, the enemy prepared to

evacuate his positions on Island Number Ten

and the adjacent shores, and thus, as one of
the historians of the civil war says, the Caron-
dekt struck the blow that secured the victory
at Island Number Ten.

Returning to New Madrid, we were in-

structed by General Pope to attack the
enemy's batteries of six sixty-four-pounders
which protected his rear; and besides, an-
other gun-boat was expected. The Pitts-

bin-g/i (Lieutenant-Commander Thompson)
ran the gauntlet without injury, during a
thunder-storm, at two in the morning of
April 7th, and arrived at five o'clock; but
she was not ready for service, and the Caron-
delet attacked the principal batteries at

Watson's Landing alone and had nearly
silenced them when the Pi/tsbiirg/i came up
astern and fired nearly over the Carondelet^s

upper deck, after .she and the Confederates
had ceased firing. I reported to General Pope
that we had cleared the opposite shores of
the enemy, and were ready to cover the
crossing of the river and the landing of the
army. Seeing themselves cut off, the garrison

at Island Number Ten surrendered to Foote.

The other Confederates retreating before

Pope's advance, were overtaken and captured
at four o'clock on the morning of the 8th ; and
about the same time, the cavalry under Col-

onel W. L. Elliott took possession of the en-

emy's deserted works on the Tennessee shore.

The result of General Pope's operations in

connection with the services of the Carotidelet

below Island Number Ten was the capture

of three generals (including General W. W.
Mackall who, ten days before the surrender,

had succeeded General John P. McCown in

the immediate command at Madrid Bend),

over five thousand men, twenty pieces of heavy
artillery, seven thousand stand of arms, and
a large quantity of ammunition and provis-

ions, without the loss of a man on our side.

On the 1 2th the Benton (flag-steamer),

with the Cincinnati, Mound City, Cairo, and
St. Louis, passed Tiptonville and signaled

the Carondelet and Pittsburgh to follow. Five

Confederate gun-l>oats came up the next day
and offered battle ; but after the exchange of

a few shots at long range they retired down
the river. We followed them all the way to

Craighead Point, where they were under
cover of their fortifications at Fort Pillow. I

was not aware at the time that we were chas-

ing the sciuadron of my esteemed shipmate of

the U. S. Frigates Cumberland ViW^ Merrimack,

Colonel John W. Dunnington, who afterward

fought so bravely at .Arkansas Post.

On the 14th General Pope's army landed

about six miles above Craighead Point, near

Osceola, under the protection of the gun-
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boats. While he was preparing to attack

Fort Pillow, Foote sent his executive officer

twice to me on the Caromield to inquire

whether I would undertake, with my ves-

sel and two or three other gun-boats, to

pass below the fort to cooperate with

General Pope, to which inquiries I replied

that I was ready at any time to make the

attempt. But Pope and his army (with the

exception of fifteen hundred men) were or-

dered away, and the expedition against

Fort Pillow was abandoned. Between the

14th of April and the loth of May two or

three of the mortar-boats were towed down
the river and moored near Craighead Point,

with a gun-boat to protect them. They were

emploved in throwing thirteen-inch bombs
across the point into Fort Pillow, two miles

distant. The enemy returned our bombard-

ment with vigor, but not with much accuracy

or eftect. Several of their bombs fell close

alongside the Carotiddet and other gun-boats,

when we Avere three miles from the fort.

The Confederate fleet called the " River

Defense" having been reenforced, they de-

termined upon capturing the mortar-boats or

giving us battle. On the Sth three of their ves-

sels came to the point from which the mor-

tar-boats had thrown their bombs, but, finding

none, returned. Foote had given special

orders to keep up steam and be ready for

battle any moment, day or night. There

was so much illness at that time in the flo-

tilla that about a third of the officers and
men were under medical treatment, and a

great many were unfit for duty. On the

9th of May, at his own request, our distin-

guished commander-in-chief, Foote, was re-

lieved from his arduous duties. He had be-

come very much enfeebled from the wounds
received at Fort Donelson and from illness.

He carried with him the heart-felt sympathy
and regrets of all his command. He was suc-

ceeded by Flag-Officer Davis, a most excel-

lent officer.

FIGHTING THE CONFEDERATE FLEET.

This paper would not be complete without

some account of the naval battles fought by
the flotilla immediately after the retirement

of Flag-Officer Foote, under whose supervis-

ion and amid the greatest embarrassments it

had been built, organized, and equipped. CJn

the morning of the loth of May a mortar-boat

was towed down the river, as usual, at 5 a. m.,

to bombard Fort Pillow. The Cincin/ia/i soon

followed to protect her. At 6:35 eight Con-
federate " rams " came up the river at full

speed. The Carondelet at once prepared for

action, and slipped her haw.ser to the " bare

end," ready for orders to " go ahead." No
officer was on the deck of the Benio7i (flag-

steamer) except the pilot, Mr. Birch, who
informed the flag-officer of the situation, and
passed the order to the Caro7ideIet and Pitts-

burgh to proceed without waiting for the flag-

steamer. General signal was also made to

the fleet to get under way, but it was not

visible on account of the light fog.

The Carondelet started immediately after

the first verbal order; the others, for want of

steam or some other cause, were not ready,

except the Mound City, which put off soon
after we were fairly on our way to the rescue

of the Cincinnati. We had proceeded about

a mile before our other gun-boats left their

moorings. The rams were advancing rapidly,

and we steered for the leading vessel. Gen-
eral Bragg, a brig-rigged, side-wheeled steam
ram, far in advance of the others, and appar-

ently intent on striking the Cincinnati. When
about three-quarters of a mile from the Gen-
eral Bragg, the Carondelet and Mound City

fired on her with their bow-guns, until she

struck the Cincinnati on the starboard quar-

ter, making a great hole in the shell-room,

through which the water poured with resistless

force. The Cincinnati then retreated up the

river and the General Bragg drifted down,
evidently disabled. The General Price, follow'-

ing the example of her consort, also rammed
the Cincinnati. We fired our bow-guns into

the General Price, and she backed off", dis-

abled also. The Cincintiati was again struck

by one of the enemy's rams, the General
Sumter. Having pushed on with all speed to

the rescue of the Cincitinati, the Carondelet

passed her in a sinking condition, and,

rounding to, we fired our bow and starboard

broadside guns into the retreating" General
Bragg and the advancing rams, General Jeff
Thompson, General Beauregard, and Lovell.

Heading up-stream, close to a shoal, the

Carondelet brought her port broadside guns to

bear on the Sumter and Price, which were
dropping down-stream. At this crisis the

Van Dorn and Little Rebel had run above
the Carondelet; the General Bragg, Jeff
Thompson, Beauregard, and Lovell were be-

low her. The last three, coming up, fired into

the Carondelet; she returned their fire wdth

her stern-guns ; and, while in this position, I

ordered the port rifled fifty-pound Dahlgren
gun to be leveled and fired at the center of the

Sumter. The shot struck the vessel just for-

ward of her wheel-house, and the steam in-

stantly poured out from- her ports and all

parts of her casemates, and we saw her men
running out of them and falling or lying down
on her deck. None of our gun-boats had
yet come to the assistance of the Carojidelet,
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The Bentoii and Pittsburgh had probably gone
to aid the Cincinnati, and the St. Louis to re-

heve the Moimd City, which had been badly
rammed by the Van Dorn. The smoke at

this time was so dense that we could hardly

distinguish the gun-boats above us. The up-

per deck of the Carondelet was swept with

grape-shot and fragments of broken shell

;

some of the latter were picked up by one of

the sharp-shooters, who told me they were
obliged to lie down under shelter to save

themselves from the grape and other shot of

the Pittsburgh above us, and from the shot and
broken shell of the enemy below us. Why
some of our gun-boats did not fire into

the Van Dorn and Little Rebel while they

were above the Carondelet, and prevent their

escape, if possible, I never could make out.

As the smoke rose we saw that the enemy
was retreating rapidly and in great confusion.

The Carondelet dropped down to within half

a mile above Craighead Point, and kept up
a continual fire upon their vessels, which were
very much huddled together. When they were
nearly, if not quite, beyond gunshot, the Ben-
ton, having raised sufficient steam, came down
and passed the Carotidelet; but the Confeder-
ates were under the protection of Fort Pillow

before the Benton could reach them. Our fleet

returned to Plum Point, except the Carondelet,

which dropped her anchor on the battle-field,

two miles or more below the point, and remain-

ed there two days on voluntary guard duty.

This engagement was sharp, but not deci-

sive. From the first to the last shot fired by the

Carondelet, one hour and ten minutes elapsed.

After the battle, long-range firing was kept

up until the evacuation of Fort Pillow.

On the 25th Colonel Ellet's seven rams
arrived,— a useful acquisition to our fleet.

During the afternoon of June 4th heavy
clouds of smoke were observed rising from
Fort Pillow, followed by explosions, which
continued through the night ; the last of

which, much greater than the others, lit up
the heavens and the Chickasaw bluffs with a
brilliant light, and convinced us that this was
the parting salute of the Confederates before

leaving for the lower Mississippi. At dawn
next morning the fleet was all astir to take

possession of Fort Pillow, the flag-steamer

leading We found the casemates, magazines,
and breastworks blown to atoms.

On our way to Memphis the enemy's
steamer Sovereign was intercepted by one of

our tugs. She was run ashore by her crew,
who attempted to blow her up, but were foiled

in their purpose by a boy of sixteen whom
the enemy had pressed into service, who, af-

ter the abandonment of the vessel, took the

extra weights from the safet}'-valves, opened

the fire-doors and flue-caps, and put water on
the fires; and having procured a sheet, he
signaled the tug, which came up and took pos-
session. It may be proper to say that on our
way down the river we respected private
property, and did not assail or molest any
except those who were in arms against us.

The morning of the 6th of June we fought
the battle of Memphis, which lasted one hour
and ten minutes. It was begun by the enemy
(whose vessels were in double line of battle

opposite the city) firing upon our fleet, then
at a distance of a mile and a half or two miles
above the city. Their fire continued for a
quarter of an hour, when the attack was
promptly met by two of our ram squadron,
the Qiceen of the West (Colonel Charles Ellet)

leading, and the Monarch (Lieutenant-Col-
onel Ellet, younger brother of the leader).

These vessels fearlessly dashed ahead of our
gun-boats, ran for the enemy's fleet, and at the
first plunge succeeded in sinking one and dis-

abling another. The astonished Confederates
received them gallantly and effectively. The
Qiicen ofthe West and Monarch were followed
in line of battle by the gun-boats, under the
lead of Flag-Ofiicer Davis, and aU of them
opened fire, which was continued from the

time we got within good range until the end
of the battle— two or three tugs keeping all

the while a safe distance astern. The Quee?i

of the West was a quarter of a mile in advance
of the Monarch, and after having rammed one
of the enemy's fleet, she was badly rammed
by the Beau?'egard, which then, in company
with the General Price, made a dash at the

Monarch as she approached them. The Beau-
regard, however, missed the Monarch and
struck the Geneml Price'\n'a\.&3.d in herport side,

cutting her down to the water-line, tearing off"

her wheel instantly, and placing her hors de

combat. The Monarch then rammed the Beau-
regard, which had been several times raked
fore and aft by the shot and shell of our iron-

clads, and she quickly sank in the river oppo-
site Memphis. The General Lovell, after hav-

ing been badly rammed by the Queen of the

JVest (or the Monarch, as it is claimed), was
struck by our shot and shell, and, at about the

same time and place as the Beauregard, sank

to the bottom so suddenly as to take a con-

siderable number of her officers and crew down
with her, the remainder being saved by small

boats and our tugs. The General Price, Little

Rebel (with a shot-hole through her steam-

chest), and our Queen of the West, all disabled,

were run on the Arkansas shore opposite

Memphis; and the Monarch afterward ran

into the Little Rebel just as our fleet were
passing her in pursuit of the remainder of the

enemy's fleet, then retreating rapidly down the
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river. The Jeff TJiompson, below the point and
opposite President's Island, was the next boat

disabled by our shot. She was run ashore,

burned, and blown up. The Confederate

ram Sumter was also disabled by our shell

and captured. The Bragg soon after shared

the same fate, and was run ashore. Avhere her

othcers abandoned her, and disappeared in the

forests of Arkansas. All the Confederate rams

which had been run on the Arkansas shore

were captured. The / <?// Dorn. having a start,

alone escaped down the river. The Alo/iarc/i

and S2i.<ifzc'rhi;iif were dispatched in pursuit

of her and a few transports, but returned with-

out overtaking them, although they captured

another steamer.

The scene at this battle was rendered most
sublime by the desperate nature of the en-

gagement and the momentous consequences

that followed very speedily after the first at-

tack. Thousands of people crowded the high

bluffs overlooking the river. The roar of the

cannon and shell shook the houses on shore

on either side for many miles. First wild

yells, shrieks, and clamors, then loud, de-

spairing murmurs, filled the aflrighted cit}-.

The screaming, plunging shell crashed into

the boats, blowing some of them and their

crews into fragments, and the rams rushed

upon each other like wild beasts in deadly

conflict. Blinding smoke hovered about the

scene of all this confusion and horror; and,

as the battle progressed and the Confederate

fleet was destroyed, all the cheering voices on
shore were silenced. With each disaster a sym-
pathizing wail went up from the multitude.

When the last hope of the Confederates gave
way, the lamentations which went up from

the spectators were like cries of anguish.

Boats were put off from our vessels to save

as many lives as possible. No serious injury

was received by any one on board the United
States fleet. Colonel Ellet received a pistol-

shot in the leg ; a shot struck the Carondelet

in the bow, broke up her anchor and anchor-

stock, and fragments were scattered over her

deck among her ofticers and crew, wounding
slightly Acting-Master Gibson and two or

three others who were standing at the time on
the forward deck with me. The heavy timber

which was suspended on the sides of our gun-
boats, at the water-line, to protect them from
being sunk by the Confederate rams, greatly

impeded our progress in battle, and it was
therefore cut adrift from the Carofidelet when
that vessel was in chase of the Bragg and
Sumter. The latter had just landed a number
of her officers and crew, some of whom were
emerging from the bushes along the bank of
the river, unaware of the Carondelefs proxim-
ity, when I hailed them through a trumpet, and
ordered them to stop or be shot. They obeyed
immediately, and by my orders were taken

on board a tug and delivered on the Benton.

General Jeff Thompson, notable in partisan

or border warfare, having signally failed with

those rams at Fort Pillow, now resigned them
to their fate. It was said that he stood by
his horse watching the effect of this desper-

ate struggle, and seeing at last his rams all

gone, captured, sunk, or burned, he exclaimed,

philosophically, " They are gone, and I am
going," mounted his horse, and disappeared.

An enormous amount of property was
captured by our squadron; and in addition

to the Confederate fleet, we captured at

Memphis six large Mississippi steamers, each
marked '• C. S. A." We also seized a large

quantity of cotton in steamers and on shore,

and the property at the Confederate navy-

yard, and caused the destruction of a large

steam ram on the stocks, which was to have
been a sister ship to the renowned Arkansas.

About one hundred Confederates were killed

and wounded and one hundred and fifty cap-

tured. Chief of all results of the work of the

flotilla was the opening of the Mississippi

River once for all from Cairo to Memphis.*

Henry Wa/ke.
* The opening of the lower part of the Mississippi by the fleet under Admiral Farragut will be described

in an early number of The Century, by Admiral Porter,

I'KACTICINC ON A RIVEK IMCKF.T.



THE BATTLE OF SHILOH.

tions of war, I believed much
more could be accomplished
without further sacrifice of life.

Clarksville, a town between
Donelson and Nashville, in the

State of Tennessee, and on the

east bank of the Cumberland,
was garrisoned by the enemy.
Nashville was also garrisoned,

and was probably the best pro-

visioned depot at the time in

the Confederacy. Albert Sidney

Johnston occupied Bowling
Green, Kentucky, with a large

force. I l)elie\ ed, and my infor-

mation justified the belief, that

these places would fall into our

hands without a battle, if threat-

NEW SHILOH CHURCH, ON THE SITE OF Till

LOG CHAPEL DESTROYED AFTER THE BATHE

[This is the Corinth road, looking south toward Corinth
Sherman's first line of battle was formed in the bick
ground above the ravine, in which is the Shiloh spnii

THE battle of Shiloh, fought

on Sunday and Monday, the

6th and 7th of April, 1862, is

perhaps less understood, or, to

state the case more accurately,

more persistently misunderstood,

than any other engagement be-

tween National and so-called

Confederate troops during the

entire rebellion. Correct reports

of the battlehave been published,

notably by Sherman, Badeau,
and, in a speech before a meet-
ing of veterans, by General Pren-

tiss ; but all of these appeared
long subsequent to the close of

the rebellion, and after public

opinion had been most erro-

neously formed.

Events had occurred before the battle, and ened prompdy. I determined not to miss this

others subsequent to it, which determined me chance. But being only a district commander,

to make no report to my then chief, General and under the immediate orders of the depart-

Halleck, further than was contained in a let- ment commander, General Halleck, whose

ter, written immediately after the batUe, in- headquarters were at St. Louis, it was my
forming him that an engagement had been duty to communicate to him all I proposed

fought, and announcing the result. The to do, and to get his approval, if possible. I

occurrences alluded to are these : after the did so communicate, and receiving no reply,

capture of Fort Donelson, with over fifteen acted upon my own judgment. The result

thousand effective men and all their muni- proved that my information was correct, and

Notice.—The entire contents of this magazine are covered by the general copyright, and articles must not

be reprinted without special permission.

—
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SHILOH SPRING, IN RAVINE SOfTl THE CHAPEL.

[The sprinif is on the Confederate side of the ravine, the chapel being opposite on the

left. Hard fighting took place here, in the early morning of Sunday, between Sherman's
troops and Hardee's.]
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BRIGADIER-GENERAL \V. H. L. WALLACE.

sustained my judgment. What, then, was my
surprise, after so much had been accomphshed
by the troops under my immediate command,
between the time of leaving Cairo, early in

February, and the 4th of March, to receive

from my chief a dispatch of the latter date,

saying: "You will place Major-General C.

F. Smith in command of expedition, and re-

main yourself at Fort Henry. Why do you
not obey my orders to report strength and
position of your command ? " I was left vir-

tually in arrest on board a steamer, without
even a guard, for about a week, when I was
released and ordered to resume my command.

Again : Shortly after the battle of Shiloh

had been fought, General Halleck moved his

headquarters to Pittsburg Landing, and as-

sumed command of the troops in the field.

Although next to him in rank, and nominally
in command of my old district and army, I

was ignored as much as if 1 had been at the

most distant pjoint of territory within my juris-

diction ; and although I was in command of

all the troops engaged at Shiloh, I was not

permitted to see one of the reports of General
Buell or his subordinates in that battle, until

they were published by the War Department,
long after the event. In consequence, I never

myself made a full rejjort of this engagement.

Whkn I was restored to my command, on
the 13th of March, 1 found it on the Ten-
nessee River, part at Savanna and part at

Pittsburg Landing, nine miles above, and on
the opposite or western bank. I generally

spent the day at I'ittsburg, and returned by

boat to Savanna in the evening. I was intend-

ing to remove my headquarters to Pittsburg,

where I had sent all the troops immediately

on my reassuming command ; but Buell, with

the Army of the Ohio, had been ordered to re-

enforce me from Columbia, Tennessee. He
was expected daily, and would come in at

Savanna. I remained, therefore, a few days
longer than I otherwise should have done, for

the purpose of meeting him on his arrival.

General Lew Wallace, with a division, had
been placed by General Smith at Crump's
Landing, about five miles farther down the

river than Pittsburg, and also on the west
bank. His position I regarded as so well

chosen that he was not moved from it until

the Confederate attack in force at Shiloh.

The skirmishing in our front had been so

continuous from about the 3d of April up to

the determined attack, that I remained on
the field each night until an hour when I felt

there would be no further danger before morn-
ing. In fact, on Friday, the 4th, I was very
much injured by my horse falling with me and
on me while I was trying to get to the front,

where firing had been heard. The night was
one ofimpenetrable darkness, with rain pour-

ing down in torrents \ nothing was visible to the

eye except as revealed by the frequent flashes

of lightning. Under these circumstances I

had to trust to the horse, without guidance,

to keep the road. I had not gone far, how-
ever, when I met General W. H. L. Wallace
and General (then Colonel) McPherson com-
ing from the direction of the front. They said

all was quiet so far as the enemy was con-

cerned. On the way back to the boat my
horse's feet slipped from under him, and he
fell with my leg under his body. The extreme
softness of the ground, from the excessive rains

of the few preceding days, no doubt saved me
from a severe injury and protracted lameness.

OUTLINE MAP OF THE SHILOH CAMPAIGN.
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PRESENT ASPECT OF PITTSBURG LANDING.

[The central or main landing is here shown. On the hill to the right is seen the flag-staff of the National Cemetery; in the rear and to the
left of the cemetery is the steamboat store and post-office, where the roads from the landings meet.]

As it was, my ankle was very much injured ; so

much so, that my boot had to be cut off. Dur-
ing the battle, and for two or three days after,

I was unable to walk except with crutches.

On the 5th General Nelson, with a division

of Buell's army, arrived at Savanna, and I or-

dered him to move up the east bank of the

river, to be in a position where he could be
ferried over to Crump's Landing or Pitts-

burg Landing, as occasion required. I had
learned that General Buell himself would
be at Savanna the next day, and desired to

meet me on his arrival. Affairs at Pittsburg

Landing had been such for several days that

I did not want to be away during the day. I

determined, therefore, to take a very early

breakfast and ride out to meet Buell, and thus

save time. He had arrived on the evening of

the 5th, but had not advised me of the fact,

and I was not aware of it until some time

after. While I was at breakfast, however, heavy
firing was heard in the direction of Pittsburg

Landing, and I hastened there, sending a

hurried note to Buell, informing him of the

reason why I could not meet him at Savan-
na. On the way up the river I directed the

dispatch-boat to run in close to Crump's
Landing, so that I could communicate with

General Lew Wallace. I found him waiting

on a boat, apparently expecting to see me.

and I directed him to get his troops in line

ready to execute any orders he might receive.

He replied that his troops were already under
arms and prepared to move.
Up to that time I had felt by no means cer-

tain that Crump's Landing might not be the

point of attack. On reaching the front, how-
ever, about 8 A. M.. I found that the attack

on Shiloh was unmistakable, and that noth-

ing more than a small guard, to protect our
transports and stores, at Crump's was needed.

Captain Baxter, a quartermaster on my staff,

was accordingly directed to go back and
order General Wallace to march immediately
to Pittsburg, by the road nearest the river.

Captain Baxter made a memorandum of his

order. About i p. m., not hearing from Wal-
lace, and being much in need of reenforce-

ments, I sent two more of my staff. Colonel

McPherson and Captain Rowley, to bring

him up with his division. They reijorted

finding him marching toward Purdy, Bethel,

or some point west from the river, and far-

ther from Pittsburg by several miles than

when he started. I never could see, and do
not now see, why any order was necessary

further than to direct him to come to Pitts-

burg Landing, without specifying by what
route. The road was direct, and near the

river. Between the two points a bridge had
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MAJOR-OENEK.\L LEW WALLACE. (FROM
BR.-U3V.)

A PHOTOGRAPH BV

been built across Snake Creek by our troops,

at which Wallace's command had assisted, ex-

would be able to come around on the flank

or rear of the enemy, and thus perform an
act of heroism that would redound to the

credit of his command, as well as to the

benefit of his country.

Shiloh was a log meeting-house, some two
or three miles from Pittsburg Landing, and on
the ridge which divides the waters of Snake
and Lick creeks, the former emptying into the

Tennessee just north of Pittsburg Landing,
and the latter south. Shiloh was the key to

our position, and was held by Sherman. His
division was at that time wholly raw, no part

of it ever having been in an engagement;
but I thought this deficiency was more than
made up by the superiority of the commander.
McClernand was on Sherman's left, with

troops that had been engaged at Forts Henry
and Donelson, and were therefore veterans

so far as Western troops had become such at

that stage of the war. Next to McClernand
came Prentiss, with a raw division, and on
the extreme left, Stuart, with one brigade of

Sherman's division. Hurlbut was in rear of

Prentiss, massed, and in reserve at the time

of the onset. The division of General C. F,

Smith was on the right, and in reserve. Gen-
eral Smith was sick in bed at Savanna, some

presslv to enable the troops at the two places nine miles below, but in hearing of our guns.

to support each other in case of need. Wal-

lace did not arrive in time to take part in the

first day's fight. General Wallace has since

claimed that the order delivered to him by

His services on those two eventful days would
no doubt have been of inestimable value had
his health permitted his presence. The com-
mand of his division devolved upon Brigadier-

Captain Baxter was simply to join the right General W. H. L. Wallace, a most estimable

of the army, and that the

road over which he march-

ed would have taken him
to the road from Pittsburg

to Purdy, where it crosses

Owl Creek, on the right of

Sherman ; but this is not

where I had ordered him
nor where I wanted him
to go. Even if he were

correct as to the wording
of the order, it was still a

very unmilitary proceed-

ing to join the right of the

array from the flank in-

stead of from the base.

His was one of three vet-

eran divisions that had
been in battle, and its ab-

sence was severely felt.

Later in the war, (ieneral

Wallace would never have
made the mistake that he

committed on the 6th of

April, 1862. I presume

his idea was that by tak-

ing the route he did, he
[General Grant's headquarters were

l>ccn ari'lcd. The building; on the left is a
the bluflf, and is much changed since the

^L MILES BELOW (NORTH OF) PITTSBUKG LANDING.

in the Cherry mansion, on the right; the portico has since-

The town lies a!M)iit a quarter of rnew hole)
var.J

nilc back from
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and able officer,— a veteran, too, for he had also considerable underbrush. A number of

served a year in the Mexican war, and had attemjits were made by the enemy to turn our

been with his command at Henry and Donel- right tlank, where Sherman was posted, but

son. Wallace was mortally wounded in the every effort was repulsed with heavy loss. But
the front attack was
kept up so vigorously

that, to prevent the

success of these at-

temjjts to get on our
tlanks, the Federal
troops were com-
pelled several times

to take positions to

the rear, nearer Pitts-

burg Landing. When
the iiring ceased at

night, the Federal line

was more than a mile

MRS. CRl'MP S HOUSE.— LAND-
ING BELOW THE HOUSE.

[Crump's Lan.iine is. by river,

about five miles below (north of
Pittsburg Landing. Here one of
General Lew Wallace's three bri-

gades was encamped on the morn-
mg of the battle, another brigade
bemg two miles back, on the road
to Purdy, and a third brigade half
a mile farther advanced. The
Widow Crump's house is about a
quarter of a mile above the land-
ing-]

first day's engagement, and with the change
of commanders thus necessarily effected in the

heat of battle, the efficiency of his division

was much weakened.
The position of our troops, as here de-

scribed, made a continuous line from Lick
Creek, on the left, to Owl Creek, a branch
of Snake Creek, on the right, facing nearly

south, and possibly a little west. The water
in all these streams was very high at the time,

and contributed to protect our flanks. The
enemy was compelled, therefore, to attack

directly in front. This he did with great vigor,

inflicting heavy losses on the Federal side, but
suffering much heavier on his own.
The Confederate assaults were made Avith

such disregard of losses on their own side,

that our line of tents soon fell into their hands.
The ground on which the battle w-as fought
was undulating, heavily timbered, with scat-

tered clearings, the woods giving some protec-

tion to the troops on both sides. There was

in rear of the position it had occupied in the

morning.
In one of the backward moves, on the 6th,

the division commanded by General Prentiss

did not fall back with the others. This left his

flanks exposed, which enabled the enemy to

capture him, with about 2200 of his officers

and men. General Badeau gives four o'clock

of the 6th as about the time this capture took

place. He may be right as to the time, but

my recollection is that the hour was later.

General Prentiss himself gave the hour as

5:30. I was with him, as 1 was with each

of the division commanders that day, several

times, and my recollection is that the last

time I was with him was about half-past four,

when his division was standing up firmly, and

the general was as cool as if he had been ex-

pecting victory. But no matter whether it was

four or later, the story that he and his com-
mand were surprised and captured in their

camjjs is without any foundation whatever.
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It It had been true, as currently reported at the
time, and yet beheved by thousands of peo-
ple, that Prentiss and his di\ision had been cap-
tured in their beds, there would not have been
an all-day struggle, with the loss of thousands
killed and wounded on the Confederate side.

^^ ith this single exception, for a {qw
muiutes, after the capture of Prentiss, a
continuous and unbroken line was main-
tained all day from Snake Creek or its tribu-
taries on the right to Lick Creek or the Ten-
nessee on the left, above Pittsburg. There
was no hour during the day when there was not
heavy tiringand generally hard fighting at some
point on the line, but seldom at all points at
the same time. It was a case of Southern
dash against Northern pluck and endurance.

Three^ of the five divisions engaged the first
day at Shiloh were entirely raw, and many
of them had only received their arms on the
way from their States to the field. Many
of them had arrived but a dav or two before,
and were hardly able to load their muskets
according to the manual. Their officers were
equally ignorant of their duties. Under these
circumstances, it is not astonishing that many
of the regiments broke at the first fire. In
two cases, as I now remember, the colonels
led their regiments from the field on first hear-
ing the whistle of the enemy's bullets. In

these cases the colonels were constitutional
cowards, unfit for any military position. But
not so the officers and men led out of danger
by them. Better troops never went upon a
batde-field than many of these officers and
men afterward proved themselves to be, who
fled, panic-stricken, at the first whistle of
bullets and shell at Shiloh.

During the whole of the first day I was
continuously engaged in passing from one
part of the field to another, giving directions
to division commanders. In thus moving
along the line, however, I never deemed it

important to stay long with Sherman. Al-
though his troops were then under fire for the
first time, their commander, by his constant
presence with them, inspired a confidence in
officers and men that enabled them to render
services on that bloody battle-field worthy of
the best of veterans. McClernand was next
to Sherman, and the hardest fighting was in
front of these two divisions. McClernand
told me himself on that day, the 6th, that he
profited much by having so able a comman-
der supporting him. A casualty to Sherman
that would have taken him from the field that
day would have been a sad one for the troops
engaged at Shiloh. And how near we came
to this

! On the 6th Sherman was shot twice,
once m the hand, once in the shoulder, the

3r>^

rP.tt^.: .^.d.„, . nearly two .n.les to the .eft. Ow, Cree. empties fro™ the left into Snake Cree., a sho. ....„„ above .he b.d.e. ,
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TOPOGRAPHICAL PLAN OF THE BATTLE-FIELD, FROM THE OFFICIAL MAP.

[The original of this map was made immediately after the battle from surveys and information obtained by Chief of Topo-

graphical Enfineers George Thom (of Halleck's staff) and his assistants, while the troops were still encamped on and near, the

battle-field. The positions of the troops were indicated in accordance with information furnished at that Ume oy Uenerals Wrant,

Buell, and Sherman. ,. , ,^ijj>i_-j c -o >^

The Confederates moved to the attack in three lines of battle : (i.) Hardee's three brigades and Gladden s bngade of Kragg s

corps forming the advance line, reaching from Sherman's right to beyond Prentiss's left; (2-) Bragg s remaining five brigades

about eight hundred yards in rear of Hardee's line, and bearing off more to the right, as far as Stuart; (3.) i'olk s tour brigades

and Breckenridge's three brigades disposed left and right as reserves,— Polk's, first 10 be drawn upon. _ , , , , , .,

Hardee's line carried the first Federal position, and, with the assistance of Bragg's line, fought the Federals back nearly a mile

where, at 10:30 o'cl.)ck, the Federal line extended, in general, from what is indicated as McCook s position on the morning ot the

second day, across to what was Sherman's position the morning of the second day. This Federal line was maintained until al er

four o'clock in the afternoon. Attacking that line, Polk's brigades were, for the most part, on the right of Hardee, ^'':^9 ^?-^^

the.i commanding the Confederate left; Bragg directed the attack on Polk's right; and two of Breckcnndge s three bngade^

were in the main hotly engaged on the Confederate light.
. , r 1.

• c \ \ e.

Toward evening the Confederates were arrayed opposite the Federal line, as indicated for the evening ot April 0.

The center of the Federal left on the middle line of defense (which was held from 10 :3o till after four o clock)_ was called by the

Confederates "The Hornets' Nest." (See page 625.) It was, appro.ximately, the pround indicated as having been held Dy

McCook on the morning of April 7; on April 6 it was defended by Prentiss, assisted on his right by VV. H. L. Wallace, and on nis

leftbyHuribuL Prentiss was not far from the Hornets' Nest when he was captured. ,,,./-•. ^
General Johnston was killed at 2:30, Sunday afternoon, on the ground indicated as having been held by Cnttenden on

the morning of April 7.— Ed.]
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ball cutting his coat and making a slight

wound, and a third ball passed through his

hat. In addition to this he had several horses

shot during the day.

The nature of this battle was such that

cavalry could not be used in front; I therefore

formed ours into line, in rear, to stop strag-

glers, of whom there were many. When there

would be enough of them to make a show,

and after they had recovered from their fright,

they would be sent to reenforce some part of

the line which needed support, without regard

to their companies, regiments, or brigades.

On one occasion during the day, I rode

back as far as the river and met General

Buell, who had just arrived; I do not remem-
ber the hour of the day, but at that time

there probably were as many as four or five

thousand stragglers lying under cover of the

river bluff", panic-stricken, most of whom
would have been shot where they lay, with-

out resistance, before they would have taken

muskets and marched to the front to protect

themselves. The meeting between General
Buell and myselfwas on the dispatch-boat used

to run between the landing and Savanna. It

was but brief, and related specially to his get-

ting his troops over the river. As we left the

boat together, Buell's attention was attracted

by the men lying under cover of the river bank.

I saw him berating them and trying to shame
them into joining their regiments. He even

threatened them with shells from the gun-

boats near by. But it was all to no effect.

Most of these men afterward proved them-

selves as gallant as any of those who saved

the battle from which they had deserted. I

have no doubt that this sight impressed Gen-
eral Buell with the idea that a line of retreat

would be a good thing just then. If he had
come in by the front, instead of through the

stragglers in the rear, he would have thought

and felt differently. Could he have come
through the Confederate rear, he would have
witnessed there a scene similar to that at our

own. The distant rear of an army engaged

*'t,;:f_: '--Ci^

•N--.

CONFEDERATE CHARGE UPON PRENTISS S CAMP ON SUNDAY MORNING.

''Of the capture of General Prentiss's camp. Colonel Fr.incis Quinn (Twelfth Michigan Infantry) says in his official report dated April 9:
" Aljout daylight the dead and wounded began to le brought in. The firing' grew closer and closer, till it became manifest a heavy force of the enemy
was upon us. The division was ordered into line of battle by General i*rentiss, and immediately advanced in line about one-quarter of a mile from the
tents, where the enemy were met in short-firing distance. Volley af:er volley was given and returned, and many fell on both sides, but their numbers
were too heavy fT our forces. I could see to the right and left. They were visible in line, and every hill-top in the rear was covered with them. It

was manifest they were advancing, in not only one, but several lines of battle. The whole division fell back to their tents and again rallied, and,
although no regular line was formed, yet from behind every tree a deadly fire was poured out upon the enemy, which held them in check for about
one half-hour, when rci'nforcements coming to their assistance, they advanced furiously upon our camp, and we were forced again to give way. At
this time we lost four pieces of artillery. The division fell back about one half-mile, very much scattered and broken. Here we were posted, being
drawn up in line behind a dense clump of bushes."

—

Ed.]
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in battle is not the best place from which to

judge correctly what is going on in front. In

fact, later in the war, while occupying the

country between the Tennessee and the Mis-

sissippi, I learned that the panic in the Con-
federate lines had not differed much from that

within our own. Some of the country peo-

ple estimated the stragglers from Johnston's

army as high as 20,000. Of course, this was
an exaggeration.

The situation at the close of the lirst day was
as follows : Extending from the topof tlie bluft"

Vol. XXIX.— 5S.

just south of the log-house which stood at

Pittsburg Landing, Colonel J. D. Webster, of

my staff, had arranged twenty or more pieces

of artillery facing south, or up the river. This

line of artillery was on the crest of a hill over-

looking a deep ravine opening into the Ten-

nessee. Hurlbut, with his division intact, was

on the right of this artillery, extending west

and possibly a little north. McClernand came
next in the general line, looking more to the

west. His division was complete in its organ-

ization and readv for anvdutv. Sherman came
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next, his right extending to Snake Creek. His
command, Hke the other two, was complete in

its organization and ready, hke its chief, for

any service it might be cahed upon to render.

All three divisions were, as a matter of course,

more or less shattered and depleted in num-
bers from the terrible battle of the day. The
division of W. H. L. Wallace, as much from the

disorder arising from changes of division and
brigade commanders, under heavy fire, as from
any other cause, had lost its organization, and
did not occupy a place in the line as a division.

Prentiss's command was gone as a division,

many of its members having been killed,

wounded, or captured. But it had rendered
valiant service before its final dispersal, and
had contributed a good share to the defense
of Shiloh.

There was, I have said, a deep ravine in

front of our left. The Tennessee River was
very high at that time, and there was water
to a considerable depth in the ravine. Here
the enemy made a last desperate effort to

turn our flank, but were repelled. The gun-
boats Tyler and Lexingion, Gwin and Shirk

commanding, with the artillery underWebster,
aided the army and effectually checked their

further progress. Before any of Buell's

troops had reached the west bank of the

Tennessee, firing had almost entirely ceased;
anything like an attempt on the part of
the enerny to advance had absolutely ceased.

There was some artillery firing from an un-

seen enemy, some of his shells passing be-

yond us ; but I do not remember that there

was the whistle of a single musket-ball heard.

As Buell's troops arrived in the du.sk, General
Buell marched several of his regiments part

way down the face of the hill, where they fired

briskly for some minutes, but I do not think

a single man engaged in this firing received

an injury ; the attack had spent its force.

General Lew Wallace arrived after firing

had ceased for the day, and was placed on the

right. Thus night came, Wallace came, and
the advance of Nelson's division came, but
none— except night— in time to be of material

service to the gallant men who saved Shiloh

on that first day, against large odds. Buell's

loss on the first day was two men killed and
one wounded, all members of the Thirty-sixth

Indiana infantry. The presence of two or three

regiments of his army on the west bank before

firing ceased had not the slightest effect in

preventing the capture of Pittsburg Landing.
So confident was I before firing had ceased

on the 6th that the next day would bring

victory to our arms if we could only take the

initiative, that I visited each division com-
mander in person before any reinforcements
had reached the field. I directed them to throw
out heavy lines of skirmishers in the morning
as soon as they could see, and push them
forward until they found the enemy, follow-

ing with their entire divisions in supporting

distance, and to engage the enemy as soon as

found. To Sherman I told the story of the

assault at Fort Donelson, and said that the

same tactics would win at Shiloh. Victory
was assured when Wallace arrived with his

division of five thousand effective veterans,

even if there had been no other support. The
enemy received no reinforcements. He had
suffered heavy losses in killed, wounded, and
straggling, and his commander. General Albert

Sidney Johnston, was dead. I was glad, how-
ever, to see the reenforcements of Buell and
credit them wdth doing all there was for them to

do. During the night of the 6th the remainder
of Nelson's division, Buell's army, crossed

the river, and were ready to advance in the

morning, forming the left wing. Two other

divisions, Crittenden's and McCook's, came
up the river from Savanna in the transports,

and were on the west bank early on the 7th.

Buell commanded them in person. My com-
mand was thus nearly doubled in numbers
and efficiency.

During the night rain fell in torrents, and
our troops were exposed to the storm without

shelter. I made my headquarters under a tree

a few hundred yards back from the river bank.

My ankle was so much swollen from the fall of
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my horse the Friday night preceding, and the

bruise was so painful, that I could get no rest.

The drenching rain would ha\e precluded the

possibility of sleep, without this additional

cause. Some time after midnight, growing

restive under the storm and the contin-

uous pain, I moved back to the log-house

on the bank. This had been taken as a hos-

pital, and all night wounded men were be-

ing brought in, their wounds dressed, a leg

upon them by the gun-boats every fifteen

minutes during the night.

The position of the Federal troops on the

morning of the 7th was as follows : General
Lew Wallace on the right, Sherman to his

left; then McClernand, and then Hurlbut.
Nelson, of Buell's army, was on our extreme
left, next to the river; Crittenden was next
in line after Nelson, and on his right; McCook
followed, and formed the extreme right of

FORD WHERE THE HAMBURGH ROAD CROSSES LICK CREEK, LOOKING FROM COLONEL STUART'S POSITION ON THE FEDERAL LEFT.

[Lick Creek at this point was fordable on the first day of the battle, but the rains on Sunday night rendered it impassable on the second day.]

or an arm amputated, as the case might
require, and everything being done to save

life or alleviate suffering. The sight was
more unendurable than encountering the

rebel fire, and I returned to my tree in the

rain.

The advance on the morning of the 7th

developed the enemy in the camps occupied
by our troops before the battle began, more
than a mile back from the most advanced
position of the Confederates on the day before.

It is known now that the enemy had not yet

become informed of the arrival of Buell's com-
mand. Possibly they fell back to get the shel-

ter of our tents during the rain, and also to

get away from the shells that were dropped

Buell's command. My old command thus

formed the right wing, while the troops di-

rectly under Buell constituted the left wing

of the army. These relative positions were re-

tained during the entire day, or until the

enemy was driven from the field.

In a very short time the battle became
general all along the line. This day every-

thing was favorable to the Federal side. We
now had become the attacking party. The
enemy was driven back all day, as we had

been the day before, until finally he beat a

precipitate retreat. The last point held by

him was near the road from the landing

to Corinth, on the left of Sherman and
right of AlcClemand. About three o'clock,
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being near that point, and seeing that the

enemy was giving way everywhere else, I

gathered up a couple of regiments, or parts

of regiments, from troops near by, formed

them in linjC of battle and marched them
forward, going in front myself to prevent

premature or long-range firing. At this point

there was a clearing between us and the en-

emy favorable for charging, although ex-

posed. I knew the enemy were ready to break,

and only wanted a little encouragement from

us to go quickly and join their friends who
had started earlier. After marching to within

musket-range, I stopped and let the troops

pass. The command. Charge', was given, and
was executed with loud cheers, and with a run.

when the last of the enemy broke.

During this second day I had been moving
from right to left and back, to see for myself

the progress made. In the early part of the

afternoon, while riding with Colonel jNIc-

Pherson and Major Hawkins, then my chief

commissary, we got beyond the left of our

troops. We were moving along the northern

edge of a clearing, very leisurely, toward the

river above the landing. There did not ap-

pear to be an enemy to our right, until sud-

denly a battery with musketry opened upon
us from the edge of the woods on the other
side of the clearing. The shells and balls

whistled about our ears very fast for about a

minute. I do not think it took us longer than
that to get out of range and out of sight. In
the sudden start we made, ]\Iajor Hawkins
lost his hat. He did not stop to pick it up.

When we arrived at a perfectly safe position

we halted to take an account of damages.
McPherson's horse was panting as if ready
to drop. On examination it was found that

a ball had struck him forward of the flank

just back of the saddle, and had gone entirely

through. In a few minutes the poor beast

dropped dead; he had given no sign of injury

until we came to a stop. A ball had struck the

metal scabbard of my sword, just below the

hilt, and broken it nearly off; before the battle

was over, it had broken off entirely. There
were three of us : one had lost a horse, killed,

one a hat, and one a sword-scabbard. All

were thankful that it was no worse.

A FEDERAL BAl lEKY SURPRISED WHILE RETIRING IN GOOD ORDER. (SEE I'AGE 633.)

^.^^T^yiaum. '^
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PRESENT ASPECT OF THE OLD HAMBURGH ROAD (TO THE LEFT OF THE NEW ROAD) WHICH LED UP TO "THE HORNETS

NEST."— SEE NOTE UNDER MAP, PAGE 599; ALSO SEE PAGE 625.

After the rain of the night before and the

frequent and heavy rains for some days pre-

vious, the roads were ahiiost impassable. The
enemy, carrying his artillery and supply trains

over them in his retreat, made them still

worse for troops following. I wanted to pur-

sue, but had not the heart to order the men
who had fought desperately for two days, ly-

ing in the mud and rain whenever not fight-

ing, and I did not feel disposed to positively

order Buell, or any part of his command, to

pursue. Although the senior in rank at the

time, I had been so only a few weeks. Buell

was, and had been for some time past, a

department commander, while I only com-
manded a district. I did not meet Buell in

person until too late to get troops ready and
pursue with effect ; but had I seen him at the

moment of the last charge, I should have at

least requested him to follow.

The enemy had hardly started in retreat

from his last position, when, looking back
toward the river, I saw a division of troops

coming up in beautiful order, as if going on

parade or review. The commander was at

the head of the column, and the staff seemed

to be disposed about as they would have

been had they been going on parade. When
the head of the column came near where I

was standing, it was halted, and the com-

manding ofhcer. General A. McD. McCook,
rode up to where I was and appealed to me
not to send his division any farther, saying

that they were worn out with marching and

fighting. This division had marched on the

6th from a point ten or twelve miles east of

Savanna, over bad roads. The men had also

lost rest during the night while crossing the

Tennessee, and had been engaged in the batde

of the 7th. It was not, however, the rank and

file or the junior officers who asked to be ex-

cused, but the division commander. I rode

forward several miles the day after the bat-

tle, and found that the enemy had dropped

much, if not all, of their provisions, some am-

munition, and the extra wheels of their cais-

sons, lightening their loads to enable them to

get off their guns. Al)out five miles out we
found their field hospital abandoned. An im-

mediate jHirsuit must have resulted in the cap-
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ture of a considerable number of prisoners and
probably some guns.

Shiloh was the most severe battle fought at

the West during the war, and but few in the

East equaled it for hard, determined fighting.

I saw an open field, in our possession on the

second day, over which the Confederates had
made repeated charges the day before, so

covered with dead that it would have been
possible to walk across the clearing, in any

direction, stepping on dead bodies, without a

foot touching the ground. On our side Fed-

eral and Confederate were mingled together in

about equal proportions : but on the remain-

der of the field nearly all were Confederates.

On one part, which had evidently not been
plowed for several years, probably because

the land was poor, bushes had grown up,

some to the height of eight or ten feet. There
was not one of these left standing unpierced

by bullets. The smaller ones were all cut

down.
Contrary to all my experience up to that

time, and to the experience of the army I was
then commanding, we were on the defensive.

\N"e were without intrenchments or defensive

advantages of any sort, and more than half

the army engaged the first day was without

experience or even drill as soldiers. The offi-

cers with them, except the division command-
ers, and possibly two or three of the brigade

commanders, were equally inexperienced in

war. The result was a Union victory that gave
the men who achieved it great confidence in

themselves ever after.

The enemy fought bravely, but they had
started ovit to defeat and destroy an army
and capture a position. They failed in both,

A\ith very heavy loss in killed and wounded,
and must have gone back discouraged and
convinced that the " Yankee " was not an
enemy to be despised.

After the battle I gave verbal instructions

to division commanders to let the regiments
send out parties to bury their own dead, and
to detail parties, under commissioned officers

from each division, to bury the Confederate
dead in their respective fronts, and to report

the numbers so buried. The latter part of

these instructions was not carried out by all

;

but they were by those sent from Sherman's
division, and by some of the parties sent out

U^f^'v/f

STRAOTiLERS OX TIIK WAV TO TIIK I.ANDINf;, AND AMMITNITION WAGONS GOINfJ TO THK FRONT.
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CHECKING THE CONFEDERATE ADVANCE ON THE EVENING OF THE FIRST DAY.

[Above this ravine, near the Landing, the Federal reserve artillery was posted, and it was on this line the Confederate advance was checked.
about sunset, Sunday evening. The Confederates then fell back, and bivouacked in the Federal camps.— See page 601.]

by jNIcClernand. The heaviest loss sustained

by the enemy was in front of these two divis-

ions.

The criticism has often been made that the

Union troops should have been intrenched

at Shiloh. But up to that time the pick and
spade had been but little resorted to at the

West. I had, however, taken this subject un-

der consideration soon after reassuming com-
mand in thefield. McPherson, my only military

engineer, had been directed to lay out a line

to intrench. He did so, but reported that it

would have to be made in rear of the line of

encampment as it then ran. The new line,

while it would be nearer the river, was yet

too far away from the Tennessee, or even
from the creeks, to be easily supplied with

water from them; and in case of attack, these

creeks would be in the hands of the enemy.
But, besides this, the troops with me, officers

and men, needed discipline and drill more
than they did experience with the pick,

shovel, and axe. Reenforcements were arriv-

ing almost daily, composed of troops that

had been hastily thrown together into com-
panies and regiments— fragments of incom-
plete organizations, the men and officers

strangers to each other. Under all these circum-
stances I concluded that drill and discipline

were worth more to our men than fortifications.

General Buell was a brave, intelligent offi-

cer, with as much professional pride and am-
bition of a commendable sort as I ever knew.
I had been two years at West Point with

him, and had served with him afterward, in

garrison and in the Mexican war, severalyears

%.

JP'

MAJOR-GENERAL \V. J. IIAKDEE.
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more. He was not given in early life or in ma-
ture years to forming intimate acquaintances.

He was studious bv habit, and commanded the

confidence and respect of all who knew hun.

He was a strict disciplinarian, and perhaps

did not distinguish sufiiciently the difterence

between the volunteer who " enlisted for the

war " and the soldier who serves in time of

peace. One svstem embraced men who risked

life for a principle, and often men of social

standing, competence, or wealth, and inde-

pendence of character. The other includes,

as a rule, onlv men who could not do as well

in any other occupation. General Buell be-

came an object of harsh criticism later, some
going so far as to challenge his loyalty. No
one who knew him e\"er believetl him capable

of a dishonorable act, and nothing could be

more dishonorable than to accejit high rank

and command in war and then betray his

trust. When I came into command of the

army, in 1S64, I requested the Secretary of

War to restore General Buell to duty.

After the war, during the summer of 1865,

I travel-

ed con-

siderably

through
the North

and was
every-
where
met by
large
numbers
of peo-

ple. Ev-
ery one

Bl ELL S TRCXJl'S IjKIJAKKING AT PI 1 1 ^1;

had his opinion about the manner in which
the war had been conducted; who among
the generals had failed, how, and why. Cor-
respondents of the press were ever on hand
to hear every word dropped, and were not
always disposed to report correctly what
did not confirm their preconceived notions,

either about the conduct of the war or
the indi\iduals concerned in it. The oppor-
tunity frequently occurred for me to defend
General Buell against what I believed to

be most unjust charges. On one occasion
a correspondent put in my mouth the very
charge I had so often refuted— of disloyalty.

This brought from General Buell a very se-

vere retort, which I saw in the New York
" Wo;-ld " some time before I received the
letter itself. I could very well understand his

grievance at seeing untrue and disgraceful

charges apparently sustained by an officer

who, at the time, was at the head of the army.
I replied to him, but not through the press. I

kept no copy of my letter, nor did I ever see

it in print, neither did I receive an answer.
General Albert Sidney Johnston commanded

the Confederate forces until disabled by a

wound in the afternoon of the first day.

His wound, as I understood afterward, was not
necessarily fatal, or even dangerous. But he
was a man who would not abandon what he
deemed an important trust in the face of dan-
ger, and consequendy continued in the sad-

dle, commanding, until so exhausted by the

loss of blood that he had to be taken from
his horse, and soon after died. The news
was not long in reaching our side, and, I

suppose, was quite an encouragement to the

Federal soldiers. I had known Johnston
slightly in the Mexican
war, and later as an
officer in the regular

army. He was a man
of high character and
ability. His contem-
poraries at West Point,

and officers generally

who came to know
him personally later,

and who remained on
our side, expected him
to prove the most for-

midable man to meet,

that the Confederacy
would produce. Noth-
ing occurred in his

brief command of an
army to prove or dis-

prove the high esti-

mate that had been
placed upon his mili-

tary ability.
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General Beauregard was next in rank to

Johnston, and succeeded to the command,

which he retained to the close of the battle

and during the subsequent retreat on Cor-

eventual defeat of the enemy, although I was

disappointetl that reenforcements so near at

hand did not arrive at an earlier hour.

The Confederates fought with courage at

BIVOLAC OF THE FEDERAL TROOPS SUNDAY NIGHT.

inth, as well as in the siege of that place. His

tactics have been severely criticised by Con-

federate writers, but I do not believe his fallen

chief could have done any better under the

circumstances. Some of these critics claim

that Shiloh was won when Johnston fell, and

that if he had not fallen the army under me
would have been annihilated or captured. Ifs

defeated the Confederates at Shiloh. There is

little doubt that we should have been disgrace-

fully beaten // all the shells and bullets fired by

us had passed harmlessly over the enemy, and

if all of theirs had taken effect. Command-
ing generals are liable to be killed during en-

gagements ; and the fact that when he was

shot Johnston was leading a brigade to induce

it to make a charge which had been repeat-

edly ordered, is evidence that there was neither

the universal demoralization on our side nor

the unbounded confidence on theirs which

has been claimed. There was, in fact, no

hour during the day when I doubted the

Vol. XXIX.—59.

Shiloh, but the particular skill claimed I could

not, and still cannot, see ; though there is

nothing to criticise except the claims put for-

ward for it since. But the Confederate claim-

ants for superiority in strategy, superiority m
generalship, and superiority in dash and prow-

ess are not so unjust to the Federal troops

engaged at Shiloh as are many Northern writ-

ers. The troops on both sides were American,

and united they need not fear any foreign foe.

It is possible that the Southern man started in

with a little more dash than his Northern broth-

er; but he was correspondingly less enduring.

The endeavor of the enemy on the first day

was simply to hurl their men against ours—
first at one point, then at another, sometimes

at several points at once. This they did with

daring ami energy, until at night the rebel

troops were worn out. Our effort during the

same time was to be prepared to resist assaults

wherever made. The object of the Confeder-

ates on the second day was to get away with
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THE LAST STAND MADE BY THE CONFEDERATE LINE.

on Mondil^fJi'^'l^^^'f ^I'^Tlfi'.Jil?^"' ^^"JTck'' '^'^"f
'° ""=

""^^l
^mmanders ^vith orders to begin the retreat. This was at two o'clockon Monday (see page 633I. The tents are part ofSherman's camp which was reoccupied by him Monday evening.]

as much of their army and material as possi-
ble. Ours then was to drive them from our
front, and to capture or destroy as great a
part as possible of their men and material.
We were successful in driving them back, but
not so successful in captures as if further pur-
suit could have been made. But as it was,
we captured or recaptured on the second day
about as much artillery as we lost on the first;

and, leaving out the one great capture of
Prentiss, we took more prisoners on Monday

than the enemy gained from us on Sunday,
On the 6th Sherman lost seven pieces of
artillery, McClernand six, Prentiss eight, and
Hurlbut two batteries. On the 7th Sherman
ca]jtured seven guns, McClernand three, and
the Army of the Ohio twenty.
The effective strength of the Union force

on the morning of the 6th was 33,000 at
Shiloh. Lew Wallace brought 5000 more after

nightfall. Beauregard reported the enemy's
strength at 40,955. According to the custom
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(from photograph taken by GEORGE S. COOK, 1863.)

of enumeration in the South, this number prob-

ably exduded every man enhsted as musician,

or detailed as guard or nurse, and all com-

missioned officers,— everybody who did not

carry a musket or serve a cannon. With us

everybody in the field receiving pay from the

Government is counted. Excluding the troops

who fled, panic-stncken, before they had fired

a shot, there was not a time during the

6th when we had more than 25,000 men

in line. On the 7th Buell brought 20,000

more. Of his remaining two divisions,

Thomas's did not reach the field during

the engagement ; Wood's arrived before
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firing had ceased, but not in time to be of

much service.

Our loss in the two-days' fight was 1754
killed, S408 wounded, and 2885 missing.

Of these, 2103 were in the army of the Ohio.

Beauregard reported a total loss of 10,699.

of whom 1 7 28 were killed, 8012 wounded
and 957 missing. This estimate must be in-

correct. We buried, by actual count, more of

the enemy's dead in front of the divisions of

McClernand and Sherman alone than here re-

ported, and 4000 was the estimate of the

burial parties for the whole field. Beauregard

reports the Confederate force on the 6th at

over 40,000, and their total loss during the

two days at 10,699; and at the same time

declares that he could put only 20,000 men
in battle o\\ the morning of the 7th.

The navy gave a hearty support to the

army at Shiloh, as indeed it always did, both

before and subsequently, when I was in com-
mand. The nature of the ground was such,

however, that on this occasion it could do
nothing in aid of the troops until sundown
on the first day. The country was broken

and heavily timbered, cutting off all view of

^1

the battle from the river, so that friends

would be as much in danger from fire from
the gun-boats as the foe. But about sua
down, when the Federal troops were bad
in their last position, the right of the enem
was near the river and exposed to the fire

of the two gun-boats, which was delivered

with vigor and effect. After nightfall, when
firing had entirely ceased on land, the com-
mander of the fleet informed himself, proxi-

mately, of the position of our troops, and
suggested the idea of dropping a shell within

the lines of the enemy every fifteen minutes
during the night. This was done with effect,

as is proved by the Confederate reports.

Up to the battle of Shiloh, I, as well as

thousands of other citizens, believed that the

rebellion against the Government would col-

lapse suddenly and soon if a decisive victory

could be gained over any of its armies. Donel-
son and Henry were such victories. An army
of more than 25,000 men was captured or

destroyed. Bowhng Green, Columbus, and
Hickman, Kentucky, fell in consequence;
Clarkesville and Nashville, Tennessee, with

an immense amount of stores, also fell into

CAITUKE OF A CONFEDERATE BATTERY.

folonci R<.lK;rt II. Stiirccss f Eighth Illinois Infantry) says in his official report that while awaiting orders on tlie Purely road, durin;; the morn-
ing of the scc/.nd day's fight, "' General Crittenden ordered the Eighth and Eighteenth (Illinois) to take a rebel battery which some regiment had
CTvicavored to capture, but had Ijecn driven b.ack with he.ivy loss. The men received the order with a cheer, and charged on a double-quick*
The enemy, after firing a few shots, aban'lonerl his guns antl retreated to the woods. My color-bearer rushed up and planted his colors on one of

the guns, an<l the color-ljcarer of the Eighteenth Kjok possession of another."
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our hands. The Tennessee and Cumberland which we expected to continue to hold. But

rivers, from their mouths to the head of navi- such supplies within the reach of Confederate

gation, were secured. But when Confederate armies 1 regarded as much contraband as

armies were collected which not only attempted arms or ordnance stores. Their destruction

to hold a line farther south, from Memphis to was accomplished without bloodshed, and

general leonidas polk, bishop of louisiana— killed near kenesaw mountain, in june,

(from a photograph by morse.)

Chattanooga, and Knoxville, and on to the

Atlantic, but assumed the offensive, and made
such a gallant effort to regain what had been

lost, then, indeed, I gave up all idea of saving

the Union except by complete conquest. Up
to that time it had been the policy of our army,

certainly of that portion commanded by me,

to protect the property of the citizens whose
territory was invaded, without regard to their

sentiments, whether Union or Secession. After

this, however, I regarded it as humane to both

sides to protect the persons of those found at

their homes, but to consume everything that

could be used to support or supply armies.

Protection was still continued over such sup-

plies as were witliin lines held by us, and

tended to the same result as the destruction

of armies. I continued this policy to the close

of the war. Promiscuous pillaging, however,

was discouraged and punished. Instructions

were always given to take provisions and forage

under the direction of commissioned officers,

who should give receipts to owners, if at home,

and turn the property over to officers of the

quartermaster or commissary departments ; to

be issued as if furnished from our Northern

depots. But much was destroyed without re-

ceipts to owners, which could not be brought

within our lines, and would otherwise have

gone to the support of secession and rebellion.

This policy, I believe, exercised a material

influence in hastening the end.

U. S. Grant.
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He was six feet and an inch in height, of

about one hundred and eighty pounds weight,

straight as an arrow, with broad, square shoul-

ders and a massive chest. He was strong and
active, and his bearing was essentially military.

During the angry political strife which
preceded the contest of arms, General John-
ston remained silent, stern, and sorrowful. He
determined to stand at his post in San Fran-

cisco, performing his full duty as an officer of

the United States, until events should require

a decision as to his course. When Texas— his

adopted State— passed the ordinance ofseces-

sion from the Union, the alternative was pre-

sented, and, on the day he heard the news, he
resigned his commission in the army He kept

the fact concealed, however, lest it might stir

up disaffection among the turbulent population

of the Pacific coast. He said, " I shall do my
duty to the last, and when absolved, shall take

my course." All honest and competent wit-

nesses now accord that he carried out this pur-

pose in letter and spirit. General Sumner, w,ho

relieved him, reported that he found h'im

" carrying out the orders of the Government."
Mr. Lincoln's administration treated Gen-

eral Johnston with a distrust which wounded
his pride to the quick, but afterward made such

amends as it could, by sending him a major-

general's commission. He was also assured

through confidential sources that he would
receive the highest command in the Federal

army. (Seep. 634.— Ed.). But he declined

to take part against his own people, and
retired to Los Angeles with the inten-

tion of farming. There he was subjected

to an irritating surveillance; while at the

ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON AT THE AGE OF 35.

FROM A MINIATIRE BY THOMAS CAMPBELL, PAINTED IN

LOVISVILLE, KY., IN 1S38 OR 1839.

THE appearance of General Johnston

before the war is described as both

commanding and attractive. In some respects

the bust of Alexander Hamilton is the best

extant likeness of him, a resemblance very

frequendy remarked. His cheek-bones were

rather high, and his nose gave him a Scotch

look. His chin was delicate and handsome

;

his teeth white and regular; and his mouth
square and firm. In the portrait by Bush taken

about this time, his lips seem rather full, but

as they are best remembered, they were some-

what thin and very firmly set. Light-brown

hair clustered over a noble forehead, and from

under heavy brows his deep-set but clear,

steady eyes looked straight at you with a

regard kind and sincere, yet penetrating. In

repose his eyes were as blue as the sky, but

in excitement they flashed to a steel-gray,

and exerted a remarkal^le power over men.

* I. General Johnston was of New England descent, though both he and his mother were of pioneer stock,

and natives of Kentucky. His father was the village physician. He was born February 3d, 1803, in Mason
County, Kentucky. He was " a handsome, proud, manly, earnest, and self-reliant boy," " grave and thought-

ful." His early education was desultory, but was continued at Transylvania and at West Point, where he

evinced superior talents for mathematics, and was graduated in 1826. He was a lieutenant of the Sixth Infantry

from 1827 to 1834, when he resigned. His only active service during this period was in the Black Hawk war,

where he won considerable distinction. In 1829 he married Miss Henrietta Preston, who died in 1835.

In 1836 he joined the army of the young rcpuljjic of Texas, and rapidly rose to the chief command. In 1839 he

was secretary of war, and ex|iellcd the intruding United States Indians, after two battles on the River Neches.

He served one campaign in Mexico under (jciieral Taylor, and was recommended by that commander as a

Vjrigadier-general for his conduct at Monterey, but was allowed no command by the Administration. In 1843

he married Miss P^liza Griffin, and retired to a plantation in Brazoria County, Texas, where he spent

three years in seclusion and straitened circumstances. In 1849 he was a]5])ointed a paymaster by

President Taylor, and served in Texas until 1855, when he was made Colonel of the Second Cavalry by Pres-

ident Pierce.' In 1857 he conducted the remarkajjle expedition to Utah, in which he saved the American

army there from a frightful (hsaster by his jirudencc and executive ability. He remained in command in Utah

until the summer of i860, which he passed with his family in Kentucky. In December of that year, he was

assigned to the command of the Pacific Coast.

2. Por more extended treatment of tlii-. subject, see " The Life of General AUjcrt Sidney Johnston," by

William Preston Johnston (New York: H. Ajipleion & Co. 1S80. Pji. 755.), upon which Colonel Johnston

has drawn freely in the ijrcjjaration of this ])aper. The map on page 621 is reprinted from the same work.
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as for a time to paralyze the Federal army

nd put it on the defensive.

General Johnston had made the opportu-

ity required by the South, if it meant seri-

usly to maintain its independence. He had

soured time for preparation ; but it neglected

le chance, and never recovered it. He at

nee strongly fortified Bowling Green, and

Kentucky. With the exception of the army un-

der Curtis in Missouri, about 12,000 strong,

the whole resources of the North-west, from

Pennsylvania to the Plains, were turned against

General Johnston's lines in Kentucky. Hal-

leck, with armies at Cairo and Paducah, un-

der Grant and C. F. Smith, threatened equally

Columbus, the key of the Mississippi River,

sed every measure to stir up and rally the and the water-lines of the Cumberland and

Lentuckians to his standard. He brought Tennessee, with their defenses, at Forts Donel-

lardee with 4000 men from Arkansas, and son and Henry.* Buell's right wing also men-

ept his little force in such constant motion aced Donelson and Henry, whilehiscenterwas

s to produce the impression of a large army directed against Bowling Green, and hisleft was

lenacing an attack. Even before Buckner advancing against Zollicoffer at Mill Spnng,

dvanced. General Johnston had sent to the on the upper Cumberland. If this last-named

,outhern governors" an appeal for arms and a position could be forced, the way seemed open

all for 50,000 men. Harris, of Tennessee, " "^"-^ ^""" "" "^
'^

^^''"'^ """' '"

lone responded heartily, and the Govern-

aent at Richmond seemed unable to reenforce

dm or to arm the troops he had. Many diffi-

;ulties embarrassed it, and not half his men
v^ere armed that winter ; while up to the mid-

He of November he received only three new

egiments. General Johnston realized the

nagnitude of the struggle, but the people of

to East Tennessee on the one hand, and to

Nashville on the other.

The campaign opened with the defeat of

the Confederates under Crittenden and Zolli-

coffer, January 19, 1862, by General Thomas_

at Mill Spring. The fighting was forced by the

Confederates, but the whole affliir was in dis-

regard of General Johnston's orders. The loss

was not severe, but it ended in a rout which

he^South only awoke to it when it was too left General Johnston's right flank exposed,

ate Calamity then stirred them to an inef- There has been much discussion as to who

ectual resistance, the heroism of which re- originated the movement up the Tennessee

novcd the reproach of their early vainglory River. Grant made it, and it made Grant. It

md apathy. General Johnston never was was obvious enough to all the leaders on both

ible to assemble more than 22,000 men at

Bowling Green, to confront the 100,000

xoops opposed to him on that Hne.

The only batde of note that occurred that

'all was at Belmont, opposite Columbus, in

kvhich Polk scored a victory over Grant.

General Johnston wrote as follows to the Sec-

retary of War, on Christmas-day, from Bowl-

ing Green :
" The position of General Zolli-

coffer on the Cumberland holds in check the

meditated invasion and hoped-for revolt in

East Tennessee; but I can neither order

Zollicoffer to join me here nor withdraw any

more force from Columbus without imperil-

ing our communications toward Richmond
or endangering Tennessee and the Mississippi

sides. Great efforts were made to guard against

it, but the popular fatuity and apathy pre-

vented adequate preparations. It was only

one of a number of possible and equally fatal

movements, which could not have been prop-

erly met and resisted except by a larger force

than was to be had.

As soon as General Johnston learned of

the movement against Fort Henry he resolved

to fall back to Uie line of the Cumberland,

and make the defense of Nashville at Donelson.

Buell was in his front with 90,000 men, and

to save Nashville— Buell's objective point-

he had to fall back upon it with part of his

army. He kept for this purpose 14,000 men,

his sick,— only 8500 effectives in all.
wi v,..v.c...g,-....t> -—— i-i- including

, , „

Valley. This I have resolved not to do, but — to confront Buell's 90,000 men, and con-

have chosen, on the contrary, to post my in- centrated at Fort Donelson 17,000 "^-" ""-

adequate force in such a manner as to hold the der Floyd, Pillow, and Buckner,

enemy in check, guard the frontier, and hold most experienced generals, to meet Grant,

the Barren [River] till the winter terminates who had 28,000 troops, but was reported as

the campaign; or, if any fault in his movements having only 12,000. He certainly reserved

is committed, or his line becomes exposed for himself the more difficult task, the place

when his force is developed, to attack him as

opportunity offers." This sums the situation.

In January, 1862, General Johnston found

himself confronted by Halleck in the West,

and by Buell, who had succeeded Anderson,in

* For descriptions of the military and naval engagements which opened these three rivers, see " The Capture

of Fort Donelson," by Major-General Lew Wallace, and " Operations of the Western Flotilla, by Rear-Ad-

miral Henry Walke, in The Century for December, 1884, and January, 1885, respectively.— bD.

Vol. XXIX.— 60.

of greater hazard, leaving the chance of glory

to others. The proposition that he should

have left Nashville open to capture by Buell,

and should have taken all his troops to Donel-

son, could not have been seriously considered
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MAP OF KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE, INCLUDING FIELD OF OPERATIONS IN THE SHILOH CAMPAIGN.

by any general of even moderate military ca-
pacity. The answer to any criticism as to the
loss of the army at Donelson is that it ought
not to have been lost. That is all there is of it.

At midnight of February 15-16 General
Johnston received a telegram announcing a
great victor}- at Donelson, and before daylight
information that it would be surrendered. His
last troops were then arriving at Nashville from
Bowling Green. His first words were :

" I must
save this army." He at once determined to
abandon the line of the Cumberland, and con-
centrate all available forces at Corinth, Missis-
sippi, for a renewed struggle. He had indi-
cated this as a probable event to several
distinguished officers some time previous. It
was now to be carried into effect. He had
remaining only his little army from Bowling
Green, together with the fragments of Critten-
den's army, and the fugitives from Donelson.
These he reorganized at Murfreesboro within
a week. He saved the most of his valuable
stores and munitions, which fully absorbed
his railroad transportation to Stevenson, Ala-
bama, and moved his men over the mud
roads to Corinth, Mississippi, by way of Deca-
tur, in a wet and stormy season. Nevertheless,
he assembled his army— 20,000 effectives— at
Corinth, on the 25th day of March, full of
enthusiasm and the spirit of combat. In the
rnean time the Confederate Government lent
him all the aid in its power, reenforcing him
with an army 10,000 strong, from the South-

ern coast, under General Braxton Bragg, and
with such arms as could be procured.
When the capture of Fort Henry separated

Tennessee into two distinct theaters of war,
General Johnston assigned the district west
of the Tennessee River to General Beaure-
gard, who had been sent to him for duty.
This officer had suddenly acquired a high
reputadon by the battle of Bull Run, and
General Johnston naturally intrusted him
with a large discretion. He sent him with
instructions to concentrate all available forces
near Corinth, a movement previously begun.
His own plan was to defend Columbus to the
last extremity with a reduced garrison, and
withdraw Polk and his army for active move-
ments. Beauregard made the mistake, how-
ever, of evacuating Columbus, and making
his defense of the Mississippi River at Island
Number Ten, which proved untenable and
soon surrendered with a garrison of 6000 or
7000 men. He was ill most of the time and
intrusted the actual command to Bragg, but
did what he could from his sick-bed.

Besides the reenforcements brought by
Bragg, General Beauregard found in the west-
ern district 17,500 effectives under Polk, and
at or near Corinth 5000 men under Pope
Walker and Chalmers, and 3000 under Rug-
gles, sent from Louisiana by Lovell. He I

made eloquent appeals, which brought him
several regiments more. Thus he had nearly
40,000 men collected for him, 10,000 of whom
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\ he disposed for river defenses, and the re-

:
mainder to protect the raihoads from Grant's

,
force which was concentrating at Pittsburg

i
Landing. General Johnston's arrival increased

the force at Corinth to about 50,000 men,

nearly 40,000 of whom were effectives.

After the surrender at Donelson, the South,

but especially the important State of Tennes-

see, was in a delirium of rage and terror. As

the retreat from Nashville to the Tennessee

River went on, the popular fury rose to a

storm everywhere. The people who had re-

fused to listen to his warnings, or answer his

appeals for aid, now denounced General

Johnston as an idiot, coward, and traitor.

Demagogues joined in the wild hunt for a

victim, and deputations waited on President

Davis to demand his removal. To such a

committee of Congressmen he rephed :
" If

Sidney Johnston is not a general, I have

none." General Johnston was too calm, too

just, and too magnanimous to misapprehend

so natural a manifestation. His whole life

had been a training for this occasion. To en-

counter suddenly and endure calmly the

obloquy of a whole nation is, to any man, a

great burden. To do this with a serenity

that shall not only not falter in duty, but

restore confidence and organize victory, is

conclusive proof of greatness of soul.

But while the storm of execration raged

around him, the men who came into immedi-

ate contact with General Johnston never for a

moment doubted his ability to perform all that

was possible to man. To a friend who urged

him to publish an explanation of his course he

replied : "I cannot correspond with the people.

What the people want is a battle and a vic-

tory. That is the best explanation I can make.

I require no vindication. I trust that to the

future." In his much quoted letter of March
1 8th to President Davis, written at Decatur,

he said, in regard to the loss of Donelson

:

" I observed silence, as it seemed to me to be the best

way to serve the cause and the country. The facts

were not fully known, discontent prevailed, and criti-

cism or condemnation was more likely to augment
than to cure the evil. I refrained, well knowing
that heavy censures would fall upon me, but convinced

that it was better to endure them for the present, and
defer for a more propitious time an investigation of

the conduct of the generals ; for in the mean time their

services were required, and their influence was useful.

. . . Thetestofmeritinmyprofession with the people

is success. It is a hard rule, but I think it is right. If

I join this corps to the forces of Beauregard (I confess

a hazardous experiment), then those who are now de-

claiming against me will be without an argument."

General Johnston's plan of campaign may
be summed up in a phrase. It was to con-

centrate at Corinth and interpose his whole
force in front of the great bend of the Ten-
nessee, the natural base of the Federal army :

this effected, to crush Grant in battle before
the arrival of Buell. This meant immediate
and decisive action. The army he had brought
from Nashville was ready for the contest, but
Generals Beauregard and Bragg represented
to him that the troops collected by them were
unable to move without thorough reorganiza-

tion. Ten days were consumed in this work
of reorganization. Moments were precious,

but there was the hope of reenforcement by
Van Dorn's army, which might arrive before

Buell joined Grant, and which did arrive only a
day or two later. But Buell's movements were
closely watched, and, hearing of his approach
on the 2d of April, General Johnston re-

solved to delay no longer, but strike at once a

decisive blow.

In the reorganization of the army, he as-

signed General Bragg as chief of staff, with

command of a corps. To Beauregard he ten-

dered the immediate command of the army
in the impending battle. Though General
Beauregard declined the offer, he evidently

misinterpreted its spirit and intention. He
imagined it was a confession of inadequacy
for the duty, in which case he ought to have
accepted it. The truth was that, coming into

this district which he had assigned to Beau-

regard, Johnston felt disinclined to deprive

him of any reputation he might acquire from

a victory. He had not the slightest idea, how-
ever, of abdicating the supreme command, and
said to friends who remonstrated with him :

" I will be there to see that all goes right."

He was willing to yield to another the glory,

if thereby anything was added to the chance

of victory. The offer was rather quixotic, but

characteristic. He then gave General Beau-

regard the position of second in command,
without special assignment. Indeed, as is

shown by his own frequent statements,General

Beauregard was, from severe and protracted ill-

health, inadequate to any more serious duty.

General Grant's army had been moved up

the Tennessee River by boat, and had taken

position on its left bank at Pittsburg Land-

ing. It had been landed by divisions, and
Bragg had proposed to Beauregard to attack

Grant before he assembled his whole force.

Beauregard forbade this, intending to await

events, and attack him away from his base

if possible. Grant's first object was to destroy

the railroads which centered at Corinth, and,

indeed, to capture that place if he could. But

his advance was only part of a grand plan

for a combined movement of his own and
Buell's army. With Pittsburg Landing as a

base, this army was to occupy North Missis-

sippi and Alabama, command the entire rail-

road system of that section, and take Memphis
in the rear, while Halleck forced his way down
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the Mississippi River. General Johnston di-

vined the movement before it was begun, and
was there to frustrate it. Indeed, Grant was

at Pittsburg Landing only one week before

Johnston completed the concentration.

Grant has been severely criticised for plac-

ing his army with the river at its back. But

he was there to take the initiative. He had
the larger army, under cover, too, of his gun-

boats : he was expecting Buell daily ; and
the ground was admirable for defense. In-

deed, his position was a natural stronghold.

Flanked by Owl and Lick creeks, with their

marshy margins, and with his front protected

bv a swampy valley, he occupied a quadrilat-

eral of great strength. His troops wore sta-

tioned on wooded heights, generally screened

by heavy undergrowth and approached across

boggy ravines or open fields. Each camp was
a fortress in itself, and the line of retreat af-

forded at each step some like point to rally

on. He did not fortify his camps, it is true

;

but he was not there for defense, but for at-

tack. It must be admitted that he undervalued

his enemy's daring and celerity ; but he was
a young general, exultant in his overwhelm-
ing victor}- at Donelson ; and his generals and
array shared his sense of security. He had
an army of 58,000 men in camp, nearly

50,000 of whom were effectives. Buell was
near at hand with 37,000 more, and Mitchel

was moving against the railroad at Florence,

Alabama, not far distant, with an additional

force of 18,000. In all Grant had 105,000 ef-

fectives. Opposed to him were 50,000 Con-
federate troops, less than 40,000 of whom
were available for combat. General Johnston's

aggregate was 60,000 men, opposed to about
200,000 Federals in all, but the effective forces

were as above.

Such was the position on April 2d, when
General Johnston, learning that Buell was
rapidly approaching, resolved to advance next

day, and attack Grant before his arrival. His
general plan was very simple in outline. It

seems to have been to march out and attack

the Federals by columns ofcorps, to make the

battle a decisive test, and to crush Grant
utterly or lose all in the attempt ; this ef-

fected, to contend with Buell for the pos-

session of Tennessee, Kentucky, and possibly

the North-west.

General Beauregard also, it seems, had a

plan, which, however, must have differed

widely from that of General Johnston, as it

was evidently tentative in its nature,—" a recon-

naissance in force," with a retreat on Corinth

as one of its features,—and which admitted the

possibility of finishing on Monday a battle

which had to be won on Sunday or never.

This was not in any sense General Johnston's

plan, and much useless discussion has arisen

from a confusion of the two. But, as General
Johnston intended to fight, and did fight, on his

own plan as long as he lived, the battle may
be considered his until Beauregard's order of

retreat, about five o'clock Sunday evening,

substituted "the reconnaissance in force" in

place of the decisive test of victory or defeat.

General Beauregard had been on the ground
some six Aveeks, and his prestige as an engi-

neer and as the victor of Bull Run warranted
General Johnston in committing to him the

elaboration of the details of the march and
order of battle. Unfortunately he changed
what seems evidently General Johnston's orig-

inal purpose of an assault by columns of

corps into an array in three parallel lines of
battle, which produced extreme confusion

when the second and third lines advanced to

support the first and intermingled with it.

General Johnston's plan is summed up in the

following dispatch to President Davis :

*' Corinth, April 3, 1S62.
" General Buell in motion 30,000 strong, rapidly

from Columbia by Clifton to Savannah. Mitchel be-
hind him with 10,000. Confederate forces — 40,000—
ordered forward to offer battle near Pittsburg. Divi-

sion from Bethel, main body from Corinth, reserve

from Burnsville, converging to-morrow near Monterey
on Pittsburg. Beauregard second in command, Polk
the left, Bragg the center, Hardee the right wing,
Breckenridge the reserve. Hope engagement before

Buell canform jiitiction.^''

In the original dispatch, the words italicized

are in General Johnston's own handwriting.

Moreover, owing to ignorance of the coun-

try, the march was so ordered that the corps

interfered with each other in their advance,

and by a detention the battle was delayed

an entire day, an almost fatal loss of time.

If it be asked why General Johnston ac-

cepted and issued an order of march and bat-

tle which he had not contemplated, the reply

is that it had been prepared by his second in

command, wlio was presumably more famihar

with the country and the roads than himself,

and hence with the necessities of the case.

But the overruling reason was the question of

time. Buell was at hand, and Johnston's plan

was not to manoeuvre, but to attack ; and any
plan which put him front to front with Grant
was better than the best two days later.

He did not undervalue the importance of

details. No man regarded more closely all

the details subsidiary to a great result than
General Johnston. But important as were thej

preliminaries,— the maps, the roads, the meth-
ods of putting his army face to face with the

enemy, which General Johnston had to take

on trust,— he knew chat the chief strategy of

the battle was in the decision to fight. Once in

the presence of the enemy, he knew that the re-
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the troops did not

receive tliem from
the adjutant-gen-

eral's office until

the next after-

noon. When the

soldiers learned

that they were
going out to fight,

the long-restrain-

ed ardor burst in-

to a blaze of

enthusiasm, and
they did all that

was possible for

inexperienced
troops in both
marching and
fighting. Some
of the arms were
distributed that

afternoon. With
hasty prepara-

tions the move-
ment began, and
Hardee's corps

was at Mickey's,

suit would depend on the way in which his troops within four or five miles of Pittsburg, next morn -

7C'crc' handled. This was his part of the work, ing. But some of the troops did not move until

and he felt full confidence in his own ability to the morning of Saturday, the 5th, owing to a still

carry it out successfully. He issued the order

as presented by Beauregard, and moved his

army against the enemy, April 3d, 1862. Gen-
eral Bragg, commenting on these facts, says :

" The details of that plan, arranged after

General Sidney Johnston decided on deliver-

ing battle, and had given his instructions, were
made up and published in full from the adju-

tant-general's office. My first knowledge of

further delay in the delivery of orders b}- the

adjutant-general's office, and all were impeded
by the heavy condition of the roads, through a

dense forest, and across sloughs and marshes.

The order was to attack at three o'clock on
the morning of Saturday, the 5th ; but the

troops were not in position until late that

afternoon. All day Friday the advancing
columns had pushed on over the tangled.

them was derived from this general order, the miry roads, hindered and embarrassed by a

authorship of which has been claimed by pelting rain. After midnight a violent storm

General Beauregard. ... In this case, as broke upon them as they stood under arms in

I understood then, and still believe, Johnston the pitch darkness, with no shelter but the

gave verbal instructions for the general move- trees. From detention by the rain, ignorance

ment. . . . Over Colonel Jordan's (the adju- of the roads, and a confusion produced by the

tant-general)signature, they reached the army, order of march, some divisions failed to get

The general plan (General Johnston's) was into line, and the day was wasted,

admirable— the elaboration simply execrable. As they were waiting the disposition of
" When the time arrived for execution, you troops late Saturday afternoon, a council of

know what occurred. In spite ofopposition and war occurred, in which Johnston, Beauregard,

prediction of failure, Johnston firmly and de- Bragg, Polk, and Breckenridge took part, and
cidedly ordered and led the attack in the execu- which added greatly to General Johnston's

tion of his general plan, and, notwithstanding responsibilities, and the heavy burden he had
the faulty arrangement of the troops, was emi- already incurred by his experiment of concen-

nently successful up to the moment of his fall.

The victory was 70011. How it was lost, the official

reports will show, and history has recorded."

General Johnston gave orders about one
o'clock on the night of Wednesday, the 2d
of April, for the advance. But their elabora-

tration and his resolve to fight a pitched bat-

tle. The Confederate army was in full battle

array, within two miles of Shiloh Church and
Grant's line, when General Beauregard sud-

denly proposed that the army should be with-

drawn and retreat to Corinth. He maintained

tion seems to have required some time, and that the delay and noise must have given
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the enemy notice, and that they would be

found intrenched and ready for attack. Gen-

eral Johnston seemed to be much surprised at

the suggestion. Polk and Bragg diftered with

Beauregard, and a warm discussion ensued

between him and Polk, in which General John-

ston took litde part, but closed it with the

simple remark, " Gentlemen, we shall attack

at daylight to-morrow," which he uttered with

great decision. Turning to one of his staff-

officers, he said : "I would fight them if they

were a million. They can present no greater

front between these two creeks than we can,

and the more men they crowd in there, the

worse we can make it for them. Polk is a

true soldier and a friend."

General Bragg says :
" The meeting then

dispersed upon an invitation of the com-

manding general to meet at his tent that even-

ing. At that meeting a further discussion

elicited the same views, and the same firm,

decided determination. The next morning,

about dawn of day, the 6th, as the troops

were being put in motion, several generals

again met at the camp-fire of the general-in-

chief The discussion was renewed, General

Beauregard again expressing his dissent,

when, rapid firing in the front indicating that

the attack had commenced, General Johnston

closed the discussion by remarking, ' The bat-

tle has opened, gentlemen ; it is too late to

change our dispositions.' He proposed to

move to the front, and his subordinates

promptly joined their respective commands,
inspired by his coolness, confidence, and deter-

mination. Few men have equaled him in the

possession and display at the proper time of

these great qualities of the soldier."

It will readily be perceived how much
General Beauregard's urgent opposition to

fighting must have added to the weight of

General Johnston's resj)onsibility. Beaure-

gard was in the full tide of popular favor,

while Johnston was laboring under the load

of public obloquy and odium. Nothing short

of complete and overwhelming victory would
vindicate him in differing with so famous a

general. A reverse, even a merely partial

success, would leave him under condemna-
tion. Nevertheless, without a moment's hesi-

tation, he resolved to fight.

The sun set on Saturday evening in a

cloudless sky, and night fell calm, clear, and
beautiful. Long Ijefore dawn the forest was
alive with silent preparations for the ensuing

contest, and day broke upon a scene so fair

that it left its memory on thousands of hearts.

The sky was clear overhead, the air fresh,

and when the sun rose in full splendor, the ad-

vancing host passed the word from lip to lip

that it was the " sun of Austerlitz."

General Johnston, usually so self-contained,

felt the inspiration of the scene, and welcomed
with exultant joy the long-desired day. His
presence inspired all who came near him.

His sentences, sharp, terse, and clear, had
the ring of victory in them. Turning to his

staff, as he mounted, he exclaimed :
" To-

night we will water our horses in the Tennes-
see River." It was thus that he formulated his

*

plan of battle. It must not stop short of entire

victory. To Randall L. Gibson, who was com-
manding a Louisiana brigade, he said: " I hope
you may get through safely to-day, but we must
tain a victor}'." To Colonel John S. Marma-
duke, Avho had served under him in Utah, he
said, placing his hand on his shoulder :

" My
son, we must this day conquer or perish." To
the ambitious Hindman, Avho had been in the

vanguard from the beginning, he said :
" You

have earnedyour spurs as a major-general. Let
this day's work win them." With such words,

as he rode from point to point, he raised a spirit

in that host which swept away the serried

lines of the conquerors of Donelson. Friend

and foe alike testify to the enthusiastic courage

and ardor of the Southern soldiers that day.

General Johnston's strategy was com-
pleted. He was face to face with his foe,

and that foe all unaware of his coming.

His front line, composed of the Third Corps
and Gladden's brigade, was under Hardee,

and extended from Owl Creek to Lick Creek,

more than three miles. (See maps.) Hind-
man's division of two brigades occupied the

center, Cleburne's brigade had the left, and
Gladden's the right wing— an effective total

in the front line of 9024. Bragg commanded
the second line. He had two divisions

:

Withers's, of two brigades, on the right, and
Ruggles's, of three brigades, on the left. The
brigades were, in order from right to left, as

folloAvs : Chalmers, Jackson, Gibson, Ander-

son, Pond. This second line was 10,731

strong. The third line, or reserve, was com-
posed of the First Corps, under Polk, and
three brigades under Breckenridge. Polk's

command was massed in columns of brigades

on the Bark road near Mickey's, and Breck-

enridge's on the road from Monterey toward
the same point. Polk was to advance on the

left of the Bark road, at an interval of about

eight hundred paces from Bragg's line ; and
Breckenridge, to the right of that road, was
to give support wherever it should become
necessary. Polk's corps, 9136 strong in infan-

try and artillery, was composed of two divis-

ions: Cheatham's on the left, made up of Bush-

rod R. Johnson's and Stephens' brigades, and
Clark's on his right, formed of A. P. Stewart's

and Russell's brigades. It followed Bragg's

line at about eight hundred yards distance.
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Breckenridge's reserve was composed of Tra-

bue's, Bowen's, and Statham's brigades, with a

total, infantry and artillery, of 6439. T^^^ <^^^'

airy, about 4300 strong, guarded the flanks or

was detached on outpost duty ; but, both from

the newness and imperfections of their organ-

ization, equipment, and drill, and from the

rough and wooded character of the ground,

they could do little service that day. The effec-

tives of all arms that marched out to battle

were 38,773, or, exclusive of cavalry, 35,330.
The Federal army numbered present49,232,

and present for duty 41,543. But at Crump's
Landing, five or six miles distant, was Gen-
eral Lew Wallace's division with 8820 pre-

sent, and 7771 men present for duty. Gen-
eral Nelson's division of Buell's army had
arrived at Savannah on Saturday morning,

and was now about five miles distant

;

Crittenden's division also had arrived on
the morning of the 6th. So that Grant, with

these three divisions, may be considered as

having about 22,000 men in immediate re-

serve, without counting the remainder of

Buell's army, which was near by.

As General Johnston and his staff were
taking their coffee, the first gun of the battle

sounded. " Note the hour, if you please,

gentlemen," said General Johnston. It was
fourteen minutes past five. They immedi-

ately mounted and galloped to the front.

Some skirmishing on Friday between the

Confederate cavalry and the Federal out-

posts, in which a few men were killed,

wounded, and captured on both sides, had
aroused the vigilance of the Northern com-
manders to some extent. Sherman reported

on the 5th to Grant that two regiments of

infantry and one of cavalry were in his front,

and added :
" I have no doubt that nothing

will occur to-day more than some picket fir-

ing. ... I do not apprehend anything like

an attack on our position." In his " Memoirs "

he says :
" I did not believe they designed

anything but a strong demonstration." He
said to Major Ricker that an advance of

Beauregard's army " could not be possible.

Beauregard was not such a fool as to leave

his base of operations and attack us in ours,

— mere recon/iaissa/ice in forced This shows a

curious coincidence with the actual state of

General Beauregard's mind on that day. And
Grant telegraphed Halleck on Saturday night:
" The main force of the enemy is at Corinth.

. . . One division of Buell's column arrived

yesterday. ... I have scarcely the faint-

est idea of an attack (general one) being made
upon us."

Nevertheless, some apprehension was felt

among the officers and men of the Federal
army, and General Prentiss had thrown for-

ward Colonel Moore, with the Twenty-first

Missouri Regiment, on the Corinth road.

Moore, feeling his way cautiously, encoun-
tered Hardee's skirmish-line under Major
Hardcastle, and, thinking it an outpost, as-

sailed it vigorously. Thus really the Federals
began the fight. The struggle was brief, but
spirited. The Eighth and Ninth Arkansas
came up. Moore fell wounded. The Missou-
rians gave way, and Shaver's brigade pursued
them. Hindman's whole division moved on,

following the ridge and drifting to the right,

and drove in the grand guards and outposts

until they struck Prentiss's camps. Into these

they burst, overthrowing all before them.

To appreciate the suddenness and violence

of the blow, one must read the testimony

of eye-witnesses. General Bragg says, in a

sketch of Shiloh made for the writer :
" Con-

trary to the views of such as urged an aban-
donment of the attack, the enemy was found
utterly unprepared, many being surprised and
captured in their tents, and others, though on
the outside, in costumes better fitted to the

bedchamber than to the battle-field." General

Preston says :
" General Johnston then went to

the camp assailed, which was carried between

7 and 8 o'clock. The enemy were evidently

surprised. The breakfasts were on the mess
tables, the baggage unpacked, the knapsacks,

stores, colors, and ammunition abandoned."
The essential feature of General Johnston's

strategy had been to get at his enemy as

quickly as possible, and in as good order. In

this he had succeeded. His plan of battle was
as simple as his strategy. It had been made
known in his order of battle, and was thor-

oughly understood by every brigade com-
mander. The orders of the 3d of April were,

that " every effort should be made to turn the

leftflank of the enemy, so as to cut off his line

of retreat to the Tennessee River and throw

him back on Owl Creek, where he will be

obliged to surrender^ It is seen that, from the

first, these orders were carried out in letter and
spirit; and, as long as General Johnston lived,

the success of this movement was complete.

The battle tvasfoughtprecisely as it ivasplanned.

The instructions delivered to General John-
ston's subordinates on the pre\ious day were

found sufficient for their conduct on the battle-

field. But, to accomplish this, his own personal

presence and inspiration and direction were

often necessary with these enthusiastic but

raw troops. He had personal conference on
the field with most of his generals, and led

several brigades into battle. The criticism

upon this conduct, that he exposed himself

unnecessarily, is absurd to those who know
how important rapid decision and instanta-

neous action are in the crisis of conflict.
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His lines of battle were pushed rapidly to

the front, and as gaps widened in the first

lines, thev were filled by brigades of the

second and third. One of Breckenridge's

brigades was sent to the left to support Cle-

burne, and the other two were led to the

extreme right, only Chalmers being beyond

them. Gladden, who was on Hindman's right,

and had a longer distance to traverse to strike

some of Prentiss's brigades further to the left,

found them better prepared, but, after a san-

guinarv resistance, drove them from their

camps! In this bitter struggle Gladden fell

mortally wounded. Chalmers's brigade, of

Bragg's line, came in on Gladden's right, and

his Mississippians drove the enemy with the

bayonet half a mile. He was about to charge

again, when General Johnston came up, and

moved him to the right, and brought John
K. Jackson's brigade into the interval. Pren-

tiss's left retreated sullenly, not routed, but

badly hammered.
With Hindman as a pivot, the turning

movement began from the moment of the

overthrow of Prentiss's camps. While the front

attacks were made all along the line with a

desperate courage which would have swept

any ordinar)- resistance from the field, and
with a loss which told fearfully on the assail-

ants, they were seconded by assaults in flank

which invariably resulted in crushing the

Federal line with destructive force and strew-

ing the field with the wounded and the dead.

The Federal reports complain that they were

flanked and outnumbered, which is true ; for,

though fewer, the Confederates were prob-

ably stronger at every given point throughout

the day except at the Hornets' Nest, where
the Federals eventually massed nearly two
di\-isions. The iron flail of war beat upon
the Federal front and right flank with

the regular and ponderous pulsations of

some great engine, and these assaults resulted

in a crumbling process which was continually

but slowly going on, as regiment and brigade

and division yielded to the continuous and
successive blows. There has been criticism

that there were no grand assaults by divisions

and corps. The fact is that there were but

few lulls in the contest. The fighting was a

grapple and a death-struggle all day long,

and, as one brigade after another wilted be-

fore the deadly fire of the stubborn Federals,

still another was j^u-shed into the combat and
kept up the fierce a.ssault. A breathing-spell,

and the shattered command would gather itself

up and resume its work of rlestruction. These
were the general aspects of the battle.

When the battle began Hindman, following

the ridge, had easy ground to traverse ; but

Cleburne's large brigade, on his left, with its

supports, moving over a more difficult coun- .

try, was slower in getting upon Shennan's 1

front. That general and his command, aroused

by the long roll, the advancing musketry,

and the rush of troops to his left, got his

division in line of battle and was ready for

the assault of Cleburne, which was made
about eight o'clock. General Johnston, who
had followed close after Hindman, urging on

his attack, saw Cleburne's brigade begin its

advance, and then returned to where Hindman
was gathering his force for another assault.

Hardee said of Cleburne that he " moved
quickly through the fields, and, though far

outflanked by the enemy on our left, rushed

forward under a terrific fire from the serried

ranks drawn up in front of the camp. A mo-
rass covered his front, and, being difficult to

pass, caused a break in this brigade. Deadly
volleys were poured upon the men from be-

hind bales of hay and other defenses, as they

advanced; and after a series of desperate

charges, they were compelled to fall back. . . .

Supported by the arrival of the second line,

Cleburne with the remainder of his troops

again advanced, and entered the enemy's en-

campment, which had been forced on the

center and right by the dashing charges of

Gladden's, Wood's, and Hindman's brigades."

While Sherman was repelling Cleburne's

attack, McClemand sent up three Illinois

regiments to reenforce his left. But General

Polk led forward Bushrod R. Johnson's bri-

gade, and Major-General Clark Russell's bri-

gade, against Sherman's left, while General

Johnston himself put A. P. Stewart's bri-

gade in position on their right. Supported by
part of Cleburne's line, they attacked Sher-

man and McClemand fiercely. Polk said :

" The resistance at this point was as stubborn

as at any other point on the field." Clark and
Bushrod R. Johnson fell badly wounded.
Hildebrand's Federal brigade was swept from

the field, losing in the onslaught 300 killed

and wounded, and 94 missing.

Wood's brigade, of Hindman's division,

joined in this charge on the right. As they

hesitated at the crest of a hill, General John-
ston came to the front and urged them to the

attack. They rushed forward with the inspir-

ing " Rebel yell," and with Stewart's brigade

enveloped the Illinois troops. In ten minutes

the latter melted away under the fire, and were
forced from the field. In this engagement
John A. McDowell's and Veatch's Federal

brigades, as well as Hildebrand's, were demol-
ished and heard of no more. Buckland re-

treated and took position with McClernand.
In the.se attacks Anderson's and Pond's Con-
federate brigades joined with great vigor and
severe loss, but with unequal fortune. The
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been brigades,

former

had onesuccebb

after another,

the latter suffered i

series of disasters

,

and yet an equal cour
age animated them. Glad-
den's brigade made a final

desperate and successful

charge on Prentiss's line.

The whole Federal front, which had
broken here and there, and was getting ragged,

gave way under this hammering process on
front and flank, and fell back across a ravine to

another strong position behind the Hamburg
and Purdy road in rear of Shiloh. Sherman's
route of retreat was marked by the thick-strewn

corpses of his soldiers. At last, pressed back
toward both Owl Creek and theriver, Sherman
and McClernand found safety by the interposi-

tion on their left flank of W. H. L. Wallace's

fresh division. Hurlbut and Wallace had ad-

vanced about eight o'clock, so that Prentiss's

' was now
crowded on a

shorter line, a mile

or more to the rear of

its first position. The
new line of battle was
established before ten

o'clock. All the Confederate

troops were then in the front line,

except two of Breckenridge's

Bowen and Statham, which were
moving to the Confederate right, and soon
occupied the interval between Chalmers and
Jackson. Hardee, with Cleburne and Pond,
was pressing Sherman slowly but steadily back.

Bragg and Polk met about half-past ten o'clock,

and by agreement Polk led his troops against

McClernand, while Bragg directed the opera-

tions against the Federal center. A gigantic

contest nowbegan which lasted more than five

hours. In the impetuous rush forward of regi-

ments to fill the gaps in the front line, even the

brigade organization was broken ; but, though
command found a refuge in the intervals of there was dislocation of commands, there was
the new and formidable Federal line, with

Stuart on the left and Sherman's shattered

division on the right.

General Johnston had pushed Chalmers to

the right and front, sweeping down the left

bank of Lick Creek, driving in pickets, until

he encountered Stuart's Federal brigade on
the Pittsburg and Hamburg road. Stuart

was strongly posted on a steep hill near the

river, covered with thick undergrowth, and
with an open field in front. McArthur was to

his right and rear in the woods. Jackson at-

tacked McArthur, who fell back ; and Chal-
mers went at Stuart's brigade. This command
reserved its fire until Chalmers's men were
within forty yards, and then delivered a heavy
and destructive volley ; but, after a hard fight,

the Federals were driven back. Chalmers's
right rested on the Tennessee River bot-

tom-lands, and he fought down the bank
toward Pittsburg Landing. The enemy's left

was completely turned, and the Federal army
Vol. XXIX.— 61.

little loss of effective force. The Confederate as-

saults were made byrapid and often unconnect-

ed charges along the line. They were repeat-

edly checked, and often repulsed. Sometimes
counter-charges drove them back for short dis-

tances; but, whether in assault or recoil, both

sides saw their bravest soldiers fall in frightful

numbers. The Confederates came on in mot-
ley garb, varying from the favorite gray and
domestic " butternut " to the blue of certain

Louisiana regiments, which paid dearly the

penalty of doubtful colors. Over them waved
flags and pennons as various as their uniforms.

At each charge there went up a wild yell, heard

above the roar of artillery ; only the Kentuck-
ians, advancing with measured step, sang in

chorus their war-song :
" Cheer, boys, cheer;

we'll march away to battle."

On the Federal left center W. H. L. Wal-
lace and Hurlbut were massed, with Prentiss's

fragments, in a position so impregnable, and
thronged with such fierce defenders, that it
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won from the Confederates the memorable title

ofthe "Hornets' Nest." (Seepage 605.) Here,

behind a dense thicket on the crest of a hill.was

posted a strong force of as hardy troops as

ever fought, almost perfectly protected by the

conformation of the ground, and by logs and

other rude and hastily prepared defenses. To
assail it an open field had to be passed, en-

filaded by the fire of its batteries. No figure

of speech would be too strong to express the

deadly peril of assault upon this natural for-

tress. For five hours brigade after brigade was

led against it. Hindman's brigades, which

earlier had swept everything before them,were

reduced to fragments, and paralyzed for the

remainder of the day. A. P. Stewart's regi-

ments made fruitless assaults. Then Bragg

ordered up Gibson's brigade. Gibson himself,

a knightly soldier, was aided by colonels three

of whom afterward became generals. The
brigade made a gallant charge ; but, like the

others, recoiled from the fire it encountered.

Under a cross-fire of artillery and musketry it

at last fell back with very heavy loss. Gibson

asked for artillery to be sent him ; but it was

not at hand, and Bragg sent orders to charge

again. The colonels thought it hopeless ; but

Gibson led them again to the attack, and again

they sufi*ered a bloody repulse.

The brigade was four times repulsed, but

maintained its ground steadily, until W. H. L.

Wallace's position was turned, when, renewing

its forward movement in conjunction with

Cheatham's command, it helped to drive back

its stout opponents. Cheatham, charging on

Gibson's right, across an open field, was caught

under a murderous cross-fire, but fell back in

good order, and, later in the day, came in on
Breckenridge's left in tlie last assault when
Prentiss was captured. This bloody fray lasted

till nearly four o'clock, without making any vis-

ible impression on the Federal center. Butwhen
its flanks weretumed, these assaulting columns,

crowding in on its front, aided in its capture.

General Johnston was with Statham's bri-

gade, confronting Hurlbut's left, which was
behind the crest of a hill, with a depression

filled with chaparral in its front. The Con-
federates held the parallel ridge in easy mus-

ket-range ; and " as heavy fire as I ever saw
during the war," says Governor Harris, was
kept up on both sides for an hour or more.

It was necessary to cross the valley raked by
this deadly ambuscade and assail the opposite

ridge in order to drive the enemy from his

stronghold. When General Johnston came
up and saw the situation, he said to his staff:

" They are offering stubborn resistance here.

I shall have to put the bayonet to them." It

was the crisis of the conflict. The Federal

key was in his front. If his assault were suc-

cessful, their left would be completely turned,

and the victory won. He determined to

charge. He sent Governor Harris, of his

staff, to lead a Tennessee regiment; and,

after a brief conference with Breckenridge,

whom he loved and admired, that officer, fol-

lowed by his staff, appealed to the soldiers.

As he encouraged them with his fine voice

and manly bearing. General Johnston rode

out in front and slowly down the line. His

hat was off. His sword rested in its scab-

bard. In his right hand he held a little tin

cup, the memorial of an incident that had oc-

curred earlier in the day. Passing through a

captured camp, he had taken this toy, saying,
" Let this be my share of the spoils to-day."

It was this plaything which, holding it be-

tween two fingers, he employed more effect-

ively in his natural and simple gesticulation

than most men could have used a sword.

His presence was full of inspiration. He sat

his thorough-bred bay, " Fire-eater," with

easy command. His voice was persuasive,

encouraging, and compelling. His words
were few ; he said :

" Men ! they are stubborn
;

we must use the bayonet." When he reached

the center of the line, he turned. " I will

lead you !
" he cried, and moved toward the

enemy. The line was already thrilling and
trembling with that irresistible ardor which in

battle decides the day. With a mighty shout

the line moved forward at a charge. A sheet

of flame and a mighty roar burst from the Fed-
eral stronghold. The Confederate line with-

ered ; but there was not an instant's pause. The
crest was gained. The enemy were in flight.

General Johnston had passed through the

ordeal seemingly unhurt. His horse was shot

in four places; his clothes were pierced by-

missiles ; his boot-sole was cut and torn by a

minie; but if he himself had received any
severe wound, he did not know it. At this

moment Governor Harris rode up from the

right. After a few words. General Johnston
sent him with an order to Colonel Statham,

which having delivered, he speedily returned.

In the mean time, knots and groups of Fed-
eral soldiers kept up a desultory fire as they

retreated upon their supports, and their last

line, now yielding, delivered volley after vol-

ley as they sullenly retired. By the chance of

war, a minie-ball from one of these did its

fatal work. As he sat there, after his wound,
Captain Wickham says that Colonel O'Hara,
of his staff, rode up, and General Johnston
said to him, " We must go to the left, where
the firing is heaviest," and then gave him an

order, which O'Hara rode off to obey. Gov-
ernor Harris returned, and, finding him very

pale, asked him," General, are you wounded ?"

He answered, in a very deliberate and em-
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phatic tone :
" Yes, and, I fear, seriously."

These were his last words. Harris and Wick-

ham led his horse back under cover of the hill,

and lifted him from it. They searched at ran-

dom for the wound,which had cut an artery in

his leg, the blood flowing into his boot. When
his brother-in-law, Preston, lifted his head, and
addressed him with passionate grief, he smiled

faintly, but uttered no word. His life rapidly

ebbed away, and in a few moments he was dead.

His wound was not necessarily fatal. Gen-
eral Johnston's own knowledge of military

surgery was adequate for its control by an ex-

temporized tourniquet, had he been aware or

regardful of its nature. Dr. D. W, Yandell,

his surgeon, had attended his person during

most of the morning ; but, finding a large

number of wounded men, including many
Federals, at one point, General Johnston or-

dered Yandell to stop there, establish a hos-

pital, and give them his services. He said to

Yandell :
" These men were our enemies a

moment ago ; they are prisoners now. Take
care of them." Yandell remonstrated against

leaving him, but he was peremptory. Had
Yandell remained with him, he would have
had little difficulty with the wound.

Governor Harris, and others of General

Johnston's staff, promptly informed General

Beauregard of his death, and General Beaure-

.gard assumed command, remaining at Shiloh

Church, awaiting the issue of events.

Up to the moment of the death of the com-
mander-in-chief, in spite of the dislocation of

the commands, there was the most perfect

regularity in the development of the plan of

battle. In all the seeming confusion there was
the predominance of intelligent design ; a

master mind, keeping in clear view its purpose,

sought the weak point in the defense, and,

finding it on the enemy's left, kept turning

that flank. With the disadvantage of inferior

numbers. General Johnston brought to bear

a superior force on each particular point, and,

by a series of rapid and powerful blows, broke
the Federal army to pieces.

Now was the time for the Confederates to

push their advantage, and, closing in on the

rear of Prentiss and Wallace, to finish the battle.

But, on the contrary, there came a lull in the

conflict on the right, lasting more than an
hour from half-past two, the time at which
General Johnston fell. It is true that the Fed-
erals fell back and left the field, and the Con-
federates went forward deliberately, occupying
their positions, and thus helping to envelop
the Federal center. But there was no further

general direction or concerted movement.
The determinate purpose to capture Grant
that day was lost sight of. The strong arm
was withdrawn, and the bow remained un-

bent. Elsewhere there were bloody desultory

combats, but they tended to nothing.

About half-past three the contest, which
had throbbed with fitful violence for five

hours, was renewed with the utmost fury.

While an ineffectual struggle was going on at

the center, a number of batteries opened
upon Prentiss's right flank, the center of what
remained of the Federals. The opening of

so heavy a fire, and the simultaneous though
unconcerted advance of the whole Confed-
erate line, resulted at first in the confusion

of the enemy, and then in the death of W.
H. L. Wallace and the surrender of Prentiss.

These generals have received scant justice

for their stubborn defense. They agreed to

hold their position at all odds, and did so until

Wallace received his fatal \vound and Prentiss

was surrounded and captured with nearly 3000
men. This delay was the salvation of Grant's

army.

Breckenridge's command closed in on the

Federal left and rear; Polk crushed their right

by the violence of his assault, and in person,

with Marshall J. Smith's Crescent regiment, re-

ceived the surrender of many troops. Prentiss

gave up his sword to Colonel Russell. Bragg's

troops, wrestling at the front, poured in over

the Hornets' Nest, and shared in the triumph.

Polk ordered his cavalry to charge the fleeing

enemy, and Colonel Miller rode down and cap-

tured a six-gun battery. His men " watered
their horses in the Tennessee River." All now
felt that the victory was won. Bragg, Polk, Har-
dee, Breckenridge, all the corps commanders,
were at the front, and in communication. Their
generals were around them. The hand that had
launched the thunder-bolt of war was cold, but

its influence still nerved this host and its com-
manders. A line of battle was formed, and all

was ready for the last fell swoop, to compel an
" unconditional surrender " by General Grant.

The only position on the high grounds left

to the Federals was held by Colonel Webster,

of Grant's staff, who had collected some twenty

guns and manned them with volunteers. Soon
after four o'clock Chalmers and Jackson, ])ro-

ceeding down the river-bank while Prentiss's

surrender was going on, came upon this posi-

tion. The approaches were bad from that

direction ; nevertheless, they attacked reso-

lutely, and, though repeatedly repulsed, kept

up their assaults till nightfall. At one time

they drove some gunners from their guns, and
their attack has been generally mistaken by
Federal writers for the final assault of the

Confederate army— lohich was never made.

The Federal generals and writers attribute

their salvation to the repulse of Chalmers, and
the honoris claimed respectively for Webster's

artillery and for Ammcn's brigade of Buell's
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army, which came up at the last moment.
But neither they nor all that was left of the

Federal army could have withstood five min-

utes the united advance of the Confederate line,

which was at hand and ready to deal the death-

stroke. Their salvation came from a different

quarter. General Bragg gives the following

account of the close of the battle :
" Con-

curring testimony, especially that oi the pris-

oners on both sides,— our captured being

present and witnesses to the demoralization

of the enemy, and their eagerness to escape

or avoid further slaughter by surrender,— left

no doubt but that a persistent, energetic as-

sault would soon have been crowned by a

general yielding of his whole force. About
one hour of daylight was left to us. The
enemy's gun-boats, his last hope, took posi-

tion opposite us in the river, and commenced
a furious cannonade at our supposed position.

From the elevation necessary to reach the

high bluff on which we were operating, this

proved 'all sound and fury signifying noth-

ing,' and did not in the slightest degree mar
our prospects or our progress. Not so, how-
ever, in our rear, where these heavy shells fell

among the reserv'es and stragglers; and, to the

utter dismay of the commanders on the field,

the troops were seen to abandon their inspir-

ing work, and to retire sullenly from the con-

test when danger was almost past, and victory,

so dearly purchased, was almost certain."

Polk, Hardee, Breckenridge,Withers, Gibson,

Gilmer, and all who were there confirm this

statement. General Buell says of Grant's army
that there were " not more than 5000 men in

ranks and available on the battle-field at night-

fall. . . . The rest were either killed, wounded,
captured, or scattered in inextricable and hope-

less confusion for miles along the banks of the

river." General Nelson describes them as
" cowering under the river-bank, . . . frantic

with fright and utterly demoralized."

At this crisis came from General Beaure-

gard an order for the withdrawal of the

troops, of which his chief of staff says :
" Gen-

eral Beauregard, in the mean time, observing

the exhausted, widely scattered condition of

his army, directed it to be brought out of

battle, collected, and restored to order as far

as practicable, and to occupy for the night the

captured encampments of the enemy. This,

however, had been done in chief part by the

officers in immediate command of the troojjs

before the order was generally distributed."

For this l^st allegation, or that the army was
exhausted, there is not the slightest warrant.

The concurrent testimony of the generals

and soldiers at the front is at one on all

essential points. General Beauregard at Shiloh,

two miles in the rear, with the debris of the

army surging back upon him, the shells burst-

ing around him, sick with his two months'
previous malady, pictured in his imagination

a wreck at the front, totally different from the

actual condition there. Had this officer been
with Bragg, and not greatly prostrated and
suftering from severe sickness, I firmly believe

his order would have been to advance, not to

retire. And this in spite of his theory of his plan

of battle, which he sums up as follows, and
which is so difterent from General Johnston's:
" By a rapid and vigorous attack on General
Grant, it was expected he would be beaten
back into his transports and the river, or cap-

tured in time to enable us to profit by the vic-

tor\-, and remove to the rear all the stores and
munitions that would fall into our hands in

such an event before the arrival of General
Buell's army on the scene. It was never con-

templated, however, to retain the position

thus gained and abandon Corinth, the stra-

tegic point of the catnpaign.'" Why, then, did

General Beauregard stop short in his career ?

Sunday evening it was not a question of

retaining, but of gaining, Pittsburg Landing.
Complete victory was in his grasp, and he
threw it away. General Gibson says :

" Gen-
eral Johnston's death was a tremendous catas-

trophe. There are no words adequate to express

my own conception of the immensity of the loss

to our country. Sometimes the hopes of mill-

ions of people depend upon one head and one
arm. The West perished with Albert Sidney

Johnston, and the Southern country followed."

Monday was General Beauregard's battle,

and it was well fought. But in recalling his

troops from the heights which commanded
the enemy's landing, he gave away a position

which during the night was occupied by
Buell's 20,000 fresh troops, who thus regained

the high grounds that had been won at such
a cost. Lew Wallace, too, had come up 6500
strong. Moreover, the orders had been con-

veyed by Beauregard's staff to brigades and
even regiments to withdraw, and the troops

wandered back over the field, without cohe-

rence, direction, or purpose, and encamped
where chance provided for them. All array

was lost, and, in the morning, they met the

attack of nearly 30,000 fresh and organized

troops, with no hope of success except from
their native valor and the indomitable pur-

f)ose roused by the triumph of Sunday. Their
fortitude, their courage, and the free offering

of their lives were equal to the day before.

But it was a retreat, not an assault. They
retired slowly and sullenly, shattered, but not

overthrown, to Corinth, the strategic point of
General Beauregard^s campaign.

Williavi I^-esion Johnston.
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\ FTER ten o'clock at

t\ night, on the 2d of

April, 1862, while in my
office as adjutant-gen-

eral of the Confederate
army assembled at Cor-

inth, a telegram was
brought to me from Gen-
eral Cheatham, com-
manding an outpost on
our left flank at Bethel,

on the Mobile and Ohio railway, some twenty
odd miles northward of Corinth. General
Cheatham had addressed it to General Polk,

his corps commander, informing him that a

Federal division, under General Lew Wallace,

had been manoeuvring in his proximity dur-

ing the day. General Polk had in due course

sent the message to General Beauregard,
from whom it came to me with his signed

indorsement, and addressed to General A. S.

Johnston, the substance of the indorsement

being :
" Now is the time to advance upon

Pittsburg Landing." And below were these

words, in effect, if not literally :
" Colonel

Jordan had better carry this in person to

General Johnston and explain the military

situation.—G. T. B."

At the time Colonel Jacob Thompson, for-

merly Secretary of the Interior of the United
States, was in my office as my guest. I read the

telegram aloud to him and immediately there-

after repaired to General Johnston's quarters,

nearly a quarter of a mile distant, where I

found him surrounded by his personal staff, in

the room which the latter habitually occupied.

I handed him the open- dispatch, and he read it

and the indorsements without comment; asked
me several questions about matters wholly ir-

relevant to the dispatch or what might natu-

rally grow out of it, and rose, saying that he

would cross the street to see General Bragg. I

asked if I should accompany him. " Cer-

tainly," was his answer. We found that General
Bragghad already gone to bed, but he received

us in dishabille, General Johnston handing
him the dispatch at once, without remark.
Bragg, having read it, immediately expressed
his agreement with Beauregard's advisement.

General Johnston thereupon very clearly stated

some strong objections, chiefly to the effect

that as yet our troops were too raw and in-

completely equipped for an offensive enter-

prise, such as an onset upon the Federal army
in a position of their own choosing, and also

that he did not see from what quarter a proper

reserve could be assembled in time.

As General Beauregard had discussed with

me repeatedly within a week the details of

such an offensive operation in all its features,

and the necessity for it before the Federal

army was itself ready to take the offensive, I

was able to answer satisfactorily the objections

raised by General Johnston, including the

supposed difficulty about a reserve— for which
use I pointed out that the Confederate forces

posted under General Breckenridge at sev-

eral points along the line of the Memphis
and Charleston railroad, to the eastward of

Corinth, could be quickly concentrated at

Burnsville, and be moved thence direct to

Monterey, and there effect a junction with

our main force. General Johnston at last

assented to the undertaking. Whereupon I

turned to a table in General Bragg's chamber,
and wrote a circular order to the three corps

commanders, Major-Generals Polk, Bragg,

and Hardee, directing that each should hold

his corps under arms by 1 2 Meridian on the 3d
of April, ready to march, with forty rounds of

ammunition in their cartridge-boxes, and sixty

rounds for each man to be carried as a reserve

;

three days' cooked provisions per man in their

haversacks, with three more to be transported

in wagons. This circular also prescribed the

ammunition for the artillery, and the number
of wagons each regiment would be provided
with ; all of which was approved by General

Johnston when I read the rough draught
of it. Afterward the copies were made by an
aid-de-camp on the staff of General Bragg.

These orders were delivered to Generals

Polk and Hardee at 1:40 a. m., as shown by
their receipts, which I required to be taken.

The orders to General Breckenridge were
given by telegraph, he having been called by
me to the military telegraph office nearest his

headquarters to receive them and to answer
queries regarding his command.* Thus did

it happen that the Confederate army was
brought to undertake the offensive against

General Grant upon Pittsburg Landing.

* As I find from a paper officially signed by me April 21, 1862. this reserve consisted of 6436 rank
and file effectives. ("Official Record War of the RebeUion," Series I., volume X., page 396.)
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II. roads leading from Corinth, were densely

packed with troops, wagons, and field-batteries

ready for the march. But no movement was
made; General Polk's corps in some way
blocked the line of march. 'I'his having been
reported to General Beauregard at a late hour
in the afternoon by General Hardee in person,

an aid-de-camp was sent to General Polk,

when, to the surprise of all. General Polk ex-

plained that he had kept his corps at a stand

awaiting the written order. Thus it was so late

before the movement actually began, that it

really cost the Confederate army a whole day
and their arrival in the near presence of their

adversary twenty-four hours later than was
intended, as, by reason of this tardiness, it

was not until the late afternoon of the 5th

of April that the head of the Confederate
column reached a point within less than two
miles of the Federal lines instead of on the

4th, in which case the battle would have been
fought with General Grant alone, or without
the material and moral help derived from the

advent of Buell on the field, as on the night

of the 6th and the morning of the 7th of April.

III.

General Beauregard with his staff left

Corinth the afternoon of the 4th of April, and
reaching Monterey, eleven miles distant, found

the Confederate corps massed in that quarter.

He was hardly encouraged, however, by the

manner in which they had been handled to that

stage in the operation. General Johnston and
his staff" were already at the same point, in oc-

cupation of a house at which we dismounted
just as some cavalry brought from the front

a soldierly young Federal volunteer officer,

Major Crockett, of the Seventy-ninth Ohio,

who had just been captured a itw hours before

in a skirmish in close proximity to the Federal

lines brought on by a Confederate recon-

noitering force pressed most indiscreetly

from General Bragg's corps almost upon the

Federal front line. As this officer rode

beside his captors through the mass of

Confederate infantry and batteries, and his

eyes rested intelligently on the warlike

spectacle, he exclaimed, "This means a bat-

tle"; and he involuntarily added, "They
don't expect anything of this kind back
yonder." He was taken in charge by myself,

and, assisted by Major Gilmer, chief engineer

on the staff, I interrogated him with the

least possible semblance of so doing, with the

result of satisfying me, as I reported to

Generals Johnston and Beauregard, that we

• As I framed this order, I had before me Napoleon's order for the battle of Waterloo, and, in attention to

ante-battle details, took those of such soldiers as Napoleon and Soult for model— a fact which I here

loention because the ante-Shiloh order has been hypercriticised.

Upon quitting General Bragg's quarters I

proceeded immediately to the tent of Colonel

A. R.Chisholm, aid-de-camp to General Beau-

regard, separated from my office by some thirty

or forty yards, roused him from sleep, and
asked him to inform the general at daylight

that the order to advance at midday had been

issued.

Soon after sunrise I was called to the quar-

ters of General Beauregard, whom 1 found

with the notes of the plan of operations and
orders of engagement. These, I may add, had
just been copied by Colonel Chisholm from

the backs of telegrams and envelopes upon
which the general had made them during the

night while in bed. Taking these notes and
the general's sketch-map of the roads lead-

ing from all surrounding quarters to Mon-
terey and thence upon Pittsburg Landing, I

returned and began to draw up the order,

which will be found in the " Records of the

War of the Rebellion," Series I., volume X.,

pages 392-395.*
Called to my breakfast before the order could

be framed, I met General Johnston en route

for General Beauregard's quarters, where I said

I would meet him as quickly as possible, and
where I did soon join him. General Beaure-

gard was explaining the details as to the roads

by which the several corps would have to

move through the somewhat difficult, heavily

wooded country, both before and after leav-

ing Monterey; and to make this clear, as

I had from General Beauregard the only

sketch extant, General Beauregard drew a

rough sketch on his camp-table top. Mean-
while, first General Bragg and afterward

Generals Polk and Hardee had joined the

conference. As I remarked that it would
take me some time to formulate the order and
issue all the requisite copies. General Beaure-

gard explained orally to the three generals

their routes of march for the first day, so that

they might not wait for receipt of the written

orders, which would be in all proper hands
before night. Accordingly, these explanations

were carefully made, and the corps com-
manders went away with distinct instructions

to begin the movement at midday, as pre-

scribed in the written orders subsequently

issued. Pursuant to the terms of the circular

order which I had written and issued from

General Bragg's headquarters the night before,

the troops were brought under arms before

noon, by which time the streets and all ap-

jjroaches to the railway station, as well as the
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should have no earth- works to encounter,

and an enemy wholly unaware of what was

so near at hand.

IV.

It has been more than once represented with

pencil as well as with pen, that there was a

somewhat dramatic conference of the Con-
federate generals around the camp-fire the

night before the battle of the 6th of April.

The simple fact is this: Hardee, whose
corps was to be in the advance in the attack,

having reached a point known to be some-
what less than two miles from our adversary,

was halted and deployed in line of battle

across the Pittsburg road to await the arrival

and formation in his rear of the rest of

the army as prescribed in the battle order.

As this was not effected until after three

o'clock, it was too late to make the attack that

day. As a matter of course in such a contin-

gency, the corps commanders were called to

meet Generals Johnston and Beauregard, who,
having gone from Monterey together with the

generalstaff andtheirrespective personal staffs,

had taken a position, dismounted, on the Pitts-

burg road, somewhat to the rear of Hardee's
coi-ps. The meeting took place about four

o'clock. General Polk now reported that his

men were almost destitute of provisions, hav-

ing either already consumed or thrown them
away. General Bragg reported that his own
men had been more provident, and therefore

could spare enough for the emergency. Deeply
dissatisfied with the inexplicable manner in

which both Bragg's and Polk's corps had been
delayed, both before reaching and after leaving

Monterey, as well as by the injudicious man-
ner in which a reconnaissance had been made
with such aggressiveness and use of artillery

as ought to have apprised any sharp-sighted

enemy than an offensive army was not far

distant. General Beauregard— though it had
been upon his urgent instance that the advance
had been made— did not hesitate to say that,

inasmuch as it was scarcely possible for the

enemy to be unaware of our presence and
purpose, should we attack next morning we
should find the Federals intrenched to the

eyes and ready for us ; that the whole suc-

cess of the movement had depended on our
ability to assail our enemy unexpectedly and
unprepared. Therefore, he advised the return

of the Confederate army to Corinth, as it

assuredly was not in a condition to attack

an army superior in numbers and behind the

intrenchments that would be now thrown up
in expectation of an onset.

General Johnston listened attentively to

what General Beauregard said, and at length

replied in substance that he recognized its

weight; nevertheless, as he hoped the enemy
was not suspecting our proximity, he felt

bound, as he had put the army in motion for

a battle, to venture the hazard. Whereupon
the officers rapidly dispersed to their respect-

ive commands for that venture. As I have
seen it intimated, among others by General

Bragg, that this conference was a mere
casual or " pardy accidental meeting of gen-

eral ofiicers," it may not be amiss to recall

that such a conference was the inevitable

consequence of the arrival of the Confederate

army at the point from which it was to spring

upon the enemy, as it were from an ambush.
Naturally,moreover,by a conference with their

corps commanders, Johnston and Beauregard
could best ascertain the condition of all the

troops and determine the best course to be

pursued. It was after the reports thus made
and the mutual blame of each other of two
of the corps commanders for the delay, that

Beauregard had been confirmed in his appre-

hension that the campaign had miscarried,

and therefore its objective should be given

up,— much as Wellington once, in Spain,

after taking the field to attack Massena,

finding the latter more strongly posted and
prepared than he had been misled to believe,

had not hesitated to retire without fighting.

That night, soon after supper, an aid-de-

camp from General Johnston informed me
of the general's desire to see me, and guided

me to where he was bivouacking in the open
air. I was wanted to issue the order for the

immediate transfer of Maney's regiment of

Tennessee infantry from a brigade in Bragg's

corps to a certain brigade in Polk's corps,

of which Colonel Maney would have the

command as senior officer, which order I

wrote, in the absence of any table or other

convenience, outstretched upon General

Johnston's blankets, which were spread at the

foot of a tree. After this was done, and the

order dispatched by a special courier so that

the transfer might be made in time to place

Colonel Maney at the head of the brigade in

the coming batUe, something led us to talk

of the Pacific coast, in which quarter I had
served eight vears. Having been at Wash-
ington during the momentous winter of 1860-

61, I spoke of the fact that when Colonel

Sumner had been sent via the Isthmus

of Panama to supersede him (Johnston) in

the command of the Department of the Pa-

cific in April, 1861, Sumner's berth in the

steamer had been taken under an assumed
name, so that the newspapers might not get
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and divulge the fact of his departure on that

errand in time tor intelHgence of it to reach

the Pacific coast by the overland route, and

lead General Johnston to act with a supposed

powerful disunion party in California in a

revolt against the Federal authority before

Sumner's arrival. •* Yes," answered the gen-

eral, with much quiet feeling in his man-

ner. '• while distrusting me sufficiently to act

thus toward me. my former adjutant-general,

Fitz Tohn Porter, was induced to write me
of their great confidence in me, and to say

that it was their purpose to place me in com-

mand of the Federal army, immediately next

to General Scott." He had evidently been

deeply hurt that his personal character had

not shielded him from the suspicion of doing

aught while holding a commission that could

lead his superiors to suppose it necessary to un-

dertake his supersedure by stealth. (Seep. 634.)

The next morning, as the Confederate army,

deployed in the three lines prescribed in the

order of march and battle, moved before sun-

rise down the gentle wooded slope toward

Shiloh Chapel, Generals Johnston and Beaure-

gard, with the general staff as well as aids-de-

camp, stood upon a slight eminence, delighted

with the evident alacrity, animated faces, and

elastic gait with which all moved forward into

action. Hardly had the last line passed them
before the rattle of musketry announced that

Hardee's corps was engaged. General John-
ston now informed General Beauregard that

he would go to the front with the troops en-

gaged, leaving General Beauregard to take

the proper central position from which to

direct the movement as the exigencies of the

battle might require. Then General Johnston

rode off with his personal staff exclusively,

except possibly Major Gilmer, the chief en-

gineer. Soon the sound of the battle became
general ; and as during the battle of Manas-
sas I had been left at headcjuarters to send

reenforcements into action as they came up
by rail, I reminded General Beauregard of the

fact, and requested to be dispatched to join

General Johnston. He assented, and I set

off, accompanied by my friend Colonel Jacob
Thompson. In a little time I found that the

corf>s commanders were ahead of or separated

from a material part of their troops, whom I

repeatedly found halted for want of orrlers.

In all such cases, assuming the authority of my
fjosition, I gave the orders in tlie name of

General Johnston. At one time I hafl with

me the chiefs-of-staff of Polk, Bragg, and

Hardee, Colonel David Urquhart, the ( hief

aid-de-camp of Bragg, and Colonel William

Preston, the chief aid-de-camp of General

Johnston, all of whom I employed in assisting

to press the Confederate troops toward the

heaviest firing, and to keep the batteries ad-

vancing. Colonels Preston and Urquhart re-

mained with me the longer time and assisted

greatly. Finally, however, Urquhart, learning

from some of the troops encountered that

he was in proximity to his chief, General

Bragg, left me to join him, while I, accom-

panied by Colonel Preston, rode to the right

wing in the direction of sharp battle. Soon
we came in near view of a deserted Fed-

eral encampment in an open field, with a

Federal battery of four or six guns unlimbered

and horseless, while in advance of it were to

be seen a brigade of Confederate troops at a

halt. Urquhart now galloped up and informed

me that, having found Bragg, that officer had
sent him with the request that I should find

some troops, and employ them to turn and
capture some batteries just in his front which
obstructed his advance. I at once pushed
across a deepravine with Urquhart and Preston

to the troops in view, which proved to be
Statham's brigade of the reserve under Gen-
eral Breckenridge ; but because it belonged

to the reserve, I hesitated to take the respon-

sibility to employ it, and said so ; however,

asking Colonel Preston— the brother-in-law

as well as aid-de-camp of General Johnston

—

the hour, he replied, from his watch, twenty

minutes after two o'clock, I then said the

battle ought to be won by that time, and " I

think the reserve should be used." Colonel

Preston expressed his agreement with me,
and I rode at once to General Breckenridge,

who was not far to the rear of his troops,

surrounded by a number of officers. Accost-

ing him, I said, " General, it is General John-
ston's order that you advance and turn and
take those batteries," pointing in the direction

indicated by Urquhart, and where was to

be heard the din of their discharges. As the

order was given. General Breckenridge, clad

in a well-fitting blouse of dark-colored Ken-
tucky jeans, straightened himself in his stir-

rups. His dark eyes seemed to illuminate his

swarthy, regular features, and as he sat in his

saddle he seemed to me altogether the most
impressive-looking man I ever saw.

1 then turned, accompanied both by
Ur(]uhart and Preston, with the purpose of

going to the camp and battery previously

mentioned, and from that point to observe the

movement. On reaching the ravine, which
we had crossed. Colonel Preston, who possi-

bly had just heard from some of the officers

of the command just set in motion of Gen-
eral Johnston's recent presence with them,
said to me, " I believe I will make another
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attempt to find General Johnston," and rode

down the ravine to the leftward, and as it so

happened, did find General Johnston, but

already unconscious, if not dead. He had re-

ceived his death-wound with the very troops

I had found standing at ordered arms, but who
were unaware of it, and therefore were not,

as has been written, brought to a stand-still

by reason of it, and who were put in effective

forward movement by me within twenty min-

utes after his wounding.
A striking incident of the first day's battle

may be here mentioned for its novelty on
battle-fields. A completely equipped Federal

battery was so suddenly turned and environed

bv the Confederates, that it was captured with

ail the guns limbered up en regie for move-
ment as upon drill, before its officers could

possibly unlimber and use its guns in self-de-

fense. The drivers were in their saddles, the

gunners seated side by side in their places

upon the ammunition-boxes of the caissons,

grinning over the situation, and the officers

with their swords drawn mounted on their

horses. Not a horse had been disabled.

At the time of the reception of the order

given late in the afternoon of the 6th of

April by General Beauregard for his greatly

disorganized advanced troops to withdraw
from action and reorganize for the next day's

operation, I had reached a point very close to

the Tennessee River Avhere it was densely

Avooded. The large ordnance of the gun-

boats were raking this position with their

heavy projectiles, creating more noise, how-
ever, than harm to the Confederates, as they

tore and crashed in all directions through the

heavy forest. Riding slowly backward to the

point at which I understood I should find

General Beauregard, it was after sunset when
I dismounted at the tent of a Federal officer,

before which the general was standing with

some of his staff and an officer in the uniform
of a Federal general, to whom I was intro-

duced. It was General Prentiss. Several hours

previously a telegraphic dispatch addressed by
Colonel Helm to General Johnston, as well

IS I now remember, from the direction of

Athens, in Tennessee, was brought me from
Corinth by a courier, reporting that scouts

mployed in observing General Buell's move-
nents reported him to be marching not toward
I junction with Grant, but in the direction of

Decatur, North Alabama. This assuring dis-

Datch I handed to General Beauregard, and
hen, at his order, I wrote a telegraphic report

o the Confederate adjutant-general. Cooper,

at Richmond, announcing the results of the

day, including the death of General Johnston.
Meanwhile, it had become so dark that

I could barely see to write, and it was quite

dark by the time that Generals Hardee and
Breckenridge came to see General Beauregard
for orders for the next day's oi)erations.

General Bragg, who had also come from the

front, had taken up his quarters for the night

in a tent which General Sherman had previ-

ously occupied near the Shiloh Chapel. This
chapel was a rude log-hut of one story, only

two or three hundred yards distant from the

spot at which I had found General Beaure-
gard. Leaving General Prentiss in my charge,

General Beauregard soon after dark took up
his quarters for the night with General Bragg.

The corps commanders had meanwhile been
personally directed to assemble their respect-

ive commands at the earliest possible moment
in the morning to be ready for the final stroke.

Colonel Thompson and myself shared, with
General Prentiss sandwiched between us, a

rough makeshift of a bed made up of tents

and captured blankets. Prentiss and Thomp-
son had been old acquaintances, and the former
talked freely of the battle, as also of the war,

with a good deal of intelligence and good
temper. With a laugh, he said :

" You gentle-

men have had your way to-day, but it will

be very different to-morrow. You'll see ! Buell

will effect a junction with Grant to-night, and
we'll turn the tables on you in the morning."

This was said evidently with sincerity, and
was answered in the same spirit of good tem-
per. I showed him the dispatch that had
reached me on the field. He insisted, how-
ever, that it was a mistake, as we would see.

Tired as we were with the day's work, sleep

soon overtook and held us all until early

dawn, when the firing first of musketry and
then of field artillery roused us, and General
Prentiss exclaimed :

" Ah ! Didn't I tell you
so ! That is Buell, you'll find

!

" And so it

proved.

viii.

Up to half-past two o'clock on the 7th of

April, or second day's conflict. General Beau-
regard had his headquarters at the Shiloh

Chapel or immediately at Sherman's former

headquarters. The Confederate troops, now
hardly 20,000 men, were all either directly in

advance of that position or, on right and left

of it, somewhat in advance, hotly engaged,

only having receded from the places occupied
during the night sufficiently to be better

massed and organized for fighting. But our

losses were sweUing, and the straggling was
growing more difficult to restrain. A little
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after two o'clock. Governor Harris of Tennes-

see, who, after the death of General Johnston,

had joined the staft' of Beauregard in action,

taking me aside, asked if I did not regard the

day as going against us irremediably, and
whether there was not danger in tarrying so

long in the field as to be unable to withdraw

in good order. I answered that I thought it

would soon be our j^roper course to retreat.

Having an opportunity a moment later to

speak to General Beauregard in private, I

brought the subject before him in almost these

words :

" General, do you not think our troops are

ver\- much in the condition of a lump of sugar

thoroughly soaked with water, but yet pre-

serving its original shape, though ready to

dissolve ? Would it not be judicious to get

away with what we have ?
"

•' I intend to withdraw in a few moments,"
was his reply.

Calling upon his aids-de-camp present, he

dispatched them with orders to the several

corps commanders to begin the rearward move-
ment. He also directed me to collect as many
of the broken organizations as I could,— both

of infantry and artillery,— post them in the

best position I might find, and hold it until

the whole army had passed rearward of it.

Such a position I quickly found on an ele-

vated ridge in full view of the chapel and
the ground to the right and left of it, and also

somewhat more elevated, rising abruptly to-

ward the enemy and receding gently toward
Corinth. There I collected and posted some
two thousand infantry, making them lie down
and rest. I also placed in battery some twelve

or fifteen guns, so as to sweep the approach
from the direction of the enemy. There also

I remained until after four o'clock, or until all

the Confederate forces had retired, General
Breckenridge's troops being the last, and with-

out seeing a single Federal soldier. I then
retired, carrying from the field the caissons

loaded down with muskets and rifles picked
from the field.

Thomas Jordan.

MEMORANDA ON THE CIVIL WAR.

The Offer of Union Command to General A. S.Johnston.

[The following statement w.as written in response

to an inquiry by us as to the details of the offer of

high command referred to in the two foregoing pa-

pers.— Ed.]

The circumstances which gave rise to the expressed

desire of the administration in l86i to retain General

.\lbert Sidney Johnston in the Federal army were as

follows :

Early in April, 1861, while on duty in the adjutant-

general's office in Washington, I learned that Colonel

Sumner had been dispatched incog, to California, with

secret orders to assume command of the department

of the Pacific, and that this unusual course had been

prompted by the fear that the forts and arsenals and

garrisons on that coast would be placed in the hands

of the secessionists by General Johnston, the then com-

mander, wlio was reported to be arranging to do so.

I had just received a letter from General Johnston

expressing his pleasure at the large and handsome

parade of State troops in San Francisco, on February

22d, and at the undoubted loyalty to the Union cause

of the whole Pacific coast, and also his earnest hope

that the patriotic spirit manifested in California existed

as strongly in all other States, and would as surely be

maintained by them as it would be in the Pacific States

in ca.se of attempted secession.

Fearing the effect of the superseding orders upon a

high-toned and sensitive officer, one whom I esteemed

as a brother, and earnestly desired to be secured to our

cause, I induced Major .McDowell to show the letter to

Secretary Cameron, and to urge every effort to keep

General Johnston from leaving the service. His

superior qualifications, his influence among prominent

citizens at the South, and especially among his rel-

atives in his native State, Kentucky,— which it was
exceedingly desirable to keep in the Union,— were
strong inducements to these efforts. My desire was
met as cordially and earnestly as it existed, and I

was authorized to send, as I did through my friend

" Ben Holliday," in New York, for transmission by
telegraph to St. Louis, and thence by his " pony ex-

press " to San Francisco, the following message : " I

take the greatest pleasure in assuring you, for the

Secretary of War, that he has the utmost confidence in

you, and will give you the most important command
and trust on your arrival here. Sidney is appointed

to the Military Academy." This message reached

General Johnston after the arrival of Colonel Sumner.'

In response to the above, and by the same channel

of communication, I received this message :
" I thank

you and my friends for efforts in my behalf. I have
resigned and resolved to follow the fortunes of my
State." His letter of resignation was soon received,

and put an end to all hope, especially as Texas—
which had then seceded— was his adopted State.

I felt in 1861, as I now know, that the assertion that

General Johnston intended to turn over to the seces-

sionists the defenses of California, or any part of the

regular army, was false and absurd. Under no cir-

cumstances, even if intended, could such a plan have

succeeded, especially with the regular army. But no
such breach of trust was intended, nor would any grad-

uate of West Point in the army have committed or

permitted it. It had no better foundation than the

statement of Senator Conness of California, who three

years later urged and secured the assignment of Gen-
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eral McDowell to command on tlie Pacific coast, on

the ground tliat after the war for the Union should

have ended there would be in California a more pow-

erful rebellion than that then existing among the South-

ern States.

Fitz John Porter.

New York, December 8, 1S84.

General Robert Patterson and the Battle of Bull Run.

Appended to General Beauregard's paper in the

November Century, on '* The Battle of Bull Run,"

is the following foot-note :

" It was Patterson upon whom the Government
at Washington depended to neutralize Johnston as

an element in McDowell's contest with Beauregard.

Hut, whether from the faultiness of Scott's instruc-

tions or of Patterson's understanding of them, or from
his failure or inability to execute them,— all of which

is matter of controversy,— Patterson neither held

Johnston nor reenforced McDowell.

—

Ed."

General Patterson's duty was to assist in carrying

out the plans of the general-in-chief when they were

made known to him. There is no official record that

General Scott gave any order to General Patterson to

reenforce General McDowell.

Some nineteen years ago General Patterson, having

sought justice in vain through every official channel,

published his " Narrative of the Campaign in the Val-

ley of the Shenandoah in 1861," in which he thus

summarizes his defense

:

"(i) That I have already courted an investigation

of any charge that could be brought against me ; (2)
that my whole course was entirely approved by the

officers attached to my command, whom I was in-

structed to consult ; (3) that I complied with every

order issued to me
; (4) that I kept Johnston from

joining Beauregard, not only on the day I was di-

rected to do so, but for five days afterward ; (5) that

I was never informed that the battle had not been
fouglit, at the time indicated, though within reach of

a telegraph, but on the contrary, the only dispatch re-

ceived convinced me that the battle had been fought

;

(6) that for the delay in fighting it I was in no wise

responsible; (7) that the general-in-chief, when I told

him I was not strong enough, in my opinion, to attack

Johnston, could have ordered me to do so, if he differed

from me, as I told him all the circumstances, and
asked, ' Shall I attack ?

' (S) that I informed him
that Johnston had gone to General Beauregard, and
he himself, in his comments on my testimony (see page
241, vol. II., 'Conduct of the War '), admits tliat he
knew it before delivering battle on the 21st of July."

After a long and useful life, wherein he never hesi-

tated to obey his country's call, General Patterson has

passed away. liis son now speaks for him.

Robert E. Patterson.

United Service Club, Philadelphia, Nov. 10, 1884.

[While we gladly give place to the above commu-
nication, it is proper to say that the object of the

foot-note was to make clear to the reader the impor-

tance of certain events in the campaign of Bull Run,
and not to assign responsibility for those events ; and
it was to guard against such an inference that we
expressly stated this responsibility to be matter of

controversy.

—

Ed.]

Uniform of the Highlanders at Bull Run.

In a foot-note to the " Recollections of a Private "

in the November Century, it is said that the Sev-

enty-ninth New York wore the Highland dress at the

battle of Bull Run. If by that is meant the "kilts," it

is an error. It is true that all the officers and many
of the men did wear that uniform when we left the city

in June, 1861, and on dress-parade occasions in W^ash-

ington. But when we went into Virginia, it was laid

aside, together with the plaid trowsers worn by all the

men on ordinary occasions, and we donned the ordi-

nary blue. Captain was the only one who
insisted on wearing the kilts on the march to Bull

Run, claiming that as the Highlanders wore that dress

in India, it would be quite as comfortable in Virginia;

but while chasing a pig, the day before we reached

Centreville, the kilts were the cause of his drawing

upon himself the ridicule of the whole regiment.

When we started for the battle-field on that Sunday
morning he, also, appeared in ordinary blue uniform.

William Todd,

Company B, Seventy-ninth New York (Highlanders).

TOPICS OF THE TIME.

Some Practicable Reforms.

The experience of the recent Presidential campaign

illuminates the path of political reform with respect to

two or three matters of great importance, concerning

which there should be no difference of opinion.

The first is the separation, m a few of the States, of

the State and Congressional elections from the Presi-

dential election. Twenty years ago the State elections

were held separately in m.nny of the States ; but the

number of these separate elections has been gradually

reduced, until the only Northern States now holding

elections before November are Vermont, Maine, and
Ohio. Pennsylvania was once the " Keystone State

"

of the political arch, but its citizens grew weary

of that distinction, and transferred their State contest

to November. Indiana was a " pivotal " State four

years ago, but the experience of that campaign suf-

ficed for Indiana, and the October election was abol-

ished. In West Virginia the same change was made at

the last election. The remaining States may well follow

the good example. The fewer these preliminary elec-

tions become, the greater will be the injury suffered by
the States that retain them. The people of these States
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can do themselves and the whole country a great

service by simply changing the date of their State

elections. These remarks will apply to all the States,

North and South, that still maintain the separate con-

test ; but they are especially applicable to Ohio, which,

from its central position, its large population, and the

evenly matched strength of the two political parlies,

has now become the battle-ground of the politicians.

The Valley of Jezreel in the early ages was no more
the arena of the fighting nations than are the broad and
fertile fields of the great central State, the scene of the

fiercest political struggles of the nation. This is the

fact already, and it is destined to be more and more
true with every succeeding year. Xo sooner are the

issues between the two parties joined than the eyes

of the leaders are concentrated upon Ohio, and the

campaign opens with activity and even fierceness.

Indeed, the strife begins before the national conven-

tions assemble ; for, in the choice of delegates to these

conventions, the action of the " pivotal " State assumes

a factitious importance, and is discussed with dispro-

portionate zeal. Practically, therefore, Ohio devotes

fully six months of every Presidential year to the ex-

citements of political campaigning. The effect of this

protracted diversion of the energies of the people from

their regular pursuits is injurious in the extreme.

Business is paralyzed ; workmen are listless or irreg-

ular; the schools are invaded by the frenzy; the

churches are hindered in their work. The additional

cost of the October election to the people of Ohio
must be very large. The merchants and professional

men of both parties complain bitterly of the tribute

exacted of them for campaign purposes ; and one who
observes the amount of money expended in every

city and town for bands and torches and fireworks

and uniforms, and all the various campaign devices,

can easily believe that these levies must be severe.

But these are the smallest of the evils entailed upon
the October States by the October elections. The
needless protraction of the excitement must affect in-

juriously the health of multitudes. The young men
who spend so many weeks in almost nightly parades,

exposing themselves to all kinds of weather, depriving

themselves of needful rest, and keeping their nerves in

constant tension, must suffer serious and, in many
cases, permanent physical injury. The bitterness en-

gendered by these fierce and long-continued contests

even disturbs tlie pleasant relations of neighbors, and
mars the peace of society. Above all, the occurrence

of these early elections affords to the partisans and

the corruptionists of both parties tlieir opportunity.

All the political rascality of the country stands ready

to contribute its services and its resources to carry the

principal October State. Arrangements are made for

colonizing voters from the neighboring States ; money
in large amounts is poured into the .State for the cor-

ruption of the franchise. If Ohio is a " pivotal " State,

it will be the opinion of the average political machinist

that the pivot must be well lubricated. Thus, upon the

October States, and especially upon Ohio, are concen-

trated the worst political influences of the whole coun-

try. And although the injurious effect is chiefly felt

in Ohio, the whole country suffers to a considerable

extent from the disturbance of business interests and

the uncertainty and anxiety occasioned liy the early

elections.

If the States in which the local elections are i

separate from the Presidential election would am
their constitutions so that hereafter all the electi

should occur in November, a great and valuable

form would be secured. There would still be cI

and heated contests, and the ills of which mention
been made would be cured but in part ; but it is i

fectly evident that a very large part of them woulc
abated by this simple remedy. We are not awan
any reasons for continuing the present order in th

States that could have any force when compared t;

the obvious reasons wliich have been suggested

the change. It is gratifying to hear that the peoph
Ohio are fully awake to the importance of this refc

and that a movement to secure it is receiving the s

port of the best men of both parties. It is to be ho
that Ohio will spare itself and the nation the curse

another October election in the Presidential year.

In most of the large cities, and notably in the

of New York, it would be well to separate the mur
pal elections from both the State and the natic

elections, in order to prevent the trading which is

ways practiced in the interest of local Candida

There is no good reason why party lines should no
ignored in municipal contests. It makes not the slij

est difference whether the mayor of New York i

Democrat or a Republican, if he is only a man
sound character, clever judgment, and firm will.

'

complete divorce of municipal affairs from party p
tics, and the hearty cooperation of all good citizen,

secure clean and economical government, are gre:

to be desired.

Another perfectly feasible reform is the postpo

ment of the nominating conventions of the polit

parties. The time now occurring between the nomii

tions and the election is much longer than is ne<

sary for a fair canvass of the questions at issue an!

thorough investigation of the merits of candidates,

the conventions were not held before the first of ^

gust, the campaign would be quite long enough for

practical purposes. If the elections occur once in i\

years, and if the campaign be protracted through
|

or six months of the year, the time devoted to th

contests is certainly excessive. A strain so frequ

and so long-continued upon the industrial and

moral interests of the nation is intolerable. If we c

not have the Presidential term extended, the next 1

thing to do is to shorten tlie campaign. And this '

be done if the business men of the country resolui

demand it at the hands of the politicians.

Still another most salutary reform would be

holding of the nominating conventions in halls bai

large enough to contain the delegates and the represc

atives of the press. The conventions could llien

what none of Ihcm has been of late, deliberative b

ies, and could exercise some judgment in the ch<

of candidates. Tlie presence in the convention C

molj of heelers and strikers, from all parts of the CO

try, to shout for llieir favorite candidates and to o^

power the assembly Ijy sheer brute force, is a IB

discreditable spectacle, and it has proved to be a n^

chievous aj)pendage to our political machinery. ']

gentlemen of the national committees can put an (

to this if they will ; and it is to be hoped tliat a cl

expression of puljJic opinion will make plain to tb

the path of duty.



THE POET HEINE.

THE VENUS OF THE I.OUVRE.

Down the long hall she glistens like a star,

The foam-born mother of love, transfixed to stone,

Yet none the less immortal, breathing on
;

Time's brutal hand hath maimed, but could not mar.

When first the enthralled enchantress from afar

Dazzled mine eyes, I saw not her alone.

Serenely poised on her world-worshiped throne.

As when she guided once her dove-drawn car,

—

But at her feet a pale, death-stricken Jew,

Her life-adorer, sobbed farewell to love.

Here Heine wept! Here still he weeps anew,

Nor ever shall his shadow lift or move
While mourns one ardent heart, one poet-brain,

For vanished Hellas and Hebraic pain. E. L.

REMINISCENCES OF DANIEL WEBSTER.*

My acquaintance with Mr. Webster might and Mr. \\'ebster were born the same year,

nost be rc<^uded as a family inheritance and while the latter taught at Fryeburg Mr.

;her than a personal acquisition. It grew

t of connections reaching as far back as the

ddle of the last century. Both my grand-

hers, laphet Allen and Jeremiah Oilman,

:re wi"th Ebenezer Webster, the father of

Allen presided over a district school in the

country near by. They were companions on

many a fishing and raml)ling excursion round

Mount Chocorua and the tributaries of the

Saco. Tradition has it that they both received

miel. in the revolutionarv war, and Colonel instruction in Latin from the same preceptor,

avid Oilman, my grandfather's brother, was Rev. Samuel Hidden, of Tarn worth, N. H.

th him in the old French and Indian wars Thus I may fairly be said to have unbibed

xler Washington and Amherst. My grand- my love and admiration and knowledge of

Dther on my mother's side was a distant rel- the great statesman with my mother's milk.

[ve of the mother of Mr. Webster, and a My first sight of him was m a crowded court-

,tive of her region ; and her brother resided room of a country village m New Hampshire,

ithe town ofBoscawen during his life, and for It was more than half a century ago; and

tiny vears was familiarly acquainted with all though I was hardly ten years ot age, I well

e Webster family. To enlarge this family remember how overawed I was at the intro-

sociation : my grandmother on my father's duction. My next acquaintance with his name

ie was born on part of the Webster estate was when he was engaged in the Salem Murder

i Marshfield ; and the old cellar of the house case as counsel for the Oovernment against

f her anrc^^ors was well preserved during Mr. Knapp et al. But it was not until I came to

'ebstcr's life: and manv of her family are Boston, a youth of seventeen summers, and

Iterred in the Pilgrim burying-gi-ound, where was casually presented to him again, that I

je Webster tomb is situated. Both my father realized the greatness and felt the influence

I

* The portrait of Webster, printed as a frontispiece, is from a daguerreotype made by Mr. F. de B Rich-

tis of Philadelphia. Mr. Richards, now a painter, was formerly a daguerreotyp.st, and went, under the

Edance of Dr. McClellan (father of the general), to get Webster to pose for the hkeness. Mr. Richards is

bfident that this was in 1849, though we can find no record of a public speech made by Webster n Fhila-

hphia in that year. Mr. Richards says that Webster had spoken with h.s hat on, and they wished to pre-

^ve a memento of the speech ; but when they found Webster he was pacing the floor '"/7,'°" nr'^M^rMHn
'e like lupiter Tonans, because some unfeeling creditor had ventured to dun hin. for a debt. Dr. McClellan

Ssperil to Richards not to touch the picture question. Meantinje, \\ ebster s friends "'^^ ,>>'>'^'"B,";°;j

not g the Whigs with which to satisfy the debt. At ten minutes before two the doctor and the d^guerreo-

pist^eturned, to find the lion tame and happy. But there was to be a reception tha
f';/-?«""• ;^"'>yL^X

rned and growled, " McClellan, if that picture is to be taken, it must be a two o clock. Dr. M'-Clellan

eJeunon whispered to Richards to run and have>all things ready. Mr. R chards remembers hearing ^^ ebster s

gry grumbling when he reached the top of the third flight at f.nding he must mount one more \\ hen he

ferl>cl the gallery Richards said: " Stand just a's you are, Mr. Webster; we wish «
'^^^ yj ^7, J'

'7°"^
t on." " Vour first will be your last," roared the statesman But when t^e artist •'announced thrU he sit-

le was ended in about four seconds, he said: "What, all done?" "Yes." " W hy, n Boston they will set
ig^Nva^enclea jn a^^

,nd he sat for (wo or three other pictures. The hat shown in the pictu.e, or a similar

le, is preserved in the " Historical " rooms in Philadelphia.— Kd.

Vol. XXIX.—72.
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of his overpowering personality as a man.
He was then in the zenith of his glory, and,
overcome as I was by his majestic greatness,

I kept -i^^ooi from him for more than a dozen
)ears. \\'hen I subsequently met him and
made myself known as the son of his friend

and his father's friend, his great heart warmed
to me. an«.l from that time forw ard I enjoyed
an intimacy w ith him tliat ended only with
his death. In our frequent interviews the

memories of the past would come surging
back upon his mind. The old tarm, with its

rugged pastures, " the crystal hills gray and
cloud-topped," the old saw-mill, the deer-

paths, the trout-streams, and the range of the

bear, the wolf, and the fox, all suggested to

his mind visions of boyish associations and
frolics that quieted and soothed and refreshed

him in his leisure moments. His father, of

whom he always spoke so affectionately, was
twice married ; and he commemorated his

second marriage by building a one-stor}- frame
house hard by where the old log-cabin stood.

Daniel was born in this house, which in after

time he used to say was nearer the North
star than any other in New England. That
house still exists, and has been made part of

a newer and more substantial edifice. Near
the house is a well, and by the side of this

well stands an elm-treCj which the present
owner. Judge Nesmith, points to with pride,

and says was planted by Webster's father in

1768. For sixty years, at regular visits, Daniel
Webster sat beneath its spreading branches in

the summer-time, and looked his cattle in the
face. This farm, near the subsequent home-
stead at Franklin, has itw fertile spots; the

granite rocks, visible in every direction, give

an air of barrenness to the scene. I could
not help thinking, as I stood upon the spot
last fall where he first saw the light of day,
w ith .some of his neighbors and kinsmen, that

those wild, bleak hills among which he was
cradled and the rough pastures in which he
grew had left their impress upon his soul. His
school-time was much interrupted ; and from
his own lips I learned that Webster's .struggle

for an education was continued from his early

childhood to his thirtieth year. Every step in

advance was contested by obstacles which he
met with a lion heart, and with a lion's courage
overthrew. His books were few at this time.

'I'here were a copy of Watts's hymns, a chea])

pamj>hlet copy of Pope's " Essay on Man,"
and the Bible, from which he first learned to

read, together with an occasional almanac.
He used to say that at the age of fourteen he
could recite by heart the whole of the " Essay
on Man." He entered Dartmouth College in

1 797, but \s as desperately poor. A friend sent

him a recipe while at college for greasing his

boots. He wrote back and thanked him very

politely. "But," said he, "my boots need
other doctoring, for they not only admit
water, but even peas and gravel-stones."

Professor Shurtleff, his classmate, says tha^
Webster was remarkable for three things whenj
at Dartmouth : steady habits of life, closd
application to study, and last, but not leastj

ability to mind his own business. He lefl

Dartmouth in 1801. Tradition says, witlp

what truth 1 do not know, that he took no
part in the graduating exercises, but he re-

ceived a diploma. When the exercises were
over, he invited some of his classmates to

accompany him to the college green, and there,

in their presence, he tore up his sheepskin and
threw it away, saying," My industry may make
me a great man, but this miserable parchment
cannot." Mounting his horse, he rode home.
About this time, or soon after, he came to

Boston to seek his fortune and get a chance
to study law. Theodore Parker describes him
as coming with no letters of introduction, raw,
awkward, and shabby in his dress, his rough
trousers ceasing a long distance above his

feet. He was turned away from several offices

before he found a place. But Mr. Gore, after-

ward Governor of Massachusetts, a man of

large reputation, and, I should judge, a man
of keen insight and much tenderness of heart,

took in the unprotected youth who came, as

he said, to work, not to play. He was ad-
mitted to the bar in 1805, and settled down
to the practice of law at Boscawen. In 1807
j\Ir. Webster gave up this office to his brother
Ezekiel, who had just been admitted to the

bar, and moved to Portsmouth, where he
lived for nine years wanting one month. In
1808 he married Miss Grace Fletcher. In
an old paper, the Portsmouth " Oracle," of
June II, 1808, you can read the account
as follows :

" Married, in Salisbury, Daniel
Webster, Esquire, of this town, to Miss Grace

,

Fletcher." AH this is more or less a matter
of history; but his first love-letter, now be-
fore me and without date, may never yet
have been published. Lovers in these days, it

appears, were in the habit of sitting up late,

or rather early; and his manner of letting his

lady know at what time he would leave her is,

to say the least, novel. It reads as follows:
" My Cousin : I intend to set out for home

from your house at three o'clock.— D. W.
" Miss (J race Fletcher, Present."

One day he assisted her in disentangling a
skein of silk, and, taking up a piece of tape, he
said

:

"Tirace, cannot you help me to tie a knot
that will never untie."

She blushingly replied :

"I don't know, Daniel, but am willing to try."
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The knot was tied, and, though eighty

years have since sped by, it Hes before me
to-day, time-colored, it is true, but neverthe-

less still untied. I have a note in my posses-

sion dated March, 1805, addressed to Miss

Grace Fletcher.
" Miss Fletcher : Monday morning five

o'clock I expect to go out on the stage for

Amherst. If it should consist with your con-

venience to ride to Dunstable on that day, I

should be happy to be charged with the duty

of attending you. It will probably be in my
way to be in Cambridge Sunday eve, and I

can furnish you a passage into town.
" D. Webster."

Another note in an envelope marked by

Miss Fletcher " Precious Documents" reads as

follows

:

" Dear Grace : I was fortunate enough to

be at home Sunday morning at five o'clock,

after a solitary ride. . . . Early in the week
after next I hope to be with you.

" Yours entirely, D. W."
At this period of his life, at least, Mr. Web-

ster was very methodical, and his receipts and
expenditures were kept with great care. A
mottled-covered pass-book, begun in August,

1824, before me now, shows his receipts during

the rest of that year to have been $4235, and

for the first whole year $7285; for the next

year they were, including his $1800 from Con-
gress, $13,238.33; so that, even at this early

date, his practice was large and lucrative.

At the age of thirty he was elected to Con-
gress for the first time, and he took his seat

in November, 18 13. In 18 16 he came to

Boston, from Portsmouth, to practice law.

In 1820 he was a leading spirit in the Massa-

chusetts State Convention for the revision of

the Constitution— provoking the jealousy,

but distancing the rivalry, of young men
Boston born and Cambridge bred. In 1822

Webster was sent to Congress from Boston,

and five years later he took his seat in the

Senate as a Senator from Massachusetts. His

celebrated speech in answer to Colonel Hayne
of South Carolina, upon the Constitution,

gave him a world-wide reputation as a lawyer

and statesman, and forever after he was con-

sidered among the highest authorities in the

interpretation of that instrument. Subse-

quendy, in 1841, he left the Senate and be-

came Secretary of State in the Harrison ad-

ministration, and remained under President

Tyler. He was returned to the Senate in

1845, and again in 1850, but soon became
Secretary of State under President Fillmore,

which ofiice he retained until his death. He
was eight years a Representative, nineteen

years a Senator, and five years Secretary of

State, making in all thirty-two years of public

life. Such is the summary of his career before

the world.

Prior to the forties, except through the

associations before referred to, I knew Mr.
Webster only as the great world knew him, and
I can add but little to what is already of public

record regarding his public life. In the early

days of the Long Island Railroad I traveled

with him and Mrs. Webster from New York
to Boston, which offered me the best oppor-

tunity for a prolonged conversation that up
to that time I had ever enjoyed. I could,

of course, say but little in answer to his views

of our national prosperity. He then had the

best comprehension of the coming growth

and wealth of the Western States that I had
ever heard expressed. His son Fletcher and
a number of families of New England and
New York distinction were early pioneers

in the settlement of a township in Illinois, but

subsequently moved back to their homes in

the East after much suffering in the back-

woods. I remember hearing Fletcher describe

some of these scenes as early as the Harrison

campaign of 1840. But Mr. Webster was not

discouraged, and, as in the conversation on
the before-mentioned trip across Long Island,

he always described vividly the great resources

of the West, and its probable influence on the

future of New England. He was ever dis-

posed to think that the growing West would
be a permanent help to New England.

He had already seen the commerce of his

district dwindle away— the wharves and
docks from Boston to Portland grass-green

from want of use, and the prospect of a like

stampede at an early date along the coast to

New York. He saw the necessity his native

New England was under to sustain her manu-
factures, and hence he early set to work to

lend a helping hand. Three causes he espoused

with unflinching fidelity, and stood by them
until death. Internal improvements, finance,

and protection to American industries— these

were the three questions he deemed most inti-

mately associated with national progress. His

conversations ever partook of these national

considerations.

An incident of this trip illustrated the cool-

ness of Mr. Webster in the midst of danger.

All at once, as the cars rushed along at a

fearful rate (the conductor feehng desirous to

show Mr. Webster the speed that couldbe kept),

there was a terrible concussion, and though the

engine was not thrown from the track it soon

stopped. It was found that a switch was but

partially turned off, and the driving-wheelof the

locomotive had carried oft" one side of the rail

near the middle. Great confusion instantly fol-

lowed the accident, and men as well as women
and children were panic-stricken. Mr. Web-
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ster coolly arose from his seat and talked to

the crowd, which soon became quiet again.

He used to drive in his gig from Boston,

and sometimes from Hingham, over the road

to Marshfield. On such occasions troops of

children would come flocking out and follow

after him, so great a fascination did he have

for them. And I have seen somewhere how
a little child, on entering the room where
Webster was seated, and looking up into his

great soft eyes, ran instinctively into his arms,

as if yearning to get as near as possible to

his great tender heart. As an infant he is

described as a crying baby who worried his

parents considerably. He grew up to boy-

hood pale, weak, and sickly ; as he himself

ot"ten told me, he was the slimmest in the

family. And yet, by doing a boy's work on
his father's fami, by indulging a propensity

for outdoor sports, by leading a temperate

and frugal life, he succeeded in building up

a robust constitution. On arriving at man-
hood he had a physical frame which seemed
made to last a hundred years. It was an iron

frame, large and stately, with a great moun-
tain of a head upon it. When Thorwaldsen,

the Danish sculptor, saw his head in Pow-
ers's studio in Rome, he exclaimed :

" Ah ! a

design for Jupiter, I see." He would not be-

lieve that it was a living American. Parker

describes him as ** a man of large mold, a

great body, and a great brain. . . . Since

Socrates there has seldom been a head so

massive, huge. Its cubic capacity surpassed

all former measurements of mind. A large

man, decorous in dress, dignified in deport-

ment, he walked as if he felt himself a king.

Men from the country who knew him not

stared at him as he passed through our streets.

The coal-heavers and porters of London
looked on him as one of the great forces of

the globe. They recognized in him a native

king." Carlyle called him "a magnificent

specimen whom, as a logic fencer or parlia-

mentar)- Hercules, one would incline to back
at sight against all the world." And Sydney
Smith said he was " a living lie, because
no man on earth could be as great as he

looked."

And so, blessed with a sturdy frame and a

form of imposing manhood, he stood alone

in his ma.ssiveness among twenty-five million

people. And the moral and mental character

he had built uj) within him— this was the

force that made of him the Colossus of manly
strength and character he was: I have said

he was truthful. He was more than truthful

:

he was reverent and religious. He was pres-

ent one day at a dinner-party at the Astor

House given by some of his New York
friends, and in order to draw him out one of

the company put to him the following ques-

tion :
" Would you please tell us, Mr. Webster,

what was the most important thought that ever

occupied your mind ? " Mr. Webster merely

raised his head, and, passing his hand slowly

over his forehead, said :
" Is there any one

here who doesn't know me !
" " No, sir," was

the reply ;
" we all know you, and are your

friends." " Then," said he, looking over the ta-

ble, " the most important thought that ever

occupied my mind w\as that of my individual

responsibility to God," upon which subject

he spoke for twenty minutes.

Webster died at Marshfield, October 24,

1S52. When it was known that the final

summons had arrived, and that his great

spirit had taken its flight, thousands crowded
into Marshfield to do honor to his remains.

I well remember the funeral, October 29, 1852.

It was a beautiful day, and his herds of cattle

which he loved so much were quietly grazing

on the hills behind the house. Mingled among
them were strange animals like the elk and
antelope. Water-fowl swarmed in the lake

near by, and the avenues were thronged with

sorrowing people. The iron casket, open at

full length, was placed under a linden tree in

front of the mansion, and not on the side

under the great elm, as has been so often

stated. The body lay clothed as in life with his

blue coat and accustomed dress. The pupils

of his eyes were a little sunk, but his features

w^ore a smile of peaceful content. The scene

has often been described, how they tenderly

laid him away in his tomb by the sea.

Time flew onward with resistless tread ; the

war of the great rebellion was over, the Union
had been preserved. The remains of his son,

Major Edward Webster, had been brought
from the battle-grounds of Mexico ; those of

his only other son, Colonel Fletcher Webster,
from the bloody field of Virginia where he was
slain. His grandsons, Daniel and Ashburton,
and his granddaughter, Carrie, the last of all

the children of Fletcher, had been laid beside

him in the family tomb at Marshfield. The
widowed wife of the latter occupied the deso-

late homestead when the centennial year of

the birth of the great statesman came round.

The nation was aroused to celebrate the event.

Thirty years had passed since we laid him in

the tomb by the sea, where the Atlantic had
constantly sung a mournful requiem over the

remains of all that was mortal, when, on an-

other October day, twenty thousand sons
and daughters of freedom came down to payj
willing tribute to the memory of the dead"
He " still lived " in the hearts of his country-
men. The President of the United States

was tliere, with his cabinet, and other officers

of the national government, both civil and
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military. Judges, senators, representatives in

Congress, ministers and consuls of other

governments; governors and ex-governors

of the New England States; literary men,

presidents and fellows of college, and min-

isters of the gospel,— all came to do his

memory reverence. The road to the man-
sion-house for a mile and a half was lined

725

upon either side by surviving veterans of

the Army of the Republic. As the long pro-

cession started, escorted by the Ancient and
Honorable Artillery Company, cannon re-

sounded from the hill-top, and a solemn
funeral dirge was played by the bands. It

was a scene such as Massachusetts never be-

fore witnessed.

Stephen M. Allen.

SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF CHARLES O'CONOR.

The death of Mr, O'Conor has left a large

vacancy in the American bar, larger perhaps

than was ever created before by the death of

any single individual. For a period of nearly

half a century he was the professional feature

of almost every important litigation in the

great commercial center of the nation. In-

deed, he conferred importance upon any case

in which he was engaged, and the reports of

the judicial decisions of the State of New
York will bear to remote generations abun-

dant testimony of his extraordinary industry

and professional learning and skill. It may
be assumed that his profession will furnish

a competent biography of one who lent it so

much distinction, and whose example com-
mended itself in so many ways to the admira-

tion and imitation of his professional brethren

wherever the administration of the law has at-

tained the dignity of a science.

It was my good fortune in early life to ex-

perience a very great and most seasonable

kindness at the hands of Mr. O'Conor, a kind-

ness which modesty only forbids my referring

to more in detail. His life, however, was so

full of such benefactions that the suppression

of one of them requires no apolog}-. The
incident, to which I only venture to allude,

established relations which, if not more inti-

mate, were in some respects different from

those which are ripened by ordinary profes-

sional intercourse, and countenance me in

making a permanent record of such recollec-

tions of him as seem to possess some public

interest, and of which there may be no other

witness.

While at the bar I had known Mr. O'Conor
about as intimately as it was possible for a

young man at the base of the profession to

know one who was nearing its summit. We
had been on bar committees together ; we had
both taken a lively interest in the discussions

which preceded and followed the Constitu-

tional Convention of 1846, of which he was a

member, and, at one time and another, we
had interchanged opinions upon most of the

contested questions discussed in that body.

We were not in close sympathy with each
other on all nor even on many of these ques-

tions, while in politics we were separated by
an impassable gulf Though both of us pro-

fessed to be Democrats, he belonged to the

tribe then known in New York as " Hunk-
ers," and I to that then known as " Barn-

burners." But we were both in earnest ; both
fancied that we were disinterested and patri-

otic ; and our debates, though they tended to

separate us wider and wider on questions of

party policy, proved favorable rather than

otherwise to the growth of our friendship.

This is all I need to say by way of introduc-

tion to some reminiscences which death seems
to have made it my privilege, some think my
duty, to share with the public.

Early in the summer of 1882 I received

from Mr. O'Conor an invitation to visit him
at his new island home in Nantucket. In the

following summer I was invited again. I was
fortunately able to accept both invitations,

and on each occasion I spent with him sev-

eral days. As I was old enough to remember
him at the bar long before he had reached the

primacy of his profession, his conversation,

which never flagged during his waking hours

either in volume or in interest, was confined

mostly to the incidents of his youth and active

professional life.

When I first arrived at " The Cliff," about
the ist of July, 1882, his new house was but

just finished. The carpenters had left it only

the night before, and we were the first guests

to whom he had had an opportunity of ex-

tending its hospitality. His territory embraced
only about two hundred feet square, situated

on one of the bluffs overlooking the sea which
separates the island from the Massachusetts

shore. The ground around his house, or the

sand rather, was not graded, and it seemed
doubtful if it -ever could be, as the wind would
displace one day what the shovel had placed

the day preceding. It was strewn with boxes,

boards, and lumber-rubbish which had sur-

vived their usefulness, and were awaiting the

proprietor's convenience to be consigned to
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some less conspicuous repository. Whether

thev were removed or not was the least of all

possible concerns to Mr. O'Conor. He had
the air and the climate which had tempted

him to make his home in this remote and

rock-bound region ; he had a wide piazza

along three sides of his spacious dwelling, on

which he could walk in all weathers, at all

seasons; and he had his precious library, which

he prized above all his earthly treasures. In

these he had all that he required for his per-

sonal comfort, and neither the disorder nor

the sand without gave him a moment's con-

cern.

The motive Mr. O'Conor assigned to me
for seeking that out-of-the-way home at his

advanced age was, that in 1880 he broke

down in the midst of an important piece of

professional work, and his physicians, becom-
ing discouraged, finally suggested that he go

to Nantucket, that island being the nearest

portion of North America to the Gulf Stream,

and enjoying the most temperate climate on

the coast at all seasons. Following their ad-

vice, he took lodgings in the town for the win-

ter of that year. He found he could prosecute

his work with unimpaired vigor. The experi-

ment proved so satisfactory that he decided

to build a house there, and make himself as

comfortable as possible for what time he had
to remain on the earth, be it longer or shorter.

His,nephew, Mr. Sloan, who was ingenious

and intelligent, and, " like all Irishmen," said

O'Conor, '' never hesitates to undertake any-

thing from doubt of his ability to execute it,

offered to boss the job," O'Conor himself

hardly looking at it or thinking of it until it

was finished, the night before we arrived. Re-
ferring afterward to the Irishman's way of

never admitting his inability to do whatever

is asked of him, he said, " I have it myself I

should never hesitate to undertake anything

from doubt of my ability to do it. I might
have a good deal of trouble about it, but I

would manage it some way." One day, when
he had been telling me how he came to enter

the legal profession, I made a remark which

implied that he was specially fitted by nature

for the profession which he adopted, and that

no other would have proved so congenial to

him. He said he did not think it would have

made any difference what profession he had
adopted ; that he would have attained about

the .same relative success whether he had been

bred a blacksmith, a doctor,. a theologian, or

a lawyer. He was just as fit and as unfit for

one thing as for another. With hard work, for

which he had sufficient capacity, he could ma.s-

ter almost anything, after some fashion.

Mr. O'Conor did not provifle for his library

in hi-s house, which is a frame building, but

built an edifice some twenty feet from the

main building of brick, one story high, about
fifty feet long and twenty-five broad, with an
arched roof and as nearly incombustible as i
possible. By arranging his shelves perpen-

dicularly to the walls instead of parallel with

them, he secured accommodations for about 11

eighteen thousand volumes. He here spent |
most of the working hours of every day when
not occupied with guests or walking on his

spacious piazza, his favorite and practically

his only exercise. He could not ride with

comfort, and therefore he kept no horses.

While not professing to practice law, he was
frequently appealed to by his professional

brethren for aid in knotty and troublesome

cases, which gave him quite as much intellec-

tual occupation as he recjuired. His habits of

daily life were regulated by the exigencies of

his health. He always retired at nine in the

evening ; he breakfasted at seven, dined at

two, and supped at seven. To this programme
he adhered with almost fanatical precision.

To some expressions of curiosity about his

early educational privileges which dropped
from me one day, he replied that he hardly had
any. When a lad he attended a school kept

by a sort of relative or namesake in Barclay

street for about two months. That was all

the schoohng he had ever received. His
mother, of whom he spoke in terms of great

affection, died when he was only eleven years

old. After that he had but little parental

supervision. His father, who was a decayed
gentleman, anything but thrifty, and usually

surrounded with a set of old-country ne'er-do-

weels, took it into his head one day to put

his son with one of these acquaintances whose
business was the manufacture of tar, pitch,

tuq:)entine, lampblack, etc. Charles was with

this man about a year, and became perfectly

famiHar with all the processes of his manu-
facture. " I could to-day," he said, " conduct-

any of them." At the end of the year, dur-

ing which period he received no pay but his

board, he was put up by some of his young
comrades to think he had no occasion to work
any longer without compensation, for a per-

son to whom he was under no obligation and
for whom he had no particular esteem. He
therefore gave notice of his intent to leave,

and seek some remunerative employment.
His master then said to him, " Charles, you
had better stay with me, and if you do I will

give you the same wages that I give ,"

naming the only one of the men beside himself

who was privileged to live in the family. This

was highly satisfactory, and Charles consented

to remain. When, however, it transpired that

he, a stripling, was getting a man's wages,

there was a wild commotion among the other

I
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workmen, who all must receive an immediate

increase of pay or quit. The result was that

Charles retired, and whatever hopes he may
have indulged of becoming an eminent man-
ufacturer of lampblack were abandoned for-

ever.

O'Conor's father then conceived the notion

that his son was intended for a lawyer, and,

full of this conviction, took him, in his

thirteenth year, to another of his ne'er-do-weel

acquaintances named Stannard, who professed

to practice law, and placed Charles in his

office. Stannard had no law-books and al-

most as little business. Charles got hold of a

copy of Blackstone somehow, and read it

through two or three times, but did not com-
prehend it at all. His mind, he said, was then

entirely too immature to grasp the principles

of legal science. In his fifteenth year he was
transferred to the office of a West Indian

named Lemoyne, who also professed to prac-

tice law a little. He was " a jolly sort of fel-

low," who would put several bottles of brandy
under his waistcoat every day without much
inconvenience, and who used to take Charles

with him occasionally, as he expressed it, "to
see the world." Lemoyne had a partner

named Thompson, a son of Judge Thompson,
of the United States Circuit Court, and clerk

of his court. O'Conor used occasionally to

go there to assist in the copying and other

work. Thompson was heard to remark that

there seemed to be a curious increase in the

amount of his fees when O'Conor was in the

office. Thus early his character began to shape
his fortunes.

When O'Conor had reached his eighteenth

year he made another change, this time to the

office of Mr. Joseph Fay, the father of Mr.
Theodore Fay, at one time minister resident

to Switzerland, but at present residing in

Prussia. None of these men had any law-

books to speak of, the most eminent lawyers

in those days having very few. Perhaps this

was no misfortune to Charles, for it may have
led him to read those he did have access to

more thoroughly than he might have done
had his pasture been larger.

In the fullness of time O'Conor was ad-

mitted to the bar. With that self-reliance

which never forsook him, he sallied forth at

once with just twenty-five dollars in his pocket,

hired a small office, purchased a desk, two or

three old chairs, and some stationery, put up
" a little tin sign," and then sat him down to

wait for clients.

But, more even than clients, he now needed
a library. While with Fay he had re-read

Blackstone, and " then," said he, " I com-
prehended it as thoroughly as I do now." He
had also devoured every law-book, including

" Digests," upon which he had since then been
able to lay his hands. But he did not own
a single law-book ; he had no money to buy
any, and yet he could not get on without

some. While struggling with this lion in his

path, he remarked one day a notice posted

up in the office of Mr. Woodward, then the

county clerk, of a library of one hundred and
fifty-six volumes for sale somewhere in town,

at the moderate price of two dollars a volume.

He looked up these books ; they were just

what he wanted, and he wanted them sadly,

but he had no money, and, as he supposed, no
credit. One of his comrades who knew of

the struggle going on in O'Conor's mind,

and who believed already in the young law-

yer's star, recommended him to take his note

for the price of the books to Mr. Pardow,
and ask him to indorse it. Mr. Pardow was a

respectable merchant who had been in the

habit of dropping into Mr. Fay's office from

time to time, and who had, of course, often

seen O'Conor there, though they had no
particular acquaintance with each other.

O'Conor at first ridiculed the idea of any one
indorsing his note ; but after hearing his friend's

arguments and turning the suggestion over in

his mind for a day or two,— rendered a little

reckless, too, by his necessities,—he determined

to take the chances. Mr. Pardow heard his re-

quest, but, without making any reply, went his

way. O'Conor feared that he had been too

bold, that he had, perhaps, taken a liberty,

and felt humiliated. At the end of a week
or so, however, Mr. Pardow came into his

office and told him he would indorse his

note for the books, which he did then and
there. With the indorsed note in his hands,

and with his heart swelling with a gratitude

his lips tried in vain to express, O'Conor
rushed down to the shop for the books. The
owner soon satisfied himself of the respon-

sibility of the indorser, and handed over the

long-coveted treasures to O'Conor, who from

that day forth never knew what it was to

lack books from a want of the means to pur-

chase them.

Mr. O'Conor then went on to tell me what
became of the descendants of this Mr. Par-

dow, over whom and whose interests he al-

ways exercised a watchful supervision. He
closed his story by saying, " That young lady

in the other room whom I now call my
adopted daughter is Mr. Pardow's great-grand-

daughter." As he said this, it first flashed across

my mind that he was repaying in this princely

way, to the great-granddaughter, the debt of

gratitude which in such a seemingly providen-

tial way he had contracted to the great-grand-

father. The young lady to whom he referred,

and who sat at the head of his table, was Miss
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Julia Pardow Mullaney, who I trust will not

be offended by this use of her name in refer-

ring to a transaction which to her is equiAalent

to a title of nobility.*

The advantage to O'Conor of the timely

succor rendered him by Mr. Pardow left upon
his character a profound impression, and helped

to make it difficult for him to turn his back
upon any one, and especially upon any young
person, appeanng to stand in need of assist-

ance. His lite was full of acts of beneficence,

inspired, no doubt, by the reflection that his

own career might have been disastrously

modified had Mr. Pardow in this crisis of his

fortunes declined to stead him. Only the day
after my arrival at Nantucket, he repeated to

me the substance of a letter he had received

the week previous from ^'irginia. By this let-

ter it appeared that some thirty years previous

the writer, who was then living in New York,

found things going against him so persistently

that he was at his wits' ends, not knowing
which way to turn. One day, while in the last

stage of despondency, he chanced to be stand-

ing in front of Delmonico's, on the corner of

Beaver and William streets, when the thought

suddenly entered his head to ask a gentleman
who was approaching with his head down
and apparently absorbed in his own reflec-

tions to lend him five dollars. The person ac-

costed, without a question or hesitation, put his

hand in one of his pockets, took out the desired

sum, and handed it to him. The individual

thus befriended asked a man who chanced to

be standing near if he knew the name of the

gentleman who had just left him. " That was
Charles O'Conor, the lawyer," was the reply.

The letter reciting these facts contained a

check for the amount of the money so strangely

bestowed, and a promise that if the writer was
ever able, he would send the thirty years' inter-

est which had accumulated on it. O'Conor
said he wrote the poor fellow that he had
no recollection of the circumstance to which
he referred ; that he would accept the money
sent, for that would seem necessary to make
him feel easy, but he must decline the interest,

and begged him never to allude to or think of

that, as he could never under any circum-
stances consent to accept it.

It was O'Conor's rule to give to all who
professed to be needy. It must have been a
very barefaced impostor whom he sent empty
away. Of course he was sometimes imposed
upon, but he felt that he was the better for

what he gave if the receiver was not. It never
worried nor soured him to learn that any of
his charity had miscarried.

While a student with Fay and Thomp-
son O'Conor wrote a wretched hand, and he
discovered that he could be much more use-

ful to himself and others if he were a more
accomplished penman. One day his attention
was arrested by an advertisement of some
Yankee who undertook to teach writing in

six lessons for one dollar. " The writing in

six lessons," said he, " was just what I wanted,
but where was I to get the dollar ? Well, I

managed to get it somehow. The man and
his system proved to be all he represented
them, and since then I have had no trouble
with my penmanship."

His first chancery suit yielded him his first

considerable professional triumph. It is known
to the profession as the case of Bowen vs.

Idley. Idley, the defendant, was a Hessian.
He had married the illegitimate daughter of
Bowen, the plaintift', with whom the mother
of Mrs. Idley had once been a domestic,

—

facts perfectly well known to all the parties

to this litigation, but supposed to be not sus-

ceptible of proof As some property was de-
pending upon establishing the illegitimacy of
Mrs. Idley, O'Conor applied in behalf of the
one whom he supposed to be the legitimate
heir for a change of the guardian ad lite^Hy

who happened to be the venerable Peter A.
Jay. This seemed an act of great and inex-

cusable presumption for a young lawyer just

chipping his professional shell ; but the court
was compelled, very reluctantly, to grant the
motion, and William Kent, the son of the chan-
cellor, was named in Mr. Jay's place. This,

incident established relations between Mr.
O'Conor and that noble and accomplished
jurist which ripened into a life-long friendship.

• O'Conor's kindness to Miss Mullaney did not terminate with his life. In his will, after some legacies,
in the aggregate less than one hundred thousand dollars, by the sixth clause he provided as follows:

" .\11 the rest, residue, and remainder of my estate, real and personal, whatsoever and vvheresover, I give,
devise, and beaucath as follows : Two-thirds thereof to my sister, l-:iiza Margaret Sloan, or to her sons in
case she should not survive me. From resj^ect for my sister's adoption and in grateful memory of my early
friend, George I'ardow, I give the other third of the same to Miss Julia Pardow Mullaney, a great-grand-
daughter of that gentleman."

In a codicil to this will mafJe April 28, 1884, only a few weeks before his death, he adds to his pre-
vious benefactions as follows :

"To Julia Mullaney I leave my watch and the picture of an unknown young lady which is hung up in
my parlor. All my lands and real estate in Massachusetts I give to said Julia Mullaney, her heirs and assigns
forever. .And I also give her absolutely my books, papers, documents, goods, and chattels whatever not
otherwise disposed of that may be in said Massachusetts nt my death."

T^us Miss Mullaney is endowed with Mr. O'Conor's superb residence and its furniture at Nantucket, his-
valuable library, and a third of the rest of his large and productive estate.
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In due time the question of the legitimacy

of Mrs. Idley came on for trial before the late

Thomas Addis Emmet, to whom the issue

had been referred by the chancellor. David
A. Jones, " a somewhat pompous but very

respectable lawyer," and then a leader at the

bar, appeared for the Idley party. O'Conor
had in some way managed to find the real

mother of Mrs. Idley, a plain, ignorant, and
common sort of person, and when the proper

time had arrived in the progress of the trial,

she was brought in and sworn. It was twi-

light; the candles which had just been brought

in shed ademi-obscure light around the room
producing, said O'Conor, a w'eird effect

strangely calculated to increase the impres-

siveness of the scene which was to follow.

Robert Emmet and one other, whose name,
if he gave it, I have forgotten, were the only

persons present besides the referee, the coun-

sel, and the parties to the record. Mrs. Idley

had never seen her mother. When the latter

was called to the stand, no one but O'Conor
knew who she was nor what she was expected

to prove. Nor did the witness herself know
why she was called nor suspect the bearing

or importance of her testimony. After the

usual preliminary questions, O'Conor went on:

Q. Madam, do you know the father of

Mrs. Idley ?

A. Yes.

Q. Who is it ?

A. Mr. Bowen.
Q. Do you know her mother ?

A. Yes.

Q. Who was she ?

A. I suppose I must answer (she said, a

little embarrassed).

Q. Yes, you must answer.

\ A. (After a short silence and increased

embarrassment.) Well, I am her mother.

The effect was startling. A cross-examina-

tion was waived, the counsel tied up their

papers, and the referee reported, of course,

for O'Conor's client.

Mr. O'Conor's professional relations with

Edwin Forrest, whose unsuccessful suit for a

divorce from his wife, instituted some thirty-

five years ago, is one of the American causes

cc'lebres, did not begin with the divorce case.

On the contrary, he had already been counsel

for Forrest in a suit where Forrest was the

defendant:.* It happened in this wise. Forrest,

in recognition of his obligations to \Villiam

Leggett, who had done more than any one
else to persuade the public of his merits as an
actor, built a house at New Rochelle, in

Westchester County, for Leggett to live in, at

a nominal or very moderate rental. Kissam,
a brother-in-law of Leggett, contracted to

build the house for $4000. When finished,

Kissam claimed $6000. Forrest refused to

pay the additional sum of $2000. Kissam
sued him. The case was sent to a referee, and
Leggett was put upon the stand as a witness.

He swore very strongly on Forrest's side.

Between the time of his direct and the time

fixed for his cross-examination Leggett died.

The court below sustained the referee in ex-

cluding the testimony of Leggett, because,

in consequence of his death, the plaintiff had
had no opportunity of cross-examining him.

Jesse Oakley, a brother of the late Judge
Oakley, and the counsel for Forrest, wished

to appeal, but experiencing some difficulty in

getting the record before the Court of Ap-
peals, then just organized under the new Con-
stitution of 1846, retained O'Conor to assist

him. O'Conor, who often insisted to me that

he was a better attorney than jurist, and did

not disguise his conviction that in questions of

practice or procedure he had no superior in

the country, took hold of the case and soon
accomplished the desired result. Naturally,

he was asked to argue the appeal. He did so

and won it, and a new trial was ordered.

While talking of this case, my eyes fell

upon a series of books occupying several

shelves, all bound uniformly in law calf, and
each entitled on its back, " My Own Cases."

I asked what that meant. He said those were
a collection of the cases of most importance
for one reason or another in which he had
been employed as counsel. There were more
than one hundred of these volumes.! Among
them he called my attention to the case of

Kissam vs. Forrest, at the close of which was
a memorandum in O'Conor's handwriting to

the effect that on the new trial Forrest was
beaten, for the reason, as was rumored, that

the jury did not believe Leggett. Up to this

time O'Conor had no acquaintance with
Forrest.

When he first engaged in the Forrest vs.

Forrest J case, he invited John Van Buren,
who had then recently opened an office in

* Tt is a coincidence quite worth noting here that Cicero had Catihne for his client before he made him
immortal by his prosecution of him.

t These volumes, which abound with MS. notes of the greatest interest to the profession, Mr. O'Conor,
by his will, has given, with a liberal sum in money, to the New York Law Institute.

} Mr. Forrest married Mrs. Forrest in England in January, 18^7. Cross suits for divorce were com-
menced in the Superior Court, before Judge Oakley, in 1S50, resulting in a verdict for Mrs. Forrest on all

the issues. The succeeding ten or eleven years were consumed by Mr. Forrest in ineffectual attempts, by
appeals and interlocutory motions, to avoid paying the alimony awarded to Mrs. Forrest by the court, and to
impeach the justice and validity of the verdict.
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the citv of New York for the practice of his

profession, to be associated with him, an

invitation which was promptly accepted.

O'Conor intended to send for him when the

suit was sufficiently far advanced to furnish

Van Buren, what he wanted more than any-

thing else, an opportunity of being seen and

heard in a case of popular interest. Mean-
while Forrest sent Van Buren a retainer.

Van Buren wrote to O'Conor to ask whether

there would be any inconvenience or impro-

priety in his accepting it. O'Conor replied

that there would be none whatever ; for, as it

happened, he had not yet had occasion to

put Van Buren in possession of any informa-

tion by which the adversary could profit. Be-

sides, he really wanted no assistance from

Van Buren or any one else ; he had felt sure

of the case, he said, from the outset.

Van Buren's argument on the appeal from

the court below for a new trial in this case,

O'Conor said, was as injudicious for his client

as it could possibly have been. He attacked

the character of Judge Oakley, of the New-

York Superior Court, before whom the cause

had been tried, and before he finished man-
aged to get every judge on the bench of the

Court of Appeals so completely against him
that, to use O'Conor's energetic language,
*' they were ready to devour him."

Some time after the divorce was granted,

Forrest tried to escape the payment of the

alimony decreed to Mrs. Forrest upon the

pretext that she was leading a loose and
abandoned life. O'Conor then showed me
the points he made for the court on this

argument, in which he presented the flagitious

conduct of Forrest with savage eloquence. It

is a remarkable circumstance, perhaps unique
in the whole experience of the legal profes-

sion, that during this desperate litigation, in

which the passions as well as the talents of

some half dozen of the most eminent mem-
bers of the New York bar were enlisted, and
which was protracted for a period of twelve

years, the unsuccessful defendant was so un-

fortunate or so wrong that no exception taken

by his counsel to any of the proceedings was
ever sustained, no motion they made in his

behalf was granted, and the only change in

any order made against him was an increase,

from time to time, by the courts, of the allow-

ance he was directed to make to Mrs. For-

rest.

I asked Mr. O'Conor how he accounted
for Forrest's infatuation in instituting pro-

ceedings for a divorce, knowing, as he did,

the vitreous character of the hou.se he occu-

piied himself, and with no definite proof upon
which he could rely to establish Mrs. Forrest's

guilt. His explanation surpri.scd me. He said

that in 1847 Forrest bought for $12,000 a site

on the east bank of the Hudson River near

New York, on which he proceeded to erect a

very pretentious castellated structure fora coun-

try residence. In January, 1849, this building

was mainly but not wholly completed. In

fact, he never completed it. A vast sum
had been expended on it— more than he
could afford. The cost of maintaining such

an establishment when completed would
have been enormous, and would have con-

demned him to incessant professional servi-

tude at a time of life— he was then over

forty— when his hold upon the public was
beginning to wane, while his taste and need
for repose were growing upon him. He re-

alized at last that " he had bit off more than

he could chew." He wanted an excuse for

not occupying his castle and a pretext for

selling it. He had no children, and, if rid of

Mrs. Forrest, no one would question the pro-

priety of disembarrassing himself of this ele-

phant. It so happened that the first dispute

between Forrest and his wife in which his

purpose to put her away was developed oc-

curred in this same month of January, 1849.

The place was sold six years later, and imme-
diately after the affirmance of the judgment
of the court below by the General Term.
" Forrest was notoriously parsimonious," said

O'Conor, " and I have no doubt that the desire

to reduce his expenses first put into his head
the idea of putting away his wife."

Nothing in the whole course of his pro-

fessional life probably wounded O'Conor so

deeply as the attempt made a few years since

to cast reproach upon the motives which im-

pelled him to undertake the defense of Mrs.

Forrest. Till then I doubt if any one, how-
ever hostile his relations to O'Conor, had ever

attributed to him a base motive. There was
no man in the profession upon whose sense

of justice and magnanimity the bar relied

with more entire confidence. The exag-

gerated importance which he attached to

that calumny left upon the minds of some
of his brethren the impression that the dis-

ease, so nearly fatal, from which he had
but recently and partially recovered, had
taken serious liberties with his nervous sys-

tem. He testified his gratitude to General
Dix for accepting a place on the committee
appointed at his solicitation to investigate

the matter, by inviting the general to sit to

Mr. Huntington for his portrait, which when
finished he presented to the New York His-

torical Society, and which now ornaments
its walls.

His quarrel with John Van Buren (I say

quarrel, for no milder term would express

the extent of their alienation) did not begin
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in the Forrest case, said Mr. O'Conor, but

at the famous Union meeting held at Castle

Garden when the compromise bills of 1850

were before Congress. At that meeting

O'Conor in his speech said among other

things that events seemed to portend the ulti-

mate union and coalition of Van Burcn and
Seward. This was carried by some one to

Van Buren, who, with two or three of his

familiars, was biding in an oyster cellar not

far away, awaiting news of the meeting.

When Van Buren heard what O'Conor had
said about him and Sewartl, he exclaimed

with an oath that O'Conor might be correct

in what he had predicted, but that he would
never forget nor forgive him for saying so.

In other words, their quarrel was originally

more political than personal or professional.

The fact that O'Conor gratuitously de-

fended the grandson of Chancellor Walworth
under indictment for the murder of his father,

and made zealous efforts to procure his pardon
after he had been some time in prison, lends

interest to the following curious anecdote

which dropped from him one day in the

course of a conversation about the old Court
of Chancery and its presiding officers.

Reuben Walworth, in his address to the bar

on taking his seat as chancellor, spoke of it

as the highest judicial position in the State.

Aaron Burr walked home from the court with

Walworth after his speech, and ventured to

suggest that such a statement coming from
him was in questionable taste, and advised

him either not to print his speech at all or to

omit that passage of it. Burr, in talking of

this to O'Conor, said that Walworth never

forgave him that advice. He did publish the

speech, which may be found in the first volume
of " Paige's Reports," * and Burr's cases were
thenceforth all decided against him, as Burr
thought, because of his unwelcome sugges-

tion. Apropos of Walworth's intoxication

with his new position as chancellor, O'Conor
quoted these lines from Defoe's "True-born
Englishman," where they are i)ut into the
mouth of a magistrate— Jeftries, probably:

"With clouted iron shoes and sheepskin breeches,
More rags than manners and more dirt than riches,

From driving cows and calves to Laton Market,
While of my greatness there appeared no spark yet,

Behold, I come to let you see the pride

With which e.xalted beggars always ride."

Speaking of a somewhat conspicuous mem-
ber of the bar, who professed to be one of

his most anient friends, and who was also

a frequent aspirant for political preferment,

which he failed to attain, I attempted to

explain his disappointment in part by the in-

ordinateness of his ambition, which made him
an unreliable ally and friend. O'Conor said

that an incident in his experience tended to

confirm what 1 said. During the "Greeley
campaign," a highly eulogistic article about
himself appeared in one of the New York
morning papers. He was ill at the time, but
some six months later, when he had sufficiently

recovered to go into the city, it occurred to

him to make an inquiry about the authorship

of the article in question. He accordingly

called upon the editor of the paper with a

copy of the article in question, and asked who
wrote it. The name of the writer was given.

To illustrate O'Conor's generosity of charac-

ter and freedom from religious bigotry,

the writer had dwelt upon a conversation

alleged to have taken place between O'Conor
and some Episcopalian minister from the

South or West, who asked help for a college

or church, or something of that sort, in distress.

The applicant was represented in the article

as being especially grateful to O'Conor be-

cause, being a Catholic, he was ready to give

so liberally to the suffering institutions of a

rival denomination. " This," said O'Conor,
" was entirely false. There was not a word

*As the Chancellor's address has at least the merit of being short, I venture to give it at length. It should
reassure the laitdatores temporis acti who are wont to bewail the degeneration of our judiciary. The man who
could make such a speech of course could not see the wisdom of Burr's advice.

Chancellor Walworth's address to the Chancery Bar of the State of Nnv York, on assiiviing the duties of his

office, April 28, 1S2S.
" Gentlemen of the Bar : In assuming the duties of this highly responsible station, which at some

future day would have been the highest object of my ambition, permit me to say that the solicitations of my
too-partial friends, rather than my own inclination or my own judgment, have induced me to consent to

occupy it at this time.
" Brought up a farmer until the age of seventeen, deprived of all the advantages of a classical education, and

with a very limited knowledge of Chancery law, I find myself, at the age of thirty-eight, suddenly and unex-
pectedly placed at the head of the judiciary of the State — a situation which heretofore has been filled by the
most able and experienced members of the profession.

" Under such circumstances, and where those able and intelligent judges who for the last five years have
done honor to the bench of the Supreme Court all decline the arduous and responsible duties of this station,

it would be an excess of vanity in me, or any one in my situation, to suppose he could discharge those duties

to the satisfaction even of the most indulgent friends. But the uniform kindness and civility with which I

have been treated by every member of the profession, and, in fact, by all classes of citizens, wdiile I occupied
a seat on the bench of the Circuit Court, afford the strongest assurance tliat your best wishes for my success
will follow me here. And, in return, I can only assure you that I will spare no exertions in endeavoring to

deserve the approbation of an enlightened bar and an intelligent community."
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said about my religion or any one else's. The
man asked me for money, and I gave him
some.— I was then making money very fast,

—

and there was no reason whatever to suppose

from anything that passed between us tliat I

was any more or less a Catholic than he was."

O'Conor then said he supposed this storj' was

inserted, that, in fact, the whole article was

written by this precious friend, to spread the

information that he was a Roman CathoHc,

and to prejudice him as a candidate for the

Presidency, to which office some friends in

the West had taken a fancy to nominate him.

He was ver)- much annoyed that people per-

sisted in regarding him as an Irishman, though

himself, and, I think he said, his father,

and his grandfather were born Americans.
'• But," I said to him one day, " has not this

impression stood you in good stead in a pro-

fessional and worldly point of view ? " " By
no means," he replied ;

" so far from being an

advantage, the reputation of being an Irish-

man and a CathoUc has been to me a most

serious political, social, and professional dis-

advantage." He then proceeded to enu-

merate important cases from which his re-

ligion excluded him, of which I remember
only two. Bishop Onderdonk, he said, wished

him retained to defend him, but the friends

of the bishop said it would never do to com-
mit his defense to a Catholic. President

Johnson also wished him employed in the

impeachment case. That, however, was over-

ruled on political rather than sectarian or

ethnical grounds. He insisted, with some
emotion, that his supposed nationality and
his faith had always obstructed his path. I in-

ferred from what he said that he attributed

his comparative want of success in public life

more to this cause than to any other.

He thought well of the abolition of the old

system of " pileading " and " forms of action."

He said they were the devices of a by-gone
age to get a simple issue when jurymen,

though commonly taken from the better

classes, were nearly always illiterate and
wholly unable to deal with the complicated

issues of a case presented in its unfermented

state. To cover the inconveniences resulting

from these methods, the Court of Chancery
was invented, the real function of which was
to provide one juryman sufficiently intelligent

to do the work which twelve ignorant jury-

men could not i)e trusted with. He said that,

as far as he knew, he as much as any one was
entitled to the credit of originating the reform

of our system of procedure in 1847-8, the

abolition of forms of action, and the abolition

of the Court of Chancery. He said he made
the plea for those reforms in the Constitu-

tional Convention of 1846. He would on no

account, he said, claim for himself or have
any one claim for him the credit of these, but

he was quite willing to be instrumental in de-

feating the pretensions of any other person to

their authorship. This line of remark had
been suggested by the news then just re-

ceived that Governor Cornell had vetoed the

Field-Throop Civil Code— an act on the

governor's part with which he repeatedly ex-

pressed the greatest satisfaction. Recurring
to this subject of codification later, he said he
doubted whether our civil law could be codi-

fied successfully ; he inclined to think it could

not, and proceeded to place his doubts upon
grounds substantially the same as those which
have been more recently set forth in Mr.
James C. Carter's exhaustive and masterly

discussion of that subject. 'He concluded by
telling the following story, leaving me to

make its application

:

The late John C. Spencer came to him one
day and asked him to join the late Benjamin
F. Butler and himself in a commission to

codify our civil law\ He could think of no
third person in the State, Mr. Spencer said to

O'Conor, so fit as he for such a task. The
conditions which attached to the appointment
were :

First. That O'Conor was to give up his

practice for at least six years, the time which
it was supposed would be required for the

proper execution of such a work, and w'hich

O'Conor said at that time he could as well do
as not.

Second. That they should undertake it in

full recognition of the strong probability that^

w'hen done, they w'ould conclude that the

fruits of their labor would not be worth re-

porting to the Legislature.

Spencer's influence at that time was such

that there was no doubt the commission
would be made up when and as he should

desire it. At a meeting of the three proposed
codifiers the subject was carefully canvassed^
and they severally and collectively came to

the conclusion that when they had done their

best they would not be able conscientiously

to recommend the result of their labors to the

Legislature for its adoption. The scheme was
therefore very deliberately abandoned.

O'Conor considered himself a very expert

special pleader; he doubted if he had his

sui)erior in the country ; he knew almost by
heart every line of Chitty's elaborate treatise

on " Pleading"; and in speaking of a certain

suit in which his aid had been invoked, he
.said he never knew a case in which the par-

tit-'s had been pleading for an issue a year
that he could not find a defect of sufficient

gravity to set their proceedings aside. He
thought, however, that the time of a young

I
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lawyer could now be better employed than in

trying to master the literature and art of spe-

cial pleading.

He spoke of the case in which Giles, the

Know-Nothing candidate for comptroller, at-

tempted to set aside the election of Flagg,

the incumbent, in the year 1854. Tilden and

Evarts were associated with him as counsel

for Flagg, and James T. Brady, Ambrose L.

Jordan, Judge Edmonds, and two others

whose names were not mentioned, were the

counsel for Giles. But, said he, the case was

won by Tilden. Giles had proved his case,

and proved it completely. When Tilden rose

to open for Flagg, he had not a witness to

produce that could testify to the merits of the

case. Tilden spoke some time before his line

of defense began to appear ; the audience be-

gan to yawn and those specially interested

for Flagg to despair. After he had spoken

some half hour or more, the clouds began to

lift and the sunlight to appear. Within two

minutes after the audience had struck his

trail they were still as mice, and their atten-

tion was riveted upon him until he took his

seat. He had been up all night preparing a

series of tables from the tally-lists of the poll

as proven by Giles, by the aid of which he re-

constructed a tally-list which had been lost or

stolen, and was thus enabled to demonstrate

from internal evidence that the vote of one

ward had been corruptly given to Giles.

These tables were printed and handed to the

judge, jury, and counsel, who were thus en-

abled to follow, step by step, the march of

his inexorable logic. Mr. O'Conor described

the speech as " exquisite." " It was perfect

;

it was as fine an argument as I ever heard."
" When Tilden sat down," continued Mr.

O'Conor, " the case was won. Evarts and

I said a few words, but Flagg was comptrol-

ler when Tilden finished, and nothing that

any one could have said would have made
him more or less so."

After his retreat to Nantucket Mr. O'Conor
tried to take very little interest in the current

affairs of the world, which he had in a great

measure left behind him. To the question

when he expected to be again in New York,

he replied that he did not know that he should

ever go. If anything should occur to require

it he would go, but he did not then anticipate

any occasion for again leaving the island of

Nantucket. He found such occasions, how-
ever, for he visited the city repeatedly after this

declaration was made. He had received the

degree of LL.D. from Harvard College at

the commencement just passed. An eminent
member of the college direction sent him a

special invitation to attend the commence-
ment, and be his guest. O'Conor declined,
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and assigned as a reason that he had \)xc-

scribed for himself the rule to form no jniblic

relations of any sort in his new home, and he

could not conveniently make an exception of

the occasion to which he was invited. He
probably was not conscious himself of the

delusion under which he was laboring in sup-

posing himself so absolutely dead to the

world as he tried to believe and to make
others believe him to be. His answer uncon-

sciously betrayed his unwillingness to divide

or sacrifice any portion of his birthright as a

New Yorker and as the biitonnier of its bar.

One day, while we were sitting together in

his library, he asked me if I would like to

know the origin of the ring system of New
York. Of course I promptly said I would.

He proceeded to take down a volume of

" My Own Cases," antl read to me a very

carefully written and pungent commentary
upon the case of Clark vs. The City of New
York. The facts, as I remember them, were in

general that Clark contracted to execute a

piece of work on the Croton aqueduct, in

the manner to be prescribed by the engineer

in charge, for a specified sum. The first plans

were modified by the engineer in a way to

increase the cost of the work, but, as the city

insisted, within the limits prescribed by the

contract. When the work was done Clark

sent in a bill for several thousand dollars

more than the stipulated price. The city re-

fused to pay the excess, and Clark brought a

suit to recover it, laying his venue in Albany,

which O'Conor described as the " paradise

for contractors." John Leveridge, who was
counsel for the corporation at that time,

strangely omitted to have the venue changed
to New York. Before the suit came on for

trial, Henry E. Davies succeeded Leveridge

as corporation counsel. He retained Mr.

O'Conor for the city, and placed the entire

charge of this particular case in his hands.

The history of its numerous vicissitudes and

the final triumph of the contractor is fully

set forth in the memorandum to which I was

invited to listen. The success of this suit had
the same effect upon the predatory horde

which always infest the State capital that the

wine and oil of Italy had upon the Goths and

Vandals when they first wandered across the

mountains into the plains of Lombardy. They
immediately struck hands with the freeboot-

ers of the metropolis and marked its wealth

and credit for their own. It is to be hoped

that this paper may be given to the public,

for it throws new light upon the mazy proc-

esses by which justice is baffled and the

treasury plundered directly or by the conni-

vance of officers specially selected to admin-

ister the one and to guard the other.
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O'Conorfor many years had a large income
from his profession, but he was noted always

among his brethren for the moderation of

his charges. It was not his habit to ask re-

taining fees, nor, indeed, any pay on account

of his services in a case till the work was done,

then receiving all his pay in a lump. He did

not pretend that this was the more profitable,

nor did he presume to commend his example
to others ; all he could say for it was, it was
somehow more to his taste. The day before

he told me this he had forwarded to New
York for deposit a check that had just come
to hand for the last piece of work he had
been engaged in before retiring from the pro-

fession some three years before. Hehad worked
in litigated cases sometimes for twenty years

before receiving a cent of compensation. He
usually fixed his price at the close, and told

his clients that while he thought he had named
the sum which his services were worth, they

might give him what they thought right or

felt they could afford. He added that he

never had his bill cut down but once, and
that was by a very prominent citizen of our

metropolis. The bill was one thousand dol-

lars, which, for reasons that he stated to me,
seemed to him very moderate, but, as usual,

he left it with the client to say what would
be satisfactory to him if that was not. The
client sent him seven hundred and fifty dol-

lars, with the remark that he thought that

was about the sum he expected. It was clear

from the manner and tone of O'Conor in

telling this incident that there was no danger
of his outliving the recollection of it.

He was a great admirer of De Witt Clin-

ton, and in early life shared all the prejudices

current among the Clintonians, besides those

he inherited from his father against Van Bu-
ren, whom, however, he told me, he subse-

quently learned to respect and appreciate.

Clinton's Celtic origin had, no doubt, much
to do with O'Conor's youthful passion for him.

Had Clinton, however, been a contemporary
of O'Conor's, I doubt if they could have sat to-

gether in a committee two hours without quar-

reling. Both had a partiality for their own par-

ticular ways and opinions which made every

other seem unreasonable, and both, like David
Copperfield's aunt, "could break, but not

bend."

O'Conor's miscellaneous library, though
tolerably rich and well selected, bore but a

small proportion to his professional books.

As if he thought the disproportion required

some cxijlanation, he remarked that he had
never been much of a reader outside of his

profession. He said a lad once wrote to him
for advice about a course of reading, at the

same time enumerating a long list of books

which he had already read. O'Conor replied

to him that he not only had not read, but had
not known even by name, one-half of the
books his correspondent appeared to have
read. He would not, therefore, undertake to

advise him what to read, but he could safely

advise him to read less and to think more.
He thought the cheapness of printing in

America had made overmuch reading one of

the most pernicious forms of modern dissipa-

tion, an opinion with which I fully concurred.
Speaking of the impeachment of the Tweed

Ring judges, he said that was all Tilden's work
and no one's else. He repeated this several

times, very emphatically adding that upon that

point he was a competent witness. Tilden, he
said, went to the Legislature and forced the
impeachment against every imaginable ob-
stacle, open and covert, political and personal.

In illustration of the terror of his own
name as an adversary, to which one of us
had made some casual allusion, he told the

following story :

When he was ill in 1876, a man who had
no claim upon him whatever asked of him
the loan of $25,000. He yielded to the man's
solicitation without much reflection, taking
such security as the man had to offer. Not
long after, the borrower called upon him
again to say that he had an opportunity of

selling out his business at a profit, and for

some reasons which appeared to have grown
out of the trade proposed to give O'Conor
some Indiana railway bonds then paying six

per cent, as security in place of the bonds he
had previously left with him. To this also

O'Conor was too ill to make any objections.

The first semi-annual interest was paid, but
when the next payment fell due, the company
made default. Three or four years elapsed,

and the company showing no signs of resum-
ing payment, O'Conor, who by this time had
got settled at Nantucket, took up these bonds
one day and resolved to ascertain their

value. He procured the address of a law firm

in Indianapolis, and wrote for such in-

formation as they had and could procure
about his defaulted bonds. They sent him a

very discouraging report. He then directed

them to sue the company on their bonds and
get judgment. The lawyers wrote him in re-

ply that they thought they could sell the

bonds for twenty-five per cent, of their face,

if he would take that amount. He decHned
the offer and again directed them to bring

suit upon the bonds. After waiting some
time without hearing from them, he wrote
again. At length he received from them a

letter stating that the mortgage had been
foreclosed and the road sold for a compara-
tively small sum. Mr. O'Conor wrote again.
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reproaching them for not advising him of the

foreclosure proceedings and directing them
in imperative terms to go on and get judg-

ment upon the bonds. They wrote him that

they thought the bonds might now be dis-

posed of on somewhat better terms than be-

fore, and asked if they should negotiate. He
wrote them promptly that he would take

nothing less than the entire principal and
interest, and as soon as they had entered up
judgment against the company they must
telegraph him and then he would go out

there himself and direct what further should

be done. In a few days he received a check
for the full amount of principal, mterest, and
costs. When he concluded this story, he said :

" That is one instance in which my reputation

as a persistent fighter was of use to me." He
presumed the company had in some way
learned in the progress of the affair that he
was a troublesome adversary in a lawsuit.

A part of the Tuesday and Wednesday
prior to Mr. O'Conor's last and fatal illness

he spent in professional consultations at the

residence of Governor Tilden in Gramercy
Park. At these consultations his memory of

cases and of the minutest judicial and statu-

tory distinctions, for which he was always so

famous, seemed unimpaired, and he threw
himself into the questions submitted to him
with all the intensity and confidence of his

professional prime. This, I presume, was the

last embrace he ever received from the pro-

fession of which he was so fond. The follow-

ing day, whicli was Thursday, he departed for

his island home. I have since learned, through
a note from Miss Elma Folger—who to the

distinction of being descended from the

maternal ancestors of the illustrious Dr.

Franklin enjoyed the further distinction of

holding the confidential relation of private

secretary to Mr. O'Conor during the last

three or four years of his life, and who ac-

companied him on his last visit to New
York— that it was in consequence of a cold

taken early in March, which had impaired
Mr. O'Conor's appetite and aggravated cer-

tain troubles with which he had been afflicted

for fifteen years or more, that he came to

New York to consult a physician.
" Several times last winter," says Miss Fol-

ger, " Mr. O'Conor spoke of the peaceful

year that he had passed in Nantucket, saying

that he had never in his life, /. t\, since he had
commenced the practice of law, been so quiet

and undisturbed. He was afraid something
awful was going to happen to him before
summer ; this quiet was too unnatural. He
repeated this remark to a visitor in New
York. Once he said he was almost spoil-

* Charles O'Conor was born in New York,

ing for a fight with some one. We left Nan-
tucket in April at 5:30 .k. m., which obliged him
to rise at about fouro'clock in the morning. We
traveled through to New York in one day,
arriving there about 7 p. i\i. Although he had
eaten nothing through the day, and was suf-

fering greatly from the trouble which had taken
him to New York to consult Dr. Keyes, yet he
had an angry war of words with a hack-driver

whose carriage he had taken for us, which
astonished me very much, and resulted in our
leaving the man's carriage and hiring another.

"After we were seated in the second car-

riage, he said, ' I feel better already ; it was
worth coming to New York to beat that fellow.'

I do not mean to insinuate that Mr. O'Conor
was quarrelsome,— far from it,— but the fear

that things were going on too well with him
seemed to hang over him as something that

must be put an end to. On the tiresome
journey he was in a lovely, gentle mood,
as indeed he always was with me. In the

Providence depot, where we waited quite a
while, I suggested that we should give some
sandwiches we had brought \vith us to some
children also waiting. He was delighted, and
insisted that I should buy some oranges to

add to the attractions of the repast. We went
into the waiting-room, spread out our things

on one of the settees, and then invited the ht-

tle ones to the feast. I cannot tell you his de-

light at their enjoyment and appetite, and he
watched them until all the eatables had van-
ished, pacing up and down the length of the

room meanwhile. . . . While in the city,"

she added, " he seemed brighter and better,

and ate better than I had seen him all winter.

But the journey home was full of discomforts,

and the weather grew cold and stormy, so that

he arrived here much the worse for the ex-

posure. We arrived in Nantucket on Friday.

On Monday following he went to the bed
from which he never rose again."*

Mr. O'Conor was in many respects without
a peer at the American bar. I once heard
Governor Tilden say of him that he thought
he had a more precise knowledge of the

science of jurisprudence than an}- other per-

son living of the English-speaking race. His
powers of analysis were Aristotelian in their

proportions, his resources inexl^ustible and
surprising. His industry ana endurance
seemed to defy all the claims and protesta-

tions of nature. He was never known or even
suspected of appearing in a case in w-hich his

preparation was not thorough. As a lawyer,

the public estimate of him was always above
his own estimate, though not above his merits;

and hence it was for a period of fifty years

January 22, 1804, and died May 12, 18S4.
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that he was employed on one side or the other inexorable that he could not bow to those

of pretty much everv unportant case that was subtle forces or instincts which go to make up

litigated in the great commercial capital of public opinion, nor recognize the soundness

the nation. of Talleyrand's famous saying that " There is

Mr. O'Conor never understood nor became one person wiser than Anybody, and that is

entirely reconciled to his want of success in Everybody." He was so thoroughly loyal to

the conclusions of his own mind when they

had been deliberately formed that it seemed
to him pusillanimous to surrender them to

mere numbers or because of any ppssible con-

sequences that might result to himself or others

from adhering to them.

A mental nature of such imperious habits:

and such imperial powers was not calculated 1

to submit to the restraints of the political har-

1

ness. In public affairs he was the iron pot of

the foble ; the earthen pots were afraid to go
to sea in his company. They knew he would
not care how often they jostled against him,

but that a single collision might dash them to

pieces. Had Mr. O'Conor possessed the

ability to subordinate his opinions to the opin-

ion of a party, and to represent its enlightened

and deliberate judgment with that cordiality

and good faith which are due to the superiority

of Everybody's wisdom to Anybody's, he
would probably have tilled as large and hon-
orable a place in the political as in the profes-

sional annals of his country. As it is, his fame
must rest upon his achievements as a barrister,

and there it is as impregnable as the barrister's

fame can ever be.

JoJni Bii^^clow.

public lite. Why every one loved to recognize

and do homage to his professional and per-

sonal supremacy, and so few cared to accept

him as their political guide, was a problem

which always pu/zled him, and contributed not

a little, I think, to weaken his laith in popular

judgments. The true solution of it probably is

that the very i|ualities which gave him his pre-

eminence at the bar in a corresponding de-

gree unfitted him for the representative duties

of a statesman. He went so deeply into the

philosophy or the rationale of every subject

that he naturally had little respect for the

superficial and often puerile reasons which the

mass of mankind would assign even for the

best inspired actions. He could never pool

his opinions in a committee or in any repre-

sentative body, and be content as every states-

man, in a democracy at least, is required to

be, with the resultant decisions of a majority.

Thus it happened that in the Convention of

1846. to which he was chosen more especially

to secure his aid in remodeling our judiciary,

he usually voted alone on committees, and

opposed almost alone the Constitution as

finally adopted. The logic of his mind was so

GROWN OLD WITH NATURE.

If true there be another, better land,

.\ fairer than this humble mother shore,

Hoping to meet the blessed gone before,

I fain would go. But may no angel hand
Lead on so far along the shining sand,

So wide within the everlasting door,

'Twill shut away this good, green world. No more

Of I'larth .'— Let me not hear that dread command.

Then must I mourn, unsoothed by harps of gold.

For sighing boughs, and birds of simple song.

For hush of night within tlie forest fold;

Yea, must Ijcmoan, amid the jf)yous throng.

Mine early loves. The heart that has grown old

With Nature cannot, ha|)py, leave her long.

JoJm Vance Cheney.
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I'HE FlRSr FIGHT OF IRON-CLADS.

MARCH g. i86:

I^HE engagement in Hampton Roads on
the Sth of March, 1862, between the Con-

federate iron-clad /
'/Vx////(i', or (as she is known

at the North) the Mcrrimac, and the I'nited

States wooden fleet, and that next day be-

tween the I'in^iiia and the Monitor, was,

in its resuUs. in some respects the most mo-
mentous naval conflict ever witnessed. No
battle was ever more widely discussed or

produced a greater sensation. It revolii-

tionizeil the navies of the world. Line-

of-battle ships, those huge, overgrown craft,

carr)ing from eighty to one hundred and
twenty guns and from five hundred to twelve
hundred men, which, from the destruction

of the Spanish Armada to our time, had
done most of the fighting, deciding the fate

of empires, were at once universally con-
demned as out of date. Rams and iron-clads

were in future to decide all na\al warfare.

TMK fXITED STATES FRIGATE "MEKRIMAC" BEFORE
AXD APTKK CO.SVERSION IHTO AN IRON-CLAD.

In this battle old things passed away, and
the experience of a thousand years of battle

and breeze was forgotten. The naval su-

l)remacy of England vanished in the smoke
of this fight, it is true, only to reappear some
years later more commanding than ever. The
effect of the news w as best described by the
London " Times," which said :

" Whereas we
had available for immediate purposes one hun-
dred and forty-nine first-class war-ships: we
have now two, these two being the Warrior
and her sister Ironside. There is not now a
ship in the English navy apart from these
two that it would not be madness to trust to

an engagement with that little Monitor^ The
Admiralty at once proceeded to reconstruct
the navy, cutting down a nmnber of their lar-

gest ships and converting them into turret or
broadside iron-clads. The same results were
produced in France, which had but one sea-

going iron-clad, La Gloire,

and this one, like the Warrior,

was only protected amidships.

The Emperor Napoleon
promptly appointed a com-
mission to devise plans for

rebuilding his navy. And so
with all the maritime powers.
In this race the United States

took the lead, and at the

close of the war led all the

others in the numbers and effi-

ciency of its iron-clad fleet. It

is true that all the great pow-
ers had already experimented
with vessels partly armored,
but very few were convinced
of their utility, and none had

been tried by the crucial

_ test of battle,

if we except a
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few floating batteries, thinly clad, used during

the Crimean War.
In the spring of 1861 Norfolk and its large

naval establishment had b{;en hurriedly aban-

doned by the Federals, why or wherefore no
one could tell. It is within two miles of

Fortress Monroe, then held by a large force

of regulars. A few companies of these, with

a single frigate, could have occupied and
commanded the town and navy-yard, and
have kept the channel open. However, a year

later, it was as quickly evacuated by the Con-
federates, and almost with as little reason.

But of this I will speak later.

The yard was abandoned to a few volun-

teers, after it was partly destroyed, and a large

to Secretary Mallory to raise and rebuild this

ship as an iron-clad. His plans were ap-
proved, and orders were given to carry them
out. She was raised and cut down to the old

berth-deck. Both ends for seventy feet were
covered over, and when the ship was in fight-

ing trim were just awash. On the midship
section, one hundred and seventy feet in

length, was built at an angle of forty-five de-

grees a roof of pitch-pine and oak, twenty-

four inches thick, extending from the water-

line to a height over the gun-deck of seven
feet. Both ends of the shield were rounded
so that the i)ivot-guns could be used as bow
and stern chasers or quartering. Over the

gun-deck was a light grating, making a prom-

liUIiNlNG OF .1__VTE "MERRI.MAC" and THE NORI'uLK

number of ships were burnt. Among the spoils

were upward of twelve hundred heavy guns,

which were scattered among Confederate for-

tifications from the Potomac to the Missis-

sippi. Among the ships burnt and sunk was
the frigate Merrimac of thirty-five hundred
tons and forty guns, afterward rechristened

the llrgifiia, and so I will call her. During
the summer of 1861 Lieutenant George M.
Brooke, an accomplished ofiftcer of the old navy,
who with many others had resigned, proposed

enade about twenty feet wide. The wood
backing was covered with iron plates, rolled

at the Tredegar works at Richmond, two'

inches thick and eight wide. The first tier

was put on horizontal, the second up and
down,— in all four inches, bolted through

the wood-work and clinched inside. The i)row

was of cast-iron, projecting four feet, and l)adly

secured, as events proved. The rudder and
propeller were entirely unprotected. The pilot-

house was forward of the smoke-stack, and
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KKMODFIINC, THE
' MLRMMAL ' AT 1 HF

NORTOLIv NAV\ \ A.RI)

covered with the same thickness of iron as

the siiles. Her motive power was the same
that had always been in the ship. Both en-

gines antl boilers had been condemned on
her return from her last cruise, and were
radically defective. Of course, the fire and
sinking had not improved them. We could
not depend upon them six hours at a time.

.\ more ill-contrived or unreliable pair of
engines could only have been found in some
vessels of the I'nited States navy.

Lieutenant Catesby ap R.Jones was ordered
to superintend the armament, and no more
thoroughly com])etent officer could have been
selected. To his experience and skill as her
ordnance and executive officer was due the

character of her l)attery, which proved so

efficient. It consisted of two seven-inch rifles,

heavily reen forced around the breech with
three-inch steel bands, shrunk on ; these

were the first heavy guns so made, and were
the bow and stern pivots; there were also two
six-inch rifles of the same make, and six nine-

inch smooth-bore broadside, ten guns in all.

During the summer and fall of 1861 I had
been stationed at the batteries on the Poto-

mac at Kvansport and Acquia Creek, block-

ading the river as far as possible. In January,
1862, I was ordered to the Viri:;inia as one
of the lieutenants, refjorting to ('ommodore
P'rench Forrest, who then commanded the

navy-yard at .\orfolk. (.'ommorlore Franklin
Buchanan was apjjointed to the ( ommand,

—

an energetic and high-toned officer, who com-
bined with daring courage great jirofessional

ability, standing deservcflly at the head of his

profession. In 1845 he had been selected by
Mr. Bancroft, Secretary of the Navy, to locate

and organize the Naval Academy, and he
\

launched that institution upon its successful !

career. Under him were as capable a set of

!

officers as ever w'ere brought together in one I

ship. But of man-of-war's men or sailors we '

had scarcely any. The South was almost
j

without a maritime population. In the old 1

I.IKUTKNANT CATI'.SMY AI' K. JONES. (FKOM A I'HOTOCRArH
l)Y CnUKKET IIF.RMANOS, UMA.)
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service the majority of officers were from the

South, and all the seamen from the North.*

Every one had flocked to the army, and

to it we had to look for a crew. Some few

seamen were found in Norfolk, who had es-

caped from the gun-boat flotilla in the waters

of North Carolina, on their occupation by
Admiral Goldsborough and General Burnside.

In hopes of securing some men from the army,

I was sent to General Magruder's headquar-

ters at Yorktown, who was known to have
under his command two battalions from New
Orleans, among whom might be a number
of seamen. The general, though pressed for

want of men, holding a long line with scarcely

a brigade, gave me every facility to secure

volunteers. With one of his staft' I visited

every camp, and the commanding officers

were ordered to parade their men, and I ex-

plained to them what I wanted. About two
hundred volunteered, and of this number I

selected eighty who had had some experience

as seamen or gunners. Other commands at

Richmond and Petersburg were visited, and
so our crew of three hundred was made up.

They proved themselves to be as gallant

and trusty a body of men as any one would
wish to command, not only in battle, but in

reverse and retreat.

Notwithstanding every exertion to hasten

the fitting out of the ship, the work during

the winter progressed but slowly, owing to

delay in sending the iron sheathing from
Richmond. At this time the only estabhsh-

ment in the South capable of rolling iron plates

was the Tredegar foundry. Its resources

were limited, and the demand for all kinds

of war material most pressing. And when we
reflect upon the scarcity and inexperience of

the workmen, and the great changes necessary

in transforming an ordinary iron workshop into

an arsenal in which all the necessary machin-
ery and tools had to be improvised, it is as-

tonishing so much was accomplished. The
unfinished state of the vessel interfered so with

the drills and exercises that we had but little

opportunity of getting things into shape. It

should be remembered the ship was an experi-

ment in naval architecture, differing in every

respect from any then afloat. The officers and
crew were strangers to the ship and to each
other. Up to the hour of sailing she was crowd-
ed with workmen. Not a gun had been fired,

hardly a revolution of the engines had been

made, when we cast off" from thb dock, and
started on what many thought was an ordi-

nary trial trip, but which proved to be a trial

such as no vessel that ever floated had under-

gone up to that time. From the start we saw
that she was slow, not over five knots; she

steered so badly that, with her great length, it

took from thirty to forty minutes to turn. She
drew twenty-two feet, which confined us to a

comparatively narrow channel in the Roads,
and, as I have before said, the engines were
our weak point. She was as unmanageable
as a water-logged vessel.

It was at noon on the 7th of March that we
steamed down the Elizabeth River. Passing by
our batteries, lined with troops, who
cheered us as we passed, and
through the obstructions at

Craney Island, we took

the south channel

and headed for

Newport
News.

n-ain-li^ie

!_...* vtckti iron.

i-* » oak.
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SECTION OF
THE "MER-
RIMAC.

"

'^m^zzM^

leriJv Jerk

^^<4
At anchor
at this time

off" Fortress
Monroe were the

frigates Alinnesota., Roan-
oke, and St. Lawrence, and sev-

eral gun-boats. The first two were
sister ships of the Virgifiia before the war;
the last was a sailing frigate of fifty guns.

Off Newport News, seven miles above, which
was strongly fortified, and held by a large Fed-
eral garrison, were anchored two frigates, the

Congress, 50 guns, and the CiDnboiand, 30.

The day was calm, and the last two ships

were swinging lazily by their anchors, to the

young flood. Boats were hanging to the

lower booms, washed clothes in the rigging.

Nothing indicated that we were expected ;

but when we came within three-quarters of a

* The officers of the Mcrri/iiac were: Flag-OJficer, Franklin Buchanan ; Licutcnanis, Catesby ap R. Jones,
executive and ordnance officer — Charles C. Simms — R. D. Minor (flag) — Hunter Davidson — Jolin
Taylor Wood— J. R. Eggleston— Walter Butt; Midshipmen, Foute, Marmaduke, Littlepage, Craig, Long,
and Rootes ; Paymnslcr, James Semple; Surgeon, Dinwiddle Phillips; Assistant-Stirgcon, Algernon S.

Garnett; Captain of Marines, Reuben Thorn; Engineers, H. A. Ramsey, Acting Chief— Assistants, Tynan,
Campbell, Herring, Jack, and White; Boats-Main, Hasker ; Gunner, Oliver; Carpenter, I indsey ; Cterk,

Arthur Sinclair, Jr.; /'W;7«/'c'^r .-^/V/^, Lieutenant Douglas Forrest, C. S. A.— Captain Kevil, commanding
detachment of Norfolk United Artillery ; Signal Gj^^j, Sergeant Tabb.

Vol. XXIX.— 74.
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mile, the boats were dropped astern, booms
got alongside, and the Cumberland opened
with her heavy pivots, followed by the Con-

gress, the gun-boats, and the shore batteries.

We reserved our fire until within easy

range, when the forward pivot was pointed

and fired by Lieutenant Charles Simms, kill-

ing and wounding most of the crew of the after

pivot-gun of the Cumherlanl. Passing close to

the Congress, which received our starboard

broadside, and returned it with spirit, we
steered direct for the Cumberland, striking her

almost at right angles, under the fore-rigging

on the starboard side. The blow Avas hardly

perceptible on board the Virginia. Backing
clear of her, we went ahead again, heading up
the river, helm hard-a-starboard, and turned

slowly. As we did so, for the first time I had
an opportunity of using the after ])ivot, of

which I had charge. As we swung, the Con-

gress came in range, nearly stern on, and we
got in three raking shells. She had slipped

her anchor, loosed her foretop-sail, run up the

jib, and tried to escape, but grounded. Turn-

ing, we headed for her and took a position

Anthin 200 yards, where every shot told. In

the mean time the Cumberland continued the

fight, tliough our ram had opened her side

wide enough to drive in a horse and cart.

Soon she listed to port and filled rapidly.

The crew were driven by the advancing
water to the spar-deck, and there worked her

pivot-guns until she went down with a roar,

the colors still flying. No ship was ever fought

more gallantly.* The Congress o.ow'ixxwi^^ the

unequal contest for more than an hour after

the sinking of the Cumberland. Her losses

were terrible, and finally she ran up the white

flag.

As soon as we had hove in sight, coming
down the harbor, the Roanoke, St. Laivrence,

and Minnesota had got under way, and started

up from Old Point to join their consorts,

assisted by tugs. They were under fire from
the batteries at Sewall's Point, but the dis-

tance was too great to effect much. The first

two, however, very prudently ran aground
not far above Fortress Monroe, and took but
little part in the fight. The Minnesota, taking

the middle or swash channel, steamed up half-

way between Old Point and Newport News,
when she grounded, but in a position to be
actively engaged.

Previous to this we had been joined by
the James River squadron, which had been
at anchor a few miles above, and came into

action most gallantly, passing the shore bat-

teries at Newport News under a heavy fire,

and with some loss. It consisted of the

Yorkioiun,\.QXv guns, Captain Tucker; James-
toivn, ten ; and Teaser, two.

As soon as the Congress surrendered, Com-
mander Buchanan ordered the gun-boats
Beaufort and Raleigh to steam alongside,

take oft" her crew, and set fire to the ship.

Lieutenant Pendergrast, who had succeeded
Lieutenant Smith, who had been killed, sur-

rendered to Lieutenant Parker, of the Beau-
fort. Delivering his sword and colors, he
was directed by Lieutenant Parker to return

'According to the pilot of the Cumberland, A. B. Smith : "Near the middle of the fight, when the berth-

deck of the Cumberland had sunk below water, one of the crew of the Merriniac came out of a port to the

outside of her iron-plated roof, and a ball from one of our guns instantly cut him in two. . . . Finally,

after about three-fourths of an hour of the most severe fighting, our vessel sank, the Stars and Stripes still

waving. That flag was finally submerged, but after the hull grounded on the sands, fifty-four feet below the
surface of the water, our pennant was still flying from the topmast above the waves."

O^Frcir, ff .tte^l,

J.
"h'ceden Bullirarh

l,£J&L.BLacKfarel dH. March ZJS6£
PROM A SKETCH MADE THE DAY IlEPORE THE FTGHT ^A.Freri/IVUia^CUei'

fj'rcpdler
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MAP OF HAMPTON ROAD

to his ship and have the wounded transferred

as rapidly as possible. All this time the shore

batteries and small-arm men were keeping

up an incessant fire on our vessels. Two of

the officers of the Raleigh, Lieutenant Tayloe
and Midshipman Hutter, were killed while

assisting the Union wounded out of the Co?i-

gress. A number of the enemy's men were pilots would not attempt the middle channel

killed by the same fire. Finally it became with the ebb tide and approaching night. So

so hot that the gun-boats were obliged to we returned by the south channel to Sewall's

haul off with only thirty prisoners, leaving Point and anchored, the Minticsota escaping,

Lieutenant Pendergrast and most of his crew as we thought, only until morning.

on board, and they all afterward escaped on Our loss in killed and wounded was twenty-

shore by swimming or in small boats. While one. The armor was hardly damaged, though

this was going on, the white flag was flying

at her mainmast-head. Not being able to

take possession of his prize, the commodore
ordered hot shot to be used, and in a short

time she was in flames fore and aft. While
directing this, both himself and his flag-

lieutenant, Minor, were severely wounded.
The command then devolved upon Lieuten-

ant Catesby Jones

at one time our ship was the focus on which

were directed at least one hundred heavy guns

afloat and ashore. But nothing outside escap-

ed. Two guns were disabled by having their

muzzles shot off. The ram was left in the side

of the CumbcrlaiiiL One anchor, the smoke-

stack, and the steam-pipes were shot away.

Railings, stanchions, boat-davits, everything

was swept clean. The flag-staff" was repeatedly

It was now five o'clock, nearly two hours of knocked over, and finally a boarding-pike was

daylight, and the Minnesota only remained, used. Commodore Buchanan and the other

She was aground and at our mercy. But the wounded were sent to the Naval Hospital, and
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after making preparations for the next day's

Sght, we slept at our guns, dreaming of other

^^ctories in the morning.*

But at daybreak we discovered lying be-

tween us and the Minnesota, a strange-looking

craft, which we knew at once to be Ericsson's

Monitor, which had long been expected in

Hampton Roads, and of which, from different

sources, we had a good idea. She could not

possibly have made her appearance at a more
inopportune time for us, changing our plans,

whicb were to destroy the Minnesota, and

then the remainder of the fleet below Fortress

Monroe. She appeared but a pigmy com-

pared with the lofty frigate which she guarded.

But in her size was one great element of her

success. I will not attempt a description of

the Monitor; her build and peculiarities are

well known.
After an early breakfast, we got under way

and steamed out toward the enemy, opening

fire from our bow pivot, and closing, we de-

livered our starboard broadside at short range,

which was returned promptly from her eleven-

inch guns. Both vessels then turned and
passed again still closer. The Monitor was
firing ever}' seven or eight minutes, and nearly

every shot struck. Our ship was working

worse and worse, and after the loss of the

smoke-stack, Mr. Ramsay, chief engineer, re-

ported that the draught was so poor that it

was with great difficulty he could keep up steam.

Once or twice the ship was on the bottom.

Drawing twenty-three feet of water, we were

confined to a narrow channel, while the Mofi-

itor, with only twelve feet immersion, could

take any position, and always have us in range

of her guns. Orders were given to concentrate

our fire on the pilot-house, and with good re-

sult, as we afterward learned. More than two
hours had passed, and we had made no im-

pression on the enemy so far as we could dis-

cover, while our wounds were slight. Several

times the Monitor ceased firing, and we were
in hopes she was disabled, but the revolution

again of her turret and the heavy blows of

her eleven-inch shot on our sides soon un-

deceived us.

Coming down from the spar-deck and ob-

serving a division standing " at ease," Lieu-

tenant Jones observed :

" Why are you not firing, Mr. Eggleston ?"
•* Why, our powder is very precious," re-

plied the lieutenant; "and after two hours'

incessant firing I find that I can do her about

as much damage by snapping my thumb at

her, every two minutes and a half."

Lieutenant J-ones now determined to run

her down or board. For nearly an hour we
manoeuvred for a position. Now " go ahead ";

now "stop"; now "astern "; the ship was as

unwieldy as Noah's Ark. At last an oppor-
tunity offered. " Go ahead full speed." But
before the ship gathered headway, the Mon-
itor turned, and our disabled ram only gave
a glancing blow, effecting nothing. Again she
came up on our quarter, her bow against our
side, and at this distance fired twice. Both
shots struck about half-way up the shield,

abreast of the after pivot, and the impact forced

the side bodily in two or three inches. All

the crews of the after guns were knocked over
by the concussion, and bled from the nose
or ears. Another shot at the same place

would have penetrated. While alongside,

boarders were called away; but she dropped
astern before they could get on board. And so,

for six or more hours, the struggle was kept up.

At length, the Monitor withdrew^ over the

middle ground where we could not follow, but
always maintaining a position to protect the

Minjiesota. To have run our ship ashore on a
falling tide would have been ruin. W^e awaited
her return for an hour; and at two o'clock

p. M. steamed to Sewall's Point, and thence to

the dock-yard at Norfolk, our crew thor-

oughly worn out from the two-days' fight.

Although there is no doubt that the Mon-
itor first retired,— for Captain Van Brunt,

commanding the Minnesota, so states in his

official report,— the battle was a drawn one,

so far as the two vessels engaged were con-

cerned. But in its general results the ad-

vantage was with the Alonitor. Our casualties

in the second day's fight were only a few

w^ounded.

This action demonstrated for the first

time the power and efficiency of the ram as

a means of offense. The side of tlie Cumber-
land was crushed like an egg-shell. The
Congress and Minnesota, even with our disa-

bled bow, would have shared the same fate

but that we could not reach diem on account

of our great draught.

It also showed the power of resistance of

two iron-clads, widely differing in construc-

tion, model, and armament, under a fire

which would have sunk any other vessel then
afloat in a short time.

The Monitor was well handled, and saved
the Minnesota and the remainder of the fleet

at P'ortress Monroe. But her gunnery was
poor. Not a single shot struck us at the

water-line, where the ship was utterly unpro-

tected, and where one would have been fatal.

Or had the fire been concentrated on any one

• In his report to Captain Buchanan, I-ieut<>nanl Jones says : " Ft was not easy to keep a flap; flying. The
flag-staff' were repeatedly shot away. 'Ilie colors were hoisted to the smoke-stack and several limes cut down
from it."— Ed.
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spot, the shield would have been pierced ; or

had larger charges been used, the result would
have been the same. Most of her shot struck

us obliquely, breaking the iron of both

courses, but not injuring the wood backing.

When struck at right angles, the backing

would be broken, but not penetrated. We
had no solid projectiles. excei>t a few of large

windage, to be used as hot shot, and of

course made no impression on the turret.

But in all this it should be borne in mind
that both vessels were on their trial trips,

both were experimental, and both receiving

their baptism of fire.

On our arrival at Norfolk, Commodore
Buchanan sent for me. I found him at the

Xaval Hospital, badly wounded and suftering

greatly. He dictated a short dispatch to Mr.

Mr. Mallory's office and with him went to

President Davis's, where we met Mr. Benja-

min, Secretary of vState, Mr. Seddon, Secretary

of War, General Cooper, Adjutant-General,

and a number of others. I told at length what
had occurred on the previous two days, and
what changes and repairs were necessary to the

Jlrgiitid. As to the future, I said that in the

Monitor we had met our equal, and that the re-

sult of another engagement would be very
doubtful. Mr. Davis mademany inquiries as re-

garded the ship's draught, speed, and capabili-

ties, and urged the completion ofthe repairs at as

early a day as possible. The conversation lasted

until near midnight. During the evening the

flag of the CoNg/rss, which was a very large
|

one, was brought in, and to our surprise, in un-
j

folding it, we found it in some places saturated

^^
THE "MERRIMAC" RAMMING THE "CUMBERLAND.

Mallory, Secretary of the Navy, stating the

return of the ship and the result of the two-

days' fight, and clirected me to proceed to

Richmond with it ancl the flag of the Coni^rcss,

and make a verbal report of the a( tion, con-

dition of the Viri^inia, etc.

I took the first train for Petersburg and the

Capital. The news had ]>receded me, and at

ever)' station I had an ovation, and to listen-

ing crowrls was forced to repeat the story of

the fight. Arriving at Richmond, I drove to

with blood. On this discovery it was quickly

rolled up and sent to the Navy Department,
where it remained during the war, and was
doubtless burned with that building when
Richmond was evacuated.

The news of our victory was received every-

where in the South with the most enthusiastic ,

rejoicing. Coming, as it did, after a number of

disasters in the South and West, it was partic-

ularly grateful. Then again, under the cir-

cumstances, so little was expected from the
\
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navy that this success was entirely unlocked

for. So, from one extreme to the other, the

most extravagant anticipations were formed

of what the ship could do. For instance : the

blockade could be raised, Washington leveled

to the ground, New York laid under contri-

bution, and so on. At the North, equally

groundless alarm was felt. As an example

of this. Secretary Welles relates what took

place at a cabinet meeting called by Mr.

Lincoln on the receipt of the news. " ' The
Merrimac' said Stanton, ' will change the

whole character of the war; she will de-

stroy, seriatim, every naval vessel; she will

lay all the cities on the seaboard under con-

tribution. I shall immediately recall Burnside;

Port Royal must be abandoned. I will notify

the governors and municipal authorities in the

North to take instant measures to protect

their harbors.' He had no doubt, he said,

that the monster was at this moment on her

way to Washington ; and, looking out of the

window which commanded a view of the Po-

tomac for many miles, ' Not unlikely, we shall

have a shell or cannon-ball from one of her

guns in the White House before we leave this

room.' Mr. Seward, usually buoyant and self-

reliant, overwhelmed with the intelligence,

listened in responsive sympathy to Stanton,

and was greatly depressed, as, indeed, were
all the members."

I returned the next day to Norfolk, and
notified Commodore Buchanan of his promo-
tion to be admiral, and that, owing to his

wound, he would be retired from the com-
mand of the Virginia. Lieutenant Jones should

have been promoted and should have suc-

ceeded him. He had fitted out the ship, armed
her, and commanded during the second day's

fight. However, the Department thoughtother-
wise,and selected Commodore Josiah Tatnall;

apart from Lieutenant Jones, he was the best

man. He had distinguished himself in the

wars of 1812 and with Mexico. No one stood

higher as an accomplished and chivalrous

officer. While in command of the United States

squadron in the East Indies, he was present

as a neutral at the desperate fight at the

Peiho Forts, near Pekin, between the English

fleet and the Chinese, when the first lost nearly

one-half of a force of twelve hundred engaged.

Seeing his old friend Sir James Hope hard

pressed and in need of assistance, having had
four vessels sunk under him, he had his

barge manned and with his flag-lieutenant,

S. L). Trenchard, pulled alongside the flag-

ship, through the midst of a tremendous fire, in

which his coxswain was killed and several of his

boat's crew wounded. He found the gallant

admiral desperately wounded, and all his crew
killed or disabled but six. Oftering his ser-

LIEUTENANT L.KUKl.li U. MORKIS, ACTING COMMANDER ol-

THE "CUMBERLAND."

In the absence of Captain Radford, the command of the Cuntbertaitd
devolved upon the executive officer. Lieutenant Morris, from whose
official report we quote the following: "At thirty minutes past three the
water had gained upon us, notwithstanding the pumps were kept actively
employed to a degree that, the forward-magazine being drowned, we had
To take powder from tlie after-magazine for the ten-inch gun. At tliirty-

five minutes past three the water had risen to the main hatchway, an<l the
ship canted to port, and we delivered a parting fire— each man trj'ing

to save himself by jumping overboard. Timely notice was given, ana all

the wounded who could walk were ordered out of the cockpit ; but those

of the wounded who had been carried into the sick-bay and on the berth-

deck were so mam^led that it was impossible to save them. ... I should

judge we have lost upward of one hundred men. I can only sa\', in con-

clusion, that all did tlieir duty, and we sank with the American flag flying

at the peak." When summoned to surrender Morris replied, '* Never, 1*11

sink alongside !
"—ED.

Vices, surprise was expressed at his action.

His reply was, "Blood is thicker than water."

Tatnall took command on the 29th March.

In the mean time the Virginia was in the dry

dock under repairs. The hull four feet below

the shield was covered with two-inch iron.

A new and heavier ram was strongly secured

to the bow. The damage to the armor was

repaired, wrought-iron port-shutters were fitted,

and the rifle-guns supplied with steel-pointed

solid shot. These changes, with one hun-

dred tons more of ballast on her fan-tails,

increased her draught to twenty-three feet, im-

proving her resisting powers, but correspond-

ingly decreasing her mobility and her speed

tofour knots. The repairs were not completed

until the 4th of April, owing to our want of

resources and difficulty of securing workmen.

On the nth we steamed down the harbor to

the Roads with six gun-boats, fully expecting

to meet the J/rw/Avagain and other vessels; for

we knew their fleet had been largclv reenforced,
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among others by the Vanderbilt, a powerful

side-wheel steamer fitted as a ram. We were
primed for a desj^rate tussle; but to our
surprise we had the Roads to ourselves. We
exchanged a few shots with the Rip-Raps
batteries, but the Monitor with the other ves-

sels of the fleet remained below Fortress

tenant Barney in the Janicstotvn to go in and <

bring them out. This was promptly and success-

fully accomplished, under a fire from the forts,
j

Two were brigs loaded with supplies for the]

army. The capture of these vessels, withinj

gun-shot of their fleet, did not affect their!

movements. As the Jamestown towed her

'

THE "mERRIMAC" DRIVING THE " CONGRESS " FROM HER ANCHORAGE.

Monroe, in Chesapeake Bay, where we could
not get at them except by passing between
the forts.

The day before going down. Commodore
Tatnall had written to Secretary Mallory, " I

see no chance for me but to pass the forts

and stnke elsewhere, and I shall be gratified

by your authority to do so." This freedom
of action was never granted, and probably
wisely, for the result of an action with the
Monitor and fleet, even if we ran the gauntlet
of the fire of the forts successfully, was more
than doutjtful, and any disaster would have
exposed Norfolk and James River, and prob-
ably would have resulted in the loss of Rich-
mond. For equally good reasons the Monitor
acted on the defensive ; for if she had been
out of the way, r;eneral McClellan's base and
fleet of transports in York River would have
been endangered. Observing three merchant
vessels at anchor close in shore and within the
bar at Hampton, the commoflore ordered Lieu-

prizes under the stem of the English corvette

Rinaldo, Captain Hewitt (now an admiral

commanding the English fleet in the East
Indies and Red Sea), then at anchor in the

Roads, she was enthusiastically cheered. We
remained below all day and at night returned

and anchored off" Sewall's Point.

A few days later we went down again to

within gun-shot of the Rip-Raps, and ex-

changed a few rounds with the fort, hoping
that the Monitor \no\\\A come out from her lair

into open water. Had she done so, a deter-

mined effort would have been made to carry

her by boarding. Four small gun-boats were
ready, each of which had its crew divided

into parties for the performance of certain

duties after getting on board. Some were to

try to wedge the turret, some to cover the

pilot-house and all the openings with tarpau-

lins, others to scale with ladders the turret

and smoke-stack, using shells, hand-grenades,

etc. Even if but two of the gun-boats sue-



ESCAPE OF THE CREW OF THE "CONGRESS.
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ON THE BURNING "CONGRESS."

ceeded in grappling her, we were confident

of success. Talking this over since with Cap-
tain S. D. Greene, who was the first lieutenant

of the Monitor, and in command after Cap-
tain Worden was wounded in the pilot-house,

he said they were prepared for anything of

this kind and that it would have failed. Cer-

tain it is, if an opportunity had been given,

the attempt would have been made.
A break-down of the engines forced us to

return to Norfolk. Completing our repairs

on May 8th, and while returning to our old

anchorage, wc heard heavy firing, and, going

down the harbor, found the Monitor, with the

iron-tlads Galena, A'aui:;aii/ck, and a num-
ber of heavy ships, shelling our batteries at

Sewall's Point. We stood directly for the

Monitor, but as we approached they all ceased

firing and retreated below the forts. We fol-

lowed close down to the Rip- Raps, whose
shot passed over us, striking a mile or more
beyond the ship. We remained for some hours

in the Roads, and finally the commodore, in

a tone of deepest disgust, gave the order:
•' Mr. Jones, fire a gun to windward, and take

the ship back to her buoy."

During the month of April, 1862, our forces,

under (ieneral J. K. Johnston, had retired

from the Peninsula to the neighborhood of

Richmond, to defend the city against McClel-

lan's advance by way of the Peninsula, and

from time to time rumors of the possible

evacuation of Norfolk reached us. On the

gth of May, while at anchor off Sewall's Point,

we noticed at sunrise that our flag was not fly-

ing over the batteries. A boat was sent ashore

LIEUTENANT JOSEPH B. SMITH, ACTING-COMMANDER OF THE
"CONGRESS." (rHOTOGRArU I!Y BLACK & DATCHELDER.)

Accordinc to the pilot of the riimhcrland. Lieutenant Smith was
killed by a shot. Hi? dcith was fi.xcd at 4: jo P. M. liy I.ieiitenant Pender-
(jr.ast, next in coniiii.ind, who di.l iir.t ln.-ar of it nntil ten minutes later.
When his f.ither, tioniino.iorc Iosc|.1j Smith, who was on rluty at Washing-
ton, saw |jy the first disp.ilth from l-'ortress Monroe that the Congress had
shown the while 11 h;, he said, (|iiielly, " |oe's dead I

" After speaking of
the death of I.ieulen.int S iiith. Lieutenant I'endcrgrast says, in his offi-

r;ial report :
" Seeiiii; that our men were beint; killed without the prospect

of .any relief from ttic Minnrsoln, . . . not lieinsj able to (jet a single
gini to hear up^jn the enemy, and the ship being on fire in several pl.aces,

upon Cfinsultation with Commander Willi.am Smith wc deemed it proper
to hatd down our colors." Lieutenant Smith's sword was sent to his father
by the enemy under a flag of truce.— liD.
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and found them abandoned. Lieutenant Pem-
broke Jones was then dispatched to Norfolk,

some miles distant, to call upon General

Huger, who was in command, and learn the

condition of affairs. He returned during the

afternoon, reporting, to our great surprise, the

town deserted by our troops and the navy-

yard on fire. This precipitate retreat was
entirely unnecessary, for while the Virginia

remained afloat, Norfolk was safe, or, at all

events, not tenable by the enemy, and James
River was partly guarded, for we could have
retired behind the obstructions in the chan-

nel at Craney Island, and, with the batteries at

that point, could have held the place, certainly

until all the valuable stores and machinery had
been removed from the navy-yard. Moreover,

had the Virginia been afloat at the time of the

battles around Richmond, General McClellan

would hardly have retreated to James River;

for, had he done so, we could at any time

have closed it, and rendered any position on
it untenable.

However, Norfolk evacuated, our occupa-

tion was gone, and the next thing to be de-

cided was what should be done with the ship.

Two courses of action were open to us: we
might have run the blockade of the forts and
done some damage to the shipping there and
at the mouth of the York River, provided they

did not get out of our way,— for, with our great

draughtand low rate ofspeed, the enemy's trans-

ports would have gone where we could not
follow them ; and the Monitor and other iron-

clads would engage us with every advantage,
playing around us as rabbits around a sloth,

and the end would have been the certain loss

of the vessel. On the other hand, the pilots

said repeatedly, if the ship were lightened to

eighteen feet, they could take her up James
River to Harrison's Landing or City Point,

where she could have been put in fighting

trim again, and be in a position to assist in

the defense of Richmond. The commodore
decided upon this course. Calling all hands
on deck, he told them what he wished done.
Sharp and quick work was necessary ; for, to

be successful, the ship must be lightened five

feet, and we must pass the batteries at New-
port News and the fleet below before day-
light next morning. The crew gave three

cheers, and went to work with a will, throwing
overboard the ballast from the fan-tails, as well

as that below, all spare stores, water, indeed
everything but our powder and shot. By mid-
night the ship had lightened three feet, when,
to our amazement, the pilots said it was use-

less to do more, that with the westerly wind
blowing, the tide would be cut down so that

the ship would not go up even to Jamestown
Flats ; indeed, they would not take the respon-

CAPTAIN VAN BRUNT, COMMANDER OF THE "MINNESOTA."

In his official report, Captain Van Brunt says of the fight, as viewed from
the Mtnneso/a ; "At 6 A. M. the enemy again appeared, . . . and I

beat to quarters ; but they run past my ship and were heading for Fortress
Monroe, and the retreat was beaten to enable my men to get something to
eat. The Merrimac ran down near the Rip-Raps and then turned into
the channel through which I had come. Again all hands were called to
quarters, and opened upon her with my stern-guns, and made signal to the
Monitor to attack the enemy. She immediately ran down in my wake,
right within the range of the Merriinac, completely covering my ship, as
far as was possible with her diminutive dimensions, and, much to my aston-
ishment, laid herself right alongside of the Merrimac, and the contrast
was that of a pigmy to a giant. Gun after gun was fired by the Monitor^
which was returned with whole broadsides from the Rebels, with no more
effect, apparently, than so many pebble-stones thrown by a child. . . .

The Merrunac, finding that she could make nothing of the Monitor,
turned her attention once more to me. In the morning she had put one
eleven-inch shot under my counter, near the water-line, and now, on her
second approach, I opened upon her with all my broadside-guns and ten-
inch pivot — a broadside which would have blown out of water any timber-
built ship in the world. She returned my fire with her riiled bow-gun with
a shell which passed through tbe chief engineer's state-room, through the
engineers' mess-room amiciships, and burst in the boatswain's room, tear-

ing four rooms all into one, in its passage exploding two charges of powder,
which set the ship on fire, but it was promptly extinguished by a party
headed by my first lieutenant."

sibility of taking her up the river at all. This

extraordinary conduct of the pilots rendered

some other plan immediately necessary. Moral

:

All officers, as far as possible, should learn to

do their own piloting.

The ship had been so lifted as to be unfit

for action ; two feet of her hull below the

shield was exposed. She could not be sunk

again by letting in water without putting out

the furnace fires and flooding the magazines.

Never was a commander forced by circum-

stances over which he had no control into a

more painful position than was Commodore
Tatnall. But coolly and calmly he decided,

and gave orders to destroy the ship ; deter-

mining if he could not save his vessel, at all

events not to sacrifice three hundred brave

and faithful men. That he acted wisely, the

fight at Drury's Bluff, which was the salvation

of Richmond, soon after proved. She was run

ashore near Craney Island and the crew landed

with their small-arms and two days' provisions.
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Having only two boats, it took three hours to

disembark. Lieutenant Catesby Jones and
myself were the last to leave. Setting her on

fire fore and aft, she was soon in a blaze, and
by the light of our burning ship we pulled for

the shore, landing at daybreak. We marched 22

miles to Suffolk and took the cars for Richmond.
The news of the destruction of the Viri^iiiia

caused a most profound feeling of disappoint-

ment and indignation throughout the South,

particularly as so much was expected of the

ship after our first success. On Commodore
Tatnall the most unsparing and cruel asper-

sions were cast. He promptly demanded a

court of inquiry, and, not satisfied with this, a

court-martial, whose unanimous finding after

considering the facts and circumstances was :

" Being thus situated, the only alternative, in

the opinion of the court, was to abandon and
burn the ship then and there ; which, in the

judgment of the court, was deliberately and
wisely done by order of the accused. Where-
fore, the court do award the said Captain Jo-

siah Tatnall an honorable acquittal."

It only remains now to speak of our last

meeting with the Monitor. Arriving at Rich-

mond, we heard that the enemy's fleet were

ascending James River, and the result was
great alarm ; for, relying upon the Virginia, not

a gun had been mounted to protect the city

from a water attack. We were hurried to

Drury's Bluff, the first high ground below the

city, seven miles distant. [See map of the

Peninsula on page 774.

—

Ed.] Here, for two
days, exposed to constant rain, in bottomless

mud and without shelter, on scant provisions,

we worked unceasingly, mounting guns and
obstructing the river. In this we were aided

by the crews of small vessels which had es-

caped up the river before Norfolk was aban-

doned. The Jamestown and some small sailing-

vessels were sunk in the channel, but owing
to the high water occasioned by a freshet the

obstructions were only partial. We had only

succeeded in getting into position three thirty-

twos and two sixty-fours (shell guns) and were
without sufficient supply of ammunition, when
on the 15th of May the iron-clad Galena, fol-

lowed by the Monitor and three others, hove
in sight. We opened fire as soon as they came
within range, directing most of it on the Ga-
lena. This vessel was handled very skillfully.

Coming up within six hundred yards of the bat-

tery, she anchored, and, with a spring from her

quarter, presented her broadside ; this under
a heavy fire, and in a narrow river, with a

strong current. The Monitor and others an-

chored just below, answering our fire deliber-

ately ; but, owing to the great elevation of the

battery, their fire was in a great measure inef-

fectual, though two guns were dismounted

Vol. XXIX.— 76.

and several men were killed and wounded.
While this was going on, our sharp-shooters
were at work on both banks. Lieutenant
Catesby Jones, in his report, speaks of this ser-

vice: "Lieutenant Wood, with a portion of
the men, did good service as sharji-s hooters.

The enemy were excessively annoyed by their

fire. His position was well chosen and gal-

lantly maintained in spite of the shell, shrap-

nel, grape and canister fired at them."

THE LATE COMMANDER SAMUEL DANA GREENE, EXECUTIVE
OFFICER OF THE "MONITOR." (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH
DURING THE WAR BY HALLECK.) [sEE PAGE 763.)

Finding they could make no impression on

our works, the Galena, after an action of four

hours, returned down the river with her

consorts. Her loss was about forty killed

and wounded.
This was one of the boldest and best-con-

ducted operations of the war, and one of

which very little notice has been taken. Had
Commodore Rodgers been supported by a

few brigades, landed at City Point or above

on the south side, Richmond would have

been evacuated. The Jlrginia's crew alone

barred his way to Richmond ; otherwise the

obstructions would not have prevented his

steaming up to the city, which would have

been as much at his mercy as was New
Orleans before the fleet of Farragut.

It should l)e remembered that as sjjring

opened General McClellan was urged by the

administration and the i)ress to make a for-

ward movement. Anticipating this. General

J. E. Johnston, better to cover Richmond
"and to shorten his lines, retired to the Rap-

pahannock and later to the James. General

McClellan wisely determined to use the navi-
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gable waters either of the James or the York

River to approach Richmond ; and as the

James was closed by the I'irginia in a man-

ner he could not have foreseen, he was forced

to use the York as his base of action against

Richmond — a circumstance that saved that

city from capture tor three years.

The engagement at Drury's Bluff, or Fort

Darling, as it is sometimes called, was the last :

service of the Virginia's crew as a body ; soon
;

after they were scattered among the different

vessels at Southern ports. The Motiiio?', too,
'

disappeared from sight a few months later, for'
i

dering oft" Cape Hatteras while on a voyagf J

Charleston. So short-lived were the two ves 1

that revolutionized the navies of the world.

Jo/i)i Tavlor Wood.

CAPTAIN JOHN ERICSSON, INVENTOR OF THE
"MONITOR." (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BV

BRAOV.)

I\ THE "MONITOR" TURRET.*

MARCH 9, 1862.

THE keel of the most famous vessel of modern times,

Captain Ericsson's first iron-clad, t was laid in the ship-

yard of Thomas F. Rowland, at Greenpoint, Brooklyn,

in October, 1861, and on the 30th of January, 1862, the

novel craft was launched. On the 25th of February she

was commissioned and turned over to the Government,

and nine days later left New York for Hampton Roads,

where, on the 9th of March, occurred the memorable con-

test with the Merrimac. On her next venture on the open
sea she foundered off" Cape Hatteras in a gale of wind
(December 29). During her career of less than a year,

she had no fewer than five different commanders ; but it

was the fortune of the writer to serve as her only executive

officer, standing upon her deck when she was launched, and
leaving it l)ut a few minutes before she sank.

So hurried was the preparation of the Monitor that the

mechanics worked upon her night and day up to the hour

of her departure, and little opportunity was offered to drill

the crew at the guns, to work the turret, and to become famil-

iar with the other unusual features of the vessel. The crew
was, in fact, composed of volunteers. Lieutenant Worden,

having been authorized by the Navy Department to select his men from any ship-of-war in

New York harbor, addressed the crews of the North Carolina and Sabine, stating fully

' The general features of the Monitor are well known. The vessel was an iron-clad steam battery. The
thin lower hull was protected by an overhanging armor. A revolving turret, containing the guns, was situated

on deck, in the center of the vessel. The principal dimensions were: Length over all, 172 feet; breadth

over all, 41 feet 6 inches ; draught of water, 1 1 feet ; inside diameter of turret, 20 feet ; height of turret, 9
feet; thickness of turret, 8 inches ; thickness of side armor, 5 inches ; thickness of deck-plales, i inch; thick-

ness of pilot-house, 9 inches. Her deck was one foot above the water-line. She carried two ii-inch smooth-
bore guns, firing solid shot weighing 180 pounds. Her speed was between four and five knots. A novel

feature was the absence of smoke-stacks in action; they and the pipes over the blowers were taken apart and
laid flat on deck, which gave an all-round fire abaft. The drauglit to the furnaces was maintained by powerful
blowers. The tops of the smoke-stacks were six feet above the deck, and the blower-pipes four and a half

feet. These openings in the deck were covered by iron gratings. Her people were: Lieutenant J. L.

Worden, commanding; Lieutenant S. I), (jreene, executive officer; Acting Master, L. N. Stodder ; Acting
Master, J. X. Webber; .Acting Master's Mate, (k-orge Frederickson ; Acting Assistant Surgeon, D. C. Logue

;

Acting .Assistant Paymaster, W. !•'. Keeler ; Chief Engineer, A. C. Stimers, inspector; First Assistant Engi-
neer, Isaac Newton, in charge of steam machinery; Second Assistant Engineer, A. B. Campbell; Third
.Assistant Engineer, R. W. Hands; l'"ourth Assistant Engineer, I\L T. Siinstrom; Captain's Clerk, Daniel
ToflTcy ; Quartermaster, I'cter Williams; (iunner's Mate, Joseph Crown ; Boatswain's Mate, John Stocking;
and forty-two others — a total r)f fifty-eight souls.— S. I). (1.

t For details respecting the invention of the Monitor, the reader is referred to a biographical paper on
Captain Ericsson by Colonel W. C. Church in this magazine for April, 1879. The origin of the name Monitor
is given in the following letter to Gustavus V. Fox, Assistant Secretary of the Navy. [Ed.] :

—
Nkw York, January 20th, 1862.

Sir:
In accordance with your refpiest, I now submil for your approl)ation a name for the floating battery at

Green Point.

The impregnable and aggressive character of this structure will admonish the leaders of the Southern
Rel>eIlion that tne batteries on the banks of their rivers will no longer ])rescnt barriers to the entrance of the

Union forces. The iron-clad intruder will thus prove a severe monitor to those leaders.
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to them the probable dangers of

the passage to Hami)ton Roads
and the certainty of having im-

portant service to perform after

arriving. The sailors resj)onded

enthusiastically, many more volun-

teering than were required. Of
the crew selected, Captain Worden
said, in his official report of the

engagement, " A better one no
naval commander e\er had the

honor to command."
We left New York in tow of the

tug-boat Setli Low at 1 1 A. M. of

Thursday, the 6th of March. On
the following day a moderate
breeze was encountered, and it was at once evi-

dent that the Monitor \\as untit for a sea-going

craft. Nothing but the subsidence of the wind
prevented her from being shipwrecked before

she reached Hampton Road

SIDE ELEVATION AND
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rear-admiral, u. s. n.

(kuom a photograph taken in 1875.)

[The sword was presented to Admiral Worden by the State of

tunately, towards evening the wind and sea

subsided, and, being again in smooth water,

the engine was put in operation. But at mid-

night, in passing over a shoal, rough water was

again encountered, and our trouljles were re-

newed, comjjlicated this time with the jam-

ming of the wheel-ropes, so that the safety

of the ship depended entirely on the strength

of the hawser which connected her with the

tug-boat. The hawser, being new, held fast

;

but during the greater part of the night we
were constantly engaged in fighting the leaks,

until we reached smooth water again, just be-

fore daylight.

It was at the close of this dispiriting trial

trip, in which all hands had been exhausted in

New York soon after the engagement in Hampton Roads.

—

Ed.]

their efforts to keep the novel craft afloat, that

the Monitor passed Cape Henry at 4 P. M. on
Saturday, March 8th. At this point was heard

the distant booming of heavy guns, which our

captain rightly judged to be an engagement
with the Merriiiiac, twenty miles away. He at

once ordered the vessel stripped of her sea-rig,

the turret keyed up, and every preparation

made for battle. As we a])proached Hampton
Roads we could see the fine old Congress

burning Ijrightly, and soon a pilot came on

board and told of the arrival of the Merri-

mac, the disaster to the Cumberland and the

Congress^ and the dismay of the Union forces.

'l"he Monitor was pushed with all haste, and
reached the Roanoke (Captain Marston),
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anchored in the Roads, at 9 p. m. Worden
immediately reported his arrival to Captain
Marston, who suggested that he should go
to the assistance of the Minnesota, then

aground olif Newport News. As no pilot was
available, Captain Worden accepted the vol-

unteer services of Acting Master Samuel
Howard, who earnestly sought the duty. An
atmosphere of gloom pervaded the fleet, and
the pygmy aspect of the new-comer did not in-

spire confidence among those who had wit-

nessed the destruction of the day before.

Skillfully piloted l)y Howard, we proceeded on
our way, our path illumined by the blaze of the

Congress. Reaching the Minnesota, hard and
fast aground, near midnight, we anchored,

and Worden reported to Captain Van Brunt.

Between i and 2 a. m. the Congress blew up,

not instantaneously, but successively ; her

powder-tanks seemed to explode, each shower
of sparks rivaling the other in its height, until

they appeared to reach the zenith— a grand
but mournful sight. Near us, too, lay the Ciini-

berland at the bottom of the river, with her si-

lent crew of brave men, who died while fight-

ing their guns to the water's edge, and whose
colors were still flying at the peak.*

The dreary night dragged slowly on ; the

ofiticers and crew were up and alert, to be

Van Brunt officially reports, " I made signal
to the Monitor to attack the enemy," but the
signal was not seen by us ; other work was in

hand, and Worden required no signal.

The pilot-house of the Monitor wdjf, situated
well forward, near the bow ; it was a wrought-
iron structure, built of logs of iron nine inches
thick, bolted through the corners, and covered
with an iron plate two inches thick, which was
not fastened down, but was kept in place merely
by its weight. The sight-holes or slits were
made by inserting (juarter-inch plates at the
corners between the upper set of logs and the
next below. The structure projected four feet

above the deck, and was barely large enough
inside to hold three men standing. It pre-

sented a flat surface on all sides and on top. The
steering-wheel was secured to one of the logs

on the front side. The position and shape of this

structure should be carefully borne in mind.
Worden took his station in the pilot-house,

and by his side were Howard, the pilot, and
Peter Williams, quartermaster, who steered

the vessel throughout the engagement. My
place was in the turret, to work and fight the

guns ; with me were Stodder and Stimers and
sixteen brawny men, eight to each gun. John
Stocking, boatswain's mate, and Thomas
Lochrane, seaman, were gun-captains. New-

ARRIVAL OF THE "MONITOR*' AT HAMPTON ROADS.

ready for any emergency. At daylight on
Sunday the Alerrimac and her consorts were
discovered at anchor near Sewall's Point. At
about half-past seven o'clock the enemy's ves-

sels got under way and steered in the direc-

tion of the Minnesota. At the same time the
Monitor got under way, and her oflficers and
crew took their stations for battle. Captain

ton and his assistants were in the engine and
fire rooms, to manipulate the boilers and en-

gines, and most admirably did they perform

this important service from the beginning to

the close of the action. Webber had charge

of the powder division on the berth-deck, and
Joseph Crown, gunner's mate, rendered valu-

able service in connection with this dutv.

* The fortune of civil war was illustrated in the case of the jlfo-riiiiai:. Commodore Huchanan's brother
was an officer of the Cons^ivss, and each knew of the other's presence. The first and fourth lieutenants had
each a brother in the United States .Vrmy. The father of the fifth lieutenant was also in the United States
Army. The father of one of the midshi]mien was in the United States \avy. Lieutenant Butt, of the Mcrri-
mac, had been the room-mate of Lieutenant Greene of the Monitor ai the Naval .Academy \n .\nnapolis.— Ed.
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The physical condition of the officers and men of the

two ships at this time was in striking contrast. The Mer-
rimac had passed the night quietly near Sewall's Point,

her people enjoying rest and sleep, elated by thoughts of
the victory they had achieved that day, and cheered by
the prospects of another easy \ictor)- on the morro\v. The
Monitor had barely escaped shipwreck twice within the

last thirt\-six hours, and since Friday morning, forty-eight

hours before, few if any of those on board had closed

their eves in sleep or had anything to eat but hard bread,

as cooking was impossible ; she was surrounded by wrecks

and disaster, and her efficiency in action had yet to be
proved.

\\'orden lost no time in bringing it to test. Getting his

ship under way, he steered direct for the enemy's vessels,

in order to meet and engage them as far as possible from

the ATitinesota. As he approached, the wooden vessels

quickly turned and left. Our captain, to the " astonish-

ment" of Captain Van Brunt (as he states in his official

report), made straight for the Alerrimac, which had already

commenced firing ; and when he came within short range,

he changed his course so as to come alongside of her,

stopped the engine, and gave the order, " Commence
firing !

" I triced up the port, ran out the gun, and, tak-

ing deliberate aim, pulled the lockstring. The Merrimac
was quick to reply, returning a rattling broadside (for she

had ten guns to our two), and the battle fairly began.

The turret and other parts of the ship were heavily struck,

but the shots did not penetrate ; the tower was intact, and
it continued to revolve. A look of confidence passed over

the men's faces, and we believed the Merrimac would not

repeat the work she had accomplished the day before.

The fight continued with the exchange of broadsides

as fast as the guns could be served and at very short

range, the distance between the vessels frequently being
not more than a few yards. Worden skillfully manoeuvred
his quick-turning vessel, trying to find some vulnerable

point in his adversary. Once he made a dash at her stern,

hoping to disable her screw, which he thinks he missed

by not more than two feet. Our shots ripped the iron of

the Merrimac, while the reverberation of her shots against

the tower caused anything but a pleasant sensation. While
Stodder, who was stationed at the machine which con-

trolled the revolving motion of the turret, was incau-

tiously leaning against the side of the tower, a large shot

struck in the vicinity and disabled him. He left the turret

and went below, and Stimers, who had assisted him, con-

tinued to do the work.

The drawbacks to the position of the pilot-house were
soon realized. We could not fire ahead nor within several

points of the bow, since the blast from our own guns
would have injured the people in the pilot-house, only a
few yards off. Keeler and Toftey passed the captain's

orders and messages to me, and my inquiries and answers
to him, the speaking-tul^e from the pilot-house to the

turret having Ijeen broken early in the action. They per-

formed their work with zeal and alacrity, but, both being
landsmen, our technical communications sometimes mis-

carried. 'I'he situation was novel : a vessel of war was
engaged in desperate combat with a powerful foe; the

captain, commanding and guiding all, was inclosed in

I £
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JOHN TAYLOR WOOD, LIEUTENANT ON THE " MERRIMAC," AND
AFTERWARD COMMANDER OF THE PRIVATEER "TAL-

LAHASSEE." (from A DAGUERREOTYPE.)

one place, and the executive officer, work-

ing and fighting the guns, was shut up in

another, and communication between them

was difficult and uncertain. It was this expe-

rience which caused Isaac Newton, imme-

diately after the engagement, to suggest the

clever plan of putting the pilot-house on top

of the turret, and making it cylindrical in-

stead of square; and his suggestions were

subsequently adopted in this type of vessel.

As the engagement continued, the working

of the turret was not altogether satisfactory.

It was difficult to start it revolving, or, when
once started, to stop it, on account of the im-

perfections of the novel machinery, which was

now undergoing its first trial. Stimers was an

active, muscular man, and did his utmost to

control the motion of the

turret ; but, in spite of his

eftbrts, it was difficult if not

impossible to secure accu-

rate firing. The conditions

were very different from

those of an ordinary broad-

side gun, under which we
had been trained on wood-
en ships. My only view of

the world outside of the

tower was over the muzzles

of the guns, which cleared

the ports by a few inches

only. When the guns were

run in, the port-holes were covered by heavy

iron pendulums, pierced with small holes to

allow the iron rammer and sponge handles to

protrude while they were in use. To hoist these

l)en(lulums recjuired the entire gun's crew and
vastly increased the w<jrk inside the turret.

The effect upon one shut uj) in a re\olving

drum is perplexing, and it is not a simi)le mat-

ter to keep the bearings. White marks had
been placed upon the stationary deck immedi-

ately below the turret to indicate the direc tion

of the starboard and jiort sides, and the bow
and stern ; but these marks were obliterated

early in the action. I would continually a.sk

the captain, " How does the Mcrrimac bear ?
"

He replied, " On the starboard-beam," or
" On the port-quarter," as the case might be.

Then the difficulty was to determine the direc-

tion of the starboard-beam, or port-(iuarter, or

any other bearing. It finally resulted, that when

a gun was ready for finng, the turret would be

started on its revolving journey in search of

the target, and when found it was taken " on

the fly," because the turret could not be accu-

rately controlled. Once the Mcrrimac tried to

ram us ; but Worden avoided the direct im-

pact by the skillful use of the helm, and she

struck a glancing blow, which did no damage.

At the instant of collision I planted a solid

one-hundred-and-eighty-pound shot fair and

square upon the forward part of her casemate.

Had the gun been loaded with thirty pounds

of powder, which was the charge subseciuently

used with similar guns, it is probable that this

shot would have penetrated her armor ; but

the charge being limited to fifteen pounds, in

accordance with peremptory orders to that ef-

fect from the Navy Department, the shot re-

bounded without doing any more damage than

possibly to start some of the beams of her

armor-backing.

It is stated by Colonel Wood, of the Mcrri-

mac, that when that vessel rammed the Cum-

berland her iron ram, or beak, was broken off

and left in that vessel. In a letter to me, about

two years since, he described this ram as " ot

:iNG OF THE •• MONITOR," DECEMBER 29, 1862.
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(FROM A KAl'H TAKKN AKTEK THE FIGHT.)

cast-iron, wedge-shaped, about fifteen hundred
pounds in weight, two feet under water, and
projecting two and a half feet from the stem."

A ram of this description, had it been intact,

would have struck the Monitor at that part of

the upper hull where the armor and backing

were thickest. It is very doubtful if, under any

headway that the Merrimac could have ac-

quired at such short range, this ram could have
done any injury to this part of the vessel. That
i: could by no possibility have reached the

thin lower hull is evident from a glance at the

drawing of the Monitor, the overhang or upper

hull being constructed for the express purpose

of protecting the vital part of the vessel.

The battle continued at close quarters with-

out apparent damage to either side. After a

time, the supply of shot in the turret being ex-

hausted, Worden hauled off for about fifteen

minutes to replenish. The serving of the car-

tridges, weighing but fifteen pounds, was a

matter of no difficulty ; but the hoisting of the

heavy shot was a slow and tedious operation,

it being necessary that the turret should re-

* The pride of Worden in his crew was warmly reciprocated by his men, and found expression in the fol-

lowing letter, written to him while he was lying in Washington disabled by his wound. We take it from

Professor Soley's volume, "The Blockade and the Cruisers " (New York : Charles Scribner's Sons). [Ed.] :

—

To C<xptiun IVordcn. Hami'Ton Roads, April 24th, 1862.

To Our Dear and Honored Captain. U. S. Monitor.
Dear Sir : These few lines is from your own crew of the Monitor, with their kindest Love to you their

Honored Captain, hoping to (iod that they will have the jilcasure of welcoming you back to us again soon,

for we are all ready able and willing to meet I)eath or anything else, only give us back our Captain again.

Dear Captain, we have got your I'ilot-house fixed and all ready for you when you get well again; and we all

sincerely hope that soon we will have the ])leasure of welcoming you back to it. . . . We are waiting very

|>atiently to engage our Antagonist if we could only get a chance to do so. The last time she came out we
all thought we woulrl have the Pleasure of sinking her. Put we all got disappointed, for we did not fire one
shot, and the Norfolk papers says we are cowards in the Monitor— and all we want is a chance to show them
where it lies with yfiu for our Cajitain W'c can teach tlicni who is cowards. Put there is a great deal that we
would like to write to you but we think you will soon be with us again yourself. Put we all join in with our

kindest love to you, hoping that fiod will restore you to us again and hojiing that your sufferings is at an end
now, and we are all so giarl to hear that your eyesight will be s])aired to you again. We would wish to write

more to you if we have your kind Permission to flo so but at ])resent we all conclude by tendering to you
our kindest lyOve and afu-ction, to our Dear and Honored Ca]itain.

We remain unlill Death yfjur .Affectionate Crew TiiK MONITOR BOVS.
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main stationary, in order that the two scuttles,

one in the deck and the other in the floor of

the turret, should be in line. Worden took ad-

vantage of the lull, and passed through the

port-hole upon the deck outside to get a bet-

ter view of the situation. He soon renewed the

attack, and the contest continued as before.

Two important points were constantly kei)t

in mind : first, to prevent the enemy's pro-

jectiles from entering the turret through the

port-holes,— for the explosion of a sliell inside,

by disabling the men at the guns, would have

ended the fight, there being no relief gun's

crews on board ; second, not to fire into our

own pilot-house. A careless or impatient

hand, during the confusion arising from the

whirligig motion of the tower, might let slip

one of our big shot against the pilot-house.

For this and other reasons I fired every

gun Avhile I remained in the turret.

Soon after noon a shell from the enemy's

gun, the muzzle not ten yards distant, struck

the forward side of the pilot-house directly in

the sight-hole, or slit, and exploded, cracking

the second iron log and partly lifting the top,

leaving an opening. Worden was standing

immediately behind this spot, and received in

his face the force of the blow, which partly

stunned him, and, filling his eyes with powder,

utterly blinded him. The injury was known
only to those in the pilot-house and its im-

mediate vicinity. The flood of light rushing

through the top of the pilot-house, now partly

open, caused Worden, blind as he was, to be-

lieve that the pilot-house w^as seriously in-

jured, if not destroyed; he therefore gave

orders to put the helm to starboard and
*' sheer off." Thus the Alonitor retired tempo-
rarily from the action, in order to ascertain the

extent of the injuries she had received. At
the same time Worden sent for me, and leav-

ing Stimers the only officer in the turret, I

went forward at once, and found him standing

at the foot of the ladder leading to the pilot-

house.

He was a ghastly sight, with his eyes closed

TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE "MONITOR " THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE TIRRRT

Vol. XXIX.— 77.

FIRST ASSISTANT-ENGINEER ISAAC NEWTON. (FRO.M A MEDAL-
LION PORTRAIT BY LAUNT THOMI'SON.)

[At the time of Mr. Newton's death ( September 25, 1884) he had been for
several years Chief Engineer of the Croton Aqueduct. The plans which
have been adopted for the new aqueduct were his, l>oth in the general
features and the details.— ED.]

and the blood apparently rushing from every

pore in the upper part of his face. He told me
that he was seriously wounded, and directed

me to take command. I assisted in leading

him to a sofa in his cabin, where he was ten-

derly cared for by Doctor Logue, and then I

assumed command. Blind and suffering as he

was, Worden's fortitude never forsook him ; he

frequently asked from his bed of pain of

the progress of affairs, and when told that the

Minnesota was saved, he said, " Then I can die

happy."
When I reached my station in the pilot-

house, I found that the iron log was fractured

and the top partly open ; but the steering-gear

was still intact, and the pilot-house was not

totally destroyed, as had been feared. In the

confusion of the moment resulting from so

serious an injury to the commanding officer,

the Monitor had been moving without direc-

tion. Exactly how much time elapsed from

the moment that Worden was wounded until I

had reached the pilot-house and completed the

examination of the injury at that j^oint, and de-

termined what course to pursue

in the damaged condition of the

vessel, it is impossible to state
;

but it could hardly have ex-

ceeded twenty minutes at the

utmost. During this time the

Merrimac, which was leaking

badly, had started in the di-

rection of the Elizabeth River;

and, on taking my station in the

j)ilot-house and turning the ves-

sel's head in the direction of the

Mcrrimai\, I saw that she was
already in retreat. A few shots

were fired at the retiring vessel,
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and she continued on to Norfolk. I returned

with the Monitor to the side of the Minnesota.

where preparations were being made to aban-

don the ship, which was still aground. Shortly

afterward Worden was transferred to a tug, and
that night he was carried to ^^'ashington.

The tight was over. We of the Monitor
thought, and still think, that we had gained a

great victon,'. This the Confederates ha\e de-

nied. But it has never been denied that the

object of the Merrimac on the 9th of March
was to complete the destruction of the Union
fleet in Hampton Roads, and that in this she

was completely foiled and driven ott" by the

Monitor : nor has it been denied that at the

close of the engagement the Merrimac re-

treated to Norlblk, leaving the Monitor m. pos-

session of the field.*

In this engagement Captain Worden dis-

played the highest qualities as an officer and
man. He was in his prime (forty-four years

old), and carried with him the ripe experience

of twenty-eight years in the naval service.

He joined the ship a sick man, having

but recently left a prison in the South. He
was nominated for the command by the late

Admiral Joseph Smith, and the result proved

the wisdom of the choice. Having accepted

his orders against the protests of his physi-

cians and the entreaties of his family, nothing

would deter him from the enterprise. He
arrived on the battle-ground amidst the dis-

aster and gloom, almost despair, of the Union
people, who had little faith that he could beat

back the powerful Merrimac, after her experi-

ence with the Cumberland and Congress.

Without encouragement, single-handed, and
without specific orders from any source, he

rose above the atmosphere of doubt and de-

pression which surrounded him, and with un-

flinching nerve and undaunted courage he
hurled his little untried vessel against his

huge, well-proved antagonist, and won the

battle. He was victor in the first iron-clad

battle of the world's histor)'.

The subsequent career of the iI/<?«/V(^r needs

but a few words.

On the day after the fight I received the

following letter from Mr. Fox, Assistant Sec-

retar)' of the Navy :

" U. S. Steamer Roanoke, Old Point,
" March 10, 1862.

"My dear Mr. Greene:
" Under the extraordinary circumstances of the

contest of yesterday, and the responsibilities dcvolv-

' " My men and myself were perfectly black with smoke and ])owder. All my underclothes were perfectly

black, and my person was in the same condition. ... I had been up so long, and been under such a state

of excitement, that my nervous system was completely run down. ... My nerves and muscles twitched
a.s though electric shfx;ks were continually passing through them. ... I lay down and tried to sleep—

I

might as well have tried to fly." From a private letter of Lieutenant (Jreene, written just after the fight.— Ed.
1 1 was twenty-two years of age, and previous to joining the Monitor had seen less than three years of

active service, with the rank of midshipman.—S. D. G.

ing upon me, and your extreme youth,! I have sug-
gested to Captain jNIarston to send on board the Mon-
ilor, as temporary commanding, Lieutenant Selfridge,

until the arrival of Commodore Goldsborough, which
will be in a few days. I appreciate your position, and
you must appreciate mine, and serve with the same
zeal and fidelity.

" With the kindest wishes for you all, most trulv,
" G. V. Fox.'"

For the next two months we lay at Hamp-
ton Roads. Twice the Merrimac came out

of the Elizabeth River, but did not attack.

We, on our side, had received positive orders

not to attack in the comparatively shoal

waters above Hampton Roads, where the

Union fleet could not manoeuvre. The Mer-
rimac protected the James River, and the

Monitor protected the Chesapeake. Neither
side had an iron-clad in reserve, and neither

wished to bring on an engagement which
might disable its only armored naval defense

in those waters.

With the evacuation of Norfolk and the

destruction of the Merrimac, the Alonitor

moved up the James River with the squadron
under the command of Commander John
Rodgers, in connection with McClellan's.

advance upon Richmond by the Peninsula.

We were engaged for four hours at Fort
Darling, but were unable to silence the guns
or destroy the earthworks.

Probably no ship was ever devised which
was so uncomfortable for her crew, and cer-

tainly no sailor ever led a more disagreeable

life than we did on the James River, suffo-

cated with heat and bad air if we remained
below, and a target for sharp-shooters if we
came on deck.

With the withdrawal of McClellan's army^
we returned to Hampton Roads, and in the

autumn were ordered to Washington, where
the vessel was repaired. We returned to

Hampton Roads in November, and sailed

thence (December 29) in tow of the steamer
Rhode Island, bound for Beaufort, N. C.

Between 11 p. m. and midnight on the follow-

ing night the Monitor went down in a gale,

a few miles south of Cape Hatteras. Four
ofiicers and twelve men were drowned, forty-

nine people being saved by the boats of the

steamer. It was impossible to keep the vessel

free of water, and we presumed that the upper
and lower hulls thumi)ed themselves apart.

No .ship in the world's history has a more
imperishable place in naval annals than the

Monitor. Not only by her providential arrival
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at the right moment did she secure the safety

of Hampton Roads and all that depended on
it, but the ideas which she embodied revolu-

tionized the system of naval \\arfare which
had existed from the earliest recorded history.

The name of the Monitor became generic,

representing a new type; and, crude and de-
fective as was her construction in some of its

details,* she yet contained the idea of the tur-

ret, which is to-day the central idea of the
most powerful armored vessels.

S. D. Greene,^

Commander U. S. Navy.

* In regard to tliis criticism of the Monitor, Captain Ericsson lias sent to tiic Editor the following statement

:

" Evitlently the author refers to sea-going qualities, forgetful of tlie fact that tlie Monitor was constructed
to perform the functions of a river-battery, impregnable to Confederate ordnance of the heaviest caliber.

With reference to its properties as a fighting machine, the maritime world deemed it not only a complete
success, but a remarkable specimen of naval engineering. The Emperor of Russia accordingly sent the
accomplislied Admiral Lessoflsky to study its construction and watch the building of the new fleet of I'assaic

class of monitors— which, in all essential features, resembled the original. The Russian admiral, after hav-
ing been present during a trial trip from New York to P'ortress Monroe, of the monitor iMontatik (sul)se-

quently hit by Confederate shot 214 times) reported so favorably to his government that the Emperor ordered
twelve vessels to be built to Captain Ericsson's plans, precisely like the American monitors. This fleet paid
a visit to Stockholm immediately after completion, causing a profound sensation among the Swedes."

t On account of the recent death of the writer of this paper, which occurred December 11, 1884, soon after its

preparation, the proofs did not receive the benefit of his revision. The article appears substantially in the
form in which it was written, without changes other than verbal ones and a slight rearrangement of paragrajshs.

Commander S. Dana Greene was the son of General George S. Greene, who was graduated at West
Point in 1823, and served with distinction throughout the Civil War, being severely wounded in the face at

the battle of Wauhatchie, near Chattanooga, Tenn., in October, 1863. He was appointed to the Naval Acad-
emy from Rhode Island in 1855, and was graduated in 1859. He served as midshipman on the J/art/ord in

the China Squadron from 1859 to 1S&2; as lieutenant on the Monitor \n 1862; on the Florida in 1863, block-
ading on the coast of North Carolina; on the Iroquois, under Commander (nowRear- Admiral) C. R. P. Rodgers,
in 1864-65, making a cruise around the world in search of the Alabama, but without finding her, that honor
having fallen to the Kearsarge; as lieutenant-commander on the Ossipee, Saranac, and Pensacola, in the Pacific

Squadron, in 1S6S to 1871 ; as commander of the y««w/« and Monongahela in the Atlantic Squadron, in 1875 to

1878, and of the Despatch in 1883-84; with intervals of shore duty in various positions at the Naval Academy— 1865-68, 1872-74, 187S-83. He died at the Portsmouth Navy Yard, December 11, 1884, aged 44.
Of the services of >Ir. Greene in connection willi the Monitor, Captain ^^'orden made the following offi-

cial record in a letter to the Secretary of the Navy :
" I was ordered to her (the Monitor^ on the I3tii of January,

1862, when she was still on stocks. Prior to tiiat date Lieutenant S. D. Greene had interested himself in

her and thoroughly examined her construction and design and informed himself as to her qualities, and, not-

withstanding the many gloomy predictions of naval officers and officers of the mercantile marine as to the
great probability of her sinking at sea, volunteered to go in her, and, at my request, was ordered. From the
date of his orders he applied himself unremittingly and intelligently to the study of her peculiar qualities

and to her fitting and equipment. . . . Lieutenant Greene, after taking his place in the ])ilot-house and
finding the injuries there less serious than I had supposed, had turned the vessel's head again in the direc-

tion of the enemy to continue the engagement ; but before he could get at close quarters with her she retired.

He therefore very properly returned to the Minnesota and lay by her until she floated. . . . Lieutenant
Greene, the executive officer, had charge in the turret, and handled the guns with great courage, coolness,

and skill ; and throughout the engagement, as in the equipment of the vessel and on her passage to Hampton
Roads, he exhibited an earnest devotion to duty unsurpassed in my experience."

—

Ed.

M
THE " MONITOR " IN BATTLE TRIM,

WATCHING THE "MERRIMAC."

Ix March, 1862, I was in command of a

Confederate brigade and of a district on the

south side of the James River, embracing all

the river forts and batteries down to the mouth
of Nansemond River. My pickets were posted
all along the shore opposite Newport News.
From my headquarters at Smithfield I was in

constant and rapid communication through

relavs of couriers and signal stations with

my department commander, Major-General

Huger, stationed at Norfolk.

About I p. M. on the 8th of March, a cour-

ier dashed up to my headquarters with this

brief dispatch :
" The Virs^nia is coming up
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THE "MERRIMAC" PASSING THE CONFEDERATE BATTERY ON CRANEY ISLAND, ON HER WAY TO ATTACK THE FEDERAL FLEET.

the river." Mounting at once, it took me but

a very short time to gallop twelve miles down
to Ragged Island. Newport News, exactly

opposite, was an important Federal position

completely commanding the entrance of the

James. Powerful land batteries had been con-

structed, and a blockading squadron consisting

of the United States frigates the Cumberland
and the Congress (both sailing-vessels) had
been stationed there for many months.

I had hardly dismounted at the water's

edge, when I descried the Merriinat ap-

proaching. The Congress was moored about

a hundred yards below the land batteries,

and the Cumberland a little above them. As
soon as the Merrimac came within range,

the batteries and war-vessels opened fire.

She passed on up, exchanging broadsides

with the Congress, and making straight for

the Cumberland, at which she made a dash,

firing her bow-guns as she struck the doomed
vessel with her prow. I could hardly believe

my sen.ses when I saw the masts of the Cum-
berland begin to sway wildly. After one or

two lurches, her hull disappeared beneath the

water, her guns firing to the last moment. Most
of her brave crew went down with their ship,

but not with their colors, for the Union flag still

floated defiantly from the masts, which i)ro-

jected obliquely for about half their length

above the water after the vessel had settled

unevenly upon the river bottom. This first act

of the drama was over in about thirty minutes,

but it seemed to me only a moment.
The commander of the Congress recognized

at once the impossibility of resisting the

assault of the ram which had just sunk the

Cumberland. With commendable promptness

and presence of mind, he slipped his cables.

and ran her aground upon the shallows, where
the Merrimac, at that time drawing twenty-
three feet of water, was unable to approach
her, and could attack her with artillery alone.

But, although the Congress had more guns
than the Merrimac, and was also supported

by the land batteries, it was an unequal con-

flict, for the projectiles hurled at the Merri-

mac glanced harmlessly from her iron-cov-

ered roof, while her rifled guns raked the

Congress from end to end with terrific effect.

A curious incident must be noted here.

Great numbers of people from the neighbor-

hood of Ragged Island, as well as soldiers

from the nearest posts, had rushed to the

shore to behold the spectacle. The cannon-
ade was visibly raging with redoubled intens-

ity ; but, to our amazement not a sound was
heard by us from the commencement ofthe bat-

tle. A strong March wind was blowing direct

from us toward Newport News. We could

see every flash of the guns and the clouds of

white smoke arising after each discharge, but
not a single report was audible. The effect was
unspeakably strange. It seemed a picture of a

battle rather than the reality. This flashing and
moving but silent panorama continued to fas-

cinate our gaze until near sunset, when the

wind suddenly falling, the roar of the cannon-
ade burst upon us in thundering majesty.

The Merrimac, taking no notice of the

land batteries, concentrated her fire upon the

ill-fated Congress. The latter replied gallantly

until her commander, Joseph B. Smith, was
killed and her decks were reeking with

slaughter. Then her colors were hauled down
and white flags appeared at the gaff" and
mainmast. Meanwhile, the James River gun-

boat flotilla had joined the Merrimac after
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the sinking of the Cumberland. The Beau-

fort ran alongside, carrying her commander,

Lieutenant Parker, who received the flag

of the Congress and the swords of Commander
Wilham Smith and Lieutenant Pendergrast.

These two officers were taken on board of the

Beaufort, but at their own reciuest were al-

lowed to return to the Congress to aid in

the transfer of their wounded to the Beaufort.

But the land batteries kept up such a terrible

fire from heavy guns and small arms, that

the boats were driven back with loss. Lieu-

tenant Mnior, of the Merrimac, am.ong others,

being wounded in one of the boats of that

vessel. Through my field-glass I could see

the crew of the Congress making their escape

to the shore over the bow. Unable to secure

her prize, the Merrimac set her on fire with

hot shot, and turned to face new adversaries

just appearing upon the scene of conflict.

As soon as it was known at Fortress Mon-

roe that the Merrimac had come out, the

frigates Minnesota, Roanoke, and St. Laiorence

were ordered to the assistance of the block-

ading squadron. The first was one of the

most powerful of her class, mounting forty

guns. The Roanoke was also a large steam-

frigate, and the St. Lawrence was a sailing-

vessel. The Minnesota, assisted by two tugs,

was the first to reach the scene, but the Cum-

berland and Congress were already past help-

ing. As soon as she came within range, a

rapid cannonade commenced between her

and the Merrimac, aided by the Patrick Henry

and the Jamestown, side-wheel river steamers

transformed into gun-boats. The Minnesota,

drawing nearly as much water as the Merri-

mac, grounded upon a shoal in the North

Channel. This at once put an end to any

further attacks by ramming; but the lofty

frigate, towering above the water, now of-

fered an easy target to the rifled guns of

the Merrimac and the lighter artillery of the

gun-boats. The Merrimac narrowly escaped

getting aground herself, and had to keep at

a considerable distance, but she and the gun-

boats could choose their position, and they

raked their motionless antagonist from stem

to stern, inflicting great damage and slaughter.

She replied, undaunted, with her formidable

battery, and the gun-boats were soon driven

back; a shot exploded the Patrick Henry's

boiler, causing much loss of life, and disabling

that vessel for a considerable time.

In the mean time the Roanoke and St. Law-
rence were approaching, aided by steam-tugs.

As they passed Sewall's Point, its batteries

opened fire upon them, and they replied

with broadsides. Just at that moment the

scene was one of unsurpassed magnificence.

The bright afternoon sun shone upon the

glancing waters. The fortifications of New-
port News were seen swarming with soldiers,

now idle spectators of a conflict far l)eyond

the range of their batteries, and the flames

were just bursting from the abandoned Con-

gress. The stranded Minnesota seemed a huge
monster at bay, surrounded by the Mei-rimac

and the gun-boats. The entire horizon was
hghted up by the continual flashes of the

artillery of these combatants, the broadsides

of the Roanoke and St. Lawrence and the

Sewall's Point batteries ; clouds of white

smoke rose in spiral columns to the skies,

illumined by the evening sunlight, while land

and water seemed to tremble under the thun-

ders of the incessant cannonade.

The Minnesota was now in a desperate

situation. It is true that, being aground, she

could not sink, but looking through the glass,

I could see a hole in her side, made by the

Merrimac's rifle shells. She had lost many
men, and had once been set on fire. Her
destruction or surrender seemed inevitable,

since all efforts to get her afloat had failed.

But just then the Alerrinuic turned away from

her toward the Roanoke and the St. Laivrence.

These vessels had suffered Ijut little from the

distant fire of the Sewall's Point batteries, but

both had run aground, and had not been

floated off again without great difficulty, for

it was very hazardous for vessels of deep

draught to manoeuvre over these compara-

tively shallow waters. When the Merrimac

approached, they delivered broadsides, and

were then towed back with promptness. The
Merrimac pursued them but a short distance

(for by this time darkness was falling upon

the scene of action, the tide was ebbing, and

there was great risk of running aground), and

then steamed toward Norfolk with the Beau-

fort, leaving her wounded at the Marine Hos-

pital. Among these was her brave commander,

Admiral Franklin Buchanan, who had handled

her that day with unsurpassed skill and cour-

age. The command now devolved upon Lieu-

tenant Catesby Jones, who the next day proved

himself a most able and gallant successor.

And now followed one of the grandest epi-

sodes of this splendid yet somber drama. .

Night had come, mild and calm, refulgent

with all the beauty of Southern skies in early

spring. The moon in her second quarter was

just rising over the rippling waters, but her

silvery light was soon paled by the conflagra-

tion of the Congress, whose lurid glare was re-

flected in the river. The l)urning frigate four

miles away seemed much nearer. As the

flames crept up the rigging, every mast, spar,

and rope, glittered against the dark sky in

dazzling lines of fire. The hull, aground upon

the shoal, was plainly visible, and upon its
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black surtace each port-hole seemed the
mouth ot a tiery furnace. For hours the
flames raged, with hardlv a perceptible changem the wondrous picture. At irre-ular inter-
vals, loaded guns and shells, exploding as the
hre reached them, sent forth their d^eep re-
verberations, reechoed over and over from
every headland of the bav. The masts and
rigging were still standing, apparently almost
mtact. when, about two o'clock in the morn-
mg, a monstrous sheaf of flame rose from the
vessel to an immense height. The sky was rentm twain by the tremendous flash. Blazin^r fracr.

WATCHING THE ^^MERRIMACK
looking object was at that moment the mo-
powerful war-ship in the world. ^J'he firs
shots of the Merrhnac were directed at th.
Mwucsofa, which was again set on fire, whih
one of the tugs alongside of her was blowr
up, creating great havoc and consternation
but the Monitor, having the advantage ol
light draught, placed herself betweeS theMernmac and her intended victim, and from
that moment the conflict became a heroic
single combat between the two iron-clads
^or an instant they seemed to pause, as if to
survey each other. Then advancing cautiousments seemed to fill the a^ir ai d af er a lono" ivthJ. f' ^ ^^^^^dvancing cautious-

interval a.deep^ deatenmg ^4;:^t t;:;^ilc:S !^^^w::S:^^°Sa "Z^^^^ T\the explosion ot the ship's powder-macra.inP r.o-.H y.^^'J^tl^J"'^!.^^''^ artillery duelthe explosion of the ship's powder-magazine.
\\ hen the blinding glare had subsided, I sup-
posed ever}- vestige of the vessel would have
disappeared; but apparently all the force of
the explosion had been upward. The rigcTin<r
had vanished entirely, but the hull seemed
hardly shattered; the only apparent changem It was that m two places two or three of the
port-holes had been blown into one great ean.

raged between them without perceptible ef-
fect, although the entire fight was within close
range, from half a mile at the farthest down
to a few yards. For four hours, from eight to
twelve (which seemed three times as long) the
cannonading continued with hardly a mo-
ment's intermission. I was now within three-
quarters of a mile of them, and more than once
stray snots came near enough to dash the spravIt continued to burn unti^ t^e hnvltnesl of oveTnrr'"'7'''i!"°"^^'^ '° ^^^^ t'^^^P^^3

its blaze was effaced by the mornhrc/ un T.Z ^ f '

^""^ '^^ ^'^''^'''' °^ the spec-

specting the river batteries, and at the first
dawn of day I embarked with some of my
staft, and rowed in the direction of the Mm-
nesota, confident of witnessing her destruction
or surrender; and, in fact, nothing could have
saved her but the timely arrival of the
anxiously expected Monifor.

these evolutions, m which the Monitor had the
advantage of light draught, the Merrhnac ran
aground. After much delay and difi^culty she
was floated off. Finding that her shot made
no impression whatever upon the Monitor, the
Merrwiac, seizing a favorable chance, suc-
ceeded m striking her foe with her stem.The sun was just risin- when the W.rrh„.r
^^^"^°/" ^™"g her foe with her stem

havinganchoredforthenl^fatSew;^'^^^^^^^^ . ^/^''-rT""^
*'>^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ep-

headed toward ih^ M^^^fesota^^^^
crated as if by common consent. The J/.;X

important incident had taSaceSurLX v'^"'?f
away toward Old Point. Captain

night. Tlie Monitor had reached Old pJint IZ. T' 1°^T""^'^ °^ '^^ Minnesota
about ten o'clock; her commander 1 ad bee^^^ tfe I/"' v

' °.*'^"^
''^""l'

^'^^^ ^"'^^^ ^'^ '^^
informed of the events of theTav an ordPr^H

*^^ ^'^^.^^^C.^^isappear, he lost all hope of
to proceed at once to the relie? oV ttiw X"^ '" '^^ ^ut, fortunately for him, the
sota. His comparatively smanvSsesc^r^^^^^^

^^f^^^^^^^^ steamed slowly toward Norfolk,

distinguishable at nigKnrarol^^^^^^
evidently disabled m her motive power. The

boat,madeherwayun'perceT;ed;vhi[e
t 1? t^^TCTZ'll '^ "^^^^j

l"^^'
^^-

tion was concentrated upon the conflagration of .!l"i i «
^". the afternoon, and they sue-

.he C.,„.,„ and she anchored aCfdeoaht „t he.t 0,1 Poim
""'""""" "" """

Minnesota about two o'clock in the mornincr Dx^Zth. i!./l ..

» ....w.:,^, IIIIim.li.-5C UUIK.
had eflectually concealed her from view. No
words^can express the surprise with which we
beheld this strange craft, whose appearance
was tersely and graphically described by the
exclamation of one of my oarsmen " \ tin
can on a shingle!" Yet this insignificant

away
;
but the important fact was established

that the guns then in use had proved unable
to inflict any injury upon the Monitor, and
that even the improvised armor of the Merri-
mac had suff-ered no very important damage
from the superior guns of the Monitor

R. E. Colston.
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UP THE PENINSULA WITH MCCLELLAN.

>^ h $H[iLTOU

AN ORDERLY AT HEADQUARTERS.

THE manner in which orders are trans-

mitted to the individual groups of an army

might be compared to the motion that a boy

gives to a row of bricks which he has set up

on end within striking distance of each other.

He pushes the first brick, and the impetus thus

given is conveyed down the line in rapid suc-

cession, until each brick has responded to the

movement. If the machine is well adjusted in

all its parts, and the master mechanic, known
as the commanding general, understands his

business, he is able to run it so perfectly as to

control the movements of brigades, divisions,

and corps. In the early

spring of 1862, when the

Army of the Potomac was
getting ready to move from

Washington, the constant

drill and discipline, the

brightening of arms and
polishing of buttons, and
the exasperating fussiness

on the part of company and
regimental officers during

inspections, conveyed to us

a hint, as one of our com-
rades expressed it, that

" some one higher in com-
mand was punching them
to punch us." There was
unusual activity upon the

Potomac in front of our

camp. Numerous steam

tugs were pulling huge sailing vessels here and
there, and large transports, loaded with sol-

diers, horses, bales of hay, and munitions for

an army, swei:)t majestically down the broad

river. Every description of water conveyance,

from a canal-boat to a huge three-decked

steamboat, seemed to have been pressed into

the service of the army.

The troops south of the city broke camp,

and came marching, in well-disci])lined regi-

ments, through the town. 1 remember that the

Seventh Massachusetts seemed to be finely dis-

ciplined, as it halted on the river-banks before

our camp. I imagined the men looked serious

over leaving their comfortable winter-quarters

at Brightwood for the uncertainties of the

coming campaign. At last, when drills and

inspections had made us almost frantic with

neatness and cleanliness, we got marching

orders. I shall not forget that last inspection.

Our adjutant was a short old fellow, who had

seen much service in the regular army. He
gave his orders in an explosive manner, and

previous to giving them his under lip would

work in curious muscular contractions, so that

the long imperial which decorated it would be

worked up, under and over his nose, like the

rammer of a musket in the act of loading. At

that last inspection, previous to the opening

campaign, he gave the order with a long roll

to the r's :
" Preparrrre to open rrrranks."

The ranks were open, and he was twisting his

mouth and elevating his imperial for another

TRANSPORTS ON THE POTOMAC.

* Copyright, 18S4, by The Centcry Co. All rights reserved.
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order, when an unlucky citizen, who was not
conversant with militar}- rules, passed between
the ranks. The adjutant, pale with anger,
hastily followed the citizen, who was very tall.'

The distance from the toe of our adjutant's
boot to the citizen's riank was too great for
the adjutant, who vet kept up a vigorous
kicking into air, until at last, with a prodig-
ious outlay of muscular force, his foot reached
the enemy, but with such recoil as to land him
on his back in the mud.
We formed in two ranks and marched on

board a Iitrie steamer lying at the wharf near
our quarters. " Anything for a change," said
^^ad Rider, reallv delighted to move. All
heavy baggage was left behind. I had clung
to the contents of my knapsack with dogged
tenacity; but, notwithstanding mv most earnest
protest, I was required to disgorge about one-
halt of them, including a pair of heavv boots
and my choice brick from the Harper's Ferry
engine-house. To mv mind I was now entirely
destitute of comforts.
The general opinion among us was that at

last we were on our wav to make an end of the
Contederacy. We gathered in little knots on the
deck, here and there a party playing " penny
ante"; others slept or dozed, but the majority
smoked and discussed the probabilities of
our destination, about which we really knew
as little as the babes in the wood. That we
were sailmg down the Potomac was apparent

Ihe next day we arrived at Old Point
Comfon, and looked with open-eyed wonder
at Fortress Monroe, huge and frowning Ne-
groes were plentier than blackberries, and
went about their work with an air of impor-
tance bom of their new-found freedom These
were the '' contrabands " for whom General
iiutler had recently invented that sobriquet\e pitched our tents amid the charred and
blackened ruins of what had been the beauti-
ful and anstocratic village of Hampton. The
hrst thmg I noticed about the ruins, unaccus-
tomed as I was to Southern architecture, was
the absence of cellars. The only building left
standing of all the village was the massive
old EpKscopal church. Here A\-ashington had
worshiped, and its broad aisles had echoed to
the footsteps of armed men during the Revo-
lution. In the church-yard the tombs had been
broken open. Many tombstones were broken
and overthrown, and at the corner of the church
a big hole showed that .some one with a greater
desire for po.s.sessing curiosities than reverence
lor ancient landmarks had been digging for
the comer-stone and its buried mementos
Along the .shore which looks towards

i-ortress Monroe were landed artillery, bag-
gage-wagons, pontoon trains and boats, and
the level land back of this was crowded with

RECOLLECTIONS OE A PRIVATE.

the tents of the soldiers. Here and there war
groups frying hard-tack and bacon. Near ahand was the irrepressible army mule, hitche<
to and eatmg out of pontoon boats; thos.who had eaten their ration of grain and ha'
were trying their teeth, with promise of sue
cess, in eating the boats. An army mule wa-
hungrier than a soldier, and would eat any-
thing, especially a pontoon boat or rubbei
blanket. The scene was a busy one The
red cap, white leggins, and baggy trousen

the Zoua\'es mingled with the blue uniform-
and dark trimmings of the regular infantry-
men, the short jackets and yellow trimmings
of the caN-alry, the red stripes of the artilleiy,
and the dark blue with orange trimmings of
the engineers; together with the raided
many-colored costumes of the black laborers
and teamsters, all busy at something

During our short stay here I made several
excursions, extending two or three miles
from the place, partly out of curiosity, and
partly from the constant impression on a sol-
dier s mind that his merits deserve something
better to eat than the commissary furnishes It
seemed to me in all my army experience that
nature delighted in creating wants and with-
holding supplies, and that rations were want-
ing in an inverse proportion to my capacity to
consume them.
One morning we broke camp and went

marching up the Peninsula. The roads were
yevy poor and muddy with recent rains, and
were crowded with the indescribable material
of the vast army which was slowly creeping
through the mud over the flat, wooded country
It was a bnght day in April— a perfect Vir-
ginia day; the grass was green beneath our feet
the buds of the trees were just unrolling into
leaves under the warming sun of spring, and in
the woods the birds were singing. The march
was at first orderiy, but under the unaccustom-
ed burden ofheavy equipments and knapsacks
and the warmth of the weather, the men strag-
gled along the roads, mingling with the bag-
gage-wagons, ambulances, and pontoon trains
in seeming confusion.

During our second day's march it rained
and the muddy roads, cut up and kneaded, a.s
it were, by the teams preceding us, left them
in a state of semi-liquid filth hardly possible
to describe or imagine. When we arrived at
ij^ig Bethel the rain was coming down in
sheets. A dozen houses of very ordinary
character, scattered over an area of a third
of a mile, constituted what was called the
village. Just outside and west of the town
was an insignificant building from which the
town takes its name. It did not seem large
enough or of sufficient consequence to give
name to a village as small as Big Bethel.
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MAJOR THEODORE WINTHROP. (AFTER THE PORTRAIT BY ROUSE.)

Before our arrival it had evidently been oc-

cupied as officers' barracks for the enemy,
and looked very little like a church.

I visited one of the dwelling-houses just

outside the fortifications (if the insignificant

rifle-pits could be called such) for the purpose
of obtaining something more palatable than

hard-tack, salt beef, or pork, which, with cof-

fee, were the marching rations. The woman
of the house was communicative, and ex-

pressed her surprise at the great number of

Yanks who had " come down to invade our
soil." She said she had a son in the Confed-
erate army, or, as she expressed it, " in our
army," and then tearfully said she should
tremble for her boy every time she heard
of a battle. I expressed the opinion that

we should go in-

to Richmond with-

out much fighting.

" No ! " said she, with

the emphasis of con-
viction, " you uns will

drink hot blood be-

fore you uns get

thar !
" I inquired if

she knew anything
about the skirmish

which took place at

Big Bethel. She re-

plied by saying,
" Why, Major Win-
throp died right in

yer !
" pointing to a

small sleeping-room
which opened from
the main room in

which we were. She
Vol. XXIX.— 78.

added, " When you uns were fighting. Major
Winthrop was way ahead and was shot; he \\ as

a brave man, but we have brave men too." I

asked her if she knew who shot him, and she
replied that a colored boy belonging to one
of the officers shot him. During the en-

gagement, the colored boy, standing by his

master, saw Winthrop in advance, and said,
" See that officer ! Can I take your rifle

and shoot him ? " The master assented, and
the boy shot Major Winthrop. Me was then
brought to this house. One or two days after

the fight, she said, the boy was " playing over
yon, in that yer yard,"— pointing to the yard
of a neighboring house,— with his mate, when
the rifle they were playing with was acci-

dentally discharged, and the colored boy who
shot Winthrop was killed. " How old was the

boy ? " I asked. " About forty," she replied. At
the right of the road was an open, marshy jjiece

of land, and it was over this Major Winthrojj
was leading his men when shot. The woody
intervale just beyond the marshy land was
occupied by the enemy's works, which con-

sisted of five rifle-pits, each a few rods in

length, and one of them commanding the

marshy opening mentioned. [Note.— The
above is but one of several different accounts
as to the manner of Winthrop's death. All

the facts that can be vouched for by his fam-

ily are given in the " Life," by his sister, Mrs.

Laura Winthrop Johnson (N. Y. : Henry Holt
&Co.)— Ed.]

While wandering about, I came to the house

of a Mrs. T , whose husband was said to

be a captain in the Confederate service and a
" fire-eating " secessionist. Here some of our

men were put on guard for a short time, until

relieved by guards from other parts of the

army as they came up, whereupon we went on.

MRS. T S EXOUUS.
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A large, good-looking woman, about forty
years old, who. I learned, was Mrs. T '-.

was crying profusely, and I could not induce
her to tell me what about. One of the sol-
diers said her grief was caused by the fact
that some of our men had helped themselves
to the contents of cupboard and cellar. She
was superintending the loading of an old form-
wagon, into which she was putting a large
tamily of colored people, with numerous
bundles. The only white person on the load
as it started away was the mistress, who sat
amid her dark chattels in desolation and tears.

Returning to the house after this exodus, I

found letters, papers, and odds and ends of
various kinds littering the floor, whether over-
turned in the haste of the mistress or by the
visiting soldiers I could only guess. As I

passed into what had evidendy been the
best room, or parlor, I found' a fellow-
soldier intently poring over the illustrations
of a large book, which proved to be an
elegantly bound and illustrated family Bible.
Upon my approach he began tearing out
the illustrations, but I arrested his hand
and rebuked him. He resented my inter-

ference, saying, " Some one is going for
these things before the army gets through
here if I don't." It was impossible to keep
out the vandal - Yanks '"; they flowed through

federal mortar battery before vorktown.
(from a photograph.)

the house, a constant stream, from cellar to
garret, until there was no more any need of
a guard, as there was no longer anything
to guard. I felt so hopeless of protecting
the family Bible, that at last it occurred to
me that the only way to save it was to carry
It oft" myself I gave it to one of our colored
teamsters to carry into camp for me. After
our arrival at Yorktown I hunted him up, but
he informed me that he had " drapped it."

No other building at Big Bethel was so dev-
astated, and I did not see another building
so treated on our whole route. The men
detailed to guard it declined to protect the
property of one who was in arms fighting
against us.

'M'.T TIKJSF. MII.KS OVT OF THK Ml'D !
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After leaving Big Bethel we began to feel

the weight of- our knapsacks. Castaway over-

coats, blankets, parade-coats, and shoes were

scattered along the route in reckless profu-

sion, being

dropped
by the

overload-
ed soldiers,

as if after

plowing
the roads

withheavy
teams they
were sow-

ing them

home over comfortable breakfast-tables, with-
out impediments of any kind to circumscriljc

their fancied operations ; it is so much easier to

manoeuvre and fight large armies around the

corner grocery, where the

destinies of the human race

have been so often discussed

and settled, than to fight,

march, and manceuvre in

mud and rain, in the face of

a brave and vigilant enemy.
To each baggage-wagon

were attached four or .six

• FEDERAL WATER-BATTERY
IN FRONT OF VORKTOWN.

3.— CONFEDERATE WATER-BAT-
TERV, CALLED BATTERY
MAGRUDER, VORKTOWN.

(FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.)

4.— AN ANGLE OF
THE CONFEDERATE
FORTIFICATIONS AT
YORKTOWN.

for a harvest. I lightened my knapsack with-

out much regret, for I could not see the sense

of carrying a blanket or overcoat when 1 could

pick one up almost anywhere along the march.

Very likely the same philosophy actuated those

who preceded me or came after. The colored

people along our route occupied themselves in

picking up this scattered property. They had
on their faces a distrustful look, as if uncertain

of the tenure of their harvest. The march up
the Peninsula seemed very slow, yet it was im-

possible to increase our speed, owing to the

bad condition of the roads. I learned in time

that marching on paper and the actual march
made two very different impressions. I can

easily understand and excuse our fireside

heroes, who fought their or our battles at

mules, driven usually by a colored man, with

only one rein, or line, and that line at-

tached to the bit of the near leading mule,

while the driver rode in a saddle upon the

near wheel mule. Each train was accom-

panied by a guard, and while the guard urged

the drivers the drivers urged the mules. The

drivers were usually expert and understood

well the wayward, sportive natures of the

creatures over whose destinies they jjresided.

On our way to Yorktown our i)ontoon and

bacrgage trains were sometimes blocked for

miles, and the heaviest trains were often un-

loaded by the guard to facilitate their removal

from the mud. Those wagons which were

loaded with whisky were most lovingly guarded,

and when unloaded the barrels were often
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lightened before the\' were returned to the

wagons. It did seem at times as if there were
needless delays with the trains, partly due, no
doubt, to fear of danger ahead. While I was
guartling our pontoon trains after leaving Big
Bethel, the teams stopped all along the line.

Hurrying to the front, I found one of the lead-

ing teams badly mired, but not enough to justify

the stopping of the whole train. I'he lazy

colored driver was comfortably asleep in the!

saddle. "Get that team out of the mud!"
I yelled, bringing him to his senses. He
flourished his long whip, shouted his mule
lingo at the team, and the mules pulled frantic- '.

ally, but not together. " Can't you make your
;

mules pull together?" 1 inquired. "Dem mules!
pull right smart I" said the driver. Cocking:
and capping my unloaded musket, I brought

I

it to the shoulder, and again commanded
j

the driver, " Get that team out of the mud !
"

j

The negro rolled his eyes wildly and woke up '

all over. He first patted his saddle mule, spoke
to each one, and then, flourishing his long whip i

with a crack like a pistol, shouted, " Go 'long
]

dar ! what I feed yo' fo' !
" and the mule team i

left the slough in a very expeditious manner.
\

Thereafter I had an unfailing argument, which,
]

if but seldom used, was all the more potent.
]

The teamsters of our army would have been
j

much more efficient if they had been organ-
\

ized and uniformed as soldiers. Our light I

artillery was seldom seen stuck in the mud. !

When procuring luxuries of eggs or milk !

we paid the people at first in silver, and they
\

gave us local scrip in change ; but we found
;

on attempting to pay it out again that they
\

were rather reluctant to receive it, even at that
|

early stage in Confederate finance, and much i

preferred Yankee silver or notes. :

On the afternoon of April 5, 1862, the ad-
|

vance of our column was brought to a stand-
!

still, with the right in front of Yorktown and
j

the left by the enemy's works at Lee's mills.
'

We pitched our camp on Wormly Creek, near '

the Moore house on the York River, in sight
;

of the enemy's water battery and their defen-
i

sive works at Gloucester Point. One of the :

impediments to an immediate attack on York-
town was the difficulty of using light artillery

;

in the muddy fields in our front, and at that
j

time the topography of the country ahead
i

was but little understood, and had to be
\

learned by reconnaissance in force. We had
i

settled down to the siege of Yorktown; be-
j

ga)i l)ri(lging the streams between us and the
|

enemy, constructing and improving the roads

for the rapid transit of supi)lies, and for the !

advance. The first jjarallel was opened about .

a mile from the enemy's fortifications, ex-
\

tending along the entire front of their works,
j

which reached from the York River on the I
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left to Warwick Creek on the right, along a

line about four miles in length. Fourteen bat-

teries and three redoubts were planted, heavily

armed with ordnance.

We were hear Battery No. i, not far

from the York River. On it were mounted
several two-hundred-pound guns, which com-
manded the enemy's water batteries. One
day I was in a redoubt on the left, and saw
General McClellan with the Prince de Join-

ville, examining the enemy's works through

their field-glasses. They very soon drew the

fire of the observant enemy, who opened
with one of their heavy guns on the group,

sending the first shot howling and hissing

over and very close to their heads; another,

quickly following it, struck in the parapet of

the redoubt. The French prince, seemingly

quite startled, jumped and glanced nervously

around, while McClellan quietly knocked the

ashes from his cigar. When I afterwards heard

McClellan accused of cowardice, I knew the

accusation was false.

Several of our war-vessels made their ap-

pearance in the York River, and occasionally

threw a shot at the enemy's works; but most

of them were kept busy at Hampton Roads,

watching for the iron-clad Alerri/iiac, which

was still afloat. The firing from the enemy's

lines was of little consequence, not amounting
to over ten or twelve shots each day, a num-
ber of these being directed at the huge bal-

loon which went up daily on a tour of inspec-

tion, from near General Fitz John Porter's

headquarters. One day the balloon broke

from its mooring of ropes and sailed majestic-

ally over the enemy's works ; but fortunately

for its occupants, it soon met a counter-cur-

rent of air which returned it safe to our lines

The month of April was a dreary one, much
of the time rainy and uncomfortable. It was a

Vol. XXIX,— 79.

common expectation among us that we were
about to end the rebellion. One of my com-
rades wrote home to his father that we should

probably finish up the war in season for him
to be at home to teach the village school the

following winter ; in fact, I believe he partly

engaged to teach it. Another wrote to his

mother :
" We have got them hemmed in on

every side, and the only reason they don't run

is because they can't." We had at last cordu-

royed every road and bridged every creek;

our guns and mortars were in position

;

Battery No. i had actually opened on the

enemy's works, Saturday, May 4, 1862, and it

was expected that our whole line would open

on them in the morning. About two o'clock

of Saturday night, or rather Sunday morning,

while on guard duty, I observed a bright illu-

mination, as if a fire had broken out within

the enemy's lines. Several guns were fired

from their works during the early morning

hours, but soon after daylight of May 5th it

was reported that they had abandoned their

works in our front, and we very quickly found

the report to be true. As soon as I was re-

heved from guard duty, I went over on
" French leave " to view our enemy's fortifi-

cations. They were prodigiously strong. A
few tumble-down tents and houses and seventy

pieces of heavy ordnance had been abandoned

as the price of the enemy's safe retreat.

Upon returning to camp I found rations

being issued and preparations for pursuit be-

ing made, and that very afternoon \\ c struck

our tents and took up our lines of march, with

our faces turned hopefully towards Richmond.

A sergeant belonging to a neighboring regi-

ment, whose acquaintance I had formed

before Yorktown, jocosely remarked, as he

passed me on the march, " I shall meet you

on the road to glory \ " Later, in looking
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over the rude
head -boards

which were
used to mark
the soldiers'

over to the Hampton road, and did not halL

till ele\-en in the e\ening, when we lay down
in our blankets, bedraggled, wet, and tired,

chewing hard-tack and the cud of reflection,

the tenor of which was, ' Why did we come
for a soldier ?

' Before day-

light we were on the march,
plodding in the rain througl^;

the mire. By daybreak we;
came out on the edge of the '

dense woods in front of Fort
{

Magruder and its cordon of

,

redoubts stretching across 1

the Peninsula, which is here
I

graves near A\'illiamsburg,

found his name.
There was much talk of

buried torpedoes in front of
the enemy's Avorks, and it was
rumored that one officer and
several men had been blown
to atoms by them; also that

the officer in command had a
force of Confederate prisoners

at work removing them. We
saw a number of sticks stuck in the ground
both inside and outside the earthworks, with
v.hite rags attached, which v.ere said to indi-
cate the location of the buried torpedoes
already discovered.

Williamsburg is twelve miles from York-
town, but the women and children, of whom
we were continually inquiring the distance,
gave us very indefinite but characteristic re-

plies. A comrade in Hooker's division gave
me an account of his experiences about as
follows :

" Marching over the muddy road
late in the afternoon, we found our farther
advance prevented by a force which had pre-
ceded us, and we halted in the mud by the
roadside just as it began to rain. About five

o'clock we resumed our march by crossing

OUTLINE MAP OF THE PENINSULA CAMPAIGN, BASED ON THE U.
MILITARY MAP OF SOUTH-EASTERN VIRGINIA.

narrowed by the head-waters of two streams
which empty into the York on the one hand and
the James River on the other. Here we had
an opportunity of vievvdng the situation while
waiting for orders to attack. The main fort,

called Magruder, Avas a strong ear'.hwork v^i.h

a bastioned front and a wide ditch. In front

of tliis muddy-looking heap of dirt was a
level plain, sprinkled plentifully wi'.h smaller
earthworks ; while between us and the level

plain the dense fore;t, for a distance of a
quarter of a mile, had been felled, thus form-
ing a labyrinth of tangled abatis difficult to

penetrate. A mile away lay the village of
Williamsburg.

" We were soon sent out as skirmishers, wilh
orders to advance as near the enemy's rifle-
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pits as possible. They immediately opened

fire upon us with heavy guns from the fort,

while from their rifle-pits came a hum of

bullets and crackle of musketry. Their heavy

shot came crushing among the tangled abatis

of fallen timber, and plowed up the dirt in

our front, rebounding and tearing through

the branches of the woods in our rear. The
constant hissing of the bullets, with their

sharp pi7ig or bizz whispering around and

sometimes into us, gave me a sickening feel-

ing and a cold perspiration. I felt weak
around my knees— a sort of faintness and

lack of strength in the joints of my legs, as if

they would sink from under me. These symp-

toms did not decrease when several of my
comrades were hit. The little rifle-pits in our

front fairly blazed with musketry, and the con-

tinuous stiap, snap, crack, crack was murder-

ous. Seeing I was not killed at once, in spite

of all the noise, my knees recovered from

their unpleasant limpness, and my mind grad-

ually regained its balance and composure. I

never afterwards felt these disturbing influ-

ences to the same degree.
" We slowly retired from stump to stump

and from log to log, finally regaining the edge

of the wood, and took our position near Web-
ber's and Brumhall's batteries, which had just

got into position on the right of the road,

not over seven hundred yards from the hos-

tile fort. While getting into position, several

of the battery men were killed, as they imme-
diately drew the artillery fire of the enemy,
which opened with a noise and violence that

astonished me. Our two batteries were admi-

rably handled, throwing a number of shot and
shell into the enemy's works, speedily silenc-

ing them, and by nine o'clock the field in

our front, including the rifle-pits, was com-
pletely ' cleaned out ' of artillery and infantry.

Shortly afterwards we advanced along the

edge of the wood to the left of Fort Magru-
der, and about eleven o'clock we saw emerg-

ing from the little ravine to the left of the fort

a swarm of Confederates, who opened on us

with a terrible and deadly fire. Then they

charged upon us with their peculiar yell. We
took all the advantage possible of the stumps

and trees as we were pushed back, until we
reached the edge of the w^ood again, where
we halted and fired upon the enemy from be-

hind all the cover the situation aftbrded. We
were none of us too proud, not even those

who had the dignity of shoulder-straps to

support, to dodge behind a tree or stump. I

called out to a comrade, ' Why don't you
get behind a tree ?

'
' Confound it,' said

he, ' there ain't enough for the officers.' I

don't mean to accuse officers of cowardice,

but we had suddenly found out that they

showed the same general inclination not to

get shot as privates did, and were anxious to

avail themselves of the privilege of their rank
by getting in our rear. I have always thought
that pride was a good substitute for courage,
if well backed by a conscientious sense of
duty ; and most of our men, officers as well as

privates, were too proud to show the fear

which I have no doubt they felt in common
with myself. Occasionally a soldier would
show symptoms which pride could not over-

A TEMPTING BREASTWORK.

come. One of our men, Spinney, ran into the

woods and was not seen until after the en-

gagement. Some time afterwards, when he

had proved a good soldier, I asked him why
he ran, and he replied that every bullet which

went by his head said ' Spinney,' and he

thought they were calling for him. In all the

pictures of battles I had seen before I ever

saw a batth, the officers were at the front on

prancing steeds, or with uplifted swords were

leading their followers to the charge. Of course,

I was surprised to find that in a real battle

the officer gets in the rear of his men, as is his

right and duty,— that is, if his ideas of duty

do not carry him so far to the rear as to make
his sword useless.

" The ' Rebs ' forced us back by their

charge, and our central lines were almost

broken. The forces withdrawn from our right

had taken the infantry support from our bat-

teries, one of which, consisting of four guns,

was captured. We were tired, wet, and ex-

hausted when supports came up, and we
were allowed to fall back from under the

enemy's fire, but still in easy reach of the

battle. I asked one of my comrades how he

felt, and his reply was characteristic of the

prevailing sentiment :
' I should feel like a

hero if I wasn't so blank wet.' The bullets

had cut queer antics among our men. A
private who had a canteen of whisky when
he went into the engagement, on endeav-
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oring to take a drink found the canteen

quite empty, as a bullet had tapped it for

him. Another had a part of his thumb-

nail taken ort. Another had a bullet pass

into the toe of his boot, down between

two toes, and out along the sole of his foot,

without much injur}-. Another had a scalp

wound from a bullet, which took oft' a strip of

hair about three inches in length from the top

of his head. Two of my regiment were killed

outright and fourteen badly wounded, besides

quite a number slightly injured. Thus I have

chronicled my first day's fight, and I don't

believe any of my regiment were ambitious

to 'chase the enemy any farther' just at pres-

ent. Refreshed with hot coftee and hard-tack,

we rested from the fight, well satisfied that we
had done our duty. When morning dawned,

with it came the intelligence that the enemy
had abandoned their works in our front, and

were again in full retreat, leaving their

wounded in our hands."

After the engagement I went over the field

in front of the enemy's fort. Advancing

through the tangled mass of logs and stumps,

I saw one of our men aiming over the

branch of a fallen tree, which lay among
the tangled abatis. I called to him, but

he did not turn or move. Advancing nearer,

I put my hand on his shoulder, looked in

his face, and started back. He was dead!—
shot through the brain ; and so suddenly had
the end come that his rigid hand grasped his

musket, and he still preserved the attitude

of watchfulness— literally occupying his post

after death. At another place we came upon
one of our men who had evidently died from

wounds. Near one of his hands was a Testa-

ment, and on his breast lay an ambrotype
picture of a group of children and another of

a young woman. We searched in vain for his

name. It was neither in his book nor upon
his clothing; and, unknown, this private hero

was buried on what was doubtless his first

battle-field. The pictures were afterwards put

on exhibition for identification.

The sixth of May was a beautiful morning,

with birds singing among the thickets in which

lay the dead. The next morning we marched
through quaint, old-fashioned Williamsburg.

'ITie most substantial buildings of the town
were those of William and Mary College,

which were of brick. In most of the houses

there were no signs of life ; blinds and shut-

ters were closed, but a white hand was occa-

sionally .seen through the blinds, showing that

a woman was gazing stealthily at us. Occa-

sionally a family of black people stood in the

doorway, the women and children greeting

us with senseless giggles, and in one instance

waving their red handkerchiefs. I asked one

of the black women where the white people

were, and she replied, " Dey's done gone and
run away." We kindled fires from that almost

inexhaustible source of supply, the Virginia

fences, cooked our coffee, sang our songs, and
smoked our pipes, thoughtless of the morrow.
And we quarreled with nothing, except the

pigs that wandered at will in field and wood,
and which we occasionally converted into

pork.

On our tramp to White House Landing,
on the Pamunkey River, we began to realize 1

some of the more substantial discomforts of a i

march ; the dust, rising in clouds, filled our
;

nostrils and throats, and thoroughly impreg-
;

nated our clothing, hair, and skin, producing
|

intolerable choking and smothering sensa-
\

tions ; our usual thirst was intensified, and
j

made us ready to break ranks at sight of a
;

brook, and swarm like bees around every well
j

on the route. No one can imagine the intol-
;

erable thirst of a dusty march who has not i

had a live experience of it ; canteens often re- i

plenished were speedily emptied, and, unless i

water was readily attainable, there was great

!

suffering. During the frequent showers, which
j

came down with the liberality common to

the climate, it was not unusual to see men
drinking from a puddle in the road ; and at

^

one place where water was scarce I saw men
j

crowding round a mud-puddle drinking heart-
j

ily, while in one edge of it lay a dead mule.

There was little to choose between the mud •

and the dust, and we usually had one or the
i

other in profusion.
;

Near New Kent Court-House, a little settle-
\

ment of two or three houses, we came upon I

several Confederate sick. One of them was
'

full of fighting talk. I asked him what he was
j

fighting for. He said he didn't know, except
'

it be " not to get licked !
" "I reckon you uns

i

have got a powerful spite against we uns, and
|

that's what you uns all come down to fight

we uns for, and invade our soil !
" I could

j

not argue with a prisoner, and a sick man at
j

that, on equal terms ; so I replenished his
I

canteen, and induced one of my comrades to
j

give him some of his rations. From the num-
:

ber of interviews held at different times with
!

our Confederate prisoners, I gathered the \

general impression that their private soldiers
j

knew but very little about the causes of the i

war, but were fighting " not to get licked,"
|

which is so strong a feeling in human nature
j

that I may say it will account for much hard
\

fighting on both sides. In one of the little
,

cabins surrounding the principal residence
j

were a mulatto woman and her children. She
was quite comely, and, with her children, was

i

pretty well dressed. She was a bitter Yankee- i

hater, and, we inferred, the domestic manager j
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of the household. She declared that " the col-

ored people didn' want to be niggers for the

Yanks !

"

Our corps arrived at White House Land-

ing, May 22, 1862, and here we found a large

portion of our army, which was encamped on

the wide, level plain between the wood-

skirted road and the Pamunkey River, oc-

cupying tents of all descriptions. Another

camp was located at Cumberland Landing,

a few miles below White House. The first

night of our arrival was a stormy and tem-

pestuous one, and it was evident that an at-

tack from the enemy was expected, as we
received orders to lay upon our arms. The

Pamunkey is navigable to this point, having
sufficient dejjth, but is very narrow,— in fact,

so narrow that some of the larger steamers
could not turn, for their stem and stern would
reach either bank, except at selected places.

The broad plain was crowded with tents,

baggage-wagons, pontoon trains, and artillery,

— all the accompaniments of a vast ami)-.

Here some of the regiments who came out

from home in a Zouave uniform changed their

bright clothes for the regular army blue, and,

as marching orders came with the sunrise,

moved off the field, leaving windrows of old

clothes on the plain.

Warren Lee Goss.

yiMtSHCUM

MEMORANDA ON THE CIVIL WAR.

General R. S. Ewell at Bull Run.

WITH UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF GENERALS FITZHUGH LEE,
EWELL, AND BEAUREGARD.

In General Beauregard's article on Bull Run, on
page loi of the November Century, is this severe

criticism of one of his subordinates:

" The commander of the front line on my right,

who failed to move because he received no immediate
order, was instructed in the plan of attack, and should
have gone forward the moment General Jones, upon
whose right he was to form, exhibited his own order,

which mentioned one as having been already sent to

that commander I exonerated him after the battle,

as he was technically not in the wrong ; but one could
not help recalling Desaix, who even moved in a direc-

tion opposite to his technical orders when facts plainly

showed him the service he ought to perform, whence
the glorious result of Marengo, or help believing that

if Jackson had been there, the movement would not

have balked."

The officer referred to is the late Lieutenant-Gen-

eral R. S. Ewell, and the censure is based on the fol-

lowing statement on page 95 :

" Meanwhile, in rear of Mitchell's Ford, I had been
waiting with General Johnston for the sound of con-
flict 10 open in the quarter of Centreville upon the

Federal left flank and rear (making allowance, how-
ever for the delays possible to commands unused to

battle), when I was chagrined to hear from General
D. R. Jones that, while he had been long ready for

the movement upon Centreville, General Ewell had

not come up to form on his right, though he had sent

him between seven and eight o'clock a copy of his

own order, which recited that Ewell had been already

ordered to begin the movement. I dispatched an im-

mediate order to Ewell to advance; but within a quar-

ter of an hour, just as I received a dispatch from him

informing me that he had received no order to ad-

vance in the morning, the firing on the left began to

increase so intensely as to indicate a severe attack,

whereupon General Johnston said that he would go

personally to that quarter."

These two short extracts contain at least three er-

rors, so serious that they should not be allowed to

pass uncorrected among the materials from which

history will one day be constructed :

1. That Ewell failed to do what a good soldier of

the type of Desaix or Stonewall Jackson would have

done— namely, to move forward immediately on hear-

ing from D. R. Jones.

2. That Beauregard was made aware of this sup-

posed backwardness of Ewell by a message from

D. R. Jones.

3. That on receiving this message he at once or-

dered Ewell to advance.

The subjoined correspondence, now first in print,

took place four days after the battle. It shows that

Ewell did exactly what I'.eauregard says he ought to

have done— namely, move forward promptly; that his

own staft-officer, sent to report this forward move-

ment, carried also to headquarters the first intelli-

gence of the failure of orders to reach him ; that no
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such message was received from D.' R. Jones as is

here ascribed to him ; and that the order sent back

by Beaureg-ard to Ewell was not one to advance, but

to retire from an ad%tince already begun.

These mistakes, I am sure, are unintentional ; but it

is not easy to understand them, as General Beaure-

gard has twice given a tolerably accurate though

meager account of the matter— once in his official

report, and once in his biography published by

Colonel Roman in 1SS4. Neither of these accounts

can be reconciled with that in The Century.

Upon reading General Beauregard's article, I wrote

to General Fiuhugh Lee, who was Ewell's assistant

adjutant-general at Manassas, asking his recollection

of what took place. I have liberty to make the follow-

ing extracts from his reply. After stating what troops

composed the brigade, he goes on :

" These troops were all in position at daylight on

the 2 1 St July, ready for aw v duty, and held the extreme

right of General Beauregard's line of battle along

Bull Run. at Union Mills. As hour after hour passed,

General Ewell grew impatient at not receiving any or-

ders ^beyond those to be ready to advance, which came

at sunrise), and sent me between nine and ten A. M.

to see General D. R. Jones, who commanded the

brigade next on his left at McLean's ford, to ascer-

tain if that officer had any news or had received any

orders from army headquarters. I found General

Jones making preparations to cross Bull Run, and was

told by him that, in the order he had received to do

so, it was stated that General Ewell had been sent

similar instructions.
" Upon my report of tliese facts, General Ewell at

once issued the orders for his command to cross the

run and move out on the road to Centreville."

General Lee then describes the recall across Bull

Run and the second advance of the brigade to make a

demonstration toward Centreville, and adds that the

skirmishers of Rodes's Fifth Alabama Regiment, which

was in advance, had actually become engaged, when

we were again recalled and ordered to " move by the

most direct route at once and as rapidly as possible,

for the Lewis house "— the field of battle on the left.

Ewell moved rapidly, sending General Lee and an-

other officer ahead to report and secure orders. On
his arrival near the field they brought instructions to

halt, when he immediately rode forward with them to

General Beauregard, " and General Ewell begged

General Beauregard to be allowed to go in pursuit of

the enemy, but his request was refused." General

Lee adds : " That this splendid brigade shared only the

labor, and not the glory, of that memorable July day

was not the fault of its commander ; and when Gen-

eral Beauregard says that he cannot help believing

that if Jackson had been on his right flank at Man-

assas the ' movement would not have balked,' he does

great injustice to the memory of a noble old hero and

as gallant a soldier as the war produced."

As to the real causes of the miscarriage of General

Bcaurcg.-ir I's plan of attack there need be little doubt.

They are plainly stated by his immediate superior in

comman'l. General Joseph E. Johnston, in his official

report, as being the "early movements of the enemy

on that morning and the non-arrival of the expected

troops "from Harper's Ferry. He adds: "General

Tjeauregard afterward proposed a modification of the

abandoned plan, to attack with our right, while the

left stood on the defensive. This, too, became im-

practicable, and a battle ensued, diffi^rent in place and

circumstances from any previous plan on our side."

There are some puzzling circumstances connected

with the supposed miscarriage of the order for our ad-

vance. The delay in sending it is unexplained. Gen-

eral Beauregard says it was sent " at about eight a. m.,"

but D. R. Jones had received his corresponding order

at ten minutes past seven, and firing had begun at

half-past five.

The messenger was strangely chosen. It was the

most important order of the day, for the movements

of the army were to hinge on those of our brigade.

There was no scarcity of competent staff-officers

;

yet it was intrusted to " a guide," presumably an en-

listed man, perhaps even a citizen, whose very name
was unknown.

His instructions were peculiar. Time was all-im-

portant. He was ordered not to go direct to Ewell,

but first to make a detour to Holmes, who lay in re-

serve nearly two miles in our rear.

His disappearance is mysterious. He was never

heard of after receiving the order ; yet his route lay

wholly within our lines, over well-beaten roads and

far out of reach of the enemy.

Lastly, General Beauregard, in his official report,

gives as his reason for countermanding the move-

ment begun by Ewell at ten o'clock, that in his judg-

ment it would require quite three hours for the troops

to get into position for attack. Had the i.iessenger

dispatched at eight been prompt, Ewell might have

had his orders by nine. But at nine we find Beaure-

gard in rear of Mitchell's P'ord, waiting for an attack

which, by his own figures, he should not have ex-

pected before twelve.

It is nnt for me to reconcile these contradictions.

Catiipbell Brnun,

Formerly Aide-de-camp and Assistant Adjutant-

General on General Ewell's staff.

Spring Hill, Tenn., December 29, 1884.

[correspondence. ]

Union Mills, July 25, 1861.

General Beauregard.
Sir : In a conversation with Major James, Louis-

iana Sixth Regiment, he has left the impression on
my mind that you think some of your orders on the

2ist were either not carried out or not received by me.
My first order on that day was to hold myself in

readiness to attack— this at sunrise. About ten,

General Jones sent a copy of an order received by him
in which it was slated that I had been ordered to cross

and attack, and on receipt of this I moved on until

receiving the following

:

10 <fc 1-2 A. M.

On account of the difificulties of the ground in our front, it is

thought advisable to fall back to our former position.

(Addressed) General Ewell. (Signed) G. T. B.

If any other order was sent to me, I should like to

have a copy of it, as well as the name of the courier

who iirouglit it.

I'^vcry movement I made was at once reported to

you at the time, and this across Bull Run, as well as

the advance in the afternoon, I thought were explained
in my report sent in to-day.

If an order were sent earlier than the copy through
General Jones, the courier should be held responsible,
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as neither General Holmes nor myself received it. I

send the original of the order to fall back in the morn-
ing. The second advance in the afternoon and recall

to Stone Bridge were in consequence of verbal orders.

My cliief object in writing to you is to ask you to

leave nothing doubtful in your report, l)olh as regards

my crossing m the morning and recall — and not to

let it be inferred by any possibility that I blundered

on that day. I moved forward as soon as notified by
General Jones that I was ordered and he had been.

If there was an order sent me to advance before the

one I received through General Jones, it is more than

likely it would have been given to the same express.

Respectfully,

R. S. EwELL, B. G,

Man.\ssas, Va., July 26, 1861.

General : Your letter of the 25th inst. is received.

I do not attach the slightest blame to you for the fail-

ure of the movement on Centrcville, but to the guide

who did not deliver the order to move forward, sent

at about eight A. M. to General Holmes and then to you
— corresponding in every respect to the one sent to

Generals Jones, Bonham, and Longstreet— only their

movements were subordinate to yours. Unfortunately

no copy, in the hurry of the moment, was kept of said

orders ; and so many guides, about a dozen or more,
were sent off in different directions, that it is next to

impossible to find out who was the bearer of the orders

referred to. Our guides and couriers were the worst
set I ever employed, whether from ignorance or over-

anxiety to do well and quickly I cannot say; but many
regiments lost their way repeatedly on their way
toward the field of battle, and of course I can attach

no more blame to their commanding officers than I

could to you for not executing an order which I am
convinced you did not get.

I am fully aware that you did all that could have
been expected of you or your command. I merely ex-

pressed my regret that my original plan could not be
carried into effect, as it would liave been a most com-
plete victory with only half the trouble and fighting.

The true cause of countermanding your forward
movement after you had crossed was that it was then

too late, as the enemy was about to annihilate our left

flank, and had to be met and checked there, for other-

wise he would have taken us in flank and rear and all

would have been lost.

Yours truly,

G. T. Beauregard.
General R. S. EwELL, Union Mills, Va.

P. S. Please read the above to Major James.

N. B. The order sent you at about eight A. M., to

commence the movement on Centreville, was addressed
to General Holmes and yourself, as he was to support
you, but being nearer Camp Pickens, the headquarters,
than Union Alills, where you were, it was to be com-
municated to him first, and then to you ; but he has
informed me that it never reached him. With regard
to the order sent you in the afternoon to recross the

Bull Run (to march toward the Stone Bridge), it was
sent you by General J. E. Johnston, as I am informed
by him, for the purpose of supporting our left, if nec-

essary. G. T. B.

Do not publish until we know what the enemy is

going to do— or reports are out — which I think will

make it all right. B.

Names of Western Gun-boats.

Mr. a. H. Markland, wiio had charge of the mail

service of the Union armies, and whom General Grant
has credited with the origination of that service, but

who disclaims the honor in favor of General Grant
himself, writes us that General Wallace is in error in

speaking of the steamboat which was the headquarters

of General Grant during the advance upon Fort Doncl-
son as the Tigress. It was not till the Vicksburg cam-
paign that this boat was so used, the iVeiu Uncle Sam
being the vessel referred to at Donelson. By order of

General Grant, .Mr. Markland took the latter boat from

Fort Henry to Fort Donelson, with letters for the

army. As the Union soldiers marched into the fort

on one side, messengers started to meet them from
the other with letters from home.

Mr. Markland also challenges Admiral Walke's

correctness in calling the boat commanded by the

latter at Belmont the Taylor. He says: "The boat

was never known as the Taylor while she was in the

service. Some of the officers wrote of her as the Tay-

lor, which was probably a slip of the pen. I was per-

sonally acquainted with the officers who commanded
her after Captain Walke, and without exception they

called her the Tyler when speaking of her. Every

official report of Captain Walke while in command
of her speaks of her as the Tyler. The official re-

ports of Admiral Porter speak of her as the Tyler.

In all the correspondence of General Grant, as well as

in his official reports, when he refers to her, he refers

to the Tyler.'''

To this Admiral Walke makes rejoinder by refer-

ring to the reports of the Secretary of the Navy of

1862, where, he says, " It will be found Flag-Officers

Foole and Davis and all the commanders of the boat

called her the Taylor (so named in honor of the

memory of General Zachary Taylor) instead of .^. O.

Tyler, the name she had when she was purchased by

our Government; and in all my correspondence she

retained the name of President Taylor (a national

name for a national vessel) while I had command of

her and until about a year after, when her name was

changed again to Tyler. (See Report of Sec'y of

Navy, July li, 1863.)"
Editor.

Major D. W. Reed, late of the Twelfth Iowa, on

behalf of several members of that regiment, calls atten-

tion to a clerical error in General Wallace's article on

the capture of Fort Donelson, by which the Fourteenth

Iowa is credited to both Cook's and Lauman's bri-

gades ofGeneral C. F. Smith's division. In the first in-

stance it should be the Twelfth, which was engaged

in General Smith's assault. General W.illace probably

took the organization of the brigades from the official

table of casualties, where the same error occurs.

Ed.
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In the spring of 1862 we boys of Race,

Orange, Magazine, Camp, Constance, An-
nunciation, Prytania, and other streets had

no game. Nothing was "in"; none of the

old plavground sports that commonly fill the

school-boy's calendar. We were even tired

of drilling. Not one of us between seven

and seventeen but could beat the drum, knew
ever}- bugle-call, and could go through the

manual of arms and the facings hke a drill-

sergeant. We were blase old soldiers— mil-

itar}- critics.

Who could tell us anything ? I recall but

one trivial admission of ignorance on the part

of any lad. On a certain day of grand re-

view, when the city's entire defensive force

was marching through Canal street, there

came along among the endless variety of

good and bad uniforms a stately body of tall,

stalwart Germans, clad from head to foot in

velveteen of a peculiarly vociferous fragrance,

and a boy. spelling out their name upon their

banner, said

:

" H-u-s-s-a-r-s ; what's them ?
"

" Aw, you fool !
" cried a dozen urchins at

once, " them's the Hoosiers ; don't you smell

'em ?
"

But that was earlier. The day of grand re-

views was past. Hussars, Zouaves, and num-
berless other bodies of outlandish name had
gone to the front in Tennessee and Virginia.

Our cultivated eyes were satisfied now with

one uniform that we saw daily. Every after-

noon found us around in Coliseum Place, stand-

ing or lying on the grass watching the dress

parade of the " Confederate Guards." Most
of us had fathers or uncles in the long, spot-

less, gray, white-gloved ranks that stretched in

such faultless alignment down the hard, harsh

turf of our old ball-ground.

This was the flower of the home guard.

The merchants, bankers, underwriters, judges,

real-estate owners, and capitalists of the An-
glo-American part of the city were " all pres-

ent or accounted for" in that long line. Gray
heads, hoar heads, high heads, bald heads.

Hands flashed to breast and waist with a mar-

tinet's precision at the command of " Present

arms,"— hands that had ruled by the pen—
the pen and the dollar— since long before

any of us young spectators was bom, and had
done no harder muscular work than carve

roasts and turkeys these twenty, thirty, forty

years. Here and there among them were in-

dividuals who, unaided, had clothed and

Iarmed companies, squadrons, battalions, and
sent them to the Cumberland and the Poto-

mac. A good three-fourths of them had sons
on distant battle-fields, some living, some dead.
We boys saw nothing pathetic in this array

of old men. To us there was only rich enjoy-

ment in the scene. If there was anything i

solemn about it, why did the band play pol- •

kas ? Why was the strain every day the

same gay

Trala]a,tralala, trala la la la

Away down to the far end of the line and
back again, the short, stout German drum-
major— holding his gaudy oflice in this case

by virtue of his girth, not height (as he had
himself explained)— flourished his big stick

majestically, bursting with rage at us for

casually reiterating at short intervals in his

hearing that " he kot it mit his size."

In those beautiful spring afternoons there
|

was scarcely a man to be found, anywhere,
out of uniform. Down on the steamboat

\

landing, our famous Levee, a superb body of 1

Creoles drilled and paraded in dark-blue
|

uniform. The orders were given in French

;

|

the manual was French ; the movements were
'

quick, short, nervy. Their " about march " was j

four sharp stamps of their neatly shod feet—
?/;/, deux, trois, quaitr— that brought them

;

face about and sent them back, tramp, tramp, .;

tramp, over the smooth white pavement of
j

powdered oyster-shells. Ah ! the nakedness of
|

that once crowded and roaring mart.
,]

And there was a " Foreign Legion." Of j

course, the city had alwa5fs been full of for- ,

eigners ; but now it was a subject of amaze-
^

ment, not unmixed with satire, to see how
j

many whom every one had supposed to be
i

Americans or " citizens of Louisiana " bloomed
|

out as British, or French, or Spanish subjects.
'

But even so, the tremendous pressure of pop-
ular sentiment crowded them into the ranks \

and forced them to make every show of read-
J

iness to " hurl back the foe," as we used to
]

call it. And they really served for much. -

Merely as a gendarmerie they relieved just as ';

many Confederate sokliers of police duty in J

a city under martial law, and enabled them
^

to man forts and breastworks at short notice, •"

whenever that call .should come. |
That call, the gray heads knew, was com- *

ing. They confessed the conviction softly to
|

i
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one another in the counting-rooms and idle

store-fronts when they thought no one was
listening. I used to hear them— standing

with my back turned, pretending to be look-

ing at something down street, but with both

ears turned backward and stretched wide.

They said under their breath that there was
not a single measure of defense that was not

behindhand. And they spoke truly. In fam-

ily councils a new domestic art began to be

studied and discussed— the art of hiding

valuables.

There had come a great silence upon trade.

Long ago the custom warehouses had first

begun to show a growing roominess, then

emptiness, and then had remained shut, and
the iron bolts and cross-bars of their doors

were gray with cobwebs. One of them, where
I had earned my first wages as a self-support-

ing lad, had been turned into a sword-bayo-

net factory, and I had been turned out. For
some time later the Levee had kept busy; but

its stir and noise had gradually declined, fal-

tered, turned into the commerce of war and
the clatter of calkers and ship-carpenters, and
faded out. Both receipts and orders from the

interior country had shrunk and shrunk, and
the brave, steady fellows, who at entry and
shipping and cash and account desks could

no longer keep up a show of occupation, had
laid down the pen, taken lip the sword and
musket, and followed after the earlier and
more eager volunteers. There had been one
new, tremendous sport for moneyed men for

a while, with spoils to make it interesting.

The seagoing tow-boats of New Orleans were
long, slender side-wheelers, all naked power
and speed, without either freight or passenger
room, each with a single, tall, slim chimney
and hurrying walking-beam, their low, taper

hulls trailing behind scarcely above the water,

and perpetually drenched with the yeast of

the wheels. Some merchants of the more
audacious sort, restless under the strange new
quiet of Tchoupitoulas street, had got letters

of mark and reprisal, and let slip these sharp-

nosed deerhounds upon the tardy, unsuspect-

ing ships that came sailing up to the Passes

unaware of any declaration of war. But that

game too was up. The blockade had closed

in like a prison gate; the lighter tow-boats,

draped with tarpaulins, were huddled together

under Slaughterhouse Point, with their cold

boilers and motionless machinery yielding to

rust ; the more powerful ones had been moored
at the long wharf vacated by Morgim's Texas
steamships; there had been a great hammering,
and making of chips, and clatter of railroad

iron, turning these tow-boats into iron-clad

cotton gun-boats, and these had crawled away,
some up and some down the river, to be seen

in that harbor no more. At length only the
foundries, the dry-docks across the river, and
the ship-yard in suburb Jefferson, where the
great ram Mississippi was being too slowly
built, were active, and the queen of Southern
commerce, the city that had once believed it

was to be the greatest in the world, was abso-
lutely out of employment.

There was, true, some movement of the
sugar and rice crops into the hands of mer-
chants who had advanced the money to grow
them ; and the cotton-presses and cotton-
yards were full of cotton, but there it all

stuck; and when one counts in a feeble ex-

change of city for country supplies, there was
nothing more. Except— yes— that the mer-
chants had turned upon each other, and were
now engaged in a mere passing back and
forth among themselves in speculation the
daily diminishing supply of goods and food.

Some were too noble to take part in this,

and dealt only with consumers. I remem-
ber one odd little old man, an extensive

wholesale grocer, who used to get tipsy all

by himself every day, and go home so, but
who would not speculate on the food of a

distressed city. He had not got down to

that.

Gold and silver had long ago disappeared.

Confederate money was the currency; and
not merely was the price of food and raiment

rising, the value of the money was going
down. The State, too, had a paper issue, and
the city had another. Yet with all these there

was first a famine of small change, and then

a deluge of " shinplasters." Pah ! What a

mess it was ! The boss butchers and the

keepers of drinking-houses actually took the

lead in issuing " money." The current joke

was that you could pass the label of an olive-

oil bottle, because it was greasy, smelt bad,

and bore an autograph— Plagniol Freres, if

I remember rightly. I did my first work as a

cashier in those days, and I can remember
the smell of my cash drawer yet. Instead of

five-cent pieces we had car-tickets. How the

grimy little things used to stick together!

They would pass and pass until they were

so soft and illegible with grocers' and butch-

ers' handling that you could tell only by

some faint show of their original color what

company had issued them. Rogues did a

lively business in " split tickets," literally

splitting them and making one ticket serv^e

for two.

Decay had come in. In that warm, moist

climate it is always hungry, and, wherever it

is allowed to feed, eats with a greed that is

strange to see. With the wharves, always ex-

pensive and difficult to maintain, it made
havoc. The occasional idle, weather-stained
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ship moored beside them, and resting on the

water almost as hght and void as an empty
peascod, could hardly find a place to fasten

to. The streets fell into sad neglect, but the

litter of commerce was not in them, and some
of their round-stone pavements after a show-

er would have the melancholy cleanness of

weather-bleached bones. How quiet and
lonely the harbor grew ! The big dry-docks

against the farther shore were all empty.

Now and then a tug fussed about, with the

yellow river all to itself; and one or two
steamboats came and went each day, but

they moved drowsily, and, across on the other

side of the river, a whole fleet of their dingy

white sisters lay tied up to the bank, sine die.

My favorite of all the sea-steamers, the little

Habana, that had been wont to arri\e twice

a month from Cuba, disgorge her Spanish-

American cargo, and bustle away again, and
that I had watched the shipwrights, at their

ver}' elbows, razee and fit with three big, rak-

ing masts in place of her two small ones, had
long ago slipped down the river and through

the blockaders, and was now no longer the

Halhuia, but the far-famed and dreaded

Sumter.

The movements of military and naval de-

fense lent some stir. The old revenue-cutter

Washington., a graceful craft, all wings, no
steam, came and went from the foot of Canal.

She was lying there the morning Farragut's

topmasts hove in sight across the low land at

Enghsh Turn. Near by, on her starboard

side, lay a gun-boat, moored near the spot

where the " lower coast " packet landed daily

;

to which spot the crowd used to rush some-

times to see the commanding officer, Major-

General Mansfield Lovell, ride aboard, bound
down the river to the forts. Lovell was a

lithe, brown-haired man of forty-odd, a very

attractive figure, giving the eye, at first glance,

a promise of much activity. He was a showy
horseman, visibly fond of his horse. He rode

with so long a stirrup-leather that he simply

stood astride the saddle, as straight as a spear;

and the idlers of the landing loved to see him
keep the saddle and pass from the wharf to

the steamboat's deck on her long, narrow

stage-plank without dismounting.

Such petty breaks in the dreariness got to

be scarce and precious toward the last. Not
that the town seemed so desolate then as it

does now, as one tells of it ; but the times

were grim. Opposite the rear of the store

where I was now employed— for it fronted

in Common street and stretched through to

Canal— the huge, unfinished custom-house
reared its lofty granite walls, and I used to

go to its top now and then to cast my eye

over the broad city and harbor below. When

I did so, I looked down upon a town that

had never been really glad again after the

awful day of Shiloh. She had sent so many
gallant fellows to help Beauregard, and some
of them so young,— her last gleaning,— that

when, on the day of their departure, they

marcheti with solid column and firm-set, un-

sniiling mouths down the long gray lane

made by the open ranks of those old Confed-
erate guards, and their escort broke into

cheers and tears and waved their gray shakoes
on the tops of their bayonets and seized the

dear lads' hands as they passed in mute self-

devotion and steady tread, while the trumpets

sang " Listen to the Mocking-bird," that was
the last time; the town never cheered with

elation afterward ; and when the people next
uncovered it was in silence, to let the body of

Albert Sidney Johnston, their great chevalier,

pass slowly up St. Charles street behind the

muffled drums, while on their quivering hearts

was written with a knife the death-roll of that

lost battle. One of those who had brought
that precious body— a former school-mate

of mine— walked beside the bier, with the

stains of camp and battle on him from head
to foot. The war was coming very near.

Many of the town's old forms and habits

of peace held fast. The city, I have said, was
under martial law

;
yet the city management

still went through its old routines. The vol-

unteer fire department was as voluntary and
as redundantly riotous as ever. The police

courts, too, were as cheerful as of old. The
public schools had merely substituted " Dixie,"

the " Marseillaise," and the " Bonnie Blue

Flag" for " Hail Columbia" and the "Star-

Spangled Banner," and were running straight

along. There was one thing besides, of which
many of us knew nothing at the time,— a

system of espionage, secret, diligent, and
fierce, that marked down every man suspected

of sympathy with the enemy in a book whose
name was too vile to find place on any page.

This was not the mihtary secret service,— that

is to be expected wherever there is war,— nor
any authorized police, but the scheme of

some of the worst of the villains who had
ruled New Orleans with the rod of terror for

many years— the "Thugs."
But the public mind was at a transparent

heat. Everybody wanted to know of every-

body else, " Why don't you go to the front ?
"

Even the gentle maidens demanded tartly,

one of another, why each other's brothers or

lovers had not gone long ago. Whereas, in

truth, the laggards were few indeed. The
very cliildren w ere fierce. For now even we,

the uninformed, the lads and women, knew
the enemy was closing down upon us. Of
course we confronted the fact very valorously,
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we boys and mothers and sisters— and the

newspapers. Had we not inspected the forti-

lications ourselves ? Was not every man in

town ready to rush into them at the twelve

taps of the fire-alarm bells ? Were we not

ready to man them if the men gave out ?

Nothing afloat could pass the forts. Nothing
that walked could get through our swamps.
The Mississippi— and, in fact, she was a

majestically terrible structure, only let us

complete her— would sweep the ri\er clean !

But there was little laughter. Food was
dear ; the destitute poor were multiplying ter-

ribly ; the market men and women, mainly

VoL. XXIX.—96.

Germans, Gascon-French, and Sicilians, had

lately refused to take the shinplaster cur-

rency, and the city authority had forced them

to accept it. There was little to laugh at.

The Mississippi was gnawing its levees and

threatening to plunge in upon us. The city

was believed to be full of spies.

1 shall not try to describe the day the

alarm-bells told us the city was in ilanger and

called every man to his mustering- point. The
children jjoured out from the school gates and

ran crying to their homes, meeting their sob-

bing mothers at their thresholds. The men
fell into ranks. I was left entirelv alone in
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charge of the store where I was employed.

Late in the afternoon, receiving orders to close

it, I did so, and went home. But I did not

stay. I went to the river-side. There until far

into the night I saw hundreds of drays carry-

ing cotton out of the presses and yards to the

wharves, where it was tired. The glare of those

sinuous miles of flame set men and women
weeping and wailing thirty miles away on the

farther shore of Lake Pontchartrain. But the

next dav was the day of terrors. During the

night fear, wrath, and sense of betrayal had run

through the people ;is the fire had run through

the cotton. Vou have seen, perhaps, a tamily

fleeing with lamentations and wringing of

hands out of a burning house ; mifltiply it by
thousands upon thousands : that was New
Orleans, though the houses were not burning.

The firemen were out ; but they cast fire on the

waters, putting the torch to the empty ships and
cutting them loose to float down the river.

^Vhoever could go was going. The great

mass, that had no place to go to or means to

go with, was beside itself. " Betrayed ! be-

trayed !
" it cried, and ran in throngs from

street to street, seeking some vent, some vic-

tim for its wrath. 1 saw a crowd catch a poor
fellow at the corner of Magazine and Com-
mon streets, whose crime was that he looked
like a stranger and might be a spy. He was the

palest living man I ever saw. They swung him
to a neighboring lamp-post, but the Foreign
Legion was patroling the town in strong squads,

and one of its lieutenants, all green and gold,

leaped with drawn sword, cut the rope, and
saved the man. This was one occurrence

;

there were many like it. I stood in the rear door
of our store, Canal street, soon after reopen-
ing it. The junior of the firm was within. I

called him to look toward the river. The
masts of the cutter W'ashitigton were slowly

tipping, declining, sinking— down she went.

The gun-boat moored next her began to

smoke all over and then to blaze. My em-
ployers lifted up their heels and left the city— left their goods and their affairs in the

hands of one mere lad— no stranger would
have thought I had reached fourteen— and
one big (ierman porter. I closed the doors,

sent the porter to his place in the Foreign
Legion, and ran to the levee to see the sights.

What a gathering ! 'I'he rifTf-rafif of the

wharves, the town, the gutters. .Such women
— such wrecks of women I And all the ju-

venile rag-tag. 'I'he lower steamboat landing,

well covered with sugar, rice, and molasses,
was being rifled. The men smashed ; the

women scooped up the smashings. The river

was overflowing the top of the levee. A rain-

.storm began to threaten. " Are the Yankee
ships in sight?" I asked of an idler. He

pointed out the tops of their naked masts as

they showed up across the huge bend of the

river. They were engaging the batteries at

Camp Chalmette— the old field of Jackson's

renown. Presently that was over. Ah, me !

I see them now as they come slowly round
Slaughterhouse Point into full view, silent, so

grim, and terrible; black with men, heavy
with deadly portent ; the long-banished Stars

and Stripes flying against the frowning sky.

Oh, for the Mississippi ! the Mississippi J Just

then here she came down upon them. But
how ? Drifting helplessly, a mass of flames.

The crowds on the levee howled and
screamed with rage. The swarming decks
answered never a word ; but one old tar on
the Hartford, standing with lanyard in hand
beside a great pivot-gun, so plain to view that

you could see him smile, silently patted its

big black breech and blandly grinned.

And now the rain came down in sheets.

About one or two o'clock in the afternoon

(as I remember), I being again in the store

with but one door ajar, came a roar of shout-

ings and imprecations and crowding feet

down Coi-jimon street. " Hurrah for Jeff"

Davis ! Hurrah for Jeff" Davis ! Shoot them !

Kill them I Hang them !
" I locked the door

on the outside and ran to the front of the

mob, bawling with the rest, " Hurrah for

Jeff Davis !
" About every third man there

had a weapon out. Two officers of the

United States Navy were walking abreast,

unguarded and alone, looking not to right or

left, never frowning, never flinching, while the

mob screamed in their ears, shook cocked
pistols in their faces, cursed and crowded and
gnashed upon them. So through the gates

of death those two men walked to the City

Hall to demand the town's surrender. It was
one of the bravest deeds I ever saw done.

Later events, except one, I leave to other

])ens. An officer from the fleet stood on the

City Hall roof about to lower the flag of

Louisiana. In the street beneath gleamed the

bayonets of a body of marines. A howitzer

pointed up and another down the street. All

around swarmed the mob. Just then Mayor
Monroe— lest the officer above should be
fired ui)on and the howitzers open upon the

crowed— came out alone and stood just be-

fore one of the howitzers, tall, slender, with

folded arms, eying the gunner. Down sank
the flag. Caj)tain Bell, tall and stiff, marched
oft' with the flag rolled under his arm and the'

howitzers clanking behind. Then cheer after

cheer rang out for Monroe. And now, I

daresay, every one is well ];leased that, aftei

all. New Orleans never lowered her colors

with her own hands.

Ccofi^e IV. Cable.
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T'
^HE most impor-

tant event of the

War of the Rel)elhon,

with the exception of

the fall of Richmond,
was the capture of

New Orleans and the

forts Jackson and St.

Philip, guarding the

approach to that city.

To appreciate the na-

ture of this victory, it

is necessary to have
been an actor in it,

and to be able to com-
prehend not only the

immediate results to

the Union cause, but the whole bearing of the

fall of New Orleans on the Civil War, which

u

THE MAN WHO WOfLD NOT
HAUL DOWN THE INION
FLAG AT THE PENSACOI.A
NAVY-YARD. (FROM A

SKETCH FROM LIFE BY
WILLIAM WAUD.)

the city were in no way behind the most
zealous secessionists in energy of puqjose and
in hostility to the Government of the United
States.

The Mississippi is thus seen to have been
the backbone of the Rebellion, which it should
have been the first duty of the Federal (Gov-

ernment to break. At the very outset of the

war it should have been attacked at both
ends at the same time, before the Confeflerates

had time to fortify its banks or to turn the

guns in the Government forts against the

Union forces. A dozen improvised gun-boats
would ha\e held the entire length of the

river if they had been sent there in time.

The efficient fleet with which Dupont, in

November, 1861, attacked and captured the

works at Port Royal could at that time have
steamed up to New Orleans and captured the

at that time had attained its most formidable city without difficulty. Any three vessels could

proportions.

Previous to fitting out the expedition

against New Orleans, there were eleven

Southern States in open rebellion against the

Government of the United States, or, as it

have passed Forts Jackson and St. Phihjj a

month after the commencement of the war,

and could have gone on to Cairo, if neces-

sary, without any trouble. But the Federal

Government neglected to approach the mouth
was termed by the Southern people, in a state of the Mississippi until a year after hostihiies

of secession. Their harbors were all more or

less closed against our ships-of-war, either by
the heavy forts built originally by the General
Government for their protection, or by torpe-

does and sunken vessels. Through four of

these seceding States ran the great river Mis-

sissippi, and both of its banks, from Memphis to

had commenced, except to blockade. The
Confederates made good use of this interval,

putting forth all their resources and fortifying

not only the approaches to New Orleans, but

both banks of the river as far north as Memphis.

While in command of the Powhataji, en-

its mouth, were lined with powerful batteries, gaged in the blockade of the South-west Pass

On the west side of the river were three irapor

tant States, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas,

with their great tributaries to the Mississippi,

— the White, the Arkansas, and the Red,

—

which were in a great measure secure from
the attacks of the Union forces. These States

could not only raise half a million soldiers,

but could furnish the Confederacy with pro-

visions of all kinds, and cotton enough to

supply the Rebel Government with th.e sin-

ews of war. New Orleans was the largest

of the Mississippi,-— a period of seventy-six

days,— I took pains to obtain all possible in-

formation concerning the defenses ot the ri\ er.

I learned from the fishermen who supjilied the

city with oysters and fish that very little prog-

ress had been made in strengthening the forts,

and that no vessel ofany importance was being

built except the ram Manassas, which had not

much strength and but a single gun. 'Ihc only

Confederate vessel then in commission was a

small river-boat, the Iv\\ mounting one four-

Southern city, and contained all the resources pounder rifled gun. Had I been able to cross

of modern warfare, having great workshops the bar with my ship, I would have felt justi-

where machinery of the most powerful kind fied in going up to the city and calling on the

could be built, and having artisans capable of authorities to surrender. I could easily ha\ e

building ships in wood or iron, casting heavv passed the forts under cover of the night with-

guns, or making small arms. The people of out the aid of a pilot, as I had been up and

* For a description of the " Operations of the Western Flotilla " (including the openini,' of the Mississippi

from Cairo to Memphis), see the paper by Rear-Admiral Walke in TliE Ck.ntirv for January, 1885.
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down the river some thirty times in a large

mail steamer. But the P^nchatan drew three

feet too much water, and there was no use

thinking about such an adventure.

This was the position of aftairs on May 31,

I S6 1, only forty-five days after Fort Sumter

had been fired on.

On the 9th of November. 1S61. I arrived at

New York with the Powhatan and was ordered

to report to the Navy Department at Washing-

ton, which I did on the 12th. In those days it

was not an easv matter for an officer, except

one of high rank, to obtain access to the Sec-

retar\- of the Navy, and I had been waiting

nearlv all the morning at the door of his

oflice when Senators C Crimes and Hale came
along and entered into conversation with me
concerning my service on the Gulf coast.

During this interview I told the senators of

a plan I had formeil for the capture of New
Orleans, and when I had explained to them

how easily it could be accomplished, they

expressed surprise that no action had been

taken in the matter, and took me in with

them at once to see Secretary Welles. I then

gave the Secretary, in as few words as pos-

sible, mv opinion on the importance of cap-

turing New Orleans, and my plan for doing

so. Mr. Welles listeneil to me attentively,

and when I hail finished what I had to say

he remarked that the matter should be laid

before the President at once ; and we all went
forthwith to the Executive Mansion, where

we were received by Mr. Lincoln.

My plan, which I then stated, was as fol-

lows : To fit out a fleet of vessels-of-war

with which to attack the city, fast steam-

ers drawing not more than eighteen feet of

water and carrying about two hundred and
fifty heavy guns ; als(j a flotilla of mortar-ves-

sels, to be used in case it should be necessary

to bombard Forts Jackson and St. Philip be-

fore the fleet should attemj)t to ])ass them. I

also proposed that a body of troops should be

sent along in trans];orts to take jjossession of

the city after it had been surrendered to the

navy. When I had outlined the proposed

movement the President remarked

:

" This should have been done sooner. Tlic

.Mis.sissippi is the backbone of the Rebellion
;

it is the key to the whole situation. While

the Confederates hold it they can obtain

supplies of all kinds, and it is a barrier against

our force.s. Come, let us go and see General

.MrClellan."

.\t that time (General McClellan com-
manded the .Army of the IVjtomac, and was

in the zenith of his f)Ower. He held the c;on-

fidcnce of the Presiflent and the country, anri

was engaged in organizing a large army
with which to guarantee the safety of the

Federal seat of government, and to march
upon Richmond.
Our party was now joined by Mr. Seward,

the Secretary of State, and we proceeded

to McClellan's headquarters, where we found

that officer diligently engaged in the duties of

his responsible position. He came to meet
the President with that cheery manner which

always distinguished him, and, seeing me,

shook me warmly by the hand. We had
known each other for some years, and I al-

ways had the highest opinion of his military

abilities.

" Oh," said the President, '' you two know
each other ! Then half the work is done."

He then explained to the general the ob-

ject of his calling at that time, saying :

" This is a most important expedition.

What troops can you spare to accompany it

and take possession of New Orleans after the

navy has effected its capture ? It is not only

necessary to have troops enough to hold New
Orleans, but we must be able to proceed at

once towards Vicksburg, which is the key to

all that country watered by the Mississippi

and its tributaries. If the Confederates once

fortify the neighboring hills, they will be able

to hold that point for an indefinite time, and
it will require a large force to dislodge them."

In all his remarks the President showed a

remarkable famiUarity with the state of affairs.

Before leaving us, he said :

" We will leave this matter in the hands of

you two gentlemen. Make your plans, and
let me have your report as soon as possible."

General McClellan and myself were then

left to talk the matter over and draw up the

plan of operations. With a man of McClellan's

energy, it did not take long to come to a con-

clusion ; and, although he had some difficulty

in finding a sufficient number of troops without

interfering with other important projects, he

settled the matter in two days, and reported

that his men would be ready to embark on the

15th of January, 1862.

The i)lan of the campaign submitted to

the President was as follows : A naval ex-

])edition was to be fitted out, composed of

vessels mounting not fewer than two hun-

dred guns, with a ])owerful mortar-fiotilla,

and with steam transports to keep the llect

sup])lie(l. The army was to furnish twenty
thousand troops, not only for the purpose
of oc:cupying New Orleans after its capture,

but to fortify and hold the heights about
Vicksburg. The navy and army were to push
on up the river as soon as New Orleans was
occupied by our troops, and call upon the

authorities of Vicksburg to surrender. Orders
were to be issued to l'"lag-officer Davis, who
connnaiuled the iron-clad ileet on the Upper
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Mississippi, to join the fleet above Vicksburg

with his vessels and niortar-boats.

The above plans were all approved by the

President, and the Navy Department imme-
diately set to work to prepare the naval part

of the expedition, while Cieneral McClellan

prepared the military part. The officer selected

to command the troops was General B. F.

Butler, a man supposed to be of high admin-

istrative ability, anil at that time one of the

most zealous of the Union commanders.
The Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Mr.

G. V. Fox, selected the vessels for this expe-

dition, and to me was assigned the duty of

PRESENT ASPECT OF FORT JACKSON,
FUOM SUMMIT OF THE LEVEE LOOKING SOUTH FROM

THE RIVER.

purchasing and fitting out a mortar flotilla, to

be composed of twenty large schooners, each

mounting one heavy thirteen-inch mortar and

at least two long thirty-two-pounders. It was
not until December, 1861, that the Navy De-
partment got seriously to work at fitting out

the expedition. Some of the mortar-vessels

had to be purchased, the twenty mortars, with

their thirty thousand bombshells, had to be

cast at Pittsburgh and transported to New York
and Philadelphia, and the mortar-carriages

made in New York. It was also necessary to

recall ships from stations on the coast and fit

them out ; also to select officers from the few

Xatchzz

'V ;
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/

.MAP SHOWING THE DEFENSES OF THE MISSISSIPPI AND THE
POSITIONS OF THE MORTAR-FLEET AT THE OPEN-

ING OF THE BOMBARDMENT.

I had known Farragut ever since 1 was
five years old. He stood high in the navy
as an officer and seaman, and possessed such
undoubtc<l courage and energy that no possi-

ble objection could be made to him. On the

first sign of war Farragut, though a South-

erner by birth and residence, had shown his

loyalty in an outspoken manner. The South-

ern officers had used every argument to in-

duce him to desert his Hag, even going so far

as to threaten to detain him by force. His
answer to them has become historical :

" Mind
what 1 tell you : You fellows will catch the

devil before you get through with this busi-

ness."* Having thus expressed himself in a

manner not to be misuntlerstood, he left Nor-
folk with his family and took a hou.se on the

Hudson River, whence he reported to the

Navy Department as ready for duty. I knew
Farragut better than most other officers of the

navy knew him ; and as he is here to apjjcar as

the central figure of the greate.st naval achieve-

ment of our war, I will give a brief sketch of

his early naval life.

Farragut was born in Tennessee, from which

State his family moved to New Orleans. His

father was not a man of affluence, and had a

large family to support. In 1807 Captain

David Porter, United States Navy, was aj)-

pointed to the command of the New Orleans

station. His father, David Porter, senior (who

had been appointed by (General Washington a

sailing-master in the navy, for services ])er-

formed during the Revolution), accompanied

him to this post and served under his com-

mand. Being eighty-four years of age, his

services were nominal, and he only lived in

Note. The top of the map is west.

available at that time to fill the various posi-

tions where efficiency was required— espe-

cially for the mortar flotilla, the operation of New Orleans for the sake of being near his

which imposed unfamiliar duties. son. One day, while fishing on Lake Pont-

By the latter part of January the mortar flo- chartrain, the old gentleman fell over with

tilla got off. In addition to the schooners, it a sunstroke, and Farragut's father took him

included seven steamers (which were necessary to his house near by, and treated him with

to move the vessels about in the Mississippi the most assiduous attention. Mr. Porter died

River) and a store-ship. Seven hundred picked at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Farra-

men were enlisted, and twenty-one officers were gut, it being considered dangerous to move

selected from the merchant marine
to command the mortar-schooners.

An important duty now devolved
on the Secretary of the Navy, viz.,

the selection of an officer to com-
mand the wdiole expedition. Mr. Fox
and myself had often discussed the

matter. He had had in his mind
several officers of high standing and
unimpeachable loyalty ; but, as I

knew the officers of the navy better

than he did, my advice was listened

to, and the selection fell upon Cap-
tain David Glasgow Farragut.

* It is wor
Andrew Jack

r.NTRANCE TO FORT

T^'^A

PHILIP. (PRESENT ASPECT.)

thy of note in this connection tliat in iS;;3, dunno; tiic nullification troubles, Farragut was sent by

cson to South Carolina to support his mandate that " the I'nion must and shall be preserved. — hu.
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him. Captain Porter then, in order to show placed, Farragut maintained his reputation

his i^ratitude to the Farraguts tor their kind- as a fine officer, and genial, cheery compan-

ness'to his father, ottered \o adopt their son ion. He was esteemed by all who knew him,

Glasgow. This ofier was gladly accepted, and and no one in the navy had more personal

from" that time young Farragut became a friends or fewer enemies. At the time of his

member of Captain Porter's family, and was appointment to the command of the New Or-

recof^nized as his adoptive son. The boy was leans expedition, he was over sixty years of

MOKTAR-SCHOONKl ! i AGAINST FOI; I

( Distance <A leading; sch(X)ncr from the fori, 2850 y.irili. Duration of fire, six dayi 'r..t.a luiml.cr of sllulls firi,-..!, it.Soo.)

placed at school when he was eight years old, age; but he was as active as a man of fifty,

and on the 17th of December, 1810, he was with an unimpaired constitution, and a mind
appointed an acting midshipman in the navy, as bright as ever.

He accompanied Ca[>tain Porter in the cruise On his return to the North willi liis family,

of the Essex around Cape Horn, and was he had been assigned to duty by the I)e])art-

with him at the memorable cai)ture of that ment as i)resident of a board for the examina-

frigate, on which occasion he showed the tif)n of officers, and he accepted it as an ac-

spirit of a brave boy. He remained with his knowledgment on the part of the (iovernment
adojjtcfl father some years, anfl served under that he was a loyal man. The Department
him in the •' mos')uito fleet " of the W^cst hesitated for some lime, however, when his

India s'juadron. In whatever position he was name was jjroposed as commander of theim-

are from sketches Ijy" The draw
Admiral Porter

ings of vessels in action printed with this article, cxcejjt tlic {general view,

•, and all have received his criticism and final approval.— V.\k
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yfcli& nsuit. by iartifis represented /A**-a

M « '« sk«tr ff n _ _j'

f^jrta 'tkjCt ivere hu,r9ie^ jj >> ^^
Z'tju^ces on, ZS;« *-^f^jfAJ>-ia >-ef>»^rc3^ tv/^fn^saji^^A^s.-.D •

I'LAN OF FORT JACKSOX, SHOWING THE EFFECT OF THE BOMBARDMENT, APRU. i8tH TO 24rH. (FROM THE GOVERNMENT MAI'
SIRVEYED BY J. S. HARRIS UNDER THE DIRECTION OF F. H. GERDES, U. S. COAST SURVEY.)

["All the scows ami boats near the fort except three small ones were sunk. The drawbridge, hot-shot furnaces, and fresh-water cisterns were
destroyed. The floors of the casemates were flooded, the levee having been broken. All the platforms for pitching tents on were destroyed by fire or
shells. All the casemates were cracked fthe roof in some places being entirely broken through) and masses of brick dislodged in numerous instances.
The outer walls of the fort were cracked from top to bottom, admitting daylight freely."—Inscription on the original plan.]

portant expedition against New Orleans. A
widespread feeling prevailed at that time

that Southern officers should not be given

active duty afloat ; for, although their loyalty

was not doubted, it was naturally thought that

they would find no duty congenial that would
compel them to act offensively against their

friends and relations. It was afterwards

proved that this opinion was unjust, for among
the officers who hailed from the South were
some of the most zealous and energetic de-

fenders of the Union flag—men who did their

duty faithfully. When Farragut came North
he simply reported himself to the De])artment
as ready for duty, without applying for active

service against the enemy. It was owing to

this fact that the Department was so long in

coming to a conclusion, and this explains

why the commander of the expedition was
not (as he ought to have been) the very first

man selected.

I continually urged Farragut's appointment,

and finally the Department directed me to go
on to New York, and ascertain in a personal

interview whether he would accept the com-
mand and enter warmlv into the views of the

Government. I found him, as I had expected,

loyal to the utmost extent; and, although he
did not at that time know the destination of

the expedition, he authorized me to accei)t for

him the Secretary's offer, and I telegraphed

the Department :
" Farragut accejjts the com-

mand, as 1 was sure he would."

In consequence of this answer he was calle«l

to Washington, and on the 20th of January,

1862, he received orders to command the ex-

pedition against New Orleans. In the orders

are included these pa.ssages :
" There will be

attached to your squadron a fleet of bomb-ves-

sels, and armed steamers enough to manage
them, all under command of Commander I).

D. Porter, who will be directed to report to you.

As fast as these vessels are got ready they will

be sent to Key \\'est to await the arrival of all,

and the commanding officers will be i)ermitte(l

to organize and practice with them at that

port. When these formidable mortars arri\e,

and you are comi)letely ready, you will collect

such vessels as can be spared from the block-

ade, and proceed U]) the Mis.sissipjji River,

and reduce the defenses which guard the

approaches to New Orleans, when you will
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appear off that citv and take possession of Orleans, which were expected to sweep the

it under the guns of vour squadron, and whole Southern coast clear of Union vessels,

hoist the American flag therein, keeping An iron-clad ram, the Arkansas, was building

possession until troops can be sent to you. at Yazoo City, and several other iron-clad

If the Mississippi expedition from Cairo shall vessels were under construction at different

not have descended the river, vou will take points on the tributaries.

advantage of the panic to piish a strong This energy and forethought displayed by

MAJOR-GENERAL MANSFIELD LOVKLI,, CriMMANDER OF CONFEDEKA I li DEIAKTMENT NO. I, WITH HEADQUARTERS
AT NEW ORLEANS. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY COOK.)

force up the river to take all their defenses in

the rear."

As soon as possible Farragut jjroceeded to

his station and took (ommand of the ^^'est

(iulf Blockading Stjuadron. In the mean
time the Confederates had not been idle.

They had early been made ac(|uainted with the

destination of theexpeiiition,and had put forth

all their energies in strengthening Kf^rts Jack-

.son and St. Phili|>, obstructing the river, and
preparing a naval force with which to meet
the invaders. The ram Manassas was fin-

i.shed and plarrd in commission, and the iron-

clad hntisiana, mounting sixteen heavy guns

and heavily armored, was hurried toward

completion. JJesides these vessels there were

two other powerful iron-dads building at New

the South will seem marvelous when compared
with what was done by the North during the

same jjeriod of time ; for among all the ships

that were sent to Farragut there was not one
whose sides could resist a twelve-pound shot.

Considering the great resources of the North-

ern States, this supineness of the Government
seems inexcusable. Up to the time of the

sailing of the expedition, only one small iron-

clad, the Monitor, had been commenced ; and
it was only after her encounter with the Mer-
rimac that it was seen hoVuseful vessels of this

c;lass would be for the attack on New Orleans,

l>artici.ilarly in contending with the forts on
the banks of the iMississi])pi.

Mag-fjfticer l'"arragut did not arrive at Ship

Island with the /far/fan/ until the 20th of
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BMIfPHSi™

COMMANDER DAVID D. PORTER (NOW ADMIRAL U. S. N.),— IN COMMAND OF THE MORTAK-FLttT Al

FORTS JACKSON AND ST. PHILIP.

February, 1862, he having been detained for

some time at Key West, where he commenced
arranging his squadron for the difficult task

that lay before him.

The vessels which had been assigned to

his command soon began to arrive, and by
the middle of March the following ships and
gun-boats had reported: Hartford, 25 guns,

Commander Richard \\'ainwright ; Brooklyn,

24 guns. Captain T. T. Craven ; Ricltmond, 26

guns, Commander James Alden ; Mississippi,

12 guns. Commander Melancton Smith; Pc::-

saco/a, 24 guns, Captain H. W . Morris; Qjyu-

i^a, 6 guns, Lieutenant-com'g N. B. Harrison;

Oneida, 9 guns, Commander S. P. Lee ; / arnna,

ID guns. Commander Charles S. Boggs ; Ka-

tahdin,^ guns, Lieutenant-com'g Ccorge H.

Preble; Kineo, 4 guns, Lieutenant-com'g

George M. Ransom; U'issahickon, 4 guns,

Lieutenant-com'g A. N. Smith; Witwna, 4

guns, Lieutenant-com'g E. T. Nichols^; Itasca,

4 guns, Lieutenant-com'g C. H. B. Caldwell

;

Pino/a, 4 guns, Lieutenant-com'g Pierce

Crosbv : K>nnd>cc, 4 guns, Lieutenant-com'g

J;)hn H. Russell; Iroijuois, 9 guns, Com-
mander John I)e Camp ; Sciota, 4 guns,



MAIOR-OKNERAL BRSJAMIN P. BIJTLER, IN tOMMANI^ OF TUB MII.ITAKV KOKCKS OI

(FKOM A PIIOTCKiKAPH TAKEN IN VIRGINIA IN 1864 )

TlllC NKW OKLF.ANS liXPEDITION.
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Lieutenant-com'g Edward Donaldson. Total

guns, 177. Also the following steamers be-

longing to the mortar flotilla : Harriet Lane,

Owasco, Clifton, Westfield, Aliami, Jackson;

besides the mortar-schooners, the names of

which will be given farther on. The frigate

Colorado, mounting fifty guns, had arrived, but

Admiral Farragut and Captain Bailey both

came to the conclusion that she could not be

lightened sufficiently to cross the bar.

On the 1 8th of March all the mortar-

schooners crossed the bar at Pass ^ I'Outre,

towed by the steamers Harriet Lane, Owasco,

IVestfield, and Clifton. They were ordered by
Farragut to proceed to South-west Pass.

As yet the only vessels that had crossed the

bar were the Hartford and Brooklyn. The
Navy Department had made a mistake in

sending vessels of too great draught of water,

such as the Colorado, Pensacola, and Missis-

sippi. The two latter vessels succeeded in

crossing with great difficulty, but the whole
fleet was delayed at least twelve days.

The first act of Farragut was to send Cap-
tain Henry H. Bell, his chief-of-staff, up the river

with the steamers A'*?;/ //^/^<f^ and IVissahickoji, to

ascertain, if possible, what preparations had
been made by the enemy to prevent the pas-

sage of the forts. This officer reported that
" the obstructions seemed formidable. Eight
hulks were moored in line across the river,

with heavy chains extending from one to the

other. Rafts of logs were also used, and the pas-

sage between the forts was thus entirely closed."

The Confederates had lost no time in

strengthening their defenses. They had been
working night and day ever since the expedi-

tion was planned by the Federal Govern-
ment. Forts Jackson and St. Philip were two
strong defenses on each side of the river, the

former on the west bank and the latter on the

east. As they are to hold an important place

in the following narration of events, it will be
well to give a description of them.

Fort Jackson was built in the shape of a

star, of stone and mortar, with heavy bomb-
proofs. (See page 929.) It set back about one
hundred yards from the levee, with its case-

mates just rising above it. I am told that the

masonry had settled somewhat since it was first

built, but it was still in a good state of preser-

vation. Its armament consisted of forty-three

heavy guns in barbette, and twenty in case-

mates ; also two pieces of light artillery and
three mortars ; also seven guns in water battery
— in all, seventy-five guns, distributed as fol-

lows : On main parapet, thirty-three thirty-

two-pounders, two ten-inch columbiads, one

six-inch rifle ; in second bastion, one nine-

inch mortar, two ten-inch columbiads ; in

third bastion, one columbiad, two eight-inch
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mortars
;
in north-west casemate, eight thirty-

two-pounders
; in north-east casemate, six

thirty-two-poundcrs ; in bastion casemates,
ten short guns, two brass field-pieces. Extend-
ing from the fort down the river was a water
battery, containing two large rilled guns, one
ten-inch and one nine-inch columbiad, and
three thirty-two-pounders on the outer cur-
tain. This was a very formidable jjart of the
defenses, its heavy guns having a command-
ing range down the river. The main works
had been strengthened by covering its bomb-
proofs and vulnerable parts with bags of sand
piled five or six feet deep, making it proof
against the projectiles of ordinary guns carried
by ships-of-war in those days. The fort was
also well supplied with provisions and muni-
tions of war, which were stowed away in a
heavily built citadel of masonry situated in

the center of the works. Altogether, it was
in very good condition to withstand either
attack or siege. Fort Jackson was under the
immediate command of Lieutenant-Colonel
Edward Higgins, formerly an officer of the
United States Navy, and a very gallant and
intelligent man.

Fort St. Philip was situated on the other
side of the river, about half a mile above Fort
Jackson, and, in my opinion, was the more
formidable of the two works. It covered a
large extent of ground, and although it was
open, without casemates, its walls were
strongly built of brick and stone, covered
with sod. The guns were all mounted in bar-

bette, and could be brought to bear on any
vessel going up or down the river. There
were in all 53 pieces of ordnance, as follows :

Forty-three guns (mostly thirty-two-pound-

ers), one thirteen-inch mortar, four ten-inch

sea-coast mortars, one ten-inch siege mortar,

one eight-inch siege mortar, three pieces of
light artillery. One heavy rifled gun bore on
the position of the mortar-fleet, and caused
us considerable disturbance until the second
or third day after the bombardment com-
menced, when it burst.

Each of the forts held a garrison of about

seven hundred men, some of whom were

from the Northern States, besides many for-

eigners (Germans or Irish). The Northern

men had applied for duty in the forts to

avoid suspicion, and ih the hoi)e that they

would not be called upon to fight against

the Federal Government. In this hope they

had been encouraged by their officers, all of

whom, including the colonel in command,
were of the opinion that no naval officer

would have the hardihood to attack such

strong positions.

All of the land defenses were under Brig-

adier-General Johnson K. Duncan, who
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showed himself to be an able and gallant

conimander.

The best passage up the river was near the

west bank close under the guns of Fort

Jackson, where the current was not very

rapid and few eddies existed. Across this

channel the Confederates had placed a raft

of logs, extending from the shore to the com-

mencement of a line of hulks which reached

to the other side of the river. These hulks

were anchored and connected to each other

by chains. The raft was so arranged that it

could be hauled out of the way of passing

vessels, and closed when danger threatened.

Although this plan of blocking the river

was better than the first one tried by the

Confederates, viz., to float a heavy chain

across on rafts, it was not very formitlablc or

ingenious.

In addition to the defenses at the forts,

the Confederates worked with great diligence

to improvise a fleet of men-of- war, using

for this purpose a number of heavy tugs,

that had been employed in towing vessels

up and down the river, and some merchant

steamers. These, with the ram Manassas and

the iron-clad Louisiana, made in all twelve

vessels. The whole naval force was nomi-

nallv under the control of Commander John

K. Mitchell, C. S. N.
In order that we may come to a full un-

derstanding of the composition of this fleet,

it will be necessary to give a detailed account

of each vessel, stating the authority which

directed her movements. The following ves-

sels belonged to the regular navy, and were,

from the first, under the exclusive control of

Commander Mitchell:

The iron-clad Louisiana, mounting sixteen

heavy guns, with a crew of two hundred men.

She was a powerful vessel, almost impervious

to shot, and was fitted with a shot-proof gal-

ler)' from which her sharp-shooters could fire

at an enemy with great effect. Her machin-

ery was not completed, however, and during

the pa.ssageof the Union fleet she was secured

to the river-bank and could only use one

broadside and four of her stern guns. At this

time she was under the immediate command
of Lieutenant Charles F. Mcintosh, formerly

of the United States Navy. (See page 9318.)

Alsothcil/ri'i'tf^', Lieutenant Thomas B. Huger,

a sea-going steamer mounting six thirty-two-

pounders and one nine-inch shell gun; steamer

Jackson, Lieutenant F. H. Rcnshaw, mounting
two thirty-two-pounders ; iron-clad ram Alan-

assas, Lieutenant A. Y. Warley, mounting one
thirty-two-pounder (in the bow) ; and two
launches, mounting each one howitzer. Also

the following converted sea-steamers into

Louisiana State gun-boats, with pine and cot-

kcrly Kennon,two thirty-two-pounder rifled
j

IS, and the General Quitman, Captain Grant,
]

ton barricades to protect the machinery and
boilers : The Governor Moore, Commander •'

Bevi

guns,

two thirty-two-pounders. " All the above .

steamers, being converted vessels," says Com-
mander Mitchell, " were too slightly built for

war purposes." The following unarmed steam-

ers belonged to his command, viz. : The
P/ia-nix, ]V. Burton, and Landis. The follow-

ing named steamers, chartered by the army,

were placed under his orders, viz. : The
Mosher, Belle Algenne, Star, and Music
(small tugs).

The River Defense gun-boats, under the

command of a merchant captain named
Stephenson, were also ordered to report to

Commander Mitchell ; but they proved of lit-

tle assistance to him owing to the insubordina-

tion of their commander. This fleet consisted

of the following converted tow-boats, viz.

:

The JJarrior, Stonewall Jackson, Resolute,

Defiance, General Lovell, R. J. Breckinridge.
" All of the above vessels," says Com-
mander Mitchell, " mounted from one to two
pivot thirty-two-pounders each, some of them
rifled. Their boilers and machinery were all

more or less protected by thick, double pine

barricades, filled in with compressed cotton."

They were also prepared for ramming by flat

bar-iron casings around their bows.

The Confederate fleet mounted, all told,

thirty-nine guns, all but two of them being

thirty-two-pounders, and one-fourth of them
rifled.

It is thus seen that our wooden vessels,

which passed the forts carrying 177 guns, had
arrayed against them 128 guns in strongly

built works, and 39 guns on board of partly

armored vessels.

In addition to the above-mentioned de-

fenses, Commodore Mitchell had at his com-
mand a number of fire-rafts (long flat-boats

filled with pine-knots, etc.), which were ex-

pected to do good service, either by throwing

the Union fleet into confusion or by furnishing

light to the gunners in the forts. On com-
paring the Confederate defenses with the at-

tacking force of the Union fleet, it will be seen

that the odds were strongly in favor of the

former. It is generally conceded by military

men that one gun in a fort is about equal to

five on board of a wooden ship, especially

when, as in this case, the forces afloat are

obliged to contend against a three-and-a-half-

knot current in a channel obstructed by chains

and fire-rafts. Our enemies were well aware
of their strength, and although they hardly

expected us to make so hazardous an attack,

they waited impatiently for Farragut to "come
on," resting in the assurance that he would
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meet with a disastrous defeat. They did not

neglect, however, to add daily to the strength

of their works during the time that our ships

were delayed in crossing the bar and ascend-

ing the river.

Having now described the state of the

Confederate defenses, we will continue our

narrative Of the doings of the Union fleet.

Farragut experienced great difficulty in

getting the larger vessels over the bar. The
Hartford and Brooklyn were the only two
that could pass without lightening. The Rich-

mond stuck fast in the mud every time she

attempted to cross. The Mississippi drew two

feet too much water, and the Pensacola, after

trying several times to get over, ran on a

wreck a hundred yards away from the chan-

nel. There she lay, with her propeller half

out of water, thumping on the wreck as she

was driven in by the wind and sea. Pilots

had been procured at Pilot Town, near

by; but they were either treacherous or ner-

vous, and all their attempts to get the heavy

ships over the bar were failures. Farragut felt

extremely uncomfortable at the prospect be-

fore him, but I convinced him that I could

get the vessels over if he would place them

under my control, and he consented to do
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so. I first tried with the Richmofui (Captain

Alden), and, although she had grounded seven

times when in charge of a pilot, I succeeded

at the first attempt, crossed the bar, and an-

chored oft' Pilot Town. The next trial was with

the frigate Mississippi. The vessel was light-

ened as much as possible by taking out her

spars, sails, guns, provisions, and coal. All the

steamers of the mortar-fleet were then sent to

her assistance, and after eight days' hard work

they succeeded in pulling her through. To
get' the Pcnsacola over looked even more dif-*

ficult. I asked Captain Bailey to lend me the

Colorado for a short time, and with this vessel

I went as close as possible to the Pcnsacola,

ran out a stream-cable to her stern, and, by

backing hard on the Colorado, soon released

her from her disagreeable position. The next

day at twelve o'clock I passed her over the

bar and anchored her oft" Pilot Town. All the

available vessels were now safely over, and

Farragut was at liberty to proceed up the

river as soon as he pleased.

The U. S. Coast Survey steamer Sachem,

commanded by a ver}- competent officer, Mr.

F. H. Gerdes, had been added to the expe-

dition for the purpose of sounding the bar and

river channel, and also to establish points and

distances which should serve as guides to the

commander of the mortar flotilla. Mr. Gerdes

and his assistants selected the positions of the

bomb-vessels, furnished all the commanders
of vessels with reliable charts, triangulated the

river for eight miles below the forts, and planted

small poles with white flags on the banks

opposite the positions of the different vessels,

each flag marked with the name of a vessel

and the distance from the mouth of its mortar

to the center of the fort. The boats of the

surveyors were frequently attacked by sharp-

shooters, who fired from concealed positions

among the bushes of the river bank. During

the bombardment the Coast Survey officers

were employed day and night in watching that

the vessels did not move an inch from their

places, and the good effect of all this care was
shown in the final result of the mortar practice.

Having finished the preliminary work, on
the 1 6th of April Farragut moved up with

his fleet to within three miles of the forts, and
informed me that I could commence the bom-
bardment as soon as I was ready. The .ships

all anchored as they came up, but not in very

good order, which led to some complications.

The place which I had selected for the

first and third divisions of the mortar-vessels

was under the lee of a thick wood on the right

bank of the river, which presented in the

direction of the fort an almost impenetrable

mass. The forts could be plainly seen from the

mastheads of the mortar-schooners, which had

been so covered with brush that the Confed-

erate gunners could not distinguish them from

the trees.

The leading vessel of the first division,

under Lieutenant-commanding Watson Smith,

was placed at a point distant -^850 yards

from Fort Jackson and 3680 yards from Fort

St. Philip. This division was composed of

the following seven vessels : Norfolk Packet,

Lieutenant Smith ; O. H Lee, Acting Master

Godfrey ; Para, Acting Master Furber ; C. P.

fr7///V?wJ', Acting Master Langthorne; Arietta,

Acting Master Smith ; Bacon, Acting Master

Rogers; Sophronia, Acting Master Barthol-

omew.
The third division, commanded by Lieu-

tenant Breese, came next in order, as follows

:

John Griffiths, Acting Master Henry Brown

;

Sarah Briien, Acting Master Christian ; Racer,

Acting Master Phinney ; Sea Foam, Acting

Master Williams ; Heiiry Jajnes, Acting

Master Pennington ; Dan Smith, Acting Mas-
ter George Brown.
The following six vessels, composing the

second division, under Lieutenant Queen, I

placed on the east side of the river, the head
of the line being 3680 yards from Fort Jack-

son : T A. Ward, Lieutenant Queen ; M. J.

Carlton, Acting Master Jack ; Matthew Vassar,

Acting Master Savage; GeorgeMangham,Kct-
ing Master Collins ; Orvetta, Acting Master

Blanchard; Sydney C. Jones, Acting Master

Graham.
The curious nomenclature of this flotilla is

accounted for by the fact that the schooners

retained the names which they bore when pur-

chased by the Government.
The vessels now being in position, the sig-

nal was given to open fire ; and on the morn-
ing of the 1 8th of April the bombardment
fairly commenced, each mortar-vessel having

orders to fire once in ten minutes.

The moment that the mortars belched forth

their shells, both Jackson and St. Philip re-

plied with great fury; but it was some time

before they could obtain our range, as we
were well concealed behind our natural ram-

part. Their fire was rapid, and, finding that it

was becoming rather hot, I sent Lieutenant-

commanding Guest up to the head of the line

to open fire on the forts with his eleven-inch

pivot. This position he maintained for one

hour and fifty minutes, and only abandoned
it to fill up with ammunition. In the mean
time the mortars on the left bank (Queen's

division) were doing splendid work, though

suffering considerably from the enemy's fire.

I went on board the vessels of this division

to see how they were getting on, and found

them so cut up that I considered it necessary

to remove them, with Farragut's permission, to
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COMMANDER JOHN K. MITCHELL, C. S. N., IN COMMAND OF THE
NAVAL FORCES AGAINST FARRAGIT.

(FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BV ANDERSON.)

the opposite shore, under cover of the trees,

near the other vessels, which had suft'ered but

little. They held their position, however, until

sundown, when the enemy ceased firing.

At five o'clock in the evening Fort Jackson
was seen to be on fire, and, as the flames

spread rapidly, the Confederates soon left

their guns. There were many conjectures

among the officers of the fleet as to what was
burning. Some thought that it was a fire-raft,

and I was inclined to that opinion myself

until I had pulled up the river in a boat and,

by the aid of a night-glass, convinced myself

that the fort itself was in flames. This fact I

at once reported to Farragut.

At nightfall the crews of the mortar-vessels

were completely exhausted; but when it be-

came known that every shell was falling inside

of the fort, they redoubled their exertions

and increased the rapidity of their fire to a

shell every five minutes, or in all two hundred
and forty shells an hour. During the night, in

order to allow the men to rest, we slackened

our fire, and only sent a shell once every half

hour. Thus ended the first day's bombard-
ment, whith was more effective than that of

any other day during the siege. Had the fleet

been ready to move, it could have passed up
at this time with little or no difticulty.

Next morning the bombardment was re-

newed and continued night and day until the

end, with a result that is thus described in an
unpublished letter from Colonel Edward Hig-
gins, dated April 4, 1872, which I received in

answer to my inquiry on the subject

:

"Your mortar-vessels were placed in position on
the afternoon of the 17th of April, 1S62, and opened
fire at once upon Fort Jackson, where my headquar-
ters were established. The practice was excellent from
the commencement of the fire to the end, and con-

tinued without intermission until the morning of the

24th of April, when the fleet passed at about four

o'clock. Nearly every shell of the many thousand
fired at the fort lodged inside of the works. On the

first night of the attack the citadel and all buildings

in rear of the fort were fired by bursting shell, and
also the sand-bag walls that had been thrown around
the magazine doors. The fire, as you are aware, raged
with great fury, and no effort of ours could subdue it.

At this time, and nearly all this night, Fort Jackson
was helpless; its magazines were inaccessible, and we
could have offered no resistance to a passing fleet.

The next morning a terrible scene of destruction pre-

•^''

THE CONFEDERATE IRON-CLAD " LOUISIANA " ON THE WAY TO FORT ST. PHILIP.

Mr. Wm. C. Whittle, who w.as third licutcn.-int on the Louisiana during the contest against Harragut's fleet in the Mississippi, has sent to the
Hditor the h\Uiw\nz &t4temcnt concernint; her armament ;

—
* The hull of the l^uijiana »;« almost entirely sulrnicrgcl. Uoon this were built her heavy upper works, intended to contain her battery, machinery,

etc TWi extendci to within aU,ut twenty-five feet of hcrMcni and stern, leaving a little (!cck forward and aft. nearly even with the water, and sur-
roumlcdbjr a iliifht tmlwark. The structure on the hull had its ends and sides inclincil inward and upward from the hull, at an anj,'le of about forty-
iire degree*, and covered with T railro.id iron, the lower layer l«ing firmly Ixjlted to the wood-wr,rk, and the upper layer driven into it from the end
•o a* 10 form a ne-irly «<lid plate and a wmcwhat smo-.th surface. This plating rcsisterl the projectiles of Farragut's fleet (none of which perforated
oor «id<), although one r,f hi\ l.irgest shi(A lay .across and touching our stem, .ind m that position fired her heavy guns. Above this structure w,as an
open deck which w.« virroundcd t.y a sheet-iron bulw.irk alxjul four feet high, whi'h w.is intended as a protection against sharp-shooters and small
arms Ijot w*\ entirely inefficient, as the death of our gallant commander, Mcintosh, and thf>sc who fell around him, goes to i)rovc,

"The pUn f'/r pr'rtjcllmg the I ouitiana was novel and aliortivc. She had two propellers aft, which we never had an opportunity of testing. The
nnrel cooceptirjn, whirh jirovcd cntirrly inefficient, w.as thai right in the center section of the vessel there was a large well in which worked the two
wtteeh. one immediately forward of the other. I Mipiioscthcy were so placed to be protected from the enemy's fire.• Th' :, . ):,-•, f t!;'-v: two wheels wa« in order when my father. Commodore W. C. Whittle, the naval commanding oflicer at New Orleans,
a.- rom(H:lled to send the vessel ilown to the forts. The vessel left New Orleans on the zoth of April. I think. The work

. the iri.irhini'is and merhanirs being still on l)oard, and most of the guns were not mounted. The center wheels were
s" -nt. and. as we were drifting helplessly down the stream, tow-lK)ats had to be called to take us down to the point
a-- Pliilip. on the left side of the river, where we tied HI) to the bank with our bow down-stream. Thus, as Farragut's
Beet - ,:r,r ';j, ir, I t. , e I, v.'- - ..dd oidy use our l,<.w.giins and the starlK.ar-l broarlside.

" Moreover, the (j'/rt-holes f.r our guns were entirely faulty, not allowing room to train the guns either laterally or in elevation. I had practical
eiperience of thU f*ct, for I had immediate charge of the Ik,w division when a vessel of Admiral l-arragut's fleet got across our stem, and I could only
flie through and thrcniKh her at point blank Instead of dcprcssinK my guns and sinking her."
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CHARLES F. MCINTOSH, COMMANDER OF THE "LOUISIANA."
(from PHOTOGRAPH BY BENDANN BROS.)

sented itself. The wood-work of the citadel being all

destroyed, and the crumbling walls being knocked
about the fort by the bursting shells, made matters still

LIEUTENANT JOHN WILKINSON OF THE " LOUISIANA,"
AFTERWARD IN COMMAND OF THE " R. E. LEE."

(FROM PHOTOGRAPH BV S. W. GAULT.)

I was not ignorant of the state of affairs in

the fort ; for, on the third day of the bom-
worse for the garrison. The'work of destruction from bardment, a deserter presented himself and
now until the morning of the 24th, when the fleet gave me such an account of the havoc created
passed, was incessant. 5 ^^^ j-]^gll^ ^^^^^ j[ j^^d great doubtS of
"I was obliged to confine the men most ngidly to / 1 ,- 1 • ^ . ^ tt ^1

tlie casemates, or we should have lost the best part the truth ot his Statements. He represented

of the garrison. A shell, striking the parapet over one that hundreds of shells had fallen into the

of the magazines, the wall of which was seven feet fort, breaking in the bomb-j^roofs, setting fire

thick, penetrated five feet and failed to burst. If that
^^ ^^^ citadel, and fiooding the interior by

shell had exploded, your work would have ended.

Anotlier burst near the magazine door, opening the

earth and burying the sentinel and another man five

feet in the same grave. The parapets and interior of

the fort were completely honeycombed, and the large

number of sand-bags with which we were supplied , , , 1 1 1 i^ 1

alone saved us from being blown to pieces a hundred boats that they worked With unHagglllg zeal

times, our magazine doors being much exposed. and energy. 1 took the deserter to Farragut,
" On the morning of the 24th, when the fleet passed, y^\^Q although impressed by his Statement,

the terrible precision with which your formidable ves-
^^.^^ \^^^ ^^^^^^ prepared to take advantage of

cutting the levees. He also stated that the

soldiers were in a desperate and demoralized

condition. This was all very encouraging to us,

and so stimulated the crews of the mortar-

sels hailed down their tons of bursting shell upon the

devoted fort made it impossible for us to obtain

either rapidity or accuracy of fire, and thus rendered
the passage comparatively easy. There was no very
considerable damage done to our batteries, but few
of the guns being dismounted by your fire ; everything
else in and around the fort was destroyed."

a 9m. ,

,

blocked up ^-

£
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CAPTAIN (AFTERWARD REAR-ADMIRAL) THEODOKLS LAILLIV, IN COMMAND OF THE FIRST DIVISION OF THE FLEET.
(FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY BRADY.)

this purpose and placed under the direction of

Captain Bell, chief-of-staff. Although the at-

tempt was macle under cover of darkness, the

sharp eyes of the Confederate gunners soon

duscovered their enemies, and the whole fire of

Fort Jackson was concentrated upon them. I

had been informed of the intended movement
by P'arragut,so was ready to redouble the fire of

the mortars at the proper time with good eft'ect.

In Farragut's words: "Commander Porter,

however, kept up such a tremendous fire on

them from the mortars that the enemy's shot

did the gun-boats no injury, and the cable

was .separated and their connection broken

sufficiently to j>a.ss through on the left bank
of the river."

The work of the mortar-fleet was now
nearly over. We had kept u[j a heavy fire

night and day for nearly five days— about

2800 shells every twenty-four hours; in all

about 1 6,800 shells. The men were nearly worn

out for want of .sleep and rest. The ammuni-

tion was giving out, one of the schooners was
sunk, and although the rest had received little

actual damage from the enemy's shot, they

were badly shaken up by the concussion of

the mortars.

On the 23d instant I represented the state

of affairs to the flag-ofticer, and he concluded

to move on past the works, which I felt sure he

could do with but little loss to his squadron.

He recognized the importance of making an

immediate attack, and called a council of the

commanders of vessels, which resulted in a

determination to pass the forts that night.

The movement was postponed, however, until

the next morning, for the reason that the car-

])enlers of one of the larger ships were at work
down the river, and the commander did not

wish to proceed without them. The iron-clad

Louisiana had now made her appearance, and
her commander was being strongly urged by
(ienend Duncan to drop down below the

forts (see the map on page 927) and open fire
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CAPTAIN BAILEV, IN THE " CAYUGA," BREAKING THROUGH THE CONFEDERATE FLEET.

upon the fleet w ith his heavy rifle-guns. On
the 22d General Duncan wrote to Commander
Mitchell from Fort Jackson :

" It is of vital importance that the present fire of the
enemy should be withdrawn from us, which you alone
can do. This can be done in the manner suggested
this morning under tlie cover of our guns, while your
work on the boat can be carried on in safety and secur-

ity. Our position is a critical one, dependent entirely

on the powers of endurance of our casemates, many of
which have been completely shattered, and are crum-
bling away by repeated shocks ; and, therefore, I re-

spectfully but earnestly again urge my suggestion of
this morning on your notice. Our magazines are also

in danger."

Fortunately for us, Commander Mitchell was
not equal to the occasion, and the Louisiana
remained tied up to the bank, where she could
not obstruct the river or throw the Union
fleet into confusion while passing the forts.

While Farragut was making his prepara-
tions, the enemy left no means untried to

drive the mortar-boats from their position. A
couple of heavy rifled guns in Fort St. Philip

kept up a continual fire on the head of the
mortar column, and the Confederates used
their mortars at intervals, but only succeeded
in sinking one mortar-schooner and damaging
a few others. A body of riflemen was once
sent out against us from tlie forts, but it was
met by a heavy fire and soon repulsed.

Two o'clock on the morning of the 241)1

instant was fixed upon as the time for the

fleet to start, and Flag-Ofificer Farragut had
previously given the necessary orders to the

commanders of vessels, instructing them to

prepare their ships for action by sending
down their light spars, painting their hulls

mud-color, etc. ; also to hang their chain-

cables over the sides abreast the engines, as

a protection against the enemy's shot. He
issued the foliowine:

GENERAL ORDER.
UxiTED States P^i.ag-ship Hartford^

Mississippi River, April 20, 1862.

The flag-ofncer, having heard all the o]iinions ex-

pressed by the different commanders, is of the opin-

liNGAGiiMi: :. ; i. I HE U. S. GLN-BOAT "vARUNA" AND THE
" STONEWALL JACKSON.

iNKEDEKATP: KAMS "GOVEKNUK MOOKE " AND
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Iroquois.

FIGHT BETWEEN UNION CORVETTB " IROQUOIS
' AND CONFEDERATE VESSELS.

[Commander De Camp, of the Iroquois, in his official report says :
" At 4 A. M. we were hotly engaged with the forts, and shortly after a ram and

the Kcbcl jjun-boal .\fcKae came upon our <|uartcr and astern of us, and poured into tlie Iroquois a most destructive fire of grape-siiot and langrage,
pan of which was copper slugs ; a yrcat many of them were found on our decks after the action. We succeeded in getting one ii-inch shell into me
iScRae and one stand of canister, which drove her from us."—HD.j

ion that whatever is to be clone will have to be done
quickly, or we .shall be aj^ain reduced to a blockading
sqnadron, without the means of carrying on tlie bom-
bardment, as we have nearly expended all the shells

and fuses, and material for making cartridges. He
ha.s always entertained the same opinions whicli are

expressed by Commander I'orter ; tliat is, there are

three motlcs of attack, anfl the question is, which is

the one to be adopted ? Mis own o]>inion is that a

combination of two should be made, viz. : the fotts

should be run, and when a force is once above the

forts, to protect the troops, they shouhi be landed .tI

quarantine from the gulf sifle by bringing tlieni through
tne l>ayou, anfl then our forces should move u|) ilie

river, mutually aiding each other as it can be done to

arlvantage.

When, in the opinion of the flag-ofTicer, the propi-

tious time has arrived, the signal will be made to

weigh and advance to the conflict. If, in his opinion,

at the time of arriving at the respective positions of

the different divisions of the fleet, we have the advan-
tage, lie will make the signal for close action, No. 8,

and al)ide the result, conquer or to be conquered,
drop anclior or keep under way, as in his oi)inion is

best.

Unless the signal above mentioned is made, it will

be understood tliat the first order of sailing will be
formed after leaving l'"ort St. Philip, and we will pro-

ceed up the river in accordance with the original opin-

ion expressed. The programme of the order of sail-

ing accom|)anies this general order, and the com-
manders will hold themselves in readiness for the

service as indicated.*

Very resj)ectfully, your obedient servant,

I). (;. Farkacut,
I'lag-Officer West Gulf Blockading Squadron.

' The order of battle for the fleet was inclosed with this, but as it was not adopted and contained errors
afterward officially corrected Jjy Karragut, it is here omitted.— Ed.
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COMMANDER (NOW REAR-ADMIRAL) CHARLI s '^ l.n i,^ iiF IIIE

"VARUNA." (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH in I'l^ \l)^ )

Farragut's first plan was to lead the fleet

with his flag-ship, the Hartford, to be closely

foliowe(i by \he Brooklyn, Richmond, Pe?isacola,

and Mississippi, thinking it well to have his

heavy vessels in the van, where they could im-

mediately crush any naval force that might
appear against them. This plan was a better

one than that afterwards adopted ; but he was
induced to change the order of his column by
the senior commanders of the fleet, who rep-

resented to him that it was unwise for the

commander-in-chief to take the brunt of the

battle. They finally obtained his reluctant

consent to an arrangement by which Captain

Bailey was to lead in the gun-boat Cayuga,

commanded by Lieutenant N. B. Harrison,

—

a good selection, as it afterwards proved, for

these ofticers were gallant and competent
men, well qualified for the position. Captain

Bailey had volunteered for the service, and
left nothing undone to overcome Farragut's

reluctance to give up what was then con-

sidered the post of danger, though it turned

out to be less hazardous than the places in

the rear.

The mortar-flotilla steamers under my com-
mand were directed to move up before the

fleet weighed anchor, and to be ready to en-

gage the water batteries of Fort Jackson as

the fleet passed. These batteries mounted
some of the heaviest guns in the Confederate

defenses, and were depended upon to do
efficient work.

The commanders of vessels were informed
of the change of plan and instructed to follow-

in line in the following

ORDKR OK ATTACK.

First Division,

Capt. Bailey.

t Cayuga.

t Pcnsacola.

t Mississippi.

t Oiicida.

t / 'amna.

t Katahdin.

t Kinco.

t Wissahickon.

Center Division,

Flag-okkickr Farragut.

t Hartford.

t Brooklyn.

t Richmond.

Third Division,

Capt. II. II. Bell.

t Sciota.

t Iroquois.

t Kennebec.

t Pinola.

t Itasca.

t IVinona.

At two o'clock on the morning of April

24th all of the Union vessels began to heave

up their anchors. It was a still, clear night,

and the click of the capstans, with the grating

of the chain-cables as they passed through

the hawse-holes, made a great noise, which

we feared would serve as a warning to our

enemies. This conjecture proved to be cor-

rect, for the Confederates were on the alert

in both forts and steamers, and were prepared,

as far as circumstances would admit, to meet

the invaders. One fact only was in our favor,

and that was the division of their forces

under three difterent heads, which prevented

SECTION OK I OKI- ST. PHILIP DIIRING THE ENGAGEMENT.
(THE FOKT IS DRAWN KROM A RECENT PHOTOGRAPH.)
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UEVTENAST THOMAS B. Hl'GER, C. S. N., IN COMMAND OF THE
"MCRAE." (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY JACOBS.)

unanimity of action. In every other respect

the odds were against us.

Before Farragut ascended the river, the

French admiral and Captain Preedy, of the

EngHsh frigate Mersey, had both been up
as far as the forts and had communicated
with the miUtary commanders. On their re-

turn, they gave discouraging accounts of the

defenses, and pronounced it impossible for

our fleet to pass them. This, of course, did

not tend to cheer our sailors. There were
some in the fleet who were doubtful of suc-

cess, and there was not that confidence on
our side that should have existed on such an

occasion ; but when it was seen that the river

obstructions and rafts had been washed away
bv the currents, and that there appeared to be

an open way up the river, every one became
more hopeful.

The entire fleet did not get fully underway
until half-past two a, m. The current was
strong, and although the ships proceeded
as rapidly as their steam-power would permit,

our leading vessel, the Cayuga, did not get

under fire until a quarter of three o'clock,

when both Jackson and St. Philip opened on
her at the same moment. Five steamers of

the mortar flotilla took their position below the

water battery of Fort Jackson, at a distance of

less than two hundred yards, and, pouring in

grape, canister, and shrapnel, kept down the

rUAC-SHir "HARTFORD" ATTACKED BV A FIRE-RAFT, PUSHED BY THE CONFEDERATE TUG-BOAT " MOSHER."

Coonuader ^" —
" No tooaet t

As the 6rr-ra/i

'

rea<ktiKt'i[A' '

a* the^ '

for our
o»er Ih-

P'.r .. :

«^ho wa» at thi» time liciiten.-int on the Ifart/ord, in .t letter to the Eilitor thus (lcscril)es this memorable scene :

ivcn the orlcr 'Ilarcl-a-iKirt," than the current (jave the ship abroad sheer, and her bows went hard up on a mud bank.
(K.rt siilc of the ship, it lieraine enveloped in flames. We were so near to the shore that from the bowsprit we c<iuld

'. •ish'.rtdist.inocaUjve I-'ort Si. I'hilmth it wccMild ilistinctly hear the unnners in the casemates Rive their orders ; and
n, l.y the l/riifht Iii;ht, they fired with frightful rapidity. I-ortunatcly they did not make sufficient allowance

I p.isv:d over our bulwarks, doint; but little dama^;!:. On the deck of the ship it was bright as noonday, but out
. e of many i;uns was intensified by that of the |iinc knots of the fire-rafts, it was dark as the blackest midnight.

11 iK-ship w.is indeed d'K.med, but llic firemen were called away, and with the energy of despair rushed .aft to the
. I!,my f.rkcd t(.n(;ncs of hissini; scrticnts, were piercing the air in a fri^:htflll manner, that struck terror to all hearts.

'', thr i^.rt »idc of the deck, I oasscd close to rarr.ii;ut, wlio, as he looked fnrw.ird and took in the situation, clasped
lime I. My '.od, n it to end m this way I ' Fortunately it was not to end as it at that instant seemed, for just then

't i.'AC in his hand, Jiim|«d into the tnizzcn n^vSn^, and the sheet of flame succumbed to a sheet of water. It was but
t>.c 'iry ;-i::-: oo ijic Uuo'', .i Ic that made the thrc.itcninK flame, an'l It went dr>wn licfore the fierce attack of the firemen as r.apidly as it had sprung

thr fljftmct 'li«'J away the rni^inrn were b.irkcd Miard,' and, as if proviflentially, the r.im Manassas struck the ship .a blow imder the counter.
which thorre'l ber W^m tn againit the l<ank, oiisinK her bow to slip on.
•• iIk dew nailed to Ihelr'pnn with renewed energy.''

The ship was again free; and a loud, spontaneous cheer rent the air.
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fire of that batter)-. The mortars opened at feet and passed safely above. He was here
the same moment with great fur)-, and the met by the enemy's gun-boats, and, although
action commenced in earnest. he was beset by several large steamers at

Captain Bailey, in the Cavin^a, followed by the same time, he succeeded in driving them
the other vessels of his division in compact off. The Oneida and Winuia came to the
order, passed the line of obstructions without support of their leader, and by the rapid fire

U. S. S. "BROOKLYN" ATTACKED BY CONFEDERATE RAM ".MANASSAS."

[The Afanassas was described by her commander. Lieutenant Warley, as " a tuj;-lx)at that had been converted into a ram, covered «rith half-inch

iron, and had a thirty-two-pounder carronade ; her crew consisted of thirty-five persons, officers and men. She was perforated in the fight by shot and
shell as if she had been made of paper."

Admiral Melancton Smith thus describes his encounter with the ram (see page 946)

:

. .

•' Having discovered the Manassns stealing up along the St. Philip side of the river behind me, I signaled Harragut for permission to attack,

which was given. The Mississipfii turned in mid-stream and tried to run down the ram, barely missing her, but <lriving her a-shorc, when her crew
escaped, fired at by the K'imo, which had not yet anchored. The ram's engines were found to be still in motion, but the approach of a burning

wreck compelled me to .abandon the idea of attaching a hawser. Her machinery was destroyed by my boats, and after receivinjf a broadside or two

from the Misstssiffi, she floated down the river in flames and blew up."— Eu.]

difficulty. He 'had no sooner attained this

point, however, than he was obliged to face

the guns of Fort St. Philip, which did him
some damage before he was able to fire a .shot

in return. He kept steadily on, however, and,

as soon as his guns could be brought to bear,

poured in grape and canister with good ef-

VoL. XXIX.— 100.

of their heavy guns soon dispersed the enemy's

flotilla. This was more congenial work for

our men and officers than that through which

thev had just passed, and it was soon evi-

dent that the coolness and discipline of our

navy gave it a great advantage over the fleet

of the enemy. Bailey dashed on up the river,
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COMMANDER (NOW REAR-ADMIRAL) MELANCTON SMITH, U. S. N.,

OF THE "MISSISSIPPI." (DRAWN FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.)

followed by hi.s division, firing into everything

they met ; and soon after the head of the flag-

officer's division had jjassed the forts, most of

the river craft were disabled, and the battle

was virtually won. This was evident even to

Lieutenant-Colonel Higgins, who, when he
saw our large ships pass by, exclaimed, " Bet-

ter go to cover, boys ; our cake is all dough !

"

In the mean time the Varuna (Commander

Boggs), being a swift vessel, passed ahead
of the other ships in the division, and pushed
on up the river after the fleeing enemy, until

he found himself right in the midst of them.

The Confederates, supposing in the dark that

the J'aruna was one of their own vessels, did

not attack her until Commander Boggs made
himself known by delivering his fire right and
left. One shot exploded the boiler of a large

steamer crowded with troops, and she drifted

ashore ; three other vessels were driven ashore

in flames. At da}'light the Vannia was at-

tacked by the Governor Moore, a powerful

steamer, fitted as a ram, and commanded by
Lieutenant Beverly Kennon, late of the U.
S. Na\-y. This vessel raked the Varuna with

her bow-gun along the port gangway, killing

five or six men ; and while the Union vessel

was gallantly returning this fire, her side was
pierced below the water-line by the iron prow
of the ram Stonewall Jackson. The Con-
federate backed off and struck again in the

same place ; the Varuna at the same mo-
ment punished her severely with grape and
canister from her eight-inch guns, and finally

drove her out of action in a disabled condi-

tion and in flames. But the career of the

Varuna was ended ; she began to fill

rapidly, and her gallant commander was
obliged to run her into shoal water, where
she soon went to the bottom. Captain Lee,

of the Oneida, seeing that his companion
needed assistance, went to his relief, and res-

cued the oflicers and men of the Varuna.

The two Confederate rams were set on fire by
their crews and abandoned. Great gallantry

was displayed on both sides during the con-

flict of these smaller steamers, which really

bore the brunt of the battle, and the Union

V. S. .-,,,.,, .-.r.r. "MISSISSIPPI" ATll-Mii. DERATF. RAM "MANASSAS."
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commanders showed great skill in managing
their vessels.

Bailey's division maybe said to have swept

everything before it. The Pe/isacola, with her

heavy batteries, drove the men from the guns

at Fort 'St. Philip, and made it easier for the

ships astern to get by. Fort St. Philip had
not been at all damaged .by the mortars, as it

was virtually beyond their reach, and it

was from the guns of that work that our

ships received the greatest injury.

As most of the vessels of Bailey's division

swept past the turn above the forts, Farragut

came upon the scene with the Hartford Vl\m\

Brooklyn. The other ship of Farragut's di-

vision, the Richnioud, Commander James
Alden, got out of the line and passed up on

the west side of the river, near where I was

engaged with the mortar-steamers in silen-

cing the water batteries of Fort Jackson. At
this moment the Confederates in Fort Jack-

son had nearly all been driven from their

guns by bombs from the mortar-boats and
the grape and canister from the steamers. I

hailed Alden, and told him to pass close to the

fort and in the eddy, and he would receive

little damage. He followed this advice, and
passed by very comfortably.

By this time the river had been illuminated

by two tire-rafts, and everything could be seen

as by the light of day. I could see every ship

and gun-boat as she passed up as plainly as

possible, and noted all their positions.

It would be a difficult undertaking at any
time to keep a long line of vessels in compact
order when ascending a crooked channel

against a three-and-a-half-knot current, and
our commanders found it to be especially so

under the present trying circumstances. One
of them, the Iroquois, Commander De Camp,
as gallant an officer as ever lived, got out of

line and passed up ahead of her consorts ; but

De Camp made good use of his opportunity

by engaging and driving off a ram and the

gun-boat McRac, which attacked him as soon

as he had passed Fort Jackson. The McRae
was disabled and her commander (Huger)
mortally wounded. The Iroquois was much
cut up by Fort St. Philip and the gun-boats,

but did not receive a single shot from Fort

Jackson, although passing within fifty' yards

of it.

While the events above mentioned were
taking place, Farragut had engaged Fort St.

Philip at close quarters with his heavy ships,

and driven the men away from their guns.

He was passing on up the river, when his

flag-ship was threatened by a new and formi-

dable adversary. A fire-raft in full blaze was
seen coming down the river, guided towards

the Hartford by a tug-boat, the Moslicr. It

seemed impossible to avoid this danger, and
as the helm was i)ut to port in the attempt to

do so, the ilag-ship ran upon a shoal. While
in this position the fire-raft was pushed against
her, and in a minute she was enveloped in

flames half-way up to her tops, and was in a

condition of great peril. The fire deiiartmcnt
was at once called away, and while the Hart-
ford's batteries kept up the fight with Fort

St. Philip, the flames were extinguished and
the vessel backed off the shoal into deep
water,— a result due to the coolness of her
commander and the good discij^line of the

officers anfl men. ^Vhile the Hartford was in

this perilous position, and her entire destruc-

tion threatened, Farragut showed all the (lual-

ities of a great commander. He walked up
and down the poop as coolly as though on
dress-parade, while Commander Wainwright
directed the firemen in juittingout tlie flames.

At times the fire would rush through the ports

and almost drive the men from the guns.
" Don't flinch from that fire, boys," sang

out Farragut ;
" there's a hotter fire than that

for those who don't do their duty I Give that

rascally little tug a shot, and don't let her go
off with a whole coat !

" But she did get oft",

after all.

While passing the forts the Hartford was
struck thirty-two times in hull and rigging,

and had three men killed and ten wounded.
The Brooklyni, Captain Thomas T. Craven,

followed as close after the flag-shi]) as the

blinding smoke from guns and fire-rafts would
admit, and the garrison of the fort was again

driven to cover by the fire of her heavy battery.

She passed on with severe punishment, and
was immediately attacked by the most power-

ful vessel in the Confederate fleet, excepting

the Louisiana — the ram Alanassas, com-
manded by Lieutenant Warley, a gallant

young officer, of the old service. The first

blow that the Manassas struck the Brook-

lyn did but little apparent injury, and the

ram backed oft' and struck her again in

the same place; but the chain armor on the

Brooklyn's side received the blow, and her

adversary slid off in the dark to seek other

prey. (It must be remembered that these

scenes were being enacted on a dark night,

and in an atmosphere filled with dense

smoke, through which our commanders had

to grope their way, guided only by the

flashes of the guns in tlie forts and the

fitful light of burning vessels and rafts.)

The Brooklyn was next attacked by a large

steamer, which received her broadside at

the distance of twenty yards, and drifted out

of action in flames. Notwithstanding the

heavy fire which the Brooklyn had gone

ihrougli, she was only struck seventeen times
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nine men killed andin the hull. She lost

twenty-six wounded.
^^hen our large ships had passed the forts,

the aftair was virtually over. Had they all

been near the head of the column, the enemy
would have been crushed at once, and the

flag-ship would have passetl up almost unhurt.

As it was, the Hartford was more exposed

and imperiled than any of her consorts, and

that at a time when, if anything had happened

to the commander-in-chief, the fleet woukl

have been thrown into contusion.

The forts had been so thoroughly silenced

bv the ships' guns and mortars that when
Captain Hell came along in the little Sciota,

at the head of the third division, he passed by

nearlv unharmed. All the other vessels suc-

ceeded in getting by, except the Itasca, Lieu-

tenant Caldwell ; the Winona, Lieutenant

Nichols ; and the Kennebec, Lieutenant Rus-

sell. The first two vessels, having kept in

line, were caught at daylight below the forts

without supi)ort, and, as the current was swift

and thev were slow steamers, they became
mere targets for the Confederates, who now
turned all that was left of their fighting power
upon them. Seeing their helpless condition, I

signaled them to retire, which they did after

being seriously cut up. The Itasca had a shot

through her boiler, and was so completely

riddled that her commander was obliged to

run her ashore just below the mortar-fleet in

order to prevent her sinking. She had re-

ceived fourteen shot and shell through her

hull, but her list of killed and wounded was
small. Had not the people in the forts been
completely demoralized, they would have sunk

these two vessels in ten minutes.

While these events were taking place, the

mortar-steamers had driven the men from the

water batteries and had kcj)t uj) a steady

fire on the walls of Fort Jackson. Although
at first sight my position in front of these bat-

teries, which mountefl seven of the heaviest

guns in the Confederate works (one ten- inch

and one nine-inch colunibiad, two six-inch

rifles, and three thirty-two-j)Ounders), seemed
a very perilous one, it was not at all so. I

ran the steamers close alongside of the levee

just below the water batteries, and thus pro-

tected their hulls below the firing-decks, I

got in my first broadside just as the middle

of Bailey's fiolumn was opened upon by Fort

Jackson, The enemy res[)onfled (|uickly, but

our fire wa.s so rapid and accurate that in ten

minutes the water battery was deserted. I

had twenty-five eight-inch and thirty-two-

pounders on one sirjc and two eleven-inch

pivot-guns. I)uring the remainfler of the ac-

tion I devoted mo<-t of my attention to the

battlements of the •.. n fort, firing an occa-

sional shot at the water battery. The Harriet

Lane had two men killed, but the only dam-
age done to the vessels was to their masts and
rigging, their hulls having been well protected

by the levees.

While engaged on this duty I had an ex-

cellent opportunity of witnessing the move-
ments of Farragut's fleet, and, by the aid of

powerful night-glasses, I could almost distin-

guish persons' on the vessels. The whole
scene looked like a beautiful panorama.

From almost perfect silence— the steamers

mo\ing slowly through the water like phan-

tom ships— one incessant roar of heavy can-

non commenced, the Confederate forts and
gun-boats opening together on the head of

our line as it came within range. The Union
vessels returned the fire as they came up, and
soon the hundred and seventy guns of our

fleet joined in the thunder, which seemed to

shake the very earth. A lurid glare was
thrown over the scene by the burning rafts,

and, as the bombshells crossed each other

and exploded in the air, it seemed as if a

battle were taking place in the heavens as

well as on the earth. It all ended as sud-

denly as it had commenced. In one hour and
ten minutes after the vessels of the fleet had
weighed anchor, the affair was virtually over,

and Farragut was pushing on towards New
Orleans, where he was soon to crush the last

hope of Rebellion in that quarter by opening
the way for the advance of the Union army.

From what I had seen of the conflict I did

not greatly fear for the safety of our ships.

Now and then a wreck came floating by, all

charred and disabled, but I noted with my
night-glass that these were side-wheel vessels,

and none of ours.

I must refer here to a gallant affair which
took place between the Alississippi and the

ram Manassas. The latter vessel proved the

most troublesome of the Confederate fleet.

She had rammed the Brooklyn, the Hartford,

and the Mississippi Vit difterent times during the

action.

At early daylight, as the vessels approached
the (juarantine above the forts, the Manassas
was seen coming up the river as rapidly as

her steam would allow.

As she approached the fleet, Flag-Officer

I'arragut directed Commander Smith in the

Mississippi to turn and run her down. The
order was instantly obeyed by the Mississippi

turning and going at the ram at full speed;

but when it was expected to see the Manas-
sas annihilatecl, the vessels being within fifty

yards of each other, the ram put her helm
hard-a-j)ort, dodged the Mississippi, and ran

ashore, where her crew deserted her. Com-
mander Smith set fire to her, and then so
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: ^ ' '

:

^ • Owasco. Harriet Lane.

MORTAR-STEAMERS ATTACKING THE WATER BATTERY OF FORT JACKSON.

riddled her with shot that she was dislodged

from the bank and drifted below the forts,

where she blew up and sank.

Previous to this a kind of guerrilla warfare

had been carried on, and ten of the enemy's
river boats had been run ashore or otherwise

destroyed, while the Vanina lay sunk at the

bank with two of her adversaries wrecked
beside her, a monument to the gallantry of

Commander Boggs.
When the fleet had passed the forts, and

there was no longer any necessity for me to

hold my position, I dropped down the river

with the steamers to where the mortar-boats

were anchored, and gave the signal to cease

firing. I knew that our squadron had failed

to destroy all of the enemy's fleet. The iron-

clad Louisiana lay at the bank apparently un-

injured, the McRae was at anchor close to

Fort Jackson, and three other vessels whose
character I could not make out were moving
back and forth from one shore to the other.

This looked serious, for such a force, if properly

handled, was superior to mine; and I had to

provide immediately against contingencies.

There were now seven efficient gun-boats un-

der my command, and I at once prepared
them to meet the enemy. My plan was to

get as many of my vessels as possible along-

side of the Louisiana, each one to make fast

to her, let go two anchors, and then " fight

it out on that line."

Meantime Farragut was speeding on his

way up the river witli all his fleet excei)t the

Mississippi and one or two small gun-boats,
which were left to guard the lazaretto. On his

way up the flag-officer encountered more Con-
federate batteries at Chalmette,the place made
famous by the battle of January 8th, 1815.

The Chalmette batteries on both sides of

the river mounted twenty heavy guns, and
were all ready to meet our fleet, which was
advancing towards them in two lines as rap-

idly as the swift current would |)crmit. Far-

ragut made short work of them, however, and
our fleet, meeting with no further resistance,

passed on and anchored before New Orleans.

The Queen City of the South lay at the con-

queror's feet, unable to do anything in the

way of defense, as the Confederate Cieneral

Lovell had retreated, leaving the city in the

hands of the civil authorities.

At noon of the 25th instant I sent Lieuten-

ant-com'g Guest with a flag of truce to Fort

fackson, to call on the commanding officer

to surrender the two forts and what was left

of the Confederate navy into the possession

of the United States, telling him that it

was useless to have any more blooilshed, as

Farragut had passed up the river with very

little damage to his fleet, and was now prob-

ably in possession of New Orleans. I also

took advantage of the occasion to compli-

ment the enemy on his gallant resistance, and
further to inform him that, if his answer was
unfavorable, I would r^qew the bombard-
ment. Cieneral Dune, ,. sent me a verv civil
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reply, but declined to surrender until he

should hear from New Orleans; whereupon I

immediately opened a very rapid fire on Fort

Jackson with all the mortars, and with such

good etiect that a mutiny soon broke out

among the Confederate gunners, many of

whom, refusing to stay in the fort and be

slaughtered uselessly, left their posts and
went up the bank out of range of our

shell. Those who remained declined to fight

any longer. They had borne without flinch-

ing a terrible bombardment, and their officers

had exposed themselves throughout the try-

ing ordeal with great courage ; but it was now
the opinion of all that the fort should be sur-

rendered without further loss of life. The
mortars kept up their fire until late in the

evening, when their bombshells were all ex-

pemled. On the 26th instant I ordered the

schooners to get under way, proceed to Pi-

lot Town, and fill up with ammunition. Six

of them were ordered to cross the bar and
proceed to the rear of Fort Jackson, and be
ready to open fire when signaled.

In the mean time we kept a lookout on the

Limisiana and the Confederate gun-boats.

On the 27th instant five mortar-vessels a])-

peared in the rear of Fort Jackson, and the

U. S. steamer Miami commenced landing

troops close to Fort St. Philip. The garrison

of Jackson was still mutinous, refusing to do
duty, and General Duncan at midnight of
the 28th sent an officer on board the Harriet
Lanf to inform me of his readiness to capit-

ulate. On the following day I proceeded
with nme gun-boats up to Fort Jackson,
under a flag of truce, and upon arrival sent

a boat for the commanding ofticer of the

river defenses, and such others as he might
think proper to bring with him.

I received these ofticers at the gangway,
and treated them as brave men who had de-

fended their trusts with a courage worthy of

all praise ; and though I knew that they felt

mortified at having to surrender to what they
must have known was in some resj;ects an
inferior force, their bearing was that of men
who had gained a victory, instead of under-
going defeat.

I knew nothing of the mutiny in the forts,

or the inconvenience to which the |;cople there

were subjected ; I was in total ignorance of
what was haj^pening up the river, whether
P'arragut had sustained much damage in

pa.ssing the forts, or whether he had been
able to get by the formidable batteries at

Kngh.sh Turn. In any case 1 knew that it was
important to obtain possession of the forts as

quickly as possible, and harl prepared terms
of capitulation, which were accepted by Cien-

eral Duncan and Lieutenant-Colonel Higgins.

As we were about to sign the terms, I was quite

surprised to find that it was not expected that

the vessels of war were to be included in the

terms agreed to by the Confederate ofticers.

General Duncan told me that he had no
authority whatever over the naval vessels,

and that, in fact, Commander Mi ell, of

the regular naval forces, had set the military

authorities at defiance. So I waived the

})oint, being determined in my own mind what
1 woukl do when the forts were in our pos-

session.

We were all sitting at the table on board
the Harriet Lane, \\'\i\\t\-\Q terms of capitulation
before us ; I had signed it, as had also Com-
mander Renshaw, of the Westjicld; and Lieu-

tenant-commanding Wainwright, of the Har-
riet Lane, was about to follow our example,
when he was suddenly called on deck by one
of his ofticers. He returned immediately, and
informed me that the iron-clad Lotiisia7ia was
in fiames and drifting down the river towards
the mortar ftotilla (steamers), through which
there was not room for her to pass, as our ves-

sels were anchored within thirty yards of each
other.

" This is sharp practice," I said to the Con-
federate ofticers, " but if you can stand the

explosion when it comes, we can. We will

go on and finish the capitulation." At the

same time I gave Lieutenant Wainwright or-

ders to hail the vessel next to him and pass

the word to each of the others to veer to the

end of their chains and be ready, by using
steam, to sheer out of the way of the Louisiana
if necessary, but not to leave their anchorage.
Then I handed the pen to General Duncan
and Colonel Higgins, who coolly signed their

names in as bold a hand as if they were not
momentarily in danger of being blown up.

Then we all sat quietly awaiting the result.

In a few moments an explosion took place

that fairly shook us all out of our seats and
threw the Harriet Lane over on her side, but
we finished with the terms ofcapitulation. The
Loi/isia?ia had blown up just before reaching
the Hotilla. The Confederate ofticers severely

condemned this performance, and assured us

that they did not feel responsible for any-
thing that the navy did, as it was entirely

under Commander Mitchell's control.

When I went on deck the Louisiana was
nowhere to be seen, and not even a ripple

showed where she had gone down. Thus we
lost a i)owerful vessel, which would have been
of much use to us in our future operations.

General Duncan and his companions now
left the Harriet Lane and went on shore. In
less than ten minutes afterwards the Confed-
erate flags were hauled down, and both forts

delivered over to the officers appointed to
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COMMANDER PORTER RECEIVING CONFEDERATE OFFICERS ON THE "HARRIET LANE.'

take possession of them. Our victory was
not yet complete, however, for the enemy's
flag still floated on the river, and my next

duty lay in this direction. When Commander
Mitchell set fire to the LouisUifia, he trans-

ferred his ofticers and men to a river steamer
and ran over to the opposite shore, a mile

above the forts. His movements had been
reported to me, and as soon as General
Duncan had left the ship I gave orders for

the Harriet Lane to weigh anchor and beat

to quarters. We steered directly for the ves-

sel carrying Mitchell's flag, and the order

was given to fire at the flag-pole; but the

smoke was not out of the gun before the

Confederate flag was hauled doAvn. Lieuten-

ant Wainwright was sent on board the enemy
to take possession, and was met by Com-
mander Mitchell, who demanded the same
terms as the officers of the forts had received.

Wainwright informed him that no terms

would be granted him or his oflicers, that he

and they would be held as close prisoners to

answer for violating the sanctity of a flag of

truce, and that they would all be sent to the

North. Mitchell at once wrote me a letter re-

lieving all the ofticers (except three or four)

from the odium of having set fire to the

Louisiana, and thus endangering the Union
vessels while under a flag of truce.

I sent all the prisoners up to Flag-Officer

Farragut, to be disposed of as he thought best,

and that was the end of the aftair. 'I'he forts

were ours, the city was ours, and the river was

open and free all the way up to New Orleans.

After the battle the officers of the Confed-

erate army complained greatly of Commander
Mitchell's behavior, saying, first, that he had

failed to cooperate heartily with the land

forces ; secondly, that he had not made good

use of the Louisiana (as far as I can learn

she was not ready for action when the fleet

passed up, and I am of the opinion that had

she been properly managed, she might have
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thrown our fleet into confusion) ; thirdly, that to fight while enduring the terrible poundi
he had failed to ignite and send down all the

fire-rafts that were untier his charge, at the

proper time to meet our fleet as it came up the

river. He had quite a number of these tied up
to the bank, and it can well be imagined what
the eftect of millions of burning pine-knots on
thirty or forty rafts would have been, when it

is remembered how seriously the Hartford
was endangered by one of those which were
actually sent.*

After all the defenses were in our power, I

sent a steamer down to the bar and brought
up one of General Butler's ships, on board
of which was General Phelps with one or two
regiments of infantry, who took possession

of the forts.

Farragut's vessels were only struck twenty-
three times in their hulls by shots from Fort
Jackson, while they received their great dam-
age from Fort St. Philip, as appears from the
official reports. This shows how difticult it was
for the Confederate gunners in the former work

3'

of the mortars. There can be no doubt th

its fire prevented a greater loss of life in t

Federal fleet and materially assisted towar
the final result. Our total loss in the fle

was— killed, 35; wounded, 128. The shi

which suflered most were the Pensacola
Brooklyn, 35 ; and Iroquois, 28.

When the sun rose on the Federal fle

the inorning after the fight, it shone
smiling faces, even among those who w<
suftering from their wounds. Farragut

]

ceived the congratulations of his officers w:

the same imperturbability that he had e4

hibited all through the eventful battle ; an

while he showed great feeling for those c

his men who had been killed or woundec
he did not waste time in vain regrets, bii

made the signal, " Push on to New Oi'

leans." The fact that he had won imperisb

able fame did not seem to occur to him, s

intent were his thoughts on following up hi

great victory to the end.

David D. Porter.

* It is but just to say that Commander Mitchell and the other Confederate naval officers denied that tt

had any intention of endangering the Union vessels, or that they were guilty of any " sharp practice "

destroying the Louisiana. They were put in close confinement at Fort Warren, Boston Harbor; but
making the above representations to the Secretary of the Navy they were treated as ordinary prisoners
war. A Confederate naval court of inquiry afterward investigated and approved the conduct of Command
Mitchell. The following extract from the letter from Lieutenant Whittle quoted on page 938, bears on t

point in question : " On the morning of the 24th, when Farragut's fleet passed, the work on the propelle
was still incomplete, and so our vessel was only an immovable floating battery. When, on the morning
April 28th, the work was finished, and M-e were about to test the efficiency of the motive power, we we
notified by General Duncan, commanding Forts Jackson and St. Philip, that he had accepted the terms
capitulation offered by Commander Porter and before rejected. As the Louisiana was not included in t]

surrender, and Commander Porter's fleet was coming up under a flag of truce, in answer to a flag of tru

from the forts, a council of war decided to destroy the Louisiana, and I was dispatched by Command
Mitchell to notify Commander Porter that although we had done what we could to drown the magazine ai

the charges in the guns, our hawsers might burn, and the Louisiana drift down among his vessels. While
my way to deliver this message the Louisiana blew up. I continued, however, and delivered the message
person to Commander D. D. Porter on board his flag-ship, the Liarriet Lane.''—Ed.

THE FLAG-SHIP "HARTFORD." (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.)



THE PARTING OF ILMAR AND HAADIX.

Put out thy torch, O watcher by the dead,

Unto the darkness give its own
;

Silence and darkness— they alone

May minister about this breathless bed

;

Put out thy mocking torch, good watcher gray,

Thine old head cover ; come away.

And so 1 leave thee, Ilmar ! That ([ueen brow

Where diamond light were pale as mist,

I yield it up to Death, unkissed.

He took thee from me ; thou'rt his only, now :

No, no— I cannot lay on that still hand

Mine own, and thou not understand.

Mine was no little winged fantasy—
Gnat-passion of a summer day,

I loved not in the common way;

Therefore must I accept this misery,

Must hug it close, feed me upon its pain,

No more than thou to smile again.

The spider can restore each riven thread.

The bee refill its empty comb;
Alas ! the heart's imperial home,

Once plundered, goes for aye untenanted.

Henceforth I wander, homeless, helpless, lone,

Only my bitterness mine own.

The haggard night, with wet, disheveled hair,

On her black path at large, shall be

My mate; the gesturing specter-tree

Shall reach his arms to me through glitt'ring air

;

Friends will I make where, with despairing roar,

The baffled sea assaults the shore.

Wan as the bleachen kerchief smoothed around

Thy whiter neck, the realm of Death

Shall be my realm ; and my stopt breath

Shall be unheard . as thine down in the ground.—

Mine own are deaf as that sweet sleeper's ears

;

Watcher, why speak when neither hears? —

Thou art so meek ! Ah, why am I not so

Because thou art ? — It cannot be :

My tameless blood increasingly

Does heat me fierce as tiger crouched low,

Hard-spotted pard, that, glancing back the glare

Of sun-fire, dapples all the air.
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Had I, O uind. your liberty, the sea

Should lift so wildly he must spray

The shining azure Death's own gray,

Put out the splutt'ring stars, to say for me
How black is all this world! — No, no;

I must be calm. Lo, she is so!

Quench thy poor torch, good watcher. Death sleeps sound
A candle cannot cheat her night.

Do men strengthen with smiles the noon-sun's light ?

.•\nd shall we weep but to make wet the ground ?

(,)ld man, the gaping grave— didst ever note

The swallowed coffin choke his throat ?

I tell thee she is Death's— Death's only, now

:

Let us be gone. Haadin's tear

Would be a rain-drop on that bier,

His breath but wind against that brow.

Put out thy torch — ay, thou hast done it. All

Is dark— how dark ! — Ilmar !
— I — fall !

John Vance Cheney,

IXriDENTS OF THE BATTLE OF MANASSAS.

i- \/.-

RL'INS OP THE HENRV HO(.°SE.
raOM A rMOTCKiltAPM PPOBABLV TAKKN IN MARCH, 1862.

The trer on ih« rljfhl «u nearly cut in two, by »hot and liullct:>. In
t»e •IdLance. to the rt|{ht <A the t/ee, U the LcwU house.

ON the last day but one of the march of
General Joseph E. Johnston's army to

join Cieneral Hcauregard, an order reached
me at Rcrtortown, through Urigadicr-Gen-
cral Hamard E. Fiee, to collect the four field-

batteries of Johnston's army into onecolumnj
and, as senior artillery captain, to march
them by country roads that were unobstructed
by infantry or trains as rapidly as possible

to Manassas Junction, and to report my ar-

rival at any hour, day or night, to General
Bee, who was going forward by rail with his

brigade. Having assembled the batteries in

the night, I began the march at day-dawn of

Saturday, July 20, the day before the battle.

About eight in the morning we were pass-

ing through a village in Fauquier County—
Salem, I think it was. The whole population
turned out to greet us. Men, women, and
children brought baskets, trays, and plates

loaded with their own family breakfasts,

snatched from the tables, coft'ee-pots and all,

to treat the soldiers. With the improvidence;
of raw campaigners, we had already, the night
before, finished our three days' cooked ra-

tions, and were hungry. I ordered a halt for

thirty minutes to enjoy the feast. The Staun-
ton Artillery* (my own battery) was at the

*evcraJ

mercantile clerks. About f.,rl"v were voun},' n.ccl.anics, whose mechanicaf sidll was'Sf much service. I

I??!/.L'!iT.'-.„.^*^"'=
_'*.''

J*^l'. "^'J"';'
.^"^ ^' I'^rpcr's Ferry, because our uniforms were too fine for camp

•The Sf.-»union .Artillery numbered 140 officers and men. .Six of tliem were college graduates, and
'craJ ol it.r,,, |,,vl eft college to enter the army. The majority were eiHicr youni; men of leisure or
Tcantile clerks. About f<.rtv were v

" " . ' ' -
- ^ - } ><

\ f/rmr-idcl them with red rtannrl sh
life and for nervicc in the field.—J. \>. J.
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ead of the column, and being largely com-

Msed of young men of high social stand-

l^ig, was especially honored by the ladies of

he village, conspicuous among whom were

he young daughters of Colonel John A.

Vashington, late of Mount Vernon. I no-

iced that some of the young fellows of the

lattery, lingering around the baskets borne

ly these young ladies, who bade them the or

onciuer in the fight, seemed very miserable

luring the remainder of the march that day.

<o doubt many of them, during the battle,

Ldt that it were better to die on the field

han retreat and live to meet those cnthusi-

.stic girls again. I make special note of

hat breakfast because it was the last food

ny of us tasted till the first Bull Run
1 been fought and won, thirty-six hours

-ter.

It was one o'clock that night when the

ead of my little column reached (ieneral

^ee's headquarters, about one mile north-

:ast of Manassas Junction, on the Centreville

oad, at a point where the latter was inter-

ected by a road running northward, parallel

o the Sudley road and crossing Bull Run
lear Stone Bridge. General Bee was estab-

ished in a log-cabin, back to whicii he was

)rought when he was mortally wounded, and

o which I shall again allude. General Bee

)rdered us to unharness the horses and biv-

)uac in the fence corners, adding, " You will

leed all the rest you can get, for a great

jattle will begin in the morning."

A little after daybreak we were aroused by

he sharp, ringing report of a great Parrott gun

icross Bull Run, two miles away, and the

vhizzing of a thirty-pounder elongated shell

)ver the tree-tops, four or five hundred yards

:o our left. Instantly every man was on his

eet, and in five minutes the horses were har-

lessed and hitched to the guns and caissons,

[general Bee beckoned to me to come up to

:he porch, where he was standing in his shirt

ileeves, having also been aroused by the shot.

He rapidly informed me of the disposition of

3ur troops of Johnston's army so far as they

aad arrived at Manassas. His own brigade

aad been brought forward by rail the evening

l)efore. Above all, he was dissatisfied at the

prospect of not participating prominently in

the battle, saying he had been ordered to the

Stone Bridge, three or four miles away on

our extreme left, to cover the left Hank of the

army from any movement that might be

made against it. And as he had been directed

to take a battery with him, he had selected

mine, and wished me to move at once. He
gave me a guide, and said he would follow im-

mediately with his infantry. When I told him

we had been twenty-four hours without food

for men and horses, he said lie would order
supplies to follow, remarking, " You will have
plenty of time to cook and eat, to the music
of a battle in which we will probably take

little or no part."

Away we went, retracing our steps to the

Junction, and by a westerly detour striking

into the Sudley road, at a point half-way

between the Junction and the scene of the

battle. After an hour or so we were ast ending
the hill to the Lewis house, or " I'ortici," where
Brigadier-General St. (ieorge Cocke, of Vir-

ginia, was camped with a small lirigade. Here
a courier at full speed met us with news
that the whole Federal army seemed to be

marching north-westerly on the other side of

Bull Run. Hailing my men, I rode to the

top of the hill, and had a full view of a long

column of glittering bayonets moving up on
the north side of the creek. Glancing down
the valley, I saw Bee's brigade advancing,

and galloped to meet him and report what I

had seen. He divined the plans of McDowell,
and, asking me to accompany him, rode rapidly

past the Lewis house, across the hollow be-

yond it, and up the next hill through the

pines, emerging on the summit immediately

east of the Henry house, where the beautiful

open landscape in front burst upon his vision.

He exclaimed with enthusiasm :
" Here is

the battle-field, and we are in for it I Bring

up your guns, as quickly as possible, ami

I'll look round for a good position."

In less than twenty minutes I and my bat-

tery had passed the Lewis house, when I dis-

covered Bee coming out of the pines. He
stopped, and, placing his cap on his sword

-

point, waved it almost frantically as a signal

to hurry forward. \Ve went at a gallop, and

were guided to a depression in the ground

about one hundred yards to the north-east of

the Henry house, where we unlimbered. With

his keen military eye, Cieneral Bee had chosen

the best possible position for a battery on all

that battle-field. We were almost under cover

by reason of a slight swell in the ground imme-

diately in our front, and not fifty feet away.

Our shot passed not six inches above the sur-

face of the ground on this " swell," and the re-

coil ran the guns back to still lower ground,

where only the heads of my men were visible

to the enemy when loading.

We were none too soon in position ; for, by

the time we had unlimbered. Captain Ricketts,

appearing on the crest of the opposite hill,

came beautifully and gallantly into battery at

a gallop, a short distance from the Matthews

house on our side of the Sudley road, and

about fifteen hundred yards to our front. I

wanted to open on him whilst he was un-

limbenng, but General Bee objected till we
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had received a fire, and had thus ascertained

the character and cahber of the enemy's
guns. Mine, six in number, were all smooth-
bore si\-pounders, brass.

The first round or two from the enemy
went high over us. Seeing this, C>eneral Bee
directed us to fire low and ricochet our shot

and shrapnel on the hard, smooth, open field

that sloped towards the Warrenton turnpike

in the valley between us. The eftect was very

destructive to the enemy.
The rapid massing of troops in our front

soon led to very heavy fighting. My little

battery was under a pitiless fire for a long

time. Two guns from an Alexandria battery

— Latham's, I think — took part in the con-

flict on the north side of Young's Branch to

our right and across the turnpike, so long as

Bee, Bartow. Evans, and \\'heat were on that

side, we firing over their heads ; and about
eleven o'clock two brass twelve-pounder Na-
poleons from the New Orleans Washington
Artillery unlimbered on our right, but only

remained for a few rounds, and then retired.

We were hardly more than fairly engaged
with Ricketts when Griftin's splendid battery

appeared in our front, and took position full

five hundred yards nearer to us, in a field on
the left of the Sudley road, counting from our
position on the right of that road. Ricketts

had six Parrott guns, and Griftin had as many
more, and, I think, two twelve-pounder how-
itzers besides. These last hurt us more than all

the rifles of both batteries, since the shot and
shell of the rifles, striking the ground at any
angle over fifteen or twenty degrees, almost
without exception bored their way in several

feet and did no harm. It is no exaggeration to

say that hundreds of shells from these fine rifle-

guns exploded in front of and around my bat-

ter)- that day, but so deep in the ground that

the fragments never came out. After the ac-

tion the ground looked as though a drove
of hogs had been rooting there for pota-

toes. I venture the opinion here, after a
good deal of observation during four years,

that in open ground at looo yards a six-

pounder battery of smooth guns, or at 1500
to 1800 yards, a similar battery of twelve-

pounder Napoleons, well handled, ^\^ll in one
hour whip double their number of the best

rifles ever put in the field. A smooth-bore
gun never buries its projectiles in the ground,
a.s the rifle does invariably when fired against

sloping ground. f)f course, this advantage of

the smooth-bore gun is limited to its shorter

range, and to an open field fight, unprotected
by defensive works.

For at least a half hour after our forces

were driven across Young's Branch no Con-
federate soldier was visible from our position

near the Henry house. The Staunton Artil-

lery, so far as we could see, was " alone in its

glory." General Bee's order had been, " Stay
here till you are ordered away." To mv sur-

prise, no orders had come, though, as I after-

ward learned, orders to withdraw had been
sent three-quarters of an hour before through
Major Howard, of Bee's staff. Howard fell,

desperately wounded, on the way, and could
not deliver the message.

Infantry was now massing near the Stone
house on the turnpike, not 500 yards away,
to charge and capture us. On makmg this dis-

covery and learning from the sergeants ofpieces
that our ammunition was almost entirely ex-

hausted, there remained but one way to save
our guns, and that was to run them off the
field. More than half of our horses had been
killed, one or two, only, being left in several
of my six-horse teams. The living animals
were quickly divided amongst the guns and
caissons, and we limbered up and fled. Then
it was that the Henry house was riddled, and
the old lady, Mrs. Henry, was mortally
wounded; for our line of retreat was so chosen
that for two or three hundred yards the house
would conceal us from Grifiin's battery, and,
in a measure, shelter us from the dreaded fire

of the infantry when they should reach the
crest we had just abandoned. Several of
Grifiin's shot passed through the house, scat-

tering shingles, boards, and splinters all

around us. A rifle-shot from Ricketts broke
the axle of one of our guns and dropped the
gun in the field, but we saved the limber.
The charging infantry gained the crest in

front of the Henry house in time to give us
one volley, but with no serious damage.
We crossed the summit at the edge of the

pines, midway behind the Henry and Robin-
son houses, and there met " Stonewall " Jack-
son at the head of his brigade, marching by the
flank at a double-quick. Johnston and Beau-
regard had arrived upon the field and were
hurrying troops into position, but we had not
yet seen them.
When I met Jackson I felt very angry at

what I then regarded as bad treatment from
Cieneral Bee, in leaving us so long exposed to
ca[)ture, and I expressed myself with some
])rofanity, which I could see was displeasing
to Jackson. He remarked, " I'll support your
battery. Unlimber right here." We did so,

when a perfect lull in the conflict ensued for

twenty or thirty minutes — at least in that

I)art of the field.

It was at this time that McDowell com-
mitted, as I think, the fatal blunder of the day,
by ordering both Ricketts' and Grifiin's bat-
teries to cease firing and move across the
turnpike to the top of the Henry Hill,
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taking position on the west side of the

house. The short time required to effect

the change enabled Beauregard to arrange

his new line of battle on the highest crest of

the hill, south-east of the Henry and Robin-

son houses, in the edge of the pines. If one
of the Federal batteries had been left north

of Young's Branch, it could have so swept the

hill-top where we re-formed, that it would have
greatly delayed, if it had not wholly prevented,

us from occupying the position. And if we
had been forced back to the next hill, on
which stands the Lewis house, Sherman, who
had crossed Bull Run not far above the Stone

Bridge, woukl have had a fair swing at our

right flank, to say nothing of the effect of ar-

tillery plaving upon us from beyond Bull Run.

guns on a heavy column of the enemy, who
were advancing towards us, m tlie direction
of the Chinn house, but were still twelve to
fifteen hundred yards away. Whilst we were
thus engaged. General Jackson rode up and
said that three or four batteries were approach-
ing rapidly; and we might soon retire. 1

again asked j^ermission to fire the three rounds
of shrapnel left to us. He said: "Go ahead."
I picked up a charge (the fuse was cut and
ready) and rammed it home myself, remark-
ing to Harman, "Tom, j)ut in the primer and
pull her off." I forgot to step back far enough
from the muzzle, and, as I wanted to see the
shell strike, I stiuatted to be under the smoke,
and gave the word "Fire." Heavens! what
a report

! I thought the gun had burst,
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Imbo<Ien's second position in the edpe of the pines, is on the line of the Confederate front as formed by General Jackson. Finally the Confederate
line reached from behind the Robinson house to the left along the edge of tlie pmes, and (as reinforcements came up) made a concave arc to a point
behind the Chinn house.

General Imboden counted twenty-six Confederate guns in the semi-circle east of the Sudley road,when Griffin and Rirkettshad taken position

near the Henry house. About 2 P. M. Bee and Bartow were shot in the chaise upon these Union batteries and their supjjorts.— liD.

When my retiring battery met Jackson, and
he assumed command of us, I reported that

I had left only three rounds of ammunition, for

a single gun. I wanted to send the caissons

to the rear for a supply. He said, " No, not

now— wait till other guns get here, and then

you can w^ithdraw your battery, as it has been
so torn to pieces, and let your men rest."

For a time thereafter ever}'thing was quiet

in our front ; my men were lying round, nearly

dead for water and food, and black with powder,
smoke, and dust. Lieutenant Harman and I hail

been amusing ourselves training one of the

and in a moment of consciou.sness felt as

if my head was blown off. But it was only

the pent-up gas, escaping sideways as the

shot cleared the muzzle, that struck my side

and head, and threw me full twenty feet

away. I recovered in time to see the shell

explode in the enemv's ranks at a spot where,

the next day, we found five or six bodies

badly mangled. The blood gushed out of my
left ear, and from that day to this it has been

totally deaf The men fired the other two
rounds, and limbered uj) and moved away, just

as the Rockbridge artillery, under Lieutenant
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Brockenbrough. came into position, and, a mo-
ment later, the Leesburg artillery, under Lieu-

tenant Henr}- Heaton. Pendleton, captain of

the first, and' Rogers, of the second, were not

with their batteries when they unlimbered, nor

at any time afterwards, as long as I was with

them, during the action. But Heaton and

Brockenbrough were more than equal to the

occasion. Heaton particularly, who had been

under my command with his battery at the

Point of Rocks, below Harper's Ferry, the pre-

vious May, was a brave and skillful young offi-

cer. Several other batteries soon came into

line, so that by the time Griffin and Ricketts

were in position near the Henry house, we had,

as I now remember, twenty-six fresh guns

ready for them.

The fighting was renewed, and was terrific.

Jackson ordered me to go from battery to

battery and see that the guns were properly

aimed and the fuses cut the right length. This

was the work of but a few minutes. On re-

turning to the left of the line of guns, I stopped

to ask General Jackson's permission to rejoin

my battery. The fight was just then hot

enough to make him feel well. His eyes fairly

blazed. He had a way of throwing up his

left hand with the open palm towards the

person he was addressing. He threw up

his hand as he told me to go. The air was

full of flying missiles, and as he spoke he

jerked down his hand, and I saw the blood

was streaming from it. I exclaimed, '• General,

you are wounded." He replied, as he drew a

handkerchief from his breast pocket, and
began to bind it up, " Only a scratch— a mere
scratch," and galloped away along his line.

To save my horse, I had hitched him to a

persimmoh tree in a little gully some fifty

yards or more in the rear. I had become a

little careful of the faithful beast on account

of two narrow escapes. Whilst readjusting the

teams at our first position, I had ridden to my
left, nearly in front of the Henry house. Sev-

eral of Griffin's guns appeared to be trained

on me. .\ rifle shell burrowed under the

horse, and, exploding in the ground, covered

him with dirt, but did no damage. A fragment

of another shell from overhead cut my can-

teen open, and wasted a pint of very good
brandy, that would have been a boon a little

later on. His other escape was during our

flight after we got behind the Henry house.

An unexplodcd rifle shell grazed iiis neck,

taking off a little of the mane about a foot

from his head, bringing him to his knees by

the concussion.

To reach my horse after Jackson had given

mc permis.sion to rejoin my battery, I had to

pass the infantry of Hamjnon's Legion, who
were lying down in supporting distance of

our artillery, then all in full play. (Colonel

Wade Hampton's "Legion" at that time,

as I remember, consisted of a regiment of

infantry, a battalion of cavalry, and a four-

gun battery of horse artillery.) Whilst un-

tying my horse, a shell exploded in the

midst of Hampton's infantry, killing several

and stampeding fifteen or twenty nearest the

spot. I tried to rally them; but one huge
fellow, musket in hand with bayonet fixed,

had started on a run. I threw myself in his

front with drawn sword, and threatened to cut

him down, whereupon he made a lunge at me.

I threw up my left arm to ward off the blow,

but the bayonet-point ran under the wrist-

band of my red flannel shirt, and raked the

skin of my arm from wrist to shoulder. The
blow knocked me sprawling on the ground,

and the fellow got away. I tore off" the dan-

gling shirt-sleeve, and was barearmed as to

my left, the remainder of the fight.

I overtook my battery on the hill near the

Lewis house (used as a hospital), in a field in

front of which I saw General Johnston and
staft" grouped on their horses, and under fire

from numerous shells that reached that hill.

1 rode up to General Johnston, reported our

ammunition all gone, and requested to know
where I could find the ordnance wagons and
get a fresh supply. Observing the sorry plight

of the battery and the condition of the sur-

viving men and horses, he directed me to

remove them farther to the rear to a place of

perfect safety for men and horses, and re-

turn myself to the field, where I might be of

some service. I took the battery back per-

haps a mile, where we found a little stream

of water, so welcome to men and horses.

Being greatly exhausted, I rested for perhaps

an hour, and returned to the front with Ser-

geant Thomas Shumate, a favorite in the bat-

tery, and always eager for action.

When we regained the crest of the Henry
plateau, the enemy had been swept from it,

and the retreat had begun all along the line.

We gazed upon the scene for a time, and,

hearing firing between the Lewis house and
the Stone Bridge, we rode back to see what
it meant. Captain Lindsay Walker had ar-

rived from Fredericksburg with his six-Parrott-

gun battery, and from a high hill was shelling

the fugitives beyond Bull Run as they were
fleeing in wild disorder to the shelter of the

nearest woods. (Jcneral J. E. B. Stuart, at

the head of a body of yelling cavaliy with

drawn sabers, was sweeping round the base

of the hill we were on, to cross the Run and
fall upon the mob hurrying toward Centre-
villc.

When Stuart disa])peared in the distance.

Sergeant Shumate and I rode slowly back
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toward where I had left my battery. Near-

ing the Lewis house, we saw General

fohnston and his staff coming toward us

slowly, preceded a little l)y a solitary horse-

man some paces in advance, who was lifting

his hat to every one he met. From the like-

ness I had seen of President Jefferson Davis,

I instantly recognized him and told Shumate
who it was. With the impulsiveness of his

nature, Shumate dashed up to the President,

seized his hand, and huzzahed at the top of

his voice. I could see that Mr. Davis was

greatly amused, and I was convulsed with

laughter. When they came within twenty

steps of me, where I had halted to let the

group pass, Shumate exclaimed, to the great

amusement of all who heard him :
" Mr.

President, there's my captain, and I want to

introduce iY?« to ///w."

The President eyed me for a moment, as if

he thought I was an odd-looking captain. I

had on a battered slouch hat, a red flannel

shirt with only one sleeve, corduroy trousers,

and heavy cavalry boots. I was begrimed

with burnt powder, dust, and blood from my
ear and arm, and must have been about as

hard-looking a specimen of a captain as

was ever seen. Nevertheless, the President

grasped my hand with a cordial salutation,

and after a few words passed on.

We found our battery refreshing themselves

on fat bacon and bread. After a hasty meal,

I threw myself on a bag of oats, and slept till

broad daylight next morning, notwithstanding

a drenching rain, which beat upon me during

the night.

In fact, I was aroused in the morning by a

messenger from ex-Governor Alston, of South
Carolina, summoning me to the side of my
gallant commander, Brigadier-General Bee,

who had been mortally wounded near the

Henry house, where Bartow was instantly

killed almost at the same moment. When I

reached General Bee, who had been carried

back to the cabin where I had joined him the

night before, he was unconscious, and died in

a few minutes whilst I was holding his hand.

Some one during the night had told him that

I had reflected on him for so long leaving our

batteryexposed to capture; and, at his request,

messengers had been for hours hunting me in

the darkness, to bring me to him, that 1 might
learn from his own lips that he had sent Major
Howard to order me to withdraw, when he
was driven back across Young's Branch and
the turnpike. 1 was grieved deeply not to

have seen him sooner. Possibly the failure of

his order to reach me was providential. For
full three-quarters of an hour we kept up a fire

that delayed the enemy's movement across

Young's Branch. But for that, they might

have gained the Henry plateau, before Jack-
son and Hampton came up, and before Bee
and Bartow had rallied their disorganized
troops. Minutes count as hours under such
circumstances, and trifles often turn the scale

in great battles.

General Jackson's wound, received under
the circumstances I have described, became
very serious when inflammation set in. ()n

hearing, three days after the fight, that he was
suffering with it, I rode to his (juarters, in a little

farm-house near Centreville. Although it was
barely sunrise, he was out under the trees, bath-

ing the hand with sjjring water. It was much
swollen and very painful, but he bore him.self

stoically. His wife and baby had arrived the

night before. His little daughter Julia was
still in long dresses, and I remember tossing

her, to her great delight, while breakfast was
being made ready on a rude table under the

trees. Of course, the battle was the only topic

discussed at breakfast. I remarked, in Mrs.

Jackson's hearing, " General, how is it that

you can keep so cool, and appear so utterly

insensible to danger in such a storm of shell

and bullets as rained about you when your

hand was hit ? " He instantly became grave

and reverential in his manner, and answered,

in a low tone of great earnestness : "Captain,

my religious belief teaches me to feel as safe

in battle as in bed. God has fixed the time

for my death. I do not concern myself about

that, but to be always ready, no matter when
it may overtake me." He added, after a pause,

looking me full in the face :
" Captain, that is

the way all men should live, and then all

would be equally brave."

I felt that this last remark was intended

as a rebuke for my profanity, when I had com-

plained to him on the field of the apparent

abandonment of my battery to capture, and

I apologized. He heard me, and simply said,

" Nothing can justify profanity."

I never knew him to let profanity pass

without a rebuke but once. The incident was

reported to me by the chief actor in it,

Major John A. Harman, who was Jackson's

chief quartermaster, and a man of extraor-

dinary qualifications. It happened at Ed-

wards Ferry, on the Potomac, when our army

was crossing into Maryland in the .\ntietam

campaign. .\Iajor-General D. H. Hill's divis-

ion was crossing, when Jackson rode up,

and found the ford completely blocked with

Hill's wagon-train. He spoke sharply to Hill

(who was his brother-in-law, they having

married sisters) for allowing such confusion.

General Hill replied that he was not a quarter-

master, or something that implied it was no

part of his business to get tangled wagons out

of the river. Jackson instantly put Hill in
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arrest, and, turning to Major Harman, ordered

him to clear the ford. Harman dashed in

among the wagoners, kicking mules, and ap-

parently inextncable mass of wagons, and, in

the voice of a stentor, poured out a volume

of oaths that would have excited the admira-

tion of the most scientific mule-driver. The

effect was electrical. The drivers were fright-

ened and swore as best they could, but far

belowthe Major's standard. The mules caught

the inspiration from a chorus of f;miiliar words,

and all at once made a break for the Mary-

land shore, and in five minutes the ford was

cleared. T^'^^^kson witnessed and heard it all.

Harman rode back to join him, expecting a

lecture, and, touching his hat, said: "The ford

is clear, General \ There's only one language

that will make mules understand on a hot day

that they must get out of the water." The

General, smiling, said: "Thank you, Major,"

and dashed into the water at the head of his

staff,

Mv aim in these few pages being only to

describe some incidents of the battle which

came under my osvn observation, I have not

attempted to sketch the progress of the fight,

nor to discuss the controversies growing out

of it. The duties of the command were ap-

propriately divided between General John-

ston, the ranking oflicer, and General Beaure-

gard, who was m the thickest of the fight,

and displayed a heroism which inspired all

around him. The battle was mainly fought

by Johnston's troops from the Shenandoah.

A large majority of the killed and wounded

were his men and officers. Beauregard's

troops were strung out for several miles down
the valley of BulfRun, and did not get up to

our aid till near the end of the day. General

Beauregard himself came upon the field long

before any of his troops arrived, except those

he had posted under Evans to guard the

Stone Bridge, and which, with Bee's troops,

bore the brunt of the first attack.

The uninformed. North and South, have

wondered why Johnston and Beauregard did

not follow on to Washington. General John-

ston, in his " Narrative," has clearly and con-

clusively answered that question. It was

simply impossible. We had neither the food

nor transportation at Manassas necessary to

a forward movement. This subject was the

cause of sharp irritation between our com-

manding generals at Manassas and Mr.

Davis and his Secretary of War, Mr. Benja-

min. There was a disposition in the (juarter-

master's and commissary departments at Rich-

mond to deny the extent of the destitution

of our army immediately after the battle. To

ascertain the exact facts of the case, Genetj

Johnston organized a board of officers to d

vestigate and report the condition of t|

transportation and commissariat of the ami

at Manassas on the 21st of July, and thd

daily condition for two weeks thereaftd

That Board w^as composed of Lieutenan

Colonel Robert B. Lee (a cousin of Genei

R. E. I.ec), representing the commissar)- q
partment, Major (afterwards Major-Generij

W. L. Cabell, representing the quartermastd

department, and myself from the line. ^
associates on this Board were old United Stat

army officers of acknowledged ability ai

large experience. We organized early

August, and made an exhaustive investigatic

and detailed report. I have a distinct recc

lection that we found that there was not

Manassas one full day's rations on the mor
ing of the battle (July 21) for the combin«

armies of Johnston and Beauregard, and th

on no single day for the succeeding two wee

was there as much as a three days' supp

there. We found that there were not wago
and teams enough at any time to have trar

ported three days' supplies for the troops
|

put in motion away from the railroad. VJ

found that for weeks preceding the 21st

July General Beauregard had been urgej

and almost importunate in his demands on t
j

quartermaster and commissary generals
|

Richmond for adequate supplies. We fou
j

that Colonel Northrop, the commissary-ge

eral, had not only failed to send forward ac

quate supplies for such an emergency as arc

when General Johnston brought his an

from the valley, but that he had interfer

with and interdicted the efforts of officers oft

department, who were with General Beau;

gard, to collect supplies from the rich a]

abundant region lying between the host;

armies. After reporting the facts, we una
1

mously concurred in the opinion that thj

proved the impossibility of a successful a|

rapid pursuit of the defeated enemy to Waii

ington. This report, elaborately written (i

and signed, was forwarded to Richmond, a|

in a few days was returned by Mr. Judah

Benjamin, Secretary of War, with an indorj

ment to the effect that the Board had tn|

scended its powers by expressing an opinii

as to what the facts did or did not pro)

and sharply ordering us to strike out all tl';

part of the report, and send only the fa|

ascertained by us. We met and compl

,

with this order, though indignant at ii

reprimand, and returned our amended rep(

That was the last I ever heard of it. It nej

saw daylight. Who suppressed it I do i:

know.
I

Juo. D. Imboden^



MANASSAS TO SEVEN PINES.

A REPLY TO JEFFERSON DAVIS,— INCLUniNG DESCRIPTIONS <JF THE BATTLES OF
BULL RUN AND SEVEN PINES.

Confederate Slates the same relative rank which tlioy

had before those States hail withdrawn from the
Union. . . .

" I low well the Ciovcrnment observed both the
letter and spirit of tiic law will he seen by reference

to its action in the matter of appointments."

, ^- — „•. -J

SUDLEV SPRINGS KORU, LOOKING SOUTH.

n the right, niins of Sudley mineral springs. On the hill, Siulley

rch — a hospital in the two battles of Bull Run. The wagon is on the

ley and Manassas road. It is a mile from the ford to where Ricketts

planted his battery— Eu.

I rHEN the State of Virginia seceded, being
V a citizen of that State, I resigned my office

the United States Army. And as I had seen

;ood deal of miHtary service, in the Seminole

d Mexican wars and in the West, the Pres-

ent of the Confederacy offered me a com-
ssion in the highest grade in his army. I

cepted the offer l)ecause the invasion of the

uth was inevitable. But I soon incurred

r. Davis's displeasure by protesting against

illegal act of his by which I was gready

onged. Still he retained me in important

isitions, although his official letters were

rsh. In 1864, however, he degraded me
the utmost of his power by summarily re-

Dving me from a high command. Believing

at he was prompted to this act by animos-
', and not by dispassionate opinion, I un-

rtake to prove this animosity by many
tracts from his " Rise and Fall of the Con-
leracy"(D. Appleton & Co.: 1881), and

y comments thereon.

^^ A QUESTION OF RANK.

Mr. Davis recites (Vol. I., p. 307) the

IV securing to officers who miglit leave the

nited States Army to enter that of the Con-
ieracy the same relative rank in the latter

lich they had in the former, provided their

signations had been offered in the six months
;xt following the 14th of March, and then

Ids:

" The provisions hereof are in the view entertained,

It the army was of the Stales, not of the (lovcrn-

;nt, and was to secure to officers adhering to the

Those of the five generals were the most
prominent, of course. .\11 had resigned within

the time prescribed. Their relative rank in

the United States Army just before secession

was: 1st, J. E. Johnston, Brigadier-Cieneral
;

2d, S. (hooper, Colonel; 3d, .\. S. Johnston.
Colonel

;
4th, R. E. Lee, Lieutenant-Colonel

:

and 5th, G. T. Beauregard, Major. All ol

them but the ;^d had jjrevious appointments,

when, on the 31st of August, the Government
announced new ones : S. Cooper's being

dated May 16, \. S. Johnston's May 28, K.

E. Lee's June 14, J. E Johnston's July j.

and G. T. Beauregard's July 21. So the law

was violated, ist, by disregarding existing

commissions; 2d, by giving different instearl

of the same dates to commissions; and 3d,

by not recognizing previous rank in the

United States .\rmy. The only effect of this

triple violation of law was to retlucej. E.John-
ston from the first to the fourth place, which,

of course, must have been its object.

" It is a noteworthy fact [he continues] that the

three highest officers in rank . . . were all so indif-

ferent to any question of personal interest that they

had received their appointment before they were aware
it was to be conferred."

This implies that the conduct described was

unusual. On the contrary, it was that of the

body of officers who left the United States

Army to enter that of the Confederacy. It is

strange that the author should disparage so

many honorable men. He states (page 309)

that Oeneral Lee, when ordered from Rich-

mond to the South for the first time, asked

what rank he held in the army :
" So wholly

had his heart and his mind been consecrated

to the public service that he had not remem-

bered if he ever knew of his advancement."

As each grade has its duties, an officer can-

not know his duty if ignorant of his rank.

Therefore General Lee always knew his rank,

for he never failed in his duty. Besides, his

official correspondence at the time referred to,

shows that he knew that he was major-general

of the Virginia forces until May 25, 1861, and

a Confederate general after that date.
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THE MOVEMENT FROM THE SHEXANDOAH
TO MANASSAS.

Describing the events Avhich immediately
preceded the battle of Manassas, Mr. Davis
says (page 340) :

" The forces there assembled [in Virginia] were
divided into three armies, at positions the most impor-
tant and threatened. One, under C^eneral J. E. John-
ston, at Harper's Ferry, covering the valley of the
Shenandoah. ...

" Harper's Ferry was an important position both for
niilitar)- and political considerations. . . . The dem-
onstrations of General Patter>on, commanding the
Federal army in that region, caused (.Jeneral Johnston
earnestly to insist on being allowed to retire to a
position nearer to Winchester. ''

Harper's Ferry is twenty-two miles east of
the route into the Shenandoah Valley, and
could be held only by an army strong enough
to drive an enemy from the heights north and
east of it. So it is anything but an important
position. These objections were expressed to

the Government two days after my arrival,

and I suggested the being permitted to move
the troops as might be necessary. All this

before General Patterson had advanced from
Chambersburg.
The assertion in the first sentence of Gen-

eral Cooper's letter (page 341)— "You had
been heretofore instructed to exercise your
discretion as to retiring from your position at

Harper's Ferry"— is incorrect. No such in-

structions had been given. The last instruc-

tions on the subject received by me are in

General Lee's letter of June 7. (" War
Records," Vol. II. page 910.)

On page 341 Mr. Davis says: "The tem-
porar\- occupation [of Harper's Ferry] was
especially needful for the removal of the valu-
able machiner)- and material in the armory
located there." The removal of the machinery
was not an object referred to in General Coo-
per's letter. But the presence of our army any-
where in the Valley within a day's march of the
position, would have protected that removal.

That letter (page 341) was received two
days after the army left Harper's Ferry to

meet General McClellan's troops, believed by
intelligent people of Winchester to be ap-

proaching from the west.

On page 345 he says it was a difficult prob-
lem to know which army, whether Beaure-
gard's at Manassas or Johnston's in the Valley,

should be reen forced by the other, because
these generals were " each asking reiinforce-

ments from the other." All that was written

by me on the subject is in the letter (page

345) dated July 9 :
" I have not a.sked for

^eenforcements because I supposed that the

War Department, inf(;rmed of the state of

aflairs everywhere, could best judge where the
troops at its disposal are most required. .

If it is proposed to strengthen us against the
attack I suggest as soon to be made, it seems
to me that General Beauregard might with
great expeiiiiiofi furnish five or six thousand
men for a few days." '^

Mr. Davis says, after quoting from this letter: \

" As soon as I became satisfied that Manassas was '

the objective point of the enemy's movement, I wrote :

to General Johnston urging him to make preparations I

for a junction with General Beauregard."

There is abundant evidence that the South-
em President never thought of transferring

j

the troops in the " Valley " to Manassas until
'

the proper time to do it came— that is, when
McDowell was known to be advancing. This i

fact is shown by the anxiety he expressed to '

increase the number of those troops.* And i

General Lee, writing to Mr. Davis in Novem-
|

ber, 1861 (" War Records," Vol. II., p. 515),
'

says in regard to General Beauregard's sug- I

gestion that he be reenforced from my army

:

'

" Vou decided that the movements of the enemy in |

and aliout Alexandria were not sufficiently demonstra- j

tive to warrant the withdrawing of any of the troops
j

from the Shenandoah Valley. A few days afterwards,
however,— I think three or four,— the reports from I

General Beauregard showed so clearly the enemy's
purpose, that you ordered General Johnston, with his
effective force, to march at once to the support of
General Beauregard."

This letter is in reply to one from Mr.
Davis, to the effect that statements had been
widely published to show that General Beau-
regard's forces had been held inacdve by his

(Mr. Davis's) rejection of plans for vigorous of-

fensive operations proposed to him by the gen-
eral, and desiring to know of General Lee what
those plans were, and why they were rejected.

"On the 17th of July, 1861," says Mr.
Davis (page 346), " the following telegram
was sent by the adjutant-general " to General
J. E. Johnston, Winchester, Va.

:

" General Beauregard is attacked. To strike the
enemy a decisive blow, a junction of all your effective
force will be needed. If practicable, make the move-
ment, sending your sick and baggage to Culpeper
Court House, eillier by railroad or by Warrenton. In
all the arrangements exercise your discretion. [Signed]
S. Cooi'iCR, Adjutant and Inspector General."

Mr. Davis asserts that I claim that discre-
tion was given me by the words " all the
arrangements." I claimed it from what he
terms the only positive part of the order, viz.,

" If practicable, make the movement, sending
your sick to Culpeper Court House."

"The sending the sick to Culpeper Court House
[Mr. Davis adds] might have been after or before the
effective force had moved to the execution of the main
and only positive part of the order."

* See " War Records," Vol. II.. letters on pages 924, 935, 940, 973, 976, 977.
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*' Make the movement " would have been

a positive order, but " if practicable " deprived

it of that character, and gave the officer re-

ceiving it a certain discretion. But, as the

movement desired was made promptly, it was
surely idle to discuss, twenty years after,

whether the officer could lawfully have done
what he did not do. At the time the decision

of such a question might have been neces-

sary ; but, as Mr. Davis will give no more
orders to generals, and as the officer concerned

will execute no more, such a discussion is idle

now. The use of the wagons required in the

march of the army would have been neces-

sary to remove the sick to the railroad sta-

tion at Strasburg, eighteen miles distant ; so

this removal could not have been made after

the march. There being seventeen hundred
sick, this part of their transportation would
have required more time than the transfer of

the troops to Manassas, which was the im-

portant thing. The sick were, therefore, prop-

erly and quickly provided for in Winchester.

I was the only judge of the " practicable "

;

and " if practicable " refers to the whole sen-

tence— as much to sending the sick to Cul-

peper as to " make the movement." Still he
says (page 347):

" His [my] letters of the 12th and 13th expressed
his doubts about his power to retire from before the

superior force of General Patterson, Therefore, the

word ' practicable ' was in that connection the equiva-
lent of ' possible.'

"

It is immaterial whether " if practicable "

or " if possible " was written. I was the only

judge of the possibility or practicability ; and,

if General Patterson had not changed his po-

sition after the telegram was received, I might
have thought it necessary to attack him, to
" make the movement practicable." But as to

my power to retire. On the 15th General
Patterson's forces were half a day's march
from us, and on the 12th more than a day's

march; and, as Stuart's -cavalry did not per-

mit the enemy to observe us, retreat would
have been easy, and I could not possibly have
written to the contrary.*

x\s to Mr. Davis's telegram (page 348), and
the anxiety in Mr. Davis's mind lest there

should be some unfortunate misunderstanding
between General Beauregard and me,— my
inquiry was intended and calculated to estab-

lish beyond dispute our relative positions. As
a Confederate brigadier-general I had been
junior to General Beauregard, but was cre-

ated general by act of Congre.ss. But, as this

had not been published to the army, it was not
certain that it was known at Manassas. If it

was not, the President's telegram gave the in-

formation, and jjrevented what ho seems to

have apprehended.

THE BATTLK OF BUM, RUN.t

On page 349 to the end of the c hapter, the
President describes his visit to the field of
battle near Manassas. " As we advanced," he
says, " the storm of batde was rolling west-
ward." But, in fact, the fighting ceased be-
fore he left Manassas. He then mentions
meeting me on a hill which commanded a
general view of the field, and proceeding far-

ther west, where he saw a Federal " column,"
which a Confederate squadron charged and
put to flight. But the captain in command of
this squadron says in his report that the col-

umn seen was a party of our troops. Mr.
Davis also dilates on the suffering of our
troops for want of supplies and camp equi-

page, and on his efforts to have them pro-

vided for. After the battle ended, officers were
duly directed by me to have food brought to the

ground where the troops were to pass the night.

I was not in the conference described by Mr.
Davis (pages 353, 354, 355). Having left the

field after ten o'clock, and ridden in the dark
slowly, it was about half-past eleven when I

found the President and General Beauregard
together, in the latter's quarters at Manassas.
We three conversed an hour or more without

referring to pursuit or an advance ui)on Wash-
ington. The " conference " described by him
must have occurred before my arrival, and
Mr. Davis may very well have forgotten that

I was not present then.

But, when the President wrote, he had for-

gotten the subject of the conference he de-

scribed ; for the result, as he states it, Avas an

order, not for pursuit by the army, but for the

detail of two parties to collect wounded men
and abandoned property near the field of bat-

tle. This order (pages 355, 356) is " to the

same effect," Mr. Davis says, as the one he

wrote, and which he terms a direction to pur-

sue the Federal army at early dawn.

It is asserted (page 354) that I left the

command over both Confederate armies in

General Beauregard's hands during the en-

gagement. Such conduct would have been

as base as flight from the field in the heat of

* Mr. Davis has a few words of praise for General Johnston, which, in this connection, will be of interest to

the reader :
" It gives me pleasure to state that, from all the accounts received at the time, tlie plans of (jeneral

Johnston for masking his withdrawal to form a junction with General Beauregard were conducted with marked
skill" (page 347).— Ed.

t For views of the field and pictorial incidents of the battle of Bull Run, see (Jeneral Beauregard's paper
in The Century for November, 1S84.
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battle, and would have brought upon me the

contempt of every honorable soldier. It is

disproved by the fact that General Beauregard

was willing to serve under me there, and

again in North Carolina, near the close of the

war : and associated \\ ith me. As this accusa-

tion is published by the Southern President,

and indorsed by General Beauregard, it

requires my contradiction.

Instead of leaving the command in General

Beauregard's hands, I assumed it over both

armies immediately after my arrival on the

20th, showing General Beauregard as my
warrant the President's telegram defining m\-

position. The usual order* assuming com-

mand was written and sent to General Beau-

regard's office for distribution. He was then

told diat as General Patterson would no doubt

hasten to join General McDowell as soon as he

discovered my movement, we must attack the

Federal army next morning. General Beaure-

gard then pointed out on a map of the neigh-

borhood the roads leading to the enemy's

camp at Centreville from the different parts

of our line south of the stream, and the

positions of the brigades near each road

;

and a simple order of march, by which our

troops would unite near the Federal position,

was sketched. Having had neither sleep nor

recumbent rest since the morning of the 17th,

I begged General Beauregard to put this or-

der of march on paper, and have the necessary

copies made and sent to me for mspection in

a grove, near, where I expected to be resting;

this in tmie for distribution before night.

Thi-s distribution was to be by him, the imme-
diate commander of most of the troops. Seeing

that eight brigades were on the right of the

line to Centreville, and but one to the left of

it at a distance of four miles, I desired Gen-
eral Beauregard to have Bee's and Jackson's

brigades placed in this interval near the de-

tached brigade.

The papers were brought to me a little

before sunrise next morning. They differed

greatly from the order sketched the day before;

but as they would put the troojjs in motion if

distributed, it would l>c easy then to direct the

course of each division. By the order sketched

the day before, all our forces would have
been concentrated near Centreville, to attack

the Federal army. By that prepared by Gen-
eral Beaurqgard but four brigades were di-

rected " to the attack of Centreville," of

which one and a half had not yet arrived

from the Valley, while six brigades were to

move forward to the Union Mills and Centre-

ville road, there to hold themselves in readi-

ness to support the attack on Centreville, or

to move, two to Sangster's cross-roads, two to

Fairfax Station, and two to Fairfax Court
House. The two and a half brigades on the

ground, even supported by the half brigade of

the reserve also on the ground, in all proba-

bility would have been defeated by the whole
Federal army before the three bodies of two
brigades each could have come to their aid,

over distances of from three to five miles.

Then, if the enemy had providentially been
defeated by one-sixth or one-eighth of their

number, Sangster's cross-roads and Fairfax

Station were out of their line of retreat.

Soon after sunrise on the 21st, it was re-

ported that a large body of Federal troops

was approaching on the Warrenton Turnpike.

This offensive movement of the enemy would
have frustrated our plan of the day before, if

the orders for it had been delivered to the

troops. It appears from the reports of the com-
manders of the six brigades on the right that

but one of them. General Longstreet, re-

ceived it. Learning that Bee's and Jackson's

brigades were still on the right, I again de-

sired General Beauregard to transfer them to

the left, which he did, giving the same orders

to Hampton's Legion, just arrived. These, with

Cocke's brigade then near the turnpike, would
necessarily receive the threatened attack.

General Beauregard then suggested that all

our troops on the right should move rapidly to

the left and assail the attacking Federal troops

in flank. This suggestion was accepted; and
together we joined those troops. Three of the

four brigades of the first line, at Mitchell's,

Blackburn's, and McLean's fords, reported

strong bodies of United States troops on the

wooded heights before them. This frustrated

the sccojuiplan. Two Federal batteries— one
in front of Bonham's brigade at Mitchell's ford,

the other before Longstreet's at Blackburn's
ford— were annoying us, although their firing

was slow.

About 8 o'clock, after receiving such infor-

mation as scouts could give, I left General
Beauregard near Longstreet's position, and
placed myself on Lookout Hill, in rear of
Mitchell's ford, to await the development of

the enemy's designs. About 9 o'clock the sig-

nal officer, Captain Alexander, reported that

a column of Federal troops could be seen
crossing the valley of Bull Run, two miles

beyond our left.

General McDowell had been instructed by
the general-in-chief to pass the Confederate
right and seize the railroad in our rear.

But, learning that the district to be passed

* fjcncral J. A. Karly, in his narrative of these events, says :
" During tlie 20th, (General Johnston arrived

at Manassas Junction by the railroari, and th.Tt day we received the order from him assuming command of
the combined armies of (ieneral IJeaurcgard anrl himself."— J. E. J.
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(For full-page topographical map of the field, see The Century for November, 1884.)

through was rugged and covered with woods,
and therefore unfavorable to a large army,
he determined, after devoting three days
to reconnaissance, to operate on the open
and favorable ground to his right, and turn

our left. He had another object in this second
plan, and an important one— that this course

would place his between the two Confederate

armies, and prevent their junction ; and if it

had been made a day or two sooner, this

manoeuvre would have accomplished that

object.

General McDowell marched from Centre-

ville by the Warrenton turnpike with three

divisions, sending a fourth division to deceive

us by demonstrations in front of our main

body. Leaving the tumpike a half mile from

the Stone Bridge, he made a long detour to

Sudley ford, where he crossed Bull Run and

turned towards Manassas. Colonel Evans, who
commanded fourteen companies near the Stone

Bridge, discovered this manoeuvre, and moved
with his little force along the base of the hill

north of the turnpike, to place it before the

enemy near the Sudley and Manassas road.

Here he was assailed by greatly superior num-

bers, which he resisted obstinately.

General Beauregard had joined me on

Lookout Hill, and we could distinctly hear

the sounds and see the smoke of the fight. But

they indicated no hostile force that Evans's

troops and those of Bee, Hampton anil J ackson

,
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which we coald see hurrying towards the con-

flict in that order, were not adequate to resist.

On reaching the broad, level top of the

hill south of "the turnpike. Bee, appreciat-

ing the strength of the position, formed his

troops (half of his own and half of Bartow's

brigade) on that ground. But seeing Evans

struggling against great odds, he crossed the

vallev and formed on the right and a little in

advance of him. Here the five or six regi-

ments, with six field-pieces, held their ground for

an hour against 10,000 or 1 2,000 United States

troops, when, finding they were overlapped on

each flank by the continually arriving enemy,

General Bee fell back to the position from which

he had moved to rescue Evans— crossing the

vallev, closely pressed by the Federal army.

Hampton with his legion reached the val-

lev as the retrograde movement began. Form-

ing it promptly, he joined in the action, and

contributed greatly to the orderly character of

the retreat by his courage and admirable sol-

diership, seconded by the excellent con-

duct of the gentlemen composing his legion.

Imboden and his battery did excellent service

on this tning occasion. Bee met Jackson at

the head of his brigade, on the position he

had first taken, and he began to re-form and

Jackson to deploy at the same time.

In the mean time I had been waiting with

General Beauregard on Lookout Hill for evi-

dence of General McDowell's design. The
violence of the firing on the left indicated a

battle, but the large bodies of troops re-

ported by chosen scouts to be facing our right

kept me in doubt. But near eleven o'clock

reports that those troops were felling trees

showed that they were standing on the defen-

sive ; and new clouds of dust on the left proved

that a large body of Federal troops was arriving

on the field. It thus appeared that the enemy's

great effort was to be against our left. I ex-

pressed this to General Beauregard, and the

necessity of reiinforcing the brigades engaged,

and desired him to send immediate orders to

Flarlyand Holmes, of the second line, to has-

ten to the conflict with their brigades. General

Bonham, who was near mc, was desired to

send up two regiments and a battery. I then

set off at a rapid gallop to the scene of action.

(General Beauregard joined me without a

word. Pa.ssing on the way Colonel Pendle-

ton with two batteries, I directed him to fol-

low with them as fast as possible.

It now .seemed that a battle was to be

fought entirely different in place and circum-

stance from the two j^lans previously adopted,

and abandoned as impracticable. Instead of

taking the initiative anrl operating in front of

our line, we were compelled to fight on the

defensive more than a mile in rear of that line,
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and at right angles to it, on a field selected by
General Bee,— with no other plans than those

suggested by the changing events of battle.

While we were riding forward General

Beauregard suggested to me to assign him to

the immediate command of the troops en-

gaged, so that my supervision of the whole field

might not be interrupted, to which I assented.

So he commanded those troops under me;
as elsewhere, lieutenant-generals commanded
corps, and major-generals divisions, under me.
When we were near the ground where Bee

was re-forming and Jackson deploying his

brigade, I saw a regiment in line with or-

dered arms and facing to the front, but two or

three hundred yards in rear of its proper place.

On inquiry I learned that it had lost all its

field-officers ; so, riding on its left flank, I

easily marched it to its place. It was the

Fourth Alabama, an excellent regiment ; and
I mention this because the circumstance has

been greatly exaggerated.

After the troops were in good battle order

I turned to the supervision of the whole field.

The enemy's great numerical superiority was
discouraging. Yet, from strong faith in Beau-
regard's capacity and courage, and the high

soldierly qualities of Bee and Jackson, I

hoped that the fight would be maintained un-

til I could bring adequate reenforcements to

their aid. For this Holmes and Early were
urged to hasten their march, and Ewell was
ordered to follow them with his brigade with

all speed. Broken troops were reorganized

and led back into the fight with the help of

my own and part of General Beauregard's

staff. Cocke's brigade was held in rear of the

right to observe a large body of Federal

troops in a position from which Bee's right

flank could have been struck in a few minutes.

After these additions had been made to our

troops then engaged, we had nine regiments

of infantry, five batteries, and three hundred
cavalry of the Army of the Shenandoah, and
about two regiments and a half of infantry,

six companies of cavalry, and six field-pieces

of the y\rmy of the Potomac, holding at bay
three divisions of the United States army.
The Southern soldiers had, however, two great

advantages in the contest : greater skill in the

use of fire-arms, and the standing on the defen-

sive, by which they escaped such disorder as

advancing under fire produced in the ranks of

their adversaries, unflisci])lined like themselves.

A report received about two o'clock from
General Beauregard's office that another
United States army was approaching from
the north-west, and but a {q^n miles from us,

caused me to send orders to Bonham, Long-
street, and Jones to hold their brigades south

of Bull Run, and ready to move.
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When Bonham's two regiments appeared

soon after, Cocke's brigade was ordered into

action on our right. Fisher's North CaroHna
regiment coming up, Bonham's two regiments

were directed against the Federal right, and
Fisher's was afterwards sent in the same di-

rection ; for the enemy's strongest efforts

seemed to be directed against our left, as if

to separate us from Manassas Junction.

About half-past three o'clock. General E.

K. Smith arrived with three regiments of

Elzey's brigade, coming from Manassas Junc-
tion. He was instructed, through a staff offi-

cer sent forward to meet him, to form on
the left of our line, his left thrown forward,

and attack the enemy in flank. At his request

I joined him, directed his course, and gave
him these instructions. Before the formation

was completed, he fell severely wounded, and
while falling from his horse directed Colonel

Elzey to take command. That officer appre-

ciated the manoeuvre and executed it gallantly

and well. General Beauregard promptly seized

the opportunity it afforded, and threw for-

ward the whole line. The enemy was driven

from the long-contested hill, and the tide of

battle at length turned. But the first Federal

line driven into the valley was there rallied

on a second, the two united presenting a

formidable aspect. In the mean time, how-
ever, Colonel Early had come upon the field

with his brigade. He was instructed by me
to make a detour to the left and assail the

Federal right in flank. He reached the

ground in time, accompanied by Stuart's cav-

alry and Beckham's battery, and made his

attack with a skill and courage which routed

the Federal right in a moment. General
Beauregard, charging in front, made the rout

complete. The Federal right fled in confusion

toward the Sudley ford, and the center and
left marched off rapidly by the turnpike.

Stuart pursued the fugitives on the Sudley
road, and Colonel Radford, with two squad-
rons I had held in reserve near me during the

day, ^was directed to cross Bull Run at Ball's

ford, and strike the column on the turnpike in

flank. The number of prisoners taken by
these parties of cavalry greatly exceeded their

own numbers. But they were too weak to make
a serious impression on an army, although
a defeated one.

At twenty minutes before five, when the

retreat of the enemy toward Centreville began,
I sent orders to Brigadier-General Bonham by
Lieutenant-Colonel Lay, of his staff, who hap-

pened to be with me, to march with his own and
Longstreet's brigade (which were nearest Bull

Run and the Stone Bridge), by the quickest

route, to the turnpike, and form them across it

to intercept the retreat of the Federal troops.
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But he found so little appearance of rout in

those troops as to make the execution of his

instructions seem impracticable ; so the two
brigades returned to their canijjs. When the
retreat began, the body of I'nited States

trooi)s that had passed the day on the Cen-
treville side of Bull Run made a demonstra-
tion on the rear of our right ; which was
repelled by Holmes's brigade just arrived.

Soon after the firing ceased, (ieneral Ewell
reported to me, saying that his brigade was
about midway from its camp near Union
Mills. He had ridden forward to see the part
of the field on which he might be required, to

serve, to prepare himself to act intelligently.

The victory was as complete as one gained
in an open country by infantry and artillery

can be. Our cavalry i)ursued as far as they
could effectively ; but when they encountered
the main column, after dispersing or captur-
ing little parties and stragglers, they could
make no impression.

General McDowell marched from the Poto-
mac with 35,000 men in five divisions, three

of which (three-fifths) were engaged (about

21,000).

On our side the Army of the Shenandoah
had on the field 8000 men ; that of the Po-

tomac, as reported, 9477 men; total, 17,477.

,-,, , Wound- Miss-
ed. trig.

The Army of the Shenandoah lost 282 1582 i

" " " Potomac " 105 519 12

General Beauregard's first plan of attack was
delivered to me by his aide-de-camp. Colonel

Chisolm, when I was thirty-four miles from

Manassas. It was, that I should leave the

railroad at Piedmont Station, thirty-six miles

from the enemy at Centreville, and attack him
in rear, and when our artillery announced that

we had begun the fight. General Beauregard

would move up from Bull Run and assail the

enemy on that side. I rejected the plan, be-

cause such a one would enable an ofticer of

ordinary sense and vigor to defeat our two

armies one after the other. For McDowell, by

his numerical superiority, could have disposed

of my forces in less than two hours, that is to

say, before Beauregard could have come up,

when he also could have been defeated and the

campaign ended.

An opinion seems to prevail with some
persons who have written about the battle,

that important plans of General Beauregard

were executed by him. It is a mistake ; the

first intention, announced to General Beau-

regard by me when we met, was to attack the

enemy at Centreville as early as possible on

the twenty-first. This was anticijjated by Mc-
Dowell's early advance. The second, to attack

the Federals in flank near the turnpike with
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our main force, suggested by General Beau-

regard, was prevented by the enemy's occupa-

tion of the high ground in front of our right.

As fought." the battle was made by me ;

Bee's and Jackson's brigades were transferred

to the left "by me. I decided that the battle

was to be there, and directed the measures

necessar)- to maintain it ; a most important

one being the assignment of General Beaure-

gard to the immediate command of this left

which he held. In like manner the senior offi-

cer on the right would have commanded there,

if the Federal left had attacked.

These facts in relation to the battle are my
defense against the accusation indorsed by Gen-

eral Beauregard and published by Mr. Davis.

In an account of the battle published in

the November number of The Century, Gen-

eral Beauregard mentions offensive operations

he '* had designed and ordered against his [ad-

versary's] left tlank and rear at Centreville,"

and censures my friend General R. S. Ewell

for their failure. At the time referred to, three

of the four Federal divisions were near Bull

Run, above the turnpike, and the fourth facing

our right, so that troops of ours, going to Cen-

treville then, if not prevented by the Federal di-

vision facing them,would have found no enemy.

And General Ewell was not, as he reports,

'• instructed in the plan of attack"; for he says

in his official report :
"

. . .1 first received

orders to hold myself in readiness to advance

at a moment's notice. I next received a copy

of an order sent to me by General Jones, in

which it was stated that I had been ordered

to his support." Three other contradictory

orders, he says, followed. As to the compari-

son with Desaix at Marengo, made by Gen-
eral Beauregard, the circumstances had no
resemblance. Desaix was separated from the

French army, heard the sounds of battle,

knew that he was wanted there, and went

there. General Kwell knew that a battle was
raging; but knew, too, that all the unengaged
brigades were between him and it, and his

commander was near enough to give him
orders. But he had no reason to suppose

that his commander desired him to move to

Centreville, where there was then no enemy.
ITiere could have been no greater mistake on
General Ewell's part than making the move-
ment to Centreville.

A brief passage in my official report of this

battle displeased President Davis. In referring

to his telegraphic order I gave its meaning
verv- briefly, but accurately— " directing me,

if practicable, to go to (jeneral Beauregard's

assistance, after sending my sick to Culpeper

Court House." Mr. Davis objected to the word
a/ier. Bemg in formed ofthis by a friend, I cheer-

fully consented to his expunging the word, be-

cause that would not affect the meaning of the

sentence. But the word is still in his harsh in-

dorsement. He also had this passage stricken

out: "Thedelay ofsending the sick, nearly 1700
in number, to Culpeper, would have made it

impossible to arrive at Manassas in time. They '

were therefore provided for in Winchester; " and
j

substituted this: '• Our sick, nearly 1700 in num-
;

ber, were provided for in Winchester." Being
,

ordered to send the sick to Culpeper as well
\

as to move to Manassas, it was necessary to :

account for disobedience, which my words did, 1

and which his substitute for them did not. '

Mr. Davis (page 359) expresses indigna-

tion that, as he says, " Among the articles

abandoned by the enemy on the field of
]

Manassas, were handcuffs, the fit appendage
!

of a policeman, not of a soldier." I saw none,
\

nor did I see any one who had seen them. ,

Mr. Davis states (page 359) that " On the
j

night of the 2 2d, I held a second confer-
;

ence with Generals Johnston and Beauregard." :

I was in no conference like that of which ac- 1

count is given on page 360. And one that
\

he had with me on that day proved conclu-
j

sively that he had no thought of sending our
j

army against Washington ; for in it he offered '

me the command in West Virginia, promising!

to increase the forces there adequately from
\

those around us.

He says (page 361)

:

" What discoveries would have been made, and what
j

results would have ensued from the establishment of
1

our guns upon the south bank of the river to open fire !

upon the capital, are speculative opinions upon which
|

it would be useless to enter."
j

Mr. Davis seems to have forgotten what
|

was as well known then as now — that our
|

army was more disorganized by victory than

that of the United States by defeat ; that

!

there were strong fortifications, well manned,

;

to cover the approaches to Washington and
;

prevent the establishment of our guns on
the south bank of the river. He knew, too, 1

that we had no means of cannonading the ;

capital, nor a disposition to make barbarous •

war. He says (page 362)

:

" When the smoke of battle had lifted from the field

. some . . . censoriously asked why the i

fruits of the victory had not been gathered by the cap-

ture of Washington City. . . . Then some in-

discreet friends of the generals commanding in the

battle . . . induced the allegation that the President :

liad prevenlcil the generals from making an immediate 1

and vig(jrous pursuit of the routed enemy." ;

I

Mr. Davis has no ground for this assertion ;

'

the generals were attacked first and most
i

.severely. It was not until the press had ex- :

hausted itself upon them, that some of them I

turned upon him. On November 3 he wrote
!

to me that reports were circulated to the effect
\
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that he " prevented General Beauregard from

pursuing the enemy after the battle of Man-
assas, and had subsequently restrainetl him

from advancing upon Washington City. . . .

I call upon you to say whether I obstructed

the pursuit of the enemy after the victory at

Manassas, or have ever objecteil to an advance,

or other active operation, which it was feasible

for the army to undertake."

I replied on the loth, answering the first

([uestion in the negative, and added an ex-

planation which put the responsibility on my-
self I replied to the second question, that it

had never been feasible for the army to advance

farther toward Washington than it had done,

and referred to a conference at Fairfax Court

House (Oct. I, 1861) in reference to leading

the army into Maryland, in which he informed

the three senior officers that he had not the

means of giving the army the strength they

considered necessary for offensive operations.

Mr. Davis was displeased by my second re-

ply, because in his mind there was but one

question in his letter. I maintain that there are

two, namely : (i) Did he obstruct the pursuit

of the enemy after the victory at Manassas ?

(2) Had he ever objected to an advance, of

other active operation, which it was feasible

for the army to undertake?

The second matter is utterly unconnected
with the battle of Manassas, and as the

question of advance or other active operation

had been discussed nowhere by him, to my
knowledge, but at the conference at Fairfax

Court House, I supposed that he referred

to it. He was dissatisfied with my silence

in regard to the conferences he avers took

place on July 21 and 22, the first knowl-

edge of which I have derived from his book.

Near the foot of page 365 Mr. Davis rep-

resents me as reflecting upon him, in ex-

pressing in my report the belief that General

Cooper's telegram of July 17 did not convey
a positive order. As what he says, immedi-
ately following, has been reviewed before, it

may be passed over now.
This passage appears on page 369 :

" The
words ' if practicable ' had reference to letters

of General Johnston of the 12th and 15th of

July ..." They had reference to " make
the movement, sending the sick and baggage
to Culpeper," and to those words only. I

alone was to judge of the practicable.

THE WITHDRAWAL FROM CENTREVILLE TO
THE PENINSULA.

Mr. Davis refers (pages 444-5) to the in-

structions for the reorganization of the army
given by him to the three general officers

* See " Johnston's Nar

he met in conference at Fairfax Court House
on October i, 1861. But the correspondence
urging the carrying out of the orders was
carried on with Generals Beauregard and
G. W. Smith (my subordinates) in that same
October. He neither conversed nor corre-

sponded with me on the subject then, the

letter to me being dated May 10, 1862. The
original order was dated October 22, 1861,

to be executed " as soon as, in the judgment
of the commanding general, it can be safely

done under present exigencies." As the enemy
was then nearer to our center than that center

to either flank of our army, and another ad-
vance upon us by the Federal army was not
improbable on any day, it seemed to me un-

safe to make the reorganization then. From
May 10 to 26, when the President renewed
the subject, we were in the immediate pres-

ence of the enemy, when reorganization would
have been infinitely dangerous, as was duly
represented by me. But, alluding to this con-
ference at Fairfax Court House, he says (page

449) :
" When, at that time and place, I met

General Johnston for conference, he called in

the two generals next in rank to himself,

Beauregard and G. W. Smith." These officers

were with Mr. Davis in the quarters of General
Beauregard, whose guest he was, when I was
summoned to him. I had not power to bring

any officer into the conference. If such author-

ity had belonged to my office, the personal re-

lations lately established between us by the

President would not have permitted me to use it.

He says (page 448) :
" I will now pro-

ceed to notice the allegation that I was re-

sponsible for the inaction of the army in the

latter part of 1861 and early part of 1862."

I think Mr. Davis is here fighting a

shadow. I have never seen or heard of the

" allegation " referred to ; I believe that that

conference attracted no public attention and
brought criticism upon no one. I have .seen

no notice of it in print, except the merely his-

torical one in a publication made by me in

1874,* without criticism or comment. Mr.

Davis expresses surprise at the weakness of

the army. He has forgotten that in Rich-

mond he was well informed of the strength

of the army by periodical reports, which

showed him the prevalence of ejiidemics

which, in August and part of September, kept

almost thirty per cent, of our number sick.

He must have forgotten, too, his anxiety on

this subject, which induced him to send a

very able physician. Dr. Cartwright, to find

some remedy or j)reventive.

He asserts also that " the generals " had

made previous suggestions of a " ])urpose to

advance into Maryland." There had been no

rative," pages 7S, 79.
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such purpose. On the contrary, in my letter

to the Secretary of War. suggesting the confer-

ence. I wrote: " Thus far the numbers and con-

dition of this army have at no time justified

our assuming the otiensive. . . . The difft-

cuky oi obtaining the means of estabhshing a

battery near Evansport . . . has given me
the impression that you cannot at present put

this armv in condition to assume the offensive.

If I am mistaken in this, and you can furnish

those means, I think it imponant that either

his Excellency the President.yourself, or some
one representing you, should here upon the

ground confer with me on this all-important

question." In a letter dated September 29,

the Secretary wrote that the President would

reach mv camp in a day or two for conference.

He came for that object September 30, and the

next evening, hy his appointment^ he was waited

on by Generals Beauregard, Smith, and myself

In discussing the question of giving our army
strength enough to assume the oftensive in

Maryland, it was proposed to bring to it from the

South troops enough to raise it to the required

strength. The President asked what was that

strength. General Smith thought 50,000 men.

General Beauregard 60,000, and I 60,000, all

of us specifying soldiers like those around us.

The President replied that such reenforcements

could not be furnished ; he could give only as

many recruits as we could arm. This decided

the question. Mr. Davis then proposed an ex-

pedition against Hooker's division, consisting,

we believed, of 10,000 men. It was posted

on the Maryland shore of the Potomac oppo-

site Dumfries (see map, page 1 13.— Ed.) But

I objected that we had no means of ferrying

an equal number of men across the river in

a day, even if undisturbed by ships of war,

which controlled the river ; so that, even if we
should succeed in landing, those vessels of

war would inevitably destroy or capture our

party returning. This terminated the confer-

ence. Mr. Davis says, in regard to the reen-

forcements asked for (page 449) :
" I had no

[>ower to make such an addition to that army
without a total disregard of the safety of other

threatened positions." We had no threatened

positions; and we could always discover

promptly the fitting out of naval expeditions

against us. And he adds (page 452), with refer-

ence to my request for a conference in regard

to reenforcements :

" Very little exp>criencc, or a fair amount of modesty
without experience, would serve to prevent one from
announcing his conclusion that troops could he with-

drawn from a place or places without knowing how
many were there, and what was the necessity for their

presence."

The refutation of this is in General (i. W.
Smith's memorandum of the discu.ssion

:

•" General Johnston said that he did not feel
j

at liberty to express an opinion of the practi-
:

(.ability of reducing the strength ofour forces at
j

points not within the limits of his command." I

On the same page (452) Mr. Davis says :
I

"... and particularly indicated the lower part of !

Maryland, where a small force was said to be ravaging I

the country."
i

He suggested nothing so impossible. Troops '

of ours could not have been ferried across the
|

broad Potomac then. We had no steamer on
;

that river, nor could we have used one. I

Mr. Davis says (page 452):
;

"... Previously, General Johnston s attention had '

he^n called to possibilities in the valley of the Shenan-
,

doah, and that these, and other like things, were not '

done, was surely due to other causes than the policy of '

the Administration . . . [Then in a letter to me, dated
j

Aug. 1,1861, which follows the above.] . . . The move-
|

ment of Banks will require your attention. It may be
j

a mse, but if a real movement, when your army has
1

the requisite strength and mobility, you will probably I

find an opportunity, by a rapid movement through the
\

passes, to strike him in rear or flank."

It is matter of public notoriety that no in-
;

cursion into the " Valley," worth the notice of
i

a Confederate company, wasmade until March,
j

1862. That the Confederate President should*,

be ignorant of this is inconceivable.
j

Mr. Davis says (page 462)

:

1

"... I received from General Johnston notice that
\

his position [at Centreville] was considered unsafe. '

Many of his letters to me have been lost, and I have
\

thus far not been able to find the one giving the notice

referred to, but the reply which is annexed clearly in- ;

dicates the substance of the letter which was answered

:

I

' General J. E. Johnston ; . . . Your opinion that i

your position may be turned whenever the enemy
|

chooses to advance,' etc."

The sentence omitted by him after my name
:

in his letter from which he quotes as above
|

contains the dates of three letters of mine, in 1

neither of which is there allusion to the safety,
!

or reverse, of the position. They are dated, !

2 2d, 23d, and 25th of February, and contain

complaints on my part of the dreadful condi-
;

tion of the country, and vast accumulation by
\

the Government of superfluous stores at Man-
assas. There is another omission in the Presi-

;

dent's letter quoted, and the omission is this : ;

"... With your present force, you cannot secure
|

your communications from the enemy, and may at any
|

time, when he can pass to your rear, be compelled to 1

retreat at the sacrifice of your siege train and army
stores. . . . Threatened as we are by a large force on

'

the south-cast, you must sec the hazard of your posi-

tion, by its liability to isolation and attack in rear." i

By a singular freak of the President's mem- !

ory, it transferred the substance of these pas- ;

sages from his letter to my three. Referring
;

again to the conference at Fairfax Court 1

House, Mr. Davis says (page 464) :
;
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" Soon thereafter, the army withdrew to Centreville,

a better position for defense, but not for attack, and
thereby suggestive of the abandonment of an intention

to advance."

The President forgets that in that conference

the intention to advance was abandoned by

him first. He says on the same page :

" On the loth of March I telegraphed to General

Johnston :
' Further assurance given to me this day that

you shall be promptly and adequately reenforced, so as to

enable you to maintain your position, and resume first

policy, when the roads will permit.' The first policy

was to carry the war beyond our own border."

The roads then permitted the marching of

armies, so we had just left Manassas.

On the 20th of February, after a discussion

in Richmond, his Cabinet being present, the

President directed me to prepare to fall back
from Manassas, and do so as soon as the con-

dition of the country should make the march-

ing of troops practicable. I returned to

Manassas on February 21, and on the 2 2d

ordered the proper officers to remove the pub-

lic property, which was begun on the 23d,

the superintendent of the railroad devoting

himself to the work under the direction of its

president, the Hon. John S. Barbour. The
Government had collected three million and
a quarter pounds of provisions there, I insist-

ing on a supply of but a million and a half.

It also had two million pounds in a meat-

curing establishment near at hand, and herds

of live stock besides. On the 9th of March,
when the ground had become firm enough
for military operations, I ordered the army to

march that night, thinking then, as I do now,
that the space of fifteen days was time enough in

which to subordinate an army to the Commis-
sary Department. About one million pounds
of this provision were abandoned, besides half

as much more spoiled for want of shelter. This

loss is represented (page 468) as so great as to

embarrass us to the end of the war, although it

was only a six days' supply for the troops then in

Virginia. Ten times as much was in railroad sta-

tions of North Carolina at the end of the war.

Mr. Davis says (page 467) :

" It was regretted that earlier and more effective

means were not employed for the mobilization of the

army, ... or at least that the withdrawal was not so

deliberate as to secure the removal of our ordnance,
subsistence, and quartermaster's stores."

The quartermaster's and ordnance stores

were brought off; and as to subsistence, the

Government, which collected immediately on
the frontier five times the quantity of provis-

ions wanted, is responsible for the losses. The
President suggested the time of the withdrawal
himself, in the interview in his office that has

been mentioned. The means taken, was the

only one available,— the Virginia Midland
Railroad.

Mr. Davis says (page 465)

" To further inquiry by f Icncral Johnston as to where
he should t.ike i>osition, I replied that I would go to

his headciuarters in the field, and found hitn on the
south bank of the river to which he had retired, in a
position possessing great natural advantages."

There was no corresjjondence in relation

to selecting a defensive position. I was not
seeking one ; but, insteatl, convenient ( amp-
ing-grounds, from which my troops could cer-

tainly unite with other Confederate forces to

meet McClellan's invasion. I had found and
was occupying such grounds, one division

being north of Orange Court House, another
a mile or two south of it, and two others

some six miles east of that place ; a division

on the south bank of the Rappahannock, and
the cavalry beyond the river, and about
13,000 troops in the vicinity of Fredericks-

burg. Mr. Davis's narrative that follows is

disposed of by the proof that, after the army
left Manassas, the President did not visit it

until about the 14th of May. But such a

visit, if made, could not have brought him to

the conclusion that the weakness of Fred-

ericksburg as a military position made it un-

necessary to find a strong one for the army.
That he did not make such a visit is proved
by Major J. B. Washington, aide-de-camp,

now president of the Baltimore and Phila-

delphia Railroad, who wrote me, under date

of January 17, 1885 :
" In answer to your

question, I have to say that the President did

not visit the Army of Northern Virginia ])e-

tween the loth of March, 1862, when it left

Manassas, and about May 14 following, when
it was between Baltimore Cross Roads and
the Long Bridge over the Chickahominy.

That army was at no time united after leaving

Manassas, before going to Yorktown, neither

on the elevated bank of a river nor elsewhere."

To the question, " After the army left

Manassas in March, 1862, was it visited by

the President at any time before being or-

dered to Yorktown ?" Dr. A. M. Fauntleroy,

of Staunton (then surgeon on my staff), an-

swered : "No; I feel (juite sure that the army

was not visited by the President during the

period specified." To the question, " Was the

army, after leaving Manassas, ever united be-

fore the retrentfrom Yorktown ? " he answered

:

" Emphatically no. According to a jjretty clear

recollection of the location and movements

of the several divisions of the army, 1 can

recall the fact that Generals Karly and Ewell

halted on the south bank of the Rappahan-

nock about the nth of March, and G. W.

Smith and Longstrcct near Culpepcr ; and.

after crossing the Rapidan, G. W. Smith and

Longstreet encamped near Orange C!ourt

House, and Early and Hill not more than
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three miles from the Rapidan bridge, in the

direction of Fredericksburg, Ewell remaining

on the Rappahannock River."

Colonel E. J. Harvie writes (January 2S,

1885) :
" In reply to your question, ' Did the

President visit the army at any time between
March 9. 1S62. when it left Manassas, and
about Mav 14, when it was between Balti-

more Cross Roads and Long Bridge ? ' 1 an-

swer : Unless my memory fails me more than

it has ever done before, I am positive he diil

not. I was witli vou all the time as your staff

officer, and no visit of this character could have

been made to the army without my knowing it."

Mr. Davis (Vol. 1 1., p. 81) credits me with

expecting an attack, which he shows General

McClellan never had in his mind :

'• In .1 previous chapter, the retre.it of the army
from Centre\-ille has been described, and reference has

been made to the anticipation of the commanding gen-

eral, J. E. Johnston, that the enemy would .idwince to

attack that position.'

This refers, I suppose, to a previous asser-

tion (Vol. I., p. 462), my comments upon
which prove that this " anticipation " was
expressed in the President's letter to me,

dated February 28. He says (Vol. II., p. 2)i) :

" The withdrawal of our forces across the Rappa-
hannock was fatal to the [Federal] programme of land-

ing on that river and marching to Richmond before our

forces could be ia position to resist an attack on the

capital."

This withdrawal was expressly to enable the

army to unite with other Confederate troops to

oppose the expected invasion. I supposed that

General McClellan would march down the Po-

tomac on the Maryland side, cross it near the

mouth of Acquia Creek, and take the Fred-

ericksburg route to Richmond. The position

of Hooker's division, about midway between
Washington and this crossing-place, might well

have suggested that he had this intention.

Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. 84): "Early in

•April General McClellan had landed about

100,000 at or near Fortress Monroe." Ac-
cording to John Tucker, Assistant .Secretary

of War, 1 2 1 ,000 Federal troops landed before

the 5th of April.

And (page 84): " At this time General Ma-
gruder occupied the lower Peninsula with

his force of seven or eight thousand men."
(General Magruder reported that he had eleven

thou.sand men.
Mr. Davis says (page 85) :

" After the first

advance of the enemy. General Magruder was
reenforced by .some troojjs from the south side

of James River, and General Wilcox's brigade,

which had been [previously detacherl from the

army under General Johnston." These reiin-

forcements, together, made about 5000 men.

He says, on the same page :

" On the 9th of April General Magruder's army, !

thus reenforced, amounted to about 12,000. On that •

day General Early joined with his division from the !

Army of Northern Virginia. This division had about
Sooo officers and men for duty. General Magruder's
force was thus increased to about 20,000."

\

The same order detached Early's, D. R.
|

Jones's, and D. H. Hill's divisions from the
\

Army of Northern Virginia, and they were ;

transported as fast as the railroad trains could
;

carry them. The two latter divisions had
:

together about 10,000 men, so that Magru-
'

der's army was raised to about 33,000 men,
|

instead of 20,000, as Mr. Davis said.
j

THE WITHDRAWAL FROM YORKTOWN.

Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. 86)

:

1

" As soon as it was definitely ascertained that Gen- I

eral McClellan, with his main army, was on the Pen-
|

insula, General J. E. Johnston * was assigned to the

command of the department of the Peninsula and
;

Norfolk, and directed to proceed thither to examine
,

the condition of affairs there. After spending a day
i

on General Magruder's defensive line, he returned to
j

Richmond and recommended the abandonment of the 1

Peninsula, and that we should take a defensive posi- !

tion nearer to Richmond." I

I

The President has forgotten my recom-
j

mendation, or misunderstood it at the time.
!

I represented to him that General McClel-
\

lan's design was, almost certainly, to demol-
i

ish our batteries with his greatly superior :

artillery, and turn us by the river, either land-
;

ing in our rear or moving directly to Rich-
\

mond ; so that our attempting to hold
j

Yorktown could only delay the enemy two
I

or three weeks. Instead of that, I proposed
that all our available forces should be united

"

near Richmond, Magruder's troops to be
!

among the last to arrive ; the great army thus !

formed about Richmond not to be in a defen- I

sive position, as Mr. Davis supposes, but to
j

fall with its whole force upon McClellan when
,

the Federal army was expecting to besiege ,

only the troops it had followed from York-
town. If the Federal army should be defeated

,

a hundred miles away from its place of refuge,
i

Fort Monroe, it could not escape destruction. '

This was undoubtedly our best hope. 1

In the conference that followed, the Presi-
j

dent took no part. But the Secretary of War,
i

once a naval officer, opposed the abandon-
ment of the valuable property in the Nor-
folk Navy Yard ; and General Lee opposed

;

the plan proposed, because it would expose i

Charleston and Savannah to capture. I main- :

tained that if those places should be captured, i

the defeat of the principal Federal army would
'

enable us to recover them ; and that, unless ,

that army should be defeated, we should lose
j

those sea-ports in spite of their garrisons. i

" That assignment was made after " the conference."
j
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Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. 87)

:

" After hearing fully the views of the several offi-

cers named, I decided to resist the enemy on the Pen-

insula. . . . Though General Johnston did not agree

with this decision, he did not ask to be relieved. . ."

Not being in command, I could not be
relieved. My assignment was included in the

order to oppose McClellan at Yorktown;
that order added to my then command the

departments of Norfolk and the Peninsula.

It is not easy to reconcile this increase of my
command by the President, with his very

numerous disparaging notices of me.

General Keyes, before the Committee on
the Conduct of the War, confirmed my opinion

in saying that " Gloucester must have fallen

upon our getting possession of Yorktown, and
the York River would then have been open."

Mr. Davis expresses the opinion (Vol. II.,

p. 90) that " General McClellan might cer-

tainly have sent a detachment from his army,
which, after crossing York River, could have
turned the position at Gloucester Point." It

was needless ; the driving us from Yorktown
would have compelled us to abandon Glouces-

ter Point. Then (Vol. II., p. 91) he says :

" Whether General McClellan . . . would have
made an early assault ... or have waited to batter

our earth-works in breach ... is questionable."

We did not apprehend "battering in

breach," but believed that the heavy sea-coast

rifles to be mounted in the batteries, about
completed, would demolish our water batter-

ies, drive us from the intrenchments at York-
town, and enable the enemy to turn us by
the river. Mr. Davis quotes from one of his

dispatches to me (Vol. II., p. 92)

:

"Your announcement to-day [May i] that you
would withdraw to-morrow night takes us by surprise,

and must involve enormous losses, including unfin-

ished gun-boats. Will the safety of your army allow
more time ?

"

My own announcement was made April

27, not May i, and reached Richmond in ten

hours ; so the President had abundant time to

prevent the withdrawal. The appearance of the

enemy's works indicated that fire from them
might open upon us the next morning. The
withdrawal just then was to avoid waste of life.

He says (Vol. II., p. 94) :

" The loss of public property, as was anticipated,

was great, the steamboats expected for its transporta-

tion not having arrived before the evacuation was
made. From a narrative by General Early I make
the following extract :

' A very valuable part of the

property lost consisted of a very large number of ])icks

and spades. . . . All of our heavy guns, including
some recently arrived and not mounted, together with
a good deal of ammunition piled upon the wharfs, had
to be left behind.' "

The steamboats he mentions were con-
trolled in Richmond. As to the loss of very

valuable picks and spades, Colonel Douglas,
chief engineer there, wrote to me May 12th,

1883 :
" I was at Yorktown the evening before

the evacuation commenced. I did not see any
quantity of picks and shovels there, and can-
not understand how they could have accumu-
lated there when they were needed so much
from Redoubt Number Five to Lee's Mills—
that is, on the extreme right of our line."

General D. H. Hill, who commanded in and
near Yorktown, said, in his official report

:

" We lost very little by the retreat, save some
medical stores which Surgeon Coffin deserted
in his flight. May i. The heavy guns were all

of the old navy pattern." We had very little

ammunition on hand at the time. The heavy
guns could have been saved only by holding
the place, which was impossible.

Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. 94) that General
Magruder's "absence at this moment was the

more to be regretted, as it appears that the posi-

tions of the redoubts he constructed (before

Williamsburg) were not all known to the com-
manding general." The positions of the re-

doubts were " all known." But to a body of

troops serving merely as a rear-guard, it was nec-

essary to occupy only those nearest the road.

A rear-guard distributed in all the redoubts
intended for an army could have held none
of them. The event showed that the proper
redoubts were occupied. Itissingular that Mr.
Davis's only notice of the conflict at Williams-

burg, in which our troops behaved admirably,

relates to a detached affair, unimportant, be-

cause it had, and could have, no influence

upon the real event. Mr. Davis says of Gen-
eral Early's account of his attack upon Han-
cock at Williamsburg (Vol. II., p. 96) :

" He [Early] confidently expresses the opinion tliat

had his attack been supported promptly and vigorously,

the enemy's force there engaged must have been
captured."

General Early sent an officer to report that

there was a battery in front of him which he

could take, and asked authority to do so.

The message was delivered to General Long-

street, who referred the messenger to me, we
being together. I authorized the attempt,

but desired the general to look carefully first.

Under the circumstances he could not have ex-

pected support, for he moved out of reach of it.

Mr. Davis speaks (Vol. II., p. 97) of the

employment of sub-terra shells to check a

marching column, and (]uotes from General

Rains as follows :

" Fortunately we found in a mud hole a broken
ammunition wagon containing five loaded shells. Four
of these, armed with a sensitive fuse-primer, were
planted in our rear, near some trees cut down as ob-

structions to the road. .\ body of the enemy's cav-

alry came upon these sub-terra shells, and they

exploded with terrific effect."
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This event was not mentioned in General

D. H. Hill's report, although General Rains

belonged to his division, nor was it mentioned

bv our cavalry which followed Hill's division.

Such an occurrence would have been known
to the whole army, but it was not ; so it must

have been a dream of the writer.

Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. 98) :
" The next

morning after the battle of the 5th, at Wil-

liamsburg, Longstreet's and D. H. Hill's divi-

sions being those then engaged," etc. But

one regiment of Hill's division was engaged.

In the Federal reports of this action, it

is treated as a battle in which the whole

Confederate army was engaged. It was an

affair with our rear-guard, the object of

which was to secure our baggage trains.

Kor that, it was necessary to detain the Fed-

eral army a day, which was accomplished by

the rear-guard. In those Federal reports a

victory is claimed. The proofs against that

are: (i) That what deserves to be called

fighting ceased at least two hours before dark,

yet the Confederates held the ground until

the next morning, having slept on the field,

and then resumed their march; (2) that they

fought only to protect their trains, and ac-

complished the object ; (3) that although

they marched but twelve miles the day after

the affair, they saw no indications of pursuit,

unless the seeing a scouting party once can

be so called ; (4) that they inflicted a loss

much greater than that they suffered; (5) and
that in the ten days following the fight, they

marched but thirty-seven miles. They left

four hundred wounded in Williamsburg, be-

cause they had no means of transporting them.

But they captured five cannon and destroyed

the carriages of five more, and took four

hundred prisoners and several colors.

Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. 98) :

" In the mean time, Franklin's division had gone up
the York River [McClellan wrote that the divisions

of Franklin, .Sedgwick, Porter, and Richardson were
sent from Yorktown by water to the right bank of the

Pamunkey near West Point.— J. E. J.], and landed

a short distance below West Point, on the south side of

York River, and moved into a thick wood in the direction

of the New Kent road, thus threatening the flank of our

line of march. Two brigades of General G. W. .Smith's

division, Hampton's and Hood's, were detached under
the command ofGeneral Whiting to dislodge the enemy,
which they did after a short conflict, driving him to the

protection of his gun-boats in York River.
"

The Federal force engaged was very much
less than a divi.sion.

Mr. Davis says, lower down: "
'ihe lo.ss

of the enemy fin the battle of Williamsburg]

greatly exceeded our own, which was 1200."

He means exclusive of General Karly's loss.

Accorrling to (General McClellan's report

his loss was 2228. General Hooker stated

under oath that his was i 700. But Kearny's

Couch's, and two-thirds of Smith's division,

and Peck's brigade were engaged also. A
loss of 528 is very small among so many.

Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. loi) •

" Soon .ifter General Johnston took position on
the north of the Chickahominy, accompanied by
General Lee, I rode out to his headquarters. . . .

A long conversation followed, which was so inconclu-

sive that it lasted until late in the night, so late that we
remained until the next morning. As we rode back to

Richmond, . . . General Lee confessed himself, as

I was, unable to draw from it any more definite pur-

pose than that the policy was to . . . improve his

[Johnston's] position as far as practicable, and wait

for the enemy to leave his gun-boats, so that an oppor-
tunity might be offered to meet him on land."

I explained that I had fallen back that

far to clear my left flank of the navigable

water, and so avoid having it turned ; that as

we were too weak to assume the offensive,

and as the position I then held was an ex-

cellent one, I intended to await the Federal

attack there. These explanations covered the

whole ground, so that the President had no
cause to complain, especially as he suggested
nothing better. And he was satisfied then;
for, three days later, he wrote to me by
Colonel G. W. C. Lee: "... If the enemy
proceed as heretofore indicated, your position

and policy, as you stated it in our last inter-

view, seems to me to require no modification."

This is the interview called " inconclusive."

Mr. Davis says (Vol. II., p. 103)

:

" After the repulse of the enemy's gunboats at

Drewry's BlufT, I wrote to General Johnston a letter to

be handed to him by my aide, Colonel G. W. C. Lee.
" .... I soon thereafter rode out to visit Gen-

eral Johnston at his headquarters, and was surprised
in the suburbs of Richmond ... to meet a portion
of the light artillery, and to learn that the whole army
had crossed the Chickahominy."

The army crossed the Chickahominy im-

mediately after the affair of Drewry's Bluff.

So that if Colonel Lee delivered a letter to

me then, he of course reported to the Presi-

dent that I had crossed the river. And as the

army's nearest approach to Richmond was
on the 17th, his meeting with the light artil-

lery must have occurred that day. So one
cannot understand his surprise.

He says on the same page :

"General Johnston's explanation of this (to me)
unexpected movement was, that he thought the water
of the Chickahominy unhealthy. . . . He also ad-

verted to the advantage of having the river in front

rather than in the rear of him."

The army cro.ssed the Chickahominy be-

cause the possession of James River by the

enemy suggested the probability of a change
of base to that river. And it was necessary

that we should be so placed as to be able to

meet the United States army approaching
either from York River or along the James.
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Water was not considered, for we did not

use that of the Chickahominy ; nor the posi-

tion of the little stream behind us, for we had
four bridges over it. The position of Seven
Pines was chosen for the center, the right

somewhat thrown back. But the scarcity of

water induced me to draw nearer to Rich-

mond, which was done on the 17 th.

Mr. Davis makes statements (Vol. II., p.

106) regarthng the strength of the Army of

Northern Virginia on the 2 istand 31st ofMay

;

but as he treats the subject more minutely far-

ther on, we will examine what he says (p. 1 53)

:

Vol. XXX.— II.

'• In the Archives Office of the War Department in

Washington, there are on file some of the field and
monthly returns of the Army of Northern Virginia.

. . . The following statements have been taken from

those papers by Major W.nlter H. T.aylor, of the staff

of Cieneral Lee. . . .

" A statement of the strength of the troops under
( leneral Johnston shows that on May 21st, 1S62, he

liad present for duty : Smith's division 10,592 ; Long-
street's division, 13,816; Magruder's division, 15,680,

[240 too little] ; D. IL Ilill's division, 11.151 ; cavalry

lirigade, 12S9; reserve artillery. 1 160; total 53,688."

The above is from Major Taylor's memo-
randum given the President, made from esti-

mates of brigades, not from returns. Without
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MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN B. MAGRIDER.

being accurate, it is not far from the truth.

In the nienK)randum Magruder is given

15,920 men. Mr. Davis continues:

'• Major Taylor in his work (' Four Years with Gen-
eral Lee') states :

' In addition to the troops above
enumerated, there were two brigades subject to his

orders, then stationed in the vicinity of Hanover Junc-
tion, one under the command of General J. R. Ander-
son, and the other under the command of General
Branch. They were subsequently incorporated into

the di\-ision of General A. P. Hill.' [Mr. Davis con-

tinues:] . . . He estimates the strength of the two
at 4000 effective.

"... Pre\'ious to the battle of Seven Pines, General
Johnston was reenforced by General Huger's division

of three brigades. The total strength of these three,

according to the ' Reports of the Operations of the

Army of Northern Virginia,' was 5008 effectives.

Taylor says :
' If the strength of these five be added

to the return of May 21, we shall have 62,696 as the

effective strength of the army under General Johnston
on May 31, 1&2.'"

But according to Cieneral Huger's report to

me, there were 7000 men (instead of 5008)
in his three brigades, which does not exceed
the ordinary strength of brigades then (that

is to say, three average l)rigades would have
had not less than 7000 men) ; and what Mr.

Davis calls two brigades of "4000 effective
"

were, in fact, Anderson's division sent to

observe McDowell's coq>s at Fredericksl)urg,

and so large that (ieneral Lee called it the

army of the North, and estimated it as 10,000

men;* and the second. Branch's brigade,

greatly strengthened to prcUect the railroad at

Gordon.sviIle, and estimated by Oeneral Lee as

5000 men. t When these troops were united

on the Chickahominy, General Anderson's es-

timate of their numbers was, of the first, 9000,
and of the other, 4000 ; 20,000 then, and not

9008, is the number to be added to the return of

^lay 21, 1862, to show the effective strength of

that army May 31, viz. : 73,928, including the

correction ofthe number in Magruder's division.

Referring to our withdrawal from the north

side of the Chickahominy to the vicinity of

Richmond, Mr. Davis says (Vol. IL, p. 120) :

" Remembering a remark of CJeneral Johnston's
that the Spaniards were the only people who now un-
dertook to liold fortified towns, I had written to him
tliat he knew the defense of Richmond must be made
at a distance from it." '

Mr. Davis is mistaken. No such letter was
sent to me then. We communicated with

each other only orally, excepting a note he
sent me to point out that I had been absent

from a skirmish the day before. He knew
that the fact that the enemy was then able to

approach Richmond either from York River

or by the James compelled me to prepare for

either event, by placing the army near the city.

A short time before, he wrote :
" To you it is

needless to say that the defense must be made
outside of the city." His next sentence, approv-

ing the course I was pursuing, has been quoted
in connection with what the President said

of an " inconclusive " conversation with me.

Mr. Davis continues, a Httle farther down :

" It had not occurred to me that he [Johnston]
meditated a retreat which would uncover the capital,

nor was it ever suspected until, in reading General
Hood's book, published in 1880, the evidence was
found that General Johnston when retreating from
Yorktown, told his volunteer aide, Mr. McFarland, that

'he expected or intended to give up Richmond.' "

This Story of Mr. McFarland is incredible.

He, a very rich, fat old man, could not have
been an aide-de-camp. As I did not know him
at all until four years later, and then barely, he
could not have been my aide-de-camp. And
lastly, I had no volunteer aide. Besides, the

Confederate President had abundant evidence

that I had no such expectation, in the fact that,

so far from giving up Richmond, I stood be-

tween it and the Federal army for three weeks,

until 1 was disabled by desperate wounds
received in its defense. Under such circum-

stances his accusation is, to say the least, very

discreditable. K. J. Harvie, late Colonel and
Assistant Inspector-General C. S. A., now in

the War Records Office, Washington, in an-

swer to my question, " Had I ever a volunteer

" " I advised you, April 2y\, of certain troojjs ordered to rejiort to ( ieneral I'"icld, viz. : two regiments

from Richmond, two light batteries, a brigade from South 'arolina, and one from North Carolina (Ander-
son's), in all HrxX), in addition to those [2500.— J. I'.. J.] jjrcviftusly there."— (General Lee's letter, May 8—
" War Records," series I., vol. XL, i)art IIL, i»ages 500-1.

t " Two brigades, one from .N'orth Carolina f IJranch'sj and one from Norfolk, have been ordered to Gor-
donsville to reenforce that line."— General Lee's letter, as above.
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aide-de-camp named McFarland, or any volun-

teeraide-de-camp after leaving Manassas, while

serving in Virginia ?" wrote mc, under date of

January 28, 1885, as follows: "To my knowl-

edge, you certainly had not. My position as

your staff officer justifies me in saying that Mr.
McFarland was not with you in any capacity."

Surgeon A. M. Fauntleroy, in answer to my
question, ^' Had I a volunteer aide-de-camp in

May, 1862, especially when the army was mov-
ing from Yorktown towards Richmond ? Or
did you ever in that time see an old gentleman

of Richmond, named McFarland, about my
headquarters ? " writes :

" I never did. I cannot

well see how such a person could have escaped

my observation, if he was there at any time."

And J. B. Washington, president of the

Baltimore and Philadelphia Railway, writes

me as follows :

" You had not on your staff after leaving Manassas
a volunteer aide-de-camp, especially during May, 1862,

when the army was between Yorktown and Richmond.
I was personally acquainted with Mr. McFarland of

Richmond, but never saw him at our headquarters, nor
heard of his ever having been there.

" Having served as aide-de-camp on your staff from
May, 1 86 1, to February, 1864, 1 was in a position to

know of the circumstances of which I have written."

Mr. Davis says (Vol. IL, p. 120) :

" Seeing no preparation to keep the enemy at a dis-

tance, ... I sent for General Lee . . and
told him how I was dissatisfied with the condition of

affairs. He asked me what I thought it was proper to

do. ... I answered that McClellan should be
attacked on the other side of the Chickahominy, before

he matured his preparations for a siege of Richmond.
To this he promptly assented. . . . He then said

:

' General Johnston should, of course, advise you of

what he proposes to do. Let me go and see him.'

\Yhen General Lee came back, he told me
that General Johnston proposed, on the next Thurs-
dav, to move against the enemy, as follows : General
A. P. Hill was to move down on the right flank and
rear of the enemy. General G. ^Y. -Smith, as soon as

Hill's guns opened, was to cross the Chickahominy at

the Meadow Bridge, attack the enemy in flank, and,

by the conjunction of the two, it was expected to double
him up. Tlien Longstreet was to cross on the Mechan-
icsville bridge and attack him in front. From this plan

the best results were hoped by both of us."

It is certain that General Lee could have
had no such hopes from this plan, nor have
been a party to it ; for it would not only have
sent our army where there was no enemy, but

left open the way to Richmond. For the

Meadow Bridge is two and a half miles from

Mechanicsville, and that place about six miles

above the Federal right. So, after two-thirds

of our troops had crossed the Chickahominy,
the Federal army could have marched straight

to Richmond, opposed by not more than one-

fifth of its number in Magruder's and D. H.
Hill's divisions. This i)lan is probably the

wildest on record.

As to what is described (Vol. H., p. 121),

(1. \V. Smith's division was never in the place
indicated, and General Longstreet's was never
on the Mechanicsville road near the bridge,
before General Lee crossed the Chickahom-
iny to fight at Ciaines's Mills.

A glance at the map will show how singu-
larly incorrect is Mr. Davis's descrii)iion (Vol.

IL, pp. 122-3) of the vicinity of Seven Pines
and of the disposition of the Federal troops.

THi: H.MTLK OF SKVKN PINES.

0\ the 23(1 of May Reyes's Federal corps
crossed to the south side of the Chickahominy,
and a detachment attacked Hatton's Confed-
erate brigade, which was in observation near
Savage's Station. The detachment was driven
back, and, Hatton's object having been ac-

complished (learning that the enemy had

MAI II < tM h \L BhNI \M1N
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crossed the stream), he was recalled. I was

advised to hold that position with the army,

but preferred to let the enemy advance, which

would increase the interval between his left

and the right, which was beyond the Chicka-

hominy. McDowell's corps of 40,000 men
was then at Fredericksburg, observed by a di-

vision under Brigadier-General J. R. Anderson

;

and a large Confederate brigade, under lirig-

adier-General Branch, was at Gordonsville.

On the 24th our cavalry was driven across

the Chickahomin\-, principally at Mechanics-

\ille. This extension of the right wing of

the enemy to the west made me ajjprehend

that the two detachments (.\nderson and

Branch) above mentioneil might be cut ofi".
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(FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY GfRNEY & SON.)

They were therefore ordered to fall back to

the Chickahominy. Near Hanover Court
House the brigade -was attacked by Porter's

corps and driven off, escaping with a loss of

sixty-six killed and one hundred and sev-

enty-seven wounded, as General Branch re-

ported. A division was formed of Anderson's
and Branch's troops, to the command of which
Major-General A. P. Hill was assigned.

That evening General Anderson sent word
that his scouts left near Fredericksburg re-

ported that McDowell's troops were march-
ing southward. As the object of this march
was evidently the junction of this corps with

the main army, I determined to attack Mc-
Clellan before McDowell could join him ; and
the major-generals were desired to hold their

troops ready to move. But at night, when
those officers were with me to receive instruc-

tions for the expected battle. General J. E. B.

Stuart, who also had a detachment of cavalry

observing McDowell's corps, reported that it

had returned to Fredericksburg. As my object

was to bring on the inevitable battle before

McClellan should receive an addition of

40,000 men to his forces, this intelligence

made me return to my first design— that of

attacking McClellan's left wing on the Wil-

liamsburg road as soon as, by advancing, it

had sufficiently increased its distance from his

right, north of the Ghickahominy.
The morning of the 30th, armed reconnais-

sances were made under General I). 11. Hill's

direction— on the Charles City road by I5riga-

dier-Cicneral Rodes, and on the Williamsburg

road by lirigadicr-General Garland. The lat-

ter found Federal outposts five miles from
Richmond— or two miles west of Seven
Pines— in such strength as indicated that

a corps was near. On receiving this infor-

mation from General Hill, I informed him
that he would lead an attack on the enemy
next morning. Orders were given for the con-
centration of twenty- two of our twenty-eight

brigades against McClellan's left wing, about
two-fifths of his army. Our six other brigades

were guarding the river from New Bridge to

Meadow Bridge, on our extreme left. Long-
street and Huger were directed to conduct
their divisions to D. H. Hill's position on the

Williamsburg road, and G. W. Smith to march
with his to the junction of the Nine-mile road
with the New Bridge road, where Magruder
was with four brigades.

Longstreet, as ranking officer of the troops

on the Williamsburg road, was instructed ver-

bally to form D. H. Hill's division as first line,

and his own as second, across the road at

right angles, and to advance in that order to

attack the enemy ; while Huger's division

should march by the right flank along the

Charles City road, to fall upon the enemy's
flank when our troops were engaged with him
in front. Federal earthworks and abattis that

might be found were to be turned. G. W.
Smith was to protect the troops under Long-
street from attack by those of the Federal

right wing across the Chickahominy ; and,

if such transfer should not be threatened, he
was to fall upon the enemy on the Williams-
burg road. Those troops were formed in four

lines, each being a division. Casey's was a

mile west of Seven Pines, with a line of

'^S*.?'-'-^-

MAJOR-CENERAL DANIEL H. HILL.

(FROM A PHOTOGRAPH nv COOK.)
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skirmishers a half mile in advance ; Couch's

was at Seven Pines and Fair Oaks— the two
forming Keyes's corps. Kearny's division

was near Savage's Station, and Hooker's two
miles west of Bottom's Bridge— the two form-

ing Heintzelman's corps.

Longstreet's command of the right was to

end when the troops approached Se\en Pines,

and I should be present to direct the move-
ments, after which each major-general would
command his own division. The rain began
to fill! violently in the afternoon of the 30th,

and continued all night. In the morning the

little streams near our camps were so much
swollen as to make it probable that the Chick-

ahominy was overflowing its banks and cut-

ting the communication between the wings

of the Federal army. Being confident that

Longstreet and D. H. Hill, with their forces

united, would be successful in the earlier part

of the action against adversaries formed in

several lines, with wide intervals between
them, I left the immediate control on the

Williamsburg road to them, under general

instructions, and placed myself on the left,

where I could soonest learn of the approach
of Federal reenforcements from their right.

For this scouts were sent forward to discover all

movements that might be made by the enemy.
The condition of the ground and little

streams delayed the troops in marching
;
yet

those of Smith, Longstreet, and Hill were in

position quite early enough. But the soldiers

from Norfolk, who had seen garrison service

only, were unnecessarily stopped in their march
by a swollen rivulet. This unexpected delay

led to interchange of messages for several

hours between General Longstreet and myself,

I urging Longstreet to begin the fight, he
replying. But, near two o'clock, that officer

was requested to go forward to the attack;

the hands of my watch marked three o'clock

at the report of the first field-piece. The
Federal advanced line— a long line of skir-

mishers, supported by several regiments—
was encountered at three o'clock. The greatly

superior numbers of the Confederates soon
drove them back to the main position of

Casey's division. It occupied a line of rifle-

pits, strengthened by a redoubt and abattis.

Here the resistance was very obstinate ; for

the Federals, commanded by an officer of skill

and tried courage, fought as soldiers gener-

ally do under good leaders ; and time and
vigorous eftbrts of superior numbers were re-

quired to dri\e them from their ground. But
the resolution of Garland's and G. B. Ander-
son's brigades, that pressed forward on our

left through an open field, under a destruc-

tive fire, the admirable service of Carter's

and Bondurant's batteries, and a skillfully

combined attack upon the Federal left, un-
der General Hill's direction, by Rodes's brig-

ade in front and that of Rains in flank, were
at last successful, and the enemy abandoned
their intrenchments. Just then reenforcements
from Couch's division came up, and an efibri

was made to recover the position. But it was
to no purpose ; for R. H. .Anderson's brigade

MAJOR-GENERAL DARIUS N. COUCH.

(from a l-HOTOGRAPH BY BRADY.)

reenforced Hill's troops, and the Federals were
driven back to Seven Pines.

Keyes's Corps (Casey's and Couch's divis-

ions) was united at Seven Pines and reen-

forced by Kearny's division, coming from

Savage's Station. But the three divisions were

so vigorously attacked by Hill that they were

broken and driven from their intrenchments,

the greater part along the Williamsburg road

to the intrenched line at Savage's Station.

Two brigades of their left, however, fled to

White Oak Swamp.
General Hill pursued the enemy a mile

;

then, night being near, he re-formed his troops,

facing towards the Federals. Longstreet's and

Huger's divisions, coming up, were formed be-

tween Hill's line and P\air Oaks.

For some cause the disposition on the

Charles City road was modifietl. Two of

General Huger's brigades were ordered to

advance along that road, with three of Long-

street's under Brigadier-Cieneral Wilco.x. After

following that road some miles. General Wilcox

received orilers to conduct his troojjstothe Wil-

liamsburg roatl. On entering it, he was onlered

to the front, and joineil Hill's troops near and

approaching Seven Pines with his own brigade,

and aided in the defeat of the three divisions

struggling to hold the intrenchments there.
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MAJOR-GENERAL EDWIN V. Sl'MNER.
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When the action just described began, the

musketr)' was not heard at my position on

the Nine-mile road, from the unfavorable

condition of the air ; and I supposed for some
time that we were hearing only an artillery

duel. But a staff" officer was sent to ascertain

the facts. He returned at four o'clock with

intelligence that our infantry as well as artil-

lery had been engaged an hour, and all were
pressing on vigorously. As no approach of

troops from beyond the Chickahominy had
been discovered, I hoped that the enemy's

bridges were imi:)assable, and therefore desired

General Smith to move towards Seven Pines,

to be ready to cooperate with our right. He
mo\ed promptly along the Nine-mile road,

and his leading regiment soon became engaged
with the Federal skirmishers and their reserves,

and in a few minutes drove them off".

On my way to Longstreet's left, to combine
the action of the two bodies of troops, I passed

the head of General Smith's column near Fair

Oaks, and saw the camps of about a brigade

in the angle between the Nine-mile road and
the York River Railroad, and the rear of

a column of infantry moving in quick time

hKI.ATlVB POSITIONS AT THE HKCINNING OK THE ATTACK, AND AFTER DARK ON MAY 31.

rDorinjf «he mriTnine "f May 3». Huger't iWv'avm w.« on the railro.-i>l a mile out of Richmond. About the snmc time Longstreefs division was at
the I'.rr. -ftti'- Wili.in, )/iiri{ an'l Charic* City road«; Hill's divi»ion on the WilliamsliurK road half a mile in advance of Lonestreet: and Maeruder's
aiKl ' nc-ir Old Tavcm.

ide on the Inion i'lrm, Casey's division was three-quarters i.f .1 mile in .-idvancc of Seven Pines. He was supported on
bit r '.riifadc (of Couch's division j at Fair Oaks Station, and Iwhinrl him Ijy the remainder of Couch's division at Seven Pines»d _ :. These two diviMons of Keycs's corji* were rei'nforccd late in the afternoon, near Seven Pines, by Kearny's division, which,
at the ;ii.-,e of '.l.c .iV-a-k., was f«:ar Savage's Station ; Couch's tr'jfijis at pair Oaks fell back a short distance to meet Sedgwick's division approach-
ioj from th« " firaprvtne " l^dife, and l«fore dark recovered a part of the ground lr»st at the Station.

Haatft ' C'rtifederate division and Kichardnon's and Hooker's divisions did not get into position near the line of fighting until after dark. A part
of Hooka'* troopt were at the WhlteOak Mdge (not Indicated in the map), to the left of^his other positions. On the Union side, Richardson and
Hooker did nwxt of the fif(htint{on the Kcond day.— ED.]
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from that point towards the Chickahominy, l)y

the road to the Grapevine ford. A few min-

utes after this, a battery near the point where

this infantry had disapj)eared commenced
firing upon the head of the Confederate col-

umn. A regiment sent against it was received

with a volley of musketry, as well as canister,

andrecoiled. The leading brigade, commanded
by Colonel Law, then advanced, and so much
strength was developed by the enemy that

General Smith brought his other brigades into

action on the left of Law's. An obstinate con-

test began, and was maintained on ecjual terms,

although we engaged superior numbers on
ground of their own choosing.

I had passed the railroad a few hundred yards

with Hood's brigade when the firing com-

menced, and stopped to see it terminated.

But being confident that the enemy opposing

us were those whose camp I had just seen, and
therefore only a brigade, I did not doubt that

General Smith was more than strong enough

to cope with them. Therefore General Hood
was directed to go on in such a direction as

to connect his right with Longstreet's left and
take his antagonists in flank. The direction of

that firing was then nearly south-west from

Lair Oaks. It was then about 5 o'clock.

In that position my intercourse with Long-
street was maintained through staff officers,

who were assisted by General Stuart of the

cavalry, which was then unemployed ; their

reports were all of steady progress.

At Fair Oaks, however, no advantage was
gained on either side, and the contest was
continued with unflagging courage. It was
near half-past six o'clock before I admitted

to myself that Smith was engaged, not with a

brigade, as I had obstinately thought, but

with more than a division ; but I thought that

it would be injudicious to engage Magruder's

division, our only reserve, so late in the

day.

The firing was then violent at Seven Pines,

and within a half hour the three Federal di-

visions were broken and driven from their

position in confusion. It was then evident,

however, from the obstinacy of our adversa-

ries at Fair Oaks, that the battle would not

be decided that day. I said so to the staff

officers near me, and told them that each

regiment must sleep where it might be stand-

ing when the firing ceased for the night, to

be ready to renew it at dawn next morning.

About half-past seven o'clock I received

a mu.sket-shot in the shoulder, and was un-

horsed soon after by a heavy fragment of shell

which struck my breast.

I was borne from the field— first to a

house on the roadside, thence to Richmond.
The firing ceased before I had been carried a

mile from it. The conflict at Fair Oaks was
lerminatcd l)\- darkness only.

Mr. Davis's account of what he saw and
did at Fair Oaks (Vol. IL, p. 123) indicates
singular ignorance (jf the topograjiliy of the
vicinity, as well as of what was occurring. He
says that the enemy's line was on the hank
of the river. It was at right angles to and
some three miles from it. He says that soon
after his arrival 1 was brought from the right

MAJOR-GENEKAL ERASMUS D. KEYES.
(from A PHOTOGRAPH BY BRADY.)

wounded. This proves that his "arrival" was
near sunset. He also describes the moving
of reenforcements from the left to the right.

This was not being done. The right was
abundantly strong. He says that he made a

reconnaissance— then sent three couriers one

after the other, with an order to Magruder " to

send a force" by the wooded path under the

bluff, to attack the enemy in flank and reverse.

If the first courier had been dispatched before

the reconnaissance, and delivered the order to

Magruder promptly, his " force " marching lit-

tle more than a mile by the straight Nine-mile

road could scarcely have come up before dark.

The route described would have been f if found)

five or six miles long.

The only thing he ought to have done, or

had time to do, was postponed almost twenty

hours — the putting General Lee, who was

near, in command of the army.

The operations of the Confederate troojjs

in this battle were very much retarded by the

broad ponds of rain-water,— in many i)la< es

more than knee-deep,— by the deej) mud. and

by the dense wootls and thickets that covered

the ground.

G. W. Smith's division lost 1283 in killed,

wounded, and missing. Brigadier-General
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Hatton was among the killed, and Brigadier-

Generals Pettigrew and Hampton were severely

wounded. The latter kept his saddle, and
served to the end of the action. General

Longstreet reported that the loss of the

troops on the Williamsburg road in killed,

wounded, and missing w;is about 3000, ot

which 2700 was in Hill's division. Among the

killeil were Colonels Moore, of Alabama,

Jones, and Lomax. These reports refer to the

battle of Seven Pines, which was fought and
endetl on the 31st of May.
The Federal loss, including that on June

I St, according to General McClellan's '• Report

on . . The Army of the Potomac," page

227, was 7000*
Prisoners to the number of 350, 10 pieces

of artillery, 6700 muskets and rifles in excel-

lent condition, a garrison flag and 4 regimen-

tal colors, medical, commissary, quartermaster

and ordnance stores, tents and sutler's prop-

erty, were captured and secured.

I'he troops on the ground at nightfall were:

on the Confederate side, twenty-two brigades,

more than half of which had not been in ac-

tion ; and on the Federal side six divisions in

three corps, two-thirds of which had fought, and
half of which had been totally defeated. Two
Federal divisions were at Fair Oaks, and three

anri a half at Savage's, three miles ofi", and half

a one two miles nearer Hottom's Bridge. The
Sfjuthern troops were united, and in a ]»osition

to overwhelm either fraction of the Northern

army, while holding the other in check.

C^fficers of the Federal army have claimed

a victory at Seven Pines. The Confederates

had such evidences of victory as cannon, cap-

tured intrenchments, and not only sleejjing

on the field, but j^assing the following day

there, so little disturbed by the Federal troops

as to gather, in woods, thickets, mud, and
water, 6700 muskets and rifles. Besides, the

Federal army had been advancing steadily

until the day of this battle ; after it they

made not another step forward, but employed
themselves industriously in intrenching.

In a iniblication of mine made in 1874, I

attemi)ted to show that General Lee did not

attack the enemy until June 26, because he
was engaged from June i until then in form-

ing a great army, bringing to that which I

hail commanded 15,000 men from North
Carolina under General Holmes, 22,000 from

South Carolina anti Georgia, and above 16,000

in the divisions of Jackson and Ewell.

My authority for the 15,000 was General

Holmes's statement, May 31, that he had
that number waiting the President's order to

join me. When their arrival was announced, I

supposed that theirs was as stated.

General Ripley, their best-informed and
senior officer, was my authority for the 22,000

from South Carolina and Georgia. I thought, as

a matter of course, that all of these troops had
been brought up for the great crisis. Mr. Davis is

eager to prove that but two of the four bodies of

them came to Richmond in time. One who had
oj^portunity to observe that Mr. Davis was al-

most invariably too late in reenforcing threat-

ened from unthreatened points, has no apology
for the assumption that this was an exception.

General Ripley reported officially that he
brought 5000 from Charleston, and explained

in writing that, arriving before them, he was
assigned to the command of the brigade of

2366, his 5000 being distributed in the army
as they arrived in detachments.

General Lawton stated in writing that he
brought about 6000 men from Georgia to the

Valley; but as they had never marched before,

they were incapable of moving at Jackson's

rate, and he estimated that 2500 had been un-

able to keep their jjlaces when they arrived on
the field of Gaines's Mills. Hence his state-

mentthat hehad 3500 in line in that battle. But
the laggards rejoined him in two or three days.

1 estimated Jackson's and Ewell's forces at

16,000, because Ewell told me that his was
8000, and Jackson's had been usually about

twenty-five per cent, larger. Mr. Davis jjuts

the joint force at 8000. His authority has

stated it also at 12,000 (see " Personal Rem-
iniscences of (General Fee," p. 6), and this is

far below the fact.

My (jbject in this is to show that I consulted

respectable authorities. Mr. Davis proves that

his forces were not well employed.

./. E. Johnston.

* Vi*fn jt fllfifKatch f4 )un€ 4. KAtUcr the virnc 'lay. McClrllan rcportcfl th.it the \o^% would exceed ^000, luit :

•,0 he tent to the Secretary '<f War a •t.itcmentof KtMCHof each cor|is— total 5719. The official revised returns
lid he had not yet full returns. On
iiake the total 5031.—EDITOR CM.
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'. dark on Saturday, the 31st, and just after

I had ordered the troops in the woods to re-

fonn in the open field behind the Hne they

had held in close contact with the Federals,

I left the extreme front and proceeded to-

ward the Nine-mile road. On reachmg the

open field, I met an aide-de-camp who in-

formed me that General Johnston had been

seriously if not fatally wounded, and carried

from the field about an hour before. I was

second in rank in that army, and the casualty

to General Johnston placed me in command.
Within three minutes after receiving this in-

formation, I met President Davis and General

Lee. They were on the Nine-mile road about

three hundred yards west of Fair Oaks Station,

near the eastern edge of the large wood.

In order to convey a fair idea of the cir-

cumstances which resulted in the condition

of affairs on the field when the command of

the army devolved upon me, brief allusion will

be made here to j^reliminary operations.

On the zyih of May General Johnston re-

ceived information that General McDowell
was advancing from Fredericksburg to form

a junction with General McClellan in front of

Richmond, That afternoon my divisifin was
placed under the commanfl of General ^Vhit-

ing, and he was ordered to move it from the

ground then occupied, guarding the Williams-

burg road east of Richmonrl, and take position

north of the city, in the vicinity of Meadf)w
liridgcs. I was assigned to command the

left wing of the army, of whi* h my division,

under Whiting, would form a j^art ; and at

my urgent .solicitation I was relieved from

commanding General Magruder. Early in

the morning of the 31st of May General

\Miiting received an order direct from General

Johnston, to move the division under his com-
mand to the point on the Nine-mile road
where the road to New Bridge turns off.

This order was also sent to me by General
Johnston. On its receipt I turned over

the command of the left wing temporarily

to General A. P. Hill, and proceeded to

General Johnston's headquarters, near the

Nine-mile road, in the north-east suburb of

Richmond. I reached there before sunrise,

informed him of the order I had given A. P.

Hill, and stated that, in leaving the left wing,

I did not purpose taking from General Whit-
ing the command of my division, but desired

to see how they would acquit themselves in

case they went into action, and would assume
command at any time or place in case it should

be necessary. In leaving General A. P. Hill

I had informed him that I would at once re-

turn rapidly to the left wing and resume com-
mand there if a movement by the enemy
should be attempted in that direction.

About 6 A. M. the head of my division, un-

der Whiting, arrived in the vicinity of General
Johnston's headquarters, but was prevented
from reaching the Nine-mile road by troops

of Longstreet's division, who were across

Whiting's line of march. Having waited in

vain for Longstreet's troops to clear the road
for Whiting, about 8 A. M. I directed my aide-

de-camp, Lieutenant R. F. Beckham, to re-

port this state of things to General Longstreet,

and ask that it be corrected as soon as possi-

ble. Lieutenant Beckham asked me where
he would find General Longstreet. I referred

him to General Johnston, who was present,

(ieneral Johnston said General Longstreet's

division was moving on the Nine-mile road,

and he supposed General Longstreet Avas with

it; if not, he would ])robably be found with

(General I). H. Hill's division on the Williams-
burg road. About 9 a. m. I received a note
from Lieutenant Beckham stating that Long-
street's division was not on the Nine-mile road,

and tliat he (Beckham) would cross over to the

Williamsburg rcjad in search of General Long-
street. I showed the note to General Johnston
at once. It was (iifticult to convince him that

Lieutenant Beckham was not mistaken. Bui
when 1 called his attention to the fact that

I>eckham was one of the best staff-officers in

the army, and there could be no doub<^ -f

the correctness of the information, Genciai
Johnston sent one of his aides. Lieutenant
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Washington, to General Longstreet, directing

him to send at least three brigades of his

division back to the Nine-mile road, if this

would not cause serious loss of time. Lieu-
tenant Washington, in execution of this or-

der, went ra])idly on the Nine-mile road in

search of General Longstreet, passed the

Confederate pickets, in advance of the New
Bridge fork of that road, at full speed, and
soon found himself within the Federal lines— a i)risoner.

About 1 1 A. M. Lieu-

tenant Beckham rei)ort-

ed to me, at General
Johnston's headquar-
ters, that he had found
General Longstreet's di-

vision on the Williams-

burg road halted for the

purpose of allowing

General D. H. Hill's

troops to tile by; and
that General Longstreet
was making dispositions

123

the road to New Bridge turns oft", and re-

mained there several hours, awaiting some
indication or information that the attack had
been commenced l)y the troops under General
Longstreet on the Williamsburg road.

Returning now to my meeting with Presi-
dent Davis and General Lew on the Nine-
mile r(md, just after the command of the army
had devolved upon me, at dark on the 31st:
I at once, in answer to incjuiries made by the

to attack the enemy on that road, with D. H.
Hill's division and his own. Lieutenant Beck-
ham said, in reference to the troops of Long-
street's division, that he saw halted : What
surprised me most was that they were "ac-
companied by wagons loaded with baggage
and camp equipage."

In the mean time the head of the division

under Whiting had remained near General

Johnston's headcjuarters from 6 a. m. until

about II A. M. It then moved forward on
the Nine-mile road, accompanied by General

Johnston, and halted near the point at which

TWO VIEWS OF FAIR OAKS STATION.
(FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.)

The upper picture shows the cast front of the st.ition.

Four huniireil dead were buried in the foreyrcund.
The railway passed bet^veen the buildint;s.
The lower picture shows the south side of the station

and earthworks which on this side extended to the Wil-
liamsburg road.— Ed.

President, explained fully what I

knew of General Johnston's inten-

tions and expectations at sunrise

that morning, viz. : That Longstreet's

division should move by the Nine-

mile road, which it was already on
and near; that D. H. Hill's division

should move by the Williamsburg

road and Huger's by the Charles

City road. These three divisions con-

stituted the right wing, which was
under General Longstreet's com-
mand. General Johnston exj)ected

that the three divisions under Longstreet

would make a determined attack before 8

A. M. I explained the delays that had l)een

caused by General Longstreet's misunder-

standing in regard to the direction of his own
division, and its consei|uent movement from

the Nine-mile road to the Williamsburg road
;

and spoke of General Johnston's disappoint-

ment and anxiety l)ecause of the still further

l)rolonged delay after Longstreet's division

was transferred to the latter road. I told the

President of the note received by General

Johnston from General Longstreet at 4 r. m.,
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asking for help ; ofthe hurried movement ofmv
division, under GeneralWhiting, conducted In-

General Johnston in person, to the aid of l.ong-

street ; and the sudden appearance of the ene-

my from the north side of the Chickahominy,
which interrupted the movement in aid of

Longstreet, and resulted in the contest north

of Fair Oaks. I described the contest that

had taken place on that part of the field, and
then asked him, and others near, if anything
had been heard on the Xine-milo road from
the 30.000 men under Longstreet on tlie \\W\-

iamsburg road, later than the note received by
General Johnston about four o'clock p. m.

Nothing further had been heard, and the

President then asketl me what were my jilans.

I told him that I could not understandingly
determine what was best to be done, until

something was known of the condition of

affairs, in the right wing of the army, and some
data obtained in regard to the position and
strength of the enemy on that side ; and added,
it might be found expedient to withdraw to

better ground covering Richmond, or it might
not ; all depended on what had occurred in

the right wing. The President suggested that,

if we remained, the enemy might withdraw
during the night, which would give us the
moral effect of a victory. I replied that I

would not withdraw without good reason ; all

would depend upon the state of affairs on the

Williamsburg road. Nothing had happened
on our side to make it necessary to retire.

All I then knew of the actual battle was
what had occurred north of Fair Oaks Sta-

tion, where four brigades of my own di-

\'ision, which was commanded by (General

Whiting, and directed by General Johnston
in person until he was wounded, engaged a
strong Federal reenforccment from the north
side of the river (which proved to be Sedg-
wick's division of Sumner's corps). Judging
from the note received by General Johnston
from (iencral Longstreet at 4 v. m., there was
good reason to believe that the delay of the
latter in bringing on the attack had given
time for Federal reenforcements to reach the
field from the direction of Bottom's Bridge

;

and there was reason, too, for the belief that

General Longstreet's troops were nearly, if

not quite, all in action when he called for

help. It was very clear that the sudden and,
if possible, crushing blow which General
Johnston expected to have made early in the
morning by the right wing of the army
against the Federal forces isolated in the
vicinity of Seven Pines, had failed. Night
found two-thirds of the C>>nfederate army
in the swamps eight miles east of Rich-
mond, at the end of a bloody and inde-

cisive engagement begun about the middle

of the afternoon, whilst the right of the

Federal army was in the vicinity of Me-
chanicsvillc, a good deal nearer Richmond
than we were. I had no reason to believe

that all the bridges over the Chickahominy
were broken and that stream impassable. In
short, the condition of affairs was not alto-

gether rose-colored, in my view, when the

command of the army devolved upon me.
But I could determine nothing understand-

ingly until information was received from
t'ne right wing.

About half an hour after dark the President

and General Lee rode away. General J. E.

B. Stuart, who had been, during the day, on
the extreme right with a portion of the cavalry,

picketing the Charles City road and the White
C)ak Swamp, reached the field near Fair Oaks
at nearly the same time, and reported to me
that the enemy had not advanced from their

position at White Oak Bridge; that our troops

had carried the intrenched position at Seven
Pines some time before sunset, and had ad-

vanced on the Williamsburg road beyond that

j)oint, but he did not know how far. He had
good guides Avith him, and he offered to go in

person to General Longstreet, and have him
piloted to the headquarters on the Nine-mile

road. Several parties had been previously

sent to communicate with General Longstreet

and request him to come over to the Nine-
mile road for conference and instructions.

A short time before midnight, after I had
made my headquarters at Old Tavern, I re-

ceived a note from General Stuart stating that

at 10:30 p. M. he had failed to find General
Longstreet. At 12:40 Sunday morning (June
i), having heard nothing from General Long-
street, I addressed him a note asking the po-

sition of his command at dark, the condition

of his men, and requesting his views in regard

to the operations to be undertaken in his front

that morning. Soon after that note was writ-

ten, General Longstreet, without having re-

ceived it, arrived at my headquarters, having

been found about midnight by one of the staft-

ofticers sent to communicate with him. Gen-
eral Longstreet reported that only a portion

of his own division had been seriously en-

gaged in close action, and that Huger's
division had scarcely been engaged at all

;

the principal fighting having been done by
I). H. Hill's division ; that the enemy's works
at Seven Pines had lieen carried late in the

afterno(m ; the Federals had been pressed

back about a mile beyond that point, and
the fighting had been continued until dark.

On receipt of this information, I directed

(General Longstreet to send one brigade of

Huger's division to su])];ort the troops on the

Nine-mile road, and renew the fighting with
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the remainder of the right wing as early as pos- front each, and four batteries. These two divis-

sible after dayhght, chrecting his eftbrts north ions constituted Sumner's corps. On the left,

instead of any farther east, pivoting this move- Keyes's corps [part of Couch's and Casey's
ment on the position of Whiting, near Fair divisionsj held the strong works south of the

Oaks Station. General Longstreet was as- Williamsburg road, called " the third line of

sured that when a determined attack by the defense," jjrotected by sixty pieces of artillery.

right wing was well developed, it should be The interval between Keyes and Sumner was
favored by a strong demonstration, and, if a little more than a mile, and was held b)-

necessary, by a real attack, by ^\'hiting's com- Heintzelman's corps [Hooker.during the night.

mand, and other troops

to be brought up on the

Nine-mile road. Long'

being in bivouac near the

intrenchments on the Will-

iamsburg road], consisting

on the ground of Kearny's

street objected to renew-

ing the attack with the

right wing of the army,
and said it ought to be

division and about half of

Hooker's division, with e\-

ery practicable approach

commanded by a numer-

The troops outside the strongmade by my division, which he thought had ous artillery

done little fighting on the 31st. After hearing works south of the Williamsburg road were

all he chose to say on that subject, I gave the partly protected, a line of ritle-pits having

positive order, as above, and General Long- been thrown up during the night. The pick-

street returned to the Williamsburg road.* ets of the three corps were in communication

I then wrote to General Lee,—who was in throughout. General Mindil placed the out-

general charge in Richmond of all Confederate posts forming the connection between Sum-

army operations,— telling him what had been ner and Heintzelman.

determined on, what orders had been given,

and asking that such reenforcements as were
within reach should be sent. General Lee's

reply is dated Richmond, 5 a. m. He says

:

" Ripley will be ordered, and such forces from

General Holmes as can be got up will be

sent. Your movements are judicious, and de-

termination to strike the enemy right."

The following statement of the position of

the Federal forces at daylight on the ist of

June is the substance of an account by Gen-
eral George W. Mindil, aide-de-camp to Gen-
eral Phil. Kearny. Sedgwick's division and the

detachment from Couch's, and five batteries,

were on the extreme right, facing west-north-

west. On the left of Sedgwick, at nearly a right

angle, and parallel with the railroad, was Rich-

ardson's division, in three lines of a brigade

On the Confederate side the troops under

Longstreet had all been brought to the front.

His extreme right was on the \\'illiamsburg

road, about half a mile east of Seven Pines

;

his left near two wood roads, about half a

mile east of Fair Oaks Station. The troops

forming his right faced east, those of his left

faced north. Nearly if not all of his com-

mand was in the wood east of the Nine-mile

road, and between the Williamslnirg road and

the railroad. My division under Whiting was

on the Nine-mile road, a little west of Fair

Oaks Station, near the ground on whkh it

had fought the jircvious afternoon.

{General Mindil says: "About five o'clock

on .Sunday morning jjune ij, in the gray of

dawn, the Confederate skirmishers in front of

Richardson opened fire." Tliese were Hood's

* It appears that, " At 2 a. M., June 1st, a Federal council of war was held in Cleneral Sumner's tent,

and it was resolved to attack the enemy as soon as disposition for that purpose could be made." .See " The

Peninsula," by General A. S. Webb, p. 114.— Ki).
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enterprising Texans, near Fair Oaks Station,

who were seeking the enemy in front of the

gap between Whiting's right and Longstreef's

left. They were immediately recalled, be-

cause it was intended that the attack should

be made bv the right wing under Longstreet.

Again, General Mindil says

:

"At half-past six o'clock a determined assault was
made against tleneral French's line (oi Richardson's

division >, the enemy pushing forward along the two
woo«.i roads that crossed this line heavy columns of

attack, supporting them on both flanks by battalions

of infantry in deployed line. The firing commenced
within half-musket shot, and was maintained at closer

qu.irters for nearly an hour and a half before the

enemy's [the Confederate] column wavered and
broke."

In a note, dated 6:30 a. m., General Whit-

ing reported to me, '* Heavy firing in advance
of us." It now seemed that the right wing
under Longstreet was beginning the move-
ment ordered. Some time later, perhajis an

hour. General Whiting wrote :
" I am going

to try a diversion for Longstreet; . . . the

musketry firing in advance is tremendous."

On the tar side of the gap between \\'hiting's

right and Longstreet's left our troops were

falling back. The firing had been at times

quite heavy ; but nothing hail been observed

from the Nine-mile road indicating that any
large portion of the Confederate right wing
had begun in earnest the movement in which
Whiting was ordered to cooperate.

" Hardly had fresh Federal regiments taken the

places of those which had exhausted their ammunition
in repulsing the Confedera'e attack at 8 a. m. [says

General Mindil], when the enemy's [Confederate]
column, strongly reenforced, gave a general yell, and
again dxshed fcjrwanl to the attack. This renewed fight

was of the most desperate and sanguinary character,

lasting more than an hour, when the enemy were again
driven back, without gaining a single point of the
Union line. ... So fierce was the fighting in Rich-
ardson's front that he sustained a loss of nearly 800
men in a division much smaller in numbers than Sedg-
wick's, and his men were partly ]irotected by the rail-

road embankment. . . . .\s Hooker nearcd the

clearing on Hyer's farm, he ordered his four regiments
to charge ; this cleared the woods, and the enemy
were entirely broken. . . . Hooker was now on the

right flank and rear of the forces engaged with Richard-
son, and he was not slow to improve his opj)ortunity."

A few moments after 9 \. m., Cieneral Whit-
ing wrote to me: " .Some of (iriffith's regiments
might be sent down to the railroad in rear of

the yosition occupied by Hood, which, with

a heavy enemy's battery in his rear, has be-

* Th'>^ who ihink there wa» little fighting on the second d.iy at Seven Pines, should compare the official revised returns of the^
Uni/fn I'/»«C5 of killed, wounded, .and inissinK, on the first day, with those of the second day (see " War Records "

: series \.,\
vol XI. ; {»art I, {.age* 757 to 7C2). 'I'hcsc show that the losses of the troops which were cnRaged only in the second day's fightl
ag|{r«:i{.itc iiyy, viz.. Kicliardsfin'<i three brigades (loss, »38), Hirney's four regiments of Kearny's division (207), Hooker's divisions
<.SkIcIc»' l/ngade, and two rcgimennof Suirr's hrig.adc; (154). The losses of the troops engaged the first day, aggregate 3832, viz. :

Oi^»cy <I427», Couch (1168), Sedgwick (347). two brigades of Kearny's division (884), and tlie unattached artillery (4). Hut some ;

of the troojrt eng.iged the firvt dav were also cnga^ca th.. .M:i;ond day ; it is impossible, however, to estimate their losses on the second
<fay. A* much a* we (xrsiiivcly know, therefore, is that the Union losses on the second day were, at least, 1199, or about one-fourth!
of the total lo«» in the two days' battle, which was 5031. \

i'rcnmA JohnsUin (see pages iU)-^>, herewith) estimates the losses of Ix)ngstrcct and Hill at about 3000; and G. W. Smith's at:«i

1283— total, 4283.— Kf». S

come untenable." The Federals in pursuit of
Longstreet's forces— that had probably with-j

drawn along the two wood roads previously;

mentioned— were getting nearly upon the!

jn-olongation of Hood's line, but not as yeti

in rear of it.
;

About 10:30 A. M. I received a note from;

General Longstreet, stating, " The brigade i

cannot be spared. Every man except a bri-i

gade is in action. ... I am not able tOj

do without it." A little later a note, datedj

10 A. i\i., was received from General Long-i
street, in which he says :

" General, can you;
reenforce me? The entire [Federal] armyl
seems to be opposed to me. ... If I can't;

get help, I fear I must fall back." i

On receipt of this note, I ordered five thou-;

sand men from the crest of the Chickahominy
Bluffs, between the New Bridge and Mechan-i
icsville roads, to move as soon as possible to:

the support of General Longstreet ; and Rip-
ley's brigade, which was expected to arrivei

by the Nine-mile road, was ordered to movei
to the front on the Williamsburg road as soon;

as it reached Richmond. General McLawsi
was sent to General Longstreet to inform himi
of the reenforcements that had been ordered;

to his support ; to assure him that the wholq;

of McClellan's army was not in his front ; 1

and to tell him that he must not fall back I

any farther, but must, if possible, regain thc'

ground he had already lost. About i p. M.j

I received a note from General McLaws stat-i

ing, " Longstreet says he can hold his posi-l

tion with five thousand more men. He has^

the same ground the enemy held yesterday."!

In the mean time the right of Whiting's linej

had been drawn back because of the advance!
of the Federals, who were following up our!

withdrawing forces on the far side of the;

gap which existed between Longstreet's left!

and Whiting's right. !

1

"After Richardson's and Hooker's divisions and I

Rirney's brigade had driven the Confederates well back
j

from the railroad in front of the position held by
j

Richardson during the night, Sickle.s's brigade united

;

witli these forces [says General Mindil], and a gen- 1

cral advance was made. No serious opposition was

:

encountered, and Casey's camp was reoccupied before i

two o'clock P. M., the ground being covered with the

rebel dead and wounded as well as our own."* i

About 1:30 1'. M. President Davis rode upi

to my headquarters, and asked for General;

Lee. Upon being told that General Lee was

'
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not there, he expressed so much surprise as to

induce me to ask him if he had any special

reason for supposing General Lee would be

there at that time. To this he replied, Yes;

and added he had early that morning di-

rected General Lee to take command of

the army at once. This was the first and
only intimation I received in regard to the

assignment of General Lee to the command.
It was enough, however. The President

chatted upon a variety of commoni)lace sub-

jects, but made noallusion to anything pertain-

ing to the state of affairs on the field.

General Lee came in about 2 p. u., and 1

at once turned over to him the command of

the Army of Northern Virginia, and com-
menced explaining to him what had occurred

during the day. To these explanations Pres-

ident Davis seemed to give some attention,

particularly to General Longstreet's notes

asking for help. Whilst I was still speaking

to General Lee of the state of affairs upon the

field of battle, I received a note from Gen-
eral Longstreet, dated 1:30 p. M.,in which he
said :

" The next attack will be from Sumner's

di\ision. I think that if we can whip it we
shall be comparatively safe from the advance
of McClellan's army. I hope that those who
were whipped yesterday will not appear again.

The attack this morning was made at an un-

fortunate time. We had but little ammu-
nition, but we have since replenished our

supply, and I sincerely hope that we may
succeed against them in their next effort. Oh
that I had ten thousand men more !

"

After reading General Longstreet's note, I

handed it to General Lee, and requested him
to read and hand it to the President. Gen-
eral Lee looked very serious whilst reading

;

and after the President had read it, the latter

seemed to take a little more interest in what
was going on, but said nothing.

I informed General Lee that Longstreet

was mistaken in regard to the state of things

;

that the two corps of the Federal army on
the north bank of the river that morning
had not yet crossed to our side ; that the

force attacked north of Fair Oaks the pre-

vious afternoon still held that position; that

5000 men ordered from the Chickahominy
Bluffs were already closely a])proaching Long-
street's position on the Williamsburg road;

that Ripley's brigade, which was expected,

had been ordered to move on that road

;

that this would still leave Longstreet more
than 30,000 men, even if his losses had al-

ready reached 5000 ; that the ground he now
occupied was favorable to us; and that the

danger to Richmond, if any, was not then

on the Williamsburg road.

Near 3 p. m. the President rode off. leaving

General Lee and myself in conference alone.
General Lee made no adverse comment upon
my management of the ami)', and gave no
orders.

At 4 p. M. General Lee and L with a

courier as a guide, went over to the Williams-
burg road, where we found the President and
several members of his Cabinet talking with
General Longstreet. 'i'hey were at a point
about half a mile nearer Richm(jnd than the
unfinished pentangular redoubt wliere our
troops first struck the l-'ederal main line the
previous day. Everything was (juiet ; the re-

enforcements from the Chickahominy had
reached Longstreet's position on the Will-

iamsburg road. There were no further ojK'ra-

tions that day ; the battle was ended.
At daylight on the ist of June there were

three Federal corps on the battle-field in the
vicinity of Seven Pines and Fair Oaks. On
the morning of the 31st of May there was but
one Federal corps on that ground. The Con-
federate troops on the field on the ist of June
were those that General Johnston had or-

dered, on the 30th of May, to move for-

ward as soon as possible after daylight on
the 31st. The result of the action on June ist

is sufficiently indicated in the foregoing battle-

field notes of General Longstreet.

Conflicting accounts of Confederate opera-

tions in this battle call for further allusion

to General Johnston's original plan, as well

as to the occurrences of the ist of June.
In 1874 General Longstreet wrote two let-

ters to General G. W. Mindil, in reference

to the battle of Seven Pines. 'J'hese letters

were shown to me by General Mindil a few

months since ; and he authorized me to make
any use I chose of the statements made by

General Longstreet. It is believed that these

letters have not heretofore been published.

The first is dated July 17, 1874. In this Gen-
eral Longstreet, speaking of the movements
on the 31st of May, says :

" It is proper to explain now the plan of battle, as

I can speak from accurate knowledge. The ]ilan was

to turn your [the Federal] left at daylight, hy throw-

ing Huger's division, by a passable route for infantry,

to your left and rear. As llie head of his column
passed the swamp, D. H. Hill was to be re.ady, and I

was to advise him to make the attack vigorously.

Huger did not reach the field. At one o'clock I). H.
Hill proposed to bring on the battle, and it was

agreed to under the imjjression that Huger would be

there surely by the time we were warmed uji into

actual battle. The entire strength of the plan was in

his movement."

On the 2d of December, 1874, General

Longstreet wrote to General Mindil, saying :

" ( )ur ]ilan was, as you stated, to turn your left by

moving Huger's command across the head of White

Oak Swamp; thai to be followed by the attack of

C.eneral I». FF. IFill.on the Williamsliurg road, which
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Avas to be supported, if need be, by my command
;

the command on the Nine-mile road following Hill's

movements. As you say in your article, Johnston's
plan was faultless, and in my judgment at tlie lime

was the only plan that could be apjiroved by a military

mind. . . . Huger had to move over the same
ground pretty much that I did. He was to [^recede

me, and I believe that he did so over part of the route.

My opinion is that he moved before me. That I

waited until sunrise, so as to give him lime to clear

the road as far as the Charles City fork, and if my
memory is correct I passed a part of his command
resting on the side of the road. , . . The only re-

ports that I remember to have heard from him were
that he was moving on, and would soon be in position.

General Johnston was on the Nine-mile road. This
left me the senior— or at least nominally the senior—
officer on the Williamsburg road, and exercising more
or less command of Hill's and Huger's as well as of

my own division. ^. . . Once the action was 0]5cned,

we were drawn gradually into it, and of course the

combat became more and more vigorous until night.

. . . I was to support Hill, and being his senior,

could have taken command on the Williamsburg road;
but it would have been inexcusable had I done so, in-

asmuch as he had led his troops well and had been
successful. I could not, therefore, do anything more
than support and aid his able efforts."

Judging from the general character of what
he writes to General Mindil, it appears that

General Longstreet was not fully alive to

the foct— then or later— that he was in

command of one-half of General Johnston's

army on that day. Much less does it seem
that he realized the importance of prompt
and decisive action. In view of what oc-

curred late in the afternoon of the 31st,

after time had been given for two Federal

divisions to come to the assistance of the

isolated corps in the vicinity of Seven Pines,

it is not difficult to infer what would prob-

ably have been the result had Longstreet's

own division, 14,000 strong, moved at day-

light on the Nine-mile road, striking, on the

right flank, the lines that D. H. Hill's division

carried by assault in the afternoon.

In a letter addressed to me. General John-
ston says

:

" I refer to the mention of the misunderstanding be-

tween Longstreet and myself, in regard to the direc-

tion of his division. ... I received information of

Longstreet's misunderstanding— which may be my
fault, as I told you at the time— whilst his troops were
moving to the Williamsburg road, and sent to Long-
street to send three brigades by the Nine-mile road,

if they had not marched so far as to make the change
involve a serious loss of time."

The date of this letter, June 28, 1862, the

circumstances under which it was written, and
General Johnston's specific statements show
not only that General Longstreet did misun-

derstand the direction in which Johnston in-

tended Longstreet's division should move
against the enemy, but make it certain that

Johnston attempted, at least in part, to rectify

Longstreet's mistake in regard to this mat-

ter. There is other positive evidence, not

Vol. XXX.— i.^i.

necessary to be repeated here, which estab-
lishes the same facts. But it appears now that
Ciencral Johnston, in his "Narrative" pub-
lishetl in 1874, has conceded that it was his

fault that caused the misunderstanding on the
part of Longstreet, in regard to the movement
of the division in (luestion. It is believed,

however, that he has not conceded— and
never will concede— that it was his plan to

keep D. H. Hill'.s, Longstreet's, and G. W.
Smith's divisions out of action until Huger's
division could get into position on the left

flank and rear of the enemy. This would
have required that the 35,500 men in the
divisions of Hill, Longstreet, and Smith—
men inured to marching and fighting— should
be held l)ack until Huger's 5000 inexperi-

enced troops could, by a circuitous route

across a difficult swamp, get into position

where they were not needed ; and this, too,

when prompt action was essential to success,

and delay was dangerous.

Neither is it believed that General John-
ston will concede that his plan was that my
division, under Whiting, on the Nine-mile
road, placed there to guard against Federal

reenforcements coming from the north side

of the Chickahominy, should be jjut in action

on Hill's left, whilst the 14,000 men in Long-
street's division were held back on the Will-

iamsburg road only to support Hill '' if need

be." But all this must be conceded in order to

make up " the faultless plan," which was, in

General Longstreet's judgment at the time.

" the only plan that could be approved by

a military mind."

In reference to operations on the ist of

June, General Longstreet writes to General

Mindil in part as follows

:

" I do not remember to have lieard of any fighting

on the second day except a sharp skirmish reported by

General Pickett as he was retiring, under the orders

of General Lee, to resume our former position. . . .

Attack was not renewed on the 1st of June, because

Johnston had been wounded and had been obliged to

leave the field. Smith, the next in rank, had been

taken quite sick, but would not give tj). He was there-

fore slow in organizing for renewed attack, and before

he did so arrange General Lee was announced as the

commander of the army. As he had not been with

the army the previous day, he was not prepared to con-

duct the continuance of the battle ; so the troops

were withdrawn to their original positions in the after-

noon and evening. . . . About 10 A. M. General Lee

was assigned to command, and rode out on the Nine-

mile road, saw General .Smith, took command, and

came with (ieneral Smith across to the Williamsburg

road. There we discussed the matter of renewed at-

tack. I favored another efr<irt to turn your [Federal] left.

Smith opposed it, and gave as his reason the strength

of your lines, which he claimed to have examined, and

I was forced to yield my opinions, in consequence of

his knowledge of superior position on your side."

The foregoing extracts are some of General

Lon<rstreet's contributions to the " history " of
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the battle of Seven Pines, furnished b)- him
to General Mindil, " in hopes of making the

Confederate side a little clearer."

As to mv being '* taken quite sick," I was

not seriously ill until the 2d of June. Gen-

eral Longstreet's statement that General

Smith was slow in organizing for renewed

attack because he was taken sick is, there-

fore, a mistake. In lact, at that time there

was no organizing requisite, except, perhaps,

in the right wing under Longstreet, and this

was intrusted to him. I turned the command
of the army over to General Lee about 2 p. m.

He certain^v gave no orders to General Long-
street, or to any part of the army, before 4
p. M. General Longstreet seems to have for-

gotten his notes of that morning, as well as

that dated 1:30 p. M., ending with the exclama-

tion. '* Oh that I had 10,000 men more !"

When General Lee and General Smith joined

General Longstreet on the Williamsburg road,

Longstreet had lost on the ist of June much
of the ground he had gained on the 31st of

May. I have no knowledge of any proposi-

tion having been made by General Longstreet

to General Lee for renewing the attack. 1

had never seen the works in General Long-
j

street's front, over which the troops of the
'

latter had fought forward on the 31st of May
,

and back during the morning of the ist of '

June. General Longstreet is in error when
j

he says that he was forced to yield his opinions
'

because of my superior knowledge of the

position in his front.

During the night of the istofJune the troops
;

under Longstreet quietly fell back to resume
their former positions in front of Richmond.

|

The division under Whiting, on the Nine-
;

mile road, remained for several days con-
;

fronting the Federal position it had attacked, :

north of Fair Oaks Station.

The limited space allotted to this article i

would prevent much further comment on my
I

part in reference to the incidents and previ-
;

ously published accounts of this battle, even
j

if I felt disposed at this time to say more. I
|

will therefore only add that in my opinion, •

then and since. General Johnston's " original
,

plan " was entirely correct in principle, and
j

promised assured success if carried into effect 1

as he, at sunrise on the morning of the 31st of
\

May, intended and expected. !

Gustavus W. Smith. \

RECOLLECTIONS OF A PRIVATE.— IV.*

TO THE CHICKAHOMINY.—THE BATTLE OF SEVEN PINES.

our trains were moved over them. A few miles

west of the Pamunkey we found the country
beautiful and undulating, with graceful, round-
topped hills, here and there crowned with trees

and clothed in the varied tints of early summer.
On our entire march up the Peninsula, we

did not see a dozen white men left upon the

soil. At last, on the twenty-third of May, we
arrived upon the banks of the sluggish Chick-
ahominy,— a small mill-stream, forty or fifty

feet wide, with swampy lowland bordering
on either side; the tops of the trees growing
in the swamp being about on a level with the

crests of the bluffs just beyond, on the Rich-
mond side. Our first camp was pitched on the

hills in the vicinity of Gaines's Farm.
The engineers soon begS.n the construction

of bridges for the passage of the troops, as it

was very important to gain a foothold on the

west bank, prc])aratory to our advance. While
Duane's bridge was being constructed, we
were ordered on duty along the banks; and
upon ajjproaching the river we found, in the

\\m\t
\

thickets near it, one of our dead cavalrymen
W '

,
lyi'ig in the water, evidently having been

'^ killed while watering his horse. 'i"he bridges

were thrown out with marvelous quickness,

and the corduroy approaches were soon con-

structed. A small force was ordered to cross,

to reconnoiter and to observe the condition of

O.NPKDEIIATE SIIAKI'-SHOOTKK.

''PHI-^ roarls were narrow and very muddy
A between the White House and the ("hick-

ahominy, and it was with great trouble that

Copyright, 1884, by Thk Centukv Co. All rights reserved.

i
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WHITE HOUSE, THE HOME OF GENERAL W. H. F.

LEE, MCCLELLAN's BASE OF SUPPLIES ON THE PA-

MUNKEY.— RUINS OF THE WHITE HOUSE. (FROM
SKETCHES MADE AT THE TIME.)

the roads with respect to the passage

of artillery. I happened to be one of

that squad. AVith orders not to return

the fire if assailed, we advanced across

the bridge and through the woods, a

quarter of a mile; and, seeing the

sloughy condition of the roads, were return-

ing, when the crack of a rifle told us the enemy
were upon us. At the first fire one of our men
fell. He entreated us to leave him and save

ourselves; while we were carrying him, the

enemy wounded two more of our men, but

not seriously. On each side of the narrow
defile were woods with but little screening

underbrush, and it was through this we were
advancing when attacked. We could not see

the enemy, who were secreted in the tree-

tops around us, but the zip, zip of their bullets

pursued us as we retreated.

The comrade who had been shot, appar-
ently through the lungs, was examined by our

surgeon, who at first thought the case fatal, as

the bullet came out of the chest on the side op-

posite to which it entered ; but it was found
that the bullet had been deflected by a rib,

and glanced round, beneath the skin, only

causing a painful flesh-wound. In three weeks
our comrade was on light duty about camp.
Before seeing very much service we discovered
that a man may be hit with bullets in a great

many places without killing him. Later I saw
a man who had both his eyes destroyed by a

bullet, without injuring the bridge of his nose,

or otherwise marking his face.

In the barn at Gaines's Farm there Avere a

number of Confederate sick and wounded,

—

men captured in some skirmish during our

advance ; and while taking a peep at them
through a crack, I saw a North Carolina lieu-

tenant whom I recognized as a former school-

acquaintance. I obtained permission to speak

to him, but they told me he was violent and

bitter in his language. On approaching him,

and inquiring if he knew me, something like

a smile of recognition lighted uj) his face;

hesitating a moment, he finally extended his

hand. We talked for fifteen or twenty minutes

about our school-fellows and early days, but

not one word about the war. In two days I

visited the bam again, and upon inquiring for

him was told by one of the men in charge,
'• That cock is done crowing." I asked where

he was buried. " He isn't buried ; they have

carried him out !
" I stepped into the barn-

yard and found him thrown upon a heap of

dirt. It was impossible to express all the in-

dignation I felt ; I emphatically said that none

but cowards would have been guilty of such

an act. T was ordered off for thus expressing

my mind. Undoubtedly he had been very bit-

ter, but that was no excuse. I mention this as

the onlv instance I ever knew where a dead
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enemv. or even a prisoner, was insulted by our water was waist-deep throughout the greater

soldiers. No W.//V/- would have committed'such part of the swamp.

a foul act. It was reser\ed for some miser-

able "skulker " who. to avoid the active duties

of a soldier, had taken refuge in a hospital.

Considerable foraging was done, on the

sly, about the neighboring plantations, but corps, which was stationed at Tyler's house,

THE BATTLE OF SEVEN PINES (FAIR OAKS).

We were ordered on duty with Sumner's

I "Hi'. :
I

I

Sr.MNER S MARCH TO REENFOKCE COUCH AT FAIR OAKS STATION.

LJentenant Edmund Kirtiy, B.ittery I, First U. S. Artillery, says in his official report :
" The roads were almost impassable for artillery, and I

perienced creat difficult)' in getting my );uns along. I was obliged at times to unlimber and use the prolonjje, the cannoneers being up to their

lists in water. About 4 : 7> P. M. I was within three-quarters of a mile of Fair Oaks Station, with three pieces [Napoleon twelve-pounders] and one
the remainder of the battery being in the rear, and coming ii[) as fast as circumstances wouUl permit."

as a rule foraging was severely condemned
by our commanders. There was much to-

bacco raised in this section of country, and
we found the barns filled with the bestciuality

of tobacco in leaf; this we appropriated with-

out objection on the part of our officers. As
all trades were represented in our ranks, that

of cigar-maker was included, and the army
rioted in 'cigars without enriching the sutlers.

By the Ifjwer bridges two of the army c()r[)s

were sent across to take position near Seven
Pines. .Some of the brifiges were of boats,

with corduroy ai)[)rf)aches. While they were in

process of finishing, fjn the night of .May 30, a

terrible .storm occurred ; the rainfall was im-

mense, and the thunrler the most terrific I ever

h'.-ard, its shaq>, crackhng rattle at times

sounding like the cannonading of an engage-
ment. When morning fiawned, our boat bridges

werefounfl flangling midway in a stream which
covercfl the whf;le swampy and bottom land

on both sifies the original channel, anfl the

and held the center of the general line of

the army. Not long after noon of the 31st

we heard the dull reverberation of cannonad-
ing in the direction of Seven Pines, and the

companies and regiments fell into line, ready

to march at a moment's notice. About two
in the afternoon the march was begun to the

ajjproaches of Sumner's upper bridge, also

called the "(.rapevine" bridge, which had
been buih of logs over the swampy bottom,

and which was sustained in place by ropes

tied to stum])s on the up-stream side. At first

it seemed impossi])le to cross, so swollen was
the stream by the overflow; but when the

troops were well on the bridge, it was held in

jjlace by the moving weight and rendered
passable, although covered with water and
swaying in the rushing torrent, which every

moment threatened to float it away piece-

meal. The men grumbled some, after the man-
ner of soldiers. *' If this bridge goes down I

can't swim a stroke," said one. " Well," said
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" Little " Day, always making the best of

everything, " there will be, in that case,

plenty of logs for you to float on." If we had
gone down with all our marching-equipments,

there would have been but little chance even

for a good swimmer. Kirby's battery of Na-
poleon guns preceded us ; we found them
mired on the west shore. They were unlim-

bered, and the men of different regiments

tugged and lifted at them, knee-dee]) in the

mire, until they were extricated, and finally

almost carried them to dry land, or rather

firm land, as by no stretch of courtesy could

anything in the vicinity be calletl dry.

Sedgwick's division, being nearer theCirape-

vine bridge, took the lead at that crossing,

while Richardson's division moved toward

Sumner's lower bridge. There French's bri-

gade crossed by wading to the waist, the other

brigades being ordered to turn back and fol-

low Sedgwick. It was this delay which kept

Richardson out of the first day's fight.

A private of the Fifteenth Massachusetts

(Gorman's brigade) afterward gave me his

recollections of that forced march through

water and mud. " Most of our artillery," he

said, " became so badly mired that we were

obliged to proceed without it, but the little

battery of twelve-pound Napoleon guns, com-
manded by an energetic regular officer (Lieu-

tenant Kirby), notwithstanding it was continu-

ally mired to its axles, was jjluckily dragged
along by horses and men. Despite the mire,
we cracked jokes at each other, shouted anfl

sang in high spirits, and toiled through the
morass in the direction of the heavy firing."

About 3:30 p. M. we began to meet strag-

glers from the front. They all told in substance
the same story: "Our com])anies and regi-

ments are all cut tojjieces ! " One stragglcrhad
a strappmg Confederate prisoner in ( barge.

He inquired for a Pennyslvania regiment, say-

ing that during the fight in the woods he lost

his company, and while trying to find his way
out came across the " reb," and was trying

to " take him in." " Stranger," said the pris-

oner, " yer wouldn't have taken me in if I'd

known yer war lost."

" Meanwhile the thunder of the conflict

grew louder and louder, and about five o'clock

we came upon fragments of regiments of that

part of Couch's command which had become
isolated at Fair Oaks Station ; they had fallen

back half a mile or so, and when we joined

them beyond the Courtney house, they were
hotly engaged with the enemy, who were in

overwhelming numbers.
"As we came up through a stumpy field

we were greeted with the cpiick crac/;, crack

of the infantry in our front. The smoke of

battle hung in clouds over the field, and
through it could be seen the flashes of the

Sumner's corps crossing the overflowed "gkapevini

^^.
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AFTER THE BATTLE OF FAIR OAKS — PUTTING THE WOUNDED ABOARD THE CARS. (FROM A SKETCH MADE AT THE TIME.)

artillery. The ping, zip, zip of bullets, and

the wounded men limping from the front or

carried by comrades, were a prelude to the

storm to come. We formed on the left of

Abercrombie's shattered brigade, near the

Adams house, and were welcomed with hearty

cheers. Presently there was a terrible exjjlo-

sion of musketry, and the bullets pattered

around us, causing many to drop ; a line of

smoke ahead showed where this destructive

fire came from. Kirby's five Napoleon guns

came up, and in the angle of the woods
opened with splendid precision upon the

Confederate columns. The recoil of the pieces

was often so great as to bury the wheels

nearly to the hub in mud. Soon the " rebel

yell " was heard as they charged on the

right of Kirby's battery, which changed front

to the right, and delivered a destructive fire

of canister. This caused the enemy to break

in confusion, and retreat to the cover of the

woods. Shortly afterward the enemy devel-

oped in greater force in our front, and the

hum of shot anri shell was almost incessant

;

but in a few minutes the fire slackened, and
the Confederate lines came dashing ujjon us

with their shrill yells. We received them with

a volley from our rifles, anfl the battery gave

them its compliments. 'Jhe gray masses of the

enemy were seen dimly through the smoke,
scattering to cover. Presently the order ran

down the line, " Fix bayonets !
" While wait-

ing the moment for the final order, John Milan

said :
" It's light infantry we are, boys, and

they expect us to fly over them criss-cross

fences." Then the final order came :
" Guide

right— Double-quick— Charge !

" Our whole
line went oft" at double-quick, shouting as we
ran. Some scattering shots were fired by the

enemy as we struggled over the fences, and
then their line broke and dissolved from view.

"That night we lay under the stars, thinking

of the events of the day and the expected

conflict of the morrow. Until dawn of Sun-

day (June i) our officers were busy gathering

together the scattered and separated forces.

About live o'clock next morning we heard
firing on our left flank, which was covered by
Richardson's division of Sumner's corps. It was
a line of Confederate pickets deploying in an
open field on the south side of Fair Oaks
Station. Shordy after six o'clock there was a

furious fire of musketry on our left, which
continued for an hour.

" During the day I went over a ])ortion of

the battle-field in the road through the woods,
where the Confederates had made the unsuc-
cessful charge upon Kirby's battery. Here the

dead lay very thick, and a number of their

wounded were hidden in the thickets. They
harl fallc many instances on their faces in

Luv. iieaoiong charge; some with their legs torn
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off, some with shattered arms, and others with

ghastly wounds in the head.

"On the 2d of June the whole line moved
forward, and from Fair Oaks to the Williams-

burg road occupied the positions which Iiad

been held i)revious to the battle. About that

time I went over the battle-ground in front of

Casey's position where the battle began. Many
of the dead remained unburied. Some of the

men who first took possession of the works in-

formed me that they found large quantities

of Confederate arms ; also a number of the

enemy who had become intoxicated on ^'an-

kee whisky. The camj) had been well plun-

dered, and the enemy had adopted a system

of exchange in dress, throwing aside their

ragged uniforms, and clothing themselves in

the more comfortable and cleanly garments of

the Federal soldiers. I saw a Sibley tent in

which I counted over two hundred bullet-

holes."

A comrade who visited the scene of the

charge made by Sedgwick's men said that

in the woods beyond, where the Confed-

erate lines had been formed, a number had
been killed while in the act of getting

over the fence, and were suspended in the

positions in which they had been shot.

In the woods just beyond this fence were
some swampy pools, to which a number of

the enemy's wounded had crept for water

and died during the night. There were two
or three of these pools of stagnant water,

around which were clusters of wounded and
dead men.
When my company reached the vicinity

of Fair Oaks, about a week after the battle,

I was surprised to find how many limbs of

trees had been cut away by bullets and shot.

At one place a cannon-ball had apparently
passed entirely through the stem of a large-

tree, splitting It for some distance; but the
springy wood had closed together again so
closely that the point of a bayonet could
not be inserted in its track. The forests in the
rear were marked in such a manner by bul-

lets as to' indicate that the enemy must have
shot at times a long way over their intended
mark.

In the advance, where Naglee's brigade
made its struggle until overwhelmed by the

enemy, graves were jjlenty in e\ery direction,

and some of the enemy's dead were founcl

standing, in the swamp near by, in the position

in which they were shot. They had decom-
posed so rapidly that the flesh had partly

dropped from the bones.

Many of Casey's men had lost their knap-
sacks, blankets, and clothing, as well as their

tents, and were in a sad plight for soldiering.

Thereafter our lines were constantly en-

gaged in skirmishing, and we were kept in posi-

tion for battle day after day, expecting an at-

tack. Often the bugler at brigade headcjuarters

sounded the alarm to " fall in," on one day
sounding it ten times. During one of the

frequent thunder-storms the Confederates

made reconnaissance, and fired volleys so

timed that they might be mistaken for thun-

der ; but our men were not deceived and
stood to their arms, expecting an attack. At
one time the men in our rear were practicing

the drill with blank cartridges, and were mis-

taken for the enemy. Thus the alarms of war

kept our attention occupied.

Wane)I Lee Goss.

-'-^^^'^T.^
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LINE OF BATTLE OF GENERAL DEVENs's BRIGADE, COLCH's DIVISION, WHEKE GENERAL DEVENS WAS WorNDED.



THE PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN.

MAY AND JUNF., 1862.

IX the following pages I purpose to give a

brief sketch of the Peninsular campaign

of 1S62. As it is impossible, within the limits

available, to describe even the most impor-

tant battles, I shall confine myself to strate-

gical considerations. But even this requires a

rapid review of the circumstances under which,

from a small assemblage of unorganized citi-

zens, utterly ignorant of war and almost of the

use of arms, was evolved that mighty Army
of the Potomac, which, unshaken alike in vic-

tory and defeat, during a long series of ardu-

ous campaigns against an army most ably

commanded and the equal in heroism of any
that ever met the shock of battle, proved it-

self worthy to bear on its bayonets the honor
and fate of the nation.

In July, 186 1, after having secured solidly

for the Union that part of western Virginia

north of the Kanawha and west of the moun-
tains, I was suddenly called to Washington on

the day succeeding the first battle of Pull Run.
Reaching the capital on the 26th, I found

myself assigned to the command of that city

and the troops gathered around it.

All was chaos and despondency ; the city

was filled with intoxicated stragglers, and an

attack was expected. The troops numljcred

less than fifty thousand, many of whom were

so demoralized and undisciplined that they

could not be relied ufjon even for defensive

purposes. Moreover, the term of service of a

large part had already expired, or was on the

point of doing so. On the Maryland side of

the Potomac no troops were jjosted on the

roads learling into the city, nor were there

any intrenchments. On the Virginia side the

condition of affairs was better in these re-

spects, but far from satisfactory. Sufficient and
fit material of war did not exist. The situation

was difficult and fraught with danger.

The first and most pressing demand was
the immediate safety of the capital and the

Government. This was secured by enforcing

the most rigid discipline, by organizing per-

manent brigades under regular officers, and
by placing the troops in good defensive posi-

tions, far enough to the front to aftbrd room
for manoeuvring and to enable the brigades

to support each other.

The contingency of the enemy's crossing

the Potomac above the city was foreseen and
promptly provided for. Had he attempted

this " about three months after the battle of

Manassas," he would, upon reaching "the
rear of Washington," have found it covered

by respectable works, amply garrisoned, with

a sufficient disposable force to move upon his

rear and force him to "a decisive engage-

ment under circumstances wholly unfavorable

to him."* It would have been the greatest

possible good fortune for us if he had made
this movement at the time in question, or

even some weeks earlier. It was only for a

very few days after the battle of Bull Run
that the movement was practicable, and every

day added to its difficulty.

Two things were at once clear : first, that

a large and thoroughly organized army was
necessary to bring the war to a successful

conclusion ; second, that Washington must be

so strongly fortified as to set at rest any rea-

sonable apprehensions of its being carried by
a sudden attack, in order that the active army
might be free to move with the maximum
strength and on any line of operations with-

out regard to the safety of the capital.

These two herculean tasks were entered

upon without delay or hesitation. They were
carried to a successful conclusion, without re-

gard to that impatient and unceasing clamor
— inevitable among a people unaccustomed
to war— which finally forced the hand of the

general charged with their execution. He re-

gardcfl their completion as essential to the

salvation of his country, and determined to

ac<:om]jlish them, even if sacrificed in the en-

" See General Beauregard's " Hattlc of IJull Xun," in The Ckntury for November, li
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deavor. Nor has he, even at this distant day, foundation. Raw men and officers were to

and after much bitter experience, any regret be disciplined and instructed. The regular

that he persisted in his determination. Wash- army was too small to furnish more than a

ington was surrounded by a line of strong portion of the general officers, and a very

detached works, armetl with garrison artillery, small portion of the staff, so that the staff de-

and secure partments and staff officers were to be fash-

against as- ioned mainly out of the intelligent and enllui-

sault. In- siastic, but perfectly raw, material furnished,

termediate Artillery, small arms, and ammunition were
pointswere to be fabricated, or purchased from abroad

;

occupied wagons, ambulances, bridge trains, camp
etiuipage, hosjntal stores,

and all the vast impcdi-

mciiia and material indis-

pensable tor an army in the

field, were to be manufact-
ured. So great was the

difficulty of ])rocuring small

arms that the armament of

the infantry was not satis-

MAP OF THE PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN.

by smaller works, battery epau-
lements, infantry intrenchments,

etc. The result was a line of

defenses which could easily be
held by a comparatively small

garrison against any assault,

and could be reduced only by
the slow operations of a regular

siege, requiring much time and
material, and aftbrding full op-

portunity to bring all the re-

sources of the country to its relief. At no factorily completed until the winter, and

time during the war were the enemy able to a large part of the field batteries were not

undertake the siege of Washington, nor, if re- ready for service until the spring of 1862.

spectably garrisoned, could it ever have been As soon as possible divisions were organized,

in danger from an assault. The maximum the formation being essentially completed in

garrison necessary to hold the place against Noveml)er.

a siege from any and every quarter was tliirty- On the ist of No\ember. u|)on the retirement

four thousand troops, with forty field-guns; of General Winfield Scott, I succeeded to the

this included the requisite reserves. command of all the armies, except the depart-

With regard to the formation of the Army ment of Mrginia, whicli comj)rised the coun-

of the Potomac, it must suffice to say that try within sixty miles of Fort Monroe. I'pon

everything was to be created from the very assuming the general command, I found that

Vol. XXX.— 14.
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the West was far behind the East in its state

of preparation, and much of my time and

large quantities of material were consumed

in pushing the organization of the Western

armies. Meanwhile the various coast expedi-

tions were employed in seizing important

Office. It at once became very difficult to

approach him, even for the transaction of ordi-

nary current business, and our personal rela-

tions at once ceased. The impatience of the
Executive immediately became extreme, and
1 can attribute it only to the influence of the

points of the enemy's seaboard, to facilitate new secretary, who did many things tcj break

the prevention of blockade-running, and to u}) the free and confidential intercourse that

cut or threaten the lines of communication had heretofore existed between the President

near the coast, with reference to subsecjuent and myself The Government soon niani-

operations. fested great impatience in regard to the opcn-

The plan of campaign which 1 adopted for ing of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and

the spring of 1862 was to push forward the the destruction of the Confederate batteries

armies of Generals Halleck and Buell to oc- on the Potomac. The first object could be

cupy Memphis, Nashville, and Knoxville, permanently attained only by occujjying the

and the line of the Memphis and Danville Shenandoah Valley with a force strong enough
Railroad, so as to deprive the enemy of that to resist any attack by the Confederate army
important line, and force him to adopt the then at Manassas ; the second only by a gen-

circuitous routes by Augusta, Branchville, and
Charleston. It was also intended to seize

Wilmington, North Carolina, at the earliest

practicable moment, and to open the Missis-

sippi by effecting a junction between Gener-

als Halleck and Butler. This movement of

the Western armies was to be followed by
that of the Army of the Potomac from Ur-

banna on the Lower Rappahannock, to West
Point and Richmond, intending, if we failed

eral advance of the Army of the Potomac,
driving the enemy back of the Rapidan. My
own view was that the movement of the

Army of the Potomac from Urbanna would
accomplish both of these objects, by forcing

the enemy to abandon all his positions and
fall back on Richmond. I was therefore un-

willing to interfere with this plan by a pre-

mature advance, the eftect of which must be
either to commit us to the overland route, or

to gain Richmond by a rapid march, to cross to minimize the advantages of the Urbanna
the James and attack the city in rear, with movement. I wished to hold the enemy at

the James as a line of supply. Manassas to the last moment — if possible

So long as Mr. Cameron was Secretary of until the advance from Urbanna had actually

War I received the cordial support of that de- commenced, for neither the reopening of the

partment ; but when he resigned, the whole

state of affairs changed. I had never met Mr.

Stanton before reaching Washington, in 1861.

He at once sought me and professed the ut-

most personal affection, the expression of

which was exceeded only by the bitterness

railroad nor the destruction of the batteries

was worth the danger involved.

The positive order of the President, prob-

ably issued under the pressure of the Secre-

tary of War, forced me to undertake the open-

ing of the railway. For this purpose 1 went

of his denunciation of the Government and to Harper's Ferry in February, intending to

its policy. I was unaware of his appoint- throw over a force sufficient to occupy Win-

ment as Secretary of War until after it had Chester. To do this it was necessary to have

been made, whereupon he called to ascertain a rehable bridge across the Potomac— to

whether I desired him to accept, saying that ensure supplies and prompt reenforcements.

to do so would involve a total sacrifice of his The pontoon bridge, thrown as a preliminary,

personal interests, and that the only induce-

ment would be the desire to assist me in my
work. Having no reason to doubt his sincer-

ity, I desired him to accept, whereupon he

consented, and with great eftusion exclaimed

:

" Now we two will save the country."

On the next day the President came to ni}'

house to explain why he had appointed Mr

could not be absolutely trusted on a river so

liable to heavy freshets : therefore it was de-

termined to construct a canal-boat bridge. It

was discovered, however, when the atteni])!

was made, that the lift-lock from the canal

to the river was too narrow for the boats by

some four or five inches, and I therefore de-

cided to rebuild the railroad bridge, and con-

Stanton without consulting me ; his reason tent myself with occui)ying Chadestown until

being that he supposed Stanton to be a great its completion, postponing to the same time

friend ofmine, and that the appointment would the advance to Winchester. I had fully ex-

naturally be satisfactory, and that he feared plained my intentions to the President and

that if I had known it beforehand it would Secretary before leaving Washington, provid-

be said that I had dragooned him into it. ing for jjrecisely such a contingency. While

The more serious difficulties of my position at Harper's Ferry I learned that the Presi-

began with Mr. Stanton's accession to the War dent was dissatisfiefl with my action, and on
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cL-.^.-v- Uuc ac (_li,irirc^. Coiiitc lie Paris. Prince de JuiuviUe. Capt. Mohaiu.

THE FRENCH OFFICERS AT DINNER. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.)

The Comte de Paris and the Due de Chartres were aides on Gener.nl McClellan's staff. Tlie Prince de Joinville was at headquarters unattached.

Captain 1^ Clerc and Captain Mohain were in the iuite of the princes.

reaching Washington I laid a full explana-

tion before the Secretary, with which he ex-

pres.sed himself entirely satisfied, and toUl me
that the President was already so, and that

it was unnecessary for me to communicate

with him on the subject. I then proceeded

with the preparations necessary to force the

evacuation of the Potomac batteries. On the

very day appointed for the division com-

manders to come to headquarters to re-

ceive their final orders, the President sent for

me. I then learned that he had received no

explanation of the Haryjer's Ferry affair, and

that the Secretary was not authorized to make
the statement already referred to ; but after

my repetition of it, the President became fully

satisfied with my course. He then, however,

said that there was another " very ugly mat-

ter " which he desired to talk about, and that

was the movement by the lower Chesapeake.

He said that it had been suggested that I

proposed this movement with the " traitor-

ous " purpose of leaving Washington uncov-

ered and exposed to attack. I very promptly

ol)jected to the coupling of any such adjective

with my purposes, whereon he disclaimed any
intention of conveying the idea that he ex-

])ressed his own opinion, as he merely repeated

the suggestions of others. I then explained

the purpose and eftect of fortifying Washing-
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ton, and, as I thought, removed his appre-

hensions, but informed him that the division

commanders were to be at headquarters that

morning, and suggested that my plans should

be laid before them, that they might give their

opinion as to whether the capital would be
endangered ; I also said that in order to leave

them perfectly untrammeled I would not at-

tend the meeting. Accordingly they met on
the 8th of March and approved my plans.

On the same day was issued, without my
knowledge, the order forming army corps and
assigning the senior general officers to their

command.* My own views were that, as the

command of army corps involved great re-

sponsibility and demanded ability of a high

order, it was safer to postpone their forma-

tion until trial in the field had shown which
general officers could best perform those vital

functions. An incompetent division com-
mander could not often jeopardize the safety

of an army; while an unfit corps commander
could easily lose a battle and frustrate the

best-conceived plan of campaign. Of the four

corps commanders, one only had commanded
so much as a regiment in the field prior to the

Bull Run campaign. On the next day intelli-

gence arrived that the enemy was abandoning
his positions. I crossed to the Virginia side

to receive information more promptly and de-

cide upon what should be done. During the

night I determined to advance the whole
army, to take advantage of any opportunity

to strike the enemy, to break up the perma-
nent camps, give the troops a little experience

on the march and in bivouac, get rid of extra

baggage, and test the working of the staff" de-

partments. If this were done at all, it must
be done promptly and by moving the troops

by divisions, without waiting to form the army
corps. Accordingly, I telegraphed to the

Secretary, explaining the state of the case

and asking authority to postpone the army
corps formation until the completion of the

movement. The reply was an abrupt and
unreasonable refusal. I again telegraphed, ex-

plaining the situation and throwing the re-

sponsibility upon the Secretary, whereupon he
gave way.

Meanwhile, as far back as the 27th of Feb-
ruary, orders had been given for collecting the

transportation necessary to carry out the Ur-
banna movement. This conclusion had been
reached after full discussion. On the 27th of

January had been issued the President's Gen-
eral War Order No. i, directing a general
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movement of the land and naval forces
against the enemy on the 2 2d of February.
On the 31st of January was issued the Presi-

dent's Sjjecial War Order No. i, directing the
Army of the Potomac to advance to the at-

tack of Manassas on the 22d of February.
The President, however, permitted me to state

my objections to this order, which I did, at

length, in a letter of February 3 to the Sec-
retary of War. As the President's order was
not insisted upon, although never formally
revoked, it is to be assumed that my letter

produced, for a time at least, the desired ef-

fect. When Manassas was abandoned and
the enemy was behind the Rajjidan, the Ur-
banna movement lost much of its promise, as

the enemy were now in position to reach
Richmond before we could do so. The alter-

native remained of making Fortress Monroe
and its vicinity the base of operations.

The plan first adopted was to commence
the movement with the First Corps as a
unit, to land north of Gloucester and move
thence on West Point; or, should circum-
stances render it advisable, to land a little

below Yorktown to turn the defenses between
that place and Fortress Monroe. The Navy
Department were confident that we could

rely upon their vessels to neutralize the Mcr-
riiiiac and aid materially in reducing the bat-

teries on the York River, either by joining in

the attack or by running by them and gaining

their rear. As transports arrived very slowly,

especially those for horses, and the great im-

patience of the Government grew ajjace, it

became necessary to embark divisions as fast

as vessels arrived, and I decided to land them
at Fortress Monroe, holding the First Corps

to the last, still intending to move it in mass
to turn Gloucester. On the 17th of March
the leading division embarked at Alexandria.

The campaign was undertaken with the in-

tention of taking some 145,000 troops, to be

increased by a division of 10,000 drawn from

the troops in the vicinity of Fortress Monroe,

giving a total of 155,000. Strenuous etibrts were

made to induce the President to take away
Blenker's German division of 10,000 men.

Of his own volition he at first declined, but,

the day before I left \\'ashington, he yielded

to the non-military pressure and reluctantly

gave the order, thus reducing the expected

force to 145,000.

While at Fairfax Court House, on the 12th

of March, I learned that there had appeared

in the daily papers the order relieving me

*The organization of the army at this time was : First Corps, McDowell— Divisions : Franklin, McCall,

and King; Second Corps, Sumner— Divisions : Richardson, Hlenker, and Sedgwick; Third Corps, Hcint-

zelman— Divisions : Porter, Hooker, and Hamilton ; Fourth Corps, Keyes— Di\-isions : Couch, Smith, and

Casey. The reserve artillery (Hunt), the regular infantry (Sykes), and regular cavalry (Cooke) and engineer

troops, were attached to headquarters.

Vol. XXX.— 15.
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from the general command of all the armies

and confining my authority to the Depart-

ment of the Potomac. I had received no

pre\-ious intimation of the intention of the

Government in this respect. Thus, when I

embarked for Fortress Monroe on the ist

of April, my command extended from Phil-

adelphia to Richmond, from the AUeghanies,

including the Shenandoah, to the Atlantic;

for an order had been issued a few days pre-

viously placing Fortress Monroe and the De-

partment of Virginia under my command, and

authorizing me to withdraw from the troops

therein 10,000 to form a division to be added

to the First Corps.

The fortifications of Washington were at

this time completed and armed. I had al-

ready given instructions for the refortification

of >ianassas, the reopening of the Manassas

Gap Railroad, the protection of its bridges by

block-houses, the intrenchment of a position

for a brigade at or near the railroad crossing

of the Shenandoah, and an intrenched post at

Chester Gap. I left about 42,000 troops for

the immediate defense of Washington, and

more than 35,000 for the Shenandoah Valley

—

an abundance to insure the safety of Wash-
ington and to check any attempt to recover

the lower Shenandoah and threaten Mary-
land. Beyond this force, the reserves of the

Northern States were all available.

On my arrival at Fortress Monroe on the

2d of April, I found five divisions of infantr}',

Sykes's brigade of regulars, two regiments of

cavaln,-, and a portion of the reserve artillery

disembarked. Another cavalry regiment and
a part of a fourth had arrived but were still

on shipboard ; comparatively few wagons had
come. On the same day came a telegram

stating that the Dej)artment of Virginia was
withdrawn from my control, and forbidding

me to form the division of 10,000 men with-

,out General Wool's sanction. I was thus

deprived of the command of the base of

operations, and the ultimate strength of the

army was reduced to 135,000, another serious

departure from the plan of campaign. Of the

troops disembarked, only four divisions, the

regulars, the majority of the reserve artillery,

and a part of the cavalry could be moved, in

consequence of the lack of transportation.

Casey's division was unable to leave Newport
News until the i6th, from the impossibility

of supplying it with wagons.

The best information obtainable represented

the Confederate troops around Yorktown as

numbering at least 15,000, with about an equal

force at Norfolk ; and it was clear that the

army lately at Manassas, now mostly near

Gordonsville, was in position to be thrown

promptly to the Peninsula. It was represented

that Yorktown was surrounded by strong

earthworks, and that the Warwick River, in-

stead of stretching across the Peninsula to

Yorktown,— as proved to be the case,— came
down to Lee's Mills from the north, running
parallel with and not crossing the road from
Newport News to Williamsburg. It was also

known that there were intrenched positions

of more or less strength at Young's Mills, on
the Newport News road, and at Big Bethel,

Howard's Bridge, and Ship's Point, on or

near the Hampton and Yorktown road, and
at Williamsburg.

On my arrival at Fortress Monroe, I learned,

inaninterviewwithFlag-OfficerGoldsborough,

that he could not protect the James as a line

of supply, and that he could furnish no ves-

sels to take an active part in the reduction of

the batteries at York and Gloucester or to

run by and gain their rear. He could only

aid in the final attack after our land batteries

had essentially silenced their fire.

I thus found myself, with 53,000 men in

condition to move, faced by the conditions

of the problem just stated. Information was
received that Yorktown was already being
reenforced from Norfolk, and it was appre-

hended that the main Confederate army would
promptly follow the same course. I there-

fore determined to move at once with the

force in hand, and endeavor to seize a point
— near the Halfway House— between York-
town and Williamsburg, where the Peninsula

is reduced to a narrow neck, and thus cut oft"

the retreat of the Yorktown garrison and pre-

vent the arrival of reenforcements. The ad-

vance commenced on the morning of the 4th

of April, and was arranged to turn successively

the intrenchments on the two roads ; the re-

sult being that, on the afternoon of the 5th,

the Third Corps was engaged with the enemy's
outposts in front of Yorktown and under the

artillery fire of the place. The Fourth Corps
came upon Lee's Mills and found it covered

by the unfordable line of the Warwick, and
reported the position so strong as to render it

impossible to execute its orders to assault.

Thus, all things were brought to a stand-still,

and the intended movement on the Halfway
House could not be carried out. Just at this

moment came a telegram, dated the 4th, in-

forming me that the First Corps was with-

drawn from my command. Thus, when too

deei>ly committed to recede, I found that an-

other reduction of about 43,000, including

several cavalry regiments withheld from me,
diminished my paper force to 92,000, instead

of the 155,000 on which the plans of the cam-
j>aign had been founded and with which it

was intended to operate. The number of men
left behind, sick and from other causes inci-
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dent to such a movement, reduced the total

for duty to some 85,000, from which must be
deducted all camp, depot, and train guards,

escorts, and non-combatants, such as cooks,

servants, orderlies, and extra-duty men in the

various staff departments, which reduced the

numbers actually available for battle to some
67,000 or 68,000.

The order withdrawing the First Corps also

broke up the Department of the Potomac,
forming out of it the Department of the Shen-

andoah, under General Banks, and the De-
partment of Northern Virginia, under General

McDowell, the latter including Washington.

I thus lost all control of the depots at Wash-
ington, as I had already been deprived of the

control of the base at Fortress Monroe and
of the ground subsequently occupied by the

depot at White House. The only territory

remaining under my command was the paltry

triangle between the Departments of northern

Virginia and Virginia ; even that was yet to

be won from the enemy. I was thus relieved

from the duty of providing for the safety of

Washington, and deprived of all control over

the troops in that vicinity. Instead of one
directing head controlling operations which
should have been inseparable, the region from
the Alleghanies to the sea was parceled out

among four independent commanders.
On the 3d of April, at the very moment of

all others when it was most necessary to push
recruiting most vigorously, to make good the

inevitable losses in battle and by disease, an
order was issued from the War Department
discontinuing all recruiting for the volunteers

and breaking up all their recruiting stations.

Instead of a regular and permanent system
of recruiting, whether by voluntary enlistment

or by draft, a spasmodic system of large drafts

was thereafter resorted to, and, to a great ex-

tent, the system of forming new regiments.

The results were wasteful and pernicious.

There were enough, or nearly enough, organ-

izations in the field, if they had been con-

stantly maintained at the full strength by a

regular and constant influx of recruits, who,
by association with their veteran comrades,
would soon have become efticient. The new
regiments required much time to become use-

ful, and endured very heavy and unnecessary

losses from disease and in battle owing to the

inexperience of the officers and men. A course

more in accordance with the best-established

military principles and the uniform experience

of war would have saved the country many
millions of treasure and many thousands of

valuable lives.

Then, on the 5th of April, I found myself

with 53,000 men in hand, giving less than

42,000 for battle, after deducting extra-duty
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men and other non-combatants. In our front
was an intrenched line, apparently too strong
for assault, and which I had now no means
of turning, either by land or water. I now
learned that 85,000 would be the maximum
force at my disposal, giving only some 67,000
for battle. Of the three divisions yet to join,

Casey's reached the front only on the 17th,

Richardson's on the i6th, and Hooker's
commenced arriving at Ship Point on the loth.

Whatever may have been said afterwards, no
one at the time— so far as my knowledge
extended — thought an assault practicable
without certain preliminary siege operations.

At all events, my personal experience in this

kind of work was greater than that of any
officer under my command ; and after per-

sonal reconnaissances more appropriate to a
lieutenant of engineers than to the com-
manding general, I could neither discover nor
hear of any point where an assault promised
any chance of success. We were thus obliged

to resort to siege operations in order to si-

lence the enemy's artillery fire and open the

way to an assault. All the batteries would
have been ready to open fire on the 5th, or,

at latest, on the morning of the 6th of May,
and it was determined to assault at various

points the moment the heavy batteries had
performed their allotted task ; the navy were
prepared to participate in the attack as soon as

the main batteries were silenced; the Galena,

under that most gallant and able officer, John
Rodgers, was to take part in the attack, and
would undoubtedly have run the batteries at

the earliest possible moment ; but during the

night of the 3d and 4th of May the enemy
evacuated his positions, regarding them as

untenable under the impending storm of

heavy projectiles.

Meanwhile, on the 2 2d of April, Frank-

lin's division of McDowell's Corps had joined

me by water, in consequence of my urgent

calls for reenforcements.

The moment the evacuation of Yorktown
was known, the order was given for the ad-

vance of all the disposable cavalry and horse

batteries, supported by infantry divisions, and

every possible eftbrt was made to expedite the

movement of a column by water upon West
Point, to force the evacuation of the lines at

Williamsburg, and, if possible, cut off a por-

tion of the enemy's force and trains.

The heavy storms which had prevailed

recommenced on the afternoon of the 4th,

and not only impeded the advance of troops

by land, but delayed the movement by water

so much that it was not until the morning of

the 7 th that the leading division—Franklin's—
disembarked near West Point and took up a

suitable position to hold its own and cover the
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landing of reenforcements. This division was
attacked not long after it landed, but easily

repulsed the enemy.
Meanwhile the enemy's rear-guard held the

Williamsburg lines against our advance, ex-

cept where Hancock broke through, until the

night of the 6th, when they retired.

The army was now divided ; a part at the

mouth of the Pamunkey, a part at Williams-

burg, and a part at Vorktown, prepared to

ascend the York River. The problem was

to reunite them without giving the enemy the

opportunity of striking either fraction with his

whole force. This was accomplished on the

loth, when all the divisions were in commu-
nication, and the movement of concentration

continued as rapidly as circumstances per-

mitted, so that on the 15th the headquarters

and the divisions of Franklin, Porter, Sykes, and
Smith reached Cumberland; Couch and Casey
beingnear New Kent Court House,Hookerand
Keamy near Roper's Church, and Richard-

son and Sedg^vick near Eltham. On the 15th

and 1 6th, in the face of dreadful weather and
terrible roads, the divisions of Franklin, Por-

ter, and Smith were advanced to White
House, and a depot established. On the i8th

the Fifth and Sixth Corps were formed, so that

the organization of the Anny of the Potomac
was now as follows : Second Corps, Sumner—
Divisions, Sedgwick and Richardson ; Third

Corps, Heintzelman— Divisions, Keamy and
Hooker; Fourth Corps, Keyes— Divisions,

Couch and Casey; Fifth Corps, F. J. Porter

—

Divisions, Morell and Sykes and the Reserve

.\rtillen,- ; Sixth Corps, Franklin— Divisions,

Smith and Slocum.
The cavalr)' organization remained un-

changed, and we were sadly deficient in that

important arm, as many of the regiments be-

longing to the Army of the Potomac were
among those which had been retained near

Washington.
The question now arose as to the line of

operations to be followed : that of the James
on the one hand, and, on the other, the line

from White House as a base, crossing the up-

per Chickahominy,
The army was admirably placed for adopt-

ing either, and my decision was to take that

of the James, operating on either bank as

might prove advisable, but always preferring

the southern. I had urgently asked for reen-

forcements to come by water, as they would
thus be equally available for cither line of

operations. The destruction of the Mcrrimac
on the nth of May had opened the James
River to us, and it was only after that date

that it became available. My plan, however,
was changed by orders from Washington.
A telegram of the i8th from the Secretary

of War informed me that McDowell would
advance from Fredericksburg, and directed

me to extend the right of the Army of the

Potomac to the north of Richmond, in order

to establish communication with him. The
same order required me to supply his

troops from our depots at White House.
Herein lay the failure of the campaign, as it

necessitated the division of the army by the

Chickahominy, and caused great delay in

constructing practicable bridges across that

stream ; while if I had been able to cross to

the James, reenforcements would have reached
me by water rapidly and safely, the army
would have been united and in no danger of

having its flank turned, or its line of supply

interrupted, and the attack could have been
much more rapidly pushed.

I now proceeded to do all in my power to

insure success on the new line of operations

thus imposed upon me. On the 20th of May
our light troops reached the Chickahominy
at Bottom's Bridge, which they found de-

stroyed. I at once ordered Casey's division

to ford the stream and occupy the heights

beyond, thus securing a lodgment on the right

bank. Heintzelman was moved up in support

of Keyes. By the 24th Mechanicsville was
carried so that the enemy was now all to-

gether on the other side of the river. Sumner
was near the railroad, on the left bank of the

stream ; Porter and Franklin on the same
bank near Mechanicsville.

It is now time to give a brief description

of the Chickahominy. This river rises some fif-

teen miles north-westward of Richmond, and
unites with the James about forty miles below
that city. Our operations were on the part

between Meadow and Bottom's bridges, cov-

ering the approaches to Richmond from the

east. Here the river at its ordinary stage is

some forty feet wide, fringed with a dense
growth of heavy forest trees, and bordered by
low marshy lands, varying from half a mile to

a mile in width. Within the limits above
mentioned the firm ground, above high-water

mark, seldom approaches the river on either

bank, and in no place did the high ground
come near the stream on both banks. It was
subject to frequent sudden and great varia-

tions in the volume of water, and a single

violent storm of brief duration sufficed to

cause an overflow of the bottom-lands for

many days, rendering the river absolutely

impassable without long and strong bridges.

AV'hen we reached the river it was found that

all the bridges, except that at Mechanicsville,

had been destroyed. The right bank, opposite

New, Mechanicsville, and Meadow bridges,

was bordered by high bluffs, affording the

enemy commanding positions for his batteries,
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enfilading the approaches, and preventing the

rebuilding of important bridges. \Ve were
thus obliged to select other less exposed
points for our crossings. Should McDowell
effect the promised junction, we could turn

the head-waters of the Chickahominy, and
attack Richmond from the north and north-

west, still preserving our line of supj)ly from
White House. But with the force actually

available such an attempt would expose the

army to the loss of its communications and to

destruction in detail ; for we had an able and
active antagonist, prompt to take advantage
of any error on our part. The country fur-

nished no supplies, so that we could not aftbrd

the separation from our depots. All the in-

formation obtained showed that Richmond
was entrenched, that the enemy occupied in

force all the approaches from the east, that he
intended to dispute every step of our advance,

and that his army was numerically superior.

Early on the 24th of May I received a tele-

gram from the President, informing me that

McDowell would certainly march on the 26th,

suggesting that I should detach a force to

the right to cut off the retreat of the Con-
federate force in front of Fredericksburg, and
desiring me to march cautiously and safely.

On the same day another dispatch came, in-

forming me that, in consequence of Stonewall

Jackson's advance down the Shenandoah, the

movement of McDowell was suspended. Next
day the President again telegraphed that the

movement against General Banks seemed so

general and connected as to show that the

enemy could not intend a very desperate de-

fense of Richmond ; that he thought the time
was near when I " must either attack Rich-
mond or give up the job, and come back to

the defense of Washington." I rephed that

all my information agreed that the mass of
the enemy was still in the immediate vicinity

of Richmond, ready to defend it, and that

the object of Jackson's movement was prob-
ably to prevent reenforcements being sent to

me. On the 26th General Stoneman, with
my advanced guard, cut the Virginia Central
Railroad in three places. On the same day I

learned that a very considerable force of the

enemy was in the vicinity of Hanover Court
House, to our right and rear, threatening our
communications, and in position to reenforce

Jackson or oppose McDowell, whose ad-

vance was then eight miles south of Fred-
ericksburg. I ordered General F. J. Porter

to move next morning to dislodge them. He
took with him his own old division, Warren's
provisional brigade and Emory's cavalry bri-

gade. His operations in the vicinity of Han-
over Court House were entirely successful,

* The Confederates call this battle Seven Pines.

and resulted in completely clearing our flank,

cutting the railroads in several places, destroy-
ing bridges, inflicting a severe loss upon the
enemy, and fully opening the way for the
advance of McDowell. As there was no indi-

cation of its immediate approach, and the
position at Hanover Court House was too
much exposed to be permanently held. Gen-
eral Porter's command was withdrawn on the
evening of the 29th, and returned to its old
position with the main army. The campaign
had taken its present position in consecjuence
of the assured junction of McDowell's corps.
As it was now clear that I could not count
with certainty upon that force, I had to do
the best I could with the means at hand.
The first necessity was to establish secure

communications between the two parts of the
army, necessarily separated by the Chicka-
hominy. Richmond could be attacked only
by troops on the right bank. As the expecta-
tion of the advance of McDowell was still

held out, and that only by the land route,
I could not yet transfer the base to the James,
but was obliged to retain it on the Pamunkey,
and therefore to keep on the left bank a force

sufficient to protect our communications and
cover the junction of McDowell. It was
still permissible to believe that sufficient at-

tention would be paid to the simplest prin-

ciple of w^ar to push McDowell rapidly on
Jackson's heels, when he made his inevi-

table return march to join the main Confed-
erate army and attack our right flank. The
failure of McDowell to reach me at or be-
fore the critical moment, was due to the
orders he received from Washington. Tlie

bridges over the Chickahominy first built

were swept away by the floods, and it became
necessary to construct others more solid and
with long log approaches, a slow and diflicult

task, generally carried on by men working in

the water and under fire. The work was
pushed as rapidly as possible, and on the 30th
of May, the corps of Heintzelman and Keyes
were on the right bank of the Chickahominy,
the most advanced positions being somewhat
strengthened by entrenchments; Sumner's

corps was on the left bank, some six miles

above Bottoin's Bridge ; Porter's and Frank-

lin's corps were on the left bank op[)Osite tiie

enemy's left. During the day and night of

the 30th torrents of rain fell, inundating the

whole country and threatening the destruc-

tion of our bridges.

Well aware of our difficulties, our active

enemy, on the 31st of May, made a violent

attack upon Casey's division, followed by an
equally formidable one on Couch, thus com-
mencing the battle of Fair Oaks.* Heintzel-

For plan of battle see map on p. 118.

—

Ed.
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man came up in support, and during the

afternoon Sumner crossed the river with great

difficulty, and rendered such etficient service

that the enemy was checked. In the morn-

ing his renewed attacks were easily repulsed,

and the ground occupied at the beginning

of the battle was more than recovered;

he had fliiled in the purpose of the attack.

The ground was now so thoroughly soaked

by the rain, and the bridges were so much
injured, that it was impracticable to pursue

the enemy or to move either Porter or Frank-

lin to the support of the other corps on the

south bank. Our ertbrts were at once con-

centrated upon the restoration of the old and

the building of new bridges.

On the ist of June the Department of Vir-

ginia, including Fortress Monroe, was placed

imder my command.
On the 2d the Secretary telegraphed that

as soon as Jackson was disposed of in the

Shenandoah, another large body of troops

would be at my service ; on the 5th, that he

intended sending a part of General McDow-
ell's force as soon as it could return from

Front Royal (in the Shenandoah Valley, near

Manassas Gap, and about one hundred and fif-

teen miles north-west of Richmond), probably

asmany as I wanted; on the i ith,that McCall's

force had embarked to join me on the day pre-

ceding, and that it was intended to send the

residue of General McDowell's force to join me
as speedily as possible, and that it was clear that

a strong force was operating with Jackson for

the puqiose of preventing the forces there from

joining me.
On the 26th the Secretary telegraphed that

the forces of McDowell, Banks, and Fremont
would be consolidated as the Army of Vir-

ginia, and would operate promptly in my aid

by land.

Fortunately for the Army of the Potomac,
however, 1 entertained serious doubts of the

aid promised by the land route, so that, on

the 18th, I ordered a number of transports,

with supplies of all kinds, to be sent up the

James, under convoy of the gun-boats, so that

I might be free to cut loose from the Pamunkey
and move over to the James, should circum-

stances enable me or render it desirable to

do so.

The battle of Fair Oaks was followed by
storms of great severity, continuing until the

20th of June, and adding vastly to the diffi-

culties of our position, greatly retarding the

construction of the bridges and of the defen-

sive works regarded as necessary to cover us in

the event of a repul.se, and making the ground

too difficult for the free movements of troops.

On the 19th Franklin's coryxs was trans-

ferred to the south side of the Chickahominy,

Porter's corps, reenforced by McCall's di-

vision (which, with a few additional regiments,

had arrived on the 12th and 13th), being left

alone on the north side.

This dangerous distribution was necessar}-

in order to concentrate sufficient force on the

south side to attack Richmond with any hope of

success ; and, as I was still told that McDowell
would arrive by the overland route, I could

not yet change the base to the James.

It was not until the 25th that the condi-

tion of the ground and the completion of the

bridges and intrenchments left me free to

attack. On that day the first step was taken,

in throwing forward the left of our picket-line,

in fiice of a strong opposition, to gain ground
enough to enable Sumner and Heintzelman
to support the attack to be made next day
by Franklin on the rear of Old Tavern. [See

map.] The successful issue of this attack

would, it was supposed, drive the enemy from
his positions on the heights overlooking Me-
chanicsville, and probably enable us to force

him back into his main hne of works. We
would then be in position to reconnoiter the

lines carefully, determine the points of attack,

and take up a new base and line of supply if

expedient.

During the night of the 24th information

arrived confirming the anticipation that Jack-

son was moving to attack our right and rear,

but I persisted in the operation intended for

the 25th, partly to develop the strength of the

enemy opposite our left and center, and with

the design of attacking Old Tavern on the

26th, if Jackson's advance was so much de-

layed that Porter's corps would not be en-

dangered.

Late in the afternoon of the 2Sth Jackson's

advance was confirmed, and it was rendered

probable that he would attack next day. All

hope of the advance of McDowell's corps in

season to be of any service had disappeared

;

the dangerous position of the army had been
faithfully held to the last moment. After de-

ducting the garrisons in rear, the railroad

guards, non-combatants, and extra-duty men,
there were not more than 75,000 men for

batde. The enemy, \nth a force larger than
this, the strong defenses of Richmond close

at hand in his rear, was free to strike on either

ilank. 1 decided then to carry into effect the

long-considered plan of abandoning the Pa-
munkey and taking up the line of the James.
The necessary orders were given for the

defense of the depots at the White House to

the last moment and its final destruction and
abandonment ; it was also ordered that all

j)Ossible stores should be pushed to the front

while communications were open.

The ground to tlie James liad already been
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reconnoitered witli reference to this move-

ment.
During the night of the 26th Porter's siege-

guns and wagon-trains were brought over to

the south side of the Chickahominy. During

the afternoon of that day his corps had been

attacked in its position on Beaver Dam Creek,

near Mechanicsville, and the enemy repulsed

with heavy losses on their part. It was now
clear that Jackson's corps had taken little or no

part in this attack, and that his blow would fall

farther to the rear. I therefore ordered the

Fifth Corps to fall back and take position nearer

the bridges, where the flanks would be more
secure. This was skillfully effected early on

the 27th, and it was decided that this corps

should hold its position until night. All the

corps commanders on the south side were on

the 26th directed to be prepared to send as

many troops as they could spare in support of

Porter on the next day. All of them thought

the enemy so strong in their respective

fronts as to require all their force to hold

their positions.

Shortly after noon on the 27th the attack

commenced upon Porter's corps, in its new
position near Gaines's Mill, and the contest

continued all day with great vigor.

The movements of the enemy were so

threatening at many points on our center and
left as to indicate the presence of large num-
bers of troops, and for a long time created

great uncertainty as to the real point of his

main attack. General Porter's first call for

reenforcement and a supply of axes failed to

reach me ; but, upon receiving a second call,

I ordered Slocum's division to cross to his

support. The head of the division reached

the field at 3 : 30 and immediately went into

action. At about 5 p. m. General Porter re-

ported his position as critical, and the bri-

gades of French and Meagher— of Richard-

son's division— were ordered to reenforce

him, although the fearless commander of the

Second Corps, General Sumner, thought it

hazardous to remove them from his own
threatened front. I then ordered the reserve

of Heintzelman to move in support of Sumner
and a brigade of Keyes's corps to head-quar-

ters for such use as might be required. Smith's

division, left alone when Slocum crossed to

the aid of Porter, was so seriously threatened

that I called on Sumner's corps to send a

brigade to its support.

French and Meagher reached the field be-

fore dusk, just after Porter's corps had been
forced by superior numbers to fall back to an

interior position nearer the bridges, and, by
their steady attitude, checked all further prog-

ress of the enemy and completed the at-

tainment of the purpose in view, which was

to hold the left bank of the river until dark,
so that the movement to the James might be
safely commenced. The siege-guns, material,

and trains on the left bank were all safe, and
the right wing was in close connection with
the rest of the army. The losses were heavy,
but the object justified them, or rather made
them necessary. At about six o'clock next
morning the rear-guard of regulars crossed to

the south side and the bridges were destroyed.

I now bent all my energies to the transfer of

the army to the James, fully reali/.mg the very
delicate nature of a Hank march, with heavy
trains, by a single road, in face of an active

enemy, but confident that I had the army
well in hand and that it would not fail me in

the emergency. 1 thought that the enemy
would not anticipate that movement, l)Ut

would assume that all my efibrts would be
directed to cover and regain the old depots

;

and the event proved the correctness of this

supposition. It seemed certain that I could
gain one or two days for the movement of the

trains, while he remained uncertain as to my
intentions ; and that was all I required with

such troops as those of the Army of the

Potomac.
During the night of the 27th I assembled

the corps commanders at headcjuarters, in-

formed them of my intentions, and gave them
their orders. Keyes's corps was ordered to

move at once, with its trains, across White
Oak Swamp, and occupy positions on the far-

ther side to cover the passage of the re-

mainder of the army. By noon of the 28th

this first step was accomplished. During the

28th Sumner, Heintzelman, and Franklin held

essentially their old positions ; the trains

converged steadily to the White Oak Swamp
and crossed as rapidly as possible, and during

this day and the succeeding night Porter fol-

lowed the movement of Keyes's corps and
took position to support it.

Early on the 28th, when Franklin's corps

was drawing in its right to take a more con-

centrated position, the enemy opened a sharp

-artillery fire and made at one point a sjjirited

attack with two Georgia regiments, which

were repulsed by the two regiments on ])icket.

Sumner's and Heintzelman's corps and

Smith's division of Franklin's were now ordered

to abandon their mtrenchments, so as to oc-

cupy, on the morning of the 29th, a new position

in rear, shorter than the old and covering the

crossing of the swamp. This new line could

easily be held during the day, and these troops

were ordered to remain there until dark, to

cover the withdrawal of the rest of the trains,

and then cross the swamp and occupy

the positions about to be abandoned by

Keyes's and Porter's corps. Meanwhile SIo-
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cum's division had been ordered to Savage's

Station in reserve, and, during the morning,

was ordered across the swamp to relieve

Keyes's corps. This was a critical day ; for

the crossing of the swamp by the trains must
be accomphshed before its close, and their

protection against attack from Richmond
must be assured, as well as communication
with the gun-boats.

A sharp cavalry skirmish on the Quaker
Road indicated that the enemy was alive to

our movement, and might at any moment
strike in force to intercept the march to the

James. The difficulty was not at all with the

movement of the troops, but with the im-

mense trains that were to be moved virtu-

ally by a single road, and required the whole
army for their protection. With the excep-

tion of the cavalry affair on the Quaker Road,
we were not troubled during this day south

of the swamp, but there was severe fighting

north of it. Sumner's corps evacuated their

works at daylight and fell back to Allen's

farm, nearly two miles west of Savage's Sta-

tion, Heintzelman being on their left. Here
Sumner was furiously attacked three times,

but each time drove the enemy back with

much loss.

Soon afterwards Franklin, having only one
division with him, ascertained that tlie enemy
had repaired some of the Chickahominy
bridges and was advancing on Savage's Sta-

tion, whereupon he posted his division at that

point and informed Sumner, who moved his

corps to the same place, arriving a little after

noon. About 4 p. M. Sumner and Franklin—
three divisions in all— were sharply attacked,

mainly by the Williamsburg road ; the fighting

continued until between 8 antl 9 p. m., the

enemy being at all times thoroughly repulsed,

and finally driven from the field.

Meanwhile, through a misunderstanding of

his orders, and being convinced that the troops

of Sumner and Franklin at Savage's Station

were ample for the purpose in view, Heintzel-

man withdrew his troops during the afternoon,

crossed the swamp at Brackett's Ford, and"
reached the Charles City road with the rear

of his column at 10 p. m.

Slocum reached the position of Keyes's
corps early in the afternoon, and, as soon as

the latter was thus reheved, it was ordered
forward to the James near Malvern Hill,

which it reached, with all its artillery and
trains, early on the 30th. Porter was ordered
to follow this movement ancl j^rolong the line

of Keyes's corf>s to our right. The trains

were pushed on in rear of these cor[js and
massed under cover of the gun-boats as fast

as they reached the James, at Haxall's plan-

tation. As soon as the fighting ceased with

the final repulse of the enemy, Sumner and
Franklin were ordered to cross the swamp

;

this was eftected during the night, the rear-

guard crossing and destroying the bridge
at 5 A. M. on the 30th. All the troops and
trains were now between the swamp and
the James, and the first critical episode of
the movement was successfully accomplished.
The various corps were next pushed for-

ward to establish connection \\ith Keyes
and Porter and hold the difterent roads by
which the enemy could advance from Rich-

'

mond to strike our line of march. I deter-

mined to hold the positions now taken until

the trains had all reached a place of safety,

and then concentrate the army near the James,
where it could enjoy a brief rest after the fa-

tiguing battles and marches through which it

was passing, and then renew the advance on
Richmond.

General Franklin, with Smith's division of
his own corps, Richardson's of the Second,
and Naglee's brigade were charged with the

defense of the White Oak Swamp crossing,

Slocum held the ground thence to the Charles
City road; Kearny from that road to the

Long Bridge Road ; McCall on his left

;

Hooker thence to the Quaker Road ; Sedg-
wick at Nelson's farm, in rear of McCall and
Kearny. The Fifth Corps was at Malvern
Hill, the Fourth at Turkey Bridge. The trains

moved on during this day, and at 4 P. m. the

last reached Malvern Hill and kept on to

Haxall's, so that the most difficult part of the

task was accomplished, and it only remained
for the troops to hold their ground until night-

fall, and then continue the march to the posi-

tions selected near Malvern Hill.

The fighting on this day (June 30) was very

severe, and extended along the whole line. It

first broke out, between twelve and one, on
General Franklin's command, in the shape of a

fierce artillery fire, which was kept up through
the day and inflicted serious losses. The
enemy's infantry made several attempts to

cross near the old bridge and below, but was
in every case thrown back. Franklin held his

position until after dark, and during the night

fell back to Malvern. At half-past two Slo-

cum's left was attacked in vain on the Charles

City road. At about three McCall Avas at-

tacked, and, after five o'clock, under the pres-

sure of heavy masses, he was forced back ; but

Hooker came up from the left, and Sedgwick
from the rear, and the two together not only

stopped the enemy, but drove him off the field.

At about four p.m. heavy attacks commenced
on Kearny's left, and three ineffectual assaults

were made. The firing continued until after

dark. About midnight Sumner's and Heint-

zelman's corps and McCall's division withdrew
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from the positions they had so gallantly held,

and commenced their march to Malvern,

which they reached unmolested soon after

daybreak. Just after the rear of the trains

reached Malvern, about 4 p. m., the enemy
attacked Porter's corps, but were promptly

shaken oft'.

Thus, on the morning of July ist, the army
was concentrated at Malvern, with the trains

at Haxall's, in rear. The supiilies which had

been sent from White House on the i8th were

at hand in the James.
After consultation with Commodore Rodg-

ers, I decided that Harrison's Landing was a

better position for the resting-place of the army,

because the channel passed so close to City

Point as to enable the enemy to prevent the

passage of transports if we remained at Mal-

vern. It was, however, necessary to accept

battle where we were, in order to give ample

time for the trains to reach Harrison's, as well

as to give the enemy a blow that would check

his farther pursuit.

Accordingly, the army was carefully posted

on the admirable position of Malvern Hill,

with the right thrown back below Haxall's.

The left was the natural point of attack, and
there the troops were massed and the reserve

artillery placed, while full preparations were

made to frustrate any attempt to turn our

right. Early in the forenoon the army was
concentrated and ready for battle, in a posi-

tion of unusual strength,— one which, with

such troops as held it, could justly be regarded

as impregnable. It was, then, with perfect con-

fidence that I awaited the impending battle.

The enemy began feeling the position be-

tween 9 and 10 A. M., and at 3 p. m. made a

sharp attack upon Couch's division, which
remained lying on the ground until the en-

emy were within close range, when they rose

and delivered a volley which shattered and
drove back their assailants in disorder. At

4 p. M. the firing ceased for a while, and the

lull was availed of to rectify the position and
make every preparation for the approaching
renewal of the attack. It came at 6 p. M.,

opened by the fire of all their artillery

and followed by desperate charges of in-

fantry advancing at a run. They were always

repulsed with the infliction of fearful loss, and
in several instances our infantry awaited their

approach within a few yards, poured in a

single volley, and then dashed forward with

the bayonet. At 7 p. m. the enemy was ac-

cumulating fresh troops, and the brigades of

Meagher and Sickles were sent from Sum-
ner's and Heintzelman's corps to reiinforce

Porter and Couch ; fresh batteries were moved
forward from the reserve artillery and ammu-
nition replenished.

The enemy then repeated his attacks in

the most desjjcrate style until dark, but the
battle ended with his complete repulse, with
very heavy losses, and without his even for one
moment gaining a foothold in our ]}osition.

His frightful losses were in vain. 1 doubt
whether, in the annals of war, there was ever
a more i)ersistent and gallant attack, or a
more effective and cool resistance.

Although the result of this bloody battle

was a complete victory on our part, it was
necessary, for the reasons already given, to

continue the movement to Harrison's, whither
the trains had been i)ushed during the night

of the 30th of June and the day of the ist

of July. Immediately after the final repulse

the orders were given for the withdrawal of

the army. The movement was covered by
Keyes's corps. So complete was the enemy's
discomfiture, and so excellent the conduct of

the rear-guard, that the last of the trains

reached Harrison's after dark on the 3d,

without loss and unmolested by the enemy.
This movement was now successfully accom-
plished, and the Army of the Potomac was
at last in position on its true line of opera-

tions, with its trains intact, no guns lost save

those taken in battle, when the artillerists had
proved their heroism and devotion by stand-

ing to their guns until the enemy's infantry

were in their midst.

During the " Seven Days " the Army of the

Potomac consisted of 143 regiments of in-

fantry, 55 batteries, and less than eight regi-

ments of cavalry, all told. The opposing

Confederate army consisted of 187 regiments

of infantry, 79 batteries, and 14 regiments of

cavalry. The losses of the two armies from^

June 25th to July 2d were

Killed. WotDided. Missing. Total.

Confederate Army 2,823 ^l^^l^h l^'^^l '9.749

Army of the Potomac. . 1,734 8,062 6,053 15,849

The Confederate losses in killed and wounded
alone were greater than the total losses of the

Army of the Potomac in killed, wounded, and

missing.

No praise can be too great for the ofticers

and men who passed through these seven days

of battle, enduring fatigue without a murmur,

successfully meeting and repelling every at-

tack made upon them, always in the right

place at the right time, and emerging from the

fiery ordeal a compact army of veterans,

equal to any task that brave and disciplined

men can be called upon to undertake. They

needed now only a few days of well-earned

repose, a renewal of ammunition and sup-

plies, and reenforcements to fill the gaps

made in their ranks by so many desperate

encounters, to be prepared to advance again,
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with entire confidence, to meet their worthy
antagonists in other battles. It was, however,
decided by the authorities at AVashington.

against my earnest remonstrances, to abandon
the position on the James, and the campaign.

The Army of the Potomac was accordingly

withdrawn, and it was not until two rears

later that it again found itself under its las(i

commander at substantially the same poia
on the bank of the James. It was as evidenj

in 1S62 as in 1865 that there was the tna
defense of Washington, and that it was m!
the banks of the James that the fate of tl:

Union was to be decided.

George B. McClellan.

Note: The foregoing outline of the Peninsular C.impaign will be supplemented in succeeding number
by papers dealing more directly with the engagements, including contributions from Generals Fitz-Johi
Porter, D. H. Hill, Franklin, and Longstreet. The " Recollections of a Private" will also cover the <Troun«
of the Seven Davs' Battles.— Ed.

MEMORANDA OX THE CIVIL WAR.

Effect of the ^^ind upon the Sound of Battle.

The incident connected with the fight between the

iron-clads in Hampton Roads related by Gen. R. E.

Colston, where the power of the wind was sufficient

to carry all sounds of the conflict away from people

standing within plain sight of it, recalls several sim-

ilar instances that came within my own experience

while serving with the army operating along the sea-

coast of the Southern States during the war. At the

bombardment of the Confederate works at Port

Royal, South Carolina, in November, 1861, the trans-

port my regiment was on lay near enough in shore to

give us a fine view of the whole battle ; but only in

some temporary lull of the wind could we hear the

faintest sound of the firing. The day was a pleasant

one, and the wind did not appear to be unusually

strong ; but I noticed then and afterward that a

breeze on the coast down that way was very differ-

ent from the erratic gusts and flaws I had been used

to in the New England States, the whole atmosphere

seeming to move in a body, giving sound no chance

to travel against it, but carrying it immense distances

to the leeward. People living at St. Augustine, Flor-

, ida, told me afterward that the Port Royal cannonade

was heard at that place, 150 miles from where the

fight took place.

A portion of the siege batteries at Morris Island,

South Carolina, were not more than two miles from

our camp ; but at times the firing from them and the

enemy's replies could only be heard very faintly

even at that short distance, while at others, when the

wind blew from the opposite direction, the sounds

were as sharp and distinct as if the battle were taking

place within a few rods of us.

S. II. Prescott.

CO.VCORD, N. H.

The Gunboat "Taylor" or " Tyler."^
We are permitted to print the following note bear-

ing on a recent criticism of Rear-Admiral Walke's

designation of the gun-boat under his command on the

Mississippi river as the Taylor

:

Navy Department,
Washi.ngton, P'ebruary 11, 1885.

Sir : In reply to your letter of the 30th ultimo, and
referring to previous correspondence, you are informed

that at the time Commander John Kodgers purchased
the gun-boats A. O. Tyler z.w\ others, he was acting

nndcr the orders of the War Department. In a com-

munication to this Department, dated June S, i86i
lie states as follows :

" 1 have, after consideration with General McClellan
and after inspection by Mr. Pook, the naval con
structor, bought three steamboats for naval service ii

these waters. They were called the A. O. Tyler, tb
Lexington, and the Conestoga. The name of the firs

of these I will, with your permission, change to Taylok
a name of better augury than Tyler."

No action was taken by this Department concernini
the changing of the name of the A. O. Tyler.

The Mississippi flotilla was not turned over to th»

Navy Department until the 1st of October, i864
Prior to that date the officers and enlisted men, excep,
the regular officers of the navy detailed for duty therein^

were paid by Quartermaster Wise, under authority 61'

the War Department. '

I am unable to inform you what name the accomjti
ing officers of the Treasury recognized in settling tb:

accounts of the vessel referred to. Very respectfully

W. E. Chandler, '

Secretary of the Navy.
!

Colonel A. H. Markland, Washington, D. C. \\

Col. Markland has ascertained that on the recorq

of the Quartermaster-General's Department the narai'

of the vessel is sometimes written Taylor, but mori

generally Tylor or Tyler. He claims that as n<

authorization of the change of name by Admira
Rodgers has been found the boat should go down t(

history as the Tyler.— Editor.
;

Errata. '

The captain who, with his men, volunteered tu g(

on the Crt;w/rt£'/c'/"j perilous passage of Island Numbei'

Ten (as described by Admiral Walke on p. 442 of th<!

January number), was not Hollenstein but Holten'

stein. In the papers on"Shiloh" in the Fcbniar)!

number, the name of General John C. Breckimidgtl

(sic in his autograph) was misprinted Breckenridgcj

which, however, is not without the apparent sanction

of Dr. Thomas's " Dictionary of Biography " (Li])pin»

cott). The ]3reckenridge branch of this eminent Ke&
tucky family (including the Reverend Doctor Roboj

J. Breckenridge, uncle of the General) were, we d
licvc, staunch supporters of the Union. A ma§|
fesi error occurs on page 739 of the March number, B
Colonel Wood's article on " The First Fight of IrMt

clads," where Norfolk is said to be " within twj

miles " of Fortress Monroe. The distance, as shov.|i

by the map in the same number, is twelve to fiftec:!

miles.— Editor.
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HAVE elsewhere related the principal

events in General Grant's military career,

id have but little new to offer on this theme.*

11 that I shall now attempt is a presentation
• portrait of the man, endeavoring especially

[
show how j)ersonal and individual traits

^ve been manifested in the ])ublic character,

bave, indeed, known General Grant so closely

Lat his image is far more vivid to me in this

^pect than as a General or a President ; and
though many of his notable qualities were

splayed when I was near enough to watch

eir development, I was always able to pene-

ate through the soldier or the statesman to

,e individual. The outside garment of public

ieds took form and shape to me from the

iderlying personality.

I

The family of Grant is of Scotch descent, and
ie clan Grant claimed him in 1877 when he

tissed through their territory. I was once on
ivisit at Castle Grant, the seat of their chief,

ord Seafield, who was greatly interested in

s American clansman. He took me to

raig Ellachie, a rocky eminence near by,

here in Gaelic days a beacon was lighted to

>use the Grants for war. The device of the

an is still a burning mountain, and their

ar-cry has always been, " Stand fast, Craig

Uachie." A Grant is to stand as firm as the

?cks themselves.

I About the same time I went to a gathering,

f
the clans at Braemar, in the heart of the

fighlands. The son of the Earl of Fife was
^ere at the head of the Duffs ; the chief of

le Farquharsons was present with his clan

;

ie Duke of Athole had marched his men
:ross the Grampians, the Duchess, a woman
r glorious beauty, riding by his side; the

farquis of Huntley, the Earl of Airlie, and
^e Lord Kilmarnock were all there, kilted

[ighlanders; and I 'found the Duffs and the

rordons and the Stewart-Murrays as ready
6 the Grants to claim kinship with an Ameri-
n President. They drank his liealth with

ighland honors, and declared that the

irewd sagacity, the pertinacious resolve, the

btained energy which they had heard he
bssessed, were all due to his Caledonian
[•igin.

General Grant's father was a native of

pnnsylvania, but early emigrated to the

l^est, and finally settled in Ohio. He was
pted for intelligence as well as energy, and
t all his dealings with men he bore an un-

blemished name. At the time when Ulysses
was born he dealt largely in leather, and
owned several tanneries. His mother also

was a Pennsylvanian. The modest virtues of

a Christian woman are not fit themes for pub-
lic i)ortraiture, but it is not difficult to imagine
in them the source of that purity and sim-

jilicity of character which the strifes and
temptations of a public career have been
unable to destroy.

Ulysses was born on the 27th of April,

1822, at Point Pleasant, an obscure town on
the north bank of the Ohio. The modest
cottage where he first saw the light still over-

looks the Kentucky shore, and his earliest

hours were spent almost in sight of that great

theater of war where he was destined to play

so prominent a part. In 1823 his parents

removed to Georgetown, Ohio, and there the

boyhood of young Grant was passed. His
father was now a well-to-do man, furnished

with as large a supply of this world's goods
as any of his neighbors, and both able and
willing to afford the son whatever advantages

of education were then attainable at so great

a distance from the Atlantic coast.

Like Washington, Cromwell, Wellington,

and others who became famous in their jjrime,

Grant was in childhood in no way conspicu-

ous above his fellows. It is true that by 'the

reflex light of subsequent performance we can

now discern in the traits of the boy the germs

of what afterward became distinguished in

the man, but the germs were latent till the

light and sun of circumstance developed

them. None of his early companions saw any

indications of his future destiny.

At seventeen he was offered an ajjpoint-

ment to the Military Academy at West Point.

The youth who had been sent the year before

from his congressional district had failed to

keep up with his class, and was dismissed in

consequence. Had that young predecessor

been more successful, Grant might never have

received a military education, and possibly

not have risen to distinction in arms.

He spent four years at the Academy, but

made no brilliant mark there. He had no

fondness for his profession, and manifested

no special aptness for study, altliough he

mastered the mathematics easily. Riding was

his chief accomplishment and amusement.

He was careless of the military eti(iuette im-

posed on the cadets, and, though far from in-

' * See" Military History of Ulysses S. Grant from .\pril, 1S61, to .\pril, 1S65." by .\dam Badcau (N. Y.

. Appleton & Co., 1881), upon which the author has here drawn.— En.
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subordinate, and never guilty of more serious

oftense, was constantly subjected to petty pun-

ishments for leaving a shoe untied or being

late at parade. The same distaste for trivial

forms followed him through his military

career. No officer of the army was less scru-

pulous in matters of costume, or exacted fewer

ceremonies from those whom he commanded.
In 1S43 he was graduated, twenty-first in a

class of thirty-nine. The army was full at the

time, and its future commander could only be

admitted as a supernumerary officer. He was
commissioned brevet second lieutenant, and

attached to the Fourth Infantry.

When the Mexican war broke out, Grant

was ordered with his regiment to Texas to

join the army of General Taylor. At Palo

Alto and Resaca de la Palm a he took his

first lessons in actual war— battles which,

compared with many of those of the Re-

beUion. were insignificant skirmishes. Grant

often afterward assigned to a brigade more
men than there composed the American army.

He remained under Taylor until the capture

of Monterey, participating in that achieve-

ment. His regiment was then transferred to

Scott's command.
Grant was now made quartermaster of

the regiment— a position which exempted
him from the necessity of going under fire;

but he was present at every battle of the

campaign from Vera Cruz to the City of

Mexico. After Molino del Rey he was bre-

ve^jted for " distinguished gallantr)-," and at

the capture of the capital displayed several

of the traits that became notable in his later

histor}-.

As the army was ajjproaching the city.

Worth's division was ordered to seize a road

on the western side. Grant was with Worth's

advance. An abrupt turn in the road was de-

fended by a parapet, and, as the division

advanced, a raking fire of musketry made it

necessary to seek everj' chance for cover.

Grant, however, made his way alone across

the space exposed to fire, and discovered an
opportunity to flank the parapet. Hastening
back to his men, some twenty or thirty in

number, he cried out that he had found a

chance to turn the enemy, and called for vol-

unteers. Ten or a dozen soldiers jumped up
at once and were soon crawling with him be-

hind a wall, when they came upon an entire

company under Captain — now General —
Horace Brooks, making their way cautiously

in the bottom of a ditch. Grant at once cried

out :
" Captain ! I've found a way to flank

the enemy"; and Brooks replied :
" Well, you

know the way. Go on ; we'll follow you."

So the lieutenant led, and the whole party,

now fifty in number, assaulted the end of the

parapet, carried it by storm, and took the

enemy in rear. The Mexicans fled at once
from the position, no longer tenable, and the

work was carried.

The party was now on the direct road to

the Garita San Cosme, one of the strongest

entrances to the City of Mexico, whose spires

and turrets were distinctly visible. They soon
struck another parapet, this one defended by
a cannon. Grant again advanced at the head
of his little column, by this time a hundred
and fifty strong, and the second parapet was
carried. But they were now directly under
the guns of the city, and Brooks, who had as-

sumed command by virtue of seniority, de-

clared he could not hold the position unless

he was reenforced. Grant Avas therefore sent

back to Worth to ask for troops, and had
hardly left when the command was driven

pell-mell from the parapet. He soon, how-
ever, found the division-general, and fresh

troops were at once sent forward.

A little to the right of the parapet was a
rickety -sillage church with a steeple a hun-
dred feet high. Toward this Grant led a sec-

tion of artillery, dragging a mountain howitzer

by hand across the ditches, of which the coun-

try is full. He found the priest and demanded
the keys, which the father at first was unwilling

to yield ; but Grant soon convinced him of

the necessity of surrender. The howitzer was
quickly taken to pieces, and four or five men
carried it to the belfry, while Grant disposed

the remainder of his force so as to secure the

church from easy capture. Then he mounted
the steeple, and served and pointed the gun
himself, and before long the enemy was driven

a second time from the parapet. The gun
w'as now- directed upon the city, and the con-

fusion of the Mexicans could be plainly seen,

as they huddled in fright behind their walls.

Worth soon perceived the shells issuing

from this novel position, and the effect they

were producing on the enemy. He sent for

Grant, congratulated ^lim, and placed an

entire company with a captain under his com-
mand. Thus reenforced, the lieutenant re-

turned to his steeple with another howitzer,

and reopened fire. That night the Garita San
Cosme surrendered, and in the morning the

City of Mexico was in the hands of Americans.

For this exploit, undertaken without orders,

by a lieutenant with no legitimate command,
and obliged therefore to gather up men and
weapons on the field, Grant was mentioned
in all the dispatches, and received a second
brevet within five days after the first.

At the close of the war he returned to the

United States, and in 1848 he was married.

In 1852 he was ordered to Oregon, by Avay

of California. Life was rough then on the
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Pacific coast, and his wife was left behind.

The route was by sea to the Isthmus of Pan-

ama, and during the passage of the Isthmus

the cholera broke out. Grant was again act-

ing quartermaster. The Panama railroad at

this time extended only thirty miles from the

Atlantic, after which boats were taken up the

Chagres River to the head of navigation.

From this point the troops were to march to

the Pacific, about thirty miles farther; but

the steamship company had contracted to

furnish mules or horses for the sick, and for

the wives and children of the soldiers. There

were, however, several hundred passengers

besides the soldiers, and when the cholera ap-

peared a panic followed. The passengers

offered higher prices to the natives than the

company had agreed to pay, and thus secured

all the animals, leaving absolutely none for

the soldiers and their families. The troops

marched on, but Grant was left behind with

the sick and the women and children, who
were unable to walk under the July sun of

the tropics. He remained a week in entire

command, caring for the sick and the dying,

burying the dead, controlling the half-hostile

Indians, and struggling to procure transporta-

tion. During all this while he never took off

his clothes, and only snatched rare intervals

of sleep, stretched on a bench or under a

shed, exposed to the miasma of the rank forest

and the swamp. Finally, as the agents of the

steamship company failed entirely in their duty,

Grant took upon himself the responsibility of

making a new contract in their name. He
hired mules and litters at prices double those

that the company had agreed to pay, he en-

gaged Indians to bury the dead, and after

seven days took up his march for the Pacific.

A hundred and fifty souls had been left with

him in the interior of the Isthmus, half of

whom perished in that week of cholera. His
life, however, was preserved. Neither Mexi-
can bullets nor tropical pestilence had been
permitted to harm him.

In 1854, having served in the army eleven

years, he resigned his commission and occupied

a farm, a few miles out of St. Louis, where his

wife's family resided. His means were limited,

and he w^orked at the plow himself, or, in

winter, cut and corded wood, driving the

cart to market in St. Louis. He built a log-

house on his farm, and lived a simple life,

never so happy as with his wife and children.

He had now three sons and a daughter.

Despite his poverty, however, he saw and
mingled with the important people of St.

Louis. His wife's family belonged to what
is called good company, and Grant himself

was always welcomed byits most distinguished

members. His old army rank was itself a social

introduction, and his old army friends kept
up their intimacy.

But with all his industry farming did not
succeed. He tried collecting money, but for

this he had no talent, and at times his circum-
stances were narrow indeed. In i860 he
removed to (ialena, where his father and
brothers were engaged in the leather trade.

They gave him occupation, and here he lived

for nearly a year, unimportant and unknown.
He seemed to have forgotten his military

pursuits. The tide of captain, which he
still retained, hardly recalled the storming
of Chapultepec, or the guns he had mounted
on the crazy steeple under the walls of Mexico.
No restless ambition disturbed his spirits.

No craving for fame made him dissatisfied

with obscurity. Those nearest him never sus-

pected that he possessed extraordinary abil-

ity. He himself never dreamed that he was
destined for great place or ])ower.

Yet his vicissitudes as soldier, farmer, and
trader, his frontier career among the Indians,

his life at West Point, and in Ohio, in Oregon,
and Mexico, had given him a wide and prac-

tical experience, and made him, unknown to

himself, a representative American. In war
he had served under the two greatest captains

the country had produced in the century, had
shared their most important battles, and wit-

nessed their marches and sieges and assaults ;

in peace he had mingled with all classes of

his countrymen, had learned much of life, and
laid many of its lessons well to heart.

He had learned patience when hope was
long deferred, and endurance under heavy and
repeated difficulties ; he had displayed auda-

city in emergencies, as well as persistency of

resolve and fertility of resource. If one means
failed, he tried another; he w-as not discour-

aged by ill fortune, nor discontented with

little things. Above all, he never quailed

and never despaired. The leather merchant of

Galena was not without preparation even for

that great future which awaited him, all

unknown.
On the nth of April, 1861, Fort Sumter

was attacked by Americans. On the 15th

the news reached Galena that Lincoln had

called for volunteers. On the 19th Grant was

drilling a company, and in a week he led his

men to Springfield, the capital of Illinois. He
was no politician, and had never voted for a

President but once; he had been a slave-

holder, but he had no doubt of his duty or

his principles. He had been educated by the

countrv, and the country had a right to what-

ever of skill or experience he had acquired.

The ignorance of all military matters which

then prevailed was almost universal. Half a

century of peace had hardly been disturbed
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bv the distant Mexican campaign, and a gen-

eration had grown up unused to war. Grant's

knowledge of organization and routine noAv

stood him well in hand. He served five

weeks without a commission, mustering in

new troops under the direction of the Gover-

nor of IlHnois. Meanwhile he oftered his ser-

vices to the Secretary of War in any capacity

that might be desired, but the letter was not

deemed of sufficient importance to warrant a

replv. He then proceeded to Cincinnati, in

the hope that McClellan might offer him a

position on his staft". He went twice to head-

quarters, but did not gain admission to Mc-
Clellan's presence, and returned to Illinois

without mentioning his aspirations to any

one.

In June the Governor oftered him a regi-

ment of infantry. He said he felt competent

to command a regiment, and was ordered at

once to Missouri. In August he was commis-

sioned brigadier-general of volunteers. The
member of Congress from his district had
noticed his diligence and energy in a sub-

ordinate position, and when the President was
nominating brigadiers from Illinois, Wash-
burne suggested Grant, the whole delega-

tion recommending him. The new general

knew nothing of his rank until he saw the an-

nouncement in the newspapers. No promo-

tion that he ever received was suggested or

procured by any application from himself.

He proceeded at once to Cairo, at the

mouth of the Ohio. Colonel (afterwards Gen-
eral) Oglesby was in command of the post,

but had never met his new superior. Grant
was in citizen's clothes, for he had not found

time to purchase a uniform, and walked into

headquarters without being recognized. Ask-

ing for pen and paper, he wrote out an order

assuming command, and handed it to Oglesby.

The immature colonel was greatly amazed at

the procedure, with which he was unfamiliar;

and when Grant inquired if his predecessor

had not also assumed command in orders,

Oglesby replied: "I guess he didn't know
how."
The population of Kentucky was at this

time divided in feeling in regard to the war,

and the Governor had set up a claim of neu-

trality. But two days after Grant's arrival at

Cairo, the enemy invaded the State and threat-

ened Paducah, at the mouth of the Tennessee.

As this was a place of great importance, com-
manding both the Ohio and the Tennessee,

Grant at once notified the State Legislature,

which was loyal, and sent word to Fremont,
his immediate superior. Later on the same
day he telegraphed to Fremont :

" Am get-

ting rearly to go to Paducah. Will start at six

and a half o'clock." Receiving no reply, he

set out the same night on transports with a
couple of regiments and a battery. He arrived

j

at Paducah in the morning, and seized the

;

town without firing a gun, a force of the

;

enemy hurrying out by train while he was land- i

ing. At noon he returned to Cairo, where he !

found General Fremont's permission to take
]

Paducah, " if he felt strong enough." Ken-

1

tucky by this stroke was secured to the Union,
i

No more was heard of neutrality. But Grant
j

was rebuked for corresponding with the Leg-

1

islature. '

This event was the key-note to his entire i

mihtary career. The keenness with which he
|

perceived both the strategical importance of
j

Paducah and the necessity for immediate ac-i

tion, the indifterence with which he brushed;

away the sophistical pleas of the politicians,!

the promptness with which he decided to!

act,— for many can see to the core of things,-;

and yet are not gifted with the power to de-i

termine in accordance with what they per-;

ceive,— and above all the celerity in putting]

resolve into execution— these are traits which
i

were displayed a hundred times afterward,;

and which brought in the end the same result!

to the general-in-chief as at Paducah they in-

1

sured to the district commander.
For eight weeks he was now employed'

teaching his men the very rudiments of war.
i

There was not a professional soldier in hisj

command. The troops and officers were alike
j

from civil hfe, and Grant was adjutant andi
quartermaster again, though on a larger scale.

\

Every detail of his past experience became'
of importance now. He wrote out his own;
orders, drilled his troops and instructed hisj

colonels, and never worked harder than while

preparing his recruits to take the field.
j

In November he was ordered to make a i

demonstration on Belmont. The story has

;

been often told— the movement down the'

Mississippi River, the elation of the raw troops

;

at last led out of camp, and the determination
\

of Grant, who perceived that their blood

;

was up, to convert the demonstration into '

a real attack. Three thousand men were

;

landed on the west bank, immediately under
|

the guns of Columbus, an important work
of the enemy on the opposite shore ; they

surprised and destroyed the hostile camp

;

but then, intoxicated with their triumph, they i

became at once uncontrollable ; they shouted
j

and ran around like school-boys, while their
,i

colonels made stump speeches for the Union.

!

The enemy, seeing this, recovered from their

jjanic, and reiinforcements were sent from
^

the eastern bank. Not a man in Grant's com-

1

mand had ever been in battle before, and it

.

was impossible to restore order, until at last •

he directed an officer to set fire to the camps, ^i
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This, as he had expected, drew the attention of

the gunners at Columbus, who opened on his

Uttle force; and the troops, perceiving their

danger, at length returned to the ranks.

But by this time the enemy had also re-

formed, and were ready to resist his march
to the transports. His own men were at first

greatly dismayed, and one of his officers

came up with the news :
" We are sur-

rounded." " Well," said Grant, " if that is

so, we must cut our way out as we cut our

way in. We have whipped them once, and
I think we can do it again." His own con-

fidence quickly inspired his command. The
troops took heart ; they did " cut their way
out as they cut their way in "

; they "whipped
'em again," and succeeded in all that had
been planned or desired.

This, Grant's earliest absolute battle, al-

though on so small a scale, illustrates, like

Paducah, many of the traits which were
afterward conspicuous in his military char-

acter. His sympathy with the troops at the

start, his steadiness under apparent disaster,

his promptness in an emergency, the grim

device of setting the camps on fire to draw
the attention of the enemy, and his ability to

restore confidence to the flustered recruits,

were all auguries of soldiership not afterward

belied.

x\fter this, every one of his great battles

brought out some peculiar personal quality

to which he was indebted for success. In a

war where the prowess of the soldiers was
equal, where the Southern enthusiasm was
matched by the Northern determination,

where the men were of the same race, and on
each side thought they were fighting for coun-

try and right, the individual qualities of the

leaders naturally told.

At Donelson, beyond all doubt, it was the

personal traits of Grant that secured the vic-

tory ; both in the movements preceding the

attack and in the battle itself, the influence

of the individual man is unmistakable. Nu-
merous soldiers, it is said, had early recog-

nized the importance of capturing the place.

McClellan, Buell, Halleck, CuUum, all may,
perhaps, lay claim to a perception of the

advantages to follow from its fall. But, while

they were considering and discussing these

advantages. Grant proceeded and accom-
plished the task. He proposed it to Halleck,

his immediate commander, who was prob-

ably at that moment contemplating the en-

terprise, and, not a little chagrined, rebufted

his intrusive subordinate. Grant, however,
kept in ignorance of what his superior may
have been ])lanning, renewed the suggestion,

and Halleck finally gave the orders. Cirant

started the next day, and four days after-

ward Fort Henry fell. On the 6th of Feb-
ruary he announced the fact to Halleck:
" Fort Henry is ours. I shall take and de-
stroy Fort Donelson on the 8th, and return
to Fort Henry." Halleck, however, preferred
more cautious proceedings, and telegraphed :

" Hold on to Fort Henry at all hazards. Shov-
els and picks will be sent to strengthen Fort
Henry. The guns should be arranged so as
to resist an attack." Grant thought the surest
way to defend Fort Henry was to attack
Fort Donelson, and while Halleck was or-

dering picks and shovels for the Tennessee,
he was asking for heavy ordnance on the
Cumberland. This continued till the fall of
the place, and the day of the surrender
Halleck's chief of staff, who had not heard
the news, telegraphed to Grant " not to be
too rash."

It was, however, in the thick of the battle

of Fort Donelson that his first great feat of
generalship was achieved. He was ofi" the
field, consulting with the naval commander,
when the enemy, encompassed and disheart-

ened, determined to break through the na-
tional lines. They came out before daybreak,
throwing themselves in force against Grant's
right. The struggle was severe, but the

national troops were pushed back more than
a mile. At this juncture Grant arrived on the

field. He found his own men not yet recov-

ered from the shock of battle, but doggedly
retiring, while the enemy, though successful

up to a certain point, had not absolutely

broken through the lines. There was no pur-

suit, and the battle had evidently lulled, not

ended. The new troops, however, were flus-

tered, and reported that the enemy had come
out with their haversacks filled, as if they

meant to stay out and fight for several days.

Grant at once perceived the significance

of the circumstance. " Are the haversacks

filled ? " he inquired. " Then they mean to

fight their way out. They have no idea of

staying here to fight us." The whole intent

of the enemy was apparent to him in an

instant. They were despairmg. This was the

moment, when both sides were hard pressed,

to convert resistance into victory. " Which-
ever party first attacks now," he said, " will

win, and the Rebels will have to be very quick

if they beat me." He ordered an instant at-

tack on the left, where the troops had not

been engaged, and before night the fate of

Fort Donelson was determined.

General Grant has often told me that there

comes a time in every hard-fought battle when
both armies are nearly or (juite exhausted

and it seems impossil)le for either to do more.

This he believes to be the turning-point

;

whichever afterwartl first renews the fight
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is sure to win. He acted upon this belief, not

onlv at Donelson.but at Shiloh, and time after

time again. In the Vicksburg campaign, in the

Wilderness— always when odds and obstacles

were even, or perhaps against him, when both

his own men and the enemy were exhausted

— then to proceed or to hold out unreason-

ably brought victor}-. The general or the

man who does what can neither be expected

nor required is the one who succeeds.

At Shiloh the same quality was manifest.

At a certain moment in this battle the national

troops were thrust back nearly to the river.

The reenforcements had not arrived ; a part

of the command was broken ; thousands had

been taken prisoner, and thousands had fled

to the rear. At this juncture General Buell

came upon the field, in advance of his troops,

still miles away. It was the darkest moment
of the day. He rode up to Grant near the

river, and, seeing the crowd of cravens there,

supposed that all was lost. " What prepara-

tions have you made for retreating, Cxeneral ?
"

he inquired. Grant replied, " I haven't de-

spaired of whipping them yet." '* But if you

should be whipped," said the other, " how
will vou get your men across the river ? These

transports will not take ten thousand men."

"If 1 have to cross the river," said Grant,
*• ten thousand will be all I shall need trans-

ports for." His army was thirty thousand

strong.

On this day, also. General Sherman tells

that at four o'clock Grant was at his front,

and, despite the terrible fighting and the re-

verses he had sustained, gave orders to

assume the ofiensive in the morning. And
this was before Buell's advance had crossed

the Tennessee.

If Donelson, Belmont, and Shiloh illus-

trated the aggressive audacity and stubborn

determination, as well as the quickness of

perception and the celerity and certainty both

of decision and action, which distinguished

Grant in absolute battle, Vicksburg and Chat-

tanooga brought out the characteristics of his

strategy and the more purely military pecu-

liarities of his genius.

The long series of attempts on the north

and west of Vicksburg exhibited indeed the

persistency of resolve and fertility of resource

of the commander. The amphibious cam-
paign in the bayous and marshes and canals,

the ditches that were dug, the levees that

were cut, the troops that were carried on nar-

row tugs through devious channels or marched
at night by lighted candles through the cane-

brake, the transports that were run by the

Vicksburg batteries— all these make an epic

worthy of Homer in inciflent and interest;

but all these endeavors Grant never really

hoped would succeed. He was waiting dur-

ing all these months for the waters to subside,,

so that he could throw his army south of

Vicksburg. Then he undertook the campaign

.

which at once placed him in the front rank

of generals. The audacity which led him to
\

penetrate the enemy's country, cutting loose

from his base with thirty thousand men, car-

rying only three days' rations, and leaving

an army larger than his own between him-

self and his supplies, has only been equaled I

once, if ever, in recent history; while the

strategy which separated his antagonists,]

driving one eastward to strike him alone,
',

and then turning west to destroy the other,— \

surprising, deceiving, misleading, outmanoeu- i

vring the enemy, first dividing and then]

combining his own command, and finally

;

accomplishing the greatest surrender of men i

and material that had then been known in

!

modern war,—has no parallel except in the ex-
j

ploits of Moltke or Napoleon.
j

Chattanooga came next. This was the.;

most elaborate of all Grant's battles, thej

most like a game between skillful players,
j

Few battles in any war have ever been fought
|

so strictly according to the plan. The ma-;

noeuvring was in the presence and in sight of
j

the enemy. Grant fought with portions of-

three armies. One had been brought from!

the Mississippi and one from the Potomac,
|

and they came upon the field as if they hadj

been timed; they crossed a river and scaled;

a mountain according to order and under'

fire, while even the enemy performed his:

part as Grant had expected and desired.

,

This battle more closely resembled those of

European commanders and European fields

'

than any other great engagement of the]

American war. It was the only one on such':

a scale where the movements of each army

.

were visible, the only one in which the com-

,

manding general could watch the operations!

in person, could perceive the movements he!

directed, and trust to his own observations;

to continue or vary his designs. And, while

undoubtedly the contingencies that were un-

;

foreseen contributed to the result,— for Grant i

always knew how to avail himself of unex-1

pected emergencies,— it still remains that this

:

battle was fought as nearly according to thei

plan laid down in advance as any recorded!

in the schools.
i

In the last year of the war, after Grant be-

came general-in-chief, there was need for a,

combination of his best traits— for the de-^

termination which carried him through thCj;

Wilderness, which refused to be recalled from;

Richmond when Early threatened Washing-||

ton, which kept him immovable in front of/

Petersburg when the country was impatient.
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at his apparent lack of success ; for the daring

which sanctioned Sherman's march against

the opinion and wish of the Executive ; for

the decision that told when the moment had
come to assault the works that had detained

him so long. But in addition to all this— as

general-in-chief— Grant had to command
armies separated by thousands of miles, to

had no false pride of opinion, no hesitation
in undoing what he had ordered; but if the
circumstances remained the same, he never
doubted his own judgment. I asked him once
how he could be so calm in terrible emer-
gencies, after giving an order for a corps to
go into battle, or directing some intricate

manoeuvre. He replied that he had done his

plan campaigns that extended over a year, to best and could do no better; others might
match one command against another, to bal- have ordered more wisely or decided more
ance the different forces, to weave a tangled fortunately, but he was conscious that he had
skein into a single web, to play a game as done what he could, and he gave himself no
intricate as ever taxed the subtlest or pro- anxiety about the judgment or the decision,
foundest intellect ; against an antagonist Of course he was anxious about the accom-
wary, untiring, determined, and astute; with plishment of his plans, but never as to whether
stakes of the most tremendous character, of he ought to have attempted them. So, on the
reputation to himself and existence to his night of the battle of the Wilderness, when the
cause ; and he won. Courage and means and right of his army had been broken and turned,
moral support, all were necessary ; an army after he had given his orders for new disposi-

to follow, subordinates to carry out his plans, tions, he went to his tent and slept calmly till

the country to back him ; but none nor all of morning.

these would have sufficed without the highest This confidence, which was not arrogance,
sagacity as a soldier. A weak man would have for he often spoke of Sherman as the great-
succumbed under such a responsibility ; a est soldier living, and afterward of Sheridan
man with less ability would have been unable to

wield the power or the weapons intrusted to

Grant. He was equal to all his opportunities.

At the close of the war, the man who had led

m equal strains— this confidence engen-
dered composure, and left all his faculties at

his own disposal. This was the secret of his

courage, and of the steadiness which held
the victorious armies was not forty-three years him to his purpose, not only in a single battle

of age. He had not changed in any essential like Shiloh, but through the tremendous losses

qualities from the captain in Mexico or the and encounters of the Wilderness campaign,
merchant in Galena. The daring and resource All through those terrible forty days and nights
that he showed at Donelson and Vicksburg he never wavered ; he never once thought of
had been foreshadowed at Panama and Garita retiring ; he never once quailed. After the
San Cosme ; the persistency before Richmond
was the development of the same trait which
led him to seek subsistence in various occu-
pations, and follow fortune long deferred

through many unsuccessful years. Developed
by experience, taught by circumstance, learn-

ing from all he saw and even more from what

fiercest fighting, and the most awful destruc-

tion of life, he still knew and felt that only by
fresh effort of the same sort could he conquer,
and gave the orders grimly, but unshaken
still.

Not that he was indifferent to human life or

human suffering. I have been with him when
he did, as few have ever been developed or he left a hurdle race, unwilling to see men
taught, or have learned, he, nevertheless,

maintained the self-same personality through
it all. The characteristics of the man were
exactly those he manifested as a soldier— di-

rectness and steadiness of purpose, clearness

risk their necks needlessly; and he came away
from one of Blondin's exhibitions at Niagara,

angry and nervous at the sight of one poor
wretch in gaudy clothes crossing the whirlpool

on a wire. But he could subordinate such
and certainty of judgment, self-reliance and sensations when necessity required it. He
immutable determination. risked his life, and was ready to sacrifice it.

Grant's genius too, was always ready; it for his country; and he was ready, if need
was always brightest in an emergency. All came, to sacrifice his countrymen, for he knew
his faculties were sharpened in battle ; the that they too made the oftering.

man who to some seemed dull, or even slow. It was undoubtedly as a fighter rather than

was then prompt and decided. When the cir- a manoeuvrer that (irant distinguished him-
cumstances were once presented to him, he
was never long in determining. He seemed
to have a faculty of penetrating at once to the

self He was ready with resource and prom])t

in decision at Belmont and Donelson, but it

was the invincible determination at both these

heart of things. He saw what was the point places as well as at Shiloh that won. .As with

to strike, or the thing to do, and he never men, so with armies and generals: skill and
wavered in his judgment afterward, unless, strength are tremendous advantages, but

of course, under new contingencies. Then he courage outweighs them all. I said something .

Vol. XXX.— 16.
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like this to him once in discussing a battle,

and asked if he concurred. " That is your

opinion," he replied ;
" let it pass." There

are friends of Grant who always urge nie not

to present this view of his character too

strongly. They say: "The world already is

inclined to think him a ' hammerer.' You
.should not ]jress this idea of force— even of

moral force." But I cannot forbear; it was
the moral force of the man, the courage

always, under adverse or favorable fortune,

the audacity at Vicksburg, the indomitable

defiance at Shiloh, the jjcrsistent determina-

tion in the Wilderness, that always brought

victory in the end.

And for my part I cannot see that this trait

is less admirable than technical skill or stra-

tegical astuteness. A quality that dominates

events as well as men, that compels circum-

stances and accomplishes the grandest results,

seems to me equal to that more ingenious, but

not necessarily more intellectual, even if more
brilliant and fascinating, attribute which at-

tains its purposes by circuitous roads or eva-

si\e means. And in the War of the Rebellion

no mere manoeuvring would have succeeded.

The enemy was not only too adroit, but, above
all, too determined, to be foiled by stratagems

alone. No skill would have tired out Lee.

No capture of places or outflanking of armies

would have annihilated the Confederacy. It

had to be stamped out ; its armies and its re-

sources had to be destroyed, its territory and
its people conquered; its soldiers killed. Its

own magnificent bravery, the spirit of its

armies, the heroism of its population, ren-

dered just such a course as Grant pursued
indispensable. His greatness lay in the fact

that he perceived the situation, and adapted
his means to the end. His good fortune was
that his nature was fitted for just such emer-
gencies.

The world is right ; it was by energy and
tenacity that he won, and that the nation was
saved. It was because he held up the Gov-
ernment and persisted with his army that the

country remained firm and the enemy finally

lost heart. Those opposed to him felt that it

was hopeless to struggle against a man with

the determination of fate itself; and the suffer-

ing, anxious crowds at home, amid their tears,

felt that the cup could not jjass from them.
Only through blood and suftering are nations

saved.

Nevertheless, it was not mere brute force

that availed. The man who devised the vari-

ous attempts to penetrate the marshes around
Vicksburg was not destitute of invention, and
he who conceived and executed the subse-

quent campaign can never be said to have
accomplished his most brilliant successes by

butchery or hammering ; while, above all, he
who was capable of the combinations that
stretched across a continent, who could direct

the operations of a twelvemonth so that every
movement was part of the jilan, and finally

concentrate all his forces toward a single

l)oint and consummate exactly what he set

out to ilo a year before, with a conqjleteness
unexam])le(l then, and unsurpassed since in

war, may laugh at the critics who pronounce
him inapt or blundering.

In battle, as in strategical movements, Grant
always meant to take the initiative; he always
advanced, was always the aggressor, always
sought to force his plans upon the enemy;
and if by any chance or cin umstance the
enemy attacked, his method of defense was
an attack elsewhere. At Donelson, as we have
seen, when his troops were ]jushed back on
the right he assaulted on the left ; and this

was only one instance out of a hundred. This,

too, not only liecause he was the invader, or
because his forces were numerically stronger,

but because it was his nature in war to assail.

In the Vicksburg campaign his army was
smaller than Pemberton's; yet he was the

aggressor. In the operations about luka his

position was a defensive one, but he attacked
the enemy all the same. It was his idea of

war to attack incessantly and advance inva-

riably, and thus to make the operations of

the enemy a part and jjarcel of his own.
Nevertheless, no one was (juicker than he

to perceive the new ])ossibilities that battle is

constantly oftering. He always left his plans

open to change; and some of his greatest suc-

cesses were suggested and achieved in conse-

quence of the mistakes of the enemy. The
final assault at Donelson was i)rovoked by the

Rebel attack on the right; the battle of Cham-
pion's Hill in the Vicksburg campaign was
unplanned until invited by Pemberton's blun-

ders; the reenforcements with which Sheridan

conquered at Five Forks were not sent until

Lee had attempted to overwhelm him.

Like most great soldiers. Grant was indif-

ferent to fatigue in the field. He could out-

ride the youngest and hardiest of his officers,

and endured the lack of food or the loss of

sleep longer than any of his staft". Yet he

slept late whenever it was possible, and never

put himself to needless trouble. So, too, he

never braved danger unnecessarily ; he was

not excited by it. but was simply indifferent

to it, was calm when others were aroused. I

have often seen him sit erect in his saddle

when every one else instinctively shrank as a

shell burst in the neighborhood. Once he

sat on the ground writing a disj)atch in a fort

just captured from the enemy, but still com-
manded bv another near. A shell burst im-
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mediately over him, but his hand never shook,

he did liot look up, and continued the dis-

patch as calmly as if he had been in camp.

This calmness was the same in the greatest

moral emergencies. At the surrender ot Lee

he was as impa.ssive as on the most ordinary

occasion ; and until some of us congratulated

him, he seemed scarcely to have realized that he

had accomplished one of the greatest achieve-

ments in modern history. It did not occur

to him to enter Richmond as a conqueror

when that city fell ; nor to cross inside the

Rebel lines at Apj^omattox until his officers

requested it. Then he consented, but meeting

Lee at the outposts, he stopped to talk with

him for a couple of hours, until the time was

past. He returned that day to Washington,

and never saw the inside of the lines that had

resisted him for a year.

His relations with the troops were peculiar.

He never made speeches to the soldiers, and

of course never led them himself into battle

after he assumed his high commands. But

in every battle they saw him certainly once

or twice far to the front, as exposed as they;

for there always seemed to come a time in

each engagement when he was unwilling to

use the eyes or ears of another, but must ob-

serve for himself in order to determine. The
soldiers saw all this ; they knew, too, that when
he rode around in camp it meant action,

and the sight of his blue overcoat, exactly

like their own. was a signal to prepare for

battle. They found out his character and
respected his qualities. They felt that he meant
well, although when the time came he spared

them not, for the cause. Thus, though so un-

demonstrative, he awoke a genuine enthu-

siasm. After the battle of the Wilderness he

rode at night along the road where Hancock's
veterans lay, and when the men discovered

it was Grant, and that his face was turned

toward Richmond, they knew in a moment
they were not to retire across the Rapidan as

so often before ; and they rose in the darkness

and cheered until the enemy thought it was
a night attack and came out and ojjcned

fire. When the works were carried at Peters-

burg, their enthusiasm was of course un-

bounded ; and whenever they caught a glim|)se

of him in the Appomattox campaign, the

cheers were vociferous. .After the surrender

of Lee they began without orders to salute

him with cannon, but he directed the firing

to cease, lest it should wounc] the fechngs of

the prisoners, who, he said, were once again

our countrymen.
This sentiment he retained. Soon after the

close of the war I was present when a com-
mittee of Congress, headed by Charles Sum-
ner, waited on him to propose that a picture

should be painted of the surrender of Lee, to
\

be placed in the rotunda of the Capitol. But '

he told them he should never consent, so far ,

as he was concerned, to any picture being
\

placed in the Capitol to commemorate a
i

victory in which our own countrymen were
\

the losers. i

His friendship for Sherman all the w'orld I

knows. It had, however, two great exempli-
,

fications which should not be omitted from the
;

portraiture. When Sherman had finished his
\

March to the Sea, and had come out success-
;

ful at Savannah, the country of course rang with i

plaudits. Grant had been sitting quietly be-

fore Richmond for months and apparently had
accomplished nothing, while his great subor- ,

dinate had not only captured Atlanta, but had 1

absolutely marched through the Confederacy,
j

It was at once proposed to raise Sherman to i

the same rank with Grant, and make him ca-

pable of supreme command. Sherman heard
|

of this, and promptly wrote to Grant :
" I

j

have wTitten to John Sherman to stop it. I '

would rather have you in command than any !

one else. ... I should emphatically decline

any commission calculated to bring us into '

rivalry." To this Grant replied :
" No one

\

would be more pleased at your advancement
,

than I, and if you should be placed in my
!

position and I put subordinate, it would not
1

change our relations in the least. I would i

make the same exertions to support you that

you have done to support me, and I would
do all in my power to make our cause win."

j

These were not mere professions on either
\

side. They were pledges in the view of pos-
;

sible contingencies. And they would have
j

been fulfilled.

There were many during the war and after-
'

ward who declared and believed that Sher-
'

man thought himself the superior of Grant,

and that he should have come out foremost

;

who represented many of his actions as

prompted by rivalry or jealousy ; but it was
;

impossible to shake Grant's confidence in
i

liis friend. I never saw^ him so angry as
'

when I showed him Stanton's denunciation
!

of the terms of peace that Sherman had
granted Johnston. He declared it was " in-

famous " to inii)Ute any but patriotic motives

to a man who had served the country as Sher-

man had. And although he was empowered,
and in fact ordered, to proceed to Sherman's

i

army and " direct in pers(;n the operations

against the enemy," he scrupulously refrained
j

from assuming ])ersonal command. He might,

under his orders, have received the surrender :

of Johnston as well as of Lee, snatching the
j

laurels that his friend had fairly earned; but|
the enemy did not know of his arrival until I

after the terms were signed, and Grant went
'
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back to Washington without having seen the

Rebel army, and without his presence having

been generally known even to Sherman's
command.

This friendship did not end with the war.

Shortly before his first inauguration as Presi-

dent, while he was still general-in-chief, Mr.

Blaine, then Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives, proposed to Grant that a resolution

should be introduced in both Houses of Con-
gress giving him a leave of absence for four

years, so that he could resume his position in

the army at the close of his Presidency. The
rank of general, it was said, had been created

for him, and he should not be called on to

relinquish the place and emoluments bestowed
for a lifetime, because in order to serve the

country he had accepted even a higher position,

which tould only last four years. The offer

was made in the name of a large majority of

both Houses ; but Grant declined it peremp-
torily. He said he could not sleep at night if

he felt that he had deprived Sherman and
others of the promotion they had earned as

fairly as he could be said to have deserved

his own. His refusal was final, and the reso-

lution was not proposed.

He formed a similar friendship for Sheridan,

but this began later in the war, and has gone
on ripening since. His admiration for the

present general-in-chief is equally outspoken
and generous, and he thinks and says to-day

that Sheridan is the peer of any soldier living.

McPherson also was a dear friend; to

Rawlins he was warmly attached ; and with

all his immediate subordinates he lived on
terms of comparative intimacy, and with some
of personal friendship. He had the faculty in

a large degree, which nearly or quite all great

commanders possess, of attaching those

brought closely about him. His personal staff

were, without exception, devoted to him; any
one of them would have risked his life for his

chief had he known he must share the fate of

Desaix when he sacrificed himself for Na-
poleon. In the last year of the war they or-

ganized a system at City Point by which one
sat up on guard of him every night to watch
against plots of the enemy ; for there had been

k devices of dynamitic character, and attempts
not only to capture, but to assassinate promi-

_
nent national officers.

That camp life at City Point can never be

f
forgotten by those who shared it, living in

Sunimer in a group of tents, in winter in rude
huts, of which the commander-in-chief's was
larger, but in no other respect better than that
or tlie humblest captain on the staff. He
sbarc'i his table with all his aides-de-camp,
ar.d a I night he always joined the circle

ajf'und the camp-fire, and told his stories or
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conversed about old comrades, and discussed
the chances of Sherman on his march or of
Sheridan in the Valley, of Thomas at Nash-
ville or of Butler at Fort Fisher. But with all

this familiarity he jjreserved exactly the de-
gree of reticence that he intended. He never
betrayed what he meant should be sec ret, and
though willing to listen to suggesticnis as to

movements or jjlans, he made no remark in

reply. In the middle of a conversation he
would leave the circle, enter his tent, write

out a telegram without consulting any one,

and returning say, " I have ordered Thomas
to fight to-morrow," or, " I have sent another
division to Sheiidan." Thus he gave his or-

ders for the last assault on Petersburg
; thus,

too, in spite of urgent endeavors on the part

of Rawlins and others to change the plan, he
wrote the final permission to Sherman to start

for the sea.

For all his great determinations were his

own, he was never averse to availing him-
self of the ideas of others, and, as I must al-

ways repeat, no man ever learned the lesson

of experience quicker, or applied it more ab-

solutely. But the suggestions of others were
presented simply, and either accepted or re-

jected as his judgment dictated ; he was never

persuaded. And if he took up an idea that

he found, it was so developed by his own mind
that it became as original in reality as if he

had conceived the germ. Every one who
might be called an associate felt this. Sherman
resented the ascription to himself of the origin

of the Vicksburg campaign, and has often told

the story of his ol)jection to the movement
with loyal and splendid magnanimity.

There are many traits in (Jrant resembling

those displayed by Moltke. All great soldiers

indeed have much in common, but ])erhaps

the parallel between these two is closer than

any other in recent history. Both lived simply

and almost unknown to their countrymen for

many years. Moltke, it is true, remained in

his profession and was more fortunate as the

world goes ; but until the great oi)portunity

came he also was comparatively obscure. Both

are plain in behavior, modest under unex-

ampled success, undemonstrative in manner,

simple in habits and tastes, unassuming and

retiring though thrust into the highest posi-

tions. Neither ever sought advancement, but

each earned it by his deeds. Both are admir-

able in the family, and attach friends warmly

despite their reserved and dispassionate de-

meanor.
Both have displayed in their i)ublic career

the tremendous determination, the sustained

energy, the ])ersistency of iiurjiose which the

world has recognized. Both have exhibited

the power to hurl men in successive ma.sses
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to certain danger or even destruction in order

to gain the victory- which tliey deemed essen-

tiaf to their countr)-, as well as the ability to

control different armies simultaneously on the

widest theaters, moving them in apparently

opposite directions only to concentrate them

at last for a single aim. The manoeuvres in

the early days of the Franco- German war

have a similarity in their suddenness and

celerity and success to the rapid strokes of

the Vicksburg campaign ; while the great com-

binations that spread over all France, and

finally resulted in Sedan and Metz and the

fall of Paris, are not unlike those by which

Grant controlled Sherman and Thomas and

Sheridan, and brought about the surrenders

of Lee and Johnston, and the capture of Rich-

mond. One general struck down an empire

and accomplished the capitulation of a sover-

eign ; the other overthrew a rebellion greater

than the world had ever seen before, and
stamped out every vestige of resistance on a

continent.

When the war was over. Grant's popularity

naturally knew no bounds. No American
ever received during his lifetime such a una-

nimity of praise. But he remained unchanged,

as simple when the foremost man in all the

country as when earning his daily bread in a

little inland town. I accompanied him when
he returned to Cialena, and after the first burst

of enthusiasm among those who had been his

fellow-citizens had subsided, he resumed much
of his life of former years, visited and received

his earlier friends without any assumption of

superiority, took tea in the little houses of

Galena, and chatted with his neighbors about
their crops and gains, as if he had never
commanded generals nor manoeuvred a million

of men across a continent.

He was as popular at the South as at the

North. The men whom he had conquered
never forgot his magnanimity. A few months
after .Appomattox he made a tour through
the .Southern States, and then entered Rich-
mond for the first time. Had he been the

savior instead of the captor of the town, he
could hardly have been more cordially re-

ceived. The .Southerners felt indeed that he
had been a savior to them. He had saved
them from the rancor and revengeful spirit

of many at the North. The terms he had
granted them at .\ppomattox were unexam-
pled for clemency ; and when Andrew John-
son attempted to violate those terms, (irant

declared he would resign his position in the

army unless they were respected. At Rich-
mond, Raleigh, Charleston, Savannah, the

most important Southerners, civilians and sol-

diers, made it their duty to call u[jon him, to

welcome him, to show him their gratitude.

At Raleigh the State Legislature was in 'ses

sion, and he was invited to be present, anc

the body rose as he entered the capitol whicl

his armies had captured not six months be
fore. Important Southerners soon addressee

him, requesting him to become a candidate

for the Presidency, assuring him of the unan-
imous desire of the South to see him at the

head of the Government. General Richarc
Taylor came to me on this errand, and urgec
that Grant should allow himself to become
the candidate of the Democrats.

But Grant was then averse to entering

politics. I have rarely seen him more indig-

nant than when individuals with little or no ac-

quaintance persisted in declaring that he must
be the next President. For years his nearest

friends never heard him express a willingness

to accept a nomination. To my certain*knowl-

edge both political parties made overtures to

him both during and after the war; but it

was not until the breach between the Execu-
tive and Congress, and the impeachment of

Johnson, that he thought it his duty to allow

his name to be used. He regretted extremely
the original harshness of Mr. Johnson, and
frequently interposed to modify his views on
to palliate the past offenses of Southerners;^

he obtained numerous pardons in the daysj

when clemency was not the rule, and only)

the weight of his great services could have'

prevailed ; but when Mr. Johnson swung to the^

other extreme, conteneied with Congress, and!

was anxious to set up his own policy in op-;

position to that of the mass of the people who;
had won. Grant thought he had no choice

and threw in his lot with those with whom he;

had fought.

He never, however, lost his hold on the

Southerners. In 1880, on his return fromi

Europe, his reception at the South was as^

enthusiastic as at the North, and thousands]

of Southern Democrats assured his political;

friends that had he been nominated at Chicago,
the mass of the Southern vote would havei

been thrown in his favor. Whether they were'

right or wrong, no one now can tell ; but that]

a large number of prominent Southerners were!

of this opinion shows the feeling that must
have existed at the South for him who foughti

them to the end.
]

The man of war, indeed, always preferred

peace. He never liked his profession. InJ

England, when the Duke of Cambridge of-

fered him a review, the courtesy was de-'-j

clincd; and Grant declared to his intimate-sj

that a review was the last thing he desired S-o\

sec. He had seen soldiers enough, he said, toj

last him a lifetime. \

The great measure of his Presidency wasj

the treaty with England, which submitted thejj
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differences between the two countries to ar-

bitration instead of war ; and this, although
no one felt more keenly than he the conduct
of England during the Rebellion, and, as a

soldier, no one could see more plainly the im-

mense advantages we might have retained

had the Treaty of Washington never been
jigned. But he always regarded the nego-
tiation of that treaty as the great achievement
Df his administration, and he was in some
;ort rewarded by the extraordinary reception

lie met with in England.

I had been living in that country officially

for some years when General Grant visited

England. I supposed that he would be re-

:eived by the important people in a manner
becoming their own station and his illustrious

position and fame ; but the popular enthu-

>iasm that his arrival evoked was a mar-
i^el. It equaled anything in the ovations

It home immediately after the war. Streets

ivere illuminated, triumphal arches built, holi-

days were proclaimed because he entered a

:own ; the whole population crowded to see

lim, and were as eager to shake his hand as

:hose whom he had helped to save. Every
yreat city welcomed him officially ; he was the

^uest of the Queen and the Prince of Wales.
Lord Wharncliffe, the bitterest enemy the

Union had in the whole nobility, toasted him
It public dinners, and declared :

" Had Gen-
eral Grant been an Englishman, I should not
low be responding for the House of Lords, for

le would have been a duke." And always in

England this enthusiasm was avowedly based
3n the fact that, although a great soldier, he
lad, as President, referred a grave inter-

lational dispute to a peaceful tribunal instead

Df the arbitrament of war.

The same simplicity which he had mani-
fested at Galena was retained at the table of
cings. Some one in England inclined to cavil

:riticised his lack of loquacity and compara-
:ive plainness of behavior ; but one who could
sympathize with him in both respects, the pres-

ent Earl of Derby, declared there could be
10 question about General Grant. The man
n\\o had achieved what all knew he had per-

brmed, and could retain his simplicity and

modesty, must be a very great man. This
was the universal verdict.

As all the world knows, his triumphal
procession continued for years. He passed
through every country of Europe and the
most important of Africa and Asia, enjoying
an experience that had never before fallen to
man. No great personage of ancient or mod-
ern times ever made such a journey. He was
received everywhere as the equal of the po-
tentates of the earth. The sovereigns of Eu-
rope, the Sultan of Turkey, the Czar of Russia,
the Pope, the Khedive, the Emperors of Ger-
many and China and Japan, all met him on
a level. The Czar took him by tlie hand and
led him to a sofa, talked statecraft with him
and compared experiences, asked how he did
when his ministers were troublesome and
what was his practice in popular emergencies,
while Gortschakoff stood behind and helped
his master to a word or a phrase when his

English halted. Something of the same sort

happened with the Emperor of Germany

;

while the Mikado of Japan and the King of
Siam were anxious to learn politics of him.
Then came the statesmen themselves— Bis-

marck and Gortschakoff and Beaconsfield
and Gambetta, who could approach him as

they would not or could not a sovereign, and
were equally anxious to compare notes with
the American President; and so with others of

high degree. Last of all. Grant, being a genuine
democrat, went among the people themselves,

talked with them, studied them, understood
them as no sovereign or aristocrat would be
able to do ; so that he went through three

tiers of experience — with the monarchs, the

statesmen, the people; and being, as I say, a

thorough democrat and republican, believ-

ing in the people and being of the people, he
preserved not only his simplicity of habit and
taste amid the pomp of courts and the adula-

tion of the world, but his firm confidence in

the superiority of republican institutions and
of the American character. He saw the high-

est and best of modern civilization, and he

returned, if possible, a better democrat than

when he started.

Adam Baikaii.

BIRD-VOICES.

The robin and sparrow a-wing, in silver-throated accord
;

The low soft breath of a flute, and the deep short pick of a chord,

A golden chord and a flute, where the throat of the oriole swells

Fieldward, and out of the blue the passing of bobolink bells.

A. Lamptuan.



TOPICS OF THE TIME.

A New Volume of " The Century."

The present number of The Ce.vtury begins its

thirtieth half-ye.irly volume with a first edition of a
qaarter of a million copies.

Mr. Matthew Arnold, in his latest friendly com-
ments upon America, says that he is " not, by nature,
disposed to think so much as most people do of ' in-

stitutions
'

" ; whereas " Americans think and talk very
much oftheir' institutions."* But he adds that the more
he saw of America the more he found himself " led to
treat 'institutions' with increased respect." Until he
went to the United States he " had never seen a peo-
ple with institutions which seemed expressly and
thoroughly suited to it.'' Well, we think that Mr.
.\rnold will be quick to acknowledge that the illus-

trated magazine is an American "institution," and
one " expressly and thoroughly suited " to the coun-
try, and he must consider it merely an American trait

if it treat itself with respect. To be sure, Mr. Arnold
has, on another occasion, expressed himself as not
particularly impressed by mere numbers ; he prefers
quality to quantity, and has great faith in a saving
remnant. But we are pleased to be able to tell all
who think as Mr. Arnold does, that in its path of
"popular" success The Century has never felt it

necessary to " appeal downward." It is an unbounded
satisfaction for us to be able to put on record here, as a
compliment to the great audience of our countrymen,
and as an encouragement to all present and future
workers in similar fields, that popular success has,
from the beginning, followed The Century's un-
swerving attempts at greater thoroughness and excel-
lence in every department. Take the matter of wood-
engraving, for instance : for what is the new school- the so-called American school — celebrated, except
for Its delicacy, its refinement, its artistic expressive-
ness ? .And the American romancists and novelists—
have they been blamed for a lack of, or rather, indeed,
for an excess of, refinement and subtlety ?

Those who are actively and eagerly engaged in an
enterprise are not the ones to give a final judgment
upon It. There are faults which they may not be fully
aware of, and tenrlencies, good or bad, which they
cannot discern. At the same time, experience has
Uught them some things which can profitablv be
told, and their views and aims may have at least a
curious interest. The conduct of a periodical which
twelve times a year, reaches an audience of not much
less than a million of people, is so grave a care that
those who bear it up-on their minds and hearts natu-
rally feci a desire to make friends with this great
multitude to a.sk for their sympathy, to appeal to
their confidence, and, in a certain way, to share with
them the burden of responsibility.
This is not a fantastic idea. 'it is a real thing.

rherc are some who deprecate the very existence of
the pr^pular magazines upon which our American
writers are so largely dependent -especially depend-

ent in the deplorable absence of international coj
right laws, which would not only give them reven
from abroad, but protect them at home from the bs
competition of stolen literary wares. There are son
we say, who fear that our literature may lose in fran
ness and in force from the supposed necessity of tri-
ming too consciously to the taste of an audience whj
has many sensitive and hypercritical elements. Thd
is some truth in this. It cannot be denied that muchi
the world's most valuable literature, sacred and seculd
could never reach the public through the pages of til

" family magazine." There is, moreover, a certain ui
written guarantee that every periodical evolves frq
its own history and habit. It behooves all co^
cerned to see to it that the limitations of the popuU
periodical do not have a narrowing or flattening eflfd

upon current literature ; do not put our best write
into a sort of literary bondage ; do not repress ori
inality and individuality either of style or of opinio:
It may be said on this point that while the world w
always have its share of the long-eared race, fo
tunately the number of the over-anxious and tl
super-sensitive seems to be growing yearly less coi
siderable; and the idea is rapidly passing away tb
editors are bound to the infinite task of themselv«!
entertaining every shade of opinion and belief e-'<

pressed by the various writers for the periodical wii;
which they are connected. Readers aflford help t

editors by being tolerant, open-minded, and syirl
pathetic, with " many moods of many minds," a
editors themselves must be.

In a country like this, of enormous extent, and wid'
divergences in local opinions, customs, and legislatior'
the modern « popular magazine "— with its fresh an

'

graphic records of the various geographical, socia
industrial, educational, scientific, artistic, and religion
phenomena and enterprises of our great democrati
empire— is a national factor of no little importance
If self-knowledge is of the highest consequence to th^
man, it is no less so to the empire of men; an(
what agency can be more powerful to this end thai I

those periodicals which are written, not by loca^
coteries of writers, however able, or however sincenij
in their convictions, but that draw from every quar
ter the best that can be found,— periodicals A/hicI
look to no locality for support and audience, bu'
rather to the intelligence of the entire country anc
continent ?

The truth of these remarks is borne in upon us ir
contemplation of the discussion now going on in Tht.
Century with regard to the pressing question as .Jc

the reorganization of society in the Southern State
)

of our Union— one of ihe gravest and most difficuh I

with which humanity in any age has had to deal. Or
\this question, owing, in some degree, to the blindin jj

effect of inherited views and party bitterness, the North |i

needs information as to facts; the South needs to pr (j

Itself more and more in a position where it ca U

observe facts with a calmer and deeper vision. Th
[



JOHN BROWN AT HARPER'S FERRY.*

THE FIGHT AT THE ENGINE-HOUSE, AS SEEN BY ONE OK HIS PRISONERS.

S to Tohn Brown and his appearance at more and Ohio Railroad, then in ^^h^rge of

HariDer's Ferry, probably there is no one a very trusty negro, who slept in the build-

nvS who can tell more of that affair ing. Upon Brown's men demandmg admit-

an myself as I then lived at Harper's Ferry, tance, he refused to let them come m,saymg

fd was T uHsoner of Brown's until rescued he was in charge, and his instructions were to

General Kr^E Lee, then colonel in the let no one in at night. He was then shot

nSd sfates Amy Prio^ to Brown's sudden down, a negro faithful to his trust being the

3nearance at the Ferry, there had been seen first victim of those whose mission it was to

Mhe nXhbors small squads of men with free the African race from bondage.

icks and spades moving about the moun-

in-sides, making small excavations here and

lere, pretending to be looking for gold, of

hich they declared the mountains were full.

They went repeatedly to the small prop

Brown's party next proceeded to the

hotel, rapped up the landlord, put him un-

der arrest, and placed guards at the doors,

so that no one could go out or come in. All

this was in perfect quiet at dead of night.

:t -or;?Vy1!:rro b'u land, untU afl tie They went next to ,^ace guards.at the ars.

dlhborhood wa? much^xcited, and they nal and armories, and fix their p.ckes a all

ad succeeded in diverting the minds of the the streets, so that no one could come or go
ad succeeaea m ^'\^'\^ , . . nicked up and placed
eople from their real object.

These men had rented a house near the

erry, where they were seen in small parties,

ut never in such large numbers as to excite

uspicion.

Some of them often came to the Ferry,

who was not at once picked up and placed

with an armed guard over him and com-

pelled to be silent.

Next they divided their force, sending

Cook with some men to seize Colonel Wash-

ington and other slaveholders. These gen-
Some 01 them otten came lo uic xcn^, mfev-v^" — —

, , r i,.^^ or>ri

.ut they evcited no suspicion, as strangers tlemen Brown's party waked from sleep and

ere alU-f here viewing the scenery and compelled to go with them as prisoners, at

Government works. Brow', himself was said the same time takmg all the slaves they could

o have been seen there often, but I do not find, carnages, horses, etc.

°colkct meeting him, and feel sure his ap- With the prisoners and property they had

)earancewoud have made an impression on collected, they returned to Harpers Ferry

ne When his plans were matured, by the aid before daylight, and thence across the bndge

^f one Cook, who was a citizen of the town, into Maryland and Pennsylvania. Jh
gentle^

e determined to make his invasion to release men arrested were left as prisoners .r^h John

he negroes of Virginia from servitude. Brown. This seems to have been the p
o-

HiS descent upon the town was in this wise: gramme for the night;
^^^^^'i .T M,rred

3nsLdayn4ht,Oct. i6, 1859, about twelve duction to John Brown, and what occurred

Dr one o'clock, the gate-keeper of the bridge afterwards
,.^,,.^nfc; nme

ver the Potomac lladmg into Maryland was About daylight one
0/ -> ^^

^^^^^^^^^^3^

startled by the steady tramp of many men to my room door and told me the^^ ^^

approaching the gate, having with them war m the street. I, of course, got up _at

once, dressed, and went out, my dwelling

being immediately on the street. Lpon look-

ino- round I saw nothing exciting. 'I he only

pe^'rson in view was a man from the countrv,

who was riding rapidly, and I supposed he had

wagons, who, upon reaching the gate, or-

dered it to be opened to them. This the

gate-keeper refused to do, saying they were

strangers. They, however, while parleying

with him, seized him and, presenting a pistol wuu u a= XU....5 -1—v • ";
V" V

^ \^^,^^ stopped
at his head, compelled him to be silent. They 1°^^some of his egroes^.ho had^^^^^

then wrenched off the locks and came over, ^^ jhe^gate^of the^bn^
.^^^

within the armorv inclosure, and not more

than a hundred yards from my dwelling. As

I proceeded I saw a man come out of an

alley near me, then another, and another,

he thinks about sixty strong, though he was

evidently frightened and could not speak

with accuracy.

Upon getting over, the first building taken

possession of was the depot of the Balti-

^ See " The John Brown Raid," illustrated^ in Th. Ch.t.rv for^Jul^, xS8> By^Ue^^, R^ l^o^;^^

Frank B. Sanborn.- Mr. Daingerfield was Acting Paymaster at the lime, ne

Confederate Armory at Goldsboro, N. C, with rank of Captain.
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all coming towards me. When they came up
to me I inquired what all this meant ; they
said, nothing, only they had taken posses-

sion of the Government works.

I told them they talked like crazy men.
They answered, '• Not so crazy as you think,

as you will soon see." Up to this time I had
not seen any arms

;
presently, however, the

men threw back the short cloaks thev wore,

and displayed Sharjjes's rifles, pistols, and
knives. Seeing these, and fearing something
serious was going on, I told the men I

believed I would return to my quarters.

They at once cocked their guns, and told me
I was a prisoner. This surprised me, of
course, but I could do nothing, being entirely

unarmed. I talked with them some little time
longer, and again essayed to return to my
house; but one of the men stepped before
me, presented his gun, and told me if I

moved I would be shot down. I then asked
them what they intended to do with me.
They said I was in no personal danger; they
only wanted to carry me to their captain,

John Smith. I asked where Captain Smith
was. They answered, ''At the guard-house,
inside of the armory inclosure." I told them
I would go there, as that was the point for
which I first started. My office was at this
place, and I felt uneasy lest the vault might
have been broken open.

Upon reaching the gate I saw what, in-

deed, looked like war— negroes armed with
pikes, and sentinels with muskets all around.
When I reached the gate I was turned over
to " Captain Smith."
He called me by name, and asked if I

knew Colonel Washington and others, men-
tioning familiar names^ I said I did, and he
then said, " .sir, you will find them there," mo-
tioning me towards the engine-room.
We were not kept closely confined, but

were allowed to converse with him. I asked
him what his object was ; he replied, " To free
the negroes of \'irginia." He added that he
wa.s prepared to do it, and by twelve o'clock
would have fifteen hundred men with him
ready armed.

'

Up to this lime the citizenshadhardlvbegun
to move about, and knew nothing of the raid.
When they learned what was going on^

some fame out armed with old shot-guns|
and were themselves shot by concealed men!
All the stores, as well as the arsenal, were in
the hands of Brown's men, and it was impos-
sible to get cither arms or ammunition, there
I>emg harrily any private arms owned by citi-
zcn.s. At last, however, a few weapons were
obtamcd, and a bofly of citizens cro.ssed the
river and advanced from the Maryland side.
They made a vigorous attack, and in a few

minutes caused all the invaders who were n
killed to retreat to Brown inside of the a

mory gate. Then he entered the engine-hous
carrying his prisoners along, or rather part
them, as he made selections among them.

After getting into the engine-house wi'
his men, he made this speech :

" Gentleme
perhaps you wonder why I have selected y(
from the others. It is because I believe yc
to be the most influential, and I have only:
say now that you will have to share precise
the same fate that your friends extend to n
men." He began at once to bar the doors ar
windows, and to cut port-holes through tl

brick wall.

Then commenced a terrible firing fro:

without, from every point from which tl

windows could be seen, and in a few minut<
every window was shattered, and hundreds <

balls came through the doors. These shot
were answered from within whenever the a
tacking party could be seen. This was kej
up most of the day, and, strange to say, n
prisoner was hurt, though thousands of ball
were imbedded in the walls, and holes sh(
m the doors almost large enough for a ma
to creep through.

At night the firing ceased, for we were i

total darkness, and nothing could be seen i

the engine-house.

During the day and night I talked muc
with John Brown, and found him as brave i
a man could be, and sensible upon all sut
jects except slavery. Upon that question h
was a religious fanatic, and believed it wa
his duty to free the slaves, even if in doing a
he lost his own life.

During a sharp fight one of Brown's son
was killed. He fell; then trying to raise him
self, he said, "It is all over with me," am
died instantly.

Brown did not leave his post at the port
hole, but when the fighting ceased he walke.
to his son's body, straightened out his limbs
took off his trappings, then, turning to mt
said, " This is the third son I have lost m thi!

cause." Another son had been shot in th
morning and was then dying, haAing beei
brought in from the street. While Browi
was a murderer, yet I was constrained t(

think that he was not a vicious man, but wa
crazed upon the subject of slavery. Oftei
during the afiair in the engine-house, whef
his men would want to fire upon some on('
who might be seen passing. Brown would stoj
them, saying, "Don't shoot; that man is un
armed." 'I'he firing was kept up by our mei
all day and until late at night, and during
this time several of his men were killed; but
as I said before, none of the prisoners wen
hurt, though in great danger.
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During the day and night many proposi-

is pro and coti were made, looking to

Dwn's surrender and the release of the pris-

rs, but without result.

When Colonel Lee came with the Govern-

mt troops, at one o'clock at night, he at

ce sent a tlag of truce by his aide, J. E. B.

lart, to notify Brown of his arrival, and in

name of the United States to demand his

•render, advising him to throw himself upon

! clemency of the Government.

Brown declined to accept Colonel Lee's

ms, and determined to await the attack.

When Stuart was admitted, and a light

jught, he exclaimed, " Why, aren't you old

sawatomie Brown, of Kansas, whom I once

d there as my prisoner ? " " Yes," was the

swer, "but you did not keep me." This was

first intimation we had as to Brown's true

le. He had been engaged in the Kansas

rder war, and had come from there to

jarper's Ferry. When Colonel Lee advised

[own to trust to the clemency of the Gov-

fiment, he responded that he knew what

at meant,— a rope for his men and him-

If,— adding, " I prefer to die just here."

[Stuart told him he would return at early

prning for his final reply, and left him.

When he had gone. Brown at once proceeded

barricade the doors, windows, etc., endeav-

ing to make the place as strong as possible.

During all this time no one of Brown's

en showed the slightest fear, but calmly

raited the attack, selecting the best situations

fire from upon the attacking party, and
ranging their guns and pistols so that a

ish one could be taken up as soon as one

as discharged. During the night I had a long

Ik with Brown, and told him that he and

s men were committing treason against the

ate and the United States. Two of his men,

taring the conversation, said to their leader.

Are we committing treason against our

)untry by being here ? " Brown answered.

Certainly." Both said, " If that is so, we
3n't want to fight any more. We thought

e came to liberate the slaves, and did not

low that was committing treason."

Both of these men were killed in the attack

1 the engine-house when Brown was taken.

When Lieutenant Stuart came in the morn-

g for the final reply to the demand to sur-

:nder, I got up and went to Brown's side to

;ar his answer.

Stuart asked, " Are you ready to surrender,

id trust to the mercy of the Government ?
"

Brown answered promptly, " No ! I prefer

) die here."

His manner did not betray the least fear.

Stuart stepped aside and made the signal

for the attack, which was instantly begun with
sledge-hammers to break down the door.

Finding it would not yield, the soldiers

seized a long ladder for a battering-ram, and
commenced beating the door with that, the

party within firing incessantly. I had assisted

in the barricading, fixing the fastenings so that

I could remove them upon the first effort to get

in. But I was not at the door when the batter-

ing began, and could not get to the fastenings

until the ladder was used. I then (juickly re-

moved the fastenings, and after two or three

strokes of the ladder the engine rolled par-

tially back, making a small aperture, through
which Lieutenant Green of the marines forced

himself, jumped on top of the engine, and
stood a second in the midst of a shower of

balls, looking for John Brown. When he saw
Brown he sprang about twelve feet at him, and
gave an under-thrust of his sword, striking him
about midway the body and raising him com-
pletely from the ground. Brown fell forward

with his head between his knees, and Green
struck him several times over the head, and, as

I then supposed, split his skull at every stroke.

I was not two feet from Brown at that time.

Of course I got out of the building as soon

as possible, and did not know till some time

later that Brown was not killed. It seems

that in making the thrust Green's sword

struck Brown's belt and did not penetrate the

body. The sword was bent double. The
reason that Brown was not killed when struck

on the head was that Green was holding his

sword in the middle, striking with the hilt and

making only scalp wounds.

When Governor Wise came and was examin-

ing Brown, I heard the questions and answers

;

and no lawyer could have used more careful

reserve, while at the same time he showed

no disrespect. Governor Wise was astonished

at the answers he received from Brown.

After some controversy between the United

States and the State of Virginia as to which

had jurisdiction over the prisoners. Brown

was carried to the Charlestown jail, and, after

a fair trial, was hanged.

Of course I was a witness at the trial, and

must say that I have never seen any man dis-

play more courage and fortitude than John

Brown showed under the trying circumstances

in which he was placed. I could not go to

see him hanged. He had made me a prisoner,

but had spared my life and that of other gentle-

men in his power ; and when his sons were shot

down beside him, almost any other man sim-

ilarly situated would at least have exacted life

for life.

John E. P. Daitigerfield.



STONEWALL JACKSON IN THE SHENANDOAH.

LOVE 'S IN THE CALENDAR.

When chinks in April's windy dome
Let through a day of June,

And foot and thouglit incline to roam,

And every sound 's a tune

;

When nature fills a fuller cup,

And hides with green the gray,

—

Then, lover, pluck your courage up

To try your fate in May.

Though proud she was as sunset clad

In Autumn's fruity shades,

Love too is proud and brings (gay lad 1)

Humility to maids.

Scorn not from nature's mood to learn.

Take counsel of the day

:

Since haughty skies to tender turn

Go try your fate in May.

Though cold she seemed as pearly light

Adown December eves,

And stern as night when March winds smite

The beech's lingering leaves;

Yet Love hath seasons like the year,

And grave will turn to gay,

—

Then, lover, listen not to fear.

But try your fate in May.

And you whose art it is to hide

The constant love you feel

:

Beware, lest overmuch of pride

Your happiness shall steal.

No longer pout, for May is here

And hearts will have their way;
Love's in the calendar, my dear,

So yield to fate in May.

Robert Underwood Johnson.

'

STONEWALL JACKSON IN THE SHENANDOAH.

INCLUDING HIS RELATIONS TO THE PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN.

movement to capture Harper's
Ferry and the fire-arms manu-
factured and stored there was
organized at the Exchange
Hotel in Richmond on the

nightof April i6, 1861. Ex-
Governor Henry A. Wise
w^as at the head of this

purely impromptu affair.

The Virginia Secession

Convention, then sitting,

was by a large majority
" Union " in its senti-

ments till Sumter was
fired on and captured,

and Mr. Lincoln called

for 75,000 men to en-

force the laws in certain

Southern States. Vir-

ginia was then, as it

were, forced to " take

sides," and she did not

hesitate. I had been one
of the candidates for a

seat in that Convention
from Augusta County

A CONFEDERATE OK 1&62. but was ovcrwhelmiugly

defeated by the " Union " candidates, be-

cause I favored secession as the only " peace
measure " Virginia could then adopt, our aim
being to put ourselves in an independent
position to negotiate between the United
States and the seceded Gulf and Cotton
States for a new Union, to be formed on a

compromise of the slavery question by a

convention to be held for that purpose.

Late hx\. April 15 I received a telegram

from "Nat" Tyler, the editor of the " Rich-
mond Enquirer," summoning me to Rich-

mond, where I arrived the next day. Before

reaching the Exchange Hotel I met ex-

Governor Wise on the street. He asked
me to find as many oflicers of the armed
and equipped volunteers of the inland towns
and counties as I could, and request them
to be at the hotel by seven in the evening to

confer about a military movement which he
deemed important. Not many such ofticers were
in town, but I found Captains Turner Ashby
and Richard Ashby of Fauquier County,
Oliver R. Funsten of Clarke County, all com-
manders of volunteer companies of cavalry

;

also Captain John A. Harman of Staunton
—my home— and Alfred Barbour, the latter

I
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ex-civil superintendent of the Government
works at Harper's Ferry.

These persons, with myself, promptly joined

ex-Governor Wise, and a plan for the capture

of Harper's Ferry was at once discussed and
settled upon. The movement, it was agreed,

should commence the next day, the 17th, as

soon as the Convention voted to secede,

—

provided we could get railway transportation

and the concurrence of Governor Letcher.

Colonel Edmund Fontaine, president of the

Virginia Central Railroad, and John S. Bar-

bour, president of the Orange and Alexandria
and Manassas Gap railroads, were sent for,

and joined us at the hotel near midnight.

They agreed to put the necessary trains in

readiness next day to obey any request of

Governor Letcher for the movement of troops.

A committee, of which I was chairman,
Avaited on Governor Letcher after midnight,

arousing him from his bed, and laid the

scheme before him. He stated that he would
take no step till officially informed that the

ordinance of secession was passed by the

Convention. He was then asked if contingent

upon the event he would next day order the

movement by telegraph. He consented. We
then informed him w'hat companies would be
under arms ready to move at a moment's
notice. All the persons I have named above
are now dead, except John S. Barbour (who
is in Congress), " Nat " Tyler, and myself
On returning to the hotel and reporting

Governor Letcher's promise, it was decided
to telegraph the captains of companies along
the railroads mentioned to be ready next
day for orders from the Governor. In that

way I ordered the Staunton Artillery, which
I commanded, to assemble at their armory
by 4 p. M. on the 17th, to receive orders

from the Governor to aid in the capture of

the Portsmouth Navy Yard. This destination

had been indicated in all our dispatches to

deceive the Government at Washington, in

case there should be a " leak " in the tele-

graph offices. Early in the evening a message
had been received by ex-Governor Wise from
his son-in-law Doctor Garnett of Washington,
to the effect that a Massachusetts regiment,

one thousand strong, had been ordered to
Harper's Ferry. Without this reenforcement
we knew the guard there consisted of only

about thirty men, who could be captured or

driven away, perhaps without firing a shot,

if we could reach the place secretly with a

considerable force.

The Ashbys, Funsten, Harnian and I, re-

mained up the entire night. The superin-

tendent and commandant of the Virginia

Armory at Richmond, Captain Charles Dim-
mock, a Northern man by birth and a West

Point graduate, was in full sympathy with
us, and that night filled our requisitions for

ammunition, and moved it to the railway
station before sunrise. He also granted one
hundred stand of arms for the Martinsburg
Light Infantry, a new comjjany just formed.
All these I receipted for and saw placed on
the train. Just before we moved out of the
depot, ex-Superintendent Barbour made an
unguarded remark in the car, which was over-
heard by a Northern traveler who immediatclv
wrote a message to President Lincoln and
paid a negro a dollar to take it to the telegraph
office. 'J'his act was discovered by one of our
party, who induced a friend to follow the negro
and take the dispatch from him. This perhaps
prevented troops being sent to head us off.

My telegram to the Staunton Artillery pro-
duced wild excitement, that spread rapidly
through the county, and brought thousands
of people to Staunton during the day. Augusta
had been a strong Union county, and a doubt
was raised by some whether I was acting
under the orders of Governor Letcher. To
satisfy them, my brother, George W. Imboden,
sent a message to me at Gordonsville, incjuir-

ing under whose authority I had acted. On
the arrival of the train at Gordonsville, Cap-
tain Harman received the message and replied

to it in my name, that I was acting by
order of the Governor. Harman had been
of the committee, the night before, that

waited on Governor Letcher, and he assumed
that by that hour— noon — the Convention
must have voted the State out of the Union,
and that the Governor had kept his promise
to send orders by wire. Before we reached
Staunton, Harman handed me the dispatch

and told me what he had done. I was an-

noyed by his action till the train drew up at

Staunton, where thousands of people were
assembled, and my artillery company and
the West Augusta Guards (the finest infantry

company in the Valley) were in line. Major-

General Kenton Harper, a native of Penn-

sylvania, " a born soldier," and Brigadier-

General William H. Harman, both holding

commissions in the Virginia militia,— and
both of whom had won their spurs in the

regiment the State had sent to the Mexican
war,— met me, as I alighted, with a telegram

from Governor Letcher, ordering them into

service, and referring them to me for infor-

mation as to our destination and troops.

Until I confidentially imi)arted to them all

that had occurred the night before, they

thought, as did all the people assembled, that

we were bound for the Portsmouth Navy
Yard. For prudential reasons we said noth-

ing to disjjel this illusion. The Governor in

his dispatch informed General Harper that he
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was to take chief command, and that full

written instructions -would reach him en route.

He waited till after dark, and then set out for

Winchester behind a good team, Brigadier-

General Harman was ordered to take com-
mand of the trains and of all troops that might
report en route. (See map, page 293.)
About sunset we took train ; our departure

was an exciting and aftecting scene. On the

east side of the Blue Ridge a slide caused
some delay. At Charlottesville, in the night,

the Monticello Guards, a fine company under
Captain R. T. \\. Duke (since the war a
member of Congress), came aboard. At Cul-

peper, a rifle company— the name of whose
commander that night I have forgotten—
also joined us, and just as the sun rose on the

iSth of April we reached Manassas Junction.
The Ashbys and Funsten had gone on the

day before to collect their cavalry companies,
and also the famous "Black Horse Cavalry,"
a superb body of men and horses under Cap-
tains John Scott and Welby Carter of Fau-
quier. By marching across the Blue Ridge,
they were to rendezvous near Harper's Ferry.
Ashby had sent men on the night of the 17th
to cut the wires between Manassas and Alex-
andria, and to keep them cut for several days.
Our advent at Manassas astounded the

quiet people of the village. General Harman
at once '• impressed " the Manassas Gap train

to take the lead, and switched two or three
other trains to that line in order to proceed
to Strasburg. I was put in command of the
foremost train, and had not gone five miles
when I discovered that the engineer could
not be trusted. He let his fire go down, and
came to a dead standstill on a slight ascend-
ing grade. I ran forward and found the
engineer under his engine. He alleged
that something was wrong, and was using a
monkey wrench to take bolts out of the re-

versing links. An engineer from the next train,

which was close behind, came up, and looking
at the steam-gauge swore the fire was out,
and nothing else the matter. As soon as he
saw the engineer of my train he denounced
him as a Northern man. A cocked jjistol in-

duced him to fire up and go ahead. From
there to Strasburg I rode in the engine-cab,
and we made full forty miles an hour with the
aid of good dry wood and a navy revolver.

At Strasburg we disembarked, and before
ten o'clock the infantry companies took up
the line of march for Winchester. I had to
procure horses for my guns. The farmers
were in their corn-fields. Some of them agreed
to hire us horses as far as Winchester, eighteen
miles, and others refused. The situation being
urgent, we took the horses by force, under
threats of being indicted by the first grand

jury to meet in the county. By noon we ha
sufticient teams and followed the infantr
down the Valley turnpike, reaching Winche:
ter just at nightfall. The people generally ro
ceived us very coldly. The war-spirit th^i

bore them up through four years of trial an
privation had not yet been aroused.

General Harper was at Winchester, an
had sent forward his infantry by rail to Charles
town, eight miles from Harper's Ferry. In
short time a train returned for my batter}
The farmers got their horses and went horn
rejoicing, and we set out for the Ferry. Th
infantry moved out of Chariestown about mic
night. We kept to our train as far as Halltowr
only four miles from the Ferry. There w
disembarked our guns to be run forward b
hand to Bolivar Heights or Furnace Hill, fror
which we could shell the place if necessary.
A little before day-dawn a brilliant ligh

arose from near the point of confluence of th'

Shenandoah and Potomac rivers. General Har
per, who up to that moment had expected
conflict with the Massachusetts regiment sup
posed to be at Harper's Ferry, was makins
his dispositions for an attack at daybreak
when this light convinced him that the enem-'
had fired the arsenal and fled. He marchec
in and took possession, but too late to extin
guish the flames. Nearly twenty thousanc
rifles and pistols were destroyed. The work
shops had not been fired. The people of tht

town told us the catastrophe, for such it wa:I

to us, was owing to declarations made th(|

day before by ex-Superintendent Alfred Bar-
bour, who was popular with the workmen
He reached Harper's Ferry, t'ia Washington
on the 1 8th about noon, when the mechanics
in the works had knocked ofi" for dinner. Col-
lecting them in groups, he informed them thai

the place would be captured within twenty-
four hours by Virginia troops. He urged them
to protect the property, and join the Southerr
cause, promising, if war ensued, that the place
would be held by the South, and they would
be continued at work on high wages. His
influence with the men was great, and most
of them decided to accept his advice. But
Lieutenant Roger Jones, who commanded the
little guard of some thirty men, hearing what
was going on, at once took measures to de-
stroy the place if necessary. Trains of gunpow-
der were laid through the buildings to be fired.

In the shops the men of Southern sympathies
managed to wet the powder in many places
during the night, rendering it harmless. Jones's
troops, however, held the arsenal buildings
and stores, and when advised of Harper'sj
rapid approach from Chariestown, the gun-j

])Owder was fired, and he crossed into Mary-4
land with his handful of men. So we secured!
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only the machinery, and the burnt gun and

pistol barrels and locks, which, however, were

sent to Richmond and Columbia, South Caro-

lina, and were worked over into excellent arms.

Within a week about thirteen hundred rank

and file of the Virginia volunteers had assem-

bled there. As these companies were, in fact,

a part of the State militia, they were legally

under command of the three brigadiers and

one major-general of militia who had authority

over this, that, or the other organization. These

generals surrounded themselves with a numer-

ous staff, material for which was abundant

in the rank and file of the volunteers ; for

instance, in my battery there were at least a

dozen college graduates of and below the

grade of corporal. Every fair afternoon the

official display in Harper's Ferry of " fuss and

feathers " would have done no discredit to

the Champs Elysees.

One afternoon, six or eight days after our

occupation. General Harper sent for me as

the senior artillery officer (we then had three

batteries, but all without horses) to say he

had been told that a number of trains on the

Baltimore and Ohio railroad would try to pass

us in the night, transporting troops from the

West to Washington, and that he had decided

to prevent them at the risk of bringing on a

battle. He ordered the posting of guns so as to

command the road for half a mile or more, all

to be accurately trained on the track by the

light of day, and loaded ready to be discharged

at any moment. Infantry companies were sta-

tioned to fire into the trains, if the artillery failed

to stop them. Pickets were posted out two

or three miles, with orders to fire signal-guns as

soon as the first troop-lad-en train should pass.

About one o'clock at night we heard the rum-

bling of an approaching train. The long roll

was beat ; the men assembled at their assigned

positions and in silence awaited the sound of

the signal-guns. A nervous cavalryman was

the vedette. x\s the train passed him (it was

the regular mail) he thought he saw soldiers

in it and fired. Pop .' pop .' pop I came down
I the road from successive sentries. Primers

[
were inserted and lanyards held taut, to be

[
pulled when the engine turned a certain point

: four hundred yards distant from the battery.

: By great good luck Colonel William S. H.

\
Baylor, commanding the Fifth Virginia regi-

\ ment, was with some of his men stationed a

I

little beyond the fatal point, and seeing no

\
troops aboard the train signaled it to stop. It

! did so, not one hundred yards beyond where
' the artillery would have opened on it. When
the first excitement was over, he demanded of

the conductor what troops, if any, were on
board, and was told there was " one old fellow

in uniform asleep on the mail-bags in the first

car." Entering that car with a file of sol-

diers, he secured the third prisoner of war
taken in Virginia. It proved to be Brig.-Gen.

W. S. Harney of the United States Army, on
his way from the West to Washington, to resign

his commission and go to Europe rather than

engage in a fratricidal war. He surrendered

with a pleasant remark, and was taken to

General Harper's headcjuarters, where he spent
the night. On his assurance that he knew of

no troops coming from the \Vest, Harper
ordered us all to quarters. Next morning
General Harney was paroled to rejiort in

Richmond, and was escorted to a train about

to leave for Winchester. He was a fine-look-

ing old soldier, and as he walked down the

street to the depot he saw all our forces, ex-

cept the cavalry. He was accompanied so-

cially by two or three of our generals and a

swarm of staff-officers. He cast his eagle

glance over the few hundred men in sight,

and turning to General Harper, I heard him
inquire,with a merry twinkle in his eye, ''Where

is your army encamped, General ? " Harper's

face crmisoned as he replied, " Excuse me from

giving information." Harney smiled, and po-

litely said, " Pardon me for asking an improper

question, but I had forgotten I was a prisoner."

He went on to Richmond, was treated with

marked courtesy, and in a day or two pro-

ceeded to Washington.

In a few days our forces began to increase

by the arrival of fresh volunteer companies.

Being only a captain, I was kei)t very busy in

trying to get my battery into the best condi-

tion. We had no caissons and insufficient

harness. For the latter I sent to Baltimore,

purchasing on my private credit. In the same

way I ordered from Richmond rcil flannel

shirts and other clothing for all my men, our

uniforms being too fine for camp life. The
Governor subsequently ordered these bills to

be paid by the State Treasurer. AVe found at

the armory a large number of very strong

horse-carts. In my battery were thirty or

more excellent young mechanics. By using

the wheels and axles of the carts they soon

constructed good caissons, which served us

till after the first battle of Bull Run.

We had no telegraph line to Richmond,

and the time of communication by mail was

two days. General Harper found it so diffi-

cult to obtain needed munitions and sujjplies,

that about the last day of April he decided to

send me to the Governor, who was my intimate

friend,with a requisition for all we needed, and

verbal instructions to make to him a full state-

ment of our necessitous and defenseless con-

dition, in case General Patterson, who was

with a Federal force at Chambersburg, should

move against us. When I arrived in Rich-
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mond, General Robert E. Lee had been

placed in command of all the Virginia forces

by the Convention, and by ordinance every

militia officer in the State above the rank of

captain had been decapitated, and the Gov-
ernor and his military council had been au-

thorized to fill vacancies thus created. This was
a disastrous blow to " the pomp and circum-

stance of glorious war '' at Harper's Ferry.

Militia generals and the brilliant '' staff" were

stricken down, and their functions devolved,

according to Governor Letcher's order ofApril

27, upon Thomas J. Jackson, colonel com-
mandant, and James W. Massie, major and
assistant adjutant-general, who arrived during

the first week of May.
This was " Stonewall " Jackson's first ap-

pearance on the theater of the war. I spent one
day and night in Richmond, and then re-

turned to camp, arriving about 2 p. M. What a

revolution three or four days had wrought ! I

could scarcely realize the change. The militia

generals were all gone; the staff had vanished.

The commanding colonel and his adjutant

had arrived, and were occupying a small room
in the little wayside hotel near the railroad

bridge. Knowing them both, I immediately

sought an interview and delivered a letter and
some papers I had brought from General Lee.

Jackson and his adjutant were at a little pine

table figuring upon the rolls of the troops

present. They were dressed in well-worn,

dingy uniforms of professors in the Virginia

Military Institute, where both had recently oc-

cupied chairs. Colonel Jackson had issued and
sent to the camps a short, simple order assum-

ing the command, but had had no intercourse

with the troops. The deposed officers had
nearly all left for home or for Richmond in a

high state of indignation. After an interview of

perhaps a half hour I proceeded to my camp
on the hill, and found the men of the Fifth

Virginia regiment, from my own county, in

assembly, and greatly excited. They were
deeply attached to their field-officers, and re-

garded the action of the Convention as an

outrage on freemen and volunteers, and were
discussing the propriety of passing denuncia-

tory resolutions. On seeing me they called

for a speech. As I did not belong to the

regiment, I declined to say anything, but

ordered the men of the Staunton Artillery to

fall into line. Then I briefly told them that

we were required to muster into service either

for twelve months or during the war, at our

option. I urged them to go in for the full

period of the war, as such action would be

most creditable to them, and a good example
to others. They unanimously shouted, " For
the war ! For the war 1

" Before they were
dismissed the ceremony of mustering in was

completed, and I proudly took the roll down
to Colonel Jackson with the remark, "There,
Colonel, is the roll of your first company mus-
tered in for the war." He looked it over, and
rising, shook my hand, saying, " Thank you,
Captain— thank you ; and please thank your
men for me." He had heard there was some
dissatisfaction in the camps, and asked me to

act as mustering officer for the two other artil-

lery companies present. Before sunset the
rolls were returned. This prompt action of

the batteries was emulated the next day by
the other troops, and all were mustered in.

Within a week Governor Letcher very wisely

appointed Major-General Harper colonel of

the Fifth Virginia, Brigadier-General Harman
lieutenant-colonel, and the late Colonel Baylor
major, and I venture to say no regiment in

either army was ever better officered. The
fame it won in the " Stonewall " brigade proves
this.

The presence of a master mind was visible

in the changed condition of the camp. Per-

fect order reigned. Instruction in all the

details of military duties occupied Jackson's
whole time. He urged all officers to call upon
him for information about even the minutest
details of duty, often remarking that it was
no discredit to a civilian to be ignorant of

military matters. He was a rigid disciplinarian,

and yet as gentle and kind as a woman. He
was the easiest man in our army to get along
with pleasantly so long as one did his duty,

but as inexorable as fate in exacting its per-

formance; yet he would overlook serious

faults if he saw they were the result of igno-

rance, and in a kindly way would instruct the

oftender. He was as courteous to the humblest
private who sought an interview for any pur-

pose, as to the highest officer in his command.
He despised superciliousness and self-asser-

tion, and nothing angered him so quickly as

to see an officer wound the feelings of those

under him by irony or sarcasm.

When Jackson found we were without artil-

lery horses, he went into no red-tape correspond-
ence with the circumlocution offices in Rich-
mond, but ordered his quartermaster, Major
John A. Harman, to proceed with men to the

Quaker settlements in the rich county of

Loudoun, famous for its good horses, and buy
or impress as many as we needed. Harmon
executed his orders with such energy and
dispatch that he won Jackson's confidence
and remained his chief quartermaster till the

day of Jackson's death.

About ten days after Jackson assumed
command at the Ferry, everything being
perfectly c|uiet, I rode up to his (|uarters and
told him we had been so suddenly called into

service that I had left important private
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business unprovided for, and had written for

my wife to bring papers needing my signa-

ture ; that I had received a note from Colonel

Ware saying she was a guest at his house,

some seventeen miles from our camp. I said

to the Colonel that I knew of nothing to pre-

vent my going to Colonel Ware's that night,

and that I would return by nine or ten o'clock

next morning. I made no formal application

for leave of absence, and as he said nothing

against my going, I mounted and rode off. I

reached VVare's in time for supper. A heavy

rain-storm set in. About two o'clock some
one hallooed lustily at the front gate. Raising

the window, I called out, " Who is there ?
"

My brother's voice shouted back that he had
an order from Colonel Jackson requiring me
to report to him at daybreak. This order had
been sent to my camp at nine p. m. without

explanation, and my brother, not knowing
that I had seen Colonel Jackson before I left

camp, thought my absence might compromise
me, and therefore rode through the storm to

enable me to get back to camp before day-

light. Of course, I returned with him, reach-

ing Harper's Ferry at early dawn, wet to the

skin, and very muddy. I went to headquar-

ters and found Adjutant Massie up, but

Colonel Jackson had not risen. I inquired

at once, " What news from the enemy ?

"

supposing, of course, that some trouble

was impending. He replied, " Everything is

quiet." I pulled out the order and asked,
" What does this mean ? " He answered, " It's

plain : you are to report here at daybreak."
" What for ? " "I don't know, but have only

my suspicions." " What are they ? " " That
it is to teach you that a soldier in the face of

the enemy has no business away from his

post." At this I became very angry, and de-

clared I would have an explanation when
Jackson arose.

Massie and I had been intimate from boy-

hood. He said, " Let me advise you. You
don't know Jackson as I do. He is one of

the best-hearted men in the world, and the

truest. He has the most rigid ideas of duty.

He thought last night that you went off in a

rather free-and-easy manner. He likes you,

and would not forbid your going, though he

gave you no leave to go. You assumed it. He
meant to rebuke you for it, and teach you a

military lesson that you would not forget. He
sent this order to your camp last night, as if

he supposed you were there. I am glad it

reached you, and that you are here. It will

raise you and your brother in his estimation."

He advised me to cool down, get breakfast,

and come back. " I will tell him," he said,

"that you have been here. He was up late

last night, or he would be out of bed now."

I followed Massie's advice, and about eight
o'clock called on Colonel Jackson, and asked
if he had any orders for me. He said he had
decided to take possession of the bridge
across the Potomac at Point of Rocks, twelve
miles below Harper's Ferry, and wished me
to command the post. He asked how soon I

could be ready to go. I replied, " In thirty

minutes — just as soon as we can harness the
horses and hitch up." He saw I was still

angry, but never alluded to my recall from
Ware's. He smiled at my prompt reply and
said, "You needn't be in such a hurry— it

will do to get off by eleven o'clock." The
episode was soon the gossip of the camp, and,
perhaps, had a salutary effect.

I fortified the Virginia end of the Point of
Rocks bridge, as we expected a visit any night
from General B. F. Butler, who was at the
Relay House on the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad. It was my habit to keep awake all

night to be ready for emergencies, and to

sleep in the day-time, making daily reports,

night and morning, to Jackson.

One Sunday afternoon, a little over a week
after we occupied this post, I was aroused
from my nap by one of my men, who said

there were two men in blue uniforms (we had
not yet adopted the gray) riding about our

camp, and looking so closely at everything

that he believed they were spies ! I went out

to see who they were. It was Jackson and
one of his staff. As I approached them, he

put his finger on his lips and shook his head
as a signal for silence. In a low tone he said

he preferred it should not be known he had
come there. He approved of all I had done,

and soon galloped away. I afterward sus-

pected the visit was simply to familiarize him-

self with the line of the canal and railroad

from Point of Rocks to Harper's Ferry pre-

paratory to a sharp bit of strategy he practiced

a few days later. One of the great and

growing wants felt by the Confederacy from

the very beginning of the war was that of

rolling-stock for the railroads. We were partic-

ularly short of locomotives, and were without

the shops to build them. Jackson, appreciating

this, hit upon a plan to obtain a large supply

from the Baltimore and Ohio road. Its Hnc

was double-tracked, at least from Point of

Rocks to Martinsburg, a distance of twenty-

five or thirty miles.

By our occupation of Harper's Ferry we
had not interfered with the running of trains

except on the occasion of the arrest of Gen-

eral Harney. The coal traffic from Cumber-

land was immense, as the Washington Gov-

ernment was accumulating supplies of coal on

the seaboard. These coal trains passed Har-

per's Ferry at all hours of the day and night,
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and thus furnished Jackson a pretext for ar-

ranging a brilUant " scoop." When he sent

me to Point of Rocks, he ordered Colonel

Harper with the Fifth Virginia infantry to

Martinsburg. He then complained to Presi-

dent Garrett, of the Baltimore and Ohio, that

the night trains, eastward bound, disturbed

the repose of his camp, and requested a change

of schedule that would pass all east-bound

trains by Harper's Ferry between eleven and
one o'clock in the day-time. Mr. Garrett com-

plied, and thereafter for several days we
heard the constant roar of passing trains for

an hour before and an hour after noon. But

since the " empties " were sent up the road

at night, Jackson again complained that the

nuisance was as great as ever, and as the

road had two tracks, he must insist that

west-bound trains should pass Harper's Ferry

during the same two hours as those east-

bound. Mr. Garrett promptly complied, and
we then had, for two hours every day, the live-

liest railroad in America. As soon as the sched-

ule was working at its best, Jackson sent

me an order one night to take a force of men
across to the Maryland side of the river next

day at eleven o'clock, and let all west-bound

trains pass till twelve o'clock, but permit none
to go east, and at twelve o'clock to obstruct

the road so that it would require several

days to repair it. He ordered the reverse to

be done at Martinsburg. Thus he caught all

the trains that were going east or west be-

tween those points, and ran them up to

Winchester, thirty-two miles on the branch
road, where they were safe, and whence they

were removed by horse-power to Strasburg

and Staunton. I do not remember the num-
ber of trains captured, but the loss crippled the

Baltimore and Ohio road seriously for some
time, and the gain to our scantily stocked Vir-

ginia roads of the same gauge was invaluable.

While we held the Point of Rocks bridge,

J. E. B. Stuart (afterwards so famous as a

cavalr)' leader) was commissioned lieutenant-

colonel and reported to Colonel Jackson for

assignment to duty. Jackson ordered the con-

solidation of all the cavalry companies into a

battalion to be commanded by Stuart, who ap-

peared then more like a well-grown, manly youth
than the matured man he really was. This order

was very offensive to Captain Turner Ashby, at

that time the idol of all the troopers in the field,

as well he might be, for a more brave and chiv-

alrous officer never rode at the head of well-

mounted troopers. Ashby was older than

Stuart, and he thought, and we all believed,

he was entitled to first promotion. When not

absent scouting, Ashby spent his nights with

me at the bridge, our relations being confiden-

tial. He was unmarried and ofa meditative tem-

perament, that sometimes made him gloomy.
He often expressed the belief that he and his

fondly loved brother " Dick " Ashby would
fall early in the conflict. The evening upon
which he received Colonel Jackson's order to

report to Stuart he came to the bridge from
his camp, two miles out on the Leesburg road,

and asked me to go up on the bridge roof for

a talk. He then told me of the order, and
that he would reply to it next morning with

his resignation. I expostulated with him,

although he had all my sympathies. I urged
him to call upon Colonel Jackson that night.

It was only twelve miles by the tow-path of

the canal, and on his black Arabian he could
make it in less than an hour. I believed Jack-
son would respect his feelings and leave his

company out of Stuart's battalion. I ventured

to write a private letter to Jackson, appeal-

ing in the strongest terms for the saving of

Ashby to the service.

About ten o'clock, under a bright moon-
light, the guards let Ashby through the

bridge, and in a lope he turned up the tow-

path toward Harper's Ferry. In crossing

one of the little bridges over a waste-sluice,

something frightened the Arabian, and with

a bound they landed in the canal. The water
did not quite swim the horse, but the banks
were so steep that he could not get out of it

till he had ridden several hundred yards and
found the bank less steep. Then on he went,

and reached Jackson's headquarters before

he had retired. Jackson not only relieved him
from the obnoxious order, but agreed to divide

the companies between him and Stuart, and
to ask for his immediate promotion, forming
thus the nuclei of two regiments of cavalry,

to be filled as rapidly as new companies came
to the front. Ashby got back to Point of

Rocks about two in the morning, as happy
a man as I ever saw, and completely enrap-

tured with Jackson. From that night on their

mutual affection and confidence were remark-
able. He said his night ride and ducking in

the canal so excited Jackson's amusement and
admiration that he believed they did more
than all else to secure the favorable result of

his visit. But it is more likely that a trip

Ashby had made a few days before to Cham-
bersburg and the encampment of General
Robert Patterson was the real reason for

Jackson's fiivor. Ashby had rigged himself

in a farmer's suitofhomespun thatheborrowed,
and hiring a plow-horse, had personated a rus-

tic horse-doctor. With his saddle-bags full of

some remedy for spavin or ringbone, he had
gone to Chambersburg, and had returned in

the night with an immense amount of infor-

mation. The career of Ashby was a romance
from that time on till he fell, shot through the
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heart, two days before the battle of Cross

Keys, of which I shall speak later on.

In May, 1861, Colonel Jackson was super-

seded in command at Harper's Ferry by
Brigadier-General Joseph K.Johnston. When
General Johnston arrived, several thousand

men had been assembled there, representing

nearly all the seceded States east of the Mis-

sissippi River. Johnston at once began the

work of organization on a larger scale than

Jackson had attempted. He brigaded the

troops, and to the exclusively Virginia bri-

gade assigned Colonel Jackson as its comman-
der. The latter was almost immediately com-
missioned brigadier-general, and when early

in June Johnston withdrew from Harper's

Ferry to Winchester, he kept Jackson at the

^front along the Baltimore and Ohio road

Ito observe General Patterson's preparations.

"Nothing of much importance occurred for

^ several weeks, beyond a little affair near Mar-
Misburg in which Jackson captured about

^brty men of a reconnoitering party sent out

(jy Patterson. His vigilance was ceaseless, and
General Johnston felt sure, at Winchester, of

ample warning of any aggressive movement of

the enemy. The first great distinction Avon by
Jackson was at Bull Run on the 21st of July.*

Soon after, he was promoted to major-general,

and the Confederate Government having on the

2ist of October, 1861, organized the Depart-
ment of Northern Virginia, under command
of General Joseph E. Johnston, it was divided

into the Valley District, the Potomac District,

and Acquia District, to be commanded respect-

ively by Major-Generals Jackson, Beauregard,

and Holmes. On October 28 General John-
ston ordered Jackson to Winchester to assume
command of his district, and on the 6th of

November the War Department ordered his

old " Stonewall " brigade, and six thousand
troops under command of Brigadier-General
W. W. Loring, to report to him. These, to-

gether with Ashby's cavalry, gave him a force

of about ten thousand men all told.

His only movement of note in the winter

of 1 861-2 was an expedition at the end of

December to Bath and Romney, to destroy

the Baltimore and Ohio railroad and a dam
or two near Hancock on the Chesapeake
and Ohio canal. The weather set in to be
very inclement about New Year's, with snow,
rain, sleet, high winds, and intense cold. Many
in Jackson's command were opposed to the ex-

pedition, and as it resulted in nothing of much
military importance, but was attended with

great suffering on the part of his troops, noth-

ing but the confidence he had won by his

previous services saved him from personal

ruin. He and his second in command, Gen-

eral Loring, had a serious disagreement. He
ordered Loring to take up his quarters, in

January, in the exposed and cheerless vil-

lage of Romney on the south branch of
the upper Potomac. Loring objected to this.

Jackson was inexorable. Loring and his

principal officers united in a petition to Mr.
Benjamin, Secretary of War, to order them to
Winchester, or at least away from Romney.
This document was sent direct to the War
office, and the Secretary, in utter disregard of
" good order and discipline," granted the re-

quest, without consulting Jackson. As soon
as information reached Jackson of what had
been- done, he indignantly resigned his com-
mission. Governor Letcher was astounded, and
at once wrote Jackson a sympathetic letter,

and then expostulated with Mr. Davis and his

Secretary with such vigor that an apology
was sent to Jackson for their obnoxious course.

The orders were revoked and modified, and
Jackson was induced to retain his command.
This little episode gave the Confederate civil

authorities an inkling of "what manner of

man " " Stonewall " Jackson was. Devoted as

he was to the South, he had a due apprecia-

tion of his own character, and was justly tena-

cious of all his personal rights, especially when
their infraction involved what he considered a

fatal blow at the proper discipline of the army.

In that terrible winter's march and exposure,

he endured all that any private was exposed
to. One morning, near Bath, some of his

men, having crawled out from under their

snow-laden blankets, half-frozen, were cursing

him as the cause of their sufferings. He lay

close by under a tree, also snowed under, and
heard all this ; but without noticing it, pres-

ently crawled out too, and shaking the snow
off, made some jocular remark to the nearest

men, who had no idea he had ridden up in

the night and lain down amongst them. The
incident ran through the little army in a few

hours, and reconciled his followers to all the

hardships of the expedition, and fully rees-

tablished his popularity.

As the winter wore on and spring was open-

ing, a tremendous host of enemies was assem-

bling to crush out all resistance to the Federal

Government in Virginia. In March General

McClellan withdrew from Johnston's front at

Manassas, and collected his army of more
than one hundred tliousand men on the Pe-

ninsula. Johnston moved south to confront

him. Jackson, whose entire army in the Shen-

andoah Valley did not exceed thirteen thou-

sand effective men of all arms, retired up the

Vallev. McClellan had planned and organized

a masterly movement to capture, hold, and oc-

cupy the Valley and the Piedmont region ; and if

'See " Incidents of the Battle of Manassas " by General Imboden in the Centlrv for May, 1885.— Ed.
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his subordinates hadbeen equal to the task, and
there had been no interference from \\'ashing-

ton, it is probable the Confederate army would
have been driven out of Virginia and Rich-

mond captured by midsummer, 1862.

Milroy, with near twelve thousand men,
was on the Staunton and Parkersburg road at

McDowell, less than forty miles from Staun-

ton, about the ist of May. Fremont, with a

force reputed then at thirty thousand men,
was at Franklin, only fifty miles north-west

of Staunton, and in close supporting distance

from Milroy. Banks, with over ten thousand

men, was fortitied at Strasburg, seventy miles

north-east of Staunton, by the great Valley

turnpike. And Shields was on the east side

of the Blue Ridge, so as to be able to move
either to Fredericksburg or to the Luray Valley,

and thence to Staunton. This force, aggregat-

ing about sixty-four thousand men, was con-

fronted by J-ickson with barely thirteen thou-

sand. General McDowell, at the same time,

was at or near Fredericksburg, with a reputed

force of forty thousand more Federals.

General Johnston could spare no assistance

to Jackson, for McClellan was right in his

front with superior numbers, and menacing
the capital of the Confederacy with almost

immediate and certain capture. Its only

salvation depended upon Jackson's ability

to hold back Milroy, Fremont, Banks, Shields,

and McDowell long enough to let John-
ston try doubtful conclusions with McClel-
lan. If he failed in this, these five com-
manders of an aggregate force then reputed

to be, and I believe in fact, over one hundred
thousand, would converge and move down
upon Richmond from the west as McClellan
advanced from the east, and the city and its

defenders would fall an easy prey to nearly,

if not quite, a quarter of a million of the best

armed and equipped men ever put into the

field by any government.
"Stonewall" Jackson— silent as a sphinx,

brave as a lion, and sustained by a religious

fervor as ardent as that of Cromwell's army,
which believed in the efficacy of prayer for

success, but prudentially kept their powder
dry— was near Port Republic early in May,
contemplating his surroundings and matur-
ing his plans. What these latter were no
mortal man but himself knew.

Suddenly the appalling news spread through
the Valley that Jackson had fled from his dis-

trict to the east side of the Blue Ridge through
Brown's and Swift Run gaps. Only Ashby
remained behind with about one thousand
cavalry, .scattered and moving day and night

in the vicinity of McDowell, Franklin, Stras-

burg, Front Royal, and Luray, and reporting

to Jackson every movement of his Briarean

enemy. Despair was fast settling upon the

minds of the people of the Valley. Jackson
made no concealment of his flight. He indeed

had gone, and the fact soon reached his

enemies. Milroy advanced two regiments to

the top of the Shenandoah Mountain, onlyi
twenty-two miles from Staunton, and was ^^

preparing to move his entire force to Staunton, 1

to be followed by Fremont. :

Jackson had gone to Charlottesville and i

other stations on the Virginia Central Rail-
',

road, and had collected enough railway trains
|

to transport all of his little army. That it was
?

to be taken to Richmond when the troops i

were all embarked no one doubted. It was
j

Sunday, and many of his sturdy soldiers were '

Valley men. With sad and gloomy hearts
j

they boarded the trains. When all were on,
|

lo ! they took a westward course, and a little
j

after noon the first train rolled into Staunton, I

the men got off, and as quickly as possible a
]

cordon of sentinels was thrown around the -

town, and no human being was permitted to
\

pass out. The people were at the churches,
j

Those from the neighborhood could not re-

turn to their homes because of the cordon of
j

sentinels. News of Jackson's arrival spread \

like wild-fire, and crowds flocked to the sta- \

tion to see the soldiers, and learn what it all i

meant. No one knew, and no one could tell.

!

The most prominent citizen of the place was
1

the venerable Judge Lucas P. Thompson, I

whose rank in the State judiciary was inferior i

to none. He was a personal friend of General
j

Jackson, and the people urged him to see the
j

General, and find out and tell them what
Jackson meant to do. i

Jackson was found in a little room quietly
'

writing some orders. He received his old I

friend the Judge very cordially, who re- I

marked :
" General, your appearance here is

''\

a complete surprise. We thought you had 1

gone to Richmond." " Ah ! indeed ? " said
1

Jackson. " Yes ; and we can't understand
|

it. Where are you going ? or do you expect I

to meet the enemy here ? " Jackson's eye i

twinkled with amusement, as he leaned over
|

and spoke to the Judge in a low, confidential I

tone: "Judge, can you keep a secret— ai

secret that must not be told to any one ? "
i

" Oh, yes !
" " So can I, Judge, and you must i

excuse me for not telling it to you." His
]

Honor's face turned scarlet, and he soon left,
j

answering his eager questioners with judicial

'

gravity, " Jackson's movement is a secret." 1

As soon as the troops could be put in
'

motion they took the road leading towards i

McDowell, the General having sent forward I

cavalry to Buffalo Gap and beyond to arrest

'

all persons going that way. The next morning I

by a circuitous mountain-path he tried to send
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a brigade of infantry to the rear of Milroy's two

regiments on Shenandoah Mountain, but they

were improperly guided and failed to reach

their proposed position in time, and both reg-

iments escaped when attacked in front. Jack-

son followed as rapidly as possible, and the

following day, May 8, encountered Milroy's

army on top of the mountain three miles east

of McDowell. The conflict lasted many hours,

and was severe and bloody. It was fought

mainly with small arms, the ground forbidding

much use of artillery. Milroy was routed, and

fled precipitately towards Franklin, to unite

with Fremont. The route lay along a narrow

valley hedged by high mountains, perfectly pro-

tecting the flanks of the retreating army from

Ashby's pursuing .cavalry. Jackson ordered

Ashby to pursue as vigorously as possible, and

to guard completely all avenues of approach

from the direction of McDowell or Staunton

till relieved of this duty. Jackson buried the

dead and rested his army one day, and then

fell back to the Valley on the Warm Springs

and Harrisonburg road. (See map, page 293.)

It was sometimes questioned whether Jack-

son was entitled to all the credit for the strat-

egy that enabled him in thirty-three days,

with thirteen thousand men, to defeat succes-

sively Milroy, Banks, Fremont, and Shields,

with an aggregate force of sixty-four thousand

men, and to clear the Valley of all hostile

troops. I happen to know one fact that sheds

a flood of light on this question, and have re-

peated it hundreds of times, though I do not

know that it has ever been in print. It is this :

The morning after the battle of McDowell
I called very early on Jackson at the residence

of Colonel George W. Hull of that village,

where he had his headquarters, to ask if I could

be of any service to him, as I had to go to

Staunton, forty miles distant, to look after some
companies that were to join my command. He
asked me to wait a few moments, as he wished

to prepare a telegram to be sent to President

Davis from Staunton, the nearest office to Mc-
Dowell. He took a seat at a table and wrote

nearly half a page of foolscap ; he rose and
stood before the fire-place pondering it some
minutes ; then he tore it into pieces and wrote

again, but much less, and again destroyed

what he had written, and paced the room
several times. He suddenly stopped, seated

himself, and dashed off two or three lines,

folded the paper, and said, " Send that off" as

soon as you reach Staunton." As I bade him
"good-bye," he remarked : "I may have other

telegrams to-day or to-morrow, and will send

them to you for transmission. I wish you to

have two or three well-mounted couriers ready

to bring me the rephes promptly." I promised

to do so and departed.
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I read the message he had given me. It

was dated " McDowell," and read about thus:
" Providence blessed our arms with victory

over Milroy's forces yesterday." That was
all. The second day thereafter a courier ar-

rived with a message to be telegraphed to the

Secretary of War. I read it, sent it off, and
ordered a courier to be ready with his horse,

while I waited at the telegraph office for the

reply. The message was to this effect :
" I

think I ought to attack Banks, but under my
orders I do not feel at liberty to do so." In

less than an hour a reply came, but not from

the Secretary of War. It was from General

Joseph E. Johnston, to whom I supposed the

Secretary had referred General Jackson's mes-
sage. I have a distinct recollection of its

substance, as follows :
" If you think you can

beat Banks, attack him. I only intended by
my orders to caution you against attacking

fortifications." Banks was understood to have
strongly fortified himself at Strasburg and
Cedar Creek. I started the courier with this

reply, as I supposed to McDowell, but, lo ! it

met Jackson only twelve miles from Staunton,

to which point on the Harrisonburg and
Warm Springs turnpike he had marched the

whole of his little army except Ashby's cav-

alry, about one thousand men. These latter,

under that intrepid leader, Ashby, who was
to fall within a month, he had sent from

McDowell to menace Fremont, who was at

Franklin in Pendleton County, where he re-

mained in blissful ignorance that Jackson had
left McDowell, till telegraphed some days

later by Banks that Jackson had fallen upon
him at Front Royal and driven him through

Winchester and across the Potomac.

Two hours after receiving this telegram from

General Johnston, Jackson was en route for

Harrisonburg, where he came upon the great

Valley turnpike. By forced marches he

reached New Market in two days. Detach-

ments of cavalry guarded every road beyond

him, so that Banks remained in total ignorance

of his approach. This Federal commander
had the larger jjart of his force well fortified

at and near Strasburg, but he kept a large de-

tachment at Front Royal, about eight miles

distant and facing the Luray or Page Valley.

From New Market Jackson disapj)eared so

suddenly that the people of the \'alley were

again mystified. He crossed the Massanutten

Mountain, and passing Luray, hurried towards

Front Royal. He sometimes made thirty miles

in twenty-four hours with his entire army, gain-

ing for his infantry the sobriquet of "Jackson's

foot cavalry." He struck Fort Royal very early

in the morning of May 23. The surprise was

complete, and disastrous to the enemy under

Colonel John R. Kenly. After a short and fruit-
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less resistance they fled towards Winchester,

twenty miles distant, with Jackson at their heels.

News of this disaster reached Banks at

Strasbiirg. bv which he learned that Jackson

was rapidly gaining his rear towards Newtown.
The works Banks had constructed had not

been made for defense in that direction. He
abandoned them and set out with all haste for

Winchester; but ^//-r^w/i', near Newtown (May

24)., Jackson struck his flank, inflicting heavy

loss, and making enormous captures of prop-

erty, consisting of wagons, teams, camp equi-

page, provisions, ammunition, and over seven

thousand stand of arms, all new, and in perfect

order ; also, a large number of prisoners.

Jackson chased Banks's fleeing army be-

yond Winchester (May 25), and held his

ground till he was satisfied they had crossed

the Potomac. His problem now was to escape

Fremont's clutches, knowing that that ofiicer

would be promptly advised by wire of what

had befallen Banks. He could go back the

way he came, by the Luray Valley, but that

would expose Staunton (the most important

depot in the valley) to capture by Fremont,

and he had made his plans to save it.

I had been left at Staunton organizing my
recruits. From New Market on his way to

attack Banks, Jackson sent me an order to

throw as many men as I could arm, and as

quickly as possible, into Brock's Gap, west of

Harrisonburg, and any other mountain-pass

through which Fremont could reach the

Valley at or south of Harrisonburg. I knew
that within four miles of Franklin, on the main

road leading to Harrisonburg, there was a

narrow defile hemmed in on both sides by

nearly perpendicular cliffs, over five hundred

feet high. I sent about fifty men, well armed
with long-range guns, to occupy these cliffs,

and defend the passage to the last extremity.

They got there in time.

As soon as Fremont learned ofBanks'sdefeat,

he put his array in motion to cut off Jackson's

retreat up the Valley. Ashby was still in his

front towards McDowell, with an unknown
force , so Fremont did not attempt that route,

but sent his cavalry to feel the way to-

wards Brock's Gap, on the direct road to

Harrisonburg. The men I had sent to the

cliffs let the head of the column get well into

the defile or gorge, when, from a position of

perfect safety to themselves, they poured a

deadly volley into the close column. Being

so unexpected, and coming from a foe of un-

known strength, the Federal column halted and

hesitated to advance. Another volley and the

" rebel yell " from the cliffs turned them back,

never to appear again. Fremont took the road

to Moorefield, and thence to Strasburg. It

showshow closehad been J ackson's calculation

of chances, to state that as his rear-guard,

marched up Fisher's Hill, two miles from Stras-

burg, Fremont's advance came in sight on the

mountain-side on the road from Moorefield.

Jackson continued his march up the Valley to i

Harrisonburg, hotly pursued by Fremont, but

avoiding a conflict.

The news of Banks's defeat created con-

sternation at Washington, and Shields was
ordered to the Luray Valley in all haste to

cooperate with Fremont. Jackson was advised

of Shields's approach, and his aim was to pre-

vent a junction of their forces till he reached a

point where he could strike them in quick

succession. He therefore sent cavalry detach-

ments along the Shenandoah to burn the bridges |
as far as Port Republic, the river being at that \

time too full for fording. At Harrisonburg he
\

took the road leading to Port Republic, and
|

orderedme from Staunton, with amixed battery
|

and battalion of cavalry, to the bridge over \

North River near Mount Crawford, to prevent <

a cavalry force passing to his rear. i

At Cross Keys, about four miles from
j

Harrisonburg, he delivered battle to Fre- ,

mont, on June 8, and after a long and bloody
^

conflict, as night closed in he was master of the
I

field. Leaving one brigade— Ewell's— on the
:j

ground, to resist Fremont if he should return
;

next day, he that night marched the rest of •

his army to Port Republic, which lies in the
]

forks of the river, and made his arrangements i

to attack Shields next morning on the Lewis
\

farm, just below Port Republic.

On the day of the conflict at Cross Keys
I held the bridge across North River at Mount
Crawford with a battahon of cavalry, four

howitzers, and a Parrott gun, to prevent a

cavalry flank movement on Jackson's trains

at Port Republic, About ten o'clock at night

I received a note from Jackson, written in

pencil on the blank margin of a newspaper,

directing me to report with my command at

Port Republic before daybreak. On the same
slip, and as a postscript, he wrote, " PoorAshby
is dead. He fefl gloriously . . [June 6j

I know you will join with me in mourning
the loss of our friend, one of the noblest men
and soldiers in the Confederate army." I

carried that slip of paper till it was literally

worn to tatters.

It was nearly dark when Jackson and his

staff" reached the bridge at Port Republic from

Cross Keys. Shields had sent two guns and
a few men under a green lieutenant to the

bridge. They arrived about the same time as

Jackson, and his troops soon coming up, the

Federal lieutenant and his supports made
great haste in the dark back to the Lewis
farm.

I reached Port Republic an hour before day-
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break of June 9, and sought the house oc-

cupied by Jackson ; but not wishing to dis-

turb him so early, I asked the sentinel what
room was occupied by ''Sandy" Pendleton,

Jackson's adjutant-general.
" Upstairs, first room on the right," he

replied.

Supposing he meant our right as we
faced the house, up I went, softly opened
the door, and discovered General Jackson
lying on his face across the bed, fully

dressed, with sword, sash, and boots all on.

The low-burnt tallow candle on the table

shed but a dim light, yet enough by which
to see and recognize his person. I had en-

tered the wrong room, and I endeavored
to withdraw without waking him, but it was
too late.

He turned over, sat up on the bed, and
called out, " Who is that ?

"

I immediately stepped again inside the

room and apologized for the intrusion. He
checked me with "That is all right. It's

time to be up. I am glad to see you.

Were the men all up as you came through
camp ?

"

" Yes, General, and cooking."
" That's right. We move at daybreak.

Sit down while I wash. I want to talk to

you."

I had long ago learned never to ask him
questions about his plans, for he would never
answer such to any one. I therefore waited for

him to speak first. He referred very feelingly

to Ashby's death, and spoke of it as an irrep-

arable loss to him or any future commander
in the Valley. When he paused I said, " Gen-
eral, you made a glorious winding-up of your
four weeks' work yesterday."

He replied, " Yes, God blessed our army
again yesterday, and I hope with his pro-

tection and blessing we shall do still better

to-day."

Then seating himself, for the first time in

all my intercourse with him, he outlined the

day's proposed operations. I remember per-

fectly his conversation ; we had then learned

to look upon him as invincible, if not
inspired.

He said :
" Charley Winder [Brigadier-Gen-

eral commanding his old 'Stonewall' brigade]

will cross the river at daybreak and attack

Shields on the Lewis farm [two miles below].

I shall support him with all the other troops
as fast as they can be put in line. General
' Dick ' Taylor will move through the woods
on the side of the mountain with his Louisiana
brigade, and rush upon their left fiank by the

time the action becomes general. By ten

o'clock we shall get them on the run, and I'll

now tell you what I want with you. Send the

big new rifle-gun you have [a twelve-pounder
Parrott] lo Poague [commander of the Rock-
bridge Artillery], and let your mounted men
report to the cavalry. I want you in person
to take your mountain howitzers to the field,

in some safe position in rear of the line, keei>-

ing everything packed on the mules, ready at

any moment to take to the mountain-side.
Three miles below Lewis's there is a defile on
the Luray road. Shields may rally and make
a stand there. If he does, I can't reach him
with the field batteries on account of the
woods. You can carry your twelve-pounder
howitzers on the mules up the mountain-side,
and, at some good place, unpack and shell the
enemy out of the defile, and the cavalry will

do the rest."

This plan of battle was carried out to the
letter. I took position in a ravine about two
hundred yards in rear of Poague's battery in

the center of the line. General Shields made
a very stubborn fight, and by nine o'clock mat-
ters began to look very serious for us. Dick
Taylor had not yet come down out of the

woods on Shields's left flank.

Meanwhile, I was having a remarkable time
with our mules in the ravine. Some of the shot

aimed at Poague came bounding over our
heads, and occasionally a shell would burst

there. The mules became frantic. They
kicked, plunged, and squealed. It was im-

possible to quiet them, and it took three or

four men to hold one mule from breaking
away. Each mule had about three hundred
pounds' weight on him, so securely fastened

that the load could not be dislodged by any
of his capers. Several of them lay down and
tried to wallow their loads off. The men
held these down, and that suggested the idea

of throwing them all on the ground and hold-

ing them there. The ravine .sheltered us so

that we were in no danger from the shot or

shell which passed over us.

Just about the time our mule " circus " was
at its height, news came up the line from the

left that Winder's brigade near the river was
giving way. Jackson rode down in that

direction to see what it meant. As he passed

on the brink of our ravine, his eye caught the

scene, and, reining up a moment, he accosted

me with " Colonel, you seem to have trouble

down there." I made some reply which drew
forth a hearty laugh, and he said, "Get your

mules to the mountain as soon as you can,

and be ready to move."
Then he dashed on. He found his old

brigade had yielded slightly to overwhelming
pressure, (ialloping up, he was received with

a cheer; and, calling out at the top of his voice,

" The ' Stonewall ' brigade never retreats ; fol-

low me !
" led them back to their original line.
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Taylor soon made his appearance, and the

flank attack settled the work of the day. A
wild retreat began. The pursuit was vigorous.

No stand was made in the defile. We pur-

sued them eight miles. I rode back with

Jackson, and at sunset we were on the battle-

field at the Lewis mansion.

Jackson accosted a medical officer, and said,

'' Have you brought oft' all the wounded ?
"

'• Yes, all of ours, but not all of the enemy's."

"Why not?"
" Because we were shelled from across the

river."
" Had you vour hospital flag on the field ?

"

" Yes."
" And they shelled that ?

"

" Yes."
'* Well, take your men to their quarters; I

would rather let them all die than have one

of my men shot intentionally under the yellow

flag when trying to save their wounded. They
are barbarians."

Fremont, hearing the noise of the battle,

had hurried out from Harrisonburg to help

Shields ; but Jackson had burnt the bridge at

Port Republic, after Ewell had held Fr6mont
in check some time on the west side of the

river and escaped, so that when Fremont
came in sight of Shields's battle-field the latter

had been \\ hipped and the river could not

be crossed. And, as this medical officer re-

ported, Fremont then shelled the relief parties,

thus compelling many of Shields's wounded to

pass a dreadful night where they lay. No
doubt many died who might have been
saved.

The next day I returned to Staunton, and
found General W. H. C. Whiting, my old

commander after the fall of General Bee at Bull

Run, arriving with a division of troops to re-

enforce Jackson. Taking him and his staff to

my house as guests. General Whiting left soon

after breakfast with a guide to call on Jack-

son at Swift Run Gap, near Port Republic,

where he was resting his troops. The distance

.from Staunton was about twenty miles, but

Whiting returned after midnight. He was in

a towering passion, and declared that Jack-

son had treated him outrageously. I asked,
" How is that possible, General, for he is very

polite to every one ?
"

" Oh ! hang him, he was polite enough.

But he didn't say one word about his plans,

though he knows I am next in rank to him,

and second in command. I finally asked him
for orders, telling him what troops I had. He
simply told me to go back to .Staunton, and he

would send me orders to-morrow. I haven't

the slightest idea what they will be. I believe

he ha.sn't any more sense than my horse."

Seeing his frame of mind, and he being a

guest in my house, I said little. Just after

breakfast next morning, a courier arrived with

a terse order to embark his troops on the

railroad trains and move to Gordonsville at

once, where he would receive further orders.

This brought on a new explosion of wrath.
•' Didn't I tell you he was a fool, and don't

this prove it ? Why, I just came through Gor-
donsville day before yesterday."

However, he obeyed the order; and when
he reached Gordonsville he found Jackson
there, and his little Valley army coming after

him ; a few days later McClellan was as-

tounded when Jackson struck his right flank on
the Chickahominy. Shortly after the seven
days' battles around Richmond, I met Whi-
ting again, and he then said : "I didn't know
Jackson when I was at your house. I have
found out now what his plans were, and they
were worthy of a Napoleon. But I still think

he ought to have told me his plans ; for if he
had died McClellan would have captured
Richmond. I wouldn't have known what he
was driving at, and might have made a mess
of it. But I take back all I said about his

being a fool."

From the date of Jackson's arrival at Staun-

ton till the battle of Port Republic was 35 days.

He marched from Staunton to McDowell,
40 miles, from McDowell to Front Royal,

about no, from Front Royal to Winchester,

20 miles, Winchester to Port Republic, 75
miles, a total of 245 miles, fighting in the

meantime four desperate battles, and win-
ning them all.

On the 17th of June, leaving only his cav-

alry, under Brigadier-General B. H. Robert-
son, and Chew's battery, and the httle force

I was enlisting in the Valley, now no longer

threatened by the enemy, Jackson moved all

his troops south-east, and on the 25th he was
at Ashland, seventeen miles from Richmond.
This withdrawal from the Valley Avas so

skillfully managed that his absence from the

scene of his late triumphs was unsuspected
at Washington. On the contrary, something
like a panic prevailed there, and the Govern-
ment was afraid to permit McDowell to unite

his forces with McClellan's lest it should un-

cover and expose the capital to Jackson's sup-

posed movement on it.

Jackson's military operations were always
unexpected and mysterious. In my personal

intercourse with him in the early part of the war,

before he had become famous, he often said

there were two things never to be lost sight ofby
a military commander: "Always mystify, mis-

lead and surprise the enemy, if pos.sible ; and
when you strike and overcome him, never let up
inthepursuitso longasyourmen have strength

to follow ; for an army routed,if hotly pursued,
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MAP OF THE VIRGINIA CAMPAIGNS — MAY AND JUNE, 1862.

The crossed line and arrows indicate Jackson's movements in the \'alley. On May 6 he was at Staunton ; he defeated Milroy near McDowell on
May 8; Banks at Front Royal, Newtown, and Winchester on May 23, 24, and 25 ; Hri-niontat Cross Keys on June 8; Shields at Port Republic on June 9.— ED.

becomes panic-stricken, and can then be de-

stroyed by half their number. The other rule

is, Never fight against heavy odds, if by any
possible manoeuvring you can hurl your own
force on only a part, and that the weakest

part, of your enemy and crush it. Such tac-

tics will win every time, and a small arm)- may
thus destroy a large one in detail, and re-

peated victory will make it invincible."

His wonderful celerity of movement was
a simple matter. He never broke down his

men by too-long-continued marching. He
rested the whole column very often, but only

for a few minutes at a time, and he liked to see

the men lie down flat on the ground to rest, say-

ing, "A man rests all over when he lies down."

J/io. D. Imbodeii.

Vol. XXX.— :;i.



THE BATTLE OF GAINES'S MILL.

INCLUDING A SKETCH OF JACKSON's MARCH TO THE FIELD. BV MAJOR R L DABNEY •

THE BATTLE OF MECHANICSVILLE (OR BEAVER DAM CREEK, OR ELLERSON's MILL*) JUNE 2THE BAITLE OF GAINES'S MILL (OR THE CHICKAHOMINy), JUNE 27, 1862.

HILE encamped, about and that at his instance the Richmond papc
noon on Monday, the had reported "that Lirge reenforcements h
-\^d ot June, 1S62, on been sent to Jackson with a view to cleari;

the \\ ilhams- out the Valley of Virginia and exposing Was
burg road, about mgton." He believed that General McClell;

^^^,. a mile from the received the Richmond papers regularly, ai
^''e (Lee) knew of the nervous appiehensi(
concerning Washington.! He then said that 1

would retire to another room to attend to son
office work, and would leave us to arrange tl

details among ourselves. The main point in h
mind seemed to be that the crossings of tl

Chickahominy should be uncovered by Jac]
son's advance down the left bank, so that tl
other three divisions might not suffer in mal
ing a forced passage.

u .0 i: 1 1 .- -. T.- •
During the absence of General Lee Lontbattle-held 01 beven P.nes, m command of a street sakl to Jackson: "As you have ?hdivision ot the C onfederate army, I received an longest march to make, and are likely ?o me'

a hiVrart;r"on ^h" M'V' '"^T^^^ely opposition, you had belter fix the time fo'that hi. quartern, on the Mechanicsville road, attack to begin." Jackson replied • "Davh^^hOn approaching the house which the general of the 26th.'' Longstreet then said • " You wLoccupied, I saw an officer leaning over the encounter FederafcaJali^aXoadsbloclTe

l^''^^'H:'';^V:fr'''^\r^'''^'r!:'y ^^y ^^"^^ ^^-^er, if nothing more formidable>er) tired. He raised himself up as I dis- ought vou not to give vou?self more time ?''

who"fhad" til tr.t^tr'
?'""^ J^?^°"' ^^''^^^ ^^--1 Lef^^etuTelLTde: dl PWho

1
had till that moment supposed, was Hill to cross at Meadow Bridag Longstreet a

Va'ilev .rv -' ' M ""''Tl' 'r
^^°""" '^'' ^he Mechanicsville Bridge and me fo follov

den Iftv tvo^^bs
^.^^^^^ ^hat he had rid- Longstreet. The conference broke up abouaen nit\-t\\o mil.-s since one o'clock that nio-htfall

r3'^^-'e' wenf "^^"^^
of horses on the It may be of interest to the student of his-

office Generariac^on rl .Hin. ^Tu ^''' '°^>' '° ^"°^^' ^°^^' J^^'^^^" ^^^"^g^d to slip off

courteous" Tendered Iwr^^^^^^^^
^° °^^'" "^^^ ^° ^^^il>-- ^'^ P^^" ^^^^ to press his

drankTls^J 1^^^^ r""'
^\"' "^^^ntry as near as possible to the enemy, with.

LongstrecVxnd A P Hill .1 ' ^Tn^^'
°"' ^""^ing on a general engagement /then to

e n1 ^ iri'r.l-^K.^ :,
"'

' .t^T^. ^"^ ^"? ^^^^: o^^^Py these advanced poinfs with dismounted

**\V*AT WAR DEV FIGHTIN' 'BOI'T?'

eral Lee, closing the door, told us that he had
determmed to attack the Federal right wing
anrl had selected our four commands to exe-
cute the movement. He told us that he had
sent U hiting's division to reenforce Jackson,

-The usual sjxrlling, Kllison's Mill, is incorrect Min Kichmond.— hniTOR.

cavalry pickets, and to start his "foot cavalry"
m the other direction with all possible speed.
His stealthy marches to the rear were made
without consulting his highest officers, and
even without their knowing his destination.

§

J. ir. I'^lierson, whose father owned the mill, is living
t I do not know how far the Federals wnre^ ,lo^ •

i i l
Jackson, but during the seven davs' bafil..< r ro,^ x' 7 ^^^ announcement of reenforcements sent to

25th of June, stating that they wee exnea^
a Northern paper a letter from Strasburg, Va., of the

would give him .n w^.rm recent on Gene Tl-L ' "^
"'""' '"'' '"""' ''' "'"" ^"•tifi"! that they

andVeUcrf'timUTVa'li^lheTidaVscemL Jackson's flank movement was delayed a day by cavalry
Dam Creek.- Ki.noK.

' '''' ^" "'•'''^'' " "<^ccssary Ir. f.ght the disastrous battle at Beaver

..rat^^lS^:^ wSj^IrSX tlufoFshan '.""' '^^^7"-"' ''''-'^- '''''^^ •^^'^-"'^ ^H- was so
Rappah-innock f we w-rc makinJ -^ f.-inT evo v S 'r^

Ant.etam, and (ieneral I.ec had gone to the
not to bring on an engagc^n ,^1 said ,0 FacuLl^

"
.'"f

''" ^'I^' '" ^'^" ^^'"^^ ^^'''S^' '''''^' ^'"^' "'"^lers

or capturerhnvourman^Tcouts around^ ^ "'" ''^" "^''^ '" rank, and should you be killed
y couis arounc, l would not know what the corp. was left for, or what it was expected
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EXTERIOR LINE OF DEFENSES OF RICHMOND ON THE MECHANICSVILLE ROAD (LOOKING SOUTH-EAST).
(drawn by W. L. SHEPPARD from his SKETCH MADE AT THE TIME OF M^CLELLAN'S ADVANCE.)

as lower down the stream. On the 25th there

s a brisk fight about King's school-house

the Williamsburg road, between Hooker's
ision and a portion of the brigades of Gen-
Is Wright and Robert Ransom. That night

division marched across to the neighbor-

Ddof Mechanicsville Bridge. To conceal the

ivement, our camp-fires were freshly lighted

by a detachment after the troops had left,

1 a company was sent some miles down the

arles City road to send up rockets, as though
naling an advance in that direction. Gen-
.1 Lee's order issued on the 24th June says

:

At three o'clock Thursday morning, 26th instant,

leral Jackson will advance on the road leading to

e Green Church, communicating his march to

leral Branch [seven miles above Meadow Bridge],

3 will immediately cross the Chickahominy, and
e the road leading to Mechanicsville. As soon as

movements of these columns are discovered, Gen-
l A. P. Hill with the rest of his division will cross

Chickahominy near Meadow Bridge. . . . The
my being driven from Mechanicsville, and the pas-

e across the bridge opened, General Longstreet
h his division and that of (leneral D. H. Hill will

ss the Chickahominy at or near that point— General
H. f nil moving to the support of General Jackson,

I General Longstreet supporting General A. P.

11— the four divisions keeping in communication
h each other, and moving rw cclielon on separate

ds, if practicable ; the left division in advance, with

rmishers and sharp-shooters extending their front,

1 sweep down the Chickahominy, and endeavor to

ve the enemy from his position above New Bridge,

neral Jackson bearing well to his left, turning

iver Dam Creek, and taking the direction towards
Id Harbor, etc."

General Jackson was unable to reach the

point expected on the morning of the 26th.

General A. P. Hill says :
'' Three o'clock p. M.

having arrived, and no intelligence from Jack-

son or Branch, I determined to cross at once,

rather than hazard the failure of the whole
plan by longer deferring it."

Heavy firing was heard at three p. M. at

Meadow Bridge, and the Federal outposts were

seen fleeing towards Mechanicsville, pursued

by A. P. Hill. We could see a line of battle

drawn up at that village ready to receive Hill.

My division being nearest the bridge, Long-

street ordered me to cross first. Some delay

was made in repairing the bridge, and A. P.

Hill became hotly engaged before we could

get to his relief. At this time President Davis

and staff hurried past us, going " to the sound

of the firing." Ripley's brigade was pushed

forward to the support of three ])atteries of ar-

tillery of Jones's battalion, and the two under

Hardaway and Bondurant. The five batter-

ies soon silenced the Federal artillery, and

the whole plateau about Mechanicsville was
abandoned to the Confederates, the Federals

retiring across Beaver Dam Creek, which was

strongly fortified. Our engineers seem to have

had little knowledge of the country, and none

of the fortifications on the creek. The maps
furnished the division commanders were worth-

less. At a request from General Pender,who had

been roughly handled in attacking works on the

creek, Brigadier-Cieneral Ripley, of my divis-
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MAP OF THE UPPER CHICKAHOMINY AND NEIGHBORING COUNTRY.

[During the battles of Mechanicsville and Gaines's Mill the Union army, except Porter's corps and the cavalry engaged in protecting McClellan's
rig^ht flank and comnitinications. was posted on the south side of the Chickahominy behind the line of intrenchnients here shown. The divisions of
Longstreet and the two Hills who haa confronted McClellan on the different roads were withdrawn, in order to unite with Jackson's three divisions

(coming from the Shenandoah ' in the attack in force upon Porter's corps. Magruder's and Huger's divisions were left to engage the attention of the
corps of Sumner, Keyes. Heintzelman. and Franklin. As will be seen, the attack of Lee's six divisions fell upon Porter's corps, which was reen-
forced during the battle by Slocum's three brigades of Franklin's corps.—EDITOR.]

ion, was directed to cooperate with him, and the

attack was made about dark. The enemy had
intrenchnients of great strength and develop-

ment on the other side of the creek, and had
hned the banks with his magnificent artillery.

The approach was over an open plain exposed

to a murderous fire of all arms, and across an

almost impassable stream. The result was, as

might have been fore.secn, a bloody and dis-

astrous repulse. Nearly every field-ofticer in

the brigade was killed or wounded. It was un-

fortunate for the Confederates that the crossing

was begun before Jackson got in rear of Me-
chanicsville. The loss of that position would
have necessitated the abandonment of the line

of Beaver Dam Creek ; as in fact it did, the

next day. We were lavish of blood in those

days, and it was thought to be a great thing to

charge a battery of artillery or an earthwork

lineri with infantry. " It is magnificent, but it

is not war," was the sarcastic remark of the

French general as he looked on at the British

cavalry charge at Balaklava. The attacks on
the Beaver Dam intrenchnients, on the heights

of Malvern Hill, at Gettysburg, etc., were
all grand, but of exactly the kind of grandeur

which the South could not afford.

A brisk cannonade was kept up on the

morning of the 27 th for an hour or more from

the Federal artillery along the line of Beaver
Dam, which was held by a thin line of skir-

mishers, the main force having retreated to

Caines's Mill and New Cold Harbor. A. P.

Hill's division was ordered to pursue on to the

mill, and my division to take the Bethesda
C'hurch road to join Jackson. The works on that

roadwere turned by mydivision,andsomesixty
or seventy prisonersholding them were captured.

Major Dabney says:
" (General Jackson continued his march on

tile morning of the 27th. When I overtook

him he was dismounted in the turnpike road
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MECHANICSVILLE FROM THE NORTH-WEST — SCENE OF THE OPENING OF THE SEVEN DAYS* BATTLES.
(drawn by harry FENN AFTER A PHOTOGRAPH BY E. S. ANDERSON, RICHMOND, VA.)

[The cross-roads (Mechanicsville proper) are indicated by the two houses at the extreme right. The woods in the left distance show the line of

Beaver Dam Creelc at the crossing of the upper road from the town. A. P. Hill advanced from Meadow Bridge and along the ro.id in the fore-

ground, his troops deploying at this point on both sides of the road about 4 P. M. The house at the left center (Horn's marks the location of the

Union battery which opened upon Hill's troops as they came along this road, from which the Confederate artillery (Mcintosh's and I'cgram's replied

as they advanced. Anderson's brigade was sent to the left to flank the Union guns, which, together with the single regiment left m the tovra by
General Porter, withdrew before the enemy to the strong position beyond the creek.—EDITOR.]

with his cap oif before a gentleman sitting on battle at New Cold Harbor, half a mile beyond,

a cedar-stump, who was speaking to him in a After waiting till 2:30 p. m. to hear from Long-

suppressed voice. An old acquaintance whom street,* he advanced his division without sup-

I met told me that this gentleman was General port to the attack of the intrenched position

Lee. The conference soon ended, and the of the Federals. He kept up a struggle for

march was resumed— deflecting strongly to two hours, was repulsed and driven back, and

the east."
'

in turn repulsed his pursuers. His report

General Lee's object in pressing down the says :
" From having been the attacking I

Chickahominy was to unmask New Bridge, now became the attacked ; but stubbornly

and thus to establish close communication be- and gallantly was the ground held. My diyis-

tween the forces defending Richmond and the ion was thus engaged full two hours before

six divisions attacking the Federal right. A. P. a.ssistance was received. We failed to carry

Hill, who marched close to the Chickahominy, the enemy's lines, but wc paved the way for

succeeded in driving off the Federal troops the successful attacks afterwards, in which at-

defending the creek at Gaines's Mill, and tacks it was necessary to emjjloy the whole of

advanced until he developed their full line of our army on tliat side of the Chickahominy."

* General Lee in his official report .says: "The arrival of Jackson on our left w.ns momentarily expected,

and it was supposed that his approach would cause the extension of the enemy's line in th.at direction. Under

this impression, Longstreet was held back until this movement should commence."—EniToR.
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^ ^^martindale:

^nA CHURCH

PLAN OF THE BATTLE OF MECHANICSVILLE, JUNE 26.

a a a Approach of D. H. Hill and Lonestreet from Richmond; b. b. b.. Same,

A. P Hill c c c.. Route of D. H. Hill to Old Cold Harbor the day after the battle to jom
{ackson's attack on Union left ; d. d. d.. Route of A. P. Hill to New Cold Harbor, to attack

Jnion center : f. e. e.. Route of Longstreet to Dr. Gaines's, to attack Union left. Of the five

Confederate brigades engaged in this battle, one (Ripley's) was attached to the division of

D. H. Hill and came up as a reenforcement to Pender, who, with Field, Archer, and Anderson,

werepartof the division of A. P. Hill, his other two divisions, Gregg and Branch, being held m
reser%e The losses in their hopeles,s attack fell chiefly upon Archer, who made the first

advance about 5 P. M., and later upon Pender and Ripley. Pegram's battery was badly cut

up, losing forty-seven men and many horses. On the Union side, Martindale, Griffin, and
Meade came up after the battle had begun. When firing ceased, about 9 P. M., Porter's troops

held their position ; but Jackson's approach on their right flank compelled its evacuation early

in the morning.— Editor.

Longstreet came into action

after four o'clock. He thus de-

scribes the difficulties before

him :
" In front of me the ene-

my occupied the wooded slope

of Turkey Hill, the crest of

which is fifty or sixty feet high-

er than the plain over which
my troops must pass to make
an attack. The plain is about

a quarter of a mile wide; the

farther side was occupied by
sharp-shooters. Above these,

and on the slope of the hill,

was a line of infantry behind
trees, felled so as to form a

good breastwork. The crest of

the hill, some forty feet above
the last line, was strengthened

by rifle-trenches and occupied

by infantry and artillery. In

addition to this the plain was
enfiladed by batteries on the

other side of the Chickahominy.
I was, in fact, in the very posi-

tion from which the enemy
wished us to attack him."

All was done that mortals

could do by the two gallant di-

visions struggling against such

disadvantages, but nothing de-

cisive could be effected until the

full Confederate forces could

CHARGE OP CONFEDERATES UNDER RIPLEV AND PENDER AT BEAVER DAM CREF,K, JUST ABOVE ELLER,SOn',S MILL.
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be brought into action. In the meanwhile,
Jackson moved forward on what we afterwards

found to be the Grapevine Bridge road, my
division in advance. A few squads of Federal
stragglers were picked up, andsome wagons and
ambulances were captured. One sutler, in his

desperate desire to save his fancy stock, tried to

dash his wagon through Ander-
son's brigade. Repaid no at- iz^lz'^i^ 3

tention to the orders to halt, or lloS-^piS^^^ ta

to the presented bayonets. For- -^s^i§5'^^^ :3

tunately for him, his horses did

301

began with (ieneral I). H. Hill on the left

and extending to the right, through Fwell's,
Jackson's, and Whiting's divisions ... in

the order named." The swamp was to be g(Jt-

ten through, filled with sharp-shcjoters, and
obstructed with felled timber and checked
with brush-wood. The report continues: " In

ing to surrender,

ragged graybacks got tooth-

some delicacies then, from which ?|-n ^s-^ |g.;

not have so much at stake as i-s^illno^'- m

he had in canned fruits and s^^s'il.s-'c °

vegetables, and were ciuite will- ^^-°^^.^Z^
°

ino- tn ^iirrpnrlt^r SomC IJOOr " g " " 3" o S = n

they had been long debarred, 5.''5"s=^§ = ? s

and of which before nightfall -^'i^^^l^^^c 3

they had no need forever. I'^s-^IbIsI g

About 2 p. M. we reached ^sfl^zZ^t >

the neighborhood of McGee's ^^^^t"S?s| „

house, an elevated knoll, which i.=-3.'a|?S'o s

was the Federal right, and from i § j^? 1 1? S
which a dense and tangled ll^sls'^^S ^-

swamp extended westward in '^~|^^^|f S
an irregular curve to Gaines's |5*;ic|.3-| P

Mill. Bondurant's battery was fR^nS'^qo i,

brought up to feel the position. tt^M ^^^' i

Jackson remained with it for a ^l-"!'^'^^ z

time after the firing began. The ?|&s|-^I| >

battery was badly crippled, and
was withdrawn by my order

when I perceived the superior-

ity of the enemy's artillery— g Ixi"!
always the most efi^ective arm s't' = = »._(«

of his service. So little was f^i!^' Irl
known of the condition of the ^l-^s=3^a,g =

battle and of the roads, that s^=i-?|i|
Jackson posted my division in ^fgliki?
the woods to the left of the ^fg^lPl'
road, and facing towards the fpllfr^l
firing at Gaines's Mill, in order |=3|^o|f.
to intercept the forces that J|^|l|i|
Longstreet and A. P. Hill

might drive in that direction! „2.r, .-.-^.^ >
His report savs : "Hoping "ll^^^t^^ 3

that Generals A. P. Hill and rl^llig-i ^

Longstreet would soon drive i--^-^^"^, ,^~ •"

the Federals towards me, I glEli^l?
'^

directed General D. H. Hill to i§f|^gSi o

move his division to the left of ^:i;'§S||r^ |
the road, so as to leave be- |.l|li|lS i

tween him and the wood on
-'""^-'"- -• -

the right of the road an open space, across

which I hoped that the enemy would be
driven. . . . But it soon becoming apparent
from the direction and sound of the firing that

General A. P. Hill was hard pressed, I ordered
a general advance of my entire corps, which

Vol. XXX.— -,2.

? -, s " :^
—

' n

advancing to the attack. Cicncral 1). H. Hill

had to cross this swamp densely covered with

tangled undergrowth and young timber. This

caused some confusion, and a separation of

regiments. On the farther edge of the swamp
he encountered the enemy. The conflict was
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CHARGE OF A SUTLER UPON ANDERSON'S BRIGADE AT GAINES's MILL.

[At this time there were four brigade commanders of this name in the Confederate army : G. B. Anderson, in D. H. Hill's division, R. H. Anderson, in i

Longstreefs, Joseph R. Anderson, ir. A. P. Hill's, and G. T. Anderson, in Magruder's corps. The reference here is to the first.—EDITOR.] J

fierce and bloody. The Federals fell back
from the wood under the protection of a

fence, ditch, and hill. Separated now from
them by an open field, some four hundred
yards wide, he jjromptly determined to press

forward. Before doing so, however, it was
necessary to capture a battery on his left

which cculd enfilade his line upon its ad-

vance. . , . Again jjressing forward, the

Federals again fell back, but only to select a

position for a more obstinate defense, when,
nt dark, under the jjressure of our batteries,

—

which hafl then begun to play with marked
effect ujion the left, of the other concurring
events of the field, and of the bold and dash-
ing charge of General Hill's infantry, in whi( h
the troops of Brigadier-Oeneral C. S. Winder
joinefl.— the enemy yielderl the field and Hed

in disorder." I have always believed that this
;

was the first break in the Federal line ; it i

disposed of Sykes's division of regulars, who
;

had been so stubborn and so troublesome all
j

day. The Comte de Paris says of their retreat :

j

" Fearfully reduced asthey are, they care less for |

the losses they have sustained than for the mor-
\

tification of yielding to volunteers." The gen-
\

eral advance of our v/hole line and their intrepid
'

onset everywhere made the defeat of the regu- \

lars ])ossible, but credit should be given to the \

trcjops that did it. We discovered that our
J

line overlapped that of the Federal forces, I

and saw two brigades (afterwards ascertained I

to be under Lawton and Winder) advancing I

to make a front attack upon the regulars. I

Urigadier-Cienerals Samuel Garland and (t. B. '<

Anrlerson, commanding North Carolina l)ri-
j

1
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GENERAL A. P. HILL. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY COOK.)

gades in my division, asked permission to move
forward and attack the right flank and rear of

the division of regulars. The only difficulty in

the way was a Federal battery with its infantry

supports, which could ertfilade them in their

advance. Two regiments of Elzey's brigade,

which had gotseparated in crossing the swamp,
were sent by me, by way of my left flank, to

the rear of the battery to attack the in-

fantry supports, while Colonel Iverson, of

the Twentieth North Carolina, charged it

in front. The battery was captured and held

long enough for the two brigades to advance
across the open plain. " The effect of our

appearance," says Garland's official report,

" at this opportune juncture [upon the enemy's
flank], cheering and charging, decided the

fate of the day. The enemy broke and re-

treated, made a second brief stand, which in-

duced my immediate command to halt under
good cover of the bank on the roadside and
return their fire, when, charging forward again,

they broke and scattered in every direction."

Their retreat was to the woods between the

field and the river. Swinton * gives credit to

Hood and Law for making the first break in

the Federal line, and quotes from Jackson's

* " Campuign.s of the Army of the Potomac." \\\ William Swiiitoii. New WnV

report :
" Dashing on with unfaltering step in

the face of those murderous discharges of can-

ister and musketry, General Hood and Colonel

E. M. Law at the head of their respective bri-

gades rushed to the charge with a yell. ]\Io\ing

down a precipitous ravine, lea])ing ditch and

stream, clambering up a diflicult ascent, and

exposed to an incessant and deadl\- fire from

the intrenchments, these brave and determmcd
men pressed forward, driving the enemy trom

his well selected and fortified position. In this

charge, in which upward of a thousand men fell

killed and wounded before the fire of the en-

emy, and in which fourteen pieces of artillery

and nearly a regiment were captured, the

Fourth Texas, under the lead of General

Hood, was the first to jjierce these strong-

holds and seize the guns." It is evident that

Jackson means to compliment Hood for being

"the first to pierce the intrenchments on the

Federal left. But the word " first " has been

misleading as to the jjoint where the break

was first made in the Federal line.

General Lawton in his official report stated

that after the forces were broken in front of

him on our left, a staft-officer rode up and

called for assistance to charge a battery on

Ciiarlc.s Scribner's Sons.
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the left, and that after marchm^ two or three l(?ft. General Winder thought that we ought

hundred yards bv the /•/>/// flank, "the shouts to pursue into the woods, on the right of the

of victory from 'our friends announced that Grapevine Bridge road
;
but not knowing the

the last battery had been taken and the rout position of our friends, nor what Federal re-

complete.'" In a letter to me just received, serves might be aw'aiting us in the woods, I

PBBSEST ASPECT OF CAINES's MILL, LOOKING EAST. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY E. S. ANDERSON.)

^At ihe time of the battle, this buildint; was of five stories, and was, it is said, one of the finest grist-mills in Virginia. The wooden structure, dove-
tauled into the ruins, now covers t>ut nnc p.iir nf burrs. The mill was not injured in the fight, but was burned by Sheridan's cavalry in May, 1864,

the fire extending to a dwelling-house which stood just beyond the mill. The main conflict was a mile farther to the south-east, but the ridge sho\vn
ia the picture was the scene of a most gallant resistance trj the Confederate advance by the Ninth Massachusetts regiment, acting as a rear-guard to
IN>cter'» cotp*. The road to New Colcf Harbor .ind the battle-ground runs to the right of the picture. The mill-stream runs into Powhite Swamp,
and ihcnce into the Chickahominy.— Editoh.]

General Lawton says :
" I do believe that the

first break was on the right of the Federal line,

and I mDvcd against that line in front. My
knowledge of the position of the battery to Ije

charged was derived srjlely from the lij^s of a

staff-officer, who rode up to me at full speed on
the field, anrl returncfl immediatcTy to his chief

My recollection is, that very promjjtly after I

heard the shouts of victory from our friends,

the same messenger came again to request

me to halt. ... I cannot feel that my mem-
ory fails me when I say that you struck the

enemy in flank, while Winder's command and
mine movcfl directly on his front. The effec t

ofthe.se several attacks was promjjdy felt, and
vxjn became cf^nsjjicuous."

It was now f|uite dark, and I tofjk the re-

SfKjnsibility of halting all the troops on our

thought it advisable not to move on. General

Lawton concurred w'ith me. I had no artillery

to shell the woods in advance, as mine had
not got through the swamp. No Confederate
officer on the field knew that the Federals had
l)ut one Ijridge over which to retreat, else all

the artillery that could have been collected

would have opened fire upon the Federal

masses crowded into a narrow space in the

woods, and there would have been a general

advance of our line under cover of this fire.

Winder was right; even a show of pressure

must have been attended with great results.

I made my headcjuarters at McGee's house,

and ordered my artillery and infantry to oc-

cupy the hill around it. The artillery, however,
did not get into jjosition until sunrise next
morning. Before the infantry was in place, we
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(FROM PHOTOGRAPH BY BRADV.

)

heard huzzaing on the bridge road, and un- Federals, and must have been seen, but we were

derstood by that that reenforcements had come* not fired upon, probably because we were mis-

up to cover the Federal retreat. They took
up their position across the road and showed
a determined front, but might liave been broken
by an artillery fire from our elevated plateau

;

unfortunately for us, there was no artillery to

do this work.

Between nine and ten o'clock General
Lawton and myself walked out alone to ex-

amine the line of battle across the road, after-

wards discovered to be Meagher's Irish

brigade. We got within thirty yards of the

taken for a party of their own men sent up to

get water at McGee's well, ^^'e met the party

going back, and saw them go into their own
lines. Not a word was sj^oken b)- them or by

us. At such times, "Silence is golden."

In his attack upon General McClellan's right

wing General Lee had 50,000 men.* Gen-

eral Fitz John Porter, who commanded the

Federals at Cold Harbor, handled his 40,000

men with an ability unsurpassed on any field

durinti; the war. He had greatly the advantage

*Uabney, in his " Life of Jackson," puts the Confederate force at 40,000. Swinton estimates Cleneral Por-

ter's forces at 30,000 and Lee's at 70,000— an under- and an over-estimate respectively, I think.—D. H. H.
But see page 319.— EniTOR.
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in position, and he had improved this supe-

rioritv with intrenchments, log breastworks,

ritie-pits. and abattis. He had an immense pre-

ponderance in artillery, and that of the most

superb character. Many of our field-batteries

did not get across the swamp at all, and those

which did get over were inferior in range and
power to lieneral Porter's. Artillery seems

to have been a tavorite arm with General

McClellan. and he had brought it to the high-

est point of efficiency.

I do not know how much o{ our infantry

straggled in the swamp. Ripley got lost, and
his fine brigade was not in action at all. Of Col-

quitt's brigade, the Si.xth and Twenty-seventh

Georgia regiments were engaged ; the other

three regiments were not. Rodes, Garland,

and .\nderson kept their brigades well in hand
and did brilliant service. (These three splendid

officers were all killed, subsequently, in battle.)

I do not know how many men the other

five divisions lost by the difficulties of the

swamp : but if their loss was proportional to

mine, the Confederates outnumbered the Fed-
erals by only a few hundretls. However, it is

hardly probable that their loss was so great,

as my division had to go through the densest

part of the swamp.
Rilling in advance of his skirmish-line

through the swamp attended by a few staft-

officers, General Jackson found himself in the

presence of fifteen or twenty Federal soldiers

on outpost duty. He judged it the part of

prudence to assume the offensive and charge
upon them before they fired upon him. I

am indebted to Major T. O. Chestney, then
assistant adjutant-general of p^lzey's brigade,

for the following a( count

:

'* As Elzey's brigade was jjressing forward
to the line held by the Confederates at the

bloody battle of (iaines's Mill, a scjuad of fif-

teen or twenty soldiers were encountered on
their way to the rear. .A tall fellow at the

hearl of the little party drew sjjecial attentiim

to himself by singing out to us at the top of
his voice with an oath, 'Gentlemen, we had
the honor of being ( aptured by Stonewall

'

Jackson himself — a statement which he re-

peated with evident j;ride all along the line,

as our men tramped past. We subsequently
learned that hi-> story was true, (ieneral

Jackson, having ridden some distance in ad-

vance, had come suddenly ujxm the blue-

coats, and with his charat teristic impetutjsity

had charged amoi.g them anrl ordered them
to surrender, whi* h they rnarle haste to do."
One of the sadfiest things connected with the

mi.serable fratricidal war was the breaking up
of ties of friendship anrl of bhjod. 'i'he troops
opposing mine on that murderous field that day
were the regulars of General George Sykes, a

Southerner by birth, and my room-mate at West
Point,— a man admired by all for his honor,

courage, and frankness, and peculiarly en-

deared to me by his social qualities. During
the negotiations of the cartel for the exchange
of prisoners, intrusted to General Di.x and
mvself, I sent word to General Sykes, through
Colonel Sweitzer, of General McClellan's staff,

that " had I known that he was in front of

me at Cold Harbor, I would have sent some
of my North Carolina boys up to take him
out of the coldr He replied through the

same source :
" I appreciate the sarcasm, but

our time will be next and the tables will be
turned." Alas! it was a true prophecy. About
nine p. m. on the 27th, Major H. B. Clitz

was brought into my room at the McGee
house, headquarters for the night, wounded
in the leg, and a prisoner. He was very young
and boyish-looking when he entered West
Point, and was a very great favorite with us

of maturer years. It flashed upon my mind
how, in the Mexican war, as his regiment
filed past, I had almost a fatherly fear lest

he should be struck; and now he was here,

wounded by one of my own men ! He
was tenderly cared for by my medical direc-

tor. Doctor Mott, and I was delighted to learn

that he would not lose his leg. With a sort

of shamefacedness, my staff gave him some
of our coarse supper. Longstreet's inspector-

general, much under the influence of liquor^

got into quite a heated discussion with Major
Clitz, in which the latter said, " You have out-

numbered us to-day, but if McClellan is the

man I take him to be, he'll pay you well for

it before all is over." Malvern Hill impressed
this remark upon my memory ! I said to the

Confederate, " You must not be rude to a

wounded prisoner," and he apologized frankly

for his abrupt language. The next morning
General J. F. Reynolds was brought in as a

prisoner. He had been my mess-mate in the

old army for more than a year, and for half

that time my tent-mate. Not an unkind word
had ever passed between us. General Rey-
nolds seemed confused and mortified at his

position. He sat down and covered his face

with his hands, and at length said :
'• Hill,

we ought not to be enemies." I told him that

there was no bad feehng on my part, and that

he ought not to fret at the fortunes of war,
which were notoriously fickle. He was placed
in my ambulance and sent over to Richmond,
declining a loan of Confederate money. Gen-
eral Reynolds had gone to sleep in the woods
between the battle-ground and the Chicka-
hominy, and when he awoke, his troops were
gone and the bridge broken down.

Winder, Anderson, and Garland, j^robably

the most promising of all our young brigadiers.
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fell fighting for the cause they loved so well.

Reynolds, one of the noblest of mankind, fell

doing his duty on his side at (lettysburg.

Sykes, as the friend of McC'lcllan, never re-

ceived the recognition which his knightly qual-

ities demanded. Worst of all. Porter, who
commanded on the field the most creditable

to the Federal arms, received that condemna-
tion so much worse than death to the proud

soldier from the country he had served so ably

and so loyally.

In these battles, the great want with the

Confederates, strange as it may seem, was

accurate knowledge of the country in their

front. The map furnished me (and I suppose

the six other major-generals had no better)

was very full in regard to everything within

near Richmond, and of opening u]) communi-
cations with it as soon as pcjssible. The cross-

ing of the river by (ieneral A. P. Hill before

hearing from Jackson i)rc< ipitated the fight

on the first day ; and it having begun, it was
deemed necessary to keep it up, without wait-

ing for Jackson. The same necessity compelled
Lee on the second day to attack his antago-
nist on his own strong and well-chosen posi-

tion. Lee knew that McClellan depended
upon the York River Railroad for his su])plies,

and by moving up(Mi that road he could have
compelled the battle upon his own selectetl

ground, with all the advantages thereof. The
lack of transportation, and the fear of the ( ap-

ture of Richmond while he was making this

detour to the Federal rear, constrained him to

^^ ^i ^^^-^

m^
hf :' "^1-

OLD COLD HARBOR TAVERN. (DRAWN BY W. T.\BER FROM A PHOTOCRAPH BY E. S. ANDERSON.)

[This view is from the south, from the road by which the Confederate left under Stonewall Jackson and D. H. Hill .idvanced to attack Porter's

right. Five roads meet at this point. Old Cold Harbor consists of one or two houses and a smithy. Durintr the battle of Gamcs's .Mill the tavern was

within the Confederate lines. Two years later, during- the bloody engagement of General Grant's campaign, it was within the Utyon Imes. 1 he

name is sometimes written Cool Harbor, Coal Harbor, or Cool .Vrbor; but Mr. Burnet, the present owner of the tavern, says that fannly tradition

admits only Cold Harbor.— EDITOR.]

our own lines ; but a red line on the east side surrender the ad\antage of position to McC'Iel-

of the Chickahominy and nearly j^arallel to Ian and his able lieutenant, (ieneral Porter,

it, without any points marked on it, was our commanding in the field. Never was ground

only guide to the route on which our march more wisely chosen or more skillfully arranged

was to be made. None of us knew of the for- for defense.

midable character of the works on Beaver During Lee's absence Richmond was at the

Dam. The blood shed by the Southern troops mercy of McClellan : but Magruder was there

there was wasted in vain, and worse than in to keep up a "clatter," as Swinton expresses

vain ; for the fight had a most dispiriting eftect it. No one was better fitted for such a work.

on our troops. They might have been'halted When McClellan landed on the Peninsula, he

at Mechanicsville until "jackson had turned had 1 18,000 men. and >Lagruder had 1 1,500

the works on the creek, and all that waste of to cover a defensive line of fourteen miles (see

blood could have been avoided. Riplev's ' Ofiicial Records, War of the Rebellion." Vol.

brigade was sent to the assistance of Pender. XL, Part I IL, pages 77 and 436). But " Pnnce

bv the direct order, through me, of both Mr. John " (as Magruder was called) amused his

Davis and General Lee. 'They both felt press- enemy by keeinng uj) a "clatter." and, it

ing upon them the vast importance of keeping may be, amused himselt as well. No one
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"CAPTIRED liV STONEWALL JACKSON HIMSELF." (SEE PAGE 306.)

ever lived who could play off the Grand Scig- egy. He put on naturally all those grand
nior with a more lordly air than could the and imposing devices which so successfully
Prince.* During the absence of Lee, he kept deceive the military opponent.
up such a clatter that each of McClellan's
coqjs commanders was expecting a special

visit from the much-plumed cajj and the once-
gaudy attire of the master of ruses and strat-

Just before we crossed the Chickahominy,
1 asked General Garland if he remembered
what Napoleon said at Austerlitz when one
of his marshals had begged permission to at-

• In antc-hcllum days (so the old army story used to run) .Magruder was a lieutenant of artillery at Rouse's
Point. There his mess cntertainc<l some liritish ofTiccrs, two of whom were scions of nobility. The visit
having l>ten expected, the mess had borrowed or rented gold plate and silver plate, cut-glass ware, rich furniture,
and stylish equipages for driving the noble guests around. Prince John assured them that these were but the
debris of tlie former s|)len'lor of the regimental mess. "Only the debris, my lord ; the schooner bringing
most of the mess plate from Florida was unfortunately wrecked." One of the dazzled and bewildered noble-
men said to I'rince John, on the second flay of the gorgeous festival : "We do not wish to be impolitely m-
qaisiti%-c, hut we have Wen so much impressed with this magnificence that we are constrained to believe that
American oflficcrs must l>e paid enormously. What is your monthly pay?" Assuming an indifferent air,
Prince^ John said : "iJamned if I know," then, turning to his servant, he aske^l, " fim, what is my monthly
pav ? " The servant was discreetly silent, it maybe from a wink, or il maybe that to remember sixty-five
dollars was trxi heavy a tax ufKm his memory also.— I). H. II.
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tack a column of the Austro-Russian army
which was making a flank movement. Garland
replied: "I, too, was just thinking that McClel-
lan was saying to his officers, as Napoleon
did, ' When your enemy is making a false

movement, do not strike him till he has com-
pleted it

'
; and it may be that he will gobble

up Richmond while we are away."

The fortifications around Richmond at that

time were very shght. He could have cap-

tured the city with but little loss of life. The
want of supplies would have forced Lee to

attack him as soon as possible, with all the

disadvantages of a precipitated movement.
But the Federal commander seems to have
contemplated nothing of the kind ; and as he

placed the continuance of the siege upon the

hazard of Cold Harbor, he was bound to put

every available man into that fight.

While we were lying all day idle on the

28th, unable to cross the Chickahominy, the
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clouds of smoke from the burning plunder in

the Federal camps and the frequent explo-
sions of magazines indicated a retreat; but
General Whiting kejit insisting ujjon it that
all this was but a r^sc de guerre of McClellan
preparatory to a march upon Richmond. I

made to him some such reply as that once
made to General Longstreet, when a cadet at

West Point, by Professor Kendrick.
The professor asked Longstreet, who never

looked at his chemistry, how the carbonic
acid of commerce was made. Longstreet re-

plied:

" By burning diamonds in oxygen gas."
" Yes," said Professor Kendrick, " that will

do it ; but don't you think it would be a ketU
expensive ?" *

" Don't you think," I said to Whiting, " that

this rjise of McClellan is a leetle expensive ?
"

The old West Point yarn had a very quiet-

ing effect upon his apprehensions.

D. H. Hill.
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historical interest, and the causes which
prompted certain movements connected with

that campaign have given rise to much dis-

pute and controversy. It is with the hope
that a history of the part taken by my com-
mand during those days may shed new light

upon the story of that eventful period, that

the following narrative has been prepared.

I have been compelled, however, to confine

myself to facts within my own personal knowl-

edge and to statements of the matters that

influenced my actions, whether premeditated

and by order, or the result of movements
necessary to be taken by the exigencies of

existing circumstances.

After the battle of Fair Oaks, during the

greater part of the month of June, 1862, the

Army of the Potomac, under General McClel-

lan, and the Army of Northern Virginia, under

General Lee, confronted each other, east of

Richmond. The two armies were of nearly

equal strength.! McClellan's forces, divided

by the Chickahominy, were extended south of

that stream, from New Bridge to White Oak
LOWE S MILITARY BALLOON, IN THE SERVICE OF GENERAL

MCCLELLAN IN THE RICHMOND CAMPAIGN. J

THE events immediately preceding the
" Seven Days' Battles on the Peninsula,"

in June, 1862, have been subjects of great

Swamp, leaving north of the river only the

Fifth Army Corps. The Confederate troops

faced the Federal army throughout its length,

* Professor Kendrick would never contradict any one, but always modify the answer when wrong. The fol-

lowing is a specimen of his style of questioning. X. Y. Z. (whose name is now a household word) was on

examination: Professor K. " What is its color ?" X. Y. Z. " White, sir." Professor K. " Yes, you mean
a kind of grayish white. In fact, you might call it coal black, might you not ?" X. Y. Z. " Yes, sir, that's

it."— D. H. H.
t The records give: Union army, 144 regiments, 60 batteries; Confederate, iSyreginients, 89 batteries.— F.J. P.

X Colonel Auchmuty, of New York City, who made many ascensions by this balloon from the camp near

Doctor Gaines's before the battle, says that the Confederates had a Whitworth gun at Mrs. Price's, on the

south side of the Chickahominy, with which they would fire at the balloon as it rose and descended. The
usual height for observation was looo feet ; and when lower than 300 feet high the balloon was within

range of this gun. General Porter made no fewer than a hundred such ascensions.— Editor.

Vol. XXX,— 33.
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from White Oak Swamp to New Bridge and

thence up the right bank of the Chickahom-

inv, covering the important crossings at Me-

ch'anicsville and Meadow Bridge, north of the

citv.

South of the Chickahominy each army Avas

secured against surprise in think or successful

attack in front by that swollen stream; by

marshv lands and muddy roads ; by redoubts

studded with artillery' and rifle-pits well

manned, all flanked or covered by swamps,

tangled thickets, and slashed timber. Not-

withstanding the apparent quiet, both armies

were activelv engaged in the erection of those

defensive works which permit large forces to

be detached, at opportune moments, for ag-

gressive action or for the defense of menaced

positions. These preparations for oflensive and

defensive action, known to both commanders,

plainlv impressed on each the necessity of

guarding against any errors iu position, and

the importance of preparing promptly to take

advantage of any opening in his opponent's

line which promised results commensurate with

the risks involved.

It was apparent to both generals that

Richmond could only be taken in one of two

ways: by regular approaches or by assault.

An assault would require superior forces, sup-

ported by ample reserves. It was equally

apparent that an attack could readily be made
from Richmond, because that city's well

armed and manned intrenchments would per-

mit its defense by a small number of men,

while large forces could be concentrated and

detached for offensive operations.

The faulty location of the Union army,

divided as it was by the Chickahominy, was
from the first realized by General McClellan,

and became daily an increasing cause of care

and anxiety to him ; not the least disturbing

element of which was the impossibility of

quickly reenforcing his right wing or promptly

drawing it to the south bank. That this di-

lemma was known to so intelligent and vigi-

lant a commander as General Lee could not

be doubted ; and that it was certainly demon-
strated to him by General J. E. B. Stuart's

dashing cavalry raid around the Union army,

on June 14th, was shown in many ways.*

One evidence of it was his immediate erec-

tion of field-works on his left, and his increas-

ing resistance to the efforts of Union scouts

to penetrate into the roads leading to Rich-

mond from the north. This indicated that

Lee was preparing to guard against the re-

enforcement of McClellan's right, and also

against information reaching us of Confeder-

ate reenforcements from the north.

McClellan had been forced into this faulty

position on the Chickahominy and held there

by the oft-repeated assurances that McDowell's
corps of 40,000 men, then at Fredericksburg,

would be advanced to Richmond and formed
on his immediate right, which would make that

wing safe.t On the 27th of May, under prom-
ise that McDowell would join him at once,

McClellan cleared his front of all opposition to

his rapid march, by operations at Hanover
Court House. If McDowell had joined

McClellan then, it would have resulted in the

capture ofRichmond. That junction could also

easily have been brought about immediately
after the battle of Fair Oaks, and even then

Richmond could have been taken. But the

Confederate authorities so skillfully used Jack-
son, in the Valley of Virginia, as to draw off

McDowell ; while the fears of the Administra-

tion, then aroused for the safety of Washing-
ton, together with a changed policy, caused
him to be held back from the Army of the

Potomac ; and, although orders were several

times issued requiring McDowell to unite with

McClellan, and assurances were given as late

as June 26th that he would so unite, yet he
never arrived, and the right wing ofMcClellan's

army, then left exposed, became the object

of attack. McClellan saw the coming storm,

and guarded against it as best he could.

Realizing the faultiness of his position, result-

ing from McDowell's withdrawal to the North,

he desired to correct the error by changing
his base from York River to the James, where
he could be easily reenforced, and from which
l)oint his communications would be safe. This
change could not be made so long as

"General .Stuart's raid round the Union lines was begun on Wednesday, June 13 (1862), by an advance
j

to the .V^uth Anna Kridgc on the Richmond and Fredericl<sburg Railway. (See map on page 293.) Stuart
;

harl with him about 1200 cavalry and a section of the Stuart Horse Artillery, the princij^al officers under him
\

being Colonel Kitzhugh Lee and Colonel W. H. F. Lee. Early Thursday morning they started east, and soon
were having a brush with Union outposts at Hanover Court House. Thence they moved rapidly east to

,

Old Church near the Tolopotomoy, where they had a skirmish and running fight with a detachment of Union
j

cavalry. .Stuart there decided to complete the circuit of the Union army by pushing forward to Tunstall's
;

.Station, nine miles farther east, and thence to the James. At Garlick's, on the I'amunkey, his forces destroyed
;

two transrx^>rts and a number of wagons. They captured Tunstall's on the York River Railway, and tried to
,

obstruct the roarl and fired into a train laden with soldiers which dashed past them. After burning a railway
i

bridge and a wagon-train, they proceeded Vjy moonlight south to Jones's Bridge on the Chickahominy, the re- I

pairmg of which delayed their march till I r. M. of Friday. Once across, they made their way without dififi-
i

culty to Charles City Court I louse and reached Richmond ina the River road early Saturday morning.—EDITOR.
\

I See Stanton's letter of May 18: "You are instructed to cooperate so as to establish this communi- i

cation as soon as possible, by extending your right wing to the north of Richmond."— F. J. P.
*
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McDowell's advance was to be expected, nor
in any event could it be effected without great

risk to the safety of his own army in the face

of a vigilant and active foe of superior strength,

and without seriously jeopardizing the success
of the cause for which he was devoting all

his energies. He, however, secured, by care-

ful examination full information of the roads

and the character of the country over which
he would be obliged to move, if circumstances

or policy should require a change of base,

and as early as June i8th sent vessels loaded
with supplies to the James River.

In the middle of June General McClellan
intrusted to me the management of affairs on
the north bank of the Chickahominy, and con-

fided to me his plans, as well as his hopes and
apprehensions. His plans embraced defensive

arrangements against an attack from Rich-

mond upon our weak right flank. We did

not fear the results of such an attack if made
by the forces from Richmond alone ; but if, in

addition, we were to be attacked by Jackson's

forces, suspicions of whose approach were
already aroused, we felt that we should be in

peril. But as Jackson had thus far prevented
McDowell from joining us, we trusted that

McDowell, Banks, and Fremont, who had
been directed to watch Jackson, would be
able to prevent him from joining Lee, or, at

least, would give timely warning of his escape
from their front and follow close upon his

heels.

With McClellan's approval, my command
was distributed as follows :

Meade's brigade of McCall's division of

Pennsylvania Reserves was posted at Gaines's

house, protecting a siege battery controlling

New Bridge ; Reynolds's and Seymour's bri-

gades'held the rifle-pits skirting the east bank of

Beaver Dam Creek and the field-works cover-

ing the only crossings near Mechanicsville and
EUerson's Mill. These field-works, well armed
with artillery, and the rifle-pits, well manned,
controlled the roads and open fields on the west
bank of that creek, and were concealed by
timber and brush from an approaching foe.

The infantry outposts from the same division,

and their supports, west of Mechanicsville to

Meadow Bridge, were instructed, if attacked
or threatened by superior forces, to fall back
by side approaches to the rear of Reynolds,
at the upper crossing, thus leaving the main
approaches open to the fire of their artillery

and infantry defenders.

North from Meadow Bridge to the Pamun-
key Federal cavalry pickets kept vigilant

watch, and protected detachments felling tim-

ber for obstructing the roads against the

rapid march of any force upon the flank or

rear of the right wing.
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Cooke's cavalry, near Cold Harbor, guarded
the right rear, anil scouted towards Hanover
Court House, while Morell's and Sykes's divis-

ions were conveniently camped so as to cover
the bridge-crossings and to move quickly to

any threatened point.

Such was the situation on the 24th of June,
when, at midnight, General McClellan tele-

graphed me that a pretended deserter, whom
1 had that day sent him, had informed him
that Jackson was in the immediate vicinity,

ready to unite with Lee in an attack upon my
command. Though we had reason to suspect
Jackson's approach, this was the first intima-
tion we had of his arrival ; and we could ob-
tain from Washington at that time no further

confirmation of our suspicions, nor any infor-

mation of the fact that he had left the front

of those directed to watch him in northern
Virginia.

Reynolds, who had special charge of the
defenses of B.eaver Dam Creek and of the

forces at and above Mechanicsville, was at

once informed of the situation. He prepared
to give our anticipated visitors a warm wel-

come. The infantry division and cavalry

commanders were directed to break camp at

the first sound of battle, pack their wagons
and send them to the rear, and, with their

brigades, to take specified positions in support

of troops already posted, or to protect the

right flank.

On the 25th the pickets of the left of the main
army south of the Chickahominy were pushed
forward under strong opposition, and gained,

after sharp fighting, considerable ground, so

as to enable the Second and Third Corps
(Sumner's and Heintzelman's) to support the

attack on Old Tavern intended to be made
next day by the Sixth Corps (Franklin's). The
result of the fighting was to convince the

corps commanders engaged that there had
been no reduction of forces in their front to

take part in any movement upon our right

flank.

Early on the 26th I was informed of a large

increase of forces opposite Reynolds, and be-

fore noon the Confederates gave evidence of

intention to cross the river at Meadow Bridge

and Mechanicsville, while from our cavalry

scouts along the Virginia Central Railroad

came reports of the approach from the north

of large masses of troops.

Thus the attitude of the two armies to-

wards each other was changed. Yesterday,

McClellan was rejoicing over the success of

his advance towards Richmond. He was still

assured of McDowell's junction. To-day, all

the united available forces in Virginia were to

be thrown against his right flank, which was
not in a convenient position to be supported.
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The prizes now to he contended for were:

on the part of McClellan, the safety of his

right wing, protection behind his intrench-

ments with the possibility of being able to

remain there, and the giving oi sufficient time

to enable him to effect a change of base to

the Janies ; on the part of Lee, the destruction

of McClellan's right wing, the drawing him

from his intrenchments and attacking him in

front, and thus to raise the siege of Rich-

mond.

BATTLE OF MECHAXICSVILLE.

The morning of Thursday, June 25th,

dawned clear and bright, giving promise that

the day would be a brilliant one. The forma-

tion of the ground south of the Chickahominy
opposite Mechanicsville, and west to Meadow
Bridge, largely concealed from view the forces

gathered to execute an evidently well-planned

and well-prepared attack upon my command.
For some hours, on our side of the river, the

lull before the storm prevailed, except at

Mechanicsville and at the two bridge-crossings.

At these points our small outposts were con-

spicuously displayed for the purpose of creat-

ing an impression of numbers and of an

intention to maintain an obstinate resist-

ance. We aimed to invite a heavy attack, and
then, by rapid withdrawal, to incite such con-

fidence in the enemy as to induce incautious

pursuit.

In the northern and western horizon vast

clouds of dust arose, indicating the movements
of Jackson's advancing forces. They were
far distant, and we had reason to believe that

the obstacles to their rapid advance, placed

in their way by detachments sent for that

purpose, would prevent them from making
an attack that day. As before stated, we did

not fear Lee alone ; we did fear his attack,

combined with one by Jackson, on our flank

;

but our fears were allayed for a day.

General McClellan's desire to make the

earliest and quickest movements at that time

|x>ssible, and his plans arranged for the ac-

complishment of that desire, as exjjressed to

me, were substantially conveyed in the follow-

ing dispatch of June 23d from his chief-of-

staff:

" Vour dispositions of your troops arc approved by
the commanding general. ... If you arc attackecJ,

be careful to slate as promptly as possible the number,
cotnrjosition, and position of the enemy. The trooj)s

on tnis side will l>c held ready cither to support you
directly or to attack the enemy in their front. If the
force attacking you is large, the general would prefer
the latter course, counting upon your skill and the
arlmirabic trfx^ps under your command to hold their

own agajnst superior numl>crs lon^ enough for him
to make thedeasivc movement, which will determine
the fate of Richmond."

The position selected on Beaver Dam Creek '

for our line of defense was naturally very
1

strong. The banks of the valley were steep,
'

and forces advancing on the adjacent plains i

presented their flanks, as well as their front,
|

to the tire of both infantry and artillery, safely
'

posted behind intrenchments. The stream
;

was over waist-deep and bordered by swamps.
Its passage was difticult for infantry at all •.

points, and impracticable for artillery, except

at the bridge-crossing at Ellerson's Mill, and •

at the one above, near Mechanicsville.

Quite early in the day I visited General;
Reynolds, near the head of the creek, and i

had the best reasons not only to be contented,

:

but thoroughly gratified, with the admirable !

arrangements of this accomplished oflicer, and
to be encouraged by the cheerful confidence .

of himself and his able and gallant assist-
!

ants, Seymour on his left, at Ellerson's Mill,
:

and Simmons and Roy Stone in his front.
,

Each of these officers commanded a portion
j

of the Pennsylvania Reserves— all under the
j

command of the brave and able veteran,

McCall. These troops were about to engage
in their first battle, and bore themselves then,

as they did on trying occasions immediately >

following, with the cheerful spirit of the

volunteer and the firmness of the veteran sol- 1

dier— examples inspiring emulation in these

trying " seven days' battles."

Part of the general details previously

'

adopted was then ordered to be followed,

and subsequently was enforced as near as prac- .

ticable in all the battles in which my corps

engaged : that under no circumstances should
\

the men expose themselves by leaving their

intrenchments, or other cover, merely to

pursue a repulsed foe; nor, except in uneven
ground, which would permit the fire of artil-

lery to pass well over their heads, was infantry
'

or cavalry to be posted in front of a battery,
;

or moved so as to interfere with its fire. I

Bullet, shot, and shell were to be relied upon j

for both repulse and pursuit.

Sitting for hours near the telegraph opera-

tor at my quarters, prior to the attack, I
;

listened to the constant and rapid " ticking
"

of his machine, and was kept informed, by ,

the various intercommunicating messages at

;

the headfiuarters of the army, of the condition
|

of affairs in front of the three corps farthest to I

the left. Reports often came from them that
j

the enemy's camps seemed to be largely ;

deserted, confirming the information that
j

the enemy had gathered in front of Franklin >

and myself. Yet, the following day, when I
|

called for aid to resist the forces of Lee and ''

Jackson at Gaines's Mill, known to be im-
j

mensely superior to mine, the commanders
;

of these three corps expressed the belief that
\
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CONFEDERATE RETREAT THROUGH MECHANICSVILLE BEFORE ADVANCE Ol-

MCCLELLAn's ARTILLERY, MAY 24TH. (FROM A SKETCH AT THE TIME.)

^These buildings, together with one house to the left (not shown in the picture), compose the town. The view is from the east .ind the retreat
IS in the direction of the Mechanicsville Bridge. This was a month before the battle of Mechanicsville.—EDITOR.

j

they were about to be attacked by bodies

larger than their own, and objected to detach-

ing any part of their troops.

From the cavalry scouts of Farnsworth,

Stoneman, and Cooke, whose forces stretched,

in the order named, from Meadow Bridge north
to the Pamunkey, reports came that Jackson
was advancing slowly upon my flank. I was
also informed that the departure of Jackson
from northern Virginia was suspected, but not

positively known, at Washington ; but that at

this critical moment no assistance whatever
could be expected from that vicinity.

Perhaps at this time the Administration had
been crippled by its own acts, and could not

respond to Cieneral McClellan's calls for aid.

About April ist, when our army began active

operations in the field and recruiting should
have been encouraged, the enrollment of

troops was ordered to be stopped. The War
Governor ofPennsylvania, notably,disregarded

this order. His foresight was afterwards rec-

ognized at Antietam, when he was able to ren-

der valuable assistance. In the month of J une,

however, the policy had begun to change, and
the troops in northern Virginia were being
placed in charge of an officer called to Wash-
ington " to take command of Banks and Fre-

mont, perhaps McDowell, take the field against

Jackson, and eventually supersede McClellan."
At the day the order was issued, June 27th,

however, there was no enemy confronting

that officer— Jackson having disappeared

from northern Virginia, and being in my front

at Gaines's Mill.

About two o'clock p. m. on the 26th, the
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boom of a single cannon in the direction of Me-
chanicsville resounded through our canijjs. This
was the signal which had been agreetl ujjon,

to announce the fact that the enemy were
crossing the Chickahominy. The curtain rose

;

the stage was prepared for the first scene of

the tragedy. At once tents were struck, wagons
packed and sent to the rear to cross to the right

bank of the Chickahominy. The several divis-

ions were promptly formed, and took the

positions to which they had previously been
assigned. General McCall assumed command
at Beaver Dam Creek ; Meade joined him,

taking position behind Sevmour ; Martindale

and Griffin, of Morell's division, went, res])ec-

tively, to the right and rear of Reynolds

;

Butterfield was directed to support General

Cooke's, and subsequentl\- Martindale's right,

while Sykes was held ready to mo\e where\'er

needed. Reynolds and Seymour ])repared for

action, and concealed their men.

About three o'clock, the enemy, under

l.ongstreet, D. H. and A. P. Hill, in large

bodies commenced rapidly to cross the Chick-

ahominv, almost simultaneously at Mechan-
ics\ille. Meadow Bridge, and above, and

pushed down the left bank, along the roads

leading to Beaver Dam Creek. In accordance

with directions previously given, the outposts

watching the access to the crossings fell back

after slight resistance to their already desig-

nated position on the east bank of Beaver

Dam Creek, destroying the l)ri(lges as they

retired. (See map on ])age 300.)

After passing Mechanicsville the attacking

forces were divided, a jjortion taking the road to
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Ellerson's Mill, while the larger body directed

their march into the valley of Beaver Dam
Creek, upon the road covered by Reynolds.

Apparently unaware, or regardless, of the

great danger in their front, this force moved
on with animation and confidence, as if going

to parade, or en>j.ii:iniX in a sham battle. Sud-

ress. Seymour's direct and Reynolds's flank

fire soon arrested them and drove them to

shelter, suffering even more disastrously than

those who had attacked Reynolds. Late in

the afternoon, gready strengthened, they re-

newed the attack with spirit and energy,

some reaching the borders of the stream, but

<^

'JJ-'
%.

rO"^ '^\4r«^:roA^'

IMON ARTILLERV AT MECHANICSVILLE SHELLING CONFEDERATE WORKS SOUTH OF THE CHICKAHOMINY.

'This sketch was made at the time —several days before the beginning of the Seven Days' Battles. It is here given to indicate the topography
uf tbc DeiKhborbood. The road to Richmond crosses the stream by the Mechanicsville Bridge, the half-dozen houses composing the town being to the
left dl the ground occupied by the battery. It was by this road that the troops of D. H. Hill's and Longstreet's divisions crossed to join Jackson
and A. P. Hill in the attack upon the right of McClellan's army.— EDITOR.]

denly, when half-way down the bank of the only to be repulsed with terrible slaughter,

\alley, our men opened upon it rapid volleys which warned them not to attempt a renewal

of artillery and infantry, which strewed the of the fight. Little depressions in the ground
road and hill-side with hundreds of dead shielded many from our fire, until, when night

and wounded, and drove the main body of came on, they all fell back beyond the range
the survivors back in rajjid flight to and of our guns. Night put an end to the contest.

beyond Mechanicsville. So rapid was the fire

upon the enemy's huddled masses clambering

back up the hill, that some of Reynolds's am-
munition was exhausted, and two regiments

were relieved by the I'ourth Michigan and
Fourteenth New York of Ciriffin's brigade. On
the extreme right a small force of the enemy
-securcfl a foothold on the east bank, but it did

no harm, and retired under cover of darkness.

'I'he forces which were directed against

.Seymour at Kllerson's Mill made little prog-

The Confederates sufiered severely. All

night the moans of the dying and the shrieks

of the wounded reached our ears. Our loss

was only about 250 of the 5000 engaged,
while that of the Confederates was nearly

2000 out of some 10,000 attacking.*

Oeneral McClellan had joined me on the

batde-field at an early hour in the afternoon.

While we discussed ])lans for the immediate
future, influenced in our deliberations by the

gratifying results of the day, numerous and

("onfedcralc forces engaged, Iwenty-one regi-* Union forces engaj^cfl, eleven regiments, six batteries.

ment.s, eight l»attcries.— Y. J. P.
• According to the official returns the total Union loss at Mechanicsville was 361, but little more than that

of the Forty-fourth Oeorgia alf>nc (3.35). The Confcderale loss, exclusive of I'icld's and Anderson's bri-

ga'l'.-s and of the batteries, is repf)rted at 1589. (leneral Loni^'slrcet is f|uoted liy Mr. William Svvinton
as hi» authority for jmtling the aggregate at " between three and four thousand." (" Campaigns of the Army
of the roiomac," p. 145.)— I'jjnoR.
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unvarying accounts from our outi)o.sts and
scouts toward the Pamunke)^ warned us of

the danger impending on the arrival of Jack-
son, and necessitated a decision as to which
side of the Chickahominy should be held in

force. He, however, left me late at niglil,

al)out one a. m. (27th), with the expectation

of receiving information on his arrival at his

own headquarters, from the tenor of w hich he
w ould be enabled to decide whether 1 should

hold my present position or withdraw to a

well-selected and more advantageoLis one
east of Gaines's Mill, where I could protect

the bridges across the Chickahominy, over

which I must retire if compelled to leave the

left bank. He left General Barnard, of the

Engineers, with me. to point out the new line

of battle in case he decided to withdraw me
from Beaver Dam Creek. The orders to with-

draw reached me about three o'clock a. m.,

and were executed as rapidly as possible.

CAINES'S MILL, OR THK CHICKAH()MIN\ .

The position selected for the new stand

was east of Powhite Creek, about six miles

from Beaver Dam Creek. The line of battle

was semicircular, the extremities being in the

valley of the Chickahominy, while the inter-

mediate portion occupied the high grounds
along the bank of a creek and curved around
past McGee's to Elder Swamp. Part of the

front was covered by the ravine of the creek.

The east bank was lined with trees and un-

derbrush, which afforded concealment and
protection to our troops and artillery.

Erom the point where the line of the creek

turns suddenly to the east, the front was a

series ot l)Oggy swamps covered extensively

with tangled brush. Near McGee's and be-

yond, the ground, elevated and drier, was
filled with ravines swept by our artillery and
infantry, who were covered by depressions in

the ground. The high land embraced within

the semicircle was cleared ground, but un-

dulating, and often, with the aid of fences

and ditches, giving concealment and cover,

breast high, to both infantry and artillery.

Before sunrise of the 27th the troops were
withdrawn from Beaver Dam Creek and sent

to their new position east of Powhite Creek,

destroying the bridges across it after them.
Some batteries and infantry skirmishers, left

as a ruse at Beaver Dam Creek, by their fire so

tuUy absorbed the attention of the foe that our

l^urpose suddenly and rapidly to abandon the

intrenchments seemed unsuspected. But when
they discovered our withdrawal, their infantry

pressed forward in small detachments, the

main body and the artillery being delayed to

rebuild the bridges. Se\'mour's brigade, the

3'5

last to start, under its skillful commander, with
'i'idball's and Robertson's well-managed Horse
P.atteries on its Hanks, kept the enemy at a

res])ectfiil distance antl enabled all horse, foot

and artillery, wagons and wounded, to reach,

with little !oss,lheirdesignated jjosts in the new
position

; my i)rave and efficient aitle, Lieuten-
ant Weld, however, was taken prisoner.

The siege guns were safely remo\ed bv
hand from the works overlooking New liridge

and taken to the south bank of the Chicka-
hominy, where, protecterl by Franklin's corps,

they were posted and used with ilamaging
effect upon the enemy as they advanced that

afternoon to attack the left of our line.

Our new line of battle was well selected

and strong, though long and requiring either

more troops to man it than I had, or too

great a thinning of my line by the use of

the reserves. 'I'he east bank of the c:reek,

from the valley of the Chickahominy to its

swampy sources, was elevated, sloping, and
timbered. The bed of the stream was nearl\

dry, and its west bank gave excellent i>rotec-

tion to the first line of infantry posted under
it to receive the enemy descending the cleared

field sloping to it. The swampy grounds along

the sources of the creek were open to oi:r

\iew in front for hundreds of yards, and were

swept by the fire of infantry and artillery.

The roads from Gaines's Mill and Old Cold
Harbor, along which the enemy were com-
pelled to advance, were swept by artillery

I)OSted on commanding ground.

Along the ground thus formed and close

to its border were posted the divisions of

Morell and Sykes— the latter on the rluht

— Martin's Massachusetts Battery between—
each brigade having in reserve, immediately

in its rear, two of its regiments. Sections or

full batteries of the Division artillery were

posted to sweep the avenues of approach, and

the fields on which these avenues opened.

Wherever possible and useful, guns were

placed between brigades and on higher ground,

in front or rear, as judgment dictated. The
unemployed guns were in reserve with their

divisions. Batteriesof Hunt's Reserve .Artillery

were in rear of the left, covered by timber

from view of the enemy, but ready to move at

a moment's call, or from their stand to pour

their itresistil)le fire into the enemy's face in

case they broke our line.

McCall's division formed a .second line, near

the artillery in reserve, in rear of Morell, and

immcdiateivbehind the woods on the leit. Rey-

nolds, the first to leave Beaver Dam Creek, had

gone to Barker's Mill to cover the ajjproaches

from Cold Harbor and Disjjatch Station to

(irapevine Bridge; but hearing the battle raging

on our left, and having no enemv in his front,
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while Kmory of Cooke's cavalr\', with artillery,

was near at hand to ilo the duty assigned to

him. he hastened to join McCall, arriving op-

portunely in rear of (iriflin's left.

tieneral Cooke was instructed to take

position, with cavalr>', under the hills in the

valley of the Chickahominy— there with the

aid of artiller>' to guard our left flank. He
was especially enjoined to intercept, gather,

and hold all stragglers, and under no circum-

stances to leave the valley for the purpose of

coming upon the hill held by our infantry, or

pa.ss in front of our line on the left. Stone-

man's detachment of cavalry and infantrv.

miles to the north, was no longer available.

P'earing it might be cut off by Jackson, I sent

.Stoneman word to make his way as best he
could to White House, and in proj^er time
to rejoin the army— wherever it might be.

Believing my forces too small to defend suc-

cessfully this long line, I asked General Bar-
narfl, when he left me, to represent to General
M« Clellan the necessity of reiinforccments to

thif ken anrl to fill vacantspaces in my front line.

He himself promised me axes. This was my
first re'juest for aid, but none came in response.
I'he axes rlid not arrive till near flark, and were
useless— but with the few obtained early in the
day from the artillery, and in the little time at

rommind, trees were fellc'I ahmg a small jjor-

tion of our front, an'l useful barriers were erect-

ed, which were filler 1 in wit h rails and knapsacks.

While withdrawing from Beaver Dam, I had
seen to my delight Slocum's division of Frank-
lin's corps crossing the river to my assistance.

McClellan had promised to send it, and I

needed it ; it was one of the best divisions of

the army. Its able, experienced, and gal-

lant commander and his brave and gifted

subordinates had the confidence of their

well-trained soldiers. They were all worthy
comrades of my well-tried and fully trusted

officers, and of many others on that field,

subsequently honored by their countrymen.
But to our disappointment, through some
misunderstanding, the division was almost

immediately recalled to Franklin. In re-

sponse, however, to a later call, it returned

at a time when it was greatly needed, and
rendered invaluable services.

I fixed my headquarters at first at the

Adams house ; but early in the battle that lo-

cality became a hospital, and I advanced to

the Watts house, on more elevated ground,

whence I could see the greater part of the

field and communicate readily with all ])arts

of it.

Thus far, it will be seen, all [jlans were de-

fensive; I had reason to believe that theenemy
largely outiiumjjered me— three to one. Evi-

dently it was their plan and their jjolicy to

crush me, if possible. Their boldness and con-

fidence, I might add incaution, if not imjjru-

dence and rashness in exposure and attack,
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A. P. Hill's crossing, and were so successful in
I delaying his advance, after crossing, as to

i

compel him to employ large bodies to force

I

the regiment back to the main line. This
I brought on a contest which extended to Mo-
rell's center and over Martin's front,— on
his right,— and lasted from 12:30 to near 2
o'clock— Cass and his immediate supports
falhng back south of the swamps. This per-
sistent and prolonged resistance gave to this

batde one of its well-known names.*
Another column of the enemy, D. H. Hill's,

from Beaver Dam Creek, and Jackson's col-
umn, from northern Virginia, with which it

and that still larger forces were forming to
attack our left and center. This compelled
me to keep my troops united and under cover,
and also again to ask aid from the south bank
of the Chickahominy. My first message to
General McClellan was not delivered, as al-

ready stated ; my second one was responded
to by the speedy arrival of Slocum.t
Soon after two p. m., A. P. Hill's force, be-

tween us and New Cold Harbor, again began
to show an aggressive disposition, indcpend-

had united, came opposite my right front ent of its own troops on its flanks, bv advanc
from the direction of Old Cold Harbor
and deployed, connecting with A. P. Hill's
on the left and extending to our right be-
yond McGee's. The advance column of
these troops came a little earlier than those
under Longstreet and A. P. Hill, but were
more cautious and for some hours not so ag-
gressive. Believing that they were passing
on down the river to intercept our communi-
cations, and thinking that I might strike then

ing from under cover of the woods, in lines

well formed and extending, as the contest
progressed, from in front of Martin's batter\-

to Morell's left. Dashing across the interven-
ing plains, floundering in the swami)s and
struggling against the tangled brushwood,
brigade after brigade seemed almost to melt
away before the concentrated fire of our ar-

tillery and infantry; yet on others pressefl,

followed by supports as dashing and as brave
to good advantage while in motion, I asked as their predecessors, despite their heavy
permission to follow, intending to attack with lo.sses and the disheartening eftect of having to
ISykes's division and Emory of Cooke's cav- clamber over many of their disabled and dead,
airy, leaving Morell and McCall to hold the and to meet their surviving comrades rushing
other lines in check. Information, however, back in great disorder from the deadly con-
soon poured in, convincing me that this force test. For nearly two hours the battle rageii,
was larger than any I could use against them, extending more' or less along the whole line

* It is a curious fact that all the large engagements about Richmond in this campaign began after noon:
Seven Pines about i o'clock; Mechanicsville from 3 to 4 ; Claines's Mill at 12:30; Savage's Station at 4;Uhite Oak Swamp at from 12 to i ; Glendale from 3 to 4 ; Malvern Hill after i.— F.ditor.

t The forces in this battle were : Union, 50 regiments, 20 batteries (several of which were not engaged),m all about 27,000 men; Confederate, 129 regiments, 19 batteries,— in all about 65,000.— I". ]. V.
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to our extreme right. The fierce firing of ar-

tillery and infantry, the crash of the shot, the

bursting of shells and the whizzing of bullets,

heard above the roar of artillery and the

volleys of musketry, all combined was some-
thing fearful, which only brave hearts, deter-

mined at all hazards to maintain the cause

they deemed just, could withstand.

Regiments quickly replenished their ex-

hausted ammunition by borrowing from their

more bountifully supplied and generous com-
panions. Some withdrew, temporarily, for

ammunition, and fresh regiments took their

places ready to repulse, sometimes to pursue,

their desperate enemy, for the purpose of

retaking ground from which we had been
pressed and which it was necessary to oc-

cupy in order to hold our position.

The enemy were repulsed in every direc-

tion. An ominous silence reigned. It caused

the inference that their troops were being

gathered and massed for a desperate and
overwhelming attack. To meet it, our front

line was concentrated, reenforced, and ar-

ranged to breast the avalanche, should it

come. I again asked for additional reenforce-

ments. French and Meagher's brigades, of

Sumner's corps, all that the corps commanders
deemed they could part with, were sent for-

ward by the commanding general, but did not

arrive till near dark.

At 2 p. M., when I took my station beyond
the Watts house, my anxieties and responsi-

bilities had been substantially relieved, at least

so far as related to the establishment of a line

of battle, in which all engaged felt their power
to resist attack. At that time the practicability

of our defensive position, in charge of troops

having implicit confidence in each other, had
been demonstrated by the successful resistance

for nearly two hours against the strong and
persistent attacks upon our center and right.

The troops were well shielded with their re-

serves within immediate call. Commanders
of divisions, of brigades, and of batteries

were in the midst of their men, all confident

and determined to hold their posts to the

utmost, to resist and drive back the enemy,
prepared to call up their reserves, replenish

ammunition and to communicate to me such

needs as they could not fill, and to furnish all

necessary information for my action. They had
been left to their own judgment and energy,

to determine in what manner they could ac-

complish the best results with the means at

their command and with the least exposure.

From my post in advance of the Watts
house, the field in front of Sykes was visible,

and it was easily understood, by the sound of

battle in the woods and by the fire of the

enemy in his advance and repulse, that the
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center and left still remained solid and undis-

turbed. All available means were used by
which I could be kept infonned so that I could
provide, in the best possible manner, for the

many rapid changes and wants suddenly
springing up. The Prince de Joinville and his

two nephews— the Comte de Paris and Due
de Chartres— and Colonels Gantt, Radowitz,
and Hammerstein, from the commanding
general's staff, joined me as volunteer aides.

Each of these, with my own staff, Locke, Kirk-

land, Mason, Monteith,and McQuade exposed
themselves to danger, not only quickly and
cheerfully carrying every message, but often

voluntarily throwing themselves where needed
to direct, to lead, to encourage, and to rally.

Duruig the greater part of the afternoon,

D. H. Hill's troops, in detachments, were
more or less aggressive on the right. The
silence which followed the repulse, already

referred to, lasted but a short time. The re-

newed attacks raged with great fierceness and
fury, with slight intermission, along the most
of our front, till after five o'clock. Large and
numerous bodies of infantry from the direc-

tion of Old Cold Harbor, under cover of

artillery, directed their attacks upon Sykes's

division and Martin's battery ; others, from

the west side of Powhite Creek, were hurled

in rapid succession against Martindale and
Butterfield. These furious attacks were success-

fully repelled, but were immediately renewed

by fresh troops. McCall's Pennsylvania Re-

serves, as needed, were pushed as rapidly as

possible into the woods, in support of Martin-

dale and Griffin, whose brigades for a long

time bore the brunt of the attacks and whose

regiments were relieved as soon as their am-
munition was expended. All our positions

were held against enormous odds, and the

enemy was driven back by our fresh troops,

successively thrown into action. At each re-

pulse they advance new troops upon our

diminishing forces, and in such numbers and

so rapidly that it api)eared as though their

reserves were inexhaustible. The action ex-

tended along our entire line. At four o'clock,

when Slocum arrived, all our reserves were ex-

hausted. His brigades were necessarily sepa-

rated, and sent where most needed. Newton's

brigade, being in advance, was led to the right

of Griftin, there to drive back the enemy and

retake ground only held liy the enemy for an in-

stant. Taylor's brigade filled vacant spaces in

Morell's division, and Partlett's was sent to

Sykes, just in time to render invaluable service,

both in resisting and attacking.

On the right, near McGec's, the enemy
captured one of our batteries, which had been

doing them great damage by enfilading their

lines and preventing their advance. They
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gained thereby a temporary foothold by ad-

vancing some infantry ; but. prompt to act.

General Sykes directed its recapture, and a

regiment with arms shifted to the riglit shoulder,

and moving at a double quick, was soon in pos-

session of the prize, which again renewed its

damaging blows. At times, the enemy on the

right would gain an advantage, but in such a

case our infintry, supported by the lire of ar-

tiller)-, would move immediately at a rapid gait

and regain the lost ground. This occurred fre-

quently in Sykes's command and in the bri-

gades sening near it, all of which were, more

or less, in exposed ground. Not less deserving

of praise were the divisions of McCall, Morell,

and Slocum in their stubborn resistance to the

oft-repeated and determined onslaughts of

their assailants, who vastly out-numbered

them.

About 6:30, preceded by a silence of half an

hour, the attack was renewed all along the

line with the same apparent determination

to sweep us by the force of numbers from the

field, if not from existence. The result was
evidently a matter of life or death to our op-

ponent's cause. This attack, like its predeces-

sors, was successfully repulsed throughout its

length. The sun had sunk below the horizon,

and the result seemed so favorable that I be-

gan to cherish the hope that the worst that

could happen to us would be a withdrawal

after dark, without further injury— a with-

drawal which would be forced upon us by the

exhausted condition of our troops, greatly

reduced by casualties, without food, and with

little ammunition.
As if for a final effort, as the shades of

evening were coming upon us, and the woods
were filled with smoke, limiting the view there-

in to a few yards, the enemy again massed his

fresher and re-formed regiments, and threw
them in rapid succession against our thinned
and wearied battalions, now almost without
ammunition, and with guns so foul that they
could not be loaded rapidly. In preparation for

defeat, shouUl it come, I had posted artillery in

large force just in rear of our center and left,

ready for any emergency— and especially to

be used against a successful foe, even if his

destruction involverl firing upon some of our
own retreating troops,as might have been nec-
essary. The attacks, though coming like a
series of apparently irresistible avalanches, had

• Wc are informed by Colonel Auchmuty, then assistant adjutant-general of Morell's division, that there
yizs no running or panic when the line broke. The men fell back in small groups, turning and firing as they
went, and carrying many of the wounrlefl with tlicin. On the crest of the hill in the rear of the line of battle
a stand was ma/lc, and from that point regimental organizations were- preserved. Near the close of the war
General Griffin said to Colonel Auchmuty that he regarded (Raines's Mill as the hardest-fought battle in his
experience.

The same officer informs us that after the line of battle had been formed in the morning and while the attack
was momentarily expected, the mail arrived from the North, and the newsboys went along the line crying the
New V'ork and Philadelphia papers.— KurroR.

thus far made no inroads upon our firm and dis-
i

ciplined ranks. Even in this last attack we sue-
j

cessfuUy resisted, driving back our assailants
;

with immense loss, or holding them beyond our \,

lines, except in one instance, near the center of i

Morell's line, where by force of numbers and
under cover of the smoke of battle our line was
penetrated and broken ; this at a point where I

least expected it. This was naturally the weak-
\

est point of our line, owing to the closer prox-
)

imity of the woods held by the enemy. Under
:

this cover they could form, and with less expos-

ure in time and ground than elsewhere, and i

launch their battalions in quick succession up- 1

on our men. I believed I had guarded against
j

the danger by strongly and often reenforcing
j

the troops holding this part of the line. Here
;

the greater part of McCall's and Slocum's forces
;

were ustd. Just preceding this break, to my :

great surprise, I saw cavalry, which I recog- 1

nized as ours, rushing in numbers through our
|

lines on the left, and carrying off with sudden i

fright the limbers of our artillery, then prepared
j

to pour their irresistible fire into a pursuing
\

foe. With no infantry to support, and with I

apparent disaster before them, such of the
i

remainder of these guns as could be moved 1

were carried from the field ; some deliberately, i

others in haste, but not in confusion. '

In no other place was our line penetrated
]

or shaken. The right, seeing our disaster, fell
,

back united and in order, but were compelled
j

to leave behind two guns the horses of which '

had been killed. The troops on the left and
j

center retired, some hastily, but not in confu-
'

sion, often turning back to repulse and pursue
;

the advancing enemy.* All soon rallied in rear '

of the Adams house behind Sykes and thebri-
j

gades of French and Meagher sent to our aid,
;

and who now, with hearty cheers, greeted our i

battalions as they retired and re-formed. We ^

lost in all twenty-two cannon ; some of these
!

broke down while we were withdrawing, and
|

some ran off the bridges at night while we were
I

crossing to the south bank of the Chickahom- 1

iny. The loss of the guns was due to the fact
\

that some of Cooke's cavalry which had been
directed to be kept, under all circumstances,

in the valley of the Chickahominy, had been
sent to resist an attack of the enemy upon
our left. The charge, executed in the face of

a withering fire of infantry and in the midst

of our heavy cannonading, as well as that of
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the enemy, resulted, as should have been ex-

pected, in confusion. The bewildered and
uncontrollable horses wheeled about, and dash-

ing through the batteries, satisfied the gunners
that they were charged by the enemy. To
this alone I always attributed the failure on in his eyes, and with choking utterance, expres
our part to longer hold the battle-field and to sive of his care and affection, begged rne again

was now imminent, and I asked the Prince to
carry the same message, telling him that he was
selected because of the speed of his horse.
He turned as if to go, and 1 went to attend to
the field. Soon the Comte returned, with tears

bring off all our guns in an orderly retreat.

Most unaccountably this cavalry was not
used to cover our retreat or gather the strag-

glers, but was peremptorily ordered to cross

to the south bank of the river.* I never again

saw their commander.
At night I was called to General Mc-

to send away his uncle. This also 1 did.
Scarcely had the Prince left the second time
when our cavalry fell back on us as I have
related, our line was broken, and our artillery

rendered unserviceable. The Prince and Col-
onel Gantt afterwards told me that they did
not leave, as I had directed, because all

Clellan's headquarters, where the chiefs of seemed favorable to us, and they thought I

corps, or their representatives, were gathered, could not be in earnest or that I had greatly
The commanding-general, after hearing full re

ports, was of the opinion that the final result

would be disastrous if we undertook longer to

hold the north bank of the river with my com-
mand in the condition in which it was left by
a hard fight and the loss of rest for two nights.

In this opinion all concurred; and I was then
instructed to withdraw to the south bank and

misjudged the situation. This shows how
sudden the tide may turn in battle and on
what little incidents success may depend.
The forces arrayed against us, and espe-

cially those which had thus far been launched
upon my command, were the chosen of South-
ern manhood from Maryland to Texas. No
braver or more spirited body of men was to

destroy the bridges after me. The plans to be found among the Confederates, or any who'^' '

' •

' more strongly believed in their own in vincibil-

ity.§ Their general officers, from the chiefdown,
had been selected for earnest devotion to their

cause, and well-earned reputation for intelli-

gent and energetic performance of duty in

other fields. With few^ exceptions they had
been my personal friends, and many of them
my intimate associates. In the varied rela-

tions to them as subaltern, as instructor, as
academical and regimental comrade, in social

hfe, as competitor for honors in war and m

move to the James River were then explained,

together with the necessity for the movement,
and the orders were given for the execution

of those plans.

t

My command was safely withdrawn to

the south bank of the river, and the bridges

were destroyed soon after sunrise on the

28th.

The Prince de Joinville and his two neph-
ews, the Comte de Paris and the Due de
Chartres, were on the field as volunteer aides-

de-camp, actively engaged in encouraging the garrison life, and engaged in watching those
men, carrying messages, and performing other performing trying duty in Kansas, Utah, and
duties of aides. Each of these officers was in elsewhere, I learned to know them well in all

the midst offlying musket-balls, and was liable their qualifications, and to respect their deci-

to be struck at any moment.| At one time the sion under conviction of duty, when, to my
Comte de Paris, regardless of himself, begged regret, they left the cause of the Union,
me to send his uncle to General McClellan Notwithstanding my friendship, my per-

with a message which would at once and sonal regard for these old friends and former
permanently remove him from the dangers comrades, which never varied, it was my duty
of the battle, since the family interests at stake to oppose them, when arrayed against the

were too important to permit him to be so ex-

posed. I had shortly before asked Colonel

Gantt, another of McClellan's aides, to hasten

to that general and hurry up reenforcements,as

our lines would soon be broken. The danger

Union, to the utmost. At the earliest moment,
when separation was attempted, and after-

wards, my efforts were continuously directed

against the success of their cause. One of the

results of those efforts was manifested on this

* See « War of the Rebellion — Official Records," Vol. XL, Part II., pp. 43.223. 273, 2S2.— F. J. P.

t At Gaines's Mill the Union loss was : Killed, 894; wounded, 3107; missing, 2S36— total, 6837, or one in

four engaged. On the Confederate side the losses of Jackson, Eweli, Whiting, and D. H. Hill were: Killed,

589; wounded, 2671 ; missing, 24— total, 3284. Of these, Whiting (/. f., Hood's and Law's brigades) lost

1017. The losses of A. P. Hill and Longstrcet for this battle are not reported separately, but a safe estimate

from their losses in the campaign would probalily bring the total considerably beyond the Union loss, that of

the killed and wounded certainly much higher. .Almost the whole of two Union regiments, the Eleventh

Pennsylvania and the Fourth New Jersev, were captured.— Editor.
\ See " The Princes of the House of Orleans," by General McClellan, in The CENTtRV for February, 1SS4.

$ The known presence of President Davis and General Lee, to oversee, direct, encourage, and urge, was
another influential power m favor of the Confederates in this movement.— F.J-P-
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battle-field. I was enabled, after great labor

and care, to meet these friends and comrades

in command oi men, than whom there could

be none more intelligent, better disciplined,

braver, more confiding in each other, and

more determined on success. They embraced

soldiers from Maine, Michigan, Illinois, Penn-

sylvania, New York, and all New England

—

together with all the regular army, then at the

East, from all parts of the country. Their com-

manders were not excelled by those in any other

corps in ability, experience, or reliability ; they

had the highest confidence in each other, in the

army, and in their own men, and were fully

competent to oppose their able adversaries.

I have said we did not tear Lee alone at

Beaver Dam Creek. Nor, though anxious, did

we fear the combined attack of Lee and Jack-

son at Gaines's Mill. Defeat to us was neces-

sarily great damage to them. Our flanks

were secure and could not be turned ; though

fewer in numbers, the advantages of our po-

sition, combined with the firm discipline of our

own brave men, overcame the odds. Our
adversaries were forced to meet us face to

face. All day they struggled desperately for

success, and near night, after fearful destruc-

tion, broke our line at one point, just at a time

when a most unforeseen mismanagement on
our part aided to crown their labors with pos-

session of the field. Still, our confidence was
not broken ; and, as we shall see in a suc-

ceeding paper, under like circumstances vic-

tory crowned our arms with success against

the same opponents, strongly reenforced, at

Malvern Hill.

Fitz John Porter.

MEMORANDA ON THE CIVIL WAR.

S«wing out a Channel above Island Number Ten.

The Engineer Regiment of the West was an organ-

ization composed of twelve full companies of carefully

selected workmen, chiefly mechanics, and officered by

men capable of directing such skilled labor. Most of

the officers and about six hundred of the men were

engaged in the operations about New Madrid and

UKt OP THE MISSISSIPI'I AT IM.ASD NO. lo.

'corrected line of the channel cut by the Engineer Regiment.

Island NumlxJT Ten ; to them should be given the

credit of the success of the engineering operations of

that camfKiign. In order to do this and to correct some
erroneous impressions, I yield to the rcf|uest of the

edJtf»r of Thk Centirv Magazink to give a brief

account of the opening of the so-called " canal " above
Island Numl^r Ten, a work which was executed under
my personal and general direction. In all the opera

tions of that regiment I am not aware that any of its

officers ever made a report beyond a verbal notifi-

cation to the general in command that the work re-

quired of it was done. This narrative is therefore made
entirely from memory, aided by reference to letters

written to my family and not intended for publication.

It is perhaps proper to state here that the term
" canal," as used in all the letters and reports relating

to the opening of this waterway, conveys an entirely

wrong idea. No digging was done except by way of

slightly widening a large break in the levee, and those

officers who speak of the men as " working waist-deep

in the water" knew nothing at all of the matter.

The enemy held Island Number Ten and the left

bank opposite, and the same bank from New Madrid
down to Tiptonville, a ridge of high land between

the back swamp and the river. * In rear of their posi-

tions was Reelfoot Lake and the overflow, extending

from above them to a point below Tiptonville. Escape

by land was impossible, the right bank below New
Madrid and that town being occupied by General

Pope. The gun-boats under Foote held the river

above, and . our heavy batteries commanded the

only place of debarkation below. Having accom-

plished this much, the problem for General Pope to

solve was to cross his army to make an attack, for

which purpose he judged that two gun-boats, to be
used as ferry-boats, would be sufficient. The gen-

eral stood witli me on the parapets of Fort Thompson
(just captured) and pointed out his whole plan ; and
he was so confident that his letter to Foote would
bring the boats that he directed me to go back to the

fleet at Island Number Eight by dug-out across the

overflow, and come down with them past the batteries,

and a set of private signals was arranged between us

then and there for use upon their ajipearing in sight.

I reached the flag-ship in the afternoon about dark,

and that evening Foote called together all his com-
* The reader is presumed to be acquainted with the fuller map

of the op'-Talions here referred to, printed on page 441 of the
January Crntiirv, with Admiral Walke's paper on the Western
Flotilla. The above map shows the course of tlie channel as cor-
rected by Col. Bisscll.—Eu.
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manders in countil. One or two wanted to run the for Cairo, to meet me at Island Number Eight with
blockade, but the commodore flatly refused. He ex- all the materials they could get the first day. Other
plained that his boats, since they were armored solely officers and men started by the same route daily, until

about the bows, were invincible fighting up-stream, the 600 men of my force had returned, and my stock
but fighting down-stream were of little account; and of supplies was complete. I returned in the dug-out
that if one of them should be boarded and captured, through the selected channel, and in due time found
she could be turned against us, and could whip the at the proposed starting-point four stern-wheel steam-
whole fleet and place Cairo, Louisville, and St. Louis boats, drawing thirty to thirty-six inches of water, and
at her mercy ! One of the captains said that if he were six large coal-barges, besides one columbiad, three
allowed to go, he would stand in the magazine and large siege-guns with carriages and ammunition, saws,
blow the vessel out of water if the enemy got on lines, and all kinds of tools and tackle in great quanti-
board. Another, I think, was quite as emphatic, but tics, and fully two million feet of timber and lumber.
Foote was firm. The way through the submerged corn-field and the

I then, in a pleasant way, made a peremptory de- half-mile of road was easy enough, but when we
mand upon him for a gun-boat. As pleasantly, but reached the timber the labor of sawing out a channel
still firmly, he refused; whereupon I started up, rather commenced. The one steamer which had a powerful
excited, and with considerable emphasis said :

" Gen- steam capstan was put in the lead, and the others

eral Pope shall have his boats, if I have to take them having hand capstans were fastened single file in the

across the country." rear, and then the six barges in like order, so that the

The next day, with two of the tugs of the fleet, I progress of the first controlled all the others. Captain
explored the shore carefully on each side: first on Tweddale took charge of the cutting in front, while

the eastern shore, to see if the enemy were securely Lieutenant Randolph was fitting up the improvised
shut in, which I found to be the case ; and then on the gun-boats astern. About three hundred men were as-

•\vestern, to see if St. James's Bayou, which emptied signed to each, and they worked in relays without the

into the river seven miles above Island Number Eight, slightest intermission from daybreak until dark,

in any way communicated with St. John's Bayou, First of all, men standing on platforms on small

which debouched at New Madrid. Here I found no rafts cut off" the trees about eight feet above the water,

possible way across. As soon as a tree was down, another set of men, pro-

Early the next morning while standing on the levee, vided with boats and lines, adjusted about it aline

chagrined at my failure to obtain a gun-boat, and which ran through a snatch-block and back to the

mindful of the strong language I had used before the steam capstan, and hauled it out of the way ; thus a

officers of the fleet, and while waiting for the guide to partial cut vvas made forward, the lines always working
get the dug-out ready to take me back to camp, I spied, more than two hundred feet ahead of the capstan, so

directly opposite me across the submerged fields, an as to leave plenty of room for the saws. It took about

opening in the timber; and the thought flashed upon four sets of lines to keep pace with twelve saws.

me that there was the place to take the transports

through. This proved to be an old wagon-road ex-

tending half a mile into the woods ; beyond and
around was a dense forest of heavy timber. The guide

said it was two miles to the nearest bayou. I asked

him to make a map upon my memorandum-book,

When the space about the stumps allowed sufficient

room, a raft about forty feet long was lashed to a

stump, and the saw set at work in a frame attached by

a pivot and working in an arc as shown in the sketch—
two men working the saw at opposite ends by a rope,

and a fifth on the farther side of the tree guiding its

which he did, showing a straight cut to the first bayou teeth into the tree. Where the stumps were too close,

and the general route of the bayous to New Madrid, or irregular, three yawl-boats were used instead of

This route we carefully explored, and I reached Gen- the raft. No trouble was experienced with the stumps
eral Pope's headquarters about dark. When my report a foot or less in diameter. With the larger ones it

of the interview had reached Foote's refusal, the gen- was different ; the elms spread out so much at the

eral gave vent to his disappointment and indignation, bottom that the saw almost always would run crooked

Some officer present making some suggestion about and pinch. If it commenced running up, we notched

a " canal," I immediately pulled out my memorandum- the top and set the frame farther in ; if down, we put

book, and showing the sketch said the whole thing in powerful tackle, and pulled the top of the stump
was provided for, and that I would have boats through over.

in fourteen days.* Here was where the ingenuity of the officers and

General Pope then gave me an order on the author- men was exercised : as the saws were working four

ities at Cairo for steamboats and anything the regi- and a half feet beneath the surface, and the water was
ment might need. That evening Captain Tweddale, quite turbid, the question was how to ascertain what

Lieutenant Randolph, and I sat up till a late hour was interfering with the saw, and then to apply the

arranging all the details, including barges to be fitted remedy. But I found Captain Tweddale equal to the

with heavy artillery to be used as gun-boats, and most obstinate stump. I think two and a half hours

the next morning they started with one hundred men was the longest time ever expended upon any one,

while about that number of minutes would dispose of

* The Records of the War Department, which I have just seen
for the first time, contain a letter from General Pope to me. which
I never before heard of (dated the day I was on my way back
from the gun-boat with the plan fully matured), asking if I could
not dig a catuil, a " mere ditch of a foot wide which the water of
the river would soon wash out," from a point one mile above
Island Number Ten to a point one mile below. That land was at

this time ten feet under water.—J. W. B.

some small ones when the saw was ready. In all it

took eight days to cut the two miles.

When we reached the bayous the hard and wet work
began. The river had begun to fall, and the water was
running very rapidly. We had to get rid of great drift

heaps from the lower side with our machinery all on
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the upj->er side. Small pieces of drift would be disposed

of by the yawl-boats, or a single line and snatch-

block would take them right out ; but sometimes a

great swamp oak, three feet through, and as heavy

as lignum vitae, lying right across our channel a foot

or so under water, would try our tackle. We had then

to raise them up to the surface, and hold them" there

till they could be chopped in pieces. In one case it

took eight lines from the four capstans to get one up.

In one of the bayous for about two miles the cur-

rent was so swift that all the men who were out on

logs, or in exposed places, had safety lines tied around

them ; and as the timber was slippery, some were in-

debted to these lines for their lives. During the whole

work not a man was killed, injured, or taken sick.

While all this was being done in front of the boats,

Lieutenant Randolph was at work with his detachment

in the rear in improvising gun-boats to supply the lack

of Foote's. The barges used were coal-barges, about

eighty feet long and twenty wide, scow-shaped, with

both ends alike. The sides were six inches thick, and

of solid timber. The original i)lan was to use three of

the steamboats with a barge on each side— the other

steamer to be kept as a reserve. One columbiad and

three tliirty-two-pounders were mounted on platforms,

and arrangements were made to use a considerable

number of field-guns to be taken on board at New
Madrid. Six hundred men of the Kngineer Regiment,

using one of the steamers w ith her two barges, were
to land at break of day at the mouth of the slough

about a mile below and opposite P'ort Thompson, and
with their intrenching tools dig a line of rifle-pits as

soon as possible. About the same number of picked

men were to l^e with them to heljj fight or dig, as oc-

ca:>ion might require. The other two sections of tl^e

flotilla were to be filled with men, and landed just be-

low, as Ijcst could be done when the resistance was
developed. The reserve steamer with her men, not

being incuml>cred with barges, couhl move ra])idly

and lake advantage of any oj)cning to land the force,

which could by a flank movement aid any of the other

parties ; or if cither of the other boats became disabled,

it could help them along.

When al>out half-way through the channel, I left

the flotilla and reported progress to General Pope.

Upon a reexamination of the ground from Fort

Thompson, he concluded that it would be best to make
the leading boat a fighting boat that could not be dis-

abled. So he telegraphed to Cairo and St. Louis for

a great number of coal-oil barrels. These arrived

through the channel about the time the boats reached

the lower end of St. John's Bayou. In the mean time

the steamer to be used was so bulkheaded with lum-

ber that her engines and boilers were secure from

damage from field-artillery, and the forward part of

the hull, which projected beyond the barges, was

bulkheaded off and filled with dry rails, to keep her

from being disabled. There were no heavy guns and

few field-guns opposed to us at this point. Upon
the arrival of the barrels they were laid in two

tiers all over the bottoms of two barges ; the inter-

stices were filled with dry rails, the whole well secured

in place by a heavy floor. No shot could reach the

hull of the steamer through these, and no number of

holes could sink the barge with all this buoyant matter.

On the steamer and barges protection was prepared

for a large number of sharp-shooters. Such a craft as

that would have covered the debarkation of the En-

gineer Regiment, and protected them till they could

dig rifle-pits and take care of themselves, and then it

could have been used to cover the landing of the rest

of the army.

The boats and barge gun-boats were kept concealed

in the bayou, just back from New Madrid, for a day

or two, till the soldiers could be prepared for the

passage and attack. Meanwhile Foote concluded to

risk the passage of the island with the Carondclct and
afterward with the nttsburgh, and the whole plan was
changed ; the gun-boats could move so much more
rapidly that they were to silence the Confederate field-

guns, wliile the transports, loaded with troops, could

land wherever an opening could be found. The whole

scheme was accomplished so successfully that I think

not a man was killed or wounded, and the entire Con-
federate force surrendered. Tlie barges were not used

at all; nor did any of the Engineer Regiment cross:

they were kept on the right bank, ready to be called in

case of any disaster, which, fortunately, did not occur.

Several of the captured officers told me that after

the gun-boats had run their batteries, nearly their
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whole force was withdrawn from about Island Num-
ber Ten and kept concealed in the woods back of the

practicable landing-places, and they were well pre-

pared to pick off all the men that could possibly be

landed from the gun-boats ; the woods were so close

to the bank that they probably could have done so;

but when they saw the four transports, loaded with

troops, steam out from the bayou, they knew that all

hope was gone, and the word was given for each man
to take care of himself. A few hundred did manage to

make their way through the swamps in the rear, but

the most of them quietly yielded to the inevitable. So
well had the movement been concealed tliat they had
not the least idea of what was being done.

When the boats were about lialf-way through,

Thomas A. Scott, the Assistant-Secretary of War,
came on board from the gun-boat fleet. After a suitable

inspection of the work, he returned and telegraphed to

President Lincoln from Cairo that Island Number Ten
would be taken within a certain lime — and it was.

J. IV. Bissell.

TOPICS OF THE TIME.

Abetting the Enemy.

One of the most stubborn and discouraging evils of

current politics is revealed in the notorious fact that

the rascals in either party may count with confidence

upon the moral support of a good share of the reputa-

ble men in the other party. To this depth does par-

tisanship daily descend. The average party man re-

gards party success as so much more important than

the public welfare, that he is quite willing the State

should suffer at the hands of his opponents, if by this

means a point can be made against them in the next

campaign. There are " good men " in each party ready

to promote corruption and chicanery in the other

party,— men who, if any nefarious deed is proposed

by the worst of their opponents, do not shrink from

quietly aiding and abetting the iniquity. If the mis-

creants cannot be openly assisted without incurring

responsibility for their own party, they will at least

refrain from open opposition, hoping for the success of

evil schemes and rejoicing at their consummation.

Is it too much to say that the average partisan wishes

the State to be injured by every act of his opponents,

exults when they go wrong, and ill conceals his vex-

ation when anything is done by them for the benefit

of the country?

Such conduct we might expect from those mercena-

ries who make politics a trade, and it would not be

strange if each party contained a large number of ig-

norant and inconsiderate persons who would be gov-

erned by these petty motives ; but one is sometimes

appalled at the extent to which intelligent citizens

have fallen under the sway of such pernicious passions.

The prospect of reform in politics grows dim when
we contemplate the tacit alliance so widely established

between the respectable men of each party and the

malefactors of the other.

It too often occurs that wise and beneficent meas-

ures, proposed by one party, are treated with captious

and sneering criticism, and even defeated, by the other

for purely partisan reasons. In one of the State leg-

islatures, a few weeks ago, a measure was introduced

looking toward the restriction of intemperance by a

certain method. The party in opposition held a cau-

cus to determine its own action upon the question.

Several of the legislators expressed themselves as fa-

voring the method proposed ; they believed it to be

the best method of dealing with the evil; but they

readily agreed to oppose the measure before them, for

the avowed reason that they would not help the party

in power to do a good thing for the Stale. That party

might gain some credit from tlie measure if it were

adopted ; and that party should gain no credit for pa-

triotic action if they could help it. The measure, as they

believed, would benefit the State, and the .State was

greatly suffering for some kind of legislation ; Ijut the

State might continue to suffer; it should never be re-

lieved by their opponents ; no good should come to

the State if they could help it, unless it came through

their own party. This was exactly the purport of their

reasoning. Inasmuch as the measure required a three-

fifths vote, the minority were able to defeat it. The
action of this caucus was reported in all the party

organs, and the heroic conduct of these gentlemen

who stood so firmly with their party, and who so

nobly resisted the temptation to consider the welfare

of the State, did not fail to receive its proper meed of

praise. To none of these partisans did it appear that

the men in question had acted otherwise than mag-

nanimously ; not a whisper of disapproval came from

the ranks of their own party. Yet these men had vio-

lated the solemn obligation which they assumed in

entering upon the duties of their office ; they had de-

liberately done the State what they believed to be an

injury in order that benefit might accrue to their polit-

ical organization. The fact that such action should

occur, and such considerations be openly urged at

one of our great political centers, without exciting ad-

verse comment, indicates in a somewhat striking man-

ner the extent to which partisanship has degraded our

politics.

Those partisans who rejoice over the blunders and

sins of their opponents, and who deplore and obstruct

their efforts to do well, have, of course, a reason for

their conduct. They think that their own party prac-

tically monopolizes the virtue of the nation ; that the

other party is composed almost wholly of rogues ; and

that, therefore, patriotism is summed up in the support

of their party. The good of the State is identified with

the success of their party ; if by abetting the evil-doing

of their opponents they can maintain themselves in

power, they will most effectually promote the public

welfare. At the very best, then, these people are en-

couraging evil that good may come, and rejoicing in

evil as a means of bringing good ; this puts them into

a class concerning whom we liavc high authority for

saying that their " damnation is just."

But is not the notion too childish to be entertained

by people of common sense, that either of the two

great parties which so equally divide the voters of this
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country contains all the integrity ;\nd purity of the

nation ? Can intelligent men of either party fail to see

that there is a great ileal of genuine patriotic purpose

among their opponents? And is it not possible for

people of fair common sense to rid themselves of

partisan madness long enough to see that the country

is best servevl by commending and supporting all that

is good and opposing all that is evil on both sides. It

is for the interest of the country that both parties

should be incorrupt and trustworthy ; he who wishes

that only one jxirty should possess any virtue is an

enemy of his country.

H« is equally an enemy of his party. Nothing is so

good for a political party as an intelligent, sagacious,

high-principled opposition. When one party lifts up

its standards, the other party must hear and answer

the challenge. On the other hand, the degradation of

either party is an encouragement to its antagonist to

relax iu moral energies. The man who helps to

smooth the way of liis opponents toward iniquity may

be sure that his own party will speedily follow in the

same direction.

If consistency were a matter of great concern to

partisans, it might also be pertinent to suggest that no

great moral value can be attached to a protest against

eril-doing at which the protestant has connived.

Great reforms are demanded in our politics, nota-

bly the complete reform of the civil service. There is

good prospect of the success of some of these measures,

if only decent men of both parties will stand up for

decency and praise it wherever they see it, demand-

ing and commending the thorough enforcement of the

laws, whichever party is in power. If these reforms

£ul, the blame will lie at the doors of those otherwise

highly moral and reputable citizens who prefer the

soccess of their party to the welfare of their country.

The Causes of the Law's Delay.

The remarks of a correspondent in the department

of"Open Letters" seem to call for a further elucidation

of the subject of "The Law's Delay." We shall not

nudce much progress in alleviating the mischief indicated

unless we recognize candidly at tiie outset that some

delay, however burdensome, is necessary. The object

of the law is to hear controversies for the purpose of

ending them ; and it must pause to hear them fully, if

it is to end them finally. The rules of procedure, al-

lowing opportunities for preparation and revision, are

framed in view of the necessities made apparent by
experience. They must in general be uniform for all

causes in the same court.

But there are broader reasons why litigation must

often move very slowly to its final conclusion. There
are questions which arc new, and on which a just con-

clusion can be developed or evolved only by years of

contest. When railroarls !x:gan to rival the water-

coarsen as means of transportation, the question arose

whether railroads must slop at navigable streams or

navigation must stop at railroad bridges. To settle

such a question for the continent is not in the power
of any single decision. It is a question for the gener-

ation. It often rxxurs that the justice of a case is an un-

known quantity; it has to Ik: not merely ascertained,

it ha* to be evolved, devclo|x-d by a long contest.

There are questions that ought not to be foreclosed

until everything that can be said on either side has

been heard and reheard, nor until time has matured

the reflection and promoted the judgment of those

who are to pass upon it. There are many questions

of public interest litigated which are beyond the pos-

sibility of immediate solution by an argument and

a decision ; and many questions solely of private right

involve the same consideration of time.

Having thus conceded the absolute necessity of

much irksome delay in any system of human justice,

w^are the better prepared to emphasize the injustice

of unnecessary delay, and to inquire for its causes.

There is a considerable class of cases in which the de-

lay that burdens one party is purposely put upon him
by the other. Delay is often a defense, and some-

times the only defense. We do not mean to say that

this is in no case justifiable. Every lawyer of experi-

ence is familiar with cases where delay has been the

only means he has had to defeat claims founded in

fraud or on the destruction of evidence. But it is clear

that, in general, contest by causing delay is so mischie-

vous an obstruction of justice, that the courts ought

to be astute to detect it and prompt to suppress it.

Apart from those cases in which delay is the desire

of the client, and is paid for by him, the interests of the

profession lie generally in the reasonably prompt dis-

patch of business, and the early and final termination

of the client's controversy. It is as great a mistake to

suppose that in America the profession on the whole

profit by delay, as to suppose that they profit by panics

and bankruptcy. That which is the most profitable to

the profession is the employment called for by the

prosperity of clients, by the putting through of litiga-

tion, and by new business enterprises. There are more
complaints now from attorneys than from clients

concerning the long calendars of untried cases, and

the delays in the hearing of appeals. And wherever

one of several courts in the same locality clears off its

calendar, attorneys flock into it with new cases, all

preferring the tribunal where they can soonest have a

hearing.

For some causes of unnecessary delay the profes-

sion are responsible ; for some, the courts ; and for

some, the legislature and the people.

Chief among those for which the profession are re-

sponsible are the inadequate standard of practical

training in preparation for the bar, and the neglect of

attorneys to take proper counsel in the early stages of

litigation. The conduct of litigation differs in a curi-

ous way from most other business that is the subject

of criticism. If a man is about to build a house, he

goes to the highest authority first, and has his plans

and specifications drawn to the minute details ; and the

builder, the contractors, the journeymen, and the

laborers are all guided by the lines thus laid out for

them. If a man is going to law, he has to take the

lowest court first, and perhaps looks about for a young
attorney who will not charge much. After the work is

done and judgment got, the adversary takes it before

a higher court for inspection ; older counsel are en-

gaged to argue the case before tlie court of last resort

;

and if the work is declared to have been done on the

wrong lines, it is taken to pieces, and must be done

over again. The chief prevention for such miscarriages

of justice is in a more thoroughly trained bar. Too
much emphasis can hardly be put upon this.

i



McCLELLAN'S CHANGE OF BASE.

THE CONFEDERATE PURSUIT.

^^I^^'dj f'^

Willis's church, on the Quaker road, near glendale.
used as a confederate hospital after the

battle of malvern hill.

FIVE of the six Confederate divisions north

of the Chickahominy at the close of the

battle of Gaines's Mill remained in bivouac

all the next day (June 28th), it being deemed
too hazardous to force the passage of the river

in the presence of the enemy. General Ewell
was sent with his division to Dispatch Station

on the York River railroad. (See map on page

453.) He found the station and the railroad-

bridge burnt. J. E. B. Stuart, who followed the

retreating Federal cavalry to the White House
on the Pamunkey River, found destruction of
stations and stores all along the line. These
things proved that General McClellan did not
intend to retreat by the short line of the York
River railroad ; but it was possible he might
take the Williamsburg road. General Lee,
therefore, kept his troops on the north side of
the river, that he might be ready to move on
the Federal flank, should that route be at-

tempted. New Bridge was repaired on Satur-

day (the 28th), and our troops were then ready
to move in either direction. The burnings and
explosions in the Federal camp Saturday after-

noon and night showed that Geperal McClel-

lan had determined to abandon his strong
fortifications around Richmond. Ewell, who
was watchmg him at Ikjttom's Bridge, and the

cavalry, holding the crossings lower down, both
reported that there was no attempt at the Will-

iamsburg route. Longstreet and A. P. Hill

were sent across the river at New Bridge early

on Sunday morning to mo\e down the Darby-
town road to the Long Bridge road to intercept

the retreat to the James River. This move-
ment began before it was known that General
McClellan had evacuated his stronghold. Lee
gave here the first illustration of a quality for

which he became noted— the remarkable
discernment of his adversary's plans through
the study of his character. McClellan could
have retreated to Yorktown with as little loss

as Johnston sustained on his retreat from it.

The roads from Richmond to Yorktown lead

through a wooded and swampy country, on
which strong rear-guards could have afforded

perfect protection to a retreating column with-

out bringing on a general engagement. Gen-
eral Johnston, on his retreat from Yorktown,
did fight at Williamsburg, but it was a battle

of his own choosing, and not one forced upon
him by the vigor of pursuit. Lee had but little

idea that McClellan would return to Yorktown,
judging rightly that the military pride of his

distinguished opponent would not permit him
to march back a defeated column to the point

from which he had started, a (ew months be-

fore, for the capture of the Confederate capital,

with his splendid army and magnificent out-

fit.* It is a proof of Lee's sagacity that he

predicated his orders for an advance upon the

belief that General McClellan was too proud

a man to fall back by the same route by which

the triumphal advance had been made. A
great commander must study the mental and
moral characteristics of the opposing leader,

and Lee was specially endowed with an apti-

tude in that direction. At the batde of Salz-

bach, Montecucculi, the Austrian commander,
noticed the French troops making a mo\ement
so different from the cautious style of his fa-

mous rival that he exclaimed, " Either Turenne
is dead or mortally wounded." So it jiroved

to be; the French marshal had been killed by a

cannon-ball before the movement began.

In pursuance of General Lee's plan, Huger

* The capture of Petersburg would have been almost as disastrous to the South as the capture of Richmond,
and for many days Petersburg was at the mercy of the Federal army. There were no troops and no fortifica-

tions there when General McClellan reached the James. Some two weeks after the battle of Malvern Hill

the first earth-works were begun at Petersburg, by my order.— D. H. H.
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was directed (on the 29th) to take the Charles

Cirv- road to strike the retreating column below

White Oak Swamp. Holmes was to take pos-

session of Malvern Hill, and Magruder to fol-

low the line of retreat, as soon as the works were

abandoned. The abandonment became known
about sunrise on Sunday morning, but Grape-

>'ine bridge was not completed till sunset.

Jackson then crossed his corps at that point,

my division leading, ^^'e bivouacked that night

near Savage's Station, where McLaws's divis-

ion had had a severe tight a few hours before.

Just at dawn on Monday, the 30th, we Avere

in motion, when I discovered what appeared

to be a line of battle drawn up at the station,

but which proved to be a line of sick and of

hospital attendants, two thousand five hundred

in number. About half a mile from the station

we saw what seemed to be an entire regiment

of Federals cold in death, and learned that

a Vermont regiment had made a desperate

charge upon the division of McLaws, and

had been almost annihilated. From the time

of crossing the river, we had evidence every-

where of the precipitate nature of the Federal

retreat. Dabney, in his life of Jackson, says

:

" The whole country was full of deserted plunder,

anny wagons, and pontoon trains partially burned or

crippled; mounds of grain and rice and hillocks of mess
beef smoldering; tens of thousands of axes, picks,

and shovels ; camp kettles gashed with hatchets ; med-
icine chests with their drugs stirred into a foul medley ;

and all the apparatus of a vast and lavish host ; while

the mire under foot was mixed with blankets lately new,
and with overcoats torn from the waist up. For weeks
afterwards agents of our army were busy in gathering

in the spoils. Great stores of fixed ammunition were
saved, while more were destroyed."

In our march from Savage's Station my di-

vision picked up a thousand prisoners, strag-

glers from the retreating army, and gathered

a large number of abandoned rifles. I de-

tached two regiments (the Fourth and Fifth

North Carolina) to take the prisoners and
arms to Richmond. We reached White Oak
Swamp about noon, and there found another

hospital camp, with about five hundred sick

in it. Truly, the Chickahominy swamps were

fatal to the Federal forces. A high bluff was
on our side of the little stream called White
Oak, and a large uncultivated field on the

other side. In this field could be seen a bat-

tery of artillery, supported by a brigade of

infantry— artillerists and infantry lying down
and apparently asleep. Undercover of Mun-
ford's regiment of cavalry, thirty-one field

pieces were placed upon the bluff, and were

ordered to open fire as soon as the cavalry

mask was removed. The battery fired its

loaded guns in reply, and then galloped off,

followed by its infantry supports and the long
* See map

lines of infantry farther back in the field.

Munford crossed his regiment over the ford,

and Jackson and m}'self went with him to see

what had become of the enemy. We soon

found out. The battery had taken up a posi-

tion behind a point of woods, where it was
perfectly sheltered from our guns, but could

play upon the broken bridge and ford, and
upon every part of the uncultivated field. It

opened with grape and canister upon us,

and we retired rapidly. Fast riding in the

wrong direction is not military, but it is some-
times healthy. We had taken one prisoner,

a drunken Irishman, but he declined the

honor of going back with us, and made fight

with his naked fists. A soldier asked me
naively whether he should shoot the Irish-

man or let him go. I am glad that I told him
to let the man go, to be a comfort to his

family. That Irishman must have had a

charmed life. He was under the shelter of

his gum-cloth coat hung on a stick, near the

ford, when a citizen fired at him four times,

from a distance of about fifty paces ; and the

only recognition that I could see the man
make was to raise his hand as if to brush off

a fly. One of the shells set the farm-house on
fire. The owner came out and told us that

General " Baldy " Smith was taking a bath in

the house at the time. I do not know how re-

freshing the general found it, or whether the

story was true. We learned, however, that

Franklin's corps was in front of us, and that

item of news was true.

Our cavalry returned by a lower ford, and
pronounced it perfectly practicable for infan-

try. But Jackson did not advance. Why was
this ? It was the critical day for both com-
manders, but especially for McClellan. With
consummate skill he had crossed his vast train

of five thousand wagons and his immense parks

of artillery safely over White Oak Swamp, but

he was more exposed now than at any time in

his flank march. Three columns of attack were
converging upon him, and a strong corps was
pressing upon his rear. Escape seemed im-

possible for him, but he did escape, at the same
time inflicting heavy damage upon his pursu-

ers. General Lee, through no fault in his plans,

was to see his splendid prize slip through his

hands. Longstreet and A. P. Hill struck the

enemy at Frayser's Farm (or Glendale) at 3
p. M. on the 30th, and, both being always ready
for a fight, immediately attacked. Magruder,
who followed them down the Darbytown
road, was ordered to the assistance of General
Holmes on ;.he New Market road, who was
not then engaged, and their two divisions took
no i^art in the action. Huger, on the Charles
City road, came upon Franklin's left flank,*

on page 470.
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but made no attack. I sent my engineer officer,

Captain W. Y. Lee, to him through the swamp,
to ask whether he could not engage Frankhn.

He rephed that the road was obstructed by
fallen timber. So there were five divisions

within sound of the firing, and within sup-

porting distance, but not one of them moved.
Longstreet and A. P. Hill nmde a desperate

fight, contending against Sumner's cori)s, and
the divisions of McCall, Kearny, and Hooker;
but they failed to gain possession of the

Quaker road, upon which McClellan was re-

treating. That night Franklin glided silently

by them. He had to pass within easy range of

the artillery of Longstreet and Hill, but they

did not know he was there. It had been a

gallant fight on their part. General Lee re-

ported :
" Many prisoners, including a general

of division, McCall, were captured, and sev-

eral batteries, with some thousands of small

arms, were taken." But as an obstruction to the

Federal retreat, the fight amounted to nothing.

Major Dabney, in his life of Jackson, thus

comments on the inaction of that officer

:

" On this occasion it would appear, if the vast

interests dependent upon General Jackson's

cooperation with the proposed attack upon
the center were considered, that he came
short ofthe efficiency in action for which he was
everywhere else noted." After showing how
*the crossing of White Oak might have been
effected, Dabney adds :

" The list of casual-

ties would have been larger than that pre-

sented on the 30th, ofone cannoneer wounded

:

but how much shorter would have been the

bloody list filled up the next day at Malvern
Hill ? This temporary eclipse of Jackson's
genius was probably to be explained by phys-
ical causes. The labor of the previous days,

the sleeplessness, the wear of gigantic cares,

with the drenching of the comfortless night,

had sunk the elasticity of his will and the

quickness of his invention for the nonce below
their wonted tension. And which of the sons

ofmanisso great as never to experience this?"

I think that an important factor in this in-

action was Jackson's pity for his own corps,

worn out by long and exhausting marches,
and reduced in numbers by its score of san-

guinary battles. He thought that the garri-

son of Richmond ought now to bear the

brunt of the fighting. None of us knew that

the veterans of Longstreet and A. P. Hill

were unsupported; nor did we even know
that the firing that we heard was theirs. Had
all our troops been at Frayser's Farm, there

would have been no Malvern Hill.

Jackson's genius never shone out when
under the command of another. It seemed
then to be shrouded or paralyzed. Com-
pare his inertness on this occasion with the

wonderful vigor shown a few weeks later at
Slaughter's Mountain, in the stealthy march
to Pope's rear, and later still in the capture
of Harper's Ferry. Mac(iregor on his native
heath was not more different from MacGregor
in prison, than was Jackson his own master
from Jackson in a subordinate position. He
wrote once to Richmond rLijucsting that he
" might have fewer orders and more men."
That was the keynote to his w^hole charac ter.

The hooded falcon cannot strike the fjuarry.

The gentleman who tried his '' splendid
rifle " on the drunken Irishman was the Rev.
L. W. Allen. Mr. Allen had been raised in

that neighborhood, and knew Malvern Hill
well. He spoke of its commanding height,
the difficulties of approach to it, its amphi-
theatrical form and ample area, which would
enable McClellan to arrange his three hundred
and fifty field guns tier above tier and sweep
the plain in every direction. I became satis-

fied that an attack upon the concentrated
Federal army so splendidly posted, and with
such vast superiority in artillery, could only
be fatal to us. The anxious thought then was,
Have Holmes and Magruder been able to

keep McClellan from Malvern Hill ? Gen-
eral Holmes arrived at Malvern at 10:40
A. M. on the 30th, with five thousand one
hundred and seventy infantry, four batteries

of artillery, and one hundred and thirty im-
provised or irregular cavalry. He did not

attempt to occupy the hill, although only

fifteen hundred Federals had yet reached it.

Our cavalry had passed over it on the after-

noon of the 29th and had had a sharp skirmish

with the Federal cavalry on the Quaker road.

As General Holmes marched down the

river, his troops became visible to the gun-

boats, which opened fire upon them, throwing
those awe-inspiring shells familiarly called by
our men " lamp-posts," on account of their

size and appearance. Their explosion was
very much like that of a small volcano, and
had a very demoralizing effect upon new
troops, one of whom expressed the general

sentiment by saying :
" The Yankees throwed

them lamp-posts about too careless like." The
roaring, howling gun-boat shells were usually

harmless to flesh, blood, and bones, but they

had a wonderful effect upon the nervous sys-

tem. General Junius Daniel, a most gallant

and accomplished officer, who had a brigade

under (ieneral Holmes, gave me an incident

connected with the aff;iir on the 30th, known
as the " Battle of ^L^lvern Cliff'." General

Holmes, who was very deaf, had gone into a

little house concealed from the boats by some
intervening woods, and was engaged in some
business when the bellowing of the "lamp-

posts " began. The irregular cavalry stam-
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peded and made a brilliant charge to the ently that there would be an " on to Rich-

rear. The artillerists of two guns orOraham's mond " movement by the River Road. He lost

two killed, forty-nine wounded, two pieces of

artillery, and six caissons. The guns and cais-

sons, General Porter states, were afterwards

abandoned bv the Federals. General Holmes

Petersburg battery were also panic-struck,

and cutting their horses loose mounted them,

and, with dangling traces, tried to catch up

with the fleet-footed cavaliers. The infantry

troops were inexperienced in the wicked ways occupied the extreme Confederate right the

of war, havinii never been under hre before, next day, July ist, but he took no part in the

The fright o\ the fleeing chivalry would have

ix^r\aded their ranks also with the same mis-

chievous result but for the strenuous eftbrts

of their officers, part of whom were veterans.

Some of the raw levies crouched behind Httle

saplings to get protection from the shrieking,

blustering shells. At this juncture General

Holmes, who, from his deafness, was totally

unaware of the rumpus, came out of the hut,

put his hand behind his right ear, and said :

" I thought I heard firing." Some of the pale-

faced infantry thought that they also had

heard firing.

Part of Wise's brigade joined Holmes on

the 30th. with two batteries of artillery and

two regiments of cavalrv. His entire force

attack upon Malvern Hill, believing, as he
says in his official report, " that it was out

of the question to attack the strong position

of Malvern Hill from that side with my in-

adequate force."

]\Iahone's brigade had some skirmishing

with Slocum's Federal division on the 30th,

but nothing else was done on that day by
Huger's division. Thus it happened that

Longstreet and A. P. Hill, with the fragments

of their divisions shattered at Gaines's Mill,

were struggling alone, while Jackson's whole
corps and the divisions of Huger, Magruder,
Holmes, McLaws, and my own were near by.

Jackson moved over the Swamp early on the

first of July, Whiting's division leading. Our
then consisted of five thousand eight hundred march was much delayed by the crossing of

and twentv infantr)-. six batteries of artillery, troops and trains. At Willis's Church I met
and two regiments of cavalry. He remained General Lee. He bore grandly his terrible dis-

inactive until 4 P. m., when he was told that the appointment of the day before, and made no
Federal armv was passing over Malvern Hill in allusion toit. I gave him Mr. Allen's description

a demoralized condition. He then opened of Malvern Hill, and presumed to say, "If Gen-

upon the supposed fugitives with six rifled eral McClellan is there in force, we had better

guns, and was speedily undeceived in regard let him alone." Longstreet laughed and said,

to the disorganization in the Army of the " Don't get scared, now that we have got him
Potomac by a reply from thirty guns, which whipped." It was this belief in the demoral-

in a orief time silenced his own. The audacity ization of the Federal army that made our

of the Federals and the large number of their leader risk the attack. It was near noon when
guns (which had gone in advance of the main Jackson reached the immediate neighborhood
body of Porter's corps) made General Holmes of Malvern Hill. Some time was spent in re-

believe that he was about to be attacked, and connoitering, and in making tentative eftbrts

he called for assistance, and, by Longstreet's with our few batteries to ascertain the strength

order, Magruder was sent to him. After a

wear}' march, Magruder was recalled to aid

Longstreet ; but the day was spent in fruitless

marching and countermarching, so that his

fine body of troops took no part in what
might have been a decisive battle at Frayser's

Farm. General Holmes was a veteran soldier

of well-known personal courage, but he was

and position of the enemy. I sawJackson help-

ing with his own hands to push Riley's North
Carolina battery farther forward. It was soon
disabled, the woods around us being filled

with shrieking and exploding shells. I noticed

an artilleryman seated comfortably behind a

very large tree, and apparently feeling very

secure. A moment later a shell passed through
deceived as to the strength and intentions of the huge tree and took off" the man's head.

the enemy. General I^orter says that the force This gives an idea of the great power of the

opposed to General Holmes consisted of War-

ren's brigade and the Eleventh U. S. Infantry

;

in all, fifteen hundred infantry and thirty pieces

of artillery. Here was afforded an exanijjle

of the proneness to overestimate the number
of troops opposed to us. The Federals reported

Holmes to have twenty-five thousand men,
and he thought himself confronted by a large

{>art of McClellan's army. That night he fell

)ack to a stronger position,* thinking appar-

Federal rifled artillery. Whiting's division

was ordered to the left of the Quaker road,

and mine to the right ; Ewell's was in reserve.

Jackson's own division had been halted at

Willis's Church. The divisions of Magruder,
Huger, and McLaws were still farther over to

my right. Those of Longstreet and A. P. Hill

were in reserve on the right and were not

engaged.
At length we were ordered to advance.

* Half a mile below the upper gate at Curl's Neck. (Sec Holmes's Report, Vol. XL, Pt. 2, Rebellion

Record*.)— D. H. H.
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from all the batteries at once, some posted on the hill,

others ranged midway, close to the Federal infantry.
The latter joined its musketry fire to the cannonade
when Mill's first line hatl come within range, and
threw it back in disorder on the reserves. \Vhile it

The brigade of General Joseph R. Anderson
,first encountered the enemy, and its command-
er was wounded and borne from the field. His
troops, however, crossed the creek and took

position in the woods, commanded by Colonel was re-forming, new (Federal) battalions marched up~ ... - . to the assault in their turn. Tiie remembrance of Cold
Harbor doubles the energy of Hill's soldiers. They
try to pierce the line, sometimes at one ]ioint, some-
times at another, charging Kearny's left first, and
Couch's riglit, . . . and afterwards throwing them-
selves upon the left of Couch's division. But here also,

after nearly reaching the Federal positions, they are
repulsed. The conflict is carried on with great fierce-

ness on both sides, and, for a moment, it seems as if

the Confederates are at last about to penetrate the very
center of their adversaries and of the formidable artil-

lery, which but now was dealing destruction in their

ranks. But Sumner, who commands on the right, tle-

C. C. Tew, a skillful and gallant man. Rodes
being sick, his brigade was commanded by
that peerless soldier, Colonel J. 13. Gordon.

Ripley, Garland, and Colquitt also got over

without serious loss. My five brigade com-
manders and myself now made an examination

of the enemy's position.* He was found to be

strongly posted on a commanding hill, all the

approaches to which could be swept by his

artillery and were guarded by swarms of in-

fantry, securely sheltered by fences, ditches, taches Sickles's and Meagher's brigades successively

and ravines. We remained a long while await-

ing orders, when I received the following

:

July I, 1862.

General D. H. Hill : Batteries have been es-

tablished to act upon the enemy's line. If it is broken,

as is probable, Armistead.t who can witness the effect

of the fire, has been ordered to charge with a yell. Do
the same. R. H. Chilton, A. A. G.

to Couch's assistance. During this time, Whiting on the
left, and Huger on the right, suffer Hill's soldiers to

become exhausted without supporting them. Neither
Lee nor Jackson has sent the slightest order, and the
din of the battle which is going on in their immediate
vicinity has not sufficed to make them march against
the enemy. . . . At seven o'clock Hill reorganized
the (/(^/'m of his troops in the woods; . . . his tenacity

and the courage of his soldiers have only had the effect

of causing him to sustain heavy losses." (Pp. 141-142,
Vol. H.)A similar order was sent to each division

commander. However, only one battery of

our artillery came up at a time, and each suc-

cessive one, as it took position, had fifty pieces

turned upon it, and was crushed in a minute.

Not knowing what to do under the circum-

stances, I wrote to General Jackson that the

condition upon which the order was predicated

was not fulfilled, and that I wanted instruc-

tions. He replied to advance when I heard

the shouting. We did advance at the signal,

and after an unassisted struggle for an hour
and a half, and after meeting with some sue- . , , , . ,- ,

,

rf^qc: wp wprp romnpllpd to fnll bqrk undpr aganist the overwhelmuig numbers and the numerous
cess, we were COmpellea to tail Dack. unaer

batteries of the enemy. Jackson sent to his support
cover of the woods. Magruder advanced his own division, and that part of Fwell's which was

at the same signal, having portions of the in reserve; but owing to the increasing darkness, and

divisions of Huger and McLaws, comprising the intricacy of the forest and swamp, they did not

.1 1 • 1 r iv/r u TT7- • Ui. T> 1 arrive m tune to render the desired assistance. Hdl
the brigades of Mahone, Wnght, Barks-

,,.as therefore compelled to abandon part of the ground
dale. Ransom, Cobb, Semmes, Kershaw, Ar- that he had gained, after suffering severe loss and in-

mistead, and G. T. Anderson. But he met flicting heavy damage upon the enemy."

with some delay, and did not get in motion
j ^^^^^ ^^^^, anything more grandly heroic

till he received a second order from General
^^_^^^ ^^^ advance after sunset of the nine

Lee and we were then beaten.
\,,\.,.At^ under Magruder's orders.§ Unfor-

The Comte de Pans, who was on McClel-
^^^^^^^ ^^ did not move together, and were

isstatf, gives this account of the charge of
b^^ten in detail. As each brigade emerged

Truly, the courage of the soldiers was sub-

lime ! Battery after battery was in their hands
for a few moments, only to be wrested away by
fresh troops of the enemy. If one division

could efiect this much, what might have been
done had the other nine cooperated with it!

General Lee says :

" D, H. Hill pressed forward across the open field

and engaged the enemy gallantly, breaki .g and
driving back his first line ; but a simultaneous ad-

vance of the other troops not taking place, he found

himself unable to maintain the ground he had gained

Ian

my most gallant division :

" Hill advanced alone against the Federal positions.

. . . He had therefore before him Morell's right,

Couch's division, reenforced by Caldwell's brigade .

. . and finally the left of Kearny.* The woods skirt-

ing the foot of Malvern Hill had hitherto protected
the Confederates, but as soon as they passed beyond
the edge of the forest, they were received by a fire

from the woods, from fifty to one hundred guns

opened upon it, tearing great gaps in its ranks;

but the heroes reeled on and were shot down
by the reserves at tlie guns, which a few-

squads reached. Most of them had an open

field half a mile wide to cross, and this under

the terrible fire of field artillery in front, and the

See map on page 477.
t Immediately on my right. -D. H. H.
% Toombs's brigade belonged to this command, but had been moved up to the assistance of my division bjr

my order when we were hard pressed. It was not, therefore, in the final attack made by Magruder.-D. H. H.
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fire of the heavy ordnance of the gun-boats in

their rear. It was not war— it was murder.

Our loss was double that oi the Federals

at Malvern Hill. Not only did the fourteen

brigades which were engaged suffer, but also

the" inactive troops and those brought up as

reserves too late to be of any use met many
casualties from the fearful artillery tire which

reached all parts of the woods for miles

around. Hence, more than half the casualties

were from the Federal held-pieces— an un-

precedented thing in warfare. The artillery

practice was kept up till nine o'clock at night.

The darkness of the night added to the glory

of the pvrotechnics, and though we were on

the wrong side of the belching tlames, we
could not help looking at the gorgeous dis-

play with admiration, and even with enthusi-

asm. It was quite late when I had posted for

the night the last of the recnforcements that had
come up when the battle was over. A half

hour before the last disposition was made,
an incident occurred which is thus related by
General Trimble

:

" I proposed to General D. H. Hill to ride forward
and reconnoiter the enemy's position. We approached
writhin one hundred steps of the enemy's batteries,

and could hear pl.ainly the ordinary tone of conversa-

tion. The guns were then firing on the woods to our

left, where the last attack had been made, at right

angles to that part of the field we were then in. I

suggested to General Hill the advantage of making
an attack on this battery, and that it must be success-

ful, as the enemy would not expect one from our
position, and under cover of the darkness we could

approach them undiscovered. General Hill did not

seem inclined to make the movement."

The chivalrous Trimble proposed to make
the attack with his own brigade, but there

were many troops now in the woods, and I

thought that the attack would but expose
them to a more intense artillery fire. We saw
men going about with lanterns, looking up and
carrying off dead and wounded. There were
no pickets out, and the rumbling of wheels in

the distance seemed to indicate that the retreat

had begun. The morning revealed the bare
plateau stripped of its terrible batteries.

The battle of Malvern Hill was a disaster

to the Confederates, and the fourteen brigades
that had been so badly repulsed were much
demoralized. But there were six divisions

intact, and they could have made a formida-
ble fight on the 2d.

Possibly owing to the belief that Longstreet
and A. P. Hill were making a march between
Malvern and Harrison's Landing, the retreat

was the most disorrlerly that took place.

Wagons and ambulances were abandoned,

knapsacks, cartridge-boxes, clothing, and rifles

by the thousand were thrown away by the

Federals. Colonel Nance, of the Third South
Carolina regiment, gathered nine hundred and
twenty-fiverifles in fine condition that had been
thrown away in the wheat-field at Shirley, a

farm between INlalvern and Haxall's.

The fruits of the Seven Days' Fighting were
the relief of Richmond, the capture of ten

thousand prisoners, fifty-two pieces of artil-

lery, and thirty-five thousand stands of arms,

and the destruction or capture of many mili-

tary stores.

i have not the means of ascertaining the

relative losses. I crossed the Chickahominy
with 10,000 eftective men. Of these, 3907
were killed or wounded, and forty-eight were
reported missing, either captured or fugitives

from the field. With the infantry and artillery-

detached, and the losses before Malvern Hill,

I estimate that my division in that battle was
6500 strong, and that the loss was 2000.

Magruder puts his force at between 26,000
and 28,000 (I think a very high estimate),

and states his loss as 2900.

Throughout this campaign we attacked just

when and where the enemy wished us to

attack. This was owing to our ignorance of

the country and lack of reconnaissance of the

successive battle-fields. Porter's weak point

at Gaines's Mill was his right flank. A thor-

ough examination of the ground would have
disclosed that; and had Jackson's command
gone in on the left of the road running by the

McGee house, Porter's whole position would
have been turned, and the line of retreat cut off.

An armed reconnaissance at Malvern would
have shown the immense preponderance of

the Federal artillery, and that a contest with

it must be hopeless. The battle, with all its

melancholy results, proved, however, that the

Confederate infantry and Federal artillery,

side by side on the same field, need fear no
foe on earth.

Both commanders had shown great ability.

McClellan, if not always great in the advance,
was most masterly in retreat, and is unques-
tionably the greatest of Americans as an or-

ganizer of an army. Lee's plans were perfect

;

and had not his dispositions for a decisive

battle at Frayser's Farm miscarried, through
no fault of his own, he would have won a
most complete victory. It was not the least

])art of his greatness that he did not com-
plain of his disapi)ointment, and that he at

no time sought a scape-goat upon which to

lay a failure. As reunited Americans, we have
reason to be ])roud of both commanders.

n. H. Hill.
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REAR-r.UARD FIGHTING AT

AND THE ENGAGEMENT, THE FOLLOWING DAY

WOODBIBV S BRIDGE ACROSS THE CHICKAHOMINV. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH,

THE positions of the troojis holding the

L'nion line on the south side of the Chick-

ahominy on the 26th of June, 1862 (the day
before the battle of Gaines's Mill), were the

following: (ieneral \V. F. Smith's division of

my corps, the Sixth, held the right of the line,

its right resting on the hill overlooking the

Chickahominy, and my other division, Gen-
eral Slocum's, was next on the left, (ioing to-

wards the left, Cieneral Sumner's corps came
next, then General Heintzelman's, and then,

on the extreme left reaching to White Oak
Swamp, fieneral Keyes's corjjs. On the 26th

SAVAGE'S STATION,

(JUNE 30), AT WHITE OAK BRIDGE.

projected bombardment,
which it was presumed
would commence on the

morning of the 27th. But
on the evening of the 26th

the fight at Beaver Dam
Creek occurred, and Gen-
eral McClellan called at

my headquarters on his

way to confer with General
Porter as to his operations

of the next day, I was
then absent at General
Slocum's headquarters,

conferring with him in

regard to the attack we
were expecting to make,
and therefore missed Gen-
eral McClellan, so that I

received no word from him
until the next morning.

About daylight on the

27th I received orders to

send General Slocum's

division across the Chick-

ahominy to report to Gen-
eral Porter. This order was countermanded a

short time after the division had started by
way of Woodbury's Bridge, and it returned to

its station. About 10:30 o'clock in the morning
the enemy opened on our artillery with theirs,

doubtless unaware of the presence of the five

batteries of reserve artillery mentioned above.

The fire was kept up for an hour, and as theirs

slackened, so did ours, until both sides ceased

firing. Two hours before the bombardment
began 1 received orders not to do anything to

bring on a general engagement, and after the

cessation of the artillery fire everything was

52.)

an epaulement was thrown up by the troops quiet in our front for several hours. At two
of the .Sixth Corps in a wheat-field in front

of our lines, which was ready for guns on
the morning of the 27th. During the night
of the 26th five batteries of the reserve artil-

lery, under the commanrl of Colonel (now
General) (ietty, were < ollecled in rear of the

epaulement, ready to take position in it and
rommcnce a heavy artillery fire on the enemy's

o'clock I was ordered again to send General
Slocum's division to report to General Por-

ter. It went accordingly, became engaged at

once in the battle of Gaines's Mill, lost very

heavily, and did not return to its station until

after nightfall.

During the afternoon several of the heavy
guns with us were used with effect on columns

line in front of (if)lding's Farm. (See ma[j, of the enemy on the north side of the Chicka-
p^gt-* 453- Golding's is near the Chickahom- hominy moving against General Porter, caus-
iny on the extreme right of the l'nion in- ing them to fall back and seek some other route
trenched line.) Five days' rations, cold tea of attack. The range was about two and one-
in the fanteens, etc., etc., had been issued, half miles. About sundown General Hancock's
.<iO that everything was ready to follow up the brigade, whi( h held the extreme right of Gen-
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A SAMPLE OV THE CHICKAHOMINV SWAMP. (FROM I'HOTOGKArH, I

eral Smith's line, was attacked furiously by the

enemy. It was nearly dark when the fight began,

and the combatants were not fifty yards apart

;

but General Hancock was, asusual, equal to the

occasion, and the enemy was driven back. This

fight was preceded by a severe artillery fire from

the enemy, which, however, was soon silenced.

This day's operations of Smith's division were
known as "the action at (lolding's Farm."
The position held by General Smith's divis-

ion was about one and one-half miles from

the Gaines's Mill field; and possibly because

the interval was filled with dense timber, not

a gun of the (iaines's Mill battle was heard by
the troops in our vicinity.

The next morning, the 28th of June, Gen-
eral Smith's division was moved to the rear

and left of the clearing of Golding's Farm
;

General Slocum's division remaining to the

rear and right of Smith, where it had taken

position the night before. During this retro-

grade movement the enemy kept up a lively

cannonade from the lefi, front, and right, do-

ing wonderfully little harm. That evening the

corps commanders were assembled at McClel-

lan's headtiuarters at the Trent house. The
commanding general announced to us his pur-

po.se to begin a movement to the James River

on the next day, and each corps commander
was furnished with a map on which were laid
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down the positions that the respective corps

were to hold until the next evening, when
all the troops remaining near their present po-

sitions were to move across the White Oak
Swamp en route for the James. The assembly
broke up about two o'clock in the morning,

and each corps commander had all the in-

formation necessary to determine his action

for the 29th, should nothing unforeseen

occur.

The relative position of the Sixth Corps

the White Oak bridge than the intrenched line

in front of Fair Oaks and Golding's Farm (de-
scribed above), and was nearly parallel. It

was much shorter than the old line, its left

reaching nearly to the swamj), and its right

to the brink of the Chickahominy hills. This
second line was about three-(iuarters of a mile
in front of Savage's Station on the \'ork River
Railroad, which had been the depot for un-
loading and storing supplies for the troojjs

that held the old line, and where had been

INION TROOPS BUILDING THE CORDUROV APPROACHES TO GRAPEVINE BRIDGE. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH, 1862.)

[I: was mainly by this bridge that the Union troops were wilhflrawn the night after the l).ittle .f (laincs's Mill/

was not changed. General Smith's division

was still to have its right on the Chickahom-
iny, extending down the river, where it was to

touch the left of General McCall's division,

which, however, played no part in holding the

line on June 29th, as it crossed White Oak
Swamp early in the day.

General Slocum's division was to be at Sav-

age's Station, in reserve. Then came Gen-
eral Sumner's corps and General Heintzel-

man's. General Keyes's was to cross the

White Oak Swamp at once. General Porter's

corps had already crossed the swamp, and was
under orders to press forward to a ])Osition

on the James River.

This new line was about two miles nearer

gathered in tents two thousand fi\e hundred

sick and wounded, most of tlie latter from

Gaines's Mill.

General Slocum's and General Smith's di-

visions both moved to their new positions

before daylight of Sunday, the 29th of June—
the day of the fighting at Savage's Station.

As General Slocum's division had suffered so

se\erely in the battle of Gaines's Mill, and

had not yet recovered from its exhaustion,

(ieneral McClellan ordered it to cross White

Oak Swamp at once, and it accordingly left

its ])osition. Through some inadvertence I

was not informed of this ciiange of plan ; so

when I joined (ieneral Smith early in the

morning, 1 found him in his proper position,
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THE ?tto.SL> USE OF IMO.N WOKKS AT FAIR OAKS STATION, LOOKlNe
THE FIELD BY A. R. WAUD.)

SOUTH. (from sketch MADE ON

fOn the day of the battle of Gaines's Mill the Confederates made demonstrations along the front of McClellan's left wingr, of which Fair
Oaks Statuo was the center. After the battle of Seven Pines this Dosition had been greatly strengthened, as may be seen by comparing the
abOTC picture «nth the sketches of the same position in the May CENTURY.—EDITOR.]

but with an interval of more tlian a mile was, at the very time we learned this fact,

between him and the troops on the left, engaged with the enemy at Alien's Farm.
It was soon learneil. by sending out cavalry, It was also apparent that straggling parties

that General Sumner had not moved from of the enemy were in front of the interval

the position that he held the day before, and already mentioned. These circumstances

t^,{ mm,
,

-.^W^W^^".'-^^^^

n.

\m. tkknt's i'AKM-iioi;s:i. (i-rf.shnt a.si-ect.;

f (General McCtellan'i hca'li|uartcr« were In a lent under the two tree* at the ri(;ht. The Chickahoininy lies to IIil- left behind the
h'rtitc, anil \\ a litllc more than half a mile distant.— liUI'lfik. J
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FIELD HOSPITAL AT SAVACIe's STATION, AFTER THE BATTLE OF GAINEs's MILL. (FROM PHOTOGRAPH.)

showed an alarming state of things, and and that as soon as things were quiet he

General Smith and I rode over to Savage's would join me with his corps. Soon after I

Station to learn something of the positions of had sent to General Sumner General Heint-

other troops. We found "no troops in the vi- zelman rode up, and I told him what I had

cinity except General Meagher's brigade and done. He approved, and said that he would

the Fifteenth Massachusetts Infantry, which also join us at the station with his corps. He
had been sent to the station to destroy the afterwards changed his mind, however, and

stores that had to be abandoned. I at once instead of halting in the wood in front of the

wrote General Sumner, describing thesituation, station, as we naturally supposed he would,

and informing him that I should move General he marched otf towards \Miite Oak bridge,

Smith's division to Savage's Station, the vicin- hidden from us by the woods, and crossed the

ity of which offered a good fighting position, swamp, so that we saw him no more that

and advising him to bring his corps to that day, supposing, nevertheless, until we were

l)lace. He answered the note at once, telling attacked by the enemy, that his troops were

me that he was then engaged with the enemy, in position on a ]);irt of our front.* General

* General Heintzelman in his report says: "The whole open space near Savage's was crowded with

troops— more than I supposed could be brought into action judiciously." He then states that an aide of the

commanding general was with him to point out the road for his crossing. " I ordered the whole of my
corps to take this road, with the exception of Osborn's and Bramhall's batteries." These were turned overcorp
to General Smith's division •W. r.. F.
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I'LAN OF THE BATTLE AT SAVAGE S STATION.

[Tlie order in whicli the Union troops entered the

fight has by request been tlescribed for The Cexpury
by General \\'illiam W. Burns, in a letter dated Gov-
ernor's Island, May 10, 18S5, in which he says :

" The enemy appearin;^ in the woods west of Savage's
Station, General Sumner sent me forward to occupy the

space between the Williamsburg road and the railroad.

Thinking that two regiments of my brigade would
suffice, 1 led them forward to the fences, at the edge
of the woods on the west side of the clearing, about
five hundred yards distant from the ravine on the east

side of the clearing. General Sumner had his head-
quarters east of this wooded ravine and could not
observe what was occurring on the west side of the
open field.

" When I reached the fences I sent skirmishers
through the belt of trees, and found the enemy advanc-
ing on the Williamsburg road and on the railroad,

where General Lee's famous railroad monitor was
slowly approaching. I had to throw back the right

company of the right regiment, the Seventy-second
Pennsylvania, to rake the monitor. Then I found my
two regiments not enough to extend across between
the Williamsburg road and the railroad. I sent an
aide in haste after my other two regiments, informing
General Sumner of the situation. The First .Minnesota,

of Gorman's brigade, being most handy, was first sent,

ray two reserve regiments following. While placing
the First Minnesota on the left to extend across the

Williamsburg road, the battle began. My right flank

swept the railroad monitor, which had advanced to the

edge of the woods, and it ran back. The battle moved
to my left and I discovered that our works east of Seven
Pines had lieen evacuated by Ileintzelman. I threw
back the left flank of the l-'irst Minnesota across the

Williamsburg road and sent the Sixty-ninth Pennsyl-
vania of my brigade to prolong the left, to prevent the

turning movement of the enemy ; at the same time
informing General Sumner of the conditions in front.

He would not believe that Heintzelman had with-

drawn until I sent my last mounted man, urging and
demanding reenforcements. The Seventy-first Penn-
sylvania (al-.o called the First ('alifornia), of my
brigade, arriving, I |)laced it behind the center of my
line where a gap had been made by extending the First

Minnesota to the left. General Franklin sent General
Bro<^ks's brigafle to the left of my line to check the

turning movement of the enemy, and Sumner, when

he realized that Heintzelman had withdrawn, sent
Gorman's and Dana's brigades to my support in front.

" General Sumner formed the Eighty-eighth New
York, of Meagher's brigade, and the Fifth New
Hampshire, of Caldwell's brigade, for a charge. A
mass of men came up in my rear in full yell. I halted

the crowd and asked for their commander, ' I am
Captain McCartan of the Eighty-eighth New York,
sir,' exclaimed an officer. I got them into line (about
two hundred and fifty men), facing up the Williams-

burg road, which was raked by the grape and can-

ister of the enemy's batteries. I gave the command,
Double quick— charge ! They went in with a hurrah,

and the enemy's battery fell back. General McClellan
mistakenly gave the credit of that gallant charge to the

Sixty-ninth New York. It seems that the Fifth New
Hampshire halted before the charge which General
Sumner had put in motion reached me.

" I was shot in the face with a minie-ball at the time

the enemy broke through the gap in the center. There
we had a hand-to-hand encounter, which determined
the day in our favor. At nightfall I relieved the first

line, its ammunition being exhausted, with the Seventy-
first Pennsylvania, the Fifteenth and Twentieth Massa-
chusetts, and the Eighty-second New York. My report

of the Seven Days' fighting was made at Harrison's Bar
in hot July. I was prostrated with my wound, malaria,

and twenty-eight days of constant strain, and was un-
able to write or to collect my thoughts. The battle at

Glendale on the 30th of June, the next day after that of

Savage's Station, was saved by my brigade, which kept

tlie enemy from piercing the center of the Army of the

Potomac ; but, like the instance above, history has given

the credit to 'General Misunderstanding,' who, in

history, fights most battles.— William W. Burns."
Parts of Ilazzard's, Pettit's, and Osliorn's batteries

were engaged on the Union side.

The Confederate infantry north f)f the railroad

(C'obb's, Toombs's, and Anderson's brigades) did not

take an active part in the battle. Anderson's brigade

is not shown, its position being outside the northern

bounds of the map.
The (!onfederate artillery engaged comprised Kem-

per's battery, two guns of Hart's battery, and Lieu-

tenant Barry's "32-pounder rifled gun mounted on
a rail-car, and jirotected from cannon-shot by a sloping

.

roof, in front, covered with plates of iron, through
which a ])ort-hole had been pierced."—FnnoR.')
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Smith's division arrived at the station about eral I IciiU/ehnan's tro<)])s to be; on the left
noon or shortly after, and took position on the of the Williamsburg road was timber also,
left in a wood. General Sumner's corps, con- and General Smith's division was in position
sisting of General Sedgwick's and General therein. Sumner's corps took jjosition in the
Richardson's uivisions, arrived about 2 i-. m. clearing between the Williamsburg road and
There \vas a cleared field of several acres the railroad. It consisted of two divisions of

on the north side of the railroad which was infantry, Sedgwick's and Richardson's. Burns's

BATTLE CF SAVAGe's STATION. (FROM A SKETCH MADE AT THE TIME BV A. K. WAUD.

)

[The 2500 sick and wounried in the field hospitals, and attendants were left behind when the army fell back from Savairc's St.ition, durini' the nicht
following the enjj.igement. The explosion on therailway is of an ordnance train. Other ordnance trains were set on

fire and were run back to Bottom's bridge where they plunged into the Chickahoniiny.—EDITOR.]

)ccupied by a camp hospital, containing about
•wenty-five hundred sick and wounded men.
rhe field was filled with hospital tents laid out
n rows, each tent containing fifteen or twenty
nen on comfortable, clean beds, with the nec-
essary surgeons and attendants. South of the
iailroad, and between it and the Williamsburg
pad, was another clearing, east of which was
l ravine running obliquely across the railroad,

fcs edges skirted by trees, and the ravine itself

llied with undergrowth. This clearing was
tearly square, and was about one-third or one-
lalf mile in length and breadth. In front of
Tie ravine were some small hills which made
.ood shelter for the troops ; and west of the
learing was timber, where we supposed Gen-

VoL. XXX.—4S.

brigade of Sedgwick's division was in front.

Sedgwick's other two brigades being just be-
hind. The three brigades of Richardson's
division, Meagher having joined him, were
farther to the rear, but more to the right.

Three batteries of field artillery. Ha/zard's,
Pettit's, and Osborn's, were posted towards the

left, near the front of the ravme.
The day was hot and sultry and wore

away slowly as we waited either to be at-

tacked or at nightfall to start for White Oak
bridge. Large ([uantities of all kinds of (|uar-

termasters' and other stores, ])arlly in cars, were
burning at the station, and at intervals shells

would burst as the fire reached them, jarring
the nerves of the tired and e.xpectant men.
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Shortly before 4 o'clock General Sedg-
wick and I rode over to the hospital to

visit some of our wounded friends, whose con-

dition was found to be as comfortable as could

be expected under the circumstances. From the

hospital we started to make a call upon Gen-
eral Heintzelman, whose supposed position

has already been described. As we rode over
the oi)en held we saw a group of men come
out of a wood on the north of the railroad, but
some distance from the place where we ex-

pected to find Heintzelman. I thought they
were our men, but General Sedgwick looked at

them more closely, stopped, and exclaimed :

" Why, those men are rebels 1

" We then turned
back in as dignified a manner as the circum-
stances would permit. But we had hardly
started when they opened on us with a iield-

piece, keeping up a lively and uncomfortable
fire. A second piece soon joined the first and
theykejjt uj^ the fire until they were silenced by
ourbatteries. This ludicrous incident prevented
what might have been a disastrous surj>rise for

our whole force. A few minutes afterwards,

before we had reached our troops, the signal-

officers re[;orted the approach of a force of
infantry and a railroad car upon which was a
rifled f annon,from the direction of Richmond.
This artillery car halted in a cut of the rail-

roarl a little distance in front of the station,

and at once began to shell the trtjops in

the open field, anfl so about five o'( lock the
fight was begun. I immediately sought Gen-

THE ARTILLERY ENGAGEMENT AT WHITE OAK
BRIDGE. (by a. R. WAUD, AFTER A SKETCH

MADE BY HIM AT THE TIME.)

TAscending the north slope the road bends to the
left, the upper side being skirted by woods along the
edge of which the Confederate artillery took posi-
tion.— EDITOR.]

eral Sumner, to inform him of the situation

and get instructions. He had been fighting

at the head of his corps during the morning,
and being much exhausted, was asleep when
I reached his headquarters. I awoke him, and
in a short time he had ordered two regiments

of General Burns's brigade to attack at a point

in the timber in front near the Williamsburg
road, where the enemy's infantry had by this

time appeared. These regiments entered the

wood, and before they became engaged were
joined by the First Minnesota Regiment. Gen-
eral Burns extended his line to the vicinity of

the railroad, so that its center was necessarily

weak. During this movement the enemy's
artillery played with effect upon our troops, but

was answered and finally silenced by the three

batteries on our side already mentioned.
The enemy made the infantry attack with

great fury, and pierced the center of General
Burns's line. General Burns was wounded but
remained on the field. At this time General
Sumner placed himself in front of two regi-

ments and waved his hat. With a cheer they

moved forward at double time to the endan-
gered ]jlace in General Burns's line, enabling

him to rectify it aiifl drive the enemy from his

front. Several other regiments joined Cieneral

Burns's line at about the same time, but the

fight was over not long after the charge, and
the enemy was driven from the wood. A Con-
federate battery placed near the Williamsburg
road was compelled to withdraw in haste. On
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the left General Brooks's brigade of (leneral

Smith's division, Sixth Corps, moved forward,

with its right on the Williamsburg road, against

a force of the enemy that was moving south of

that road in the wood skirting the open field.

It steadily drove back the enemy, meeting with

heavy loss, particularly in the Fifth Vermont
Regiment, and darkness ended the fight. Gen-
eral Brooks was wounded in the leg, but did

not leave the field. Hancock's and Davidson's

brigades were posted some distance to the rear

to repel an anticipated attack from the right

and rear, but were not engaged. When the

fight was over, our troops held the contested

ground, and their behavior throughout the

fight had been admirable.

The Confederate force engaged in this fight

was commanded by General J. B. Magruder,

and consisted of Semmes's and Kershaw's bri-

gades, Kemper's battery; and two regiments of

Barksdale's brigade opposite our left. Cobb's

division and two guns of Hart's battery were

north of the railroad to the right of our line.

Cobb's infantry was not engaged.

About a half hour after the fight was ended,

I suggested to General Sumner that if he had
no objection I would carry out the command-
ing general's orders, so far as I was con-

cerned, and cross the White Oak Swamp with

General Smith's division. We were then on
the field. His answer was, " No, General, you
shall not go, nor will I go— I never leave a

victorious field. Why ! if I had twenty thou-

sand more men, I would crush this rebellion."

I then told him that I would show him a

dispatch from General McClellan directing

that all of the troops should cross during that

night. With some difficulty a candle was
found and lighted, and the general read the

dispatch. After reading it he exclaimed, with

some excitement, " General McClellan did

not know the circumstances when he wrote

that note. He did not know that we would
fight a battle and gain a victory." I was at

my wit's end. I knew that General Mc-
Clellan's arrangements did anticipate a fight

exactly like that just over, and that unless

the whole force was on the other side of the

swamp by the next morning, his movement
might be seriously delayed. Moreover, I be-

lieved that if we staid where we w^ere, the

enemy would be upon us in force enough to

defeat us utterly on the next morning, endan-

gering the remainder of the army. Yet, by all

military usage I was under General Sumner's

orders. At this juncture Genenil Smith asked

me to introduce Lieutenant Berry, his aide-

de-camp, to General Sumner. After the intro-

duction, Lieutenant Berry told General Sum-
ner that he had seen General McClellan

only a short time before, that he knew there

had been a fight, and iull\- expected that all

of the troops would cross the swamp that

night. General Sumner was convinced by
this statement, and with great reluctance per-

mitted me to continue the movement towards
the swamp, he following immediately after.

General Smith's division crossed the \\'hite

Oak bridge about three o'clock on the morn-
ing of June 30th, and went into ]josition on
the left of the road leading from the bridge

MAJOR-GENERAL \V. F. S^MITH.

towards the James River. The batteries of

the division were already there in position.

It faced about so that its left rested upon the

road, the division bearing southward from

the road. At the same time I reported to

McClellan at his headquarters, which were

in a clearing not far from the crossing.

The rear of Sumner's corps, Richardson's

division, crossed the bridge at ten o'clock in

the morning, destroyed it, and took position

some distance on Smith's left, nearly in line

with him. Both divisions guarded the crossing.

After the fight at Savage's Station was over,

Hazzard's battery of Richardson's division

was unhitched, its captain not supposing there

was to lie any further movement that night,

and the men and horses went to sleep, as usual

when there was opportunity, which was not

often in those days. The division, as has been

told, moved oft", and by accident no notice of

the movement was sent to Captain Hazzard.

On the next morning he heard reveille sounded

by drums and trumj^ets from positions that

he knew our troops did not hold the evening

before. Everything in his vicinity was quiet.

He took in the situation at once. He had

been left behind, and the enemy might be upon

him at any moment. He hail the battery

(piietly hitched up, sent the caissons off in
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advance, and bringing up the rear with two

guns ready to open on a pursuing force,

started off at a walk. When he was clear of

the field he ordered the battery to trot; and
without harm arrived at the White Oak bridge

at that pace just as General Richardson was

destroying it. He crossed in safety. He found

on the road many stragglers who were coolly

wandering along with no suspicion that they

were behind everybody, and he, by his warn-

ing, was the means of saving many soldiers

from a Richmond prison. The pluck and

coolness shown in this exploit of Captain

Hazzard were admirable. He was killed the

next day while doing excellent work with his

battery.

As the result of the dispositions made by the

commanding general of the troops (a part of

whose operations has just been described) a

whole day was gained in getting a large part of

the army to the James River without serious

opposition, and into a proper defensive po-

sition ; the enormous trains and heavy artil-

lery had been given a start of twenty-four

hours, insuring their safe arrival at the river.

The rear of the army also had crossed the

White Oak Swamp, leaving the way clear to

the James River, while at the same time a

strong force was ready to protect the move-
ment during its completion.

On the enemy's side, the slowness of Jack-

son in getting his force to the south side of

the Chickahominy (he only arrived at Savage's

Station at three o'clock on the morning of

June 30th) prevented us from being defeated

in the fight of June 29. The 28th and 29th

were occupied by Jackson in disposing of the

dead and wounded at Gaines's Mill, and in re-

pairing Grapevine bridge.

On the north (the enemy's) side of White
Oak Swamp, the road for more than a quar-

ter of a mile approaches the White Oak
bridge through low ground, open to artillery

fire from the south (our) side. On the right

of the enemy looking to the rear, there were
hills covered with thick woods approaching
the road, forming good cover for artillery, and
making it possible for a large force to gather in

the wood unseen from our side. The same
range of hills continues up the stream, and ap-

proaches quite near it at Brackett's Ford about
one mile above White Oak bridge. Both of

these crossings were passable for artillery, but

the bridges had been destroyed by our troops

in the morning, after everything had crossed

and before the appearance of the enemy.
On our side of the swamp, the ground rises

from the bridge, and the road passes along

the right, or east, of a ravine and joins the Long
Bridge road about one and a quarter miles

from the swamp. On the left of the ravine

Vol. XX.X.— 49.

was a cleared space about a half mile long in

the direction of the swamp and running back
about the same distance. At the swamp the
clearing was fringed with trees and underbrush,
and about half-way up the clearing to the left

of the ravine was a small farm-house and some
slight out-building.s. On the right of the ravine
was a similar clearing, extending from the
swamp about a furiong back. All other ground
in the vicinity was covered with timber and
underbrush. (The troops were disposed as

shown on the map, page 470.)
The cleared space at this time had in it

many wagons of the train, and Colonel R. O.
Tyler's First Connecticut Heavy Artillery,

which I ordered to the rear at once. Glad
enough would I have been to keep this accom-
plished officer, with his gallant regiment and
heavy guns, but we both knew that he was
needed at the James River. At about 10:30
in the morning, as near as I can now recollect,

I accompanied General McClellan to the inter-

section of the Charles City and Quaker roads,

about two miles from the White Oak bridge.

I found General Slocum's division posted some-
what in rear of the intersection of those roads,

and in front of the road leading from Brack-

ett's Ford. A small portion of his infantry and
one gun were posted near Brackett's Ford.

His division formed the right of the force

which later in the day fought the battle of

Glendale or Frayser's Farm. The small force

at Brackett's Ford defeated an attack at that

point, some time during the day.

At the junction of the Charles City and
Quaker roads General McClellan had a con-

ference with the corps commanders (Sumner,

Heintzelman, and Franklin), and when it

was ended he went towards the James River.

A short time afterwards I received an order

directing me to take charge of the force

guarding the White Oak bridge, and I im-

mediately started back. I had gone but a

short distance when a bombardment com-
menced in the direction of the bridge, the

severity of which I had never heard equaled

in the field. The wood through which I was

riding seemed torn to pieces with round shot

and exploding shells. But the danger was

really greater from falling branches than from

the shot, which did small damage.

It appears that Jackson, having left Savage's

Station early in the morning, arrived at the

vicinity of White Oak bridge about noon,

without exciting suspicion of his presence on

our part, the whole movement being hidden

by the woods. Here, masked by the trees, he

massed about thirty guns, which opened sim-

ultaneously on the irooj)s in the clearings,

and on the rear part of the wagon train, which

had not yet started from the clearing where it
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had passed the night. The troops immedi-

ately sot imder coVer of the wood, except

Caldwell's brigade, which was guarding Rich-

ardson's batteries. It remained in the open

ground, and lost many men, but the eftect ot

The firing was otherwise small, except on the

wagon train, which was thrown into some

confusion, manv of the wagons not being

hitched up. These were at first abandoned by

the drivers, but neariy all got away during the

day. One field-piece was dismounted. The

batteries were, however, soon in position to re-

turn the enemy's fire, wliich they did with such

effect that manv of his guns were silenced. It

was here that Captain Hazzard, already men-

tioned, was mortally wounded, ending a bril-

liant careerwith a glorious death. Captain, now

General, Ayres, who commanded the artillery

of Smith's division, used his guns with excel-

lent effect. One of the enemy's batteries came

into view near the bridge, but was forced to

retire almost immediately. The bombard-

ment lasted with great severity for about a

half hour, when it slackened and gradually

fell off, opening again at intervals during the

dav. but never with its original vigor. A cav-

alrv force which was sent over by the enemy

just after the height of the bombardment was

forced to retire much faster than it advanced.

The development of our defense of the

crossing convinced Ceneral Jackson that it

would be impossible for him to force it. At any

rate, he made no attempt during the day to

cross his infantry, unless sending sharp-shoot-

ers across to pick off our pickets may be so

considered. The fight at White Oak bridge

was entirely with artillery, there being little

musketry firing.

About four o'clock the enemy made a move-
ment to our left, threatening Brackett's Ford,

where I knew we were very weak. This was

met by iJana's and Sully's brigades of Sedg-

wick's division, sent by Ceneral Sumner when
he learned of the danger. There was no further

movement in that direction after these troops

appeared, and they were returned to General

Sumner about five o'clock, in time to do good
service at Glendale. Towards sundown, at the

request of General Sumner, Caldwell's and
Meagher's brigades of Richardson's division

were also sent to reiinforce him.

No other movement v.as made by General

Jack.son's force during the day. Our artillery

fired at whatever could be seen on the other side,

and was answered by theirs, in what seemed
a reluctant manner. When the bombardment
l>egan,the mules belonging to an engineer jjon-

ton train were being watered at the swamj).

The noi.se stampeded them, :md they rusherl

to the rear, going through one (jf the regiments

of Meagher's brigade, and disabling more men

than were hurt in the brigade during the remain-

der of the day. The mules were seen no more,

and the ponton train was deserted. Captain

M. T. (now General) McMahon, of my staff,

volunteered to burn the train about five o'clock.

It was a plucky thing to do, for the train was
under the guns of the enemy, who knew its

value as well as we did, and the presumption

was that he would open his guns on it. But

Captain McMahon got ten volunteers, and the

train was soon in flames. He found four mules

already harnessed, and brought off in triumph

the most valuable wagon with this team.

In the house which has been described as

about the middle of the left clearing lived an

old man with a young wife and a child about

two years old. He came to me about ten

o'clock and asked if I thought there would
be a fight there that day. I told him that there

certainly would be. He then asked when I

thought it would begin. I thought in about

half an hour. " Then," said he, " I will have

time to take my wife and child to my brother,

who lives about half a mile down the swamp,
and get back before it begins."

" Yes," said I, " but why come back at all ?
"

" Why," said he, " if I don't come back

your men will take all my chickens and ducks."

So he .departed with his wife and child and in

a little while returned. General Smith's head-

quarters were near this house, so it was a fair

target for the enemy. Several shots went

through it, and one of them took oft" the leg

of the poor old man, who bled to death in

a few minutes. He had sacrificed himself for

his poultry.

One of the brigadier-generals of the com-
mand during a lull in the firing came to my
headquarters, leaving his brigade to take care

of itself. Finding his stay too long, I had him
sent back to his post, and a short time after-

wards I was informed that he had been carried

offthe field on a stretcher, wounded. I thought

it my duty to go to the brigade, and find how
things were going with it, and asked General

Smith to accompany me. We started out, and
almost at once the enemy opened on us with

great vigor. I looked back, and found to my
horror that all my own and General Smith's

staff were following us, and that a large cav-

alry escort belonging to headquarters was also

in the procession. The enemy had evidently

taken us for a cavalry regiment. Getting rid of

them all, we finally arrived at the right of the

brigade unharmed. Making inquiry of a staff-

officer about the general, he replied," Oh, no,

sir, he is not wounded, he felt unwell and has

gone to the wood to lie down and will soon be
back." I turned off in great disgust to return,

when another officer, looking as neat and clean

as if he had just joined the army, stepped up
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with the air of a private secretary ofsome grand
official, and touching his hat, said—"Who
shall I say called, sir ? " General Smith and
I did not hear the last of that expedition for

a long time.

During the day a staff-officer of General
Smith had explored a road towards James
River about two miles in rear of that which
the troops at Glendale were to take, and
found it practicable. About ten in the even-

ing, considering that my instructions to hold

the crossing until nightfall had been obeyed, I

sent word to General Heintzelman and Gen-
eral Sumner that I should move to the James
River by that road. General Richardson,

with French's brigade, was instructed to re-

main, to deceive the enemy as to our move-
ments by firing field-pieces in the direction of

the bridge, and then, after an hour, to march.

General Naglee was to follow Smith's divis-

ion. These instructions were carried out, and
the command arrived at the James about day-

light. The discovery of this road made the

concentration of the troops at Malvern Hill

2l completed manoeuvre by noon of the ist

of July, and was due to the fertile brain of

General Smith, who ordered the exploration.

The military results of the defense of White
Oak bridge and the battle of Glendale were :

I, The enemy was repulsed at all points, ex-

cept in the single case of McCall's division

at Glendale, which was overpowered by num-
bers, after it had captured three of the enemy's
colors \ 2, The trains and heavy artillery ar-

rived HI safety at the James River (except

those wagons which were destroyed by the

bombardment at White Oakbridge, not exceed-

ing fifty out of more than four thousand), the

road along which they passed not having
been molested by the enemy

; 3, The troops

-arrived in good time at the river, so that they
were all in the positions desired by the com-
manding general, to await the attack at Mal-
vern Hill, long before that attack was made.

General Jackson in his report intimates that

his whole command, consisting of three divis-

ions and D. H. Hill's division of five brigades,

were all at White Oak bridge on the 30th of

June. He says :
" It was soon seen that the

enemy occupied such a position beyond a

thick intervening wood on the right of the

road as enabled him to command the crossing.

Captain Wooding's battery was consequently
recalled." General Lee says :

" Jackson hav-
ing been unable to force the passage of White
Oak Swamp, Longstreet and A. P. Hill were
without the expected support " at the battle of

Glendale. It must be evident to any military

reader that Jackson ought to have known of

the existence of Brackett's Ford, only one mile

above White Oak bridge, and ought to have

discovered the weakness of our defense at that

point. He had troops enough to have attacked
the ford and the bridge with forces at both
points exceeding ours at the bridge, and the

two attacks, to say the least, would have em-
barrassed us exceedingly. Had he made two
attacks simultaneously, the result of the day
at Glendale and White Oak bridge might have
been different. There may be reasons for his

inaction in this matter that 1 do not under-

stand, but as the record now shows, he seems
to have been ignorant of what (general Lee
expected of him, and badly informed about
Brackett's Ford. When he found how strenuous
was our defense at the bridge, he should have
turned his attention to Brackett's Ford also. A
force could have been as quietly gathered there

as at the bridge; a strong infantry movement at

the ford would have easily overrun our small

force there, placing our right at Glendale, held

by Slocum's division, in great jeopardy, and
turning our force at the bridge by getting be-

tween it and Glendale. In fact, it is likely

that we would have been defeated on that

day had General Jackson done what his great

reputation seems to make it imperative that

he should have done.

A short time after I separated from General

McClellan (as mentioned above) at the junc-

tion of the Charles City and Quaker roads, I

bade farewell to the Prince de Joinville, who
told me that he and his nephews were about

to leave us and return to Europe. He had
always been very friendly, and now expressed

many good wishes for my future. Holding
my hand in his, he said, with great earnest-

ness, " General, advise General McClellan to

concentrate his army at this point, and fight

a battle to-day ; if he does, he will be in Rich-

mond to-morrow." I was much impressed by

his manner and by what he said, and from the

purely military point of view the advice may
have been good. But it was impracticable for

me to adopt the suggestion. General McClel-

lan was then well on his way to the James
River, and I had no right to leave my com-

mand. It was impossible to concentrate the

army there that day early enough to give bat-

tle, and had it been possible to risk a gen-

eral engagement there, it would have been

contrary to General McClellan's views as to

his responsibility connected with the .safety

of the army, views which were actuating him

in the very movement then taking place. It

is likely from what we know now, that had it

been possible to follow the Prince's advice,

his military forecast might have proved cor-

rect. But no one at that hour could have pre-

dicted the paralysis of Jackson's large force

in our rear for the whole of that day, nor

General Lee's ignorance of McClellan's in-
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tentions. Had a general engagement taken

place, and had we been defeated, the army

would have reached the James River, it is true,

but instead of getting there as it did, with its

moraU unharmed, and with slight damage to

its men and material, it would have been a

disorganized mob. and as an army would have

perished miserably. General McClellan be-

lieved that the destruction of the Army of the

Potomac at that time would have been ruin

to our cause, and his actions, for which he

alone is responsible, were guided by that be-

lief and bv the conviction that at any sacrifice,

the preservation of that army, at that time,

was paramount to every other consideration.

1 cannot finish without a word as to the

conduct of the men. My experience during the

period generally known as " the seven days "

was with the Sixth and Second corps. During

the whole time between June 26th and July

2d, there was not a night in which the men

did not march almost continually, nor a day

on which there was not a fight. I never saw
a skulker during the whole time, nor heard

one insubordinate word. Some men fell by the

wayside, exhausted, and were captured; but

their misfortune was due to physical inability

to go on. They had no food but that which

was carried in their haversacks, and the hot

weather soon rendered that uneatable. Sleep

was out of the question, and the only rest ob-

tained was while lying down awaiting an at-

tack, or sheltering themselves from shot and
shell. No murmur was heard ; everything was
accepted as the work for which they had en-

listed. They had been soldiers less than a year,

yet their conduct could not have been more
soldierly had they seen ten years of service.

No such material for soldiers was ever in the

field before, and their behavior in this move-
ment foreshadowed that of the successful vet-

erans of Appomattox,

W. B. Franklin.

THE SEVEN DAYS' FIGHTING ABOUT RICHMOND:

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE BATTLE OF FRAYSER'S FARM (jUNE 30, 1862).*

HEN General Jo-
seph E. Johnston
was wounded at

the battle of Sev-

enPines, and Gen-
eral Lee assumed
his new duties as

commander of the

Army of Northern
Virginia, General
Stonewall Jackson
was in the Vir-

ginia Valley, and
the rest ofthe Con-
federate troops

were east and
north of Rich-

mond in front of

General George
B. McClellan's

army, then en-

camped about the

Chickahominy River, one hundred and fifteen

thousand strong, and preparing for a regular

siege of the Confederate capital. The situa-

tion required prompt and successful action by
General Lee. Very early in June he called

about him, on the noted Xine-milc road near

" The ubual spelline is Frazicr or P'razer. The auth
*KX, of Kichmond.— t-D.

"cin'l loncstrekt's bodv-
SAKVANT, SAH, ESOU'in' DC WAII

Richmond, all his commanders, and asked

each in turn his opinion of the military situa-

tion. I had my own views, but did not ex-

press them, believing that ifthey were important

it was equally important they should be un-

folded privately to the commanding general.

The next day I called on General Lee, and
suggested my plan for driving the Federal

forces away from the Chickahominy. Mc-
Clellan had a small force at Mechanicsville,

and farther back, at Beaver Dam Creek, a con-

siderable portion of his army in a stronghold

that was simply unassailable from the front.

The banks of Beaver Dam Creek were so steep

as to be impassable except on bridges. I pro-

posed an echelon movement, and suggested

that Jackson be called down from the Valley,

and passed to the rear of the Federal right, in

order to turn the position behind Beaver Dam,
while the rest of the Confederate forces who
were to engage in the attack could cross the

Chickahominy at points suitable for the suc-

cession in the move, and be ready to attack

the Federals as soon as they were thrown from
their position. After hearing me. General Lee
sent General J. E. B. Stuart on his famous ride

around McClellan. The dashing horseman
with a strong reconnoitering force of cavalry

ority for tlic form here adopted is Captain R. E. Fray-
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L^
m-misMcfli Churcl.

made a forced reconnaissance, pass-

ing above and around the Federal

forces, recrossing the Chickahominy
below them, and returning safe to

Confederate headquarters. He made
a favorable report of the situation and

the practicability of the proposed

plan. On the 23d of June General

Jackson was summoned to General

Lee's headquarters, and was there

met by General A. P. Hill, General

D. H. Hill, and myself A conference

resulteil in the selection of the 26th

as the day on which we would move
against the Federal ]iosition at Bea-

ver Dam. General Jackson was or-

dered down from the valley. Gen-
eral A. P. Hill was to pass the Chick-

ahominy with part of his division,

and hold the rest in readiness to cross

at Meadow bridge, following Jack-

son's swoop along the dividing ridge

between the Pamunke\ anil the

Chickahominy. D. H. Hill and I

were ordered to be in position on
the Mechanicsville pike early on the

26th ready to cross the river at Me-
chanicsville bridge as soon as it was
cleared bv the advance of Jackson
and A. P.' Hill.

Thus matters stood when the morn-
ing of the 26th arrived. The weather
was clear and the roads were in fine

condition. Fverything seemed favor-

able to the move. But the morning
passed and we received no tidings

from Jackson. As noon approached,
General Hill, who was to move be-

hind Jackson, grew impatient at

the delay and begged permission to hurry him battle of the previous day would have been
up by a fusillade, (ieneral Lee consented, a cjuick and bloodless Confederate victory if

and (ieneral Hill o]>ene(l his batteries on Me- Jackson could have reached his position at

chanicsville, driving the Federals oft'. When the time appointed. In my judgment the
D. H. Hill and I crossed at the Mechanics- evacuation of Beaver Dam Creek was very
ville bridge we found A. P. Hill severely unwise on the part of the Federal command-
engaged trying to drive the Federals from ers. We had attacked at Beaver Dam, and
their strong jjosition behind Beaver Dam had failed to make an impression at that point,

Creek. Without Jackson to turn the Federal losing several thousand men and officers.

right, the battle could not be ours. Although This demonstrated that the position was safe.

the contest lasted until some time after night, If the Federal commanders knew of Jackson's
the Confederates made no progress. The approach on the 26th, they had ample time
next day the fight was renewed, and the to reenforce Porter's right before Friday
[Kjsition was hotly contested by the Federals morning (27th) with men and field defenses,
until .seven o'clock in the morning, when Jack- to such extent as to make the remainder of
son reached the position intended for him, and, the line to the right secure against assault.

opening a battery on their rear, sjjeedily caused So that the Federals in withdrawing not only
the Federals to abandon their position, thus abandoned a strong position, but gave up
ending the battle.* It is easy to see that the the morak of their success, and transferred it

* .\ccorrling to ficncral Fitz John Porter, it was not Jackson's aiJiJioacli, l)ut information of that event, that
cauikcl the withrlr.-iwal of the I nion troops, who, with the exception of "some liatteries and infantry skir-
mUhers," were with'lrawn hcfore sunrise on the 27th. See Ckm euv for June, p. 315.—Eu.

MAP OF THE BATTLE OF FRAVSER S FARM (CHARLES CITY CROSS ROADS
OR GLENDALE), JUNE 30, 1862, SHOWING APPROXIMATE POSITIONS OF UNION
AND CONFEDERATE TROOPS. ALSO DISPOSITION OF TROOPS DURING THE
ARTILLERY ENGAGEMENT AT WHITE OAK BRIDGE.

Union briirades : 1, Sickles; z, Carr; 3, Grover; 4, Seymour; 5, Reynolds (Simmons);
6. Meade (this brigade should be represented as north of the road); 7, Robinson: 8,

liimey; g. Berry; 10, Newton; 11, Bartlett; 12, 12, Taylor; 13, Burns; 14, 14. Dana;
15, 15, Sully; 16, 16, Caldwell ; 17, French ; 18, Meagher; 19, Naglee (of Reyes's corps)

;

M, Davidson; 21, Brooks; 22, Hancock. Randol's battery was on the right of the road,

Kerns's and Cooper's on the ieft, and Diederichs's and Knieriem's yet farther to the left.

Thompson's battery of Kearny's division was with General Robinson's brigade (7).

Confederate brigades : a, Keinper; *, Pickett (Hunton) ; c, R. H. Anderson (Jenkins)

;

rf, Wilcox; e, Featherston ; /, Pryor; ^, Branch; h. Archer; i, Field;y, J.R.Anderson;
k, Pender; /, Gregg; m, n, o, p, Armistead, Wright, Mahone, and Ransom. Of the
Confederate batteries : Rogers's, Dearing's, the Thomas artillery, Pegram's, Davidson's,
and others were engaged.
The action at White Oak Bridge, beginning about 11 A. M., and that between Huger

.and Slocum, beginning about 3 P. M., were of artillery only, and were successful from
the Union point of view, in that they prevented the Confederate forces at these points
from rernforcing Longstreet, while they enabled four Union brigades (12, 14, is and 16),

to reenforce his opponents. The battle of Frayser's Farm, beginning about 4 P. M.,
resulted in the accomplishment of General McClellan's object, the protection of his
trains from rear and flank attack as they were passing down the Long Bridge and
Quaker Roads to the James River. General Kearny's report characterized this battle
as "one of the most desperate of the war, the one the most fatal if lost." The fighting
began in force on the left of Seymour's brigade (4), and the brunt of the attack fell upon
McCall and the left of Kearny. " Of the four divisions that day engaged," says General
McCall's report, " each manceuvred and fought independently." McCall's division, be-
ing flanked on the left by Longstreet's right, was driven from its position after a stubborn
resistance ; its place was taken by Burns's brigade, reenforced by Dana's and Sully's, and
these troops recovered partof the ground lost by McCall. The fury of the battle now
shifted to the front of Kearny, who was reenforced by Taylor's and Caldwell's brigades.
The Confederates gained some ground but no substantial advantage, and the Union
troops withdrew during the night to Malvern Hill.—EDITOR.
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to our somewhat disheartened forces; for, next

to Malvern Hill, the sacrifice at Beaver Dam
was unequaled in demoralization during the

entire summer.
From Beaver Dam we followed the l'"ed-

with trees and slashed timber and hastily

made riHe-trenches. General Whiting came
to me with two brigades of Jackson's men
and asked me to put him in. I told him 1

was just organizing an attack and would give

erals closely, encountering them again under him position. My column of attack then was
Porter beyond Powhite Creek, where the R. H. Anderson's and Pickett's brigades, with

battle of (laines's Mill occurred, (ieneral A. Law's and flood's of Whiting's division. We
P. Hill, being in advance, deployed his men attacked and defeated the Federals on their left.

OPENING OK THE BATTLE OF FRAVSER S FARM : SLOCU.m's ARTILLERY ENGAGED WITH THAT OK lUGEK ON
THE CHARLES CITY ROAD. (FROM A SKETCH AT THE TIME BY A. R. WAID.)

and opened the attack without consulting

me. A very severe battle followed. I came
up with my reserve forces and was preparing
to support Hill, who was suffering very se-

verely, when I received an order from Gen-
eral Lee to make a demonstration against the

Federal left, as the battle was not progress-

ing to suit him. I threw in three brigades op-

posite the Federal left and engaged them in

a severe skirmish with infantry and artillery.

The battle then raged with great fierceness.

General Jackson was again missing, and Gen-
eral Lee grew fearful of the result. Soon I

received another message from General Lee,
saying that unless I could do something the

day seemed to be lost. I then determined to

make the heaviest attack I could. The position

in front of me was very strong. An open field

led down to a difficult ravine a short distance

beyond the Powhite Creek. From there the

ground made a steep ascent, and w as covered

capturing many thousand stand of arms, fifty-

two pieces of artillery, a large quantity of

supplies, and many prisoners, among them
General Reynolds, who afterward fell at

Gettysburg. The Federals made some eftbrt

to reenforce and recover their lost ground, but

failed, and during the afternoon and night

withdrew their entire forces from that side of

the Chickahominy, going in the direction of

James Ri\er. On the 29th General Lee ascer-

tained that McClellan was marching toward

the James. He determined to make a vigor-

ous move and strike the enemy a severe blow.

He decided to intercept them in the neigh-

borhood of Charles City Cross-roads, and
with that end in view planned a pursuit as fol-

lows : I was to march to a point below Fray-

ser's Farm with General A. P. Hill. General

Holmes was to take up position below me on
the New Market or River road to be in readi-

ness to cooperate with me and to attack such
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Federals as would come in his reach. Jack-

son was to closely pursue the Federal rear.

crossing at the Grape\ine bridge, and coming

in on the north of the Cross-roads. Huger was

position when I was ready. After getting my
troops in position I called upon General A. P.

Hill to throw one of his brigades to cover my
right and to hold the rest of his troops in readi-

to attend to the Federal right flank, and take ness to give pursuit when the enemy had been

jX)sition on the Charles City road west of the dislodged. My line extended from near the

Cross-roads. Thus we were to envelop the Quaker road across the New Market road to

Federal rear and make the destruction of that the Federal right. The ground upon which 1

part of McClellan's armv sure. To reach my approached was much lower than that occu-

..f^

/ .-Yf^

^'-. - -^

CMARGe OP CO.NFEUERATES UPON KAND(jL's BATTERY AT FRAYSKk's FARM. (DRAWN liV A. C. REDWOOD.)

fThe cnntcst for this battery w.is one of the most severe encounters of the day. The Confederates (the 55th and 60th Virginia Regiments)
»d»ai>ce<l out erf formation, in oedtfc shape, and witli trailing .inns, and began a hand-to-hand conflict over the guns, which were finally yielded to
tfaem. — EDtTOK.]

position south of the Cross-roads, I had about
sixteen miles to march. I marched fourteen

miles on the 29th, crossing over into the Darl)\ -

t«>wn roa«l and moving down to its intersection

O^ith the New .Market road, where I camped for

the night about three miles southwest of Fray-

scrs Farm. On the morning ofthe 30th I moved
two miles nearer up anfl made preparation to

mtcrcept the Federals as they retreated toward
James River, (ieneral .\I<:Call, with a division

of ten thou.sanfl Federals, was at the Cross-

roafls and about Fray.ser's Farm. My division,

l>eing in advance, was deployed in front of the

enemy. I pla<;efl suf h fjf my batteries as I

couM finfl jK^sition for, and kej»t Hill's troojjs

m my rear. .As I had twice as far to march
a.s the other commanflers, I considered it cer-

tain that Jacksfjn and Huger would be in

l)ie(l by General McCall, and was greatly cut

up by ravines and covered with heavy timber
and tangled undergrowth. On account of

these ol)structions we were not disturbed while

getting into position, except by the firing of a

few shots that did no damage. Holmes got into

position below me on the New Market road,

and was afterward joined by Magruder, who
had previou.sly made an unsuccessful attack

on the Federal rear-guard at Savage's vStation.

Jiy eleven o'clock our troops were in posi-

tion, and we waited for the signal from Jack-
son and Huger. Kverythmg was quiet on
my part of the line, except occasional firing

between my picketsand McCall's. I wasin mo-
mentary expectation of the signal. About half-

jiast two o'clock artillery firing was heard on
my left, evidently at the point near White Oak
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FRAYSER S FARM-HOUSE, FROM THE QUAKER OR CHURCH ROAD,
LOOKING SOUTH. (FROM PHOTOGRAPH BV E. S. ANDERSON,

.)

[This house was used as General Sumner's headquarters and as a
hospital during the battle. The fighting took place from half to three
quarters of a mile to the right, or westward. The National Ceme-
tery is shown in the middle distance. — EDITOR.]

Swamp where Huger was to attack. I very

naturally supposed this firing to be the ex-

pected signal, and ordered some of my bat-

teries to reply, as a signal that I was ready to

cooperate. While the order to open was go-

ing around to the batteries, President Davis
and General Lee, with their staffs and follow-

ers, were with me in a little open field near
the rear of my right. We were in pleasant

conversation, anticipating fruitful results from
the fight, when our batteries opened. In-

stantly the Federal batteries responded most
spitefully. It was impossible for the enemy
to see us as we sat on our horses in the little

field, surrounded by tall, heavy timber and
thick undergrowth; yet a battery by chance
had our range and exact distance, and poured
upon us a terrific fire. The second or third

shell burst in our midst, killing two or three

liorses and wounding one or two men. Our
little party speedily retired to safer quarters.

The Federals doubtless had no idea the Con-
federate President, commanding general, and
division commanders were receiving ])oint-

blank shot from their batteries. Colonel Jen-
kins was in front of us, and I sent him an
order to silence the Federal battery, supposing
he could do so with his long-range rifles. He
became engaged, and finally determined to

charge the battery. That brought on a gen-

eral fight between my division and the trooi)s

in front of us. Kemper on mv right advanced

his brigade over difficult ground and cajjtured

a battery. Jenkins moved his brigade for-

ward and made a bold fight. He was followed

bv the other four brigades successively.

The enemy's line was broken, and he was

partly dislodged from his position. The bat-

teries were taken, but our line was very much
broken up by the rough ground we had to

move over, and we were hardly enough in

solid form to maintain a proper battle. The
battle was continued, however, until we encoun-^

tered succor from the corps of Generals Sum-
ner and Heint/.elman, when we were ol)liged to

halt and hold the jiosition the enemy had left.

This line was held throughout the day. though

at times, when \igoroiis combinations were

made against me, McCall regained points along

his line. Our counter-movements, however,

finally pushed him Ijack again, and more for-

midal)le efforts from our adversary were re-

quired. Other advances were made, and re-

enforcements came to the support of the

Federals, who contested the line with vary-

ing fortune, sometimes recovering batteries
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=- division, found us where he supposed

his troops were, and was taken pris-

oner. At the time he was brought in

General Lee happened to be with

us. As I had known General McCall
pleasantly in our service together in

the Fourth Infantry, I moved to offer

my hand as he dismounted. At the

first motion, however, I saw he did

not regard the occasion as one for

renewing the old friendship, and I

merely offered him some of my stafif

as an escort to Richmond. But for

his succoring forces, which should

have been engaged by Jackson,

Huger, Holmes, and Magruder, Mc-
Call would have been entirely dis-

lodged by the first attack. All of our

other forces were within a radius of

three miles, and in easy hearing of

the battle, yet of the fifty thousand
none came in to cooperate. (Jackson

should have done more for me than

he did. When he wanted me at

Second Manassas, I marched two
columns by night to clear the way
at Thoroughfare Gap, and joined him
in due season.) Hooker claimed at

Glendale to have rolled me up and
hurriedly thrown me over on Kearny,
— tennis-like, I suppose; but McCall
said in his supplementary report that

Hooker could as well claim, with a lit-

tle tension of the hyperbole, that he had thrown

me over the moon. On leaving Frayser's Farm
the Federals withdrew to Malvern Hill, and Lee
concentrated his forces and followed them.

L. WHlIi.Nt., >_. s. AK.MV.

BY VAN ORSDELL.)
^^Ko.^l I'lion.

we had taken, and again losing them. Final-

ly McCall's division was driven off, and fresh

troops seemed to come in to their relief.

Ten thousand men ofA. P. Hill's division had
l)een held in re.serve, hoping Jackson and
Hugcr would come up on our left, enabling

us to dislodge the Federals, after which Hill's

troops could be put in fresh to give pursuit,

and follow them down to Harrison's Landing.

Jack.son found Grapevine bridge destroyed

and could not reach his position ; while for

some unaccountable reason Huger failed to

take part, though near enough to do so.* As
neither Jackson nor Huger came up, and as

night drew on, I put Hill in to relieve my
troops. When he came into the fight the

Federal line had been broken at every point

except one. He formed his line and followed

up in the position o<;cu|>ied by my troops. \\y

night we succeeded in getting the entire field,

though all of it was not actually occui;ied un-

til we advanced in pursuit next day. As the

enemy moved off they continued the fire of

their artillery ujK^n us from various j;oints,

and it was after nine o'clock when the shells

ceased to fall. Just before dark (General .Mc-

Call, while looking up a fragment of his

* General Hujjer says, in his official report, thai the road was very effectively obstructed.

—

Ed

^:.-^^^

COLON I'.I, K. M. LAW, C

(IKOM IMIOTOGRAI'H
AHMY.
LEK.)
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On the morning of July ist, the day alter the position tliere could go in only one or two

battle at Frayser's Farm, we encountered the batteries at a time. As the batteries in front

enemy, and General Lee asked me to make a re- did not engage, the result was the enemy con-

connaissanceandseeif I couldfindagoodposi- < entrated the fire of fifty or sixty guns upon
tion for the artillery. 1 found position offering our isolated batteries, ;ind tore them into frag-

GENERAL GEORGE A. McCALL. (FROM PHOTOGRAPH liV BRADV.)

good play for batteries across the Federal left

over to the right, and suggested that sixty

|)ieces should be put in while Jackson was to

engage the Federal front. I suggested that a

heavy play of this cross-fire on the Federals

would so discomfit them as to warrant an
assault by infantry. General Lee issued his

orders accordingly, and designated the ad-

vance of Armistead's brigade as the signal for

the grand assault. Later it was found that

the ground over which our batteries were to

pass into j)osition on our right was so rough
and obstructed that the artillerv ordered into

ments in a few minutes after they would open,

piling horses upon each other and guns upon

horses. Before night, the fire from our batteries

failing of execution, General Lee seemed to

abandon the idea ofan attack on Malvern Hill,

and proposed to me to move around it with \w\

own and A. I'. Hill'sdivision turning the Federal

right. I issued my orders accordingly ior the

two divisions to goaroundand turn the Federal

right, when in some way unknown to me the

battle was drawn on. We were repulsed at

all points with fearful slaughter, losing six

thousand men and accomplishing nothing.
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MAJOR-OENERAL WILLIAM B. FRANKLIN
[Fro™

. pho.o^„ph „.en in Au^.t. .^, .hen Gene.a, P.anUi„ .as te -,i-rankim «as temporarily at home on sick leave.-ED.J

wh.Vh V ^ ^^^^ °" ^'^'^^"id by the route^h.ch .t was proposed we should take t1 eday l>efore I followed the enemy to Ha risons Landing, and Jackson went down h'

X-
""•" inc arrival of fienfnl T ^..
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^^^^ ^'^"^ Mechan-,

cauedb ^°';' '•''^"'"- ^'^ ^^l^y there,,caused by obstructions placed in his road by
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I
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that Ue had 200,000. In fact, Lee had only

J
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of M( ("Icllan's excellent [tlans, (ieneral Lee,
with a force inferior in numbers, completely
routed him, and while suftering less than
AhX'lellan, captured over ten thousand u{ his

men.* ( ieneral Lee's plans in the Seven Days'
1^'ight were excellent, but were poorly exe-
cutecl. Cleneral McClellan was a very accom-
plished soldier and a very able engineer, but
hardly e(iual to the position of field-marshal

as a military chieftain. He organized the Army
of the Potomac cleverly, but did not handle
it skillfully when in actual battle. Still I doubt
if his retreat could have been better handled,
though the rear of his army shcjuld have been
more positively either in his own hands or in

the hands of Sumner. Heint/.elman crossed
the White Oak S\vam]> ])rematurely and left

the rear of McClellan's army exposed, whi( h

would have l)een fatal had Jackson come u])

and taken part in Magruder's affair of the

29th near Savage's Station.

I cannot close this sketch without referring

to the Confederate commander when he came
upon the scene for the first time. General
Lee was an unusually handsome man, even
in his advanced life. He seemed fresh from
West Point, so trim was his figure and so elas-

tic his step. Out of battle he was as gentle as

a woman, but when the clash of arms came
he loved fight and urged his battle with won-
derful determination. As a usual thing he

was remarkably well-balanced— always so,

except on one or two occasions of severe

trial when he failed to maintain his exact

properly th^cZrVh R^o^^^'^hfco'^.fedVrtS"^^^^ equipoisc. Lcc's orders were always wellcon-

aii'lf ^x'hfconfel^aTes'on ^^^^ItZ^i ^f^^y^"^:^:^^i^^^x sidcrcd and Well choseu. He depended almost
Holmes, who had been repulsed at Turkey Island Bridge the day before
by Warren's brigade, with the aid of the gunboats. The main fighting was
in the space between the words "Confederate" and " Union," together
with one or two assaults upon the west side of the Crew Hill from the
meadow. Morell's and Couch's divisions formed the first Union line,
and General Porter's batteries extended from the Crew House to the West
House.
A full map, giving in detail the disposition of troops, will be given in the

August number, with General Fitz John Porter's article on the battle.—
Editor.

SKETCH MAP OK THE \TCIN1TY OF MALVERN HILL (Jl'LY I, 1862).

The Unii

90,000. General McClellan's plan to take

too much on his officers for their execution.

Jackson was a very skillful man against

such men as Shields, Banks, and Fremont,

but when pitted against the best of the

Federal commanders he did not appear so

well, ^^"ithout doubt the greatest man of

rebellion times, the one matchless among
Richmond by a siege was wise enough, and it forty millions for the peculiar difficulties of

would have been a succe.ss if the Confederates the period, was Abraham Lincoln,

had consented to such a programme. In spite

Janus Loff^strcrt.

* In this estimate General Longstreet follows General Lee'.s report. The Union returns slate the "Cap-
red or missing'' of McClellan's army at 6053, and the total loss at 15,849. The Confederate loss is given

a recapitulation of the published Confederate returns. (See The Ce.n'H kvby General McClellan as 19,749,
for June, page 149.)

—

Editor.

"JEB" STl art's HAT.

Vol. XXX.— si.



MEMORANDA OX THE CIVIL WAR.

General Beauregard's Courier at Bull Run.

At the lirst Kmle of M.^nassas General Beauregard's

order to General Ewell to advance on the ris^ht did not

reach him promptly. An accident to the courier who

bore the order was stateil at the time to be the reason

of the delav. He was thrown from his horse, his head

striking a tree with such force as to render him un-

conscious. I saw him myself lyino; helpless just in rear

of the line at Mitchell's Ford, badly used \ip and bleetl-

ing. When he w.as able to move on General Ewell

must have l>een on his way to the left.

I was a pri\-ate in the 7th S. C. V., but detached as

orderly for General M. L. Bonham, whose brigade held

Mitchell's Ford on that day.

AW'c-rf A\ Heinphill.

.\bseviu.e, S. C

The Death of Theodore Winthrop.

I NOTICE in " The Recollections of a Private," in

your March number, a statement regarding the deatli

of Major Theodore Winthrop, which is incorrect. The
facts are these

:

Major Winthrop headed a force at the battle of Bethel,

intending to turn our left flank. His course lay lln'ough

a heavily wooded swamji. On our left was a slight

earth-work or rifle-pit. in which lay a small infantry

force, .\bout sevenK-five yards in front of this was a

rail fence; just beyond, the ground dipped suddenly

about four feet, the woods running almost up to the

fence. Our attention was called by cheering to the

ad\'ance of Major Winthrop's troops. Looking up,

we saw the Major and two privates on the fence. His
sword was drawn, and he was calling on his troops to

follow him. ( )ur first volley killed these three; those

following, being protected by the peculiar formation of

the ground, were not injured, but upon the fall of their

leader, they beat a precipitate retreat. I was among the

first to reach these men. .Ml were dead, having lieen in-

stantly killed. Major Winthrop was shot in the breast,

the others in the head. W\ were buried in the same
grave. .About ten days afterward, a flag of truce came
up asking for .Major Winthrop's body. Having as-

iblcd in buryin^j him and being confident of my ability

to recognize his l»ofly, I was sent with a party to dis-

inter and turn it over to his friends. Among tlic num-
berlrs* incidents that followed this skirmish, none are
more indelibly impressed on my mind than the gallant

bearing of this unfortunate young man, when I fust

*aw him. calling his men to follow, and confident that

he ha/1 accompli,hcd his object, and the immediately
soccecrJing rattle of our muskets and his fall.

RlTMSI'JWD, V* J. n. Moore.

'Fortress'' M'.nroe.

In Ihk <^» riRV for March, 18S5, Colonel John T.
Wrjorl and Mr. W. I„ r;oss speak of "Fortress
Monr'>e." Kiccpt that these contributionstolhehistory

of the War are widely read and quoted, I should re-

frain from calling your attention to this error. The
proper designation is " Fort Monroe," in honor of

President Monroe, who was in office when its con-

struction was commenced. The first appropriation

bill in which it is specifically designated as " Fort

Monroe " is dated March 3, 1821. By General Orders,

No. 1 1, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's

Office, Februarys, 1832, it was called, by order of the

Secretary of War, " Fort Monroe." There is a tradi-

tion in the Engineer Department, U. S. A., that the

plan of the fort was designed by General Simon Ber-

nard, an ex-officer of the French Army under Napo-
leon, and appointed Assistant-Engineer, U. S. A.,

with the rank of Brigadier-General, November 16,

1816. The drawings were made by Captain W. T.

Poussin, Topographical Engineer, acting aide to Gen-

eral Bernard.

John P. NicJiolson.
\

Philadelphia.

Positions of Union Troops at the Battle of Seven Pines.

The map printed on page 118 of the May Century,
with General Joseph E. Johnston's description of the

battle of Seven Pines (a map for which General John-

ston is not responsible), was misleading in an

important particular. The line described as the " posi-

tion of the Union troops on the evening of May 31
"

should have been entitled " position of the Union

troops on the morning of June i." At the close of

the first day's fighting, May 31, the Union forces at

Fair Oaks Station were separated from the left, which

suffered so severely at Seven Pines, and which re-

treated to a third line of entrenchments midway be-

tween Seven Pines and Savage's Station. During the

night connection was made between tlie two wings,

and in the morning the army presented front on the

line indicated in the map as the second position.

Editor.

The " Mississippi " at the Passage of the Forts.

In a letter to the Editor, Rear-Admiral Melancton

.Smith, whocommanded the I\Iississi/>pi, during the pas-

sage of the forts at New Orleans, quotes from page

949 of Admiral Porter's article in the April Cen-
tury : " Meantime Farragut was steering up the river

witli all his fleet i;xcept the Mississippi,^^ etc., and adds

:

" Tlie Mississippi proceeded with the fleet up the river

and was present at the engagement with the Clialmette

batteries. At 3 p. m. the same day, when at anchor off

New Orleans, I was ordered to return to the quaran-

tine station (just above Fort St. Philip) to look after

the Louisiana and to cover the landing of the troops

under General Butler. Admiral Porter, seeing the

Mississippi the morning after the fleet passed up,

doubtless supposed it had remained at anchor below."

Editor.
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SONG.

Lonely art thou in thy sorrow— lonely art thou;

Yet lone as thou art, at. least it is left thee to sing:

Thy heart-blood staining the thorn on the secret bough,

Make the deep woodland nng!

Well-friended art thou in thy joy— well-friended art thou;

No longer, Love-kept as thou art, it ,s left thee to s.ng

:

Thou, in thy down-soft nest on the summer bough,

Foldest both song and wmg.

Edith M. Thomas.

George lies.

WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.

THE fiftieth anniversary of the " Garrison

mob" of October 21, 1835, will revive

the memory of the great reformatory leader

who was, on that day, dragged through the

streets of Boston with a rope round his neck,

and was saved only by committing him to jail.

This nation has seen mobs far more formida-

ble, in a merely military sense, than that

;

indeed the antislavery agitation itself saw
greater, in one of which Lovejoy lost his life.

The peculiarity of the Boston mob, beyond all

others that ever took place upon our soil, was
that it enlisted the most cultivated and respect-

able class in a conservative city against a cause
now generally admitted to have been that of

truth and right ; arousing moreover such a

burst of unreasoning violence that the mayor
thought it necessary to disperse a meeting of

women, and to cause the sign of a " Female
Anti-Slavery Society " to be taken down and
thrown into the streets. Garrison himself, the

immediate victim, was a non-combatant, be-

ing of the few men who were faithful to the
" non-resistant " creed ; and it was this con-

trast— women and non-combatants on the

one side, and the classes that wear broadcloth

on the other— which gave to the whole affair

that element of moral picturesqueness which

is one of the very surest guarantees of historic

permanence.
The career of Mr. Garrison contributed an

important fact to elucidate the very philosophy

of all reform ; because it showed the control-

ling force of the moral sentiment, apart from

all the other social factors with which it is

usually found in combination. Strength of the

moral nature was his one great and overwhelm-

ing contribution to the enterprise with which

his whole life was identified. We can see now,

in looking back, that the essential force of the

antislavery agitation lay in the extreme sim-

plicity of its propositions. Never was there a

reform, perhaps, in which the essential jmnci-

ple was so easy to grasp. It needed no large

induction, no difficult chain of inferences.

Once concede that man cannot rightfully

claim property in man, and the \\ hole logic of

the matter was settled. The thing needed was

that this doctrine should find living embodi-

ment in a man whose whole nature should be
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strong and simple, like itself; who should spin

no sophistries, tolerate no evasions, shrink from

no consequences ; who should use this prin-

ciple as a sutticient test of all policies and rep-

utations, who should refuse to be led away

from it into any questions of casuistry or

expediency : who should, in short, have a moral

nature as dear and controlling as the doctrine

he espoused. This man it found in Garrison.

He was not, oi course, the first man in the

communitv who had opposed or denounced

slaver>-. Franklin. Jefferson, Rush. Hopkins,

Lundy, and others had preceded him in that.

But he was the first man who saw in its naked

clearness the ethical axiom by ^\hich it was

to l)e met and conquered. " Immediate, un-

conditional emancipation,"— this was what he

i^Tote on the banner of the movement he

headed ; and that banner waved until slaver}-

fell. And he stands out in the same distinct re-

lief among his contemporaries as against his

predecessors ; for while others of his own party

equaled or suq^assed him in genius, wit, elo-

quence, personal attractiveness, social position,

ingenuity of attack, brilliancy of defense; yet

by his clearness and integrity of nature he

surpassed them all, and was the natural leader

of all. However keen others might be in

moral discernment, he was keener ; however
ably others might deal with a sophist, his ex-

position was sure to be the most cogent and
convincing. To preserve this mastery among
his associates he used no manoeuvres, exerted

no devices, asked no favors. He never atti-

tudinized, and he never evaded ; but his

power in his own circle was as irresistible as

the law of gravitation. He was never hurried

or disconcerted or even vexed ; indeed, he
did not expend himself on special contests or

fret about particular measures. Where others

fought to win he simply bore his testimony,
which in the end proved the path to winning.
I well remember how, at the height of some
fugitive-slave case, when it seemed to his as-

sociates as if the very gate of freedom turned
on keeping that particular slave from bond-
age, he would be found at his compositor's
desk— for he always set up his own editorials— as equable as ever, and almost provok-
ingly undisturl>ed by the excitement of that
fleeting hour.

There exists an impression that he held
this leadership among his associates through
a vi.sibly cxar.tingand domineering dispo.sition.

However this may have been in his eariy life,

I should confulently say that it was some-
thing that he had outgrown when, about the
year 1843, I first came in contact with him.
He was ju.st then entering upon the most ex-
treme pha.se of his political opinions, when he
announced the " No Union with .Slavehold-

ers " position, and proclaimed the Unite(

States Constitution to be, in Scriptural phrase
" a covenant with death, and an agreemen
with hell." To this attitude he thencefort]

rigidly held until slavery itself fell ; nor avouIi

anv person have expected or even attempte<

to make him swerve from it. But the test o:

anv man's personal breadth is not to be foun(

in the tenacity of his own conviction-. ; it i

to be looked for in his abihty to cooperat
with those who difier from him. Now ther<

were always speakers on the antislavery plat

form who stood there without pretending tc

accept this especial shibboleth of Mr. Garri'

son's, and who yet were cordially Avelcome
nor do I think that any one of these pros&
lytes of the outer gate had reason to com-
plain. Charles Sumner always boasted thai

he subscribed to the " Liberator " before

Phillips did ; Henry Wilson spoke . t the

" Garrisonian " meetings again and agair

wdthout accepting their leader's full doc *:rine

so did Francis W. Bird ; so did I myself

Surely persons so placed were in a positior

to feel the alleged intolerance and despotic

habit of Mr. Garrison, had such things ex4

isted. I can only say, for one, that I neve||

was conscious of any such atmosphere for ajj

moment ; all that he demanded was that ^
man should have " the root of the matter in

him," If this was the case, that man mighfil

vote at every election and not receive a re-jj

proof from the great non-voting leader.

This hospitality to all shades of opinion wag
one reason why the meetings of the eldem

branch, so to speak, ofthe antislavery body Avere|

so much more eagerly sought by the public and;

were really so much more stirring than those ofj

the Liberty Party or even ofthe Free-soil Partyl

in its early days. I myself voted with thosej

two successive political organizations, but it

seemed to me that it was not usually at their

meetings that the thorough and vital conver-

sions were made. They reaped, after all, what
Garrison sowed ; and Henry Wilson used not

only to admit this, but constantly to urge it, at

the " Garrisonian " conventions. It was not

that the political Abolitionists were less sincere

or faithful than the others, but they w ere a little

less free with their sword-play, because they

had not thrown away the scabbard. They were
apt to be somewhat constrained and hampered
by policy,— by the necessity of making it plain

at any given moment that they were orderly "•

law-abiding citizens. To pass from their m.
ings to those of the disunion party was like pa:

ing from within doors to the mountain air ; ti

gods of Garrison were the gods of the hills, a.;

Ethan Allen claimed for himself in the revolu-

tionary days. After all, it was Garrison with his

set, strong face of granite; his temperament.
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ek only in the sense in which Moses was
ek, and wielding, fearlessly as Moses, the

rors of the Lord ; it was he and his imme-
.te followers who made the antislavery voters

Lt presently passed, rather against his will,

the army of political organization, and yet

istantly came back to him for stimulus and
sngth. That army of voters it was which at

t, maltiplying in numbers, gave Lincoln

^ freedom to the nation ; but it was Garri-

1, from beginning to end, who kept the most
portant recruiting-station.

He will, therefore, always stand, like Luther,

the personification of an epoch ; and while

very was doubtless overthrown at last by
; carnal weapons that he deprecated, yet

the force which guided those weapons will be
forever identified with him. The group of
remarkable men and women under his leader-

ship — a group in which Wendell Phillips

was the most gifted, while George Thompson
was the most brilliant foreign ally— was said

by the English Earl of Carlisle to be engaged in

a contest " without a parallel in the history of
ancient or modern heroism." More fortunate
than most leaders. Garrison lived to see the
final downfall of the wrong against which he
fought ; and the struggling victim of the mob
of half a century ago will soon sit enthroned in

monumental bronze, as one of the recognized
heroes of Massachusetts.

Tho)nas Wentworth Higginson.
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HIS ANCESTORS.

^HE scenic glories of the River St. John,

New Brunswick, are well past on the as-

it when, on the right, the obscure outlet of

: Jemseg is reached. Along the lowland
rgin from the Jemseg to the Nashwaak
itched, in the middle of the last century,

eeble line of French Acadian settlers. A
iple of hundred souls were still clustered at

: trading station of St. Ann's (now Frederic-

i) when, in the summer of 1761, Israel Per-

, of Boxford, Essex County, Massachusetts,

i a handful of companions, triumphing over

: wilderness between Machias and the St.

hn, looked from the mouth of the Oromocto
wn over the gleaming waters and woody
insof this romantic region. Perleyhad been
it out by the Governor of Massachusetts
;mard) on an exploring expedition. His re-

rt to his neighbors in praise of these alluvial

dries must have produced a sort of" Western
er " among them. Many of his listeners had
doubt served in the Nova Scotia campaigns
linst the French which culminated in the

)ture of Louisburg in 1758, followed by that

Quebec in 1759, and the British occupa-
n of the St. John as far as the Nashwaak,
i were already aware of the natural advan-
;es of the territory.

rhe first Essex County migration to Nova
•^h. (as New Brunswick was then called)

^ place in the spring of 1763. The fol-

pg spring brought a reenforcement of col-

Jts. The settlement now embraced fami-

;, more or less connected with each other,

m Rowley, Boxford, Byfield, Ipswich,

irblehead, and adjacent towns, among
om the Perleys, Stickneys, Palmers, Bur-

pees, Barkers, Esteys, Hartts, and Peabodys
were prominent in numbers or in influence.

On October 31, 1765, the district having been
officially surveyed by Charles Morris, sixty-

five heads of families, resident or represented,

were granted Tract No. 109 in Sunbury Coun-
ty. This tract, in the parish of Maugerville

and Sheffield, known as the Maugerville

Grant, and twelve miles square, extended from
the head of Oromocto Island to the foot of

Mauger's Island, and had been partially

cleared by the Acadians. The twenty-second

name on the list of grantees, for five hundred
acres, was that ofJoseph Garrison ; the twenty-

fourth that of his father-in-law, Daniel Palmer.

Daniel Palmer was great-grandson of Ser-

geant John Palmer (who, as a youth of seven-

teen, is reported to have come to Rowley in

1639) by a second wife, Margaret Northend.

On the side of his mother, Mary Stickney, he
was great-grandson of William Stickney,

founder of that family in this country, and of

Captain Samuel Brocklebank, who was slain,

with nearly all his command, by the Indians

at Sunbury, in King Philip's War. Born at

Rowley in 17 12, Daniel Palmer married in

1736 Elizabeth Wheeler, of Chebacco. He is

yet remembered by close tradition as " a

powerful man, of great muscular strength.

Before he left for the east the Indians were

troublesome, and there were three secreted in

a house in Old Town, and no one dared pur-

sue them. But he was fearless, and entered

the house, where heopenedachamberwindow,
and one by one he threw them out, regardless

of life or limb, as though they were so many
straws." Six children survived to him, and the

two oldest girls were married, when removal

to the St. John was determined on. Leaving
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these behind, he took with him his third

daughter, Man- (bom January 19th, 1741. in

Bvtield), and his three sons, and joined the

company of townsfolk and kinsmen who were

to plant a Puritan settlement on the banks

of the St. John.
There is no evidence that Joseph Garrison

was of this number. All that can now be

learned about him warrants the belief that he

was an Knglishman. who was found upon the

spot bv the second, if not already by the first,

immigrants from Rowley. \\'e know positively

that on his thirtieth birthday, August 14th,

1764. he was married to Daniel Palmer's

daughter, Man-. Sabine, who, with doubtful

propriety, includes Joseph Garrison in his

" Loyalists of the American Revolution,"

styles him " of Massachusetts"; but the name
has not been met with in that State before the

present century by the most diligent searchers

of her archives. His comparatively early death

will account for the diversity of traditions in

regard to him among his own descendants,

the most trustworthy of which is that he was
not a native of the colonies, but of the mother
country.

Five children had been born to Joseph and
Mar)- Garrison, the youngest, Abijah, being an

infant in arms— say in the spring of 1774—
when the mother started in a boat down the

river to pay her father a visit, taking her babe
with her, and a lad who lived in the family.

" The river was clear of ice when she started, and
she apprehended no danger. Long before she got to

her journey's end, the ice broke further up the river

and came down with such force against her boat as to

break it badly, and compel her to exchange it for an
ice-cake, which was driven ashore by a larger piece

of ice. Like a mother, she wrapped her babe in all

the clothes she could spare, and threw him into the

snow on the shore. By the aid of a willow limb which
overhung the river, she and the lad saved themselves.

She took up her babe unharmed. .As she was wander-
ing in the woods, without guide or path, she saw the
smoke from an Indian hut, and on going to it found
there an Indian who knew her father. He entertained

her with his l)est words and deeds, and the next
morning conducted her safely to her father's."

This babe was the father of William Lloyd
Garrison. It was not fjuite three years old

when the progress of revolt in the colonies had
infected the New England settlers on the St.

John, and impelled them to a manifesto, issued

at Maugcrvillc on May 21, 1776, antedating
the Declaration of Independence, imbued with

the same spirit, " and, considering their insu-

lated locality, and the vicinity to the old and
well-fortified towns in possession of an English
army and navy, . . . remarkably bold."

'Ilie record is silent as to the three or four

residents of .Maugcrvillc who refused to sub-

scribe to the resolves and the appeal to Ma.ssa-

chusetts for relief. It may be conjectured,

however, that Joseph Garrison was one of

these, having as his first motive his English

birth, and the want of those New England
connections which might else have made lib- f

en\ to him also *" that dearest of names "
;

*

and perhaps, as his second, his better sense of
|

the hopelessness of such an unsupported out- \

post maintaining itself against the authority 1

of the mother country. Mr. Sabine found Jo- '

seph's descendants admitting his loyalty, and 1

we may suppose him to have been temporarily
|

ostracized, according to the terms of the vote,
j

on account of his standing aloof from the al-
,

most unanimous action of his neighbors. Afj
all events, it required no little independence .

of character to incur the popular resentment; i,

and this trait may have been inherited by his
j

grandson as well as the spirit of the declaration '

of resistance to tyranny which Daniel Palmer
^

subscribed.

His isolation, however, except in public senti- f

ment, lasted hardly more than a year. Despite

the good-will and assistance of Massachusetts,

before a project of fortifying the mouth of thef

St. John could be earned out, in May, 1777,
'1

the British sloop Vulture, fourteen guns, fromt

Halifax (a vessel afterwards famous for having
;

been the refuge of Benedict Arnold on the
\

discovery of his treason), sailed up the river

with troops, and, as was reported in Machias \

on the 29th, compelled the settlers to take the !'

oath of allegiance to his British Majesty. Many i

were robbed of their all; some were carried'^

away. A vain attempt to reverse this was^
made by a Massachusetts expedition in thes

following month. Boston was too far away;!
Halifax was too near. Submission was un-^

avoidable ; but time never reconciled all of the I

inhabitants to the separation from their kin-
j

dred in the old Massachusetts home, and their]

regrets have been handed down to their pos-

terity. Shut off from further increase by im-

migration from the original hive, they couldi

only perpetuate their numbers by intermar-!

riage ; and the tourist on the St. John to-day|

finds in Sunbury County not only familiar New!
England names, but perhaps as unmixed a|
Puritan stock as exists on the continent. |
Of Joseph Garrison, except that he died at-!;

Jemseg in February, 1783, we know nothing*
more that is eventful. Fie passed for a dis-^

appointed man. Besides the strong-mind
edness already indicated, there is no salient^

feature to distinguish the founder of the line.

His children, in a settlement deprived of every

literary and social advantage, proved excep-

tionally intelligent. They educated themselves
with the slenderest facilities— learned the art

of navigation, became teachers. " They did

not accumulate much," says the local tradition,

li
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"but they always left friends behind them."
A fondness for music and natural aptitude for

giving instruction in it have also been mani-
fested in Joseph's posterity, among whom it

has been handed down that he used to play

the fiddle.

Mary Palmer Garrison long survived her

husband, dying in 1822. Inher later years her

homewas onthejemsegwith herson Silas, who
cultivated the farm now shown as the (iarrison

homestead. At the time of her death she had
been for many years the widow of Robert
Angus. She is remembered late in life as a jolly

sort of person,— portly, with round face and
fair hair, of a sanguine temperament, and a great

favorite with children, whom she amused with

quaint stories. From her there ran in the veins

of her offspring the emigrant Puritan blood of

Palmer, Northend, Hunt, Redding, Stickney,

Brocklebank, Wheeler, and other (unnamable)
stirpes.

By her, Joseph Garrison became the father

of nine children. The fifth in order, Abijah,

must occupy our attention, to the exclusion

of his brothers and sisters. He was born June
18, 1773, on the Jemseg, and named for his

uncle Palmer. Except the romantic incident

of his babyhood, already related, his early

history is a blank. He alone of the family

followed the sea. He became eventually a

captain, and made many voyages, with his

cousin Abijah Palmer as mate. His son, Wil-
liam Lloyd, who had no personal recollection

of him, thus summed up the traditions in re-

gard to Abijah Garrison

:

" I was probably not more than three years old when
he took his final leave of my mother. I remember
vaguely to have been told that he had a fine physical
development, a sanguine temperament, a bald head and
a reddish beard, with a very noticeable scar on his

face, a birth-mark ; that he was very genial and social

in his manners, kind and affectionate in his disposition,

and ever ready to assist the suffering and needy; that

he had a good theoretical and practical knowledge of
navigation, and as a master of a vessel made many
voyages coastwise and to the West Indies ; and that

he had a strong taste for reading, and evinced some
literary talent. There is no doubt that his love for my
mother was almost romantic ; and it is questionable,
when he deserted her, if he meant the separation to lie

final."

Romantic love had a romantic beginning.
By some chance of coast navigation, Abijah
found himself on Deer Island, N. B., in Passa-
maquoddy Bay (waters called Quoddy, for

short), at a religious evening meeting. Here
his eyes fell upon a strikingly beautiful young
woman dressed in a blue habit. At the close

of the services he followed her to the door, and
boldly asked leave to accompany her home,
accosting her, for want of her real name, as
" Miss Bluejacket." Her reply was a rebuff.

Nevertheless, Abijah lost no time in sending

her a letter, which, it is safe to say, surpassed
in literary graces any she had ever received

;

and her reply confirmed a correspondence
which ended infallibly in matrimony.

Frances .Maria Lloyd was the daughter—
one of a large family ofchildren — of Andrew
Lloyd, a native of Kiiisale, County Munster,
Ireland (nbout 1752). He came out to the
province of Nova Scotia in 1771, as a 'pren-
tice bound to the captain of the ship which
also brought over John Lawless, an EngHsh-
man, who had been a sergeant under Wolfe
at Quebec ; his wife Catherine, said to have
been a native of Limerick, Ireland; and their

only daughter, Mary, who was certainly born
there. The 'prentice is believed to have im-
proved his time so well on the voyage that,

young as they both were, he married Mary
Lawless the day after they had landed on the
island of Campobello. Andrew became a so-

called branch (i. c, commissioned) pilot at

Quoddy, and died suddenly in the service in

the year 1813. His wife, whom he survived,

though not long, was reputed the first person
buried on Deer Island, and on this unfertile

but picturesque and fascinating spot Fanny
Lloyd was born in 1776, and became the belle

of the family.

" She was of a tall majestic figure, singularly grace-
ful in deportment and carriage ; her features were fine,

and expressive of a high intellectual character ; and
her hair so luxuriant and rich that, when she unbound
it, like that of Godiva of old, it fell around her like a
veil. The outward being, however, was but a faint

image of the angelic nature within ; she was one of
those who inspire at once love and reverence ; she took
high views of life and its duties ; and, consequently,
when adversity came upon her as an armed man, she
was not overcome. Life had lost its sunshine, but not
its worth ; and, for her own and her children's sake,

she combated nobly with poverty and sorrow. Her
influence on her children, more especiallv on her son
William, was very great: he venerated her while yet a
child ; not a word or a precept of hers was ever

lost— his young heart treasured up all, unknowing
that these in after life should become his great prin-

ciples of action.
" To illustrate the conscientious and firm character

of this admirable woman, we must be permitted to

give an anecdote of her whilst yet young. Her par-

ents were of tlie Episcopal Church, and among the

most bigoted of that body. In those days the Baptists

were a despised people, and it was reckoned vulgar

to be of their community. One day, however, it was
made known through the neighborhood where she

lived that one of ihese despised sectaries would preach
in a barn, and a party o\ gay young people, one of

whom was the lovely and gay Fanny Lloyd, agreed
for a frolic to go and hear him. Of those who went
to scoff one remained to pray; this was Fanny Lloyd.

Her soul was deeply touched by the meek and holy

spirit of the preacher ; she wept much during the ser-

mon, and when it was over, the preacher spake kindly

to her. From that day a change came over her mind.
She would no longer despise and ridicule the Baptists ;

and before long announced to her astonished and in-

dignant parents that she found it necessary for the

peace of her soul to become publicly one of' that de-
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spised bodv. Nothing could equal the exasperation

which followed this avowal. Tney threatened that if

she allowed herself to be baptised, they would turn

her oat of doors. It w.\s not a matter of choice but of

stern duty with her ; she meekly expostulated — she be-

sought them with tears to hear her reasons, but in vain.

She could not, however, resist that which she believed

to be her dutv to God ; she w as baptized, and had no

longer a home under her ivirents' roof. She tiien took

refiige with an uncle, with whom she resided sev-

The same Providence by which slavers

made their impious voyages in safety attended

the ship from Nova Scotia to Newburyport
in the spring-time of 1805. On the loth of

December, in a httle frame house still stand-

ing on School street, between the First Pres-

bvterian church, in which Whitefield's remains

are interred, and the house in which the

cnl years. This early {persecution only strengthened great preacher died,— and SO in the very
her religious opinions; and she remained through

life a zealous advocate of those peculiar views for

which she had suffered so much."*

The date of Abijah Garrison's marriage is

uncertain, except that it was nearly at the

close of the last centur)-, and on the 12th day

of December. The place of the ceremony is

equally unknown ; neither has it been ascer-

tained where was the first home of the young

couple. Not improbably it may have been

among the husband's relatives on the Jemseg,

and here perhaps was bom a daughter who
died in infancy. In 180 1 they were settled

in Duke street, St. John, where a son, James
Holley, was bom to them, and possibly also

a second daughter. Subsequently they re-

moved to Granville, Nova Scotia, in the

neighborhood of Fanny's sister Nancy (Mrs.

Delap).
, • , 1 1 r> , 1

On April 4, 1805, Abijah announces in these '^ ^^'^^ter, and sometimes led the " South-end

words to his mother and stepfather his inten- boys " against the " North-enders ' m the nu-

tion to retum to the old home of the Puritan "serous conflicts between the youngsters of the

settlers on the St. John — to Essex County, two sections. Every spot m the town had its

Massachusetts- associations for him: the little school-house

on the Mall in which he obtained, in six

This perhaps is the last you may Expect from me months, all the grammar-school education he

bosom of orthodoxy,— a man-child was bom
to Abijah and Fanny Garrison, and called,

after an uncle who subsequently lost his life in

Boston Harbor, William Lloyd Garrison.

Wendell Phillips Garrison.

THE BOYHOOD OF WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.

Fewmen have had a stronger attachment for

their birthplace and the home of their youth
than William Lloyd Garrison ; and the lovely

old town of Newburyport, Massachusetts,

in which he spent the first twenty-one years

of his life, was ever dear to him. As a boy,

barefoot he rolled his hoop through its streets,

played at marbles and at bat and ball, swam
in the Merrimac in summer and skated on it

dated at Gran>alle, as I am about to remove to New
bury Port in the United States, Where I Expect to

Spend the remainder of my days. I have been follow-

ing the Kale of false Position, or rather permutation,

these Seven Last years, and have never been able to

Solve the Question to my Satisfaction till now. Not
that I am disaffected towards Government, but the

barrenness of these Elastern Climates rather Obliges
roe to seek the welfare of my family in a more hospita-

ble Climate, where I shall be less expos'd to the Rav-
ages of war and stagnation of business, which is

severely felt in Nova Scotia. The Prohibition of the
American trade may in lime help this Country, but
from want of circulating Cash this Country will long
lay bound in Extreme difficulties and Perpetual Law-
saits. [The] last winter was attended with distress

among a great number of Poor people in this Place.

The scarcity of bread and all kind of vegetables was
too well known in this Part of Nova Scotia, the Great
Droaght I,ast summer Cut off all the farmers Expec-
tations, and People in general Experienc'd the wfiit
of hay E<jual to that of Bread ; the smiling spring has
at la^t rcturn'd but brings nothing with it as yet sub-
stantial for ihc present support of .Man. I speak not
this of myself, but of many of my Neighbours ; I thank
God I have a Competency at present, but the times
forbode greater distress ahead. I have in the Conclu-
sion settled my Business here and am now about to

remove,"

ever had; the wharves on which, with his

comrades, he used to " sample " the West In-

dia molasses just landed; the modest house
on School street in which he was born and
spent his earliest years ; the many dwellings

which he was wont freely to visit, and which
looked so unchanged, fifty years afterwards,

that it seemed to him as if the familiar faces

of their former inmates must greet him if he
again entered their doors ; Chain Bridge, on
the road to Amesbury, which was regarded
almost as an eighth wonder of the world when
it was built, and was pictured in the geogra-

phies of that day, as the Brooklyn Bridge may
be in the latest school-books ; the suburb of

Belleville, where he went to singing-school in

company with '• lots of boys and pretty girls,"

and first learned " Wicklovv "and other good old

hymns; and last, but not least, the" Herald"
office on State street, in which he served his

long seven years' apprenticeship as a printer.

He seldom visited the town without climbing

its stairs, and he liked to tell how it was owing

•As Mr. Garrison, on his visit to England in 1846, must have furnished Mary llowitt with these facts in
regard to his mother, they are reproduced here (Uom the " People's Journal" of September 12, 1846) as more
aothentic than any later recollections could have been.
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to his fondness for Newburyport, and his in-

supportable homesickness on two or three

occasions when he was sent elsewhere to seek

a livelihood, that he ever came to learn the

printing business, and to master the weapon
which enabled him to carry on his thirty years'

warfare against American slavery.

He was less than three years old when his

mother found herself left, by the desertion of

her husband, with three young children to

support,— the oldest a boy of seven and the

youngest an infant daughter but a few weeks
old. Up to that time she had enjoyed such

exuberant health that she was wont to say that
" only a cannon-ball could kill Fanny Garri-

son "
; but though she resolutely set herself

to the task of maintaining herself and her little

ones, the blow of this desertion was one from
which she never recovered, and it shadowed
the remaining years of her life. The struggle

for existence became a severe and bitter one.

The day of Newburyport's prosperity had
passed, and the years of the embargo and of

the war of 1812 brought disaster and ruin

to its business and commerce. It was no easy
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matter, therefore, to find the remunerative em-
ployment which would feed so many mouths.

The little house in School street still afibrded

them shelter, thanks to the sisterly devotion

of its owner and occupant, Martha Farnham,
who assured them that while she had a roof

to cover her they .should share it. When cir-

cumstances permitted, Mrs. Garrison took up
the calling of a monthly nur.-e, and during

her necessary occasional absences from home
the children were under the motherly care of

their "Aunt Farnham." \\'hen Lloyd (as he

was always called) was older, his mother used

to send him, on election and training davs,

to sell the nice sticks of molasses candy which

she was an adei)t in making, and he thus

earned a few pennies towards the common
support.

With all her sorrow at heart, his mother

maintained her cheerful and courageous de-

meanor. She had a fine voice — " one of the

best," her son was wont to say— and was ever

singing at her work ; and in the Baptist church

meetings, at which she and Martha Famham
were constant and devoted attendants {some-
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times opening their own house for an evening

gathering), she sang with fervor the soul-stirring

hymns which have Ijeen the inspiration and
delight of the devout for generations. She
was mirthful, too, and possessed a (juick sense

of the ludicrous.

During the war of 1812 she went to Lynn
to pursue her vocation, taking James, her fa-

vorite son, a boy of much beauty and promise,

with her, that he might learn shocmaking.

Little Klizabeth, the daughter, was left in Mrs.

P'aniham's protecting care, while Lloyd went
to live with Deacon Kzekiel Hartlctt and fam-

ily, worthy peoj^le and faithful members of

the little Baptist church. The goofl deacon,
who was in very humble circumstances, sawefl

wood, sharpened saws, made lasts, and even
sold apples from a little stand at his door, to

win a subsistence for his family ; and Lloyd,

who was an exemplary and conscientious boy,

and warmly attached to his kind friends, duti-

fully tried to earn his board and do all he could

to lighten their burden of poverty.

During their mother's absence in Lynn
the children heard frequently from her by
letter, and Lloyd was aljle to write to her in

reply. Her little notes to him were full of

tender affection, and earnest hope that he
would be a good and dutiful boy. Already
her health and strengtli were beginning to

fail under her arduous struggle to maintain

herself and her children, and her inability
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now to do continuous work made it all the

more imperatixe that they should learn trades

that would enable them to become self-sup-

porting. So Lloyd was brought to Lynn to

learn shoemaking, and was apprenticed to

Gamaliel W. Oliver, an excellent man and a

member of the Society of Friends, who lived

on Market street, and had his work-shop
in the yard adjoining his house. There the

little boy, who was only nine years old. and
so small that his fellow-workmen called him
" not much bigger than a last," toiled for sev-

eral months until he could make a tolerable

shoe, to his great pride and delight. He was
much too young and small for his task, how-
ever, and it soon became evident that he

lacked the strength to pursue the work.

In October, 1815, Mrs. Garrison removed
to Baltimore, where she spent the remaining

years of her life, pursuing her calling as nurse

until disabled by a painful disease, which
caused her long helplessness and suffering

before death brought a merciful release. Her
two boys accompanied her ; but James, soon
tiring of the shoemaker's bench, ran away
and took to the sea, and Lloyd became so

homesick for Newburyport that his mother,

unable to find employment for him in Balti-

more, permitted him to return to Deacon
Bartlett's care. He again did what a small

boy of ten or eleven years could towards
earning his board, and obtained a little more
(and what proved to be his linal) schooling

at the South Grammar-school. He was very

happy in this, and in returning to the only
place that had ever seemed like home to him

;

but his poor mother missed him sorely, and
as no situation could be found for him in

Newburyport, she proposed, at the end of a

year, that he should return to Baltimore. Her
hope of securing a place for him there, how-
ever, was disappointed.

After a time Lloyd was apprenticed to

Moses Short, a cabinet-maker at Haverhill,

Massachusetts, who took the boy into his

family and treated him with much kindness.

The work was not unpleasant to him, and he
soon learned to make a toy bureau and
helped at veneermg; but his old homesick-
ness for Newburyport seized him, and he be-

came so unhappy that he resolved, at the end
of six weeks, to make his escape. Watching
his opportunity, one morning when his em-
ployer had gone to the shop, he tied his shirt

and other worldly possessions in a handker-
chief, threw the bundle down among the

pumpkin vines from his window, and then
going down and recovering it started for home
on foot. He had calculated the time it would
take him to cross the long britige, and when
the stage-coach came up with him he seized
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the rack behind, and ran and swung himself
by turns to facilitate his progress. When the
stage paused at a stopping-place, he trudged
on until it again overtook him, when he re-

jjeated the operation, and in this way accom-
plished several miles. The passengers in the
coach, meanwhile, were wondering how so
small a lad could keep along with it. But
the fugitive was missed at Haverhill, and, as

he was wont to tell the story in after years,

his employer took a " short " cut by which he
saved time and distance over the stage-road,
and recaptured his apprentice. He bore him
no ill-will, however, and, when Lloyd con-
fessed his homesickness, promised to release

him if he would only return to Haverhill and
take his leave in a regular and i>roper manner,
that neither of them might be compromised.
He kept his word, and Lloyd again took ujj

his abode at Deacon Bartlett's.

Repeated efforts were made to find a situa-

tion for him, but without success until the

autumn of 1818, when Mr. Ephraim W. Allen,

editor and proprietor of the Newburyport
(semi-weekly) " Herald," wishing a boy to

learn the printer's trade, Lloyd was presented
as a candidate for the place and accepted, and,
having been duly apprenticed for the usual

term of seven years, he entered the office of

the "Herald" on the i8th of October, 1818.

The boy had not been many days in the

printing-office before he was convinced that

he had at last found his right place, but his

first feeling was one of discouragement as he

watched the rajjidity with which the composi-

tors set and distributed the types. " My little

heart sank like lead within me," he afterwards

said. " It seemed to me that I never should

be able to do anything of the kind." He
was so short at first that when he undertook

to work off proofs, he had to stand on a
" fifty-six-pound weight " in order to reach

the table. He quickly grew expert and ac-

curate as a compositor, and was much liked

and trusted by his master, of whose family he

now became a member, as was the custom

with apprentices in those days. In course of

time he became the foreman of the office,

made up the pages of the " Herald," and
prepared the forms for the press. He was
noted for his rapidity and accuracy as a com-
positor, his clean proofs, and his taste in job-

work, and he was also an excellent pressman

on the hand-presses of those days. Through-
out his life it was a delight and, as he u.sed

to express it, " a positive recreation " to him
to manipulate the types; and the last time that

he ever handled the composing-stick was in

that same '' Herald " offic e just sixty years

from the day on which he had first enteretl it

as an apprentice.
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Lloyd early evinced a taste for poetry, and
was fond of works of fiction and romance.
His favorite poets at that time were Byron,

Moore, Pope, Campbell, and Scott, and, over

and above all these, Mrs. Hemans, whose
uTJtings he knew by heart ; and when he sub-

sequently published a paper of his own, there

was scarcely an issue which did not contain one
of her poems. It was natural that in such a

stronghold of the Federalists as Newburyport
still was (though the party had ceased to

have a national existence), with party feeling

throughout the .State running so high at each
annual election, he should also take an inter-

est in politics and imbilK' the prevailing senti-

ment of his locality, and he became an ardent
Federalist. He studied the writings of Junius
and P'isher Ames, and was a fervent admirer
of Timothy Pickering and Harrison (iray

Otis. While yet in his teens he wielded his

j>en in defense of the two latter when they
were under fire, and their political fortunes

under a cloud ; but his first attempt at writing

for the press was not in a jKjJitical direction.

In .May, 1822, he wrote in a disguised hancl,

and sent through the post-office, his first com-
munication to the " Heralfl," unfler the iiom

de ^ucrrf oi "An Old Bachelor." It was en-

titled " Breach of .Marriage Promise," and
professed to be the reflections of a bachelor

on reading the recent verdict in a breach-of-

promise case in Boston, by which a young
man who had " kept company " with a girl

for two years, and then refused to marry her,

was fined seven hundred and fifty dollars.

While freely conceding that any man who
had actually broken an express promise should
" feel the effects of the law in a heavy degree,"

he maintained that the very fact of a man's
having " kept company with," or paid atten-

tion to, one of the opposite sex for a year or

two, was not conclusive evidence of a promise
or engagement, but rather indicated that he
desired to be assured of the wisdom of his

choice before taking such a momentous step

as matrimony involved; and the " old bach-

elor" of sixteen then discoursed in this cynical

fashion :

"The truth is, however, women in this country are
too much idoliz'-d and flattered ; therefore they are

iniffed ii]i and inflated with pride and self-conceit.

They make the men to croucli, beseech and supplicate,

wait u])on and do every menial service for them to

gain their favor and approbation : they are, in fact,

completely sul)servient to every whim and caprice of
these chanjijeable mortals. Women generally feel their

importance, and tliey use it without mercy. For my
part, notwithstanding, I am determined to lead the
' single life' and not trouble myself about the ladies."

Lloyfl was at work at the case when his

master received and opened this youthful
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production, and he awaited anxiously the

verdict as to its acceptance. It happened to

strike Mr. Allen's fancy, and, after reading it

aloud for the edification of others in the office,

he unsuspectingly handed it to its author to

put in type, and it filled nearly a column of

the " Herald." Elated by this first success,

the boy wrote a second communication in a

similar vein, which appeared three days later;

and a week after this he furnished a highly

imaginative account of a shipwreck, which

was so palpably the work of one innocent of

the sea and of ships, that it is rather surprising

that it was accepted ; but the editor was prob-

ably equally innocent, if many of his sea-

faring patrons and readers were not.

The signature appended to this article was

abbreviated to the initials A. O. B.,* over

which most of his subsequent articles for the

"Herald" were written. He still, and for

nearly the whole of the ensuing year, con-

cealed his authorship, although his master was

so well pleased with the communications of

his unknown correspondent that he wrote

him through the post-office, requesting him
to continue them, and expressing a desire for

an interview with him

!

To his mother alone did Lloyd confide his

secret, and she received it with mingled pride

and misgiving, as appears by the following

letter, dated July i, 1822 :

" I have had my mind exercised on your account, and
please to let me know the particulars in your next.

You write me word that you have written some pieces

for the' Herald.' Anonymous writers generally draw
the opinion of the publick on their writing, and fre-

quently are lampoon'd by others. If Mr. Allen ap-

proves of it, why, you have nothing to fear, but I hope
you consulted him on the publication of them. I am
pleased, myself, with the idea, provided that nothing

wrong should result from it. You must write me one

of your pieces, so that I can read [it] on one side of

your letter, and I will give you my opinion whether you
are an old bachelor, or whether you are A. O. B., as

A may stand for Ass, and O for Oaf, and B for Block-

head. Adieu, my dear. You will think your Mother
is quizzing. Your dear Mother until death."

Lloyd continued his anonymous communi-
cations to the "Herald," discussing successively

South American affairs, Massachusetts politics

(supporting Harrison Gray Otis for Governor
against Mr. Eustis, the successful Democratic
candidate), and the state of Europe,— this

last in three articles remarkably well written

for a boy of seventeen.

\\\ the previous month of December (1822)

Mr. Allen had gone to Mobile for the winter,

leaving Lloyd in charge of the office, while

Caleb Gushing attended to the editorial con-

duct of the " Herald," and it was the latter who
now first discovered that the author of these

and previous articles under the same signature

was no other than Mr. Allen's senior appren-
tice. He instantly commended and encouraged
him, lending him books, and calling attention

editorially to the papers on Europe. It is

probable that the boy's interest in foreign

affairs was largely due to Mr. Gushing him-
self, who had written at the beginning of the

year a series of articles for the " Herald,"
giving a resume of the political situation and
outlook at home and abroad. In a letter writ-

ten to his mother in May, 1823, Lloyd gives

this account of his year's performances as a

writer for the press :

""Since I have received your letter, my time has been
swallowed up in turning author. I have written in the
' Herald ' three long political pieces under the caption

of ' Our Next Governor,' and the signature of ' One of

the People,'— rather a great signature, to be sure, for

such a small man as myself. But vain were the efforts

of the friends and disciples of Washington, the true Fed-
eral Republicans of Massachusetts ; Democracy has
finally triumphed over correct principles, and this State

may expect to see the scenes of 1811-12 revived in all

their blighting influences ;
— may they be as short-lived

as they were at that period. You will undoubtedly
smile at my turning politican at the age of eighteen,

but, 'true 'tis,' and (perhaps) 'pity 'tis 'tis true,' and I

cannot but help smiling myself at the thought. I have
likewise published another political communication
under the same signature. Besides these, I have writ-

ten three other communications under the head of ' A
Glance at Europe'— analyzing the present state of

political affairs between Spain and the Holy Alliance

— and which called forth a very handsome notice of the

same from Mr. Gushing, the Editor of the 'Herald.'—
But I am at last discovered to be the author, notwith-

standing my utmost endeavors to let it remain a secret.

It is now but partially known, however, and has created

no little sensation in town — so that I have concluded

to write no more at present.
" Thus you perceive, my dear mother, that my leisure

moments have been usefully and wisely employed ;
—

usefully, because it is beneficial in cultivating the seeds

of improvement in my breast, and expanding the in-

tellectual powers and faculties of my mind ; wisely,

because it has kept me from wasting time in that dull,

senseless, insipid manner, which generally character-

izes giddy youths. It is now about one year since I

commenced writing for the ' Herald,' and in that time

I have written about fifteen communications. When I

peruse them over, I feel absolutely astonished at the

different subjects which I have discussed, and the style

in which they are written. Indeed, it is altogether a

matter of surprise that I have met with such signal

success, seeing I do not understand one single rule of
gram!>tar, and having a very inferior education.— But

enough of my scribbhngs, in all conscience, for the

present, to something that is more important and in-

teresting."

Gircumstances now arose to prevent Lloyd's

writing further for the press for a considerable

period. In September, 1822, his sister Eliza-

beth had died in Baltimore, leaving the mother

* Experts in the tender passion will readily discern in

susceptible temperament.
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A. O. B.'s" pretensions of frigidity a rather
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bereft and desolate ; and as the spring of 1823

advanced, disease had made such inroads

upon her that she became conscious that she

could not long survive. She accordingly sent

an earnest appeal to Mr. Allen to allow her

son to make her a firewell visit, and wrote to

Llovd directing him how to find her on his

arrival m Baltimore. In the same letter she

acknowledged the letter from him just quoted,

and endeavored to conceal her pride and in-

terest in his literary efforts by warning him of

the dangers and difficulties he was liable to

encounter; but her exhortation ended with a

blessing, and a request that he would bring his

productions for her to read. This letter, which

bears date June 3, 1823, was probably the last

she ever wrote to him :

" Next, your turning Author. Vou have no doubt

read and heard the fate of such characters, that they

generally starve to death in some garret or place that

no one inhabits ; so you may see what fortune and

luck belong to you if you are of that class of people.

Secondly, you think your time was wisely spent while

yon was writing political pieces. I cannot join with you
there, for had you been searching the scriptures for

truth, and praying for direction of the holy spirit

to lead your mind into the path of holiness, your time

woula have been far more wisely spent, and your ad-

vance to the heavenly world more rapid. But instead

of that you have taken the Hydra by the head, and
now beware of his mouth ; but as it is done, I suppose
you think you had better go and seek the applause of

mortals. But, my dear L., lose not the favour of God

;

ha%-e an eye single to his glory, and you will not lose

your reward." . . .

As soon after receiving the above letter as

his master would release him, Lloyd em-
barked for Baltimore, where he landed, after

a stormy and boisterous voyage of a fortnight,

on the 5th of July. " You must imagine," he
wrote to Mr. Allen, " my sensations on be-

holding a beloved mother after an absence
of seven years. I found her in tears, but, O
God, so altered, so emaciated, that I should
never have recognized her, had I not known
that there were none else in the room."
The next two or three weeks, during which

Lloyd was able to remain with his mother,
were precious to both, for they had many
things to talk over before their final separa-

tion : Lloyd's prospects for the future ; the

mystery attending his father's disappearance
;

the recent death of his sister ; and the possi-

ble fate of his wayward brother James, from
whom nothing had been heard for years, and
who was flestined, iKJor waif! to be tossed

and driven about the sea, suffering incredible

hardships, for a dozen years longer, Ijcfore

he was finally discovered and rescued by his

brother. After Lloyd parted from his mother
she steadily sank, and finally passed away on
the 3d of September, 1823.

With three exceptions, of trifling and unim-

portant verses, Lloyd wrote nothing for the
" Herald " during the next year; but in June,

1824, he was moved by the pubhcation of

Timothy Pickering's " Review ofJohn Adams's
Letters to William Cunningham," to send two
long communications to the Salem " Gazette,"

under the signature of "Aristides." These
were highly eulogistic of Mr. Pickering, whose
pamphlet in defense of himself against the

attacks of Mr. Adams had caused a wide sen-

sation, and led to an acrimonious war of words
between the partisans of those venerable
statesmen. Walsh's "National Gazette" of
Philadelphia was the mouthpiece of the Adams
party, while the Salem " Gazette " was under-
stood to speak by authority for Mr. Pickering;

and such was the interest in the discussion that

raged for a time, that the letters of the New-
buryport apprentice attracted much notice,

and were believed to have come from a ma-
turer hand. The controversy had an indirect

bearing on the impending Presidential elec-

tion, in which John Quincy Adams was a
candidate, and the Pickering party aimed their

darts at the son, therefore, quite as much as

at the father. The youthful "Aristides," who
four years later ardently advocated his reelec-

tion, now joined in decrying him. His con-

ception of the character of General Andrew
Jackson was much more clear and accurate,

and his next contribution to the "Gazette"
was an open letter to that military chieftain,

endeavoring to convince him of his utter unfit-

ness for the office of President, and the hope-
lessness of his efforts to gain that position.

This letter was forcible, dignified, and mature
in thought and expression.

His remaining contributions to the " Ga-
zette "were a series ofsix articles entitled" The
Crisis," which appeared at intervals between
the beginning of August and end of October,

and discussed the political situation. The
importance of united action on the part of the

Federalists, now so largely in the minority,

was emphasized, and their support of William

H. Crawford for the Presidency in opposition

to John Quincy Adams was strongly urged;

but while "Aristides " had much to say in de-

preciation of the latter, he evidently knew very

little of the former, and simply supported him
because he was the candidate of the Pickering

faction.

Aside from his great sorrow in the loss of

his mother and sister, the last three years of

Lloyd's aj)prenticeship were very happy years

to him. Trusted by his master with the entire

supervision of the printing-office, and with the

editorial charge of the "Herald "when the

former was absent; devoting his spare hours
to reading and study ; encouraged by the recog-

nition of merit in his various essays at writing
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for the press, and by the ready acceptance and
insertion of his articles and communications

;

fond of social intercourse, and a universal

favorite with his friends of both sexes ; full of

health, vigor, cheerfulness, and ambition;

known and respected by all his townspeople

as an exemplary and promising young man,

—

success in life seemed easily within his grasp.

An oil portrait taken about this period by
Swain, a local artist, represents him with a

smooth face, abundant black hair, a standing

collar, and ruffled shirt- bosom. His surviving

associates, of that period speak with enthu-

siasm of his manly beauty and his popularity

with the fair sex.

At one time Lloyd had a boyish desire to

go to Greece and join the forces of the revo-

lutionists against Turkish tyranny, and he also

thought of seeking a military education at

West Point. He was enthusiastic over Lafay-

ette's visit to Newburyport, at the end of Au-
gust, 1824, and was among the thousands who
awaited his arrival late at night in a drench-

ing rain. He used to narrate how Lafayette,

who was deeply moved by the sight, begged
the people, w-ith tears in his eyes, not to longer

expose themselves so for his sake, but to come

and shake him by the hand the next morn-
ing; and he was one of the multitude who
availed themselves of that ijrivilege.

(Jn the loth of December, 1825, he com-
pleted his ajjprenticeshij) of seven years and
two months in the " Herald" office, and under
the (as it subsc(iuently a[)peared, mistaken)
impression that the year of his birth was 1804,
and that he had now attained his majority,
he signalized the event by a fervid poem of
eight stanzas, entitled " Twenty-one !

"

He remained a few weeks longer in the
" Herald" office, as a journeyman, and his last

contribution to that paper bore, like his first,

his bachelor 110m de guerre (A. O. B.), and
was devoted to a similar theme, being an
" Essay on Marriage," which he discussed with
the same affectation of cynicism as at first,

declaring that "of all the conceits that ever
entered into the brains of a wise man, that of
marriage is the most ridiculous." And with
this light and trivial conclusion to his boyish
essays, he graduated from the office of the
" Herald," and went forth to establish a paper
of his own, and to see what place in the world
he could now show himself able to fill.

Francis Jackso?i Garrison.

THE INDIAN COUNTRY.

THE modern idea of an Indian country—

a

scope of territory set apart for the occu-

pancy of the aboriginal tribes — was first sug-

gested by President Jefferson. As early as

1803, referring to the then recent Louisiana
purchase, he wrote :

" Above all, the best use

we can make of the country for some time to

come will be to give establishments in it to

the Indians of the east side of the Mississippi

in exchange for their present country, and
open land-offices in the last, and thus make
this acquisition a means of filling up the east-

ern side instead of drawing off the population.

When we shall be full on this side, we can lay

off a range of States on the western bank from
the head to the mouth, and so range after

range, advancing compactly, as we multiply."

It will be observed that he did not recommend
permanency as a feature of this movement; it

was to be " for some time " only, and subject

to the possible demands of the march of white

population westward. And yet there is room
to suspect that his prophecy of " range after

range " of States beyond the Mississippi was
a bit of rhetorical bombast, and that in reality

he believed that if the " perishing " tribes, as

they were called, could all be sent wandering
into this vast indeterminate waste of " Louis-

iana," — one million one hundred and sixty

thousand square miles of far-away and vague
wilderness,— civilization would not be likely

to overtake them, and the Indian problem
would solve itself by the easy delays of time

and circumstance.

It is well to reflect, also, that the public

mind of 1803 had no conception of the ex-

tent and value, or even the general geograph-
ical outlines, of Mr. Jefferson's Louisiana pur-

chase ; and the prevailing opinion dismissed

it as unavailable and worthless. The price

paid for it was at the rate of about a hundred
acres for a cent, and out of it have been carved

eight strong and opulent States ; but Mr. Jef-

ferson himself did not dream what a bargain

he had secured, and only a fear of Spain rec-

onciled the people to what they regarded, so

far as the land was concerned, a foolish trade.

So lightly did they esteem the country that

they lacked ordinary curiosity about it. In

point of fact, they knew little more of the

greater portion of it than we know to-day of

the moon, and they manifested no desire to

explore it or to be informed of its nature or

quality. The Mississippi itself was an un-

solved enigma to them north of St. Louis;
the Missouri, the Osage, the Platte, the Ar-
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kansas were guess-work and trappers' rumors ;

the Rockv Mountains were but the shapeless

talk of a man in his sleep. It was not until

1S05 that Lieutenant Pike was sent to search

' if haplv he might find " the source of the

Father of Waters. Not until 1S06-7 did the

first Americans, under this same intrepid

officer, venture into what is now Kansas,

which Pike declared mostly unfit for settle-

ment or cultivation, and useful only as " a

restriction of our population to certain limits,

and thereby a continuation of the Union "

;

and to-day Kansas contains over a million of

happy and prosperous people, and produces

enough wheat alone in a single year to ex-

ceed "the Jeftersonian cost of all Louisiana.

It is not difficult, therefore, to understand

that a proposal to utilize this immense

and uncomprehended domain, deemed to be

desert and extraneous, as an abiding-place

for the Indians, met with litde opposition.

But negotiations to that end with the Indians

progressed slowly, and the inauguration of

the project was not brought about until 1830,

when Congress enacted the law which has

ser\ed us ever since as an excuse and a prec-

edent in our real-estate transactions with the

red man. The story from then until now is a

familiar and significantly consistent one. Mr.

Jefferson's lucky device can hardly be said to

have operated at all times in a way to vindi-

cate the Scriptures ; but his prophecy has

been amply fulfilled, after a fashion of its

own; his far-reaching rhetoric, idly as he may
have uttered it, has become history. The orig-

inal intention of the law of 1830 applied only

to the removal of tribes from the east of the

Mississippi to a defined and distant portion

of the Louisiana purchase; the contingency

of having to disturb the occupancy of tribes

already west of the Mississippi was thought

of, if at all, as too remote and improbable for

serious consideration. But the great river did

not long check the migratory instinct of the

white race. Pike's notion of restriction was
soon proved to be a folly and a snare. The
prairies enticed instead of repelling the rest-

less argonauts who are forever going west-

ward. Civilization laid claim to more and
more room ; the " removal " theory of ex-

tinguishing aboriginal land-titles, and at the

same time smoothing the aboriginal pathway
toward the setting sun, was gradually enlarged

and quickened; and Mr. Jefferson's " range
after range" ofnew States pushed the Indians

on step by step, until at last, after fifty years,

we find that almost the only Indian country

proper is the comer first set apart in 1830,
wherein are now congregated not only the

wasting tribes originally sent there, but also

most of the tribes, or subdued remnants of

tribes, that once held sway over the whole
empire of the Louisiana purchase.

This shrunken residue of the old dominion

of the native race—known on the maps as

the Indian Territory— is three hundred and
eightv-two miles long and two hundred and
eight miles wide, -embracing about seventy

thousand square miles. The character of the

country is pleasing and diversified, with now
and then a touch of the picturesque, the gen-

eral eftect being suggestive of a continuation

and blending of Kansas and Texas, which
adjoin it on the north and south. It is well

supplied with rivers, so called ; but, excepting

the Arkansas and the Canadian, they are of

little consequence beyond their convenience

as boundary lines. Timber of good quality

—

ash, oak, pine, walnut, hickory, and cotton-

wood— abounds on most of the streams, and
deposits of coal, iron, copper, and lead are

said to exist in places. Salt is found plenti-

fully, in springs and on the plains, and large

quantities of it were obtained by the South
during the War of the Rebellion. The best

of the lands lie in the " bottoms "
; in fact, it

is safe to say that the agricultural possibilities

of the Territory are chiefly confined to those

localities. The soil of the uplands is thin and
hard, as a rule, and pinched by drought. A
thorough survey would probably divide the

country into three nearly equal parts : one of

more than average value for farming; one
unreliable for cultivation, but admirably
adapted to stock-grazing ; and one practically

worthless for any purpose. The climate is

delightful, and suited to the growing of both
northern and southern products. Grass re-

mains green in the valleys all winter, there is

rarely any snow or severely cold weather, and
spring begins in February. Wild fruits, such

as plums, grapes, and berries, thrive luxuri-

antly, and the wild flowers are among the

most beautiful known to botany. It should

be, from appearances, a very pleasant and
healthy region to live in, but it is said that

residents not born there are more or less sub-

ject to miasmatic and tubercular affections.

The Territorial lands are apportioned to the

different tribes in specified districts or reser-

vations, each tribe having a sort of supremacy
over its own domain, subject to treaty stipula-

tions with the United States. All lands are

held in common, and titles in severalty are

not known or authorized. Individuals are

permitted to settle and remain upon particular

premises, and their heirs may inherit the priv-

ilege after them; but it is a privilege only,

and confers no vested right, nor does the priv-

ilege extend to members of other tribes, nor
to intruding white men. The five civilized

tribes, the Cherokees, the Chickasaws, the
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1

Choctaws, the Creeks, and the Seminoles,

—

the "first settlers " of the country,— hold and
control nearly one-half of the lands, or, in

round numbers, twenty million acres, includ-

ing the principal share of those portions most
applicable to the uses of agriculture. Other
considerable tracts are possessed by the lead-

ing wild tribes, the Arapahoes, the Chey-
ennes, the Comanches, the Kiowas, and the

Osages, amounting in all to some nine and
a half million acres ; and the remainder, ex-

clusive of such as still remains unassigned, is

parceled out in diminished measure to the

various smaller tribes that have been " re-

moved " to the Territory from time to time.*

For many years after their location here,

the five civilized tribes, though embarrassed

by internal feuds, waxed powerful and pros-

perous. When the civil war began, in 1861,

they were a notably wealthy people. They had
large farms of corn and cotton, hemp and to-

bacco, with comfortable buildings, and their

herds of cattle and horses were incredibly nu-

merous and profitable. It was not uncommon
for a single individual to own thousands of

cattle ; indeed, the man who owned less than

five or six hundred cattle, or two or three hun-

dred horses, was considered poor and shiftless.

Their trade was principally with New Orleans

and other Southern cities, and was eagerly

sought after. They owned many slaves, and
drove costly carriages, and wore rich clothing

and a profusion of jewelry. But the war stripped

them of everything movable, and left them
only their naked fields and pastures. Their

* The following table shows the size, in square
miles and acres, of the different tribal reservations

in the territory

:

Tribe. Sq. miles.

Cherokee 7,861

Cheyenne and Arapahoe 6,715
Chickasaw 7,267
Choctaw 10,450
Creek 5^024
Kaw 156^^
Kiowa and Comanche 4)639
Modoc 6
Osage 2,297
Ottawa 23^
Pawnee 442
Peoria and Miami 78^
Ponca and Nez Perce 317
Pottawatomie 900
Quapaw 88|^
Sac and Fox 750
Seminole 3i2j^
Seneca 81

Shawnee 21

Wichita 1,162

Wyandotte 33^
Tribal lands outside of reserva-

tions 15,611

Acres.

5.031,351
4>297,77i

4,650,935
6,688,000

3,215.495
100,137

2,968,893

4,040

1,470,059
14,860

283,026

50,301
192,626

575.877
6,685

479,667
200,000

51.958
13,048

743,610
2 1 ,406

9,285,711

unlucky location,and their divided sympathies
between the North and South, exposed them
to the ravages of both armies. Worse than
all, a majority of them having borne arms for
the Confederacy, or otherwise given aid and
comfort to the rebellion, their treaties were
forfeited. But, promptly upon the close of the
war, they signified an anxiety to be restored
to their former relations with the Government,
and accordingly, at a council held with them
only six months after Lee's surrender, new
treaties were negotiated by which they resumed
their old position ; and they at the same time
abolished slavery (before any Southern State
had accepted emancipation), proclaimed un-
qualified amnesty, and consented to the settle-

ment of other Indians on portions of their

lands. They were humbled in spirit, however,
and very poor ; and their progress since that
time has been relatively slow and precarious.

Their crops are lighter and more uncertain
than they formerly were, and stock-raising has
become more expensive and markets less stable

and remunerative. Still, they are all self-sup-

porting, and the thriftier among them are do-
ing as well as average white farmers in the
States. They are intelligent, too, and many
of them are educated and able ; their annual
expenditures for school purposes closely ap-
proximate two hundred thousand dollars, or
about three dollars and thirty-three cents per
capita of the total population.

The aggregate membership of the five

civilized tribes is, in round numbers, sixty

thousand, including six thousand manumitted
negro slaves.* Their form of tribal, or " na-

tional," government is republican in theory.

* The total population
cording to the latest acces

uted by tribes as follows :

of the Indian Territory, ac-

sible data, is 78,403, distrib-

Apaches
Arapahoes. . .

.

Caddoes
Cherokees ...
Cheyennes . . .

Chickasaws . .

Choctaws 1

Comanches
Creeks i

Delawares
lowas
Kaws
Keechies
Kiowas
Kickapoos
Kaskaskias
Miamis
Modocs

340
2,314

553
0,336

4,255
6,000

6,000

1,407

5,000
80
86

28s
78

1,176

418
20
60

97

Brought forward
Nez Perces.

Osages
Otoes
Ottawas
Pawnees
Penetethkas . . . .

Peorias

Poncas
Pottawatomies . .

.

Quapaws
Sacs and Foxes

.

Senecas . .

.Seminoles

Shawnees
Tocawonies
Wacoes
Wichitas
Wvandottes

68,505

322

1,950

274
"5

1,251

165

144
542
480
48
90
322

2,700

793
152

49
214
287

Carried forward. 68,505 Total .... 78,403

Total ... . 64,236 41,1 00,9 1

5

There are a few Chippewas married into the Sac
and Fox tribe ; the lonias and Omahas have joined
the same tribe, and some Sioux are with the Pawnees,
and some Utes among the Wichitas.
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tempered by native traditions and certain ir-

relevant provincial tendencies. Each tribe

has a chief, or governor, and a vice-chief.

elected for a terin of four years, and a legis-

lature, composed of senate and council,

chosen every two years: the judiciary is

modeled after our system of State courts.

The legislatures meet annually ; and there is

also a vearlv general council, for consultation

merelv. and without any legislative jiower, to

which each tribe in the Territory, civilized or

otherwise, sends one delegate, and additional

delegates according to population. These

tribal governments, within the jurisdiction of

the United States, and yet in a sense politically

distinct.— exercising separate sovereignty and

1Chickasaws are next in the scale of enlighten-

ment to the Cherokees. Both of these tribes

support good schools, and the Chickasaws
now have more high schools or seminaries,

and more students in them, than any other of

the five tribes. The Choctaws appear to un-

derstand trading and money-making better

than any of their brethren, though the Chick-

asaws are also shrewd business men. The
Creeks and Seminoles have not improved as

much as the three other tribes, and are not

considered so bright and energetic ; but they

are represented to be gaining every year, and
their schools are excellent and well attended,

and the Creeks have recently distinguished

themselves by subscribing three thousand dol

yet dependent upon and subject to treaties, lars toward the founding of a seminary for the

^— are anomalous of course, and in some re- ex-slaves of the tribes.

spects ridiculous. They have no inherent and The contrast between the five civilized

original power to lew war, or repel invasion, tribes and the numerous wild and uncivilized

or contract diplomatic relations, or acquire or tribes and fragments of tribes in the Territory

dispose of territory. Their lands belong to is wide and striking. It requires an effort of

them onlv bv sufferance and in equity, and the imagination to connect them as kindred.

thev cannot convey an acre in fee simple

;

The former are the Indians of Cooper and

they cannot so much as transfer and exchange

rights of occupancy without the approval of

the United States. They have authority only

over'' the persons and property " of their own
citizens; and though based fundamentally

upon the idea that white men shall not enter

their several precincts, they have no right to

evict or arrest intruders, but must appeal to

the Great Father at Washington. No court

of their creating can try a case where an In-

dian is one party and a white man or corpora-

tion is the other. On the other hand, it is due
and proper to say, these abnormal, rattle-and-

straw governments, so far as they reach,

are respectably conducted and effective ; and
no doubt they have contributed materially to

the tribal peace, safety, and happiness.

The Cherokees are regarded as the most
apt and advanced of all the Indians, and they

are certainly the most adroit and ambitious.

They may be said to be the governing tribe.

Their leading men are exceptionally capable,

and the people in general are remarkable for

their vigor and alertness of intellect. They
maintain admirable public schools, two semi-

naries, and an orphan asylum ; and they have
a well-conducted weekly newsjjaj^er, printed

mainly in their own language, after an alpha-

bet invented by a Cherokee genius named Se-

quoyah, who became so frightened at the

effects of his contrivance, the Indians say, and
felt so apprehensive that the " bad medicine "

of reading which he had introfluced would
break up the old native habits and destroy his

people, that he lapscfl into a settled melan-

choly, and, wandering off to Mexico, died

there of a broken heart. The Choctaws and

Longfellow, of tradition and sentiment. The ]

latter are the Indians of current frontier expe-

rience, of the blanket and the scalping-knife.
\

These wild tribes still cling tenaciously to their '

savage customs and prejudices, and yield but !

doggedly to civilization. Their hostility to
;

the white race is pronounced and deadly, j

The arts of peace and industry seem to them i

a surrender of all that makes life worth living,
i

They are born nomads. Unlike the pastoral ;

tribes, who are predisposed to homes and soil-
\

tilling, they have always pursued the chase, J

and their country has been to them only a
j

hunting-ground and a place to pitch the flit-

ting tents of a day. Hence their reclamation
\

involves not simply a change of habits, but

almost a reversal of nature. It is probably
\

yet an open question whether a wild Indian
\

of pure blood has ever been thoroughly and
;

permanently civilized. Father Schoenmaker,
of the Osage Mission, said it took him fifteen

j

years to get the blanket off of Joseph Paw-
j

neopasshe, afterward chief of the Osage tribe, i

" and it took Joseph just fifteen minutes to j

get it on him again." The five principal wild
|

tribes,— the Arapahoes, the Cheyennes, the
j

Comanches, the Kiowas, and the Osages,

—

and several of the smaller tribes, all preserve

their old tribal organizations, costumes, and
diversions; and their attitude toward their

present surroundings is that of haughty and
thinly concealed challenge.

The uncivilized tribes are governed by a

system of agencies, under charge of United
States civil officers, with United States sol-

diers in the background. That these agen-

cies are doing a good work among the
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Indians is not to be disputed ; but it is a task

that drags and is full of difficulties. The
Indians do not care for houses, but prefer their

tents and lodges of skins and blankets, and
they will work only under spur of necessity

and at fitful intervals. They cultivate annu-

ally an average of something over half an acre

per head, and produce about one-half of the

cost of their maintenance ; much of the labor

is performed, however, by white men, who
farm the Indian land for a share of the crops.

The wonder is, not that they are doing so little,

but that they do so much ; and these figures

may fairly be called encouraging, since every

forward step is a point gained. They cannot

be expected to take much interest in education,

and it is not surprising that several of the

chiefsstoutly denounce and antagonize it; but

the agents and missionaries have established

schools for most of the tribes, commonly of

the manual labor form, and the average

annual enrollment of pupils includes about

thirty per cent, of the children of school age.

The immorality of the wild Indian goes with-

out saying ; and this, added to his indolence

and improvidence, is a besetting and serious

obstacle to any scheme for his civilization.

He treats women as beasts of burden, buys
and sells wives, and practices indiscriminate

polygamy ; he is an inveterate gambler, and
a drunkard of phenomenal capacity ; and his

death, nine times out of ten, is the direct

penalty of persistent and loathsome personal

excesses.

They are not an attractive spectacle, these

vanishing contingents of once famous and
mighty peoples. It is hard to fit them into

the history which they represent. And yet

we know, and cannot be unmoved by the

thought, that here are the tattered and pov-
erty-stricken handfuls of what were, but a brief

lifetime ago, the tribes that mustered their war-

riors by formidable thousands, and counted
their possessions by months of travel beyond
the great river. The proudest among them
now are pensioners ; the vast regions they
once held and roamed over have slipped from
their grasp like the rolling up of a scroll. Not
all the tribes that occupied Missouri and Kan-
sas, Iowa and Nebraska, could to-day put men
enough in the field to stand against a regi-

ment of our cavalry. The Senecas, the Dela-

wares, the Miamis, the Sacs and Foxes, and
others of heroic memory, of song and story,

are now hardly sufficient in numbers to equal

the euphonious names they have furnished

us for our towns and streams. It is destiny,

to be sure ; and the nations of which these

poor squads are the last lineal types and shad-

ows have retreated before the influences of a

better and fitter order of things. But, for all

that, there is a certain nameless pathos in it—
a sense of rout and ruin, of trampled banners
and the peace that is a settled despair— which
arrests attention and compels salutation and
sympathy.
And what of the future ? These people can

go no farther ; that much is settled. Will they
be permitted to retain the strip that is left of
the old Indian country, and exercise over it a
perpetual tribal sovereignty ? It must be .said

that the signs do not point that way. The
Territory is hemmed in on three sides by en-

croaching States ; the eager tide of immigra-
tion has touched its borders, and is a swelhng
menace. One railroad already runs through
it from north to south, and others are waiting
just over the line to penetrate it in various
directions. Several thousands of white specu-
lators and adventurers have obtained a foot-

hold in the Territory by sly evasions of law,

and are sedulously fomenting strife and en-

couraging the intrusion of settlers. Powerful
corporations, hungry for land-grants and in-

creased commercial facilities, are manufactur-
ing public opinion against the policy that

keeps up this barrier to trade and intercourse.

The fact is being pointed to and artfully dwelt
upon, that here is an inviting tract of country,

larger than all New England, from which
homeless white men are excluded, while the

Indians occupy nearly seven hundred acres

per capita, of which they do not cultivate one
acre in five hundred, but draw upon the Gov-
ernment for food and clothing. Finally, the

Indians themselves are divided in sentiment

about the course they should favor for their

own safety and profit ; and, altogether, the

outlook is thick with complications and per-

plexities.

The most prolific source of disturbance and
apprehension is the frail legal tenure by which
the Indians hold their lands. It has been the

unvarying practice of our Congress and courts

to treat these titles as rights of occupancy,

merely, on the part of the tribes as tribes,

without privilege of division or alienation,

save with the consent and cooperation of the

United States. This exposes them to contin-

ual question, and invites attempts to annul

or contravene them. Already, an organized

movement, known as " the Oklahoma boom,"
has been made to seize and colonize a large

body of the territorial lands, on the ground
that the Seminoles, having transferred said

lands to the United States " in compliance with

desire to locate other Indians thereon." they

became ipso facto public lands, subject to home-
stead and preemption entries, in so far as they

were not really allotted to "other Indians";

that is to say, the Seminole title of occu-

pancy having been extinguished by this trans-
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fer, the lands ceased to be " Indian country,"

and the bulk of them, remaining unoccupied
by '• other Indians," became open to white

settlement. This movement has embraced at

one time and another several hundreds of fam-

ilies, encamped on the Kansas border, with

stock and tools, arms and provisions, awaiting

a favorable chance to elude military surveil-

lance and push over into the Territory. In
fact, small parties have several times succeeded
in reaching the lands in question,— on the

North Fork of the Canadian River, just west
of the Sac and Fox reservation,— and have
been arrested and ejected therefrom by the

troops. The leader of the enterprise was tried

at the May term, 1881, of the United States

court for the western district of Arkansas, and
convicted of having unlawfully entereil the

Territory, for which he was fined $1000. In
rendering this decision, the court held that in

purchasing these lands for a specific jjurposc,

—

" the location f)f other Indians thereon," to

wit,— the fiovc-mment thus " set apart " and
" reserved " them for such specific purpose,

and that they still remain " Indian country,"

even if not actually allotted to or occupied
by Indian.s. The latest and most formidable

attempt to effect an occupancy of this tract

was made in the winter of 1884-85, and
threatened for a time to result in bloodshed;
but prudent counsels prevailed at last, and the

adventurous colonists submitted to military

removal, as in former cases — with the advan-
tage of a gooddeal of public sympathy on their

side, and the effect of securing action by
Congress to authorize negotiations for the ad-
justment of the controversy and the opening
of these particular lands to white settlement.

This series of persistent experiments in the

direction of gainingpossession of" Oklahoma "

by abrupt and irregular means has served both
to advertise the Indian country in an exagger-
ated way, and to weaken respect for the gen-
eral Indian right of occupancy to more land
than is required for ordinary farming purposes.

There is, in truth, no lack of room for home-
seekers in the West outside of the Indian
Territory. An abundance of land of good
quality is still vacant in Kansas, Nebraska, and
other States. The Oklahoma " boomers," on
their way to the Kansas border, passed over
desiral)le thousands of acres, convenient to

markets and schools, which they might have
had at low rates and on long credits. But the
pioneers of the period have a special craving for

Indian lands, and lands " kept out of market ";
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the simple denial of their privilege to enter this

Territory is sufficient to make them think it

the fairest portion of the universe ; the tangled

and doubtful state of things there only tends

to inflame their zeal, and urge them forward

in season to get first choice of " claims." This

is the aggressive element that has peopled and
developed so much of Mr. Jefferson's Louis-

iana purchase, and it will not stop or turn

aside. It looks with impatience upon the

whole business of treating with Indians as

sovereign powers, and giving over to them
large tracts of land which they leave to grass

and weeds; it is not tolerant of the Indians

as a people, unfortunately, and believes that

they are dealt with too leniently and senti-

mentally. This element is what we call " the

vanguard of civilization," and experience has

taught that it encounters obstacles only to

overcome them, and marches toward forbidden
areas only to grasp and dominate them. It

will take the Indian Territory sooner or later,

in one way or another : that is inevitable. The
only question is, how it can be delayed or reg-

ulated, and how the interests of the Indians can
best be guarded and promoted.

Unquestionably the first necessity of the

situation is to strengthen, perfect, and make
uniform the land-titles of the Territory. This
can most safely and successfully be accom-
plished, it is believed, by allotting lands to

the Indians in severalty,— at the rate, say, of

one hundred and sixty acres per head,— and
giving them personal titles thereto, inalienable

for a stipulated numberof years; and providing
for the disposal, at Government prices, of the

unallotted and remaining portions of their

reservations, for their benefit, to white settlers.

In an allotment of this kind, twelve milhon
two hundred and fifty thousand acres would
give each Indian, male and female, adult and
child, one hundred and sixty acres, leaving

over two-thirds of the whole Territory to be
sold on their account— enough to bring them,
at a low estimate, forty million dollars, or

more than five hundred dollars per capita.

Such allotment and issuance of individual

patents would involve, of course, the dissolu-

tion of tribal relations— another desirable

step in the adjustment of the general question
;

and the Indian would thus be put upon an
even footing with the white man as to the

opportunities and advantages of personal inde-

pendence. At the same time, the laws common
throughout the States for the punishment of
crime and the enforcement of contracts should
be extended over the Territory, and courts

established to administer them. In short, the

flimsy theory of tribal sovereignty should be
extirpated, the reservation system replaced by
fee-simple grants in severalty, the surplus

lands opened to white settlement, and the In-
dians placed under the restraint and protection
of ordinary and impartial laws, with a \ iew to

making them self-reliant and self-supporting.

The adoption of a policy like that here
crudely outlined could not fail, if judiciously
pursued, to satisfy all parties concerned. It

would insure peace, to begin with, by guaran-
teeing substantial rights to the Indians, and
removing all cause of complaint, or incitement
to unlawful land-grajjbing, on the part of the
whites. The provision made for permanent
homes for the Indians would be ample and
just; and there would be plenty left to fill any
reasonable measure of demand by immigrants.
Furthermore, it would redeem the Indian
Territory and its inhabitants from their present
anomalous and equivocal position, and put
them in harmony with their environment. It

will not do to contend that the whites and In-

dians could not live together under equal laws
and with common rights and privileges. There
is no valid reason why they should not do so

;

and the policy here advocated would make
it their special interest to neighbor amicably.
The five civilized tribes are already sufficiently

advanced to take care of themselves in every
way ; and they number nearly two-thirds of
all the Indians in the Territory, and would
probably be the predominant class there for

many years to come. The wild tribes would
be at some disadvantage, on obvious accounts;
but their situation, at worst, would be an im-

provement over the existing one, and their

civilization— granting that they are capable
of such an outcome— would be accelerated

rather than retarded. It is fair to presume,
also, that the characteristic enmity of the two
races would be materially softened by such a
radical change in their relations ; and it is

more than likely that the Territory, once
made free to travel and settlement, would
cease to excite the pioneer instinct except in a

legitimate way and for ends entirely laudable.

This policy would be incomplete, however,

unless supplemented by a rigid and vigorous

system of education. The instruction of all

Indian children in good schools, during a

given period in each year, should be made
compulsory. In that direction lies the one

great hope of modifying and ameliorating the

Indian character. It is uncertain, to say the

most, whether the adult members of the wild

tribes can ever be induced or constrained to

raise themselves from their abject savagery

to the level of any fixed idea of education.

Some impression may be made upon them,

doubtless, by patient years of e.\i)eriment, and
the experiment is worth pursuing; but it is

manifestly idle to predict any very shining

results. If they can be relegated to a pas-
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toral fonn of life, and fitted to earn their daily

bread by their own labor, it will be as much

as we are justified in expecting for them. But

the rising generation is plastic, and can be

molded eftectually, and to higher uses. The
education of the children goes to the core of

the problem. We must begin at the cradle if

we would conquer barbarism and lift a race I

to a height beyond itself. It is a slow process,
j

but the only sure one ; and the sooner we re- :

cognize and apply it, the sooner will the I

troublesome issue of civilizing the Indians be
relieved of its clogs and doubts, and put in !

the way of ultimate practical settlement.

Henry King. I

THE WIND UPON THE SUMMIT OF MOUNT WASHINGTON.

^^0 man comes here with bearded sickle keen,

\ Amid these shining acres of gray stone,

To reap the harvest which the wind has sown
So many ages ; in this air, I ween,

No cornfields ever wave, no maidens glean;

But mightier harvests from this height are blown

Of storai and shower; here with deep organ tone

The tempest sounds,— this is the wind's demesne.

Like some unfettered spirit through the hills

He wanders, shepherding his rocky fold;

Hark, hear his voice, where far beneath he shrills

With air)- whisper round some lonesome peak,

A sound that makes the beating heart grow cold,

Ear-piercing, sharp as flayed Marsuas' shriek.

W. P. Fostef.

A VIRGINIA GIRL IN THE FIRST YEAR OF THE WAR.

THE only association I have with my old

home in Virginia that is not one of un-

mixed happiness relates to the time imme-
diately succeeding the execution of John
Brown at Harper's Ferry. Our homestead was
in Fairfax, at a considerable distance from the

theater of that tragic episode ; and, belonging

as we did to a family among the first in the

State to manumit slaves— our grandfather

having set free those which came to him by in-

heritance, and the people who served us being
hired from their owners and remaining in our
employ through years of kindliest relations—
there seemed to be no especial reason for us

to share in the apprehension of an uprising

by the blacks. But there was the fear— un-

spoken, or pooh-poohed at by the men who
served as mouth-pieces for our community— dark, boding, oppressive, and altogether

hateful. I can remember taking it to bed with
me at night, and awaking suddenly oftentimes

to confront it through a vigil of nervous terror

of which it never occurred to mc to speak to

any one. The notes of whip-poor-wills in the

sweet-gum swamp near the stable, the mut-
terings of a rlistant thunder-storm, even the

rustle of the night wind in the oaks that shaded
my window, filled me with nameless dread.

In the day-time it seemed impossible to as-

sociate suspicion with those familiar tawny or

sable faces that surrounded us. We had seen

them for so many years smiling or saddening

with the family joys or sorrows; they were
so guileless, so patient, so satisfied. What
subtle influence was at work that should trans-

form them into tigers thirsting for our blood ?

The idea was preposterous. But when even-

ing came again, and with it the hour when the

colored people (who in summer and autumn
weather kept astir half the night) assembled

themselves together for dance or prayer-meet-

ing, the ghost that refused to be laid was again

at one's elbow. Rusty bolts were drawn and
rusty fire-arms loaded. A watch was set where
never before had eye or ear been lent to such
a service. Peace, in short, had flown from the

borders of Virginia.

I cannot remember that, as late as Christmas-
time of the year 1 860, although the newspapers
were full of secession talk and the matter was
eagerly discussed at our tables, coming events

had cast any positive shadow on our homes.
The jjeople in our neighborhood, of one opin-

ion with their dear and honored friend. Colonel
Robert E. Lee, of Arlington, were slow to ac-

cept the startling suggestion of disruption of
the Union. At any rate, we enjoyed the usual

holiday gathering of kinsfolk in the usual fash
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ion. The old Vaucluse house, known for many
years past as the center of cheerful hospitality

in the county, threw wide open its doors to

receive all the members who could be gath-

ered there of a large family circle. The woods
around were desi)oiled of holly and spruce,

pine and cedar, to deck the walls and wreathe

the picture-frames. On Christmas Eve we
had a grand rally of youths and boys belong-

ing to the " clan," as they loved to call it, to

roll in a )'ule log, which was deposited upon
a glowing bed of coals in the big '• red parlor "

fire-place, and sit around it afterwards, wel-

coming the Christmas in with goblets of egg-

nog and apple-toddy.
" Where shall we be a year hence ? " some

one asked at a pause in the merry chat; and,

in the brief silence that followed, arose a sud-

den spectral thought of war. All felt its pres-

ence ; no one cared to speak first of the grim
possibilities it projected on the canvas of the

future.

On Christmas Eve of the following year

the old house lay in ruins, a sacrifice to mili-

tary necessity; the forest giants that kept

watch around her walls had been cut down
and made to serve as breastworks for a fort

erected on the Vaucluse property, but after-

wards abandoned. Of the young men and
boys who took part in that holiday festivity,

all were in active service of the South,— one
of them, alas ! soon to fall under a rain of shot

and shell beside his gun at Fredericksburg;

the youngest of the number had left his

mother's knee to fight in the battles of Man-
assas, and found himself, before the year was
out, a midshipman aboard the Confederate
steamer Nashville, on her cruise in distant

seas !

My first vivid impression of war-days was
during a ramble in the woods around our
place one Sunday afternoon in spring, when
the young people in a happy band set out in

search of wild flowers. Pink honeysuckles,
blue lupine, beds of fairy flax, anemones, and
ferns in abundance sprung under the canopy
of young leaves on the forest boughs, and the

air was full of the song of birds and the
music of running waters. We knew every
mossy path far and near in these woods, every
tree had been watched and cherished by
those who went before us, and dearer than any
other spot on earth was our tranquil, sweet
Vaucluse. Suddenly the shrill whistle of
a locomotive struck the ear, an unwonted
sound on Sunday. " Do you know what that

means ? " said one of the older cousins who
accompanied the party. " It is the special

train carrying Alexandria volunteers to Man-
assas, and to-morrow I shall follow with my
company." An awe-struck silence fell upon

our little band. A cloud seemed to come
between us and the sun. It was the begin-
ning of the end too soon to come.
The story of one broken circle is the story

of another at the outset of such a war. Before
the week was over, the scattering of our
household, which no one then believed to be
more than tcm])orary, had begun. Living as

we did upon ground likely to be in the track
of armies gathering to confront each other, it

was deemed advisable to send the children
and young girls into a place more remote
from chances of danger. Some weeks later

the heads of the household, two widowed
sisters, whose sons were at Manassas, drove
in their carriage at early morning, away from

. their home, having spent the jjrevious night
in company with a half-grown lad digging in

the cellar hasty graves for the interment of
two boxes of old English silver- ware, heir-

looms in the family, for which there was no
time to provide otherwise. Although troops
were long encamped immediately above it

after the house was burnt the following year,

this silver was found when the war had ended,
lying loose in the earth, the boxes having
rotted from around it.

The point at which our family reunited

within Confederate lines was Bristoe, the

station next beyond Manassas, a cheerless

railway inn , a part of the premises was used
as a country grocery ; and there quarters were
secured for us with a view to being near the

army, a few miles distant. By this time all

our kith and kin of fighting age had joined

the volunteers. One cannot picture accom-
modations more forlorn than these eagerly

taken for us and for other families attracted

to Bristoe by the same powerful magnet. The
summer sun poured its burning rays upon
whitewashed walls unshaded by a tree. Our
bedrooms were almost uninhabitable by day
or night, our fare the plainest. From the

windows we beheld only a flat, uncultivated

country, crossed by red-clay roads, then knee-

deep in dust. We learned to look for all

excitement to the glittering lines of railway

track, along which continually thundered

trains bound to and from the front. It was
impossible to allow such a train to pass with-

out running out upon the platform to salute

it, for in this way we greeted many an old

friend or relative buttoned up in the smart

gray uniform, speeding with high hope to the

scene of coming conflict. Such shouts as went
up from sturdy throats when the locomotive

moved on after the last stop before Manassas,

while we stood waving hands, handkerchiefs,

or the rough woolen garments we were at work
upon ! Then fairly awoke the spirit that made
of Southern women the inspiration of South-
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ern men lor the war. Most of the young fel-

lows we were cheering onward wore the

uniform of privates, and for the right to wear

it had left homes of ease and luxury. To such

we gave our best homage ; and from that time

forth, during the four years succeeding, the

youth who was lukewarm in the cause or un-

ambitious of military glory fared uncomforta-

bly in the presence of the average Confederate

maiden.
Thanks to our own carriage, we were able

during those rallying days of June to drive

frequendy to visit our boys in camp, timing

the expeditions to include battalion drill and

dress parade, and taking tea afterwards in the

difterent tents. Then were the gala days of

war, and our proud hosts hastened to produce

home dainties dispatched from the far-away'

plantations— tears and blessings interspersed

amid the packing, we were sure ; though I

have seen a pretty girl persist in declining

other fare, to make her meal upon raw biscuit

and huckleberry pie compounded by the

bright-eyed amateur cook of a well-beloved

mess. Feminine heroism could no farther

go-

And so the days wore on until the 17th

of July, when a rumor from the front sent an

electric shock through our circle. The enemy
were moving forward ! On the morning of

the iSth those who had been able to sleep at

all awoke early to listen for the first guns of

the engagement of Blackburn's Ford. Aban-
doned as the women at Bristoe were by every

masculine creature old enough to gather news,

there was, for them, no way of knowing the

progress of events during the long, long day of

waiting, of watching, of weeping, of praying, of

rushing out upon the railway track to walk as

far as they dared in the direction whence came
that intolerable booming of artillery. The cloud

of dun smoke arising over Manassas became
heavier in volume as the day progressed. Still,

not a word of tidings, till towards afternoon

there came limping up a single, very dirty sol-

dier with his arm in a sling. What a heaven-

send he was, if only as an escape-valve for our

p)€nt-up sympathies ! We seized him, we
washed him, we cried over him, we glorified him
until the man was fairly bewildered. Our best

endeavors could only develop a pin-scratch of

a wound on his right hand ; but when our hero

had lairj in a substantial meal of bread and
meat, we plied him with trembling fjuestions,

each asking news of some staff or regiment or

company. It has since occurred to me that

this first arrival from the ficUl was a humorist
in disgui.se. His invariable reply, as he looked
from one to the other of his satellites, was :

" 'I*he — Virginia, marm ? Why, of coase.

They wam't no two ways o' thinkin' 'bout

that ar rig'ment. They just kivered tharselves

with glory !

"

A little later two wagon-loads of slightly

wounded claimed our care, and with them
came authentic news of the day. Most of us

received notes on paper torn from a soldier's

pocket-book and grimed with gunpowder, con-

taining assurance of the safety of our own. At
nightfall a train carrying more wounded to

the hospitals at Culpeper made a halt at Bris-

toe; and, preceded by men holding lanterns,

we went in among the stretchers with milk,

food, and water to the sufferers. One of the

first discoveries I made, bending over in that

fitful light, was a young officer I knew to be
a special object of solicitude with one of my
fair comrades in the search ; but he was badly
hurt, and neither he nor she knew the other

was near until the train had moved on. The
next day, and the next, were full of burning
excitement over the impending general en-

gagement, which people then said would
decide the fate of the young Confederacy.

Fresh troops came by with every train, and we
lived only to turn from one scene to another
of welcome and farewell. On Saturday even-

ing arrived a message from General Beau-
regard, saying that early on Sunday an
engine and car would be put at our disposal,

to take us to some point more remote from
danger. We looked at one another, and, tacitly

agreeing that the gallant general had sent

not an order, but a suggestion, declined his

kind proposal.

Another unspeakably long day, full of the

straining anguish of suspense. Dawning bright

and fair, it closed under a sky darkened by
cannon-smoke. The roar ofguns seemed never

to cease. First, a long sullen boom ; then

a sharper rattling fire, painfully distinct

;

then stragglers from the field, with varying

rumors. At last, the news of victory; and, as

before, the wounded, to force our numbed
faculties into service. One of our group, the

mother of an only son barely fifteen years of

age, heard that her boy, after being in action

all the early part of the day, had through
sheer fatigue fallen asleep upon the ground,

where his officers had found him, resting

peacefully amidst the roar of the guns, and
whence they had brought him off, unharmed.
A few days later we rode on horseback over

the field of the momentous fight. The tram-

pled grass had begun to spring again, and wild

flowers were blooming around carelessly made
graves. From one of these imperfect mounds
of clay I saw a hand extended ; and when,
years afterwards, I visited the tomb of Rous-
seau beneath the Pantheon in Paris, where a

sculptured hand bearing a torch protrudes

from the sarcophagus, I thought of that mourn-
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heroine's name that served as a pitfall to the
unwary singer. " Stonewall Jackson's Way "

came on the scene afterwards, later in the war.
Another incident of note, in personal experi-
ence during the autumn of '61, was that to

two of my cousins and to me was intrusted
the making of the first three battle-flags of the
Confederacy, directly after Congress had de-
cided upon a design for them. They were
jaunty squares of scarlet crossed with dark
blue, the cross bearing stars to indicate the
number of the seceding States. We set our b?st
stitches upon them, edged them with golden
fringes, and when they were finished dis-

patched one to Johnston, another to Beaure-
gard, and the third to Earl Van Dorn,— the
latter afterwards a dashing cavalry leader, but
then commanding infantry at Manassas. The
banners were received with all the enthusiasm
we could have hoped for; were toasted, feted,

cheered abundantly. After two years, when
Van Dorn had been killed in Tennessee,
mine came back to me, tattered and smoke-
stained from long and honorable service in

the field. But it was only a little while after

it had been bestowed that there arrived one
day at our lodgings in Culpeper a huge,
bashful Mississippi scout,— one of the most
daring in the army,— with the frame of a Her-
cules and the face of a child. He was bidden
to come there by his general, he said, to ask
if I would not give him an order to fetch some
cherished object from my dear old home—
something that would prove to me " how much
they thought of the maker of that flag !

" Af-

ter some hesitation I acquiesced, although
thinking it a jest. A week later I was the as-

tonished recipient of a lamented bit of finery

left " Avithin the lines," a wrap of white and
azure, brought to us by Dillon himself, with a

beaming face. He had gone through the Un-
ion pickets mounted on a load of fire-wood,

and while peddling poultry had presented him-

self at our town house, whence he carried off his

prize in triumph, with a letter in its folds tell-

ing us how relatives left behind longed to be

sharing the joys and sorrows of those at large

in the Confederacy.

The first winter of the war was spent by
our family in Richmond, where we found lodg-

ings in a dismal rookery familiarly dubbed by
its new occupants "The Castle of Otranto." It

was the old-time Clifton Hotel, honeycombed
by subterranean passages, and crowded to its

limits by refugees like ourselves from country

homes w-ithin or near the enemy's lines— or

"'fugees," as we were all called. For want of

any common sitting-room, we took possession

of what had been a doctor's office, a few steps

distant down the hilly street, fitting it up to

the best of our ability ; and there we received

ful spectacle upon the field of Manassas.

Fences were everywhere thrown down ; the

undergrowth of the woods was riddled with

shot ; here and there we came upon spiked

guns, disabled gun-carriages, cannon-balls,

blood-stained blankets, and dead horses. We
were glad enough to turn away and gallop

homeward.
With August heats and lack of water, Bris-

toe was forsaken for quarters near Culpeper,

where my mother went into the soldiers' bar-

racks, sharing soldiers' accommodations, to

nurse the wounded. In September quite a

party of us, upon invitation, visited the dif-

ferent headquarters. We stopped overnight

at Manassas, five ladies, sleeping in a tent

guarded by a faithful sentry, upon a couch
made of rolls of cartridge-flannel. I remem-
ber the comical effect of the five bird-cages (an

article without which no self-respecting female

of that day would present herself in public)

suspended upon a line running across the up-

per part of our tent, after we had reluctantly

removed them in order to adjust ourselves

for repose. Our progress during that mem-
orable visit was royal; an ambulance with a

picked troop of cavalrymen had been placed

at our service, and the convoy was " person-

ally conducted " by a pleasing variety of dis-

tinguished officers. It WMS at this time, after

a supper at the headquarters of the " Mary-
land line " at Fairfax, that the afterwards uni-

versal war-song, " My Maryland," was set

afloat upon the tide of army favor. We were

sitting outside a tent in the warm starlight

of an early autumn night, when music was
proposed. At once we struck up Randall's

verses to the tune of the old college song,
" Lauriger Horatius,"— a young lady of the

party from Maryland, a cousin of ours, having
recently set them to this music before leaving

home to share the fortunes of the Confederacy.

All joined in the ringing chorus, and when we
finished a burst of applause came from some
soldiers listening in the darkness behind a belt

of trees. Next day the melody was hummed
far and near through the camps, and in due
time it had gained and held the place of

favorite song in the army. No doubt the

hand-organs would have gotten hold of it

;

but, from first to last during the continuance
of the Confederacy, those cheerful instru-

ments of torture were missing. (I hesitate to

mention this fact, lest it prove an incentive

to other nations to go to war.) Other songs

sung that evening, which afterwards had a

great vogue, w'ere one beginning " By blue

Patapsco's billowy dash," arranged by us to an
air from " Puritani," and shouted lustily, and
" The years glide slowly by, Lorena," a ditty

having a queer little quavering triplet in the
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our friends, passing many merry hours. In

rainv weather we reached it by an underground

passageway from the hotel, an alley through

the catacombs; and many a dignitary of camp
or state will recall those - Clifton " evenings.

Akeady the pinch of war was felt in the

commissariat: and we had recourse occa-

sionally to a contribution supper, or " Dutch

treat,"' when the guests brought brandied

peaches, boxes of sardines, French prunes, and

bags of biscuit, while the hosts contributed

only a roast turkey or a ham, with knives and

for^s. Democratic feasts those were, where

major-generals and " high privates " met on

an equal footing. The hospitable old town was

crowded with the families of officers and mem-
bers of the Government. One house was made
to do the work of several, many of the wealthy

citizens generously giving up their superfluous

space to receive the new-comers. The only

public event of note was the inauguration of

Mr. Davis as President of the " Permanent
Government " of the Confederate States,

which we viewed, by the courtesy of Mr. John
R. Thompson, the State Librarian, from one

of the windows of the Capitol, where, while

waiting for the exercises to begin, we read
" Harper'sWeekly " and other Northern papers,

the latest per underground express. That 2 2d

of February was a day of pouring rain, and
the concourse of umbrellas in the square be-

neath us had the effect of an immense mush-
room-bed. .\s the bishop and the President-

elect came upon the stand, there was an almost

painful hush in the crowd. All seemed to feel

the gravity of the trust our chosen leader was
assuming. When he kissed the Book a shout
went up ; but there was no elation visible as the

people slowly dispersed. And it was thought
ominous afterwards, when the story was re-

peated, that, as Mrs. Davis, who had a Vir-

ginia negro for coachman, was driven to the

inauguration, she observed the carriage went
at a snail's pace and was escorted by four

negro men in black clothes, wearing white
cotton gloves and walking solemnly, two on
either side of the equipage; she asked the

coachman what such a spectacle could mean,
and w as answered, " Well, ma'am, you tole me
to arrange everything as it should be ; and
this is the way we do in Richmon' at funerals

and sich-like." Mrs. Davis promptly ordered
the outwalkers away, and with them departed
all the pomp and circumstance the occasion
admitted of. In the mind of a negro, every-

thing of dignified ceremonial is always associ-

ated with a funeral

!

About March ist martial law was pro-

claimed in Richmond, and a fresh influx of

refugees from Norfolk claimed shelter there.

When the spring of^ened, as the spring does

open in Richmond, with a sudden glory of

green leaves, magnolia blooms, and flowers

among the grass, our spirits rose after the de-

pression of the latter months.. If only to shake
oft" the atmosphere of doubts and fears engen-
dered by the long winter of disaster and un-

certainty, the coming activity of arras was
welcome ! Personally speaking, there was
vast improvement in our situation, since we
had been fortunate enough to find a real

home in a pleasant brown-walled house on
Franklin street, divided from the pavement
by a garden full of bounteous greenery, where
it was easy to forget the discomforts of our
previous mode of life. I shall not attempt to

describe the rapidity with which thrilling ex-

citements succeeded each other in our expe-

riences in this house. The gathering of many
troops around the town filled the streets with
a continually moving panorama of war, and
we spent our time in greeting, cheering,

choking with sudden emotion, and quivering

in anticipation of what was yet to follow. We
had now finished other battle-flags begun by
way of patriotic handiwork, and one of them
was .bestowed upon the " Washington Artil-

lery " of New Orleans, a body of admirable

soldiers who had wakened to enthusiasm the

daughters of Virginia in proportion, I dare

say, to the woe they had created among the

daughters of Louisiana in bidding them good-
bye. One morning an orderly arrived to re-

quest that the ladies would be out upon the

veranda at a given hour; and, punctual to

the time fixed, the travel-stained battalion

filed past our house. These were no holiday

soldiers. Their gold was tarnished and their

scarlet faded by sun and wind and gallant ser-

vice— they were veterans now on their way to

the front, where the call of duty never failed to

find the flower of Louisiana. As they came
in line with us, the officers saluted with their

swords, the band struck up " My Maryland,"
the tired soldiers sitting upon the caissons that

dragged heavily through the muddy street

set up a rousing cheer. And there in the

midst of them, taking the April wind with

daring color, was our flag, dipping low until it

passed us.

Well ! one must grow old and cold indeed
before such things are forgotten.

A few days later, on coming out ofchurch—
it is a curious fact that most of our exciting

news spread over Richmond on Sunday, and
just at that hour—we heard of the crushing

blow of the fall of New Orleans and the

destruction of our ironclads; my brother had
just reported aboard one of those splendid

ships, as yet unfinished. As the news came
directly from our kinsman. General Ran-
dolph, the Secretary of War, there was no
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doubting it ; and while the rest of us broke
into lamentation, Mr, Jules de St. Martin,

the brother-in-law of Mr. Benjamin, merely
shrugged his shoulders, with a thoroughly

characteristic gesture, making no remark.
" This must aftect your interests," some one

said to him inquiringly.
" I am ruined, zwila tout /" was the rejoinder

— a fact too soon confirmed.

This debonair little gentleman was one of

the greatest favorites of our war society in

Richmond. His cheerfulness, his wit, his ex-

quisite courtesy, made him friends everywhere;

and although his nicety of dress, after the pat-

tern of the boulevaniierfiui of Paris, was the

subject of much wonderment to the popu-

lace when he first appeared upon the streets,

it did not prevent him from going promptly

to join the volunteers before Richmond when
occasion called, and roughing it in the trenches

like a veteran. His cheerful endurance of

hardship during a freezing winter of camp
life became a proverb in the army later in the

siege.

For a time nothing was talked of but the

capture of New Orleans. Of the midshipman
brother we heard that on the day previous

to the taking of the forts, after several days'

bombardment, by the United States fleet un-

der Flag-Officer Farragut, he had been sent in

charge of ordnance and deserters to a Confeder-

ate vessel in the river; that Lieutenant R ,a

friend of his, on the way to report at Fort Jack-
son during the hot shelling, had invited the lad

to accompany him by way of a pleasure trip;

that while they were crossing the moat around
Fort Jackson, in a canoe, and under heavy fire,

a thirteen-inch mortar-shell had struck the

water near, half filling their craft ; and that,

after watching the fire from this point for an
hour, C had pulled back again alone,

against the Mississippi current, under fire for

a mile and a half of the way— passing an as-

tonished alligator who had been hit on the

head by a piece of shell and was dying un-

der protest. Thus ended a trip alluded to

by C twenty years later as an example
of juvenile foolhardiness, soundly deserving

punishment.
Aboard the steamship Star of the West,

next day, he and other midshipmen in charge
of millions of gold and silver coin from the

mint and banks of New Orleans, and millions

more of paper money, over which they were
ordered to keep guard with drawn swords,

hurried away from the doomed city, where the

enemy's arrival was momentarily expected,

and where the burning ships and steamers

and bales of cotton along the levee made a

huge crescent of fire. Keeping just ahead of

the enemy's fleet, they reached Vicksburg,

and thence went overland to Mobile, where
their charge was given up in safety.

And now we come to the 31st of May, 1862,
when the eyes of the whole continent turned
to Richmond. On that day Johnston assaulted
the portion of McClcllan's troops which had
been advanced to the south side of the Chick-
ahominy, and had there been cut ofi" from the

main body of the army by the sudden rise

of the river, occasioned by a tremendous
thunder-storm. In face of recent reverses,

we in Richmond had begun to feel like the
prisoner of the Inquisition in Poe's story,

cast into a dungeon with slowly contracting

walls. With the sound of guns, therefore, in

the direction of Seven Pines, every heart

leaped as if deliverance were at hand. And
yet there was no joy in the wild pulsation,

since those to whom we looked for succor
were our own flesh and blood, standing shoul-

der to shoulder to bar the way to a foe of

superior numbers, abundantly provided as we
were not with all the equipments of modern
warfare, and backed by a mighty nation as

determined as ourselves to win. Hardly a
family in the town whose father, son, or

brother was not part and parcel of the defend-

ing army.

When on the afternoon of the 31st it became
known that the engagement had begun, the

women of Richmond were still going about their

daily vocations quietly, giving no sign of the

inward anguish of apprehension. There was
enough to do now in preparation for the

wounded
;

yet, as events proved, all that was
done was not enough by half. Night brought a

lull in the cannonading. People lay down
dressed upon their beds, but not to sleep, while

their weary soldiers slept upon their arms-

Early next morning the whole town was on the

street. Ambulances, litters, carts, every vehicle

that the city could produce, went and came
with a ghasdy burden ; those who could walk

limped painfully home, in some cases so black

with gunpowder they passed unrecognized.

Women with pallid faces flitted bareheaded

through the streets, searching for their dead or

wounded. The churches were thrown open,

many people visiting them for a sad commun-
ion-service or brief time of prayer ; the lecture-

rooms ofvarious places ofworship were crowded
with ladies volunteering to sew, as fast as fingers

and machines could fly, the rough beds called

for by the surgeons. Men too old or infirm

to fight went on horseback or afoot to meet

the returning ambulances, and in some cases

served as escort to their own dying sons. By
afternoon of the day following the battle, the

streets were one vast hospital. To find shelter

for the sufterers a number of unused buildings

were thrown open. I remember, especially,
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the St. Charles Hotel, a gloomy place, where

two voung girls went to look ibr a member
of their family, reported wounded, ^^'e had

tramped in vain over pavements burning

with the intensity of the sun. from one scene

of horror to another, until our feet and

brains alike seemed about to serve us no fur-

ther. The cool of those vast dreary rooms of

the St. Charles was refreshing; but such a

spectacle ! Men in ever)- stage of mutilation

lying on the bare boards with perhaps a hav-

ersack or an army blanket beneath their

heads,— some dying, all sufi'ering keenly, while

waiting their turn to be attended to. To be

there empty-handed and impotent nearly broke

our hearts. We passed from one to the other,

making such slight additions to their comfort

as were possible, while looking in every up-

turned face in dread to find the object of our

search. This sorrow, I may add, was spared,

the vouth arriving at home later with a slight

flesh-wound. The condition of things at this

and other improvised hospitals was improved

next day by the ofterings from many churches

of pew-cushions, which, sewn together, served

as comfortable beds ; and for the remainder

of the war their owners thanked God upon bare

benches for every " misery missed " that was
" mercy gained." To supply food for the hospi-

tals the contents of larders all over town were

emptied into baskets ; while cellars long sealed

and cobwebbed, belonging to the old Vir-

ginia gentry who knew good Port and Ma-
deira, were opened by the Ithuriel's spear of

universal sympathy. There was not much
going to bed that night, either; and I re-

member spending the greater part of it lean-

ing from my window to seek the cool night

air, while wondering as to the fate of those

near to me. There was a summons to my
mother about midnight. Two .soldiers came
to tell her of the wounding of one close of
kin ; but she was already on duty elsewhere,

tireless and watchful as ever. Up to that time

the younger girls had been regarded as su-

perfluities in hospital service; but on Monday
two of us found a couple of rooms where fif-

teen wounded men lay upon pallets around
the floor, and, on offering our services to the

surgeons in charge, were proud to have them
accepted and to be installed as responsible

nurses, under direction of an older and more
expericncerl woman. The constant activity

our work entailed was a relief from the
strained excitement of life after the battle of
Seven Pines. When the first flurry of distress

was over, the residents of those pretty houses
standing back in gardens full of roses set their

cooks to work, or better still, went themselves
into the kitchen, to comi>ound delicious messes
for the wounded, after the appetizing old Vir-

ginia recipes. Flitting about the streets in the

direction of the hospitals were smiling white-

jacketed negroes, carrying silver trays with

dishes of fine porcelain under napkins of thick

white damask, containing soups, creams, jellies,

thin biscuit, eggs ^ la creme, broiled chicken,

etc., surmounted by clustersof freshly gathered

flowers. A year later we had cause to pine

after these culinary glories, when it came to

measuring out, with sinking hearts, the meager
portions of milk and food we could afford to

give our charges.

As an instance, however, that quality in

food was not always appreciated by the pa-

tients, my mother urged upon one of her
sufferers (a gaunt and soft-voiced Carolinian

from the " piney-woods district ") a delicately

served trifle from some neighboring kitchen.
" Jes ez you say, old miss," was the weary

answer, " I ain't a-contradictin' you. It mout
be good for me, but my stomick's kinder sot

agin it. There ain't but one thing I'm sorter

yarnin' arter, an' that's a dish o' greens en
bacon fat, with a few molarses poured onto
it."

From our patients, when they could syllable

the tale, we had accounts of the fury of the fight,

which were made none the less horrible by
such assistance as imagination could give to

the facts. I remember that they told us of

shot thrown from the enemy's batteries into

the advancing ranks of the Confederates, that

plowed their way through lines of flesh and
blood before exploding in show^ers of musket-
balls to do still further havoc. Before these

awful missiles, it was said, our men had fallen

in swaths, the living closing over them to

press forward in the charge.

It was at the end of one of these narrations

that a piping voice came from a pallet in the

corner: " They fit right smart, them Yanks
did, I tell you r^ and not to laugh was
as much of an effort as it had just been not to

cry.

From one scene of death and suffering to

another we passed during those days of June.

Under a withering heat that made the hours

preceding dawn the only ones of the twenty-

four endurable in point of temperature, and
a shower-bath the only form of diversion we
had time or thought to indulge in, to go out-of-

doors was sometimes worse than remaining
in our wards. But one night, after several of

us had been walking about town in a state

of panting exhaustion, palm-leaf fans in hand,
a friend persuaded us to ascend to the small

platform on the summit of the Capitol, in

search of fresher air. To reach it was like

going through a vapor-bath, but an hour
amid the cool breezes above the tree-tops of
the sfjuare was a thing of joy unspeakable.
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Day by day we were called to our windows
by the wailing dirge of a military band jjreced-

ing a soldier's funeral. One could not num-
ber those sad pageants : tiie coffin crowned
with cap and sword and gloves, the riderless

horse following with empty boots fixed in the

stirrups of an army saddle; such soldiers as

could be spared from the front marching after

with arms reversed and era] )c-enfolded 1 )anners

;

the ])assers-by standing with l)are, bent heads.

Funerals less honored outwardly were continu-

ally occurring. Then and thereafter the green

hillsides of lovely Hollywood were fretjuently

upturned to find resting-])laces for the heroic

dead. So much taxed for time and attendants

were the funeral officials, it was not un-

usual to perform the last rites for the departed

at night. A solemn scene was that in the July

moonlight, when, with the few who valued him
most gathered around the grave, we laid to rest

one of my own nearest kinsmen, about whom
in the old service of the United States, as in

that of the Confederacy, it was said, " He
was a spotless knight."

Spite of its melancholy uses, there was no
more favorite walk in Richmond than Holly-

wood, a picturesquely beautiful spot, where
high hills sink into velvet undulations, pro-

fusely shaded with holly, pine, and cedar, as

well as by trees of deciduous foliage. In spring

the banks of the stream that runs through

the valley were enameled with wild flowers,

and the thickets were full of May-blossom
and dogwood. Mounting to the summit of

the bluff, one may sit under the shade of

some ample oak, to view the spires and roofs

of the town, with the white colonnade of the

distant Capitol. Richmond, thus seen be-

neath her verdant foliage " upon hills, girdled

by hills," confirms what an old writer felt

called to exclaim about it, " Verily, this city

hath a pleasant seat." On the right, below
this point, flows the rushing yellow river, mak-
ing ceaseless turmoil around islets of rock

whose rifts are full of birch and willow,

or leaping impetuously over the bowlders of

granite that strew its bed. Old-time Rich-

mond folk used to say that the sound of their

favorite James (or " Jeems," to be exact) went
with them into foreign countries, during no
matter how many years of absence, haunting

them like a strain of sweetest music ; nor

would they permit a suggestion of superiority

in the flavor of any other fluid to that of a

draught of its amber waters. So blent with

my own memories of war is the voice of that

tireless river, that I seem to hear it yet, over

the tramp of rusty battalions, the short impe-

rious stroke of the alarm-bell, the clash of

passing bands, the gallop of eager horsemen,

the roar of battle or of flames leai)ing to devour
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their prey, the moan of hospitals, the stifled

note of sorrow !

During all this time President Davis was a

familiar and picturesque figure on the streets,

walking tiirough the Capitol sijuare from his

residence to the executive office in the morn-
ing, not to return until late in the afternoon,

or riding just before nightfall to visit one or

another of the encami)ments near the city. He
was tall, erect, slender, and of a dignified and
soldierly bearing, with clear-cut and high-bred

features, and of a demeanor of stately courtesy

to all. He was clad always in Confederate

gray cloth, and wore a soft felt hat with wide
brim. Afoot, his step was brisk and firm ; in

the saddle he rode admirably and with a mar-

tial aspect. His early life had been spent in

the Military Academy at West Point and upon
the then north-western frontier in the Black

Hawk War, and he afterwards greatly distin-

guished himself at Monterey and Buena Vista

in Mexico ; at the time when we knew him,

everything in his ai)[)earance and manner was
suggestive ofsuch a training. He was reported

to feel quite out of place in the office of Presi-

dent, with executive and administrative duties,

in the midst of such a war; General Dee al-

ways spoke of him as the best of military ad-

visers ; his own inclination was to be with the

army, and at the first tidings of sound of a

gun, anywhere within reach of Richmond, he

was in the saddle and off for the spot— to

the dismay of his staff-officers, who were ex-

pected to act as an escort on such occasions, and

who never knew at what hour of the night or

of the next day they should get back to a bed

or a meal. The stories we were told of his

adventures on such excursions were many,

and sometimes amusing. For instance, when
General Lee had crossed the Chickahommy,
to commence the Seven Days' battles, Presi-

dent Davis, with several staft-officers, over-

took the column, and, accompanied by the

Secretary of War and a few other non-com-

batants, forded the river just as the battle

in the peach orchard at Mechanicsville be-

gan. General Lee, surrounded by members
of his own staff and other officers, was found

a few hundred yards north of the bridge, in

the middle of the broad road, mounted and

busily engaged in directing the attack then

about to be made by a brigade sweeping in

line over the fields to the east of the road and

towards Kherson's Mill, wherein a few minutes

a hot engagement commenced. Shot, from

the enemy's guns out of sight, went whizzing

overhead in quick succession, striking every

moment nearer the group of horsemen in the

road, as the gunners improved their range.

General Lee observed the President's ap-

proach, and was evidently annoyed at what
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he considered a fool-hardy expedition ofneed-

less exposure of the head of the Government,

whose duties were elsewhere. He turned his

back for a moment, until Col. Chilton had

been dispatched at a gallop with the last di-

rection to the commander of the attacking

brigade; then, facing the cavalcade and look-

ing like the god of war indignant, he exchanged

with the President a salute, with the most frigid

reserve of anything like welcome or cordiality.

In an instant, and without allowance of oppor-

tunitv for a word from the President, the gen-

eral, looking not at him but at the assemblage

at large, asked in a tone of irritation :

'• Who are all this army of people, and what

are they doing here ?
"

No one moved or spoke, but all eyes were

upon the President— everybody perfectly un-

derstanchng that this was only an order for him

to retire to a place of safety ; and the roar of

the guns, the rattling tire of musketry, and the

bustle of a battle in progress, with troops con-

tinually arriving across the bridge to go into

action,' went on. The President twisted in his

saddle, quite taken aback at such a greeting

— the general regarding him now with glances

of growing severity. After a painful pause the

President said, with a voice of deprecation

:

" It is not my army, general."
' It certainly is not my army, Mr. President,"

was the prompt reply, " and this is no place

for it
"— in an accent of command unmistak-

able. Such a rebuff was a stunner to the re-

cipient of it, who soon regained his own
serenity, however, and answered :

'• Well, general, if I withdraw, perhaps they

will follow," and, raising his hat in another

cold salute, he turned his horse's head to ride

slowly towards the Ijridge— seeing, as he

turned, a man killed immediately before him

by a shot from a gun which at that moment
got the range of the road. The President's

own staff-officers followed him, as did various

others; but he jjresently drew rein in the

stream, where the high bank and the bushes

concealed him from (General Lee's repelling

observation, and there remained while the

battle raged. The Secretary of War had also

made a show of withdrawing, but improved

the opportunity afforded by rather a deep

ditch on the roadside to attempt to concea.

himself and his horse there for a time from

General Lee, who at that moment was more
to be dreaded than the enemy's guns.

When on the 27th of June the Seven Days'

strife began, there was none of the excitement

attendmg the battle of Seven Pines. People

had shaken themselves clown, as it were, to the

grim reality of a fight that must be fought.
"' Let the war bleed, and let the mighty fall,"

was the spirit of their cry.

It is not my purpose to deal with the history

of those awful Seven Days. Mine only to

speak of the rear side of the canvas where

heroes of two armies passed and repassed as

if upon some huge Homeric frieze, in the ma-
noeuvres of a strife that hung our land in

mourning. The scars of war are healed when
this is written, and the vast " pity of it " fills

the heart that wakes the retrospect.

What I have said of Richmond before these

battles will suffice for a picture of the summer's

experience. When the tide of battle receded,

what wrecked hopes it left to tell the tale of the

Batde Summer ! Victory was ours, but in how
many homes was heard the voice of lamentation

to drown the shouts of triumph ! Many families,

rich and poor alike, were bereaved of their

dearest ; and for many of the dead there was

mourning by all the town. No incident of the

war, for instance, made a deeper impression

than the fall in battle of Colonel Munford's

beautiful and brave young son EUis, whose

body, laid across his own caisson, was carried

that summer to his father's house at nightfall,

where the family, unconscious of their loss,

were sitting in cheerful talk around the portal.

Another son of Richmond whose death was

keenly felt by everybody received his mortal

wound while leading the first charge to break

the enemy's line at Gaines's Mill. This was

Lieutenant-Colonel Bradfute Warwick, a

young hero who had won his spurs in service

with Garibaldi. Losses like these are irrepara-

ble in any community ; and so, with lamenta-

tions in nearly every household, while the

sjjirit along the lines continued unabated, it

was a chastened " Thank God " that went up
from among us when Jackson's victory over

Pope had raised the siege of Richmond.

C. C. Harrison.
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MALVERN HILL, JULY 1ST, 1S62.

FORT DARLING, ON THE JAMES, MIDWAY BETWEEN MALVERN HILL

AND RICHMOND. (FROM I'HOTOGRAPH.)

(Icneral McClellan's design. 'l"he

present narrative will be confined

to events coming under my own
observation, and connected with

my command, the Fifth Army
Corps.

Saturday, June 28, 1862, the

day after the battle of Gaines's

Mill, my corps spent in bivouac
at the Trent farm on the south

bank of the Chickahominy. Ar-

tillery and infantry detachments
guarded the crossings at the sites

of the destroyed bridges. Our
antagonists of the 27th were still

north of the river, but did not

molest us. We rested and recu-

perated as best we could, amid
the noise of battle close by, at

Garnett's and Golding's farms, in which part

of Franklin's corps was engaged, and the labor

and bustle incident to the refilling of empty
cartridge-boxes and haversacks, so as to be

in readiness for immediate duty.

Our antagonists on the north bank of the

BEFORE the battle of Gaines's Mill (al-

ready described by me in these pages), a

change of base from the York to the James
River had been anticipated and prepared for

by General McClellan. After the battle this

change became a necessity, in presence of a

strong and aggressive foe, who had already river were apparently almost inactive. They

turned our right, cut our connecdon with the seemed puzzled as to our intentions, or para-

York River, and was also in large force behind lyzedby the effect of theirown labors and losses,

the intrenchments between us and Richmond, and, like ourselves, were recuperating for a re-

The transfer was begun the moment our posi- newal of the contest in the early future ;
though

tion became perilous. It now involved a series to them, as well as to us, it was difficult to con-

of battles by day, and marches by night, which jecture where that renewal would be made. The

brought into relief the able talents, active only evidence of activity on their part was the

foresight, and tenacity of purpose of our com- dust rising on the road down the river, which

mander, the unity of acdon on the part of we attributed, with the utmost unconcern, to

his subordinates, and the great bravery, firm- the movements of troops seeking to interrupt

ness, and confidence in their superiors on the our already abandoned communications with

part of the rank and file. York River. The absence of any indication

These conflicts from the beginning of the of our intention to maintain those communi-

Seven Days' fighting were the engagement at cations, together with the rumble ot our artil-

Fair Oaks farm, the batdes of Beaver Dam lery, which that night was moving southward.

Creek and Gaines's Mill, the engagements at opened the eyes of our opi)onents to the fact

Golding's and Garnett's farms, and at Allen's that we had accomplished the desired and

farm or Peach Orchard ; the battle of Sav- perhaps necessary object of withdrawing to

age's Station ; the artillery duel at White Oak the south bank of the Chickahominy, and for

Swamp ; the batde of Glendale (or Charies the first time aroused their susjjicion that we

City Cross-roads); the action of Turkey Creek, were either intending to attack Richmond

and the batde of Malvern Hill. Each was a or temporarily abandon the siege, during a

success to our army, the engagement of Mai- change of base to the James River. But the

vern Hill being the most decis'ive. The result active spurts on the 27th and 28th of June

of the movement was that on the 2d of July made by the defenders of that city against our

our army was safely established at Harrison's left, created the false impression that they

Landing, on the James, in accordance with designed to attack the Second, Third, and

* For an account of the Confederate part of the battle, see article by General I). II. Hill, July Ckntirv.—En.
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FORT DARLING, LOOKING DOWN THE JAMES.

[In a report to General ^^cClellan of the engage-
ment at Fort Darling, which effectually stopped the
advance of the Union gun-boats upon Richmond,
Commander William Smith of the H'oc/iiisfU say?,,

in part: " On the 15th instant [May] the Galena,
Monitor, Naugattick, Port Royal, and Aroostook
ascended this river to within about eight miles of
Richmond, when they met with obstructions in the
river which prevented their farther advance. The
obstructions consisted of a row of piles driven across
the channel, and three rows of vessels sunk also

across the channel, among them the Yorktoum and
Jatnestown. Just below these obstructions, on the

south or west side of the river, were very formidable batteries,

mounting fourteen guns, among them ii-inch shell, loo-pouncler
rifles, and nothing less than 8-inch shell guns. The river there
is very narrow, the bank some two hundred feet high, and the
guns so situated that they can be pointed directly down on the
decks of the vessels. The sharp-shooters can come on the banks
and pick oflf the men on the vessels' decks. The gun-boats were
engaged about four hours with the batteries, and then retired, hav-
ing expended their ammunition. Our loss was twelve killed and

Fourth corps, and thereby succeeded in pre-

venting an attack upon them. So, in order
to thwart our plans, whatever they might be,

promptly on the 29th, our opponents re-

newed their activity by advancing from Rich-

mond, and by recrossing to the south iKink

of the river all their forces, lately employed nt

Gaines's Mill. lUit at that time the main
bofly of our army was beyond their immedi-
ate reach, taking positions to cover the pas-

sage of our trains to the new base anrl to be
ready again to welcome our eager and earnest

antagonists.

X'CTIONS IN THE JAMES RIVER, NEAR FORT DARLING, ON
DREWRV'S BLUFF. (FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.)

thirteen wounded; the vessels not much inj ured, except the Crt/i?«a,

which had eighteen shots through her sides and deck. . . .

The river is so narrow and crooked, and the banks so high, that

the gun-boats cannot take a position for shelling the batteries ex-
cept within a very short distance of them and directly under their

guns. A gun-boat cannot turn under steam in the river. Com-
modore Rodgers of the Galena, who commanded the expedition,

is decidedly of the opinion that the works cannot be reduced with-
out the assistance of land forces."

—

Editor.)

Between 2 and 9 p. m. on the 28th, my
corps was in motion, via Savage's Station, to

the south side of White Oak Swamp ; there,

at the junction (Glendale) of the roads from
Richmond, to be prepared to repel attacks

from the direction of that city. Morell, lead-

ing, aided (ieneral Woodbury, of the engineer
corps, to build the causeways and bridges nec-

essary for the easy passage of the trains and
troops over the swamps and streams. Sykes
and McGall followed at five and nine o'clock,

respectively ; McC'all being accompanied by
1 hint's reserve artillery. We expected to reach



MAP OF THE BATTLE OF MALVEKN HILL, SHOWING, APl'ROXIMATELY, POSlTlUiMS i>0 BATTEKIES.

[TheUnionbatteries, as indicated on the map, were : i, Martin's;

2, Tyler's ; 3, 4, 5, 6, batteries in reserve : 7, Hunt's reserve

artlUerj' ; 8 and 11, first and second positions of Waterman's
iWeeden's) ; 9— 9, Edwards's, Livingston's, Ames's, Kings-
bury's, and Hyde's; 10, Snow's, Frank's, and Allen's; 11,

Kingsbury's and Seeley's.

On the Union side the chief variations from these positions were
the advance of a part of Butterfield's brigade, between Griffin and
Couch, and the transfer of batteries from Morell to Couch. In re-

pulsing Hill's attack. Couch advanced to the line which indicates

the position of Berdan's sharp-shooters (in the morning). During
the afternoon Sickles's brigade took the place of Caldwell's, which
had come up to Couch's aid and had suffered severely. The ad-

vance of Meagher was made about five o'clock, and was accom-

panied by 32-pounders, under General (then Colonel) Henij- J.

Hunt which did terrible execution. It is said that the gun-boat

fire and that of Tyler's artiller>' occasionally fell into Morell's lines.

On the Confederate side the brigades are placed on the map in

the order of their moving to the attack ; those marked with an

arrow-head were actually in the charges or in the front line after

dark the arrow-head also indicates in each case the direction

taken in going to the front. It is difficult to fix accurately the

positions of the Confederate artillery. In general, 12 indicates

Moorman's, (Jrimes's, and Pegram's : and 13 denotes the position

ofBalthis's, Poaguc's, and Carpenter's. In other positions, the bat-

teries of Wooding (one section under Lieutenant Jones), Carring-

ton. Hardaway, Boudurant, Hart, McCarthy, and the Baltimore

Light Artillery were engaged to some extent— Editor.)
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our destination, which was onl\- ten miles dis-

tant, early on the 29th ; but, in consequence
of the dark night and ot' the narrow and muddy
roads, cut up and blocked by numerous trains

and herds of cattle, either of which is always

attended by embarrassing delays, the head of

MAJOR-GENERAL GEORGE W. MORELL.
(from a photograph BV BRADY.)

the column arrived at 10 a. M.,the rearnotuntil

midnight. McCall arrived latest, and all were

greatly fatigued.

The enemy not having appeared at Glen-

dale on the afternoon of the 29th, and other

troops arriving to take the place of mine. Gen-
eral McClellan ordered nie to move that night

by the direct road to the elevated and cleared

lands (Malvern Hill) on the north bank of

Turkey Creek, there to select and hold a posi-

tion behind which the army and all its trains

could be withdrawn with safety. General

Keyes was to move by a different road and
form to my right and rear.

.\gain the dangers and difficulties of night

marches attended us, followed by the conse-

(juent delay; which, though fortunately it was
counterbalanced by the slowness of our oppo-

nents in moving to the same point, endan-

gered the safety of our whole army. .Mthough
we started before dark, and were led by an in-

telligent cavalry officer who had passed over

the route and jjrofessed to know it, my com-
mand was so delayed after dark that we did

not reach Turkey Creek, which was only five

miles distant, until 9 a. m. on the 3olh. In

fact, we were misled up the Long Briflge road

towards Richmond until we came in contact

with the enemy's pickets, when we returned

and started anew. Fortunately I was at the

head of the column to give the necessary

orders, so that no delay occurred in retracing

our steps.

Our new held of battle embraced Malvern
Hill, just nortli of Turkey Creek and Crew's
Hill, about one mile farther north. Both hills

have given name to the interesting and event-

ful battle which took place on July ist, and
which I shall now attempt to describe.

The forces which on this occasion came
under my control, and were engaged in or

held ready to enter the contest, were my own
corps, consisting of Morell's, Sykes's and Mc-
Call's divisions, Hunt's reserve artillery of one
hundred pieces, including Tyler's siege Con-
necticut artillery, Couch's division of Keyes's
corps, the brigades of Caldwell and Meagher
of Sumner's corps, and the brigade of Sickles

of Heintzelman's corps. Though Couch was
placed under my command, he was left uncon-
trolled by me, as will be seen hereafter. The
other brigades were sent to me by their re-

spective division commanders, in anticipation

of my needs or at my request.

This new position, with its elements of

great strength, was better adapted for a de-

fensive battle than any with which we had
been favored. It was elevated, and more or

less protected on each flank by small streams

or swamps, while the portions of woods in

front through w^hich the enemy had to pass

to attack us were in places marshy, and so

thick that artillery could not penetrate and
even troops moved with difficulty. Slightly

in rear of our line of battle on Crew'^ Hill,

the reserve artillery and infantry were held

for immediate service. The Crew Hill con-

cealed them from the view of the enemy
and largely sheltered them from fire. These
hills both to the east and west were connected
with the adjacent valleys by gradually sloping

plains except at the Crew house, where for

a little distance the slope was quite abrupt,

and was easily protected by a small force. The
roads from Richmond, along which the enemy
would be obliged to approach, except the

River road, meet in front of Crew's Hill. This
hill was flanked with ravines, enfiladed by
our fire. The ground in front was cleared

and sloping, but not steep, and over it our
artillery and infantry, themselves protected

by the crest and ridges, had clear sweep for

their fire. In all directions, for several hun-
dred yards, the land over which an attack-

ing force must advance was almost entirely

cleared of forest and generally cultivated.

I reached Malvern Hill some two hours
before my command on Monday, June 30th;
each portion of which, as it came upon the

field, was assigned to a position from which,
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BRIDGE
LL, FROM THE DIRECTION OF TURKEY ISLAND
(FROM SKETCH BY G. L. FRANKENSTEIN.)

in connection with the rest of the command,
the approaches from Richmond along the

. River road and the debouches from the New-
Market, Charles City and Williamsburg roads,

could be thoroughly covered. Warren, with his

brigade, now of only about six hundred men,
' took position on the low lands to the left, to

guard against the approach of the enemy
, along the River road, or over the low, exten-

sive and cultivated plateau beyond and ex-

tending north along Crew's Hill. Warren's
small brigade was greatly in need of rest from
the fatigues of battle and constant motion for

several days and nights. It was not expected
that it would be called upon to perform much
more than picket duty. It was large enough,
•however, for the purpose designed, as it was
not probable that any large force would be so

reckless as to advance on that road. Its di-

minished strength was due to the fact that it

had suffered greatly at Gaines's Mill. Warren
was supported by the Eleventh Infantry, under
Major Floyd-Jones, and late in the afternoon
was strengthened by Martin's battery of

\lb\\ FROM MALVERN HII L, LOOKING TOWARD THE JAMES.
(DRAWN BY HAKKY FENN, AFTEK FHUTuijKArn u» A.->DERSON.)

[This view is taken from near the position of Tyler's siege-Runs

(see map). The engagement of Malvern Cliff, or Turkey Island

ijridge, on the 30th of June, between Generals Warren and
Holmes, took place on a road at the font of the hill which passes near

the house in the middle-ground. The bridge is to the left on this

road. The winding stream is Turkey Creek. In the middle dis-

tance is the position of the three gun-boats which shelled the woods
at the right both on the 30th of June and the ist of July.

—

Kd.]

twelve-pounders and a detachment of cav-

alry uncier Lieutenant Frank W. Hess.

On the west side of Malvern Hill, over-

looking Warren, were some thirty-six guns,

some of long range, having full sweej) up the

valley and over the cleared lands north of the

River road. These batteries comprised ^^eed's,

a New York battery, Edwards's, Carlisle's,

Smead's and Voegelee's, with others in reserve.

To these, later in the day, were addetl the

siege-guns of the Connecticut Artillery, under

Colonel Robert O. Tyler, which were placed

on elevated ground immediately to the left

of the INIalvern House, so as to tire over

our front line at any attacking force and to

sweep the low meadow on the left.

To General (then Colonel) Henry J. Hunt,

the accomi)lished and energetic chief of artil-

lery, was due the excellent posting of these

batteries on June 30th, and the rearrangement

of all the artillery along the whole line on

Tuesday (July ist), together with the manage-

ment of the reserve artillery on that day.

Major Lovell, commanding Chapman's
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brigade of Sykes's division, supported some of teries as located on Tuesday, the day of the

these batteries, and, with Buchanan on his battle, were those of Edwards, Livingston,

right, in a clump of pines, extended the line Kingsbury, Ames, part of Weeden's under
northward, near the Crew ^sometimes called A\"aterman, part of Allen's under Hyde, and
the Mellert) house. Bramhall's. Other batteries as they arrived

THE MALVERN HOrSE. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN, AFTER PHOTOGRAPH BY E. S. ANDERSON.)

[During the engagement at Turkey Island bridge and the bat- built of imported English brick, of a dark but vivid red. The
tie of Malvern Hill, this house was the headquarters of ( leneral main battle-field is in the direction of the trees on the right and
Porter, and was a signal-station in communication with the Tyler's siege-guns were near the small trees in the left dis-

gun-boats in the James River, toward which it fronts. It was tance.

—

Editor.]

Morell, prolonging Sykes's line on Crew's

Hill, with head<iuarters at Crew's house, oc-

cupied the right of the line extending to the

Quaker road. To his left front, facing west,

was the Fourteenth New York \'oluntecrs,

under Colonel McQuade, with a section of

Weeden's Rhode Islanrl Jiattery, both watch-

ing the Richmonfl road and valley and pro-

tecting our left. On their right, under cover

of a narrow strip of woods, skirting the Quaker
road, were the brigades of Martindale and
Butterfield, while in front of these, facing

north, was Oriffin's brigade. All were sup-

porting batteries of Morell's division, com-
manded by Captain Weeden and others, under

the general su[>ervision of Oeneral (iriffin, a

brave and skilled artillery officer ; these bat-

were posted in reserve south of Crew's Hill,

and were used to replace batteries whose
ammunition was exhausted ; or, were thrown
forward into action to strengthen the line.

'I'he different commands as soon as they were
])osted prepared to pass the night in securing

the rest greatly needed both by man and beast.

Later on Monday Couch's division of

Keyes's corps came on the field and took its

jjlace extending Morell's line to the right of

the Quaker road. The greater part of the

supply trains of the army and of the reserve

artillery jjassed safely beyond Turkey Creek
through the command thus posted ; the move-
ment only ceasing about four o'clock that

afternoon.

Aljout three o'clock on M<5nday the enemy
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THE CREW HOUSE. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN : THE UPPER PICTURE SHOWS THE OLD HOUSE, AND IS FROM A COLOR-SKETCH BY G. L.

FRANKENSTEIN; THE NEW HOUSE SHOWN IN THE LOWER PICTURE FROM A RECENT PHOTOGRAPH BV E. S. ANDERSON.)

[The old building, sometimes called Dr. Mellert's house, was The lane, in the lower picture, from the Quaker road was
the headquarters of General Morell ; and during the firing mem- the line of Griffin's guns. McQuade's repulse of the attack on

bers of the Signal Corps were at work on the roof. It was burned the hill took place behind the cabin on the left of the picture,

after, and the new structure built on the same foundations. The Th6 Crew farm is said to be one of the most fertile on the

view in each case is from the east. Peninsula.— Editor.]

was seen approaching along the River road,

and Warren and Hunt made all necessary

dispositions to receive them. About four

o'clock the enemy advanced and opened fire

from their artillery upon Warren and Sykes

and on the extreme left of Morell, causing

a few casualties in Morell's division. In

return for this intrusion the concentrated

rapid fire of the artillery was opened upon
them, soon smashing one battery to pieces,

silencing another, and driving back their

infantry and cavalry in rapid retreat, much
to the satisfaction of thousands of men
watching the result. The enemy left behind
in possession of Warren a few prisoners, two
guns and six caissons, the horses of which
had been killed. The battery which had dis-

turbed Morell was also silenced by this fire

of our artillery. On this occasion the gun-boats

in the James made apparent their welcome
presence and gave good support by bringing

their heavy guns to bear upon the enemy.
Though their fire caused a few casualties

among our men, and inflicted but little, if

any, injury upon the enemy, their large shells,

bursting amid the enemy's troops far beyond
Vol. XXX.— 66.

the attacking force, carried great moral influ-

ence with them, and naturally tended, in ad-

dition to the eftect of our artillery, to prevent

any renewed attempt to cross the open valley

on our left. This attacking force formed a

small part of Wise's brigade of Holmes's di-

vision. They were all raw troops, which

accounts for their apparently demoralized

retreat. This affair is known as the action of

Turkey Island bridge or Turkey Creek.

The gun-boats located near the mouth of

Turkey Creek and engaged at this time and

the next day were the Galena, Aroostook, and

Mahaska, under the special charge of Com-
modore John Rodgers of the navy. At the

request of General McClellan they had been

sent up the river by .Admiral Gold.sborough,

to protect the vessels loaded with su])plies

which had been ordered up in the mid»ile of

June. The crews were eager and earnest in

their work and their labors gave effective

warning to the enemy to keep beyond the

reach of their guns at other times and places.

Some idea may be formed from the fol-

lowing incident of how indifferent to noises

or uncon.scious of sudden alarms one may
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become when asleep, under the sense of perfect security or

from the eftect of fatigue. For several days I had been able

to secure but little sleep, other than such as I could catch

on horseback, or while resting for a few minutes. During
this heavy artillery firing I was asleep in the Malvern house.

Although the guns were within one hundred yards of me,
and the windows and doors were wide open, I was greatly

surprised some two hours afterwards, when informed that

the engagement had taken place. For weeks I had slept

with senses awake to the sound of distant cannon, and even

of a musket-shot, and would be instantly aroused by either.

But on this occasion I had gone to sleep free from care,

feeling confident that however strong an attack might be

made, the result would be the repulse of the enemy without

much damage to us. My staff, as much in need of rest as

mvself, sympathized with me and let me sleep.

Our forces lay on their arms during the night, in sub-

stantially the positions I have described, patiently awaiting

the attack expected on the following day.

McCall's division of Pennsylvania Reserves, under Gen-
eral Truman Seymour, arrived during the night and was
posted just in front of the Malvern house, and was held

in reserve, to be called upon for service only in case of

absolute necessity. This division had reached me at New
Market cross-roads, at midnight of the 29th, greatly in need
of rest. This fact, and the necessity that a reliable force

should hold that point until the whole army had crossed

the White Oak Swamp and the trains had passed to the

rear, compelled the assignment of McCall to the performance
of that duty. During the afternoon of the 30th he was
attacked by large forces of the enemy, which he several

times repulsed, but failed to enjoy the advantages of his

success through the recklessness and irrepressible impetuos-

ity of his men or forgetfulness of orders by infantry subordi-

nates. They were strictly cautioned, unless unusual fortune

favored them, not to pass through a battery for the purpose

of pursuing a repulsed enemy, and under no circumstances

to return in face of one, so as to check its fire. In the

excitement of presumed success at repulsing a heavy attack,

a brigade pushed after a rapidly fleeing foe, and was impul-

sively joined by its neighbors who wished not to be excelled

in dash or were perhaps encouraged by injudicious orders.

Passing through their own batteries as they advanced, they

lost the benefit of their fire, as they did also when returning

after being repulsed and pursued by the enemy's reserves.

Disregard of these principles at this time caused heavy
losses of men and led to the demoralization at a critical

moment of one good volunteer battery and the capture,

through no fault of its captain, of one of the best batteries

of the regular army. This ])attery was commanded by Cap-
tain A. M. Randol, a brave and accomplished artillery

officer of the regular army. This division had otherwise

suffered heavily. At Gaines's Mill it had lost, by capture,

one of the ablest generals, John F. Reynolds, with other

gallant and efficient officers and men, captured, killed, and
wounded. Its misfortunes culminated in the capture at New
Market cross-roads of McCall, the wounding of General
George Ci. Meade, his able assistant, and the loss of many
excellent subordinates. Fortunately the brave and experi-

enced soldier, (ieneral Seymour, with his worthy officers,

escaped to lead the survivors of the division to our camp.
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where they were welcomed by their sympa-
thizing comrades.

Early on Tuesdav our lines were re-formed

and slightly advanced to take full advantage

of the formation of the ground, the artillery

M-\JOR-GEN. GEORGE SYKES. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY BRADY.)

of the front line being reposted in command-
ing positions, and placed under General Grif-

fin's command, but under Captain Weeden's*
care, just behind the crest of the hill. The
infantrv was arranged between the artillery to

protect and be protected by its neighbors, and
prepared to be thrown forward, if at any time

advisable, so as not to interfere with the artil-

lery fire.

The corps of Heintzelman and Sumner had
arrived during the night, and taken position in

the order named to the right and rear of

Couch's division, protecting that flank effec-

tively towards Western Run. They did not

expect to be seriously engaged, but were ready

to resist attack and to give assistance to the

* Captain William B. Weeden, in a recent letter (May 24, 1885),

says of the battle : "It was a fine afternoon, hot but tempered by
a cooling breeze. The soldiers waited ; patience, not courage, kept
them steady. The ranks were full now ; each knew that in him-
self he might be a possible victor or a possible victim at nightfall.

Crew's deserted house, more hospitable than its owner, had fur-

nished a luxury seldom enjoyed on the field. Water, not warm in

the canteen, but iced, in a dcif pitcher, with civilized glasses,

was literally ' handed round.' Ganymedes there were none and
of Hcbcs yet fewer, but Olympus never furnished more welcome
nectar. Picket.^ and skirmishers had kept us informed of the op-

posing formations and of batteries going into position. The sharp-

shooters' bullets began to thicken. Action might begin at any
moment, and between two and thiee o'clock it did begin. Out of

the w'f'jds, puffs of smoke from guns and nearer light wreaths
from their shells lent new colors to the green of woods and fields

and the deep blue sky The musketry cracked before it loudened
into a roar and whiz/ing bullets mingled with ragged exploding

thdls. The wfK>ds swarmed with butternut coats and gray. 'I'hese

colors were worn by a lively race of men and they stepjjed forward
briskly, firing as tney moved. The regimental formations were
plainly visible, with the colors fl>'ing. It was the onset of battle

with the y^'ftA order of a review. In this first heavy skirmish —
the prelude of the main action — Magruder's right made a detcr-

center and left, if circumstances should require

it. At an early hour in the day Sumner kindly

sent me Caldwell's brigade, as he thought I

might need help. This brigade I placed near

Butterfield,who was directed to send it forward

wherever needed or called for. He sent it to

Couch at an opportune moment early in the day.

General McClellan, accompanied by his

statf, visited our lines at an early hour, and ap-

proved my measures and those of General
Couch, or changed them where it was deemed '

advisable. Though he left me in charge of that
\

part of the field occupied by Couch, I at no
j

time undertook to control that general, or i

even indicated a desire to do so, but with full
j

confidence in his ability, which was justified
j

by the result of his action, left him free to act
,

in accordance with his own judgment. I co-

operated with him fully, however, having '

jSIorell's batteries, under Weeden, posted so as
j

to protect his front, and sending him help when
!

I saw he needed it. His division, though it i

suffered severely in the battle of Fair Oaks,
,

had seen less service and met with fewer losses :

in these " seven days' battles" than any one
of my three, and was prepared with full ranks

j

to receive an attack, seeming impatient and
j

eager for the fight. Its conduct soon con-
j

firmed this impression. Batteries of Hunt's
j

reserve artillery were sent to him when needed
|— as well as Caldwell's brigade, voluntarily
i

sent to me early in the day by Sumner, and
also Sickles's brigade, borrowed of Heintzel-

man for the purpose.

About ten a. m. the enemy's skirmishers and
i

artillery began feeling for us along our line
;

j

they kept up a desultory fire until about twelve !

o'clock, with no severe injury to our infantry,
;

who were well masked, and who revealed but '•

little of our strength or position by retaliatory !

firing or exposure.

Up to this time and to nearly one o'clock our

infantry were resting upon their arms and '

waiting the moment, certain to come, when
the column of the enemy rashly advancing

mined attack by way of the meadow to pierce Griffin's line to

turn Ames's Battery and to break the solid advantages of position
;

held by the Union forces. '

The brunt of the blow fell upon Colonel McQuade's 14th New
]

Vork. This was a gallant regiment which had suffered much in .

the rough work at Gaines's Mill. The Confederate charge was I

sudden and heavy. The New Vorkers began to give ground, and
|

it looked for a moment as if the disasters of Gaines's INIill might be
|

repeated. But only for a moment. The men stiffened up to the '

color line, charged forward with a cheer, and drove back the
1

enemy. Weeden's Rhode Island Battery of three-inch rifled ord-
j

nance guns had lost three pieces at Gaines's Mill. The remaining
guns, under command of Lieutenant Waterman, were stationed

|

south and west of Crew'.s, fronting left and rearward. It was the
|

ingle of our position and so far west that Tyler's heavy guns mistook '

it for the endmy and fired 4^-inch shells into it. One caused severe
casualties. The battery was withdrawn from this dangerous range,
and later in the afternoon, when the main action was raging, Wa-

1

tennan's three guns, with two of the same type under Lieutenant I

Phillips of .Massachusetts, relieved Kingsbury and Hazlitt's I

regular batteries of Parrotts on Couch's right. "I'he service here
!

was admirable. Waterman with only half a battery had a whole
j

company of experienced gunners. When the ammunition gave I

out they were in turn relieved by a fresh batter}-."

—

Editor.
\
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would render it necessary to expose

themselves. Our desire was to hold the

enemy where our artillery would be

most destructive, and to reserve our

infantry ammunition for close (juarters

to repel the more determined assaults

of our obstinate and untiring foe. At-

tacks by brigade were made upon

Morell, both on his left front and on

his right, and also upon Couch ; but

our artillery, admirably handled, with-

out exception, was generally sufficient

to repel all such efforts and to drive

back the assailants in confusion, after

great losses.

While the enemy's artillery was fir-

ing upon us General Sumner withdrew

part of his corps to the slope of Mal-

vern Hill to the right of the Malvern

house which descended into the val-

ley of Western Run. Then, deeming
it advisable to withdraw all our troops

to that line, he ordered me to fall back

to the Malvern house; but I pro-

tested that such a movement would
be disastrous, and declined to obey

the order until I could confer with

General McClellan, who had approved
of the disposition of our troops. For-

tunately Sumner did not insist upon
my complying with the order, and, as

we were soon vigorously attacked, he
advanced his troops to a point where
he was but little disturbed by the en-

emy, but from which he could quickly render ominous silence, similar to that which had

aid in response to calls for helo or where need preceded the attack in force along our whole

for help was apparent. line at Gaines's Mill, now intervened, until, at

On one occasion, when I sent an urgent re- about 5 130 o'clock, the enemy opened upon

quest for two brigades, Sumner read my note both Morell and Couch with artillery from

aloud, and, fearing he could not stand another nearly the whole of his front, and soon after-

draft on his forces, was hesitating to respond, wards pressed forward his columns of infantry,

when Heintzelman, ever prompt and gene- first on one and then on the other, or on both,

rous, sprang to his feet and exclaimed :
" By As if moved by a reckless disregard of life,

Jove ! if Porter asks for help, I know he needs equal to that displayed at Gaines's Mill, with a

it and I will send it." The immediate result determination to capture our army, or destroy

BRIG. -GENERAL LEWIS A. ARMISTEAD, C. S. AKMV. KILLED AT GETTYS-
BURG, FOREMOST IN THE FAMOUS CHARGE OF PICKETT'S DIVISION.

was the sending of Meagher by Sumner and
Sickles by Heintzelman. This was the sec-

ond time that Sumner had selected and sent

me Meagher's gallant Irish brigade, and
each time it rendered invaluable service. I

served under General Heintzelman up to the

capture of Yorktown, and learned to know
him well, as he did me. I ever gratefully ap-

preciated his act as the prompting of a thought-

ful, generous, and chivalrous nature.

These spasmodic though sometimes formi-

dable attacks of our antagonists, at different

it by driving us into the river, regiment after

regiment, and brigade after brigade, rushed

at our batteries; but the artillery of both

Morell and Couch mowed them down with

shrapnel, grape, and canister ; while our infan-

try, withholding their fire until the enemy were

within short range, scattered the remnants of

their columns, sometimes following them up

and capturing prisoners and colors.

As column after column advanced, only to

meet the same disastrous repulse, the sight

became one of the most interesting imaginable.

points along our whole front, up to about four The fearful havoc of the rapidly bursting shells

o'clock, were presumably demonstrations or from guns arranged so as to sweep any position

feelers, to ascertain our strength, preparatory far and near, and in any direction, was terrible

to their engaging in more serious work. An to behold. Theterrifichail could not be borne,
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THE WEST HOrSE, LOOKING TOWARDS THE CREW HOUSE. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN, AFTER PHOTOGRAPH BY ANDERSON.)

[This house was the dividing point between Couch's division and Morell's hne, the artillery fronting the fence and being nearly

on the line indicated by it. The West house was occupied as headquarters by General Couch.

—

Editor.]

and such a.s were left of the diminished columns
precipitately fled ormarched rapidly to the rear,

sometimes followed by our infantry, whose
shots leveled many more of their brave men.
Pressed to the extreme as they were, the cour-

age of our men was fully tried. The safety of

our army— the life of the Union— was felt to

be at stake.

In one case the brigades of Howe, Aber-

crombie, and Palmer, of Couch's division,

under impulse gallantly pushed after the re-

treating foe, captured colors, and advanta-

geously advanced the right of the line, but at

considerable loss and great risk. The bri-

gades of Morell, cool, well disciplined, and
easily controlled, let the enemy return after

each repulse, but permitted few to cscajje

their fire. Colonel McQuade, on Morell's

left, with the Fourteenth New York, against

orders and at the risk of defeat and disaster,

yielding to impulse, gallantly dashed for-

ward and repulsed an attacking party. As-

sisted by Buchanan of Sykes's division. Col-

onel Rice, with the Forty-fourth New York
Volunteers, likewise drove a portion of the

enemy from the field, taking a flag bearing the

motto " Seven Pines." Colonel Hunt, directing

the artillery, was twice dismounted by having
his horse shot under him, but though constantly

exposed continued his labors until after dark.

General Couch who was also dismounted, in

like manner, took advantage of every oppor-

tunity to make his opponents feel his blows.

It is not to be supposed that our men,
though concealed by the irregularities of the

ground, were not sufferers from the enemy's
fire. The fact is that before they exposed
themselves by pursuing the enemy, the ground
was literally covered with the killed and
wounded from dropping bullets and bursting

shells and their contents ; but they bravely

bore the severe trial of having to remain in-

active under a damaging fire.

As Morell's ranks became thinned and
ammunition was exhausted, other regiments
eagerly advanced ; all were stimulated by the

hope of a brilliant and permanent success,

and nerved by the approving shouts of their

comrades and the cry of " Revenge, boys !

"

" Remember McLean I " " Remember Black 1

"
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VIEW FROM THE MEADOW WEST OF THE CREW HOUSE. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN, AFTER PHOTOGRAPH BY ANDERSON.)

[The Crew house is in the extreme right of the picture. The
hill to the left is the high ground shown on page 622. The ravine
between the two is the ravine shown in the right of the picture,

page 623. At the time of the battle the low ground was in wheat,
partly shocked, affording protection for the Union sharp-shooters

under Berdan. Farther to the left, up this valley, and in the rear

of the hill, was the right of the Confederate line, which late in the

evening made several assaults upon the Crew Hill, by way of the

ravine and meadow.

—

Editor.]

" Remember Gove !
" or " Remember Cass !

"

The brave and genial Black and McLean and
Gove had been killed at Gaines's Mill ; Wood-
bury and Cass (two noble heroes) were then
lying before them. Colonel McQuade was
the only regimental commander of Griffin's

brigade who escaped death during the Seven
Days, and he only as by a miracle, for he was
constantly exposed.

During that ominous silence of which I

have spoken, I determined that our oppo-
nents should reap no advantage, even if our
lines yielded to attack, and therefore posted
batteries, as at Gaines's Mill, to secure against

the disaster of a break in our lines, should
such a misfortune be ours. For this purpose
I sent Weed, Carlisle, and Smead, with their

batteries, to the gorge of the roads on Crew's
Hill, from which the enemy must emerge in pur-

suit if he should break our lines ; instructing

them to join in the fight if necessary, but not to

permit the advance of the foe, even if it must
be arrested at the risk of firing upon friends.

To these Colonel Hunt added three batteries

of horse artillery. Though they were all thus

posted and their guns loaded with double
canister, " they were," as Captain Smead re-

ported, " very happy to find their services not

needed on that occasion."

It was at this time, in answer to my call for

aid, that Sumner sent me Meagher and Heint-

zelman sent Sickles; both of whom reached me
in theheightof battle, when, if ever, fresh troops

would renew our confidence and insure our

success. While riding rapidly forward to meet
Meagher, who was approaching at a '' double-

quick " step, my horse fell, throwing me over

his head, much to my discomfort both of body
and mind. On rising and remounting, I was
greeted with hearty cheers, which alleviated

my chagrin. This incident gave rise to the

report, spread through the country, that I

was wounded.
Fearing that I might fall into the hands of

the enemy, and if so that my d\^r\ and dis-

patch-book of the campaign, then on my
person, would meet with the same fate and
reveal information to the injury of our cause, I

tore it up, scattering the pieces to the winds, as

I rode rapidly forward, leading Meagher into

action. I have always regretted my act as

destroying interesting and valuable memo-
randa of our campaign.

Advancing with Meaglier's brigade, accom-
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panied by my staff. I soon found that our

forces had successfully driven back their assail-

ants. Determined, if possible, satisfactorily to

finish the contest, regardless of the risk of

being fired upon by our artillery in case of

defeat. I pushed on beyond our lines into the

woods held by the enemy. About fifty yards

in front of us, a large force of the enem}-

suddenly rose and opened with fearful volleys

upon our advancing line. I turned to the bri-

gade, which thus far had kept pace with my
horse, and found it standing, " like a stone

wall,'' and returning a fire more destructive

than it received and from which the enemy
fled. The brigade was planted. j\Iy presence
was no longer needed, and I sought General
Sickles, whom I found giving aid to Couch.
I had the satisfaction of learning that night

that a Confederate detachment, undertaking

to turn Meagher's left, was met by a portion

of the Sixty-ninth New York Regiment, which,

advancing, repelled the attack and captured

many prisoners.

After seeing that General Sickles was in a

proper position, I returned to my own corps,

where I was joined by Colonel Hunt with

some thirty-two-pounder howitzers. Taking

, WILLIAM
A fHOTOf.

MAHO.NE, C, S. AK.MV.
KAI'H liV liHAUY. )

GENERAL JAMES McQUADE, DIED 1885. AT MALVERN
HILL, COLONEL OF THE FOURTEENTH N. Y.

(from A PHOTOGRAPH BY BRADY.)

those howitzers, we rode forward beyond our
lines, and, in parting salutation to our oppo-
nents, Colonel Hunt sent a few shells, as a

warning of what would be ready to welcome
them on the morrow if they undertook to

disturb us.

Almost at the crisis of the battle— just be-

fore the advance of Meagher and Sickles—
the gun-boats on the James River opened their

fire with the good intent of aiding us, but

either mistook our batteries at the Malvern
house for those of the enemy, or were unable
to throw their projectiles beyond us. If the

former was the case, their range was well

estimated, for all their shot landed in or close

by 'J'yler's battery, killing and wounding a
few of his men. Fortunately members of our
Lxcellent signal-service corps were present as

usual on such occasions; and the message sig-

naled to the boats, " For God's sake, stop

firing," promptly relieved us from further dam-
age and the demoralization of a " fire in the

rear." Reference is occasionally seen in Con-
federate accounts of this l)attle to the fearful

sounds of the projectiles from those gun-boats.

I>ut that afternoon not one of their jjrojectiles

passed beyond my head<juarters; and I have
alwaysbelieved and said, as has General Hunt,
that the enemy mistook the explosions of shells
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from Tyler's siege-guns and Kusserow's thirty-

two-pounder howitzers, which Hunt had car-

ried forward, for shells from the gun-boats.

While Colonel Hunt and T were returning

from the front about nine o'clock, we were

joined by Colonel Colburn, of McClellan's

staff. We all rejoiced over the day's success.

By these officers I sent mes-

sages to the commanding
general, expressing the hope
that our withdrawal had
ended and that we should

hold the ground we now
occupied, even if we did not

assume the offensive. From
my stand-pomt I thought

we could maintain our posi-

tion, and perhaps in a few

days could improve it by
advancing. But I knew only

the circumstances before me,

and these were limited by
controlling influences. It

was now after nine o'clock

at night. Within an hour of

the time that Colonels Hunt
and Colburn left me, and
before they could have
reached the commanding
general, I received orders

from him to withdraw, and
to direct Generals Sumner
and Heintzelman to move
at specified hours to Harri-

son's Landing, and General
Couch to rejoin his corps,

which was then under w ay

to the same point.

These orders were imme-
diately sent to the proper

officers, and by daybreak

July 2d our troops, preceded
by their trains, were well on
their way to their destina-

tion, which they reached
that day, greatly wearied

after a hard march over muddy roads, in the

midst of a heavy rain. That night, freed from
care and oblivious of danger, all slept a long
sleep ; and they woke the next morning with

the clear sun, a happier, brighter, and stronger

body of men than that which all the da\-

before, depressed and fatigued, had shivered

in the rain.

The conduct of the rear-guard was intrusted

to Colonel Averell, commander of the Third
Pennsylvania Cavalry, sustained by Colonel
Buchanan, with his brigade of regulars, and
the Sixty-seventh New York Regiment. No
trying trust was ever better bestowed or more
satisfactorily fulfilled. At daybreak Colonel

Vol. XXX.—67.

Averell found himself accidentally without ar-

tillery to protect his command in its difficult

task of preventing an attack before our rear

was well out of range. He at once arranged
his cavalry in bodies to represent horse bat-

teries, and, mancjeuvring tiieni to create the
impression that tliey were artillery ready for

berdan's sharp-shooters (of morell's division) skirmishing in the
meadow wheat-field.

action, he secured himself from attack until

the rest of the army and trains had passed

sufficiently to the rear to permit him to retire

rapidly without molestation. His stratagem

was successful, and without loss he rejoined

the main body of the army that night. Thus
ended the memorable ** Seven Days' battles,"

\\ hich, for severity and tor stubborn resistance

and endurance of hardships by the contestants,

were not surpassed during the war. Each an-

tagonist accomplished the results for which he

aimed : one insuring the temporary relief of

Richmond ; the other gaining security on the

north bank of the James, where the Union
armv. if our civil and militarv authorities were
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SCENE OF THE CONFEDERATE ATTACK ON WEST SIDE OF CREW S HILL, LOOKING FROM THE CREW HOUSE SOUTH-WEST
TOWARD THE JAMES RIVER. (DRAWN BY HARRY FENN, AFTER PHOTOGRAPH BY ANDERSON.)

[The Confederates came down the valley or meadow from the right, and advanced up this slope toward the two guns of Weeden,
which were supported by the Fourteenth New York. The road across the meadow leads to

Holmes's position on the River road.

—

Editor.]

disposed, could be prompdy reenforced, and
from whence only, as subsequent events

proved, it could renew the contest success-

fully. Preparations were commenced and
dispositions were at once made under every

prospect, if not direct promise, of large reen-

forcements for a renewal of the struggle on
the south side of the James, and in the same
manner as subsequently brought a successful

termination of the war.

In the Fifth Corps, however, mourning
was mingled with rejoicing. Greatly injured

by the mishap of a cavalry blunder at

Gaines's Mill,* it had at Malvern, with the

brave and gallant help of Couch and the

generous and chivalric assistance of Heintzel-

man and Sumner, successfully repulsed the

foe in every quarter, and was ready to renew
the contest at an opportune moment. Our
killed and wounded were numbered by thou-

sands; the loss of the Confederates may be

imagined, t

• It is proper to .say here that General Philip .St.

George Cooke who commanded this cavalry has

written to deny the statement made by General Pcjrtcr

in his paper on the Vjattle of Gaines's Mill, that the

loss of that battle was rlue in jiart to the charj^e of

this body of cavalry. General Cooke's communication
will appear in an early number of The Century.—
Editor.

t It is impossible to estimate the casualties of each

of these battles, so quickly did one battle follov.- an-

While taking Meagher's brigade to the

front, I crossed a portion of the ground over

which a large column had advanced to at-

tack us, and had a fair opportunity of judg-

ing of the effect of our fire upon the ranks of

the enemy. It was something fearful and sad

to contemplate; few steps could be taken

without trampling upon the body of a dead
or wounded soldier, or without hearing a pit-

eous cry, begging our party to be careful. In

some places the bodies were iii continuous

lines and in heaps. In Mexico I had seen

fields of battle on which our armies had been
victorious, and had listened to pitiful appeals;

but the pleaders were not of my countrymen
then, and did not, as now, cause me to deplore

the effects of a fratricidal war.

Sadder still were the trying scenes I met in

and around the Malvern house, which at an

early hour that day had been given uj) to the

wounded, and was soon filled with our un-

fortunate men, suffering from all kinds of

other. Our total loss in these battles is recorded as

15,849 ("Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies," Vol. XI., Part 2, page 37), while that of the

Confederates sums up to 20,158 (il)id.,Y>. 973 to 9S4).

The loss in the Fifth Corps was 7,601 of the 15,849
loss of the Union army. This does not include the

losses of Slocum's division and Cooke's cavalry en-

gaged witli us at Gaines's Mill, nor of C'ouch's division

and the lirigades of Caldwell, Meagher, and Sickles

serving with it at Malvern.— F. J. P.
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wounds. At night, after issuing orders for the

withdrawal of our troops, I passed through

the building and the adjoining hospitals with

my senior medical officer. Colonel George
H. Lyman. Our object was to inspect the

actual condition of the men, to arrange for

their care and comfort, and to cheer them as

best we could. Here, as usual, were found
men mortally wounded by necessity left un-

attended by the surgeons, so that prompt and
proper care might be given to those in whom
there was hope of recovery. It seemed as if

the physician was cruel to one in doing his

duty by being merciful to another whose life

might be saved.

While passing through this miprovised hos-

pital I heard of many sad cases. One was
that of the major of the Twelfth New York
Volunteers, a brave and gallant officer, highly

esteemed, who was believed to be mortally

wounded. While breathing his last, as was
supposed, a friend asked him if he had any
message to leave. He replied, " Tell my wife

that in my last thoughts were blended herself,

my boy, and my flag." Then he asked how
the battle had gone, and when told that we
had been successful he said, " God bless the

old fla " and fell back apparently dead.

For a long time he was mourned as dead, and
it was believed that he had expired with the

prayer left unfinished on his closing lips.

Though still an invalid, suffering from the

wound then received, that officer recovered to
renew his career in the war, and now, for rec-

reation, engages in lively contests of political

warfare.

On the occasion of this visit we frequently
met with scenes which would melt the stoutest
heart : bearded men piteously begging to be
sent home ; others rec|uesting that a widowed
mother or orphan sisters might be cared for

;

more sending messages to wife or children,
or to others near and dear to them. We saw
the amputated limbs and the bodies of the
dead hurried out of the room for burial. On
every side we heard the apjjeals of the unat-
tended, the moans of the dying, and the
shrieks of those under the knife of the surgeon.
We gave what cheer we could, and left with
heavy hearts. There was no room then for

ambitious hopes of promotion; prayers to God
for peace, speedy peace, that our days might
be thereafterdevoted to efforts to avert another
war, and that never again should the country
be afflicted with such a scourge, filled our
hearts as we passed from those mournful scenes.

At noon on the 4th of July the usual

national salute was fired in honor of the day,
and the difterent corps parading in front of
their respective camps were reviewed by
General McClellan. As he passed from bri-

gade to brigade, the army showed its cheer-
ful spirit and its confidence in its commander
by hearty cheers.

^rS?

REPULSE OF CONFEDERATES O.V THE SLOPE OF CREW's HILL. (SEE IKEVIOIS PAGE.)
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General McClellan, as opportunity ottered, that he was to have command of both armies
made a few remarks full of hope and encour- after their junction,* but he preferred, as a'

agement, thanking the men in most feeling speedy and the only practicable mode of tak-
i

terms for their uniform bravery, fortitude, ing Richmond, retention on the James, and!
and good conduct, but intimating that this the renewal of the contest from the south},

was not the last of the campaign. bank, for which he had commenced opera-
!l

THE PARSONAGE, NEAR MALVERN HILL,

[This house was in the rear of the Confederate line, which which was for a short time the headquarters of General Lee. '

was formed in the woods shown in the background. It was The trees of this neighborhood were riddled with bullets and i

used as a Confederate hospital after the fight. The road is torn with shell, and this spring the corn was growing out of

the Church road, and the view is from near C. W. Smith's, many a soldier's grave.

—

Editor.] '

Contrary, however, to his expectations, the

Peninsular campaign of the Army of the Po-

tomac for 1862 virtually ended on the 4th of

July. From that date to August 14th, when
the army took up its march for P'ort Monroe,
its commander was engaged in the struggle

to retain it on the James, as against the de-

termination of the Secretary of War to with-

draw it to the line of the Rappahannock,
there to act in conjunction with the Army of

Virginia.

General McClellan was assured, in writing,

* At the time, it wa.s publicly announced that ficncrnl

Halleck would as.sume command anrl take the field.

General Pope harl reason tf> believe that " he would
eventually supersede McClellan," and .McDowell had

tions. During this struggle he intelhgently

labored, omitting nothing which would insure

the removal of the army without loss of men
and material. This movement commenced at

sundown on the 14th of August.

The withdrawal of the army changed the

issue from the capture of Richmond to the

security of Washington, transferred to the

Federals the anxiety of the Confederates for

their capital, and sounded an alarm through-
out the Northern States.

Fitz Jo/in Pof'ter.

liecn .so satisfied of Iiis future supremacy that he con-
fided to a friend that "he would be at the highest
round of the ladder."— F. J. P.
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RElIRlNc; FROM THK CHICKAIIO.M IN Y,

THE CAMP KITCHEN. (FROM PHOTOGRAPH.)

ON the 25 th ofJune preparations were made
for a general advance from our position

at Fair Oaks. Our pickets on the left were

moved forward to an open field crossed by
the Williamsburg road, and our lines then

pushed forward beyond a swampy belt of

timber, which for several days had been con-

tested ground. Our troops, going in with a

dash, met little serious resistance. The ground
was so marshy in places that our men were
obliged to cluster round the roots of trees

or stand knee-deep in water. On the 27th

(the day of the battle of Gaines's Mill) and
the 28th the enemy in our front were unusu-

ally demonstrative, if not active. Our pickets

were often so near the enemy's outposts as

to hear them talk. One of my comrades
told me of a conversation he overheard one
night between two of the "Johnnies."

" Uncle Robert," said one, " is goin' to

gobble up the Yankee army and bring 'em to

Richmond."
" Well," said his comrade, with a touch of

incredulity in his tones, " we uns '11 have a

right smart of 'em to feed; and what are we
uns goin' to do with 'em when we uns catch

'em ?
"

" Oh," said the other, with a touch of con-

tempt, " every one of we uns will have a Yank
to tote our traps !

"

On the 27th one of my comrades, while on
picket, heard orders given as if to a large body

of men—" From right of companies to rear

into column— right face. Don't get into a
dozen ranks there. Why don't they move for-

ward up the path ? " These commands excited

our vigilance. What puzzled us was that we
could not hear the tramp of men, which is

usual in moving large bodies of troops, when
near enough to hear their voices. Later we
knew that the Confederates in our front were
keeping up a big show with a small number
of troops. We heard the heavy booming of

cannon, which told of Porter's battle on the

north side of the Chickahominy, and on that

day a balloon was seen over the Confederate

capital. Every sign pointed to unusual ac-

tivity in our front. Then Porter followed us

to the south side of the Chickahominy, and
the whole aspect of affairs was changed.

Details were made to destroy such stores as

could not easily be removed in wagons, and
some of our officers, high in rank, set an un-

selfish example by destroying their personal

baggage. No fires were allowed to be kindled

in the work of destruction. Tents were cut

and slashed with knives; canteens punched
with bayonets; clothing cut into shreds ; sugar

and whisky overturned on the ground, which

absorbed it. Some of our men stealthily imi-

tated mother earth as regards the whisky.

Most of our officers appreciated the gravity

of the situation, and were considerate enough
to keep sober, in more senses than one.

Early on the morning of the 2gth the work
of destruction was complete, our picket-line

was relieved, and with faces that reflected

the gloom of our hearts we turned our

backs upon Richmond, and started upon the

retreat. The gloom was rather that of surprise

than of knowledge, as the movement was

but slightly understood by the mass of the

army, or for that matter by most of the

officers.

The weather was suffocatingly hot ; dust

rose in clouds, completely enveloping the

marching army ; it was inhaled into our nos-

trils and throats, and covered every part of

our clothing as if ashes had been sifted upon
us. About nine o'clock line of battle was

formed near Allen's farm. Occasionally the re-

port of a sharp-shooter's rifle was heard in the

woods. Some of the troops took advantage of

Copyright, 18S4, by The Cextcrv Co. All rights reserved.
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such shade as was afforded by scattering trees

and went to sleep. All were suddenly brought

to their feet by a tremendous explosion of

artillerv. The enemy had opened from the

woods south of the railroad, with great vigor

and precision. This attack after some sharp

fighting was repelled, and, slinging knap-

sacks, the march was again resumed over the

dusty roads. It was scorching hot when they

arrived at Savage's Station, and there again

thev formed line of battle.

Franklin's corps, which had fallen back
from Golding's farm, joined us here, and a

detail was made as at other places to destroy

supplies ; immense piles of flour, hard bread

in boxes, clothing, arms, and ammunition were

burned, smashed, and scattered. Two trains

of railroad cars, loaded with ammunition and
other supplies, were here fired, set in motion
towards each other, and under a full head
of steam came thundering down the track like

tiaming meteors. When they met in collision

there was a terrible explosion. Other trains

and locomotives were precipitated from the

demolished Bottom's bridge. Clouds ofsmoke
rose at various points north of us, showing that

the work of destruction was going on in other

places.

Here, awaiting the approach of the enemy,
we halted, while wagons of every description

passed over the road on the retreat. It was
now five o'clock in the afternoon (though

ofticial reports put it as early as four), when
dense clouds of dust, rising in long lines from

the roads beyond, warned us of the approach of

the enemy. Soon they advanced from the edge

of the woods and opened fire from the whole
mass of their artillery. Our guns responded.

For nearly an hour not a musket was heard,

but the air vibrated with the artillery explo-

sions. Then the infantry became engaged in

the woods. Even after the shadows of night

covered the scene with their uncertain light,

the conflict went on, until nine o'clock, when
to the deep-toned Union cheers there were

no answering high-pitched rebel yells.*

Our regiment occupied till after sundown a

position opposite the hospital camp near the

station. It was then ordered to charge the

enemy, which was done under cover of the

heavy smoke that hung over the field. At nine

o'clock they began to care for the wounded,

and to carry them to the amputating-table.

Our " Little Day" was wounded through the

".^t Savage's Station I had the ill-luck to he taken

prisoner, and in consequence was " unavoidably ali-

sent" from our lines until .August, when we were

exchanged. I afterwards learned from my comrades

their experiences and the gossip of the intervening

half-do/.en weeks, which is briefly outlined in what

follows.—\V. L. G.

arm, but bandaged it himself. Wad Rider got
]

another slight scalp-wound, which led him to 1

remark, *' Them cusses always aim for my
'

head." Pendleton got what he called a venti-
;

lator through the side of his hat, the bullet i

grazing his head. One of the chaplains was i

indefatigable in his care of the wounded, and \

finally preferred to be taken prisoner rather

than desert them.
|

Turning their backs upon the battle-field '

and the hospital camp of twenty-five hundred
,

sick and wounded, who were abandoned to

the enemy, the troops resumed their march.
]

The long trains, of five thousand wagons and •

two thousand five hundred head of beef, had \

by this time crossed White Oak Swamp. The i

defile over which the army passed was narrow,
|

but it possessed the compensating advantage
;

that no attack could be made on the flank,

because of the morass on either side. As fast
j

as the rear-guard passed, trees were felled
j

across the road to obstruct pursuit. Before >

daylight the Grand Army was across the '

swamp, with the bridge destroyed in the rear. !

GLENDALE.

I

During the early mormng hours of Mon- I

day, June 30th, our regiment was halted near
|

a barn used as a temporary hospital. The
|

boys lay down weary and footsore with fight-
|

ing and marching. They were aroused about 1

eight o'clock and resumed their march. At '

eleven they were halted near Nelson's farm.
'

The country here began to change from
1

swamp and wood to cultivated fields. :

McCall's division, now numbering only .

about six thousand men, was formed nearly
i

parallel to the New Market road, with his I

batteries in rear of the infantry. Kearny was '

within supporting distance on his right, guard-

ing the space between the New Market and '

Charles City roads, while our corps, Sumner's ;

with Hooker's division, were formed in the

rear of McCall's advance line. To force the
,

Union army from this key position and divide
j

it, Longstreet gave battle. At 2:30 p. m., ad-
j

vancing with A. P. Hill by the Charles City
|

road, he attacked with fury McCall's division.
'

A heavy force of the enemy, passing through
the woods, was hurled upon General Sey-

|

mour's brigade, holding the left, who main-
,

tained a stubborn fight for two hours, finally
j

causing him to fall back. Knieriem's and
'

Diederichs' batteries were badly demoralized :

at this point. One of their oflicers blubbered i

outright. "Are you wounded? Are you '

killed? " asked Hooker's ironical jokers. " No; (

mine battery disgraces me vorse than det," was
,

his re{jly.
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When McCall's division gave way the en-

emy, who had turned the left of the Union Hne,

came down upon Sumner's troops, who soon

received the order, " Forward, guide right "
;

and at double quick, while the batteries in the

rear threw shot and shell over their heads

into the ranks of the enemy, they pressed for-

ward upon them. For a few moments the

enemy re-

sisted, then

broke for the

THE CHANGE OF BASE FROM WHITE HOUSE TO HARRISON S LANDING.
(SEE ALSO LARGE MAP, PAGE 453 OF THE JULY "CENTURY.")

were the prevailing colors. Some of them had
a strip of carpet for a blanket, but the ragged-

ness of their outfit was no discredit to soldiers

who fought as bravely as did these men.
Franklin's force, which had been disputing

the passage of White Oak Swamp during the

day, at dark retreated from that position,

which made it j^rudent to retire our whole
force from (llendale, for Jackson's forces at

White Oak bridge would soon be upon us.

By daylight began our march to Malvern,

cover of the the pioneers felling trees in the rear.

woods and Acres and acres of waving grain, ripe for

melted away the reapers, were seen on every side. The
troops marched through the

wheat, cutting off the tops

and gathering them into

their haversacks, for, except

in more than ordinarily prov-

ident cases, they were out of

rations and hungry, as well

as lame and stift'from march-
ing. The bands, which had
been silent so long before

Richmond, here began play-

ing patriotic airs, which had
a very inspiriting effect. As
they neared the James River

and caught sight of our gun-

boats, a cheer went up from
each regiment. About eleven

o'clock in the morning they

took up position on the Mal-

vern plateau.

in the twilight shadows gathering over the

field. Our artillery continued to shell the

woods, and the din of musketry did not cease

until long after dark. This Union victory in-

sured the safety of the army, which until that

hour had been in peril.

During the night many of the enemy's
stragglers were captured. Hooker's men, who
heard them in the strip of woods calling out

the names oftheir regiments, stationed squads

at different points to answer and direct them
into the Union lines, where they were cap-

tured. " Here by the oak," our men would
say in answer to their calls, and thus gathered

in these lost children of the Confederacy.

Our regiment captured five or six stragglers in

much the same manner. Many of them were
under the influence of stimulants. It was cur-

rent talk at that time— to account for the des-

perate, reckless charges made during the day

—

that the Confederates were plied with whisky.

I am not of that opinion, as whisky will not

make men brave. Those captured wore a

medley of garments which could hardly be

called a uniform, though grav and butternut

MALVERN HILL.

The morale of the army, notwithstanding

its toilsome midnight marches and daily bat-

tles, with insufficient sleep and scanty food,

was excellent. Its comparatively raw masses

were now an army of veterans, tried in the fire

of battle.

Our stragglers, their courage revived by
sight of the gun-boats, came up the hill, seek-

ing their regiments. One scjuad encountered

half a dozen of the enemy's cavalry and

charged them with empty muskets. Another

squad came in with a Confederate wagon, in

which were several wounded comrades rescued

from the battle-field. Another squad had

their haversacks filled with honey, and bore

marks of a battle with bees. During the

morning long lines of men with dusty gar-

ments and powder-blackened faces climbed

the steep Quaker road. Footsore, hungry,

and wearied, but not disheartened, these tired

men took their positions and prepared for

another day of conflict. The private soldiers

were quick to jKTceive the advantages which
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the possession of Malvern Hill gave us, and terrible. Soon it partly died away and was
such expressions as '• How is this for Johnny followed by roaring volleys, and then the

Reb! ' were heard on every hand. Wad Rider, irregular snap, crack, crack of firing at will of

complacently and keenly viewing the sur- the musketry. It was the attack of G. B. An-
roundings, said, •' Satan himself couldn't whip derson's brigade of D. H. Hill's division upon

SUPPLYING THE HUNGRY ARMY AT HARRISON'S LANDING. (FROM SKETCH BY A. R. WAUD MADE AT THE TIME.)

US out of this !
" As soon as it was in position

near the north front of the hill, our regiment

was given the order, " In place— rfest," and
in a few minutes the men were asleep, lying

upon their muskets.

Early in the forenoon skirmishing began
along the new line. Some of the troops,

while going up the hill to take their positions

on the field, were fired upon by the enemy's
batteries. Small parties advanced within

musket-shot, evidently reconnoitering our

position, and fired from the cover of the

woods on our men. Shells from our gun-boats

on the James came hoarsely spluttering over

the heads of the troojjs. Occasionally hostile

regiments appeared from the woods below
the crest of the hill, and were as often driven

back by our artillery.

The fighting of the day might be described

as a succession of daring attacks and bloody

repulses. Heavy firing began at different

points soon after noon, followed by a lull.

About three o'clock there was heard an ex-

plosion of artillery, with the well-known rebel

yell, followed by the cheering of our men.
The crash of artillery was even at this time

Couch's front. In a hand-to-hand struggle at

this time, the Thirty-sixth New York captured
the colors of the Fourteenth North Carolina

and a number of prisoners. Couch then ad-

vanced his line to a grove, which gave a

stronger position and a better range for the

musketry. An assault at the same time was
made along the left, but was speedily repulsed

by the batteries. At four o'clock there was
quiet. But the storm of battle at six o'clock

burst upon Malvern cliff. Brigade after bri-

gade came up the hill with impetuous courage,

breasting the storm of canister, grape, and shell

which devastated their ranks. Half-way up
they would break in disorder, before the de-

structive cannonade and the deadly volleys

of musketry. Vainly they were rallied. It

was more than human courage could endure.

After D. H. Hill, Magruder made his attack.

Our guns, grouped around the Crew house,

opened upon the Confederates, as with fierce

yells they charged up the slope. In some in-

stances our infantry, being sheltered l)y the

incfjualities of the ground in front of the

guns, withheld their fire until the charging
column was within a few yards of them.
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v.

Sometimes the enemy attacked from the

cover of the ravine on the left, but they never

reached the crest. Night came, yet the fight

went on, with cheers answering to yells and
gun answering to gun. The lurid flashes of

artillery along the hostile lines, in the gathering

darkness; the crackle of musketry, with flashes

seen in tlie distance like fire-flies; the hoarse

shriek of the huge shells from the gun-boats,

thrown into the woods, made it a scene of

terrible grandeur. The ground in front of Por-

ter and Couch was literally covered with the

dead and wounded. At nine o'clock the sounds
of the battle died away, and cheer after cheer

went up from the victors on the hill.

During the battle of Malvern Hill the

infantry where my regiment was posted was
not brought into active opposition to the ene-

my. They lay on the ground in front of the

guns, which threw shot, shell, and canister over

their heads. Several times after three o'clock

brigades were sent from this position to act as

supports where the attack was heaviest on
Couch's lines. Just after three o'clock the artil-

lery fire was heavy on our brigade, but the loss

was light, owing to the protection afforded to

the infantry by the inequalities of the ground.

Between six and seven o'clock our company
was detailed to guard prisoners ; and about
that time, as one of my comrades said. General
Hooker rode by on his white horse, which
formed a very marked contrast to his very red

face. He rode leisurely and complacently, as

if in no alarm or excitement, but looked very

warm. Behind a bluff", not far from the Crew
house, was the extemporized hospital towards
which stretcher-bearers were carr}ing the

Avounded; those able to walk were hobbling,

and in some instances were using a reversed

musket for a crutch.

All of the prisoners were "played-out"
men who had evidently seen hard service

with marching, fighting, and short rations.

Vol. XXX.—6S.

PART OF THE FOKl IKIKD CAMP Ar HARKlSiiN S LANDING.
(after sketch hy a. v.. wai d made at the time.)

Some of them were morose and defiant.

The most intelligent were generally the best

natured. The Virginians would usually re-

mark, " You uns will never con(|uer we uns."

In general they were poorly clad.

Thus ended the Union advance on Rich-

mond. The grand "Army of the Potomac"
forced its way to within sight of the enemy's
capital, only to fall back, in a desperate struggle

of seven successive days, to the James River.

Yet it preserved its trains, its courage, and its

undaunted front, and inflicted upon the enemy
heavier losses than it sustained. Though
crowded back in the final movement, our

army defeated the enemy on every battle-field

but one during the seven days. The moral

advantage was on the side of the Confeder-

ates ; the physical on the side of the Federals.

We had inflicted a loss of about 20,000 on the

enemy, while sustaining a loss of but 15,849.

The North was in humiliation over the result,

while the Confederates rejoiced.

ON THE JAMES.

The next morning atdayl)reak our regiment

moved with its squad of prisoners down the

road to Haxall's. Here, for some reason, they

were halted for two or three hours while regi-

ments, trains, and cattle moved over the nar-

row defile, jumbled in confusion together.

There were loud discussions as to the right of

way, and a deal of growling among the soldiers

at retreating, after giving the " rebs " such a

whipping ; but most of them seemed to think

" Little Mac " knew what he was about, and

the enthusiasm for him grew in intensity rather

than decreased. The halt gave leisure for

talk with the prisoners. One of them was a

good-looking, intelligent fellow about twenty-

two years of age. He informed one of my
comrades that he belonged to a North Caro-

lina regiment. He was a college graduate, and

the prospect of spending a summer at the

North did not seem to displease him. He
confidentially said that he had been a Union
man just as long as he could, and finally went
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into the Confederate armv to save his property
and reputation and to avoid conscription. He
added :

" There are thousands in the South
just like me. ^^'e didn't want the war, and
resisted the sentiment of secession as lone as

march and some right smart fighting, for Old
Jack is powerful on prayer just before a big

fight."

*• Did you ever see General Lee ? " I in-

quired of one of them.

THE WESTOVER MANSION, CAMP AT HARRISON S LANDING, JULY, 1

we could. Now it has gone so far we've got

to fight or sever all the associations with

which our lives are interlinked. I know it

is a desperate chance for the South. Look
at your men, how they are disciplined, fed,

and clothed, and then see how our men are

fed and clothed. They are brave men, but
they can't stand it forever. Southern men
have got fight in them, and you will find them
hard to concjuer."

One lean '"Johnny " was loud in his praise

of Stonewall Jackson, saying :
" He's a gen-

eral, he is. If you uns had some good general

like him, I reckon you uns could lick we uns.

' Old Jack' marches we uns most to death ; a

Confed that's under Stonewall has got to

march."
" Does your general abuse you— swear at

you to make you march ? " infjuired one of his

listeners.

'• Swear?" answered the Confederate; "no.

Ewell he does the swearing ; Stonewall does

the praying. When Stonewall wants us to

march he looks at us soberly, just as if he was

sorry for we uns, but couldn't help it, and says,

' Men, we've got to make a long march.' We
always know when there is going to be a long

" Yes, I was a sort of orderly for ' Uncle
Robert ' for a while. He's mighty calm-like

when a fight is going on."

About ten o'clock in the morning the regi-

ment resumed its march. It reached Harri-

son's Landing about four in the afternoon,

just as it began to rain in torrents. Here they
were relie\^ed from guard duty and allowed the

privilege of making themselves as comfortable
as possible under the circumstances. The level

land which terminates in blufis on the James
River was covered with hundreds of acres of

wheat ready for the harvest. The process of

cuttmg for the army began without delay,

and before night every blade of it Avas in

use for bedding and forage ; not a vestige

remained to tell of the waving fields which
had covered the plain a few hours previous.

The fields whereon it stood were trampled
under foot ; not even a stubble stood in sight.

Cireat fields of mud were the resting-place of
the army. It was almost as muddy as if the

waters of the deluge had just receded from
the face of the earth. Mules, horses, and men
were alike smeared and spotted with mire,

and the ardor of the army was somewhat
dampened thereby.
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McCLELLAN'S HEADQl ARTERS, HARRISON's LANDING, JAMES RIVER. (FROM SKETCH BY A. R. WAUD, 1862.)

This house was the birthplace of General (afterward President) William Henry Harrison. During the month of July, 1862, it was
used as a hospital and as a signal-station, the scaffolding about the chimneys having been built for that purpose.

At Harrison's Landing the army settled

down to a period of rest, which was much
needed. The heat during the day was intoler-

able, and prevented much exercise. Men lay

under their shelter, smoked, told stories, dis-

cussed the scenes and battles of the previous

month, and when eveningcame on visited each

other's camps and sang the popular songs of the

day. Those vampires of the army, the sutlers,

charged double prices for everything they had
to sell, until the soldiers began to regard them
as their natural enemies. No change smaller

than ten cents circulated in camp. It was the

smallest price charged for anything. Sutlers'

pasteboard checks were in good demand as

change, and were very useful in playing the

game of " lilufif." Thus the army whiled away
the month of July.

During August some of the prisoners cap-

tured from us on the seven days' retreat ar-

rived in our lines for exchange. They were a

sorry-looking crowd — emaciated, hungry,

sick, ragged, and dirty. They did not have a

high opinion of the entertainment they had
received at Belle Isle and Libby prison.

During one of those quiet, still August
nights, dark, and as close and muggy as only

a night in " dog days " can be, some time after

midnight, the whole camp was roused by the

furious and rapid bursting of shells in our

very midst. Imagine, if you can, a midnight

shelling of a^closely packed camp of fifty thou-

sand men, without giving them one hint or

thought of warning; imagine our dazed ap-

pearance as we rolled from under our canvas

coverings, and the running and dodging here

and there, trying to escape from the objective

point of the missiles. Of course the camp
was a perfect pandemonium during the half

hour that the shelling lasted. We soon discov-

ered that the visitors came from a battery

across the James River, and in twenty minutes

a few of our guns silenced them completely.

Most of these shells burst over and amongst
us who occupied the center of the camp, near

the old Harrison's Landing road. This road

was lined on either side with large shade-trees,

which were probably of some assistance to

the enemy in training their guns.

While at Harrison's Landing there was a

great deal of sickness. But, more than any

other ailment, homesickness was prevalent.

It made the most fearful inroads among the

commissioned officers. Many sent in their

resignations, which w^ere promptly returned

disapproved. One, who had not shown a dis-

position to face the enemy proportionate to his

rank, hired two men to carry him on a stretcher

to the hospital boat; and this valiant officer

was absent from the army nearly a whole year.

We believed at that time that some of the hos-

pitals at the North, for the sake of the money
made on each ration, sheltered and retained

skulkers. In contrast with this was the noble

action of men who insisted on joining their

commands before their wounds \\ere fairly

Iiealed. or while not yet recovered from ihcir

sickness.

Bathing and swimming in the James was a

luxury to us soldiers, and did much, no doubt
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ULMMIES AND QUAKER GUNS LEFT IN THE WORKS AT HARRISON'S LANDING ON THE EVACUATION BY THE ARMV
OF THE POTOMAC. (FROM SKETCH AT THE TIME BY A. R. VVAUD.)

towards improving the health of the army.

Boxes with goodies from home came by ex-

press in great numbers. One of my friends at

one time received a whole cheese, and for a

week was the envy of the company.

Hooker's brigade moved towards Malvern

Hill on the second of August, and on the

fourth attacked the enemy near Glendale.

On the fifteenth all was bustle and confusion,

getting ready for some movement— perhaps

another advance on Richmond. But instead

we took up our line of march down the Penin-

sula, The people on the way openly expressed
hatred of us and sympathy with the rebellion.

No guards were posted over the houses as

heretofore, and w-e used the fences to cook our
coffee, without reproach from our officers. At
one house, near the landing, a notice was
posted forbidding the burial of a Yankee on
the estate. That house was very quickly and
deliberately burned to the ground. Steam-

boats and wagons were crowded with our sick.

After rapid marches we arrived at Hampton,
and embarked again for Alexandria.

IVarren Lee Goss.

MEMORANDA ON THE CIVH. WAR.

General Imboden's " Incidents of the Battle of

Manassas."

'"T^HM series of War Papers now being published

1 in The Ce.NTURV are of such extraorrhnary

value as history and material for history, that it is

desirable to have them as accurate as possible, and to

correct even small error-, of fact as they are stated.

.Mlow me to correct two in Oeneral Imboden's article

in the May Centi:kv. The jjeneral could not have

tossed " little Julia," the daughter and only child of

Stonewall Jackson, in his arms three days after the

battle of Bull Run, for she was not born until more

than a year after that time. .She might have been seen

in " long dresses " near I'Vedcricksburg, just before

lier father was killed at Chancellorsville, for she was
there making her first visit to the army, and was then

only about six months old.

Again, General Jackson did not put General D. H.
Hill under arrest while crossing the Potomac into

Maryland at Lccsburg. It was General A. P. Hill

who was put under arrest on the day before we crossed

the Potomac, Sept. 4th, for disobedience of orders in

not moving his division as early in the morning as he

was directed to do, and thereby delaying the prompt
movement (;f the corps. I had given the order to Gen-
eral Ilill fixing the hour for marching, and carried the

order from tieneral Jackson putting him under arrest.

General I'ranch was in command of A. P. IliU'sdivis-
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ion when we crossed the Potomac northward. I may
add that General Jackson was seriously bruised and

hurt by the falling of a vicious horse which was pre-

sented to him the day he crossed into Maryland ; and

being compelled to ride in an ambulance for a day, he

turned the command of his corps over to General D.

H. Hill for that day's march. After the battle of

Sharpsburg, and while the army was encamped at

Bunker Hill, the difficulty between Generals Jackson

and A. P. I lill was revived, and they preferred charges

against each other. Then General Lee took the mat-

ter up, and after an interview with each of them, the

charges, which lie had disapproved and returned, were

mutually withdrawn, and that was the end of it—
to all appearances.

General Imboden is right in his intimation that

Major Harman was the only man who could swear

before General Jackson with impunity. Jackson seemed

to regard Harman's superior qualification in that

line— and he was the most stalwart and stirring

swearer I ever heard— as a necessary part of his

equipment as quartermaster. Harman was the only

quartermaster in the Confederacy who could have

kept up with " Jackson's Foot Cavalry," but he and

Jackson accomplished results by means and manners

entirely different.

Hy. Kyd Douglas.

Hagerstown, Md., May 15, 1885.

[Soon after the appearance of his article in the May
Century, General Imboden, in a letter which came
too late for the July number, wrote to correct the two
misstatements described above. He says that after

the battle of Bull Run the camp was visited by the

families of many officers, and that he had always

supposed the child he saw at Stonewall Jackson's

quarters to have been the general's daughter, Julia.

In his anecdote of the arrest of General Hill, he con-

founded General D. H. Hill with General A. P. Hill,

it having been the latter who was placed under
arrest during that campaign, as explained by Colonel
Douglas.

—

Editor.]

The Second Day at Seven Pines.

General D. H. Hill has called our attention to

an error in General Gustavus W. Smith's paper in the

May Century, on " The Second Day at Seven Pines."

General Smith quotes as follows from the Union
general Mindil's account of the fighting on the second

day (June I ) :

"After Richardson's and Hooker's divisions and
Birney's brigade had driven the Confederates well back
from the railroad in front of the position held by Rich-
ardson during the night, Sickles' brigade united with
these forces, and a general advance was made. No seri-

ous opposition was encountered, and Casey's camp was
reoccupied before two o'clock r. M., the ground being
covered with the rebel dead and wounded as well as our
own."

The reports of both sides (Vol. XL, Part I., « War
Records") show conclusively that the Confederates re-

mained in possession of Casey's camp during the second

day, and retired of their own accord the following

night, their rear-guard withdrawing at sunrise of

June 2.

Editor.

Vol. XXX.— 69.

Subterranean Shells at Yorktown.

General J. K. Johnston, in his article " Manassas
to Seven Pines," published in the .May Century, in

referring to Jefferson Davis's statement about plant-

ing sub-terra shells in the vicinity of the citadel of

Yorktown wlicn the enemy evacuated that place

says,— . . . . " This event was not mentioned in

General D. H. Hill's report, although General Rains
belonged to his division, nor was it mentioned by our

cavalry which followed Hill's division. Such an
occurrence would have been known to the whole
army, but it was not ; so it must have been a dream
of the writer."

My recollection of that circumstance is as follows:

I was at that time assistant adjutant-general to General
Fitz John Porter, who was director of the siege of York-
town. On the morning of May 4th, 1862, our pickets

sent in a prisoner, who said he was a Union man, had
been impressed into the rebel service, and was one of

a party detailed to bury some shells in the road and
fields near the works. General Porter sent the man
under guard to General McClellan, withalelter recom-

mending that he and other prisoners be sent to take

up the shells. A cavalry detachment passing along

the road leading to Yorktown had some of its men and
horses killed and wounded by these shells. Our tele-

graph operator was sent into Yorktown soon after our

troops had got possession of the place. He trod upon
one of the buried shells, which burst and terribly

mangled both of his legs, from which he died soon

after in great agony.

The next morning (May 5th) I rode over the road

leading to Yorktown, and saw the place where the

shells had exploded, and also saw several places where

the location of the buried shells had been marked by

small sticks inserted in the ground, with pieces of

white cotton cloth tied to the sticks. In the casemates

and covered ways about the fortifications I saw a num-
ber of large shells, placed so that they could easily be

fired by persons unaware of their presence. It was the

subject of general remark at the time, that the plant-

ing of these sub-terra shells was due to the ingenuity

of General Rains. The substance of the above narra-

tive is taken from my diary of May 4-5, 1862.

Fred T. Locke.

New York, May 16, 18

General Johnston's Chief of Artillery at Bull Run.

By inference, at least. General Imboden's paper in the

May Century, describing "Incidents of the Battle of

Manassas," does injustice to the late General William

X. Pendleton. General Imboden speaks of himself as

the senior captain among the four captains of artillery

of General Johnston's army. But, in fact, at tlie time

of the march of the latter to recnforce Beauregard,

Captain Pendleton, who was a West Pointer, had been

promoted to be chief of artillery on General Johnston's

staff with the rank of Colonel. General Imboden

also says that up to the time he left the field with his

exhausted battery, he did not see Colonel Pendleton with

the latter's battery. But it is a fact that Colonel Pen-

dleton was at times with his battery and active on the

field as chief of artillery, as shown by the reports of
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Generals Johnston, Beauregard, and Jackson, who com-

ment on his services. Members of his battery have

recenllv stated that he led them into the action.

Editor.

The Rear-Guard after Malvern Hill.

In the May CENTrRV, page 149, referring to the re-

treat from Malvern Hill, July 2d, General McClellan

gives Keves's corps the credit of furnishing the entire

rear-guard. You will find from the report of Colonel

Averell. of the Third Pennsylvania Cavalry, the rear-

guard was made his command and consisted of his

regiment of Heintzelman's corps, first brigade of

Regular Infantry, consisting of the Third, Fourth,

Twelfth, and Fourteenth infantry, of Porter's corps,

and the New York Chasseurs, of Keyes's corps. To
confirm this statement, let me refer you to "Official

Records of the Rebellion," Vol. XI., Part II., page 235.

In the same volume, page 193, will be found Keyes's

official report, but no mention of Averell. In fact,

Averell was the rear-guard to Turkey bridge and a

mile beyond that point, where he found General

AVessells of Keyes's corps. The official reports of

Fitz John Porter, Sykes, and Buchanan all speak of

Averell as having covered this retreat. The under-

signed was a first lieutenant in the Twelfth Infantry,

served through the Peninsula Campaign, was in com-

mand of Company D, First Battalion, at Malvern Hill,

and remembers distinctly that the first brigade Regular

Infantry slept on the field on the night of July 1st in

line of battle. We were surprised the next morning

to find that the entire army had retreated during the

night, leaving Averell with his small command as a

rear-guard to cover the retreat, which was done in

the masterly manner stated by General McClellan,

but by Averell, and not by Keyes.

Henry E. Smith.

U.viTED States Cub, Philadelphia, May 25, 1885.

Notes of the Congress- Merrimac Fight.

The editorial note, on page 750 of the March num-

ber of The Ce.n rURY, giving the anecdote regarding

Lieutenant Joseph B. Smith's death, and the sending

of his sword to his father, by flag of truce, should be

supplemented by another, which gives a glimpse of a

curious phase of human nature.

After Lieutenant Smith was killed, at the foot of

the after ladder, on the gun-deck of the Congress, the

writer took from his body his watch and chain, and

one shoulder-strap, the other having been torn off by

the shell which killed him. These were, in due time,

sent to his father. When we abandoned the burning

ship Smith's body was placed in a cot, and lowered

out of the bill-port, the men supposing that it was

one of the wounded. During the following summer
Admiral Smith's house in Washington was entered

bv burglars, and, among other things, the much valued

watch of his dead son was carried off by them. The

newspapers, in reporting the robbery, dwelt upon the

distress occasioned to the admiral by the loss of the

memento. Soon after, to the surprise of the family,

they received the watch by express, with a letter from

the burglars, declaring that if they had known the

history of the watch they had taken, nothing would

have induced them to touch it.

With regard to another matter in this connection,

I note that Colonel Wood repeats the statement so

often made, that the Congress was set on fire by hot

shot late in the day. This is true ; but she had been ('

on fire for a long time before the hot shot of which 'i

he speaks were fired. The first broadsides exchanged
j

on that day were from the starboard side of the jl

Merrimac and the port side of the Congress; for the !:

ship had not yet swung to the young flood when the
;|

Merrimac passed up. The heavy guns of the latter
i

did fearful work. One of the eight-inch guns of the t

Congress, amidships on the gun-deck, was dismounted {

by this broadside, and all the gun's crew killed or
|!

mortally wounded,—besides very many others. This
:j

broadside must have set the Congress on fire near the 1

after magazine. It was in my room, the third one aft,

on the port side, that the smoke of burning wood soon

became apparent, and it was there that the carpenter's

crew cut away the berth, and then the skin of the ship,

to enable them to get the hose down ; but that fire was

never put out, and gained from the first.

On page 742, in the same article, Colonel Wood
speaks of the Congress coming within range as the

Merrimac swung; and that then "he got in three

raking shells " with the after pivot-gun. I can tell

him what two of those shells did. The first one dis-

mounted and knocked the muzzle off the starboard

chase-gun,— a thirty-two pounder,— and killed or

wounded every man at it. The second ranged

through the stern-frame lower down, passed through

the ward-room pantry, on the starboard side, through

the ward-room and steerage, and out upon the berth-

deck, killing or mortally wounding, in its passage,

every one of the "full-boxes "— that is, the cooks and

ward-room boys, who were the powder passers from

the after magazine.

The powder division of the Congress was under the

command of Purser McKean Buchanan, the brother

of Captain Buchanan, of the Merrimac.

Philadelphia, March 5, iJ

Edward Shippen,

Medical Director U. S. N.



A FEW WORDS ABOUT HENRY CLAY.

HENRY CLAY was of the sanguineous

temperament. " His nature," as he said

of himself, " was warm, his temper ardent,

his disposition enthusiastic." He was of a

Hght complexion with light hair. His eyes

were blue, and when he was excited were
singularly brilliant and attractive. His fore-

head was high and full of promise of intelli-

gence. In stature he was over six feet. S])are

and long-limbed, he stood erect as if full of

vigor and vitality, and ever ready to com-
mand. His countenance expressed perpetual

wakefulness and activity. His voice was music

itself, and yet penetrating and far-reaching,

enchanting the listener ; his words flowed

rapidly, without sing-song or mannerism, in a

clear and steady stream. Neither in public

nor in private did he know how to be dull.

His nature was quickly sensitive ; his emo-
tions, like his thoughts, moved swiftly, and
were not always under his control. He was
sometimes like a sportsman who takes pleasure

in pursuing his game ; and sometimes could
chide with petulance. I was present once
when in the Senate he was provoked by what
he thought the tedious opposition of a Senator

of advanced old age, and in his anger he ap-

plied to him the two lines of Pope :

" Old politicians chew on wisdom past,

And totter on in business to the last."

But if he was not master of the art of self-

restraint and self-government, he never took
home with him a feeling of resentment ; never
stored up in memory grievances or enmities

;

never harbored an approach to malice or a

hidden discontent or dislike.

As a party leader he was impatient of re-

serve or resistance, and ever ready to crack
the whip over any one that should show a

disposition to hang back, sparing not even
men of as much ability as himself.

When he first became distinguished before
the nation, he astonished by his seemingly in-

exhaustible physical strength ; and the pub-
lic mind made up its opinion, half fabulous, and
yet in substance true, that he knew nothing
of fatigue ; that after a long day's service as

Speaker of the House of Representatives, or as

the leading debater when the House was in

committee and the session continued into the

night, he would at the adjournment come
forth, as if watching and long and close atten-

tion to business had refreshed him and left

him only more eager for the gay society of his

friends. Hut years flew over him, and this man
of an heroic mold, of mental activity that
could not be worn out, of jjhysical forces that
defied fatigue, in his seventy-fifth year could
not hide from himself the symptoms of decline.

Philadelphia, seemingly by some divine
right of succession, has always a constellation

of men, adepts in the science of life, and alike

skillful and successful in practice. At that
time Samuel Jackson, one of the great phy-
sicians of his day, was in the zenith of his

fame, and was well known for his genial kind-
liness of nature as well as for consummate skill

in his profession.

When Henry Clay was debating in his

mind the nature of his disease, and as yet had
not quite renounced the hope of a renewal of
his days of action, he sought counsel of Sam-
uel Jackson. He was greatly in earnest and
wanted to know the truth, the exact and
whole truth. His question was, if the evident
decline in his strength was so far beyond re-

lief that he must surely die soon. He required

an explicit answer, without color or reserve,

however unpleasant it might be for the i)hy-

sician to announce an unfavorable result. Dr.

Jackson made a careful examination of his

condition, found the case to be a clear one,

and had the courage to make to the hero of a

hundred parliamentary battles a faithful re-

port. The great statesman received the com-
munication that for him life was near its close,

not without concern, but yet with the forti-

tude of resignation. He declared that he had
no dread of death, but he was still troubled

by one fear, which was probably suggested to

him by the recollection of the magnificent

constitution with which he had started in life.

That fear was not of death, but of the mode of

dying; he had a terrible ap])rehension that his

last hours would be hours of anguish in a long

agonizing struggle between life and death
;

this andthis only, hesaid, was the thought that

now lay heavily on his mind. Dr. Jackson
explained to him the nature of his malady
and the smooth and tranquil channel in whicJi

it was to run, and assuretl him with a sagacity

which did not admit of question, that in his

last hour he would die as quietly as an infant

falls asleep in its cradle. ''You give me in-

finite relief," answered Clay. The chief terror

which death had for him vanished.

Clav left not an enemy beliind him. John
Caldwell Calhoun began his national career

as a member of the twelfth House of Repre-
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sentatives. He took his seat in Congress in

November, 181 1, just two days too late to

give his vote for Henry Clay as Speaker.

Calhoun was immediately drawn into the

closest relations with Clay, alike from admira-

tion of his talents and agreement with his

mode of treating the great questions of that

day.

He always remembered this earliest part

of his public service with perfect satisfaction.

It was from him I learned that he and Clay

were of one mind on our foreign relations,

and that for their zeal in support of the honor

of the country against the long-continued

aggressions of Britain, they two and others

of the House, of whom he named only Bibb,

were known at the time by the name of " the

war mess."

Twelve years later, the two became es-

tranged from each other, and the parts which
they severally took corresponded to the dif-

ferences in their character. Clay was a man
by the character of his mind inclined to com-
promises ; Calhoun was in his logic unyield-

ing, and ever ready to push the principle

which he supported to its extreme results.

In 1823 each of them was put forward as a

candidate for the Presidency at the ensuing

election. In vain did the friends of Calhoun
strive to restrain his ambition. Seaton, of the
" National Intelligencer," taking a morning
walk with him near the banks of the Poto-

mac, struggled to induce him to abide his

time, saying :
" If you succeed now, you will

be through with your two terms while you
are still too young for retirement ; and what
occupation will you find when the eight years

are over ? " He answered :
" I will retire and

write my memoirs." Yet Calhoun, moved by
very different notions from those vv'hich dic-

tated the restraining advice of Seaton, as-

sented to being the candidate for the second
place ; Andrew Jackson and many competi-
tors being candidates for the first. It seemed
that all parties were courting Calhoun, that

he was the favorite of the nation; while

Andrew Jackson for the moment signally

failed, Calhoun was borne into the chair of

the Vice-President by the vote of more than
two-thirds of the electors.

The political antagonism between Clay and
Calhoun never ceased ; their relations of per-

sonal amity were broken oft", and remained so

for about a cjuarter of a century. But not very
long before the death of Calhoun, Clay took
pains to let his own strong desire for an inter-

view of reconciliation be made known to his

old friend and hearty associate in the time of
our second war for independence. The invi-

tation was readily accepted. In the interview

between the two statesmen, at which Andrew
Pickens Butler, senator from South Carolina,

was present. Clay showed genial self-possession

and charm of manner that was remarked upon
at the time and remembered ; while the man-
ner of Calhoun bore something of embarrass-
ment and constraint.

Party records, biographies, and histories

mightlead to a supposition that the suspension

of personal relations between Clay and An-
drew Jackson raged more fiercely than in truth

was the case. Jackson did full justice to Clay
as a man of warm affections, which extended
not to his family and friends only, but to his

country.

Of our great statesmen, Madison is the/)ne

who held Henry Clay in the highest esteem;

and in conversation freely applauded him, be-

cause on all occasions he manifested a fixed pur-

pose to prevent a conflict between the States.

In the character of Clay, that which will

commend him most to posterity is his love of

the Union; or, to take a more comprehensive

form of expression, his patriotism, his love for

his country, his love for his whole country. He
repeatedly declares in his letters that on cross-

ing the ocean to serve in a foreign land, every

tie of party was forgotten, and that he knew
himself only as an American. At home he

could be impetuous, swift in decision, unflinch-

ing, of an imperative will ; and yet in his ac-

tion as a guiding statesman, whenever measures

came up that threatened to rend the continent

in twain, he was inflexible in his resolve to

uphold the Constitution and the Union.

George Bancroft.

Vol. XXX.— 52.
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FAC-SIMILE OF GENERAL GRANT S DISPATCH ANNOUNCING THE SURRENDER OF GENERAL LEE.

At the request of the Editor, General Badeau has given the

history of the dispatch in the following letter

:

" On Sunday afternoon, the^th of April, 1865, as General Grant
was riding to his headquarters from the farm-house in which he had
received the surrender of Lee, it occurred to him that he had made
no report of the event to the Government. He halted at once and
dismounted, with his staff, in a rough field, within the National
lines. Sitting on a stone, he asked for paper. I happened to be

near, and offered him my memorandum-book, such as staff-offi-

cers often carry for orders or reports in the field. He laid the

book on his knee and wrote the above dispatch in pencil ; he
handed it to me and told me to send it to the telegraph oper-

ator. I asked him if I might copy the dispatch for the operator

and ret.un the original. He assented and I rewrote the paper,

the original of which is in the keeping ofThe Century magazine.

" Tannersville, N. Y., July 10, 1885. Adam Badeau."

T

PERSONAL ME.MOIRS OF U. S. GRANT.*

THE SIEGE OF VICKSBURG.

HE city of \'icksburg was important to This valley is bounded on the east side by a'l

the Confederates on account of its rail-

road connections ; the Vicksburg and Jackson
railroad connecting it with all the Southern

Confederacy east of the Mississijjpi river, and
the Vicksburg and Shreveport railroad con-

necting it with all their country west of that

great stream. It was important to the North
because it commanded the river itself, the

range of high lands rising in some places more .

than two hundred feet above the general level
j

of the valley. Running frcfm side to side of
;

the valley, the river occasionally washes the i

base of the high land, or even cuts into it,
j

forming elevated and precipitous bluffs. On.j

the first of these south of Memphis, and some
ffiur hundred miles distant by the windings

'

natural outlet to the sea of the commerce of of the river from that city, stands the city of

all the Northwest.

'I'he Missi.ssippi flows through a low allu-

vial valley many miles in width, and is very

tortuous in its course, running to all points

of the compass sometimes within a few miles.

Vicksburg.

On account of its importance to both North
j

and South, Vicksburg became the objective I

]>oint of the Army of the Tennessee in the fall i

of 1862. It is generally regarded as an axiom I

* Copyrif^ht, 1885, by U. S. f Irant. All rights reserved.
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war that all great armies in an enemy's

ntry should start from a base of supplies,

ich should be fortified and guarded, and to

ich the army should fall back in case of

ister. The first movement looking to

;ksburg as an objective point was begun

ly in November, 1862, and conformed to

i axiom. It followed the line of the Missis-

pi Central railroad, with Columbus, Ken-

ky, as a base ; and soon after it started a

Operating column was moved down the

.-r m transports, with Memphis as its base,

th of these movements failing, the entire

iiy of the Tennessee was transferred to the

ghborhood of Vicksburg and landed on the

aosite side of the river at Milliken's Bend.

Here, after spending about three months

ing to get upon the high land, and also

iting for the waters of the Mississippi, which

re very high this winter, to recede, I de-

mined to march below Vicksburg, take

and Gulf, hold it, and operate with the aid

Banks's army against Port Hudson, using

;w^ Orleans as my base of supplies ; then to

urn against Vicksburg with the combined

nies, retaining New Orleans as our base.

In pursuance of this determination, the

-ny was marched to a point below Vicks-

rg on the Louisiana side, and the batteries

ire run by the fleet and some of the trans-

rts.

On the 29th of April the troops were at

ard Times, and the fleet, under Admiral Por-

-, made an attack upon Grand Gulf, while

L-econnoitered the position of the enemy on

Lug, to see if it was possible to make a land-

g. Finding that place too strong, I moved

e army below Grand Gulf to De Shroon's,

nning the batteries there as we had done at

icksburg. Learning here from an old negro

at there was a good road from Bruinsburg

) to Port Gibson, I determined to cross and

ove upon Grand Gulf from the rear.

April 30th was spent in transporting troops

;ross the river. These troops were moved
It towards Port Gibson as fast as they

ere landed. On the ist of May the ad-

mce met the enemy under Bowen about

ur miles west of Port Gibson, where quite

severe battle was fought, resulting in the

^feat of the enemy, who were driven from

le field. On May 2d our troops moved into

ort Gibson, and, finding that the bridges

Mtx Bayou Pierre were destroyed, spent the

alance of the day in rebuilding and crossing

iem,'and marching to the North Fork, where

e encamped for the night. During the night

e rebuilt the bridge across the North Fork,

'hich had also been destroyed, and the next

ay (the 3d) pushed on, and, after consid-

rable skirmishing, reached the Big Black,
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near Hankinson's Ferry, and the Mississippi at

Grand (iulf

On the 3d I went into Grand Gulf, and

spent the afternoon and until late that night

in writing letters to Washington and orders

for the next movement of the army. Here I

also received a letter from Banks stating that

he could not be at Port Hudson for some

davs, and then with an army of only fifteen

thousand men. As I did not regard this force

of as much value as the time whicli would be

lost in waiting for it, I determined to move
on to Vicksburg.

The 4th, 5th, and 6th of May were spent

in reconnoitering towards Vicksburg, and

also in crossing Sherman's troops over to

Grand Gulf. On the 7th, Sherman having

joined the main body of the army, the troops

across the Big Black were withdrawn, and

the movement was commenced to get in posi-

tion on the Vicksburg and Jackson railroad so

as to attack Vicksburg from the rear. This

occupied the army from the 7th to the 12th,

when our position was near Fourteen Mile

creek, Raymond being our right flank, our

left resting on the Big Black. To obtain this

position we fought the battle of Raymond,

where Logan's and Crocker's divisions of

McPherson's corps defeated the Confederates

under General Gregg, driving him back on

Jackson; Sherman and McClernand both

having some skirmishing where they crossed

Fourteen Mile creek.

As the army under Pemberton was on my
left flank, and that under General Joseph E,

Johnston on my right at Jackson, I deter-

mined to move the army rapidly on Jackson,

capturing and destroying that place as a mili-

tary depot ; then turn west and destroy the

army under Pemberton, or drive it back into

Vicksburg. The 13th was spent in making

the first of these moves. On the 14th Jackson

was attacked with Sherman's and McPher-

son's corps. The place was taken, and all

supplies that could be of service to the enemy

were destroyed, as well as the railroad bridge.

On the 15th the troops were faced to the

west and marched towards Pemberton, who

was near Edwards's Station. The next day, the

1 6th, we met the enemy at Champion's Hill.

and. after a hard-fought batUe, defeated and

drove him back towlirds Vicksburg, captur-

ing eighteen guns and nearly three thousand

men. This was the hardest-fought battle of

the campaign.

On the 17th we reached the Big Black,

where we found the enemy intrenched. After

a battle of two or three hours' duration we

succeeded in carrying their works by storm,

capturing much artillery and about twelve

hundred^ men. In their flight the enemy de-
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stroyed the bridge across the Big Black, so

that the balance of the day and night was
spent in building bridges across that stream.

We crossed on the morning of the i8th,

and the outworks of Vicksburg were reached

before night, the army taking position in their

front. On the 19th there was continuous skir-

mishing with the enemy while we were getting

into better positions. 'I'he enemy's troops had

been much demoralized by their defeats at

Champion's Hill and the Big Black, and 1 be-

lieved he would not make much of an effort

to hold Vicksburg. Accordingly at two o'clock

I ordered an assault. It resulted in securing

more advanced positions for all our troops,

where they were fully covered from the fire

of the enemy, and the siege of Vicksburg

began.

The 20th and 21st were spent in strength-

ening our position, and in making roads in

rear of the army, from Vazoo river or Chicka-

saw bayou. Most of the army had now been

for three weeks with only five days' rations

issued by the commissary. They had had an

abundance of food, however, but had begun to

feel the want of bread. I remember that, in

passing around to the left of the line on the

2ist, a soldier, recognizing me, said in rather

a low voice, but yet so that I heard him,

''Hard-tack'' In a moment the cry was taken

up all along the line, ''Hard-tack! hard-tack!''''

1 told the men nearest to me that we had been
engaged ever since the arrival of the troops

in building a road over which to supply them
with everything they needed. The cry was
instantly changed to cheers. By the night

of the 2 1 St full rations were issued to all the

troops. The bread and coff^ee were highly

appreciated.

I now determined on a second assault.

Johnston was in my rear, only fifty miles away,

with an army not much inferior in numbers
to the one I had with me, and I knew he was
being reenforced. There was danger of his

coming to the assistance of Pemberton, and
after all he might defeat my anticipations of

capturing the garrison, if, indeed, he did not

prevent the capture of the city. The imme-
diate capture of Vicksburg would save send-

ing me the reenforcements which were so

much wanted elsewhere, and would set free

the army under me to drive Johnston from

the State. But the first consideration of all

was that the troops believed they could carry

the works in their front, and would not have
worked so patiently in the trenches if they

had not been allowed to try.

The attack was ordered to commence on
all parts of the line at ten o'clock a. m. on the

2 2d with a furious cannonade from every bat-

tery in position. All the corps commanders

set their time by mine, so that all might open
the engagement at the same minute. The
attack was gallant, and i)ortions of each of
the three corps succeeded in getting up to the
very parapets of the enemy, and in planting
their battle-flags upon them ; but at no place
were we able to enter. (General McClernand
reported that he had gained the enemy's
intrenchments at several points, and wanted
reenforcements. I occupied a position from
which I believed 1 could see as well as he
what took place in his front, and I did not
see the success he reported. But his request
for reenforcements being repeated, I could not
ignore it, and sent him Quinby's division of the
Seventeenth Corps. Sherman and McPherson
were both ordered to renew their assaults as

a diversion in favor of McClernand. This last

attack only served to increase our casualties,

without giving any benefit whatever. As soon
as it was dark our troops that had reached the
enemy's line and had been obliged to remain
there for .security all day were withdrawn, and
thus ended the last assault on Vicksburg.

A regular siege was now determined upon,

—

to " out-camp the enemy," as it were, and to

incur no more losses. The experience of the

2 2d convinced officers and men that this was
best, and they went to work on the defenses

and approaches with a will. With the navy
holding the river, the investment of Vicksburg
was complete. As long as we could hold our

position, the enemy was limited in supplies

of food, men, and munitions of war, to what
he had on hand. These could not last

always.

The crossing of troops at Bruinsburg had
commenced April 30th. On the i8th of May
the army was inrear of Vicksburg. On the 19th,

just twenty days after the movement began,

the city was completely invested and an assault

had been made. Five distinct battles— besides

continuous skirmishing— had been fought and
won by the Union forces; the capital of the State

had fallen, and its arsenals, military manufac-

tories, and everything useful for military pur-

poses, hadl)een destroyed ; an average of about

one hundred and eighty miles had been march-

ed by the troops engaged ; but five days' rations

had been issued, and no forage ; over 6000

prisoners had been captured, and as many
more oftheenemyhad been killed or wounded;
twenty-seven heavy cannon and sixty-one

field-iiieces had fallen into our hands; and four

hundred miles of the river, from Vicksburg to

Port Hudson, had become ours. The Union
force that had crossed the Mississipjji river

up to this time was less than forty-three thou-

sand men. One division of these, Blair's,

only arrived in time to take part in the battle

of Champion's Hill, but was not engaged
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there, and one brigade, Ransom's, of Mc- Johnston was receiving reenforcements from
Pherson's corps reached the field after the Bragg, who was confronting Rosecrans in Ten-
battle. The enemy had at Vicksburg, Grand nessee. Vicksburg was so important to the

Gulf, Jackson, and on the roads between these enemy that I believed he would make the most
places, quite sixty thousand men. They were strenuous eftbrts to raise the siege, even at the

in their own country, where no rear-guards risk of losing ground elsewhere,

were necessary. The country was admirable My lino was more than fifteen miles long,

for defense, but difficult to conduct an often- extending from Haines's Bluff to Vicksburg,

sive campaign in. All their troops had to thence to Warrenton. The line of the enemy
be met. We were fortunate, to say the least, was about seven. In addition to this, having an

in meeting them in detail: at Port Gibson, enemy at Canton and Jackson in our rear, who
seven or eight thousand; at Raymond, five was being constantly reenforced, we required a

thousand; at Jackson, from eight to eleven second line of defense facing the other way. I

thousand ; at Champion's Hill, twenty-five had not troops enough under my command to

thousand ; at the Big Black, four thousand, man this. General Halleck appreciated the

A part of those met at Jackson were all that situation and, without being asked for reen-

was left of those encountered at Raymond, forcements, forwarded them with all possible

They were beaten in detail by a force smaller dispatch.

than their own, upon their own ground. Our The ground about Vicksljurg is admiral)le

losses up to this time had been : for defense. On the north it is about two

Killed Wounded. Missing,
hundred fcct abovc the Mississippi river at

Port Gibson 131 719 25 the highest pomt, and is very much cut up

South Fork, Bayou Pierre. . I by the washing rains ; the ravines were grown
Skirmishes May 3 i 9 up with cane and underbrush, while the sides
Fourteen Mile Creek 6 ^24 ^ ^^^ tops were covered with a dense forest.

T ^{."l^f^ A-y ici n Farther south the ground flattens out some-
jacKson 4.^ -ii' / . " , . . ,

Champion's Hill 410 1844 187 what, and was m cultivation ; but here, too.

Big Black 39 237 3 it was cut by ravines and small streams.
Bridgeport

^

i The enemy's line of defense followed the crest

'Yq[^\ 6q- "42^ 2t;Q of ^ ridge, from the river north of the city,

eastward, then southerly around to the Jack-

Of the wounded many were but slightly so, son road, full three miles back of the city,

and continued on duty. Not half of them Deep ravines of the description given lay in

were disabled for any length of time.* front of these defenses. As there is a succes-

After the unsuccessful assault of the 2 2d, sion of gullies, cut out by rains, along the side

the work of the regular siege began. Sher- of the ridge, the line was necessarily very ir-

man occupied the right, starting from the regular. To follow each of these spurs with

river above Vicksburg; McPherson the cen- intrenchments, so as to command the slopes

ter (McArthur's division now with him) ; and on either side, would have lengthened their

McClernand the left, holding the road south line very much. Generally, therefore, or in

to Warrenton. Lauman's division arrived at many places, their line would run from near

this time, and was placed on the extreme left the head of one gully nearly straight to the

of the line. head of another, and an outer work, triangu-

In the interval between the assaults of the lar in shape, generally open in the rear, wa.s

19th and 2 2d, roads had been constructed thrown up on the point. With a few men in

from the Yazoo river and Chickasaw Bayou, this outer work, they commanded the ap-

around the rear ofthe army, to enable us to bring proaches to the main line completely.

up supplies of food and ammunition
;
ground The work to be done to make our position

had been selected and cleared on which the as strong against the enemy as his was

troops were to be encamped, and tents and against us, was very great. The problem was

cooking utensils were brought up. The troops also complicated by our wanting our line as

had been without these from the time of cross- near that of the enemy as possible. We had

ing the Mississippi up to this time. All was but four engineer officers with us. Captain

nowready for the pick and spade. Prentiss and Prime, of the Engineer Corps, was the chiet,

Hurlbut were ordered to send forward every and the work at the beginning was mainly

man that could be spared. Cavalry especially directed by him. His health, however, soon

was wanted to watch the fords along the Big gave out, when he was succeeded by Captain

Black, and to observe Johnston. I knew that Comstock, also of the Engineer Corps. To

* The official revised statements of losses soon to be published by Colonel Robert N. Scott of the War
Records Office (of which the above table is a part), show that the aggregate Union losses from May i to July

4, were : killed, 1514; wounded, 7395 ; captured or missing, 453 ; —total, 9362— EDITOR.
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provide assistants on such a long line, I

directed that all officers who Avere graduates

at West Point, where they had necessarily to

study military engineering, should, in addi-

tion to their other duties, assist in the work.

The chief quartermaster and the chief com-
missary were graduates. The chief coin-

missar\\ now the commissary-general of the

army, begged ofi", however, saying that there

was nothing in engineering that he was good
for, unless he would do for a sap-roller. As
soldiers require rations while working in the

ditches as well as when marching and fight-

ing, and as we should be sure to lose him if

he was used as a sap-roller, I let him oft". The
general is a large man,— weighs two hundred
and twenty pounds, and is not tall.

We had no siege-guns except six thirty-two

pounders, and there were none at the W^est to

draw from. Admiral Porter, however, sup-

plied us with a battery of navy-guns of large

caliber, and with these, and the field-artillery

used in the campaign, the siege began. The
first thing to do was to get the artillery in bat-

teries where they would occupy commanding
positions ; then, to establish the camps, under
cover from the fire of the enemy, but as near

up as possible ; and then to construct rifle-pits

and covered ways, to connect the entire com-
mand by the shortest route. The enemy did

not harass us much while we were constructing

our batteries. Probably their artillery ammu-
nition was short, and their infantr}^ was kept
down by our sharp-shooters, who were always
on the alert and ready to fire at a head when-
ever it showed itself above the rebel works.

In no place were our lines more than six

hundred yards from the enemy. It was neces-

sar)', therefore, to cover our men by something
more than the ordinary parapet. To give

additional protection, sand-bags, bullet-proof,

were placed along the tops of the jjarapets,

far enough apart to make loopholes for mus-
ketry'. On top of these, logs were put. By
these means the men were enabled to walk
about erect when off duty, without fear of
annoyance from sharjj-shooters. The enemy
used in their defense explosive muskct-balls,

thinking, no doubt, that, bursting over our
men in the trenches, they would do some exe-

cution. I do not remember a single case
where a man was injured by a piece of one
of these shells. When they were hit, and the
ball exploded, the wound was terrible. In
these cases a solid ball would have hit as

well. Their use is barbarous, because they
produce increased suffering without any cor-

responding advantage to those using them.
The enemy could not resort to our method

to protect their men, because we had an in-

exhaustible supply of ammunition to draw
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upon, and used it freely. Splinters from the^

timber would have made havoc among their

men behind.
'

There were no mortars with the besiegers,

except those that the navy had in front of the

city; but wooden ones were made by taking

logs of the toughest wood that could be found,

boring them out for six or twelve pounder '

shells, and binding them with strong iron

bands. These answered as coehorns, and shells

were successfully thrown from them into the '

trenches of the enemy.
\

The labor of building the batteries and
ofintrenching was largely done by the pioneers,

assisted by negroes who came within our
lines and who were paid for their work ; but
details from the line had often to be made.
The work was pushed forward as rapidly as

possible, and when an advanced position was
secured and covered from the fire of the

enemy, the batteries were advanced. By the

30th of June there were two hundred and
twenty guns in position, mostly light field-

pieces, besides a battery of heavy guns
belonging to, and manned and commanded by,

:

the navy. We were now as st'^ong for de-

fense against the garrison of Vicksburg as

they were against us ; but I knew^ that John-
ston was in our rear, and was receiving con-

stant reenforcements from the East. He had
at this time a larger force than I had had at

any time prior to the battle of Champion's Hill.

As soon as the news of the arri\al of the

Union army behind Vicksburg reached the

North, floods of visitors began to pour in.

Some came to gratify curiosity ; some to see

sons or brothers who had passed through the

terrible ordeal ; members of the Christian and
Sanitary commissions came to minister to the

wants of the sick and the wounded. Often

those coming to see a son or brother would
bring a dozen or two of poultry. They did

not know how little the gift would be appre-

ciated. The soldiers had lived so much on
chickens, ducks, and turkeys, without bread,

during the march, that the sight of poultry,

if they could get bacon, almost took away
their appetite.

Among the earliest arrivals was the Gov-
ernor of Illinois, with most of the State

officers. I naturally wanted to show them
what there was of most interest. In Sher-

man's front the ground was the most broken
and most wooded, and more was to be seen

:

without exposure. I therefore took them to

Sherman's headfjuarters and presented them. -;

Before starting out to look at the lines— pos-

sibly while Sherman's horse was being saddled
;— there were many questions asked about the

late campaign, about which the North had
been so imperfectly informed. There was a

;
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little knot around Sherman , and another around
me, and I heard Sherman repeating in the

most animated manner, " Grant is entitled to

every bit of the credit for the campaign. I op-

posed it. I wrote him a letter opposing it." But

for this speech it is not likely that Sherman's

opposition would have ever been heard of H is

untiring energy and great efficiency during the

campaign entitled him to a full share of all the

credit due for its success. He could not have

done more if the plan had been his own.

On the 26th of May I sent Blair's division

up the Yazoo to drive out a force of the enemy
supposed to be between the Big Black and the

Yazoo. The country was rich, and full of

supplies of both food and forage. Blair was in-

structed to take all of it. The cattle were to be

driven in for the use of our army, and the food

and forage to be consumed by our troops or by

fire ; all bridges were to be destroyed, and the

roads rendered as nearly impassable as possible.

Blair went forty-five miles, and was gone nearly

a week. His work was eftectually done. I re-

quested Admiral Porter at this time to send the

Marine Brigade, a floating nondescript force

which had been assigned to his command, and
which proved very useful, up to Haines's Bluff"

to hold it until reenforcements could be sent.

On the 26th I received a letter from Banks,

asking me to reenforce him with ten thousand

men at Port Hudson. Of course I could not

comply with his request, nor did I think he

needed them. He was in no danger of an at-

tack by the garrison in his front, and there was
no army organizing in his rear to raise the siege.

On the 3d of June a brigade from Hurlbut's

command arrived, General Nathan Kimball
commanding. It was sent to Mechanicsburg,
some miles north-east of Haines's Bluff", and
about midway between the Big Black and the

Yazoo. A brigade of Blair's division and
twelve hundred cavalry had already, on Blair's

return from up the Yazoo, been sent to the

same place with instructions to watch the

crossings of the Big Black river, to destroy

the roads in his (Blair's) front, and to gather

or destroy all supplies.

On the 7th of June our little force of col-

ored and white troops across the Mississippi,

at Milliken's Bend, were attacked by about

three thousand men from Richard Taylor's

trans-Mississippi command. With the aid of

the gun-boats the enemy were speedily re-

pelled. I sent Mower's brigade over with in-

structions to drive the Confederates beyond the

Tensas Bayou, and we had no further trouble in

that quarter during the siege. This was the first

important engagement of the war in which col-

ored troops were under fire. These men were
very raw, having all been enlisted since the

beginning of the siege, but they behaved well.

On the 8th of June a full division arrived

from Hurlbut's command, under General Sooy
Smith. It was sent immediately to Haines's

Bluff", and General C. C. W'ashburn was assign-

ed to the general command at that i)oint.

On the nth a strong division arrived from
the Department of. the Missouri under Gen-
eral Herron, which was placed on our left.

This cut off" the last possible chance of com-
munication between Pemberton and Johnston,
as it enabled Lauman to close up on McCler-
nand's left, while Herron intrenched from
Lauman to the water's edge. At this point

the water recedes a few hundred yards from
the high land. Through this opening, no
doubt, the Confederate commanders had been
able to get messengers under cover of night.

On the 14th General Parke arrived with

two divisions of Burnside's corps, and was
immediately dispatched to Haines's Bluff".

These latter troops— Herron's and Parke's—
were the reenforcements, already spoken of,

sent by Halleck in anticipation of their being

needed. They arrived none too soon.

I now had about seventy-one thousand

men. More than half were disposed across

the peninsula between the Yazoo, at Haines's

Bluff, and the Big Black ; while the division

of Osterhaus was watching the crossings of

the latter river farther south, from the cross-

ing of the Jackson road to Baldwin's Ferry,

and below.

There were eight roads leading into Vicks-

burg, along which, and to their immediate

sides, our work was specially pushed and bat-

teries were advanced ; but no commanding
point within range of the enemy was neglected.

On the 17th I received letters from Gen-
erals Sherman and McPherson, saying that

their respective commands had complained to

them of a fulsome congratulatory order, pub-

lished by General McClernand to the Thir-

teenth Corps, which did great injustice to the

other troops engaged in the campaign. This

order had been sent nortli and published, and

now papers containing it had reached our

camps. The order had not been heard of by

me, and certainly not by troops outside of

McClernand's command, until brought in this

way. I wrote at once to McClernand, directing

him to send me a copy of this order. He did

so, and I immediately relieved him from the

command of the Thirteenth Army Corps, and

ordered him back to Springfield, Illinois. The
publication of his order in the presswasin viola-

tion ofWar Department orders and also ofmine.

On the 22(1 of June positive information

was received that Johnston had crossed the

Big Black river for the purpose of attacking our

rear, to raise the siege and release Pemberton.

The correspondence between Johnston and
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Pemberton shows that all expectation of hold-

ing Vicksburg had by this time passed from

Johnston's mind. 1 immediately ordered

Sherman to the command of all the forces

from Haines's Bluff to the Big Black river.

These amomited now to quite half the troops

about Vicksburg. Besides these, Herron's and

A. T. Smith's divisions were ordered to hold

themselves in readiness to reenforce Sher-

man. Haines's Bluff had been strongly forti-

fied on the land side, and on all commanding

jx)ints from there to the Big Black at the rail-

road crossing batteries had been constructed.

The work oY connecting by rifle-pits, when

this was not already done, was an easy task

for the troops that were to defend them.

Johnston evidently took in the situation, and

wiselv. I think, abstained from making an as-

sault on us. because it would simply have in-

flicted loss on both sides without accomplishing

any result. We were strong enough to have

taken the offensive against him ; but I did not

feel disposed to take any risk of loosing our hold

upon Pemberton's army, while I would have

rejoiced at the opportunity of defending our-

selves against an attack by Johnston.

From the 23d of May the work of fortifying,

and pushing forward our position nearer to

the enemy, had been steadily progressing. At

the point on the Jackson road in front of

Ransom's brigade a sap was run up to the

enemy's parapet, and by the 25th of June we
had it undermined and the mine charged.

The enemy had countermined, but did not

succeed in reaching our mine. At this par-

ticular point the hill on which stood the rebel

work rises abruptly. Our sap ran close up to

the outside of the enemy's parapet. In fact

this parapet was also our protection. The sol-

diers of the two sides occasionally conversed

pleasantly across this barrier : sometimes they

would exchange the hard bread of the Union

soldiers for the tobacco of the Confederates,

and at other times they threw over hand-

grenades, the rebels throwing them first, and

our men often catching them in their hands

and returning them.

Our mine had been started some distance

back down the hill ; consequently, when it had

extended as far as the parapet, it was many
feet below it. This caused the failure of the

enemy in his search to find and destroy it. On
the 25th of June, at 3 o'clock, all being ready,

the mine was exploded. A heavy artillery fire

all along the line had been ordered to open

with the explosion. The eftect was to blow

the top of the hill off and make a crater where

it stood. The breach was not sufficient to en-

able us to pass a column of attack through. In

fact, the enemy, having failed to reach our

mine, had thrown up a line farther back, where

most of the men guarding that point were

placed. There were a few men, however, left

at the advance line, and others were working in

the counter-mine, which was still being pushed

to find ours. All that were there were thrown

into the air, some of them coming down on

our side, still alive. I remember one colored

man who, having been under-ground at work

when the explosion took place, was thrown

to our side. He was not much hurt, but

terribly frightened. Some one asked him
how high he had gone up. " Dun no, massa,

but t'ink 'bout free mile," was his reply. Gen-

eral Logan commanded at this point, and

took this colored man to his quarters, where

he did service to the end of the siege.

As soon as the explosion took place the;

crater was seized by two regiments of our

troops who were near by, under cover,

where they had been placed for the express

purpose. The enemy made a desperate effort

to expel them, but failed, and soon retired

behind his new- line. From here, however, they

threw hand-grenades, which did some execu-

tion. The compliment was returned by our

men, but not with so much effect. The enemy
could lay their grenades on the parapet, which

alone divided the contestants, and roll them

down upon us ; while from our side they had

to be thrown over the parapet, which was at

considerable elevation. During the night we
made efforts to secure our position in the cra-

ter against the missiles of the enemy, so as to

run trenches along the outer base of their par-

apet, right and left ; but the enemy continued

throwing their grenades, and brought boxes

of field ammunition (shells), the fuses of which

they Avould light with port-fires, and throw

them by hand into our ranks. We found it im-

possible to continue this work. Another mine

was consequently started, which was exploded

on the ist of July, destroying an entire redan,

killing and wounding a considerable num-

ber of its occupants, and leaving an immense

chasm where it stood. No attempt to charge

was made this time, the experience of the 25th

admonishing us. Our loss in the first affair was

about thirty killed and wounded. The enemy
must have lost more in the two explosions than

we did in the first. We lost none in the second.

From this time forward the work of mining

and pushing our position nearer to the enemy
was prosecuted with vigor, and I determined

to explode no more mines until we were ready

to explode a number at different points and

assault immediately after. We were up now
at three different points, one in front of each

cor|)s, to where only the parapet of the enemy
divided us. 1

About this time an intercepted dispatch from
|

Johnston to Pemberton informed me tha* 1
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Johnston intended to make a determined at-

tack upon us, in order to relieve the garrison

of Vicicsburg. I knew the garrison would make
no formidable effort to relieve itself The picket

lines were so close to each other— where there

was space enough between the lines to post

pickets— that the men could converse. On the

2 1 St of June I was informed, through this

means, that Pemberton was preparing to

escape by crossing to the Louisiana side under

cover of night ; that he had employed work-

men in making boats for that purpose ; that the

men had been canvassed to ascertain if they

would make an assault on the "Yankees'' to

cut their way out ; that they had refused, and

had almost mutinied because their commander
would not surrender and relieve their suffer-

ings, and had only been pacified by the assur-

ance that boats enough would be finished in a

week to carry them all over. The rebel pick-

ets also said that houses in the city had been

pulled down to get material to build these

boats with. Afterwards this story was verified.

On entering the city we found a large number
of very rudely constructed boats.

All necessary steps were at once taken to

render such an attempt abortive. Our pickets

were doubled ; Admiral Porter was informed,

so that the river might be more closely

watched ; material was collected on the west

bank of the river with which to light it up
if the attempt was made ; and batteries were

established along the levee crossing the penin-

sula on the Louisiana side. Had the attempt

been made, the garrison of Vicksburg would
have been drowned, or made prisoners on the

Louisiana side. General Richard Taylor was
expected on the west bank to cooperate in

this movement, I believe; but he did not

come, nor could he have done so with a force

sufficient to be of service. The river was now
in our possession, from its source to its mouth,
except in the immediate front of Vicksburg

and of Port Hudson. We had pretty nearly

exhausted the country, from a line drawn from

Lake Providence to opposite Bruinsburg. The
roads west were not of a character to draw
supplies over for any considerable force.

By the ist of July our approaches had
reached the enemy's ditch at a number of

places. At ten points we could move under
cover to within from five to one hundred
yards of the enemy. Orders were given to

make all preparations for assault on the 6th

of July. The debouches were ordered wid-

ened, to afford easy egress, while the ap-

proaches were also to be widened to admit

the troops to pass through four abreast.

Plank, and bags filled with cotton packed in

tighdy, were ordered prepared, to enable the

troops to cross the ditches.

On the night of the ist of July Johnston
was between Brownsville and the Big Black,

and wrote Pemberton from there that about

the 7th of the month an attempt would be
made to create a diversion to enable him to

cut his way out. Pemberton was a prisoner

before this message reached him.

On July ist Pemberton, seeing no hope of

outside relief, addressed the following letter

to each of his four division commanders :

" Unless the siege of Vicksburg is raised, or sup-
plies are thrown in, it will become necessary very
shortly to evacuate the place. I see no prospect of
the former, and there are many great, if not insuper-
able, obstacles in the way of the latter. You are,

therefore, requested to inform me with as little delay

as possible as to the condition of your troops, and
their ability to make the marches and undergo the

fatigues necessary to accomplish a successful evac-

uation."

Two of his generals suggested surrender,

and the other two practically did the same.

They expressed the opinion that an attempt

to evacuate would fail. Pemberton had pre-

viously got a message to Johnston suggesting

that he should try to negotiate with me for a

release of the garrison with their arms. The
latter replied that it would be a confession

of weakness for him to do so; but he author-

ized Pemberton to use his name in making
such an arrangement.

On the 3d, about ten o'clock a. m., white

flags appeared on a portion of the rebel

works. Hostilities along that part of the line

ceased at once. Soon two persons were seen

coming towards our lines bearing a white flag.

They proved to be General Bo wen, a division

commander, and Colonel Montgomery, aide-

de-camp to Pemberton, bearing the follow-

ing letter to me

:

" I have the honor to propose an armistice for

hours, with the view to arranging terms for the capit-

ulation of Vicksburg. To this end, if agreeable to you,

I will appoint three commissioners, to meet a like

number to be named by yourself, at such place and

hour to-day as you may find convenient. I make this

proposition to save the further effusion of blood, which

must otherwise be shed to a frightful extent, feeling

myself fully able to maintain my position for a yet in-

definite period. This communication will be handed

you, under a flag of truce, by Major-General John S.

Bowen."

It was a glorious sight to oflicers and

soldiers on the line where these white flags

were visible, and the news soon spread to all

parts of the command. The troops felt that

their long and weary marches, hard fighdng,

ceaseless watching by night and day in a hot

climate, exposure to all sorts of weather, to

diseases, and worst of all, to the gibes of many
Northern papers that came to them saying

that all their suffering was in vain — that

Vicksburg would never be taken— were at
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last at an end, and the Union was sure to be

saved.

Bowen was received by General A. J.

Smith, and asked to see me. I had been a

neighbor of Bowen's in Missouri, and knew
hini well and faN orably, before the war ; but

his request was refused. He then suggested

that I should meet Pemberton. To this I sent

a verbal message saying that, if Pemberton
desired it, I would meet him in front of

McPherson's corps at three o'clock that after-

noon. I also sent the following written reply

to Pemberton's letter :

" Vour note o\ this date is just received, proposing

an annistice for several hours, for the purpose of arrang-

ing terms of capitulation through commissioners, to

be appointed, etc. The useless effusion of blood you
propose stopping by this course can be ended at any
time you may choose, by the unconditional surrender

of the city and garrison. .Men who have shown so

much endurance and courage as those now in Vicks-

burg will always challenge the respect of an adversary,

and I can assure you will be treated with all the respect

due to prisoners of war. I do not favor the proposi-

tion of apjx)inting commissioners to arrange the terms
of capitulation, because I have no terms otiier than

those indicated above."

At three o'clock Pemberton appeared at

the point suggested in my verbal message,

accompanied by the same officers who had
borne his letter of the morning. Generals

Ord, McPherson, Logan, A. J. Smith, and sev-

eral officers of my stafi", accompanied me. Our
place of meeting was on a hillside within a

few hundred feet of the rebel lines. Near by
stood a stunted oak-tree, which was made his-

torical by the event. It was but a short time

before the last vestige of its body, root, and
limbs had disappeared, the fragments being
taken as trophies. Since then the same tree,

like "the true cross," has furnished many cords
of wood in the shape of trophies.

Pemberton and I had served in the same
division in a part of the Mexican war. I

knew him very well, therefore, and greeted
him as an old acquaintance. He soon asked
what terms I proposed to give his army if it

surrendered. My answer was, " The same as

proposed in my reply to your letter." Pember-
ton then said, rather snappishly, " The confer-

ence might as well end," and turned abruptly
as if to leave. I said, " Very well." General
Bowen, I saw, was very anxious that the sur-

render should be consummated. His manner
and remarks while I'emberton and I were
talking showed this. He now proposed that

he and one of our generals should have a con-

ference. I had no objection to this, as nothing
could be made binding upon me that they
might propose. Smith and B(;wen accord-

ingly had a conference, fluring which Pember-
ton and I were in conversation, moving a short

distance away towards the enemy's lines.

After a while Bowen suggested that the Con-
federate army should be allowed to march out
with the honors of war, carrying their small

arms and field artillery. This was promptly
and unceremoniously rejected. The interview

then ended, I agreeing, however, to send a letter

giving final terms by ten o'clock that night.

Word was sent to Admiral Porter soon after

the correspondence with Pemberton com-
menced, so that hostilities might be stopped
on the part of both army and navy. It was
agreed on my parting with Pemberton that

they should not be renewed until our corre-

spondence ceased.

When I returned to my headquarters I

sent for all the corps and division command-
ers who were with the army immediately con-
fronting Vicksburg. Half the army was from
eight to twelve miles off, waiting for Johnston.
I informed these officers of the contents of
Pemberton's letter, of my reply, and the sub-
stance of the interview, and told them I was
ready to hear any suggestion, but would hold
the power of deciding entirely in my own
hands, even against a unanimous judgment.
This was the nearest to a " council of war" I

ever held. Against the general, almost unani-

mous, judgment of the council I sent the fol-

lowing letter

:

" In conformity with agreement this afternoon, I will

submit the following proposition for the surrender of
tlie city of Vicksburg, public stores, etc. On your ac-

cepting the terms proposed I will march in one divi-

sion as a guard, and take possession at 8 a.m. to-mor-
row. As soon as rolls can be made out and paroles be
signed by officers and men, you will be allowed to

march out of our lines, the officers taking with them
their side-arms and clothing, and the field, staff, and
cavalry officers one horse each. The rank and file will

be allowed all their clothing, but no other property.
If these conditions are accepted, any amount of rations

you may deem necessary can be taken from the stores

you now have, and also the necessary cooking uten-
sils for preparing them. Thirty wagons also, counting
two two-horse or mule teams as one, will be allowed to

transport such articles as cannot be carried along. The
same conditions will be allowed to all sick and wounded
officers and soldiers as fast as they become able to

travel. The paroles for these latter must be signed,
however, whilst officers are present authorized to sign
the roll of prisoners."

By the terms of the cartel then in force

prisoners captured by either army were re-

quired to be forwarded, as soon as possible, to

either Aiken's Landing below Dutch Gap, on
the James river, or to Vicksburg, there to be
exchanged, or paroled until they could be
exchanged. There was a Confederate com-
missioner at Vicksburg, authorized to make
the exchange. I did not propose to take
him prisoner, but to leave him free to perform
the functions of his office. Had I insisted

upon an unconditional surrender, there would
have been over thirty thousand men to trans-
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port up to Cairo, very much to the incon-

venience of the army on the Mississippi;

thence the prisoners would have had to be

transported by rail to Washington or Balti-

more ; thence again by steamer to Aiken's, at

very great expense. At Aiken's they would

have had to be paroled, because the Confed-

erates did not have Union prisoners to give

in exchange. Then again Pemberton's army
was largely composed of men whose homes
were in the south-west. I knew many of them
were tired of the war, and would get home just

as soon as they could. A large number of them
had voluntarily come into our lines during the

siege, and had recjuestedto be sent north where

they could get employment until the war was

over and they could go to their homes.

Late at night I received the following reply

to my last letter

:

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

communication of this date, proposing terms of

capitulation for this garrison and post. In the main,

your terms are accepted; but, in justice both to the

honor and spirit of my troops, manifested in the de-

fense of Vicksburg, I have to submit the following

amendments, which, if acceded to by you, will per-

fect the agreement between us. At ten o'clock a.m.

to-morrow, I propose to evacuate the works in and
around Vicksburg, and to surrender the city and
garrison under my command, by marching out with

my colors and arms, stacking them in front of my
present lines, after which you will take possession.

Officers toretam their side-arms and personal property,

and the rights and property of citizens lobe respected."

This was received after midnight ; my reply

was as follows

:

" I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your communication of 3d July. The amendment pro-

posed by you cannot be acceded to in full. It will be

necessary to furnish every officer and man with a pa-

role signed by himself, which, with the completion of

the roll of prisoners, will necessarily take some time.

Again, I can make no stipulations with regard to the

treatment of citizens and their private property. While
I do not propose to cause them any undue annoyance
or loss, I cannot consent to leave myself under any re-

straint by stipulations. The property which officers will

be allowed to take with them will be as stated in my
proposition of last evening; that is, officers will be
allowed their private baggage and side-arms, and
mounted officers one horse each. If you mean by your
proposition for each brigade to march to the front of the

lines now occupied by it, and stack arms at ten o'clock

A. M., and then return to the inside and there remain
as prisoners until properly paroled, I will make no
objection to it. Should no notification be received of

your acceptance of my terms by nine o'clock A. M., I

shall regard them as having been rejected, and shall act

accordingly. Should these terms be accepted, white
flags should be displayed along your lines to prevent

such of my troops as may not have been notified, from
firing upon your men."'

These terms Pemberton promptly accepted.

During the siege there had been a good
deal of friendly sparring between the soldiers

of the two armies on picket and where the lines

were close together. All rebels were known
as " Johnnies," all Union troops as " Yanks."

Often " Johnny " would call, " Well, Yank, when
are you coming into town ? " The reply was
sometimes, " We propose to celebrate the 4th
of July there." Sometimes it would be, " We
always treat our prisoners with kindness and
do not want to hurt them "

; or " We are hold-

ing you as prisoners of war while you are
feeding yourselves," etc. The garrison, from
the commanding general down, undoubtedly
expected an assault onthe4th. They knew from
the temper of their men that it would be suc-

cessful when made, and that would be a greater

humiliation than to surrender. Besides, it would
be attended with severe loss to them. The
Vicksburg paper (which we received regularly

through the courtesy of the rebel pickets) said

prior to the 4th, in sjjeaking of the Yankee
boast that they would take dinner in Vicksburg
that day, that the best receipt for cooking a

rabbit was, " First ketch your rabbit." The
paper at this time, and for some time prior, was
printed on the plain side of wall paper. The
last edition was issued on the 4th, and an-

nounced that we had "caught our rabbit."

I have no doubt that Pemberton commenced
his correspondence on the 3d for a twofold pur-

pose : first, to avoid an assault, which he knew
would be successful ; and second, to prevent

the capture taking place on the great national

holiday. Holding out for better terms, as he

did, defeated his aim in the latter particular.

Pemberton says in his report: " If it should

be asked why the 4th of July was selected

as the day for surrender, the answer is ob-

vious. I believed that upon that day I should

obtain better terms. Well aware of the vanity

of our foe, I knew they would attach vast im-

portance to the entrance on the 4th of July

into the stronghold of the great river, and

that, to gratify their national vanity, they

would yield then what could not be extorted

from them at any other time." This does not

support my view of his reasons for selecting

the day he did for surrendering. It must be

recollected that his first letter asking terms was

received about ten o'clock a. m., July 3d. It

then could hardly be exjjectcd that it would take

twenty-four hours to effect a surrender. He
knew that Johnston was in our rear for the

purpose of raising the siege, and he naturally

would want to hold out as long as he could.

He knew his men would not resist an assault,

and one was expected on the 4th. In our m-

terview he told me he had rations enough to

hold out for some time— my recollection is two

weeks. It was this statement that induced

me to insert in the terms that he was to draw

rations for his men from his own supplies.

On the3d,assoonas negotiations were com-

menced, I notified Sherman, and directed him

to be ready to take the offensive against John-
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ston, drive him out o{ the State, and destroy

his army if he could. Steele and Ord were

directed' at the same time to be in readiness to

join Sherman as soon as the surrender should

take place, and of this Sherman was notified.

On the 4th. at the appointed hour, the

garrison of Vicksburg marched out of their

works, formed line in front, stacked arms, and
marched back in good order. Our whole army
present witnessed this scene without cheering.

and without a single ot^ensive remark that 1

ever heard of. Logan's division, which had
approached nearest the rebel works, was the

first to march in, and the flag of one of the reg-

iments of his division was soon floating over

the court-house. Our men were no sooner in-

side the lines than the two armies began to fra-

ternize. AVe had had full rations from the time

the siege commenced to the close. The enemy
had been suflering, particularly towards the

last. I myself saw our men taking bread from

their haversacks and giving it to those whom
they had so recently been engaged in stan'-

in^i;- out. It was accepted with avidity and
with thanks.

I rode into Vicksburg with the troops, and
went to the river to exchange congratulations

with the navy upon our joint victory. At
that time I found that many of the citizens

had been living under-ground. The ridges

upon which Vicksburg is built, and those

back to the Big Black, are composed of a

deep-yellow clay, of great tenacity. When
roads and streets are cut through, perpendic-

ular banks are left, and stand as well as ifcom-
posed of stone. The magazines of the enemy
were made by mining passageways into this

clay, at places where there were deep cuts.

Many citizens secured places of safety for

their families by carving out rooms in these

embankments. A doorway, in these cases,

would be cut in a high bank, starting from the

level of the road or street, and after running it

in a few feet, a room of the size required would
be carved out ofthe clay, the dirt being removed
by the doorway. In some instances I saw
where two rooms were cut out for a single

family, with a doorway in the clay wall

separating them. Some of these were car-

peted and furnished with considerable elabor-

ation. In these the occupants were fully

secure from the shells of their enemy, which
were dropped into the city night and day,

without intermission.

In the afternoon I returned to my old head-

quarters outside, and did not move them into

the town until the 6th. My dispatch announc-
ing our victory to the (Government was started

for Cairo, by a dispatch boat (to be tele-

graphed from there), on the evening of the 4th.

It was ai. follows :

•• The enemy surrendered this morning. The only
terms allowed is their parole as prisoners of war.
This I regard as a great advantage to us at this mo-
ment. It saves, probably, several days in the capture,
and leaves troops and transports ready for immediate
service. Sherman, with a large force, moves imme-
diately on Johnston, to drive him from the State. I

will send troops to the relief of Banks, and return the
Ninth Army Corps to Burnside."

At the same time I notified Banks, now before

Port Hudson, of the capture and terms, and
oflered to send him all the troops he wanted.
Banks had my letter printed, and through the

kind offices of the pickets got several copies

into the rebel lines. A copy getting into the

hands of the commanding officer, General
Gardner, he asked to have it authenticated

and its reliability substantiated; this being
done, he would deem it useless to hold out

longer. Banks assured him that the surren-

der had taken place, and Gardner capitulated

unconditionally.

Pemberton and his army were kept in Vicks-
burg until the whole could be paroled. The
paroles were in duplicate, by organization,

one copy for each. Nationals and Confederates,

signed by the commanding ofticers of the com-
panies or regiments. Duplicates were also

made for each soldier, and signed by each in-

dividually, one to be retained by the soldier

signing, and one to be retained by us. Several

hundred refused to sign their paroles, prefer-

ring to be sent to the North as prisoners to be-

ing sent back to fight again. Others again kept
out of the way, hoping to escape both alter-

natives.

Pemberton appealed to me in person to

compel these men to sign their paroles, but I

declined. It also leaked out that many of the

men who had signed their paroles intended to

desert and go to their homes as soon as they

were out of our lines. Pemberton, hearing this,

again appealed to me to assist him. He wanted
arms for a battalion, to act as guards in keep-

ing his men together while being marched to

a camp of instruction, where he expected to

keep them until exchanged. This request was
also declined. It was precisely what I had ex-

l^ected and hoped that they would do. I told

him, however, that I would see that they

marched beyond our lines in good order. By
the nth, just one week after the surrender, the

])aroles were completed, and the rebel garrison

marched out. Many deserted, and fewer of

them were ever returned to the ranks to fight

again than would have been the case had the

surrender been unconditional and had the

jjrisoners been sent to the James river to be
jjaroled.

As soon as our troops took possession of

the city, guards were established along the

whole line of parapet, from the river above to
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the river below. The prisoners were allowed

to occupy their old camps behind the intrench-

ments. No restraint was put upon them, ex-

cept by their own commanders. They were
rationed about the same as our own men, and
from our supplies. The men of the two armies

fraternized as if they had been fighting for the

same cause. When they passed out of the

works they had so long and so gallantly de-

fended, between lines of their late antagonists,

not a cheer went up, not a retort was made
that would give pain. Really, I believe there

was a feeling of sadness just then in the breasts

of most of the Union soldiers, at seeing the

dejection of their late antagonists.

The day before the departure the following

order was issued :

" Paroled prisoners will be sent out here to-morrow.
They will be authorized to cross at the railroad-bridge

and move from there to Edwards Ferry, and on by
way of Raymond. Instruct the commands to be orderly

and quiet as these prisoners pass, to make no offensive

remarks, and not to harbor any who fall out of ranks

after they have passed."

On the 8th a dispatch was sent from Wash-
ington by General Halleck, saying :

" I fear your paroling the prisoners at Vicksburg
without actual delivery to a proper agent, as required

by the seventh article of the cartel, may be construed
into an absolute release, and that the men will imme-
diately be placed in the ranks of the enemy. Such has
been the case elsewhere. If these prisoners have not
been allowed to depart, you will detain them until

further orders."

Halleck did not know that they had already

been delivered into the hands of Major Watts,

Confederate commissioner for the exchange
of prisoners.

At Vicksburg thirty-one thou-sand six hun-
dred prisoners were surrendered, together with
one hundred and seventy-two cannon, sixty

thousand mu.skets, and a large amount of am-
munition. The small arms of the enemy were
far superior to the bulk of ours. Up to this

time our troops at the West had been limited

to the old United States flint-lock changed
into percussion, the Belgian musket imported
early in the war— almost as dangerous to the

person firing it as to the one aimed at— and
a few new and improved arms. These were
of many different calibers, thus causing much
trouble in distributing ammunition during an
engagement. The enemy had generally new
arms, which had run the blockade, and were
of uniform caliber. After the surrender I au-

thorized all colonels whose regiments were
armed with inferior muskets to place them in

the stack of captured arms, and to replace

them with the latter. A large number of arms.

turned in to the Ordnance Department as cap-
tured, were arms that had really been used by
the Union army in the capture of Vicksburg.

In this narration I have not made the men-
tion 1 should of officers, dead and alive,

whose services entitle them to special men-
tion. Neither have I made that mention of the
navy which its services deserve. I could not
do justice to both in the limits of a magazine
article. But suffice it to say, the close of the
siege of Vicksburg found us with an army un-
surpassed, in proportion to its numbers, taken
as a whole, officers and men. A military edu-
cation was a(([uired which no other school
could have given. Men who thought a com-
pany was ([uite enough for them to command
properly at the beginning, would have made
good regimental or brigade commanders;
most of the brigade commanders were equal to

the command of a division, and one. Ransom,
would have been equal to the command of
a corps at least. Logan and Crocker ended the
campaign fitted for independent commands.

General F. P. Blair, who commanded a

division in the campaign, joined me at Mil-

liken's Bend a full-fledged general,without hav-
ing served in a lower grade. I had known Blair

in Missouri, where I had voted against him
for Congress in 1858. I knew him as a frank,

positive, and generous man, true to his friends

even to a fault, but always a leader. I dread-

ed his coming ; I knew from experience that

it is more difficult to command two gener-

als desiring to be leaders than to command
an army officered intelligently and with sub-

ordination. It affords me the greatest pleasure

to record now my agreeable disappointment in

his character. There was no man braver than

he, nor was there any who obe}ed all orders of

his superior in rank with more unquestioning

alacrity. He was one man as a soldier, an-

other as a politician.

The navy, under Porter, was all it could be
during the entire campaign. Without its assist-

ance the campaign could not have been suc-

cessfully made with twice the number of men
engaged. It could not have been made at all,

in the way it was, with any number of men
without such assistance. The most perfect

harmony reigned between the two arms of

the service. There ne\er was a request made,
that I am aware of, either of the flag-officer or

any of his subordinates, that was not promptly

complied with.

The campaign of Vicksburg was suggested

and developed by circumstances ; and it now
looks as though Providence had directed its

course, while the Army of the Tennessee exe-

cuted the decree.

U. S. Grant.



FAC-SIMILE OK THE ORIGINAL " UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDKR " DISPATCH.

Ib Tke Cekti-fv for December, 1884, was printed a fac-

of a cojry ij{ the taiu'ju* " Unconditional Surrender"
That C'ipy wa» written by General Grant for rcproduc-

the magazine, and bore the additional words, " copied by
•DC October a^ liS^.— L'. S. G.," *o that it ini){ht not be ini&-

ukca far the oritcinal, which was supposed to Ijc Io»l But the

paWcadoa of the copy called out information of the oriK>nal,

wiiicb m Cfwned by the publithers of the " Memoirs." l"hey

oboined it from S>t James K. Wallace, of Litchfield, Conn., who
receired it November 28, t'ifji, from his relative by marriage.

General John A. Rawlins, who, as chief of staff to General

Grant, had the custody, after the capture, of General Buck-

ner's papers. General Rawlins told Dr. Wallace that he was
receiving the original dispatch, and advised him to take good

care of it, as it might become valuable. The above is an

exact reproduction of the original dispatch in every partic-

ular, except that, in order to adapt it to the width of the page,

the word, "Sir," has been lowered to the line beneath, and

the words, "I am, sir, very respectfully," have been raised to

the line above.— Editor.
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A WOMAN'S DIARY OF THK SIEGK OF VICKSBURG.

JUST a quarter of a century ago a young
lady of New Orleans found herself an

alien and an enemy to the sentiments of the

community about her. Surrounded by friends

and social companions, she was nevertheless

painfully alone. In her enforced silence she

began a diary intended solely for her own
eye. A betrothed lover came suddenly from

a neighboring State, claimed her hand in

haste, and bore her away, a happy bride.

Happy, yet anxious. The war was now fairly

upon the land, and her husband, like herself,

cherished sympathies whose discovery would
have brought jeopardy of life, ruin, and exile.

In the South, those days, all life was romantic.

Theirs was full of adventure. At length they

were shut up in Vicksburg. I hope some day
to publish the whole diary ; but the following

portion is specially appropriate to the great

panorama of battle in which a nation ofreaders

is just now so interested. I shall not delay the

reader to tell how I came by the manuscript,

but only to say that I have not molested its

original text. The name of the writer is with-

held at her own request.

• Geo. W. Cable.

UNDER FIRE FROM THE GUNBOATS.

We reached Vicksburg that night and went
to H 's room. Next morning the cook
he had engaged arrived, and we moved into

this house. Martha's ignorance keeps me
busy, and H is kept close at his office.

Jamiary yth, i86j.— I have had little to re-

cord here recently, for we have lived to our-

selves, not visiting or visited. Every one
H knows is absent, and I know no one
but the family we staid with at first, and
they are now absent. H tells me of the

added triumph since the repulse of Sherman
in December, and the one paper published
here, shouts victory as much as its gradually

diminishing size will allow. Paper is a serious

want. There is a great demand for envelopes
in the office where H is. He found and
bought a lot of thick and smooth coloredpaper^

cut a tin pattern, and we have whiled away
some long evenings cutting envelopes and
making them up. I have put away a package
of the best to look at when we are old. The
books I brought from Arkansas have proved
a treasure, but we can get no more. I went
to the only book-store open ; there were none
but Mrs. Stowe's" Sunny Memories of Foreign
Lands." The clerk said I could have that

cheap, because he couldn't sell her books, so

I got it and am reading it now. The monot-
ony has only been broken by letters from
friends here and there in the Confederacy.
One of these letters tells of a Federal raid to

their place, and says, " But the worst thing
was, they would take every tooth-brush in

the house, because we can't buy any more

;

and one cavalryman put my sister's new bon-
net on his horse, and said ' Get up, Jack,'
and her bonnet was gone."

February 2^th.—A long gap in my journal,

because H has been ill unto death with
typhoid fever, and I nearly broke down from
loss of sleep, there being no one to relieve

me. I never understood before how terrible

it was to be alone at night with a patient in

delirium, and no one within call. To wake
Martha was simply impossible. I got the

best doctor here, but when convalescence
began the question of food was a trial. 1 got
with great difficulty two chickens. The doc-
tor made the drug-store sell two of their six

bottles of port ; he said his patient's life de-

pended on it. An egg is a rare and precious

thing. Meanwhile the Federal fleet has been
gathering, has anchored at the bend, and
shells are thrown in at intervals.

March 20th.—The slow shelling of Vicks-

burg goes on all the time, and we have grown
indifferent. It does not at present interrupt

or interfere with daily avocations, but I sus-

pect they are only getting the range of differ-

ent points; and when they have them all

complete, showers of shot will rain on us all

at once. Non-combatants have been ordered

to leave or prepare accordingly. Those who
are to stay are having caves built. Cave-
digging has become a regular business

;
prices

range from twenty to fifty dollars, according

to size of cave. Two diggers worked at ours

a week and charged thirty dollars. It is well

made in the hill that slopes just in the rear

of the house, and well propped with thick

posts, as they all are. It has a shelf, also, for

holding a light or water. When we went in

this evening and sat down, the earthy, suffo-

cating feeling, as of a living tomb, was dread-

ful to me. I fear I shall risk death outside

rather than melt in that dark furnace. The
hills are so honeycombed with caves that

the streets look like avenues in a cemetery.

The hill called the Sky-parlor has become
quite a fashionable resort for the few upper-

circle families left here. Some officers are

quartered there, and there is a band and a

field-glass. Last evening we also climbed the

hill to watch the shelling, but found the view
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not so good as on a quiet hill nearer home.

Soon a ladv began to talk to one of the offi-

cers :
•• It is such folly for them to waste their

ammunition like that. How can they ever

take a town that has such advantages for de-

fense and protection as this ? We'll just bur-

row into these hills and let them batter away
as hard as they please."

"You are right, madam; and besides, when
our women are so willing to brave death and
endure discomfort, how can we ever be con-

quered ?
"

Soon she looked over with significant glances

to where we stood, and began to talk at H .

" The only drawback," she said, " are the

contemptible men who are staying at home in

comfort, when they ought to be in the army
if they had a spark of honor."

I cannot repeat all, but it was the usual

tirade. It is strange I have met no one yet

who seems to comprehend an honest difference

of opinion, and stranger yet that the ordinary

rules of good breeding are now so entirely

ignored. As the spring comes one has the crav-

ing for fresh, green food that a monotonous
diet produces. There was a bed of radishes and
onions in the garden, that were a real blessing.

An onion salad, dressed only with salt, vinegar,

and pepper, seemed a dish fit for a king, but

last night the soldiers quartered near made a

raid on the garden and took them all.

April 2d.—\\'e have had to move, and thus

lost our cave. The owner of the house sud-

denly returned and notified us that he intended

to bring his family back ; didn't think there'd

be any siege. The cost of the cave could go
for the rent. That means he has got tired of

the Confederacy and means to stay here and
thus get out of it. This house was the only

one to be had. It was built by ex-Senator
Ci , and is so large our tiny household is

lost in it. We only use the lower floor. The
bell is often rung by persons who take it for

a hotel and come beseeching food at any
price.' To-day one came who would not be
denied. " We do not keep a hotel, but would
willingly feed hungry soldiers if we had the

food." " I have been traveling all night and am
starving ; will pay any price for just bread." I

went to the dining-room and found some bis-

cuits, and set out two, with a large piece of
corn-bread, a small j^iece of bacon, some nice

sirup, and a pitcher of water. I locked the door
of the safe and left him to enjoy his lunch. After

he left I found he had broken oj^en the safe

and taken the remaining biscuits.

April 28th.— I never understood before the

full force of those questions— What shall we
eat ? what shall we drink ? and wherewithal
shall we Ix; clothed ? We have no prophet of

the Lord at whose prayer the meal and oil

will not waste. Such minute attention must be
given the wardrobe to preserve it that I have
learned to darn like an artist. Making shoes
is now another accomplishment. Mine w'ere in

tatters. H came across a moth-eaten pair

that he bought me, giving ten dollars, I think,

and they fell into rags w^hen I tried to wear
them ; but the soles were good, and that has
helped me to shoes. A pair of old coat-sleeves

saved— nothing is thrown away now—was in

my trunk. I cut an exact pattern from my old

shoes, laid it on the sleeves, and cut out thus
good uppers and sewed them carefully ; then
soaked the soles and sewed the cloth to them.
I am so proud of these home-made shoes, think
I'll put them in a glass case when the war is

over, as an heirloom. H says he has come to

have an abiding faith that everything he needs
to wear will come out of that trunk while the

war lasts. It is like a fairy-casket. I have but
a dozen pins remaining, so many I gave away.
Ever}- time these are used they are straight-

ened and kept from rust. All these curious

labors are performed while the shells are leis-

urely screaming through the air ; but as long
as we are out of range we don't w'orry. For
many nights we have had but Httle sleep, be-

cause the Federal gun-boats have been run-

ning past the batteries. The uproar when this

is happening is phenomenal. The first night

the thundering artillery burst the bars of sleep,

we thought it an attack by the river. To get

into garments and rush upstairs was the work
of a moment. From the upper gallery we have
a fine view^ of the river, and soon a red glare

lit up the scene and showed a small boat tow-
ing two large barges, gliding by. The Con-
federates had set fire to a house near the bank.

Another night, eight boats ran by, throwing a

shower of shot, and two burning houses made
the river clear as day. One of the batteries

has a remarkable gun they call " Whistling

Dick," because of the screeching, whistling

sound it gives, and certainly it does sound like

a tortured thing. Added to all this is the inde-

scribable Confederate yell, which is a soul-har-

rowing sound to hear. I have gained respect

for the mechanism of the human ear, which
stands it all without injury. The streets are

seldom cjuiet at night; even the dragging about
of cannon makes a din in these echoing gullies.

The other night we were on the gallery till

the last of the eight boats got by. Next day
a friend said to H , "It was a wonder you
didn't have your heads taken offlast night. I

jjassed and saw them stretched over the gal-

lery, and grape-shot were whizzing up the

street just on a level with you." The double
roar of batteries and boats was so great, we
never noticed the whizzing. Yesterday the

Cincintiati attemj)ted to go by in daylight,
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but was disabled and sunk. It was a pitiful

sight ; we could not see the finale, though we
saw her rendered helpless.

PREP.\R.\TIONS FOR THF. SIKGE.

Vicksburg, May isi, 1863.— It is settled at

last that we shall spend the time of siege in

Vicksburg. Ever since we were deprived of our

cave, I had been dreading that H would

suggest sending me to the country, where his

relatives lived. As he could nut leave his po-

sition and go also without being conscripted,

and as I felt certain an army would get between

us, it was no part of my plan to be obedient.

A shell from one of the practicing mortars

brought the point to an issue yesterday and

settled it. Sitting at work as usual, listening to

the distant sound of bursting shells, apparently

aimed at the court-house, there suddenly

came a nearer explosion; the house shook, and

a tearina; sound was followed by terrified

screams from the kitchen. I rushed thither,

but met in the hall the cook's little girl Amer-
ica, bleeding from a wound in the forehead,

and fairly dancing with fright and pain, while

she uttered fearful yells. I stopped to exam-

ine the wound, and her mother bounded in,

her black face ashy from terror. " Oh ! Miss

V , my child is killed and the kitchen tore

up." Seeing America was too lively to be a

killed subject, I consoled Martha and hastened

to the kitchen. Evidently a shell had exploded

just outside, sending three or four pieces

through. When order was restored I endeav-

ored to impress on Martha's mind the necessity

for calmness and the uselessness of such ex-

citement. Looking round at the close of the

lecture, there stood a group of Confederate

soldiers laughing heartily at my sermon and
the promising audience I had. They chimed
in with a parting chorus :

'• Yes, it's no use hoUerin, old lady."
" Oh ! H ," I exclaimed, as he entered

soon after, *' America is wounded."
'• That is no news ; she has been wounded

by traitors long ago."
" Oh, this is real, living, little, black America;

I am not talking in symbols. Here are the pieces

of shell, the first bolt of the coming siege."

" Now you see," he replied, " that this

house will be but paper to mortar-shells. You
must go in the country."

The argument was long, but when a woman
is obstinate and eloquent, she generally con-

quers. I came off victorious, and we finished

preparations for the siege to-day. Hiring a

man to assist, we descended to the wine-cellar,

where the accumulated bottles told of the

'•banquet-hall deserted," the spirit and glow
of the festive hours whose lights and garlands

Vere dead, and the last guest long since de-

parted. To empty this cellar was the work of

many hours. Then in the safest comer a plat-

form was laid for our bed, and in another por-

tion one arranged for Martha. The dungeon,
as I call it, is lighted only by a trap-do(jr,

and is so damp it will be necessary to remove
the bedding and moscjuito-bars every day.

The next <[uestion was of supplies. I had
nothing left but a sack of rice-Hour, and no
manner of cooking I had heard or invented

contrived to make it eatable. A column of rec-

ipes for making delicious preparations of it

had been going the rounds of Confederate

papers. I tried them all ; they resulted only in

brick-bats, or sticky paste. H sallied out

on a hunt for provisions, and when he returned

the disproportionate quantity of the different

articles obtained provoked a smile. There
was a hogshead of sugar, a barrel of sirup, ten

pounds of bacon and peas, four pounds of

wheat-flour, and a small sack of corn-meal, a

little vinegar, and actually some spice! The
wheat-flour he purchased for ten dollars as a

special favor from the sole remaining barrel for

sale. We decided that must be kept for sick-

ness. The sack of meal, he said, was a case

of corruption, through a special providence

to us. There is no more for sale at any price,

but, said he, " a soldier who was hauling some
of the Government sacks to the hospital offered

me this for five dollars, if I could keep a se-

cret. When the meal is exhausted perhaps

we can keep alive on sugar. Here are some
wax candles; hoard them like gold." He
handed me a parcel containing about two

pounds of candles, and left me to arrange my
treasures. It would be hard for me to picture

the memories those candles called up. The
long years melted away, and I

" Trod again my childhood's track

And felt its very gladness."

In those childish days, whenever came
dreams of household splendor or festal rooms
or gay illuminations, the lights in my vision

were always wax candles burning with a soft

radiance that enchanted every scene. * * *

And, lo ! here on this spring day of '63, with

war raging through the land, I was in a fine

house, and had my wax candles sure enough,

but, alas ! they were neither cerulean blue nor

rose-tinted, but dirty brown ; and when I

lighted one, it spluttered and wasted like any

vulgar tallow thing, and lighted only a desolate

scene in the vast handsome room. They were

not so good as the waxen rope we had made
in Arkansas. So, with a long sigh for the

dreams of youth, I return to the stern present

in this besieged town, my only consolation to

remember the old axiom, *' A city besieged is

a city taken,"— so if we live through it we
shall be out of the Confederacy. H is
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ven- tired of having to carry a pass around in

his pocket and go every now and then to have

it renewed. We have been so very free in

America, these restrictions are irksome.

Max gth.— This morning the door-bell rang

a stanling peal. Martha being busy, I an-

swered it. An orderly in gray stood with an

official envelope in his hand.
" Who hves here ?

"

"Mr. L ."

Verv imperiouslv— '* Which Mr. L ?"

- Mr. H L^ .••

" Is he here ?
"

" No."
'* Where can he be found ?

"

" At the othce of Deputy ."

*• I'm not going there. This is an order from

General Pemberton foryou to move out of this

house in two hours. He has selected it for head-

quarters. He will furnish you with wagons."
" Will he furnish another house also ?

"

•' Of course not."

" Has the owner been consulted ?
"

'* He has not ; that is of no consequence ; it

has been taken Take this order."
'• I shall not take it, and I shall not move,

as there is no place to move to but the street."

"Then I'll take it to Mr. L ."

" Yen,- well, do so."

As soon as Mr Impertine walked off I

locked, bolted, and barred every door and

window. In ten minutes H came home.
'• Hold the fort till I've seen the owner and

the general," he said, as I locked him out.

Then Dr. B 's remark in New Orleans

about the effect of Dr. C 's fine presence

on the Confederate officials there came to

mind. They are just the people to be influ-

enced in that way, I thought. I look rather

shabby now ; I will dress I made an elaborate

toilet, put on the best and most becoming
dress I had, the richest lace, the handsomest
ornaments, taking care that all should be ap-

projiriate to a morning visit ; dressed my hair

in the stateliest braids, and took a seat in the

parlor ready for the fray. H came to

the window and said :

" Landlord says,' Keep them out. Wouldn't

let them have his house at any price.' He is

just riding off to the country and can't help

us now. Now I'm going to see Major C
,

who sent the order."

Next came an officer, banged at the door

till tired, and walked away. Then the orderly

came again and beat the door— same result.

Next, four officers with bundles and lunch-

baskets, followed by a wagon-load of furniture.

TTiey went round the house, tried every door.

pee[>ed in the windows, pounded and rapped,

while I watched them through the blind-slats.

Presently the fattest one, a real Falstaffian man.

came back to the front door and rung a thun-

dering peal. I saw the chance for fun and
for putting on their own grandiloquent style.

Stealing on tiptoe to the door, I turned the

kev and bolt noiselessly, and suddenly threw

wide back the door and appeared be-

hind it. He had been leaning on it, and nearly

pitched forward with an " Oh ! what's this !

"

Then seeing me as he straightened up, " Ah,
madam 1

" almost stuttering from surprise and
anger, " are you aware I had the right to break

down this door if you hadn't opened it ?
"

" That would make no difference to me.
I'm not the owner. You or the landlord would
pay the bill for the repairs."

" Why didn't you open the door ?"

" Have I not done so as soon as you rung ?

A lady does not open the door to men who
beat on it. Gentlemen usually ring ; I thought

it might be stragglers pounding."
"Well," growing much blander,*" we are

going to send you some wagons to move
;
you

must get ready."
" With pleasure, if you have selected a house

for me. This is too large; it does not suit me."
" No, I didn't find a house for you."
" You surely don't expect ine to run about

in the dust and shelling to look for it, and Mr.
L is too busy."

"Well, madam, then we must share the

house. We will take the lower floor."

" I prefer to keep the lower floor myself; you
surely don't expect 7ne to go up and down stairs

when you are so light and more able to do it."

He walked through the hall, trying the

doors. " What room is that ? "— " The par-

lor." "And this ? "— " My bedroom." " And
this?"—"The dining-room."

" Well, madam, we'll find you a house and
then come and take this."

"Thank you, colonel; I shall be ready when
you find the house Good-morning, sir."

I heard him say as he ran down the steps,

" We must go back, captain ; you see I didn't

know they were this kind of people."

Of course the orderly had lied in the begin-

ning to scare me, for General P is too far

away from Vicksburg to send an order. He
is looking about for General Grant. We are

told he has gone out to meet Johnston ; and
together they expect to annihilate Grant's

army and free Vicksburg forever. There is

now a general hospital opposite this house
and a small-pox hospital next door. War,
famine, pestilence, and fire surround us.

Every day the band plays in front of the

small-pox hospital. I wonder if it is to keep
up their spirits ? One would suppose quiet

would be more cheering.

May lyi/i.— Hardly was our scanty break-

fast over this morning when a hurried ringdrew
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's could see from my high perch, peo|)lc were
assistants, stood there in high excitement. sitting, eating their poor supjjers at the cave

" Well, Mr. L , they are upon us ; the doors, ready to plunge in again. As the first

Yankees will be here by this evening."
'' What do you mean ?

"

" That Pemberton has been whipped at

Baker's Creek and Big Black, and his army
are running back here as fast as they can come
and the Yanks after them, in such numbers
nothing can stop them. Hasn't Pemberton
acted like a fool ?

"

" He may not be the only one to blame,"

replied H

shell again flew they dived, and not a human
being was visijjle. 'Ihe sharp crackle of the
musketry-firing was a strong contrast to the
scream of the bombs. I think all the dogs
and cats must be killed or starved, we don't
see any more pitiful animals jirowling around.
* * * The cellar is so damp and musty the
bedding has to l)e carried out and laid iii the
sun every day, with the forecast that it may be
demolished at anv moment. 'Ihc confinement

They're coming along the Big B. road, is dreadful. To sit and listen as if waiting for

and mv folks went down there to be safe, you
know ; now they're right in it. I hear you
can't see the armies for the dust ; never was
anything else known like it. But I must go
and try to bring my folks back here."

What struck us both was the absence of

that concern to be expected, and a sort of

death in a horrible manner would drive me
insane. J don't know what others do, but we
read when I am not scribljling in this. H
borrowed somewhere a lot of Dickens's novels,
and we reread them by the dim light in the
cellar. W^hen the shelling abates H goes
to walk about a little or get the " Daily

relief or suppressed pleasure. After twelve Citizen," which is still issuing a tiny sheet at

some worn-out-looking men sat down under

the window.
" What is the news ? " I inquired.
" Ritreat, ritreat

!

" they said, in broken

English — they were Louisiana Acadians.

About three o'clock the rush began. I shall

never forget that woful sight of a beaten,

demoralized army that came rushing back,

—

humanity in the last throes ofendurance. Wan,
hollow-eyed, ragged, footsore, bloody, the men
limped along unarmed, but followed by siege-

guns, ambulances, gun-carriages, and wagons
in aimless confusion. At twilight two or three

bands on the court-house hill and other points

began playing Dixie, Bonnie Blue Flag, and
so on, and drums began to beat all about; I

twenty-five and fifty cents a copy. It is, of
course, but a rehash of speculations which
amuses a half hour. To-day he heard while
out that expert swimmers are crossing the

Mississippi on logs at night to bring and carry

news to Johnston. I am so tired of corn -bread,

which I never liked, that I eat it with tears

in my eyes. We are lu( ky to get a quart of

milk daily from a family near who have a

cow they hourly expect to be killed. I send
five dollars to market each morning, and it

buys a small piece of mule-meat. Rice and
milk is my main food ; I can't eat the

mule-meat. We boil the rice and eat it cold

with milk for supper. Martha runs the gaunt-

let to buy the meat and milk once a day in a

suppose they were rallying the scattered army, perfect terror. The shells seem to have many
May 28th.— Since that day the regular difterentnames;! hear thesoldierssay. "That's

siege has continued. We are utterly cut off from a mortar-shell. There goes a Parrott. That's

the world, surrounded by a circle of fire, a rifle-shell." They are all equally terrible.

Would it be wise like the scorpion to sting A pair of chimney-swallows have built in the

ourselves to death ? The fiery shower of shells parlor chimney. The concussion of the house

goes on day and night. H 's occupation, often sends down parts oi their nest, which

of course, is gone, his oftice closed. Every they patiently pick up and reascend with.

man has to carry a pass in his pocket. People

do nothing but eat what they can get, sleep

when they can, and dodge the shells. There
are three intervals when the shelling stops,

Friday, June §th. In the cellar.—Wednes-

day evening H >aid he must take a litUe

walk, and went while the shelling had stoi)i>ed.

He never leaves me alone for long, and when

either for the guns to cool or for the gunners' an hour had passed without his return I grew

meals, I suppose,— about eight in the morning,

the same in the evening, and at noon. In

that time we have both to prepare and eat ours.

Clothing cannot be washed or anything else

done. On the 19th and 2 2d, when the assaults

were made on the lines, I watched the sol-

diers cooking on the green opposite. The
half-spent balls coming all the way from those

lines were flying so thick that they were obliged

to dodge at every turn. At all the caves I

anxious ; and when two hours, and the shell-

ing had grown terrific. I momentarily expe* ted

to see his mangled body. All sorts of horrors

fill the mind now, and I am so desolate here;

not a friend. When he came he said that

passing a cave where there were no others

near, he heard groans, and found a shell had

struck above and caused the cave to fall in

on the man within. He could not extricate

him alone, and had to get help and tlig him
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out. He was badly hurt, but not mortally,

and I felt fairly sick from the suspense.

Yesterday morning a note was brought

H from a bachelor uncle out in the

trenches, saving he had been taken ill with

fever, and could we receive him if he came ?

H sent to tell him to come, and 1 ar-

ranged one of the parlors as a dressing-room

for him. and laid a pallet that he could move
back and forth to the cellar. He did not

arrive, however. It is our custom in the even-

ing to sit in the front room a little while in

the dark, with matches and candle held ready

in hand, and watch the shells, whose course

at night is shown by the fuse. H was at

the window and suddenly sprang up, crying,
" Run 1

"—*• Where ? "—•• Back .'
"

I started through the back room, H
after me. I was just within the door when the

crash came that threw me to the floor. It

was the most appalling sensation I'd ever

known. Worse than an earthquake, which
I've also experienced. Shaken and deaf-

ened I picked myself up ; H had struck

a light to find me. I lighted mine, and the

smoke guided us to the parlor I had fixed

for Uncle J . The candles were useless

in the dense smoke, and it was many min-
utes before we could see. Then we found the

entire side of the room torn out. The soldiers

who had rushed in said, •' This is an eighty-

pound Parrott." It had entered through the

front, burst on the pallet-bed, which was in

tatters ; the toilet service and everything else in

the room smashed. The soldiers assisted H
to board up the break with planks to keep out

prowlers, and wc went to bed in the cellar as

usual. This morning the yard is partially plow-
ed by a couple that fell there in the night. I

think this house, so large and prominent from
the river, is perhaps taken for headquarters and
specially shelled. As we descend at night to

the lower regions, I think of the evening hymn
that grandmother taught me when a child :

" I-ord, keep us safe this night.

Secure from all our fears;

May angels guard us while we sleep,

'I ill morning light appears."

Surely, if there are heavenly guardians we
need them now.

Furir jth. Jn the cellar.—There is one thing

I feel especially grateful for, that amid these

horrors we have been spared that of suffer-

ing for water. The weather has been dry a

long time, and we hear of others dipping up
the water from ditches and mud-holes. This
place has two large underground cisterns of

good cool water, and every night in my sub-

terranean dressing-room a tub of cold water
Is the nerve-calmer that sends me to sleep in

spite of the roar, C)ne cistern I had to give

up to the soldiers, who swarm about like

hungry animals seeking something to devour.
Poor fellows ! my heart bleeds for them. They
have nothing but spoiled, greasy bacon, and
bread made of musty pea-flour, and but little

of that. The sick ones can't bolt it. They
come into the kitchen when Martha puts the
pan of corn-bread in the stove, and beg for

the bowl she mixed it in. They shake up the

scrapings with water, put in their bacon, and
boil the mixture into a kind of soup, which is

easier to swallow than pea-bread. W'hen I

happen in, they look so ashamed of their poor
clothes. I know we saved the lives of two by
giving a few meals. To-day one crawled on
the gallery to lie in the breeze. He looked as

if shells had lost their terrors for his dumb
and famished misery. I've taught Martha to

make first-rate corn-meal gruel, because I can
eat meal easier that way than in hoe-cake,
and I fixed him a saucerful, put milk and
sugar and nutmeg— I've actually got a nut-

meg. Wlien he ate it the tears ran from his

eyes. " Oh, madam, there was never anything
so good ! I shall get better."

June gth.—The churches are a great resort

for those who have no caves. People fancy
they are not shelled so much, and they are

substantial and the pews good to sleep in.

We had to leave this house last night, they
were shelling our quarter so heavily. The
night before, Martha forsook the cellar for a

church. We went to H 's oflice, which
was comparatively quiet last night. H
carried the bank box ; I the case of matches

;

Martha the blankets and pillows, keeping an
eye on the shells. We slept on piles of old news-
papers. In the streets the roar seems so much
more confusing, I feel sure I shall run right in

the way of a shell. They seem to have five dif-

ferent sounds from the second of throwing them
to the hollow echo wandering among the hills,

and that sounds the most blood-curdling of all.

June 13th.— Shell burst just over the roof

this morning. Pieces tore through both floors

down into the dining-room. The entire ceil-

ing of that room fell in a mass. We had just

left it. Every piece of crockery on the table

was smashed up. The " Daily Citizen " to-day

is a foot and a half long and six inches wide.

It has a long letter from a Federal officer, P.

P. Hill, who was on the gun-boat Cincinnati,

that was sunk May 27th. Says it was found
in his floating trunk. The editorial says, " The
utmost confidence is felt that we can main-
tain our position until succor comes from
outside. The undaunted Johnston is at hand."

Jime i8th.— To-day the "Citizen "is printed

on wall ]>aper; therefore has grown a little in

size. It says, " But a {itw days more and John-
ston will be here "; also that " Kirby Smith has

I
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driven Banks from Port Hudson," and that
'• the enemy are throwing incendiary shells in."

Jiitie 20th.—The gentleman who took our

cave came yesterday to invite us to come to

it, because, he said, " it's going to be very bad
to-day." I don't know why he thought so.

We went, and found his own and another

family in it ; sat outside and watched the

shells till we concluded the cellar was as good
a place as that hill-side. I fear the want of

good food is breaking down H . I know
from my own feelings of weakness, but mine
is not an American constitution and has a

recuperative power that his has not.

June 21St.— I had gone upstairs to-day

during the interregnum to enjoy a rest on my
bed and read the reliable items in the " Citi-

zen," when a shell burst right outside the

window in front of me. Pieces flew in, strik-

ing all round me, tearing down masses of

plaster that came tumbling over me. When
H rushed in I was crawling out of the

plaster, digging it out of my eyes and hair.

When he picked up a piece large as a saucer

beside my pillow, I realized my narrow escape.

The window-frame began to smoke, and we saw
the house was on fire. H ran for a hatchet

and I for water, and we put it out. Another
[shell] came crashing near, and I snatched up
my comb and brush and ran down here. It has

taken all the afternoon to get the plaster out

of my hair, for my hands were rather shaky.

June 2§th.— A horrible day. The most hor-

rible yet to me, because I've lost my nerve.

We were all in the cellar, when a shell came
tearing through the roof, burst upstairs, tore

up that room, and the pieces coming through

both floors down into the cellar. One of them
tore open the leg of H 's pantaloons.

This was tangible proof the cellar was no
place of protection from them. On the heels

of this came Mr. J , to tell us that young
Mrs. P had had her thigh-bone crushed.

When Martha went for the milk she came
back horror-stricken to tell us the black girl

there had her arm taken off by a shell. For
the first time I quailed. I do not think peo-

ple who are physically brave deserve much
credit for it ; it is a matter of nerves. In this

way I am constitutionallv brave, and seldom

cannot stay ; I know I shall be crippled." Now
the regret comes that I lost control, because
H is worried, and has lost his comj)Osure,
because my coolness has broken down.

July 1st.— Some months ago, thinkmg it

might be useful, I obtained from the consul of
my birthplace, by sending to another town,
a passport for foreign ])arts. H said if

we went out to the lines we might be permitted
to get through on that. So we packed the
trunks, got a carriage, and on the 30th drcjve

out there. General V offered us seats in

his tent. The rifle-bullets were whizzing so
zip., zip from the shar[)-shooters on the Fed-
eral lines that involuntarily I mo\ed on my
chair. He said, " Don't be alarmed

;
you are

out of range. They are firing at our mules
yonder." His horse, tied by the tent (lo(jr, was
quivering all over, the most intense exhibition

of fear I'd ever seen in an animal, (ieneral

V sent out a flag of truce to the Federal
headquarters, and while we waited wrote on a

piece of silk paper a few words. Then he said,

" My wife is in Tennessee. If you get through
the lines, send her this. They will search you. so

I will put it in this toothpick." He crammed
the silk paper into a cjuill toothpick, and handed
ittoH . It was completely concealed. The
flag-of-truce officer came back flushed and
angry. "General Grant says no human being
shall pass out of Vicksburg; but the lad)- may
feel sure danger will soon be over. Vicksburg

will surrender on the 4th."
" Is that so, general ? " inquired H .

" Are arrangements for surrender made ?
"

" We know nothing of the kind. Vicksburg

will not surrender."
" Those were General Grant's e.vact \\ ords,

sir," said the flag-ofticer. " Of course it is noth-

ing but their brag."

We went back sadly enough, but to-day

H says he will cross the river to Gen-
eral Porter's lines and try there ; I shall not be

disappointed.

Julvjd.—

H

was going to headquarters

for the requisite pass, and he saw General

Pemberton crawling out of a cave, for the

shelling has been as hot as ever. He got the

pass, but did not act with his usual caution, for

the boat he secured was a miserable, leaky one

think of danger till it is over; and death has — a mere trough. Leaving Martha in charge.

not the terrors for me it has for some others.

Every night I had lain down expecting death,

and every morning rose to the same j)rospect,

without being unnerved. It was for H I

trembled. But now I first seemed to realize that

something worse than death might come ; I

might be crippled, and not killed. Life, without

all one's powers and limbs, was a thought that

broke down my courage. I said to H .

'" You must get me out of this horrible place; I

Vol. XXX.—83.

we went to the river, had our trunks put m
the boat, and embarked ; but the boat became

utterlv unmanageable, and began to fill with

water rapidly. H saw that we could not

cross in it and turned to come back ; yet in spite

of that the pickets at the battery fired on us.

H raised the white flag he had. yet they

fired again, and I gave a cry of horror that

none of these dreadful things had wrung from

me. I thought H was struck. When we
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landed H showed the pass, and said that

the othcer had told him the battery would be

notified we were to cross. The othcer apolo-

gized and said they were not notitied. He
ftimished a cart to get home, and to-day we

are down in the cellar again, shells flying as

thick as ever. Provisions so nearly gone,

except the hogshead ot" sugar, that a few more

days will bring us to starvation indeed. Martha

says rats are hanging dressed in the market

for sale with mule meat,— there is nothing

else. The otiicer at the battery told me he

had eaten one yesterday. We have tried to

leave this Tophet and failed, and if the siege

continues I must summon that higher kind

of courage— moral braver}-— to subdue my
fears of possible mutilation.

Jul\4t-i.— It is evening. AUisstill. Silence

and night are once more united. I can sit at

the table in the parlor and write. Two candles

are lighted. I woukl like a dozen. We have

had wheat supper and wheat bread once more.

H is leaning back in the rocking-chair

;

he says :

" G , it seems to me I can hear the

silence, and feel it. too. It wraps me like a soft

garment ; how else can I express this peace ?
"

But I must write the history of the last

twenty-four hours. About five yesterday after-

noon, Mr. J , H 's assistant, who, hav-

ing no wife to keep him in, dodges about at

ever)- change and brings us the news, came
to H and said :

'• Mr. L
,
you must both come to our

cave to-night. I hear that to-night the shell-

ing is to surpass everything yet. An assault

will be made in front and rear. You know we
have a double cave; there is room for you in

mine, and mother and sister \\ ill make a place

for Mrs. L . Come right up; the ball will

open about seven."

We got ready, shut up the house, told

Martha to go to the church again if she

preferred it to the cellar, and walked up to

Mr. J 's. When supper was eaten, all

secure, and ladies in their cave night toilet,

it was just six, and we crossed the street to

the cave opposite. As I crossed a mighty
shell flew screaming right over my head. It

was the last thrown into Vicksburg. We lay

on our pallets waiting fgr the expected roar,

but no .sound came except the chatter from

neighboring caves, and at last we dropped
asleep. I woke at dawn stiff. A draught from
the funnel-shaped opening had been blowing
on me all night. Every one was expressing

suq^rise at the quiet. Wc started for home
and met the editor of the " Daily Citizen."

H said :

"This is strangely quiet, Mr. L ."

" Ah, sir," shaking his head gloomily, " I'm

afraid (?) the last shell has been thrown into

Vicksburg."
'' Why do you fear so ?

"

• It is surrender. At six last evening a
man went dow n to the river and blew a truce

signal ; the shelling stopped at once."

When I entered the kitchen a soldier was
there waiting for the bowl of scrapings (they

took turns for it).

''Good-morning, madam," he said; "we
won't bother you much longer. We can't

thank you enough for letting us come, for

getting this soup boiled has helped some of

us to keep alive, but now all this is over."
" Is it true about the surrender ?

"

'• Yes; we have had no official notice, but

they are paroling out at the lines now, and
the men in Vicksburg will never forgive Pem-
berton. An old granny ! A child would have
known better than to shut men up in this

cursed trap to starve to death like useless

vermin." His eyes flashed with an insane fire

as he spoke. " Haven't I seen my friends

carted out three or four in a box, that had died

of starvation ! Nothing else, madam ! Starved

to death because we had a fool for a general."
" Don't you think you're rather hard on

Pemberton ? He thought it his duty to wait

for Johnston."
" Some people may excuse him, ma'am, but

we'll curse him to our dying day. Anyhow,
you'll see the blue-coats directly."

Breakfast dispatched, we went on the upper
gallery. What I expected to see was files of sol-

diers marching in, but it was very different. The
street was deserted, save by a few people carry-

ing home bedding from their caves. Among
these was a group taking home a little creature,

born in a cave a few days previous, and its wan-
looking mother. About eleven o'clock a man in

blue came sauntering along,looking about curi-

ously. Then two followed him, then another.
" H , do you think these can be the

Federal soldiers ?
"

" Why, yes; here come more up the street."

Soon a group appeared on the court-house

hill, and the flag began slowly to rise to the

top of the staff. As the breeze caught it, and
it sprang out like a live thing exultant, H
drew a long breath of contentment.

" Now I feel once more at home in mine
own country."

In an hour more a grand rush of people
setting toward the river began,— foremost

among them the gentleman who took our
cave ; all were flying as if for life.

" What can this mean, H ? Are the

populace turning out to greet the despised

conquerors ?
"

"Oh," said H , springing up, "look!
It is the boats coming around the bend."

I
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Truly, it was a fine spectacle to see that fleet

oftransports sweep around the curve and anchor
in the teeth of the batteries so lately vomiting
fire. Presently Mr. J passed and called :

" Aren't you coming, Mr. L ? There's
provisions on those boats : coftee and flour.

' First come, first served,' you know."
" Yes, I'll be there pretty soon," replied

H .

began to swarm
if he had coin to

and

But now the new-comers
into our yard, asking H
sell for greenbacks. He had some, and a

little bartering went on with the new green-

backs. H went out to get provisions.

When he returned a Confederate officer

came with him. H went to the box of

Confederate money and took out four hun-
dred dollars, and the officer took off his

watch, a plain gold one, and laid it on the

table, saying, " We have not been paid, and
I must get home to my family." H
added a five-dollar greenback to the pile, and
wished him a happy meeting. The townsfolk

continued to dash through the streets with

their arms full, canned goods predominating.
Towards five Mr. J passed again. " Keep
on the lookout," he said ;

" the army of oc-

cupation is coming along," and in a few min-
utes the head of the column appeared. What
a contrast to the suffering creatures we had
seen so long were these stalwart, well-fed

men, so splendidly set up and accoutered.

Sleek horses, polished arms, bright plumes,

—

this was the pride and panoply of war. Civil-

ization, discipline, and order seemed to enter

with the measured tramp of those marching
columns ; and the heart turned with throbs
of added pity to the worn men in gray, who
were being blindly dashed against this em-
bodiment of modern power. And now this

" silence that is golden " indeed is over all,

and my limbs are unhurt, and I suppose if I

were Catholic, in my fervent gratitude, I

would hie me with a rich offering to the

shrine of" our Lady of Mercy."
July yth.— I did not enjoy quiet long. First

came Martha, who announced her intention of

going to search for her sons, as she was free now.
I was hardly able to stand since the severe

cold taken in the cave that night, but she

would not wait a day. A colored woman came
in and said she had asked her mistress for

wages and she had turned her out (wanting
a place). I was in no condition to stand upon
ceremony then, and engaged her at once, but
hear to-day that I am thoroughly pulled to

pieces in Vicksburg circles ; there is no more
salvation for me. Next came two Federal
officers and wanted rooms and board. To have
some protection was a necessity ; both armies

were still in town, and for the past three days

every Confederate soldier I see has a cracker
in his hand. There is hardly any water in
town, no prosi)ect of rain, and the soldiers
have emptied one cistern in the yard already
and begun on the other. The colonel put a
guard at the gate to limit the water given.
Next came the owner of the house and said
we must move; he wanted the house, but it

was .so big he'd just bring his family in ; we
could stay till we got one. They brouglit
boarders with them too, and children. Men
are at work all over the house shoveling up
the plaster before repairing. Upstairs they are
pouring it by bucketfuls through the windows.
Colonel D brought work for H to
help with from heacUpiarters. Making out the
paroles and copying them has taken so long
they wanted help. I am surprised and morti-
fied to find that two-thirds of all thenu-n who
have signed made their mark ; they cannot
write. I never thought there was so much
ignorance in the South. One of the men at

headquarters took a fancy to H and pre-
sented him with a portfolio, that he said he
had captured when the Confederates evacu-
ated their headquarters at Jackson. It con-
tained mostly family letters written in French,
and a few official papers. Among them was the
following note, which I will copy here, and file

away the original as a curiosity when the war
is over.

Headquarters Dept. of Tenn.
Tupelo, Aug. 6, 1862.

Capt : The Major-General Commanding directs

me to say that he submits it altogether to your own
discretion whether you make the attempt to capture
General Grant or not. While the exploit would be very
brilliant if successful, you must remember that failure

might be disastrous to you and your men. The Gen-
eral commends your activity and energy and ex|)ects

you to continue to show these qualities.

I am, very respectfully, yr. obt. svt.

Thomas L. Stt-cad, A. A. G.
Capt. Geo. L. Baxter,

Commanding Beauregard Scoiiis.

I would like to know if he tried it and came to

grief or abandoned the project. As letters can
now get through to New Orleans I wrote there.

July 14II1.—Moved yesterday into a house
I call " Fair Rosamond's bower " because it

would take a clue of thread to go through it

without getting lost. One room has five doors

opening into the house, and no windows. The
stairs are like ladders, and the colonel's con-

traband valet won't risk his neck taking down
water, but pours it through the windows on
people's heads. We sha'n't stay in it. Men are

at work closing up the caves; they had become
hiding-places for trash. V'icksburg is now like

one vast hospital— every one is getting sick or

is sick. My cook was taken to-day with bil-

ious fever, and nothing but will keeps me up.

July 2JJ.—We moved again two days ago.
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General Lew 'Wallace and General McCook at Shiloh.

SINCE the publication in The Century of my article

on "The Battle of Shiloh"! have received from Mrs.

\V. H. L. Wallace, widow of the gallant general who

was killed in tlie tirst day's fight at that battle, a letter

from General Lew Wallace to him, dated the morning

of the 5th. .A.t the date of this letter it was well

known that the Confederates had troops out along the

Mobile & Ohio railroad west of Crump's landing and

Pittsburg landing, and were also collecting near Shi-

loh. This letter shows that at that time Ceneral Lew
Wallace was making preparations for the emergency

that might happen for the passing of reenforcements

between Shiloh and his position, extending from

Cramp's landing westward; and he sends the letter

over the road running from .\damsville to the Pittsburg

landing and Purdy road. These two roads intersect

nearly a mile west of the crossing of the latter over Owl
creek, where our right rested. In this letter General

I^w Wallace advises General W\ H. L. Wallace that

he will send " to-morrow " (and his letter also says

*• .\pril 5th," which is the same day the letter was

dated and which, therefore, must have been written on

the 4th) >onie cavalry to report to him at his head-

quarters, and suggesting the propriety of Cleneral W.
H. L. Wallace's sending a company back with them

for the purpose of having the cavalry at the two land-

ing- familiarize themselves with the road, so that they

could "act promptly in case of emergency as guides

to and from the different camps."

This modifies very materially what I have said, and

what h.i> been said by others, of the conduct of Gen-

eral I^w Wallace at the battle of Shiloh. It shows
that he naturally, with no more experience tlian he had

al the time in the profession of arms, would take the

particular road that he did start upon in the absence

of order-, to move by a different road.

The mistake he made, and whicli probably caused

his ap|)arent diialoriness, was that of having advanced

.some distance after he had fountl that the firing, which
woul<i l)e at fir>t directly to his front and then off to

the left, had fallen back until it had got very much in

rear of the j)osil)on of his ailvance. This falling back

had taken j)lace before I -.ent General Wallace orders

t>> nnjvc up to Pittsburg landing, and, naturally, my
order vva> to follow the road iieare.-t the river. But my
<»rdcr was verbal, and lo a siaff-officer who was to de-

liver it to General Wallace, so that I am not competent

to .say jusl what order the general actually received.

(ienerni Wallace'- division was >tntioned, the P'irst

brigade at ''rump'-, landing, the Second out two miles,

and the Third l\so and a half miles out. Hearing the

sounds of balllc. General Wallace early orflered his

Urst and Third brigades lo concentrate on the Second.

If the po-ition of our front had not changed, the road

which Wallace took would have been somewhat shorter

to our right than the Kiver road.

In this article I state that (Icneral .McCook, who
cominamlcU a division of Uuell'-, army, expressed

some unwillingness to pursue the enemy on Monday,
.April 7th, because of the condition of his troops.

Cieneral Badeau, in his history, also makes the same
statement, on my authority. Out of justice to General

McCook and his command, I must say that they left

a point twenty-two miles east of Savannah on the

morning of the 6th. From the heavy rains of a few

days previous and the passage of trains and artillery,

the roads were necessarily deep in mud, which made
marching slow. The division had not only marched

through this mud the day before, but it had been in the

rain all night without rest. It was engaged in the battle

of the second day, and did as good service as its posi-

tion allowed. In fact an opportunity occurred for it

to perform a conspicuous act of gallantry which elicited

the highest commendation from division commanders
in the army of the Tennessee. General Sherman in

both his memoirs and reports makes mention of this

fact. General McCook himself belongs to a family

which furnished many volunteers to the army. I refer

to these circumstances with minuteness because I did

General McCook injustice in the article, though not

to the extent one would suppose from the public press.

I am not willing to do any one an injustice, and if

convinced that I have done one, I am always willing

to make the fullest admission.

U. S. Grant.
Mount McGregor, N, Y., June 22, 1885.

Who Projected the Canal at Island Number Ten ?

In The Century for June, 1885, I have read Colo-

nel J. W. Bissell's article on the " Sawing out a Chan-

nel above Island Number Ten." I desire to call

attention to what he says :

" Some officer present making some suggestion about
a 'canal,' I immediately pulled out my memorandum-
book, and showing the sketch, said the whole thing was
provided for."

This on the evening of March 19, 1862, which is the

date of General Pope's letter to which Colonel Bissell

refers in a foot-note, saying he did not receive the let-

ter because he (Colonel Bissell) was on his return from

the reconnaissance he had been ordered to make. To
the public this reads as though the plan originated with

Colonel Bissell, while I am ready to show that while the

colonel directed the work, " some officer," as he says,

—

or, to be exact, I myself,— was the sole inventor of the

project. My own official report, dated Headquarters

.Second Division Army of the Mississippi, Pittsburg

Landing, April 22, 1862 (See " Rebellion Records,"

Vol. VIII.
, Images 101-105), reads as follows :

" Transports having reached us through a channel ovA
with enormous labor under the direction of Colonel
F-{issell, on a suggestion advanced by the subscriber,
March 17, 1862, the Second Division embarked on them,
April 7, to cross the Mississippi, which was accomplished
in gallant style, but without opposition, the gun-boats
Giroiidelet nni\ Pi/tsbitr^h, under Captain Waike, having
in dashing style silenced the enemy's shore batteries.

"

In the same volume, pages 78, 79, General Pope
wrote to General Halleck, under date New Madrid,

Mo., April 9, 1862:
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"The canal across the peninsula opposite Island

Number Ten, and for the idea of which I am indebted

to General Schuyler Hamilton, was completed by Col-

onel Bissell's Engineer Regiment, and four steamers
brought through on the niglu of the 6ih."

General Pope again, in his official report to General

Halleck (same volume, pages 85-S7), dated •' Ilead-

lantern-bearers for our surgeons who went over ihe field
of battle, succoring and attending the wounded. . . . The
cavalry was the last force to leave the field and to cross
the Chickahominy, and the bridge on which it crossed,
between 12 midnight on the 27ih and 2 A. M. on the 28th
of June, was, I think, rendered impassable by your order.

'

Brevet I.ieutenant-Colonel J. P. Martin, assistant

quarters Army of the Mississippi, camp five miles adjutant-general United States Army, wrote me from

from Corinth, Mississippi, May 2, 1862," writes: Fort Leavenworth, April 30, 1885 :

" On the i6th of March I received your dispatch, di-

recting me, if possible, to construct a road through the

swamps to a point on the Missouri shore opposite Island

No. 10, and transfer a portion of my force sufficient to

erect batteries at that point to assist in the artillery prac

" The artillery did not drive the enemy from his from
;

the enemy was not driven from his front, but the charge
of your cavalry did stop the advance of tlie enemy, and
this enabled Porter's troops to get off the field. I am by

. . , J- , J- . u J "O means alone in the belief that the charge of the cav-
'^"^ °r J^f o"^""^,

s batteries. I accordmgly dispatched ^Iry at Gainess Mill, on June 27, 1862, saved Fitz John
Col. J.

W. Hissell.^hngineer Regiment, to examine the Porter s corps from destruction. . . . You rf/V/ //«/ direct
country with this view, directing him at the same time,

if he found it impracticable to build a road through the

swamps and overflow of the river, to ascertain whether
it were possible to dig a canal across the peninsula from
some point above Island No. 10 to New Madrid, in order

that steam transports might be brought to me, which
would enable my command to cross the river. The idea

of the canal was suggested to me by General Schuyler
Hamilton in a conversation upon the necessity of cross-

ing the river and assailing the enemy s batteries near
Island No. 10 in the rear. It should be observed that in the short extract from

The New York " Herald," in its issue of April 13, The Century, above, General Porter repeats the as-

1862, published an article in reference to this channel, sertion that the cavalry cau.sed the loss of the (22)

rps fn
your command at once to cross the river. There were no
frightened men in your vicinity. All the frightened mm
were far to your right

; you could not have reached ih<-

retiring crowd ; and \iyou could have stopped them, you
could have done more than Porter himself did do, and he
was amidst them, for I saw him. Your command, at

least a part of it, was the very last to cross the river. . . .

Your reputation is made, and the afterthought of a de-
feated commander can never smirch it."

entitled "The Schuyler Hamilton Canal."

Schuyler Hamilton,

Late Major-General of Volunteers.

New York, June 16, 1885.

The Charge of Cooke's Cavalry at Gaines's Mill.

guns,— emphasizes, makes plainer the meaningtif (he

opening sentence: to the charge "tiloMcl always attrib-

uted the failure on our part to longer hold the battle-field,

and to bring off all our guns in an orderly retreat."

Captain Weeden, commanding battery C., Rhode Isl-

and Artillery, reports, page 282, " Rebellion Records,"

In The Century for June there is an article on the ^he lossofa section by stress oflhe enemy's attacks ; the

battle of Gaines's Mill, signed by Fitz John Porter, two other sections " held in support in rear of C.riffin's

in which appear singular errors of statement regarding brigade" opened fire; "the smoke had filled the

the action of the " Cavalry Reserve," affecting also whole field to the woods, and it was impossible to (li-

the conduct and reputation of its commander. They 'ect the fire. The batteries were limbering to the rear

in good order " when, he says, the cavalry fugitives

ran through them, but he only lost one more piece

"mired in the woods." But General Griffin reports

that the artillery " opened fire u])on the enemy advan-

are chiefly found at pp. 322-3 :

"We lost in all twenty-two cannon ; some of these broke
down while we were withdrawing, and some ran off the

bridges at night while we were crossing to the south

bank of the Chickahominy. The loss of the guns* was cing upon our left ; but it was too late ; our infantry had
due to the fact that some of Cooke's cavalry which had
been directed to be kept, under all circumstances, in the

valley of the Chickahominv , had been sent to resist an at-

tack of the enemy upon our left. The charg:e, executed
in the face of a withering fire of infantry, and in the midst
of our heavy cannonading, as well as that of the enemy,
resulted, as should have been expected, in confusion.

The bewildered and uncontrollable horses wheeled about,

already commenced to fall back, and nothing being left

to give confidence to the artillerymen, it was impossible

to make them stand to their work." And that was just

when the cavalry did go in and give confidence to the

three batteries on the left, and the saving work was done.

I have examined the " Official Records " and found

and dashing through the batteries, satisfied the gunners reports of about twenty batteries engaged in the battle,

that thev were charged hv the enemv. To this alone I ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^,^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^ mention of the cavalry fugi-

tives to be found in them ; their losses are attributed

to other causes. Here I will give the account of the

loss of whole batteries :

General Seymour reports, p. 402, of Captain Kaston,

"This gallant Ljentleman fell and his battery was ln>t

with him."

always attributed the failure on our part to longer hold
the battle-field, and to bring off all our gu»)s in an or-

derly retreat. Most unaccountably this cavalry was not

used to cover our retreat or gather the stragglers, but was
peremptorily ordered to cross to the south bank of the

river. " [Foot-note: "See 'War of the Rebellion — Offi-

cial Records, Vol. XI., Pan II., pp. 43, 223, 273. 272.

—

F. J. P.']

To silence forever the injurious statements and in-

sinuation of the last sentence, I give liere evidence

of two witnesses who were present, and whose high

character is known to all. Major Cieneral W. Merritt,

colonel Fifth Cavalry, superintendent I'nited States

Military .\cademy. writes me, .\pril 8, 1885 :

" The cavalry remained, with you in immediate com-
mand, on that portion nf the field, until after midnight
on the 27th of Juiu'. 1862. It provided litter-bearers and

Captain Mark Kerns was wounded, but "loaded

and fired the last shots himself, and brought /our of

the guns ofT the field." Of another battery he reports.

"No efforts could now re|>el the rush of a successful

foe, under whose fire rider and horse went down and

guns lay immovable on the field."

Captain I. H. Cooper, bntlery !'.., Pennsylvania .\r-

lillery, reports, p. 410:

One is reminded of the moiirnful fate of ihe famous skaters,— " It -o fell oul they all fell in — the rcsl, they ran away.
to Cooke's c.iv:dr)- :

" the rest " nn on the bndges,^We lust in all twenty-two cannon "
;

'broke down."

—

\'. St. (

• the loss of the guns was due
'
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'• The remaining infantry falling back, we were com-
pelled to retire from our guns. The charge being too

sudden and overpowering, it was impossible to remove
them, many of the horses being killed by the enemy's fire."

Was General Porter prevented from bringing off a//

thise guns by the cavalry charge ?

Cienenil Porter says, p. 322:

"Just /freciTJin? this break ' (in Morell's line) " I saw

cavalrv. which 1 recognized as ours, rushing in numbers
through our lines on the left."

All the evidence goes to disprove this very deliberate

statement, and that all the infantry on the left had

broken and was fast disappearing before the first ad-

vance of the cavalry. Again he says :

" General Cooke was instructed to take position, with

cavalrv, under the hills in the valley of the Chickahominy
— there with the aid of artillery to guard our left flank.

He was especially enjoined to intercept, gather, and hold

all stragglers, andundernocircumstances to leave the val-

lev for the purpose of coming upon the hill held by our

infantry, or pass in front of our line on the left."

NVhat strange folly of self-contradiction is betrayed

between this order " to guard our left flank " and

the violent condemnation in the first extract, which

we have been considering, of the march " to resist an

attack of the enemy on our left ..." in a "charge ex-

ecuted in the face of a withering fire of infantry, and

in the midst of our hea\'y cannonading as well as that

of the enemy." Could a poet laureate say more?

" Cannon to right of them,
Cannon lo left of them
Volley'd and thundered—

Then they rode back — "

Ay, there's the rub.

\Vhen I reported to General Porter before the battle,

I remember that he proposed that I should take post

in the narrow open meadow on the extreme left. I

urged that that flank of the army was virtually covered

by the Chickahominy ; that, moreover, it was covered

by three reserve batteries, and three twenty-pounder

batteries on the opposite side of the river ; while the

position I had taken on the hill-slope was within view,

and also within cavalry striking distance. If I had gone

there, I should not have been able, when the lime came,

\o f(ue, and. with artillery aid, to stop the enemy in

the flush of his success. To some such objections

which I made General Porter evidently yielded, in-

stead of " enjoining " me ; for the cavalry remained quite

near his fir.->t station, Adams's house ; and I was there

with him repeatedly. An order "under no circum-

stances lo leave the valley for the purpose of coming on

the hill" would have been to a general officer not only

unprecedented, but insulting.

How strange, lo military ears, would sound an or-

der "to intercept, gather, and hold all stragglers," on

the extreme front and flank !— and the warning not to

"pass \n front of our line on the left !
" Such extrava-

gance of action— marching with no earthly object, be-

tween two lines of fire — is seldom thus forestalled!

Seriously, this parses the bounds of sanity. But it is

emphasized by his map which represents my cavalry

as actually making a flank march between the lines of

battle,— Morell's and lymgstreel's.

It seems necessary to add the statements of cyc-

witncsse*, from different points of view,— men of well-

known high character,— to corroborate my assertions

and my corrections of the mi.srepresentations of the

part played by the cavalry and myself in the battle, as

found in The Century article.

Next morningat Savage's Station the Prince de Join-

ville approached me with both hands extended, saying

with cntprcssemcnt, " I saw you make your charge,

yesterday "; and next day he wrote to the Due d'Au-
inale [see " New York Times," August 13, 1862 :]

..." Those fresh troops rush in good order upon our
left, which falters, flies, and passing through the artillery

draws on in disorder the troops of our center. The enemy
advances rapidly. The fusillade and cannonade are so
violent that the projectiles striking the ground raise a
permanent cloud of dust. At that moment General
Cooke chargt;d at the head of his cavalry ; but that

movement does not succeed, and his horsemen on their

return only increase the disorder. He makes every effort,

aided by all who felt a little courage, to stop the panic,

but in vain."

The Comte de Paris wrote to me, February 2, 1877 :

..." I was with De Hart's battery on the crest of the

hill when you advanced on our left. . . . The sacrifice

of some of the bravest of the cavalry certainly saved a
part of our artillery ; as did, on a larger scale, the Austrian
cavalry on the evening of Sadowa. . . . The main fact

is, that with your cavalry you did all that cavalry could
do to stop the rout."

General W. Merritt wrote me, February 2, 1877 :

" I thought at the time, and subsequent experience
has convinced me, that your cavalry and the audacity of
its conduct at that time, together with the rapid firing of
canister at short range by the battery mentioned, did

much, if not everything, towards preventing the entire

destruction of the Union army at Gaines's Mill. The
circumstances were these :

"The enemy had emerged from a wood, where his

ranks were more or less disorganized, into an open field.

Instead of finding the way clear before him he was met
by a determined charge of cavalry and a heavy artillery

fire. In his mind a new line of fresh troops were before

him. It was but natural, at that stage of our military

experience, that he should hesitate and halt, to prepare
for a new emergency. He did so ; and that night the

cavalry bivouacked as near the scene of these events as

the enemy did."

Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel j. P. Martin wrote to

me, March 24, 1870:

" It is my opinion that but for the charge of the Fifth

Cavalry on that day, the loss in the command of General
Fitz John Porter would have been immensely greater

than it was; indeed, 1 believe that the charge, more
than any other thing, was instrumental in saving that

part of the army on the north bank of the Chickahominy.
" You were the last general officer of General Porter's

command on the field on the left. General Porter him-
-self leaving before you did

;
you had, therefore, an excel-

lent opportunity of seeing what was going on."

Colonel G. A. H. Blake, United States Army, wrote

me, June 16, 1879 :

"About sundown you advanced the brigade under a
warm fire and I deployed the Fifth and First cavalry in

two lines, and a little to the rear of (the interval of) re-

serve batteries of artillery, which had opened a rapid
fire. The infnntrv of the left wing had then disappeared
from the top of the hill. You then rode off to a battery

further to the left, wliere Rush's lancers had been or-

dered. The Fifth Cavalry soon charged, and I saw no
more of tliem. You had ordered me to support them;
then; was a warm fire, and the smoke and dust made
everything obscure. 1 saw none of the iMfth after it was
broken, pass through the battery, wiiich was very near.

It was soon forced to retire, and was followed by the

I''irst in its rear.'

Finally, General William N. Grier, United States

Army, wrote me, July 19, 1879 :

"The reserve was stationed on the hill . . . in full

view of the slopes of the hill, down to the timber through
which the enemy debouched in large numbers. The
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United States batteries were on the slope of the hill, a

little to our right front. You ordered the Fifth to make
a charge, directing me to make a second charf^e after

the Fifth would rally. I never saw that regiment again

on that day, after it was enveloped in a cloud of dust,

making the charge — but soon after saw a battery or two
emerge from the dust . . . withdrawing from the contest.

I then wheeled my squadrons into column of fours, at

a trot along the top of the hill, until getting in rear of

the batteries — receiving the enemy's fire at a loss of an

officer and many men and horses — and, as I then sup-

posed, saving the batteries from further loss."

The orders actually given were to support the

batteries to the last moment, and then charge, if

necessary, to save them.
P. St. George Cooke.

Brigadier and Brevet Major-Oeneral.

United States Army, Retired.

Detroit, June, 1885.

RECOLLECTIONS OF A PARTICIPANT IN THE CHARGE.

Remembering clearly the incidents connected with

the cavalry charge, I wish to clear up a point in regard

to that charge, so far as the regiment (the Fifth Reg-

ular Cavalry) with which I had the honor of being

connected was concerned.

The battle did not begin till noon. We were sta-

tioned on the left of our position. As the hours of the

day passed by, the battle became more and more furi-

ous. At about five o'clock in the afternoon we were

moved up near to the crest of the hill on our left, and

within some twenty rods of the five or six batteries

planted on the crest of the hill.

It was something marvelous to watch those brave

men handle their guns ; never a man flinched or was

dismayed, though a most withering fire of musketry

and artillery was poured upon them.

Just before dark, when we could tell by the sound

of the musketry fire, and by the constantly advancing

yells of the charging foe, that he was getting near the

guns in our front. General Philip St. George Cooke,

commanding the cavalry, rode to our front. I was on

the right of the front line of the first squadron, and

I heard his order to Captain Whiting, commanding

the five companies of our regiment that were present

on the field. He said, " Captain, as soon as you see the

advancing line of the enemy, rising the crest of the hill,

charge at once, without any further orders, to enable

the artillery to bring off their guns." General Cooke

then rode back around the right of our squadron.

Captain Whiting turned to us and said, " Cavalry!

Attention ! Draw saber !
" then added something to

the effect, " Boys, we must charge in five minutes."

Almost immediately the bayonets of the advancing foe

were seen, just beyond our cannon, probably not fifty

rods from us. Captain Whiting at once gave the or-

der, "Trot! March! " and as soon as we were fully

under way he shouted, " Charge !

"

We dashed forward with a wild cheer, in solid col-

umn of squadron front ; but our formation was almost

instantly broken by the necessity of opening to right

and left to pass our guns. So furiously were our brave

gunners fighting that I noticed this incident: The gun

directly in my front had just been loaded ; every man
had fallen before it could be fired. As I bore to the

right to pass this gun, T saw the man at the breech, who
was evidently shot through the body, drawing himself

up by the spokes of the wheel, and reaching for the

lanyard, and I said, " He will fire that gun," and so

kept to the right, and almost immediately felt the

shock of the explosion. Then I closed in to re-form

the line, but could find no one at my left, so completely

had our line been shattered by the musketry fire in

front and the artillery fire in ouPi rear. I rushed on,

and almost instantly my horse reared upright in front

of a line of bayonets, held by a few men upon whom
I had dashed. My horse came down in front of the

line, and ran away partly to our rear, perfectly un-

controllable. I dropped my saber, which hung to my
waist by the saber-knot, and so fiercely tugged at

my horse's bit as to cause the blood to flow from her

mouth, yet could not check her. The gun I had passed,

now limbered up, was being hauled off at a gallop. I

could direct my horse a little to right or left, and so

directed her toward the gun. As she did not attempt

to leap the gun, I gained control of her, and at once

turned about and started back upon my charge. After

riding a short distance I paused. The firing of artillery

and infantry behind and of infantry in front was ter-

rific. None but the dead and wounded were around

me. It hardly seemed that I could drive Lee's battle-

scarred veterans alone, and so I rode slowly off the

field. My regiment had only about two hundred and

fifty men in action. Our commissioned officer was the

onlyone not wounded, except some who were captured.

Only about one hundred returned from that bloody

field for duty the next day. Some were captured, but a

large number fell in that terrible charge, and sleep with

the many heroes who on that day gave their lives for

the Union. So far as those of the Fifth Regular Cavalry

present in this charge were concerned, we certainly

did our whole duty, just as we were ordered. We saved

some guns, and tried to save all.

Rrj. IV. H. Hitchcock.

Fairview, III., June 13, 18

"General Beauregard's Courier at Bull Run."

The effort of Mr. Robert R. Hemphill (in the July

Century) to clear up the obscurity surrounding the

fate of General Beauregard's missing courier at the

First Battle of Manassas, only deepens the mystery

which attaches to that now interesting person.

Mr. Hemphill thinks that he saw this courier, dis-

abled by a fall from his horse, " lying helpless in rear

of the (Confederate) line at Mitchell's Ford, badly

used up and bleeding."

How is this possible? General Beauregard says

that the courier started about 8 A. M. from "Camp

Pickens, the headquarters," to go first to Holmes, then

to Ewell. To seek either Holmes or Ewell by way of

Mitchell's Ford would be nearly like going from New

York to Brazil by way of London.

.\t a later hour General Beauregard rode from his

headquarters to a hill in rear of Mitchell's Ford, and

thence, near noon, a staff oiTicer, accompanied by a

courier, set out to go to Ewell with an order to move

to the support of our left. Meeting with some accident,

he sent the courier ahead to deliver the order. It was

perhaps this officer whom Mr. Hemphill saw.

Spring Hill, Tenn., July 5, 1885.

Campbell Brown.
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N the third week of January, 1833. the home. Arrived here Saturday evening about 8 o'clock ;

editor of the Boston ** Liberator " received

the following letter from a village in Windham
County. Connecticut

:

Cantkkbirv, January iSth, 1833.

Mr. Garrison :

I am to you. sir. I presume, an entire stranger, and
you are indee^l so to me save through the medium of

the public print. 1 am by no means fond of egotism,

saw Mr. Packer on Monday ; told him the object of

my visit to Boston.

He said he thought the object to be praiseworthy,
but he was very much troubled about the result. He
is fearful that I cannot be supplied with scholars at

the close of one year, and therefore he thinks I shall

injure myself in the undertaking.

If you have not yet sent on to Nevt' York the infor-

mation you intend, I would thank you if you would
do it immediately, for I am expecting to take the next

but the circumstances untler which 1 labor forbid my boat for New York, and shall be in the city early on
asking a friend to write for me ; therefore I will tell

you who I am, and for what purpose I write. I am,
sir. through the blessing of Divine Providence, per-

mitted to l)e the Principal of the Canterbury (Conn.)
Female Boarding School. 1 received a considerable part

of my education at the Friends" Boarding School,

Prondencc, R. I. In 1S31 I purchased a large dwell-

ing-house in the center of this village, and opened tlie

school above mentioned. Since I commenced I have
met with all the encouragement I ever anticipated, and
now have a flourishing school.

Now 1 will tell you why I write you, and the object

is this : I wish to know your opinion respecting chang-
ing white scholars for colored ones. I have been for

some months past determined if possible during the

remaining part of my life to benefit the people of color.

I do not dare tell any one of my neighbors anything
about the contemplated change in my scliool, and I

beg of you, sir, that you will not expose it to any one;
for if it was known, I have no reason to expect but it

would ruin my present school. Will you be so kind
as to write by the next mail, and give me your opinion revolutionary a Step, and why did she seek
on the subject ; and if you consider it possible to ob- counsel, before all Others, of William Lloyd

Friday morning. I have not the least acquaintance
there, but a friend of mine will give me an introductory
letter to Mr. Miller, one of the colored ministers in the

city.

The evening after I left Boston I called on Mrs.
Hammond, who soon collected some of her friends,

among whom were Mr. George W. Benson and a
brother of his, who appeared to possess hearts warmed
with fellow-feeling and awake to the cause of human-
ity. They engaged to do all for me in their power, and
I have no doubt they will. Saturday morning, called

on Mrs. H. again, and she walked with me to the resi-

dence of three families of color, with whom I was much
pleased. They seemed to feel much for the education
of their children, and I think I shall be able to obtain
six scholars from Providence. When I return from
N. Y., I think I shall be able to lay the subject before
the public. Yours, etc.,

P. Crandall.

Why did Miss Crandall contemplate so

tain twenty or twenty-five young ladies of color to en-

ter the school for the term of one year at the rate of

$25 per quarter, including board, washing, and
tuition, I will come to Boston in a few days and make
some arrangements about it. I do not suppose that

number can be obtained in Boston alone ; but from
all the large cities in the several States I thought per-
haps they might be gathered.

I must once more Ijeg you not to expose this matter
until we see how the case will l)e determined.

Yours, with the greatest respect,

Prudence Crandall.

Garrison? Her own account is as follows: *

" The reason for changing my school of white pupils

for a school for colored pupils is as follows: I had a

nice colored girl, now Mrs. Charles Harris, as help in

my family, and her intended husband regularly received

the ' Liberator.' The girl took the paper from the

office and loaned it to me. In that the condition of the

colored people, both slaves and free, was truthfully

portrayed, the double-dealing and manifest deception
of the Colonization Society were faithfully exposed, and
the question of Immediate Emancijiation of the mill

The response must have been favorable, for, '0"s of slaves in the United States boldly advocated

ten days later, a note was placed in Mr. Gar-
rison's hands, which ran thus :

Boston, January 29th, 1833.
.NfR. Garrison :

The lady that wrote you a short time since would
inform you that she is now in town, and should be
verv thankful if you would call at Mr. Barker's Hotel
and see her a few moments this evening at 6 o'clock.

Yours, with the greatest respect,

P. Cranimi.i..

The nature of this interview may be inferred

from a third letter:

Canterbury, February i2tli, 1833.
Mr. Garrison:

lean inform you that I had a very pleasant passage

Having been taught from early childhood the sin of

slavery, my sympathies were greatly aroused. Sarah
Harris, a respectable young woman and a member of

the church (now Mrs. Fairweather, and sister to the

before-named intended husband), called often to see

her friend Marcia, my family assistant. In some of

her calls I ascertained that she wished to attend my
school, and board at her own father's house at some
little distance from the village. I allowed her to enter
as one of my pupils. By this act I gave great offense.

The wife of an Episcopal clergyman who lived in the

village told nie that if I continued that colored girl in

my school, it could not be sustained. I replied to her,

That it mii^lit sink, then, for 1 should not turn her out!
1 very soon found that some of my school would leave

not to return if the colored girl was retained. Under
these circumstances I made u]) my mind that if it were
])Ossible I would teach colored girls exclusively."

His-• The extract is from a private letter dated .May 15, 1869, addressed to Miss Earned, author of the
tory of Windham County, Connecticut." Mrs. J'rudence Crandall Philleo is still living, in the full vigor of

her (acuities, at Elk Falls, Kansas.
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PRIDHNXE CRANDALL. FROM THE OIL-PAINTIXG, V,\ F. ALEX'AXDER (1838), IN THE LIBRARY OF CORNEI.l. I'MVERSETY.

[In the latter part of March, 1838, at the suggestion
of William Lloyd Garrison, the managers of the New
England Anti-Slavery Society voted to request Miss
Crandall to sit for her likeness. This she did in April,

the painter being F. Alexander. A very inadequate-

steel engraving was afterwards made from the canvas
by W. L. Ormsby, of which the plate is now in the

possession of Mr. F. J. Garrison. The oil-portrait

ultimately passed into the possession of the late Re\-.

Samuel J. May. Concerning its transfer to Cornell
University, where it now is. President White kindly
furnishes the following particulars :

" I first knew the ])ortrait, as ]U-rhaps you did, when
it hung in the parlor of Mr. May's old house at the
top of James street hill in Syracuse. He had an es-

pecial affection for it, and told me the story of it, I be-
ing then in my boyhood. » ' *•

( )n the last after-

noon of Mr. ^Iays life I called u)ion him. He was
very cheerful, insisting that he had but a short time to

live, that he was very glad of it, that he had seen slav-

ery aboli-hed, that his work was done, and that he
would confers to some curiositv as to ' the bevond.'
I insisted that we could not spare liim for ten years
yet, and in a jocose way he asked me if I could not
compromise on from three to five years. He then
called his daughter, and pointing to the picture above

Vol. XXX.— 84.

him, told her that when he was gone that picture must
be sent to me at Cornell University. The next morn-
ing, to mv great surprise, news came that he was no
longer living. * * *

" When Professor von Hoist, of the University of

F^reiburg, the author of the well-known history of the

United States, was in this country, I invited some gen-

tlemen to meet him at dinner in New \'ork, am! next

liim sat the Honorable Lafayette S. Foster, formerly

President of the United States Senate, and at one time.

I think, Governor of Connecticut,— a man, as you will

remember, very much respected throughout the coun-

try for his character and ability. In the course of our

conversation he said something about Windsor in Con-
necticut, whereujion 1 askeil him if heliad ever known
anything about the Prudence Crandall ca^e. He Muilcl

as he answered that he was her junior counsel, and

gave me some interesting details regarding the matter.

Thereupon I turned to von Hoist and said, 'There
is one point in .American history which, I dire say,

you never heard of,' when to my great surprise he

showed me that he knew the whole case thoroughly in

its details and bearings. I never realized till then how
minute the knowledge of a German professor in his

chosen department could be made. » - * •'

— W. P. G.]
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TKINCIPAL OF THE CAKTEREIRY, (cONN.) FEMALE

BOARDING SCHOOL.
RrTTRNS her most shioere ih.inks to those who hr.vc pat-

ronized her School, and would ?ivo infoimnlioii that on

the first .Monday of April next, her School will bo opened for

the reception of > Cling Indies and little Misses of color. The

branches taught 'are as follows:— Reaa;:ig, Wrilin-r, Arilhiiietic,

Elnglish Gramniar, Geography, History, .Natural and .Moral Phi-

losuphv, rheiiiUtry, .Astronon.y. Uruwing and Painlinir, .Music

on iLe Piano, together w ith the trench language.

fr^^Tho terms, includin;; boaid, washing, and tuition, are

$25 per quarter, one half paid in advance.

jC^^Fooki and Stationary wiU be furnished on the most rea-

sonable lrru.5.

I"or iufo.'mation respecting the Fchool, rcfereuce raaj be

tuade to the foliowin* gentlemen, viz.

—

ARTIUH TAPPA.N. Tsq.

Kov. PFTrK WILLIAMS,
Tev. TUF.ODOnr. KAVMOND
Ke\. THEonOUi: WKICIIT, J..\. Yobk Citt.
r.cv. SAMiKL r. conxisii,
i; c V . (. 1:0RGK n( )rr .n t:

.

IJcv. Mr HAVEOK.X,
]Mr JAMF.S FOKTF.N. ) „
NrJOSLPH CASSKV. ]

PH-LADrLrKiA.

IJcv. S. J. MAY,—Brooklyn, Ct.
I^ev. Mr RF.MAN,-.MIDDI.KTOW.V, Ct.'
Kcv. S. ?. JOCKLY.N.—.Ntw-IlAVFN, Ct.
\Vni. l.LOVI) GARRISO.N ) ^ ,,

ARNOLD BITI TM, j
^osTo^. Mas

r.EORGi: HF..NSO\,—Provipekce, R. I.

Cantcrburv, Ct. Feb. 25, 1S33.

men, who represented " that by put-
ting her design into execution she
would bring disgrace upon them all."

They '' professed to feel a real regard

for the colored people, and were per-

fectly willing they should be educated,

provided it could be effected /// sowe
other place!— a sentiment," adds Mr.
Benson, "you will say, worthy of a true

colonizationist." He also learned of the

calling of another town meeting for the

9th instant, at which the Rev. Samuel

J. May, of the adjacent village of

Brooklyn, had promised to be present

as Miss Crandall's attorney, and his

own services in the same capacity were
gladly accepted. They were subse-

quently reenforced by Arnold Buffum.

On the eve of the meeting Mr. Garri-

son wrote from Boston to Mr. Benson :

" .\llhough distracted with cares, I must
seize my pen to express my admiration of
your generous and prompt defense of Miss
Crandall from her pitiful assailants. In view
of their outrageous conduct, my indignation
kindles intensely. What will be the result ?

If possible. Miss C. must be sustained at all

hazards. If we suffer the school to be put
down in Canterbury, other places will partake
of the panic, and also prevent its introduction

The first publication of the intended change in their vicinity. We may as well, ' first as last,' meet

was made in the -Liberator" of March 2,
this proscr.ptive spint, «W .^«^;..r ;A We-;. ...all

.
,

., ' true friends of the cause— must make this a common
1833. when the editor announced, " with a concern. The New Haven excitement has furnished

rush of pleasurable emotions," the insertion a bad precedent ; a second must not be given, or I

of " the advertisement of Miss P. Crandall (a know not what we caii do to^raise up^the colored popu

white lady), of Canterbury, Conn., for a High
School for young colored Ladies and Misses.

This is," he continued, '' a seasonable auxil-

ian' to the contemplated Manual Labor
School for Colored Youth. An interview with

Miss C. has satisfied us that she richly deserves

the patronage and confidence of the people

of color : and we doubt not they will give

her both."

.Mready, however, the town of Canterbury
had been thrown into an ujjroar by the news
not only that Miss Crandall would not dis-

mi.ss Sarah Harris, but would ])ra(:tically

dismiss her while pupils instead, and make
Canterbury the seat of the higher education

of " niggers." " 'I'he good people of Canter-

bun*," wrote .Arnold Buffum from Providence,

on March 4, " I learn, have had three town
meetings last week, to devise ways and means
to suppress P. Crandall's school, and I am
informed that the excitement is so great that

it would not be safe for me to appear there.

George W. Benson, however, has ventured
and gone there on Saturday afternoon last,

to see what can be flone in the rase." Mr.
Benson found that .Miss Crandall had al-

ready been visited by a committee of gentle-

lation in a manner which their intellectual and moral
necessities demand. In Boston we are all excited at

the Canterbury affair. Colonizationists are rejoicing,

and abolitionists looking sternly.

ARNOLD BUFFUM. FROM A I

LF.RV OF ART FROM A PAIM
\ki;N IN GAYS CAL-
i;ngland in 1824.
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" The result of the meeting to be held in

C. to-morrow will be waited for by us with

great anxiety. Our brother May deserves

much credit for venturing to expostulate with

the conspirators. If any one can make thcni

ashamed of their conduct, he is the man.
May the Lord give him courage, wisdom,
and success !

"

The result of the meeting was re-

ported to the " Liberator " of March
16 by Henry E. Benson, in a letter

to which Mr. Garrison gave the cap-

tion, " Heathenism Otitdone," and
prefixed a brief comment, saying :

" We ]iut the names of the principal dis-

turbers in black letters — black as the infamy

which will attach to them as long as there

exists any recollection of the colored race.

To colonize these shameless enemies of their

species in some desert country would be a

relief and blessing to society. This scandal-

ous excitement is one of the genuine flowers

of the colonization rarden."

The meeting, refusing to allow

Messrs. May and Butfum to be heard

on Miss Crandall's behalf, on the

ground of their being foreigners and
P

,
° .

°
. FROM \

mterlopers, voted unannnously their

disapprobation of the school, and pledged
the town to oppose it at all hazards.

The story of this remarkable case cannot

be pursued here except in brief. It has been
fully related in easily accessible works, and
from this point Mr. Garrison's connection
with the progress of events ceased from force

of circumstances. It will be enough to say

that the struggle between the modest and
heroic young Quaker woman and the town
lasted for nearly two years; that the school

was opened in April ; that attempts were im-

mediately made under the law to frighten the

pupils away, and to fine Miss Crandall for

harboring them ; that in May an act prohibit-

ing private schools for non-resident colored

persons, and providing for the expulsion of

the latter, was procured from the Legislature,

amid the greatest rejoicing in Canterbury
(even to the ringing of church bells) ; that,

under this act, Miss Crandall was in June
arrested and temporarily imprisoned in the

county jail, twice tried (August and October)
and convicted; that her case was carried up to

the Supreme Court of Errors, and her perse-

cutors defeated on a technicality (July, 1834) ;

and that pending this litigation the most vin-

dictive and inhuman measures were taken to

isolate the school from the countenance and
even the physical support of the townspeople.
The shops and the meeting-house were closed

against teacher and pupils ; carriage in the

public conveyances was denied them
;
phvsi-

cians would not wait upon them ; Miss Cran-

Kt\ SWll HL J MA/.
PHOlOGK'^rH IN' rObStSSION OV MISS LUCY THAXTF.R, BOSTONT.

dall's own family and friends were forbidden

under penalty of heavy fines to visit her ; the

well was filled with manure, and water from

other sources refused ; the house itself was
smeared with filth, assailed with rotten eggs
and stones, and finally set on fire.

Such conduct on the part of a civilized and
Christian community— the most respectable

cooperating with the vilest citizens— was, after

all, faintly described by Mr. Garrison's phrase,.

" heathenism outdone," applied, and justly

applied, only to the initial proceedings. It was
his last comment upon the atilair, and very short,

but the severity of it touched the Canterbury

persecutors to the cjuick, ])articularly the five

men whose names were printed in black letters

— the magnates of the little \illage. " Your re-

marks in the last ' Liberator ' were awfully

cutting," wrote Henry Benson; and Miss

Crandall herself inter])osed with a prudential

consideration

:

" Permit me to entreat you to handle the prejudices

of the people of Canterbury with all the inilducss jios-

sible, as everything severe tends merely to heighten

the flame of malignity amongst them. ' Soft words turn

away wrath, liut grievous words slir up anger.' Mr.

May and many others of your warm-hearted friends

feef very much on this subject, and it is our 0])inion

that vou and the cause will gain many friends in this

town and vicinity if you treat the matter with perfect

mildness."

Mr. Garrison was, howe\er. making war on

the common enemy, antl his '• harsh language "

was still in order. He had also put his finger
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PRl'DENXE CRANDALL PHILLEO.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM LIFE (1882) BV WILLIAM HADDOCK

on the right spot when he declared the Can-
terbun- mania to be " one of the genuine flow-

ers of the colonization garden." " Be it so,"

cried Andrew 'V. Judson, one of the five, and
then or shortly afterwards a life member of

the American Colonization Society, as was also

Dr. Andrew Harris, of the same black list.

" Be it so," said Squire Judson, in an address

to the Colonization Society signed by the

civil authority and selectmen under date of

March 22, 1833. " We appeal to the Ameri-
can Colonisation Society, to which our state-

ment is addressed — we appeal to every
philanthropist, to every Christian— we appeal

to the enlightened citizens of our native State

and the friends of oi;r country ; and in making
that apj;eal we assure them all that they may
rely upr)n the facts here stated, and we ask

them to apjjly to these facts those wholesome
princijjles which we believe are unanimously
cherished in New England, and the issue we
will abide." He declared that the " school
was to become an auxiliary in the work of
immediate abolition" with the " Liberator"
for its mouth-piece; that Miss Crandall had
denounced colonization as a fraud ; and that
" once open this door, and New England
will become the Liberia of America." As town
clerk he recordcfl the vole of the town meet-
ing on April I to (letition for a law against

the bringing of colored people from other
towns anfl States for any jjur{»ose, "and more
especially for the [>ur|>ose of disseminating the

principles anrl doctrines opposed to the be-

nevolent colonization scheme ;
" and as one

of the committee he drew up the peti-

tion. He was, in fact, the soul of the

persecution, for which he boldly in-

voked and secured the complicity of

a Society whose hostility to any at-

tempt to raise the condition of the

colored people in the land of their

nativity was once more shiningly dem-
onstrated. It was his mission, also, in

the pursuit of professional and ])olitical

advancement, to illustrate the malevo-
lence towards Mr. Carrison which now
began, on the part of the Colonization

managers, to assume a murderous in-

tensity.

In February the Colonization agent,

Danforth, in the midst of a public de-

bate with Arnold Buftum at Lyceum
Hall, Salem, taunted Mr. Garrison with

not going South to preach to the slave-

holders, and, recalling the handsome
rewards offered for him, pointed him
out in the audience, " with a signifi-

cant gesture," as "this same William
Lloyd Garrison " for whom he himself

had been oftered ten thousand dollars

by an individual. This incentive to kidnap-
ping was not a harmless device to throw
odium on an adversary. Mr. Amasa Walker
reported, at the annual meeting of the New
England x\nti-Slavery Society in Boston, that
*' he had lately heard all abolitionists de-

nounced in State Street as mischievous men,
and one had lately said to him that he wished
he had the editor of the ' Liberator ' in an
iron cage— he would send him to the Gov-
ernor of Georgia, who would know what to

do with him." Nor did Danforth's malice end
there. In a letter written from Boston under
date of March 28, 1833, to Colonel William L.

Stone, editor of the New York " Commercial
Advertiser," and chairman of the executive

committee of the Colonization Society in that

city, he used the following still more " signif-

icant " language

:

" In llie midst of all these successful endeavors [to

found Liberia and people it], there appears a young
man within the last two years, of the name of Garrison,
whose pen is so venomous that the laws enacted for

the peace of the community and the protection of pri-

vate character have, in one instance, actually confined

him in jail, as they woukl a lunatic. This man, who,
according to his own account, has only since 1830
turnefl against the Colonization cause, in favor of which
he delivered his sentiments in public twelve years
after ihc .Society was formed ; this man, who is con-

sidered such a disturber of tlie tranquillity of .South-

ern society that $ 1 0,000 reward ha\e been offered

me for his j^erson, and the most touching appeals
as well as official demands made to us in this region

that he should be publicly discountenanced and
even given u|) to justice ; who is, in fact, this moment
in danger of being surien<lered to the civil authorities

fjf some one of the .Soulh.ern States; this man. in
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connection with a few like-minded spirits, has been
engaged in forming what they call 'The New England
Anti-Slavery Society,' one object of which is, 'to ef-

fect the abolition of slavery in the United States.' . . .

" I have conversed freely with the Governor of this

Commonwealth, and other leading men, on this subject,

and they express a decided disapprobation of Garri-

son's course. For a while he tried the effect of his
* Liberator ' upon the Governor by sending it to him.

, His Excellency, however, did not think it worth the

postage, and ordered it stopped. Garrison is now
preparing to go to England, doubtless to repeat viva

voce the defamation of the South and the Colonization

Society which has been already sent over in print,

and reechoed in this country as authentic British

opinions."

The sequel will .show that this clerical insti-

gation to a forcible detention of Mr. Garrison,

if nothing worse, was kept in mind by the

colonizationists. The mission to England had
been talked of during his tour in Maine the

previous year, and hastily concluded upon,

but was perforce postponed till the following

spring. On Friday, April 5, Mr. Garrison set

out from Boston to take ship in New York.

His journey proved a sort of hegira. Henry
Benson writes from Providence, on April 9,

to Mr. Garrison's partner, Isaac Knapp :

" We had a very short but delightful visit from Mr.
Garrison last week, though for the life of me I could
not help feeling sorrowful on reflecting he was about
to leave us for so long a period. On Friday evening
he delivered a most excellent address before a large

and highly respectable audience of our colored in-

habitants, in which he took an affecting leave of them
all. After the meeting the poor creatures wept and
sobbed like children ; they gathered round him anx-
ious to express their gratitude for what he had done
for them, and tell him how well they loved him. . . .

" On Saturday morning your partner and my brother
started for Brooklyn, from whence he probably de-
parted on Monday for Hartford. . . .

" P. S. My brother has returned ; says our friend
delivered a highly satisfactory address in Mr. May's
meeting-house on Saturday evening, and has removed
a mountain of prejudice. After he left Brooklyn on
Monday noon, a sheriff came up from Canterbury with
a writ. Do not know whether they proceeded to Hart-
ford after him or not ; brother said he could not ascer-
tain. Believe they are going to take him up for the
heading put to the letter of March 12th, respecting the
town meeting, on the ground that it is libellous. My
father says he will see that he has bonds (if necessary')
to any amount required. Miss Crandall was at Brook-
lyn, and is in excellent spirits."

On April 1 1 Mr. Garrison writes from New
Haven to Isaac Knapp :

" On Saturday friend G. W. Benson took me to
Brooklyn in a chaise, where I tarried until Monday
under the hospitable roof of his parents. My excellent
brother May was delightetl to see me, and my pleasure
was equally great in taking him by the hand. I did
not expect to deliver an address in B., but could not
easily avoid a compliance with the wishes ofmy friends.
Accordingly, I occupied Mr. May's pulpit on Saturday
evening last. . . .

" Miss Crandall, having obtained information that I

was to hold forth, came up from Canterbury with her
sister (a beautiful girl,by the way). She is a wonderful
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woman, as undaunted as if she had the whole world on
her side. She has opened her school, and is resolved
to persevere. I wish brother [Oliver] Johnson to state
this fact, particularly, in the next ' Liberator,' and urge
all those who intend to send their children thither to
do so without delay.

" The stage fcjr Hartford on Monday morning neg-
lected to call for me ; and half an hour had elapsed,
after its departure, before I was aware of the fact. As
time was ])recious, I took a common wagon, and fol-

lowed on in pursuit, and at the end of the seventh mile
overtook the stage. I was in a wretched plight, covered
over with mud, and wet — for it rained heavily. I ar-

rived in Hartford late that evening, and the next morn-
ing thought of starling for New Haven ; but, at the
urgent solicitations of the colored friends, I gave them
an address in the evening in their church."

From Philadelphia, six days later, but on
the same sheet, Mr. Garrison continues

:

" I saw brother [Simeon S. ] Jocelyn in New York.
He showed me a letter which he had just received
from Miss Crandall, in which she stated that I had
not left Brooklyn more than half an hour before a
sheriff from Canterbury drove up to the door of Mr.
Benson at full speed, having five writs against me from
Andrew T. Judson and company ; and, finding that I

had gone, he pursued after me for several miles, but
had to give up the chase. No doubt the Colonization
party will resort to some base measures to prevent, if

possible, my departure for England. ..."

To Miss Harriet Minot, on April 22, also

from Philadelphia, Mr. Garrison wrote :

" On Friday afternoon I arrived in New York from
this city, and had the pleasure of receiving your favor

of the 9th inst. I was immediately told that the ene-
mies of the abolition cause had formed a conspiracy
to seize my body by legal writs on some false pretenses,

with the sole intention to convey me South and deliver

me up to the authorities of Georgia,— or, in other
words, to abduct and destroy me. The agent who was
to carry this murderous design into operation had
been in New York several days, waiting my appear-
ance. As a packet was to sail the next day for Liver-

pool from Philadelphia, my friends advised me to start

early the next morning for this city, in the steam-
boat, hoping I might arrive in season to take passage
therein, and thus baffle the vigilance of the enemy— but
the ship sailed in the morning, and I did not get here
till the afternoon; consequently, I failed to accom-
plish my purpose. My only alternative, therefore, is

to return to New York to-morrow evening, and
stealthily get away, if possible, in tlie Liverpool packet

that sails the next morning. Probably I shall not start

in the ship, but go down the river in a pilot-boat and
overtake her.

" My friends are full of apprehension and disquie-

tude, but I cannot know fear. I feel that it is impossi-

ble for danger to awe me. I tremble at nothing but

my own delinquencies, as one who is bound to be per-

fect, even as my heavenly Father is perfect."

Returning to New York with some time

still on his hands before sailing, Mr. Garrison

passed to New Haven, where he sat for his

portrait during three days to Nathaniel Joce-

lyn. All this time he was kept shut up by the

artist in a room adjoining the studio, so ar-

ranged that in case of an attempt to seize

him he could make a safe exit. Without such
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precautions, in a city swarming with colo-

nizationists and where his person was known
to many, it would have been foolhardy to

venture within reach of the truculent Judson,

whom he may well have passed on the way
thither. *' I hope." writes Almira Crandall to

Henry Benson from Canterbury, on April 30,
*' that our friend Garrison will be enabled to

escape the iwvy of his pursuers. Our anxieties

for him were ver)- great at the time Judson
went to New York, as we expected his busi-

ness was to take Mr. G." Despite this and all

other dangers, the time was consumed with-

out molestation until the packet was ready

to be boarded. On May i, from New York
harbor, Mr. Garrison wrote again to Miss

Harriet Minot

:

" I am now fairly embarked for Liverpool, on board
the ship Hibcritia, Captain Maxwell. We lie about

ten miles below the city, at anchor ; and here we must
remain twenty-four hours. . . .

'• Since the transmission of my last letter, I have
been journeying from place to place, rather for the pur-

pose of defeating the designs of my enemies than from
choice. I expected to have sailed in the packet of the

Z4th ult.,but applied too late, as every berth had been
prcNnously engaged. I do not now regret the deten-

tion, as it enabled the artist at New Haven to complete
my portrait ; and I think he has succeeded in making
a very tolerable likeness. To be sure, those who im-
agine that I am a monster, on seeing it, will doubt or

deny its accuracy, seeing no horns about the he.id

;

but my friends, 1 think, will recognize it easily. . . .

" Last evening I had a large audience of colored
persons in the Methodist African Church in New York,
who came to hear my farewell address. Alas, that

the value of my labors in their behalf bears so small
a proportion to their unbounded gratitude and love !

—
Mr. Finley, the General Agent of the Colonization So-
ciety, was present, and witnessed a tremendous assault

opon his darling scheme."

The pursuit was not given over till the last

moment. *' About two and a half hours after

friend Garrison went on board the ship," re-

ports Arnold Buftum, who had gone to New
York to see him off, " inquiry was made for

him by a lad from a lawyer's office, from
which we conclude that the distinguished gen-

tlemen of Canterbury were in pursuit of him;
but they happened to be a little too late."

For the moment, Mr. Garrison was safe

from his persecutors ; but on his return to his

native land in the autumn, having ventured to

revisit Brooklyn and Canterbury, he was over-

taken. What befell him he thus reported in the
" Liberator "

:

" Acknowledgment.—Just before midnight, on
Sabbath evening last, in Brooklyn, Connecticut, the Dep-
uty Sheriff of Windham County,inbehalf of those zeal-

ous patrons ofcolored schools, thoseplain, independent
republicans, those high-minded patriots, those practical

Christians,

ANDREW T. JUDSON,
RUFUS ADAMS,
SOLOMON PAINE,

CAPT. RICHARD FENNER,
DR. HARRIS,

presented me with five indictments for a panegyric upon
their virtuous and magnanimous actions, in relation to

Miss Crandall's nigger school in Canterbury, inserted

in the ' Liberator ' of March 16, 1833. I shall readily

comply with their polite and urgent invitation to appear
at the Windham County Court on the second Tuesday
of December, to show cause why, &c., &c. As they
have generously given me precept upon precept, I shall

give them in return tine upon line— here{\w the 'Lib-
erator ') a little, and there (in the court-room) a great

deal."

These suits were never brought to trial.

Wendell Phillips Garrison.

NEW WINE.

AGAIN my hill-side reddens with the Fall

:

Where woodland ivy swings to every breeze,

From the rude trellis of encroaching trees,

The ruddy grapes are bursting on the wall.

Those fertile vines hang heavy to my hand;
A wild aroma makes the morning sweet.
As, slowly purpling in the kindly heat,

Their fruity bunches crown the temperate land.

Give me no wine, f(jr pleasure mixed with pains,

—

A draught of fire that brings a thousand fears

-

Too hot a cup for woman's earliest years,
When passion never played upon her veins.

I dare not drink to such a dangerous end :

A little yet the dizzy hour delay !

Give me no love to sweep my pride away.
But give me happy friendship, O my friend!

Dora Read Goodale.
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RIVERSIDE PARK.

IN the current discussion of ([uestions relat-

ing to public pleasure grounds "the city's

breathing places" has come to be the j^hrase

used oftenest to designate urban parks as a

class. From this it would seem that the pri-

mary purpose of a city park, according to the

popular conception, is to furnish a free bath

of fresh air lor lungs doomed to inhale some
fluid which is not always fresh nor over cleanly.

Analysis proves that the air in densely peopled

quarters of a great city is heavy with noxious

exhalations and impoverished in the elements

which promote the processes of life; while that

which is sifted through masses of foliage and
quickened by sunlight is at once disinfected by

the subtle chemistry of nature and enriched

with elements of tonic vigor. Among the people

crowded together in every compactly built city,

no doubt there are too many to whom a breath

of pure and fragrant air, wafted across broad
stretches of cool herbage or flowing water, and
screened through the leaves of lusty trees, would
prove a novel and surprising refreshment ; and
therefore in this one particular it would be difti-

cult to overstate the sanitary importance of ac-

cessible and spacious city or suburban parks.

But after all, the ideal park is something
more than a fresh-air preserve or a fresh-air

factory. Its influence must reach the nobler

part of man's nature. It must make a direct

appeal to the imagination through the senses,

and all its elements and accompaniments must
helpfully unite to make that appeal distinct

and impressive. Fortunately there is no select

class whose minds alone respond sensitively

to the sights and sounds and odors of the out-

door world, for what we vaguely term the

love of nature is a deep-seated and universal

instinct which is never stifled outright even
under the most depressing conditions. One
who has given a handful of flowers to a street

child, and watched the sudden sunshine over-

spread the little face and chase away the pre-

maturely hard and wary expression, will feel

that it is a genuine heart-hunger which has
been for the moment allayed. It is the same
hunger which the driving man of business feels

and promises himself that he will satisfy with

a country home, where in the evening of life

he can enjoy the brief leisure he has toiled so

many years to earn. In fact the mind of man
was never haunted by a day-dream of possible

earthly felicity unclouded and secure without
its vision of fair fields and shining skies. And
this instinct is no less persistent than it is spon-

taneous and universal. It is constantly be-

numbedbythe stupelying discipline of schools,

but it survives even the paralysis of a liberal

education. It is one original impulse which is

not cjuite choked to death by the cultured for-

malisms and insincerities of an artificial world.

It is a jjrofounder feeling than the mere relish

for natural beaut\ . It means more than a sen-

suous delight in color or form or melody or fra-

grance ; and this not only because in nature

always, as hi the noblest art, sensuous beauty

is substantiated, transfigured, and vitalized by
some indwelling truth, but because it includes

an element of afteclion, a strange feeling of

kinship with material things as if they were
informed with conscious life. In the poetry

of every language, and wherever else the ele-

mental passions of the soul find spontaneous
expression, this aftection never lacks recogni-

tion. Any instinct which sends its roots so

deeply into the constitution of the mind can-

not safely be denied all gratification. In so far,

then, as the conditions of a city life forbid its

enjoyment, they deprive the mind of its natural

food ; and a city park serves no unworthy pur-

pose if it does no more than offer to intellect

and affections the nourishment they crave.

A discriminating interest in various kinds

of natural scenery is the specific development
of this general inclination to commune with

nature which first demands recognition.

Whether it is owing to association of ideas, or

to some deeper reason in the constitution of

things, like the law m accordance with which
every phase of the mystery and passion of

human life is visibly symbolized somewhere
and at some time in the apjjearances and
processes of nature, certain it is that particular

kinds ofscenery excite definite trainsof thought

and feeling, as, for example, in the direction

of wistfulness, aspiration, or hope, just as the

minor music of the autumn wind produces

the sentiment of melancholy. (Ireen pastures

and still waters are to-day and to every one
the essential elements of the typical picture

of peace, just as they were in the sacred poetry

of Palestine. A reach of gently rolling meadow,

"Wliereon the nibbling flocks do stray,"

sloping to the cool border of a brook which loi-

ters here and there to catch thesunlight as it falls

through openings in the overhanging foliage,

its mantle of closely cropped verdure fitting

it so smoothly as to reveal every untlulation,

and ofi'ering a surface texture upon which the

very shadows of the trees delight to rest, is

always a revelation of innocent contentment.

It always brings a sen.se of restfulness and
peace. It is a picture which not only excludes
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every suggestion of the want and wretched-

ness, the cruelty, ojjpression, and strife which

society acknowledges as its shame, but its

motive is inVefreshing contrast to the devour-

ing ambition, the strenuous energy, the eager-

ness, the adventure, the spirit of jjrogrcss which

the same civilization boastsofas itsdistinguish-

ing glory. To the imagination it suggests the

simplicity, the dignity, the innocence, the con-

servatism, the freedom, the quietness, the con-

temjilative leisure of the ideal pastoral life;

and while it i;osseHses the mind it is a signal

relief from the wear and weariness, the strain

and pressure, the turbulence and discontent,
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" The fierce confederate storm
Of sorrow barricadoed evermore
Within the walls of cities."

The restful charm of Central Park has a

deeper reason than the marked antithesis to

physical conditions of rigid confinement be-

tween walls of stone and upon streets of stone,

which is offered by its broad rural views, its

jpenness and airiness and spacious skies. In

ipite of the salient scenery about it, its narrow
lirnits and originally rugged surface, it em-
bodies with rare success the tranquilizing pas-

:oral idea. Its scant meadow-land is not

j."enced off by well-defined boundaries to ad-

^ertise its meagerness, but is allowed to flow

ground wooded knolls and lose itself in grassy

^alcoves which wind among the trees and lead

the fancy onward with fair promise of broader
fields beyond. Even the bolder features of

the park and its passages of sylvan pic-

turesqueness are all subordinate to its central

purpose, which they emphasize by shading and
contrast. The rising tide of population will

soon sweep quite around it, but there will re-

main one spot in the heart of the city which
may not be bounded by a sky-line of roofs and
chimneys, for the city is forever walled out of

sight by woodside banks of foliage. The time
is coming when Central Park will be as un-
fashionable as the Battery is to-day ; but so

long as men delight in seclusion and sigh for

repose, its tranquil graces will not cease to

allure, for its fair prospects, tuneful woods, and
scented air, which soothe every sense, bring
with them an inward rest and peace which
are no less real because their presence is not
consciously recognized by those who enjoy
them. Indeed, the rest will be more refreshing

and the peace more profound because they
flow in upon the spirit so quietly and never
challenge observation.

But all the possibilities in the way of rec-

reation grounds on Manhattan Island were

not exhausted by a single success in one di-

rection. Besides the placid prospects whose
interest lies wholly in the foreground or in

the range iminediately beyond, there are grand
and inspiring landscapes which embrace the

blue distance in their sweep. New York, too,

from her peerless position as the maritime
capital of a continent, looks out upon bright

waters on every hand, and from all her breezy
shores the sparkling surface of river; bay, or

sound can be seen stretching away in endless

diversity of cheerful prospect. And questions

of scenery apart, there are certain wants
which Central Park was never designed to

meet and to which it never can be adapted.

It is a difficult matter to reconcile the ideas

of seclusion and festivity. Pastoral simplicity

vanishes as the equipage and bravery of fash-

ion become obtrusive. Even now, with the

city half grown, there are times when the road-

ways of the park are thronged with carriages

to the limit of their capacit)-. The ratio be-

tween the grass and gravel of the park is such
that any sacrifice of its verdurous elements to

the extent which a widening of its wheelways
would necessitate is not to be thought of, even
if such a change would not be a flagrant vio-

lation of the spirit of the work. The roads

were laid to command the same quieting scen-

ery which is enjoyed from the walks, and they

will suffice for all who drive to find these re-

poseful landsca])es. The carriages driven in

gay procession for social pleasure must soon
go somewhere else.

To think of Riverside Park simply as a

relief from the thronged wheelways of Central
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Park is to form a most inadequate and in- ing and completing the dignified structure,

complete conception of that work, and yet it The outer walk follows this bold terrace,

is essentially the aggrandizement of a road, although at one point it drops below the

The road itself— a\"luster of ample ways for level of the drive, allowing carriages to wheel

pleasure riding, driving, and walking, separated out upon a spacious balcony. Occasionally

by strips of turf troni which state\v trees are too, where the grade demands it, the drive

to rise, and extending for three miles— would breaks from the walk and side road which

have :i diiinitv of its" own wherever it might skirts the property line on the eastern bound-

lead through "the city. But its position over- ary of the park, leaving wide slopes of turf

lookinii the broad Hudson gives it an addetl between the ways. Notwithstanding these

importance and an individual character which devices to give variety to the plan of the road

are not repeated nor paralleled in any of the proper, one can hardly comprehend how so

famous avenues of the world. From Seventy- long a terrace can escape being unpleasantly

second street to the hollow known in the old formal; but in this instance the constant change

maps as " Marritje David's Vly," at what is of level and direction excludes any impres-

now One Hundred and Twenty-seventh street, sion of sameness, and at times the upward

the river banks are bold, rising steeply at one sweeping of the parapet curve produces a

point to the height of one hundred and fifty pleasant effect by its harmony with the sky-

feet. Down at "the ri\er level lies Twelfth line of tree-tops beyond. Even now, before

"^M^^X\MJ.^ g^/./J ,11 l'M'irl*i

. KRSIDE DRIVR ,^T NISI TV-SIXTH STREET, LOOKING NORTH.

.\venue, while upon the high ground, eight

hundred feet inland and parallel with the pier-

line, Eleventh Avenue cuts its way square

across the long series of side streets in accord-

ance with the orthodox rectangular block

system. Between the.se two avenues, now
approaching one and now the other, winds
Riverside Drive, following mainly the brow
of the bluff, but rising and falling at easy

grades, cur\ing about the bolder j^rojet ti(jns,

and everywhere adapting its course so gra-

ciously to the contour of the lanrl. that it

does not look to have been laboriously '• laid

out," but to have developed rather as a part

of the natural order of things. The broad
shelf against the sloping bank formed by the

associated ways is supported on the lower

side by a massive retaining wall, at some points

nearly forty feet in height, and this ri.ses above
the drive in a low, heavy [jarapet which ex-

tends throughout its entire length, fitly crown-

its trees are grown or its retaining wall

mantled with vines, the road itself, as its gray

stretches disappear behind some hill and
beckon the visitor onward, delights the eye

and kindles the imagination.

AVest of the wall is a strip of land varymg
in width as the avenue approaches or recedes

from the river. It is generally lower than the

drive, and falls away to the water with a

rapid inclination. In one of its wider portions,

however, near Eighty-second street, the gran-

ite basement of the island rises in a pair of

abrupt hillocks above the road level, bursting

through its thin covering of turf here and
there, and nursing in its crevices two or

three stunted and picturescjue honey-locusts,

(ilimjjses of the river and the Jersey shore

beyond, caught between these hills, furnish

jjictures worth remembering even among the

many glorious jtrosjiects from the drive. This

strijjof land is too narnnv to affcjrd any park-
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RIVERSIDE DRIVE NEAR CLAREMONT, LOOKING SOUTH.

like range; and while nothing has been done to

adapt it to the purposes of a pleasure-ground,

it has unfortunately been hideously scarified

to furnish "fiUing" for the railroad and other

improvements. Descending from the drive

by stone steps to some points where it is ac-

cessible, as at One Hundred and Sixth street,

we find an open wood of fine trees with grassy

intervals extending for a long distance as a

sort of intermediate terrace, which drops sud-

denly to the river level in a steep bank cov-

ered with a wild tangle of trees, shrubs, and
vines. Some of the trees have a size and
dignity of expression which invest them with

an individual interest. The white pines at

the northern end of the park, the chestnut

oaks in some of the upper groves, the tulip-

trees and sycamores at Ninety-sixth street, all

wear that venerable look which trees rarely

attain in the first century of their history. It

is a matter of record, however, that (leneral

Robertson stripped the island of all its trees

in the cold winter of 1779-80, to furnish fuel

for his freezing redcoats. This was the

winter when New York was reported by the

British officer to be no longer on an island, so

solid was the ice which bound it to the land

beyond both rivers. Across the bay even, from
the Battery to Staten Island, heavy pieces of

artillery were driven. The trees were not cut,

however, until old houses and the hulks of

unseaworthy vessels had been broken up for

firewood. No doubt the British axes found
trees in plenty remaining, although one hun-

dred and fifty years of felling had gone on
since Hendrik Hudson, looking on the isl-

and from the deck of his galiot, pronounced
it " a pleasant land as one need to tread upon,

and abundant in all kinds of timber." It was
one of his landing parties who reported here
" an abundance of magnificent oaks of a

height and thickness one seldom beholds,

together with poplars and linden-trees and
various other kinds of wood." A remarkable

variety of arborescent growth is yet seen

wherever the land is left to cover its naked-

ness. There is hardly a half-mile on the bank
at Riverside where one cannot look over from

the walk and count forty tree-species. The
record of General Robertson's exploit maybe
put in evidence against any claim for rever-

ence as primeval settlers which our oaks and
pines may set up ; but they are trees of stately

stature, none the less.

The real value of this belt of land below
the drive is not, however, to be estimated by
any attractions of its own, but is derived from

the fact that it secures the water-view and
furnishes it with a foreground. It is the im-

pressive presence of the strong and silent

river which invests this parkway with its

unique interest. No treatment of its shores,

however insolent or feeble, can make the

Hudson tame or trivial or commonplace. So
long as the broad current bears its burden of

stately shi])s so lightly between mountain

barriers worthv to contain it and direct its

rtow, the river and its banks will never fail to
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till the mind and eye with

pictures of majesty and

might. From the drive the

views ot" the river ami the

wood-crowned heights be-

yond are most characteristic.

The lull expanse 0'' water is

not at all times visible. Now
it is quite obscured by some
headland or cluster ot" trees,

and again barely enough of

it is revealed through leafy

vistas to jirovoke the f:incy.

Here again its full light

gleams over the flattened

top of some pepperidge.or is

softened and sobered as it

filters through the spray of

birches and willows ; while

from occasional high levels

the eye has free range to

the north or south along the

bright waterway, and over

prospects of great extent

and the most varied interest.

The crowning view of the

whole series is that from

Claremont looking up the

river. This is at the north-

em end of the park, where

the grounds are widest and
where they reach their great-

est elevation. .\s the high

ground here abruptly falls

away, the road naturally

ends, sweeping around in a

loop on the brow of the

bluff where the interest in

the scenery culminates in

this commanding prospect.

Here, half hidden in a grove,

stood the historic mansion
once occupied by Lord
Churchill, but the oaks and
tulip-trees which surrounded

it are dead or dying one by
one, as destructive " im-

provements " have gashed

the hill-side with deep cuts

and drained away the water

which fed their roots. But

a few months ago a giant

pine which had survived the

cruelties of the city engineer

and at least one lightning

stroke was chopped down
when the old house which it

sheltered was " restorefl " for

victualing purposes beyond
all hope of recognition.

Other trees were swept away

RU'ERSIDE FAEK.

AtKOSb THE HUDSON IROM CLAKEMON'I, lOKT LKE IN THE DISTANCE.
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at the same period, when there was much dig-

ging out and heaping up of earth hereabout

in accordance with some unrevealed plan.

But in spite of the desolation of the fore-

ground, the distant prospect remains. Below
the bluff the Hudson still broadens out to

hold the light of all the sky. The Palisades

frown along the left, and seem to end in a

bold promontory, around which the river flows

from the mysterious distances beyond, while

on the island side a rocky arm is thrust out

from Washington Heights, to protect the deep
and quiet bay.

Of course it is to be understood that the

Riverside Park of to-day is little better than

a promise, or rather, it is but the foundation

and frame of what it is to be. The road-bed

is laid, and this establishes the plan beyond
any possible abandonment. Of the hundred
miles of frontage upon navigable water, pos-

sessed by the cities which cluster about this

harbor, three miles are thus rescued from com-
merce and dedicated to recreation. At only

two points, and these near its southern ex-

tremity, do cross streets extend through the

park to the river, so that trafiic is forbidden

here, and the character of the territory which
fronts the drive as a residence quarter is fixed.

This land as yet is largely vacant, but its ad-

vantages will be plainly squandered if it is

not occupied by a line of villas whose deep
lawns, while giving them more perfect domes-
tic seclusion, will add to the amplitude and
dignity of the parkway. A short space in the

life of a city can work this transformation, for

a city grows, alas ! more swiftly than a tree,

and the villas could be built and rebuilt before

the lindens, elms, and maples will cover the

drive with cooling shadows.

Not until the expanding city has brought
a large population within easy reach of the

work can it completely fulfil its purpose as a

grand promenade, where people in great

numbers come together for that stimulating

recreation which forms so important a feature

in the social life of Old World cities. It is a

heart-hardening and mind-depressing process

to come into daily contact with throngs of

people with whom we have no sympathy.
This is an irritating influence to which the

city business man is constantly subjected, and
it is one cause of wear and exhaustion from
which he needs relief. If the same persons,

with the hardening struggles of the business

day behind them, can meet for the common pur-

pose of recreation, the pervading holiday

sympathy contrasts as refreshingly with the

jostle and scramble of the exchange and
market-place as does the quieting charm
which lingers about the secluded borders of a

tree-flecked meadow. No one who has ob-

VoL. XXX.—97.

served a multitude of happy people on the

Champs Elysees in pleasant weather, or similar

gatherings which on occasions assemble in

our own parks, can doubt that this inclination

to associated recreation is a natural and
healthful one, which deserves to be provided
for. At such times the joyous light which
beams from every face helps to illumine all

the rest. There is a manifest contagion of

light-heartedness. The source of this peculiar

pleasure is plainly in the social instinct. It is

abounding human life in its most cheerful

aspect which gives so keen a relish to the

general enjoyment.

It is plain that the charm of scenery, and
especially of quieting scenery, is not essential

to a stimulating recreation, whose controlling

element is congregated human life. The
freedom and exhilaration of fresh open air;

rows of fuU-foliaged trees, greensward and
birds; wheelways ample, smooth, clean, a
springy bridle-track adjoining the road, so

that occupants of carriages can readily turn to

converse with friends on horseback ; shaded
footpaths and cozy resting-places,— these are

the essential physical features of a grand prom-
enade. To them can be added the most
elaborate decoration, for it will not be out of

harmony with the formal colonnades of trees,

and the artificial character of the whole struc-

ture. Monuments, statues, fountains, tropical

plants, and floral embroidery so barbarously
misplaced amid quiet rural surroundings, will

here help to heighten the brilliant effect, where

" With stately progress to and fro

The double tides of chariots flow,"

and numbers of spirited horses and well-dressed

people meet and mingle in a spirit of animated
gayety. As a field for such festal assemblages
the Riverside Terrace offers a unique oppor-
tunity ; for besides all the best features of an
extended and spacious Spanish Alameda the

river flows by to cool and freshen every breeze,

even if we count for naught its glorious scen-

ery among the exhilarating sights and sounds
of the promenade. But festivity will be at

flood-tide for only a fraction of each day,

while the river never fails. And even when the

scene upon the terrace is in full glitter, there

may be one who will turn for refreshment to

the sun-glints on the water or to a bit of hazy
distance as his friend grows tiresome. A no-

ble horizon may not be essential to social

enjoyment, but a more delightful incident to

such enjoyment can hardly be imagined, and at

times it might prove a wholesome corrective of

the inanities of fashionable walk and conversa-

tion. Fortunately an elaborately decorative

treatment of the terrace will not dissipate atten-

tion from the spacious prospect beyond, for the
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parapet furnishes such a marked and decisive

line of foreground limitation that well-chosen,

decorative objects held within it will rather

emphasize by contrast the grand et^ect of the

distant scener)-. We may lament that the

planting of the trees was so long delayed and

that such inadequate preparation was made
in the original construction for giving them

deep root-hold and rich feeding-ground, espe-

ciallv since so much depends upon their vigor

and amplitude of shade ; but if the place which

the work is designed to fill in the social economy
of the city comes to be appreciated civic pride

will hardly tolerate any further mistakes. No
single park centrally situated in a great city can

be large enough to furnish space at once for

stimulating social recreation and the quieting

charm of secluded scener}-. Indeed any at-

tempt to mingle the two forms of recreation

will be to the disadvantage of both. If New
York had prepared twenty-five years ago for

a grand promenade from Madison Square

to Central Park the trees would now have

attained some maturity of stature and expres-

sion, and this parkway would already be fa-

mous as one of the striking features of the city

and the object of its noblest pride. Twenty-
five years hence as dense a population will

have sprung up on the heights which overlook

the river as that now found along the line of

Fifth Avenue. One opportunity lost should

be a warning. Riverside, as the true comple-
ment of Central Park, should be made ready

to welcome the expanding city as it sweeps
by to the north.

Since the foregoing description of Riverside

and its possibilities was written an element of

the most serious significance has been intro-

duced by the selection of Claremont Heights
for the Grant mausoleum. A structure fitly

commemorative of the high achievement and
patriotic devotion of the nation's foremost
soldier might well consist with the sjMrit and
purpose of the park; but the actual sepulture

of the hero at this key-point necessitates some

compromise with the prevalent idea of fest?

assemblage. A certain isolation must b

granted to the tomb in deference to the sent, i

ment of re\erence, and yet in view of the
]

limitations of the ground at this point of focal

and culminating interest it is not desirabl

that the surrounding space should be consid

erably encroached upon. The adjustment of

conflicting claims of this sort is one phase ol

the complex problem presented, and obviouslj

a satisfactory result can only be reached aftei

the closest study and the most judicious treat

ment. On the other hand it should be n
membered that Riverside would possess r

monument to Grant if his dust were not laj

to rest beneath it, and that this presence wil

add an impressiveness to the monument which '

belongs to none of the memorial works reared

elsewhere. The spot will henceforth be ii -

1

vested with a national and historic interest
i

which will lend new consequence and dignity

;

to the park. [This increased importance wil'

"

encourage such maintenance as the worl

'

merits and help to preserve it from being

turned over to traffic or perverted to alien use.)

Riverside, until yesterday unheard of, is al-

ready a familiar word the world over. It wa
the solemnities at Claremont that first intrc

duced thousands of people who live withii

the city limits to a public ground of whosi '

existence they had been hardly aware. But
few months ago one might traverse the driv

from end to end without encountering morr
people than would be met in the same distanc

on a lonely country road. The memorit
,

grounds have even now proved helpful to th.-

park, and the interest kindled will not fai

The Heights of Claremont offer many artisti

advantages as the site of an imposing struf

ture. and these advantages will remain. Th
idea of mortality suggested by the tomb
not congenial with the motive of the recreatic

ground, but this idea will gradually fade oi

as years roll on, and the man of heroic statui

assumes his rightful place in history amoi
the world's leaders who live for evermore.

William A. Stiles.
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ON Christmas Eve, 1883, General Grant

seemed to himself and to the world a

healthy and prosperous man. He was sixty-

one years of age, full of mental vigor, and
physically as strong, if not as active, as he

had ever been. He was engaged in business

that brought him in an ample income, and he

told his intimate friends that he was worth a

million of dollars. He passed that evening at

the house of an acquaintance and went home
in a cab about midnight. As he alighted he

tarned to hand the driver a fare, and in doing

this his foot slipped on the ice, for the weather

was cold and wet, and the rain froze on the

pavement. He fell to the ground and was

unable to rise. The driver got down from the

box to assist him, but the General was suffering

acutely, and the man was obliged to call for

help from within doors. A servant came out,

and General Grant was carried up the steps

i to his house, which he was never to leave

£ gain a well man.
The family at the time consisted only of

Mrs. Grant and a young niece, with the ser-

vants. Mrs. Grant was naturally very much
jilarmed, but the General declared that the

injury was not serious, and although he was
.' Imost senseless from pain he refused to allow

t medical man to be summoned. In the morn-
ing his son Ulysses, who lived near, was
brought, and he at once sent for Dr. Fordyce
jarker, the family physician, who pronounced

I he case one that required surgical treatment,

and called in Dr. Lewis A. Stimson. The
injury was thought to be the rupture of a

muscle in the upper part of the thigh, and
; Ithough after the first few days the suffering
' as less, any quick or sudden movement
of the limb was so painful that the General
"vas unable to move in his bed without assist-

..nce; he did not leave it for weeks. A few

jays after the fall he suffered an attack of

pleurisy, which also at first occasioned excruci-

ting pain, but was not absolutely dangerous.

The effects of this accident detained Gen-
ra' Grant in the house many weeks, but after

a while he was able to hobble about on
crutches, and in March he went, by the advice
• f his physicians, to Washington and Fortress

4!onroe. By this time his general health was
greatly improved, but the weakness in his leg

md hip continued, and the unusual confine-

:nent somewhat affected his spirits, though
not his temper or his intellect. He was the

: lost patient of sufferers, the most equable of

prisoners. Hosts of friends among the most
distinguished people of the country gathered

around him wherever he went, and their so-

ciety, always one of his greatest delights, now-

cheered the tedium and allayed the suffering

of the invalid. In April he returned to New
York and was able to drive his own horse and
to attend army reunions. He went, however,

to no private entertainments. His affairs

seemed still very prosperous, and he hoped
soon to recover entirely from the effects of

his fall.

I had been absent from the country during

the winter, but returned late in April, and at

once saw much of my old chief. I found him
cheerful and uncomplaining, going to his of-

fice daily on business, interested in politics

and affairs. The Presidential election was
approaching, and although he never spoke of

such a possibihty, many of his political friends

thought the prospect of his nomination very

bright. Every day revealed apparently irre-

concilable differences among the adherents of

other candidates, and the party and the coun-

try, not a few believed, were turning again to

him who had twice been the head of the

State. He, however, responded to no such

intimations, and never said even to his family

that he desired or expected a return to public

station. Any expression that ever fell from
him on the subject was to repress or repel the

suggestion. He was resting from national

cares, and in the unwonted enjoyment of a

private competence. He told me that in Decem-
ber for the first time in his life he had a bank
account from which he could draw as freely

as he desired. He was generous in gifts to his

children, but never luxurious in his personal

habits. He had only two expenses of his own,

—

his horses and his cigars.

When General Grant returned from Europe
in 1879 his entire fortune amounted to one
hundred thousand dollars, and the income of

this sum just paid his expenses at the hotel

where he and Mrs. Grant occupied two rooms.

He kept no carriage. Finding that he could

not live in New York suitably to his position,

he began to consider what other residence he
should select or what means of support. His
son Ulysses was engaged in the banking
business with Ferdinand Ward and James D.

Fish, and supposed he had accumulated four

hundred thousand dollars. He oftered to re-

ceive his father as a i)artner in his profits.

General Grant would not consent to this, but
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proposed to invest his hundred thousand dol-

lars in the business and become an actual

partner. Ward and Fish concurred, and in

1880 General Grant was admitted as a special

partner in the tirm of " Grant and Ward."

He was never, however, actively engaged

in its affairs. His name was used and he gave

his monev, but others did the business. Ward
in realitv acted for the finn, made the invest-

ments, drew the cheques, received the de-

posits, and disposed of them. General Grant

was assured that the investments were prop-

er, and, utterly unaccustomed as he was

to business, he inquired little further. Once
or twice he thought he had reason to say

that the firm must have no dealings in Gov-

ernment contracts, and he said so promptly.

He declared that his position as ex-Presi-

dent made it improper and impossible for

a firm of which he was a member to have

such dealings ; and Ward assured him that

there were none. The apparent returns from

the business were enormous, but General

Grant knew that scores of bankers and bro-

kers around him had made as rapid for-

tunes as he, and was not surprised. He put

aJl his available capital into the bank, and
many of his friends and relatives invested or

deposited with it. One of his sons was a

partner, another had become an agent of the

firm, and their father had all confidence in

their integrity and capacity.

But suddenly out of the clear sky came the

thunderbolt. On Tuesday morning, the 6th

of May, 1884, General Grant went from his

house in Sixty-sixth street, supposing himself

a millionaire. When he arrived at his place

of business in Wall street he found he was
ruined. As he entered his oflice he was
met by his son Ulysses, who said at once

:

" Father, you had better go home. The
bank has failed"; but the General went in

and waited awhile. I happened to visit him
that day about noon, and found him alone.

After a moment he said to me gravely enough,
but calmly :

" We are all ruined here." I was
astounded at the news, and he continued

:

"The bank has failed. .Mr. Ward cannot be
found. The securities are locked ujj in the

safe, anrl he has the key. No one knows
where he is."

He could not at that time have known the

event more than half an hour. In a few
moments he got into a carriage and was
driven home. He never returned to Wall
street.

The world knows that he gave up all that

was his. The story of the debt to Mr. Van-
derbilt into which he was inveigled is pitiful.

Ferdinand Ward had come to him on Sunday
the 4th of May and rejjresented that the

Marine Bank, where Grant and Ward ha
large deposits, was in danger, but that

speedv assistance would enable it to over

come the difficulty. The assistance, however,

must be immediate if they would save them-
selves. He urged General Grant to obtain at

once a loan of $150,000 for this pur-

pose ; and Sunday though it was, the old

warrior sallied out at the instance of the

partner, who knew at that moment that

all the fortunes of General Grant had been
lost through his means. He went first to

Mr. Victor Newcomb, who was not at home^i
and then to Mr. W. H, Vanderbilt, whot
at once agreed to let General Grant have|
his cheque for $150,000 without security, t

He said that he had never done such a thingj

before, but he would do it for General Grant. {

The General expected to return the money!
immediately ; he wanted it only to enable the J

Marine Bank to find time to collect its loans. 1

Ward had assured him, and he repeated to?

Mr. Vanderbilt, that there were securities for!^

more than a million of dollars in the vaults of

Grant and Ward.
The first thing General Grant did when the^i

failure was known was to make over all his)

individual property to Mr. Vanderbilt. In this

act Mrs. Grant afterwards joined, waiving her
right of dower. The house in which they lived

belonged to Mrs. Grant. Three years before a
hundred thousand dollars had been subscribed

to purchase her a home, and the building in

Sixty-sixth street was selected; but there was;

a mortgage on the property which the holders

refused to cancel. It was a good investment,

and they preferred to retain it. The price of

the house was $98,000, and the mortgage was
for $50,000 ; so $48,000 only was paid, and
the remainder of the sum subscribed was de-

posited with Grant and Ward, to be applied

to the purchase of bonds. Ward, as the ac-

tive member of the firm, was commissioned to-

make the purchase. He reported having done
so, received the money, and the interest was
regularly paid. But after the failure it was
discovered that the purchase had never been
made. There was therefore a mortgage on
the property which could not be redeemed.
The liljrary and the rare contents of the house
were, however, made over to Mr. Vanderbilt.

Hut this was not all. The Trust Fund
j

of $250,000 raised for General Grant, the I

interest of which was devoted to his bene- '

fit, had been invested in the bonds of a
|

company which at this juncture suspended
j

I^ayment. The fund was guaranteed by the ;

K. I). Morgan estate, but from some tech-
j

nicality of the law the guarantors could not
\

pay the deficient interest until the com-
j

pany had been six months in default; this
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resource therefore failed entirely for the time.

The last payment had been deposited with

Grant and Ward, and of course was lost.

General Grant was as brave, however, as

under all circumstances, and though regretting

the loss of fortune for himself and his sons, as

well as for those who had suffered through

their means, he was as yet free from any
acute humiliation. He himself was ruined

;

one son was a partner in the wreck and the

liabilities ; another, the agent of the firm, was
bankrupt for half a million ; his youngest son

on the 3d of May had deposited all his

means, about $80,000, in the bank of his

father and brother, and the bank suspended
payment on the 6th ; his daughter had made
a litde investment of $12,000 with the firm;

one sister had put in $5,000, another $25,000;
a nephew had invested a few thousands, the

savings of a clerkship ; and other personal

friends invested more largely. It was pain-

ful and mortifying that all these should lose

in this way, but still there was no thought
of personal disgrace.

But after a day or two came out the shame-
ful story of craft and guile in all its horrible

proportions, and it was seen that his honored
name had been used to entice and decoy
hosts of friends and acquaintances, to their

own injury and General Grant's discredit.

Imputations were even cast on the fame that

belonged to the country ; and this blow was
the most terrible that General Grant ever en-

dured. The shock of battle was less tremen-

dous, the mortal agony was less acute.

There seemed, too, under the circumstances,

to be nothing to do, nothing to say. He was
indeed through life always able to remain
silent, but the task was harder now than amid
the abuse directed against him during the war,

or the detraction and calumnies of political

campaigns. His own fair fame, his honor
as a man, the honor of his children,— all were
assailed ; all discussed, doubted, defiled by the

tongues of a careless and censorious world.

The glory which had been likened to that of

Washington was obscured. He never spoke
of this even to those closest and dearest, but
none the less they knew that the wound was
eating into his soul. This sorrow was a cancer
indeed.

After a time the clouds were lifted a little,

and the world seemed satisfied, at least in

part, that his honor was untarnished. He
breathed freer now ; but still the accusations

were hurled against his children ; and for him,
for whom the family relations were absolutely

the profoundest and most intimate of his na-

ture, this was anguish intolerable.

His bodily health was soon affected, though
not yet conspicuously. He did not grow openly

worse, but he ceased to grow better. His
lameness did not mend. His strength did not
increase. He was not morose, but hardly so

cheerful as was his wont, although too brave to

be willing to seem cast down. But he was in-

dignant to the core at those who had injured

him and his fame and his sons.

At first he was distressed even for money
for household expenses. Eighty dollars in his

pocket-book and one hundred and thirty dol-

lars in cash belonging to Mrs. Grant were all

he had to live on. If two friends, one a man
he had never seen and the other a foreigner,

had not come to his relief, General Grant
must have suffered actual want for a while.

The very cheques paid out to tradesmen a few
days before the failure were dishonored. He
was penniless in the house that was crowded
with his trophies.

But, four days after the 6th of May an un-

known countryman, Mr. Charles Wood, of

Lansingburg, New York, wrote to General
Grant and offered to lend him $1000 on his

note for twelve months, without interest, with

the option of renewal at the same rate. He
inclosed a cheque for $500, "on account," he
said, " of my share for services ending April,

1865," and General Grant gratefully accepted

the offer.

About the same time Mr. Romero, the

Mexican minister, who had been a valued

friend from the period when the French were
driven from Mexico, came on from Washing-
ton, and insisted on lending him $ioco. At
first the General declined the offer, but Mr.
Romero suddenly quitted the room, leaving

his cheque for $1000 on the table. But for

these succors the man who had dined with

half the kings of the earth would have wanted
money to buy bread for himself and his chil-

dren.

For it was not only himself and Mrs.
Grant who were to be supported, but two
of his sons and their families. Ulysses went
to live with his father-in-law, the Hon. J. B.

Chaffee, who was a man of means ; but Gen-
eral Grant must maintain the others, for, until

released by their creditors, they could not
even go into business. Mrs. Grant, however,
owned two little houses in Washington, and
she wrote at once to Mr. W. McLean, of

Cincinnati, who she knew was buying prop-

erty at the capital. Mr. McLean was a stanch

personal friend of General Grant, although a

political opponent, and Mrs. Grant asked him
at this crisis to purchase her houses, telling him
that she needed money for the absolute living

expenses of the family. Mr. McLean at once
directed his agent to purchase the houses,

whether they were needed or not, and to pay
the market price. This timely act relieved the
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familv from their immediate anxieties. The
generous loan of Mr. Romero was repaid

;

the dishonored cheques for houseiiold expenses

were redeemed, and enough was left to live

on during the summer.
As earh- as December, 1883, the editors of

The Century magazine had inquired of me
whether General Gnuit could not be induced to

write about one or two of his battles for their

for February, 1885. This was General Grant's

first attempt at anything like literary or his-

torical composition.

He at once became interested in the work.

The occupation had, indeed, distracted him
from the contemplation of his misfortunes,

and the thoughts of his old companions
and campaigns brought back pleasanter recol-

lections. He agreed to prepare still another

series of papers on the war, mentioning Shiloh article. His first theme had been the battle

and the Wilderness. I laid the matter before

hun, but he was disinclined to attempt the

unfamiliar task. The editors, however, re-

newed their solicitations. Alter the failure of

Grant and Ward they addressed me a letter,

saying: "The country looks with so much
regret and sympathy upon General Grant's

misfortune that it would gladly welcome the

announcement and especially the publication

of material relating to him or by him, con-

cerning a part of his honored career in which

every one takes pride. It would be glad,"

they said, '* to have its attention diverted from

his present troubles, and no doubt such diver-

sion of his own mind would be welcome to

him."

He was touched by the tone of the comma

of Shiloh ; the second was the Vicksburg

Campaign and Siege. If he had been too con-

cise at the start, he was now inclined to be more
than full, and covered two hundred pages
of manuscript in a few weeks. As soon as it

became known that he had begun to write,

the story spread that he was preparing his

memoirs, and half the prominent publishers

in the country made him offers. Again he
sent for me, and said he felt inclined to write

a book; but that as my own history of his

campaigns had been composed with his

concurrence, and with the expectation that

it would take the place of all he would have
to say on the subject, he thought it right

to consult me. He wanted also to employ
the material I had collected and arranged in

nication. but shrank at first from presenting it, and to use the work as authority for figures

himself to the public at this juncture, prefer-

ring absolute withdrawal and retirement.

When I conveyed his reply, I spoke of the

complete financial ruin that had overtaken

him. The editors at once inquired whether a

pecuniary inducement might not have weight,

and made an oft'er to him for two articles on
any of his battles which he might select. His
necessities decided him. The modern Belisa-

rius did not mean to beg.

In June he went to Long Branch for the

summer, and soon afterwards sent for me and
showed me a few i>ages he had written, and
called an article. The fragment was terse and
clear, of course, like almost every tiling he
wrote, but too laconic and compact, I knew,
to suit the editorial purpose ; it would not

have filled three pages of the magazine. I

urged him to expand it.

and for such facts as his own memory would
not supply. Besides this, he wanted my
assistance in various ways ; all of which was
arranged. In October I went to live at his

house.

At this time he seemed in very fair health.

He was crippled and unable to move without

crutches, but he walked out alone, and he
had driven me once or twice at Long Branch
behind his own horse. He gave up driving,

however, after his return to town. But he
was cheerful ; his children and grandchildren

were a great solace to him; many friends

came in to see him and to testify their un-
diminished respect. His evenings were spent

in their society at his own house, for he never
visited again ; and his days were devoted to

his literary labor. He worked often five and
six, and sometimes even seven hours a day,

'• Hut why write more ? " he asked. " I have and he was a man not inclined to sedentary
told the story. What more is there to say ?"

I begged him to go into detail, to explain

his purposes and movements, to describe the

commanders, to give i>ictures of the country
;

and he seized the idea, and developed the

sketch into a more protracted effort. It was
copied by his eldest son, who carried it to the

editors, one of whom at once came to see him,

and asked him to still further extend his article

by including topics covered by him in the

int«.Tview. He consented again, and the paj;er

became the elaborate one— elaborate for its

author— which appeared in The Century

occupation. The four papers which he had
promised to The Century, he intended to

incorporate afterwards, with some modifica-

tions, into his memoirs. To this the editors

agreed. Thus General Grant's book grew out
of his articles for The Century.

In October he comijlained constantly of

pains in his throat. He had suffered during
the summer frc^m the same cause, but paid no
attention to the symptoms until towards the
end cjf his stay at Long Branch, when Dr.
I)e Costa, of l'liihidel])liia, who was paying
him a call, examined his throat. That gentle-
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man urged General Grant to consult the most
eminent physicians immediately on his return

to New York. But General Grant never

nursed himself, and it was nearly a month
before he acted on this advice.' His pains

finally became so frequent and so acute that

Mrs. Grant persuaded him to see Dr. Fordyce
Barker, who instantly said if the case were his

own or that of one of his family, he should

consult Dr. J. H. Douglas; and General

Grant went the same day to Dr. Douglas.

This was on the 2 2d of October.

\Vnien he returned he said the physician

had told him that his throat was aftected by a

complaint with a cancerous tendency. He
seemed serious but not alarmed, though it

was afterwards learned that he had pressed

Dr. Douglas for close information, and had
detected a greater apprehension on the part

of the physician than the family at first dis-

covered. Still there was disquietude and even
alarm,— the terrible word cancer was itself

almost a knell.

It was now November, and all through this

month he went regularly to the physician's

house, about two miles from his own, taking

the street-car. At first he went alone, but

after a while he was persuaded to take a

man-servant with him. One or two of the

family called on Dr. Douglas to make further

inquiry, and the response awakened further

solicitude. The pains did not decrease, and
the extraction of four teeth greatly aggravated
the nervous condition. He went to a den-

tist to have one tooth taken out, but his

fortitude was such that the operator was
doubtless deceived, and proposed the extrac-

tion of three others, and the shock to the

General's system was one from which he did

not recover for weeks.

As the weather became colder the disease

was further aggravated by the exposure to

which he was subjected in the street-car; yet

for a long time he refused to go by the carriage.

It required much urging to induce him to take

this precaution, but he was finally persuaded.

In December his pains became still more ex-

cruciating; he could not swallow without

torture, and his sufferings at table were intense.

He was obliged to use liquid food and to

avoid acids altogether. I shall always recall

his figure as he sat at the head of the table,

his head bowed over his plate, his mouth set

grimly, his features clinched in the endeavor
to conceal the expression of pain, especially

from Mrs. Grant, who sat at the other end.

He no longer carved or helped the family,

and at last was often obliged to leave before

the meal was over, pacing the hall or the

adjoining library in his agony.
At this time he said to me that he had no

desire to live if he was not to recover. He
preferred death at once to lingering, hopeless
disease. He made the same remark to several

of his family. For a while he seemed to lose,

not courage, yet a little of his hope, almost
of his grip on life. He did not care to write,

nor even to talk ; he made little physical ef-

fort, and often sat for hours propped up in his

chair, with his hands clasped, looking at the

blank wall before him, silent, contemplating
the future ; not alarmed, but solemn, at the

prospect of pain and disease, and only death
at the end. It was like a man gazing into his

open grave. He was in no way dismayed, but
the sight was to me the most appalling I have
ever witnessed : the conqueror looking at his in-

evitable conqueror; the stern soldier, to whom
armies had surrendered, watching the approach
of that enemy to whom even he must yield.

But the apathy was not long-lived; the in-

difference to his book was soon over. Before

long he went to work with renewed vigor. He
enjoyed his labors now, and quite got the liter-

ary fever for a while. He liked to have his pages
read aloud to the family in the evening, so that

he might hear how they sounded and receive

their comments. He worked, however, for the

most part from ten or eleven o'clock in the

morning until two or three in the afternoon,

and sometimes again later in the day. Once in

a while General Tower, a comrade in the Mexi-
can War, came in and discussed the chapters

describing the capture of Vera Cruz or the

march on Mexico. Sometimes Mr. Chaflfee

listened to the political passages, and begged
the General not to emasculate them, but to

say all he thought without fear or favor.

Daily about one o'clock he was interrupted

by his grandchildren, who stopped as they

passed to their lunch, and looked in at the

open door, not entering till he saw them and
summoned them. Their prattle and kisses

were always welcome, and made me think

that the very misfortune which brought them
to his house had its conapensations. He took

a positive pleasure in their society, and when
at one time it was thought that they disturbed

his labors, and they were told not to visit him.

he was distressed at the omission and revoked

the order. They came, indeed, like a burst of

light into the sick man's study, three of them,

dancing, gamboling, laughing— as pretty a

brood of merry, graceful grandchildren as ever

a conqueror claimed for descendants, or

looked upon to perpetuate his name. Those
were happy months, at times, despite the anx-

iety, until the anxiety became despair. For
although the doctors had warned the family,

there was yet hope of arresting, if not of cur-

ing, the disease, and a possibility of arresting

it for years. His constitution was good; he
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came of a long-lived stock ; his nerve and will

were what all "the world knows. So there was

hope ; not with so much foundation as could

have been desired, but still there was hope.

I shall never forget the frolic with the little

ones on Christmas Day. They all came to

dinner, and the two youngest sat one on each

side oi him. He was comparatively free from

pain at that time : indeed, for a month or

more the excruciating tortures came only at

intervals ; and on this day he took his own
place at the head of the' table. The babies

were allowed to talk as much as they pleased,

and they pleased a great deal. They monop-

olized the conversation, and when their mam-
mas endeavored to check them, the General

interposed and declared that this was their

day. So they prattled across their grandpapa,

and made preposterous attempts at jokes in

their broken English, at which everybody

laughed, and no one more heartily than the

great warrior, their progenitor. It was a de-

licious morsel of sweet in the midst of so much
bitter care, a gleam of satisfaction in the

gloom of that sad winter, with its fears, and

certainties and sorrows.

No one, indeed, can understand the character

of General Grant who does not know the

strength of his regard for his children. It was

like the passion of a wild beast for its cubs,

or the love of a mother for her sucking child,

—

instinctive, unreasoning, overweening; yet,

what everyone can comprehend and appre-

ciate, natural, and in this grim veteran touch-

ing in the extreme. He not only thought his

sons able, wise, and pure ; he had a trust in

them that was absolute and child-like ; his

affection even clouded his judgment and
turned appreciation into admiration. For them
he would have sacrificed fortune, or ease, or

even his fame ; for them he did endure criti-

cism and censure, and underwent physical

fatigue and pain. He rose from his death-

bed to work for them, and when he thought

he was dying his utt*;rances were about his
•• boys." This feeling, lavished on his own
children, reached over to theirs. No parent

ever enveloped his entire progeny in a more
comprehensive or closer regard ; none ever

felt them more absolutely a part of himself,

his own offspring, the issue of his reins.

By the last of the year the editors of The
Century had received three of his j^apers for

their magazine and announced all four articles

for publication. The announcement of the

series had been followed by a large increase

in their sales. The editors, thinking at least

a part of this due to his name, sent him in

December a cheque for one thousand dollars

more than they had stij^ulated. General

Grant at first intended to divide this sum

between his two daughters-in-law living in

the house with him, as a Christmas present.

The amount would have been very accept

able to those ladies, but almost immediately

he remembered his debt to Mr. Wood, his

benefactor of the loth of May, and inclosed

his cheque for the thousand dollars to that

gentleman, stating that the money was the

result of his tirst earnings in literature. Still

later General Grant received from the Cen-
tury another thousand dollars in addition

to the sum stipulated for the fourth article.

This cheque was the last he ever indorsed,

and the payment, beyond his expectations,

gave him in the last week of his life the satis-

faction of knowing that his literary efforts

had a high market value.

About Christmas the pecuniary troubles be-

came more complicated. There was a possi-

bility of some small creditors of Grant and Ward
attempting to levy on the famous swords and
presents he had received from Congress and
the States and foreign potentates and cities.

In order to save them Mr. Vanderbilt pro-

posed to enforce his prior claim. Talk of this

got abroad and was misunderstood.

At this juncture General Sherman was in

New York, and of course visited his old chief

and comrade. I w-ent to call on him the next

day, and he asked me about the possibility of

any annoyance to General Grant on this score.

He was extremely anxious, and declared

:

" Grant must not be allowed to suffer this new
disgrace." He would share his own income
rather. I did not feel at liberty to say what I

knew, even to him, and General Sherman's

talk in New York, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington excited a great and general sympathy.
The result was that a number of General

Grant's friends, with Mr. Cyrus W. Field at

their head, began to raise a fund to save the

hero from this last indignity. A hundred thou-

sand dollars were to be subscribed to pay off the

debt to Mr. Vanderbilt, who it was supposed
would compromise his claim for that amount.

But General Grant was weary of the re-

peated efforts to aid him. Congress had failed

to place him on the retired list. A bill for this

purpose had indeed passed the Senate at the

preceding session, but President Arthur, it was
known, would veto it, in order to preserve his

consistency, having vetoed another intended

to restore General Fitz John Porter to the

army. He forgot, apparently, that the cases

were different. General Grant himself said,

" I have not been court-martialed." Mr.
Arthur proposed, it is true, a pension, but this

General Grant indignantly declined to receive.

He disliked to appear to apply for public or
j^rivate charity, and wrote now to Mr. Van-
derbilt, informing him of the well-meant efforts
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in his behalf, but declaring that he preferred

not to avail himself of them. He recjuested

Mr. Vanderbilt to exercise his legal rights and

offer for sale the whole of (ieneral (Irant's

property in his hands, including the jjresents

and trophies of peace and war. He did not

feel at liberty to thwart the intentions of his

other friends without the sanction of Mr. Van-
derbilt, as their eftbrts would enable him to

cancel his debt to Mr. Vanderbilt, but he pre-

guile of a monster in craft, who selected the

people's hero as his victim and his decoy

;

ihe abandonment of the j^roperty, and the

surrender— harder still— of those monu-
ments to his fame which his deeds had won

;

surrendered, it is true, to the nation, which
will guard them sacredly, as it will the fame
of which they are the symbol and the seal.

All this wore on the frame torn by disease

and the spirit racked by imputations, thrown

grant's birthplace at point pleasant, OHIO. (1885.) THE HOUSE LOOKS UPON THE OHIO RIVER.

ferred that the debt should be paid by the sale

of the property, not by a new subscription.

Then came the correspondence which has

been given to the world : first the munifi-

cent ofter of Mr. Vanderbilt to make over all

the property to Mrs. Grant, only providing

that the i:)resents should be held in trust dur-

ing her life and that of the General, to be
afterwards transferred to the Government, as

souvenirs of the glory which is national

;

then the letter from General Grant, accepting

the offer so far as it concerned the disposition

of the presents, but declining to receive the

return of the property; the persistent press-

ure of the great millionaire ; the acceptance
of (ieneral Grant under this pressure ; Mrs.

Grant's letter of an hour afterwards recalling

the acceptance, written, of course, with Gen-
eral Grant's sanction, but signed by Mrs.
Grant to save the General from the appear-
ance of discourtesy ; and the final abandon-
ment of every particle of property he had in

the world to satisfy a debt incurred at the in-

stance and through the outrageous falsity and
Vol. XX\.— 98.

oft", it is true, but some of which still rankled,

like poisoned arrows, that wound though they

are extracted ; all this told on that body which

had endured so many sleepless nights and
jnolonged marches, which had suftered fatigue

and hunger and watchings, and that soul

which had withstood cares and responsibilities

and torturing anxieties such as have fallen to

the lot of no other man in our time ; for no
other bore on his single shoulders the weight

of the destiny of a great nation at the very

crisis of its history; no other stood before the

enemy and the country and the world as the

incarnation of the hopes and fears and efforts

of a people waiting to be saved. These labors,

endured long before, told now, and made him
less able to withstand the shocks of fortune

and of nature, and he gradually succumbed.

\\'hen the extentof Cieneral Cirant's humilia-

tion became a common story, when it was
disclosetl to the world that the house in which

he lived was no longer his own, that his books
and furniture were held on sufferance, that

he was stripped even of the insignia of his
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chances of life and death alone.'

But the gravity of his manner and'
the dejection of his nevertheless in-

;

trepid spirit indicated too plainly
'\

that he felt how great was his danger. \

In January he ceased to visit his

physician. Dr. Douglas now camei
to the i)atient daily, and after aj

while twice in the twenty-four hours.
|

The visits of Dr. Barker were twice i

a week. The physicians had always •

agreed perfectly as to the nature of i

the malady and its treatment, and
|

now were agreed in their alarm at its

progress. In fact the earlier stages
\

were past. The phases followed each i

other with ominous rapidity. The :

pains in the throat had become lan-

cinating and sharp, the infiltration
:

extended further and further, the

'

cancer was eating into the delicate

!

and vital tissues, and the end seemed

'

in sight. This relapse could be traced

directly to its cause,— it was the

fresh revelation of his misfortunes,

the loss of his honors, the publicity \

of his humiliation that kindled anew

!

the fatal fires of the disease.
]

At this juncture the physicians;

determined to call in other eminent

'

men in their profession. Dr. H. B.
j

Sands and Dr. T. M. Markoe werei

requested to make a minute exam-

;

ination with the others, after which 1

a general consultation was held.j

The conclusion was not immediate-
j

ly communicated to the family, but]

fame, while he seemed neglected and forgot- enough was said to confirm their gravest ap-

.

ten in his adversity by the nation he had done prehensions, and no announcement whatever;

so much to save, then even his stout heart was made either to the General or to Mrs. i

gave way. All his symptoms were aggravat- Grant. At the same time apiece of the affected
j

ed ; his pains increased, the appalling de- tissue was submitted to Dr. G. R. Elliott, an;

prcssion of spirit returned, and more than all, expert with the microscope, who, after careful

the exhaustion of his strength— far greater j)rei)aration and examination, not knowing;
than the disea.se alone could at that stage the name of the patient on whose case he

;

have produced— occasioned the jjhysicians was to pronounce, declared, as all the others i

as well as the family the most ])ainful solici- had done, that the indications of the fatall

tude. Dr. Barker anrl Dr. Douglas liad as disease were unmistakable. The verdict of

yet retained the rase exclusively in their own science was that a malignant cancer had;

hands. They had never deceived the family, seized on the system and was hopelessly rav-

but said from the beginning that the disease aging the strength and vitality of the sufferer.

wa.s epithelial f;anr er ; that it might be ar- General (irant was doomed. All that could
j

rested, but they harl never known it cured, be done was, not to stay the progress of the

Neither .Mrs. (irant nor the General had been destroyer, but to alleviate the tortures that

told so much, although both of course knew were imminent. This apprehension of ap-

that the case was c ritical, and both were un- proaching and inevitable agony was keener
doubtedly anxious. What General Grant in with the physicians than they were willing to

his heart feared or exfK-ctcfl he said to no betray ; but their gloomy manner and guarded
human being ; not his wife nor his children words told in spite of them what they were

penetrated to the inner sanctuary where his anxious to conceal. i

soul contemplated its fate aiul balanced the Immediately after this consultation a state-

1

UEITENANT I. S. GRANT AND (iENEKAU ALKXANDEK HAYS.
(FROM A PHOTOGRAPH OF AN OLD DAGUERREOTYPE.)
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FROM A DAGUERREOTYPE (ONE-FUUKTH OV THE ABOVE SIZE) GIVEN bY HIM TO MRS. GRANT, AND WORN BY HER ON A WRISTLET.

ment was made in a medical journal, appar-

ently by authority, that General Grant was
improving, that the disease was not unques-
tionably cancer, and that care and good fortune

might even yet bring about recovery. Mrs.
Grant first saw this statement, and naturally

supposed it to be the official report of the

consultation. She read it to the General, who,
like herself, was greatly relieved. The efifect

upon his spirits was immediate and evident.

He spoke of the report to the family as if it

was decisive, and even mentioned it to the

physicians. But this publication was a version

of what had been said long before, at a time

when a peculiar phase of the complaint gave
ground for favorable vaticinations, and when
it was thought wise not to alarm the public

mind for fear of the reaction upon the patient.

The delusion was cruel, for it was destined to

be dissipated. No utterances of the press,

even appearing to emanate from his immedi-
ate medical attendants, could conceal- from
General (irant for more than a day or two the

fact that he was rapidly failing. His own suf-

ferings, his extreme prostration, the redoubled
care and attention of his j^hysicians,— all

combined to disclose to him the reality.

Immediately after this publication a second
announcement was made in the newspapers,
this one divulging the exact truth, which the

family had not yet communicated in its full-

ness to their most intimate friends, or hardly

admitted in words to themselves. How this

statement became public was not discovered,

but it mattered little now, for the bitter verity

could no longer be withheld. When friends

and reporters came instantly to inquire, the

sons admitted the danger of their father, as

well as the anxieties and distress of the family.

These utterances were at once published, and
were read by General (irant. He doubtless

then for the first time became convinced of

his condition, and of the extent of the solici-

tude of his children. Mrs. Grant also at this

time first realized what were the fears of the

familv. Her disappointment was sharp, com-
ing after the elation of the last few hours, and
General Grant himself, it was evident, felt the

shock profoundly. No one spoke to him on
the subject, nor did he mention it to any one,

but he acted like a condemned man. He had
no thought before, I believe, that he might
not live years, although ill, and with a terrible

shadow hanging over him. Tliat his days

were numbered was an intimation for which

he was not ])rei)are(l.

He was, I am svire, unwilling to die covered

with the cloud of misfortune. On this subject

also he was silent to every human being, but

the thought added bitterness to his agony. I

know it, as well as if he had told me. It could

not indeed Init be hard for him who had led

the armies of his country to repeated victor}',

who had received more surrenders than any
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other conqueror in history, who for eight years died letters and telegrams arrived each day,

had satin the chair of Washington, and whose with pity and aftection in e\ery line. The
j^reatness had Iveen sealed by the verdict of soldiers all over the country were conspicuous

the world, to lea\e his children bankrujit, in their manifestations of sympathy— South-

their faith questioned, tiieir name, which was erners as well as Northerners. Army clubs

GEVEBAL GBA.XT S CABl.V, FORMEKLY HEADQUARTERS AT CITY POINT ; REMOVED IN it

WHERE IT NOW STANDS.
TO EAST PARK, PHILADELPHIA,

his, tarnished— that name which must live

forever. 'I'he blur on his rejjutation, even with
the taint of dishonor entirely removed, the

wre< k of his fortune, the neglect of the Gov-
ernment, the humiliations of his poverty,

—

these stern images hovered around his couch
by night and day, and goaded and galled him
till the moment when physical tcjrture crowded
out even mental pain.

The < ountry received the news of his con-
dition with grief and crmsternation. Whatever
had l>een said or thought injurious to him
was instantly ignorerl, revoke(l, stamped (uit

of mind ; unfler the i>Ia: k shadow of iJeath

the memory of his great services became vivid

once more, like writing in sympathetic ink

before a fire. All the admiration and love of
the days immediately after the war returned.

'ITie house was thronged with visitors, f;ld

friends, army comrade.-., former cabinet min-
isters, senators, generals, fliplomatists, on
errands of inquiry or commiseration. A hun-

and loyal leagues sent messages incessantly.

Meetings of former Confederates were held

to signify their sorrow. The sons of Robert
K. Lee and Albert Sidney Johnston were

among the first to jiroffer good wishes to him
whom their fathers had fought. Political op-

ponents were as outspoken as partisan friends,

and the l)itterest enemies of General Grant in

the daily ])ress were generous and constant

in the expression of their interest. Rivals in

the army like Buell and Rosecrans made
known that the calamity which impended
over the nation was a sorrow for them, be-

<;ause they were Americans. Mr. Jefferson

Davis more than once uttered kind words
which were conveyed to the sufferer. The
new Secretary of War of the Democratic ad-

ministration called in person ; the new Secre-

tary of State sent remedies and good wishes.

'i'he new President (lis[)atched the Marshal
of the District of Columbia from Washington
to make intjuiries. JOx-President Hayes and
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GENERAL GRANT, MRS. GRANT, AND MASTER JESSE AT HEADQUARTERS AT CITY POINT.
(FROM PHOTOGRAPH BV E. AND H. T. ANTHONY.)

ex-Secretary Lincoln had called long before.

State legislatures voted their commiseration
;

the Queen of England telegraphed her con-
dolences, and little children from all parts of
the country sent constant messages of aflec-

tion and tributes of flowers.

But no sympathy could check tlie progress
of the pale rider who bears his summons
with impartial footsteps to the hovels of the
poor and the palaces of the great. 'Hie

Vol. XXX.—99.

malady made incessant advance. The terrible

darting pains increased in intensity. Another
medical attendant, Dr. G. F. Shrady, was
called in to assist and relieve Dr. Douglas.
The great fear of the physicians now was of

the horrible cancerous pains. They said re-

peatedl}- that a speedy termination of the

disease was to be desired. If i:)neumonia or
some other quick-ending complaint could
carry ofl" the patient in a week, it would be
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cause lor gratitude. This sickening apprehen-

sion of coming physical torment aggravated

the expectation of bereavement and left noth-

ing lacking to the intensity of the calamity.

Vet it seemed to me after the first shock

that General Grant still had not given up.

His unconquerable nature rebounded. He
looked at the physicians with an anxiety that

could not have been so acute unless the pos-

sibility of hope had been mingled. He sub-

mitted to every operation, he carefully attended

to everv injunction, and sustained the long

siege of disease with the same determination

and tenacity he had displayed in other sieges

and campaigns with other enemies. But now
he was on the defensive,— it was the first time.

Meanwhile his article on Shiloh had ap-

peared in Thk Centl-rv Magazine, and the

influx of letters and criticisms from friends

and opponents excited his interest for a while.

The greeting offered to his first contribution to

written histon,- showed that the world stood

ready to receive his story trom himself, but even

this thought could not arrest the rapid concen-

tration of his attention on bodily ailings

and failing powers. The strifes of battle and

the contests of historv sounded distant and

Grant's friends, he thought the bill might be
passed the next day ; and asked me to go to

see whoever I thought would have influence.

I told the General of the visit. He was grati-

fied at the interest of his friends, but would
give me no advice, and I sallied out and
spent the day in his service. I found Mr.
Hamilton Fish, Cxcneral Grant's old Secretary

of State, Mr. Evarts, Avho had just been
elected Senator, and General Horace Porter,

mv former comrade on General Grant's staff.

All were willing and earnest; all wrote letters at

once to reach members of Congress the next

day, and General Porter went with me to visit

others who we thought might help us. But Mon-
day came and the bill was called up and lost.

General Grant felt the rebuff acutely.

Though he had made no demonstration of

anxiety in advance, those who saw most of

him and had learned to interpret the few

and faint indications he ever gave of his

personal preferences and desires, knew how
eagerly he had hoped, how cruelly he was
disappointed. He had indeed looked to this

bill as in some sort a reparation of the injury

his reputation had sustained ; as an official

vindication, an intimation that the country

dull to ears that were deadened with the ever still believed in him and regarded his fame, had
present sense of pain, and even the imposing not forgotten his services. When the repara-

fabric of his fame looked shadowy and un-

substantial to eyes about to close forever on
the glories and honors of this world.

As soon as General Grant's condition became
known an attempt was made in Congress to

revive the measure for restoring him to the

army. Since the bill which had already passed
the Senate and was actuallv before the House

tion was withheld he suffered proportionally.

But he refused to reveal his emotion. A day
or two before the decision he declared that he

did not expect the passage of the bill ; and
when the defeat was announced he made no
remark. That evening he played cards with

his family and displayed unusual spirit and
gayety ; but all saw through the mask. All

of Representatives would be vetoed, Senator joined, however, in the deception that deceived
Edmunds introduced another, with the view
of obviating Mr. .\rthur's objections. This
was rapidly passed by the .Senate and sent to

the other House. There it was taken up by
Mr. Randall, the Democratic leader, who in

conjunction with General Grant's personal

and political friends, and many Democrats
and Southern soldiers, made every effort to

secure its success. Most of the Democrats,
however, opposed it. They were anxious to

pass the earlier bill, and thus force the Presi-

dent either to reverse his previous action in

the Porter case or to veto the bill in favor of
General Grant. The President allowed it to

lie known that he would not recede from his

position ; Congress must pass the bill that he
wished, for he would veto the other.

On Sunday morning, the 15th of I'ebruary,

Mr. Cyrus W. Field, who had been incessant

in his efforts in the press anrl in private to

secure the pa.ssage of the bill, came to Gen-
eral Grant's house and asked for me. He said

if a determined effort were made by General

no one. None spoke of the disappointment

;

anda grim interest in whist apparently absorbed
the ])arty that was heart-broken for him who
permitted neither wife nor child to come be-

neath the cloak that concealed his wound.
All he said was that the bill had failed on the

1 6th of February, the anniversary of the fall

of Fort Donelson.

The next day he was worse, and in a week
the gravest fears seemed near realization. He
himself appeared conscious of the approach of

the end. He had all winter been considering

and discussing the choice of a publisher for

his book, but had made no decision. Now he
came to a conclusion, and in the first week in

Marc h the agreement was signed with his pres-

ent publishers, Messrs, C. L. Webster & Co.
At the same time the family thought they

could no longer withhold from his daughter,
Mrs. Sartoris, the knowledge of her father's

condition. She was in England, and they had,
of course, notified her of his illness, but, in the

hope of amelioration or respite, had deferred
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the announcement of its critical character.

But at last they wrote and urged her to hasten

to hnn. After his second relapse they tele-

graphed, and she started for his bedside.

They were still unwilling to inform Cieneral

Grant that she had been summoned, lest he

should be depressed by the certainty that they

believed the end to be near; they only told

him she had written to say that she was com-
ing ; but the amiable concealment hardly de-

ceived him. Though his spirit was broken,

his exhaustion extreme, his mind depressed,

and certainly at this time weakened, he knew
too well why she was coming ; but he asked

nothing and said nothing.

The decay of his energy was to me more
distressing than any other symptom. For the

inroads extended beyond jjhysical strength
;

they reached at last mental power, and even
that nerve and force which made the great

character that the world has recognized. To
one who had studied him for half a lifetime,

it was acute pain to watch his strength give

way, the light of his intellect flicker and fade,

the great qualities all apparently crumble.

To see General Grant listless, incapable of

effort, indifferent to work, absorbed in phys-
ical needs and pains.— a sick man in soul as

well as in body,— was hardest of all.

The interest of the country still followed
him, and, as the disease jjroceeded, became
still more intense. The physicians now sent out

daily bulletins, and crowds of people watched
the boards where these were published. His
friends determined that still another effort

should be made in Congress to pass some bill

for his retirement ; but he felt little interest in

the measure now,— the languor had reached
his heart.

For many weeks he had been unable to go
downstairs to his meals, or to receive a friend,

and had spent his days in the room which,
before his illness became so acute, he had
used as a study. Here his papers still re-

mained, and once in a great while he even
yet attempted to write a page; but alas ! it

was not like what he had once been able to

write. Sometimes I tried to catch an idea and
took it down from his lips, reading it after-

wards to him to verify it. But these oppor-
tunities became rarer and rarer; he had no
longer strength for the effort, no longer inter-

est in his work, and at last abandoned all

idea of being able to finish it.

Then his sleeping-room was changed. Mrs.
Grant gave up hers at the front of the house
to him, and took that which he had occupied
at the rear, so that his bedchamber might be
next to his sitting-room. At first he objected
to the change, but soon his strength was so

* The nomination of the C'al

fLir gone that he recognized the need. The
two great chairs in which for months he had
sat, leaning back in one with his feet in the
other, were taken into that room, in which all

now thought he would die. Still, he walked
almost daily into the apartment where he liad

si)ent so many hours during the winter.

Meanwhile the efforts to pass the bill for

his retirement continued. This one Mr. Arthur
would sign. It had passed the Senate, and
Mr. Randall, General Slocum,and other prom-
inent Democrats wrote to General Grant's
family and friends that the final result would
be favorable. Mr. Randall had greater power
in the matter than any one else, his j^arty

being in the majority, and no one was more
earnest than he. Rut General Grant remained
indifferent, and this time his indifference was
real. He was absorbed in his sufferings, and
beUeved the bill would be of no use to him
now. His family, too, cared little for success,

save as it might soothe or possibly brighten
his last hours. The doctors thought it might
possibly revive his spirits and prolong his days

;

but why, some thought, ])rolong his sufferings ?

Finally, on the morning of the 4th of March,
almost in the last moments of the expiring

Congress, the bill was taken up by unanimous
consent in the House of Representatives, and
passed at once amid great cheering. The
President, as usual at the close of the session,

was in a chamber at the Ca])itol, waiting to

sign such bills as had been left to the last

moment, and must fail unless they instantly

received his signature. He signed the bill. A
nomination had been made out in advance
and was sent at once to the Senate. There
lacked but a few moments of the hour when
Congress would cease to exist ; but Senator
Edmunds, the presiding officer, announced a

message from the President ; all other busi-

ness was suspended, and the nomination was
confirmed amid tumultuous applause from the

galleries.

President Cleveland signed the commis-
sion ; it was the second act of his administra-

tion.* The news was telegraphed to General
Grant by numerous friends, and the same day
the adjutant-general of the army notified him
ofticially of his appointment. General Grant
wrote the telegram of acceptance in his own
hand. He was again in the army which he had
so often led to victory. It did seem preposter-

ous that any difficulty should have been made
about admitting him to that army of which he

had been the most illustrious member.
But the recognition came too late. He was

gratified and cheered, but the hand of fate

had fallen, and could not be removed. There
was no revival of his strength, no reaction

)inct was the first.—EmiOR.
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from his depression, no cessation of his pain.

The exhaustion went on.

Nevertheless his restoration to the army,

though it could neither bring back his health

nor prolong his days, made a deeper im-

pression on him than he was willing to

betray. When the end of the month came
this was apparent. All officers of the army

are required to make a monthly report of

their post-office address to the adjutant-

general. I do not remember that this report

was ever made by him as general-in-chief,

after his headquarters were removed from

the field; but now he was extremely anxious

to make it, and filled out the form himself,

though with extreme difficulty. It was a

question at the time whether he would Hve
through the day, and it was strange to read

the language required by the regulations : "My
post-office address for the ensuing month will

be"— 3 East Sixty-sixth street. New York.

He was still more eager to draw his pay.

It seemed as if he looked upon these two
circumstances as the seal of his return to the

army. No young lieutenant expecting his

stipend for the first time could have been
more anxious. He sent for his pay-accounts

before the time, and when signed they were
forwarded to the paymaster, so that on the

day when the first month's pay was due the

cheque was handed him. At first he insisted

that one of his sons should go at once to the

bank to have the cheque cashed ; he wanted
to handle the money. But at this juncture

his sons were unwilling to leave the house
even for an hour, and he finally consented that

Mr. Chaftee should draw the money. When it

was handed him he divided it among Mrs.
Grant and his children ; saying it was all he
had to leave them. This was on the 31st of

March, when he was expecting to die within

forty-eight hours.

During the month of March his daughter
arrived, and although, of course, her coming
was a solace, yet he knew too well by this

time that she had come to see him die. The
gathering of other friends also had signifi-

cance. He ceased now to leave his room,
except at rarest intervals. One physician

always slept in the house.

His suffering at last grew so acute that

anodynes, the use of which had long been
postponed, became indispensable. The pain
was not of that violent character which had
been so sorely dreaded, and which the prog-
ress of the disease did not even yet induce

;

it was rather an intolerable nervousness, as

unlike as possible the ordinary phlegmatic
calm of General Grant,— a physical excite-

ment and an excessive sleeplessness, com-
bined with a weakness that was spasmodic.

These sensations were the cause of a consum-
ing wretchedness, but they were not cancerous
pains. Tlie physicians constantly declared

tliat although the cancer was making irresist-

ible advance, it was not the cancer that

produced the exhaustion and the nervousness,

which, unless arrested,would bring about death
very soon. It was only too plain that the

mental, moral disease was killing General
Grant,— it was the blow which had struck him
to the dust and humiliated him before the

world from which he could not recover. He
who was thought so stolid, so strong, so un-

demonstrative, was dying for a sentiment—
because of the injury to his fame, the asjjer-

sions on his honor.

This, now, every one recognized. FLvery

one now admitted his purity, contended for

his honor, which it was said was the country's.

If the universal affection and regard which
were showered on him could have salved his

wounds he might have been cured, but the

recognition and reparation were in vain. He
who had passed unscathed through Shiloh and
the Wilderness was stricken by a weapon more
fatal than the rebels ever wielded; he who
had recovered from the attacks of pohtical

assailants and resisted the calumnies of])ar-

tisan campaigns was succumbing under the

result of the machinations of one man.
Still, the sympathy soothed his mortal

anguish and cast a gleam of consolation into

his dying chamber. It seemed to change and
soften his spirit. His indignation at former

enemies was mollified by their protestations

of pity; the bitterness he had once felt for

them was converted into gratitude for their

compassionate utterings. The very fire of his

nature seemed quenched by the cold shadows
of impending dissolution. Now, also, an un-

familiar tenderness appeared, which had been
long concealed. The depths of his affection

were disclosed ; he was willing to express

more of his intimate feeling than ever before.

It was a new man, a new Grant in these mat-

ters that was revealed, as if the husks were
torn aside and the sweet kernel given to those

from whom it had been so long withheld. All

who approached him intimately at this time

recognized this uncloaking of certain parts of

his nature which hitherto had been so care-

fully veiled.

But one more struggle, one more fierce bat-

tle remained. He had yet to justify himself, to

say in person what he had never yet said to the

world, of his relations with " Grant and Ward,"
to tell himself the story of the deceit which
had brought him low. James D. Fish, one of

the partners in the firm, was on trial, and Cien-

eral (irant's testimony was desirable. He was
now so feeble that it was almost dangerous
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to subject him to the ordeal of an examina-

tion : but yet to vindicate his fame, to allow

him in his dying moments to utter his own de-

fense, it was worth while incurring whatever

danger. His sons, especially, were anxious

that" he should say what no one else could

ever say for him. and for them ; and although

in his weak condition he did not appear to

share their anxiety, he consented for their sake

to make the effort.

The examination was held in his bedcham-

ber. The lawyers and the stenographer and

one or two others were present. The ceremony

of an oath was waived, with the consent of

the opposing counsel, and the dying man an-

swered all questions and told how he had been

betrayed. As the inquiry went on the old

spirit of battle revived ; he felt all the impor-

tance of the occasion, roused himself for the

effort, and made a definite declaration, damn-
ing in its evidence of the guilt of one man's

action, absolute in the assertion of the purity

of his own.
In his testimony he spared neither Fish nor

Ward ; he felt that this was his last blow, and
he dealt it hard. If he had died then, as it

was almost feared he might, it would have
been, not only like the old warrior of story,

standing, but fighting to the last. He never

relented in his bitterness to these two men.
The harshest words I ever heard him speak

were his frequent utterances, after he knew
that he was doomed, in regard to them who
had been the cause of his ruin, and, as he
doubtless felt, of his end.

The examination lasted nearly an hour.

When it was over he did not at first appear
more than usually exhausted. Henevershowed
immediately the effects of any intense physi-

cal or mental strain. Not after his great dis-

appointment in February did his strength or

spirit at once give way ; so now for a day or

two he seemed no weaker than before.

But in forty-eight hours he began to fail.

He recognized himself the decrease of vital

force, and believed it was the beginning of the

end. The physicians shared the belief. Two
now remained constantly in the house. Ano-
dynes were doubled, to control the excessive
nervousness anfl to jjrevent the occurrence of
the anticipated agonies. Owe of his sons was
in his room continuously and the family were
summoned more than onre when he seemed
in mortal peril.

At this time General (irant had not lain in

his lx;d for more than a few moments at a time
in months; a sensation of choking invariably

attacked him in that position, and although
the physicians assured him that there was no
danger of suffocation, the symptoms were so

distressing that he could not be persuaded to

take to his bed. He sat in one great chair,

with his feet in another, propped up by pil-

lows, usually wearing a dressing-gown, and his

legs swathed in blankets.

Very early in April I was obliged to give

up my room ; after Mrs. Sartoris arrived, there

was no other where the faithful medical at-

tendants could rest in the intervals of their

watchings. I still spent my days at the house,

and often remained for the night, lying where
I could, or snatching sleep in a chair, with

Mr. Chaffee or other intimate friends.

One morning General Grant himselfthought
he was dying. The family were all summoned.
He kissed each of them in turn, and when
Mrs. Grant asked him i.o bless her he replied

:

" I bless you. I bless you all !
" After this he

went lower and nearer death than ever before.

The pulse was flickering like a candle, and
the physicians said : "He is going." But there

had been an injection of brandy prepared
some days before, for just such emergencies,

and one physician whispered to the other:
" Now ! the brandy." " Where is it ?" " On
the table." " Shall we use it ? Is it worth
while to bring him back to pain ? " " Yes."

And Dr. Shrady administered the brandy,

which Dr. Douglas had prepared. It stimu-

lated the nerves, it produced another pulsa-

tion. The throbbings went on, and General
Grant returned to the world he had almost

quitted forever.

Another morning I was at my hotel, having

left the house after midnight. At about four

o'clock I was wakened, and a note was
handed me from Colonel Grant. It contained

only the word, " Come." I knew too well what
this must mean, and hurried to the house. A
hemorrhage had occurred. This was one of

the contingencies that had always been fore-

seen, and it was supposed certainly would be
fatal. Every one had been summoned. " What
shall I say ? " asked Colonel Grant, as he wrote

the notes. " It makes no difference," said the

doctor; " all will be over before they get here."

But General Grant walked to the basin and
helped to wash his throat, and the hemorrhage
]jroved favorable instead of fatal. It was
caused by the loosening of a slough that had
formed over a part of the throat, and the

slough in a day or two came entirely away,
after which the cancer itself was eased, and
indeed for a while arrested. The weakness,
for some cause or by some means which I

have never been able to understand, was to a
certain extent overcome. The anodynes were
lessened in quantity, and their injurious effects

l^assefl away. For .several days General Grant
seemed to hover between life and death, and
then came a marvelous change. To the

amazement of all, his strength returned and
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his spirits revived. At first he disbeheved in

the amehoration. He had perhaps for one

moment a ghmmer of hope, but then the con-

viction overwhehiied him that recovery was
impossible.

At this crisis he did not wish to hve. " The
doctors are responsible three times," he

said, " for my being alive, and— unless they

can cure me— I don't thank them." He had

no desire to go through the agony again.

For, he had suffered death; he had parted

with his family ; he had undergone every

physical pang that could have come had he

died before the brandy was administered.

It seemed to me then cruel to bring him
back only to renew his torture ; for I had no
idea, nor had any one else, that he would live

more than a week, if so long. He had said

more than once :
" I have no regrets, except

for leaving my family." But he was recalled,

and from that time the apparent improvement
went on.

He still, however, for a few days remained
unwilling to live— in pain; though always

eager to be cured. He was never afraid to

die. Having disposed of his book and his

affairs, these matters he considered settled;

just as in battle, after giving an order, he

never doubted, or wished to recall it. But the

fighting spirit, the unconquerable nature,

made him struggle still. The dejection which
marks the disease, and which had been so

appalling in January and February, did not

return. In its stead a new phase came on.

He was battling again, and this time harder

than before, for the enemy was closer. He
fairly grappled and wrestled now with Death.

The terrible calm of the fight was exactly like

the determination in the Wilderness or before

Richmond, where I once heard him say :
" I

feel as sure of taking Richmond as I do of

dying." There was no excitement, no hyster-

ical grief or fear, but a steady effort of vital

power, an impossibility for his spirit to be sub-

dued. He was not resigned ; neither was he
hopeful. He simply, because he could not
help himself, made every eftbrt to conquer.

After every paroxysm of mortal faintness the

indomitable soul revived, and aroused the

physical part.

I may not be thought to lift too far the

veil from a dying chamber if I mention one
circumstance which had for me a peculiar

interest. During all of General Grant's illness,

down to the hour when his partial recovery
began, Mrs. Grant never could bring herself

to believe that she was about to lose him. A
woman with many of those singular premoni-
tions and presentiments that amount almost
to superstition, but which yet affect some of
the strongest minds, and from which (ieneral

Grant himself was certainly not entirely free,

she declared always, even at the moment
which every one else thought would prove
the last, that she could not realize the immi-
nence of the end. Her l)ehavior was a mys-
tery and a wonder to those who knew the

depth of the tenderness and the abundance
of the affection that she lavished on her great

husband. Her calmness and self-control al-

most seemed coldness, only we knew that this

was impossible. 1 did not presume, of course,

to comment on this apparent stoicism, but

once or twice she told me she could not de-

spair ; that there was a feeling constantly that

this was not to be the last ; and even when
she wept at the gifts and the words that were
thought to be farewells, she was putting up
prayers that were full of confidence, and after

which the wonderful and unexpected recuper-

ation occurred.

All this while, the public interest was pain-

ful. So much of it penetrated into that house
under the shadow of Death, that it seemed
to us within as if the whole world were par-

taking of our sorrow. All day through the

half-closed shutters we could see the crowds
waiting silently and solemnly for news of the

beloved sufferer. Every one who left the

house was instantly accosted, not only by
professional reporters, but by earnest and
often weeping men and women, who had
never known General Grant personally, but

shared the feeling of the country in his behalf.

To me there chanced to come peculiar in-

dications of this feeling. Known to be an in-

mate of the house, and yet not so near as the

nearest relatives, I could be approached by
others on subjects which they shrank from

broaching to the sons. General Grant be-

longed to the country as well as to his family,

and the country would insist on doing him
every honor when the final occasion came.

Many public men endeavored to ascertain

through me what would be the wishes of the

family in regard to the disposition of the great

dead ; and letters were sent to me to present

at the fitting time, oftering worthy sepulture.

The people of the District of Columbia,

through their representatives, declared their

desire that the revered ashes should rest at

the Capital of the country, and the general-in-

chief of the army, the friend and follower of

General Grant, sent proffers of a place for

him at the Soldiers' Home,— a fitting name
for the last habitation of a soldier. The Presi-

dent of the United States sent a messenger
from Washington to say that he would attend

in person the august obsequies, and I was to

communicate in time the probabilities and
arrangements. .Ml these sad secrets were to

me especial signs of the universal grief that
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kept pace with the still more sacred sorrow

which 1 saw : but I was requested not to in-

trude prematurely upon the family the prep-

arations tor what seemed then inevitably at

hand, and I bore about with me for weeks

the knowledge, undisclosed, that armies and

Presidents were waiting to pay Cieneral Grant

those honors which to himself would be for-

ever unknown.
On Easter Sunday he seemed a little easier,

though there was still no hope. I went into

his room and found him able to listen and

even to utter a few words -without too much

eftbrt. I had been greatly struck by the uni-

versal watching of a nation, almost of a world.

at his bedside, and esjievially by the sympathy

from tbriner rivals and political and even per-

sonal adversaries; and I recounted to him

instances of this magnanimous forgetfulness

of old-time enmities.
^When I told him of the

utterances of General Rosecrans and Jeffer-

son Davis he replied :
•• I am very glad to

hear this. I would much rather have their

good-will than their ill-will. I would rather

have the good-will of any man than his ill-

will."

On the 3d of April several newspapers

which had followed General Grant with a per-

sistent animosity down to the very beginning

of his illness, recalled in touching and even

eloquent words that twenty years before

he had captured Richmond on that day. I

told this to my chief, for I had been with him

on that other 3d of April. 1 said the nation

was looking on now, watching his battle as it

did then, and that his fight with disease was

as good a one as that he had made with the

rebels twenty years before. "Ah," he answered,
" twentv years ago 1 had more to say. I was

in command then." " But even then," I re-

plied, '• it took a year to win
;
perhai)S you

may win still." He brightened up at this and

told the physicians the story of General Ingalls's

dog. Ingalls was the chief (luartermaster of

the armies operating against Richmond, and
had been a classmate with General (irant at

West Point ; they were always on intimate

terms. He had a peculiar dog that often came
z\H)ui the camp-fire at head(iuarters. One day

during the long siege General Grant said,

" Ingalls, do you mean to take that dog into

Richmond?" " I think I shall," said Ingalls;

" he belongs to a long-lived breed."

.After this !)r. Shrady sat down to write the

bulletin ff>r the morning.

"What shall I say, (ieneral?" he asked.

" How shall I tell them you are this morn-

ing ?"
•' More comfortable," replied the General.

And the doctor wrote a line about the

physical condition of his patient, and read it

to General Grant, who approved. I was

still greatly impressed by the public emotion,

and 1 interrupted

:

•• General, why not say something about

the sympathy of all the world, something to

thank the people ?"

" Yes," he exclaimed willingly, and dictated

these words :
" I am very much touched and

sjrateful for the sympathy and interest mani-

fested in me by my friends, and by— those

who have not hitherto been regarded as

friends."

Towards the last he stammered and hesi-

tated, evidently unwilling at this moment to

call any one an enemy ; and finally made use

of the circumlocution, " Those who have not

hitherto been regarded as friends."

Dr. Shrady wrote out the bulletin, and read

it aloud, when the General added :
" I desire

the good-will of all, whether heretofore friends

or not."

I urged the Doctor to stop just there, to

say nothing about physical details, but give

this Easter message from General Grant to

the world in his own language. Mrs. Grant,

however, wished the word " prayerful " to

be used before sympathy, and General Grant

consented to the change.

Another morning, only a day or two after

his improvement began, he said to me, evi-

dently with a purpose, that it was strange how
undisturbed a man could be when so near

death. He supposed he had been as near

the other world as one could be and survive.

His feeling had been at the time that every

moment might be his last; but he had not

suffered one particle of apprehension, or fear,

or even discomposure. He evidently wished

me to know this, for we had once or twice in

the winter talked of religious beliefs. " Yet,"

he said, " at such a time it hurt no one to

have lived a good life." He had been un-

disturbed,— he repeated this emphatically,

— but he believed any one would be more

comfortable at such a moment with a con-

science that could not reproach him. A good

life would certainly contribute to composure

at the end.

The 9th of April came, the anniversary of

Appomattox, and recovery was still not

assured. One of the sons had a presentimeni

that his father would not survive that day

but it would have l)een hard to have Genera

(irant surrender on the anniversary of hii

greatest victory. Then came another jubilee

His birthday was the 27th of April, and b)

this time he was so far restored as to be abl<

to join the family for a while at dinner. Then
were sixty-three lighted candles on the tabl(

to celebrate the sixty-three years, which i

month before no one had hoped would eve:
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be completed, and the house was crowded
with flowers, the gifts of thankful friends. By
the ist of May he was so well that he sent for

a stenographer and began to dictate matter

for his book.

His strength, however, was intermittent, and

the cancer soon began to make progress again.

Nevertheless, one crisis was past. A new
chapter in the disease was begun. He was

able now to drive out, and dictated, and some-

times wrote, at intervals during the month of

May and the earlier days of June. His in-

terest in his work seemed keener than ever.

It doubtless gave him strength to make a new
fight— a hopeless one, he felt before long,

so far as recovery was concerned. Still there

was a respite, and this period, with his usual

determination, he employed in the effort to

complete his memoirs.

The secret of this partial recovery is not far

to find. It was after the great expression of

public sympathy that General Grant began to

improve, after his place in the affections of the

people was restored or resumed that his whole

nature, moral and physical, became inspired

and renovated. For this it was almost worth

while to have suffered— to have the world

recognize his sensitiveness, and to receive

himself its appreciation in return. Few men
indeed have known in advance so nearly

the verdict of posthumous fame. No death-

bed was ever so illumined by the light of uni-

versal affection and admiration. Garfield had
not the same claims on his countrymen, and
the feeling for him was pity and indignant

grief rather than gratitude or lofty enthusiasm
;

Lincoln knew nothing of the shock that went
round the world at his assassination ; Wash-
ington lived before the telegraph ; and no
European monarch or patriot was ever so

universally recognized in his last moments as

a savior and hero as Grant. All this was
borne in to him as he sat struggling with

Death, and like the giant of old he re-

ceived new strength from his contact with

earth. The consciousness of a world for

spectators might indeed nerve any com-
batant, and when he found that the attacks

on his fame were parried, the reproaches for-

gotten, his very mistakes lost sight of in the

halo that enveloped him, he gathered himself

up for a further contest. The physicians,

doubtless, did their part, and nothing that

science or devotion could suggest was with-

held ; but neither science nor devotion ex-

pected or produced the resurrection and return

of him whose very tomb had been prepared.

It was the sense of humiliation that had
stricken him, and had more to do with his

prostration than disease; and when this was
removed, he rose from the embrace of the
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King of Terrors, and flung himself for a while

into new toils and battles, and though wounded
and bleeding, refused to die.

On the 9th of June lie was removed to

Mount McGregor, near Saratoga, where a
cottage had been offered him by its owner,
Mr. Joseph W. Drexel. His strength had so

far lapsed that the physicians afterwards de-

clared he could not have lived a week longer

in the heats and sultriness of New York.
When the fatigues of the journey were over,

however, and there was time for the fresh and
reviving air of his new situation to affect him,
his spirits rallied, and he T-esumed his literary

labor with extraordinary energy for a man in

his condition.

I was not with him at Mount McGregor,
but I know that his eftbrt there must have been
prodigious. He dictated or composed more
matter in the eight weeks after the ist of May
than in any other eight weeks of his life

;

while in the eight weeks immediately preceding
that date he did not compose as many pages.

Butthedying General seemed to summon back
his receding powers ; and expression, memory,
will, all revived and returned at his command.
His voice failed him, however, after a while,

and he was obliged to desist from dictation

and to use a pencil, not only in composition,

but even in communicating with his family

and friends. This was doubtless a hardship

at the moment, but was fortunate in the end
for his fame ; for the sentences jotted down
from time to time were preserved exactly as

they were written, and many of them are sig-

nificant. They especially indicate his recog-

nition of the magnanimous sympathy offered

him by Southerners. This recognition was
manifest in a score of instances. He had de-

termined in the winter to dedicate his book to

the American Volunteers,— in both armies,

—

and now he repeated and emphasized the dec-

laration. He was visited at Mount McGregor
by General Buckner, the Confederate com-
mander who had surrendered to him at Fort

Donelson, and he declared to his former foe

:

" I have witnessed since my sickness just what
I wished to see ever since the war— harmony
and good feeling between the sections." To
Dr. Douglas he expressed the same sentiment

in nearly the same words :
" I am thankful

for the providential extension of my time, be-

cause it has enabled me to see for myself the

happy harmony which so suddenly sprung up
between those engaged but a few short years

ago in deadly conflict." These utterances

were not left to a fading or faulty memory to

gather up, but remain legible in the hand-
writing of their author. They form a fitting

secjuel to the acts of Donelson and Vicksburg
and Appomattox. Certainly it never hap-
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pened to a conqueror before to reap such a

hanesi of appreciation and even affection from

the men that he subdued ; to accompHsh m
his death more of the aim of his life than

even the victories of his hfe had achieved.

He saw few friends at this time, and did

little besides write, and obey the directions of

his physicians, or submit to the attentions of

his f^imilv and nurses. His suflering. fortu-

nately, was not greater than that of a patient

in any ordinarv iingering illness ; it proceeded

principallv from weakness, for the opiates

always controlled the excruciating pains.

These he was spared to the last. He perhaps

once or twice had a glimmer of hope, but the

rays were laint, and \]uickly faded back into

the obscuritv of despair. He felt that he was

working onlv to finish his self-appointed task.

For he had an intense desire to complete his

memoirs. It was upon the sale of his book that

he counted for the future fortune of his family.

It was indeed for his family, not for his fame,

that he was laboring now ; his fame he felt was

secure. But at his death his army pay would

cease. There would remain to Mrs. Grant

and his children, it is true, the Trust Fund,

the income of which he had authority to dis-

pose of by will ; but besides this and the mort-

gaged house in Sixty-si.xth street, and one or

two inconsiderable properties elsewhere, there

was nothing; and three families depended on

him. His '• Personal Memoirs," it was hoped,

would bring in half a million of dollars ; but

when he had ceased work in the winter, this

was little more than half completed, and the

monetary value of the book would be greatly

depreciated, if it must be concluded by any

hand but his own. This was the consideration

that strengthened the sinking soldier, that

gave him courage to contend with fate and

despair, and, stricken as he was by one of the

most terrible of maladies, to check the ad-

vance of Death himself, while he made his

preparations under the very shadow of the

wing and the glare of the scythe of the Des-

troyer, to secure a competence for his fam-

ily after he himself should have left this world.

The spectacle of the hero who had earned and
worn the highest earthly honors, workingamid
the mi.series of a sick-chamber to glean the

gains that he knew he could never enjoy,

—

the fainting warrior propped up on that moun-
tain-top to stammer out utterances to sell for

the Ixrnefit of his children,— is a picture to

which hi.story in all her annals can find no

parallel.

Indeed, this simple, plain, anrl undramatic

man, who never strove for effect, and disliked

the demonstration of feeling as much as the

parade of circumstance and power, was per-

forming the most dramatic part before the

world. His whole life had been a drama, in

spite of him, full of surprises and startling re-

sults and violent contrasts, but nothing in it

all was more unexpected than this last scene,

this eager haste, not in business nor in bat-

tle, butin literary labor : this race with Death,

this eftbrt to finish a book in order to secure

a fortune for his family.

But there was a key to the mystery, a solu-

tion of the riddle, and it is the explanation

of every apparent mystery in the character of

General Grant. His character at bottom was

like that of other men. He loved and hated

;

he suftered and enjoyed ; he appreciated what

was done for and against him ; he relished his

fame and his elevation, he felt his disappoint-

ments and his downfall; his susceptibilities

were keen, his passions strong ; but he had

the great faculty of concealing them so that

those closest and acutest could seldom detect

their existence. I sometimes w ondered whether

he was conscious of his own emotions, they

were so completely under control ; but they

were all there, all alive, all active, only envel-

oped in a cloak of obstinate reserve and ma-

jestic silence which only at the rarest inter-

vals was torn aside by misfortune or lifted for

a moment to a friend.

And now he may himself have been but

half aware of the sentiment that inspired him

;

but since he had discovered that his personal

honor was as clean, and his military fame as

brilliant in the eyes of men as they had ever

been, he determined that his reputation for

worldly sense and shrewdness should also be

redeemed. He would not die without regain-

ing a fortune equal to that which had been

wrung from him by fraud. No man should

say that after all General Grant left his chil-

dren penniless. Away down in the depths of

his nature where neither affection nor friend-

ship ever penetrated, except by the intuitions

of a life-long intimacy,— this was the incen-

tive that poured oil on the flames which the

disease was quenching, this was the fuel that

kept the worn-out machine still in motion,

to the amazement of a world.

When the work was over, the energy ex-

pired ; when the motive was withdrawn, the

effort ceased; when the influence that was

the impetus of the machine was exhausted,

will and strength alike failed. Immediately

after the end of the book was reached, the

other end was seen to be at hand. One or two

spasmodic bursts of life flared up, like gusts

of an expiring fire, but they probably deceived

not even himself, and certainly no one besides.

His former indifference to life returned as soon

as his task was accompli.shed.

The country too had no wish that he should

linger on in agony. If he could have been re
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stored to health and strength, nothing that the

nation could have done to secure that end

would have been lacking, or lieen thought too

costly ; but now that he could never be more

than a sufferer, prostrate and hopeless, there

was no desire to retain him. Reverent sorrow

and sympathy had long ascended from every

quarter of the land towards the cottage on

that mountain-top, but there were no prayers

uttered for protracted days.

The final crisis was neither long nor pain-

ful. On the 2ist of July the country was in-

formed that he was failing again. For two

days his symptoms indicated increasing de-

pression and exhaustion, and on the 23d came

the end. There was no renewed struggle, no
distinct consciousness on his part that his feet

were wet with the waters of that river which
we all must cross ; he made no formal part-

ing again with his family ; he endured no
pangs of dissolution, but passed away cjuietly

without a groan or a shudder, with no one
but his wife and children and his medical at-

tendants by his side. He had done most of

the great things of his life with calmness and
composure, and in the same way he entered

the long procession in which Alexander and
Caesar and Wellington and Napoleon had
preceded him.

Adam Badeau.

AUTOGRAPH OF GENERAL GRANT WRITTEN WHILE AT WEST POINT, IN THE ALBUM OF A CLASSMATE.

[General Grant was christened Hiram Ulysses, and is said to have reversed the initials to avoid the humorous conjunction

of them. In his commission as cadet the name was by mistake written Ulysses S., and as it could not be changed
officially, he afterward adopted it, taking Simpson, a family name, for the second initial.— Editor.]

LINCOLN AND GRANT.

THE names of Lincoln and Grant will

always be inseparably associated in con-

nection with the events of the War of the

Rebellion. At first thought they present two
characters in American history entirely dis-

similar. Their careers seem in striking con-

trast. One led the life of a civilian, and made
his reputation as a statesman ; the other was
essentially a soldier, and is naturally classed

amongst the great military captains of history.

But upon a closer study of their lives, it will

be found that the two men had many traits

in common, and that there were many points

of resemblance in their retnarkable careers.

Each was of humble origin, and had been
compelled to struggle with adverse fortune,

and learn the first lessons of Hfe in the severe

school of adversity. Each had risen from the

people, possessed an abiding confidence in

them, and always retained a deep hold upon
their affection. Each remembered that though
clothed in the robes of a master he was still

the servant of the people. Both entered the

public service from the same St^te, rose in

life without the help of wealthy or influential

friends, and owed every success to individ-

ual merit. Each might have said, to any who
were inclined to sneer at his plain origin, what
a marshal of France, who had risen from the

ranks to a dukedom, said to the hereditary

nobles who snubbed him in Vienna :
" I am an

ancestor; you are only descendants." Each was
conspicuous for the possession of that most
uncommon of all the virtues—common sense.

Both despised the arts of the demagogue,
shrank from attitudinizing in public or posing

before the world for effect, and looked upon
the exercise of mawkish sentimentality and
the indulgence in mock heroics with a right-

eous contempt. With them there was none of

the puppyism which is bred by power, and
none of that dogmatism which has been well

described as puppyism grown to maturity.

Each was endowed with talents especially

bestowed upon him by Providence to meet
the trying emergencies in which he was
placed ; each bore a patriot's part in securing

the integrity of the Union ; and each received

from the people a second election to the high-

est office in their gift. Each had qualities

which commanded the respect and admiration

of the other, and where their characteristics

were unlike, they only served to supplement
each other, and to add to the strength which
their combined powers exercised in the great

cause in which they labored.

The acquaintance between the two men
began by official correspondence, which after-

wards became more personal in its tone, and
when they finally met an intimacy sprang up
between them which soon ripened into a gen-

uine friendship. The writer of this article wit-

nessed much of their intercourse ; was often a

listener to the estimates which each placed

upon the other, and could not help being
profoundly impressed with the extent to which
these two historic characters became attached

to each other.
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They did not meet till March, 1S64, and

previous to that time had had but little

personal correspondence. Most of the com-
munications which the General received

from the President had been in the form of

executive orders sent through the War De-

partment. Lincoln had early formed a high

opinion of the Western general, in conse-

quence of his victories at Donelson and Shi-

loh. and because he did not spend his time

in calling for troops, but made the best use of

those that were sent him. In other words, he

was a man who asked for nothing, and gave

the executive no trouble.

Grant's successes brought with them the

usual number ofjealousies and rivalries. Polit-

ical generals had their advocates in ^^'ashing-

ton to plead their cause, while Grant stood

without friends at court. His detractors

gathered at times a great deal of strength in

their efforts to supplant him with a general of

their own choosing, and Lincoln was beset by
many a delegation who insisted that nothing

would harmonize matters in the West but

Grant's removal. This nagging continued

even after his great triumph at Vicksburg.

Lincoln always enjoyed telling the Gen-
eral, after the two had become personally

intimate, how the cross-roads wiseacres had
criticised his campaigns. One day, after

dwelling for some time on this subject, he

said to Grant :
" After Vicksburg I thought

it was about time to shut down on this sort of

thing. So one day, when a delegation came
to see me and had spent half an hour in trying

to show me the fatal mistake you had made
in paroling Pemberton's army, and insisting

that the rebels would violate their paroles and
in less than a month confront you again in

the ranks, and have to be whipped all over

again, I thought I should get rid of them best

by telling them a story about Sykes's dog.
' Have you ever heard about Sykes's yellow

dog ? ' said I to the spokesman of the delega-

tion. He said he hadn't. ' Well, I must tell

you about him,' said L ' Sykes had a yellow

dog he set great store by, but there were a lot

of small boys around the village, and that 's

always a bad thing for dogs, you know. These
boys didn't share Sykes's views, and they

were not disposed to let the dog have a fair

show. Even Sykes had to admit that the dog
was getting unpopular ; in fact it was soon

seen that a prejudice was growing up against

that dog that threatened to wreck all his

future prospects in life. I'he boys, after med-
itating how they couM get the best of him,

finally fixed up a cartridge with a long fuse,

put the cartridge in a piece of meat, dropped
the meat in the road in front of Sykes's

door, and then perched themselves on a

fence a good distance off with the end of
the fuse in their hands. Then they whistled

for the dog. When he came out he scented
the bait, and bolted the meat, cartridge and
all. The boys touched off the fuse with a cigar

and in about a second a report came from that

dog that sounded like a small clap of thunder.

Sykes came bouncing out of the house, and
yelled

:

'•
'
" What 's up ! Anything busted ? " '

'" There was no reply except a snicker from
the small boys roosting on the fence, but as

Sykes looked up he saw the whole air filled

with pieces of yellow dog. He picked up the

biggest piece he could find, a portion of the

back with a part of the tail still hanging to it,

and after turning it around and looking it all

over he said, ' " Well, I guess he '11 never be
much account again— as a dog."' And I

guess Pemberton's forces will never be much
account again— as an army.'

"The delegation began looking around for

their hats before I had quite got to the end of

the story, and I was never bothered any more
after that about superseding the commander
of the Army of the Tennessee."

About nine days after Vicksburg had fallen

the President sent the following letter to Gen-
eral Grant, who was deeply touched by its

frank and manly character, and the sincerity

of its tone

:

Executive Mansion,
Washington, D. C, July 13, 1863.

My Dear General : I do not remember that you
and I ever met personally. I write this now as a

grateful acknowledgment for the almost inestimable

service you have done the country. I wish to say a

word further. When you first reached the vicinity of

Vicksburg, I thought you should do what you finally

did— march the troops across the neck, run the bat-

teries with the transports, and thus go below ; and I

never had any faith, except a general hope that you
.knew better than I, that the Yazoo Pass expedition

and the like could succeed. When you got below and
took Port Gibson, Grand Gulf, and vicinity, I thought

you should go down the river and join General Banks

;

and when you turned northward, east of the Big Black,

I feared it was a mistake. I now wish to make a

personal acknowledgment that you were right and I

was wrong. A. Lincoln.

The first time the two men saw each other

was about one o'clock on the 9th of March,

1864, wheif General Grant called upon the

President at the White House to receive the

commission constituting him lieutenant-gen-

eral of the armies. The General had arrived

in Washington from the West the day before,

and was on his way to establish his head-

quarters in Virginia. The interview took place

in the Cabinet room. There were present,

besides the members of the Cabinet, Gen-

eral Halleck, a member of Congress, two of

General Grant's staff- officers, his eldest son,
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Frederick D. Grant, antl the President's

private secretary. Lincoln, in handing the

General his commission, read with much feel-

ing a few words which he had written for the

occasion, ending with the remark, " As the

country herein trusts you, so, under God, it

will sustain you. I scarcely need add that,

with what I here speak for the nation, goes

my own hearty personal concurrence." The
General took the commission very much as a

graduate steps up and takes his diploma from

the president of his college. He had written a

brief reply on a sheet of paper, which he drew
from his pocket and read. It closed as follows :

'• 1 feel the full weight of the responsibilities

now devolving on me; and I know that if

they are met it will be due to those armies,

and above all to the favor of that Providence
which leads both nations and men."

In a subsequent conference the President

talked very freely to General Grant about the

conduct of the armies in the field. He said

he did not pretend to know anything about
the art of war, and it was with the greatest

reluctance that he ever interfered with the

movements of army commanders, but he did

know that celerity was absolutely necessary,

that while armies were sitting down, waiting

for opportunities which might perhaps be
more favorable from a military point of view,

the Government was spending millions of

dollars every day, that there was a limit to

the sinews of war, and there would come a

time when the spirits and the resources of the

people would become exhausted. He had al-

ways contended that these considerations must
be taken into account, as well as the purely

military questions, and he adopted the plan of

issuing his executive orders, principally for the

purpose of hurrying the movements of com-
manding generals. He said nothing pleased
him more than the fact that the grade of lieu-

tenant-general had been revived by Congress,
and that a general-in-chief of the armies had
been put at their head, who he felt would
appreciate the value of minutes. He told the

General he was not going to interfere in any
way with his movements, and all he had
to do was to call on him for whatever he
required, and it would be supplied if the

resources of the nation could furnish it.

General Grant .soon after entered upon the

Wilderness campaign. Cheering messages
were frequently sent him by the President,

and a number of suggestions were made, but
no orders were given for the mo\ement of

troops. Many characteristic telegrams were
received from the President while the armies
were in front of Richmond and Petersburg.

One of them aftbrded Grant great amusement.
It closed with the words, " Hold on with a

bull-dog grip and chew and choke as much
as possible. A. Lin'c<jln."

Each tried to anticipate the desires of the
other even in matters somewhat out of his

particular sphere of action. .At the first meet-
ing they had in the field after actual operations
had comment ed in Virginia, Lincoln said to

the General that there was a man who had
got a permit at Washington to visit the armies
and had abused his privilege by going around
using seditious language and trying to stir

up trouble among the loyal Virginians in that

section of country. He asked the General
whether he had heard of the fellow, saying
he would ha\e arrested him if he had known
just where to catch him. The General replied

that he had not heard of him ; that if he had
he should have arrested him and sent him
to Fort Monroe without troubling the Presi-

dent with the matter or letting him know
anything about it.

" I see," said the President, " you would
have served me like the Irishman wanted the

doctor to serve him. The doctor told him he
would have to take a quinine tonic. The
Irishman asked whether he would let him put

some whisky in it, and the doctor said, not a

drop ; if he expected to be cured he must give

up the use of whisky entirely. The Irishman
thought a minute, and then remarked to the

doctor in a sort of confidential way, ' I say,

dochtor, when ye git yer medicine all ready

couldn't ye jist put in a little whesky unbe-

knownce to me ? ' So when you got your man
all ready I suppose you would have put him
into Fort Monroe ' unbeknownce ' to me."

The nearest Mr. Lincoln ever came to giv-

ing General Grant an order for the movement
of troops was during Early's raid upon Wash-
ington. On July 10, 1864, the President tele-

graphed a long dispatch from Washington,

which contained the following language

:

" What I think is that you should provide to

retain your hold where you are certainly, and

bring the rest with you personally, and make
a vigorous effort to defeat the enemy's force

in this vicinity. I think there is really a fair

chance to do this, if the movement is jirompt.

This is what I think— upon your suggestion,

and is not an order." Grant replied that on

reflection he thought it would have a bad ef-

fect for him to leave City Point, then his head-

quarters, in front of Richmond and Petersburg,

and the President was satisfied with the dis-

positions which the General made for the

repulse of Early without taking command
against him in person.

It will be seen that the President did not

call for assistance to protect Washington, but

for troops and a competent leader to go after

Early and defeat him. The President was
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undoubtedly possessed of more courage dian

any of his advisers. There is not an instance

in which he seemed to take counsel of his

fears. He was always more anxious to have

the troops around Washington sent to the

field than kept in the fortilications about the

capital. He sent a remarkable dispatch to

the General on August 4, 1862, which shows

his eagerness to have the troops in his vicinity

placed "south of the enemy" instead of being

kept between the enemy and Washington. It

referred to an order which General Grant

had sent to General Halleck, chief of staff at

Washington, and was as follows :

" I have seen your dispatch in which you say, ' I

want Sheridan put in command of all the troops in the

field, with instructions to put himself south of the

enemy, and follow him to the death ; wherever the

enemy goes, let our troops go also.' This, I think, is

exactly right as to how our forces should move ; but

please look over the dispatches you may have received

from here since you made that order, and discover, if

you can, that there is any idea in the head of any one

here of ' putting our army south of the enemy,' or of

' following him to the death ' in any direction. I re-

peat to you it will neither be done nor attempted, un-

less you watch it every day and hour and force it.

" A. Lincoln."

This is the language of a man of courage,

who felt a consciousness that he was bolder

than those who counseled him at Washington,

and wanted a man of Grant's aggressiveness

to force the fighting, and send the troops

about the capital after Early to get south of

him, and follow him to the death, even if the

capital had to go without defense.

On the 23d of November, when matters

looked a little quiet along the lines, Grant vis-

ited the President in Washington, and spent

most of the day with him and the Secretary of

War conferring upon the military situation and
the carrying out of some recommendations
which the General had made regarding the

armies in the field. His principal demand was

to have eight useless major-generals and thirty

brigadiers mustered out of the service to make
room for the promotion of men who had won
their spurs in the field. The President pointed

to a number of names on the list and re-

marked that they were the General's own per-

sonal friends ; but Grant urged the matter

still more strenuously, saying that the emer-

gency was too great to stop to consider per-

sonal feelings, and that those whose services

could not be made available must give way to

the rising men at the front. He succeeded in

securing many vacancies in the list of gen-

erals, and the promotions which followed for

meritorious services in the field did much for

the Jiiorale of the armies.

On March 20, 1864, the General invited

the President to visit him at City Point. The

invitation was accepted the next day, and the

President arrived at the headquarters of the

armies on the 2 2d, accompanied by Mrs.
Lincoln and their youngest son " Tad." They
had come down the Potomac and the Chesa-
peake Bay and up the James River on the

River Queen, a comfortable little side-wheel

steam-boat, which was convoyed by the United
States gun-boat Bat, acting as an escort. This
vessel had been a blockade-runner and had
been captured by the navy and fitted up as

a gun-boat. It was commanded by Captain

J. S. Barnes, U. S. N. Upon the arrival of the

steam-boat at the wharf at City Point General
Grant and several members of his staff went
aboard to welcome the presidential party.

The President gave each one a hearty greet-

ing, and in his frank and cordial way said

many complimentary things about the hard
work that had been done during the long
winter's siege, and how fully the country ap-
preciated it. When asked how he was he said,

" I am not feeling very well. I got pretty

badly shaken up on the bay coming down,
and am not altogether over it yet."

" Let me send for a bottle of champagne
for you, Mr. President," said a staff-officer;

" that is the best remedy I know of for sea-

sickness."
" No, no, my young friend," replied the

President, " I've seen many a man in my time

sea-sick ashore from drinking that very article."

That was the last time any one screwed up
sufficient courage to offer him wine.

The party had gathered in the after-cabin of

the steam-boat, and in the course of the con-

versation the President said :
" This cabin is

the one in which I met the peace commissioners

from Richmond,— Stephens, Campbell, and
Hunter,— when they came down to Hampton
Roads." The meeting referred to had occurred

the month before. Alexander H. Stephens was
the Vice-President of the Southern Confed-

eracy. He will be remembered as being a

mite of a man in stature and having a com-
plexion as yellow as an ear of ripe corn. Mr.

Lincoln went on to say :
" Stephens sat where

I am sitting now, Hunter sat over there, and
Campbell lolled on the sofa to the right.

Stephens had on an overcoat about three sizes

too big for him, with an old-fashioned high

collar. The cabin soon began to get pretty

warm and after a while he stood up and pulled

off his big coat. He slipped it off just about

as you would husk an ear of corn. I couldn't

help thinking as I looked first at the over-

coat and then at the man, ' Well, that's the

biggest shuck and the smallest nubbin I ever

laid eyes on.'

"

During his stay the President spent much of

his time riding about with Grant among the
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troops during the day, and sitting around the

camp-fire at headquarters in the evening.

The fire always had a fresh pile of dry rails

thrown upon it, in his honor, and as he sat in

a camp-chair with his long legs doubled up
in grotesque attitudes, and the smoke of the

fire curling around him, he looked the ])ic-

ture of comfort and good-nature. He always

seemed to feel how much happier were the

men who had only to meet Lee's troops in

Virginia, and w^ere never compelled to en-

counter that more formidable army of ofiice-

seekers in Washington. The stories he told

on these occasions will never be forgotten,

and the kindly face of the Chief Magistrate,

with its varying expressions of mirth and sad-

ness, will never be effaced from the memory
of the men who watched it in those trying

times. In the way of story-telling, those City

Point nights gave promise of becoming as

famous as the Arabian Nights.

Lincoln's stories were not mere anecdotes,

they were illustrations. No one ever heard

him relate anything simply for the amuse-

ment afforded by the story; it was always

to illustrate the subject under discussion, or

to give point to his statement. Whether he

had treasured up in his memory an inex-

haustible supply of stories to draw from,

or whether he invented them as he went
along, to illustrate his views, no one could

tell. Perhaps both methods were employed.
However this may be, there was hardly a

remark made or an object shown to him
which did not call to mind some story so

pertinent to the subject that the dullest never

failed to see the point of it. Nothing appeared
to escape his recollection. A soldier once
struck the idea when he said of him :

" He's
got a mighty fine memory, but an awful poor
forgetery."

One evening the writer showed him a speci-

men of the new powder made for the fifteen-

inch gun. The piece was about the size of

an English walnut.
" What is this ? " he asked.
" A grain of mammoth powder, the kind

they are using in the fifteen-inch gun at Fort

Monroe," was the reply.

" Well," said he, turning it over in his hand,
" it is rather larger than the powder we used
to buy in my shooting days. This reminds
me of what once occurred in a country meet-
ing-house in Sangamon County. You see,

there were very few newspapers then, and the

country store-keepers had to resort to some
other means of advertising their wares. If, for

instance, the preacher happened to be late in

coming to a prayer-meeting of an evening,

the shop-keepers would often put in the time

while the people were waiting by notifying

them of any new arrival of an attractive line

of goods.
" One evening a man rose up in the meeting

and said

:

" ' Brethren, let me take occasion to say
while we're a-waitin' that I have just received
a new inv'ice of sj)ortin' powder. The grains
are so small you kin sca'cely see 'em with the
nakid eye, and polished up so fine you kin
stand up and comb yer ha'r in front of one
o' them grains jes like it was a lookin'-glass.

Hope you'll come down to my store at the
cross-roads, and examine that powder for

yourselves.'

" When he had got about this far a rival

powder merchant in the meeting, who had
been boiling over with indignation at the
amount of advertising the opposition powder
was getting, rose up and said

:

" 'Brethren, I hope you'll not believe a sin-

gle word brother Jones has been sayin' about
that powder. I've been down tharand seen it

for myself, and I pledge you my word, breth-

ren, that the grains is bigger than the lumps
in a coal-pile, and any one of you, brethren,

in your future state could put a bar'l o' that

powder on your shoulder and march squar'

through the sulphurious flames of the world
below without the least danger of an explo-

sion.'"

We thought that grain ofpowder had served

a better purpose in drawing out this story than

it could ever serve in being fired from a fifteen-

inch gun.

On the 27th Sherman arrived at City Point,

fresh from his triumphant march to the sea.

Admiral Porter, who commanded the fleet,

and had contributed so largely to the success

of the operations by his brilliant services at

Fort Fisher, was sent for, and he, with Grant

and Sherman, went to pay their respects to

the President on board his steamer. The
meeting presented a historical scene which is

one of the most memorable of the whole war.

It was not a council of war, or even a formal

military conference. It was an interchange

of views between the four great rejircsentative

men who at that moment seemed to hold the

destinies of the republic in their hands. All

were eager to hear more details of his march

from the man who had cut so broad a swath

through the heart of the Confederacy. Sher-

man's recital of the event was told with all his

vividness of style and crispness of expression.

The subject was a grand one and the narrative

was a whole epic in itself. The President mad^
no particular suggestions as to the campaign,

but at the breaking up of the conference said

good-bye to the distinguished company, with

buoyant hopes of the future and renewed con-

fidence in his commanders. He was always
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willing that they should reap all the glory of

the victories in the field. He was like the

workmen employed upon the Gobelin tapes-

tries who stand behind the cloth, and are

content to work there, knowing they are con-

tributing their full share to the beauties of the

front.

General Grant now confided to the Presi-

dent his determination to move against Lee as

soon as the roads were dry enough, and to

make what he intended should be the final

campaign. The President resolved to remain

at headquarters until the army moved, and
seemed glad of the opportunity of continuing

some days longer the pleasant intercourse

with the General-in-chief. Sitting by the camp-
fire one evening he spoke very feelingly of the

hopes and fears he had experienced at difter-

ent times during the rebellion. The patriotism

of the people, the devotion of the loyal North,

the courage and superb fighting qualities of

the troops on the one hand ; on the other,

the financial difficulties, the terrible losses in

men, the disloyal element in the rear, and the

threatening attitude of England and France.

When asked if he ever doubted the final suc-

cess of the cause, he said, " Never for a mo-
ment." Mr. Seward, he told us, had often said

that there was always just enough virtue in this

republic to save it ; sometimes none to spare,

but still enough to meet the emergency, and
he agreed with Mr. Seward in this view. He
said the capture of Mason and Slidell on board

the English vessel, and the complications with

Great Britain, which resulted at so critical a

period of the war, had given him great uneasi-

ness. When asked whether it was not a great

trial to surrender them he said :

" Yes, that was a pretty bitter pill to swal-

low, but I contented myself with believing

that England's triumph in the matter would
be short-lived, and that after ending our war
successfully we should be so powerful that we
could call England to account for all the em-
barrassments she had inflicted upon us. I

felt a good deal like the sick man in Illinois

who was told he probably hadn't many days

longer to live and he ought to make peace

with any enemies he might have. He said

the man he hated worst of all was a fellow

named Brown, in the next village, and he

guessed he had better commence on him first.

So Brown was sent for, and when he came the

sick man began to say, in a voice as meek as

Moses', that he wanted to die at peace with all

his fellow-creatures, and hoped he and Brown
could now shake hands and bury all their en-

mity. The scene was becoming altogether

too pathetic for Brown, who had to get out

his handkerchief and wipe the gathering tears

from his eyes. It wa.sn't long before he melted

and gave his hand to his neighbor, and they
had a regular love-feast. After a parting that

would have softened the heart of a grindstone.

Brown had about reached the room door, when
the sick man rose up on his elbow and said,
' But see here. Brown, if I should happen to

get well, mind that old grudge stands
!

' So I

thought that if this nation should happen to

get well we might want that old grudge
against England to stand."

As Mr. Lincoln abstained from interfering

in purely military matters, so General Grant
refrained from taking any action in politi-

cal affairs. On the 2d of March, 1865, Lee
wrote a very significant letter to Grant. From
some remarks made in an interview which
had occurred between General Longstreet
and General Ord under a flag of truce, Lee
conceived the idea that a military convention
might be made the means of a satisfactory

adjustment of the existing difficulties. He
wrote General Grant a note in which the

following language occurs :

" Sincerely desiring to leave nothing untried which
may put an end to the calamities of war, I propose to

meet you at such convenient time and place as you
may designate, with the hope that upon an interchange
of views it may be found practicable to submit the

subjects of controversy between the belligerents to a

convention of the kind mentioned."

General Grant looked upon this as referring

to a subject entirely outside of his province,

and forwarded it to the President. After some
correspondence with him regarding it the Gen-
eral replied to Lee as follows :

" In regard to meeting you on the 6th inst. I would
state that I have no authority to accede to your propo-
sition for a conference on the subject proposed. Such
authority is vested in the President of the United
States alone. General Ord could only have meant that

I would not refuse an interview on any subject on
which I have a right to act, which, of course, would
be such as is purely of a military character, and on
the subject of exchanges, which has been intrusted to

me."

So the interview never took place. General

Grant's spirit of subordination was such that

nothing ever led him into an act which might

be construed as transcending his powers as a

purely military officer. If the General had not

had implicit confidence in the wisdom and
patriotism of the President he might not have

restrained himself so easily from endeavoring

to impress his views upon the Government in

questions of general policy, but he had an
abiding faith in the prudence and sagacity of

the executive.

General Grant used to say of Lincoln, " I

regard him as one of the greatest of men. He
is unquestionably the greatest man I have

ever encountered. The more I see of him
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and exchange views with him, the more he
impresses me. I admire his courage, and re-

spect the firmness he always displays. Many
think from the gentleness of his character that

he has a yielding nature ; but while he has
the courage to change his mind when con-
vinced that he is wrong, he has all the tenacity

of purpose which could be desired in a great

statesman. His quickness of perception often

astonishes me. Long before the statement of

as if they had just come out of a band-box

;

and not willing to be outdone by his web-
footed visitor, the general set his servant at
work to overhaul his wardrobe and burnish
up his full-dress uniform, which had probably
not been out of his chest since the war began.

" The commodore, it appeared, was a man
who had as great a contempt for fine dressing
as Taylor, but he had an idea that the com-
manding general of the army would expect a

a complicated question is finished his mind commodore of the navy to display no end of
will grasp the main points, and he will seem style in paying a visit of ceremony, and he
to comprehend the whole subject better than was determined to exhibit a propcr'degree of
the person who is stating it. He will take rank respect in this regard, no matter what it cost
in history alongside of Washington."

Lincoln made many visits with Grant to the

lines around Richmond and Petersburg. On
such occasions he usually rode one of the

General's fine bay horses, called " Cincinnati."

He was a good horseman, and made his way
through swamps and over corduroy roads as

well as the best trooper in the command.
The soldiers invariably recognized him and
greeted him, wherever he appeared amongst
them, with cheers that were no lip service, but
came from the depth of their hearts. He
always had a pleasant salute or a friendly word
for the men in the ranks. His son, Robert T.
Lincoln, had joined the General's staff some
time before, with the rank of captain and

in the way of inconvenience ; so he ran-
sacked the bottom of his locker for his best
toggery, and the next day appeared on shore
resplendent in white gloves, blue cloth, and
gold lace. There was a broiling Southern
sun pouring down, and by the time the com-
modore had walked from the landing to
the general's quarters he was reeking with
perspiration and looking as red as a boiled
lobster. He found the general sitting in his

tent, buttoned up to the chin in a well-wrink-
led uniform coat, mopping his head with a
handkerchief and swinging a big palm-leaf fan
to help catch a breath of air. After these dis-

tinguished representatives of the sister services

had indulged in profound bows, shaken hands.
aide-de-camp, and was doing good service at and exchanged compliments in a very formal
headquarters, where he made an excellent and dignified manner, they sat down on op-^,

.
,

.
, posite sides of a table, looked at each other for

some minutes, and then a smile began to steal

over their faces, which soon widened into a
broad grin, and showed that they were both be-

ginning to take in the absurdity of the situation.
" ' Oh ! this is all nonsense !

' said Taylor,

record. The practical experience acquired at

that time in the field was of important service
to him in after years in administering the
affairs of the War Department.
One evening, upon return to camp after a

ride among the soldiers, Mr. Lincoln said

:

"General, you don't seem to have your horse pulling off his coat and throwing it to the
decked out in as gay trappings as some of our other side of the tent.

generals, or to give yourself any particular '"Infernal nonsense! 'cried the commodore,
trouble about the elegance of your uniform." jerking oft" everything but hisshirtand trousers.

" No," said the General ;
" I once learned a Then they lighted a couple of pipes and had a

lesson on that subject when I was serving
under General Taylor in Mexico. He used to

wear about the same kind of clothes and shoes
as those issued to the privates, and generally

good sensible talk over the military situation.

Mr. Lincoln was as good at listening as he
was at story-telling; and as he gradually took

in the absurdity of the scene described he be-
rode a horse that looked as if it had just come came so convulsed with laughter that his sides
off a farm. On the march he often rested him- fairiy shook.
self by sitting woman-fashion on his saddle
with both feet on the sahie side, and no one in

the army gave less thought to his style of dress.

One day, while in camp near Corpus Christi,

he received a very formal note from the com-
modore in command of the naval squadron
in the Gulf, saying he would go ashore the
next day for the purpose of paying his respects
in person to the commander of the army.
General Taylor had a conviction that naval
officers were great sticklers for cticiuette, and

The President remained at headtjuarters

till the armies moved out on the Appomattox
campaign. General Grant and staff started

about nine o'clock on the morning of ALirch

29, 1865. They went by the military railroad

as far as its terminus south of Petersburg and
there took their horses. As the party mounted
the car the President went through a cordial

hand-shaking with each one, speaking many
words of cheer and good wishes. As the train

was about to move the party collected on the
on occasions of ceremony always looked as fine rear platform of the car and respectfully raised

Vol. XXX.— loi
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their hats. The President waved a farewell

with his long right arm and said, in a voice

broken with emotion, '• Good-bye, gentle-

men. God bless you all. Remember your

success is my success."

A few days after, when the lines around

Petersburg had been carried and we were

closing in about the city, the General tele-

graphed to City Point

:

"... The whole captures since the army started

out gunning will not amount to less than twelve thou-

sand men and probably fifty pieces of artillery. . . All

seems well with us and everything quiet just now. I

think the President might come out and pay us a visit

to-morrow."

Mr. Lincoln sent the following reply

:

" Allow me to tender to you and all with you the

nation's grateful thanks for the additional and magnif-

icent success. At your kind suggestion I think I will

meet you to-morrow,"

The next day Petersburg had fallen, and

about noon the President, accompanied by

his son " Tad," joined General Grant in the

city. They sat together for nearly two hours

upon the porch of a comfortable little house

with a small yard in front, and crowds of

citizens soon gathered at the fence to gaze

upon these remarkable men of whom they

had heard so much. The President's heart

was filled with joy, for he felt that this was " the

beginning of the end." He revealed to the

General many of his plans for the rehabilita-

tion of the South, and it could easily be seen

that a spirit of magnanimity was uppermost

in his heart. They were anxiously awaiting

dispatches from General Weitzel, in the hopes

that he had already captured Richmond, but

General Grant had to take up his march with

the columns that had started in pursuit of Lee,

before getting the much-coveted news. He
had ridden only a short distance when he re-

ceived a dispatch fromWeitzel say ing that Rich-

mond had been taken several hours before.

Immediately after the surrender at Ap-
pomattox Court House General Grant hurried

to Washington, not even stopping to visit

Richmond. His first thought was to take

prompt measures for disbanding the armies

and saving expenses. He arrived at the capital

on the morning of the 13th of April. During

that day he spent much of his time with the

President, and took a drive through the city

with Mrs. Lincoln. The people were wild

with enthusiasm, and wherever the General

appeared he was greeted with cheers, the

clapping of hands, waving of hantlkerchiefs,

and every possible demonstration of delight.

'ITie next day Lincoln invited the General

to accompany him to Ford's 'Iheater in the

evening, and take a seat in his box to see the

play of "Our American Cousin." 'i'he General

begged to be excused, saying Mrs. Grant was
anxious to have him go to Burlington, New
Jersey, where their children were at school,

and he wanted to start as soon as possible.

The President was somewhat urgent, and said

the people would expect to see the General at

the theater, and would be so much delighted

to get a sight of him. While they were talking

a note came from Mrs. Grant giving reasons

for wanting to start that afternoon, and this

aflforded the General an excuse for declining

the invitation to the play. When he bade the

President good-bye, he little thought it would
be the last time that he would ever see him alive.

At lunch at Willard's Hotel, the General no-

ticed a man who sat near him at table, and
was apparently trying to overhear his conver-

sation. As he drove to the railway station in

the afternoon a man on horseback followed

the carriage, and seemed to be the same per-

son who had attracted his attention at lunch.

This man was unquestionably John Wilkes
Booth. Some time afterwards the General re-

ceived an anonymous letter from a person

who said he had been selected to kill him,

and had boarded the train and ridden as far

as the Delaware River with the intention of

carrying out his purpose, but the car-door

was locked, so he could not get in. He ex-

pressed himself as very thankful he had failed.

The General had a special car, and it is a fact

that the conductor locked it, so that there

was this much to corroborate the man's story.

Besides, it was shown upon the trial of the

assassins that General Grant was one of the

men marked for assassination. At the Walnut
street wharf in Philadelphia, just as he was
about to go on board the ferry-boat, he was
handed a telegram conveying the appalling

announcement that the chief he so much
honored, the friend for whom he had con-

ceived so warm an aftection, had fallen, the

victim of an assassin's btillet. The General

returned at once to Washington. He often said

that this was the saddest day of his whole life.

Twenty years later when he too had reached

the full measure of his greatness his own
death plunged the country again into a pro-

found grief, the nation was called upon to put

on the mourning it had worn for Lincoln, and
the people suffered another loss which was
felt by every one in the land with a sense of

personal bereavement. The ashes of these

two great central figures of the war now He

entombed in the soil their efforts saved;

their names have passed into history.

Their devoted loyalty, steadfast courage,

pure patriotism, and manly personalvirtucs will

forever command the admiration of all who
make a study of their lives. Between them

the jealousy which springs from narrow minds
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was absent ; the rivalry which is born of sel-

fishness had no place in their souls. They
taught the world that it is time to abandon
the path of ambition when it becomes so nar-

row that two cannot walk abreast. With them
the safety of the nation was above all personal

aims ; and like the men in the Roman phalanx
of old they stood shoulder to shoulder, and

linked their shields against a common foe.

It was a priceless blessing to the Republic
that the era of the Rebellion did not hreed a
Marius and a Sulla, a Coisar and a I'ompey,
or a Charles the First and a Cromwell, but
that the power to which its destinies were in-

trusted was wielded by a Lincoln and a (irant.

Horace Porter.

REMINISCENCES OF GENERAL GRANT.

I
WAS with General Sherman the night be-

fore he began his march to the sea, in camp
near Gaylesville, in the north-eastern corner of

Alabama, to which point he had followed

Hood from Atlanta in his counter movement
towards Tennessee. I had recently arrived

from the Valley of Virginia, whence I had been
sent by General Grant to reorganize and com-
mand the Western cavalry. After disposing

of the business of the day we spent the even-

ing, indeed most of the night, in front of a

comfortable camp-fire, chatting about the in-

cidents of the recent campaigns and consider-

ing the details of those yet to come. One by
one the staff-officers had withdrawn to their

tents, for Sherman was " an owl "always ready
to make a night of it, and they saw that he
was well under way towards it upon that oc-

casion. A dark and solemn forest surrounded
us, and a dead silence had fallen upon the

sleeping army ; not a sound except that of

the measured tread of the sentinel in front of

the general's tent disturbed the quiet of the

night. Twelve o'clock had come and gone,

and one o'clock was at hand, when there came
a pause in the conversation ; then a moment
of reflection on the part of Sherman, whose
deeply lined face and brilliant, sleepless eyes

I see now as plainly as I did then, turned to-

wards and lighted up by the red glare of the
blazing logs, and bright with intelligent and
energetic life. Then came a quick, nervous
upward glance at me, and then the following

remark :
" Wilson, I am a great deal smarter

man than Grant; I see things more quickly

than he does. I know more about law, and
history, and war, and nearly everything else

than he does; but I'll tell you where he beats
me and where he beats the world. He don't
care a d for what he can't see the enemy
doing, and it scares me like h ! " And this

vigorous and graphic speech is the best de-

scription of the fundamental characteristics

and differences of the two men I have ever
heard. It shows not only a profound self-

knowledge on the part of Sherman, but a pro-

found, comprehensive, and discriminating esti-

mate of the personal peculiarities of General
Grant ; for it is true that the latter was never
scared by what the enemy might be doing be-

yond his sight. He gave his best attention to

learning the position, strength, and probable
plans of his/adversary, and then made his

own plans as best he might to foil or over-

throw him, modifying or changing them only
after it became clearly necessary to do so, but
never lying awake of nights trying to make
plans for the enemy as well as for himself;

never countermanding his orders, never coun-
termarching his troops, and never annoying
or harassing his subordinate commanders
by orders evolved from his imagination. He
never worried over what he could not help,

but was always cool, level-headed, and rea-

sonable, never in the least excitable or im-

aginative. He always had the nerve to play

his game through calmly and without any ex-

ternal exhibition of uneasiness or anxiety ; and
this was constitutional with him, not the re-

sult of training nor altogether of reflection. It

was his nature, and he could not help it. The
sanguine and nervous elements were so hap-

pily modified, blended, and held in check by
the lymphatic element of his temperament
that he could do nothing in a hurry or a heat,

and, above all, it was impossible for him to

borrow trouble from what he did not know to

be certain, or could not change. While this

equable temper guided him smoothly through

many dangers, it also kept him out of many
difficulties of a personal as well as of an oflii-

cial nature. It made it easy for him to com-

mand an army of discordant elements, filled

with jealousies, and led by generals mostly from

civil life, cpiite ready to quarrel with each other,

or with any one else, for that matter, excepting

himself, wliile another commander less hap-

pily organized would have been constantly in

hot water. The value of such a temperament

in war can scarcely be estimated by one not

acquainted with the troubles which come from

a vivid and excitable imagination. It was

this temperament, together with a modest rea-

sonableness and capability, an openness to
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good counsels, and a freedom from oftensive

obstinacy of opinion, in reference to what

should be done in a campaign, which caused

so many experienced and judicious officers to

say. as they frequently did, that they would

rather take their chances in a great war or in

a desperate campaign with Grant, even in his

old age, than with any ofhis great subordinates.

But Grant had another noticeable charac-

teristic, in a measure flowing from his temper-

ament, which was of immense value, and ulti-

matelv gave the greatest confidence to the

armies commanded by him. I refer, of course,

to his constancy or steadfastness,— that qual-

itv which was blood of his blood and bone of

his bone, which came to him perhaps from

generations of wild and warlike ancestry, and
which caused him to fight all his campaigns

and battles through to the end, whether it took

three days, three weeks, '* all stammer," or a

whole year. It was that quality which made
it natural and easy for him to say at Belmont,

when his little army was surrounded, " We
must fight our way out as we fought our way
in " ; wliich made him exclaim, on seeing

the well-filled haversack of a dead rebel at

Donelson, " They are trying to escape ; if we
attack first and vigorously we shall win "

;

which made him try every possible way of

reaching a solid footing for his army in the

Vicksburg campaign, and finally run the bat-

teries with his transports, ferry his army across

the Mississippi at Bruinsburg, cut loose from

his line of communications, swing out into

the Confederacy, beat and disperse the army
confronting him, break up the railroads and
sit down calmly and resolutely behind the for-

tifications of Vicksburg, resolved to take it by
siege or starvation if not by assault. It was
that quality which carried him through the

perils and difficulties of Chattanooga and
Missionary Ridge, and which finally brought
him the rank of lieutenant-general, and gave
him command of all the loyal armies. And
finally it was that quality which caused him
to fight his way, inch by inch, through the

Wilderness and to continue the fighting day
after day, from the morning of May 5th till the

evening of the 12th, holding on to all the

ground he gained, never halting, never yield-

ing, but inexorably pressing forward, no matter

what the discouragements nor what the diffi-

culties to be overcome. Such persistency was
never before shown by an American general.

The Army of the Potomac had never before

been compelled to fight more than two days

consecutively. Its commanders had always

hesitated even in the full tide of victory, as at

Antietam or Gettysburg, or hatl fallen back as

at Fredericksburg or Chancellorsville, after

the second day's fighting, and before any de-

cisive advantage had been gained by either

side. It had never been compelled to fight

its battles through before, but now all this

was changed. And there is no sort of doubt
that this change marked the final epoch of the
war, inasmuch as it convinced both the offi-

cers and men of the Army of the Potomac,
and indeed of all the Union armies, that

there would be no more yielding, no more re-

treating, no more rest from fighting and
marching till the national cause had every-
where triumphed over its enemies ! Neither

\

is there any sort of doubt that Lee and his
''

valiant army also recognized the advent of \

Grant as the beginning of the end. They were i

from the first amazed at the unshakable stead-
'

iness and persistency with which he held his i

army to its work, and they saw at once the ;

doom of the Confederacy and the end of all
,

their hopes. This is plainly shown by the de- -

fensive attitude which they maintained thence-
;

forth to the end of the war. The only riposte
\

Lee ever made against Grant was on the even-
\

ing of the second day's fighting in the Wilder-
\

ness, when the rebels by a happy stroke turned i

the right flank of the Sixth Corps and threw it I

into great confusion. There is reason for sup-
'

posing,notwithstanding statements to the con-

trary,that Grant's nerves were severely shaken
\

by this unexpected and untoward reverse. He i

was in a strange army, surrounded almost en-

tirely by strangers, and naturally enough for a
j

short time amidst the darkness and confusion :

felt uncertain as to the purposes of the enemy, \

the extent of the disaster, and the capacity of !

his own army to recover from it. In all that

host there were only three general officers

who had served with him in the West,—Raw-

1

lins, his able and courageous chief-of-staff,

!

Sheridan, and myself. Meade, whose head-

1

quarters were near by, and all the infantry
j

corps and division commanders, were com-

1

paratively unknown to him, and what is worse,

;

precedent, so far as there was any precedent,
i

in that army, seemed to require them under

!

such circumstances to retire, and not advance,
i

I was with Sheridan and Forsyth, his chief-of-
j

staff, that night, near Old Chancellorsville.

Forsyth and I lay till dawn listening to what

'

seemed to us to be the roar of distant mus-

1

ketry; orders had been received during the
,

night by the cavalry " to cover the trains,"
;

and from our position, and what we knew of
j

the precedents, as well as of the temper of the !

army, we feared that the next day would find
|

us on the way to the north side of the Rappa-

1

hannock, instead of on the road to Richmond.
|

Sheridan shared this apprehension. Before
j

dawn he gave me orders to move as soon as >

I could see with my division towards Ger-
j

manna Ford, and ascertain if the enemy, after 1
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turning the right flank of the Sixth Corps, had
interposed between the army and the river or

penetrated towards the rear. By sunrise I hail

covered the whole region in the direction indi-

cated, and having ascertained that the noise of

the night before was the rumbling of the trains

on the Fredericksburg turnpike, and that the

enemy had withdrawn without discovering

the magnitude of his advantage, I rode rapidly

to General Grant's headquarters, for the two-

fold purpose of reporting the result of my
reconnoissance and of ascertaining how the

General had stood the alarm and trials of the

night and day before. I felt that the Army
of the Potomac had not been beaten and that

it would be fatal for it to withdraw at that

stage of the campaign, and yet I feared that the

pressure upon General Grant might be so

great as to induce him to yield to it. I found

him at his camp on a knoll covered with

scrub pine, where he had spent the day and
night, just ready to mount and move out. I

dismounted at the foot of the knoll, and throw-

ing my bridle to my orderly, started rapidly

towards the General, who not only saw me
coming, but saw also the look of anxious in-

quiry in my face, and, without waiting to

receive my report or to question or be ques-

tioned, called out in cheerful and reassuring

tones :
" It's all right, Wilson ; the army is

already on the move for Richmond ! It is

not going back, but forward, until we beat

Lee or he beats us." I saw at a glance that,

however severely tried. Grant had recovered

his equilibrium, and that his courage was
steadfast and unshaken. My anxieties were
relieved, and after expressing my gratifica-

tion at the orders he had given, and say-

ing what I could in support of the policy

announced, I remounted my horse and gal-

loped back to my division. I imparted the

result of my reconnoissance and of my inter-

view with General Grant promptly to For-
syth and Sheridan, both of whom received it

with unmistakable delight and satisfaction.

It is not too much to say that a great load

was lifted from our minds. We saw that the

gravest crisis of Grant's life was safely past,

and we felt that our success was now solely a

question of pluck and persistency on the part

of the army. We knew that the command-
ing general would do his duty to the bitter

end, and we could not doubt what the end
would be.

Grant has been severely criticised for the

rude and disjointed battles fought by the

Army of the Potomac during this memorable
campaign, and much of this criticism is well

founded, though not so well directed. If

Grant had been a great tactician, which he
wasnot,orhad more closely supervised the car-

rying out of his own orders, instead of depend-
ing upon Meade and his corps and division
commanders for all the details and tlicir exe-
cution, it is probable that many valuable lives
would have been spared ; but it must not
be forgotten, after all, that whenever every-
thing else fails and the resources of strategy
and tactics are exhausted, the fundamental
fact remains that that army or that nation
generally prevails, or has the greatest cajiacity

for war, which stands killing best. In the
words of the rebel General Forrest, " War
means fight, and fight means kill." Lee and
his army of veterans had to be taught that

there was nothing left for them but to fight it

out; that no matter how many Union sol-

diers they killed, their places would be promptly
filled ; that no matter how many assaults they
might repulse, new assaults would follow,

until finally there would l)e no safety left for

their steadily decreasing numbers except in

flight or surrender. And this was the result

which followed ! Even the unsuccessful and
unnecessary assaults at Spottsylvania, Cold
Harbor, and Petersburg contributed to this

result, for they taught the rebels to beware
of meeting in the open field soldiers who
could make such assaults and withstand such
bloody repulses without l)eing disgraced or

seriously discouraged thereby.

But General Grant's temperament gave him
other good qualities besides the one so graphi-

cally described by .Sherman. It made him mod-
est, patient and slow to anger, and these virtues

contributed to his earlier successes almost as

much as the rapid and sturdy blows which he

dealt the enemy confronting him. They kept

him from putting on airs, assuming superiority,

or otherwise offending the sensibilities and
self-respect of either the officers or men who
constituted the rank and file of the army, and
while these were negative virtues, they were

unfortunately not possessed by all the regular

army officers who found themselves in com-
mand of volunteers at the outbreak of the

rebellion. Notwithstanding (Jrant's extraor-

dinary success at Donelson and his excellent

behavior at Shiloh, there was a great outcry

against him not only in the army, but through-

out the Xorth-west. He was charged with

leaving his command without authority, neg-

lect of duty, and incompetence, and there is

no doubt that the Administration not only

lent ear to these charges, but authorized Hal-

leck to supersede Grant in the field, and assured

General McClernand that he should havecom-
mand of an expedition for the ])urpose of

opening the Mississipjji River.

I joined the staff of General (irant as an offi-

cer of engineers, in October, 1S62, and found

him just starting on the Tallahatchee or Gren-
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ada (Mississippi) campaign. Before leaving

Washington I became satisfied that the chief

honors of his command Avould be given to

McClemand, if the President and Secretary of

War could manage it without a public scandal

;

and I lost no time, after returning from a short

tour of duty with McPherson, then command-
ing the left wing of Grant's army, in making
known to Major Rawlins the information upon
which I had reached my conclusion. Grant had
gone to Memphis, but Rawlins and I followed

him shordy. and when fitting opportunity pre-

sented itself the former laid my information

before the General, and considered it with

him. At that time Vicksburg had come to be

regarded as the great strategic point in the

Western theater of war, and consequently its

capture was looked upon as of the first impor-

tance to the Union cause. It also became
-abundantly evident that McClemand had not

only been promised the command of the ex-

pedition for that purpose, but there was rea-

son for believing that he and his friends were

using all the means in their power to foster

and spread the discontent with Grant, and if

possible to relegate him to a subordinate posi-

tion. Grant's conduct at this juncture was cau-

tious and prudent. Rawlins and others urged

him to make short work of it, and relieve

McClemand, or at least to assert his own
authority, and rebuke the pretensions of his

lieutenant in a manner which could not be mis-

understood, but he declined, contenting himself

with modestly asking General Halleck if there

was any reason why he should not himself

go in chief command of that part of the army
to be employed in the movement against

Vicksburg. Later on, when McClernand
showed his resentment and bad temper, and
indirectly claimed independence of Grant's

control, RawHns again urged a decided rebuke

of his insubordination, but Grant still declined,

saying, (juietly but firmly :
" I can't aftbrd to

quarrel with a man whom I have to command."
McClemand, it will be remembered, was a

poUtician of influence and distinction, had
been a leading and influential member of

Congress, was a townsman of Mr. Lincoln,

a war Democrat of pronounced and ardent

loyalty to the Government, and above all

he had shown himself to be a brave, ener-

getic, and fairly skillful division commander,
and, notwithstanding his extraordinary vanity

andcaptiousness, was of entirely too much con-

sideration to admit of being relieved for any
light or trivial or uncertain cause ; and so

Grant bore with him modestly and patiently

till, in his estimation, forbearance was no
longer possible. In this I encouraged him
whenever occasion offered, and appreciating

my motives, it was his custom' to intrust me

with nearly all of the orders and instructions i

for Mcdemand's corps. At the battle near
j

Port Gibson, where the enemy was first met
i

after our passage of tlie Mississippi, McCler-
nand behaved with his accustomed gallantry

and sound judgment, and as I had been near ;

him throughout the action, I thought I saw
'

an opportunity in it for bringing about a bet-

ter understanding between him and General 1

Grant. Accordingly, when the latter arrived I

upon the field I explained the situation to '

him, and suggested that he should congratu-
;

late and thank McClernand in person for his I

good management and success. But much to .

my surprise he declined to do this, merely re-
|

marking that McClernand had done no more
\

than his duty, and that it would be time
1

enough to thank and congratulate him when i

the action was over and good conduct and
;

subordination had become habitual with him.
i

From that day forward the breach between
!

them widened, notwithstanding the bravery
\

of McClemand's corps at the battle of Cham-
;

pion's Hill, and of Lawler's brigade of the

same corps at Big Black. McClemand's '

temper seemed to grow Avorse and worse. He :

alienated the only friends he had at head-
quarters by violent language and threatened :

insubordination. Finally, " for falsely report- I

ing the capture of the enemy's works in his \

front," for the publication of a bombastic order
\

of congratulation to his corps, and for failing
j

to send a copy of the same to army headquar-
i

ters, Grant relieved him from command, while i

in the trenches before Vicksburg, and ordered
j

him to proceed to such point in Illinois as he i

might select, reporting thence to the "War
j

Department for orders. I mention this cir- i

cumstance with no intention of passing cen-
\

sure upon McClernand, nor even of judging '

between him and his commanding general, but
'

merely for the purpose of illustradng Grant's
'

patience and forbearance, and calling atten- '

tion to the fact that when he was ready to

act, his action was vigorous and effective
; ;

and that notwithstanding his patience he was
inexorable and unrelenting towards one who I

he thought had intended to do him official
i

and personal injury. In this he was not unlike
\

the most of mankind so far as the feeling of

resentment was concerned, but it will be ob- '.

served that he acted even in this case with

caution and prudence, inasmuch as he took
;

no action and raised no questions to be settled ',

by the President or Secretary of War till
j

substantial success had so strengthened him
in the popular mind that his position was un-

assailable. And so it was throughout his

military career. He never quarreled with

those he had to command, but bore with their

shortcomings long and patiently. Such asj
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proved themselves incompetent or inefficient

from any cause were quietly but surely elimi-

nated, while those who were so imprudent as to

criticise him or his generalship in such a way
as to attract his notice were more summarily
and promptly disposed of as his power in-

creased and as his own supremacy became
assured. In reference to all official matters he

was a man of but few words, either in speech or

writing, hence whatever he did in this direction

was done decently and in order, and appa-

rently upon the theory that " He who offends

by silence offends wisely ; by speech rashly."

While it is certainly true, as a general rule,

that Grant was impatient of even friendly

criticism from subordinates, and did not like

unfriendly criticism from any quarter, it would
give an entirely erroneous impression of him
and his peculiarities, if the foregoing state-

ment were not qualified by a brief explanation

of his relations with Rawlins, Sherman, and
McPherson.

\Mien I reported at his headquarters at

Grand Junction, I found Major (afterwards

Major-General) John A. Rawlins in charge

as assistant adjutant-general. He received me
warmly and cordially, explained frankly but

impressively the character of General Grant,

including its defects as well as its strong array

of virtues, described the staff by whom he was
surrounded, and gave me a brief account of the

army and its subordinate commanders, con-

cluding the conversation by proposing that we
should form an " alliance offensive and defen-

sive" in the performance of our duties towards

General Grant and the cause in which we were
all engaged. We soon became fast friends, with

no reserve or concealments of any kind be-

tween us. Shortly afterwards the forces serv-

ing in that region were organized into " the

Army of the Tennessee," and divided into

corps; whereupon Rawlins was designated as

adjutant-general and I as inspector-general

of the army, each with the rank of lieutenant-

colonel. The duties of these positions brought
us still more closely together, and if possible

established our relations on a still firmer foot-

ing with each other and with General Grant.

I mention this fact merely to show that I

was in a position to know all that took place

at headquarters, and especially to learn the

characteristics and influence of the men by
whom Grant was surrounded and with whom
I was thrown in daily contact.

Rawlins was a man of extraordinary ability

and force of character, entirely self-made and
self-educated. When he was twenty-three

years of age he was burning charcoal for a

living. By the meager gains from this humble
calling he had paid his way through the Acad-
emy, where he had acquired most of his edu-

cation. He had studied and practiced law,
rising rapidly in his profession and actjuiring

a solid reputation for ability as a pleader and
as a pubhc speaker. He had come to be a
leader of the Douglas wing of the Democratic
party, and was a candidate for the Electoral
College on that ticket in i860, before he had
reached his thirtieth year. Immediately after

the rebels fired upon Sumter, he made an imj^as-

sioned and elocjuent speech at Galena, in

which he dechired for the doctrine of coercion,
and closed with the following stirring perora-
tion :

" I have been a Democrat all my life;

but this is no longer a question of politics.

It is simply union or disunion, country or no
country. I have favored every honorable
compromise, but the day for compromise is

past. Only one course is left for us. We will

stand by the flag of our country and appeal
to the God of Battles !

" Amongst the au-

dience was Ulysses S. Grant, late captain
Fourth United States Infantry, but then a
clerk in his father's Galena leather store. He
was not a politician, still less a partisan, but

he had hitherto called himself a Democrat,
and had cast his only presidential \ote four

years before for James Buchanan. He had lis-

tened attentively to Rawlins's speech, and had
been deeply impressed by it and by the manly
bearing of the orator, with whom he had al-

ready formed an acquaintance, and that night

on his way home he declared himself in favor of

the doctrine of coercion, telling a friend that

he should at once offer his services to the

Government through the adjutant-general of

the army. The story of his fruitless efforts to

secure recognition at first, and of his final

success in getting into the volunteer army
through Governor Yates, who appointed him
colonel of the Twenty-first Illinois Infantry,

and also of his appointment to the rank of

brigadier-general of volunteers through the

recommendation of the Hon. E. B. W'ash-

burne and his colleagues of the Illinois delega-

tion in Congress, is well known, and needs no

repetition here ; but it is not so well known that

the very first day after Grant's assignment by

seniority to the command of a brigade, he

wrote to Mr. Rawlins and offered him the

place of aide-de-camp on his staff, or that with

equal promptitude after receiving notice, only

a few days later, of his appointment as briga-

dier-general, he wrote again to Rawlins, of-

fering him the position of assistant adjutant-

general, with the rank of captain. When it is

remembere<l that Rawlins was at that time not

only entirely ignorant of everything pertaining

to military affairs, but hatl never even seen a

company of artillery, cavalry, or infantry, it

will be admitted at once that he must have

had other very marked qualities to commend
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him so strongly to a professional soldier, and

this was indeed the case. Having been a

politician himself, he knew many of the lead-

ing public men from Illinois and the north-

west ; being a lawyer, he had carefully studied

the relations between the States and the Gen-

eral Government, and had arrived at clear

and decided notions in reference to the duties

of the citizen towards both. He was a man
of the most ardent patriotism, with prodigious

energ\- of both mind and body, of severe, up-

right conduct, rigid morals, and most correct

principles. He was not long in learning either

the duties of his own station or the general

principles of army organizations; and what is

still more important, he also learned, with the

promptitude of one having a true genius for

war, the essential rules of the military art, so

that he became from the start an important

factor in all matters concerning his chief,

whether personal or official, and was recog-

nized as such by Grant, as well as by all the

leading officers in the army with which he

was connected. He did not hesitate when
occasion seemed to call for it to express his

opinion upon all questions concerning Grant,

the army he was commanding, or the public

welfare ; and this he did in language so for-

cible and with arguments so sound that he

never failed to command attention and respect,

and rarely ever failed in the end to see his

views adopted. It cannot be said that Grant
was accustomed to taking formal counsel with

Rawlins, but owing to circumstances of a per-

sonal nature, and to the fearless and inde-

pendent character of the latter, this made but

little difference to him. Grant himself was a

stickler neither for etiquette nor ceremony,

while Rawlins never permitted either to stand

between him and the performance of what
he conceived to be a duty. Grant was al-

ways willing to listen, and even if he had
not been he could not well have failed to

hear the stentorian tones in which Rawlins

occasionally thought it necessary to impart

his views to a staff or general officer, so that

all within ear-shot might profit thereby. I

never knew (irant to resent the liberties taken

by Rawlins, and they were many, but to the

contrary their personal intimacy, although

strained at times and perhaps finally in some
degree irksome to (irant, remained unbro-

ken to the end of the war, and indeed up
to the date of Rawlins's death, in 1869.

When the history of the Great Rebellion

shall have been fully written, it will appear

that this friendship was alike creditable to

both and beneficial to the country, and that

Rawlins was, as stated by Grant himself, "more
nearly indispensable to him than any other

man in the army." indeed nothing is more

certain than that he was altogether indispen-

sable; and that he was a constant and most
important factor in all that concerned Grant,

either personally or officially, and contributed

more to his success at every stage of his mili-

tary career than any or all other officers or

influences combined.
Both Sherman and McPherson were very

intimate with Grant, and were held in the

highest estimation by him ; both were fully

trusted, and both acted towards him with the

most perfect loyalty; and yet neither of them,
although both were men of extraordinary

brilliancy, ever exerted a tithe of the influence

that was exerted by Rawlins. Sherman was
especially open and outspoken in giving his

views, whether asked for or not ; but having
once freed his mind, verbally, or by letter, as

in the case of the Vicksburg campaign in op-

position to the turning movement as it was
finally made, he dropped his contention there,

and loyally and cheerfully, without hesitation

or delay, and equally without grumbling or

criticism, set vigorously about performing the

duty assigned to him. It is but fair to add
that Sherman always had decided views. He
was then, as now, a man of great abilities and
great attainments, not only in the art of war,

but in nearly everything else. In short, to use

his own words, he was " a great deal smarter

man than Grant," and knew it, and perhaps

Grant knew it also, and yet there was never

any rivalry or jealousy between them. In view
of all this, and especially in view of the marked
differences and idiosyncrasies of the two men,
it must be admitted that there is nothing in

the life of either which reflects more honor
upon him than his friendship for and confi-

dence in the other.

McPherson, who was also serving with

Grant when I joined him, and enjoyed his

confidence and affectionate regard, was also

an officer of rare merit. Like Sherman, he
was a graduate of the Military Academy, and
was justly noted for the brilliancy of his intel-

lect and his high standing and attainments

in the military profession. He was much
younger than Sherman, but, unlike him, had
never been in civil life since his original

entry into the service at West Point. He
was cheerful, modest and unassuming, but

vigorous and active in the performance of

every duty, and while he was justly regarded

by all as a general of excellent judgment and
great promise, and while it is also certain

that he enjoyed Grant's confidence and es-

teem to the highest degree, it is equally cer-

tain that (jrant rarely if ever consulted him
on (juestions of jjolicy, or even as to the de-

tails of the movements or disj)Ositions of the

army. It is still more certain that McPherson
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did not, during the Vicksburg campaign nor
at any time subsequent, volunteer his opin-

ions. He neither furnished brains nor plans,

as was at one time so commonly supposed in

army circles to be the case, but confined

himself strictly to the duty of commanding
his corps, and doing cheerfully and ably what-

ever he was ordered to do by those in author-

ity over him. He made no protests, wrote no
letters of advice, and indulged in no criticisms

whatever. He was an ideal subordinate, with

a commanding figure and a lofty and patriotic

character, and endeared himself, by his frank

and open nature and his chivalric bearing and
behavior, to his superiors and equals as well

as to his subordinates. Grant loved him as a

brother, and lost no opportunity to secure his

promotion or to advance his fortunes, but
never leant upon him for either advice or plans.

He sent orders as occasion required, never
doubting that they would be understood,

and loyally and intelligently carried out ac-

cording to the requirements of the case and
the best interests of the service.

As a rule these orders were general in

their terms, and specially designed to leave

McPherson free to regulate and arrange the

details according to his own judgment. So
perfectly in accord were Grant and McPher-
son, so well placed was Grant's confidence in

his admirable lieutenant, that there was never
a shade of disappointment or ill feeling on the

part of either towards the other. It is almost

needless to add that Grant and Rawlins were
of one mind in reference to both Sherman and
McPherson, and indeed in reference to nearly

everybody else. They judged from the same
standpoint and from the same facts, knowledge
of which necessarily in many cases reached
Rawlins first, producing a profound impression
on his vigorous and alert mind, and with gath-

ered force upon that of his chief. It is proper
to add that I never knew an army which was
so little affected by jealousies, ill feeling, and
heart-burnings as was the Army of the Ten-
nessee under Grant; and I cannot imagine an
army headquarters or administration where
prejudice had so little influence or where the

public business was conducted on higher prin-

ciples than at those of General Grant. Merit
and success were the sole tests by which sub-

ordinate commanders were judged. I say merit

and success, but I wish to emphasize the state-

ment that merit even without success was sure

to receive the recognition it deserved. In this

respect Grant's conduct was a model which
cannot be too highly commended. His pa-

tience and deliberation caused him to judge
fairly of every action before meting out praise

or blame. With the former he was lavish and
generous ; with the latter no one could be more

.sparing. If the circumstances did not justify
success, or if the orders given were misunder-
stood, or if contingencies were not properly
provided for, he would always say :

'* It was
my fault, not his; I ought to have known
better," or " I .should have foreseen the diffi-

culty," or " I should have sent so and so,"
or " I should have given him a larger force."
It is not to be wondered at that, with such
consideration for his subordinate command-
ers, Grant should have become exceedingly
l)opular with them, from the highest to the
lowest. And yet it should not be forgotten
that he was free from and above all clap-
trap, and utterly despised the cheap arts of
advertisement and popularity so easily mas-
tered by the military charlatan. He was at
that period of his life the embodiment of
modesty and simplicity, and showed it not
only in his relations with those above and
below him, but in his retinue and eciuijjage,

whether in camp or on the march, 'i'his is

well illustrated by the fact that he crossed the
Mississippi at Bruinsburg, without a horse,

and with no baggage whatever excei)t a tooth-

brush and a paper collar. He rode forward to

the battle near Port Gibson on an orderly's

horse, and knocked about the field and coun-
trylike any private soldier till his own horse and
camp equipage, which did not cross till after

the main body of the army, had rejoined him.

Throughout this wonderful campaign he shared
every hardship and every peril, and what is

more, never for a moment forgot the comfort
or hardships of those about him.

Having been engaged the second night in

rebuilding the bridges over the north fork of the

Bayou Pierre, in order that the army might not

be delayed in following up its advantages, after

completing my task, and seeing the advanced
division well started on the march, I went to the

little log-cabin by the roadside where the Gen-
eral and staff had bivouacked. It was between

two and three o'clock in the morning, and
after reporting to the General, as he always

desired should be done under such circum-

stances, that the bridge was comjjleted and
the column moving, I turned in for sleej) and
rest, and was soon unconscious of everything

around me. Breakfast was ready and eaten

before daylight, and Grant and the rest of the

staff moved out as soon as they could see the

road and the marching soldiers ; but as it was

my second night without slec]) he would nc^t

permit me to be disturbed, but directed the

cook to put up my breakfast, and left an or-

derly to keep it for me, and to show me the

road he and the staff had taken. I rejoined

him, after a rapid ride of fifteen miles, about

noon that day, shortly after which, hearing

that Grand Gulf had been abandoned and
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was in Admiral Porter's possession, he started

with Rawlins, myself, Mr. Dana, Assistant

Secretary of War, and a few orderlies, to that

place. Arriving after dark he went at once
on board the admiral's flag-ship, where he

kept us all busily engaged writing dispatches

and orders till eleven o'clock. We then went
ashore, remounted our horses, and rode rapidly

through the dark by a strange and circuitous

road to Hankinson's ferry, to which point the

armv had been directed. The distance covered

that night was between twenty and twenty-five

miles, and for the day between forty-five and
lifty. A\"e rejoined the army at a double log

plantation house about a mile from the ferry,

just as dawn began to appear. Hastily un-

saddling our horses, we threw ourselves flat

upon the porch, using our saddles for pillows

and our horse-blankets for covering. General

Grant did not even take time to select a soft

plank, but lay down at the end of the porch

so as to leave room for the rest of us as we
came up. In an incredibly short space of

time we were all asleep, and yet he and the

rest were up and about their respective duties

shortly after sunrise. The army was rapidly

concentrated, provisions were brought for-

ward, and in a few days operations were
again renewed and the country was electrified

by the series of brilliant victories which
followed. Grant's conduct throughout the

campaign was characterized by the same vigor,

activity, and untiring and unsleeping energy
that he displayed during the two days which
I have just described. It is difficult, I should
say impossible, to imagine wherein his personal

or official conduct from the beginning of the

turning movement by Bruinsburg, till the army
had sat down behind Vicksburg, could have
been more admirable or more worthy of praise.

His combinations, movements, and battles

were models which may well challenge com-
parison with those of Napoleon during his

best days. Withal he was still modest, con-

siderate, and approachable. Victory brought
with it neither pride nor presumption. Fame,
so dear to every honorable and patriotic sol-

dier, had now come to him, and his praise

resounded throughout the North. Cavil and
complaint were silenced. His shortcomings
ceaseri to be matters for ]>ublic condemnation

;

and when Vicksburg and the army defending
it also fell before his well-directed blows, no
name in all the land brought so much pleasure

to the minds of the loyal anri patriotic people
as did that of Ulysses S. Grant. President

Lincoln hastened to write him a cordial and
magnanimous letter, saying in regard to the

forecast of the campaign, " I now wish to

make a personal acknowledgment that you
|

were right and I wrong." It is worthy of re-
j

mark that whatever were Lincoln's opinions
I

during the campaign he kept them to himself,

and, so far as General Grant then knew, did
,

not in any way tr}- to influence him or his
I

movements. It is also worthy of remark that

notwithstanding the heartiness and magnanim-
ity of the letter just referred to, a new source

j

of anxiety had arisen in Lincoln's mind in re-
I

gard to General Grant, and the nature and
extent of this anxiety will best appear from the
following anecdote.

j

Amongst the most sagacious and prudent
of General Grant's friends was J. Russel

Jones, Esq., formerly of Galena, at that time
United States Marshal for the northern dis-

1

trict of lUinois, and also a warm and trusted
\

friend of the President. Mr. Jones, feeling a
deep interest in General Grant, and having
many friends and neighbors under his cor""-

mand. had joined the army at Vicksburg ai

was there on the day of its final triumph, i

Lincoln, hearing this, and knowing his in-

timacy with Grant, sent for him, shortly after

his return to Chicago, to come to Washing-
ton. Mr. Jones started immediately and
traveled night and day. On his arrival at the

|

railway station at Washington he was met by i

the President's servants and carriage, taken
directly to the White House, and at once shown
into the President's room. After a hurried

but cordial greeting the President led the way
to the library, closed the doors, and when
he was sure that they were entirely alone

addressed him as follows

:

|

" I have sent for you, Mr. Jones, to know
if that man Grant wants to be President." '

Mr. Jones, although somewhat astonished

at the question and the circumstances under
which it was asked, replied at once

:

" No, Mr. President."
'

" Are you sure ? " queried the latter. I

" Yes," said Mr. Jones, "perfectly sure; 1

1

have just come from Vicksburg; I have seen
j

General Grant frequently and talked fully
j

and freely with him, about that and every

other question, and I know he has no politi- •

cal aspirations whatever, and certainly none i

for the Presidency. His only desire is to see i

you reelected, and to do what he can under
'

your orders to put down the rebellion and i

restore peace to the country." !

"Ah, Mr. Jones," said Lincoln, "you have
I

lifted a great weight oft" my mind, and done
me an immense amount of good, for I tell you,

^

my friend, no man knows how deeply that pres-

1

idential grub gnaws till he has had it himself."
|

I

James Harrison Wilson. I
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Mississippi and presented a requisition for

rations for his men. The officer in charge
looked at it in amazement, and exclaimed:

<Why, there are not half enough rations

aboard this entire steamer to fill tliat re-

quisition.) The commissary, who thought he

had made only an ordinary demand, said:

<Why, you 're filling requisitions for all tiie

other regiments in our brigade!) (Regi-

ment! > cried the commissary. < You mean a

corps.) The regimental commissary then
discovered that he had made out his requisi-

tion on a corps blank.))

A hospital had been established at City

Point large enough to accommodate GOOO

patients, and served a very useful purpose.

The general manifested a deep interest in

this hospital, frequently visited it, and con-

stantly received verbal reports from the sur-

geons in charge as to the care and comfort
of the wounded.

/ A telegraph line had been established on

(To be con

the south side of the James which connected
by cable across Hampton Roads with Fort
Monroe. From that place tliere was direct
telegraj)hic communication with Washing-
ton. This line was occasionally broken, but
by dint of great effort it was generally well

maintained and made to perform excellent
service.

The general headquarters had become an
intensely interesting spot. Direct communi-
cation was kept open as far as possible with
the various armies throughout the country,
all of which the genural-in-chief was direct-

ing, and information of an exciting nature
was constantly received and important orders
were issued. The officers on duty had an op-

portunity to watch the great war drama from
behind the scenes, from which point they
witnessed not only the performance of the
actors, but the workings of the master mind
that gave the directions and guided all the
preparations,

tmucd.) Horace Porter.

THE TOMB OF GENEEAL GRANT, i

HE early part of the year 1885

found the hearts of the American
people deeply touched by the cer-

tainty that a fatal disease was
slowly but surely sapping the life of the il-

lustrious citizen who had led their armies to

triumphant victory, who had twice held the

highest office in their gift, who in his own
country had filled the largest measure of

human greatness, and whose fame had ex-

tended to the uttermost parts of the earth.

Tributes of affection poured in upon him
from all sections of the land, and furnished

the only balm which could assuage his suffer-

ings. Congress placed him on the retired list

as a general, restoring him to the rank which
he vacated when called to the higher field of

duty as President of the republic. Legisla-

tures passed resolutions of sympathy; rulers

of other lands telegraphed compassionate
messages; church organizations, civic socie-

ties, war veteran associations, and men who
had fought in the ranks of his enemies, sent

touching words of condolence; and through-
out the land prayers were offered, in public

and in private, invoking the blessing of divine

Providence upon the sufferer. Processions

^ This paper was prepared, at the request of the YA\-

tor, by General Horace Porter, who as president of the

i;ssuciation organized the movement for completing the

of school children sang anthems as they filed

past his house and laid their tribute of flowers

upon his door-step. Men who had voted for

him and men who had opposed him, old sol-

diers who had served with him and strangers

who had never seen him, lined the sidewalk

opposite his residence, and stood for hours

with moistened eyes gazing upon the windows
of the sick man's room.

When the hot weather appeared, the in-

valid was removed to the cooler region of

Mount McGregor. Every effort of devotion

on the part of his family and friends minis-

tered to his relief, and all the accomplish-

ments of medical science were employed to

assuage his sufferings and prolong the jjeriod

of his life. The skill of the i)hysicians often

rallied his waning powers, buoyed up his

spirits, and gained temporary triumphs over

the disease; but the malady was beyond their

control, and at eight o'clock in the morning

of Thursday, July 2H, 1885, the spirit of the

distinguished sufferer passed away, and he

was permitted to enjoy what he had pleaded

for in behalf of others, for the Lord had let

him have peace.

When the news was flashed over the wires

fund for the construction of the monument which will be

dedicated on General Grant's birthday, the 27th of the

present month — Editor.
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there was a sorrow felt in every American

household akin to the grief of a personal be-

reavement.

The question immediately arose as to what

place should be selected for his sepulture.

There was a general desire to have his remains

interred at Washington, either in the National

Cemetery at Arlington, in the park of the

Soldiers'Home, or in the crypt of the Capitol.

As every previous Tresident had been buried

in the State of which he was a resident, there

was an earnest plea put in by the people of

New York, urging that the place of burial

should be the nation's metropolis, the city

which the general had selected as his perma-

nent home. The mayor of the city, the Hon.

William K. Grace, proposed to the family that

if the burial should take place in the city of

New York, a suitable location would be pro-

vided either in Central or Riverside Park.

A week or two before the general's death

he expressed some views to his son Colonel

Frederick D. Grant in regard to his burial.

The disease had made such progress that his

power of articulation had almost ceased, and

it was only by a supreme effort that he could

whisper articulate words; he therefore used

a pencil and paper to communicate with

those about him. When he began to write,

his son, who had remained by his bedside for

many months and whose filial devotion had
never relaxed, bent over his father to see

what he was writing. The general named
Galena, Illinois, his old home, then paused,

and shook his head. He then wrote West
Point, but expressed the fear that the rules

governing interments there would prevent

the burial of Mrs. Grant by his side. He
finally referred to New Y'ork, where he had
found such kind and devoted friends, but
added that he wished no place selected where
his wife could not be buried by his side. He
was apparently attempting to write more,but
a paroxysm of pain seized him, and the sub-

ject waa not renewed. As New York was the
laat place he had indicated, the fact created
a sentiment in favor of that city, as it had
l»een afiparently the general's final request.

The family expressed a preference for New
York, as it wa.s their home; and with their

a.-*.H»-nt the .site of the present monument in

liiv«.-r.-iide Park wa.s .selected. It furnished
an ideal location for the erection of a
monimental tomb, the ground l^eing on
the bank of the Hudson, one of our noblest
riverH, at a height of about one hundred and
thirty feet al>ove the water. It was seen that
a monument of suitable height would be vis-

ible from prominent parts of the city, from

points many miles up the river, and from the

decks of vessels in portions of the harbor.

A temporary tomb of brick masonry, of

a vault-like shape, was immediately con-

structed. The remains were brought to New
Y'ork, receiving marked tributes of respect

from official bodies and the assembled masses
of the people at every point along the line of

the route. After the body had lain in state

for a day in the Capitol at Albany, and after-

ward at the City Hall, New Y'ork, the funeral

took place on Saturday, August 8. The de-

monstration as the cortege passed from the

City Hall to Riverside Park was the most
solemn and imposing which the metropolis

had ever witnessed; and the expressions of

sorrow, and the honors paid to the memory
of the deceased, were manifested in a man-
ner which signalized the profound emotion

of the vast assemblage that witnessed the

passage of the funeral train. It was estimated

that the procession was viewed by more than

a million people.

On July 28, 1885, the mayor of the city

called a meeting of citizens at the mayor's

office, at which a committee was appointed to

initiate a movement to erect a national mon-
ument to the memory of General Grant. A
committee on organization was formed which
met the next day and effected a permanent
organization of the Grant Monument Com-
mittee, with ex-President Chester A. Arthur

as chairman. In February, 1886, the Grant

Monument Association was organized under
an act of the legislature, and Hon. Chester A.

Arthur was chosen president. A week later,

being himself stricken with a fatal illness, he

resigned, and Mr. Sidney Dillon was elected

to take his place. The contributions received

up to this time amounted to $114,000. In

April, 1887, Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt became
president of the association, and was suc-

ceeded in February, 1888, by ex-Mayor Wil-

liam R. Grace.

After considering various measures for

providing a proper sepulcher, a number of

prominent architects were invited to submit

competitive designs for a monumental tomb.

In September, 1890, the association adopted

the plan furnished by Mr. J. H. Duncan of

New York City, for a structure to cost be-

tween $r)00,000 and $600,000; and this design,

with some slight modifications, was adhered

to in the construction of the monument now
completed. A contractwas made for building

the foundations, and ground was broken with

elal)orate ceremonies on the anniversary of

General Grant's birthday, April 27, 1891.

('omrade Charles H. Freeman, Commander of
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$6.23 for each contributor. The individual

sums ranged from one cent to $5000. In col-

lecting the amounts written upon the sub-

scription-books the difference between the

actual subscriptions and the amount of cash

received from them amounted to less than

$400. The entire amount was furnished by

the people of the city of New York, with the

exception of $38,115.20, which was received

from citizens of BrookljTi, of the interior of

the State, and of a few other States. As-

suming that the average amount of the in-

di\idual subscriptions to the sum of $155,000

originally secured was the same as that of

the subsequent fund raised, the number of

contributors to the entire fund may be said

to be, in round numbers, 90,000.

During the progress of the work the un-

expended balances have been deposited in

four prominent New York trust companies,

which have paid three per cent, interest

upon the amounts. With the sum contrib-

uted, small subscriptions received from time

to time since, and the accrued interest, the

entire amount of the fund will reach nearly

$600,(X)0, which will fully complete the struc-

ture and sarcophagus.

After a diligent search of seven months
in order to find a granite of light color which
would be entirely flawless and durable in

quality, a granite singularly well adapted to

the purpose was found in North Jay, Maine,

and this stone has been used in completing
the structure. It is so light in tone that in

a strong sunlight it is hardly distinguisha-

ble from marble. One of the most difficult

problems presented was the selection of a

MASSEV RHIND, SCULPTOR.

THE HARCOl'UAC.VH.

material suitable for the sarcophagus. About
a year ago there was found in the quarries

at Montello, Wisconsin, a porphyry of fine

texture and brilliant reddish color, which
furnished a sarcophagus of great beauty and
appropriateness. To comply with the fre-

quently expressed wish of General Grant that

his wife should be laid to rest by his side, a

sarcophagus the exact duplicate of the one

now finished will be provided, in which the

body of Mrs. Grant will repose.

The work is now entirely completed. The
lower portion of the tomb is a square struc-

ture of the Grecian Doric order, measuring
90 feet on a side. The entrance is on the

south side, and is protected by a portico

formed of double lines of columns, and ap-

proached by steps 70 feet wide. The square

portion is finished with a cornice and a para-

pet, at a height from grade of 72 feet, and
above this is a circular cupola 70 feet in

diameter, of the Ionic order, which is sur-

mounted with a pyramidal top terminating

at a height of 150 feet above grade, or 280

feet above mean high water of the Hudson
River. The interior is cruciform in plan, 76

feet at the greatest dimension, the four cor-

ners being piers of masonry connected at the

top by coffered arches the crowns of which
are 50 feet from the floor-level. On these

arches rests an open circular gallery of 40

feet inner diameter, culminating in a paneled

dome 105 feet above the level of the floo-

The surfaces between the planes of the fac^ 3

of the arches and the circular dome form
pendentives which are decorated in high-

relief sculpture, the work of J. Massey Rhind,

and emblematic of the birth, military and
civic life, and death of General Grant.

The sarcophagi will be placed in a crypt

directly beneath the center of the dome. The
approach to the crypt is by stairways which
give access to a passage encircling the space
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dedicated to the sarcophagi, which space is

surrounded ])y square columns supporting

paneled marble ceilings and entablature. A
circular opening in the main floor gives an

unobstructed view of the sarcophagi from
that floor and from the gallery.

In the work of construction the fact was
kept steadily in view that solidity and dura-

bility were of paramount importance, and
that they should not be impaired by an effort

unduly to hasten the work. To get out the

large blocks of stone, new beds had to be

opened at great depths in the quarry, and
the dressing, carving, and transporting of

the enormous amount of granite required for

the construction was a tedious process. In

the winter but little work could be done
at the quarries, and no setting of stone was
permitted for fear of damage from freezing

weather. When the heavy piers of masonry
in the interior were built, and large masses
of concrete used, a delay of several months
was insisted upon before continuing the con-

struction, in order to allow the work to «set,»

and to avoid any possibility of shrinkage or

settling thereafter. Occasional delays oc-

curred from finding specks or flaws upon the

surfaces of some of the large stones after

they had been dressed down to completion;
and as the association reserved the right
under the terms of the contract to reject such
material, new stones had to l)e i)rej)ared to take
the places of those which exliibited defects.

The time from the laying of the corner-
stone to the completion of the tomti has been
five years, a shorter i)erioil than has been con-
sumed in the building of any conspicuous
memorial in history. The liunker Hill Monu-
ment, which cost $ir)0,UOO, was not completed
until seventeen years after the corner-stone
was laid. In the case of the Washington Mon-
ument, which cost $1,187,710, the time con-
sumed was thirty-seven years.

The next anniversary of the general's birth-

day, April 27, 1S97, has been selected as the
date of the inauguration of the tomb. The
legislature has been requested to make the
day a legal holiday, the PresidentoftheTnited
States has been asked to take an official jiart in

conducting the ceremonies, and invitations to

participate in the function will be sent to all

high officials of the State and city, the gov-

ernors of other States, and the diplomatic

representatives of all foreign governments.
Naval vessels are expected to take up a posi-

tion in the North River opposite the tomlj and
fire salutes; the regular army, the war vet-

erans, the national guard of the various

States, and many patriotic societies and
other civic organizations, will take part in

the services. The city of New York will

assume the direction and expense of the in-

auguration, and the appropriation made for

this purpose will he disbursed by the mayor.

The structure will be delivered to the city, and

will be placed in the custody of the Park

Department. Since the transfer of Napo-

leon's remains from St. Helena to France,

and their interment in the Hotel des Inva-

lides, there has been no similar function that

will equal in solemnity and importance the

dedication of the tomb in Riverside Park.

Horace Porter.

SUNNY HARBOR OR STORMY SEA?

^OMETIMES I wonder which is best for me—
U The sunny harl)or or the stormy sea.

How may the soul woo rest, yet grow more brave;

Woo calm, yet battle with each warring wave;

Win love, yet not forget the loveless kind;

Win heaven itself, yet bear the world in mind?

I'Jllu i^iles Ruddy.
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"TAPS."*

August 8, 1S85.

BRAVE heart, good-night! the evening shadows fall;

Silenced the tramping feet, the wailing dirge.

The cannons' roar; faint dies the bugle call,

*' Lights out 1

"— the sentry's tread scarce wakes the hush,

Good-night.

Swift flows the river, murmuring as it flows,

—

Soft slumber-giving airs invite to rest

;

Pain's hours of anguish fled — tired eyelids close—
Love wishes thee, as oft and oft before.

Good-night.

The stars look down upon thy calm repose

As once on tented field, on battle eve

;

No clash of arms, sad heralder of woes.
Now rudely breaks the sleep God's peace enfolds,

—

Good-night.

Thy silence speaks, and tells of honor, truth,

Of faithful service,— generous victory,

—

A nation saved. For thee a nation weeps,

—

Clasps hands again, through tears! Our Leader .sleeps!

Good-night.

F. M. Neivton.

THE DEAD COMRADE.*

COME, soldiers, arouse ye!
Another has gone;

Let us bury our comrade.
His battles are done.

His sun it is set

;

He was true, he was brave.

He feared not the grave,

—

There is nought to regret.

Bring music and banners
And wreaths for his bier;—
No fault of the fighter

That Death conquered here.

Bring him home ne'er to rove,

Bear hmi home to his rest.

And over his breast

Fold the flag of his love.

Great Captain of battles.

We leave him with Thee.
What was wrong, O forgive it

;

His spirit make free.

Sound taps, and away!
Out lights, and to bed,

—

Farewell, soldier dead !

Farewell — for a day !

R. W. G.

* The burial service at the funeral of General drant closed impressively with the sound of" Taps"
(Lights out).
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MEMORANDA ON THE CIVIL WAR.

A Contradicted "'Famous Saying."

EDITOR OF The Cemtry Magazine.

Sir : About two weeks after the battle of Shiloh

there appeared in some newspaper that was shown to

me a report of a conversation assumed to have taken

place between General Grant and myself soon after the

battle, in which I was represented as rallying him upon

the narrowness of his escape, and saying that he had

not transports enough to carry off ten thousand men ;

to which he was reported as replying, in substance,

that when it came to retreating transportation would

not have been required for more than ten thousand.

The story had been colored for popular effect, but

was traceable to a conversation in a vein of pleasantry

that occurred at my camp among a party of officers, in

which I had taken but little part.

Some time afterward it took on a modification which

suited the alleged conversation to my meeting with

General Grant on my arrival at Pittsburg Landing

during the battle. This changed materially the char-

acter of the report, but I continued to treat it with the

indiflference which I thought it deserved, though the

story has been freely circulated. I never knew until

within a few months past, through the publication of

the " War Records," that in its modified form it had tlie

indorsement of an official authorship.

From that publication it appears that a year after

the battle General Grant called upon three of his

staff-officers to make reports concerning the move-

ments of General Lew Wallace's division on the day

of the battle, in answer to a complaint of the latter

officer tliat injustice had been done him in General

Grant's reports. Two of the officers, namely. General

McPherson and Captain Rowley, in their replies con-

fined themselves to that subject. The third. Colonel

Rawlins, on the other hand, made it the occasion of a

specific defense, or explanation, or commendation, or

whatever it may lie called, of General (jrant's relation

to the battle. Among other things that have since

been more or less disputed, he said :

" General Nelson's division of the .Army of the Ohio
reached Savann.ah on the afternoon of the 5th of A jiril, but
General Buell himself did not arrive. . . . You [General
(Jrantl then rode back to the house near the river that had
been designated for headquarters, to learn what word if

any had been received from General Nelson, whose di-

vision you expected soon to arrive at the landing on the

opjxjsite side of the river ; and you there met Maj.-Gen.
D. C. Buell, who had arrived at Savannah and taken

a steamer and come up to see you, and learn how the bat-

ile was progressing in advance of his force. Among his

first inquiries was :
' What preparations have you made

for retreating ? ' To which you replied, ' I have not yet

despaired of whipping them, general
'

; and went on to

statf! to him vour mooieniary expectation (jf the arrival

of General Wa)lac<;, to whom orders had been timely

and rcp>eatcdiy sent, and that General Nelson's division

might vxm be expected by the wagon-road from
Savannah," etc.

This statement, ridiculous and absurd in its princi-

j*al feature, is incorrect in every particular.

It is well known that I arrived at .Savannah on the

5th of April; fieneral Grant did not, as might be in-

ferred, find rnc at the landing at Pittsburg— I found

him there ; we did not meet at " the house near the 1

river," but on his headquarters steamer. I

I mention these points only to show the tendency !

of the statement to error, and I aver that no such con-

versation as is described ever occurred, and that the
,

contingency of a retreat was not brought forward by I

General Grant or by me.
j

My attention has within a few days been called to I

the fact that an article, in a recent number of The '

Centijry, has given fresh circulation to the story, and

has combined the official and the original phraseology I

of it. I have regarded it as a trivial question, of little

moment to either General Grant or myself; but per- j

haps the value attached to it by others makes it proper

for me to give it an attention which I have not here-
|

tofore chosen to bestow upon it.
;

AiRDRiE, July 10, 1885. Z). C. Buell. \

\

General Heintzelman in the Peninsula Campaign. !

In The Century for May General McClellan has
'

an article, "The Peninsular Campaign," in which i

there are one or two misstatements in regard to the J

Third Corps, commanded by General Heintzelman. '

Fortunately my father's papers, which are in my pos- i

session, contain replies to both allegations,— one-,

in the handwriting of General Heintzelman's adju- *

tant-general, and the other the rough draft of a let-
j

ter addressed to General L. Thomas, then Adjutant-
]

General of the Army.
|

On page 147 General McClellan states :
\

"All the corps commanders on the south side were on
j

the 26th directed to be prepared to send as many troops as
|

thev could spare in support of Porter on the next day. All 1

of them thought the enemy so strong in their respective .

fronts as to require all their force to hold their positions.
"

Upon the demand for troops General Heintzelman 1

replied as follows :
!

Headquarters 3D Corps, 4 p. m., June 26, 1862.
]

General Marcy, Chief of Staff: I think I can hold
j

the intrenchments with four brigades for twenty-four

hours ; that would leave two {2) brigades available for

service on the other side of the river, but the men are so
tired and worn out that I fear they would not be in a con-
dition to fight after making a march of any distance. • • -j

S. P. Heintzelman, Brigadier-General.
,

This is far from being a statement that all his forces.
|

were required to hold his own lines.
i

Then, on page 148, General McClellan says :

'

\

" Meanwhile, through a misunderstanding of his or-
)

ders and being convinced that the troops of Sumner and
i

Franklin at Savages Station were ample for the purpose
j

in view, Heintzelman withdrew his troops during the
,

afternoon, crossed the swamp at Brackett's Ford, and
j

reached tlie Charles City road with the rear of his col-
|

umn at 10 p. M." '

When the same statement was first made in 1863.

General Heintzelman wrote the following letter : I

Headquakteks Defences ok Washington,
|

April II, 1863. I

(iENKRAL L. TlIOMAS, ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S.
j

A., Washington.
j

General: I find in the "New York Tribune" of i

the 8th of April a " Preliminary Report of the Operations
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of the Army of the Potomac, since June 25, 1862,"

made by General G. B. McClellan. . . ,

In a paragraph commencing "On the 28th Porter's

corps was also moved across the White Oak Swamp,"
etc., is the following:

"They were ordered to hold this posiiion until dark, then to

fall back across the swamp and rejoin the rest of the army.
This order was not fully carried out, nor was the exact position

I designated occupied by the different divisions concerned."

I was furnished with a map marked in red with the
positions we should occujiy.

As 1 had the fortified lines thrown up some time before
by the troops in my command I had no difficulty in

knowing where to go, and I did occupy these hues.
General Sumner's were more indefinite and he occupied
a position in advance of the one designated. This loft

a space of half a mile unoccupied, between his right and
Franklin's left. In the morning I was informed that

some rebels were already at or near Dr. Trent's house,
where General McClellan's headquarters had been ; I

sent and found this to be the case. General Franklin
had also called at my headquarters and told me that the
enemy were repairing the bridges of the Chickahominy
and would soon cross in force. -About i P. M. I saw some
of our troops filing into the fields between Dr. Trent's
house and Savage s Station, and a few moments later
Generals Franklin and W. F. Smith came to me and
reported the enemy approaching and urged me to ride
to General Sumner and get him to fall back and close
this gap. I rode briskly to the front, and on the Williams-
burg road, where it passed between my two divisions,
met General Sumner's troops falling back. He wished
me to turn back with him to arrange for ulterior opera-
tions, but as my right flank was entirely uncovered by
these movements, I declined until after I had seen my
division commanders and given them orders how to fall

back. On my return there was some difficulty in finding
General Sumner, and when found he informed me he
had made his arrangements. I returned to my com-
mand, and on the way found the ground filled with
troops, more than could be used to any advantage, and
if the enemy planted a few batteries of artillery on the
opposite side of the railroad, they would have been cut
in pieces.

'

An aide to General McClellan having reported to me
the day before to point out to me a road across the White
Oak Swamp, opening from the left flank of my position
of the fortified lines, I did not hesitate to retreat by that
road, and left at 3 p. M. General Smith, of Franklin's
corps, having sent to the rear all his batteries earlier in
the day, 1, at his request, let hirh have two of mine (Os-
born's and Bramhall's), and they did good service that
afternoon in checking and defeating the rebel attack.
My remaining would have been no aid to General

Sumner, as he already had more troops than he could
defile through the narrow road in his rear, and the road
I took covered his left flank.

Before dark the advance of my corps was across the
swamp, and by 10 p. m. the rear was over, with but little

molestation from the enemy. I immediately sought
General McClellan, and reported to him what I had
done, and this is the first intimation I have had tha my
conduct was not entirely satisfactory.
To hold my position 'till dark, by which time 1 was to

receive orders, would have been impossible. After Gen-
erals Franklin and Sumner had fallen back, mv right
flank and rear were uncovered, and by a road' which
passed entirely in my rear; and bevond my right flank
my only line of retreat would have been cut off, and I

would have lost my entire corps. I did not know where
General McClellan was, and it was therefore impossible
to report to him for orders.
When General Birney reached Fisher's Ford, the

?nemy were there, but not in force ; thev soon arrived in
force, and he had to take another road "more to our left.

Had we been a little later thev would have been in pos-
session, and our retreat by this road cut off.

S. P. Hkintzelm.\n.

I trust that you will be able to find space for these
letters.

National Memorials of the Civil War.

Washington, D. C. Mary L. Ilcintzehiian.

VIEWS OF GENERAL GRANT AND SENATOR Sl'MNER.

To THE Editor of thk Century Mag.vzink.
Sir : In (lencral Badcau's article on General ( Irant,

published in your current (.May, 18S5) number, page
160, occur> the following passage :

" Soon after the close of the war I was present when a
Committee of Congress, headed by Charles Sumner,
waited on him [General Grmt] to propose that a pic-
ture should be painted of the surrender of Lee, to be
placed in the rotunda of the Capitol. But he told them
he .should never consent, so far ai he was concerned, to
any picture being placed in the Capitol to commemorate
a victory in which our own countrymen were the losers."

Will you allow me to submit the reasons why I think

General Badeau is mistaken in alTirming that Charles
Sumner headed the committee which called on tiencral

Grant for the purpose specified? I thought it was
generally known that Mr. Sumner stood almost alone
in our Congressional annals, among statesmen iden-

tified with the Union side in the Civil War, as advo-
cating the policy of not allowing victories of fellow-

citizens over each other to be perpetuated by national

memorials, but as the statement referred to seems to

have passed unchallenged by tlie press, I think it now
incumbent on me to give the evidence as to Mr. Sum-
ner's position on this question, drawn entirely from
the proceedings of the United States Senate.

As early as May, 1862, the question arose upon a dis-

patch of General McClellan, where, after announcing
the capture of Williamsburg, lie inquired whether he

was authorized to follow the example of other gener-

als and direct the names of battles to be placed on the

colors of regiments. This being communicated to the

Senate, Mr. Sumner, May S, 1862, moved the follow-

ing resolution : Resolved, That in the efforts now
making for the restoration of the Union and the estab-

lishment of peace throughout the country, // is inexpe-

dient that the names of victories obtained oz'er our fel-

law-citizens should be placed on the regimental colors

of the United .States.

February 27, 1865, more than a month before the

surrender of Lee, the Senate having under considera-

tion an appropriation for a picture in the National

Capitol, Mr. Sumner moved as an amendment, "That

in the National Capitol, dedicated to the National Un-
ion, there shall be no picture of a victory in battle with

our felloiu-citizens.

On December 2, 1S72, Mr. Sumner introduced in

the Senate the following bill : A Bill to regulate the

Army Register and the Regimental Colors of the United

States. k

WHERE.\.s,The National Unity and good-will among
fellow-citizens can be assured only through oblivion

of past differences, and it is contrary to the usage

of civilized nations to perpetuate the memory of civil

war. Therefore,

Be it enacted hy the Senate, etc., that the names of

battles with fellow-citizens shall not he continued in

the .'Vrmv Register or placed on the regimental colors

of the United States.

This bill was the cause of a hasty and ill-considered

resolution of censure passed by the Massachusetts Leg-

islature, which did much to embitter the last years of

Mr. Sumner's life. Happily the resolution was rescin-

ded the winter before his tieath. Hut it was neverthe-
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less true that he suffered for this, as he had suffered

for his advocacy of the cause of the slave.

I know that it is exceedingly difficult to prove a neg-

ative, but if the recorded acts and opinions of a man ex-

ceedingly tenacious of his views when once adopted

can prove anything, it seems to me tliat I have shown
that Charles Sumner could not have proposed to Gen-

eral Grant to have a picture of the Surrender of Lee

placed in the Rotunda of the Capitol. I am inclined to

think that General Badeau may, in this instance, have

confounded the action of Senator Wilson with that of

Senator Sumner. Senator Wilson was at that time

Chairman of the Senate Committee on Militarv Affairs

and, as the Senate proceedings show, held opposite

opinions from his colleague in regard to the policy of

perpetuating the memorials of civil war. To find Mr.

Sumner represented as acting in behalf of such a policy

is as surprising to one familiar with his record as it

would be to encounter a statement that Cobden had ad-

vocated the Corn Laws or Garrison the Slave Trade.

I will only add that on careful investigation it ap-

pears that neither Mr. Sumner's motions nor his bill

was ever enacted into written law. The idea contained

in them, however, has become part of the nnzvritten

law of the RepubUc. No picture or other representa-

tion of a victory in battle with fellow-citizens has

ever been placed in the National Capitol, and it is safe

to say that none will be. The names of the battles of

the Ci\il War were placed on the regimental colors,

and in the Army Register, by an order of General Mc-
Clellan in 1862. In 1S7S the names of the battles were
stricken from the Army Register by order of the Sec-

retary of War, and when new sets of colors are fur-

nished to the regiments of the regular army the names
of the battles are no longer inscribed thereon.

Charles IV. Eldridge.

General Grant's Premonition.

General Grant's reticence in talking about him-
self has always been one of his marked characteristics.

The only occasion known to many well-informed per-

sons when General Grant was ever heard to express

an opinion of his own qualifications was at a dinner

he gave at the White House in March, 1874. There
were but few guests, among them Rcvscoe Conkling,

.Simon Cameron, and Senator J. M. Johnston of Vir-

ginia. The last-named gentleman sat next to General

Grant at the table. The talk turned on the war, and

while the others were discussing it Senator Johnston

turned to General Grant and said to him :

" Mr. President, will you permit me to ask you a

question which has always been of great interest t(j me ?

Did you, at the beginning of the war, have any premoni-
tion that you were to be the man of the struggle? "

" I had not the least idea of it,'' replied General
Grant. " I saw a lot of very ordinary fellows pitch-

ing in and getting commissions. I knew I could do as

well and better than they could, so I applied for a

commission and got it.''

" Then," asked Senator Johnston, " when did you
know that you were the man of destiny ?

"

General Grant looked straight ahead of him, with an
expression on his inscrutable face that Senator Johns-

ton had never seen there before.

" After the fall of Vicksburg," he said, after a pause.
" WhenVicksburg capitulated, I knew then that I was to

be the man of the war; that Ishould command thearmies

of the United States and bring the war to a close."

" But," said Senator Johnston, " you had had great

and notable successes before the days of Vicksburg.

Vou had fought Shiloh and captured Fort Donelsofi."

"That is true,'' responded General Grant; "but
while they gave me confidence in myself, I could not see

what was before me until Vicksburg fell. Then I saw
it as plainly as I now do. I knew I should be com-
mander in chief and end the war."

At the same Vv'hite House dinner Simon Cameron
described the scene when General Joseph E. Johnston
resigned his commission in the United States army.

Mr. Cameron said he was sitting one morning in his

room at the War Department, he being Secretary

of War, when General Johnston entered, deeply agi-

tated, and carrying in his hand a paper, which Sec-

retary Cameron suspected was General Johnston's

resignation. He handed it to the secretary without

saying a word. The secretary glanced at it, saw what

it was, and said

:

" I regret to see this. General; I understand what it

means. You are going South. This is not what you
should do."

General Johnston replied under great emotion :

" I feel it my duty to resign, and I ask that my
resignation be accepted at once."

" It shall be," said the secretary; " but you are mis-

taken as to your duty."

General Johnston bowed and said :

" I think it my duty," and, without another word,

the two men bowed low to each other and General

Johnston hurried from the room.

M. E. Seaii'ell.

BIGOTRY.

Each morn the tire-maids come to robe their queen,
Who rises feeble, tottering, faded, gray.

Her dress must be of silver blent with green

;

At the least change her court would shriek dismay.

Each noon the wrinkled nobles, one by one,
Group round her throne and low obeisance give.

Then all, in melancholy unison,

Advise her by antique prerogative.
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Fli.i. Text of the Letter.

After funeral Grant's death, this letter was published in the
newspapers. It is written in lead pencil on yellow memorandum
paper of the width shown in the above fac-simile, which has been
engraved for the magazine by permission of Dr. Douglas:

I>r. I ask you not to show this to any one, unless physicians
you consult with, until the end. Particularly I want it kept from
my family. If known to one man the papers will get it and they
will get \l. It would only distress them almost beyond endur-
ance to know it, and, \>y rcflci%^ would distress mc, I h.ive not
changed my mind materially --ince I wrote you before in the same
strain. Now, however, I know that I gain in strength .some days,
but when I do go back, it is beyond where I started to improve.
I think the chances are very decidedly in favor of your being
able to keep me alive until the change of weather, towards the
winter. f>f cour«c there are contingencies that might ari.se at any
tiine that would carry me off very suddenly. The most probable
of these is chokmg. Under these circumstances life is not worth
living. I am scry thankful to have been spared this long, be-
c&tue it ha.« enabled mc to practically complete the work in

which I lake so much interest. I cannot stir up strength enough
to review it and make additions and substractions that would
sugzeM themielves to me and are not likely to to any one else.

Under the above circumstances, \ will !«: the happiest the

most pain I can avoid. If there is to be any extraordinary cure,
such as some people believe there is to be, it will develop itself.

I would say therefore to you and your colleagues to make me
as comfortable as you can. If it is within God's providence that

I should go now, I am ready to obey His call without a murmur.
I should prefer going now to enduring my present suffering for a
single day without hope of recovery. As I have stated, I am
thankful for the providential extension of my time to enable me
to continue my work. I am further thankful, and in a much
greater degree thankful, because it has enabled me to sec for my-
self the happy harmony which has so suddenly sprung up be-

tween those engaged but a few short years ago in deadly conflict.

It has been an inestimable blessing to nic to hear the kind ex-
pressions towards me in person from all parts of our country

;

from people of all nationalities; of all religions and of no religion;

of Confederate and National troops alike ; of soldiers' organiza-
tions ; of mechanical, scientific, religious, and all other societies,

embracing almost every citizen in the land. They have brought
joy to my heart, if they have not effected a cure. To you and
your colleagues I acknowledge my indebtedness for having
brought me through the " valley of the shadow of death " to en-

able mc to witness these things.

U. S. Grant.
.Mt. McGregor, N. Y. July 2, 1885.
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CHATTANOOGA.

\ FTER the foil of Vicksburg I urged
-^ i- stronglv upon the Government the pro-

prietv of a movement against Mobile. General

Rosecrans had been at Murfreesboro', Ten-

nessee, with a large and well-equipped army
from early in the year 1863, with Bragg
confronting him. with a force quite equal

to his own at tirst. considering it was on
the defensive. But after the investment of

\'ick.sburg. Bragg's army was largely depleted

to strengthen Johnston, in Mississippi, who
was being reenforced to raise tlie siege. I

frequently wrote to General Halleck sug-

gesting that Rosecrans should move against

Bragg. By so doing he would either detain

the latter's troops, or lay Chattanooga open to

capture. General Halleck strongly approved
the suggestion, and finally wrote me that he
had repeatedly ordered Rosecrans to advance,
but that the latter had constantly failed to

comply with the order, and at last, after having
held a council of war, replied, in effect, that

it was a military maxim '-not to fight two
decisive battles at the same time." If true,

the maxim was not applicable in this case.

It would be bad to be defeated in two
decisive battles fought the same day, but
it would not be bad to win them. I, how-
ever, was fighting no battle, and the siege of
Vicksburg had drawn from Rosecrans's front

so many of the enemy that his chances of

victory were much greater than they would
be if he waited until the siege was over, when
these troops could be returned. Rosecrans
was ordered to move against the army that

was detaching troops to raise the siege. Fi-

nally he did move on the 24th of June, but

ten days afterward \'icks])urg surrendered,

and the troops sent from Bragg were free to

return. It was at this time that I recom-
mended to the general-in-chief the movement
against Mobile. I knew the peril the Army
of the Cumberland was in, being depleted
continually not only by ordinary casualties, but
also by having to detach troops to hold its con-

stantly extending line over which to draw suj)-

plies, while the enemy in front was as con-
stantly being strengthened. Mobile was im-

portant to the enemy, and, in the absence of

a threatening force, was guarded by little else

than artillery. If threatened by land and from
the water at the same time, the j^rize would fall

easily, or troops would have to be sent to its

defense. Those troops would necessarily come
from Bragg.

' Copyright, 1885, by U. S.

My judgment was overruled, however, and
the troops under my command were dissi-

pated over other parts of the country where
it was thought they could render the most
service. Four thousand were sent to Banks,

at New Orleans ; five thousand to Schofield,

to use against Price, in Arkansas ; the Ninth
Corps back to East Tennessee; and finally, in

August, the whole of the Thirteenth Corps to

Banks. I also sent Ransom's brigade to

Natchez, to occupy that point, and to relieve

Banks from guarding any part of the river

above what he had guarded before the fall

of Port Hudson. Ransom captured a large

amount of ammunition and about five thou-

sand beef cattle that were crossing the river

going east for the rebel armies.

At this time the country was full of de-

serters from Pemberton's army, and it was
reported that many had also left Johnston.

These avowed they would never go back to

fight against us again. Many whose homes
were west of the river went there, and others

went North to remain until they could return

with security.

Soon it was discovered in Washington that

Rosecrans was in trouble and required assist-

ance. The emergency was now too immediate
to allow us to give this assistance by making
an attack in the rear of Bragg upon Mobile.

It was therefore necessary to reenforce directly,

and troops were sent from every available

point. On the 13th of September Halleck
telegraphed me to send all available forces to

Memphis, and thence east along the Mem-
phis and Charleston railroad to cooperate

with Rosecrans. This instruction was re-

peated two days later, but I did not get even
tlie first until the 23d of the month. As fast

as transports could be j^rovided all the troops

except a portion of the Seventeenth Corps
were forwarded under Sherman, whose ser-

vices up to this time demonstrated his superior

fitness for a separate command. I also moved
McPherson, with most of the troops still about
Vicksburg, eastward, to compel the enemy to

keep back a force to meet him. Meanwhile
Rosecrans had very skillfully manoeuvred
Bragg south of the Tennessee River, and
through and beyond Chattanooga. If he had
stop[)ed and intrenched, and made himself

strong there, all would have been right, and
the mistake of not moving earlier partially

compensated. But he pushed on, with his

forces very much scattered, until Bragg's

firant. All rights reserved.
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troops from Mississippi began to join him.*

Then Bragg took the initiative. Rosecrans

had to fall back in turn, and was able to

get his army together at Chickamauga, some
miles south-east of Chattanooga, before the

main battle was brought on. The battle was
fought on the 19th and 20th of Septem-
ber, and Rosecrans was badly defeated, with

a heavy loss in artillery, and some sixteen

thousand men killed, wounded, and captured.

The corps under Major- Cieneral George H.
Thomas stood its ground, while Rosecrans,

with Crittenden and McCook, returned to

Chattanooga. Thomas returned also, but la-

ter, and with his troops in good order.

Bragg followed and took possession of Mis-

sionary Ridge, overlooking Chattanooga. He
also occupied Lookout Mountain, west of

the town, which Rosecrans had abandoned,
and with it his control of the river and river

road as far back as Bridgeport. The Na-
tional troops were now strongly intrenched in

Chattanooga Valley, with the Tennessee River

behind them, and the enemy occupying com-
manding heights to the east and west, with a

strong line across the valley, from mountain
to mountain, and Chattanooga Creek for a

large part of the way in front of their line.

On the 2gth of September Halleck tele-

graphed me the above results, and directed all

the forces that could be spared from my depart-

ment to be sent to Rosecrans, suggesting that a

good commander like Sherman or McPherson
should go with the troops ; also that I should

go in person to Nashville to superintend the

movement. Sherman was already on his way
and McPherson also was moving east with

most of the garrison of Vicksburg long before

this dispatch was received. I at once sent a

staff-officer to Cairo, to communicate, in my
name, directly with the Government, and to

forward me any and all important dispatches

without the delays that had attended the

* Bragg was also reenforced by Longstreet, fr

Vol. XXXI.— II.

transmission of previous ones. On the 3d of

October a disjjatch was received at Cairo

ordering me to move with my staff' and head-

(juarters to that city, and to report from there

my arrival. This disjjatch reached me on the

loth. I left Vicksburg the same day, reached

Cairo on the i6th, and reported my arrival

at once. The reply came on the morning of

the 17th, directing me to proceed immediately

to the Gait House, Louisville, Kentucky,
where I would meet an officer of the War
Department with my instructions. I left Cairo

within an hour after the receipt of this dis-

patch, going by rail by the way of Indianap-

olis, Lidiana. Just as the train I was on was
starting out of the depot at Indianapolis, a

messenger came running up to stop it, saying

the Secretary of War was coming into the sta-

tion and wanted to see me. I had never met
Mr. Stanton up to that time, though we had
held frecjuent conversations over the wires,

the year before, when I was in Tennessee.

Occasionally, at night, he would order the

wires freed from the War Department to my
headquarters, and we would hoUl a conversa-

tion for an hour or two. On this occasion

the Secretary was accompanied by Governor
Brough, of Ohio, whom I had never met,

though he and my father were old accjuaint-

ances. Mr. Stanton dismissed the special train

that had brought him to Indianapohs and
accompanied me to Louisville.

Up to this time no hint had l)een gi\cn me
of what was wanted after I left Viiksburg,

except the suggestion in one of Halleck's

dispatches that I had better go to Nashville

and superintend the ojjeration of the troops

sent to relieve Rosecrans. Soon after we had

started, the .Secretary handed me two orders,

saying that I might take my choice of them. The
two were identical in all but one jiarticular.

Both created the Military Division of the Mis-

sissippi, giving me the command, composed of

im tlie -Vrmy of Xorthern Virgini.i.—EniTOR.
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the Departments of the Ohio, the Cumberland
and the Tennessee, and all the territory from
the Alleghanies to the Mississippi River, north

of Banks's command in the south-Avest. One
order left the department commanders as

they were, while the other relieved Rosecrans
and assigned Thomas to his place. I accepted
the latter. We reached Louisville after night,

and, if I remember rightly, in a cold, drizzling

rain. The Secretary of War told me afterwards

that he caught a cold on that occasion from
which he never expected to recover. He
never did recover.

A day was spent in Louisville, the Secretary

giving me the military news at the capital,

and talking about the disappointment at the

results of some of the campaigns. By evening
of the day after our arrival all matters of dis-

cussion seemed exhausted, and I left the hotel

to spend the evening away, both Mrs. Grant
and myself having relations living in Louis-
ville. In the course of the evening Mr. Stan-

ton received a dispatch from Mr. C. A. Dana,
then in Chattanooga, informing him that un-
less preventer' Rosecrans would retreat, and
advising peremptory orders against his doing
so.

A retreat at that time would have been a
terrible disaster. It would not only have
been the loss of a most important strategic

position to us, but it wouhl have been attended
with the loss of all the artillery still left with the

Army of the Cumberland, and the annihila-

£trather8, Sarrosa !a Co., EogHs, N. £•

tion of that army itself, either by capture or

demoralization.

All supplies for Rosecrans had to be brought
from Nashville. The railroad between this

base and the army was in possession of the

Government up to Bridgeport, the point at

which the road crosses to the south side of the

Tennessee River; but Bragg, holding Lookout
and Raccoon mountains west of Chattanooga,
commanded the railroad, the river, and the

shortest and best wagon roads both south and
north of the Tennessee, between Chattanooga
and Bridgeport. The distance between these

two places is but twenty-six miles by rail

;

but owing to this position of Bragg all supplies

for Rosecrans had to be hauled by a circuitous

route, north of the river, and over a moun-
tainous country, increasing the distance to

over sixty miles. This country afforded but

little food for his animals, near ten thousand
of which had already starved, and none were
left to draw a single piece of artillery or even
the ambulances to convey the sick. The men
had been on half rations of hard bread for a

considerable time, with but few other supplies,

excei)t beef driven from Nashville across the

country. The region along the road became
so exhausted of food for the cattle that by the

time they reached Chattanooga they were
much in the condition of the few animals left

alive there, " on the lift." Indeed, the beef
was so poor that the soldiers were in the habit

of saying, with a faint facetiousness, that they
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were living on half rations of hard bread and
" beef dried on the hoof." Nothing could be
transported but food, and the troops were
without sufficient shoes or other clothing

suitable for the advancing season. Wliat they

had was well worn. The fuel within the

Federal lines was exhausted, even to the

stumps of trees. There were no teams to draw-

it from the opposite bank, where it was abun-

His composure showed that it was by no
means his maiden effort. It was long, and I

was in torture while he was delivering it,

fearing something would be expected from
me in response. I was relieved, however, the

people assembled having apparently heard
enough. At all events they commenced a
general hand-shaking which, although trying

where there is so much of it, was a great re-

dant. The only means for supplying fuel, for lief to me in tiiis emergency,
some time before my arrival, hacl been to cut From Nashville I telegrajjhed to Burnside,

trees from the north bank of the river, at a who was then at Knoxville, that important
considerable distance up the stream, form points in his department ought to be fortified

rafts of it, and float it down with the current, so that they could be held with the least

effecting a landing on the south side, within

our lines, by the use of paddles or poles. It

would then be carried on the shoulders of the

men to their camps.
If a retreat had been ordered at this time

it is not probable that any of the army would
have reached the railroad as an organization,

if followed by the enemy.
On the receipt of Mr. Dana's dispatch Mr.

Stanton sent for me. Finding that I was out,

number of men ; to Admiral Porter at Cairo,

that Sherman's advance had passed Eastport,

Mississippi, and that rations were probably
on their way from St. Louis, by boat, for sup-

l)lying his army, and re(iuesting him to send
a gun-boat to convoy them; to Thomas, sug-

gesting that large parties should be put at

work on the wagon road then in use back to

Bridgeport.

On the morning of the 21st we took the

he became nervous and excited, inquiring of train for the front, reaching Stevenson, Ala-

every person he met, including guests of the

house, whether they knew where I was, and
bidding them find me and send me to him at

once. About eleven o'clock I returned to the

hotel, and on my way, when near the house,

every person met was a messenger from the

Secretary, apparently partaking of his impa-
tience to see me. I hastened to the room of

the Secretary and found him pacing the floor

rapidly, in a dressing-gown. Saying that the

bama, after dark. Rosecrans was there on
his way north. He came into my car, and
we held a brief interview in which he de-

scribed very clearly the situation at Chatta-

nooga, and made some excellent suggestions

as to what should be done. My only wonder
was that he had not carried them out. We
proceeded to Bridgeport, where we stopped
for the night. From here we took horses and
made our way by Jasper and over Waldron's

retreat must be prevented, he showed me the Ridge to Chattanooga. There had been much
dispatch. I immediately wrote an order as- rain and the roads were almost impassable
suming command of the Military Division of from mud, knee-deep in places, and from
the Mississippi, and telegraphed it to General washouts on the mountain-sides. I was on
Rosecrans. I then telegraphed to him the crutches at the time, and had to be carried

order from Washington assigning Thomas to over places where it was not safe to cross

the command of the Army of the Cumberland; on horseback. The roads were strewn with

and to Thomas that he must hold Chattanooga the debris of broken wagons and the car-

at all hazards, informing him at the same time
that I would be at the front as soon as

possible. A pronipt reply was received

from Thomas, saying, " We will hold the

town till we starve." I appreciated the force

of this dispatch later when I witnessed the

condition of aftairs which i)rompted it. It

looked, indeed, as if but two courses were
open : one to starve, the other to surrender, or

be captured.

On the morning of the 20th of October I

started by train with my staff, and proceeded
as far as Nashville. It was not prudent to

travel beyond that point at that time by
night, so I remained in Nashville until the

next m.orning. Here I met for the first time

Andrew Johnson, Military Governor of Ten-
nessee. He delivered a speech of welcome.

casses of thousands of starved mules and
horses. At Jasper, some ten or twelve miles

from Bridgeport, there was a halt. General

O. O. Howard had his head(]uarters there.

From this point I telegraphed Burnside to

make every effort to secure five hundred
rounds of ammunition for his artillery and
small arms. We sto})ped for the night at

a little hamlet some ten or twelve miles far-

ther on. The next day we reached Chatta-

nooga, a little before dark. I went directly

to General Thomas's headcjuarters, and re-

mained there a few days until I could estab-

lisli my own.
During the evening most of the general

oHicers called in to pay their respects and
to talk about the condition of affairs. They
pointed out on the maps the line marked with
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a red or blue pencil which Rosecrans had con-

templated falling liack upon. If any of them
had approved the move, they did not .say so

to me. I founfl General W. F. Smith occu-

pying the jKjsition of chief-of-staff and chief

engineer with the Army of the Cumljerlancl.

I had known Smith as a cadet at West Point,

hut harl no re<.ollection of having met him
after my graduation, in 1843, up to this time.

He explained the situation of the two armies,

and the topography of the country so plainly
j

that I thought I could see it without an in- i

s|)e(:tion. 1 found that he had established a
|

saw-mill on the banks of the river, by utilizing ;

an c)ld engine found in the neighborhood;
and by rafting logs from the north side of the

river above had got out the lumber, and i

c:omj>leted pontoons and roadway plank for i

a second bridge, one flying bridge being \

there already. He was also rapidly getting
;
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out the materials for a third bridge. In addi-

tion to this he had far under way a steamer

for plying between Chattanooga and Bridge-

port whenever we might get possession of the

river. This boat consisted of a scow made of

the plank sawed out at the mill, housed in,

and a stern-wheel attached whicii was pro-

pelled by a second engine taken from some
shop or factory.

I telegraphed to Washington this night,

notifying General Halleck of my arrival, and
asking to have General Sherman assigned to

the command of the Army of the Tennessee,

headquarters in the field. The request was at

once complied with.

The next day, the 24th, I started out to

make a personal inspection, taking Thomas
and Smith with me, besides most of the mem-
bers of my personal staff. We crossed to the

north side of the river, and moving to the

north of detached spurs of hills, reached the

Tennessee, at Brown's Ferry, some three miles

below Lookout Mountain, unobserved by the

enemy. Here we left our horses back from

the river and approached the water on foot.

There was a picket station of the enemy, on

the opposite side, of about twenty men, in

full view, and we within easy range. They
did not fire upon us, nor seem to be disturbed

by our presence. They must have seen that

we were all commissioned officers. But I

suppose they looked upon the garrison of

Chattanooga as prisoners of war, feeding—
or starving—themselves, and thought it would
be inhuman to kill any of them except in self-

defense. That night I issued orders for open-

ing the route to Bridgeport— a cracker line,

as the soldiers appropriately termed it. They
had been so long on short rations that their

first thought was the establishment of a line

over which food might reach them.

Chattanooga is on the south bank of the

Tennessee, where that river runs nearly due
west. It is at the northern end of a valley five

or six miles in width through which Chattanoo-

ga Creek runs. To the east of the valley is Mis-

sionary Ridge, rising from five to eight hundred
feet above the creek, and terminating some-
what abruptly a half mile or more before reach-

ing the Tennessee. On the west of the valley

is Lookout Mountain, twenty-two hundred feet

above tide-water. Just below the town, the

Tennessee makes a turn to the south and runs

to the base of Lookout Mountain, leaving no
level ground between the mountain and river.

The Memphis and Charleston railroad passes

under this point, where the mountain stands

nearly perpendicular. East of Missionary

Ridge flows the South Chickamauga River
;

west of Lookout Mountain is Lookout Creek

;

and west of that. Raccoon Mountain. Look-

VoL. XXXI.— 14.

out Mountain, at its northern end, rises almost

perpendicularly for some distance, then breaks

off in a gentle slope of cultivated fields to

near the sunmiit, where it ends in a ])alisade

thirty or more feet in height. On the gently

sloping ground, between the upper and lower

palisades, there is a single farm-house, which

is reached by a wagon road from the valley east.

The intrenched line of the enemy com-
menced on the north end of Missionary Ridge
and extended along the crest for some dis-

tance south, thence across Chattanooga valley

to Lookout Mountain. Lookout Mountain
was also fortified and held by the enemy, who
also kept troops in Lookout valley west, and
on Raccoon Mountain, with pickets extending

down the river so as to command the road on
the north bank and render it useless to us. In

addition to this there was an intrenched line in

Chattanooga valley extending from the river

east of the town to Lookout Mountain, to make
the investment complete. Besides the fortifica-

tions on Missionary Ridge there was a line at

the base of the hill, with occasional spurs of

rifle-pits half-way up the front. The enemy's

pickets extended out into the valley towards the

town, so that the pickets of the two armies

could converse. At one point they were sep-

arated only by the narrow creek which gives

its name to the valley and town, and from

which both sides drew water. The Union lines

were shorter than those of the enemy.
Thus the enemy, with a vastly superior

force, was strongly fortified to the east, south,

and west, and commanded the river below.

Practically the Army of the Cumberland was

besieged. The enemy had stopped, with his cav-

alry north of the river, the passing of a train

loaded with ammunition and medical supplies.

The Union army was short of both, not hav-

ing ammunition enough for a day's fighting.

General Halleck had, long before my com-

ing into this new field, ordered parts of the

Eleventh and Twelfth corps, commanded re-

spectively by Generals Howard and Slocum,

Hooker in command of the whole, from the

Army of the Potomac, to reenforce Rosecrans.

It would have been folly to have sent them to

Chattanooga to help eat up the few rations

left there. They were consequently left on the

railroad, where supjilies could be brought

them. Before my arrival Thomas ordered

their concentration at Bridgeport.

General W. F. Smith had been so instru-

mental in preparing for the move which I was

now about to make, and so clear in his judg-

ment about the manner of making it, that I

deemed it but just to him that he should have

command of the troops detailed to execute

the design, although he was then acting as a

staff'-officer, and was not in command of troops.
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On the 24th of October after my return to

Chattanooga, the followmg details were made:
General Hooker, who was now at Bridgeport,

was ordered to cross to the south side of the

Tennessee and march up by \Miiteside's, and
Wauhatchie to Brown's Ferry. General Pal-

mer, with a division of the Fourteenth Corps,

Armv of the Cumberland, was ordered to

move down the ri\er on the north side, by a

back road until opposite Whiteside's, then

cross, and hold the road in Hooker's rear after

he had passed. Four thousand men were at

the same time detailed to act under General

Smith directly from Chattanooga. Eighteen

hundred of them, under General Hazen, were

to take sixty pontoon-boats and, under cover

of night, float by the pickets of the enemy at

the north base of Lookout, down to Brown's

Ferry, then land on the south side and cap-

ture or drive away the pickets at that point.

Smith was to march with the rest of the de-

tail, also under cover of night, by the north

bank of the river, to Brown's Ferry, taking

with with him all the material for laying the

bridge, as soon as the crossing was secured.

On the 26th Hooker crossed the river at

Bridgeport and commenced his eastward
march. At three o'clock on the morning of

the 27th Hazen moved into the stream with his

sixty pontoons and eighteen hundred brave
and well-equipped men. Smith started enough
in advance to be near the river when Hazen
should arrive. There are a number of detached
spurs of hills north of the river at Chatta-

nooga, back of which is a good road parallel

to the stream, sheltered from view from the

top of Lookout. It was over this road Smith
marched. At five o'clock Hazen landed at

Brown's Ferry, surprised the picket-guard

and captured most of it. By seven o'clock the

whole of Smith's force was ferried over and
in possession of a height commanding the

ferry. This was speedily fortified while a de-

tail was laying the pontoon bridge. By ten

o'clock the bridge was laid, and our extreme
right,^ now in Lookout valley, was fortified

and connected with the rest of the army.
The two bridges over the Tennessee River,

—

a flying one at Chattanooga, and the new one
at Brown's Ferry,— with the road north of the

river, covered from both the fire and the view
of the enemy, made the connection complete.
Hooker found but slight obstacles in his way,
and on the afternoon of the 28th emerged into

Lookout valley at Wauhatchie. Howard
marched on to Brown's Ferry, while Geary,
who commanded a division in the Twelfth
Corps, stopped three miles south. The pickets

of the enemy on the river belosv were now
cut off and soon came in and surrendered.

The river was now open to us from Lookout

valley to Bridgeport. Between Brown's Ferry

and Kelley's Ferry the Tennessee runs through
a narrow gorge in the mountains, which con-

tracts the stream so much as to increase the

current beyond the capacity of an ordinary

steamer to stem. To get up this rapid, steam-

ers must be cordelled, that is, pulled up by
ropes from the shore. But there is no difficulty

in navigating the stream from Bridgeport to

Kelley's Ferry. The latter point is only eight

miles from Chattanooga, and connected with it

by a good wagon-road, which runs through a
low pass in the Raccoon Mountains on the

south side of the river to Brown's Ferry,

thence on the north side to the bank of the

river opposite Chattanooga. There were sev-

eral steamers at Bridgeport, and abundance
of forage, clothing, and provisions.

On the way to Chattanooga I had tele-

graphed back to Nashville for a good supply

of vegetables and small rations, which the

troops had been so long deprived of. Hooker
had brought with him from the east a full

supply of land transportation. His animals

had not been subjected to hard work on bad
roads without forage, but were in good con-

dition. In five days from my arrival at Chat-

tanooga the way was open to Bridgeport, and
with the aid of steamers and Hooker's teams,

in a week the troops were receiving full rations.

It is hard for any one not an eye-witness to

realize the relief this brought. The men were
soon reclothed as well as fed, an abundance
of ammunition was brought up, and a cheer-

fulness prevailed not before enjoyed in many
weeks. Neither officers nor men looked upon
themselves any longer as doomed. The weak
and languid appearance of the troops, so visi-

ble before, disappeared at once. I do not

know what the effect was on the other side,

but assume it must have been correspondingly

depressing. Mr. Davis had visited Bragg but

a short time before, and must have perceived

our condition to be about as Bragg described

it in his subsequent report. " These disposi-

tions," he said, " faithfully sustained, insured

the enemy's speedy evacuation of Chatta-

nooga, for want of food and forage. Pos-

sessed of the shortest route to his depot and
the one by which reenforcements must reach

him, we held him at our mercy, and his de-

struction was only a question of time." But
the dispositions were not" faithfully sustained,"

and I doubt not but thousands of men en-

gaged in trying to " sustain " them, now re-

joice that they were not.

'I'here was no time during the rebellion

when I did not think, and often say, that the

South was more to be benefited by defeat than

the North. The latter had the people, the in-

stitutions and the territory to make a great
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and prosperous nation. The former was bur-

dened with an institution abhorrent to all civil-

ized peoples not brought up under it, and one
which degraded labor, kept it in ignorance,

and enervated the governing class. With the

outside world at war with this institution,

they could not have extended their territory.

The labor of the country was not skilled, nor

allowed to become so. The whites could not

toil without becoming degraded, and those

who did were denominated " poor white

trash." The system of labor would have soon

exhausted the soil and left the people poor.

The non-slaveholders would have left the

country, and the small slaveholder must have
sold out to his more fortunate neighbors.

Soon the slaves would have outnumbered the

masters, and not being in sympathy with them,

would have risen in their might and exter-

minated them. The war was expensive to the

South as well as to the North, both in blood

and treasure ; but it was worth all it cost.

The enemy was surprised by the movement
which secured to us a line of supplies, and
appreciated its importance, and hastened to

try to recover the line from us. His strength

on Lookout Mountain was not equal to

Hooker's command in the valley below. From
Missionary Ridge he had to march twice the

distance we had from Chattanooga, in order

to reach Lookout valley. But on the night of

the 28th-29th an attack was made on Geary
at Wauhatchie, by Longstreet's corps. When
the battle commenced Hooker ordered How-
ard up from Brown's Ferry. He had three

miles to march to reach Geary. On his way
he was fired upon by rebel troops from a foot-

hill to the left of the road, and from which
the road was commanded. Howard turned

to the left and charged up the hill, and cap-

tured it before the enemy had time to intrench,

taking many prisoners. Leaving sufficient

men to hold this height, he pushed on to reen-

force Geary. Before he got up, Geary had
been engaged for about three hours, against

a vastly superior force. The night was so

dark that the men could not distinguish one
another except by the light of the flashes of

their muskets. In the darkness and uproar

Hooker's teamsters became frightened, and
deserted their teams. The mules also became
frightened, and breaking loose from their fas-

tenings, stampeded directly toward the enemy.
The latter no doubt took this for a charge, and
stampeded in turn. By four o'clock in the morn-
ing the battle had entirely ceased, and our

"cracker line " was never afterwards disturbed.

In securing possession of Lookout valley.

Smith lost one man killed, and four or five

wounded. The enemy lost most of his ])ickets

at the ferry, captured. In the night engage-

ment of the 28th-29th Hooker lost four

hundred and sixteen killed and wounded. I

never knew the loss of the enemy, but our
troops buried over one hundred and fifty of his

dead, and captured more than a hundred.
Having got the Army of the Cumberland in

a comfortable position, I now began to look

after the remainder of my new command.
Burnside was in about as desperate a condi-

tion as the Army of the Cumberland had been,

only he was not yet besieged. He was a hun-

dred miles from the nearest possible base. Big
South Fork of the Cumberland River, and
much farther from any railroad we had
possession of The roads back were over

mountains, and all supplies along the line had
long since been exhausted. His animals, too,

had been starved, and their carcasses lined

the road from Cumberland Gap, and far

towards Lexington, Kentucky. East Ten-
nessee still furnished supplies of beef, bread,

and forage, but it did not supply ammunition,
clothing, medical supplies, or small rations,

such as coffee, sugar, salt, and rice.

As already stated, Sherman had been or-

dered from Vicksburg to Memphis before my
assignment to the command of the Military

Division of the Mississippi ; at Memphis he
was directed by the general-in-chief to or-

ganize as large a force as could be spared by
Hurlbut, who was in command there, and to

move with that and his own corps along the

line of the Memphis and Charleston rail-

road to the relief of Chattanooga. He left

Vicksburg on the 27th of September and was
in Memphis on the 2d of October. Stopping

to organize his new command, -lie started for

Corinth on the nth. His directions required

him to repair the road in his rear in order to

bring up supplies. The distance was about

three hundred and thirty miles through a

hostile country. His entire command could

not have maintained the road if it had been

completed. The bridges had all .been de-

stroyed by the enemy and much other damage
done ; a hostile community lived along the

road
;
guerilla bands infested the country, and

more or less of the cavalry of the enemy was
still in the west. Often Sherman's work was
destroyed as soon as completed, and he only

a short distance away.

The Memphis and Charleston road strikes

the Tennessee River at Kastport, Mississippi.

Knowing the difficulty Sherman would have

to supply himself from Memphis, I had pre-

viously ordered supplies sent from St. Louis

on small steamers, to be convoyed by the

navy, to meet him at Eastport. These he got.

I now ordered him to discontinue his work
of repairing roads, and to move on with his

whole force to Stevenson, Alabama, without
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delav. This order was borne to Sherman by

a messenger who paddled down the Tennessee

in a canoe, and floated over Muscle Shoals

;

it was delivered at luka on the 27th. In this

Sherman was notified that the rebels Mere

moving a force towards Cleveland, East Ten-
nessee, and might be going to Nashville, in

which event his troops were in the best posi-

tion to beat them there. Sherman, with his

characteristic promptitude, abandoned the

work he was at, and pushed on at once. On
the I St of November he crossed the Tennessee
at Eastport, and that day was in Florence,

Alabama, with the head of column, while his

troops were still crossing at Eastport, with Blair

bringing up the rear.

Sherman's force made an additional army,
with cavalry, artillery, and trains, all to be
supplied by the single-track road from Nash-
ville. All indications pointed also to the prob-

able necessity of supplying Burnside's com-
mand, in East Tennessee, twenty-five thousand
more, by the same road. A single track could

not do this. I gave, therefore, an order to

Sherman to halt General G. M. Dodge's com-
mand of eight thousand men at Athens, and
subsequently directed the latter to arrange his

troops along the railroad from Decatur, north

towards Nashville, and to rebuild that road.

The road from Nashville to Decatur passes

over a broken country, cut up with innumer-
able streams, many of them of considerable
width, and with valleys far below the road-

bed. All the bridges over these had been
destroyed by the enemy, and the rails taken
up and twisted. All the locomotives and
cars not carried off had been destroyed as

eflFectually as they knew how. All bridges
and culverts had been destroyed between
Nashville and Decatur, and thence to Steven-
son, where the Memphis and Charleston and
the Nashville and Chattanooga roads unite,

The rebuilding of this road would give us two
roads as far as Stevenson over which to supply
the army. From Bridgeport, a short distance

further east, the river supplements the road.

General Dodge, besides being a most ca-

pable soldier, was an experienced railroad

builder. He had no tools to work with but
those of the pioneers— axes, picks, and
spades. With these he was able to intrench

his men, and protect them against surprises

by small parties of the enemy. As he had no
base of supplies until the road could be com-
pleted back to Nashville, the first matter to

consider, after protecting his men, was the

getting in of food and forage from the sur-

rounding country. He had his men and teams
bring in all the grain they could find, or all

they needed, and all the cattle for beef, and
such other food as could be found. Millers

were detailed from the ranks to run the mills

along the line of the army ; when these were
not near enough to the troops for protection,

they were taken down and moved up to the

line of the road. Blacksmith shops, with all

the iron and steel found in them, were moved
up in like manner. Blacksmiths were detailed

and set to work making the tools necessary

in railroad and bridge building. Axemen were
put to work getting out timber for bridges,

and cutting fuel for the locomotives when the

road was completed ; car-builders were set to

work repairing the locomotives and cars. Thus
every branch of railroad building, making
tools to work with, and supplying the work-
men with food, was all going on at once, and
without the aid of a mechanic or laborer ex-

cept what the command itself furnished. But
rails and cars the men could not make without
material, and there was not enough rolling

stock to keep the road we already had worked
to its full capacity. There were no rails ex-

cept those in use. To supply these deficiences

I ordered eight of the ten engines General
McPherson had at Vicksburg to be sent to

Nashville, and all the cars he had, except ten.

I also ordered the troops in West Tennessee
to points on the river and the Memphis and
Charleston road, and the cars, locomotives,

and rails from other railroads to be sent to the

same destination. The military manager of

railroads also was directed to furnish more
rolling stock, and as far as he could, bridge

material. General Dodge had the work as-

signed him finished within forty days after

receiving his order. The number of bridges

to rebuild was one hundred and eighty-two,

many of them over deep and wide chasms.

The length of road repaired was one hundred
and two miles.

The enemy's troops, which it was thought
were either moving against Burnside, or were
going to Nashville, went no farther than

Cleveland. Their presence there, however,

alarmed the authorities at Washington, and
on account of our helpless condition at Chat-

tanooga, caused me much uneasiness. Dis-

patches were constandy coming, urging me
to do something for Burnside's relief; calling

attention to the importance of holding East

Tennessee ; saying the President was much
concerned for the protection of the loyal

people in that section, etc., etc. We had not
at Chattanooga animals to pull a single piece

of artillery, much less a supply train. Reen-
forr.emcnts could not help ]iurnsidc, because
he had neither supplies nor ammunition suffi-

cient for them; hardly indeed bread and meat
for the men he had. There was no relief possi-

ble for him, except by expelling the enemy from
Missionary Ridge and about Chattanooga.
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On the 4th of November, Longstreet left ening Knowille, aiul at the same time where
our front with about fifteen thousand troops, he could be brought back speedily to Chatta-

besides Wheeler's cavalry, five thousand more, nooga. The day after Longstreet left Lou-
to go against Burnside.* The situation seemed don, Sherman reached Hridge])ort in person,

desperate, and was more aggravating because and proceeded on to sec me that evening, the

nothing could be done until Sherman should 14th, and reached Chattanooga the next day.

get up. The authorities at Washington were My orders for battle were all prepared in

now more than ever anxious for the safety of advance of Sherman's arrival, except the dates,

Burnside's army, and plied me with dispatches which could not be fixed while troops to be
faster than ever, urging that something should engaged were so far away. The possession

be done for his relief. On the 7th, before Tong- of Lookout Mountain was of no special ad-

street could possibly have reached Knowille, vantage to us now. Hooker was instructed to

I ordered Thomas peremptorily to attack the send Howard's corjis to the north side of the

enemy's right so as to force the return of the Tennessee, thence up behind die hills on the

troo[)s that had gone up the valley. I directed north side, and to go into camp opposite

him to take mules, officers' horses, or animals Chattanooga ; with the remainder of thecom-
wherever he could get them, to move the mand Hooker was, at a time to be after-

necessary artillery. But he persisted in the ward appointed, to ascend the western slope

declaration that he could not move a single between the upper and lower palisades, and
piece of artillery, and could not see how he so get into Chattanooga valley.*

could possibly comply with the order. Noth- The plan of battle was, for Sherman to at-

ing was left to be done but to answer Wash- tack the enemy's right flank, form a line

ington dispatches as best I could, urge Sherman across it, extend our left over South Chick-

forward, although he was making every effort amauga Creek, so as to threaten or hold the

to get forward, and encourage Burnside to railroad in Bragg's rear,t and thus force him
liold on, assuring him that m a short time * Hooker's position in Lookout valley was abso-
he would be relieved. All of Burnside's dlS- lutely essential to us so long as Chattanooga was be-

patches showed the greatest confidence in his sieged. It Avas the key to our line for supplying the

ability to hold his position as long as his
''''"'">'

ammunition held out. He even suggested

the propriety of abandoning the territory he

held south and west of Knoxville, so as to

draw the enemy farther from his base, and to

make it more difficult for them to get back to

Chattanooga when the battle should begin.

Longstreet had a railroad as far as Loudon
;

but from there to Knoxville he had to rely on
wagon trains. The suggestion, therefore, was
a good one, and it was adopted. On the 14th

I telegraphed Burnside :

" Sherman's advance has reached Bridgeport. His
whole force will be ready to move from there by
Tuesday at furthest. If you can hold Longstreet in

check until he gets up, or, by skirmishing and falling

back, can avoid serious loss to yourself, and gain time,

I will be able to force the enemy back from here, and
place a force between Longstreet and Bragg that must
inevitably make the former take to the mountain-
passes by every available road, to get to his supplies."

Longstreet, for some reason or other, stopped
at Loudon until the 13th. That being the

terminus of his railroad communications, it is

probable he was directed to remain there

awaiting orders. He was in a position threat-

^ In the course of the preparation of this paper
we asked General Grant, whether the detachment of

Longstreet for the attack on Knoxville was not a great

mistake on the part of Bragg. He replied in the affirm-

ative ; and when it was further presumed that Bragg
doubtless thought his jiosition impregnable, the \'ictor

of Chattanooga answered, with a shrewd look that ac-

cented the humor of his words : " Well, '\\.7i>as impreg-
nable."—EurioR.

Vol. XXXI.— 15*.

But it was not essential after the enemy was
dispersed from our front, or even after the battle for

this purpose was begun. Hooker's orders, therefore,

were designed to get his force past Lookout Mountain
and Chattanooga valley, and up to Missionary Ridge.

By crossing the north face of Lookout the troops would
come into Chattanooga valley in rear of the line held

by the enemy across the valley, and would necessarily

force its evacuation. Orders were accordingly given

to Hooker to march by this route. But days before

the battle began the advantages as well as the disad-

vantages of this plan of action were all considered.

The passage over the mountain was a difficult one to

make in the face of an enemy. It might consume so

nmch time as to lose us the use of the troops engaged
in it at other points where they were more wanted.

After reaching Chattanooga valley, the creek of the

same name, quite a formidable stream to get an army
over, had to be crossed. I was perfectly willing that

the enemy should keep Lookout Mountain until we
got through with the troops on Missionary Ridge. By
marching Hooker to the north sifk- of the river, thence

up the stream and rccrossing at the town, they could

be got in position at any named time; when in this

new position they would have Chattanooga Creek be-

hind them ; and the attack on Missionary Ridge would
unquestionably have caused the evacuation by the

enemy of their line across the valley and on Lookout
Mountain. Hooker's orders were changed accordingly.

As explained elsewhere, the original order had to be
reverted to because of a flood in the river rendering

the bridge at Brown's Ferry unsafe for the passage of
troops at the exact juncture when it was wanted to

bring all the troops together against Missionary Ridge.
— U. S. (;.

t .V bridge was thrown across the South Chicka-

mauga at its mouth and a brigade of cavalry was
sent across it. That brigade caused the bridge across

the Holston River to be burned by the enemy and
thus cut off Longstreet from coming back to Bragg.

—

Editok.

*
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either to weaken his lines elsewhere or lose

his connection with his base at Chickamauga
Station. Hooker was to perform like service

on our right. His problem was to get from

Lookout valley to Chattanooga valley in the

most expeditious way possible ; cross the lat-

ter vallev rapidly to Rossville, south of Bragg's

lineon Missionary Ridge. form line thereacross

the ridge, facing north, with his right flank

extended to Chickamauga valley east of the

ridge, thus threatening the enemy's rear on

that flank and compelling him to reenforce this

also. Thomas, with the Army of the Cumber-
land, occupied the center, and was to assault

while the enemy was engaged with most of

his forces on his two flanks.

To carry out this plan, Sherman was to

cross the Tennessee at Brown's Ferry, and
move east of Chattanooga to a point opposite

the north end of Missionary Ridge, and to place

his command back of the foot-hills out of

sight of the enemy on the ridge. There are

two streams called Chickamauga emptying
into the Tennessee River east of Chattanooga:
North Chickamauga. taking its rise in Tennes-
see, flowing south and emptying into the river

some seven or eight miles east; while the South
Chickamauga. taking its rise in Georgia, flows

northward, and empties into the Tennessee
some four miles above the town. There were
now one hundred and sixteen pontoons in the

North Chickamauga River, theirpresence there

unknown to the enemy. At night a division

was to be marched up to that point, and at two
o'clock in the morning to move down with the

current, thirty men in each boat. A few- were to

land east of the mouth of the South Chicka-
mauga, capture the pickets there, and then

lay a bridge connecting the two banks of the

river. The rest were to land on the south side

of the Tennessee, where Missionary Ridge
would strike it if prolonged, and a sufficient

number of men to man the boats were to push
to the north side to ferry over the main body
of .Sherman's command, while those left on
thesouth side intrenched themselves.* Thomas
was to move out from his lines facing the

ridge, leaving enough of Palmer's corps to

guard against an attack down the valley.

Lookout valley being of no present value to

us, and being untenable by the enemy if we
should secure Missionary Ridge, Hooker's
orders were changed. His revised orders

brought him to (Jhattanooga by the established

route north of the Tennessee. He was then

to move out to the right to R(;ssville.

The next day after Sherman's arrival I tf)ok

him, with (ienerals Ihomas and Smith, and

* Not the original plan to which Sherman assemterl,

which was to march nl ima- ffir \h<- north frid of th(

ridge.— h\>vi(>v..

other officers, to the north side of the river

and showed them the ground over which Sher-

man had to march and pointed out generally

what he was expected to do. I, as Avell as the

authorities in Washington, was still in a great

state of anxiety for Burnside's safety. Burn-
side himself, I believe, was the only one who
did not share in this anxiety. Nothing could
be done for him, however, until Sherman's
troops were up. As soon, therefore, as the in-

spection was over, Sherman started for Bridge-

]iort to hasten matters, rowing a boat himself,

I believe, from Kelley's Ferry. Sherman had
left Bridgeport the night of the 14th, reached
Chattanooga the evening of the 15th, made the

above inspection the morning of the i6th,

and started back the same evening to hurry

up his command, fully appreciating the impor-
tance of time.

His march was conducted with as much
expedition as the roads and season would ad-

mit of. By the 20th he was himself at Brown's
Ferry with head of column, but many of his

troops were far behind, and one division,

Ewing's, was at Trenton, sent that way to

create the impression that Lookout was to be
taken from the south. Sherman received his

orders at the ferry, and was asked if he could
not be ready for the assault the following

morning. News had been received that the

battle had been commenced at Knoxville.

Burnside had been cut off from telegraphic

communication. The President, the Secretary

of War, and General Halleck were in an agony
of suspense. Mine was also great, but more
endurable, because I was where I could soon
do something to relieve the situation. It was,

however, impossible to get Sherman's troops

up for the next day. I then asked him if they

could not be got up to make the assault on the

morning of the 2 2d, and ordered Thomas to

move on that date. But the elements were
against us. It rained all the 20th and 21st. The
river rose so rapidly that it was diflicult to keep
the pontoons in place.

General Orlando B. Willcox, a division

commander with Burnside, was at this time

occupying a position farther uj) the valley than

Knoxville,— about Maynardsville,— and was
still in telegraphic communication with the

North. A dispatch was received from him,

saying that he was threatened from the east.

The following was sent in reply: " If you
can communicate with General Burn.side, say

to him that our attack on Bragg will com-
menf;e in the morning. If successful, such a

move will be made as, I think, will relieve

Fast 'i'enncssee, if he can hold out."

Meantime Sherman continued his crossing

without intermission, as fast as his troops

(oiild be i(ot up. The crossing had to be
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effected in full view of the enemy on the top

of Lookout Mountain. Once over, the troops

soon disappeared behind the detached hills

on the north side, and would not come to view

again, either to watchmen on Lookout or Mis-

sionary Ridge, until they emerged between the

hills to strike the banks of the river. But when
Sherman's advance reached a point 0[)posite

the town of Chattanooga, Howard, who, it will

be remembered, had been concealed Ijehind

the hills on the north side, took up his line of

march to join the troops on the south side.

His crossing was in full view both from Mis-

sionary Ridge and the top of Lookout, and the

enemy, of course, supposed these troops to be

Sherman's, who was thus enabled to get to his

assigned position without discovery.

On the 20th, when so much was occurring

to discourage, rains falling so heavily as to

delay the passage of troops over the river at

Brown's Ferry, and threatening the entire

breaking of the bridge; news coming of a

battle raging at Knoxville ; of Willcox being

threatened by a force from the east,— a letter

was received from Bragg which contained

these words :
" As there may still be some

non-combatants in Chattanooga, I deem it

proper to notify you that prudence would
dictate their early withdrawal." Of course I

understood that this was a device intended to

deceive; but I did not know what the in-

tended deception was. On the 2 2d, however,

a deserter came in who informed me that Bragg
was leaving our front, and on that day Buck-
ner's division was sent to reenforce Longstreet,

at Knoxville, and another division started to

follow, but was recalled. The object of Bragg's

letter no doubt was in some way to detain me
until Knoxville could be captured, and his

troops there be returned to Chattanooga.
During the night of the 21st the rest of

the pontoon-boats, completed, one hundred
and sixteen in all, were carried up and placed

in North Chickamauga. The material for the

roadway over these was deposited out of view

of the enemy within a few hundred yards of

the bank of the Tennessee where the north

end of the bridge was to rest.

Hearing nothing from Burnside, and hear-

ing much of the distress in Washington on his

account, I could no longer defer beginning
operations for his relief. I determined there-

fore to do on the 23d, with the Army of the

Cumberland, what had been intended to be

done on the 24th.

The ]>osition occupied by the Army of the

Cumberland had been made very strong for

defense during the months it had been be-

sieged. The line was about a mile from the

town, and extended from Citico Creek, a small

stream running near the base of Missionary

Ridge and emptying into the 'I'ennessee about
two miles below the mouth of the South Chick-

amauga, on the left, to Chattanooga Creek
on the right. All commanding points on the

line were well fortitied and well e(iuipped with

artillery. The important elevations within the

line had all been carefully fortified and supplied

with a proper armament. Among the ele\a-

tions so fortified was one to the east of the

town, named Fort Wood. It owed its impor-
tance chiefly to the fact that it lay between
the town and Missionary Ridge, where most
of the strength of the enemy was. Fort Wood
had on it twenty-two jjieces of artillery, most
of which would reach the nearer points of the

enemy's line. On the morning of the 23d
Thomas, according to instructions, moved
Granger's corps of two divisions, Sheridan and
T. J. Wood commanding them, to the foot of

Fort Wood, and formed them into line as if

going on parade,— Sheridan on the right.Wood
on the left, extending to or near Citico Creek.

Palmer, commanding the Fourteenth Corps,

held that part of our line facing south and
south-west. He supported Sheridan with one
division, Baird's, while his other division, under
Johnson, remained in the trenches, under arms,

ready to be moved to any point. Howard's
corps was moved in rear of the center. The
picket lines were within a few hundred yards

of each other. At two o'clock in the afternoon

all were ready to advance. By this time the

clouds had lifted so that the enemy could see

from his elevated position all that was going

on. The signal for advance was given by a

booming of cannon from Fort Wood and
other points on the line. The rebel pickets

were soon driven back upon the main guards,

which occupied minor and detached heights

between the main ridge and our lines. These
too were carried before halting, and before

the enemy had time to reenforce their advance
guards. But it was not without loss on both

sides. This movement secured to us a line

fully a mile in advance of the one we occupied

in the morning, and one the enemy had occu-

pied up to this time. The fortifications were
rapidly turned to face the other way. During
the following night they were made strong.

We lost in this preliminary action about eleven

hundred killed and wounded, while the enemy
probably lost quite as heavily, including the

prisoners that were captured. With the ex-

ception of the firing of artillery, kept up from
Missionary Ridge and Fort \\'ood until night

closed in, this ended the fighting for the day.

The advantage was greatly on our side

now, and if I could only have been assured

that Burnside could hold out ten days longer I

should have rested more easily. But we were
doing the best we could for him and the cause.
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By the night of the 23d Sherman's command
was in a position to move, though one division,

Osterhaus's, had not yet crossed the river at

Brown's Ferry. The coniinuous rise in the

Tennessee had rendered it impossible to keep

the bridge at that point in condition for troops

to cross"; but 1 was determined to move that

night, even without this division. Orders were

sent to Osterhaus accordingly to report to

Hooker, if he could not cross by eight o'clock

on the morning of the 24th. Because of the

break in the bridge, Hooker's orders were

again changed, but this time only back to

those first given to him.

General \V. F. Smith had been assigned to

duty as chief engineer of the military divis-

ion. To him was given the general direction

of moving troops by the boats from North
Chickamauga, laying the bridge after they

reached their position, and generally, all the

duties pertaining to his othce of chief engineer.

During the night General Morgan L. Smith's

di\ ision was marched to the point where the

])ontoons were, and the brigade of Giles A.

Smith was selected for the delicate duty of

manning the boats, and surprising the enemy's
pickets on the south bank of the river. During
this night, also, General J. M. Brannan, chief

of artillery, moved forty pieces of artillery be-

longing to the Army of rhe Cumberland, and
placed them on the north side of the river so

as to command the ground opposite, to aid in

protecting the approach to the point where
the south end of the bridge was to rest. He
had to use Sherman's artillery horses for this

purpose, Thomas having none.

At two o'clock in the morning, November
24th, Giles A. Smith pushed out from the North
Chickamauga with his one hundred and six-

teen boats, each loaded with thirty brave and
well-armed men. The boats, with their pre-

cious freight, dropped down (}uietly with the

current to avoid attracting the attention of
any one who could convey information to the

enemy, until arriving near the mouth of South
Chickamauga. Here a few boats were landed,
the troops debarked, and a rush was made
upon the picket guard know n to be at that

point. The guard was surprised, and twenty
of their number captured. The remainder of
the troops effected a landing at the point

where the bridge was to start, with equally

good results. The work of ferrying over
Sherman's command from the north side of

the Tennes.see was at once commenced, the

pontoons being used for that purpose. A
steamer was also brought up from the town to

assist. The rest of M. L. Smith's division

came first, then the division of J. K. Smith. The
troops as they landed were jjut to work in-

trenching their pcsition. By daylight the two

entire divisions Avere over, and well covered
by the works they had built.

The work of laying the bridge on which
to cross the artillery and cavalry was now
begun. The ferrying over the infantry was
continued with the steamer and the pon-
toons, the latter being taken, however, as fast

as they were wanted to put in their place in the
bridge. By a little past noon the bridge was
complete, as well as one over the South
Chickamauga, connecting the troops left on
that side with their comrades below, and all

the infantry and artillery were on the south
bank of the I'ennessee.

Sherman at once formed his troops for

assault on Missionary Ridge. By one o'clock

he started, with M. L. Smith on his left, keep-

ing nearly the course of Chickamauga River;

J. E. Smith next, to the right and a little in the

rear ; then Ewing, still farther to the right, and
also a little to the rear of J. E. Smith's com-
mand, in column ready to deploy to the right

if an enemy should come from that direction.

A good skirmish line preceded each of these

columns. Soon the foot of the hill was reached

;

the skirmishers pushed directly up, followed

closely by their supports. By half-past three

Sherman was in possession of the height,

without having sustained much loss. A bri-

gade from each division was now brought up,

and artillery was dragged to the top of the hill

by hand. The enemy did not seem to have
been aware of this movement until the top of

the hill was gained. There had been a drizzling

rain during the day, and the clouds were so

low that Lookout Mountain and the top of

Missionary Ridge were obscured from the

view of persons in the valley. But now the

enemy opened fire upon their assailants, and
made several attempts with their skirmishers

to drive them away, but without avail. Later

in the day a more determined attack w;as

made, but it too failed, and Sherman was left

to fortify what he had gained. Sherman's
cavalry took up its line of march soon after

the bridge was completed, and by half-past

three the whole of it was over both bridges,

and on its way to strike the enemy's com-
munications at Chickamauga station. All of

Sherman's command was now south of the

Tennessee.
Thomas having done on the 23d what was

expected of him on the 24th, there was noth-

ing for him to do this day, except to strengthen

his position. Howard, however, effected a

crossing of Citico Creek and a junction with

Sh(;rman, and was directed to report to him.
With two or three regiments of his command,
he moved in the morning along the banks of

the 'i'cnne.ssee and reached the point where
the bridge was being laid. He went out on
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the bridge as far as it was completed from

the south end, and saw Sherman superintend-

ing the work from the north side, moving
himself south as fast as an additional boat

was put in and the roadway put upon it.

Howard reported to his new chief across the

chasm between them, which was now narrow,

and in a few minutes was closed.

While these operations were going on to

the east of Chattanooga, Hooker was engaged

on the west. He had three divisions : Oster-

haus's, of the Fifteenth Corps, Army of the

Tennessee; Geary's, Twelfth Corps, Army of

the Potomac ; and Cruft's, Fourteenth Corps,

Army of the Cumberland. Geary was on the

right at Wauhatchie, Cruft at the center, and

Osterhaus near Brown's Ferry. These troops

were all west of Lookout Creek. The enemy
had the east bank of the creek strongly pick-

eted and intrenched, and three brigades of

troops in the rear to reenforce them if at-

tacked.. These brigades occupied the summit
of the mountain. General Carter L. Steven-

son was in command of the whole. Why any
troops except artillery, with a small infantry

guard, were kept on the mountain-top, I do
not see. A hundred men could have held the

summit— a palisade for more than forty feet

down— against the assault of any number
of men from the position Hooker occupied.

The side of Lookout Mountain confronting

Hooker's command was rugged, heavily tim-

bered, and full of chasms, making it difficult

to advance with troops, even in the absence

of an opposing force. Farther up the ground
becomes more even and level, and was in

cultivation. On the east side the slope is

much more gradual, and a good wagon-road,
zigzagging up it, connects the town of Chatta-

nooga with the summit.
Early in the morning of the 24th Hooker

moved Geary's di\ision, supported by a bri-

gade of Cruft's, up Lookout Creek to effect

a crossing. The remainder of Cruft's division

was to seize the bridge over the creek, near

the crossing of the railroad. Osterhaus was
to move up to the bridge and cross it. The
bridge was seized by Grose's brigade after a

slight skirmish with the picket guarding it.

This attracted the enemy so that Geary's

movement farther up was not observed. A
heavy mist obscured him from the view of

the troops on the top of the mountain. He
crossed the creek almost unobserved, and
captured the picket of over forty men on
guard near by. He then commenced ascend-

ing the mountain directly in his front. By
this time the enemy was seen coming down
from their camp on the mountain slope, and
filmg into their ritle-pits to contest the cross-

ing of the bridge. By eleven o'clock the

bridge was complete ; Osterhaus was up ; and
after some sharp skirmishing the enemy was
driven away, with considerable loss in killed

and captured.

While the operations at the bridge were

progressing, Geary was pushing up the hill,

over great obstacles, resisted by the enemy
directly in his front, and in face of the guns on
top of the mountain. The enemy, seeing their

left flank and rear menaced, gave way and were

followed by Cruft antl Osterhaus. Soon these

were up abreast of Geary, and the whole com-
mand i)ushed up the hill, driving the enemy
in advance. By noon (ieary had gained the

open ground on the north slope of the moun-
tain with his right close up to the base of the

upper palisade, but there were strong fortifi-

cations in his front. The rest of the com-
mand coming up, a line was formed from the

base of the upper palisade to the mouth of

Chattanooga Creek.

Thomas and I were in person on the top of

Orchard Knob. Hooker's advance now made
our line a continuous one. It was in full

view, extending from the Tennessee River,

where Sherman had crossed, up Chickamau-
ga River to the base of Missionary Ridge,

over the top of the north end of the ridge, to

Chattanooga valley ; then along parallel to

the ridge a mile or more ; across the valley

to the mouth of Chattanooga Creek ; thence

up the slope of Lookout Mountain to the

foot of the upper palisade. The day was
hazy, so that Hooker's operations were not

visible to us except at moments when the

clouds would rise. But the sound of his

artillery and musketry was heard inces-

santly. The enemy on his front was partially

fortified, but was soon driven out of his works.

At two o'clock the clouds, which had so ob-

scured the top of Lookout all day as to hide

whatever was going on from the view of those

below, settled down and made it so dark

where Hooker was as to stop operations for

the time. At four o'clock Hooker reported

his position as impregnable.

By a little after five, direct communication

was established, and a brigade of troops was

sent from Chattanooga to reenforce him.

These troops had to cross Chattanooga Creek,

and met with some opposition, but soon over-

came it, and by night the commander. Gen-

eral Carlin, reported to Hooker and was

assigned to his left. 1 now telegraphed to

Washington :
" The fight to-day progressed

favorably. Sherman carried the end of Mis-

sionary Ridge, and his right is now at the

tunnel, and his left at Chickamauga Creek.

Troops from Lookout valley carried the point

of the mountain, and now held the eastern

slope and point, high up. Hooper reports two
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thousand prisoners taken, beside which, a

small number have fallen into our hands,

from Missionary Ridge." The next day the

President replied :
" Your dispatches as to

fighting on Monday and Tuesday are here.

Well done. Many thanks to all. Remember
Bumside." And Halleck also telegraphed:
" I congratulate you on the success thus far

of vourplans. I fear that Bumside is hard

pushed, and that any further delay may prove

fatal. I know vou will do all in your power

to relieve him."

The division of Jefferson C. Davis, Army
of the Cumberland, had been sent to the

North Chickamauga to guard the pontoons

as they were deposited in the river, and to

prevent all ingress or egress by citizens. On
the night of the 24th his division, having

crossed with Sherman, occupied our extreme

left, from the upper bridge over the plain to the

north base of .Nlissionary Ridge. Firing con-

tinued to a late hour in the night, but it was

not connected with an assault at any point.

At twelve o'clock at night, when all was

quiet, I began to give orders for the next day,

and sent a dispatch to Willcox to encourage

Bumside, Sherman was directed to attack at

daylight ; Hooker was ordered to move at the

same hour, and endeavor to intercept the

enemy's retreat, if he still remained ; if he

had gone, then to move directly to Rossville

and operate against the left and rear of the

force on Missionary Ridge. Thomas was not

to move until Hooker had reached Missionary

Ridge. As I was with him on Orchard Knob
he would not move without further orders

from me.
The morning of the 25th opened clear and

bright, and the whole field was in full view
from the top of Orchard Knob. It remained
so all day. Bragg's headciuarters were m full

view, and officers— presumably staff-officers

— could be seen coming and going constantly.

The point of ground which Sherman had
carried on the 24th was almost disconnected

from the main ridge occupied by the enemy.
A low pass, over which there is a wagon-road
crossing the hill, and near which there is a

railroad tunnel, intervenes l^etween the two
hills. The problem now was to get to the

latter. The enemy was fortified on the point,

and back farther, where the ground was still

higher, was a second fortific;ation commanding
the first. .Sherman was out as soon as it was
light enough to see, and by sunrise his com-
mand wa.s in motion. Three brigades held

the hill already gained. Morgan L. Smith
moved along the east base of Missionary

Ridge; Loomis along the west base, supported

by two brigades of John K. Smith's divisicjii
;

and Corse with his brigade was between the

two, moving directly towards the hill to be
captured. The ridge is steep and heavily

wooded on the east side, where M. L. Smith's

troops were advancing, but cleared and with

a more gentle slope on the west side. The
troops advanced rapidly and carried the e.\-

treme end of the rebel work. Morgan L.

Smith advanced to a point which cut the

enemy off from the railroad bridge, and the

means of bringing up supplies by rail from
Chickamauga station, where the main depot
was located. The enemy made brave and
strenuous efforts to drive our troops from the

position we had gained, but without success.

The contest lasted for two hours. Corse, a
brave and efficient commander, was badly

wounded in this assault. Sherman now threat-
'

ened both Bragg's flank and his stores, and
\

made it necessary for him to weaken other
'

points of his line to strengthen his right.
;

From the position I occupied I could see

column after column of Bragg's forces moving
against Sherman ; every rebel gun that could

be brought to bear upon the Union forces was
concentrated upon him. J. E. Smith, with

two brigades, charged up the west side of the

ridge to the support of Corse's command, over

open ground, and in the face of a heavy fire

of both artillery and musketry, and reached

the very parapet of the enemy. He lay here

for a time, but the enemy coming with a heavy
force upon his right flank, he was compelled
to fall back, followed by the foe. A few

hundred yards brought Smith's troops into a
wood, where they were speedily re-formed ;

when they charged and drove the attacking

party back to his intrenchments.

Seeing the advance, repulse, and second ad-

vance of J. E. Smith from the position I oc-

cupied, I directed Thomas to send a division

to reenforce him. One was sent from the right

of Orchard Knob — Baird's— which had to

march a considerable distance, directly under
the eyes of the enemy, to reach its position.*

Bragg at once commenced massing in the

same direction. This was what I wanted. But
it had now got to be late in the afternoon, and
I had expected before this to see Hooker
crossing the ridge in the neighborhood of

Rossville, and compelling Bragg to mass in

that direction also.

The enemy had evacuated Lookout Moun-

* Concerning this movement General 13aircl writes

as follows :
" I was ordered to report to General Sher-

man to reenforce his command. 1 marched the distance

about two miles to the rear of his j^osition, and sent an
officer to report to liiin.but I inimediately received or-

ders to return and form on the left of the line whicli

was to assault Missionary Rid^^c. I reached there, got
my troojjs in ]iosition, just as the gun was fired direct-

inj.; the assault. A. IUikd,
" I5revet Major-General U. .S. A." — [Editor.
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tain during the night, as I expected lie would.

In crossing the valley he burned the bridges

over Chattanooga Creek, and did all he could

to obstruct the roads behind him. Hooker
was otif bright and early, with no obstructions

in his front but distance and the destruction

above named. He was detained four hours

in crossing Chattanooga Creek ; and thus was

lost the immediate advantages expected from

his forces. His reaching Bragg's flank and
extending across it was to be the signal for

'Ihomas's assault of the ridge, but Sherman's

condition was getting so critical that the as-

sault for his relief could not be delayed any

longer.

Sheridan's and Wood's divisions had been

lying under arms from early in the morning,

ready to move the instant the signal was
given. 1 directed Thomas to order the charge

at once. I watched eagerly to see the etfect,

and became impatient, at last, that there was
no indication of any charge l)eing made.

The center of the line which was to make the

charge was near where Thomas and 1 stood

together, but concealed from our view by the

intervening forest. Turning to Thomas to

inquire what caused the delay, I was sur-

prised to see General Thomas J. Wood, one

of the division commanders who was to make
(he charge, standing talking to him. I spoke

to General Wood, asking him why he had not

charged, as ordered an hour before. He
replied very promptly that this was the first

he had heard of it, but that he had been
ready all day to move at a moment's notice.

1 told him to make the charge at once. He
was off in a moment ; and in an incredibly

short time loud cheering was heard, and he

and Sheridan were driving the enemy's ad-

vance before them toward Missionary Ridge.

The enemv was strongly intrenched on the

crest of the ridge in front of us, and had a

second line half-way down, and another at the

base. Our men drove the troops in front of

the lower line of rifle-pits so rapidly, and fol-

lowed them so closely, that rebel and Union
troops went over the first line of works almost

at the same time. Many rebels were captured

and sent to the rear under the fire of their

own friends higher up the hill. Those that

were not captured retreated, and were pursued.

The retreating hordes being between friends

and pursuers, made the fire of the enemy
high, to avoid killing their own men. In fact,

on that occasion the Union soldier nearest

the enemy was in the safest position. Without
awaiting further orders or stopping tore-form.

on our troops went to the second line of

works ; over that, and on for the crest, thus

effectually carrying out my orders of the i8th

for the battle and the 24lh for this charge.

i watched tht'ir progress with intense interest.

The fire along the rebel line was terrific.

Cannon and musket balls filled the air; but

the damage done was in small ])r()i)()rtion to

the ammunition used. The ])ursuit continued
until the crest was reached, and soon our men
were seen climl)ing over the Confederate bar-

rier at different jmints in front of both Sheri-

dan's and AVood's divisions. The retreat of

the enemy along most of his line was precipi-

tate, and the panic so great that Bragg and
his officers lost all control over their men.
Many were captured and thousands threw
away their amis in their retreat.

Sheridan pushed forward until he reached
the Chickamauga River at a point above
where the enemy crossed. He met some re-

sistance from troops occupymg a second hill

in rear of Missionary Ridge, ])rol)ably to

cover the retreat of the main body, and of the

artillery and trains. It was now getting dark,

but Sheridan, without halting on that account,

pushed his men forward up this .second hill

slowly, and without attracting the attention

of the men placed to defend it, while he de-

tached to the right and left to surround the

position. The enemy discovered the move-
ment before these dispositions were complete,

and beat a hasty retreat, leaving artillery,

wagon trains, and many prisoners in our

hands. To Sheridan's ])rom])t movement the

Army of the Cumberland and the nation are

indebted for the bulk of the caj)ture of pris-

oners, artillery, and small arms that day. But

for his prompt pursuit, so much in this way
would not have been accomplished.

While the advance up Missionary Ridge
was going forward, General Thomas, with

his staff. General Gordon Granger, com-
mander of the corps making the assault, and
myself and staff, occupied Orchard Knob,
from Avhich the entire field could be observed.

The moment the troops were seen going over

the last line of rebel defenses. I ordered

(rranger to join his command, and mounting
mv horse I rode to the front, (leneral Thomas
left about the same time. Sheridan, on the

extreme right, was alread)- in pursuit of the

enemy east of the ridge. Wood, who com-
manded the division to the left of Sheridan,

accompanied his men on horseback, but did

not join Sheridan in the pursuit. To the left,

in Baird's front, where Bragg's troops had
massed against Sherman, the resistance was
more stubborn, and the contest lasted longer.

I ordered (iranger to follow the enemy with

Wood's division, but he was so much excited,

and kei)t up such a roar of musketry, in the

direction the enemy had taken, that by the

time I could stop the firing the enemy had got

well out of the way. The enemy tonfronting
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Sherman, now seeing everything to their left whether officers or men took any note at

giving awav. fled also. Sherman, however, the time of this interminghng of commands.
was not aware of the extent of our success All saw a defiant foe surrounding them, and
until after nightfall, when he received orders took it for granted that every move was in-

to pursue at davlight in the morning. tended to dislodge him, and it made no dif-

Hooker. as stated, was detained at Chat- ference where the troops came from so this

tanooga Creek bv the destruction of the bridges end was accomplished.

at that point. He got his troops over, with The victory at Chattanooga was won against

the exception of the artillerv, by fording the great odds, considering the advantage the

stream, at a little at'ter three o'clock. Leaving enemy had of position; and was accomplished

his artillery to follow when the bridges should more easily than was expected by reason

be completed, he pushed on with the remainder of Bragg's making several grave mistakes,

—

of his command. At Rossville he came upon first, in sending away his ablest corps coni-

the flank of a division of the enemy, which mander, with over twenty thousand troops

;

soon commenced a retreat along the ridge, second, in sending away a division of troops

This threw them on Palmer. They could on the eve of battle ; third, in placing so

make but little resistance in the position they much of a force on the plain in front of his

were caught ui, and as many of them as could, impregnable position.

escaped. Many, however, were captured. It was known that Mr. Davis had visited

Hooker's position during the night of the 25th Bragg on Missionary Ridge, a short time before

was near Rossville, extending east of the my reaching Chattanooga. It was reported

ridge. Palmer was on his left, on the road to and believed that he had come out to recon-

Gravsville. cile a serious difference between Bragg and
During the night I telegraphed to \A'iilcox Longstreet, and finding this difficult to do

that Bragg had been defeated, and that im- planned the campaign against Knoxville, to

mediate reliefwould be sent to Burnside if he be conducted by the latter general. I had
could hold out ; to Halleck I sent an an- known both Bragg and Longstreet before the

nouncement of our victory, and informed him war, the latter very well. We had been three

that forces would be sent up the valley to years at West Point together, and, after my
relieve Burnside. graduation, for a time in the same regiment.

Before the battle of Chattanooga opened Then we served together in the Mexican war.

I had taken measures for the relief of Burn- \ knew Bragg in Mexico, and met him occa-

side the moment the way should be clear, sionally subsequently. I could well understand
Thomas was directed to have the little steamer how there might be an irreconcilable difference

that had been built at Chattanooga loaded to between them. Bragg was a remarkably in-

its capacity with rations and ammunition, telligent and well-informed man, professionally

Granger's coq)s was to move by the south and otherwise. He was also thoroughly up-

bank of the Tennessee River to the mouth right. But he was possessed of an irascible

of the Holston, and uj) that to Knoxville, temper, and was naturally disputatious. A
accompanied by the boat. In addition to the man of the highest moral character and the

supplies transported by boat, the men were most correct habits, yet in the old army he
to carry forty rounds of ammunition in their was in frequent trouble. As a subordinate he
cartriflge-boxes, and four days' rations in was always on the lookout to catch his com-
haversacks. manding officer infringing upon his preroga-

In the battle of Chattanooga trou[)s from lives ; as a post commander he was equally

the Army of the Potomac, from the Army of vigilant to detect the slightest infringement
the Tennessee, and from the Army of the of the most trivial order. I have heard in the

Cumberland participated. In fact the acci- old army an anecdote told characteristic of

dents growing out of the heavy rains and the Hragg. On one occasion, when stationed at a
sudden rise in the 'I'ennessee River so minglefl post of several companies, commanded by
the troops that the organizations were not a field officer, he was himself commanding
kept together under their respective coin- one of the comj)anies and at the same time
manders during the battle. Hooker, on the acting post quartermaster and commissary,
right, had (ieary's division of the Army of He was a first lieutenant at the time; but

the Potomac; Osterhaus's, of the Army of the his ca])tain was detached on other duty. As
Tennes.see ; and Cruft's, of the Army of the commander of the company he made a requi-

('umbcrland. .Sherman had three divisions of sition uf)on the quartermaster— himself— for

his own army, Howard's forjjs, from the Army something he wanted. As (|uartermaster he
of the Potomac, and Jeff. (J. Davis's division declined to fill the recjuisition, and indorsed

of the Army of the Cumberland. There was on the back of it his reason for so doing,

no jealousy, hardly rivalry. Indeed 1 fjoubt As (om]>any (ommander he responded to this,
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urging that his requisition called for nothing

but what he was entitled to, and that it was the

dutyof theciuartermastertofill it. The quarter-

master still persisted that he was right. In this

condition of affairs Bragg referred the whole
matter to the commanding officer. The latter,

when he saw the nature of the matter referred,

exclaimed :
" My God, Mr. Bragg, you have

quarreled with every officer in the army, and
now you are quarreling with yourself"

Longstreet was an entirely different man.
He was brave, honest, intelligent, a very

capable soldier, subordinate to his superiors,

just and kind to his subordinates, but jeal-

ous of his own rights, and with the courage
to maintain them. He was never on the

lookout to detect a slight, but saw one as

quickly as anybody when intentionally given.

It may be that Longstreet was not sent to

Knoxville for the reason stated, but because
Mr. Davis had an exalted opinion of his own
military genius, and thought he saw a chance
of " kiUing two birds with one stone." On
several occasions during the war he came to

the relief of the Union army by means of his

superior military gejiiiis.

I speak advisedly when I say Mr. Davis
prided himself on his military capacity. He
says so himself virtually, in his answer to the

notice of his nomination to the Confederate
Presidency. Some of his generals have said so

in their writings since the downfall of the Con-
federacy. Whatever the cause or whoever is

to blame, grave mistakes were made at Chatta-
nooga, which enabled us, with the undaunted
courage of the troops engaged, to gain a great

victory, under the most trying circumstances
presented during the war, much more easily

than could otherwise have been attained.

If Chattanooga had been captured. East
Tennessee would have followed without a
struggle. It would have been a victory to

have got the army away from Chattanooga
safely. It was manifold greater to defeat,

and nearly destroy, the besieging army.
In this battle the Union army numbered in

round figures about sixty thousand men ; we
lost a little over seven hundred killed, and
four thousand eight hundred and fifty wounded
and missing. The rebel loss was much greater
in the aggregate, as we cajHured, and sent

North to be rationed there, over six thousand
one hundred i)risoners. Forty pieces of artil-

lery, over seven thousand stand of small arms,
and many caissons, artillery wagons, and bag-
gage wagons fell into our hands. The proba-
bilities are that our loss in killed was the

heavier, as we were the attacking party. The
enemy reported his loss in killed at three hun-
dred and sixty-one ; but as he reported his

missing at four thousand one hundred and
forty-six, while we held over six thousand of
them as ])risoners, and there must have been
hundreds, if not thousands, who deserted,

but little reliance can be placed in this report.

There was certainly great dis.satisfaction with
Bragg, on the part of the soldiers, for his harsh
treatment of them, and a disposition to get
away if they could. Then, too, Chattanooga
following in the same half-year with Gettys-
burg in the East, and Vicksburg in the West,
there was much the same feeling in the South
at this time that there had been in the North
the fall and winter before. If the same
license had been allowed the jjeople and the

press in the South that was allowed in the

North, Chattanooga would probably have
been the last battle fought for the preserva-

tion of the Union.
Bragg's army now being in full retreat, the

relief of Burnside's position at Knoxville was
a matter for immediate consideration. Sher-

man marched with a portion of the Army of

the Tennessee, and one corps of the Army of
the Cumberland, towards Knoxville; but his

approach caused Longstreet to abandon the

siege long before these troops reached their

destination. Knoxville was now relieved; the

an.xiety of the President was relieved, and the

loyal portion of the North rejoiced over the

double victory : the raising of the siege of

Knoxville and the victory at Chattanooga.

U. S. Grant.
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MEMORANDA ON THE CIVIL WAR.

\Vas Chattanooga Fought as Planned ?

Editor of the Centiry Magazine :

From the anicle entitled '• General Grant,'" in your

verv interesting May edition, I make the following

extracts having reference to the battle of Chattanooga

:

" Chattanooga came next. This was the most elab-

orate of all Grant's battles, the most like a game be-

tween skillful players. Few battles in any war have

ever been fought so strictly according to the plan. . . .

This battle more closely resembled those of European
commanders and European fields than any other great

engagement of the American war. . . . And, while

undoubtedly the contingencies that were unforeseen

contributed to the result,— for Grant always knew
how to a^-ail himself of unexpected emergencies,— it

still remains that this battle was fought as nearly ac-

cording to the plan laid down in advance as any re-

corded in the schools."

Holding, at the time of the battle of Chattanooga,

the position of chief engineer of the Army of the Cuni-

berl.and under General Thomas, and being at the same

time chief engineer of the Military Division of the Mis-

sissippi under General Grant, it was absolutely neces-

sarv that I should know the plan to be able to direct

the engineering operations. I desire to give to your

readers the original plan as " laid down in advance "

and a sketch of the battle as fought, for comparison

with the statements which I have quoted.

The original plan of the battle of Chattanooga was

to turn Brapg's right flank on Missionary Ridge,

thereby throwing his army away from its base and

natural line of retreat. Tins, the first thing to be done,

was confided to Sherman, and the plan was not adopted

till after Sherman had carefully examined the situation

and asserted that he could do the work assigned to

him. Thomas was to hold the center and right of our

front, to cofiperate with Sherman, and attack when the

proper time arrived.

The preliminary movements were simple and can

be given in few words. .Sherman was to effect a lodg-

ment on the left bank of the Tennessee River, just

below the mouth of the South Chickamauga Creek.

This was to be done by landing a brigade of troops

from the boats, which were to be used in the bridge to

be thrown at that point across the Tennessee for the

crossing of Sherman's army. One division of Sher-

man's army was to march up the J,ookout valley, on the

extreme right of our operations, and threaten a pass

in I>ookout Mountain, ostensibly to turn Hragg's left

flank. The march was to be made in daylight, in

sight of the enemy, and after dark the division was to

retrace its stei)s, cross the Tennessee at Brown's

Ferry, and join the main body of Sherman's force,

which was to l)C masscl during the night prccefling

the intended attack at the point where the bridge was

to be laid. no<-*kcr with his small force was to hold

I>o<'>kout valley and threaten Ix)okout Mountain at

the ptoint where it strikes the Tennessee. This general

plan wa-s filled in with all necessary details, embracing

all the initial movements of the whole force under

Grant. At the very outset began the changes in this plan.

The division which made the threat against Bragg's

left flank on returning found the bridge at Brown's
Ferry impassable ; and as it could not join Sherman,
it was turned over to Hooker, who was ordered, with

his command thus strengthened, to assault the works
on his front on Lookout Mountain. This was a

most decided change from the plan "laid down in

advance."

On the evening of the first day the results could be

summed up as follows : Sherman had crossed the

Tennessee River at the point selected, but had not

turned Bragg's right flank. Thomas had drawn out

the Army of the Cumberland facing Missionary Ridge,

had connected with Sherman, but had had no fighting

other than skirmishing varied by some artillery prac-

tice. Hooker had carried Lookout Mountain after a

fight which has been celebrated in song as " The battle

above the clouds." This victory of Hooker's com-

pelled Bragg to withdraw his troops from the Chatta-

nooga Valley, and retreat or concentrate for a battle

on Missionary Ridge. On the morning of the second

day Hooker was ordered by Thomas to march for

and carry the Rossville Gap in Missionary Ridge,

and as soon as that was done to send an aide or

courier to him, in order that he might then make the

assault of the " Ridge " with the Army of the Cum-
berland. Sherman with severe fighting continued his

efforts to reach the crest of Missionary Ridge. As the

day wore on, and without news from Hooker, Thomas
became anxious, but could give no order to assault the

works on his front till one at least of the enemy's

flanks had been turned.

Finally, in the afternoon General Grant sent orders

directly to the division commanders of the Army of

the Cumberland to move forward and carry the rifle-

pits in their front at the base of Missionary Ridge.

This was very easily done, and after capturing the

rifle-pits the soldiers, seeing that they could not re-

main there under the fire from the crest of the ridge,

and having no intention of giving up any ground won
by them, demanded to be led up the liill to storm the

works on the crest, which was successfully done, and

Bragg's headquarters were in their possession just be-

fore the sun went down on the second day of the battle.

This assault was, of course, the crisis of the whole battle,

and the successful carrying of Missionary Ridge was

doubtless due in a measure to the position of Sherman
and the threatening movement of Hooker.

The battle was then ended and nothing left but a re-

treat by one and a pursuit by the other opposing gene-

ral. A condensed statement of the history of the orig-

inal plan and the battle of Ciiattanooga as fought is

this: The original jjlan contemplated the turning of

Bragg's right flank, which ivas not done. The secondary

plan of Thomas looked toward following <iip the suc-

cess of Hooker at Lookout Mountain l)y turning the left

flank of Bragg, and then an attack by Thomas along his

entire front. The Rossville Gap was not carried in time

to be of more than seconflary importance in the battle.
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/he assault on the center before cither flank was closely rcscml)led those of European commanders and
turned was never seriously contemplated, and was European fields tlian any other {^reat engagement of
done without plan, without orders, and as above the American war " ; for, like plaster ornaments on a
stated. fine fa9ade, they are easily knocked off, and are liable

General Grant won a great victory at Chattanooga to mar the real lieauty of the front in their fall,

which was of incalculable benefit to the country, and There were, however, during our great war some
it is worse than useless to attempt to cover his reputa- battles which, so far as my information and knowledge
tion with pinchbeck by such statements as " Few battles go, were fought strictly in accordance with the origi-

in any war have ever been fought so strictly according nal plans, and these should not have escaped the notice
to the plan," " It still remains that this battle was fought of one who desires to write history,

as nearly according to the plans laid down in advance

as any recorded in the schools," and " This battle more June i, 1885. ;^>„_ Farrar Stnith.

ANECDOTES OF McCLELLAN'S BRAVERY.

'^'^siitC^

LANCER-SCOUTS.

THE first dis-

tinct recollec-

tion I have of Gen-
eral McClellan is

connected with an
incident in the Mex-
ican War which
impressed his per-

sonality upon my
mind so sharply

that I have never
forgotten it. Of
course I had seen

him before, as on
the occasion referred

to I recognized and spoke familiarly to him, but
when and where I cannot with certainty say.

McClellan was attached as a lieutenant to
the company of sappers and miners, the first

engineer troops raised in our army under the
organization of 182 1. This company was en-
gaged m 1846-7, soon after its recruitment,
in opening the road from Matamoras to Tam-
pico, Mexico ; then at the siege of Vera Cruz,
and either there or at Cerro Gordo I must have
met McClellan for the first time. After the bat-

tle of Cerro Gordo Worth's division, to which
I belonged, was sent forward in advance, seized
the castle and town of Perote, and remained
some weeks at Tepeyahualco, twenty miles
beyond, while General Scott at Jalapa was re-

organizing his army for an advance to Puebla.
Near the middle of May, Worth's division re-

sumed its march, followed by a large wagon
train, a day in the rear, which was accompan-
ied by General Quitman's small division.

On reaching Amozoque, fifteen miles from
Puebla, news was received that Santa Anna
with the rear-guard of the Mexican army— a cavalry force— was about withdrawing
from Puebla towards the city of Mexico,
and a commission from the council arrived
to arrange for the surrender of the town.
General Worth remained a day to complete
arrangements, and in the meantime the troops
put themselves in good order for their en-
trance to so considerable a place. As the

days were long we arranged for a rather late

start on the next morning, and as I left my
quarters early I saw McClellan riding past in

company with a large, fine-looking Mexican
officer whom I took for one of the commis-
sioners. They were followed by a mounted
orderly. After bowing to the Mexican I said
to McClellan, " You are out early this morn-
ing." And he replied quietly, '' I have been a
little way down the road." I was struck with
and noted his appearance. A slight, youthful
figure which had not yet attained its full

growth, for he was not yet twenty-one. He
had graduated at West Point the preceding
July, with the reputation of having a brilliant

as well as a solid mind, and his bright eye
and intelligent expression seemed to justify

the reputation. They passed on toward
General Worth's quarters, and in a few mo-
ments the "long-roll " was beaten, taken up
by the drums of the different regiments, and in

a short time the division was under arms, staft-

officers hurrying off; and soon came the re-

port from the pickets that the enemy was ad-
vancing in heavy force. On pushing out of
the village our eyes were greeted by an im-
posing spectacle— some 2500 cavalry forming
up, apparently for attack. At that time, it may
be noted, " a little army went a great way ";

and so a good strong brigade of cavalry pro-
duced a decided sensation,— no doubt the
more impressive from its sudden and wholly
unexpected appearance. I heard soon after

that " that boy McClellan " had, according
to his custom of looking sharply about him,
ridden out early on the Puebla road. He
soon came to a narrow ridge of high ground
or hills at the end of which the road forked.

After riding some distance on the main road
he turned up a ravine to take a look at the
other side of the ridge, when he suddenly came
upon a Mexican engineer officer. Taking in

the situation at a glance, he dashed fonvard,
and with his large American horse rode down
his opponent, disarmed him, and handed him
over to his orderly ; whilst he himself climbed
to the summit and there saw approaching, by
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the other and least-used fork, a heavy body
of cavalry. Returning at ortce with his pris-

oner to headquarters, he reported the facts

to General Worth, who immediately turned

out his division and sent word to General

Quitman, who was now approaching. It seems

that Santa Anna thought he had a favorable

opportunity to pass Worth on the march un-

seen and strike the wagon train ; so instead of

marching west toward the city of Mexico he

had marched east, without any regard to the

engagements of the town council. The IMex-

ican engineer officer was enacting the same
part as McClellan—" scouting." Santa Anna,

finding that his coup had failed, withdrew af-

ter the exchange of a few cannon-shots, re-

sumed his march to the city of Mexico, and
General Worth that day occupied Puebla.

In the subsequent operations in the valley

of Mexico McClellan's reputation Avas rather

one for personal intrepidity than for other

qualities, which was natural in a junior lieuten-

ant of a company. Still he was active in all

the duties of an engineer, and was awarded
the two brevets of tirst-lieutenant and captain,

the latter of which he declined because, as I

heard at the time, his company commander
had not received a similar brevet. This omis-

sion being corrected so that their relative rank

was not changed, he accepted his captaincy.

In 1852 he accompanied Captain Marcy
in the exploration of the sources of the Red
River, which separates Texas from the Indian

Territory. When stationed in this territory a

few years after, I was asked by an old hunter

what had become of Captain McClellan. On
my informing him that I had not met the

captain since the Mexican War he said, " Well,

he is a mighty plucky little man," and gave
me an account of a hunt by the two captains.

They left camp together, and separating a short

distance. Captain Marcy tried his fawn-bleat

in hopes of calling up a doe. Hearing a rustle

through the prairie grass he thought he had
been successful, but found that he had called

in another hunter, in the shape of a panther,

or, as the man called it, " a big painter, a mon-
strous ugly customer," which came bounding
towards him. Marcy fired and, the beast

rolling over, uttered a shout of triumph, which
soon called McClellan to his side, when sud-

denly the "painter," which had only been
stunned, made the fact known by a sudden
attack, before .Marcy harl reloaded. McClellan
fired, missed, and as i)romptly as in the case of

the Mexican, took in the situation, clubbed his

rifle, met the animal half-way, and broke l)Oth

the animal's head and the rifle, but bagged
the game. I heard the incident spoken of re-

peatedly in that country as one showing great

activity, courage, and presence of mind.

He showed this same habit of personal ex-

posure when the circumstances justified it,

—

and sometimes when they did not,— after he
was placed at the head of a great army. He
reconnoitered boldly, and none went nearer

the enemy nor ran more risks than he on such
duty. Of this trait the Prince de Joinville

gave an instance in an article printed in the
" Revue des Deux Mondes" soon after the

Peninsula Campaign. Speaking of the meas-
ures taken by McClellan after Fair Oaks, the

prince—who was also noted for the freedom
with which he exposed himself— continues :

"This done, General McClellan endeavored
to provoke a general action on the ground
between his arniy and Richmond, which he
had thoroughly studied in numerous recon-

naissances. These reconnaissances gave rise

to many incidents. Once the general climbed
with some of his officers to the top of a high
tree, and there, each occupying his own
branch, field-glass in hand, held a sort of

council of war. This was near the enemy's
pickets, to whom all our movements were
perfectly plain. We trembled lest we should
hear the crack of the rifles of these famous
squirrel-hunters of the South ; but they were
magnanimous, and the reconnaissance termi-

nated without disagreeable consequences."

I know of others myself, and am a compe-
tent witness to one of them. At Yorktown,
being out one day with a member of his staff, I

joined them. The general approached closer

and closer to the works on which the enemy
were engaged, diminishing from time to time

the number of his followers, until we two only

were left. We dismounted, crept along under
cover of the ravines and bushes until close to

the works, when he thought it would be impru-

dent for more than one to advance farther, and
directed me to stop and await his return. I re-

monstrated and told him I would go forward,

but he insisted, and leaving me was soon be-

yond my sight. After a time, much to my relief

on my own account as well as his, he returned

and we silently withdrew. He had got imme-
diately below the works, got a sight of their

armaments, of the character of the works,

and could hear the conversation of the men.
At a later period of the war this special trait

of McClellan's character was once suddenly
recalled to my mind by an abrupt speech of

an. engineer officer, still living, to the then

commander of the army. The engineer had
made a very close and dangerous reconnais-

sance and was reporting its result, when the

general said he was mistaken on a certain

point. The officer insisted that he was right,

when the general rather tartly said he was
mistaken, and quoted his authority. This
nettled the engineer, who replied at once: "I
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don't care what says; I risked mylife to find

out how this was. Why don't you examine such

an important point yourself? McClclIan always

did.'"' This closed the discussion very promptly.

This trait, well known to his troops, and

the further fact that it was utilized for their

benefit,—that he was careful not to expose them

without full knowledge of the work he put

them upon, and that intelligent care was taken

to provide against the effects of reverses,—were
])owerful elements in confirming the confidence

he had inspired from the beginning, and it fixed

the affection and devotion for his person, which
has rarely been equaled in thehistory of armies.

THE DANCE IN PLACE CONGO.

r--

A MANDINGO

CONGO SQUARE.

WHOEVER has been to New Orleans
with eyes not totally abandoned to buy-

ing^ and selling will, of course, remember St.

Louis Cathedral, looking south-eastward—
riverward— across quaint Jackson Square,

the old Place d'Armes. And if he has any
feelmg for flowers, he has not forgotten the

little garden behind the cathedral, so antique
and unexpected, named for the beloved old

priest Pere Antoine.

The old Rue Royale lies across the sleep-

ing garden's foot. On the street's farther side

another street lets away at right angles, north-

VOL. XXXI.— ;2.

westward, straight, and impercej)tibly down-
ward from the cathedral and garden toward

the rear of the city. It is lined mostly with

humble ground-floor-and-garret houses of

stuccoed brick, their wooden doorsteps on the

brick sidewalks. This is Orleans street, jo

named when the city was founded.

Its rugged round-stone pavement is at times

nearly as sunny and silent as the landward

side of a coral reef Thus for about half a

mile ; and then Rampart street, where the

palisade wall of the town used to run in Span-

ish days, crosses it, and a public square just

beyond draws a grateful canopy of oak and
sycamore boughs. That is the place. One may
shut his buff umbrella there, wipe the beading

sweat from the brow, and fan himself with his
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hat. Manv's the bull-fight has taken place on ciety and the haunt of true lovers ; not only in

that spot Sunday afternoons oi the old tune, the military, but also in the most unwarlike sense

That is Congo Square.

The trees are modern. So are the buildings

about the four sides, for all their aged looks.

So are all the grounds" adornments. Tremc

market, otf.bevond, toward the swamp, is not

the place of arms, and of hearts and hands,

and of words tender as well as words noble.

The Place Congo, at the opposite end of

the street, was at the opposite end of every-

thing. One was on the highest ground ; the

50 verv old, and the scowling, ill-smelling other on the lowest. The one was the rendez-

prison on the right, so Spanish-looking

dilapidated, is not a third the age it

seems ; not fifty-five. In that climate

even,- year of a building's age counts for

ten. Before any of these M. Cayetano's

circus and menagerie were here. Caye-

tane the negroes called him. He was

the Barnum of that region and day

" Miche Cayetane, qui sortie de rHa\ane,
Avt'C so chouals et somacaques."

and vous of the rich man, the master, the military

"THE KENl.K/Vc^t -, I IIP. KICH MAN.

That i.s,
" who came from Havana with jiis

horses and baboons."

Up at the other end of Orleans street, hid

only by the old padre's garden and the cathe-

dral, glistens the ancient Place d'Amies. In

the early days it stood frjr all that was best;

the place for political rallying, the retail quar-

ter of all fine goofls and wares, and at sunset

and by moonlight the promenade of good so-

ofhcer— of all that went
to make up the ruling

class; the other of the

butcher and baker, the rafts-

man, the sailor, the quad-

roon, the painted girl, and the negro

slave. Nomeanernamecould be given

the spot. The negro was the most de-

spised of human creatures and the Congo the

plebeian among negroes. The white man's

jjlaza had the army and navy on its right and
left, the court-house, the council-hall and the

church at its back, and the world before it.

The black man's was outside the rear gate,

the poisonous wilderness on three sides and
the proud man's contumely on its front,

liefore the city overgrew its flimsy palisade
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walls, and closing in about this old stamping-

ground gave it set bounds, it was known as

Congo Plains. There was wide room for

much field sport, and the Indian villagers of

the town's outskirts and the lower class of

white Creoles made it the ground of their wild

ball game oiraqiieitc. Sunday afternoons were

the time for it. Hence, beside these diversions

there was, notably, another.

The hour was the slave's term of momen-
tary liberty, and his simple, savage, musical

and superstitious nature dedicated it to ama-
tory song and dance tinctured with his rude

notions of supernatural influences.

II.

GRAND ORCHESTRA.

The booming of African drums and blast

of huge wooden horns called to the gathering.

It was these notes of invitation, reaching be-

yond those of other outlandish instruments,

that caught the Ethiopian ear, put alacrity

into the dark foot, and brought their owners,

male and female, trooping from all cjuarters.

The drums were very long, hollowed, often

from a single piece of wood, open at one end
and having a sheep or goat skin stretched

across the other. One was large, the other

much smaller. The tight skin heads were not
held up to be struck; the drums were laid

along on the turf and the drummers bestrode

them, and beat them on the head madly with

fingers, fists, and feet,— with slow vehemence
on the great drum, and fiercely and rapidly on
the small one. Sometimes an extra performer

sat on the ground behind the larger drum,
at its open end, and " beat upon the wooden
sides of it with two sticks." The smaller drum
was often made from a joint or two of very

large bamboo, in the West Indies where such

could be got, and this is said to be the origin

of its name ; for it was called the Bamboula.
Ill stolen hours of night or the basking-

hour of noon the black man contrived to

fashion these rude instruments and others.

The drummers, I say, bestrode the drums

;

the other musicians sat about them in an
arc, cross-legged on the ground. One impor-
tant instrument was a gourd ])artly filled with

pebbles or grains of corn, flourished violently

at the end of a stout staft'with one hand and
beaten upon the i)alm of the other. Other
]jerformers rang triangles, and others twanged
from Jew's-harps an astonishing amount of

sound. Another instrument was the jawbone
of some ox, horse, or mule, and a key rattled

rhythmically along its weather-beaten teeth.

At times the drums were reenforced by one
or more empty barrels or casks beaten on the

head with the shank-bones of cattle.

A queer thing that went with these when
the affair was pretentious— full dress, as it

were— at least it was so in the West Indies,

whence Congo Plains drew all inspirations—
was the Marimba brett, a union of reed and
string principles. A single strand of wire ran

lengthwise of a bit of wooden board, some-
times a shallow box of thin wood, some eight

inches long by four or five in width, across

which, under the wire, were several joints of

reed about a quarter of an inch in diameter
and of graduated lengths. The performer,

sitting cross-legged, held the board in both
hands and plucked the ends of the reeds

with his thumb-nails. The result was called

— music.

But the grand instrument at last, the first

violin, as one might say, was the banjo. It

had but four strings, not six : beware of the

dictionary. It is not the " favorite musical in-

strument of the negroes of the Southern States

of America." Uncle Remus says truly that

BLOWING THE QUILLS.
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A FIELD-HAND.

that is the fiddle; but for the true African
dance, a dance not so much of legs and feet
as of the upper half of the body, a sensual,
devilish thing tolerated only by Latin-Ameri-
can nriasters, there was wanted the dark in-

spiration of African drums and the banjo's
thrump and strum.

And then there was that long-drawn hu-
man cry of tremendous volume, richness, and
resounfl, to which no instrument within their
reach could make the faintest approach :

" Eh ! ]iou' la belle Layotte ma niourri 'nocent,
< )ui 'nocent ma mourri !

"

ill! the instruments silent while it rises and
swells with migiity energy and dies away dis-
tantly, " Yea-a-a-a-a-a !

"— then the crash
of savage drums, horns, and rattles—

" For the fair Layotte I must crazy die!
Yes, crazy I must die!"

To all this there was sometimes added a
Pan's-pipeof but three reeds,made from single

-»—

—

< zm—

Eh-h-h ! poll' la
Yea ! For the

belle I.a - yottc
/air La - yotle

ma
1

nioiir - II

must era
no - cent,
/y (lie,

Oiii,

Vcs.
cent
zy

mour
must (lie.
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joints of the common brake cane, and called But to show how lar the art of playing the
by English-speaking negroes " the quills." '' quills " could be carried, if we arc not go-
One may even at this day hear the black lad, ing too much aside, see this ' (juill tune " (page
sauntering home at sunset behind a few cows 529), given me by Mr. Krehbiel. musical critic

that he has found near the edge of the cane- of the " New York Tribune," and got by him
brake whence he has also cut his three quills, from a gentleman who heard it in Alabama,
blowing and hooting, over and o\ er,

—

Such was the full jjanci. All the values of

Pipes Pipes i 'oice.

H=i=t= = =t=
--t=--
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contrast that discord can furnish must have

been present, with whatever there is of

ecstasv in maddening repetition, for of this

the African can never have too much.
And yet there was entertaining variety.

Where ? In the dance : There was constant,

exhilarating noveUy— endless invention —
in the turning, bowing, arm-swinging, pos-

turing and leaping of the dancers. ^loreover,

the music of Congo Plains was not tamed to

mere monotone. Monotone became subor-

dinate to manv striking qualities. The strain

was wild. Its contact with French taste gave

it often great tenderness of sentiment. It

grew in fervor, and rose and sank, and rose

again, with the play of emotion in the singers

and dancers.

THE GATHERING.

It was a weird one. The negro of colonial

Louisiana was a most grotesque figure. He
was nearly naked. Often his neck and arms,

thighs, shanks, and splay feet were shrunken,

tough, sinewy like a monkey's. Sometimes it

was scant diet and cruel labor that had made
them so. Even the requirement of law was only
that he should have not less than a barrel of

corn — nothing else,— a month, nor get more
than thirty lashes to the twenty-four hours.

The whole world was cruder those times than
now ; we must not judge them by our own.

Often the slave's attire was only a cotton
shirt, or a pair of pantaloons hanging in inde-

cent tatters to his naked waist. The bond-
woman was well clad who had on as much
as a coarse chemise and petticoat. To add
a tiguott— a Madras handkerchief twisted

into a turban— was high gentility, and the
number of kerchiefs beyond that one was the
measure of absolute wealth. Some were rich

in tignons ; especially those who served within
the house, and pleased the mistress, or even
the master— there were Hagars in those days.

However, C'ongo Plains did not gather the
house-servants so much as the " field-hands."

These came in troops. See them ; wilder
than gypsies ; wilder than the Moors and
Arabs whose strong blood and features one
sees at a glance in so many of them

;
gangs— as they were called— gangs and gangs of

them, from this and that and yonder direction

;

tall, well-knit Senegalese from Cape Verde,
black as ebony, with intelligent, kinrlly eyes
and long, straight, shajjcly nf;ses ; Manflin-

goes, from the Oambia River, lighter of color.

of cruder form, and a cunning that shows in \

the countenance ; whose enslavement seems

!

specially a shame, their nation the " merchants I

of Africa," dwelling in towns, industrious,'

thrifty, skilled in commerce and husbandry,
j

and expert in the working of metals, even to

:

silver and gold ; and Foulahs, playfully mis-

'

called "Poulards,''— fat chickens,— of goodly!
stature, and with a perceptible rose tint in thej

cheeks; and Sosos, famous warriors, dexterous
with the Atrican targe ; and in contrast to

'

these, with small ears, thick eyebrows, bright

,

eyes, flat, upturned noses, shining skin, wide i

mouths and white teeth, the negroes of

!

Guinea, true and unmixed, from the Goldi
Coast, the Slave Coast, and the Cape of;

Palms— not from the Grain Coast; the Eng-

1

lish had that trade. See them come ! Popoes, 1

Cotocolies, Fidas, Socoes, Agwas, short, cop-
]

per-colored Mines— what havoc the slavers!

did make ! — and from interior Africa others
j

equally proud and warlike : fierce Nagoes andj
Fonds ; tawny Awassas ; Iboes, so light-col-

1

ored that one could not tell them from mu-

!

lattoes but for their national tattooing; and'
the half-civilized and quick-witted but fero-;

cious Arada, the original Voudou worshiper, i

And how many more ! For here come, also,

;

men and women from all that great Congo

!

coast,— Angola, Malimbe, Ambrice, etc.,—
small, good-natured, sprightly " boys," and 1

gay, garrulous " gals," thick-lipped but not
tattooed ; chattering, chaftering, singing, and

j

guftawing as they come : these are they for
|

whom the dance and the place are named,

;

the most numerous sort of negro in the colo-

1

nies, the Congoes and Franc-Congoes, andj
though serpent worshipers, yet the gentlest

!

and kindliest natures that came from Africa.

;

Such was the company. Among these bossals

— that is, native Africans— there was, of .

course, an ever-growing number of negroes i

who proudly called themselves Creole negroes, I

that is, born in America ;
* and at the present i

time there is only here and there an old
{

native African to be met with, vain of his

singularity and trembling on his staft".
\

IV.

THE BAMBOULA.

The gathering throng closed in around,
leaving unoccupied the circle indicated by
the crescent of musicians. The short, harsh
turf was the dancing-floor. The crowd stood.

Fancy the picture. Tlie pack of dark, tattered

"This broader use of the term is very common, not of the Creolus, lait rather of the former slave
The Creole "rlialccl" is the broken English of the rncc in the country of the Creoles. So of Creole
Creoles, while the Creole patois is the corrupt French, nc(,'roes and Creole dances and songs.

i
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figures touched off every here and there with

the bright colors of a Madras iigiio/i. The
squatting, cross-legged musicians. The low-

roofed, embowered town off in front, with

here and there a spire lifting a finger of feeble

remonstrance ; the fiat, grassy plain stretching

around and behind, dotted with black stumps

;

in the distance the pale-green willow under-

growth, behind it the cypril-re— the cypress

swamp — and in the pale, seven-times-heated

sky the sun, only a little declined to south

and westward, pouring down its beams.
With what particular musical movements

the occasion began does not now apj)ear.

May be with very slow and measured ones

;

they had such that were strange and typical.

I have heard the negroes sing one— though
it was not of the dance-ground but of the

cane-field— that showed the emphatic bar-

barism of five bars to the line, and was con-

fined to four notes of the open horn.*

But I can only say that with some such
slow and quiet strain the dance may have
been preluded. It suits the Ethiopian fancy
for a beginning to be dull and repetitious ; the

bottom of the ladder must be on the ground.

The singers almost at the first note are

many. At the end of the first line every voice

is lifted up. The strain is given the second
time with growing spirit. Yonder glistening

black Hercules, who plants one foot forward,

lifts his head and bare, shining chest, and
rolls out the song from a mouth and throat

like a cavern, is a cafidio, a chief, or was be-

fore he was overthrown in battle and dragged
away, his village burning behind him, from
the mountains of High Soudan. That is an
African amulet that hangs about his neck—
a greegree. He is of the Bambaras, as you
may know by his solemn visage and the long
tattoo streaks running down from the temples

to the neck, broadest in the middle, like

knife-gashes. See his play of restrained en-

thusiasm catch from one bystander to another.

They swing and bow to right and left, in slow
time to the piercing treble of the Congo
women. Some are responsive ; others are

competitive. Hear that bare foot slap the

ground ! one sudden stroke only, as it were
the foot of a stag. The musicians warm up at

the sound. A smiting of breasts with open
hands begins very softly and becomes vigor-

ous. The women's voices rise to a tremulous
intensity. Among the chorus of Franc-Congo
singing-girls is one of extra good voice, who
thrusts in, now and again, an improvisation.

This girl here, so tall and straight, is a Yaloff.

You see it in her almost Hindoo features, and
hear it in the plaintive melody of her voice.

Now the chorus is more piercing than ever.

The women clap their hands in time, or stand-

ing with arms akimbo receive with faint courte-

sies and head-liftings the low bows of the men,
who deliver them swinging this way and that.

See ! Yonder brisk and sinewy fellow has
taken one short, nervy step into the ring,

chanting with rising energy. Now he takes

another, and stands and sings and looks here
and there, rising upon his broad toes and
sinking and rising again, with what wonder-
ful lightness ! How tall and lithe he is. No-
tice his brawn shining through his rags. He
too, is a candio, and by the three long rays

of tattooing on each side of his face, a Kiam-
ba. The music has got into his feet. He
moves off to the farther edge of the circle,

still singing, takes the prompt hand of an un-
smiling Congo girl, leads her into the ring,

and leaving the chant to the throng, stands
her before him for the dance.

Will they dance to that measure ? Wait

!

A sudden frenzy seizes the musicians. The
measure quickens, the swaying, attitudinizing

crowd starts into extra activity, the female
voices grow sharp and staccato, and suddenly
the dance is the furious Bamboula. (See page

529-)
Now for the frantic leaps ! Now for frenzy

!

Another pair are in the ring ! The man wears
a belt of little bells, or, as a substitute, little

tin vials of shot, " bram-bram sonnette !

"

And still another couple enter the circle.

What wild — w^hat terrible delight ! The
ecstasy rises to madness ; one— two— three

of the dancers fall— blGucoiitoum .' bouvi /—
with foam on their lips and are dragged out
by arms and legs from under the tumultuous
feet of crowding new-comers. The musicians
know no fatigue ; still the dance rages on :

" Quand patate la cuite na va mange li !

"

And all to that one nonsense line meaning only,

" When that 'tater's cooked don't you eat it up I

"

no - qut*, An bia, Bia - ta - ia. Que - re - que', Nal - Ic

P
:tB= It

Au - mon - dc, Au - tap

=^?1=
Au .\u - quo - t6 - qui.
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It was a frightful triumph of body over

mind, even in those early days when the slave

was still a genuine pagan; but as his moral

educaticjn gave him some hint of its enormity,

and it became a forbidden fruit monopolized

bv those of reprobate will, it grew everywhere
more and more gross. No wonder the police

stopped it in Congo Square. Only the music

deserved to survive, and docs survive— coin

snatched out of the mire. The one just given,

Gottschalk tirst drew from obli\ion. I have
never heard another to know it as a bamboula

;

but Mr. Charles P. Ware, in " Slave Songs of

the United States," has printed one got from

Louisiana, whose characteristics resemble the

bamboula reclaimed by Gottschalk in so many
points that here is the best place for it :

*

As much as to say, in English, " Look at that

darky,"— we have to lose the saucy double
meaning between //ii/h-t (mule) and midatre

(mulatto)

—

" Look at that darky there, I\Ir. Banjo,

Doesn't he put on airs

!

Hat cocked on one side, Mr. Banjo,

Walking-stick in hand, Mr. Banjo,

Boots that go ' crank, crank,' Mr. Banjo,—
Look at that darky there, Mr. Banjo,

Doesti't he put on airs !

"

It is odd that such fantastical comicality of

words should have been mated to such fierce

and frantic dancing, but so it was. The reek-

ing faces of the dancers, moreover, always
solemnly grave. So we must picture it now
if we still fancy ourselves spectators on Congo
Plains. The bamboula still roars and rattles,

twangs, contorts, and tumbles in terrible

earnest, while we stand and talk. So, on and
on. Will they dance nothing else ? Ah !

—
the music changes. The rhythm stretches out

heathenish and ragged. The quick contagion
is caught by a few in the crowd, who take it

THE LOVE SONG.

up with spirited smitings of the bare sole ujjon

the ground, and of open hands upon the

thighs. From a spot near the musicians a sin-

gle male voice, heavy and sonorous, rises in

improvisation,— the Mandingoes brought that

art from Africa,— and in a moment many
others have joined in refrain, male voices in

rolling, bellowing resonance, female responding
in high, piercing unison. Partners are stepping

into the ring. How strangely the French lan-

guage is corrupted on the thick negro tongue,

Voice.

Vo-yez ce mu - let la, Mi • che Bain - jo, coiume il est in - so

Piano—Sempre staccato.

Arr. bv H. E. Kkehbiel.
Fine.

^^^^^^^̂ 1=^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
lA

I

D. C.

ti', Mi-clie IJain-jo, Lacannc a la main, Michc Bain -jn, Bottcs qui fi- crin, crin, Micla' Bain - jo.

Vol. XX.\I.-53.
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as with waving arms they suit gesture to word and chanting and swinging and writhing has

and chant (the translation is free, but so is risen with it, and the song is changed. (See

the singing and posturing)

:

Remox, page 530/

En bas he, en bas he. Par en bas ye pe - le

"Way yon - der, 'way yon - der. 'Way down there they re call - ing

moin, ye pe - 1^ - le, Counjaille
me, they are calling, but Coonjye,

^=I=F

a de-baut-che. Par en haut ve pe - le - le moin, vii pe - le - le pou' Mom - selle Su-zette,

has bewitched nie. 'Way up there they're call - ing me, They are calling for Mom - selle Su-zette,

:^*= S^E===B:q*=:

Par en bas
'Wav down there

ye pe - le -

they're call - in:

ye pe - le -

tliey are call -

le, Coun - jaille

(but) Coonjye has
de - baut - ch^.
be-witched me.

THE COL'N'JAILLE.

Suddenly the song changes.

But the dance is not changed, and love is

still the theme. Sweat streams from the black

brows, down the shining black necks and throats.

The rhythm upon the men's bared chests, and into dark, un-

sweeps away long and smooth like a river stayedbosoms. Timewears,shadowslengthen;
escaped from its rapids, and in new spirit, with but the movement is brisker than ever, and the

louder drum-beat and more jocund rattle, the big feet and bent shanks are as light as this-

voices roll up into the sky and the dancers are ties on the air. Let one flag, another has his

at it. Aye, ya, yi !* place, and a new song gives new vehemence,
I could give four verses, but let one suf- new inventions in steps, turns, and attitudes.

fice; it is from a manuscript copy of the More stanzas could be added in the orig-

words, probably a hundred years old, that fell inal patois, but here is a translation into Afri-

into my hands through the courtesy of a Creole can English as spoken by the Creole negro :

lady some two years ago. It is one of the chorus. I done been
best known of all the old Counjaille songs.

The fijur verses would not complete it. The
Counjaille was never complete, and found its

end, for the time being, only in the caprice of

the improvisator, whose rich, stentorian voice

sounded alone between the refrains.

But while we discourse other couples have
stepped into the grassy arena, the instrumental

din has risen to a fresh height of inspiration,

the posing and thigh-beating and breast-patting

roun to evvy spot i

Don't foun' nair match fo' sweet \Bis.

Layotte. )

Solo. I done hunt all dis settlewsv?/

All de way 'roun' fum Pierre Soniat'

;

Never see yalla gal w'at kin

'Gin to lay 'longside sweet Layotte.

I done been, etc.

Solo. I yeh dey talk 'bout 'Loise gal—
Loise, w'at b'long to Pierre Soniat'

;

I see her, but she can't biggin
Stan' up 'longside my sweet Layotte.

I done been, etc.

m—m—m-—-rm~iz
r-l—

Inne,de,trois,Caroline,Qui ci <;a. ye comme 9a ma chfere ? Mo
Inne,di5,trois,Carolinc,yuo fere t'ape crie machere ?

I'aim^ toe',

^^^E^^^~^

»^:r=r-=is=?i—

"H-y—y—y—^^^^-o-

1

to connd 9a, Si - yd to zi - d et vicn bo moin ; Mo raime tor, to con-nii 9a, Si - yd to zie et vien bo moin.

@E^-rq

—

j-'^E^
J: i^ -9- -m- -m-
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A MARCHANDE DES CALAS.

Solo. I been meet up wid John Bayou,
Say to him, "John Bayou, my son,

Yalla gal nevva meet yo' view
Got a face lak dat chahmin' one !

"

I done been, etc.

The fair Layotte appears not only in other

versions of this coniijaille but in other songs.

(See Ma mourri, page 531.)
Or in Enghsh

:

Well I know, young men, I must die.

Yes, crazy, I must die.

Well I know, young men, I must crazy die,

Yes, crazy, I must die. Eh-h-h-h

!

For the fair Layotte, I must crazy die,— Yes, etc.

Well I know, young men, I must die,— Yes, etc.

Well I know, young men, I must crazy die,

I must die for the fair Layotte.

VI.

THE CALINDA.

There were other dances. Only a few
years ago I was honored with an invitation,

which 1 had to decline, to see danced the

Babouille, the Cata (or Chacta), the Coun-
jaille, and the Calinda. Then there were the

Voudou, and the Congo, to describe which

would not be pleasant. Thelatter, called Congo
also in Cayenne, Chica in San Domingo, and
in the Windward Islands confused under one
name with the Calinda, was a kind of Fan-

dango, they say, in which the Madras kerchief

held by its- tip-ends played a graceful part.

The true Calinda was bad enough. In Lou-
isiana, at least, its song was always a gros.'ly

personal satirical ballad, ajid it was the favo-

rite dance all the way from there to Trinitlad.

To dance it publicly is not allowed this side the

^Vest Indies. All this Congo Square business was
suppressed at one time ; 1843, says tradition.

The Calinda was a dance of multitude, a

sort of vehement cotillion. The contortions

of the encircling crowd were strange and ter-

rible, the din was hideous. One Calinda is

still familiar to all Creole ears; it has long

been a vehicle for the white Creole's satire

;

for generations the man of munici])al politics

was fortunate who escaped entirely a lam-

pooning set to its air.

In my childhood I used, at one time, to hear.
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everv morning, a certain black marchande des

cala's— peddler-woman selling rice croquettes

chanting the song as she moved from street

to street at the sunrise hour with her broad.

shallow, laden basket balanced on her head.

rjs:

be covered by the roll of victims. The mas-

ters winked at these gross but harmless lib-

erties and, as often as any others, added

stanzas of their own invention.

The Calinda ended these dissipations of the

^^m^^m^==^^
chie Pre - val li ne voun bal, paye trois pi - ass pou ren - tre.

Dan Bon-djoum ! Bon-djoum ! Dan- ce Ca- lin Bon-djoum ! Bon djoum !

In other words, a certain Judge Preval gave

a ball— not an outdoor Congo dance— and

made such Cuftees as could pay three dollars

a ticket. It doesn't rhyme, but it was prob-

ablv true. '' Dance, dance the Calinda ! Bou-

joum ! Boujoum !

"

The number of stanzas has never been

counted ; here are a few of them.

"Dans Tequirie la 'y' ave grand gala;

Mo ere choual la ye t b'en etonne.

Miche Preval, li te c.ipitaine bal

;

So cocher Louis, te maite ceremonie.

Y ave des negresses belle passe maitresses,

Qui vole bel-bel dans I'ormoire momselle.

Ala maite la geole li trouve si drole,

Li dit, "moin aussi, mo fe bal ici."

Ouatchman la ye ye tombe la dans

;

Ye f6 gran' d^ga dans lequirie la." etc.

•'It was in a stable that they had this gala

night," says the song ;
" the horses there were

greatly astonished. Preval was captain ; his

coachman, Louis, was master of ceremonies.

There were negresses made prettier than their

mistresses by adornments stolen from the Solo,

ladies' wardrobes (armoircs). But the jailer

found it all so funny that he proposed to him-

self to take an unexpected part ; the watch-

men came down "

No official exaltation bought immunity
from the jeer of the Calinda. Preval was
a magistrate. Stephen Mazureau, in his at-

torney-general's office, the song likened to a

bull-frog in a l^iucket of water. A page might

summer Sabbath afternoons. They could not

run far into the night, for all the fascinations

of all the dances could not excuse the slave's

tarrying in public places after a certain other

bon-djoum ! (that was not of the Calinda, but

of the regular nine-o'clock evening gun) had
rolled down Orleans street from the Place

d'Armes ; and the black man or woman who
wanted to keep a whole skin on the back had
to keep out of the Calaboose. Times have
changed, and there is nothing to be regretted

in the change that has come over Congo
Square. Still a glamour hangs over its dark

past. There is the pathos of slavery, the poetry

of the weak oppressed by the strong, and of

limbs that danced after toil, and of barbaric

love-making. The rags and semi-nakedness,

the bamboula drum, the dance, and almost the

banjo, are-gone ; but the bizarre melodies and
dark lovers' apostrophes live on ; and among
them the old Counjaille songofAurore Pradere.

Cho.

Cho.

So I.e.

AURORE PRADERE.

II
Aurore Pradere, pretty maid,

||
(ter)

She's just what I want and her I'll have.

Some folks say she's too pretty, quite

;

Some folks they say she's not polite;

All this they say — Psha-a-ah !

More fool am I !

For she's what I want and her I'll have.

II
Aurore Pradere, pretty maid,

||
(ter-)

She's just what I want and her I'll have.

Some say she's going to the bad

;

Some say that her mamma went mad;
All this they say— Psha-a-ah!

More fool am I !

For she's what I want and her I'll have.

THE CALABOOSE.
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Mr. Ware and his associate compilers have Solo.

neither of these stanzas, but one very pretty

one ; the third in the music as printed here,

and which we translate as follows : Cho.

This article and another on a kindred theme were
originally projected as the joint work of Mr. H. E.

Krehbiel, musical editor of the "New York Tribune,"
author of " The History of Choral Music in New York
City," etc. ; and the present writer. But under the

many prior claims of the journalist's profession, Mr.
Krehbiel withdrew from the work, though not until

he had furnished a number of instrumental accompa-
niments, as well as the " Quill Song " credited to him,
and much valuable cooperation.

As may in part be seen by the names attached to

the musical scores, the writer is indebted to a number
of friends : Mr. Krehbiel ; Miss Mary L. Bartlett,

A muslin gown she doesn't choose,
She doesn't ask for broidered hose,
She doesn't want prunella shoes,

O she's what I want and her I'll have.

Aurore Pradcre, etc.

of Hartford, Conn. ; Madame Louis Lejeune, of New
Orleans ; Dr. Blodgett, of Smith College, Northamp-
ton, Mass. ; Mr. C. (J. Ware, of Brookline, in the same
State ; Madame Clara Gottschalk Petersen, of Phila-
delphia ; and in his earlier steps— for the work of
collection has been slow— to that skillful French trans-

lator and natural adept in research, Mr. Lafcadio
Hearn, of New Orleans ; the late Isaac N. Philips,

Mr. Louis Powers, Miss Clara Cooper Hallaran, the

late Professor Alexander Dimitry, all of the same
city ; Madame Sidonie de la Houssaye, of Franklin,
La.; and, through the editors of The CENTURY, to

Mr. W. Macrum, of Pittsburg.—G. W. C.

QUILL TUNE.
Quill notes on the staff : voice notes below

Noted by H. E. Krehbibl.

^==P-^—1^—

3

THE BAMBOULA.
Arr. by Miss M. L. Bartlett.

wp^f=W=m-^ m-\-\—m t=M- 3^—
1 Ui:=gZL_!3^j=E

Vol. XXXL— 54.
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REMON, REMON.
Arr. by John A. Broekhoven.

fct
-•jerJtz. -^^^^j^m^^^

Mo parle Re-inon, Rcmon, Li parle Si-nion, Si- inon, Li par-le Ti-tine, Ti-tineli tombe dans chagrin. O

lemme Romolus, O-o ! Belle femme Romolus, O-o ! O femme Romolus,0-o ! Belle femme,qui 9a volez mofe.
;

5 5: i—

3

-r-!i h n-J^-—^-

—

BELLE LAYOTTE.
Arr. by John A. Broekhoven.

Mo de - ja rou - le tout la cote, Pancore 'oir pa - reil belle La - yotte, Mo de - ja rou - 1^

:=:=t

tout la cote, Pancore 'oir pa -reil belle Layotte. Mo rou-le tout la co - lo - nie, Di - pi c6 Mi-ch^

fe
^ >

=^=*r:^:

.JS_.

.=!- -=r
E^i

Pierre So - niat, Pancore 'oir in grif-fonne comme (^a., Coin-pa - rabe a mo belle La - yotte.

i^^^^^mt
3:
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MA MOURRI.
Arr. ev H. E. Krbhbieu

-*=*:

Mo connin, zins zens, ma mourri, Oui, 'nocent, ma mourri ; Mo connin,zins2ens, mamourri 'nocent,Oui,'nocent,

t,

—

m c 1^^.-»—•—r*—-^—*-

?^^^
l-^-i

--zn=rq:r==i:=:*:=rr3"3p=fr!*:r:=T=r=z|s=r=p=te:rr=nz!

-^ c »-^_i: g_ cq _j
9:

^ 2" m
>=izpgiliiii^iil^f^i^

ma mour-ri. Eh-h ! pou la belle La-yotte ma mour-ri 'nocent, Oui, 'no-cent, ma mourri. Mo connin, zins zens.

rrd=qTrqz
=gi 3=l=ir-

-:S—
*- =1=:; iHfc|£|^^EiE

^
-1- -o^ H -a -^1 1"=^^-'- —=t=s —• '-

ma mourri, Oui, 'nocent, ma mourri. Mo connin, zins zens, ma mourri 'nocent, Ma mourri pou la belle Layotte.

AURORE PRADERE.
Arr. by H. E. Krehbiel.

p^l^^^=i^ij^=M^i^il^p^=^^giiEip
Au - rore Pra - dere, belle 'ti' fille, Au - rore Pra - dere, belle 'ti' fille, Au - rore Pra - dfcre.

dj*-^*^ ,^a^E?^

ESEiE^El
-1^

=1=:^ S^p*.^^
» c c-_j -^—=^ -^^

=P^
-K-

Fine.

^^^^^iliig l^ii=|=^§^^
belle 'ti' fille, C'est li mo ou - 1^, C'est li ma prend. i. Ya moun qui dil li trop zo - lie ; Ya

2. Ya moun qui dit li ga«ne la geole ; Ya
3. Li pas man - d^ robe mous-se - line, Li

ii^^HE^^ii^i
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moun qui dit li paspo-lie: Tout 9a ye dit Sia ! Mo bin fou bin, C'est li moou-le, c'est 11 ma prend.
moun qui dit so m'man te folle ; etc.

pas man - de des bas brodee ; Li pas man • de sou-liers prinelle, C'est li, etc.

THE HAUNTED HEART.

A T the parting-hour we stood
Lx. In the doorway dim, the night

Underneath a cloudy hood
Hid her jeweled brow from sight.

Like a guest who cometh late,

Wind of Winter as it passed,

Rudely shook the garden-gate,

Angry that the latch was fast

—

For the year was dark and cold,

And the frost was on the wold.

Then my lover, straight and tall,

Graceful as the gods of Greece,

Breathed in murmurs musical

Of a land beyond the seas.

Pleading softly: "Come away.
With me, far across the foam,

To the shores of some bright bay
Where the summer makes her home,
Where the year is never cold.

Nor the white frost on the wold.

" Let your blue eyes on my hours,

Stars of beauty, ever shine.

O'er the seas to lands of flowers

Sail with me, and so be mine."
Half a sob, and half a sigh.

Was my answering " No !
" Ah me !

Duty then not love chose I,

Though I knew my life would be
Like the year, both dark and cold,

—

Frost forever on the wold.

Geors'e W. Cable. \

Round me close his arms had been,
When he heard my faltered " No !

"

Coldly, sadly, did he then
Loose his hold, and let me go—
Lifted to his lips my hand
In a passion of regret

;

Leaned a little forward and
Kissed my cheek— with tears 'twas wet-

Then was gone into the (old,

Anfl the frost, across the wold.

5
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Snow of Winter ! some may tell

What a merry guest thou art

;

But to me each flake that fell,

Fell and froze upon my heart.

Wind of Winter ! when thy wail

Rose at midnight, from my sleep

I have wakened, but to cjuail

At my loneliness and weep,
While the house was dark and cold,

And the snow lay on the wold.

When the days were short and drear,

And the nights long, and a mouse
In the wall would make you fear,

—

Came a Presence in the house;
Semblance of my love it wore.

Eyes, and hair, and manner too,

Just the same as weeks before,

When he sighed that long adieu,

—

Ere he passed into the cold.

And the frost, across the wold.

First one night when raged a storm.

And I started from a dream
Of him, I beheld his form
In the firelight's ruddy gleam—
Arms outstretched in pleading way.
Eyes that with entreaty shone,

—

Since that time by night or day,

I am nevermore alone.

Though the year be hot or cold,

—

Frost or flower upon the Avoid.

If I read, at noon or night.

He is just behind my chair;

If I walk in broad daylight

Through the rooms, I see him there
j

When I talk with others now,
I can feel his finger-tips

On my arm, or on my brow
Soft the touch of shadowy lips.

But the lips and hands are cold,

—

As the frost upon the wold.

I am haunted, and shall be

Till Death's slumber, deep and long.

Seals for all Eternity

Eyes to sight and lips to song.

'Mong the lilies on my breast,

Will the ghost be laid, forgot,

When I lie in dreamless rest

—

When to me it matters not
If the year be dark and cold,

And the frost upon the wold.

Minna Irving.



THE MONITORS.*

THE introduction of General Paixhans's

brilliant invention, the shell-gun, in 1S24,

followed, in 1S5S, by the successful application

of armor-plating to the steam-frigate /<? Gloirc,

under Napoleon I II.. compelled an immediate
change in naval construction which startled

the maritime countries of Europe, especially

England, whose boasted security behind her
*• wooden walls " was shown to be a complete
delusion. The Englisli naval architects, how-
ever, did no: overlook the f:tct that their

French rivals, while producing a gun which
rendered wooden navies almost useless, had
also by their armor-plating provided an effi-

cient protection against the destructive Paix-

hans shell.

Accordingly, the Admiralty without loss of

time laid the keel of the Warrior, an armored
iron steam-frigate 380 feet long, 58 feet beam,
26 feet draught, and 9200 tons displacement.
The work being pushed with extraordinary
vigor, this iron-clad ship was speedily launch-
ed and equipped, the admiration of the naval
world.

Shortly after the adoption of armor-plating as
an essential feature in the construction ofvessels
of war, the Southern States seceded from the
Union, some of the most efficient of the United
States naval officers resigning their commis-
sions. Their loss was severely felt by the Navy
Department at Washington ; nor was it long
before the presence of great professional skill

among the officers of the naval administra-
tion of the Confederate States became mani-
fest. Indeed, the utility of the armor-plating
adopted by France and England proved to
be better understood at Richmond than at
Washington. While the Secretary of the Navy,
Mr. \\elles, and his advisers were discussing
the question of armor, news reached Wash-
ington that the partly burnt and scuttled steam-
frigate Merrimac, at the Norfolk Navy Yard,
had been raised and cut down to her berth-
deck, and that a very substantial structure of
timber, resembling a citadel with inclined
sides, was being erected on that deck.
The Navy Department at Washington had

previously advertised for plans and offers for
iron-clad steam-batteries to be built within a
stipulated time. My attention having been thus
called to a subject which I had thoroughly con-
sidered during a .series of years, I was fully

prepared to jjresent plans of an mipregnable
steam-battery of light draught, suitable to nav-
igate the shallow rivers and harbors of the Con-
federate States. -Availing myself of the services

of a friend who chanced to be in Washington
at the time, proposals were at once submitted
to a board of na\al officers appointed by the
President; but the plans presented by my
friend being rejected by the board, I immedi-
ately set out for Washington and laid the mat-
ter personally before its members, all of whom
proved to be well-informed and experienced
naval experts. Contrary to anticipation, the
board permitted me to present a theoretical
demonstration concerning the stability of the
new structure, doubt of which was the principal
consideration which had caused the rejection of
the plan presented. In less than an hour I suc-
ceeded in demonstrating to the entire satis-

faction of the board appointed by President
Lincoln that the design was thoroughly prac-
tical, and based on sound theory. The Secre-
tary of the Navy accordingly accepted my
proposal to build an iron-clad steam-battery,
and instructed me verbally to commence the
construction forthwith. Returning immedi-
ately to New York, I divided the work among
three leading mechanical establishments, fur-

nishing each with detailed drawings of every
part of the structure ; the understanding being
that the most skillful men and the best tools
should be employed ; also that work should
be continued during night-time whenever
practicable. The construction of nearly every
part of the battery accordingly commenced
simultaneously, all hands working with the ut-

most diligence, apparently confident that their
exertions would result in something of great
benefit to the national cauSe. Fortunately
no trouble or delay was met at any point;
all progressed satisfactorily ; every part sent
on board from the workshops fitted exactly
the place for which it was intended. As a con-
sequence of these favorable circumstances,
the battery, with steam-machinery complete,
was launched in one hundred days from the
laying of the keel-plate. It should be men-
tioned that at the moment of starting on the
inclined ways toward its destined element, the
novel fighting-machine was named Monitor.

Before entering on a description of this

fi,e;htiii<r.,nachiitc I propose to answer the ques-
tion fre(]uently asked: What circumstances
dictated its size and ])eculiar construction ?

1. The work on the Merrimac had pro-
gressed so far that no structure of large di-

mensions could po.ssibly be completed in time
to meet her.

2. The well-natured plan of erecting a
citadel of considerable dimensions on the am-

• Sec alio articles on the fight between the Monitor an.i the Merrimac,
in iHK Ce.vtcrv for March, 1885.— KurroR.
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THE MONITOR 'WEEHAWKEN " CAPTURING THE CONFEDERATE IRON-CLAD RAM "ATLANTA,"
WAKSAW SOUND, GEORGIA, JCNE I7, 1863.

pie deck of the razeed Meniinac admitted

of a battery of heavy ordnance so formidable

that no vessel of the ordinary type, of small

dimensions, could withstand its fire.

3. The battery designed by the naval con-

structor of the Confederate States, in addi-

tion to the advantage of ample room and
numerous guns, presented a formidable front

to an opponent's fire by being inclined to such

a degree that shot would be readily deflected.

Again, the inclined sides, composed of heavy

timbers well braced, were covered with two
thicknesses of bar iron, ingeniously combined,

well calculated to resist the spherical shot pe-

culiar to the Dahlgren and Rodman system

of naval ordnance adopted by the United

States Navy.

4. The shallow waters on the coast of

the Southern States called for very light

draught; hence the upper circumference of the

propeller of the battery would be exposed to

the enemy's fire unless thoroughly protected

against shot of heavy caliber. A ditticulty

was thus presented which apparently could

not be met by any device which would not

seriously imjjair the efficiency of the propeller.

5. The limited width of the navigable

parts of the Southern rivers and inlets pre-

sented an obstacle rendering manoeuvring
impossible ; hence it would not be practicable

at all times to turn the battery so as to pre-

sent a broadside to the points to be attacked.

6. The accurate knowledge possessed by
the adversary of the distance between the

forts on the river banks within range of his

guns, would enable him to point the latter

with such accuracy that unless every part of

Vol. XXXT.— 2S.

the sides of the battery could be made abso-

lutely shot-proof, destruction would be cer-

tain. It may be observed that the accurate

knowledge of range was an advantage in favor

of the Southern forts which placed the attack-

ing steam-batteries at great disadvantage.

7. The difficulty of manipulating the an-

chor vs-ithin range of powerful fixed l)atteries

presented difficulties which called for better

protection to the crew of the batteries than

any previously known.
Several minor points familiar to the naval

artillerist and naval architect presented con-

siderations which could not be neglected by
the constructor of the new battery ; but these

must be omitted in our brief statement, while

the foregoing, being of vital importance, have

demanded special notice.

The plans on pages 282-3 represent a long-

itudinal section through the center line of the

battery, which, for want of space on the page,

has been divided into three sections, viz., the

forward, central, and aft sections, which for

ready reference ^\ ill be called forivard, cen-

tral, and aft.

Referring particularly to the upper and
lower sections, it will be seen that the hull

consists of an u])per and lower body joined

together in the horizontal plane not far below

the water-line. The length of the ujjper part

of the hull is 172 feet, beam 41 feet: the

length of the lower hull being 122 feet,

beam 34 feet. The depth from the under-

side of deck to the keel-plate is eleven feet two
inches, draught of water at load-line ten feet.

Let us now examine separately the three

sectional representations.
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I. AFT SECTION. LONGITIDINAL rL.\N THROUGH THE CENTER LINE OF THE ORIGINAL MONITOR.

FonciirJ Section. The anchor-well, a c\

-

lindrical perforation of the overhanging deck,

near the bow, first claims our attention. The
object of this well being to protect the anchor

when raised, it is lined with plate iron backed

by heavy timbers, besides being protected by

the armor-plating bolted to the outside of the

overhang. It should be noticed that this

method proved so efficient that in no instance

did the anchor-gear receive any injury during

the several engagements with the Confederate

batteries, although nearly all of the monitors

of the Piissaii class were subjected to rapid

fire at short range in upwards of twenty ac-

tions. It will be remembered that the unpro-

tected anchor of the Mcrrimac was shot away
during the short battle with the Coiii^ress and
the Cumberland, Having described the method
of protecting the anchors, the mechanism
adopted for manipulating the same remains

to be explained. Referring to the illustration,

it will be seen that a windlass is secured un-

der the deck-beams near the anchor-well.

The men working the handles of this mechan-
ism were stationed on the bottom of the ves-

sel, and hence were most effectually protected

against the enemy's shot, besides being com-
pletely out of sight. The Confederate artiller-

ists were at first much suri)rised at witnessing

the novel spectacle of vessels ai)proaching their

batteries, then stojiping and remaining sta-

tionary for an indefinite time while firing, and
then again departing, apjjarently without any
intervention of anchor-gear. Our examination
of this gear and the anchor- well affords a fa-

vorable opportunity of exjjlaining the cause

of Lieutenant Greene's alarm, mentioned in a

statement recently published by a military jour-

nal, concerning a mysterious stjund emanating
from the said well fhiring the passage of the

Monitor from New York to I-'ortress Mf)nroe.

Lieutenant (ireene says that the sounrl from
the anchor-well " resembled the death-groans

of twenty men, and was the most dismal,

awful sound fhe| ever heard." Let us en-

deavor to trace to some physical cause this

portentous sounrl. The reader will fmd, on

close examination, that the chain cable which

susfjcnds the anchor passes through an aper-

ture (-'hawse-pipe") on the aft side of the

well, and that this pipe is very near the water-

line ; hence the slightest vertical depression

of the bow will occasion a flow of water into

the vessel. Obviously, any downward motion
of the overhang will cause the air confined in

the upper part of the well, when covered, to

be blown through the hawse-pipe along with
the admitted water, thereby producing a very
discordant sound, repeated at every rise and
fall of the bow during pitching. Lieutenant
Greene also states that apart from the re-

ported fearful sound, the battery was flooded

by the water which entered through the hawse-
pipe; a statement suggesting that this flood-

ing was the result of faulty construction,

whereas it resulted from gross oversight on
the part of the executive officer,—namely, in

going to sea without stopping the opening
round the chain-cable at the point where it

passes through the side of the anchor-well.

The pilot-house is the next important object

represented in the forw ard section of the illus-

tration now under consideration. This struc-

ture is situated ten feet from the anchor-well,

its internal dimensions being three feet six

inches long, two feet eight inches wide, three

feet ten inches high above the plating of the

deck, the sides consisting of solid blocks of

wrought iron, twelve niches deep and nine

inches thick, firmly held down at the corners

by three-inch bolts pas.sing through the iron-

])lated deck and deck-beams. The wheel,

which by means of ordinary tiller-ropes oper-

ates the rudder, is placed within the pilot-

house, its axle being supported by a bracket

secured to the iron blocks as shown by the

illustration. An ordinary ladder resting on the

bottom of the battery leads to the grated floor

of the jMlot-house. In order to afford the com-
manding officer and the pilot a clear view of

objects before and on the sides of the battery,

the first and second iron blocks from the top

are kept apart by ])acking pieces at the cor-

ners; long and narrow sight-holes being

thereby formed extending round the pilot-

house, and giving a clear view which sweeps
round the entire horizon, all but that part

whicli is hidden by the turret, hardly twelve

degrees on each side of the line of keel. Re-
garding the adequacy of the elongated sight-

hole formed between the iron blocks in the

manner dcsf;ribed, it shr)uld be borne in mind
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stantial to sufter from the mere aerial current

produced by the tiight of the shot. Consider-

ing that the Monitor, as reported by Lieuten-

ant Greene, was a " quick-turning vessel," the

disadvantage of not being able to fire over the

bow within jvIy dcgnrs of the line of keel is

insignificant. Captain Coles claimed for his

famous iron-clad turret-ship the advantage

of an all-round fire, although the axis of his

Mo/iifor would not have been ready to pro-

ceed to Hampton Roads until the beginning

of April, 1S62. The damage to the national

cause which might have resulted from that

delay is beyond computation.

The next important part of the battery

delineated on the forward section of the illus-

tration, namely, the quarters of the officers

and crew, will now be considered ; but before

DOMBAkDME.ST OF FOKT SUMTER AND ADJACENT FORTS, APRIL 7, l£63.

1 he monitor* engaged were the IVeehawken, Passaic, Moiitauk, Catskill, Nahant, Patapsco, and Nantucket.

turret guns had many times greater deviation

from the line of keel than that of the Monitor.

The statement jiublished by Lieutenant

Greene, that the chief engineer of the battery

immediately after the engagement in Hampton
Roads •• suggested the clever plan of putting

the pilot-house on top of the turret," is incor-

rect and calls for notice. The obvious

device of placing the pilot-house in the cen-

ter and above the turret was carefully consid-

ered beforethe Monitor turret was constructed,

but could not be carried out for these reasons

:

1. The turret of the battery was too light

to support a structure large enough to accom-
modate the commanfling officer, the pilot, and
the steering-gear, unfler the severe condition of

ab-solute impregnability against solid shot

from guns of ten-inch caliber employed by

the Confederates.

2, A central stationary pilot-house con-

nected with the turret involved so much com-

plication and addition.-il work (see description

of turret and pilot-houses further on), that

had its adoption not been abandoned the

entering on a description it should be men-
|

tioned that in a small turret-vessel built for 1

fighting, only one-half of the crew need be ac- '

commodated at a time, as the other half should

be in and on the turret, the latter being al- \

ways covered with a water-proof awning.

Referring again to the forward and to part of
,

the central section, it will be seen that the
!

<iuarters extend from the transverse bulkhead i

under the turret to within five feet of the pi- i

lot-house, a distance of fifty feet; the forward
,

portion, twenty-four feet in length, being oc-
|

cupied by the officers' quarters and extending
j

across the battery from side to side. The '

height of the aft part of these quarters is

eight feet six inches under the deck-beams;
\

while the height of the whole of the quarters

of the crew is eight feet six inches. A mere
;

glance at the illustrations showing a side '

elevation [page 283J and top view of in- i

ternal arrangement [page 286] gives a \

correc;t irlea of the nature of the ac-

commodations y)re[)ared for the officers and
j

crew of the battery which Lieutenant Greene
j
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PU\X OF THE DERTH-DECK OF THE ORIGINAL MONITOR, DRAWN TO SCALE.

cabin : i^. his state-room ; r, state-rooms of the officers : <(', ward-room ; d, quarterh. his state-room ; r, state-rooms of the officers :

of the crew, with store-rooms on the sides

regards as a *' crude " structure, and of which

he says :
" Probably no ship was ever devised

which was so uncomfortable for the crew."

If this opinion were well founded, it would

prove that submerged vessels like the monitors

are untit to live in.

Fortunately, the important cjuestion whether

crews can live permanently below water-line

has been set at rest by the report of the chief

of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to the

Secretary of the Navy, 1864. This minute

and carefully considered report enabled the

naval administration, organized by President

Lincoln, to prove the healthfulness of the moni-

tors, by the following clear presentation of the

and the conclusion i

reached that no wooden
vessels in any squadron
throughout the world
can show an ecjual im-
munity from disease

Apart from the ample
size of the quarters on
board the battery, shown
by the illustration, it

should be mentioned
that the system adopted
for ventilating those

quarters furnishes an
abundant supply of
fresh air by the follow-

ing means. Two centrif-

ugal blowers, driven by
separate steam-engines,

furnished seven thousand cubic feet of atmos-

pheric air per minute by the process of suction

through standing pipes on deck. Part of the

air thus drawn in supported the combustion of

the boiler furnaces, the remainder entering the

lower part of the hull, gradually expelling the

heated and vitiated air within the vessel. It has

been imagined that the fresh airsuppliedby the

blowers ought to have been conveyed to the

quarters at the forward end of the vessel, by
a system of conducting pipes. The laws of

static balance, however, render the adoption

of such a method unnecessary, since agreeably

to those laws the fresh cold air, unless it be stop-

ped by closed doors in the bulkheads, will find

its way to every part of the bottom of the hull.subject :
" The monitor class of vessels, it is

well known, have but a few inches of their graduallyrisingandexpelling the upper heated

hulls above the water-line, and in a heavy sea strata through the hatches, and lastly through

are entirely submerged. It has been doubted the grated top of the turret. Naval construct-

whether under such circumstances it would ors who speculate on the cause of the extraor-

be i>ossible long to preserve the health of the dinarv healthfulness of the monitors need

men on board, and conse<|uently maintain the

fighting material in a condition for effective

service. It is gratifying, therefore, to know
that an examination of the sick-reports, cover-

ing a periofl of over thirty months, shows that,

so far from being unhealthy, there was less

sickness on board the monitors than on the

same number of wooden shij>s with an equal

number of men and in similar exposed posi-

tions. The exemjition from sickness uj^on the

iron-dads in some instances is remarkable.

There were on board the .SV7//i,7/i-, from Novem-
ber 25th, 1H64, to .\]<ril ist, 1865, a ];eriod of

over four months, but four cases of sickness

(exclufiing accidental injuries), and of these

two were di.seases with which the patients had
suffered for years. On the Motitauk, for a

period of one hundred and sixty-five days
prior to the 29th of ,\Iay, 1865, there was but

one case of disease on board. Other vessels

of the cla,ss exhibit equally remarkable results,

not extend their researches beyond a thorough
,

investigation of the system of ventilation just

described. 1

Turret Dcpartjiioit. The most important
|

object delineated on the central section of the
,

illustration, namely, the rotating turret, will

now be considered ; but before describing this

essential part of the monitor system, it will be

well to observe that the general belief is (juite

SlDf, RM\ . lU.-, II

TOWI'.K, II lll.l.sllljj

IIMXIIM, l;l;VOI.VING CIRCII.AK

Al;l<AllAM 1!1.001k;OOD IN 1S07.
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FLOATING CIRCULAR CITADEL, SUBMITTED TO THE FRENCH DIRECTORY IN I798.

erroneous that a revolving platform, open or

covered, is a novel design. So far from that

being the case, this obvious device dates back
to the first introduction of artillery. Sixty-four

years ago the writer was taught by an in-

structor in fortification and gunnery that under
certain conditions a position assailable from
all sides should be defended by placing the

guns on a turn-table. Long before building

the Monitor I regarded the employment of a

revolving structure to operate guns on board
ships as a device familiar to all well-informed

naval artillerists. But although constructors

of revolving circular gun-platforms for naval

purposes, open or covered, have a right to

employ this ancient device, it will be demon-
strated further on that the turret of the mon-
itors is a distinct mechanical combination
(Uffering from previous inventions. The cor-

rectness of the assumption that revolving

batteries for manipulating guns on board
floating structures had been constructed nearly

a century ago will be seen by the following

reference to printed publications.

The " Nautical Chronicle" for 1805 contains

an account of a '' movable turning impregnable
battery, invented by a Mr. (iillespie, a native

of Scotland, who completed the model of a

movable impregnable castle or battery, im-

pervious to shot or bombs, ])rovided with a

cannon and carriage calculateil to take a sure

aim at any object." It is further stated tliat

" the invention proposed will be found ecjually

serviceable in floating batteries. Its machinery
is adapted to turn the most ponderous mortars

with the greatest ease, according to the posi-

tion of the enemy." Again, the Transactions

of the Society for the Promotion of Useful Arts

in the State of New York, 1807, contains an
illustration representing a side elevation of a

circular revolving floating battery constructed

by Abraham Bloodgood (see cut on page

286). The guns of this battery, as the invent-

or points out, " would be more easily worked
than is common, as they would not require

any lateral movement." It is also stated, as a

peculiar feature of this floating battery, that

" its rotary motion would bring all its cannon
to bear successively, as fast as they could be

loaded, on objects in any direction" ; and that

"its circular form would cause every shot

that might strike it, not near the center, to

glance." Thirty-five years after the publication

of the illustration and descri])tion of the cir-

cular floating revolving tower of Abraham
Bloodgood, Theodore R. Timliy proposed to

,

build a tower on land for coast defense, to be

composed of iron, with several floors and tiers

of guns, the tower to turn on a series of friction-

rollers under its base. The princijjal feature

of Timby's '* invention " was that of arranging

the guns radially within the tower, and firing

each gun at the instant of its coming in line

with the object aimed at during the rotary

motion of the tower, precisely as invented by
Bloodgood. About twenty years ago certain

influential citizens presented drawings of Tim-
by's revolving tower to the authorities at

^Vashington, with a view of obtaining orders

to build such towers for coast defense ; but
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the plan was found to be not only very ex-

pensive, but radically detective in principle.

The slides of the gun-carriages being fixed

permanently in a radial direction within the

tower, the £juns. of course, are directed to all

Unfortunately, before the battery left New
York for Hampton Roads, it was suggested
at the Navy Yard to insert a plaited hemp
rope between the base of the turret and the
bronze ring, for the purpose of making the

UA;TLE UK MOLILE UAV, AIUISI 5, 1804. THE MONITORS CAPTURING THE IRON-CLAD RAM " TENNESSEE.
"

points of the compass. Hence, during an
attack by a hostile fleet, with many ships

abreast, only one assailant can be fired at, its

companions being scot-free in the dead angle

formed between the effective gun and the

guns on either side. In the mean time the

numerous guns, distributed round the tower
on the several floors, cannot be fired until

their time comes during the revolution of the

tower. The enemy's fleet continuing its ad-

vance, ofcourse, calls for a change of elevation

of the pieces, which, considering the constant
revolution of the tower and the different

altitudes above the sea of the several tiers,

presents perjjlexing difficulties. Nothing fur-

ther need be said to explain why the (lovern-

ment did not accept the jjlans for Timby's
revolving towers.

The origin of rotating circular gun-plat-

forms being disposed of, the consideration of
thccentralsectionof the illustration will now be
resumed. It will be seen that the turret which
protects the guns and gunners of the A/o/iUor

consist-, simply of a short cylinder resting on
the deck, covered with a grated iron rofjf

provided with sliding hatches. This cylinder

is composefl of eight thicknesses of wrought-
iron plates, each one inch thick, firmly riveted

together, the inside course, which extenrls

lx;low the rest, Ijeing acriurately faced under-
neath. .\ flat, tjrf>ad ring of bronze is let into

the deck, its upper face being very smooth in

orfler to form a water-tight joint with the base
of the turret without the employment of any
elastic packing, a peculiar feature r;f the tur-

rets of the monitors, as will be seen further on.

joint perfectly water-tight. As might have
\

been supposed, the rough and uneven hemp
j

rope did not form a perfect joint ; hence during
|

the passage a great leak was observed at in-
|

tervals as the sea washed over the decks. \

" The water came down under the turret like
j

a waterfall," says Lieutenant Greene in his re-
i

port. It will be proper to observe in this i

place that the " foundering " of the Monitor
\

on its way to Charleston was not caused
I

by the " separation of the upper and lower
part of the hull," as was imagined by persons

;

who possessed no knowledge of the method
;

adopted by the builders in joining the upper
\

and lower hulls. Again, those who asserted
j

that the plates had been torn asunder at the i

junction of the hulls did not consider that
j

severe strain cannot take place in a structure \

nearly submerged. The easy motion at sea, i

peculiar to the monitors, was pointed out by
;

several of their commanders. Lieutenant I

Oreene in his report to the Secretary of the i

Navy, dated on board the Monitor, March ';

27, 1862, says with reference to sea-going
|

qualities: •

" During licr passage from New York her roll was '

very easy and slow and not at all deep. She i)itclied j

very little and with no strain whatever." :

Ca];t;iin John Rodgers's report to the Sec-
|

retary rjf the Navy, dated on board the monitor
j

//-'WwTf'/r//, January 22, 1863, refers si)ecially
,j

to the easy moticjn of liis vessel

:

"On Tuesday nij^hl, when off ('hincoteague shoals,

we had a very heavy f^ale from (he K. N. I'), with a
v';ry heavy sea, made confused and dangerous by the

i
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proximity of the land. The
waves I measured after the sea

abated ; I found them twenty-

three feet high. Tliey were
certainly seven feet higher in

the midst of the storm. 1 )uiing

the heaviest of tlie gale I stood

upon the turret and admired
the behavior of tlie vessel. Siie

rose and fell to the waves, and
I concluded that the monitor
form had great sea-going quali-

ties. If leaks were prevented
no hurricane could injure her."

The true cause of the

foundering of the Monitor
was minutely explained to

the writer some time after

the occurrence by the en-

gineer, a very intelligent

person, who operated the

centrifugal pumping- en -

gine of the battery at the

time. According to his

statement, oakum was
packed under the base of

the turret before going to

sea, in order to make sure

of a water-tight joint ; but

this expedient failed alto-

gether, the sea gradually

washing out the oakum in

those places where it had
been loosely packed, there-

by permitting so large a

quantity of water to enter

under the turret, fully sixty-

three feet in circumference,

that the centrifugal pump-
ing-engine had not suffi-

cient power to expel it.

The hull consequently filled

gradually and settled, until

at the expiration of about
four hours the battery went
to the bottom. It will be

asked, in view of the pre-

ceding explanation of the

construction of the moni-
tor turrets, namely, that

the smooth base of the tur-

ret forms a water-tight joint

with the ring on the deck,

why was oakum packed
under the turret before

going to Charleston ? The
commander of the battery,

Captain Bankhead, in his

report of the foundering,

adverts to the admission
of water under the turret,

but does not duly consider

the serious character of

Vol. XXXI.—29.
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TRANSVERSE SECTION OK THE Hl'LL OF THE ORIGINAL MONITOR.

The diagram gives a front view of the boilers and furnaces ; also a side elevation of the rotating cylindrical turret vv-hich proved
impregnable against ten-inch solid shot fired with battering charges at ver>' short range.

the leak, sixty-three feet in length. Cai)tain

Bankhead evidently had not carefully inves-

tigated the matter when he attributed the

accident to an imaginary separation of the

upper and lower hull. It should be ol^served,

injustice to this officer, that having commanded
the Monitor only during a brief jjeriod he pos-

sessed but an imperfect knowledge of his ves-

sel, and probably knew nothing regarding the

consequence of employing packing,— namely,

that it might cause '' water to come down un-

der the turret like a waterfall," as previously

reported by the second officer in command.
Having explained that Captain Bankhead had

not commanded the battery long enough to

become fully acquainted with its construction,

it will be proper to mention as a mitigating

circumstance in favor of the second officer,

Lieutenant Greene, that previous to the bat-

tle in Hampton Roads he had " never per-

formed any but midshipman duty." The
important question, therefore, must remain
unanswered, whether the Monitor, like the

other vessels of her type, might not in the

hands of an older and more experienced

executive officer have reached Charleston in

safety.

Referring again to the central part of the

ON niJCK.
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LAUNCH OF THE "DICTATOR" FROM THE RELAMATER IRON WORKS, DECEMBER 27, 1863.

illustration, page 283, and the sectional repre-

sentation of the turret, it will be found that

the guns are placed across the vessel, conse-

quently only the end of the breech and upper
part of the port-hole are seen. The object

of the pendulum port-stoppers suspended
under the roof is to afford protection to the

turret crew while loading the guns. Gen-
erally, however, the turret should be moved,
and the port-holes thereby turned away
from the enemy. Much time was lost dur-

ing the conflict with the Mcrrimac by closing

the port-stoppers in place of merely mov-
ing the turret, the latter operation being per-

formed by a small steam-engine controlled by
a single hand; while opening and closing the

port-stoppers, as reported by Lieutenant
Greene, required the entire gun-crew. The
slow fire of the Monitor during the action,

complained of by critics, was no doubt occa-

sioned by an injudicious manipulation of the

port-stoppers. There are occasions, however.

when the turret should not be turned, in which
case the port-stoppers are indispensable. The
method adopted for turning the turret will be

readily understood. The small steam-engine

controlled by one man, before referred to,

drives a double train of cog-wheels connected
with the vertical axle of the turret, this axle

being stepped in a bron/.e bearing secured to

the central bulkhead of the battery. The
mechanism thus described was carefully tested

before the iJ/^-'/z/Vf^/' left New York for Hampton
Roads, and was found to move very freely, the

turret being turned and the guns accurately

pointed by the sailing-master without aid.

The trouble reported by Lieutenant Greene
regarding the manipulation of the turret was
caused by inattention during the passage from

New York; the working-gear having been

permitted to rust for want of proper cleaning

and oiling while exposed to the action of salt

water entering under the turret, from causes

already explained.
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THE "dictator" AT SEA.

Amidships is seen the elevated promenade deck to which the ship's company resort when driven from the main deck by the seas.

Having thus briefly described the turret and
its mechanism, our investigation of the cen-

tral part of the sectional view of the battery

will be completed by a mere reference to the

steam-boilers placed aft of the turret. There
are two of these boilers placed side by side,

as shown in the cut on page 290. Two views

being thus presented, the nature of the boilers

will be understood witht)ut further explana-

tion. It should be mentioned, however, that

they proved very economical and efficient.

Aft Section. The following brief reference

to this section of the sectional illustration,

showing the motive engine, propeller, and
rudder, will complete our description of the

battery :

I. The motive engine, the construction of

which i-) somewhat peculiar, consists of only

one steam-cylinder with pistons applied at

opposite ends, a steam-tight partition being
introduced in the middle. The propeller-shaft

has only one crank and one crank-pin, the

difficulty of "passing the centers " being over-

come by the expedient of placing the con-

necting-rods, actuated by the steam-pistons,

at right angles to each other. Much space is

saved within the vessel by employing only

one steam-cylinder, an advantage of such im-

portance in the short hulls of the monitors

that the entire fleet built during the war Avas

provided with engines of the stated type.

2. The propeller, being of the ordinary

four-bladed type, needs no description ; but
the mode of protecting the same against shot

demands full explanation. Referring to the

illustration, it will be seen that the under side

TSANSVeXSE SECTION i>V THE MONITOR "DICTATOR" THROUGH THB CENTER LINE OK THE STEAM CYUNDERS.

The diatom <howt the application of rock-shafts and vibrating levers by which the problem of placing engines with vertical

cylinders below the water-line has been solved.
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of the overhang near the stern is cut out in i)ronounced the entire structure a fine speci-

the middle, forming a cavity needed to give men of naval engineering,

free sweep to the ])ropeller-blades ; the slope The conHict in Hamjjton Roads, and the

of the said cavity on either side of the ])ro- immediate building of a Heet of sea-going

peller being considerably inclined in order to monitors by the L'nited States Government,

favor a free i)assage of the water to and from attracted great attention in all maritime coun-

the i)ropeller-blades. tries, especially in the north of Europe. Ad-

3. The extreme beani at the forward side miral Lessoffsky of the Russian navy was

of the propeller-well is thirty-one feet, while at once ordered to be present iluring the com-

'

the diameter of the propeller is only nine feet; pleiion and trial of our sea-going monitors.

DtblkOVl.Nu IHt LUMliLibl' vitEK •' .NAbH\ ILLE," OGEECHEE KI\ EK, GEOKGIA.

it will therefore be seen that the deck and side

armor projects eleven feet on each side, thus

protecting most effectually the propelling in-

strument as well as the e(iui{)oise rudder applied
aft of the same. It will be readily admitted

that no other vessel constructed here or else-

where has such thorough protection to rudder

and propeller as that just described.

The foregoing description of the hastily

constructed steam-battery proves that, so far

from being, as generally supposed, a rude

specimen of naval construction, the Monitor
displayed careful planning, besides workman-
ship of superior (]uality. Experts who exam-
ined the vessel and machinery after completion

The report of this talented officer to his gov-

ernment being favorable, the P^mperor imme-
diately ordered a fleet of twelve vessels on
the new system, to be constructed according

to copies of the working drawings from which

the American sea-going monitors had been

built. Sweden and Norway also forthwith

laid the keels of a fleet of seven vessels of the

new type, Turkey rapidly following the ex-

ample of the northern European nations. It

will be remembered that during the naval

contest on the Danube the Russian batteries

and torpedo boats subjected the Turkish

monitors to severe tests. England, in due
course, ado])ted our turret system, discarding

the turn-table and cupola.
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Many prominent naval architects in the

European maritime countries warmly advo-

cated our system of war-vessels with turrets

and low freeboard. In England the subject

was critically investigated by ship-constructors

require the sides of the ship to rise much above
the water's edge ; that you should not require
more protection to the guns than would con-ji

tain the guns and gunners ; that you shouldil

be content with as many guns as the shipi

TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE HILL OK A SEA-c;olN(; MONITOR THROUGH THE CENTER LINE OF THE TURRET AND PILOT-HOUSE.

ofthe highest Standing; the following epitome
presents their views of the monitor system :

'* I. It is a creation altogether original, pe-

culiarly American, admirably adapted to the

special purpose which gave it birth. Like most
American inventions, use has been allowed

to dictate terms of construction, and purpose
not prejudice has been allowed to rule inven-

tion. 'Fhe ruling c<jnditions of construction

for the inventor of the American fleet were
these: the vessels must be j^erfectly shot-proof;

they must fight in shallow water; they must
be able to endure a heavy sea, and pass through
it, if not fight in it. The American iron-clad

navy is a child of these conditions. Minimum
draught of water means minimum extent of
surface

;
perfect protection means thickness

to resist the heaviest shot, and protection for

the whole length of the shi]); it also means
perfef t protection to guns anrl gunners. Had
they added, what Knglish legislators exact,

that the ports shall lie in the ship's side, nine

feet above the water, the problem might at

once have become impossible and absurd;
but they wanted the work done as it could be
done, and allowed the conditions of success

to rule the methods of r onstruction.
" 2. The conditions of success in the given

•circumstances were these : that you should not

could carry, and no more. To do the work,
j

therefore, the full thickness of armor required ;

to keep out the enemy's shot was taken, but
|

the ship was made to rise a few inches above
j

water, and no more; and so a narrow strip of
;

thick armor, all along the upper edge of the

;

ship's side, gave her complete protection.

Thus the least quantity of thickest armor'
did most work in protecting the ship, engines, >

boilers, and magazine. Next, to protect the
\

guns, a small circular fortress, shield, or tower !

encircled a couple of guns, and, if four guns
]

were to be carried, two such turrets carried
j

the armament and contained the gunners.
|

Thus, again, weight of armor was spared to

the utmost, and so both ship and armament
i

were completely protected. But the conse-
j

quences of these conditions are such as

,

England, at least for sea-going ships, would

'

reluctantly accept. The low ship's side, in a
I

seaway, allows the sea to sweep over the ship,
\

anrl the waves, not the sailors, will have pos-

session of the deck. The American accepts
j

the ( onditions, removes the sailors from the

deck, allows the sea to have its way, and
;

drives his vessel through, not over, the sea to
j

her fighting destination by steam, abandoning .

sails. The American also cheerfully accepts '

the small round turret as protection for guns
\
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and men, and pivots them on a central turn- commanding the blockading fleet at Charles-

table in the middle of his ship, raising his ton, reported to the Navy Department that

port high enough to be out of the water, and from July 18 to September 8, 1863, a period

then fighting his guns through an aperture of fifty-two days, the monitors W'cchawkcii,

little larger thai its muzzle. By thus frankly Paiapsco, Montauk, N'a/ianf, Catskill., and l\js-

accej)ting tlie conditions he could not control, JV7/V engaged Forts Sumter, Moultrie, Wagner,
the American did his work and built his fleet. Gregg, and the batteries on Morris and Sulli-

II is beyond doubt that the American Monifor

class, with two turrets in each ship, and two
guns in each turret, is a kind of vessel that

can be made fast, shot-proof, and sea-going.

It may be uncomfortable, but it can be made

van's islands, on an average ten times each,

the Moiiiaiik going before the muzzles of the

enemy's guns fifteen times during the stated

period, while the Patapsco was engaged thir-

teen times and the W'ccJiawkcn twelve times.

secure. The sea may possess its deck, but in The number of hits received by the six vessels

the air, above the sea, the American raises a mentioned amounted to 629 ;
yet not a single

platform on the level of the top of his turrets,

which he calls his hurricane-deck [see illus-

tration o{\\\t Dictator z.\. sea, page 292], whence
he can look down with indifference at the waves
furiously foaming and breaking themselves on
the abandoned deck below. His vessel, too,

has the advantage, as he thinks it, of not roll-

ing with the waves ; so that he can take his

aim steadily and throw his shot surely. Thus,

if he abandons much that we value, he secures

what he values more. It may be shown that

penetration of side armor, turret, or pilot-

house took place. Admiral Dahlgren observes
that the Montaiik was struck 1 54 times dur-

ing the engagements referred to, " almost en-

tirely," he states, " by ten-inch shot." Consid-
ering that the hull of the Moiitauk was nearly

submerged, hence presenting a very small

target, the recorded number of hits marked
splendid jjractice on the part of the Confed-
erate gunners. The report of the experienced
commander concludes thus : " What vessels

the American turret ships, of the larger class, have ever been subjected to such a test ? " It

with two turrets and four guns, are successful

vessels— successful beyond the measure of

English estimate of their success. Like so

many American inventions, they are severely

subject to the conditions of use, and success-

merits special notice that the same monitors
which Admiral Dahlgren thus found to possess

such remarkable power of endurance had led

the unsuccessful attack at Charleston three

months previously,— a circumstance which
ful by the rigidity and precision with which shows that difiiculties presented themselves

they fit the end and fulfill the purpose which during that attack which had not been fore-

was their aim. The design of these vessels seen, or the magnitude of which had not been
has about it all the characteristics of American properly estimated. The attack referred to

audacity. Every conventionality has been being one of the leading incidents of the civil

despised and discarded; in the sailor's sense war, the following facts connected with the

of the word, there is nothing * shi[)-shape

'

same cannot j^roperly be withheld in this

about this original Mo)iitor; everything is un- place, more particularly since these facts rebut

usual. She has neither keel, nor bilges, nor the allegation that injudicious advice to cer-

bulwarks. She is covered by a great horizon- tain ofticers induced the Navy Department to

tal platform of timber, projecting beyond her adopt hazardous expedients in connection with

deck and descending below the water-line, the attack on Charleston. A letter from the

This great upper platform in no way conforms Assistant-Secretary of the Navy in reference

to the shape of the under-ship Avhich carries to the contemplated attack, written before the

it; it is obviously meant to shelter the rudder news of its failure had been received, contained
and the stern from every attempt to damage the following sentence :

them by shot or collision. At the bow the en
tire hull is equally protected by the overhang-
ing platform of the deck."

The correctness of the views entertained by
the English naval constructors was practically

demonstrated by the i)erformance of the

monitors during the civil war. Impregnabilitv
proved by capability to keep out Confederate
shot, being demanded by President Lincoln
and promised by the constructor of the fleet

which was built during the early part of 1862,
it will be proper to inquire how far the per-

formance accorded with anticipation. Admiral
Dahlgren, the distinguished naval artillerist.

" Though everybody is despondent about Charles-

ton, and even the President thinks we shall be de-

feated, I must say that I have never had a shadow of

a doubt as to our success, and this confidence arises

from careful study of your marvelous vessels."

To this letter the following rej^ly was for-

warded the next day :

" I confess that I cannot share in your confidence rela-

tive to the capture of Charleston. I am so much in the

liabit of estimating force and resistance that I cannot

feel sanguine of success. If you succeed, it will not be
a mechanical consequence of your ' marvelous ' ves-

sels, but because you are marvelously fortunate. The
most /dare hope is, that the contest will end without
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tion in the United States,

while in the European mari-

time countries it was looked
upon as an event of the high-

est importance, since it es-,

tablished the fact, practically

that armor-plating of the

same thickness as that of La
Gloirc and the /T^z/'r/Vr could
be readily pierced, even when)
placed at an inclination ofl

only twenty-nine degrees tol

the horizon. Moreover, the]

shot from the WeehawketA
struck at an angle of fifty

degrees to the line of keel,!

thereby generating a com-
pound angle, causing the line

i

of the shot to approach the!

face of the armor-plate within
j

twenty- two degrees. The!
great amount of iron andj

wood dislodged by the fifteen-inch spherical

shot entering the citadel, protected by four- \

inch armor-plating and eighteen-inch woodi
backing, was shown by the fact that forty men;
on the Atlanta''s gun-deck were prostrated;

by the concussion, fifteen being wounded,;

The discomfiture of the '"marvelous" ves- principally by splinters ; a circumstance read-

1

sels before Charleston, however, did not ily e\i)lained, since penetration at an angle!

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE TURRET OF A SEA-GOING MONITOR.

The compact form of the gun-carriages, the simplicity of the massive port-stoppers, and

the enormous size of the spheric.-il projectiles (15-iiich diameter) surprised naval experts.

the loss of that prestige wliich your iron-clads have

conferred on the nation ahroail. .\ single shot may
;ink a ship, while a humlred rounds cannot silence a

fort, as you have proveil on the Ogeechee. The immu-
table laws of force and resistance do not favor your

enterprise. Chance, therefore, can alone save you."

impair thtrir fitness to fight other battles. It

will be recollected that the Wcchawkcii, com-
manded by the late Admiral John Rodgers,

defeated and captured the Confederate ram
Atlanta, in Warsaw Sound, June 17, 1863,

ten weeks after the battle of Charleston

;

consequently, previous to the engagements in

which this monitor participated, as reported

by Admiral Dahlgren. The sjjlendid victory

in Warsaw Sound did not attract much atten-

of twenty-two degrees means that, independ-

ent of deflection, the shot must pass through

nearly five feet of obstruction,— namely,^

eleven inches of iron and four feet of wood.;

Rodgers's victory in Warsaw Sound, therefore,!

proved that the four-and-a-half-inch vertical!

l^lating of the magnificent Waj'rior of ninel

thousand tons— the pride of the British Admi-i

ralty— would present a mere pasteboard pro-:

tection against the fifteen-inch monitor guns.i

TllANSVERSe »ECTIOK » AS IRON-Cf.AI) STKAM-BATTF.IC.
TI'RRET — MDMIT I Kl) TO NAl'OI.I

IHF, ( KN TI'.K LINK OK ITS UIJVOLVING SEMI-SI'IIERICAL i

rilF. I.AI 1 I'.K I'AKI OF 1854. ;
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The destruction of the Confederate priva-

teer Nashville by the Moniauk, February

28, 1863, also calls for a brief notice. The
expedient by which this well-appointed priva-

teer was destroyed, just on the eve of com-
mencing a series of depredations in imitation

of the Alabama, must be regarded as a feat

which has no parallel in naval annals. The
commander of the Montauk, the present

Admiral Worden, having received stringent

orders to prevent the Nashville from going to

sea, devised a plan for destroying the privateer

(then occupying a safe position beyond a tor-

pedo obstruction on the Ogeechee River), by
means of the fifteen-inch shells which formed

part of his equipment; but in order to get

near enough for effective shelling, he was
compelled to take up a position under the

guns of Fort McAllister, then commanded by
a Confederate officer of distinguished ability.

Obviously, the success of the daring plan of not

returning the concentrated flanking fire from

the fort while shelling the privateerdepended on
the power of endurance of the Montaiik, then

for the first time subjected to such a crucial test.

The result proved that Worden had not over-

estimated the resisting power of his vessel.

The fifth shell had scarcely reached its des-

tination when signs of serious damage on
board the privateer were observed ; a few

additional shells being dispatched, a volume
of black smoke was seen rising above the

doomed Nashville. The shelling was con-

tinued for a short time, with the result that

the entire hull of the intended depredator was
enveloped inflames. The magazine ultimately

exploded with terrific violence, tearing part

of the structure into fragments. The gunners
in the Confederate fort, McAllister, had in

the mean time continued to practice against

the Montauk; but no serious damage having
been inflicted, the anchor was raised and the

victor dropped down the river, cheered by the

crews of the blockading fleet.

The cut on page 294 represents a trans-

verse section through the turret and pilot-

house of the Montauk and other sea-going

vessels of the monitor type. It will be noticed

that the pilot-house is placed above the turret,

an arrangement which for lack of time could
not be adopted in the original Monitor, as

before particularly referred to. Evidently the

pilot-house must remain stationary while the

turret is being turned for the purpose of di-

recting the guns ; consequently it can derive

no support from the turret ; a stationary cen-

tral shaft of wrought iron resting on the bot-

tom of the vessel has therefore been introduced
to carry the weight of the pilot-house, the

substantial wrought-iron floor of which rests

on the top of the shaft. The method adopted

Vol. XXXI.— 30.

in constructing the Monitor turret, before de-

scribed, of allowing the base of the same to

rest on the deck, obviously calls for means of

relieving the pressure caused by the great

weight of the revolving structure l)efore going

into action ; otherwise a very powerful engine
and a complex arrangement of cog-wheels
would be necessary in order to point the guns.

The turret itself must therefore be supported

by the central shaft, for which purpose the

latter is provided with two strong collars^

—

one under the turret flooring nearly on a level

with the deck of the vessel, the other at a

l)oint just below the roof of the turret. Re-
ferring to the illustration (page 294), it will be
seen that diagonal braces connect the central

part of the turret roof with the ends of the

gun-slides, which latter consist of heavy girders

of wrought iron stretching across the turret,

to which they are firmly bolted. Correspond-

ing diagonal braces applied below connect

the ends of the gun-slides with the bearings

into which the vertical shaft is stepped. The
turret, the base of which is accurately faced

underneath, rests on a smooth ring composed
of bronze let into the deck, the base and this

ring forming a water-tight joint at all times,

even when the weight of the turret is partially

relieved by keying up the central shaft. The
port-stopper consists simply of a massive

crank of wrought iron placed vertically, turn-

ing on a central pivot, readily operated by
two men, and requiring only a few seconds in

opening and closing. When turned in a line

with the axis of the gun it closes the port,

and when turned at right angles, as shown in

the illustration, permits the gun to be run

out. By means of a small steam-engine and
a train of cog-wheels, the turret is turned and
the guns pointed, as previously explained.

The turret and pilot-house are perfectly cylin-

drical, each being composed of eleven plates

of wrought iron, one inch thick, riveted to-

gether by " lapping " the same in a very peculiar

manner insuring great strength. The pilot-

house, provided with numerous sight-holes,

generally elongated, is sufficiently large to

accommodate the commanding officer, pilot,

and helmsman. The mechanism for trans-

mitting the power from the wheel to the til-

ler-ropes which control the rudder is quite

novel. The success of this apparently com-
plex mechanism has called forth favorable

comments among European naval engineers,

who all admit that a closed rotating gun-plat-

form is not complete unless it is })rovided with

an impregnable stationary protection for the

commanding officer, pilot, and helmsman. A
device which allows the commander to watch
in perfect safety the movements of his op-

ponent, instruct his helmsman, and direct the
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UMtCITUDINAL SBCTION OF THE BOW OF AN IRON VESSEL OF THE "DESTROYER" TYPE, SHOWING ITS SUBMARINE GUN,
EXPLOSIVE PROJECTILE, AND SEA-VALVES.

gunners under his feet, without changing his

position, may well be deemed a mechanical

triumph.

Regarding the plan of the Monitor and its

origin, it should be stated that during the

month of September, 1854, I presented a

drawing and description of an iron-clad

steam-battery to the Emperor Napoleon III.*

This battery, like the Monitor, carried in its

center a rotating circular gun-platform pro-

tected by a semi-spherical cupola composed of

wrought iron six inches thick, the rotary plat-

form and cupola being supported by a vertical

axle resting on the bottom of the battery and
operated by a steam-engine and a train of cog-

wheels geared to the axle, as in the Monitor.

The deck of this original battery was composed
of plate iron three inches thick, curved up-

wards, the sides being entirely submerged,
as shown by the illustration representing a

transverse section of the hull through the cen-

ter of the gun-platform and cupola. The pe-

culiar form of this transverse section calls for

an explanation,— namely, the keel consists of

a square hollow box filled with cast iron, the

weight of which is necessary to give stability

to the structure. The illustration (page 296),
it should be mentioned, is a facsimile of the

drawing presented to the French Emperor.
Regarding the internal arrangement of the

battery, the fact calls for special notice that it

was provided with a cylindrical tube for ex-

|>elling submarine projectiles charged with

explosives for destroying ships. 'I'he original

battery submitted to Napoleon III. may,
therefore, be regardcfl as a rluplex fighting-

machine, capable of attacking an enemy by
an improved method of firing above water,

together with the application of submarine

artillery for expelling j)roje< tiles under water,

capable of piercing the lower j)art of the hull

of iron-clads, thereby rendering the employ-
ment of armor-plating as a means of protec-

tion practically useless.

The nautical community is aware that

I have recently built a vessel, the Destroyer

(now lying at the wharf in the United States

Navy Yard at Brooklyn), provided with a sub-

marine gun. The Destroyer is an iron vessel

one hundred and thirty feet long, seventeen

feet wide, eleven feet deep, protected by a
wrought-iron breastwork of great strength ap-

plied near the bow. The submarine gun, a for-

midable piece of ordnance of sixteen-inch

caliber and thirty feet length, is placed on the

bottom of the vessel, the muzzle projecting

through an opening in the stem, as shown by
the illustration representing a longitudinal

section of the bow of the Destroyer. The pro-

jectile expelledby the submarine gun is twenty-

five feet long, its weight being fifteen hun-

dred pounds, including an explosive charge

of three hundred pounds of gun-cotton, its

form being shown by the above illustration.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the

carrier of the submarine gun is intended to

supersede the costly ships called steam-rams,

admitted to be the most powerful offensive

weapons for naval purposes hitherto con-

structed. The Destroyer attacks bows on, and
discharges the j)rojectile at a distance of three

hundred feet from the ship attacked. Ex-
perts need not be told that the explosion of

three hundred pounds of gun-cotton against

the lower part of a ship's hull will shatter it

so completely that the expedient of employ-
ing water-tight com])artments will be of no
avail. Naval ex{)erts who have been pres-

ent during the trials of the submarine gun of

the Destroyer can give good reasons for not

taking a warm interest in the present contest

between armor-i)]ates two feet thick and one-

* The Emperor promptly atknowledKcd the recei|)t vous lui avez communifjue. S. M. me charge d'avoir ':

of the plans, through General Kav<'-, who said m his I'honneur de vous informer qu'elle a trouv6 vos id^es \

letter: " L'Kmpercur a examine- lui-mfeme avccic plus tres ingcnieuscs el dignes clu nom c^lebre de leur \

grand soin le nouveau systeme d'attaque navale que auteur." j
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hundred-ton guns. Considering the defense-

less condition of New York and other impor-

tant seaports, it maybe urged that the United

States should no longer lose time by watching

the contest between the plate manufacturers

of Sheffield and Essen ; nor should time be

lost by investigations intended to decide the

merits of Krupp and Armstrong guns.

The Committee of Naval Affairs of the Sen-

ate, during the last session of Congress, in view

of the fact that this country possesses no plant

for producing either thick armor-plates or big

guns, reported a Ijill (passetl by the Senate
February 27, 1885) for purchasing the De-
stroyer, in order to enable the Navy Depart-
ment to test experimentally the efficacy of
submarine artillery. The defense of the sea-

ports of tlie United States by the new method
of piercing iron-clads in spite of their thick

armor-belt will in due time demonstrate that

a conflict between an Infiexihle and d. Destroyer
will be shorter and more decisive than that

between the Merrimac and the Monitor.

John Ericsson.

THE LOSS OF THE MONITOR.*

BY A SURVIVOR.

AT daybreak on the 29th of December,
1862, at Fort Monroe, the Monitor \\o\q

short her anchor, and by ten o'clock in the

forenoon she was under way for Charleston,

South Carolina, in charge of Commander J.

B. Bankhead. The Rhode Island, a powerful

side-wheeled steamer, was to be our convoy,
and to hasten our speed she took us in tow
with two long twelve-inch hawsers. The
weather was heavy with dark, stormy-looking

clouds and a westerly wind. We passed out

of the Roads and rounded Cape Henry, pro-

ceeding on our course with but little change
in the weather up to the next day at noon,
when the wind shifted to the south-south-west
and increased to a gale. At twelve o'clock it

was my trick at the lee wheel, and being a

good hand I was kept there. At dark we were
about seventy miles at sea, and directly off

Cape Hatteras. The sea rolled high and
pitched together in the peculiar manner only

seen at Hatteras. The Rhode Island steamed
slowly and steadily ahead. The sea rolled

over us as if our vessel were a rock in the

ocean only a few inches above the water, and
men who stood abaft on the deck of the Rhode
Island \\2i\It told me that several times we were
thought to have gone down. It seemed that

for minutes we were out of sight, as the heavy
seas entirely submerged the vessel. The wheel
had been temporarily rigged on top of the

turret, where all the officers, except those on
duty in the engine-room, now were. I heard
their remarks, and watched closely the move-
ments of the vessel, so that I exactly under-
stood our condition. The vessel was making
very heavy weather, riding one huge wave,

plunging through the next as if shooting
straight for the bottom of the ocean, and
splashing down upon another with such force

that her hull would tremble, and with a shock
that would sometimes take us off our feet,

while a fourth would leap upon us and break
far above the turret, so that if we had not
been protected by a rifle-armor that was se-

curely fastened and rose to the height of a
man's chest, we should have been washed
away. I had volunteered for service on the

Monitor while she lay at the Washington Navy
Yard in November. This going to sea in an
iron-clad I began to think was the dearest part

of my bargain. I thought of what I had been
taught in the service, that a man always gets

into trouble if he volunteers.

About eight o'clock, while I was taking a

message from the captain to the engineer, I

saw the water pouring in through the coal-

bunkers in sudden volumes as it swept over the

deck. About that time the engineer reported

that the coal was too wet to keep up steam,

which had run down from its usual pressure

of eighty pounds to twenty. The water in

the vessel was gaining rapidly over the small

pumps, and I heard the captain order the chief

engineer to start the main pump, a very power-
ful one of new invention. This was done, and
I saw a stream of water eight inches in diameter

spouting up from beneath the waves.

About half-past eight the first signals of dis-

tress to the Rhode Island were burned. She lay

to, and we rode the sea more comfortably than

when we were being towed. The Rhode Island

was obliged to turn slowly ahead to keep from
drifting upon us and to prevent the tow-lines

* By the courtesy of the Rhode Island Historical Society we are permitted to print the following inter-

esting paper condensed from one of its pamphlets, of which only a very small edition has been published.
— [Editor.

k
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from being caught in her wheels. At one time,

when she drifted close alongside, our captain

shouted through his trumpet that we were

sinking, and asking the steamer to send us her

boats." The J/(7///V<v- steamed ahead again with

renewed difficulties, and I was ordered to leave

the wheel and was kept employed as messenger

bv the captain. The chief engineer reported

that the coal was so wet that he could not

keep up steam, and I heard the captain order

him to slow down and put all steam that could

l>e spared upon the pumps. As there was

danger of being towed under by our consort,

the tow-lines were ordered to be cut, and I

saw James Fenwick, quarter-gunner, swept

from the deck and carried by a heavy sea lee-

ward and out of sight in attempting to obey

the order. Our daring boatswain's mate, John
Stocking, then succeeded in reaching the bows
of the vessel, and I saw him swept by a heavy

sea far away into the darkness.

About half-past ten o'clock our anchor was

let go with all the cable, and struck bottom in

about sixty fathoms of water ; this brought us

out of the trough of the sea, and we rode it

more comfortably. The tires could no longer

be kept up with the wet coal. The small pumps
were choked up with water, or, as the engineer

reported, were drowned, and the main pump
had almost stopped working from lack of

power. This was reported to the captain, and
he ordered me to see if there was any water in

the ward-room. This was the first time I had
been below the berth-deck. I went forward,

and saw the water running in through the

hawse-pipe, an eight-inch hole, in full force, as

in dropping the anchor the cable had torn

away the packing that had kept this place

tight. 1 reported my observations, and at the

same time heard the chief engineer report that

the water had reached the ash-pits and was
gaining very rapidly. The captain ordered him
to stop the main engine and turn all steam on

the pumps, which I noticed soon worked again.

The clouds now began to separate, a moon
of alx)ut half size beamed out upon the sea,

and the Rhode Island, now a mile away, be-

came visible. Signals were being exchanged,*
and I felt that the Monitor would be

• The method of communication from the Monitor
wa-. by writing in chalk on a hlack-board which was
held up to view ; the .Monitor had no mast on which
to hoist the regular naval code used by the A'hode

Island. ,'\s night approached, the captain of the

.Monitor wrote, while we could yet sec, thai if they
were forced to aban<lon their shij), they would burn a

rcJ light as a signal. .\br>ut ten o'clock tlie signal

was given. When the steamer stopfard to allow the
hawsers to be cast off the /IA?«; /-or forged ahead under
the impetu.s of her headway, and came so close up
under the steamer's stern, that there was great danger
of her running into anfl cutting the steamer down.
When the engines of the Rhode Island w ere started to

saved, or at least that the captain would
not leave his ship until there was no hope
of saving her. I was sent below again to see

how the water stood in the ward-room. I

went forward to the cabin and found the water
just above the soles of my shoes, which
indicated that there must be more than a foot

in the vessel. I reported this to the captain,

and all hands were set to baling,— baling out

the ocean, as it seemed,—but the object

was to employ the men, as there now seemed
to be danger of excitement among them. I

kept emjDloyed most of the time taking the

buckets from through the hatchway on top
of the turret. They seldom would have more
than a pint of water in them, however, the

balance having been spilled out in passing

from one man to another.

The weather was clear, but the sea did not
cease rolling in the least, and the Rhode Island,

with the two lines wound up in her wheel, was
tossing at the mercy of the sea, and came drift-

ing against our sides. A boat that had been
lowered was caught between the vessels and
crushed and lost. Some of our seamen bravely

leaped down on deck to guard our sides, and
lines were thrown to them from the deck of

the Rhode Island^ which now lay her whole
length against us, floating off astern ; but not
a man would be the first to leave his ship,

although the captain gave orders to do so.

I was again sent to examine the water in the

ward-room, which I found to be more than
two feet above the deck ; and I think I was the

last person who saw Engineer S. A. Lewis as

he lay seasick in his bunk, apparently watching
the water as it grew deeper and deeper, and
aware what his fate must be. He called me
as I passed his door, and asked if the pumps
were working. I replied that they were. " Is

there any hope ? " he asked ; and feeling a
little moved at the scene, and knowing cer-

tainly what must be his end, and the dark-

ness that stared at us all, I replied, " As long

as there is life there is hope." " Hope and
hang on when you are wrecked," is an old

saying among sailors. I left the ward-room,
and learned that the water had gained so as

to choke up the main pump. As I was

go ahead to get out of the way it was discovered that

the hawser had got afoul of the paddle-wheel, and
when they were put in motion, instead of getting clear

of her, the rope wound up on the wheel and drew the
j

vessels together. This was an extremely dangerous
position, for they were being pitched and tossed about
so much l)y the heavy seas, that if the iron-clad had
once struck the steamer they must both have gone
down together. However, a fireman went into the

wheel at the risk of his life, and with an axe cut

the hawser away so that the steamer was enabled

to get away at a safe distance.— From a letter

to the Editor from H. R. Smith, then of the Rhode
Iahind.

i
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crossing the berth-deck I saw our ensign, Mr.

Fredrickson, hand a watch to Master's Mate
WilHams, saying, '' Here, this is yours ; I may
be lost." The watch and chain were both of

unusual value. Williams received them into

his hand, then with a hesitating glance at the

time-piece said, " This thing may be the

means of sinking me," and threw it upon the

deck. There were three or four cabin-boys

pale and prostrate with seasickness, and the

cabin cook, an old African negro, under great

excitement, was scolding them most pro-

fanely.

As I ascended the turret ladder the sea

broke over the ship, and came pouring down
the hatchway with so much force that it took

Bie off my feet ; and at the same time the

steam broke from the boiler-room, as the

water had reached the fires, and for an instant

I seemed to realize that we had gone down.
Our fires were out, and I heard the water
blowing out of the boilers. I reported my
observations to the captain, and at the same
time saw a boat alongside. The captain again

gave orders for the men to leave the ship, and
fifteen, all of whom were seamen and men
whom I had placed my confidence upon,
were the ones who crowded the first boat to

leave the ship. I was disgusted at witnessing

the scramble, and, not feeling in the least

alarmed about myself, resolved that I, an
" old haymaker," as landsmen are called,

would stick to the ship as long as my oflftcers.

I saw three of these men swept from the deck
and carried leeward on the swift current.

Baling was now resumed. I occupied the

turret all alone, and passed buckets from the

lower hatchway to the man on the top of the

turret. I took off my coat— one that I had
received from home only a few days before

(I could not feel that our noble little ship was
yet lost)— and rolling it up with my boots,

drew the tampion from one of the guns,

placed them inside, and replaced the tampion.
A black cat was sitting on the breech of one
of the guns, howling one of those hoarse
and solemn tunes which no one can appre-
ciate who is not filled with the superstitions

which I had been taught by the sailors, who
are always afraid to kill a cat. I would
almost as soon have touched a ghost, but I

caught her, and placing her in another gun,
replaced the wad and tampion ; but I could
still hear that distressing yowl. As I raised

my last bucket to the upper hatchway no one
, was there to take it. I scrambled up the
ladder and found that we below had been de-
serted. 1 shouted to those on the berth-deck,
"Come up; the officers have left the ship,

and a boat is alongside."

j4
As I reached the top of the turret I saw a

boat made fast on the weather quarter filled

with men. Three others were standing on deck
trying to get on board. One man was float-

ing leeward, shouting in vain for help ; an-

other, who hurriedly passed me and jumped
down from the turret, was swept off by a
breaking wave and never rose. I was excited,

feeling that it was the only chance to be
saved. I made a loose line fast to one of the

stanchions, and let myself down from the

turret, the ladder having been washed away.
The moment I struck the deck the sea broke
over it and swept me as I had seen it sweep
my shipmates. I grasped one of the smoke-
stack braces and, hand-over-hand, ascended
to keep my head above water. It required
all my strength to keep the sea from tearing

me away. As it swept from the vessel I found
myself dangling in the air nearly at the top
of the smcke-stack. I let myself fall, and suc-

ceeded in reaching a life-line that encircled

the deck by means of short stanchions, and
to which the boat was attached. The sea

again broke over us, lifting me feet upward
as I still clung to the life-line. I thought I

had nearly measured the depth of the ocean,
when I felt the turn, and as my head rose

above the water I was somewhat dazed from
being so nearly drowned, and spouted up, it

seemed, more than a gallon of water that had
found its way into my lungs. I was then
about twenty feet from the other men, whom
I found to be the captain and one seaman;
the other had been washed overboard and
was now struggling in the water. The men
in the boat were pushing back on their oars

to keep the boat from being washed on to the

Monitor's deck, so that the boat had to be
hauled in by the painter about ten or twelve
feet. The first lieutenant, S. D. Greene, and
other officers in the boat, were shouting, " Is

the captain on board ? " and, with severe

struggles to have our voices heard above the

roar of the wind and sea, we were shouting
" No," and trying to haul in the boat, which
we at last succeeded in doing. The captain,

ever caring for his men, requested us to get

in, but we both, in the same voice, told him
to get in first. The moment he was over the

bows of the boat Lieutenant Greene cried,

" Cut the painter! cut the painter! " I thought,
" Now or lost," and in less time than I can
explain it, exerting my strength beyond im-

agination, I hauled in the boat, sprang, caught
on the gunwale, was pulled into the boat with

a boat-hook in the hands of one of the men,
and took my seat with one of' the oarsmen.
The other man, named Thomas Joice, managed
to get into the boat in some way, I cannot tell

how, and he was the last man saved from that

ill-fated ship. As we were cut loose I saw
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several men standing on top of the turret,

apparently afraid to venture down upon deck,

and it may have been that they were deterred

by seeing others washed overboard while I

was getting into the boat.

After a fearful and dangerous passage over

the frantic seas, we readied the Rhode Island.

which still had the tow-line caught in her wheel

and had drifted perhaps two miles to leeward.

We came alongside under the lee bows, where
the first boat, that had left the Monitor nearly

an hour belbre. had just discharged its men ;

but we found that getting on board the

Rhode Island was a harder task than getting

from the Monitor. We were carried by the sea

fix)m stem to stem, for to have made fast

would have been fatal ; the boat was bound-
ing against the ship's sides ; sometimes it was
below the wheel, and then, on the summit of

a huge wave, far above the decks ; then the

two boats would crash together; and once,

while Surgeon Weeks was holding on to the

rail, he lost his fingers by a collision which
swamped the other boat. Lines were thrown
to us from the deck of the Rhode Island, which
were of no assistance, for not one of us could

climb a small rope; and besides, the men who
threw them would immediately let go their

holds, in their excitement, to throw another
— which I found to be the case when I kept

hauling in rope instead of climbing.

It must be understood that two vessels ly-

ing side by side, when there is any motion to

the sea, move alternately ; or in other words,

one is constantly passing the other up or

down. At one time, when our boat was near
the bows of the steamer, we would rise upon
the sea until we could touch her rail; then in

an instant, by a very rapid descent, we could
touch her keel. While we were thus rising

and falling upon the sea, I caught a rope, and
rising with the boat managed to reach within

a foot or two of the rail, when a man, if there

had been one, could easily have hauled me
on board. But they had all followed after the

boat, which at that instant was washed astern,

and I hung dangling in the air over the bow
of the Rhode Island, with Ensign Norman
Atwater hanging to the cat-head, three (jr four

feet from me, like myself, with both hands
clinching a rope and shouting for some one
to save him. Our hands grew j)ainful and all

'After making two trips there were still four officers

and twelve men on the Monitor, and the (gallant boat's

crew, although wcll-nigh exhausted by their labors,

started for the third time on its perilous trip, but it

never reached them, for while all on board the steamer
were anxiously watching the light in the turret and
vainly peering into the darkness fur a glimpse of the

the time weaker, until I saw his strength give
way. He slipped a foot, caught again, and
with his last prayer, " O God !

" I saw him fall

and sink, to rise no more. The ship rolled,

and rose upon the sea, sometimes with her
keel out of water, so that I was hanging
thirty feet above the sea, and with the fate

in view that had befallen our much-beloved
companion, which no one had witnessed
but myself. I still clung to the rope with
aching hands, calling in vain for help. But
I could not be heard, for the wind shrieked

far above my voice. My heart here, for the only
time in my hfe, gave up hope, and home and
friends were most tenderly thought of. While
I was in this state, within a few seconds of giv-

ing up, the sea rolled forward, bringing with
it the boat, and when I Avould have fallen into

the sea, it was there. I can only recollect hear-

ing an old sailor say, as I fell into the bottom
of the boat, " Where in did he come
from ?

"

When I became aware of what was going
on, no one had succeeded in getting out of the

boat, which then lay just forward of the

wheel-house. Our captain ordered them to

throw bowlines, which was immediately done.
The second one I caught, and, placing myself
within the loop, was hauled on board. I

assisted in helping the others out of the boat,

when it again went back to the Mofiitor; it did

not reach it, however, and after drifting about
on the ocean several days it was picked up by
a passing vessel and carried to Philadelphia.*

It was half-past twelve, the night of the

thirty-first of December, 1862, when I stood on
the forecastle of the Rhode /i'Za';/^,watching the

red and white lights that hung from the pen-
nant-staff above the turret, and which now
and then were seen as we would perhaps both
rise on the sea together, until at last, just as

the moon had passed below the horizon, they

were lost, and the Monitor, whose history is

familiar to us all, was seen no more.
The Rhode Island cruised about the scene

of the disaster the remainder of the night and
the next forenoon in hope of finding the boat
that had been lost; then she returned direct

to Fort Monr-oe, where we arrived the next

day with our melancholy news.

Francis B. Butts.

rescuing l)oat, the light suddenly disappeared and for-

ever, for after watching for a long time to try and find

it again they were forced to the conclusion that the

Monitor \\^A gone to the bottom with all that remained
on board. The j)osition of the Rhode Island at this

time was about eight or ten miles off the coast directly

east of Cape Haltcras.— II. R. S. (See page 300.)
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SONGS OF BATTLE.*

OLD as the world— no other things so old;

Nay, older than the world, else, how had sprung

Such lusty strength in them when earth was young ?

—

Stand valor and its passion hot and bold,

Insatiate of battle. How, else, told

Blind men, born blind, that red was fitting tongue

Mute, eloquent, to show how trumpets rung
When armies charged and battle-flags unrolled ?

Who sings of valor speaks for life, for death.

Beyond all death, and long as life is life.

In rippled waves the eternal air his breath

Eternal bears to stir all noble strife.

Dead Homer from his lost and vanished grave

Keeps battle glorious still and soldiers brave.

Helen Jackson. (H. H.)

Suggested by La Farge's "Battle " window for Memorial Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

THE SECOND BATTLE OF BULL RUN.*

PICKETING THE RAPIDAN.

EARLY in June,

1862, I was in

command of the

army corpsknown
as the "Army of

the Mississippi,"

which formed the

left wing of the

army engaged in

operations against

Corinth, Miss.,

commanded by
General Halleck.

A few days after

Corinth was evac-

uated I went to St. Louis on a short leave of

absence from my command, and while there I

received a telegram from Mr. Stanton, Secre-

tary of War, requesting me to come to Wash-
ington immediately. I at once communicated
the fact to General Halleck by telegraph, and
received a reply from him strongly objecting

to my leaving the army under his command.
I quite concurred with him both as to his ob-

jections to my going to Washington for public

reasons and as to the unadvisability of such a

step on personal considerations. I was obliged,

however, to go, and I went accordingly, but
with great reluctance and against the urgent
protests of my friends in St. Louis, and subse-

quently of many friends in the Army of the

West.

When I reached Washington, the President

was absent at West Point, but I reported in

I^erson to Secretary Stanton. I had never seen

him before, and his peculiar appearance and
manners made a vivid impression on me. He
was short and stout. His long beard, which

hung over his breast, was slightly tinged with

gray even at that time, and he had the appear-

ance of a man who had lost much sleep and
was tired both in body and mind. Certainly,

with his large eye-glasses and rather disheveled

appearance, his presence was not imposing.

Although he was very kind and civil to me,
his manner was abrupt and his speech short

and rather dictatorial. He entered at once on
the business in hand, seemingly without the

least idea that any one should object to, or be

reluctant to agree to, his views and purposes.

He was surprised, and it seemed to me not

well pleased, that I did not assent to his plans

with effusion ; but went on to unfold them in

the seeming certainty that they must be sub-

mitted to. He informed me that the purpose

was to unite the armies under McDowell, Fre-

mont, and Banks, all three of whom were my
seniors in rank, and to place me in general com-
mand. These armies were scattered over the

northern part of Virginia, with little or no

* (leneral Longstreet will contribute to the Feb- First Battle of Bull Run, or " Manassas " (see The
ruary CENTURY a paper on this subject, with illus- Ck.n'TIRY for November, 1884), were maps and many
trations. pictures which will be found of interest with ref-

Accompanying General Beauregard's paper on the erence to the second battle.

—

Editor.
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communication or concert of action with one

another; Fremont andBanksbeingat Middle-

town, in the valley of the Shenandoah, and

McDowell's corps' widely separated. King's

division being at Fredericksburg, and Ricketts's

at and beyond Manassas Junction.

The general purpose at that time was to de-

monstrate with the army toward Gordonsville

and Charlottesville and draw oti" as much as

possible of the force in front of Cieneral AIc-

Clellan, who then occupied the line of the

Chickahominy. and to distract the attention

of the enemy in his front so as to reduce as

"far as practicable the resistance opposed to his

advance on Richmond.

It became apparent to me at once that the

duty to be assigned to me was in the nature

of a forlorn hope, and my position was still

further embarrassed by the fact that I was

called from another army and a different field

of duty to command an army of which the

corps commanders were all my seniors in

rank. I therefore strongly urged that I be

not placed in such a position, but that I be

permitted to return to my command in the

West, to which I was greatly attached and

with which I had been closely identified in

several successful operations on the Missis-

sippi. It was not difficult to forecast the

delicate and embarrassing position in which

I should be placed, nor the almost certainly

disagreeable, if not unfortunate, issue of such

organization for such a purpose.

It would be tedious, and no doubt not in-

teresting, to relate the conversations which

took place between the President, the Secre-

tary of War, and myself on this subject. It

will be sufficient to say that I was finally in-

formed that the public interests required my
assignment to this command, and that it was
my duty to submit cheerfully. An order from

the War Department was accordingly issued

organizing the Army of Virginia, to consist

of the army corps of McDowell, Banks, and
Fremont, and placing me in command.
One result of this order was the very nat-

ural protest of (ieneral Fremont against be-

ing placed under the command of his junior

in rank, and his almost immediate request to

be relieved from the command of his corps.

It was natural not only that the command-
ers of the three corps of the army should

be dissatisfied with an organization in which

they were subordinated to their junior in rank,

but almost equally .so that the subordinate

officers and the enlisted men of those corps

should have been ill pleased at the seeming
affront to their own officers, involved in call-

ing an officer strange to them and to the

country in which they were operating, and to

the character of the service in which they

were engaged, to supersede well-known and
trusted officers who had been with them from
the beginning, and whose reputation was .so

closely identified with their own.
How far this feeling prevailed among them,

and how it influenced their actions, if it did

so at all, I am not able to tell ; but it is only
proper for me to say (and it is a pleasure as well

as a duty to say it) that Generals McDowell
and Banks never exhibited to me the slightest

feeling on the subject either in their conversa-

tion or acts. Indeed, I think it would be hard
to find officers more faithful to their duty or

more deeply interested in the success of the

army. To General McDowell especially is

due my gratitude for his zeal and fidelity in

what was and ought to have been considered

a common cause, the success of the Union
army.

Knowing very well the difficulties and em-
barrassments certain to arise from all these

sources, and the almost hopeless character of

the service demanded of me, I, nevertheless,

felt obliged, in deference to the wish of the

President and Secretary of War, to submit;

but I entered on this command with great

reluctance and serious forebodings.

On the 27th ofJune, accordingly, I assumed
command of the Army of Virginia, which con-

sisted of the three corps above named, which
numbered as follows : Fremont's corps, 11,-

500; Banks's corps, 8000; and McDowell's
corps, 18,500; in all, 38,000 men. The cavalry

numbered about 5000, but most of it was
badly organized and armed, and in poor con-

dition for service. These forces were scat-

tered over a wide district of country, not

within supporting distance of one another, and
some of the brigades and divisions were badly

organized and in a more or less demoralized

condition. This was especially the case in the

army corps of General Fremont, as shown in

the report of General Sigel sent me when he

had assumed command of it.

My first object was, therefore, to bring the

three corps of the army together, or near

enough together to be within supporting dis-

tance of one another, and to put them in as

efficient a condition for active service as was

possible with the time and means at my
disposal. When I assumed this command,
the troops under General Stonewall Jackson

had retired from the valley of the Shenandoah
to Richmond, so there was not at that time

any force of the enemy of any consequence

within several days' march of my command.
I accordingly sent orders to General Sigel to

move forward, cross the Shenandoah at Front

Royal, and, pursuing the west side of the

Blue Ridge, take post at Sperryville by pass-

ing the Blue Ridge at Luray or Thornton's
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Gap. At the same time I directed General

Banks to cross the Shenandoah at the same
place and take post near or at Little Wash-
ington. Ricketts's division of McDowell's
corps, then at and beyond Manassas Junction,

was ordered to move forward to Waterloo

Bridge, where the turnpike from Warrenton
to Sperryville crosses the Rappahannock,
there known as Hedgman's River. King's

division of the same corps was kept at Fred-

ericksburg in tleference to the wishes of the

Government and much against my opinion.

The wide separation of this division from the

main body of the army not only deprived me
of its use when, as became plain after-

wards, it was much needed, but left us exposed
to the constant danger that the enemy might
interpose between us.

The partial concentration of the corps so

near to the Blue Ridge and with open com-
munications with the Shenandoah Valley

seemed to me best to fulfill the object of cov-

ering that valley from any movements from
the direction of Richmond with any force less

than the army under my command. The
position was one also which gave most favor-

able facilities for the intended operations

towards Gordonsville and Charlottesville.

At the date of my orders for this concen-
tration of the army under my command, the

Army of the Potomac under General McClel-
lan occupied both banks of the Chickahominy,
and it was hoped that his advance against

Richmond, so long delayed, might be facili-

tated by vigorous use of the Army of Virginia.

During the preparation for the march of
the corps of Banks and Sigel towards Sperry-

ville and Little Washington, began the series

of battles which preceded and attended the

retreat of General McClellan from the Chick-
ahominy towards Harrison's Landing.
When first General McClellan began to in-

timate by his dispatches that he designed
making this retreat towards the James River,

1 suggested to the President the impolicy of

such a movement, and the serious conse-

quences that would be likely to result from
it ; I urged upon him that he send orders to

General McClellan, if he were unable to

maintain his position on the Chickahominy,
and were pushed by superior forces of the
enemy, to mass his whole force on the north
side of that stream even at the risk of losing

some of his material of war, and endeavor to

retire in the direction of Hanover Court
House, but in no event to retreat farther

south than the White House on the Pamunkey
River. I told the President that by the move-
ment to the James River the whole army of the
enemy would be interposed between General
McClellan and myself, and that they would

then be able to strike in either direction as

might seem most advantageous to them

;

that this movement would leave entirely un-
protected, except so far as the small force

under my command could protect it, the

whole region in front of Washington, and that

it would therefore be impossible to send him
any of my troops without putting it in the

power of the enemy to exchange Richmond
for Washington ; that to them the loss of

Richmond would be comparatively a small

loss, while to us the loss of Washington
would be almost a fatal blow. I was so im-

pressed with these opinions that I several

times urged them upon the attention of the

President and the Secretary of War,
The soundness of these views can be easily

tested by subsecjuent facts. The enemy act-

ually did choose between the danger of los-

ing Richmond and the chance of capturing

Washington. Stonewall Jackson's corps was
detached from Lee's army confronting Mc-
Clellan at Plarrison's Landing early in July,
and on the 19th of that month was concen-
trated at Gordonsville in my front; while
Stuart's cavalry division, detached from Lee's
army about the same time, was at or near
Fredericksburg watching our movements from
that direction. On the 13th of August Long-
street's whole corps was dispatched to join

Jackson at Gordonsville, to which place he
had fallen back from Cedar Mountain, and
the head of Longstreet's corps had joined

Jackson at that place on August 15th. These
forces were commanded by Lee in person,

who was at Gordonsville on that day. The
first troops of the Army of the Potomac which
left Flarrison's Landing moved out from that

place on August 14th, at which date there

was nothing of Lee's army, except D. H.
Hill's corps, left in front of McClellan or

near to him. Hill's corps could have opposed
but little eftective resistance to the advance
of the Army of the Potomac upon Richmond.

It seems clear, then, that the views ex-

pressed to the President and Secretary of War,
as heretofore set forth, were sound, and that

the enemy had left McClellan to work his

will on Richmond, while they pushed for-

ward against the small army under my com-
mand and to the capture of Washington.
This movement of Lee was, in my opinion,

in accordance with true military principle, and
was the natural result of McClellan's retreat

to Harrison's Landing, which completely sep-

arated the Army of the Potomac from the

Army of Virginia and left the entire force of

the enemy interposed between them.
The retreat of General McClellan to Harri-

son's Landing was, however, continued to the

end. During these six days of anxiety and
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apprehension Mr. Lincoln spent much of his

time in the office of the Secretary of War, and

most of that time recHning on a sofa or lounge.

The Secretary of ^^'ar was always with him,

and from time to time his Cabinet officers

came in. Mr. Lincoln himself appeared much
depressed and wearied, though he would occa-

sionally, while waiting for telegrams, break

into some humorous remark, ^vhich seemed

rather a protest against his despondent man-

ner than any genuine expression of enjoyment.

He spoke no unkind word of any one, and

appeared to be anxious to bear himself all of

the burden of the situation; and when the

final result was reported he rose with a sor-

rowful face and left the War Department.

A day or two after General McClellan

reached the James Riyer I was called before

the President and his Cabinet to consult upon

means and moyements to relieye him. I do

not know that it would be proper eyen at this

day for me to state what occurred or \yhat was

said during this consultation, except so far as

I was myself directly concerned. General

McClellan was calling for reenforcements, and

stating that " much oyer rather than under

OVTLINK UKV or THK CAMPAIf;N.

one hundred thousand men" were necessary

before he could resume operations against Rich-
mond. I had not under my command one
half that force.

I stated to the President and Cabinet that

I stood ready to undertake any movement,
howeyer hazardous, to relieye the Army of

the Potomac. Some suggestions which seemed
to me impracticable were made, and much was
said Ayhich under the circumstances will not

bear repetition.

I stated that only on one condition ^vould

I be ^yilling to involve the army under my
command in direct operations against the en-

emy to relieve the Army of the Potomac. That
condition was, that such peremptory orders be
given to General McClellan, and in addition

such measures taken in advance as would ren-

der it certain that he would make a vigorous

attack on the enemy with his whole force the
j

moment he heard that I was engaged.

In face of the extraordinary difficulties \vhich

existed and the terrible responsibility about to

be thrown on mc, I considered it my duty to

state plainly to the President that I could not

risk the destruction of my army in such a

movement as was suggested if it were left to

the discretion of General McClellan or any one

else to withhold the vigorous use of his whole

force when my attack was made.
The whole plan of campaign for the army

under my command was necessarily changed

by the movement of the Army of the Potomac
to Harrison's Landing. A day or two after

General McClellan had reached his position

on James River I addressed him a letter stat-

ing to him my position, the disposition of the

troops under my command, and what ^vas re-

quired of them, and requesting him in all good
faith and earnestness to write me freely and
fully his views, and to suggest to me any meas-

ures which he thought desirable to enable me
to cooperate with him, and offering to render

any assistance in my power to the operations of

the army under his command. I stated to him
that I was very anxious to assist him in his

operations, and that I would undertake any
labor or run any risk for that purpose. I there-

fore requested him to feel no hesitation in com-
municating freely with me, as he might rest

assured that any suggestions he made would

meet all respect and consideration from me,
and that, so far as was within my power, I

would carry out his wishes with all energy and
all the means at my command. In reply to

this communication I received a letter from

(ieneral McClellan very general in its terms

and j)roposing nothing toward the accomplish-

ment of the purj)Ose I suggested to him.

It became very apparent, therefore, consid-

ering the situation in which the Army of the
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Potomac and theArmy
of Virginia were placed

in relation to each oth-

er and the absolute ne-

cessity of harmonious

and prompt coopera-

tion between them,

that some military su-

perior both of General

McClellan and myself

should be placed in

general command of

all the operations in

Virginia, with power
to enforce joint action

between the two ar-

mies within that held

ofoperations. General

Halleck was accord-

ingly called to Wash-
ington and assigned to

the command-in-chief
of the army, though
Mr. Stanton was op-

posed to it and used
some pretty stronglan-

guage to me concern-

ing General Halleck

and my action in the

matter. They, however, established friendly his army and unite it with that under my com-
relations soon after General Halleck assumed mand, the campaign of the Army of Virginia

command. was limited to the following objects :

The reasons which induced me, in the first i. To cover the approaches to Washing-
instance, to ask to be relieved from tin com- ton from any enemy advancing from the

mand of the Army of Virginia as heretofore direction of Richmond, and to oppose and
set forth, were greatly intensified by the re- delay its advance to the last extremity so as

treat of General McClellan to James River to give all the time possible for the with-

and the bitter feelings and controversies which drawal of the Army of the Potomac from the

it occasioned, and I again requested the Pres- James River.

ident to relieve me from the command and 2. If no heavy forces of the enemy moved
permit me to return to the West. The utter north, to operate on their lines of communi-
impossibility of sending General McClellan cation with Gordonsville and Charlottesville,

anything like the reenforcements he asked so as to force Lee to make heavy detach

house on the battle-field of cedar mountain where general c. s. winder died,

(from a photograph.)

General Winder, who was in command of Stonewall Jackson's old division, was struck by a shell

while directing the movements of the batteries of his division.— Editor.

for, the extreme danger to Washington in-

volved in sending him even a fraction of the

small force under my command, and the

glaring necessity of concentrating in some

ments from his force at Richmond and facili-

tate to that extent the withdrawal of the Army
of the Potomac.

General Halleck was of the opinion that the

judicious manner and as rapidly as possible junction of the two armies could be made on

these two armies, resulted in a determina- the line of the Rappahannock, and my orders

tion to withdraw the Army of the Potomac to hold fast to my communications with Fred-

from the James River and unite it with the ericksburg, through which place the Army of

Army of Virginia. The (juestion of the com- the Potomac was to make its junction with

mand of these armies when united was never the Armv of Virginia, were repeated posi-

discussed in my presence, if at all, and I left tively

Washington with the natural impression that

when this junction was accomplished General
Halleck would himself assume the command
in the field.

The decision ot tne enemy to move north

with the bulk of his army was promptly made
and vigorously carried out, so that it became
apparent, even before General McClellan be-

Under the changed condition of things gan to embark his army, that the line of the

brought about by General McClellan's retreat Rappahannock was too far to the front. That
to James River, and the purpose to withdraw fact, however, was not realized by General
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Halleck until too late for any change which

could be eft'ectively executed.

Such was the organization of the Army of

Virginia, and such its objects and the difficul-

ties with which it was embarrassed from the

very beginning. This rather long preface

appears to me to be essential to any sufficient

understanding of the second battle of Bull

sured that two days more would see me
largely enough reenforced by the Army of the

Potomac to be not only secure but to as-

sume the offensive against Lee, and I was
instructed to hold on " and fight like the

devil."

I accordingly held on till the 26th of Au-
gust, when, finding myself to be outflanked on

Run, and why and how it was fought. It is my right by the main body of Lee's army,

also necessary as a reply to a statement in- while Jackson's corps having passed Salem

dustriously circulated at the time and repeated and Rectortown the day before were in rapid

again and again for obvious purposes, until march in the direction of Gainesville and

no doubt it is generally believed, that I had Manassas Junction, and seeing that none
set out to capture Rich-

mond with a force sufficient

for the purpose, and that

the falling back from the

Rapidan was unexpected

by the Government and a

great disappointment to it.

The whole campaign was,

and perhaps is yet, misun-

derstood because of the

false impressions created by
this statement.

Under the orders hereto-

fore referred to, the concen-

tration of the three corj^s

of the Army of Virginia

(except King's division of

McDowell's corps) was com-
pleted, Sigel's corps being

at Sperryville, Banks's at

Little Washington, and
Ricketts's division of Mc-
Dowell's corps at Waterloo
Bridge. I assumedthecom-
mand in person Julv 29th,

1862.

As this paper is mainly

concerned with the second

battle of Bull Run, I shall

not recount any of the military operations

beyond the Rajjijahannock, nor give any
account of the battle of Cedar Mountain and
the skirmishes which followed.

of the reenforcements promised me were
likely to arrive, I determined to abandon
the line of the Rappahannock and commu-
nications with* Fredericksburg, and concen-

It is only necessary to say that the course of trate my whole force in the direction of

these operations made it jilain enough that

the Rappahannock was t(;o far to the front,

and that the movements of Lee were too rapid

and those of MfC'lellan too slow to make it

p'^ssiblc, with the small fon c I had, to hold

that line, or to keep open communication with

Fredericksburg without being turned on my
right flank by Lee's whole army and cut off

altogether from Washington.

On the 2ist of August, being then at Rap-
pahannock Station, my little army confronted

by nearly the whole force under (ieneral Lee,

which had compelled the retreat of Mc(^lellan

to Harrison's Landing, I was positively as-

Warrenton and Gainesville, to cover the War-
renton ])ike, and still to confront the enemy
ra])idly marching to my right.

Stonewall Jackson's movement was plainly

seen and promptly reported, and I notified

(ieneral Halleck of it. He informed me on
the 23d of August that heavy reenforcements
would begin to arrive at Warrcnton Junction
on the next day (24th), and as my orders still

held me to the Rappahannock I naturally

supposed that these troops would be hurried

forward to me with all si)eed. Franklin's corps

especially, I asked, should be sent raj)idly to

(iainesville. I also telegraphed Colonel Haupt
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to direct one of the strongest divisions coming
forward, and to be at Warrenton Junction on
the 24th, to be put in the works at Manassas
Junction. A cavalry force had been sent for-

ward to observe the Thoroughfare Gap early

on the morning of the 26th, but nothing was
heard from it.

On the night of August 26th Jackson's ad-

vance, having passed Thoroughfare Gap, struck

the Orange and Alexandria railroad at Ma-
nassas Junction, and made it plain to me that

all of the recnforcements and movements of

the troops promised me had altogether failed.

Had Franklin been even at Centreville, or

had Cox's and Sturgis's divisions been
as far west as Bull Run on that day,

the movement of Jackson on Ma-
nassas Junction would not have been
practicable.

As Jackson's movement on Ma-
nassas Junction marks the beginning

of the second battle of Bull Run, it

is essential to a clear understanding

of subsequent operations to give the

positions of the army under my com-
mand on the night of August 26th, as

also the movements and operations

of the enemy as far as we knew them.

From the i8th until the night of

the 26th of August the troops had
been marching and fighting almost continu-

ously. As was to be expected under such cir-

cumstances, the effective force had been greatly

diminished by death, by wounds, by sickness,

and by fatigue.

Heintzelman's corps, which had come up
from Alexandria, was at Warrenton Junction,

and numbered, as he reported to me, less

than eight thousand men, but it was without

wagons, without artillery, without horses even
for the field-officers, and with only forty rounds
of ammunition to the man. The corps of

General F. J. Porter

consisted of ten thou-

sand men, and was by
far the freshest if not

the best in the army.
He had made very short

and deliberate marches
from Fredericksburg,

and his advance divis-

ion, mainly troops of

the regular army un-

der Sykes, had airived

at Warrenton Junction
by eleven o'clock on the

morning of the 27th,

Morell's division of the

same corps arriving la-

ter in the same day.

I saw General F. J,
Porter at Warrenton Junction about eleven

o'clock on the morning of the 27th. Sykes's

division of his corps was encamped near ; Mo-
rell's was expected in a few hours. 1 had seen

General Porter at West Point while we were
both cadets, but I think I never had an ac-

quaintance with him there, nor do I think I ever

met him afterward in the service except for about

five minutes in Philadelphia in 1861, when I

called at his office for a pass, then required to

go to Washington 7'/a Annapolis. This, I think,

was the first and only time I ever met him previ-

ous to the meeting at Warrenton Junction, but

he had so high a reputation in the army and for

/-§^-^^

services since the outbreak of the war, that I

was not only curious to see him, but was ex-

ceedingly glad that he had joined the army

under my command with a corps which I

knew to be one of the most effective in the

service. This feeling was so strong that I

expressed it warmly and on several occasions.

He appeared to me a most gentlemanlike

man, of a soldierly and striking appearance.

I had but little conversation with him, as I

was engaged, as he was, in writing telegrams.

He seemed to me to exhibit a listlessness and
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indifference not quite natural under the cir-

cumstances, which, however, it is not unusual

tor men to assume in the midst of dangers

and difficulties, merely to impress one with

their superior coolness.

The troops were disposed as follows

:

McDowell's cordis and Sigel's corps Avere at

Warrenton under general command of Gen-

eral McDowell, with Banks's corps at Fayette-

ville as a reserve. Reno's corps was directed

upon the Warrenton turnpike to take post

three miles east of Warrenton. Porter's corps

was near Bealeton Station moving slowly

towards Warrenton Junction ; Heintzelman at

Warrenton Junction, with very small means to

move in any direction.

Up to this time I had been placed by the

positive orders of General Halleck much in

the position of a man tied by one leg and

fighting with one much his physical superior

and free to move in any direction. The fol-

lowing telegrams will explain e.xactly the sit-

uation as heretofore indicated

:

" Headquarters Army of Virginia,
"August 25, 1862.

" Major-Ge.ner.al Halleck : — Your dispatch

just received. Of course I shall be ready to recross the

Rappahannock at a moment's notice. You will see

from the positions taken that each army corps is on the

best roads across the river. You wished forty-eight

hours to assemble the forces from the Peninsula be-

hind the Rappahannock, and four days Iiave passed
without the enemy yet being permitted to cross. I don't

think he is yet ready to do so. In ordinarily dry weather

the Rappahannock can be crossed almost anywhere,
and the>e crossing-places are best protected by concen-

trating at central positions to strike at any force which
attempts to cross. I had clearly understood that you
wished to unite our whole forces before a forward
movement was begun, and that I must take care to keep
united with Burnside on my left, so that no movement
to separate us could be made. This witlidrcw me lower
down the Rappahannock than I wished to come. I am
not acquainted with your views, as you seem to sup-
pose, and would be glad to know them so far as my
own position and operations are concerned. I under-
stood you clearly that, at all hazards, I was to prevent
the enemy from passing the Rappaliannock. This I

have done, anrl shall du. I don't like to be on the de-

fensive if I can help it, but must be so as long as I am
tied to Hurnside's forces, not yet wholly arrived at

Fredericksburg. Please let me know, if it can be done,
what is to be my own command, and if I am to act in-

dependently against the enemy. I certainly understood
that, as soon as the whole of our forces were concen-
trated, you designed to take command in person, and
that, when everything was ready, we were to move
forward in concert. I judge from the tone of your dis-

rtch that you arc dissatisfied with something. Unless
know what it is, of course I can't correct it. 'Jhe

troops arriving here come in fragments. Am I to as-

sign them to brigades and corps ? I woulrj supjjose

not, a* several of the new regiments coming have been
assigned to army corps flircctiy from your office. In

case I commence offensive o|>erations I must know
what forces f am to take and what you wish left, and
what connection must be kept up with IJurnside. It

has been my fiur|K^sc to conform rny operations to your
plans, yet I was not informed when McClellan evacu-

ated Harrison's Landing, so that I might know what i

to expect in that direction ; and when I say these 1

things in no complaining spirit I think that you know a

well that I am anxious to do everything to advance .

your plans of campaign. I understood that this army '

was to maintain the line of the Rappahannock until i

all the forces from the Peninsula had united behind
that river. I have done so. I understood distinctly that

]

I was not to hazard anything except for this purpose, i

as delay was what was wanted. '

" The enemy this morning has pushed a considerable
infantry force up opposite Waterloo Bridge, and is

planting batteries, and long lines of his infantry are
j

moving up from Jeffersonville towards Sulphur j

Springs. His whole force, as far as can be ascertained,
j

is massed in front of me, from railroad crossing of 1

Rappahannock around to Waterloo Bridge, their main '

body being opposite Sulphur Springs. ii

(Signed) "John Pope, Major-Generah"
;

" United States Military Telegraph.
j

(Received August 26, 1S62, from War Department, !

11:45 A. M.) 1

"Major-General Pope:— Not the slightest dis-
j

satisfaction has been felt in regard to your operations on
the Rappahannock. The main object has been accom- 1

plished in getting up troops from the Peninsula, al- ;

though they have been greatly delayed by storms. 1

Moreover, the telegraph has been interrupted, leav-
j

ing us for a time ignorant of the progress of the evac-
*

nation. ... If possible to attack the enemy in flank,
j

do so, but the main object now is to ascertain his I

position. Make cavalry excursions for that purpose, 1

especially toward Front Royal. If possible to get in
j

his rear, pursue with vigor.

(Signed) " H, W. Halleck, General-in-Chief."

The movements of the enemy towards my
right forced me either to abandon the line of

the Rappahannock and the communications
with Fredericksburg, or to risk the loss of my
army and the almost certain loss of Washing-
ton. Of course between these two alternatives

I could not hesitate in a choice. I considered

it my duty, at whatever sacrifice to my army
and myself, to retard, as far as I could, the

movement of the enemy towards Washing-
ton, until I was certain that the Army of the

Potomac had reached Alexandria.

The movement of Jackson presented the

only opportunity which had offered to gain

any success over the superior forces of the

enemy. I determined, therefore, on the morn-
ing of the 27th of August to abandon the line

of the Rappahannock and throw my whole
force in the direction of Gainesville and Ma-
nassas Junction, to crush any force of the

enemy that had passed through Thorough-
fare Gap, and to interpose between Lee's

army and Bull Run. Having the interior line

of o[)erations, and the enemy at Manassas
being inferior in force, it appeared to me,
and still so appears, that with even ordinary

promptness and energy we might feel sure of

success.

In the mean time heavy forces of the enemy
still confronted us at Waterloo Bridge, while

his main body continued its march towards
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General Halleck, on July 23, 1862, assumed command as General-in-Chief of the armies of the United States

in compliance with the President's order of July 11.

our right, following the course of Hedgman's
River (the Upper Rappahannock). I accord-

ingly sent orders, early on the 27th of August,
to Cieneral McDowell to move rapidly on
Gainesville by the \\'arrenton pike with his

own corps, reenforced by Reynolds's division

and Sigel's corps. I directed Reno, followed

by Kearny's division of Heintzelman's corps,

to move on Greenwich, so as to reach there

that night, to report thence at once to General
McDowell, and to support him in operations

against the enemy which were expected near
(iainesville. With Hooker's division of Heint-
zelman's corps I moved along the railroad

toward Manassas Junction, to reopen our com-
munications and to be in jjosition to cooperate
with the forces along the Warrenton pike.

On the afternoon of that day a severe

engagement took place between Hooker's

Vol. XXXI.—44.

division and Kwell's division of Jackson's

corps, near Bristoe Station, on the railroad.

Ewell was driven back along the railroad,

but at dark still confronted Hooker along the

banks of Broad Run. The loss in this action

was about three hundred killed and wounded
on each side. Ewell left his dead, many of

his wounded, and some of his baggage on
the field.

I had not seen Hooker for many years,

and I remembered him as a very handsome
young man, with florid com])le.\inn and fair

hair, and with a figure agile and graceful.

As I saw him that afternoon on his white

horse riding in rear of his line of battle, and
close up to it, with the excitement of battle

in his eyes, and that gallant and chivalric

appearance which he always jjresented under
fire, I was struck with admiration. As a corps
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commander, with his whole force operating

under his own eye. it is much to be doubted

whether Hooker had a superior in the army.

The railroad had been torn up and the

In consequence of Hooker's report, and the]

weakness of the small division which he com-;
manded. and to strengthen my right wingj

moving in the direction of Manassas, I sent!

bridges burned in several places just west of orders to Porter at dark, which reached him!
" at 9 o'clock p. M., to move forward frorai

^^'arrenton Junction at one o'clock that night,!

and to report to me at Bristoe Station by"

daylight next morning (August 28th).

There were but two courses left to Jackson^
b]^ this sudden movement of the army. He
could not retrace his steps through Gaines-i

Bristoe Station. I therefore directed General

Banks, who had reached Warrenton Junction.

to cover the railroad trains at that place until

General Porter marched, and then to run

back the trains toward Manassas as far as he

could and rebuild the railroad bridges. Cap-

tain Merrill of the Engineers was also di-

rected, with a considerable force, to repair ville, as that place was occupied by McDowell!
the railroad track and bridges toward Bristoe. with a force equal if not superior to his own.

This work was done by that accomplished To retreat through Centre\ille would carry'

officer as far east as Kettle Run on the 27th,

and the trains were run back to that point

next morning.

At dark on the 27th Hooker informed me
that his ammunition was nearly exhausted,

only five rounds to the man being on hand.

Before this time it had become apparent

MAJOR-GENERAL FRANZ SIGEL. (FROM A PHOTOGKAI'H.)

that Jackson, with his whole force, was south

of the Warrenton pike and in the immediate
neighborhood of Manassas Junction.

McDowell reached his jjosition at Gaines-
ville during the night of the 27th, as did also

Kearny anrl Reno at Greenwich, and it was
clear on that night that we had completely
interposed between Jackson and the main
body of the enemy under Lee, which was
.still west of the iiull Run range and in the

vicinity of White Plains.

him still farther away from the main body of
Lee's army. It was possible, however, tq
mass his whole force at Manassas Junction]

and assail our right (Hooker's division), which;

had fought a severe battle that afternoon, andi

was almost out of ammunition. Jackson with;

A. P. Hill's division retired through Centre-!

ville.* Thinking it altogether within the'

probabilities that he might adopt the other

alternative, I sent the orders above men-
tioned to General Porter. He neither obeyed
them nor attempted to obey them, but after-

ward gave as a reason for not doing so that

his men were tired, the night was too dark
to march, and that there was a wagon
train on the road toward Bristoe. The
distance was nine miles along the railroad-

track, with a wagon road on each side of

it most of the way ; but his corps did not
reach Bristoe Station until 10:30 o'clock next

morning, six hours after daylight; and the

moment he found that the enemy had left our

front he asked to halt and rest his corps. Of
his first reason for not complying with my
orders, it is only necessary to say that Sykes's

division had reached Warrenton Junction at

II o'clock on the morning of the 27th, and
had been in camp all day. Morell's division

arrived later in the day at Warrenton Junc-
tion, and would have been in camp for at

least eight hours before the time it was ordered

to march. The marches of these two divisions

from Fredericksburg had been extremely de-

liberate, and involved l)ut little more exercise

than is needed for good health. The diaries

of these marches make Porter's claim of fa-

tigue ridiculous. To compare the condition

of this corps and its marches with those of

any of the troops of the Army of Virginia is

a sufficient answer to such a pretext. The
impossibility of marching on account of the

darkness of that night finds its best answej

*.\. F'. Hill's division wa-. sent liy JatksKn on a rouiul- Run, and then marched up stream to the Stone Bridge
aV>ut march to (Jentrevillc, a|;|;arenliy xs a ruse. Two crossing south again by the pike; Taliaferro's divisioi

Vifigades of Ewell followed A. 1'. llill. Kwell's other took the shortest route to Groveton, following the .Sud

two brigades followed Hill to the north sirle of I'ull ley Springs road to the Warrenton pike.— Enri'OR

i
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in the fact that nearly every other division of

the army, and the whole of Jackson's corps,

marched during the greater ])art of the night

in the immediate vicinity of Porter's corps,

and from nearly every point of the compass.

The plea of darkness and of the obstruction

of a wagon train along the road will strike

our armies with some surprise in the light of

tiieir subse(]uent experience of night marches.

The railroad track itself was clear and en-

tirely practicable for the march of infantry.

According to the testimony of Colonel

Myers, quartermaster in charge of the train,

the train was drawn off the roads and parked

after dark that night; and even if this had
not been the case, it is not necessary to tell

any officer who served in the war that the

infantry advance could easily have pushed

the wagons off the road to make way for the

artillery. Colonel Myers also testified that he

could have gone on with his train that night,

and that he drew off the road and parked his

train for rest and because of the action of

Hooker's division in his front, and not because

he was prevented from continuing his march
by darkness or other obstacles.

At nine o'clock on the night of the 27th,

satisfied of Jackson's position, I sent orders

to General McDowell at Gainesville to push
forward at the earliest dawn of day upon
Manassas Junction, resting his right on the

Manassas Gap Railroad and extending his

left to the east. I directed General Reno at

the same time to march from Greenwich,
also direct on Manassas Junction, and Kearny
to move from the same place upon Bristoe

Station. This move of Kearny was to strength-

en my right at Bristoe and unite the two divis-

ions of Heintzelman's corps.

Jackson began to evacuate Manassas Junc-
tion during the night (the 27lh) and marched
toward Centreville and other points of the

Warrenton pike west of that place, and by
eleven o'clock next morning was at and be-

yond Centreville and north of the Warrenton
pike. I arrived at Manassas Junction shortly

after the last of Jackson's force had moved
oft", and immediately pushed forward Hooker,
Kearny, and Reno upon Centreville, and sent

orders to Porter to come forward to Manassas
Junction. I also wrote McDowell the situation

and directed him to call back to Gainesville

any jxirt of his fjrce which had moved in the

[direction of Manassas Junction, and march
i upon Centreville along the Warrenton pike

i
with the whole force under his command to

(intercept the retreat of Jackson toward Thor-
oughfare Gaj). \\'ith King's division in advance,

\
McDowell, marching toward Centreville, en-

countered late in the afternoon the advance
ofJackson'scorpsretreatingtoward Thorough-

fare Gap. Late in the afternoon, also, Kearny
drove the rear-guard of J ack.son out of Centre-

ville and occupied that place with his advance
beyond it toward Gainesville. A very severe

engagement occurred between King's division

and Jackson's forces near the village of Grove-
ton on the Warrenton pike, which was termi-

MAJOR-GENEUAL ROBERT C. SCHENCK. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.)

nated by the darkness, both parties maintaining
their ground. The conduct of this division in

this severe engagement was admirable, and
reflects the utmost credit both upon its com-
manders and the men under their command.
That this division was not reenforced by Rey-
nolds and Sigel seems unaccountable. The
reason given, though it is not satisfactory,

was the fact that General McDowell had left

the command just before it encountered the

enemy, and had gone toward Manassas Junc-
tion, where he supposed me to be, in order to

give me some information about the immediate
country in which we were operating, and with

which, of course, he was much more familiar

from former experience than I could be. I

had left Manassas Junction, however, for On-
treville. Hearing the sound of the guns indi-

cating King's engagement with the enemy,
McDowell set oft" to rejoin his command, Init

lost his way, and I first heard of him next

morning at Manassas Junction. As his troops

did not know of his absence, there was no one
to give orders to Sigel and Reynolds.

The engagement of King's division was re-

ported to me about ten o'clock at night near

Centreville. I felt sure then, and so stated,

that there w as no escape for Jackson. On the

west of him were McDowell's corps (I did
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IKO.M HIS SKETCH MADE AT THE TIME.)

not then know that he had detached Ricketts),

Sigel's corps, and Reynolds's division, all un-

der command of McDow ell. On the east of

him, and with the advance of Kearny nearly

in contact with him on the Warrenton pike,

were the corps of Reno and Heintzelnian.

Porter was supposed to be at Manassas Junc-
tion, where he ought to have been on that

afternoon.

I sent orders to McDowell (supposing him
to be with his command), and also direct to

Cieneral King, several times during that night

and once by his own staff-officer, to hold his

grounrl at all hazards, to prevent the retreat

of Jackson toward Lee, and that at daylight

our whole force from C'entreville and Manas-
sas would assail him from the east, and he
would be crushed between us. I sent orders

also to (ieneral Kearny at Centreville to

move forward cautiously that night along the
Warrenton pike; to drive in the pickets of

the enemy, anrl to keep as closely as possible

in contact with him during the night, resting

his left on the Warrentfjn jjike and throwing
his right to the north, if |;racticable, as far as

the Little River ]>ike, and at daylight next
morning to assault vigorously svith his right

advanccfl, and that Hooker and Reno would
certainly be with him shortly after daylight.

I sent orders to (ieneral Porter, who I sup-

posed was at Manassas Junction, to move
ufKjn Centreville at dawn, stating to him the

position of our forces, and that a severe battle

would be fought that morning (the 29th).

With Jackson at and near Groveton, with

McDowell on the west, and the rest of the

army on the east of him, while Lee, with the

mass of his army, was still west of Thorough-
fare Gap, the situation for us was certainly as

favorable as the most sanguine person could

desire, and the prospect of crushing Jackson,

sandwiched between such forces, was certainly

excellent. There is no doubt, had General

McDowell been with his command when
King's division of his corps became engaged
with the enemy, he would have brought for-

ward to its support both Sigel and Reynolds,

and the result would have been to hold the

ground west of Jackson at least until morning
brought against him also the forces moving
from the direction of Centreville.

To my great disappointment and surprise,

however, I learned toward daylight the next

morning (the 29th) that King's division had
fallen back toward Manassas Junction, and
that neither Sigel nor Reynokls had been en-

gaged or had gone to the sujjport of King.
The route toward 'J'horoughfare Gap had thus

been left open by the wholly unexpected re-

treat of King's division, due to the fact that

he was not supported by Sigel and Reynolds,
and an immediate change was necessary in

the flisposition of the troops under my com-
mand. Sigel and Reynolds were near Grove-
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ton, almost in contact with Jackson ; Rickctts

had fallen back toward Bristoe from 'i'hor-

oughfare Gap, after offering (as might have

been expected) ineffectual resistance to the

l)assage of the Bull Run range by very supe-

rior forces; King had fallen back to Manassas

Junction; Porter was at Manassas Junction

or near there; Reno and Hooker near Centre-

ville; Kearny at Centre ville and beyond toward

(iroveton; Jackson near Groveton with his

whole corps ; Lee with the main army of the

enemy, except three brigades of Longstreet

which had passed Hopewell (iap, north of

Thoroughfiire Gap.
The held of battle was j^ractically limited

to the space between the old railroad grade

from Sudley to Gainesville if prolonged across

the Warrenton pike and the Sudley Springs road

east of it. The railroad grade indicates almost

exactly the line occupied by Jackson's force,

our own line confronting it from left to right.

The ridge which bounded the valley of

Dawkins's Branch on the west, and on which

were the Hampton Cole and Monroe houses,

offered from the Monroe house a full view of

the field of battle from right to left, and the

Monroe house being on the crest of the ridge

overlooked and completely commanded the

approach to Jackson's right by the Warrenton
turnpike. I'o the result of the battle this

ridge was of the last importance, and if seized

and held by noon, would abs(;lutely have
prevented anv reenforcement of Jackson's

right from the direction of Ciainesville. 'J'he

northern slope of this ridge was held by our

trooi)s near the Douglass house, near w hich,

also, the right of Jackson's line rested. The
advance of Porter's corps at Dawkins's Branch
was less than a mile and a half from the Mon-
roe house, and the road in his front was one

of several which converged on that point.

The whole field was free from obstacles to

movement of troojjs and nearly so to manuju-

vre, with only a few eminences, and these of

a nature to have been seized and easily held by
our troops even against ver)- superior numbers.

The ground was gently undulating and the

water-courses insignificant, while the intersect-

ing system of roads and lanes afforded easy

communication with all parts of the field. It

would be difiicult to find anywhere in Virginia a

more perfect field of battle than that on which

the second battle of Bull Run was fought.

About daylight, therefore, on the 29th of

August, almost immediately after I received

information of the withdrawal of King's divis-

In tlie middle-ground on the Warrenton turnpike st.inds the
Stone House, the central landmark in both battles of Bull Run.
The bank in the right foregroimd was a cover during the first

battle for some of the supports of the Union batteries on the
Henry House hill, the crest of which is two hundred and fifty-

yards distant to the right. In the first battle the fighting began
on the Matthews hill, seen in the background behind the Stone

House, and was most desperate on tlie Henry hill. In the

second battle the fighting was on the other side of the Sud-
ley Springs road, and extended from the north round to the

south-west, on P.ald Hill, and ended on the Henrj- hill and
the turnpike. Pope's headquarters on August 29 and 30,

1862, were on the rising ground behind the Stone House.
EolTOK.
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CONFLICT OF THTRSDAY, Al-GUST 2S, BETWEEN KING'S DIVISION AND JACKSOn's RIGHT WING.
(BV EDWIN FORBES, FROM HIS SKETCH MADE AT THE TIME.)

The \-iew is from the north side of the Warrenton turnpike, a in the woods. During the battle of the following Friday and
little east of Gaines\-ille, and looking towards Manassas Junction, Saturday, August 29 and 30, the opposing lines were reversed;
where smoke is seen over the ruins of the stores fired by Jackson Jackson was to the left looking toward Manassas, and Longstreet's
during the pre\-ious night. King's infantr>- forms two hnes per- lines, facing like King's in the above picture, were a little farther
pendicular to and across the turnpike. The Confederates are down the pike and extended far to the risht.— Editor.

ion toward Manassas Junction, I sent orders

to General Sigel, in the vicinity of Groveton,
to attack the enemy vigorously at daylight

and bring him to a stand if possible. He
was to be supported by Reynolds's division. I

instructed Heintzelman to push forward from
Centreville toward Gainesville on the War-
renton pike at the earliest dawn with the
divisions of Kearny and Hooker, and gave
orders also to Reno with his corps to follow

closely in their rear. They were directed to

use all speed, and as soon as they came up
with the enemy to establish communication
with Sigel, and to attack vigorously and
promptly. I also sent orders to General
Porter at Manassas Junction to move forward
rapidly with his own corjjs and King's divis-

ion of McDowell's corps, which was there

also, upon Gainesville by the direct route
from Manassas Junction to that place. I

urged him to make all possible speed, with
the purfjose that he should come uj) with the
enemy or connect himself witli the left of our
line near where the Warrenton pike is crossed
by the road from Manassas Junction to

Gainesville.

Shortly after sending this orfler I received
a note from Cieneral McDowell, whom I had
not been able to find during the night of the

28th, dated Manassas Junf;tion, rcfiuesting

that King's division be not taken from his

command. I immediately sent a joint order,

addressed to Generals McDowell and Porter,

repeating the instructions to move forward
with their commands toward Gainesville, and
informing them of the position and movements
of Sigel and Heintzelman.

Sigel attacked the enemy at daylight on the

morning of the 29th about a mile east of

Groveton, where he was joined by the divis-

ions of Hooker and Kearny. Jackson fell

back, but was so closely pressed by these

forces that he was obliged to make a stand.

He accordingly took up his position along
and behind the old railroad embankment ex-

tending along his entire front, with his left

near Sudley Springs and his right just south
of the Warrenton pike. His batteries, some
of them of heavy caliber, were posted behind
the ridges in the open ground, while the mass
of his troops were sheltered by woods and the

railroad embankment.
I arrived on the field from Centreville about

noon, and found the opposing forces confront-

ing each other both considerably cut up by the

.severe action in wliich they had l)een engaged
since daylight. Heintzelnian's corps (the divis-

ions of Hooker and Kearny) occupied the

right of our line toward Sudley Springs.

Sigel was on his left, with his line extending
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a short distance south of the Warrenton pike,

the division of Schenck occupying the high

ground to the left (south) of the pike. The
extreme left was held by Reynokls. Reno's

corps had reached the field and the most of it

had been pushed forward into action, leaving

four regiments in reserve behind the center of

the line of battle. Immediately after 1 reached

the ground. General Sigel rei)orted to me that

his line was weak, that the divisions of Schurz

and Steinwehr were much cut up and ought

to be drawn back from the front. I informetl

him that this was impossible, as there were no
troops to replace them, and that he must hold

his ground; that 1 would not immediately

push his troops again into action, as the corps

of McDowell and Porter were moving for-

ward on the road from Manassas Junction to

Gainesville, and must very soon be in position

to fall upon the enemy's right Hank and
possibly on his rear. I rode along the front

of our line and gave the same information to

Heintzelman and Reno. 1 shall not soon for-

get the bright and confident face and the

alert and hearty manner of that most accom-
plished and loyal soldier, General J. L. Reno.

From first to last in this campaign he was
always cheerful and ready ; anxious to antici-

pate if possible, and prompt to execute with

all his might, the orders he received. He was
short in stature and upright in person, and
with a face and manner so bright and engag-

ing at all times, but most especially noticeable

in the fury of battle, that it was both a pleasure

and a comfort to see him. In his death, two
weeks afterward, during the battle of South
Mountain, when he led his troops with his

usual gallantry and daring, the Government
lost one of its best and most promising officers.

Had he lived to see the end of the war, he
would undoubtedly have attained one of the

highest, if not the very highest position in the

army. His superior abilities were unques-

tioned, and if he lacked one single element
that goes to make a perfect soldier, certainly

it was not discovered before his death.

The troops were permitted to rest for a time,

and to resupply themselves with ammunition.
From 1:30 to 4 o'clock p. m. very severe con-

flicts occurred repeatedly all along the line, and
there was a continuous roar of artillery and
small arms, with scarcely an intermission.

About two o'clock in the afternoon three dis-

charges of artillery were heard on the extreme
left of our line or right of the enemy's, and I

for the moment, and naturally, believed that

Porter and McDowell had reached their posi-

tions and were engaged with the enemy. I

heard only three shots, and as nothing followed

I was at a loss to know^ what had become of

these corps, or what was delaying them, as

before this hour they should have been, even
with ordinary marching, well up on our left.

Shortly afterwards I received information that

McDowell's corps was advancing to join the

left of our line by the Sudley Springs road,

and would probably be up within two hours.

At 4:30 o'clock I sent a peremptory order to

(jeneral Porter, who was at or near Dawkins's

BRIGADIER-GENERAL Cl\'IKR GROVEK. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.)

Both on Friday and Satnrday aftenioons there was desperate
fighting about the railroad cut and embankment opposite and
to the right of the >ite of the battle monument (see map on
the next page). Grover's brigade of Hooker's division here

charged Jackson's center on Friday afternoon, before Kearny's
successful and bloody charge on Jackson's left. Grover led

five regiments, altogether about 1500 men, and in twenty min-

utes lost 486, or nearly one-third of his command. In his

report General Grover says :
" I rode over the field in front

as far as the position of the enemy would admit. After ris-

ing the hill under which my command lay an open field was
entered, and from one edge of it gradually fell off in a slope to a
valley, through which ran a railroad embankment. Beyond this

embankment the forest continued, and the corresponding heights

beyond were held by the enemy in force, supported by artillery.

At 3 p. M. I received an order to advance in line of battle over

this ground, pass the embankment, enter the edge of the woods
beyond, and hold it. Dispositions for carrying out such orders

were immediately made. Pieces were loaded, bayonets fi.xed,

and instructions given for the line to move slowly upon the enemy
until it felt his fire, then close upon him rapidly, fire one well-

directed volley, and rely upon the bayonet to secure the position

on the other side. We rapidly and firmly pressed upon the em-
bankment, and here occurred a short, sharp, and obstinate hand-
to-hand conflict with bayonets and clubbed muskeis. Many of

the enemy were bayoneted in their tracks, others struck down
with the butts of pieces, and onward pressed our line. In a few

yards more it met a terrible fire from a second line, which in its

turn broke. The enemy's third line now bore down upon our

thinned ranks in close order, and swept back the right center and
a portion of our left. With the gallant .Sixteenth Massachusetts
im our left I tried to turn his Hank, but the breaking of our right

and center and the weight of the enemy's lines caused the neces-

sity of falling back, first to the embankment, and then to our first

position, beliind which we rallied to our colors."— EunoK.

Pranch, about four or five miles distant from

my headipiarters, to push forward at once

into action on the enemy's right, and if possible

on his rear, stating to him generally the con-
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At nfK<n of that day I'firter'n corp» wai in much the same posi-

tion x« at «un»et ; and, according; to OentTiil Pope, at noon I'orter,

with very little rcvi\t.-in": to overcome, mi{(ht h.-iv<- occupied the
hill of the .Monroe and Hampton Cole hoiiftcs. The great impor-
tance to the L'nif»n army of that (><><iition i» devrribcd by General
Pope on paee 453. Iyin;{»treet at that hour wa« hurrying to the
field through r^ainc^ville, and the right of the Union army was

arrayed in continuous line in front of Jackson from a point on
the turnpike three-cjuartcrs of a mile west of Groveton to ihc
point where the Sudley Springs road crosses the unfinished rail-

road which was Jackson's stronghold. The map above illustrates

the situation at the time of the greatest success on the right,

when Jacksim's left had been turned upon itself by Kearny's,
Kcno's, and Hooker's divisions.— Editok.
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dition of things on the field in front of me.

At 5 : 30 o'clock, when General Porter should

have been going into action in compliance

with this order, I directed Heintzelman and

Reno to attack the enemy's left. The attack

was made promptly and with vigor and per-

l-he left of the enemv was doubled
d



At nrttin of ihat dav Porter'* corps wai in much the same po^i-
lion a* at *un«ct ; and, arcirdinK to f icncral Pope, at noon Porter,
with very little rc-^i»tan": to overcome, might have occupied ihc
hilt of the Monrfic and Hampton Cole hoiiiM:<i. The great impor-
tance to the L'n'uin army of that p'Mition in describefl by General
Pope on page ji). ly.ngstrcct at that hour wan hurrying to the
field through fraine^ville, and the right of the Union army was
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arrayed in continuous line in front of JacUson from a point on
the turnpike three-quarters of a mile west of Groveton to the
point where the Sudlcy Springs road crosses the unfinished rail-

road which was Jackson's stronghold. The map above illustrates

the situation at the time of the greatest success on the right,
when Jackson's left had been turned upon itself by Kearny's,
Reno's, and Hooker's divisions.— Editok.
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dition of things on the field in front of me.

At 5 : 30 o'clock, when General Porter should

have been going into action in compliance

with this order, I directed Heintzelman and

Reno to attack the enemy's left. The attack

was made promptly and with vigor and per-

sistence, and the left of the enemy was doubled

back toward his center. After a severe and

bloody action of an hour, Kearny forced the

position on the left of the enemy and occupied

the field of battle there.

By this time General McDowell had arrived

on the field, and I pushed his corps, supported

by Reynolds, forward at once into action

along the Warrenton pike toward the en-

emy's right, then said to be falling back. This

attack along the pike was made by King's

division near sunset; but as Porter made no

movement whatever toward the field, Long-

street, who was pushing to the front, was

able to extend his lines beyond King's left

with impunity, and King's attack did not

accomplish what was expected, in view of the

anticipated attack which Porter was ordered

to make, and should have been making at

the same time.

From five o'clock in the day until some
time after dark the fighting all along our

lines was severe and bloody, and our losses

were very heavy. To show clearly the char-

acter of the battle on the 29th, I embody ex-

tracts from the official reports of General Lee,

of General T. J. Jackson, and of Longstreet

and Hill, who commanded the enemy's forces

on that day. I choose the reports of the

officers commanding against us for several

reasons, but especially to show Longstreet's

movements and operations on the afternoon

of the 29th of August, when, it is alleged, he

was held in check by Porter. General Lee says

:

..." Generals Jones and Wilcox bivouacked

that night east of the mountain; and on the morning
of the twenty-ninth the whole command resumed the

march, the sound of cannon at Manassas announcing
that Jackson was already engaged. Longstreet entered

the turnpike near Gainesville, and moving down
toward Groveton, the head of his column came upon
the field in rear of the enemy's left, which had already

opened with artillery upon Jackson's right, as previ-

ously described. He immediately placed some of his

batteries in position, but before he could complete his

dispositions to attack, the enemy withdrew ; not, how-
ever, without loss from our artillery. Longstreet took

position on the right of Jackson, Hood's two bri-

gades, supported by Evans, being deployed across the

turnpike, and at right angles to it. These troops were
supported on the left by three brigades under General
Wilcox, and by a like force on the right under General
Kemper. D. R. Jones's division formed the extreme
right of the line, resting on the Manassas Gap rail-

road. The cavalry guarded our right and left flanks
;

that on the right being under General Stuart in person.
After the arrival of Longstreet the enemy changed his

position and began to concentrate opposite Jackson's
left, opening a brisk artillery fire, which was responded

Vol. XXXI.— 45.

to with effect by some of General A. 1'. Hill's batteries.

Colonel Walton placed a part of his artillery upon acom-
manding position between the lines of ( ienerals Jack-
sou and Longstreet, by order of the latter, and engaged
the enemy vigorously for several hours. Soon afterward
( Jeneral Stuart reported the approach of a large force

from the direction of Bristoe .Station, tlireatening Long-
street's right. The brigades under General Wilcox
were sent to reenforce General Jones, but no serious

attack was made, and after firing a few shots the

enemy withdrew. While this demonstration was be-

ing made on our right, a large force advanced to assail

the left of Jackson's position, occupied by the division

of General .\. V. Hill. The attack was received by his

troops with their accustomed steadiness, and the liattle

raged with great fury. The enemy was repeatedly re-

pulsed, but again pressed on to the attack with fresh

troops. Once he succeeded in penetrating an interval

between General Gregg's brigade, on the extreme left,

and that of General Thomas, but was quickly driven

back with great slaughter by the Fourteenth .South Gjr-

olina regiment, then in reserve, and the Forty-ninth

Georgia, of Thomas's brigade. The contest was close

and obstinate ; the combatants sometimes delivering

their fire at ten paces. General Gregg, who was most
exposed, was reenforced by Hays"s brigade under
Colonel Forno, and successfully and gallantly resisted

the attacks of the enemy, until, tlie ammunition of his

brigade being exhausted, and all his field-officers but

two killed or wounded, it was relieved, after several

hours of severe fighting, by Early's brigade and the

Eighth Louisiana regiment. General Early drove the

enemy back, with heavy loss, and pursued about two
hundred yards beyond the line of battle, when lie was
recalled to the position on the railroad where Thomas,
Pender, and Archer had firmly held their ground
against every attack. While the battle was raging on

Jackson's left, General Longstreet ordered Hood and
Evans to advance, but before the order could be obeyed
Hood was himself attacked, and his command at once

became warmly engaged. General Wilcox was re-

called from the right and ordered to advance on Hood's
left, and one of Kemper's brigades, under Colonel

Hunton, moved forward on his right. The enemy was
repulsed by Hood after a severe contest, and fell back,

closely followed by our troops. The battle continued

until 9 P. M., the enemy retreating until he reached a

strong position, which he held with a large force.

The darkness of the night put a stop to the engage-

ment, and our troops remained in their advanced posi-

tion until early next morning, when they were with-

drawn to their first line. One piece of artillery, several

stands of colors, and a number of prisoners were cap-

tured. Our loss was severe in this engagement ; Brig-

adier-Generals Field and Trimble, and Colonel Forno,

commanding Hays's brigade, were severely wounded,
and several other valuable ofiicers killed or disabled

whose names are mentioned in the accompanying
reports."

General Jackson in his report dated April

27, 1863, says

:

. . . "My troops on this day were distributed along

and in the vicinity of the cut of an unfinished railroad

(intended as a part of the track to connect the Man-
assas road directly with Alexandria), stretching from

the Warrenton turnpike in the direction of Sudlcy's

Mill. Tt was mainly along the excavation of this un-

finished road that my line of battle was formed on the

29th : Jackson's division, under Brigadier-General

Starke, on the right ; Ewell's division, under Briga-

dier-Gener.al Lawton, in the center ; and Hill's divis-

ion on the left. In the morning, about 10 o'clock, the

Federal artillery opened with spirit and animation
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upon our nght, which was soon replied to by the bat-

teries of Poague. Carpenter, Dement, Brockenbrough,

and Latimer, under Major v L. M. ) Shumaker. This

lasted for some time, when the enemy moved around

more to our left, to another point of attack. His next

effort was directed against our left. This was vigorously

repulsed bv the batteries of Braxton, Crenshaw, and

Pegram. About 2 o'clock P. xi. the Federal infantry,

in farge force, advanced to the attack of our left, oc-

cupied bv the division of General Hill. It pressed

forward in defiance of our fatal and destructive fire

with great determination, a portion of it crossing a

deep cut in the railroad track, and penetrating in

heavy force an interval of nearly one hundred and sev-

entv-'five vards, which separated the right of Gregg's

from the left of Thomas's brigade. For a short time

Gregg's brigade, on the extreme left, was isolated from

the main body of the command. But the Fourteenth

South Carolina regiment, then in reserve, with the

Forty-ninth Georgia, left of Colonel Thomas, attacked

the exultant enemy with vigor and drove them back

across the railroad track with great slaughter.'' . . .

General Longstreet says in his report, dated

October lo, 1862 :

..." Early on the 29th [August] the columns [that

had passed Thoroughfare and Hopewell Gaps] were

united, and the advance to join General Jackson was

resumed. The noise of battle was heard before we
reached Gaines\-ille. The march was quickened to the

extent of our capacity. The excitement of battle

seemed to give new life and strength to our jaded

men, and the head of my column soon reached a posi-

tion in rear of the enemy's left flank, and within easy

cannon-shot.
" On approaching the field some of Brigadier-Gen-

eral Hood's batteries were ordered into position, and
his division was deployed on the right and left of the

turnpike, at right angles with it, and supported by
Brigadier-General Evans's brigade. Before these bat-

teries could open, the enemy discovered our move-
ments and withdrew his left. Another battery (Captain

Stribling's) was placed upon a commanding position

to my right, whicn played upon the rear of the enemy's
left and drove him entirely from that part of the field.

He changed his front rapidly, so as to meet the ad-

vance of Hood and Evans.
"Three brigades, under General Wilcox, were

thrown forward to the support of the left ; and three

others, under General Kemper, to the support of the

right of these commands. General 1). R. Jones's di-

vision was placed upon the Manassas Gap railroad to

the right, and in echelon with regard to the three last

brigades. Colonel Walton placed his batteries in a

commanding position between my line and that of

General Jackson, and engaged the enemy for several

hours in a severe and successful artillery duel. At a

late hour in the day Major-General Stuart reported

the approach of the enemy in heavy columns against

my extreme right. I withdrew General Wilcox, with

his three brigadci, from the left, and jjlaccd his com-
mand in fK)sition to support Jones in case of an attack

against my right. After some few shots the enemy
withdrew nis forces, moving fhcm around toward his

front, and aUjut four o'clock in the afternoon began
to press forward against General Jackson's position.

Wilcox's hri'jadcs were moved back to their former
position, anff Hoo<i's two brigades, supported by
Evans, were quickly pressed forward to the attack.

At the same time Wilcox's three lirigades made a like

advance, as also Hunton's l^rigade, of Kemper's com-
mand.

" These movements were executed with commend-
able zeal and ability. Hoofi, supf>orted l<y Evans, made
a gallant attack, driving the enemy back till nine o'clock

at night. One piece of artillery, several regimental stand-

ards, and a number of prisoners were taken. The en-

emy's entire force was found to be massed directly in my
front, and in so strong a position that it was not deemed
advisable to move on against his immediate front ; so
the troops were quietly withdrawn at one o'clock the

following morning. The wheels of the captured piece

were cut down, and it was left on the ground. The
enemy seized that opportunity to claim a victory, and
the Federal commander was so imprudent as to dispatch

his Government, by telegraph, tidings to that effect.

After withdra\\ing from the attack, my troops were
placed in the line first occupied, and in the original

order."

General A. P. H ill says in his report, dated
February 25, 1863 :

..." Friday morning, in accordance with orders

from General Jackson, I occupied the line of the unfin-

ished railroad, my extreme left resting near Sudley
Ford, my right near the point where the road strikes the

open field, Gregg, Field, and Thomas in the front line;

Gregg on the left and Field on the right ; with Branch,
Pender, and Archer as supports. . . .

" The evident intention of the enemy this day was
to turn our left and overwhelm Jackson's corps before

Longstreet came up, and to accomplish this the most
persistent and furious onsets were made, by column
after column of infantry, accompanied by numerous
batteries of artillery. Soon my reserves were all in,

and up to six o'clock my division, assisted by the

Louisiana brigade of General Hays, commanded by
Colonel Forno, with a heroic courage and obstinacy

almost beyond parallel, had met and repulsed six dis-

tinct and separate assaults, a portion of the time the

majority of the men being without a cartridge. . . .

" The enemy prepared for a last and determined at-

tempt. Their serried masses, overwhelming superior-

ity of numbers, and bold bearing made the chances of

victory to tremble in the balance ; my own division

exhausted by seven hours' unremitted fighting, hardly

one round per man remaining, and weakened in all

things save its unconquerable spirit. Casting about for

help, fortunately it was here reported to me that the bri-

gades of Generals Lawton and Early were near by, and,

sending to them, they promptly moved to my front at

the most opportune moment, and this last charge met
the same disastrous fate that had befallen those pre-

ceding. Having received an order from General Jack-
son to endeavor to avoid a general engagement, my
commanders of brigades contented themselves with

repulsing the enemy and following them up but a few
hundred yards."

General J. E. B. Stuart says in his report,

dated February 28, 1863 :

. . .
" I met with the head of General Longstreet's

column between Haymarketand Gainesville, and there

communicated to the commanding general General
Jackson's position and the enemy's. I then passed the

cavalry through the column so as to place it on Long-
street's right flank, and advanced directly towards Ma-
nassas, while tlie column kc])t directly down the pike

to join General Jackson's right. I selected a fine po-

sition for a battery on the right, and one having been
sent to me, I fired a few shots at the enemy's supposed
position, which induced him to shift his position. Gen-
eral Robertson, who, with his command, was sent to

reconnoiler farther down the road toward Manassas,
reported the enemy in his front. Upon repairing to

that front, I found that Rosser's regiment was engaged
with the enemy to the left of the road, and Robertson's
vedettes had found the enemy approaching from the di-
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rection of Bristoe Station towards Sudley. The pro-

longation of his Hne of march would have passed

through my position, which was a very fine one for

artillery as well as observation, and struck Longstreet

in flank. I waited his approach long cnougli to ascer-

tain that there was at least an army corps, at the same
time keeping detachments of cavalry dragging brusii

down the road from the direction of Clainesville, so as

to deceive the enemy (a ruse which Porter's report

shows was successful), and notified the commanding
general, then opposite me on the turnpike, that Long-
street's tlank and rear were seriously threatened, and
of the importance to us of the ridge I then held. Im-
mediately upon thereceiptof that intelligence, Jenkins's,

Kemper's, and D. R. Jones's brigades, and several

pieces of artillery were onlered to me by General
Longstreet, and being placed in position fronting Bris-

toe, awaited the enemy's advance. After exchanging a

few shots with rifle-pieces this corps withdrew toward
Manassas, leaving artillery and supports to hold the

position till night. Brigadier-General Fitz Lee returned

to the vicinity of Sudley, after a very successful expe-

dition, of which his official report has not been received,

and was instructed to cooperate with Jackson's left.

Late in the afternoon the artillery on this commanding
ridge was, to an important degree, auxiliary to the at-

tack upon the enemy, and Jenkins's brigade repulsed

the enemy in handsome style at one volley, as they ad-

vanced across a corn-field. Thus the day endeil, our

lines having considerably advanced."

What would have been the efifect of the

application on the enemy's right at, or at any
time after, five o'clock that afternoon of ten

or twelve thousand effective men who had
not been in battle at all, I do not myself

consider doubtful.

In this battle the Fifth Corps, under General

F. J. Porter, took no part whatever, but re-

mained all day in column, without even

deploying into line of battle or making any
effort in force to find out what was in their

front. That General Porter knew of the prog-

ress of the battle on his right, and that he

believed the Union army was being defeated,

is shown by his own dispatches to McDowell,
several times repeated during the day. That
subjoined will be sufficient

:

" Generals McDowell and King:— I found it

impossible to communicate by crossing the woods to

Groveton. The enemy are in great force on this road,

and as they appear to have driven our forces back, the

fire of the enemy having advanced and ours retired, I

have determined to withdraw to Manassas. I have
attempted to communicate with McDowell and Sigel,

but my messengers have run into the enemy. They
have gathered artillery and cavalry and infantry, and
the advancing masses of dust show the enemy coming
in force. I am now going to the head of the column
to see what is passing and how affairs are going, and
I will communicate with you. Had you not better

send your train back ?

" F. J. Porter, Major-General."

Not the artillery only, but the volleys of
musketry in this battle were also plainly heard
on their right and front by the advance of

Porter's troops much of the day. In conse-
quence of his belief that the army on his right

was being defeated, as stated in more than

one of these dispatches, he informed General

McDowell that he intended to retire to

Manassas, and advised McDowell to send

back his trains in the same direction.

For this action, or non-action, he has been
on the one hand likened to Benedict Arnold,

and on the other favorably compared with

(jeorge Washington. I presume he would not

accept the first position, and probably would
hardly lay claim to the second. Certainly I

have not the inclination, even had I the

power, to assign him to either or to any posi-

tion between the two ; and if he were alone

concerned in the question, I should make no
comment at all on the subject at this day.

Many others than himself and the result of a

battle, however, are involved in it, and they

do not permit silence when the second battle

of Bull Run is discussed. Without going into

the merits of the case, which has been obscured
and confused by so many and such varied

controversies, I shall confine myself to a bare

statement of the facts as they are known to

me personally, or communicated officially by
officers of rank and standing, and by the of-

ficial reports of both armies engaged in the

battle. General Porter was tried by court-

martial a few months after the battle and was
cashiered. The reasons given by him at the

time for his failure to go into action, or take

any part in the battle, were : first, that he
considered himself under General McDowell's
orders, who told him that they were too far

to the front for a battle ; and, second, that the

enemy was in such heavy force in his front

that he would have been defeated had he
attacked. General McDowell stated before

the court-martial that, so far from saying that

they were too far to the front for battle, he
directed General Porter before leaving him to

put his corps into the action where he was,

and that he (McDowell) would move farther

to the right and go into the battle there.

Upon Porter remarking that he could not go
in there without getting into a fight, McDowell
replied, " I thought that was what we came
here for."

General Stuart (J. E. B.), who commanded
the cavalry in Lee's army, tells in his official

report above quoted precisely what was in

General Porter's front, and what means he
took to produce upon General Porter the im-

pression that there were heavy forces in front

of him and advancing toward him. General
Porter certainly made no reconnoissance in

force to ascertain whether or not there was a

heavy force in his front ; and Stuart's report

makes it quite certain that at the time referred

to by him. Porter could easily have moved
forward from Dawkins's Branch and seized

the ridge on which are the Hampton, Cole,
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and Monroe houses, from which he would

have had a complete view of the field from

right to left. Not only this, but his occupation

of that ridge would have connected him

closely with our left, and absolutely prevented

Longstreet from forming on Jackson's right

untiT he had dislodged Porter, which would

have occupied him too long to have permitted

the efiective use of his troops for any other

Longstreet did not annihilate Porter's corps

during the day if it were so easily in his power
to do so. It is also proper to suggest that it

would have required a long time and all of his

force to do this annihilating business on such

a corps as Porter's; and in that case, what
would have become of Jackson's right de-

prived of Longstreet's active support, which

barely enabled Jackson to hold the ground

f.*^
y^^^^^^y^"-^^^!
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VIEW OF Jackson's position as seen from groveton corners, (from a recent photograph.)

The 6uthest ridge is the line of the unfinished railway. Jackson's center occupied the ground in the right of the picture. There, on

ele\-ated open ground, the front of a deep cut, stands the Union monument illustrated on the next page.— Editor.

purpose, and certainly for the advance which

he subsequently made against our left. Long-
street now asserts that he was in front of

Porter with part of his corps at some indefinite

hour of the day, variously fixed, but according

to him by eleven o'clock in the morning, about

the time that Porter's coq« reached Dawkins's

Branch. He further asserts, somewhat ex-

travagantly, that if Porter had attacked he

(Longstreet) would have annihilated him.

He .seems to have thought it a simple matter

to annihilate an army corps of ten or twelve

thousand men, much of which was composed
of regular troops, but perhaps his statement

to that effect would hardly be accepted by
militar)' men. If such an a.ssertion made by
a toqjs commander of one army is sufficient

rea.son for a corps commander of the opposing

army not to attack, even under orders to do
so, it is hard to see how any general com-
manding an army couUl direct a battle at all

;

and certainly if such assertions as Longstreet's

are considered reliable, there would have been

no battle fought in our civil war, since they

could ea,sily have been had from either side

in advance of any battle that was fought.

It seems [>ertinent to ask why General

that afternoon, Longstreet himself falling back
at least a mile from our front at one o'clock

that night after several hours ofsevere fighting?

I shall not discuss the various statements

concerning the time of Longstreet's arrival on

the field. That he may have been there in

person at the hour he mentions is of course

possible ; but that his corps was with him,

that it was in line of battle at any such hour,

or was in any such condition to fight as

Porter was, can neither be truthfully asserted

nor successfully maintained. Whatever Por-

ter supposed to be Longstreet's position, how-
ever, in no respect touches his obligation to

move forward under the circumstances and
force Longstreet to develop what he really

had, which he (Porter) certainly did not know
and had taken no measures to know. The
severe fighting on his right, which he heard

and interpreted into a defeat for the Union
army, did not permit him to rest idle on the

field with his troops in column and with no
sufficient effort even to find out anything of

the field in front of him.

If a mere impression that the enemy is in

heavy force and that an attack or further ad-

vance might be hazardous is a sufficient rea-
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son for a corps commander to keep out of a

battle, raging in his hearing, especially when
he thinks that his friends are being defeated,

it is extremely difficult to see how any army
commander would venture to engage in battle

at all, unless he could ascertain in advance and

keep himself acquainted during the day with

the impressions of his corps commandersabout
the propriety of going into the battle at all.

Certainly Porter did not know at that time

that Longstreet was in his front, and his non-

action was based on fancy, and not on any

fact that he knew.
But wherever Longstreet was in the morn-

ing, it is certain that at four o'clock that

day, or about four o'clock, according to his

own official report, he withdrew the larger

part of his force and advanced to Jackson's

right flank to resist the last attack of the

Union army on Jackson's line, and that for

several hours he was engaged in a severe

battle on our left, utterly ignoring Porter and
presenting his right flank to Porter's attack

during that whole time. He seems also to

have entirely forgotten that he was " held in

check," as he was good-natured enough to

say he was years afterward. During these long

hours General Porter still remained idle with

his corps in column and many of them lying

on the ground, for ease of

position probably, as they

were not under fire.

Taking the enemy's own
account of the battle that

afternoon, which lasted sev-

eral hours, and its result,

it is not unreasonable to

say that, if General Porter

had attacked Longstreet's right

with ten or twelve thousand men
while the latter was thus engaged,
the effect would have been conclusive.

Porter's case is the first I have ever known,
or that I think is recorded in military history,

where the theory has been seriously put forth

that the hero of a battle is the man who keeps

out of it. With this theory in successful opera-

tion, war will be stripped of most of its terrors,

and a pitched battle need not be much more
dangerous to human Hfe than a militia muster.

When the battle ceased on the 29th of

August, we were in possession of the field on
our right, and occupied on our left the position

held early in the day, and had every right to

claim a decided success. What that success

might have been, if a corps of twelve thou-

sand men who had not been in battle that

day had been thrown against Longstreet's

right while engaged in the severe fight that

afternoon, I need not indicate. To say that

General Porter's non-action during that whole

day was wholly unexpected and disappointing,

and that it provoked severe comment on all

hands, is to state the facts mildly.

Every indication during the night of the

29th and up to ten o'clock on the morning of

the 30th pointed to the retreat of the enemy
from our front. Paroled prisoners of our own
army, taken on the evening of the 29th, and
who came into our lines on the morning of

the 30th, rej)orted the enemy retreating dur-

ing the whole night in the direction of and
along the Warrenton pike (since confirmed

by Longstreet's report). Generals McDowell
and Heintzelman, who reconnoitered the po-

sition held by the enemy's left on the evening

of the 29th, also confirmed this statement.

They reported to me the evacuation of these

positions by the enemy, and that there was
every indication of their retreat in the direc-

tion of Gainesville. On the morning of the

30th, as may be easily believed, our troops.

MONUMENT TO THE UNIOftI SOLDIERS WHO FELL AT GROVETON
AUGUST 28, 29 AND 30, 1862. {FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN

SOON AFTER THE MONUMENT WAS ERECTED IN 1865.)

This view was taken from the edge of the railway cut, looking
toward the Union lines. The shaft is of brown sandstone, and
in design and material is like the monument erected on the Henr>'
hill at the same time. Vandals have removed the shot and shell

that were fixed with mortar to the base and to the top of the

shaft; every vestige of the inclosing fence has been carried off, and
the monument is partly hidden by the four evergreens which were
planted at the four comers. In May, 1884, we found a Union
canteen on the well-grazed sward near the monument. The field

behind the railway cut and behind the embankment, east of the

cut, were even then strewn with the tins of cartridge boxes, rusty
camp utensils, and bits of accouterments.— Kditor.

who had been marching and fighting almost

continuously for so many days, were greatly

exhausted. They had had little to eat for two
days, and artillery and cavalry horses had been
in harness and under the saddle for ten days,

and had been almost out of forage for the
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last two days. It may be readily imagined
how little these troops, after such severe labors

and hardships, were in condition for further

active marching and fighting. I had tele-

graphed General Halleck on the 28th our con-

dition, and had begged of him to have rations

and forage sent forward to us from Alexandria

with all speed : but about daylight on the 30th

I received a note from General Franklin,

written by direction of General McClellan,

informing me that rations and forage would
be loaded into the available wagons and cars

at Alexandria as soon as I should send back a

cavalry escort to guard the trains. Such a let-

ter, when we were fighting the enemy and
Alexandria was full of troops, needs no com-
ment. Our cavalry was well-nigh broken down
completely, and certainly we were in no con-

dition to spare troops from the front, nor could

they have gone to Alexandria and returned

within the time by which we must have had
provisions and forage or have fallen back to-

ward supplies ; nor am I able to understand
of what use cavalry could be to guard railroad

trains. It was not until I received this letter

that I began to be hopeless of any successful

issue to our operations ; but I felt it to be my
duty, notwithstanding the broken-down con-

dition of the forces under my command, to

hold my position. I had received no sort of

information of any troops coming forward to

reenforce me since the 24th, and did not ex-

pect on the morning of the 30th that any as-

sistance would reach me from the direction

of Washington, but I determined again to give

battle to the enemy and delay as long as pos-

sible his further advance toward Washington.
I accordingly prepared to renew the engage-
ment.

(ieneral Porter, with whose non-action of
the day before I was naturally dissatisfied,

had been peremptorily ordered that night to

report to me in person with his corps, and ar-

rived on the field early in the morning. His
corps had been reiinforced by Piatt's brigade
of Sturgis's division, and was estimated to be
about twelve thousand strong; but in some
hitherto unexplained manner one brigade of
his (Porter's) corps had straggled off from the
corps and appeared at Centreville during the
day. With this straggling brigade was Gen-
eral Morell, commander of the division to

which it belonged.

This brigade remained at Centreville all

day, in sight anfl sound of the battle in which
the corps to which it belonged was engaged,
hut made no move to join it or to approach
the field of battle. i)w the contrary, the bri-

gade commander marie rcfpiisition for ten

thousand pairs of shoes on one of my aides-

de-camp who was at Centreville in charge of

the headquarters train. The troops under
General Sturgis and General A. Sanders Piatt

had followed this brigade by misunderstand-
ing the situation ; but the moment they found
themselves away from the battle these two
officers, with true soldierly spirit, passed
Morell and brought their commands to the

field and into the battle, where they rendered
gallant and distinguished services.

Between twelve and two o'clock during the

day I advanced Porter's corps, supported by
King's division of McDowell's corps, and
supported also on their left by Sigel's corps
and Reynolds's division, to attack the enemy
along the Warrenton pike. At the same time
the corps of Heintzelman and Reno on our
right were directed to push for\\ard to the
left and front toward the pike and attack the

enemy's left flank. For a time Ricketts's divis-

ion of McDowell's corps was placed in sup-

port of this movement. I was obliged to as-

sume the aggressive or to fall back, as from
want of provisions I was not able to await an
attack from the enemy or the result of any
other movement he might make.

Every moment of delay increased the odds
against us, and I therefore pushed forward
the attack as rapidly as possible. Soon after

Porter advanced to attack along the Warrenton
pike, and the assault was made by Heintzel-

man and Reno on the right, it became appar-

ent that the enemy was massing his forces as

fast as they arrived on the right of Jackson,
and was moving forward to force our left. Gen-
eral McDowell was therefore directed to recall

Ricketts's division from our right, and put it

so as to strengthen our left thus threatened.

Porter's corps was repulsed aftersome severe

fighting, and began to retire, and the enemy
advancing to the assault, our whole line was
soon furiously engaged. The main attack of

the enemy was made against our left, but was
met with stubborn resistance by the divisions

of Schenck and Reynolds, and the brigade

of Milroy, who were soon reenforced on the

left by Ricketts's division. The action was
severe for several hours, the enemy bringing

up heavy reserves and pouring mass after

mass of his troops on our left. He was able

also to present at least an equal force all

along our line of battle. Porter's corps was
halted and re-formed, and as soon as it was
in condition it was pushed forward to the

support of our left, where it rendered distin-

guished service, esjjecially the brigade of regu-

lars under Colonel (then Lieutenant-Colonel)
Buchanan.
McLean's brigade of Schenck's division,

vvhic h was posted in observation on our left

flank, and in su])jjort of Reynolds, became ex-

posed to the attack of the enemy on our left
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when Reynolds's division was drawn back to left had been forced back half or three-

form line to support Porter's corps, then retiring fourths of a mile, but still remained firm and
from their attack, and it was fiercely assailed unbroken and still held the Warrenton pike

by Hood and Evans, in greatly superior force, on our rear, while our right was also driven

This brigade was commanded in person by back equally far, but in good order and
General Schenck, the division commander, and without confusion. At dark the enemy took

fought with supreme gallantry and tenacity, possession of the Sudley Springs road, and
The enemy's attack was repulsed several times was in position to threaten our line of

with severe loss, but he returned again and communication via Stone Bridge. After six

again to the assault. o'clock in the evening I learned, acciden-

It is needless for me to describe the appear- tally, that Franklin's corps had arrived at a

ance of a man so well known to the country point about four miles east of Centreville, or

as General R. C. Schenck. I have only to twelve miles in our rear, and that it was only

say that a more gallant and devoted soldier about eight thousand strong,

never lived, and to his presence and the fear- The result of the battle of the 30th con-

less exposure of his person during these at- vinced me that we were no longer able to hold
tacks is largely due the protracted resistance our position so far to the front, and so far away
made by this brigade. He fell, badly wounded, from the absolute necessaries of life, suffering,

in the front of his command, and his loss was as were men and horses, from fatigue and hun-
deeply felt and had a marked effect on the ger, and weakened by the heavy losses in bat-

final result in that part of the field. tie. About 8 o'clock in the evening, therefore,

Tower's brigade of Ricketts's division was I sent written orders to the corps commanders
pushed forward to his support, and the brigade to withdraw leisurely to Centreville, and
was led by General Tower in person with con- stated to them what route each should pursue
spicuous gallantry. The conduct of these two and where they should take position at and
brigades and their commanders in plain view near Centreville. General Reno, with his

of our whole left was especially distinguished, corps, was ordered to take post to cover this

and called forth hearty and enthusiastic cheers, movement. The withdrawal was made slowly,

Theirexamplewasof great service, and seemed quietly, and in good order, no attempt what-
to infuse new spirit into the troops that wit- ever being made by the enemy to obstruct

nessed their intrepid conduct. our movement. A division of infantry, with
I have always considered it a misfortune to its batteries, was posted to cover the crossing

the country that General Tower received a of Cub Run.
severe wound in this action, which disabled The exact losses in this battle I am unable
him from active service. He is a man of very to give, as the reports from corps commanders
superior abilities, zealous, and full of spirit only indicated the aggregate losses since

and elan, and might easily have expected to August 2 2d, but they were very heavy.*
serve his country in a much higher position Before leaving the field I sent orders to

than he held on that field. General Banks, at Bristoe Station, where the

Reno's corps was withdrawn from our right railroad was broken, to destroy the cars and
center late in the afternoon and thrown into such of the stores as he could not take off in

action on our left, where the assaults of the en- the wagon trains, and join me at Centreville.

emy were persistent and unintermitting. Not- I had previously sent him instructions to

withstanding the disadvantages under which bring off from Warrenton Junction and Bristoe

we labored, our troops held their ground Station all of the ammunition and all of the
with the utmost firmness and obstinacy. The sick and wounded who could bear transpor-

loss on both sides was heavy. By dark our tation, throwing personal baggage and prop-

* It is impossible to give with precision the number of men Union Forces.
actually present on the field of battle at Groveton and Bull Run, Captured or
August 29 and 30, 1862. The official returns and reports, on Killed. WoutuUd. Missing. Total.
both sides, are not only imperfect, but often contradictory. Army of Virginia 929 4389 2787 .... 8105
A careful study, however, of the subject, based upon the best Army of the Potomac . . 600 3013 11 15 .... 4728

information obtainable in the War Record's office, justifies the Ninth Army Corps ... . 204 1000 319 .... 1523
conclusion that the ma.ximum effective strength of the Union Kanawha Division .... 14 50 42 .... . 106
army on the field was at least 63,000, and that of the Confeder-
ate army about 54,000,—of all arms. This computation of Aggregate 1747 8452 4263 .... 14,462
Pope's forces includes his own proper command (exclusive of
Banks's corps, which did not reach the scene of action), Reno's Co.nfederate Forces.
corps, and the reenforcements that Pope received from the Army
of the Potomac. The records force the conclusion that at least I.ongstreet's Corps . . . . 663 4016 46 .... 4725
63,000 were taken into action out of a total present for duty of Jackson's Corps 805 3547 35 .... 4387
at least 70,000. The Confederate force has been estimated by Stuart's Cavalry 18 83 18 . . . . 119
some Confederates as low as 47,000. Others concede the number
given above. Aggregate i486 7646 99 • 9231
According to the reports published in Volume XII., Part 2,

of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate armies, the Unquestionably the numbers given here are too small for each
losses in the Northern Virginia campaign, from August 16 to army, but they are the nearest approximation attainable from the
September 2, 1862, were approximately as follows: official records, in the absence of full returns.— Editor.
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erty out of the regimental trains, if necessary,

for the purpose.

At no time during the 29th. 30th, and 31st

of August was the road between Bristoe and

Centreville interrupted by the enemy. The
orders will show conclusively that every

arrangement was made in the minutest detail

for the security of our wagon train and sup-

plies ; and General Banks's subsequent report

to me is positive that none of the wagons or

mules were lost. I mention this matter merely

to answer the wholly unfounded statements

made at the time, and repeated often since, of

our loss of wagons, mules, and supplies.

I arrived personally at Centreville about

nine or ten o'clock that night. The next

morning the various corps were posted in the

old intrenchments in and around Centreville,

and ammunition trains and some supplies were

brought up during the day and distributed.

We spent that whole day resting the men
and resupplying them with ammunition and

provisions as far as our means permitted.

Franklin's corps arrived at Centreville late

on the afternoon of the 30th ; Sumner's the

next day. What was then thought by the

Government of our operations up to this time

is shown in the subjoined dispatch :

W.\SHINGTOX, August 31, 1862. II A. M.

My Dear General:— Vou have done nobly.

Don't yield another inch ifyou can avoid it. All reserves

are being sent forward. ... I am doing all I can for

you and your noble army. God bless you and it. . . .

H. W. Halleck, General-in-chief.

The enemy's cavalry appeared in front of

Cub Run that morning, but made no attempt to

attack. Our cavalry, under Buford and Bayard,

was completely broken down, and both of these

officers reported to me that not five horses to

the company could be forced into a trot. No
horses whatever had reached us for remounts
since the beginning of operations. It was
impracticable, therefore, to use the cavalry

as cavalry to cover our front with pickets

or to make reconnoissances of the enemy's
front.

This paper would be incomplete indeed did

it fail to contain some short, if entirely insuf-

ficient, tribute to that most gallant and loyal

soldier, John Buford. I remember very well

how surpri.sed I was when I was first placed

in command of the Army of Virginia that

General Buford, then only a major in the in-

spector-general's department, rcj^ortcd to me
for duty as inspector. I asked him how he

could possibly remain in such a j)Osition while

a great war was going on, and what objections

he could have (if he had any) to be placed in

a command in the field. lie seemed hurt to

think I could have even a doubt of his wish

to take the field, and told me that he had
tried to get a command, but was without influ-

ence enough to accomplish it. 1 went at once
to the Secretary of War and begged him to

have Major Buford appointed a brigadier-gen-

eral of volunteers and ordered to report to me
for service. The President was good enough to

make the appointment, and certainly a better

one was never made. It is hard, in the brief

limits of such an article as this, to do justice to

such an officer. His coolness, his fine judgment,
and his splendid courage were known of all

men who had to do with him ; but besides,

and in addition to these high quahties, he
acquired in a few months, through his pres-

ence and manner, an influence over men as

remarkable as it was useful. His quiet dignity,

covering a fiery spirit and a military sagacity

as far-reaching as it was accurate, made him
in the short period of his active service one
of the most respected and trusted officers in

the service. His death, brought about by
disease contracted during the months of ac-

tive service and constant exposure, was widely

lamented in the army.

I directed General Sumner, on the morn-
ing of the first of September, to push forward

a reconnoissance toward Little River pike,

which enters the Warrenton pike at Fairfax,

with two brigades, to ascertain if the enemy
was making any movement toward our right

by that road. The enemy was found moving
again slowly toward the right, heavy columns
moving along the Little River pike in the

direction of Fairfax. This movement had be-

come so developed by the afternoon of that

day, and was so evidently directed to turn our

right, that I made the necessary disposition

of troops to fight a battle between the Little

River pike and the road from Fairfax to Cen-
treville. General Hooker was sent early in

the afternoon to Fairfax Court House, and
directed to concentrate all the troops in that

vicinity and to push forward to Germantown
with his advance. I instructed McDowell to

move along the road from Centreville toward
Fairfax Court House, as far as Difficult Creek,

and to connect on his right with Hooker.
Reno was directed to push forward north of

the road to Centreville, and in the direction of

Chantilly, toward the flank of the enemy's ad-

vance; Heintzelman's corps to support Reno.

Just before sunset the enemy attacked us

toward our right, but was met by Hooker,
McDowell, and Reno, and by Kearny's divis-

ion of Heintzelman's corps. A very severe

action was fought in the midst of a terrific

thunder-storm, and was only ended by the

darkness. The enemy was driven back en-

tirely from our front, and did not again renew
his attack upon us.

i
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MAJOR-GENERAL PHILIP KEARNV. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY
IN THE POSSESSION OF GENERAL J. WATTS DE PEYSTER

In this short but severe action the army
lost two officers of the highest capacity and
distinction, whose death caused general lamen-

tation in the army and country. The first was
Major-Cieneral Philip Kearny, killed in ad-

vance of and while commanding his division.

There have been few such officers as Kearny in

our own or any other army. In war he was an
enthusiast, and he never seemed so much at

home and so cheerful and confident as in battle.

Tall and lithe in figure, with a most expressive

and mobile countenance, and a manner which
inspired confidence and zeal in all under his

command, no one could fail to admire his

chivalric bearing and his supreme courage.

He seemed to think that it was his mission to

make up the shortcomings of others, and in

proportion as these shortcomings were made
plain, his exertions and exposure were multi-

plied. He was a great and most accomplished
soldier, and died as he would have himself

wished to die, and as became his heroic char-

acter, at the head of his troops and in the

front of the battle.

General Isaac I. Stevens, who was killed at

the same time and nearly on the same ground,
was an officer in many respects contrasted

to Kearny. He was short and rather stout,

with a svvarthy complexion and very bright

dark eyes. He was a man of very superior

abilities and of marked skill and courage.
His extreme political opinions before the war,
ardently asserted, as was his habit in all mat-
ters which interested him, made it somewhat
difficult for him to secure such a position in

the army as one of his capacity might well

have expected. The prejudice against him
on this account was soon shown to be utterlv

groundless, for a more zealous and faithful of-

ficer never lived. His conduct in the battle

Vol. XXXI.—46.

in which he lost his life, and in every

other operation of the campaign, was
marked by high intelligence and the cool-

est courage, and his death in the front of

battle ended too soon a career which
would have placed him among the fore-

most officers of the war. As an officer of

engineers before the war, and as Gover-
nor of, and delegate to Congress from,

Washington Territory, he was always a

man of note, and possessed the abilities

and the force to have commanded in time

any position to which he might have as-

pired. The loss of these two officers was
a heavy blow to the army, not so much
perhaps because of their soldierly ca])acity

as because of their well-known and un-

shakable fidelity to duty, and their entire

lovalty to their comrades in arm.

On the morning of the 2d of Septem-
ber the army was posted behind Difficult

Creek from Flint Hill to the Alexandria pike.

The enemy disappeared from our front, moving
toward the Upper Potomac with no attempt to

force our position. And here the second battle

of Bull Run may be said to termmate. On that

day I received orders from General Halleck

to take position in the intrenchments in front

of Washington, with a view to reorganizing the

army and eliminating such of the discordant

elements in it as had largely caused the mis-

fortunes of the latter part of that campaign.

The transactions at Alexandria and Wash-
ington City during these eventful days, as

also at Centreville during part of them, are as

closely connected with these battles, and had
nearly as much to do with their results, as any
part of the operations in the field ; but they

ADDl
)

MAJOR-GENERAL ISAAC I. STEVENS. (FROM A rHOTt)GRAPH.)
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demand more space than is accorded to a

magazine article. The materials to write a

complete account of these matters are at

hand, and it is quite probable that the course

ot" events ma\- vet make their publication

necessary.

There are odior matters which, although

not important, seem not out of place in this

paper. A good deal of cheap wit has been ex-

pended upon a fanciful story that 1 published

an order or wrote a letter or made a remark
that my •• headquarters would be in the sad-

dle." It is an expression harmless and inno-

cent enough, but it is even stated that it fur-

nisheei Cieneral Lee with a basis for the only

joke of his life. It is painful, therefore, to a

well-constituted mind to be obliged to take

away the foundation of that solitary joke ; but

I think it due to army tradition, and to the

comfort of those who have so often repeated

this ancient joke in the days long before the

civil war. that these later wits should not be
allowed with imi)unity to poach on this well-

tilled manor. This venerable joke I first heard
when a cadet at West Point, and it was then

told of that gallant soldier and gentleman, Gen-
eral \V. J. Worth. I presume it could be easily

traced back to the Crusades and beyond ; and
while it may not be as old as the everlasting

hills, it is certainly old enough to have been
excused from active duty long years ago. Cer-

tainly I never used this expression or wrote
or dictated it, nor does any such expression

occur in any order of mine; and as it has
perhaps served its time and effected its pur-

pose, it ought to be retired. Let us hope that

it may be permitted to sleep in peace and no
longer rack the brain of those whose intellec-

tual machinery < an ill bear the strain, or be
perpetuated among their natural successors.

I thus conclude for the ])resent this account
of the seconfl battle of Hull Run. The battle

treated of. as well as the campaign which
preccfled it, have been, and no doubt still are,

greatly misunderstood. Probably they will

remain during this generation a matter of
controversy, into which personal feeling and

prejudice so largely enter that dispassionate

judgment cannot now be looked for.

I submit this article to the public judgment
with all confidence that it will be fairly consid-

ered, and as just a judgment passed upon it as

is possible at this time. I well understood,
as does every military man, how difficult and
how thankless was the task imposed on me,
and I do not hesitate to say that I would
gladly have avoided it if I could have done so

consistently with duty.

To confront with a small army greatly su-

perior forces, to fight battles without the hope
of victor)^, but only to gain time by delaying
the forward movement of the enemy, is a
duty the most hazardous and the most diflfi-

cult that can be imposed on any general or

any army. While such operations require the

highest courage and endurance on the part

of the troops, they are unlikely to be under-
stood or appreciated, and the results, however
successful in view of the object aimed at,

have little in them to attract public com-
mendation or applause.

At no time could I have hoped to fight a

successful battle with the superior forces of

the enemy which confronted me, and \\ hich

were able at any time to outflank and bear
my small army to the dust. It was only by
constant movement, incessant watchfulness,

and hazardous skirmishes and battles, that

the forces under my command were saved
from destruction, and that the enemy was
embarrassed and delayed in his advance until

the army of General McClellan was at length

assembled for the defense of Washington.
I did hope that in the course of^hese opera-

tions the enemy might commit some impru-
dence, or leave some opening of which I could
take such advantage as to gain at least a par-

tial success. This opportunity was presented
l)y the advance of Jackson on Manassas Junc-
tion ; but although the best dispositions pos-

sible in my view were made, the object was
frustrated by causes which could not have
been foreseen, and which perhaps are not yet

completely known to the country.

John Pope.

THK SKW MENKV llOCSe A.ND THE MDNIMKNT OP Mil'. MKST UATTLE.
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TWO DAYS OF THK SECOND BATl'LK oK 1!L"LI, Rl^X. t

'
y ' \ till

COUNTING THE SCARS IN THE COLORS.

POPE'S first orders on the 29th of August
were partly given with a view to the

possibihty of falUng back beyond Bull Run.
At three o'clock of that morning Pope had
written to Porter that McDowell had inter-

cepted the retreat of Jackson ; that Kearny
and Hooker were to attack the enemy's rear

;

and that Porter was to move upon Centre-

ville at dawn of day. Porter was obeying the

order when he learned its revocation through

a staff-officer riding with orders to another

part of the field, and at once countermarched
from Manassas Junction. Meanwhile Pope
had learned that Ricketts's and King's divis-

ions had retreated, leaving open the road

for Lee's advance or Jackson's retreat. He
ordered Sigel to attack in order to bring

Jackson to a stand if possible. Jackson was
in fact leisurely awaiting attack behind his

chosen stronghold of the unfinished railroad,

with his skirmishers in front for the most part

veiled with thick woods. Ceneral Sigel soon

developed the jiosition of the enemy. There
were gaps in Sigel's lines, the closing of which
weakened the main line, itself already too

thin for such an attempt. The enemy were
quick to avail themselves of this weakness,

and broke our lines by a furious attack, caus-

ing Sigel to fall back.

Longstreet had availed himself of the roads

left open by King and Ricketts, and about
noon his advance had formed on Jackson's

right. After 12 o'clock McDowell brought to

Porter information from General Buford, show-

ing that Longstreet was holding the roads in

force in Porter's front, and hence it was impos-

sible, by marching on converging lines, to

establish communications with the right wing
of the army without giving battle. After con-

sultation with Porter, McDowell started with

King's division to go round by the Sudley

Springs road. Porter waited to open up com-
munications with McDowell, sending scout-

ing parties through the broken country and
tangled woods to the right for this ])urpose.

Towards noon a part of Sigel's force, under

Schurz, gained a foothold on the railroad, and
held on stubbornly for two hours. They were

exhausted with marching, fighting, and ma-
noeuvring in the extreme heat since five in

the mornmg.
The veterans of Heintzelman, under Kearny

and Hooker, aroused from their bivouacs at

two in the morning, were an hour after sunrise

on the heights of Centreville, in sight of the

blue hills about Thoroughfare Cap through

which Longstreet was hastening to Jackson's

aid. Fording Bull Run, they came upon the

rusty remains of guns, bayonets, weather-

beaten fragments of gun-carriages and equip-

ments, and the bleaching skulls and bones of

their comrades who hadperished on the field the

year before— thefirst sacrifices to the blunders

of the war. Many fields were black from the

eftect of fires ignited by our shells. This frag-

ment of the army, under Hooker and Kearny,

was in a destitute condition. The horses of

the field-officers in most instances had been

Rl'lNS OF THE HENRY HOUSE. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN
SHORTLY BEFORE THE SECOND BATTLE.)

* Copyright, 18S4, by TuK Cextcrv Co. .\11 rii^lits reserved.

t The writer is indebted to friends of the nth and iSth Mass. Volunteers and to comrades of oihei

organizations for tlie incidents relating to this battle.— ^^'. L. CI.
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COLLECTING THE WOUNDED.

left behind at

I
Yorktown, The rank and file were ])Oorly

suj^pliefl with clothing, and to a large ex-

tent destitute of proper rations. Many were
without blanket or blouse, some even without
trousers; others with shoeless, blistered feet

were marchingover rough, hot, and dusty roads.

Still they were full of enthusiasm for the fight

;

anrl as Pope, with a numerous staff, passed
them on the road, he was louflly ( hcerefl. After

that battle there was less cheering for the com-
manfler. At eleven o'cloc k they harl reached
thebattle-field. At three I'oi>e orriered Hooker
to attack the strong jKjsition in his front. Oen-
eral Hooker, foreseeing that the attack prom-
ised but little <:hance of success, remonstrated.

Finally the order came to (ieneral (irover.

" What does the General want
me to do ? " Grover inquired of

the ofiicer bringing the order.
'' (lO mto the woods and charge."
" Where are my supports ?

"

" 1 hey are coming," was the reply.

Drawing his men up in line, he awaited the

arrival of his supports, which did not come.
But receiving imperative orders to " Charge
at once," the men loaded their rifles and
fixed bayonets. With cheers the men dashed
through the tangled wood in their front. One
of the regiments had its flag torn from its

staff, and the eagle was shot away from its

top, but the men answered to the cry, " Rally

round the pole." As they stormed the rail-

road they saw wounded Confederates clutch

the embankment, hold on for a moment, and
then losing their grasp, roll down the steep

bank. Tlie first line of the enemy was over-

thrown. r)n they rushed upon a second line,

liayonets and swords were used at close

(]uarters, so stubborn was the fight.

Had this attack been ])roperly supported,

it must have broken Jackson's center. There
were many deeds ])erfornied in this action
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which were heroic. A father and son charged by a Une of skirmishers formed m the frmge of

side by side Tlie son fell, pierced bv the enemy's this wood. These opened fire upon the wound-

bullets Two privates, advancing through the ed Union men who were attempting to creep

woods' were separated from the main line, to the protection of their friends After this

and were confronted by a sciuad of the enemy, fire had died away along the darkling woods,

They were called upon to surrender, but, little groups of men from the Lnion lines went

standin- shoulder to shoulder, they stood their stealthily al)out, l)nngmg m the wounded from

irround until their assailants went back. Then the exposed positions. Blankets attached to

one of the two fainted from a wound ;
his com

rade took him in his arms, and brought him

safely back into our lines. So the combat went

on, till a new line of the enemy advanced upon

our men, and compelled them to fall back.

Kearny was, at the same time, to have

poles or muskets often served as stret< hers to

bear the wounded to the ambulances and sur-

geons. There was a great lack of organized

effort to care for our wounded. Vehicles of

various kinds were pressed into service. 'I'he

removal of the wounded went on during the

made an attack upon A. P. Hill's division, on entire night, and tired soldiers were roused

fackson's left but for some unexplained rea- from their slumbers by the plaintive cries ol

son he did not advance until (Dover's brigade wounded comrades passing in torturing vehi-

had been repulsed. General Kearny, the one- cles. In one instance a Confederate and a

armed veteran, led his men in person. His Union soldier were found comforting each

soldiers wore the red square on their caps other on the field. They were put into the

which was the insignia of " Kearnv's men," same Virginia farm-cart and sent to the rear.

or, as they were sometimes dubbed, " Phil

Kearny's thieves." They went enthusiastically

to the charge, supported by the troops of

Reno. He doubled back the left of the enemy,

and for a short time seemed to have achieved

a decisive result. The enemy hurried up two

talking and groaning in fraternal sympathy.

THE FIGHTING OF SATURDAY, AUGUST 30.

The condition of Pope's army on Saturday,

August 30, was such that a more cautious
a decisive rebuiL. xiic cuciii_y umii^^L ^^^ ---o— ; o-j

. , , r

brigades of Ewell's division, acting as reserve, general would have hesitated before giving

whS came down upon Kearny's thin and batde. His men were exhausted by^j.r;cessant

exhausted line, which was driven from its marching and fighting ;
thousands ha^ strag-

hard-svon position. gled from their commands ;
the men hdd had

McDowell arrived at the scene of action but little to eat for two days previous
;
the

between five and six in the afternoon, bring- horses of the artillery and cavalry were broken

incrup King's division, then commanded by down from being continually in harness tor

Hatch The enemy were making movements over a week and from want of forage. But

which 'were interpreted to mean a retreat, Pope believed he had gained a great victory

and Hatch was ordered to press them, and a on the day previous, and that die enemy

fierce and bloody contest for three-quarters were demoralized, while in fact their lines held

of an hour followed. Thus ended the first day the railroad embankment as a fortress, and ior

of the second Bull Run, or Groveton. The thirty-six hours there had been nothmg to prc-

enemy were readjusting their lines for another vent the union of Longstreet with Jackson,

day's fighting, and Pope, misinterpreting At an early hour Pope ordered a recon-

these movements, conceived that the

enemy were running away. It might

be said in praise of Pope that he was

never discouraged, always sanguine

of success, always ready for a fight.

As usual, so soon as the fighting

ceased many sought without orders

to rescue comrades lying wounded
between the opposing lines. There

seemed to be a mutual understand- -

ing between the men of both armies

that such parties were not to be dis-

turbed in their mission of mercy. After

the attempt of Cirover and Kearny

to carry the railroad embankment,

tjie enemy followed them back and

formed a line of battle in the edge

of the woods. Our artillery sent their

main line to the rear. It was replaced

•IPLEY CHURCH, FROM THE SIDLEY SPRINGS ROAD. A HOSPITAL IN

BOTH BATTLES. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN SHORTLY
BEFORE THE SECOND BATTLE.)
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riKST AND LAST POSITIONS IN THE FIGHTING OF AUGUST 30.

louring ihe a»«aiill b>- Porter"* coips and King's division Jack- proper brigade passed far to the right and fought his way to an
»on'» force! were all behind the unfinished railway. When that advanced position, after several brigades under Kvans and Jones
awault (ailed the Unionists north of the turnpike were attacked had by desperate fighting compelled the troops of Sigel and
Ijy two of the three bri({aflcs indicated as wilh Wilcox. 'Ihesewere .McDowell to loosen their hold on Bald Hill. The last fighting was
^ cather»ton'» and I'ryor's, which were acting with some of Jack- in the woods where Wilco.x's final position is indicated and where
ton'* tnx>p« and with one brigade of Mood. Wilcox with his own troops of I). K. Jones's division had also been fighling.— Editor.

noi.ssancx- made in hi-, front. .\t this time the in full retreat, and at noon assigned Mc-
;

enemy, in readjusting their lines, had with- Dow ell to the ])iirsuit. Porter was ordered to '

drawn their trooj^s from some of the contested push forward on the Warrenton turnpike, fol- '

ground of the day previou'^. Pope interpreted lowed hy the divisions of King and Reynolds, i

this movement to mean that the enemy were At four o'( lo( k in the afternoon the battle ,
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was opened by Porter. With cheers the Union
force dashed up the hill, through the interven-

ing woods, and charged the railroad cut and
embankment. Hatch, on theright, with King's

division, moved to the attack. The tight was

most obstinate and determined, and as one

line was repulsed another took its place, the

Confederates resisting with bayonets and

stones after their ammunition gave out, and
sticking to the deep cut and embankment as

to a fortress. Longstreet opened on the force,

assaulting Jackson with a murderous enfilad-

ing fire of shells. It was under this cannon-

ade that the lines of I'orter were broken and

partly i)ut to flight.

On the extreme right, Hooker's, Kearny's,

and Ricketts's divisions, which were to have

attacked by the Sudley Springs road, made
no serious demonstration in that cpiarter.

direction, relying upon Jackson's well-known

skill and stubbornness, while he pre])ared

fir an attack on our flank. When half of our

troops were either in actual conflict or already

discomfited, then it was that Longstreet rolled

like an irresistible wa\e upon our left.

It fell to McDowell to defend the line of

retreat by the Warrent(jn turnpike. .\ strong

])rejudice existed among the men against this

able but unfortunate commander. Nothing
was more common during the day than to

hear him denounced. He wore a peculiar

head-gear which looked like a basket. It was
a common remark that Pope had his " head-

([uarters in the saddle, and McDowell his

head in a basket." Such was the moral dis-

advantage under which McDowell labored

with his men, and such elements have more
to do with success or defeat than is generally

*M^ii:;!h'
vu^s^ig

VlliW FKUM THE HENKV HILL Dl'KING THE ATTACK UPON JACKSON, AliOUT FOUR O CLOCK, AUGUST 30.

(FROM A SKETCH MADE AT THE TIME BY EDWIN FORBES.)

Ill the foreground Reynolds's division is marching to the defense of the left flank. The stone house on tlie turnpike

is seen in the hollow.— Editor.

Reynolds had meantime discovered the enemy
in force concealed in the woods south of the

turnpike. It was here that Lee had massed
for the attack planned upon our left flank.

Reynolds, who during the fighting described

above occupied a key position protecting

Porter's left flank, was ordered by Pope (or

by McDowell) to support Porter, thus uncov-

ering the left Hank of the force attacking

Jackson. Colonel G. K. Warren, in command
of one of Porter's brigades, seeing the impor-
tance of this vacated position, without orders

seized and held it obstinately with only a

thousand men, of whom over four hundred
were killed, wounded, or captured.

When Lee saw that Pope contemplated
an attack north of the turnpike, he allowed
the I'nion army to exi)end its strength in that

imagined. Since understanding McDowell's

character and record better, we soldiers are

glad to acknowledge his true worth as a brave,

able, and long-headed commander, and to

apologize for abuse which was undeserved.

Pope took i)rompt measures to ward off

impending disaster. The officers and privates,

as a whole, by their devotion, coolness, and

courage, gave steadiness to the wavering lines.

^Vearied and even wouniled men dragged

themselves forward to the conflict for the

common safety. It was past five o'clock when

Longstreet's five fresh divisions, hitherto con-

cealed in the woods, came on, giving the rebel

yell, and followed by artillery which took

j)ositions from point to point in conformity to

the main line of advance. When, however,

the Confederates reached the position where
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they had hoped to intercept our line of re-

treat, they unexpectedly found it defended.

McLean's brigade of Schenck's division,

Milroy's independent brigade, and Tower
with two brigades of Ricketts's, held the line

of Bald Hill. Being severely pressed, Schenck

in person brought up reenforcements to Mc-
Lean's support, including two brigades of

Schurz's division, and fell, severely wounded,
while at the head of his men. Here it was
that Colonel Fletcher Webster, son of Daniel

Webster, fell while leading his regiment. Here
also the brave Colonel Koltes, commanding
Schurz's third brigade, was killed. 'I'hen came
the struggle for the Henry house hill, the

plateau which was the scene of the hardest

fighting in the first Bull Run. It was bris-

tling with the guns of Reynolds's and Reno's

men, and of Sykes's regulars. The enemy
made a vigorous attack. At last darkness, the

succor of armies hard pressed, came. The
army crossed Bull Run by the stone bridge,

and by midnight were all posted on the heights

of Centreville.*

Notwithstanding the surprise of Long-

* Captain William H. Powell, of the Fourth Regular Infantry,

in a letter to The Century, dated Fort Omaha, Neb., March 12,

1885, describes as follows the retreat upon Washington and Mc-
Clellan's reception by his old army :

" The last volley had been fired, and as night fell upon us
the division of regulars of Porter's corps was ordered to retire to

Centreville. It had fought hard on the extreme left, to preserve
the line of retreat by the turnpike and the stone bridge. We
were gloomy, despondent, and about ' tired out ' ; we had not
had a change of clothing from the 14th to the 31st of August, and
had been living, in the words of the men, on ' salt horse,' 'hard
tack,' and 'chicory juice.' As we filed from the battle-field

into the turnpike leading over the stone bridge, we came upon
a group of mounted officers, one of whom wore a peculiar style of
hat which had been seen on the field that day, and which had
been the occasion of a great deal of comment in the ranks. As
we passed these officers, the one with the peculiar hat called out
in a loud voice :

" ' What troops are these ?
'

" ' The regulars,' answered somebody.
" ' Second Division, Fifth Corps,' replied another.
" ' God bless them ! they saved the army,' added the officer

solemnly. We learned that he was General Irvin McDowell.
" As we neared the bridge, we came upon confusion. Men singly

and in detachments were mingled with sutlers' wagons, artillery

caissons, supply wagons, and ambulances, each striving to get
ahead of the other. Vehicles rushed through organized bodies,

and broke the columns into fragments. Little detachments gath-
ered by the roadside, after crossing the bridge, crying out the

numbers of their regiments as a guide to scattered comrades.
" And what a night it was ! Dark, gloomy, and beclouded by

the volumes of smoke which had risen from the battle-field. To
our disgust with the situation was added the discomfort of a
steady rain setting in after nightfall. With many threats to

reckless drivers, and through the untiring efforts of our officers,

—

not knowing how, when, or where we should meet the enemy
again,— we managed to preserve our organization intact, keep-
ing out of the road as much as possible, in order to avoid min-
glmg with others. In this way we arrived at Centreville some
time before midnight, and on the morning of the 31st of August
we were placed in the old Confederate earthworks surrounding
that village to await the developments of the enemy.
"It was Sunday. The morning was cold and rainy ; everything

bore a look of sadness in unison with our feelings. All about were
ihs disjecta membra of a sh.-Utered army; here were stragglers
plodding through the mud, inquiring for their regiments; little

squads, just issuing from their shelterless bivouac on the wet
ground; wagons wrecked and forlorn; half-formed regiments,
part of the men with guns and part without; wanderers driven
in by the patrols ; while every one you met had an unwashed,
sleepy, downcast aspect, and looked as if he would like to hide
his head somewhere from all the world.

" During the afternoon of Sept. i, a, council of war was held in

the bivouac of the regul.ir diWsion, at which I noticed all the
prominent generals of that army. It was a long one, and appar-
ently not over-pleasant, if one might judge of it by the expres-
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Street's flank attack, our men were at no time
completely demoralized, and certainly under
the circumstances were excusable for what
demoralization did exist. While the fight was
going on, many in other parts of the field

made fires and were engaged in cooking their

rations of fresh beef, just issued, while some
stood on fences and gun-carriages to see how
the fight was progressing. The sky was clear

and blue, where not obscured by the battle-

clouds. In the distance could be seen the

bold outlines of the Bull Run and Blue Ridge
mountains. At one time the Eleventh Massa-
chusetts regiment was in the same position it

held during the first battle of Bull Run about
the same time the previous year.

Our prisoners were disposed to rally us on
our defeat. " What was Stonewall doing in our
rear when Ave came so near gobbling him ?

"

was asked of a prisoner. " Gobbling !
" ex-

claimed the indignant rebel ;
" we uns are foot

cavalry, we uns are. We uns can march right

around you uns while you uns are getting

ready. Old Stonewall ? He was up there to

get our rations; we uns couldn't live if you

sions on the faces of the officers when they separated. The infor-

mation it developed, however, was that the enemy was between the
Army of the Potomac and Washington ; that Kearny was then en-
gaged with him at Chantilly, and that we must fall back towards
the defenses of the city. Dejection disappeared, activity took the
place of immobility, and we were ready again to renew the con-
test. But who was to be our leader ? and where were we to fight ?

Those were the questions that sprang to our lips. We had been
ordered to keep our camp-fires bummg brightly until ' tattoo ' ;

and then, after the rolls had been called, we stole away— out
into a gloomy night, made more desolate by the glare of dying
embers. Nothing occurred to disturb our march ; we arrived at

Fairfax Court House early on the morning of the 2d of Septem-
ber. At this point we were turned off on the road to Washington,
and went into bivouac. Here all sorts of rumors reached us ; but,

tired out from the weary night march, our blankets were soon
spread on the ground, and we enjoyed an afternoon and night of
comparative repose.
" About four o'clock on the next afternoon, from a prominent

point, we descried in the distance the dome of the Capitol. We
would be there at least in time to defend it. Darkness came upon
us, and still we marched. As the night wore on, we found at each
halt that it was more and more difficult to arouse the men from
the sleep they would fall into apparently as soon as they touched
the ground. During one of these halts, while Colonel Buchanan,
the brigade commander, was resting a little off the road, some
distance in advance of the head of the column, it being starlight,

two horsemen came down the road towards us. I thought I ob-
served a familiar form, and, turning to Colonel Buchanan, said:
" ' Colonel, if I did not know that General McClellan had been

relieved of all command, I should say that he was one of that

party,' adding immediately, ' I do really believe it is he!
" ' Nonsense,' said the Colonel ;

' what would General McClel-
lan be doing out in this lonely place, at this time of night, without
an escort ?

'

"The two horsemen passed on to where the column of troops

was lying, standing, or sitting, as pleased each individual, and
were lost in the .shadowy gloom. But a few moments had elapsed,

however, wlicn Captain John D. Wilkins, of the Third Infantry

(now colonel of the Fifth), came running towards Colonel Bu-
chanan, crying out

:

" ' Colonel ! Colonel ! General McClellan is here !

" The enlisted men caught the sound ! Whoever was awake
aroused his neighbor. Eyes were rubbed, and those tired fellows,

as the news passed down the column, jumped to their feet, and
sent up such a hurrah as the Army of the Potomac had never

heard before. Shout upon shout went out into the stillness of the

night; and as it was taken up along the road and repeated by
regiment, brigade, division, and corps, we could hear the roar dy-
ing away in the distance. The effect of this man's presence upon
the Army of the Potomac— in sunshine or rain, in d.irkness or in

daylight, in victory or defeat—wa.s everelectrical, and too wonder-
ful to make it worth while attempting to give a reason for it. Just
two weeks from this time this defeated army, under (he leadership

of McClellan, won the battles of South Mountain and Antictam,
and had to march ten days out of the two weeks in order to do it."
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Yanks didn't keep we uns in fixin's." And this

was ven- near the sober truth.

The hardships of the army in this campaign

were unparalleled in its experience. The field

hospitals contained nearly eight thousand

wounded men. and a ghasdy army of dead

lav on the field. The ambulances, too few for

the occasion, were supplemented by hacks

and carriages of ever)' description, brought

from Washington. The tender hand ofwoman
was there to alleviate distress, and the picture

of misery was qualified by the heroic grit of

those who suftered.

The greatest losses in a battle are in the

wounded, their ratio being as ten to one of

the killed ; and it seemed as if accident ex-

hausted its combination in the variety of

places in which a man could be wounded
and vet live. I have seen men die from a

trivial scratch, and others live with a fractured

skull ; others were killed by a shell or shot

passing very near them, without leaving a

bruise or scratch upon the body, and men shot

through the lungs and bowels lived and got

well. During the fighting of Saturday an

officer put out his foot to stop a cannon-ball,

which seemed to be rolling very slowly along

the ground. It took off his leg and killed

him. Another picked up a shell from the

ground, not thinking it was lighted, and it

exploded in his hands without doing him
any serious injury. Jar and concussion often

broke down the ner\'Ous system and produced

death, while men with frightful wounds often

recovered.

After that hard experience the morale of

the army was much better than might have

4
been expected, though some, for the first time,

began to regard our cause as a losing one.
\

Most of the soldiers believed the Confederate
!

armies were more ably commanded than our

own. Said one : "If the rebels have a small

force, they manage to get into some strong

place like that old railroad cut that Jackson
held." Another said: "They always have the

most men where the nip comes." This ex-

pressed in a nutshell two facts. When weak,

the Confederates took strong defensive posi-

tions, and at the supreme moment they were
superior at the point of contact. Along with

stubbornness and confidence, the natural in-

clination of the soldiers in our ranks was
towards cautiousness and economy. Some-
times they ceased the fight before receiving

orders because they recognized its uselessness

in advance of their commander. The common
soldiers represented the average intelligence

of the North, and many of them— enough
to give tone to the whole— looked upon the

cause as peculiarly their own. It was felt that

we must keep up the fight because it was a
cause that belonged to ourselves and children.

This view was deeply impressed upon the

great bulk of our army. It supplied a bond
of cohesion when discipline failed ; and al-

though we had fought and retreated, retreated

and fought, we were neither dismayed nor
badly disorganized. We were learning the

trade of war thoroughly and systematically,

and only needed a commander. The regard

the private soldiers felt for McClellan arose

from a deep conviction that he would not

needlessly throw away our lives ; that, with

all his faults, he understood his trade.

Warren Lee Goss.

THE INTERPRETER.

OH, well these places knew and loved us twain !

The Genii softly laughed to see us pass.

To kiss our blessed hands up climbed the grass,

And on our pathway danced a flowery train;

To counsel us each aged tree was fain.

And all its leafy accents we could class

;

By symbol-circles on its polished glass,

By chiming shallows, still the brook spake plain.

Now all is changed : I look and list in vain

;

As one who sits and hears a solemn mass,
In other language, in an alien, fane,

So I without thee in these haunts, alas

!

Am nature's stranger— so must I remain
Till, sweet interpreter ! thou come again.

Edith M. Thomas.
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PREPARING FOR THE WILDERNESS CAMPAIGN.

MY commission as lieu-

tenant-general

HEADQUARTERS FLAG, ARMY
OF THE POTOMAC*

was
given to me on the 9th

of March, 1864, On
the following day I

visited General Meade,
commanding the Army
of the Potomac, at his

headquarters. Brandy
Station, north of the

Rapidan. I had known
General Meade slightly

in the Mexican war,

but had not met him
since until this visit. I

was a stranger to most
of the Army of the Po-
tomac, I might say to

all except the officers

ofthe regular army who
had served in the Mexican war. There had
been some changes ordered in the organiza-

tion of that army before my promotion. One
was the consolidation of five corps into

three, thus throwing some officers of rank out

of important commands. Meade evidently

thought that I might want to make still one
more change not yet ordered. He said to me
that I might want an officer who had served
with me in the West, mentioning Sherman
especially, to take his place. If so, he begged
me not to hesitate about making the change.
He urged that the work before us was of such
vast importance to the whole nation that the

feehng or wishes ofno one person should stand
in the way of selecting the right men for all

positions. For himself, he would serve to the

best of his ability wherever placed. I assured
him that I had no thought of substituting any
one for him. As to Sherman, he could not be
spared from the West.

This incident gave me even a more favor-

able opinion of Meade than did his great vic-

tory at Gettysburg the July before. It is men
who wait to be selected, and not those who
seek, from whom we may always expect the

most efficient service.

Meade's position afterwards proved embar-
rassing to me if not to liim. He was com-
manding an army, and, for nearly a year pre-

vious to my taking command of all the armies,

* General Meade adopted solferino asthe color of his

headquarters flag, and a golden eagle in a silver wreath
as the emblem. The latter had already been in use as a
badge for headquarters aides. It was a showy standard,
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was in supreme command of the Army of the
Potomac— except from the authorities at

Washington. All other general officers oc-

cupying similar positions were independent in

their commands so far as any one present
with them was concerned. I tried to make
General Meade's position as nearly as possible

what it would have been if I had been in

Washington or any other place away from his

command. I therefore gave all orders for the
movements of the Army of the Potomac to

Meade to have them executed. To avoid the
necessity of having to give orders direct, I es-

tablished my headquarters near his, unless there

were reasons for locating them elsewhere. This
sometimes happened, and I had no occasion
to give orders direct to the troops affected.

On the nth of March I returned to Wash-
ington, and on the day after orders were pub-
lished by the War Department placing me in

command of all the armies. I had left Washing-
ton the night before to return to my old com-
mand in the West and to meet Sherman, whom
I had telegraphed to meet me in Nashville.

Sherman assumed command of the Military

Division of the Mississippi on the i8th of

March, and we left Nashville together for

Cincinnati. I had Sherman accompany me
that far on my way back to Washington, so

that we could talk over the matters about
which I wanted to see him, without losing any
more time from my new command than was
necessary. The first point which I wished to

discuss was particularly about the cooperation
of his command with others when the spring

campaign should commence. There w^ere also

other and minor points,— minor as com-
pared with the great importance of the ques-

tion to be decided by sanguinary war,— the

restoration to duty of officers who had been
relieved from important commands ; namely,
McClellan, Burnside, and Fremont in the

East, and Buell, McCook, Negley, and Crit-

tenden in the West.

Some time in the winter of 1863-4, I had
been invited by the general-in-chief to give

my views of the campaign I thought advisable

for the command under me — now Sherman's.

General J. E. Johnston was defending Atlanta
and the interior of Georgia with an army, the

largest part of which was stationed at Dalton,

and.\. R.Waud, the war artist, remembers that General
Grant when he first saw it unfurled, as they broke camp
for the Wilderness campaign, exclaimed :

" What's this

!

—Is Imperial Caesar anywhere about liere?"

—

Editor.
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about thirty-eight miles south of Chattanooga.

Dalton is rit the junction of the railroad from

Cleveland with the one from Chattanooga to

Atlanta.

There could have been no ditference of

opinion as to the first duty of the armies of the

Military Division of the^iississippi. Johnston's

army was the first objective, and that impor-

tant railroad center, Adanta, the second. At

the time I wrote General Halleck giving my
views of the approaching campaign, and at

the time I met General Sherman, it was ex-

pected that General Banks would be through

with the campaign which he had been ordered

upon before my appointment to the command
of all the armies, and would be ready to coop-

erate with the armies east of the Mississippi;

his part in the programme being to move
upon Mobile by land, while the navy would
close the harbor and assist to the best of its

ability. The plan, therefore, was for Sherman
to attack Johnston and destroy his army if

possible, to capture Atlanta and hold it, and
with his troops and those of Banks to hold a

line through to Mobile, or at least to hold

Atlanta and command the railroad running

east and west, and the troops from one or

other of the armies to hold important points

on the southern road, the only east and west

road that would be left in the possession of

the enemy. This would cut the Confederacy
in two again, as our gaining possession of the

Mississippi River had done before. Banks
was not ready in time for the part assigned to

him, and circumstances that could not be fore-

seen determined the campaign which was
afterwards made, the success and grandeur
of which has resounded throughout all lands.

In regard to restoring officers who had been
relieved from important commands to duty
again, I left Sherman to look after those who
had been removed in the West, while I would
look out for the rest. I directed, however, that

he should make no assignment until I could
speak to the Secretar)' of War about the matter.

I shortly after recommended to the Secretary

the assignment of General Buell to duty. I

received the assurance that duty would be of-

fered to him, and afterwards the Secretary told

me that he had offered Buell an assignment
and that the latter declined it, saying that it

would be a degradation to accept the assign-

ment offered. I understood afterwards that he
refused to serve under either Sherman or Canby
because he had ranked them both. Both grad-

uated before him and ranked him in the old

army. Sherman ranked him as brigadier-gen-

eral. All of them ranked me in the old army,
and Sherman and Buell did as brigadiers.

On the 23d of March I was back in Wash-
ington, and on the 26th took up my headquar-

ters at Culpeper Court House, a few miles
south of the headquarters of the Army of the
Potomac.
Although hailing from Illinois myself, the

State of the President, I never met Mr. Lin-
coln until called to the capital to receive my
commission as lieutenant-general. I knew
him, however, very well and favorably from
the accounts given by officers under me at the
West, who had known him all their lives. I

had also read the remarkable series of debates
between Lincoln and Douglas a i^y{ years
before, when they were rival candidates for

the United States Senate. I was then a resi-

dent of Missouri, and by no means a " Lincoln
man " in that contest ; but I recognized then
his great ability.

In my first interview with Mr. Lincoln alone

he stated to me that he had never professed to

be a military man or to know how campaigns
should be conducted, and never wanted to in-

terfere in them ; but that procrastination on
the part of commanders and the pressure

from the people at the North and Congress,
which was always with him, forced him into

issuing his series of " Military Orders "— one,

two, three, etc. He did not know but they

were all wrong, and did know that some of
them were. All he wanted, or had ever

wanted, was some one who would take the

responsibility and act, and call on him for all

the assistance needed, pledging himself to use

all the power of the Government in rendering

such assistance. Assuring him that I would
do the best I could with the means at hand,
and avoid as far as possible annoying him or

the War Department, our first interview ended.

The Secretary of War I had met once
before only, but felt that I knew him better.

While commanding in West Tennessee we
had occasionally held conversations over the

wires at night, when they were not being

otherwise used. He and General Halleck

both cautioned me against giving the Presi-

dent my plans of campaign, saying that he

was so kind-hearted, so averse from refusing

anything asked of him, that some friend would
be sure to get from him all he knew. I should

have said that in our interview the President

told me that he did not want to know what I

proposed to do. But he submitted a plan of

campaign of his own which he wanted me to

hear and then do as I pleased about. He
brought out a map of Virginia on which he

hadevidenUy marked every position occupied

by the Federal and Confederate armies up to

that time. He pointed out on the map two
streams which empty into the Potomac, and
suggested that the army might be moved on
boats and landed between the mouths of these

streams. We would then have the Potomac
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to bring our supplies, and the tributaries would
protect our flanks while we moved out. I lis-

tened respectfully, but did not suggest that the

same streams would protect Lee's flanks while

he was shutting us up. I did not communi-
cate my plans to the President, nor did I to

the Secretary of War or to General Halleck.

March the 26th, with my headquarters at

Culpeper, the work of preparing for an early

campaign commenced.
When I assumed command of all the armies

the situation was about this : The Mississippi

was guarded from St. Louis to its mouth ; the

line of the Arkansas was held, thus giving us

all the North-west north of that river. A few
points in Louisiana, not remote from the river,

were held by the Federal troops, and also the

mouth of the Rio Grande. East of the Mis-

sissippi we held substantially all north of the

Memphis and Charleston railroad as far east

as Chattanooga, thence along the line of the

Tennessee and Holston rivers, taking in

nearly all of the State of Tennessee. West
Virginia was in our hands ; and that part of

old Virginia north of the Rapidan and east

of the Blue Ridge we also held. On the sea-

coast we had Fort Monroe and Norfolk in

Virginia ; Plymouth, Washington, and New-
Berne in North Carolina ; Beaufort, Folly and
Morris islands, Hilton Head, Port Royal, and
Fort Pulaski in South Carolina and Georgia

;

Fernandina, St. Augustine, Key West, and Pen-
sacola in Florida. The rest of the Southern
territory, an empire in extent, was still in the

hands of the enemy.
Sherman, who had succeeded me in the

command of the Military Division of the

Mississippi, commanded all the troops in the

territory west of the Alleghanies and north

of Natchez, with a large movable force about
Chattanooga. His command was subdivided

into four departments, but the commanders
all reported to Sherman, and were subject to

his orders. This arrangement, however, insured

the better protection of all lines of communi-
cation through the acquired territory, for the

reason that these different department com-
manders could act promptly in case of a sud-

den or unexpected raid within their respective

jurisdiction, without waiting the orders of the

division commander.
In the East the opposing forces stood in

substantially the same relations toward each
other as three years before ; or when the war
began : they were both between the Federal
and Confederate capitals. It is true footholds

had been secured by us on the sea-coast, in

Virginia and North Carolina, but beyond
that no substantial advantage had been gained
by either side. Battles had been fought of as

great severity as had ever been known in war,

over ground from the James River and the
Chickahominy, near Richmond, to Gettysburg
and Chambersburg, in Pennsylvania, with in-

decisive results, sometimes favorable to the
National army, sometimes to the Confederate
army, but in every instance, I believe, claimed
as victories for the South, by the Southern
press if not by the Southern generals. The
Northern press, as a whole, did not discourage
their claims ; a portion of it always magnified
rebel success and belittled ours, while another
portion, most sincerely earnest in their desire

for the preservation of the Union and the
overwhelming success of the Federal arms,
would nevertheless generally express dissatis-

faction with whatever victories were gained
because they were not more complete.
That portion of the Army of the Potomac

not engaged in guarding lines of communica-
tion was on the northern bank of the Rapidan;
the Army of Northern Virginia confronting
it on the opposite bank of the same river, was
strongly intrenched and commanded by the

acknowledged ablest general in the Confeder-
ate army. The country back to the James
River is cut up with many streams, generally

narrow, deep, and difficult to cross except
where bridged. Theregion is heavily timbered,
and the roads narrow and very bad after the

least rain. Such an enemy was not, of course,

unprepared with adequate fortifications at

convenient intervals all the way back to

Richmond, so that when driven from one for-

tified position they would always have another
farther to the rear to fall back into. To pro-

vision an army, campaigning against so for-

midable a foe through such a country, from
wagons alone, seemed almost impossible.

System and discipline were both essential to

its accomplishment. (See map, page 607.)
The Union armies were now divided into

nineteen departments, though four of them in

the West had been concentrated into a single

military division. The Army of the Potomac
was a separate command, and had no terri-

torial limits. There were thus seventeen dis-

trict commanders. Before this time these

various armies had acted separately and in-

dependently of each other, giving the enemy
an opportunity, often, of depleting one com-
mand, not pressed, to reenforce another more
actively engaged. I determined to stop this.

To this end I regarded the Army of the Po-
tomac as the center, and all west to Memphis,
along the line described as our position at the

time, and north of it, the right wing; the

Army of the James, under (ieneral Butler, as

the left wing, and all the troops south as a
force in rear of the enemy. Some of these

latter were occupying positions from which
they could not render service proportionate
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to their numerical strength. All such were

depleted to the minimum necessary to hold

their positions as a guard against blockade-

runners; when they could not do this, their

positions were abandoned altogether. In this

wav ten thousand men were added to the

.\rmy of the James from South Carolina alone,

with' Genera"l Gillmore in command. It was

from them as well as when remaining at

them. Better, indeed, for they forced the

enemy to guard his own lines and resources,

at a greater distance from ours and with a

crreater force. Little expeditions could not so

well be sent out to destroy a bridge or tear

up a few miles of railroad track, burn a store-

house, or inflict other little annoyances. Ac-
"

' " a simultaneous
nrcontemplatedthatGeneralGillmoreshould cordmgly I arranged for

feave his department. But as most of his movement all along the line,

troops were uiken, presumably for active ser- Sherman was to move from Chattanooga,

vke^he a'ked to accompany' them, and was Johnston's army and Atlanta bemg his objec-

nern'nttedtodoso. Officers and soldiers on tivepoints. Crook, commandmgm West Vir-

furS^^^^^^^
gi^i^' '^^^ ^° "\7" from the mouth of the

we e ordered to their proper commands ; con- Gauley River with a cavalry force and some

centratSn\vas the order of the dav, and to artillery, the Virginia and Tennessee railroad

have it accomplished in time to advance at to be his objective. Either the enemy would

?he earhe^rnoment^^ roads would permit have to keep a larger force to protect their

thP nrohlem Communications or see them destroyed, and a

'"l.s a reenforcement to the Army of the Po- large amount of forage and provisions, which

tomac orto act in support of it! the Ninth they so much needed, fall into our hands.

\rmy Corps, over twenty thousand strong,

under General Burnside, had been rendez-

voused at Annapolis, Maryland. This was an

admirable position for such a reenforcement.

The corps could be brought at the last mo

Sigel was in command in the valley of Vir-

ginia. He was to advance up the valley,

covering the North from an invasion through

that channel as well while advancing as by

remaining near Harper's Ferry. Every mile

ment L a reenforcement to the Armv of the he advanced also gave us possession of stores

?otom"c! or it could be throun on'the sea- on which Lee relied. Butler was to advance

coast so^th of Norfolk, in Virginia or North by the James River, havmg Richmond and

Carolina to operate against Richmond from Petersburg as his objective. Before the ad-

thatTrecdon In fact Burnside and the War vance commenced I visited Butler at Fort

Department both thought the Ninth Corps

was intended for such an expedition up to

the last moment.
My general plan now was to concentrate

all the force possible against the Confederate

armies in the field. There were but two such,

as we have seen, east of the Mississippi River

and facing north. The Army of Northern

Virginia, General Robert E. Lee command-

ing, was on the south bank of the Rapidan,

confronting the .A.rmy of the Potomac ; the

second, under General Joseph E. Johnston,

was at Dalton, Georgia, opposed to Sherman,

who was still at Chattanooga. Besides these

main armies the Confederates had to guard

the Shenandoah Valley, a great storehouse to

feed their armies from, and their line of com-

munications from Richmond to Tennessee.

Forrest, a brave anrl intrepid cavalry general,

was in the West, with a large force, making a

larger command necessary to hold what we

had gained in Middle and West Tennessee.

We could not abandon any territory north of

the line held by the enemy, because it would

lay the Northern States open to invasion. But

as the .Vrmy of the Potomac was the principal

garrison for the protection of Washington,

even while it was moving on Lee, so all the

forces in the West, and the Army of the Janies,

guarded their special trusts when advancing

Monroe. This was the first time I had ever

met him. Before giving him any order as to

the part he was to play in the approaching

campaign I invited his views. They were very

much such as I intended to direct, and as I

did direct, in writing, before leaving.

General W. F. Smith, who had been pro-

moted to the rank of major-general shortly

after the batde of Chattanooga, on my recom-

mendation, had not yet been confirmed. I

found a decided prejudice against his con-

firmation by a majority of the Senate, but I

insisted that his services had been such that

he should be rewarded. My wishes were now

reluctantly complied with, and I assigned him

to the command of one of the corps under

General Buder. I was not long in finding out

that the objections to Smith's promotion were

well founded.

In one of my early interviews with the Presi-

dent I expressed my dissatisfaction with the

little that had been accomplished by the cav- •

airy so far in the war, and the belief that it

was capable of accomplishing much more

than it had done if under a thorough leader.

I said I wanted the very best man in the

army for that command. Halleck was pres-

ent and spoke up, saying :

"How would Sheridan do ?
"

I replied : " The very man I want."
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The President said I could have anybody I

wanted. Sheridan was telegraphed for that

day, and on his arrival was assigned to the

command of the cavalry corps with the Army
of the Potomac. This relieved General Alfred

Pleasonton. It was not a reflection on that

officer, however, for I did not know but that

he had been as efficient as any other cavalry

commander.
Banks in the Department of the Gulf was

ordered to assemble all the troops he had at

New Orleans in time to join in the general

move. Mobile to be his objective.

At this time I was not entirely decided as

to whether I should move the Army of the Po-

tomac by the right flank of the enemy or by
his left. Each plan presented advantages. If

by his right— my left—the Potomac, Chesa-
peake Bay, and tributaries would furnish us

an easy line over which to bring all sup-

plies to within easy hauling distance of every

position the army could occupy from the Rapi-

dan to the James River. But Lee could, if

he chose, detach, or move his whole army
north on a line rather interior to the one I

should have to take in following. A move-
ment by his left— our right— would obviate

this ; but all that was done would have to be
done with the supplies and ammunition we
started with. All idea of adopting this latter

plan was abandoned when the limited quantity

of supplies possible to take with us was con-

sidered. The country over which we should
have to pass was so exhausted of all food or

forage, that we should be obliged to carry

everything with us.

While these preparations were going on the

enemy was not entirely idle. In the West,
Forrest made a raid in West Tennessee up to

the northern border, capturing the garrison

of four or five hundred men at Union City,

and followed it up by an attack on Paducah,
Kentucky, on the banks of the Ohio. While
he was able to enter the city, he failed to cap-

ture the forts or any part of the garrison. On
the first intelligence of Forrest's raid I tele-

graphed Sherman to send all his cavalry

against him, and not to let him get out of

the trap he had put himself into. Sherman had
anticipated me by sending troops against him
before he got my order.

Forrest, however, fell back rapidly, and at-

tacked the troops at Fort Pillow, a station for

the protection of the navigation of the Missis-

sippi River. The garrison consisted of a regi-

ment of colored troops, infantry, and a de-

tachment of Tennessee cavalry. These troops

fought bravely, but were overpowered. I will

leave Forrest in his dispatches to tell what he
did with them.

" The river was dyed," he says, " with the

blood of the slaughtered for two hundred
yards. The approximate loss was upward of
five hundred killed ; but few of the officers

escaped. My loss was about twenty killed.

It is hoped that these facts will demonstrate
to the Northern people that negro soldiers

cannot cope wiih Southerners." Subsequently
Forrest made a report in which he left out the

part which shocks humanity to read.

At the East, also, the rebels were busy. I

had said to Hallcck that Plymouth and Wash-
ington, North Carolina, were unnecessary to

hold. It would be better to have the garrisons

engaged there added to Butler's command.
If success attended our arms both places, and
others too, would fall into our hands naturally.

These places had been occupied by Federal
troops before I took command of the armies,

and I knew that the Executive would be
reluctant to abandon them, and therefore

explained my views; but before my views were
carried out, the rebels captured the garrison

at Plymouth. I then ordered the abandon-
ment of Washington, but directed the holding
of New-Berne at all hazards. This was essen-

tial, because New-Berne was a port into which
blockade-runners could enter.

General Banks had gone on an expedition

up the Red River long before my promotion
to general command. I had opposed the move-
ment strenuously, but acquiesced because it

was the order of my superior at the time. By
direction of Halleck I had reenforced Banks
with a corps of about ten thousand men from
Sherman's command. This reenforcement
was wanted back badly before the forward
movement commenced. But Banks had got

so far that it seemed best that he should take

Shreveport, on the Red River, and turn over
the line of that river to Steele, who com-
manded in Arkansas, to hold instead of the

line of the Arkansas. Orders were given ac-

cordingly, and with the expectation that the

campaign would be ended in time for Banks
to return A. J. Smith's command to where it

belonged, and get back to New Orleans him-

self in time to execute his part in the general

plan. But the expedition was a failure. Banks
did not get back in time to take part in the

programme as laid down ; nor was Smith
returned until long after the movements of

May, 1864, had been begun. The services of

forty thousand veteran troops over and above
the number required to hold all that was
necessary in the Department of the Gulf were
thus paralyzed. It is but just to Banks, how-
ever, to soy that his expedition was ordered

from Washington, and he was in no way re-

sponsible except for the conduct of it. I make
no criticism on this point. He opposed the

expedition.
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By the 27th of April, spring had so far ad-

vanced as to justify me in lixing a day for the

great move. On that day Burnside left An-

napohs to occupy Meade's position between

Bull Run and the Rappahannock. Meade
was notined and directed to bring his troops

forward to his advance ; on the following day

Butler was notified of my intended advance

on the 4th of May, and he was directed to

move the night of the same day, and get as

far up the James River as possible by day-

light, and push on from there to accomplish

the task given him. He was also notified that

reenforcements were being collected in Wash-

ington, which would be forwarded to him should

the enemy fall back into the trenches at Rich-

mond. The same day Sherman was directed

to get his forces up ready to advance on the

5th. Sigel was in Winchester, and was noti-

fied to move in conjunction with the others.

The criticism has been made by writers on

the campaign from the Rapidan to the James
River that all the loss of life could have been

obviated by moving the army there on trans-

ports. Richmond was fortified and intrenched

so perfectly that one man inside to defend

was more than equal to five outside besieg-

ing or assaulting. To get possession of Lee's

army was the first great object. With the

capture of his army Richmond would neces-

sarily follow. It was better to fight him out-

side of his stronghold than in it. If the Army
of the Potomac had been moved bodily to the

James River by water, Lee could have moved
a part of his forces back to Richmond, called

Beauregard from the South to reenforce it,

and with the remainder moved on to Washing-
ton. Then, too, I ordered a move simulta-

neous with that of the Army of the Potomac
up the James River, by a formidable army al-

ready collected at the mouth of the river.

While my headquarters were at Culpeper,

from the 26th of March to the 4th of May,
I generally visited Washington once a week
to confer with the Secretary of War and the

President. On the last occasion, a few days
before moving, a circumstance occurred which
came near postponing my part in the cam-
paign altogether. Colonel John S. Mosby
had for a long time been commanding a

partisan corps, or regiment, which operated
in the rear of the Army of the Potomac. On
my return to the field on this occasion, as

the train approached Warrenton Junction, a

heavy cloud of dust was seen to the east of

the road, as if made by a body of cavalry on
a charge. Arriving at the junction, the train

was stopped and inquiries made as to the

cause of the dust. 'Jhere was but one man
at the station, and he informed us that Mosby
had crossed a few minutes before at full speed

in pursuit of Federal cavalry. Had he seen

our train coming, no doubt he would have let

his prisoners escape to capture the train. I

Avas on a special train, if I remember correctly,

without any guard. Since the close of the war
I have come to know Colonel Mosby per-

sonally, and somewhat intimately. He is a
diflferent man entirely from what I had sup-

posed. He is slender, not tall, wiry, and looks

as if he could endure any amount of physical

exercise. He is able, and thoroughly honest

and truthful. There were probably butfewmen
in the South who could have commanded suc-

cessfully a separate detachment, in the rear of

an opposing army and so near the border of

hostilities, as long as he did without losing his

entire command.
On this same visit to Washington I had

my last interview with the President before

reaching the James River. He had, of course,

become acquainted with the fact that a gen-

eral movement had been ordered all along

the line, and seemed to think it a new feature

in war. I explained to him that it was neces-

sary to have a great number of troops to guard
and to hold the territory we had captured,

and to prevent incursions into the Northern
States. These troops could perform this ser-

vice just as well by advancing as by remaining

still ; and by advancing they would compel
the enemy to keep detachments to hold them
back or else lay his own territory open to inva-

sion. His answer was :
" Oh ! yes, I see that.

As we say out West, if a man can't skin he
must hold a leg while somebody else does."

The following correspondence closed the

first chapter of my personal acquaintance

with President Lincoln

:

"Executive Mansion, Washington, April 30, 1864.

*' Lieutenant-General Grant : Not expecting

to see you again before the spring campaign opens, I

wish to express in this way my entire satisfaction

with what you have done up to this time, so far as I

understand it. The particulars of your plans I neither

know or seek to know. You are vigilant and self-

reliant ; and, pleased with this, I wish not to obtrude
any constraints or restraints upon you. While I am
very anxious that any great disaster or the capture of

our men in great numbers shall be avoided, I know
these points are less likely to escape your attention

than they would be mine. If there is anything want-
ing wiiich is within my power to give, do not fail to

let me know it. And now with a brave army and a just

cause, may God sustain you. Yours, very truly,

"A. Lincoln."

" Head-Quarters, Armies of the United States,
CuLPEi'ER Court House, Virginia, May i, 1864.

" The President: Your very kind letter of yester-

day is just received. The confidence you express for

the future and satisfaction for the past in my military

administration is acknowledged with pride. It shall

be my earnest endeavor that you and the country shall

not be disappointed. From my first entrance into the

volunteer service of the country to the present day, I

have never had cause of complaint— have never ex-
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pressed or implied a complaint agamst the Administra-
tion or the Secretary of War, for throwing any
embarrassment in the way of my vigorously prosecut-

ing what appeared to be my duty. And since the

promotion which placed me in command of all tlie

armies, and in view of the great responsibility and the

importance of success, I have been astonished at the

readiness with which everything asked for has been
yielded, without even an explanation being asked.

Should my success be less tlian I desire and expect,

the least I can say is, the fault is not with you.
" Very truly, your obedient servant.

" U. S. Grant, Lieutenant-General."

The armies were now all ready to move for

the accomplishment of a single object. They
were acting as a unit so far as such a thing

was possible over such a vast field. Lee, with

the capital of the Confederacy, was the main
end to which all were working. Johnston,
with Atlanta, was an important obstacle in

the way of our accomplishing the result aimed
at, and was therefore almost an independent
objective. It was of less importance only be-

cause the capture of Johnston and his army
would not produce so immediate and decisive

a result in closing the rebellion as would the

possession of Richmond, Lee and his army.
All other troops were employed exclusively in

support of these two movements. This was the

plan ; and I will now endeavor to give, as

concisely as I can, the method of its execu-

tion, outlining first the operations of minor
detached but cooperative columns.

As stated before, Banks failed to accomplish
what he had been sent to do on the Red River,

and eliminated the use of forty thousand vet-

erans whose cooperation in the grand cam-
paign had been expected— ten thousand
with Sherman and thirty thousand against

Mobile.

Sigel's record is almost equally brief. He
moved out, it is true, according to programme

;

but just when I was hoping to hear of good
work being done in the valley, I received instead

the following announcement from Halleck :

" Sigel is in full retreat on Strasburg. He will

do nothing but run ; never did anything else."

The enemy had intercepted him about New
Market and handled him roughly, leaving
him short six guns and some nine hundred
men out of six thousand.
The plan had been for an advance of Si-

gel's forces in two columns. Though the one
under his immediate command failed inglori-

ously, the other provea more fortunate. Un-
der Crook and Averell, his western column
advanced from the Gauley in West Virginia
at the appointed time, and with more happy
results. They reached the Virginia and Ten-
nessee railroad at Dublin, and destroyed a
depot of supplies besides tearing up several

miles of road and burning the bridge over
New River. Having accomplished this, they

recrossed the Alleghanies to Meadow Bluffs,

and there awaited further orders.

Butler embarked at Fort Monroe with all

his command, except the cavalry and .some
artillery which moved up the south bank of
the James River. His steamers moved first

up Chesapeake Bay and York River as if

threatening the rear of Lee's army. At mid-
night they turned back, and Butler by day-
light was far up the James River. He seized
City Point and Bermuda Hundred early in

the day, without loss, and no doubt very
much to the surprise of the enemy.

This was the accomplishment of the first

step contemplated in my instructions to But-
ler. He was to act from here, looking to Rich-
mond as his objective point. I had given him
to understand that I should aim to fight Lee
between the Rapidan and Richmond if he
would stand; but should Lee fall back into

Richmond, I would follow up and make a
junction of the armies of the Potomac and
the James on the James River. He was
directed to secure a footing as far up the

south side of the river as he could at as early

a date as possible.

Butler was in position by the 6th of May and
had begun intrenching, and on the yth he sent

out his cavalry from Suffolk to cut the Wel-
don railroad. He also sent out detachments
to destroy the railroads between Petersburg
and Richmond, but no great success attended
these latter efforts. He made no great effort

to establish himself on that road, and neg-
lected to attack Petersburg, which was almost
defenseless. About the nth he advanced
slowly until he reached the works at Drewry's
Bluff, about half-way between Bermuda Hun-
dred and Richmond. In the mean time Beau-
regard had been gathering reenforcements.

On the i6th he attacked Butler with great

vigor, and with such success as to limit very
materially the further usefulness of the Army
of the James as a distinct factor in the cam-
paign. I afterwards ordered a portion of it to

join the Army of the Potomac, leaving a suf-

ficient force with Butler to man his works,

hold securely the footing he had already

gained, and maintain a threatening front

toward the rear of the Confederate capital.

The position which General Butler had
chosen between the two rivers, the James and
Appomattox, was one of great natural strength,

and where a large area of ground might be
thoroughly inclosed by means of a single in-

trenched line, and that a very short one in com-
parison with the extent of territory which it

thoroughly protected. His right was protected

by the James River, his left by the Appomattox,
and his rear by their junction— the two
streams uniting near by. The bend of the two
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streams shortened the line that had been

chosen for intrenchment, while it increased

the area which the line inclosed.

Previous to ordering any troops from But-

ler I sent my chief engineer, General Barnard,

from the Array of the Potomac to that of the

James, to inspect Butler's position and ascer-

tain whether I could again safely make an

order for General Butler's movement in co-

operation with mine, now that I was getting

so near Richmond ; or, if I could not, whether

his position was strong enough to justify me
in withdrawing some of his troops and having

them brought round by water to White House
to join me, and reenforce the Army of the

Potomac. General Barnard reported the posi-

tion very strong for defensive purposes, and that

1 could do the latter with great security ; but

that General Butler could not move from where

he was, in cooperation, to produce any effect.

He said that the general occupied a place

between the James and Appomattox rivers

which was of great strength, and where with

any inferior force he could hold it for an indefi-

nite length of time against a superior ; but that

he could do nothing offensively. I then asked

him why Butler could not move out from his

lines and push across the Richmond and
Petersburg railroad to the rear and on the

south side of Richmond. He replied that it

was impracticable because the enemy had
substantially the same line across the neck of

land that General Butler had. He then took

out his pencil and drew a sketch of the local-

ity, remarking that the position was like a

bottle, and that Butler's line of intrenchments

across the neck represented the cork ; that the

enemy had built an equally strong line imme-
diately in front of him across the neck ; and
it was, therefore, as if Butler was in a bottle.

He was perfectly safe against an attack ; but,

as Barnard expressed it, the enemy had corked

the bottle, and with a small force could hold

the cork in its place. This struck me as being

very expressive of his position, particularly

when I saw the hasty sketch which General

Barnard had drawn ; and in making my sub-

sequent report I used that expression without

adding quotation marks, never thinking that

anything had been said that would attract

attention, as this did, very much to the annoy-
ance, no doubt, of General Butler, and I

know very much to my own. I found after-

wards that this was mentioned in the notes

of General Badeau's book which, when they

were shown to me, I asked to have stricken

out
;
yet it was retained there, though against

my wishes.

I make this statement here because,although

I have often made it before, it has never been
in my power until now to place it where it

will correct history; and I desire to rectify
I

all injustice that I may have done to individ- i

uals, particularly to officers who were gallantly

serving their country during the trying period
of the war for the preservation of the Union,

j

General Butler certainly gave his very earnest i

support to the war ; and he gave his own best|l

efforts personally toward the suppression of i

the rebellion. i

The further operations of the Army of the i

James can best be treated of in connection i

with those of the Army of the Potomac, the i

two being so intimately associated and con- -.

nected as to be substantially one body, in;

which the individuality of the supporting wing;
is merged.

I will briefly mention Sheridan's first raid

!

upon Lee's communications which, though i

an incident of the operations on the main line ;

and not specifically marked out in the original f

plan, attained in its brilliant execution and \

results all the proportions of an independent
j

campaign. On the 8th of May, just after the i

battle of the Wilderness, and when we were
\

moving on Spottsylvania, I directed Sheridan (

verbally to cut loose from the Army of the Po- ;

tomac, pass around the left of Lee's army and !

attack his cavalry; to cut the two roads— one
\

running west through Gordonsville, Charlottes- i

ville, and Lynchburg, the other to Richmond ; ,i

and, when compelled to do so for want of for-
\

age and rations, to move on to the James i

River and draw these from Butler's supplies, i

This move took him past the entire rear of *

Lee's army. These orders were also given in

writing through Meade. :

The object of this move was threefold : i. If
;

successfully executed— and it was— he would i

annoy the enemy by cutting his lines of supplies i

and telegraphic communications, and destroy

or get for his own use supplies in store in the
\

rear and coming up; 2. He would draw thed

enemy's cavalry after him, and thus better pro-

;

tect our flanks, rear and trains, than by re-

maining with the army
; 3. His absence would I

save the trains drawing his forage, and other!

supplies from Fredericksburg, which had now •

become our base. He started at daylight the

next morning, and accomplished more than
was expected. It was sixteen days before he
got back to the Army of the Potomac.

Sheridan in this memorable raid passed en-

tirely around Lee's army; encountered his

cavalry in four engagements and defeated

them in all ; recaptured 400 Union prisoners

and killed and captured many of the enemy;
destroyed and used many supplies and muni-
tions of war ; destroyed miles of railroad and
telegraph, and freed us from annoyance by
the cavalry for more than two weeks.

I fixed the day for Sherman to start when
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the season should be far enough advanced, it

was hoped, for the roads to be in a condition

for the troops to march. General Sherman
at once set himself to work preparing for the

task which was assigned him to accomplish

in the spring campaign.

The campaign to Atlanta was managed
with the most consummate skill, the enemy
being flanked out of one position after another

all the way there. It is true this was not ac-

complished without a good deal of lighting.

some of it very hard fighting, rising to the

dignity of very important battles; neither were
positions gained in a single day. On the con-

trary, weeks were spent at some; and about
Atlanta more than a month was consumed.
Soon after midnight, May 3d-4th, the

Army of the Potomac moved out from its

position north of the Rapidan, to start upon
that memorable campaign destined to result

in the capture of the Confederate capital and
the army defending it.

U. S. Grant.

AN INCniKNT OF THK WILDERNESS.

At the close of the first day's battle in the Wilder-

ness, T was at General Grant's headquarters in tiieeilge

of the pine grove west of the

Wilderness tavern. Gen-
eral Meade ami his chief of

staff, General Humphreys,
Grant's staff, and Congress-
man E. B. Washburne
were there.

Suddenly there came a

yell from the direction of

the Sixth Corps on our
riglit ; then quick, rapid vol-

leys. We could see a sud-

den movement of teams to

the rear. An officer rode up,

much excited, exclaiming
that the right flank had been turned, that the enemy
had massed their whole force to crush Sedgwick, and
that Shaler's brigade had been captured. Grant was

sitting with liis back to a pine-tree, whittling a stick

(as shown in the picture drawn by Mr. C. W'. Reed
'

after a little pencil sketch made by him at the time). '

Cirant said nothing, did not rise, and went on quietly
i

with his whittling.
" Shall I order a diversion by the Ninth Corps in

]

support of the Sixth ? " asked Meade.
j

" If you think best," was Grant's reply.
]

Humphreys wrote the order, which was sent. The
j

firing was increasing.

After several minutes, Grant turned to Washburne '

and said, " I don't believe that story. W'arren has been '

fighting all day, and since mid-afternoon Hancock has ;

been at it. Lee hasn't had time to mass his forces in
;

front of Sedgwick. We shall hear a different story." '

In the course of fifteen or twenty minutes an officer

came in, and reported that a large part of Shaler's bri- :

gade had been captured, but that the enemy had been
repulsed on the right. During the excitement Grant
never rose from his seat.

^

;

Charles Carletoti Coffin.

THE MAID OF THRACE.

A MAI DEN dwelt in fabled Thrace,

So light of form, so fair of face,

So like the spirit of the dew,
The sunbeams would not let her pass.

Nor yield her shadow to the grass

;

They kissed her, clasped her, shone
through.

her

And all wild things for her were tame

;

The eagle to her beck'ning came,
The stag forgot that he was fleet,

The cruel little pebbles rolled

Their flinty edges in the mold.
And turned their smoothness to her feet.

Whene'er she wept— Oh ! could she weep ?

Could any shade of sorrow creep

O'er one so born to Pleasure's throne ?

Ah me ! she drowned the brook with tears,

Her sighs come floating down the years.

She taught the wind its minor tone.

Away from marvels, worship, state,

Her yearning gaze turned, desolate,

To where, beyond a chasm's breach,

Upon a pathless crag, there waved
A far-off blossom that she craved,

—

The one, sole flower— quite out of reach.

Whene'er she slept, the birds were hushed ; Since just that prize she could not gain,

And when she woke, the lihes blushed.

The roses jjaled, for very joy.

'Twas whispered that a star each night

Forsook its heaven, and took delight

To be her jewel or her toy.

Her whole bright world was bright in vain,

And might in vain her love beseech.

With royal bloom on every side.

She broke her heart, she pined and died;—
,j

For oh ! that one flower out of reach !

Fanny Foster Clark.
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as they floated high up in the air, and well had assigned General Pope, fresh from the
i

out of the range of our guns. We longed West, with clever laurels, to command this
!

for the balloons that poverty denied us. A select organization. This army, under its i

genius arose for the occasion and suggested dashing leader, was at the same time moving i

that we send out and gather together all the towards Richmond by the Orange and Alex-
I

silk dresses in the Confederacy and make a andria railway, so that our move by the left

!

balloon. It was done, and soon we had a great had also in view the Army of Virginia, as the ;

patchwork ship of many and varied hues, hrst obstacle in the way of relief to Rich- >

The balloon was ready for use in the Seven mond— an obstacle to be removed if possi-
'

Days' campaign. We had no gas except in ble, before it could be greatly reenforced from
Richmond, and it was the custom to inflate other commands.
the balloon there, tie it securely to an engine. The assignment of General Pope to com-

,

and run it down the York River railroad to mand was announced in Richmond three days
|

any point at which we desired to send it after the orders were issued in Washington,

!

up. C)ne day it was on a steamer down the and the flourish of trumpets over the man-
\

ner in which the cam-
j

paign was to be con-

1

ducted, soon followed.
'

He was reported to ;

have adopted a favor-

1

ite expression of Gen-

'

eral Worth's, " Head-
j

quarters in the saddle, I

sir !
" and to be riding 1

with as much confi-
1

dence as that old chief-

;

tain when searching the .

everglades of Florida .

for the Seminole In-
j

dians.* Lee had not
known Pope intimate- '.

ly, but accepted the
''<

popular opinion ofhim
as a boastful man, quite

ambitious to accom- ,

plish great results, but unwilling to study closely

and properly the means necessary to gratify
,

his desires in that direction. Pope was cred- ,

ited with other expressions, such as that he
,

cared not for his rear ; that he hoped in Vir-
i

ginia to see the faces of the rebels, as in the '-

West he had been able to see only their backs.

When General Lee heard of these strange ut-

plans for a siege. At the end of that campaign terances his estimate of Pope was considerably
\

Lee retired to Richmond and McClellan with- lessened. The high-sounding words seemed \

drew his forces to Westover Landing, where to come from a commander inexperienced in

intrenchments and gun-boats made him secure warfare. For centuries there has been among
\

from attack. .As his new jjosition, thus guarded soldiers a maxim :
" Don't despise your enemy."

j

and protected by the navy, was not assailable. Pope's words seemed to indicate that he had
j

r KAPl'AHANNOCK STATION.
MADE AT THE TIME.)

James when the tide went out and left vessel

and balloon high and dry on a bar. The
Federals gathered it in, and with it the last

silk dress in the Confederacy. This capture

was the meanest trick of the war and one I

have never yet forgiven.

By the seven days' fighting around Rich-

mond General Lee frustrated McClellan's

General Lee, resuming the t'.cfensive at Rich-

mond, resolved to strike nut l)y his left in

the direction of Washington, with the idea

that the .Army of the Potomac might be
forced to abanflon the fames River, in flefense

of its own capital, threatened by this move.
Contemporaneously with our ojjcrations on

the ('hickahominy, the Washington authori

ties had been orgat)izing the Army of Vir-

ginia of three efficient Corps d'Armee ; and

great contempt for his enemy. Unfortunately
for him our troops, at that time, were not so

well clad that they cared to show their backs.

With the doul)le purpose of drawing McClel-
lan away from Westover, and of checking the

arlvance of the new enemy then approaching
from Washington by the Orange and Alex-

andria railroad. General Lee sent Stonewall

Jackson to (iordonsville, while 1 remained
near Richmond to engage McClellan in case

continuing the search for a young Najjoleon, he should attempt an advance upon the Con-
• See Ciencral Pope's article- in the J.-iiiuary Ck.N'I i;i<Y for his flcnial ; also for additional maps and pictures.

— Editor.
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VIEW IN CL'LPEPER DURING THE OCCUPATION BY POPE. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.)

Confederate prisoners were confined in the court house, which is the building with ball and vane

above the tower.
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was ordered to (ior-

donsville, and (ieneral

Lee accomi)anied me
there. Jackson's troops

were stationed on the

left of the Orange and
Alexandria railroad,

and 1 went into (amp
on the right of (ior-

donsville. Eastward
was the Rapidan River,

several miles distant.

Farther on, at C'ulpe]jer

Court House, was the

army of Pope, and far-

ther still was the Rap-
pahannock River. A
little in advance of my
position was Clark's

Mountain, rising seve-

ral hundred feet above
the surrounding hills.

With General Lee I

federate capital. Jackson had his own divis-

ion and that of Ewell, and later A. P. Hill was
sent to reenforce him. McDowell was already

in cooperation with Pope, part of his com-
mand, however, being still at Fredericksburg.

proceeded to the mountain, and climbing to

its summit we raised our glasses and turned

them to the east. I'here, between the two
rivers, clustering around Culpei)er Court

House and perhaps fifteen miles away, we
On the 9th of August Jackson encountered saw the Hags of Pope's army floating placidly

the enemy near Slaughter or Cedar Moun- above the tops of the trees. From the summit
tain. (See map, page 609.) There the batde of the mountain we beheld the enemy occu-

of Cedar Run was fought and the Federals pying ground so weak as to invite attack,

were repulsed. In this fight, about five o'clock Realizing the situation. General Lee deter-

in the afternoon, the Federals, by a well-exe- mined on speedy work, and gave orders that

cuted move, were pressing the Confederates his army should cross the Rapidan on the 1 8th

back, when the oi)portune approach of

two brigades changed the scene, and a

counter-attack from our side drove them
back in disorder and left us masters of the

field. We followed them some distance,

but Jackson thought them too strongly

reenforced for us to continue the pursuit

and risk severe battle in a disjointed way

;

so, after caring for our wounded and dead,

we retired to a position behind the Rap-
idan to await the arrival of General Lee
with other forces. Thus on his first meet-
ing with the Confederates in Virginia the

new Federal commander went to the rear

— a direction he was wholly unused to. At
that time General Lee was feeling very cer-

tain that Richmond was in no immediate
danger from an advance by McClellan's

forces. He therefore began at once prepara-

tions for a vigorous campaign against Pojje.

Divisions underAnderson, McLaws. Walk-
er, and D. H. Hill were left to watch
McClellan, with instructions to follow the

main body of the army as soon as the Fed-
erals were drawn away from Westover.
On the 13th of August, my command

CF.NKKAI. CHAKI.F.S S. WINDER, C. S. A.

KII.I.KD AT CEDAR MOI NTAIN, AlGl ST 9, 1862.
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View from the Union lines, east of the turnpike.

and make battle. He was exceedingly anxious

to move at once, before Pope could get re-

enforcements. For some reason I have never

known explained, our supplies were delayed

and we did not cross the Rapidan until the

2oth. In the mean time a dispatch to General

Stuart was captured by Pope, and gave infor-

mation of our presence and contemplated
advance. This, with information Pope already

had, caused him to withdraw to a very strong

position behind the Rappahannock River,

and there General Lee found him instead of

at Culpeper Court House, where the attack

was lirst meant to be made. I approached the

Rappahannock at Kelly's Ford, and Jackson
approached higher up at Beverly Ford, near
the Orange and Alexandria railroad bridge.

We arrived there on the morning of the 2 ist

without serious opposition and found Pope in

an almost unassailable position, with heavy
reenforcements summoned to his aid. Gen-
eral Lee's intention was to force a passage
and make the attack before Pope could con-

centrate. W'e hoped to be able to interpose,

and to strike Pope Ijefore McClellan's reen-

forcements could reach him. We knew at

that time McClellan was withdrawing from
Westover. I was preparing to force a pas-

sage at Kelly's Ford, when I received an order
from General Lee to proceed to Beverly Ford
and mask the movements of Jackson, who
was to be sent up the river to cross by a left

flank movement. On the 2 2d Jackson care-

fully withdrew and went on the proposed
move. He sought an opportunity to cross

farther up the stream, and succeeded in putting
part of his command across at Warrenton
Springs Ford and in occupying a jjosition

there. The flooding rains interrupted his op-

erations, making the river past fording and
crippling all attempts at forcing a passage.

Jackson therefore withdrew his forces at night

by a temporary bridge. As the lower fords

became impassable by reason of the floods, the

Federals seemed to concentrate against Jack-
son's efforts.

On the 23d I had quite a spirited artillery

combat at Beverly Ford with a force of the

enemy that had crossed at the railroad bridge

near where I was stationed. The superior

position and metal of the Federals gave them
an advantage, which they improved by skillful

practice. We had more guns, however, and
by equally clever practice at length gained

the advantage. A little before night the Fed-
erals withdrew from the combat, and finding

that we had gotten the better of them, spite-

fully and without excuse set fire to a number
of farm-houses in the locality.

Pending our movements west of the Rap-
pahannock, General Stuart had been making
an effort to go around Pope's army, but fear-

ing to remain on the Washington side of the

river in the face of such floods as had come,
recrossed with some important dispatches he
had captured by a charge upon Pope's head-

quarters train. This correspondence confirmed

the information we already had, that the Fed-
eral army on the James under McClellan and
the Federal troops in the Kanawha Valley

had been ordered to reenforce Pope. Upon
receipt of that information, General Lee was
more anxious than ever to cross at once.

Pope, however, was on the alert, and Lee
found he could not attack him to advantage
in his stronghold behind the Rappahannock,
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Lee therefore decided to change his whole
plan, and was gratified, on looking at the

map, to find a very comfortaljle way of turn-

ing Pope out of his position. It was by moving
Jackson off to the left and far to the rear of

the Federal army, while I remained in front

fought, ^\'hcn he arrived at Bristoe Station,

just before night, the greater part of the Fed-
eral guard at that point fled, and two trains

of cars coming from the direction of Warren-
ton were captured. Jackson sent a force for-

ward seven miles and captured Manassas

STONEWALL JACKSON As lIRSr I.Ii;rTl-:\ ANT OF ARTILLERY.
(from an ambrotype Taken august 20, 1847, in the i-ossession of his niece, miss alice UNDERWOOD.

)

with thirty thousand men to engage him in

case he offered to fight.

On the 25th Jackson crossed the Rappa-
hannock at Hinson's Mill, four miles above
Waterloo Bridge, and that night encamped at

Salem. The next day he passed through Thor-
oughfare Gap and moved on by Gainesville,

and when sunset came he was many miles in

the rear of Pope's army, going in the direction

of W^ashington City. This daring move must
have staggered the Federal commander. From
the Rappahannock,Jackson had gone without

serious opposition to within a stone's throw of

the field where the first battle of Manassas was

Junction, taking eight pieces of artillery, a lot

ofprisoners, and great quantities ofcommissary
and quarter-master's stores. He left a force at

Bristoe Station and proceeded to the junc-

tion, arriving there himself on the morning
of the 27th. During the afternoon the enemy
attacked our troops at Bristoe Station, coming
from the direction of Warrenton Junction in

such force that it was evident Pope had discov-

ered the situation and was moving with his

entire army upon Jackson. The Confederates

at the station withdrew, and the Federals

halted there. Jackson took all he wanted of

the supplies captured at Manassas and burned
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THE STONE BRIDGE ACROSS BULL RUN AS IT APPEARED IN

1884 — LOOKING TOWARD CENTREVILLE.

the rest. He then moved over to a posi-

tion west of the turnpike leading from War-
renton to Alexandria. There on the old

battle-field Jackson waited for the Federals.

On the evening of the 28th King's division

came moving eastward down the turnj^ike and
Jackson met them. A bloody fight ensued,
lasting until nine o'clock at night. The enemy
withdrew, leaving the Confederates in posses-

sion of the fielrl.

That same evening I arrived at 'I'horough-

fare Gap. But I should say that during
Jackson's march I had been engaging Pope
at different jjoints along the Rappahannock, to

impress him with the idea that I was attemjjtmg
to force a passage in his front. On the after-

noon f>f the 26th, Pope's army broke away from
its strong position to meet Jackson's daring
and unexpected move. Oeneral J.ee decided
I shouhl follow at once, and asked whether
I would prefer to force a passage of the river.

nowrapidly falling,

or take the route

Jackson had gone.
From the crossing

along the route to

Warrenton were
numerous strongly

defensive positions

where a small force

could have de-

tained me an un-

certain length of

time. I therefore

decided to take

the same route

Jackson had gone
over. On the 26th

I also started to

overtake Jackson.
On the 28th, just

before night, I ar-

rived at Thorough-
fare Gap. As we
approached, a re-

port was made to

me that the pass

I
was unoccupied,
and we went into

bivouac on the west

side of the mountain, send-

ing a brigade under Ander-
son down to occupy the pass.

As the Confederates neared the

gap from one side, Ricketts's divi-

- 3v sion of Federals approached from

the other and got possession of the

east side. Thoroughfare Gap is a rough
pass in the Bull Run mountains, at some
points not more than a hundred yards wide. A
turbid stream rushes over its rugged bottom,

on both sides of which the mountain rises sev-

eral hundred feet. On the north the face of the'

gap is almost perpendicular. The south face

is less precipitous, but is covered with tangled

mountain ivy and projecting bowlders, form-

ing a position unassailable when occupied by
a small infantry and artillery force. Up to this

moment we had received reports from Gen-
eral Jackson, at regular intervals, assuring us

of his successful operations, and of confidence

in his ability to bafile all eftbrts of the enemy
till we should reach him. This sudden inter-

position of a formidable force at a mountain-
])ass indicated a stern resolve on the part of

the adversary to make desperate eftbrts to

hold me in check, while overwhelming forces

were being brought against Jackson. This

])laced us in a more desperate strait than

Jackson
; for we were in relieving distance,

and must iidopt prompt and vigorous meas-
ures, that would burst through all opposition.
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Three miles north was Hopewell Gap, but

not so strong. It was necessary to get pos-

session of this in advance of the Federals, in

order to have that vantage ground for a

flank movement at the same time that we
forced our way by footpaths over the moun-
tain heights at Thoroughfare Gap. During the

night I sent Wilcox with three brigades through
that pass, while Hood was climbing over the

mountain by a trail. We had no trouble in get-

ting over. Our apprehensions were relieved

at the early dawn of the 29th by finding that

Ricketts had given up the east side of the gap
and was many hours in advance of us, moving
in the direction of Manassas Junction. His
force, instead of marching around Jackson,

the diary of the Washington Artillery

we filed down the turnpike at Gaines-
ville at 11.30 A. M. The general im-
l)ression was that we were there ear-

lier; but as this is the only record of
time made on the ground we cannot
gainsay it. ^Ve marched steadily from
daylight till we reached the field, with
the exception of an hour's halt to

l)ermit Stuart's cavalry to file from
west to east of us. There were many
of Jackson's men— several thousand— straggling at points along the

road, who were taken for my men,
and reported as such.

Passing through Gainesville we filed off to

the left down the turnpike, and soon came in

sight of the troops held at bay by Jackson. Our
line of march brought us in on the left and rear

of the Federals. At sight of this favorable op-
portunity our artillery was ordered up, with the

leading brigades for its support. Our advance
was discovered, however, and the Federals
withdrew from attack, retiring their left across

the pike behind Groveton, and taking strong
defensive ground. The battalion of ^Vashing-
ton Artillery was thrown forward to a favorable

position on Jackson's right, and from near its

position my line was deployed, extending to

the right some distance beyond the Manassas
Gap railroad. An army corps was reported to

could have been thrown against his right and be at Manassas Junction that morning, and we
rear. If Ricketts had made this move and trail-traced Ricketts'sdivisiontoward the same
the forces in front of Jackson had cooperated point; so that my line was arranged for attack

with him, such an attack, well handled, might
have given us serious trouble before I reached
the field.

As we found the pass open at early dawn
and a clean road in front, wemarched leisurely

to unite our forces on Manassas plains. Be-

fore reaching Gaines-

ville we heard the artil-

lery combat in front.

and our men in\-olun-

tarily quickened their

steps. Our communi-
cations with Jackson
were quite regular, and
as he had not expressed

a wish that we should
hurry, our troops were
allowed to take their

natural swing under
the inspiration of im-

pending battle. As we
approached the field

the fire seemed to be-

come more spirited,

and gave additional

impulse to our move-
ments. According to

in front and also to guard against the force in

direction of the Junction. This preparation
must have taken an hour, possibly more.
As soon as the troops were arranged, Gene-

ral Lee expressed his wish to have me attack.

The change of position on the part of the Fed-

I.ONGSTKEET S MAKCH THROICH THOROUGHFARE CAP.
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GENERAL RICHARD S. EWELL. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY COOK.)

General Ewell, of Jackson's Corps, was severely wounded in the conflict with King's division on August 28.

erals, however, involved sufficient delay for a tion would be broken up and a favorable field

reconnoissanceonourpart. To hasten matters gained. While talking the matter over, Gen-
I rode over in the direction of Brewer's Spring, eral Stuart reported the advance of heavy
eastofthcHamptonColeHouse(seemap,page forces from the direction of Manassas Junc-
611), to see the new position, and had a fair view tion against my right. It proved to be
of the Federal line, then extending some dis

tance east of the turnpike. 'l"he position was
not inviting, and I .so reported to General Lee.
The two great armies were now face to face

upon the memorable field of 1861 ; both in

McDowell and Porter. I called over three

brigades, under Wilcox, and prepared to re-

ceive the attack. Battle was not offered, and
I reported to General Lee some time after-

ward that I did not think the force on my
good defensible positions and both anxious to right was strong enough to attack us. Gene
find a point for an entering wedge in the strong- ral Lee urged me to go in, and of course
hold of the adversary. It appeared easy for us, I was anxious to meet his wishes. At the
but for the unknown (juantity at Manassas same time I wanted, more than anything else,

Junction, to overleap the Federal left and to know that my troops had a chance to ac-
strike a decisive blow. This force was a thorn
in our side which could not be ignored. Gen-
eral Lee wa.s rjuite disappointed by my report

against immediate attack along the turnpike,

and insisted that by throwing some of the

brigades l^yond the J-'ederal left their jjosi-

complish what they might undertake. The
ground before me was greatly to the advan-
tage of the Federals, but if the attack had
come from them it would have been a favora-

ble oj^jjortiinity for me. After a short while

McDowell mined toward the Federal right,
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leaving Porter in front of my right with nine

thousand men. My estimate of his force, at

the time, was ten thousand. General Lee,

finding that attack was not Hkely, again be-

came anxious to bring on the battle by attack-

ing down the Groveton pike. I suggested

that, the day being far spent, it might be as

well to advance just before night upon a

forced reconnoissance, get our troops into the

most favorable positions, and have all things

ready for battle at daylight the next morning.

To this he gave reluctant consent, and our

plans were laid accordingly. Wilcox returned

to position on the left of the turnpike. Orders
were given for an advance, to be pursued un-

der cover of night till the main position could

be carefully examined. It so happened that an
order to advance was issued on the other side

at the same time, so that the encounter was
something of a surprise on both sides. A very

spirited engagement was the result, we being

successful, so far at least as to carry our point,

capturing a piece of artillery and making our
reconnoissance before midnight. As none of

the reports of the Federal positions favored

attack, I so reported to General Lee, and our

forces were ordered back to their original

positions. The captured gun was ordered

cut down, spiked, and left on the ground.
When Saturday the 30th broke we were a

little apprehensive that Pope was going to get

away from us, and Pope was afraid we were
going to get away from him. He telegraphed

to Washington that I was in full retreat and
he was preparing to follow, while v/e were
making arrangements for moving by our left

across Bull Run, so as to get over on the Lit-

tle River pike and move down parallel to his

lines and try to interpose between him and
Washington, thinking he was trying to escape.

We had about completed our arrangements,
and took it for granted that Pope would move
out that night by the Warrenton and Centre-

ville pike, while we moved along with him by
the Little River pike. General Lee was still

anxious to give Pope battle on Manassas
plains, but had given up the idea of attacking

him in his strong position.

Shortly before nine on the 30th Pope's ar-

tillery began to play a little, and not long af-

terward some of his infantry force was seen
in motion. We did not understand that as an
offer of battle, but merely as a display to cover
his movements to the rear. Later a consider-

able force moved out and began to attack us

on our left, extending and engaging the whole
of Jackson's line. Evidently Pope supposed
I was gone, as he was ignoring me entirely.

His whole army seemed to surge up against

Jackson as if to crush him with an overwhelm-
ing mass. At the critical moment I happened to

Vol. XXXI.—62.

be riding to the front of my line to find a place
where I might get in for my share of the bat-

tle. I reached a point a few rods in front of
my line on the left of the pike where I could
plainly see the Federals as they rushed in

heavy masses against the obstinate ranks of
the Confederate left. It was a grand display
of well-organized attack, thoroughly concen-
trated and operating cleverly. So terrible was
the onslaught that Jackson sent to me and
begged for reenforcements. About the same
time I received an order from General Lee
to the same effect. To retire from my ad-
vanced position in front of the Federals and
get to Jackson would have taken an hour and
a half. I had discovered a prominent position

that commanded a view of the great struggle,

andrealizingthe opportunity, I quickly ordered
out three batteries, making twelve guns. They
were placed in position to rake the Federal
ranks that seemed determined to break through
Jackson's lines. Li a moment crash after crash
of shot and shell was being poured into the

thick ranks of the Federals. In ten minutes
the stubborn Federals began to waver and give
back. For a moment the mass was chaos;

OUTLINE MAP OF THE CAMPAIGN.
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then order returned and they re-formed, appar-

entlv to renew the attack. Again from the

crest of mv Httle hill the fire of the twelve

guns cut them down. As the cannons thun-

dered the ranks broke, only to be formed

again with dogged determination. A third

time the batteries tore the Federals to pieces,

and as thev fell back under this terrible fire, I

sprung everything to the charge. My troops

leaped forward with exultant yells, and all

along the line we pushed forward. Back and

still farther back we pressed them, until at ten

o'clock at night we had the field; Pope was

across Bull Run. and the victorious Confed-

erates lay down on the battle-field to sleep,

while all around were strewn thousands of

friend and foe sleeping the last sleep together.

The next morning the Federals were in a

strong position at Centreville. I sent a bri-

gade across the stream under General Pryor

and occupied a point over there near Centre-

ville. As our troops proceeded to bury their

dead, it began to rain just as it had done on
the day after the first battle of Manassas.

As soon as General Lee could make his

preparations, he ordered Jackson to cross

Bull Run near Sudley's and turn the posi-

tion of the Federals occupying Centreville
;

and the next day, Sept. i, I followed him.

As soon as the enemy found we were turning

his position at Centreville, he abandoned it

and put out toward Washington. Jackson,
toward evening, encountered at Ox Hill apart
ofthe Federal force, and attacking it, had quite

a sharp engagement. I came up just before

night and found his men coming back in a

good deal of confusion. I asked Jackson
what the situation was, and added that his

men seemed to be pretty well dispersed. He
said, " Yes, but I hope it will prove a victory."

I moved my troops out and occupied the

lines where he had been, relieving the few
men who were on picket. Just as we reached
there General Kearny, a Federal ofticer, came
along looking for his line, which had gone.
It was raining in the woods, and late in the

day, so that a Federal was not easily dis-

tinguished from a Confederate. Kearny did

not seem to know he was in the Confederate
line, and our troops did not notice that he
was a Federal. He began to inquire about
some command, and in a moment or so the
troops saw he was a Federal officer. At the

same moment he reali/x-d where he was. He
was called upon to surrender, but instead of
doing so he wheeled his horse, lay flat on the

animal's neck, clapped spurs into his sides

and dashed off. Instantly a half dozen shots

rang out, and before he had gone thirty steps

poor Kearny fell. He had been in the army
all his life, and we all knew and respected

him. His body was sent over the lines under
a flag of truce.

The forces we had been fighting at Ox Hill

proved to be the rear-guard covering the

retreat of the Federals into Washington. They
escaped and we abandoned further pursuit.

The entire Bull Run campaign up to Ox
Hill was clever and brilliant. It was conceived
entirely by General Lee, who held no such
consultation over it as he did in beginning
the Seven Days' campaign. The movement
around Pope was not as strong as it should
have been. A skillful man could have con-
centrated against me or Jackson, and given

us severe battles in detail. I suppose Pope
tried to get too many men to Jackson before

attacking him. If he had been satisfied with
a reasonable force he might have over-

whelmed Jackson.
General Pope, sanguine by nature, was not

careful enough to keep himself informed about
the movements of his enemy. At half-past

four on the afternoon of the 29th, he issued

an order for Porter to attack Jackson's right,

supposing I was at Thoroughfare Gap, when
in fact I had been in position since noon,
and was anxiously awaiting attack. It has
been said that General Stuart, by raising a
dust in front of Porter, so impressed him that

he did not offer battle. I know nothing of the

truth of the story, and never heard of it till

after the war. If from any such cause Porter

was prevented from attacking me it was to

our disadvantage, and delayed our victory

twenty-four hours. Porter knew I was in his

front. He had captured one or two of my
men, which gave him information of my posi-

tion before he actually saw me. If Porter had
not appeared when he did I would have at-

tacked by our right early in the afternoon.

In that event Porter would have had a fine

opportunity to take me on the wing and strike

a fearful blow. As it was, he was a check
upon my move against Pope's main position.

If I had advanced upon Pope I would have
been under an enfilade fire from Porter's bat-

teries, and if I had advanced upon Porter I

would have been under a fire from the bat-

teries on Pope's front as severe as the raking

fire from my batteries the next day, when
Pope was massed against Jackson. Had Por-

ter attacked me between noon and night on
the 29th, I should have received his nine thou-

sand with about double that number. I would
have held my line to receive the attack, and
as soon as his line developed its strength, I

would have thrown three brigades forward

beyond his extreme left. When my line of

battle had broken up the attack, as it cer-

tainly would have done, these three brigades

would have been thrown forward at the flank.
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When darkness ended the battle the Confederates were somewhat in advance of the places indicated as their last positions.— Editor.

and at the same time my main line would
have pushed on in the pursuit. The result

would have been Porter's retreat in confusion,

and I might possibly have reached Pope's
left and rear in time to cut him off. When his

army was well concentrated on the 30th he
was badly cut up and defeated. It does not
seem unreasonable to conclude that attack on
the 29th in his disjointed condition would
have been attended with more disastrous

results to him. If I had been attacked under

the 4:30 order the result might have been less

damaging, as Porter would have had the night

to cover his retreat, and the Federal army
could have availed itself of tlie darkness to

screen its move back across Bull Run. But
Porter's attack at night, if not followed by the

retreat of the army, would have drawn me
around the Federal left, and put me in a posi-

tion for striking the next day.
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Colonel Marshal, of General Lee's staff, in

his evidence before the Fitz John Porter

Board puts my forces on the 29th at thirty

thousand. It is difficult to see how Porter

with nine thousand men was to march over

thirtv thousand of the best soldiers the world

ever knew. Any move that would have pre-

cipitated battle would have been to our ad-

vantage, as we were ready at all points and
waiting for an opportunity to fight. The sit-

uation will be better understood- when we
reflect that the armies Avere too evenly bal-

anced to admit mistakes on either side. I

was waiting for an opportunity to get into the

Federal lines close upon the heels of their

own troops. The opportunity came on the

30th, but the Federal army was then concen-

trated ; had it come on the 29th I would have
been greatly pleased.

It is proper to state that General Lee, upon
hearing my guns on the 30th, sent me word
if I had anything better than reenforcing

Jackson to pursue it, and soon afterward rode
forward and joined me. Jackson did not re-

spond with spirit to my move, so my men
were subjected to a severe artillery fire from

batteries in front of him. General Lee, seeing

this, renewed his orders for Jackson to press

on to the front. The fire still continued severe,

however, and General Lee, who remained with

me, was greatly exposed to it. As we could

not persuade him to drop back behind it, I

finally induced him to ride into a ravine which
threw a traverse between us and the fire, which
was more annoying than fire from the front.

On the 31st we were engaged in caring for

our wounded and cleaning up the battle-field.

General Lee was quite satisfied with the re-

sults of the campaign, though he had very

little to say. He was not given to expressions

of pride. Under all circumstances he was a

moderate talker, and in everything was unas-
suming. His headquarters were exceedingly
simple. He had his tents just as the other

officers— perhaps a few more, to accommo-
date his larger staff. There was no display of

position or rank about him. Only when spe-

cially engaged could a sentinel be seen at the

door of his tent. On the march he usually

had his headquarters near mine.

I graduated with Pope at West Point. He
was a handsome, dashing fellow, a splendid
cavalryman, sitting his horse beautifully. I

think he stood at the head for riding. He
did not af)ply himself to his books very closely.

He studied about as much as I did, but knew
his lessons better. We graduated in 1842, but
Pope saw little of active service till the open-
ing of the Civil War. When he assumed com-
mand of the Army of Virginia he was in

the prime of life, less than forty years old, and

had lost little if any of the dash and grace of
his youth.

D. H. Hill, Lafayette McLaws, Mansfield
Lovell, Gustavus W. Smith, R. H. Anderson,
A. P. Stewart, and Earl Van Dorn were among
the Confederate commanders who graduated
in the same class with me. Of the Federal
commanders, there were of that class— be-

side Pope— Generals John Newton, W. S.

Rosecrans, George Sykes, Abner Doubleday,
and others less prominent.

Stonewall Jackson came on four years after

my class, and General Lee had preceded us

about fourteen years. General Ewell, who
was hurt at Bull Run, was in the same class

with Tecumseh Sherman, and George H.
Thomas, than whom a truer soldier and nobler
spirit never drew sword.

" Jeb Stuart " was a very daring fellow and
the best cavalryman America ever produced.
At the Second Manassas, soon after we heard
of the advance of McDowell and Porter,

Stuart came in and made a report to General
Lee. When he had done so General Lee said

he had no orders at that moment, but he re-

quested Stuart to wait awhile. Thereupon
Stuart turned round in his tracks, lay down on
the ground, put a stone under his head and
instantly fell asleep. General Lee rode away
and in an hour returned. Stuart was still

sleeping. Lee asked for him, and Stuart sprang
to his feet and said, " Here I am. General."

General Lee replied, " I want you to send
a message to your troops over on the left to

send a few more cavalry over to the right."

" I would better go myself," said Stuart,

and with that he swung himself into the sad-

dle and rode off" at a rapid gallop, singing

as loudly as he could, " Jine the cavalry."

General Toombs, our Georgia fire-eater,

was given to criticising pretty severely all the

officers of the regular army who had joined

their fortunes with those of the Confederacy.

He was hot-blooded and impatient, and
chafed at the delays of the commanders in

their preparations for battle. His general idea

was that the troops went out to fight, and he
thought they should be allowed to go at it at

once. An incident that occurred in the

second Manassas campaign will serve to illus-

trate his characteristic hot-headedness. As we
were preparing to cross the Rapidan, Stuart

sentme word that he had cut off a large cavalry

force and had all the fords guarded except

one. He asked that I detail a force to guard
that point of escape. The work was assigned

to the command under General Toombs, who
was absent at the time. He had met a kin-

dred spirit in the person of a wealthy Vir-

ginian named Morton, whom he had known
in Congress, and was out dining with him.
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They were both good hvers and loved to have
their friends with them. In going back to his

command General Toombs came upon his

troops on the road and inquired what they
were doing there. The explanation was made.
Toombs had had a good dinner and felt

independent. He said he would gi\e tlic

Vol. XXXI.— 6;.

general to understand that he must consult

him before sending his troops out to guard
a ford, and thereupon ordered them back
to cam|). As the mystified troops marched
solemnl}- back, the matter was reported to

me and I ordered Toombs under arrest. I

allowed him t(j ride with his command as we
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marched against Pope and expected that he

would make some explanation of his conduct.

He did not do so. and the next I heard of

him he was stopping along the route making
stump speeches to the troops and referring in

anything but compHmentary terms to the

commander of his division. I sent him back

to Gordonsville. with instructions to confine

himself to the limits of that town in arrest

until further orders. He obeyed the com-

mand and went to Gordonsville. Just as I

was leaving the Rappahannock I received a

long letter of apology from him, and directed

him to join his command. As we were pre-

paring for the charge at Manassas, Toombs got

there. He was riding rapidly, with his hat in his

hand, and was much enthused. I was just send-

ing a courier to his command with a dispatch.
" Let me carry it !

" he exclaimed.
" With pleasure," I responded, and handed

him the paper.

He put spurs to his horse and dashed off,

accompanied by a courier. When he rode up
and took command of his brigade there was
wild enthusiasm, and everything being ready,

an exultant shout was sent up, and the men
sprang to the charge. I never had any more
trouble with Toombs.

t^Z^-T^^-^ej^.

WITH JACKSON'S "FOOT-CAVALRY" AT THE SECOND MANASSAS.

'N the operations

of 1862, in Nor-
thern Virginia,

the men of
Jackson's corps

have always

claimed a pecu-

liar proprietor-

ship. The reor-

ganization ofthe

disrupted forces

of Banks, Fre-

mont and Mc-
Dowell under a

new head seemed
a direct chal-

lenge to the sol-

diers who had
made the Val-

ley Campaign,
and the procla-

mation of the

general with the

itinerant head-

quarters betokened to the "foot-cavalry" an
infringement of their specialty, demanding em-
phatic rebuke. Someremnantof theold^^/r/V^/i?

corps yet survives, ancl prompts this narrative.

After the check to Pope's advance at Cedar
Mountain, on the 9th of August, and while we
awaited the arrival of Longstreet's troops, A.

P. Hill's divi.sion rested in camp at Crenshaw's

Farm. Our brigade (Field's) was rather a new
one in organization and experience, most of us

having " smelt powder " for the first time in the

Seven Days before Richmond. We got on the

field at Cedar Mountain too late to be more
than slightly engaged, but on the loth and
nth covered the leisurely retreat to Orange
Court House without molestation. When about
a week later Pope began to retreat in the direc-

tion of the Rappahannock, we did some sharp

marching through Stevensburg and Brandy
Station, but did not come up with him until he

was over the river. While our artillery was
duelling with him across the stream, I passed

the time with my head in the scant shade of a

sassafras bush by the roadside, with a chill

and fever brought from the Chickahominy
low-grounds. In the latter connection, I im-

proved the shining hours by inditing a pathetic

request in my note-book, to whom it might
concern, that my body might be decently

buried.

For the next few days there was skirmishing

at the fords, we moving up the south bank
of the river, the enemy confronting us on the

opposite side. The weather was very sultry,

and the troops were much weakened by dis-

orders induced by their diet of unsalted beef,

eked out with green corn and unripe ai)ples

;

as a consequence there was a good deal of

straggling. I got behind several times, but

managed to catc;h up from day to day. Once
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some cavalry madea dash across theriver at our

train; I joined a party in arrears like myself,

and we fought them off on our own hook until

Trimble's brigade, the rear-guard, came up.

We were then opposite the Warrenton
Springs, and were making a great show of

crossing, Early's brigade having been thrown
over the river and somewhat smartly en-

gaged. I have since heard that this officer

remonstrated more than once at the service

required of him, receiving each time in reply

a peremptory order from Jackson " to hold

his position." He finally retorted : "Oh! Avell,

old Jube can die, \iihafs what he wants, but

tell General Jackson I'll be if this position

ca)i be held !

"

The brigade moved off next morning,

leaving me in the grip of my ague, which re-

ported promptly for duty, and, thanks to a

soaking over night, got in its work most effec-

tually. The fever did not let go until about
sundown, when I made two feeble trips to

carry my effects about one hundred yards to

the porch of a house close by, where I passed

the night without a blanket— mine having

been stolen between the trips. I found a bet-

ter one next morning thrown away in a field,

and soon after came up with the command in

bivouac, and breakfasting on some beef which
had just been issued. Two ribs on a stump
were indicated as my share, and I broiled

them on the coals and made the first sub-

stantial meal for forty-eight hours. This was
interrupted by artillery fire from beyond the

river, and as I was taking my place in line,

my colonel, whom I knew rather personally,

considering our relative rank, ordered me to

the ambulance to recruit. Here 1 got a dose of

Fowler's solution, "in lieu of quinine," and at

the wagon-camp that day fared better than

for a long time before. Meanwhile, they were
having a hot time down at Waterloo bridge,

which the enemy's engineers were trying to

burn, while some companies of sharp-shooters

under Lieutenant Robert Healey of "ours"—
Avhose rank was no measure of his services or

merit— were disputing the attempt. A con-

centrated fire from the Federal batteries failed

to dislodge the plucky riflemen, while our

guns were now brought up, and some hard
pounding ensued. But at sunset the bridge

still stood, and I " spread down " for the night,

under the pole of a wagon, fully expecting a

serious fight on the morrow.
I was roused by a courier's horse stepping

on my leg, and found this rude waking meant
orders to move. With no idea whither, we
pulled out at half-past two in the morning,
and for some time traveled by fields and
" WQ.\v cuts " in the woods, following no road,

but by the growing dawn evidently keeping

uj) the river. Now Hill's "Light Division"

was to earn iU5 name, and ([ualify itself for

membership in Jackson's corps. The hot

August sun rose up, clouds of choking dust

enveloped the hurrying column, but on and
on the march was pushed without relenting.

Knapsacks had been left behind in the wagons,
and haversacks were empty by noon ; for the

unsalted beef spoiled and was thrown away,
and the column subsisted itself, without pro-

cess of commissariat, upon green corn and
apples from the fields and orchards along the

route, devoured while marching ; for there

were no stated meal-times and no systematic

halts for rest. It was far on in the night when
the column stopped, and the weary men
dropped beside their stacked muskets and

CONFEDERATE CAMP-SERVANT ON THE MARCH.

were instantly asleep, without so much as

unrolling a blanket. A few hours of much-
needed repose, and they were shaken up
again long before "crack of day,"and limped

on in the darkness, only half awake. There
was no mood for sjjcech, nor breath to spare

if there had been— only the shuffling tramp
of the marching feet, the steady rumbling of

wheels, the creak and rattle and clank of har-

ness and accouterment, with an occasional

order, uttered under the breath and always

the same: " Close up I close up, men!"
All this time we had the vaguest notions as

to our objective : at first we had expected to
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Jackson's troops pillaging the union depot of supplies at manassas junction.

Strike the enemy's flank, but as the march
prolonged itself, a theory obtained that we
were going to the Valley. But we threaded

Thoroughfare Gap, heading eastward, and
in the morning of the third day (Aug. 27)
struck a railroad running north and south—
Pope's '' line of communication and supply."

Mana.ssas was ours!

What a prize it was ! Here were long ware-

houses full of stores; cars loaded with boxes
of new clothing en route to General Pope,
but destined to adorn the " backs of his

enemies "; camps, sutlers' shops—'' no eating

up " of good things. In view of the abun-
dance, it was no easy matter to determine

what we should eat and drink and where-
withal we should be clothed ; one was limited

in his choice to only so much as he ctnild

personally transport, ancl the one thing need-

ful in each indiviflual case was not always

readily found. However, as the day wore on,

an crjuitable flistribution of our wealth was
effected by barter, upon a crude and irregular

tariff in which the rule of supply anrl demand
was somewhat complicated by fluctuating es-

timates of the imminence of marching orders.

A mounted man would ofter large odds in

shirts or blankets for a pair of spurs or a bridle;

and while in anxious quest of a pair of shoes

I fell heir to a case of cavalry half-boots,

which I would gladly have exchanged for

the object of my search. For a change of

underclothing and a pot of French mustard

I owe grateful thanks to the major of the

Twelfth Pennsylvania Cavalry, with regrets

that I could not use his library. Whisky was,

of course, at a high premium, but a keg of
" lager "— a drink less popular then than

now— went begging in our company.
But our brief holiday was drawing to a close,

for by this time General Pope had some inkling

of the disaster which lurked in his rear.

When, some time after dark, having set fire

to the remnant of the stores, we took the

road to Centreville, our mystification as to

ja( kson's plans was complete. Could he actu-

ally be moving on Washington with his small

force, or was he only seeking escape to the

nK>untains ? The glare of our big bonfire

lighted up the country for miles, and was just

dying out when we reached Centreville. The
corduroy road had been full of pitfalls and
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stumbling-blocks, to some one of which our (led by the firing, which more and more beto-

cracked axle had succumbed before \vc kened that the fight was on. Once we stopped
crossed Bull Run, and being on ahead, 1 for a few moments at a field-hospital to make
did not know of the casualty until it was too inquiries, and were informed that our brigade

late to save my personal belongings involved was farther along to the right. General Ewell
in the wreck. Thus suddenly reduced from was carried by on a stretcher while we were
affluence to poverty, just as the gray dawn there, having lost his leg the evening before,

revealed the features of the forlorn little ham- Very soon we heard sharp musketry over a

let, typical of this war-harried region, I had a low ridge which we had been skirting, and
distinct sense of being a long way from home, almost immediately we became involved with
The night's march had seemed to put the stragglers from that direction— Georgians,
climax to the endurance of the jaded troops. I think they were. It looked as if a whole
Such specters of men they were,— gaunt- line was giving way, and we hurried on to

cheeked and hollow-eyed, hair, beard, cloth- gain our own colors before it should grow
ing, and accouterments covered with dust

—

too hot. The proverbial eftect of bad com-
only their faces and hands where mingled pany was soon ajjparent. A\'e were halted
soil and sweat streaked and crusted the skin, by a Louisiana major, who was trying to

showing any departure from the wdiitey-gray rally these fragments ujjcjn his own corn-

uniformity. The ranks were sadly thinned, mand. My companion took the short cut out

too, by the stupendous Avork of the last week, of the scrape by showing his " sick permit,"

Our regiment, which had begun the campaign and was allowed to pass ; mine, alas ! was in

1 01 5 strong and had carried into action at my cartridge-box with my other belongings
Richmond 620, counted off" that Thursday in that unlucky ambulance. The major was
morning (Aug. 28) just eighty-two muskets ! courteous
Such were the troops about to deliver battle but firm

;

on the already historic field of

We were soon on the road
ing west ; we crossed Stone

short distance beyond, our am^
the brigade having entered some
the right of the road ahead -

camp, I thought. This pk ism

w^as soon dispelled by artilltr\

front, and our train was moi
through the fields to the right

of range, and parked near Sudle\

Church. Everything pointed to

a battle next day ; the custo

mary hospital preparations

were made, but few, if any
wounded came in that night,

and I slept soundly, a thing

to be grateful for. My bed
fellow and I had decided
to rejiort for duty in the

morning, knowing that ev
ery musket would be needed
I had picked up a good
" Enfield " with the proper
trappings, on the road from
Centreville, to replace mj
own left in the abandoned
ambulance; and Jiavingbro

ken my chills, and gained
strength from marching un
encumbered, was fit for ser-

vice— as much so as were
the rest at least.

Friday morning early, we
started in Avhat we supposed
to be the right direction, gui-

JACKSON S LINE ON THE AKTFKNOON OK THE LAST HAV, AfCrST 30.

The topography is after General RcaurcR.-ird's map, made from survey after the first

battle of Bull Run. The deep cut, and the embankment as far as the " Dump," were the
scene of the fighting with stones, illustrated on p.ige 620. Here the unfinished railroad

embankment is made of earth and blasted rock taken from the cut. A break in the em-
bankment, or rather a sp.nce which was never filled in, is locally known as the " Dump,"
and near it several hundred Union soldiers were buried.— Editor.
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story with more attention than I could have

expected, but attached my person all the same.
'• Better stay with us, my Lioy, and if you do
your duty I'll make it right with your com-
pany officers when the fight's over. They won't

find tault with you when they

know vou've been in with the

' Pelicans,' " he added, as he

assigned me to company '* F."

The command was as unlike

mv own as it was possible to

conceive. Such a congress of

nations only the cosmopolitan

Crescent City could have sent

fonh, and the tongues of Babel

seemed resurrected in its speech

;

English, German, French, and
Spanish, all were represented, to

say nothing of Doric brogue and
local '"gumbo," and its voluble

exercise was set oft" by a vehe-

mence of utterance and gesture from j

curiously at variance with the

reticence of our Virginians. On the whole,

I did not take to my comrades very kindly,

and cordially consigned Company "F" to a

region even more redolent of sulphur than
the scene of our enforced connection. In

point of fact, we burned little powder that

day, and my promised distinction as a " Peli-

can " pro tern, was cheaply earned. The bat-

talion did a good deal of counter-marching
and some skirmishing, but most of the time

we were acting as support to a section of

Cutshaw's battery. The tedium of this last

service my companions relieved by games of
" seven up," with a greasy, well-thumbed

deck, and in smoking cigarettes, rolled with
great dexterity between the deals. Once,
when a detail was ordered to go some dis-

tance under fire to fill the canteens of the

company, a hand was dealt to determine A\ho

COLOXEL W. S. H. BAVLOR, COMMANDING THE "STO.SEWALL"
bbioade: kii.i.kd al-cust 30, 1862.

<prom (-ii'/trk,raph i-.v j h. blrdette.)

HE INION MONUMENT NEAR THE " DEEF CIT,
SKETCH MADE IN 1884. (SEE MAP, PRECEDING PAGE.)

should go, and the decision was accepted by
the loser without demur. Our numerous shifts

of position completely confused what vague
ideas I had of the situation, but we must have
been near our extreme left at Sudley Church,
and never very far from my own brigade,

which w^as warmly engaged that day and the

day following.* Towards evening we were
again within sight of Sudley Church. I could

see the light of fires among the trees as if

cooking for the wounded was going on, and the

idea occurred to me that there I could easily

learn the exact position of my proper people.

Once clear of my major and his polyglot
" Pelicans," the rest would be plain sailing.

My flank movement was easily effected,

and I suddenly found myself the Jiiost private

soldier on that field; there seemed to be
nobody else anywhere near. I passed a farm-

house which seemed to have been used as a

hospital, and where I picked up a Zouave
fez. Some cavalrymen were there, one of

whom advised me not to " go down there,"
,

but as he gave no special reason and did not

urge his views, I paid no heed to him, but

went on my way down a long barren slope,

ending at a small water-course at the bottom,

beyond which the ground rose abruptly and
was covered by small growth. The deepening

twilight and strange solitude about me, with

the remembrance of what had happened a
year ago on this same ground, made me feel

:

uncomfortably lonely. By this time I was
close to the stream, and while noting the lay of

the land on the opposite bank with regard to

* A recent letter from Lieutenant Rol)ert Ilealy, of
the writer's regiment, tlie I'ifty-fifth Virginia, says :

" Thursflay night we slept on our arms; Friday,
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THE "deep cut, from A SKETCH MADE IN

If this picture were extended a little to the left it would include

the Union monument. General Bradley T. Johnson, command-
ing a brigade in Jackson's old division, in his official report

describes Porter's assault on Saturday as follows :

" About 4 P. M. the movements of the enemy were suddenly
developed in a decided manner. They stormed my position,

deploying in the woods in brigade front and then charging in a

run, line after line, brigade after brigade, up the hill on the thicket

held by the Forty-eighth and the railroad cut occupied by the

Forty-second. . . . Before the railroad cut the fight was most
obstinate. I saw a Federal flag hold its position for half an hour
w4thin ten yards of a flag of one of the regiments in the cut, and

choice of a crossing-place, I became aware of

a man observing me from the end of the cut

above. I could not distinguish the color of

his uniform, but the crown of his hat tapered

suspiciously, I thought, and instinctively I

dropped the butt of my rifle to the ground
and reached behind me for a cartridge.

'• Come here !

" he called ;— his accent was
worse than his hat.

we charged a battery and took it, and in the evening got

considerably worsted in an engagement with the enemy
in a field on the left. Saturday morning we lay in

reserve in the edge of the woods (see Brocken-

brough's brigade on the map, page 617); about

half-past two o'clock we received urgent orders to

reenforce a portion of our line in the center, which
was about to give way. Wc proceeded at double-

quick to a point in the woods behind the deep cut,

where we formed line. . . . We came in sight of

the enemy when we had advanced a few yards, and

were saluted with cannon. \Ve jnishcd on, however,

to the old railroad cut, in which most of Jackson's

go down si.x or eight times; and after the fight one hundred dead
men were lying twenty yards from the cut, some of them within

two feet of it. TJie men fought until their ammunition was ex-

hausted and then threw stones. Lieutenant of the

battalion killed one with a stone, and I saw him after the fight

with his skull fractured. Dr. Richard P. Johnson, on my volun-

teer staff, having no arms of any kind, was obliged to have re-

course to this means of offense from the beginning. As line after

line surged up the hill time after time, led up by their officers,

they were dashed back on one another until the whole field was
covered with a confused mass of struggling, running, routed

Yankees."— Editor.

"Who are you?" I responded as I executed

the movement of " tear cartridge."

He laughed and said something,— evidently

not to me,— then invited me to " come and see."

Meanwhile I was trying to draw my rammer,

but this operation was arrested by the dry

click of several gunlocks, and I found myself

covered by half a dozen rifles, aiul my friend

of the steeple-crown, with less urbanity in his

troops lay. Tlie troops occupying tliis ]>lacc had
expended their ammunition and were defending

themselves with rocks . . . which seemed to have
been ])icked or blasted out of the bed of tlie railroad,

chips and slivers of stone which many were collecting

and others were throwing. Of course, such a defense

would have been overcome in a very short tirne, but

our arrival seemed to l)e almost simultaneous with

that of the enemy. We had ammunition (twenty

rounds to the man) and we attacked the enemy and
drove them headlong down the hill, across the valley

and over the hill into the woods, where we were
recalled bv Cleneral Starke.

—

Robert Ilealr.'^
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WITH sTuNI ^ AT THE EMBANKMENT NEAR THE "DEEP CUT."

intonation, called out to me to '' drop that."

In our brief intercourse he had acquired a

curious influence over me. I did so.

My captors were of Kearny's division, on
picket. They told me they thought I was
deserting until they saw me try to load. I

could not account for their being where they
were, and when they informed me that they
had Jackson surrounded and that he must
surrender next day, though I openly scouted
the notion, I must own the weight of evidence
seemed to be with them. The discussion of
this and kindred topics was continued until

a late hour that night with the sergeant of

the guard at Kearny's headquarters, where
I supi^ed in unwonted luxury on hard-tack
and " genuine " coffee, the sergeant explain-

ing that the fare was no better because of our
destruction of their supplies at the Junction.

Kearny's orderly gave me a blanket, and so 1

* Captain James II. Ilayncs, Fifty-fifth Vir^'inia

regiment, says he was on the skirmish line at ('haii-

tilly, in the eflge of a l^rushy place with a clcarinj^ in

front. It was rainin^j heavily and growing flark when
Kearny rode suddenly upon the line, and asked wliat

troops they were. Seeing his mistake, he turned and
started across the ojien ground to escape, l>ut was
fired on and killed. His iKidy was brought into the
lines and recognized T>y fjencral ,'\. I'. Hill, who said

passed the night. We were early astir in the

morning, (Aug. 30) and I saw Kearny as he
passed with his staff to the front,— a spare,

erect, military figure, looking every inch the

fighter he was — but with the shadow of his

doom hovering over him even then. He fell

three days later, killed by some of my own
brigade.*

Near Stone Bridge I found about five hun-
dred other prisoners, mostly stragglers picked

up along the line of our march. Here my
polite provost-sergeant turned me over, and
after drawing rations— hard-tack, and coffee

and sugar mixed— we took the road to Cen-
treville, having to stand a good deal of chaff

on the way at our forlorn appearance, for that

thoroughfare was thronged with troops, trains,

and batteries. We were a motley crowd
enough, certainly, and it did look as if our

friends in blue were having their return innings.

sadly, " Poor Keaniy! he deserved abetter death than

this.'"

The next day (Iciieral Lee ordered that theliody be
carried to the Federal lines, and in a note to (Icneral

l'o|)e he said: "Tlie body of (ieneral I'hilip Kearny
was brought from the field last night and he was
reported dead. I send it forward under a flag of truce,

thinking the possession of his remains may be a con-

solation to his family."—,/. C. A'.
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More than once that day as I thought of our

thin Hne back yonder, I wondered how the

boys were making it, for disturbing rumors

came to us as we lay in a field near Centre-

ville, exchanging rude badinage across the

cordon of sentries surrounding us. We receiv-

ed recruits from time to time who brought

the same unvarying story, "Jackson hard-

pressed— no news of Longstreet yet." (He
was there, but keeping silent.) So the day

wore on. Towards evening there was a

noticeable stir in the camps around us, much
riding to and fro of couriers and orderlies,

and now we thought we could hear more dis-

tinctly the deep-toned, jarring growl which had
interjected itself at intervals all the afternoon

through the trivial buzz about us. Watchful

of indications, we noted too that the drift of

wagons and ambulances was fro»i the battle-

field, and soon orders came for us to take the

road in the same direction. The cannonading
down the pike was sensibly nearer now, and

at times we could catch even the roll of mus-
ketry, and once we thought we could distin-

guish, faint and far off", a prolonged, murmurous
modulation of sound familiar to our ears as

the charging shout of the gray people— but
this may have been fancy. All the same, we
gave tongue to the cry, and shouts of " Long-
street ! Longstreet's at 'em, boys ! Hurrah for

Longstreet !
" went up from the column, while

the guards trudged beside us in sulky silence.

There is not much more to tell. An all-day

march on Sunday through rain and mud
brought us to Alexandria, where we were
locked up for the night in a cotton-factory.

Monday we embarked on a transport steamer,

and the next evening were off" Fort Monroe,
where we got news of Pope's defeat. I was
paroled and back in Richmond within ten

days of my capture, and then and there

learned how completely Jackson had eclipsed

his former fame on his baptismal battle-field.

Allen C. Redwood.

MEMORANDA ON THE CIVIL WAR.

Comments on General Grant'3 "Chattanooga."

IN The Century for November is a most valuable

and interesting article by General Grant on Chatta-

nooga. Written at a time when he was enfeebled, and

suffering intensely from a mortal malady, it has in it

some statements which are at variance with official

documents, and which may properly be attributed to

any cause other than a desire to do injustice to others

or to relate anything but facts. General Grant's descrip-

tion of the situation at Chattanooga at the time of his

arrival is graphic, and might be added to without exag-

geration. The condition of matters was known not

only to all officers of rank and intelligence in the Army
of the Cumberland, but was discussed among the sol-

diers, who expressed themselves as willing to starve

before giving up Chattanooga, which was all that

remained to them of the battle of Chickamauga. We
were in truth short of food, medicine, ammunition, and
clothing, and without prompt relief were rapidly drift-

ing to utter destruction as an army, and to terrible loss

of hfe.

On the 3d of October, 1863, having reported a day

or two before to General Rosecrans, I was assigned to

duty as chief engineer of the Army of the Cumber-
land, and it devolved on me as a part of my duty to lay

out and construct the fortifications so as to enable a

comparatively small force to hold the place, and also

to look out for the communications by which the army
was supplied. In the performance of that duty I was
actively engaged in building boats and material for

bridges, and was studying earnestly to find some way
of restoring our short line of communications lost by
the giving up of Lookout mountain and valley. I found

a most excellent company of volunteers styled " Mich-

igan Engineers and Mechanics," commanded by Captain

Fox. They, before my arrival, had set up a saw-mi!i,

and were engaged in making boats and flooring, etc.,

Vol. XXXI.— 64.

for military bridges. In pursuance of the one para-

mount necessity of finding some way of shortening our

distance to the railroad at Bridgeport, on the 19th of

October I started to make a personal examination of the

north side of the Tennessee River below Chattanooga.

The object was to find some point on the south side, the

holding of which would secure to us the river from

Bridgeport through the Raccoon Mountain, and the

short road in the valley from there to Chattanooga. On
returning unsuccessful in my search, to within about

five miles of Chattanooga, I saw before me on a bluff,

washed by the river, an earthwork in which was posted

a field-battery commanding a road through a break in

the hills on the opposite side, where had formerly been

established a ferry, known as Brown's Ferry. The
position struck me as worthy of close examination, and

learning from the commanding officer of tlie battery that

there was a tacit agreement that the pickets should not

fire on each other, I left my horse in the battery and

went down to the water's edge. There I spent an hour,

studying the character of the hills, the roadway through

the gorge, and marking and estimating the distances to

the fires of thepicket reserves of the enemy. I then rode

back to headquarters, to find that during my absence

General Rosecrans had been relieved from duty there

and General Thomas put in command of the army.

The next morning, October 20th, General Thomas
asked me what length of bridge material I had not in

use, and directed me to throw another bridge across

the river at Chattanooga. I asked him not to give the

order till he had heard my report of my examination

of the day before and had looked into a plan I had to

propose for opening the river to our steamboats, of

which there were two then partly disabled, but which

had not been repaired by me lest they should event-

ually serve the purposes of the enemy. After a discus-

sion which I think was finished in two days and by the

22d of October he gave his approval to the plan, and I
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went to work at once, he giving the necessary orders for

the cooperating movements from Bridgeport, which

were a vital part of the operations. After that there was

but one discussion between General Thomas and myself,

which was as to the relative time Hooker's column was

to move from Bridgeport. That took place after the

arri%-al of General Grant at Chattanooga, all others

ha\-ing been concluded before General Grant made his

appearance. Having now given my statement of the

condiuon of matters prior to the arrival of General

Grant, I will quote what General Grant says on the

subject in the paper to which I refer.

"The next dav we reached Chattanooga a little be-

fore dark. . . .'The next day, the 24th of October, I

staned out to make a personal inspection, taking Thomas
and Smith with me, besides most of the members of my
personal staff. We crossed to the north side of the river,

and moving to the north of detached spurs of hills,

reached the Tennessee at Brown's Ferry, some three

miles below Lookout Mountain, unobserved by the ene-

mv. Here we left our horses back from the river and
approached the water on foot. . . . That night I issued

orders for opening the route to Bridgeport — a cracker

line, as the soldiers appropriately turned it."

There is not a word in the above to indicate that

General Thomas had already approved a plan for open-

ing the route to Bridgeport, and issued the necessary

orders. I will now quote from the " Official Records "

to show that General Grant trusted too much to his

memory. The following dispatches from Assistant Sec-

retary of War Charles A. Dana, to Secretary Stanton,

give the situation before and after the arrival of General

Grant at Chattanooga. They are papers of record in

the War Department.

" Chattanoog.'\, October 23d. ToE. M. Stanton:
No change in the situation here. Ten days' rations on
hand. Thomas firmly resolved to hold at all events.

Rain heavy since midnight, and roads worse to-day than
yesterday.' An immediate movement for the occupation
of Raccoon Mountain and Lookout Valley is indispen-

sable, but Hooker, though ordered" [by Rosecrans] "ten
days since to concentrate his forces for the purpose, has
not done so, but waits, on the ground that his wagons
have not arrived from Nashville. The fact is that about
one hundred have arrived, and besides Thomas will not

aWrw him to take any -wagons at all in this movement. But
Hooker seems to show no zeal in the enterprise. It will
necessarily wait somewhat for the arrival of Grant, who
will get in before night. The interior line of fortifications

is so far advanced that General Smith tells me only one
day's work more is needed to make them tenable, and
the place temporarily safe with a garrison of ten thousand
men, though the works will still be far from finished.

The pontoons are donefor a bridge across to Lookout Valley
as soon as Hooker has entered into that position."

This dispatch shows that a move had been deter-

mined upon by Thomas both from Bridgeport and into

I>X)kout Valley by a bridge, before the arrival of Gen-

eral Grant, although Mr. Dana was in error in stating

that the bridge was to be thrown after the arrival of

Hooker in that valley, as is shown by this dispatch :

" Chattanooga, 10 a. m., October 24th. To E. M.
Stanton: Grant arrived last night, * • * He is just

going to rcconnoiter an important position which General
Smith has discovered at tnc mouth of Lookout Valley,

which will be occupied from here simultaneously with
Hooker's occupation of Raccoon Mountain. . .

."

Here it is shown that when Grant had been but

aboat twelve hours in Chattanooga, and before he had

even started on liis trijj to Brown's P'crry, Mr. Dana
had sketched to the Secretary of War the substance of

the whole movement. That General Thomas had, after

General Grant's arrival, to put before him the ])lan

which he had determined upon, and that General Grant's

approval was necessary, and that it was proper for

him to go to Brown's Ferry at once to see the posi-

tion before he gave his approval to it, cannot be gain-

said, but there is not the slightest reason for doubting

that Thomas would have made the same move with

the same men and with the same results, had General

Grant been in Louisville, from which place he tele-

graphed the order putting Thomas in command of ^

the Army of the Cumberland, General Grant does
!

not overstate the importance of this movement to the
,

army. It gave at once to the army food and clothing,
\

with forage for the animals which were yet left alive,
j

and last but not least, ammunition, of which General
\

Grant says the Union army had " not enough for a I

day's fighting." From being an army in a condition !

in which it could not retreat,— for as General Grant
j

says, " a retreat at that time would have been a ter- i

rible disaster," and " would have been attended with
]

the loss of all the artillery . . . and the annihilation

of that army itself either by capture or demoraliza-
,

tion,"— it became an army which, so soon as it was re-

enforced by the troops with Sherman, assumed the '

offensive, and under the leadership of General Grant !

helped to win the battle of Missionary Ridge, inflict-

ing a mortal blow upon the army under Bragg. General
;

Thomas was a man who observed strictly the proprieties
j

and courtesies of military life ; and had the plan " for 1

opening the route to Bridgeport," and the orders neces-

sary for its execution, emanated from General Grant, he

would hardly have noticed the subject in the following

words

:

" To Brigadier-General W. F. Smith, chief engineer,
should be accorded great praise for the ingenuity which
conceived, and the ability which executed the movement at

Brown's Ferry. The preparations were all made in secrecy,

as was also the boat expedition which passed under the

overhanging cliffs of Lookout, so much so that when the

bridge was thrown at Brown's Ferry, on the morning of

the 27th, the surprise was as great to the army within

Chattanooga as it was to the army besieging it from
without." [Vol. I., page 398, Van Home's " History of

the Army of the Cumberland."]

With some hesitation I will give a copy of a letter

from General Grant to the Secretary of War, which,

though speaking of me in possibly much too high

terms, is yet important in this connection from its

date. It was written two weeks after the opening of

the river, and two weeks before the battle of Mission-

ary Ridge. It could hardly have been written from

General Grant's previous knowledge of me, for he

says he " had no recollection of having met me, after

my" [his] " graduation, in 1843, up to this time,"—
the night of his arrival at Chattanooga— October 23,

1S63. It could not have been written because I had

shown zeal in establishing a saw-mill, making a steam-

boat or any amount of bridge material, nor yet because

I had commanded two brigades in a surprise attack

at Brown's Ferry. No other movement than the suc-

cessful opening of the river had been made from the

time of General Grant's arrival to the date of this letter.

Was it possible that it arose from any other reason

than that General Grant, appreciating fully the great

and prompt change in the condition of the army, aris-

ing from the opening of the river, had perhaps over

estimated the ability of the one who within his own

knowledge had planned the movement? Circum-
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stances afterward occurred to change the relations

between General Grant and myself, to which it is not

necessary to refer, and his opinion of me may and

probably did afterward undergo a change, but at the

time at which the letter was written there was some

striking reason which produced it

:

" Headquarters Military Division of the Miss.
" Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 12, 1863.

" Hon. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War.
"Sir: I would respectfully recommend that Briga-

dier-General William F. Smith be placed first on tlie list

for promotion to the rank of major-general. He is pos-

sessed of one of the clearest military heads in the army

—

is very practical and industrious — no man in the service

is better qualitied than he for our largest commands.
" I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obe-

dient servant, " U. S. Grant.
(O fficial

)

" M<ijor. General.

"Signed, Geo. K. Leet, Assistant Adiutant-General."

Not only is it due to the truth of history that this

evidence of General Grant's military appreciation of

the movement on Brown's Ferry should appear, but

it also establishes his generosity of character in giv-

ing credit where he felt it to be due.

At some future time I may have an opportunity of

doing justice to the memory of General George H.
Thomas, whose comparatively early death was so great

a loss to the country. The civil war developed no

higher character than his, viewed in all its aspects,

either as soldier or civilian. There are no clouds on

it to mar the brightness of his glory.

Wm. Farrar Smith.

NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.

Major J. L. Coker of Darlington, South Car-

olina, says of General Grant's description of the

fighting in Lookout Valley on the night of October

28-29, 1S63 : " The engagement of Wauhatchie, or

Lookout Valley, was of minor importance ; but it is

well to have errors corrected. General Geary's Fed-

eral division was not attacked by Longstreet's corps,

but by Jenkins's South Carolina brigade, commanded
by Colonel (afterwards General) John Bratton. No
other troops fired a shot at Geary's men that night.

The battle lasted about one hour and a half, and was
brought to a close on account of General Howard's
advance threatening Bratton's rear, and not by a Con-

federate stampede caused by & ' miile-ckarge^ in the

dark. When the order to retire was received, the brigade

was withdrawn in good order. The writer, acting

A. A. G. on Colonel Bratton's staff, was wounded and
taken from the field at the close of the battle, and did

not observe any disorder. General Howard was op-

posed by a small force, and made such progress that

Jenkins's brigade was in danger of being cut off from

the crossing over Lookout Creek. They were ordered

out when they seemed to be getting the better of Gen-
eral Geary, who was surprised by the night attack, and

no doubt thought himself ' greatly outnumbered,' and
reported himself attacked by a corps instead of a

brigade."

Lieutenant. J. S. Ostr.a.nder, formerly of the

Eighteenth U. S. Infantry, writing from Richmond,

Indiana, says : In General Grant's paper there is a

strange omission in describing the assault on Mis-

sionary Ridge. The General states that his order for

the assault was communicated to General Wood in

person and the assaulting column, consisting of the

divisions of Wood and Sheridan, at once moved and
carried the ridge. As a matter of fact, the signal to

advance was the firing of six guns from the battery on
Orchard Knob, and instead of two divisions the

assaulting column, counting from left to right, consisted

of four divisions,— Baird, Sheridan, Wood, and John-
son (less one brigade of Johnson's, left in the

trenches). The column moved in line, and to this day

it is an open question which division first crowned
the ridge."

Captain Benjamin F. Hegler of Attica, Indiana,

who was second in command of the Fifteenth Indiana,

in the assault on Missionary Ridge, writes : " General

Grant says of the assault on Missionary Ridge :

' The fire along the rebel line was terrific. Cannon
and musket balls filled the air ; but the damage done
was in small proportion to the ammunition used.'

" The inference might be that the assault, though
brilliant, was after all a rather harmless diversion.

The Fifteenth Indiana, of .Sheridan's division, started

up the ridge just to the left of Bragg's headquarters

with 337 officers and men, and lost 202 killed and
wounded, in just forty-five minutes, the time taken to

advance from the line of works at the foot of the ridge

and to carry the crest. This report I made officially

to General Sheridan near Chickamauga Creek the

morning after the battle."

General Leggett's Brigade before Vicksburg.

In my father's paper on "The Siege of Vicksburg,"

(September Century, page 760) a sentence reads

:

"At the point on the Jackson road in front of Ran-
som's brigade, a sap was run up to the enemy's parapet,
and by the 25th of June we had it undermined and the
mine charged.

"

This sentence should read :

"At three points on the Jackson road in front of
Leggett's brigade," etc., etc.

These mistakes were probably made by me in

copying my father's MS. Ransom commanded a di-

vision, and was not in Logan's command.
F. D. Grant.

[We have also received letters from General John
A. Logan and General M. D. Leggett calling attention

to this error. ]
—Editor.

The Rear-Guard after Malvern Hill.

A few days ago, in Switzerland, my attention was
called to a communication in the August number of

The Century, page 642, which falsifies history. It is

under the heading, " The Rear-Guard after Malvern

Hill," and is signed Henry E. Stnith. Mr. Smith

asserts that it was General Averell who commanded the

rear-guard, and that to .\verell, and not to Keyes, be-

longs the credit which General McClellan gives the

latter in his article in The Century of May last.

Mr. Smith cites authorities for his statements, and re-

fers to the " Official Records of the Rebellion," Vol.

XL, Part II., page 235, and to my report, page 193

same volume, in which he says there is " no mention

of Averell." It is not unreasonable to suppose that

Mr. Smith had read Gener.il McClcllan's and my re-

ports, since he refers to them, but it is certain that

he discredits both, and that he rejects my claim to

approval unceremoniously. General McClellan says
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in his book, " Report * * * of the Army of the Poto-

mac," etc, page 273 :

"The greater portion of the transportation of the

armv having been started for Harrison's Landing dur-

ing the night of the 30th of June and the first of July, the

order for the movement of the troops was at once issued

upon the final repulse of the enemy at Malvern Hill.

"The order prescribed a movement by the left and
rear, General Keves's corps to cover the manoeuvre. It

was not carried out in detail as regards the divisions on
the left, the roads being somewhat blocked by the rear

of our trains. Porter and Couch were not able to move
out as early as had been andcipated, and Porter found it

necessarv to place a rear-guard between his command
and the enemy. Colonel .Averell, of the Third Pennsyl-

vania cavalry,' was intrusted with this delicate duty. He
had under his command his own regiment and Lieu-
tenant-Colonel Buchanan's brigade of regular infantry

and one batter)-. By a judicious use of the resources at

his command, he deceived the enemy so as to cover the

withdrawal ofthe leftwing withoutbeing attacked, remain-
ing himself on the previous day's battle-field until about

7 o'clock of the 2d of July. Meandme General Keyes,
ha\-ing received his orders, commenced vigorous prepa-
radons for covering the movement of the entire army,
and protecting the trains. It being evident that the im-
mense number of wagons and artillery pertaining to the

army could not move with celerity along a single road.

General Keyes took advantage of every accident of the

ground to open new avenues, and to facilitate the move-
ment. He made preparations for obstructing the roads
after the army had passed so as to prevent any rapid
pursuit, destroying eflfectually Turkey Bridge, on the

main road, and rendering other roads and approaches
temporarily impassable, by felling trees across them.
He kept the trains well closed up, and directed the march
so that the troops could move on each side of the road,

not obstructing the passage, but being in good position to

repel an attack from any quarter. His dispositions were
so successful that, to use his own words :

' I do not think
that more vehicles, or more public property were aban-
doned on the march from Turkey Bridge than would
have been left, in the same state of the roads, if the army
had been moving toward the enemy, instead of away from
him," — and when it is understood that the carriages
and teams belonging to this army, stretched out in one
line, would extend not far from forty miles, the energy
and caution necessary for their safe withdrawal from the
presence of an enemy vastly superior in numbers, will

be appreciated, » * *
. Great credit must be awarded to

General Keyes for the skill and energy which character-
ized his performance of the important and delicate duties
intrusted to his charge."

The above extract defines General Averell's duties

on the field of Malvern, and gives him credit, and it is

equally distinct in reference to me, but General McClel-

lan's article in The Century for May is vague in its

expressions regarding the same subjects. As Mr.
Smith's article is historically erroneous, I trust you
will consider it just to give place to this explanation,

and to the following short account of" The Rear-Guard
after Malvern Hill."

After the battle of Malvern Hill, which was fought on
the 1st of July, 1862, the Army of the Potomac retired

to Harrison's Landing on the James River. Late in

the evening of that day I received orders from Adju-
tant-General Seth Williams tocommand the rear-guard.

I spent nearly the whole night making preparatory

arrangements ; dispatched a party to destroy Turkey
Bridge, with two of my aides, Jackson and Gibson, to

see that it was done promptly ; selected twenty-five

expert axe-men under Captain Clarke, Eighth Illinois

Cavalry, with orders to chop nearly through all the

large trees that lined the road below the bridge. All

my orders were well executed, and within fifteen min-

utes after the tail of the column passed, the Vjridge was
destroyed without blowing up, and the road blocked

\beyond the possibility of passage by wheels and cavalry,

and made difficult for infantry for several hours.

The force composing the rear-guard consisted of

Peck's division of infantry, and four batteries of artil-

lery of my own corps ; Gregg's Eighth Pennsylvania

Cavalry, and Farnesworth's Eighth Illinois Cavalry.

Averell's regiment of cavalry was also designated in

a dispatch sent me by Adjutant-General Williams, and
he may have taken part below the bridge, but I do
not remember to have seen him during the day.

The danger to the trains arose from the fact that

the narrow country roads were insufficient in number,
and their composition was mostly clay, which was soon

converted into mud by the torrents of rain which fell

nearly the whole day, and from the liability to attack

on the flank. The main road was skirted with woods
on the left the entire distance, which is about seven

miles from Turkey Bridge to Harrison's Landing.

The opposite side of the main road was open, and the

columns of troops could move parallel with the

wagons. When General W. F. Smith came along at
'

the head of his division, I was opposite an opening in

the woods at the highest point of the road. Smith
exclaimed to me : " Here's a good place for a battle !

"

" Would you like to have a fight? " said I. " Yes, just ;

here, and now !
" While the columns of troops were mov-

ing alongside the trains I felt no apprehension, but after

they had all passed there still remained in rear not less

than five hundred wagons struggling in the mud, and

it was not above ten minutes after the last vehicle had
entered the large field bordering the intended camp
when the enemy appeared and commenced a cannon-

ade upon us. Fortunately I had in position Miller's

and McCarthy's batteries, and they replied with such

effect that the attack was discontinued.

The anxiety at headquarters was such that I was

authorized, in case of necessity, to cut the traces and

drive the animals forward without their loads. Noth-

ing of that kind was done, and we saved all the wag-

ons except a small number that broke down and were

as necessarily abandoned as a vessel in a convoy

would be after it had sunk in the ocean.

About the middle of the day I received a note from

headquarters at Harrison's Landing, of which the fol-

lowing is a copy

:

" General : I have ordered back to your assistance

all the cavalry that can be raised here. It is of the ut-

most importance that we should save all our artillery,

and as many of our wagons as possible ; and the com-
manding general feels the utmost confidence that you
will do all that can be done to accomplish this. Permit
me to say that if you bring in everything you will accom-
plish a most signal and meritorious exploit, which the

commanding general will not fail to represent in its

proper light to the Department. Very respectfullv,
" (Signed) R. B. Ma'rcy,

^^" Brigadier-General Keyes. Chiefof Staff, July 2d."

General McClellan came out half a mile and met

me. I was engaged sending forward sheaves of wheats]

to fill the ruts in the road near camp, which were so
|

deep that in spite of all efforts to fill them, about 1200 !

wagons were parked for the night under guard out-
j

side. The general appeared well satisfied with what

had been done by the rear-guard, and after all the

proofs cited above, it is scarcely probable that he

made a mistake in the name of its commander.

D. Keyes.

Blangv, Seine-Inf6rieure, France, August 20, 1885.
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CAMPION.

I
PLACED a scarlet campion flower

In the wreathed tresses of my head.
" No damosel in hall or bower
Is fairer than my love," he said.

Years after, in a folded book,

I found a withered campion flower,

And paled with that swift backward look

That ghost-seers have at twilight hour.

O withered heart, O love long dead

!

" Poor faded flower that shone so fair,

Well suits thy phantom bloom," I said,

"With the white tresses of my hair."

Alice Williams Brotherton.

SHILOH REVIEWED.

BATTERY, FORWARD !

wenty-three years

ago the banks
of the Tennessee wit-

nessed a remarkable

occurrence. There
was a wage of battle.

Heavy blows were
given and received,

nd the challenger failed to make his cause good.

But there were peculiar circumstances which

distinguished the combat from other trials of

strength in the rebellion : An army compris-

ing seventy regiments of infantry, twenty

batteries of artillery, and a sufiiciency of cav-

Vy, lay for two weeks and more in isolated

mps, with a river in its rear and a hostile

aimy claimed to be superior in numbers
enty miles distant in its front, while the

I commander made his headquarters and passed

^i.Is nights nine miles away on the opposite

side of the river. It had no line or order of

battle, no defensive works of any sort, no
outposts, properly speaking, to give warning,

or check the advance of an enemy, and no
recognized head during the absence of the

regular commander. On a Saturday the hostile

force arrived and formed in order of battle, with-

VoL. XXXI.— 77.

out detection or hindrance, within a mile and a

half of the unguarded army, advanced upon it

the next morning, penetrated its disconnected

lines, assaulted its camps in front and flank,

drove its disjointed members successively from

position to position, capturing some and routing

others, in spite of much heroic individual resis-

tance, and steadily drew near the landing and

depot of its supplies in the pocket between

the river and an impassable creek. At the

moment near the close of the day when the

remnant of the retrograding army was driven

to refuge in the midst of its magazines, with

the triumphant enemy at half-gunshot distance,

the advance division of a reenforcing army

arrived on the opposite bank of the river,

crossed, and took position under fire at the

point of attack; the attacking force was

checked, and the battle ceased for the day.

The next morning at dawn the reenforcing

army and a fresh division belonging to the

defeated force advanced against the assailants,

followed or accompanied by such of the

broken columns of the previous day as had

not lost all cohesion, and after ten hours of

conflict drove the enemy from the captured

camps and the field of battle.
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GENER.\L THOMAS L. CRITTENDEN.
(from a photograph by BRADY.)

Such are the salient points in the popular
conception and historical record of the battle

ofShiloh. Scarcely less remarkable than the

facts themselves are the means bv which the

responsible actors in the critical drama have
endeavored to counteract them. At society

reunions and festive entertainments, in news-
paper interviews and dispatches, in letters

and contributions to periodicals, afterthought

official reports, biographies, memoirs, and
other popular sketches, the subject of Shiloh

from the first hour of the battle to the present

time has been invaded by pretensions and
exculpatory statements, which revive the

discussion only to confirm the memory of the

grave faults that brought an army into im-

minent peril. These defenses and assumptions,
starting first, apjjarently half suggested, in the
zeal of official attendants and other partisans,

were soon taken up more or less directly by
the persons in whose behalf they were put
forward ; anrl now it is virtually declared l)y

the principals themselves, that the Army of
the Ohio was an unnecessary intruder in the
battle, and that the blood of more than two
thousand of its mcml;ers shed on that field

was a gratuitous sacrifice.

With the origin of the animadversions that

were current at the time upon the conduct of
the battle, the .Army of the Ohio had little to

do, and it has not generally taken a willing

part in the subsequent discussion. They com-
menced in the ranks of the victims, and dur-

ing all the years that have given unwonted
influence to the names which they affected^

the witnesses of the first reports have without
show of prejudice or much reiteration firmly

adhered to their earlier testimony. It does
not impair the value of that testimony if

extreme examples were cited to illustrate the

general fact ; nor constitute a defense that

such examples were not the general rule. I

have myself, though many years ago, made
answer to the more formal pleas that con-

cerned the army which I commanded, and I

am now called upon in the same cause to

review the circumstances of my connection

with the battle, and investigate its condition

when it was taken up by the Army of the Ohio,

When by the separate or concurrent opera-

tions of the forces of the Department of the'

Missouri, commanded by General Halleck,j

and the Department of the Ohio, commanded
by myself, the Confederate line had beeni

broken, first at Mill Springs by General Thorn-

i

as, and afterward at Fort Henry and at Fortj

Donelson by General Grant and the navy,'

and Nashville and Middle Tennessee were
occupied by the Army of the Ohio, the shat-

tered forces of the enemy fell back for the for-

mation of a new line, and the Union armies!

prepared to follow for a fresh attack. It was]

apparent in advance that the Memphis andj

Charleston railroad between Memphis and|

Chattanooga would constitute the new line,]

and Corinth, the point of intersection of the,

Memphis and Charleston road running eastj

GENERAL THOMAS J. WOOD. (COPIED FROM AN ENGRAVING,
BY PERMISSION OF D. VAN NOSTRAND.)
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and west, and the Mobile and Ohio road run-

ning north and south, soon developed as the

main point of concentration.

While this new defense of the enemy and
the means of assailing it by the Union forces

were maturing, (ieneral Halleck's troops, for

the moment under the immediate command
of General C. F. Smith, were trans|)orted u])

the Tennessee by water to operate on the en-

emy's railroad communications. It was purely

an expeditionary service not intended for the

selection of a rendezvous or depot for future

operations. After some attempts to debark

at other points farther up the river, Pitts-

burg Landing was finally chosen as the most
eligible for the temporary object; but when
the concentration of the enemy at Corinth

made that the objective point of a deliberate

campaign, and the cooperation of General

Halleck's troops and mine was arranged. Sa-

vannah, on the east bank of the river, was
designated by Halleck as the point of rendez-

vous. This, though not as advisable a point

as Florence, or some point between Florence

and Eastport, was in a general sense proper.

It placed the concentration under the shelter

of the river and the gun-boats, and left the

combined force at liberty to choose its point

of crossing and line of attack.

On the restoration of General Grant to the

immediate command of the troops, and his

arrival at Savannah on the 17th of March,
he converted the expeditionary encampment
at Pittsburg Landing into the point of rendez-

vous of the two armies, by placing his whole
force on the west side of the river, appar-

rently on the advice of General Sherman, who,
with his division, was already there. Nothing
can be said upon any rule of military art or

common expediency to justify that arrange-

ment. An invading army may, indeed, as a

preliminary step, throw an inferior force in

advance upon the enemy's coast or across an
intervening river to secure a harbor or other

necessary foothold ; but in such a case the

first duty of the advanced force is to make it-

self secure by suitable works. Pittsburg Land-
ing was in no sense a point of such necessity

or desirability as to recjuire any risk, or anv
great expenditure of means for its occupation.

If the force established there was not safe

alone, it had no business there ; but having
been placed there, still less can any justifica-

tion be found for the neglect of all proper
means to make it secure against a superior

adversary. General Grant continued his head-
quarters at Savannah, leaving General Sher-

man with a sort of control at Pittsburg Land-
ing. Sherman's rank did not allow him the

command, but he was authorized to assign

the arriving regiments to brigades and divis-

ions as he might think best, and designate

the camping-grounds. In these and other

ways he exercised an important influence

upon the fate of the army.
The movement of the Army of the Ohio

from Nashville for the appointed junction,

was commenced on the night of the 15th of
March by a rapid march of cavalry to secure

the bridges in advance, which were then still

guarded by the enemy. It was followed on
the 1 6th and successive days by the infan-

GENERAL ALEXANDER McD. McCOOK.
(from a photograph by BRADY.)

try divisions, McCook being in advance with

instructions to move steadily forward ; to ford

the streams where they were fordable, and
when it was necessary to make repairs in the

roads, such as building bridges over streams

which were liable to frequent interruption by
high water, to lea\e only a sufficient working

party and guard for that purpose ; to use all

possible industry and energy, so as to move for-

ward steadily and as rapidly as possible without

forcing the march or straggling; and to send

forward at once to communicate with General

Smith at Savannah, and learn his situation.

When the cavalry reached Columbia the

bridge o\er Duck River was found in flames,

and the river at flood stage. General McCook
immediately commenced the construction of

a frame bridge, but finding, after several days,

that the work was progressing less rapidly

than had been expected, I ordered the build-

ing of a boat bridge also, and both were com-
pleted on the 30th. On the same day the

river became fordable. I arrived at Columbia
on the 26th. (ieneral Nelson succeeded in

getting a portion of his division across by
fording on the 29th, and was given the ad-
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GENERAL WILLIAM NELSON. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY BRADY.)

GcncraJ Nelson had an altercation with General Jeffer.son C. Davis in the Gait House, Louisville, Kentucky, on the morning of
September 29, 1862. General Davis shot General Nelson, who died almost instantly.

—

Editor.

vance. Most of his troops crossed bv fording

on the 30th. The other divisions followed

him on the march with intervals of six miles,

so as not to incommofle one another— in all

five divisions, about thirty-seven thousand
effective men. On the first day of April, Gen-
eral Halleck and Oeneral (irant were nrjtified

that I wouM concentrate at Savannah on

Sunday and Monday, the 6th and 7th, the

distance being ninety miles. On the 4th
Oeneral Nelson received notification from
Oeneral Grant that he need not hasten his

march, as he could not be put across the river

before the following Tuesday, but the rate of

march was not changed.
After seeing my divisions on the road, I
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left Columbia on the evening of the 3d, and
arrived at Savannah on the evening of the 5th

with my chief of staff and an orderly, leaving

the rest of my staff to follow rapidly with the

headquarters train. Nelson had already ar-

rived and gone into camp, and Crittenden

was close in his rear. We were there to form

a junction for the contemplated forward move-
ment under the command of General Halleck

in person, who was to leave St. Louis the

first of the following week to join us. Gen-

eral Grant had been at Nelson's camp be-

fore my arrival, and said he would send

boats for the division " Monday or Tuesday,

or some time early in the week." " There
will," he said, " be no fight at Pittsburg Land-
ing; we will have to go to Corinth, where the

rebels are fortified. If they come to attack

us we can whip them, as I have more than

twice as many troops as I had at Fort Donel-

son." I did not see General Grant that even-

ing—probably because he was at Pittsburg

Landing when I arrived, but he had made an
appointment to meet me next day.

We were finishing breakfast at Nelson's

camp Sunday morning, when the sound of

artillery was heard up the river. We knew
of no ground to apprehend a serious engage-
ment, but the troops were promptly prepared

to march, and I walked with my chief of stafi".

Colonel James B. Fry, to Grant's quarters at

Savannah, but he had started up the river. I

there saw General C. F. Smith, who was in

his bed sick, but apparently not dangerously
ill. He had no apprehension about a battle,

thought it an affair of outposts, and said that

Grant had sixty thousand men. This would
agree approximately with the estimate which
Grant himself made of his force, at Nelson's

camp.
As the firing continued, and increased in

volume, I determined to go to the scene of

action. Nelson only waited for the services

of a guide to march by land. The river bot-

tom between Savannah and Pittsburg Landing
was a labyrinth of roads from which the over-

flows had obliterated all recent signs of travel,

and left them impassable except in certain

places, and it was with great difficulty that a

guide could be obtained. The artillery had to

be left behind to be transported by water. After

disposing of these matters and sending orders
for the rear divisions to push forward with-

out their trains, I took a small steamer at the
Landing and proceeded up the river, accom-
panied only by my chief of staff. On the way
we were met by a descending steamer which
came alongside- and delivered a letter from
General Grant addressed to the " Command-
ing Officer, advanced forces, near Pittsburg,

Tenn.," and couched in the following words :

Vol. XXXI.— 78.

" Pittsburg, April 6, 1862.— Gen. : The attack on
my forces has been very spirited since early this morn-
ing. The appearance of fresh troops on the field now
would have a powerful effect, both by inspiring our
men and disheartening the enemy. If you will get
upon the field, leaving all your baggage on the east
bank of the river, it will be a move to our advantage,
and possibly save the tlay to us. The rebel forces are
estimated at over one hundred thousand men. My
headquarters will be in the log building on the top of
the hill, where you will be furnished a staff-olTicer to

guide you to your place on the field.

" Respectfully, &c. U. S. Grant, Maj.-Geh."

About half-way up we met a stream of
fugitives that poured in a constantly swelHng
current along the west bank of the river. The
mouth of Snake Creek was full of them swim-
ming across. We arrived at the Landing about
one o'clock. I inquired for General Grant and
was informed that he was on his headquarters
boat, nearly against which we had landed. I

went on board, and was met by him at the

door of the ladies' cabin, in which there were
besides himself two or three members of his

staff. Other officers may have entered after-

ward. He appeared to realize that he was beset

by a pressing danger, and manifested by man-
ner more than in words that he was relieved by
my arrival as indicating the near approach of

succor ; but there was nothing in his deport-

ment that the circumstances would not have
justified without disparagementto the character

of a courageous soldier. Certainly there was
none of that masterly confidence which has
since been assumed with reference to the oc-

casion. After the first salutation, and as I

walked to a seat, he remarked that he had
just come in from the front, and held up his

sword to call my attention to an indentation,

which he said the scabbard had received from
a shot. I did not particularly notice it, and
after inquiring about the progress of the bat-

tle and requesting him to send steamers to

bring up Crittenden's division, which was
coming into Savannah as I lefi, I proposed
that we should go ashore. As we reached the

gangway I noticed that the horses of himself

and his staff" were being taken ashore. He
mounted and rode away, while I walked up
the hill; so that I saw him no more until the

attack occurred at the Landing late in the

evening. I state these particulars of our meet-

ing with so much detail because a totally

incorrect version of the place, manner, and
substance of the interviewhasbeen used to give

a false impression of the state of the battle,

and a false coloring to personal traits which
are assumed to have had the issue in control.

On the shore I encountered a scene which
has often been described. The face of the bluff

was crowded with stragglers from the battle.

The number there at different hours has been
estimated at from five thousand in the mom-
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ing to fifteen thousand in the evening. The
number at nightfall would not have fallen short

of fifteen thousand, including those who had
passed down the river, and the less callous

but still broken and demoralized fragments

about the camps on the plateau near the

landing. At the top of the bluff all was con-

fusion. Men mounted and on foot, and wag-

ons with their teams and excited drivers, all

struggling to force their way closer to the

river, were mixed up in apparently inextricable

confusion with a battery of artillery which
was standing in park without men or horses

to man or move it. The increasing throng

already presented a barrier which it was evi-

dently necessary to remove, in order to make
way for the passage of my troops when they

should arrive. In looking about for assistance

I fell upon one oflficer, the quartermaster of

an Ohio regiment, who preserved his senses,

and was anxious to do something to abate

the disorder. I instructed him to take con-

trol of the teams, and move them down the

hill by a side road which led to the narrow
bottom below the landing, and there park

them. He went to work with alacrity and the

efficiency of a strong will, and succeeded in

clearing the ground of the wagons. It proved
before night to have been a more important

service than I had expected, for it not only

Oj>ened the way for Nelson's division, but

extricated the artillery and made it possible to

get it into action when the attack occurred at

the Landing about sunset.

It is now time to glance at the circum-

stances which had brought about and were

urging on the state of affairs here imperfectly

portrayed.

Upon learning on the 2d of April of the

advance of the Army of the Ohio toward

Savannah, General Sidney Johnston deter-

mined to anticipate the junction of that army

with General Grant's force, by attacking the

latter, and at once gave orders for the move-
ment of his troops on the following day. It

was his expectation to reach the front of the

army at Pittsburg Landing on Friday, the

4th, and make the attack at daylight on Sat-

urday ; but the condition of the roads, and

some confusion in the execution of orders, pre-

vented him from getting into position for the

attack until three o'clock on Saturday. This

delay and an indiscreet reconnoissance which

brought on a sharp engagement with the Fed-

eral pickets, rendered it so improbable that the

Union commander would not be prepared for

the attack, that General Beauregard advised the

abandonment of the enterprise, to the success

of which a surprise was deemed to be essen-

tial. General Johnston overruled the proposi-

tion, however, and the attack was ordered

for the following morning. The army was
drawn up in three parallel lines, covering the

front of the Federal position. Hardee com-
manded the first line, Bragg the second, and
Polk and Breckinridge the third, the latter

being intended as a reserve.
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The locality on which the storm of battle

was about to burst has often been described

with more or less of inaccuracy or incom-

pleteness. It is an undulating table-land,

quite broken in places, elevated a hundred
feet or thereabout above the river ; an irreg-

ulartriangle in outline, nearly equilateral, with

the sides four miles long, bordered on the east

by the river, which here runs nearly due north,

on the north-west by Snake Creek and its trib-

utary, Owl Creek, and on the south, or south-

west, by a range of hills which immediately

border Lick Creek on the north bank, two
hundred feet or more in height, and sloping

gradually toward the battle-field. In these

hills rise the eastern tributaries of Owl Creek,

one of them, called Oak Creek, extending half-

way across the front or south side of the bat-

tle-field, and interlocking with a ravine called

Locust Grove Creek, which runs in the oppo-
site direction into Lick Creek a mile from its

mouth. Other short, deep ravines start from

the table-land and empty into the river, the

principal among them being Dill's Branch, six

hundred yards above the Landing. Midway
in the front, at the foot of the Lick Creek hills,

start a number of surface drains which soon
unite in somewhat difficult ravines and form
Tillman's Creek, or Brier Creek. It runs al-

most due north, a mile and a quarter from the

river, in a deep hollow, which divides the table-

land into two main ridges, Tillman's Creek
empties into Owl Creek half a mile above the

Snake Creek bridge by which the division of

Lew. Wallace arrived. Short, abrupt ravines

break from the main ridges into Tillman's

Hollow, and the broad surface of the west

ridge is further broken by larger branches

which empty into Owl Creek. Tillman's Hol-
low, only about a mile long, is a marked fea-

ture in the topography, and is identified with

some important incidents of the battle.

Pittsburg Landing is three-quarters of a

mile above the mouth of Snake Creek, and
two and a quarter miles below the mouth of

Lick Creek. Shiloh Church is on Oak Creek
two miles and a half south-west of Pittsburg

Landing. The table-land comes up boldly to

the river at the Landing and for a mile south.

Beyond those limits the river bends away from
the high land, and the bottom gradually widens.

The principal roads are the River road, as

it will here be called, which crosses Snake
Creek at the bridge before mentioned, and
running a mile west of Pittsburg Landing,
obliquely along the ridge east of Tillman's

Creek, crosses Lick Creek three quarters of a
mile from the river at the east end of the Lick

Creek hills ; the Hamburg and Purdy road,

which branches from the River road a mile
and two-thirds in a straight line south of

Pittsburg Landing, and extends north-west
four hundred yards north of Shiloh Church

;

and two roads that start at the Landing, cross

the River road two-thirds of a mile apart, and
also cross or run into the Hamburg and
Purdy road nearly opposite the church. In

the official reports these various roads are

called with some confusion, but not altogether

inaccurately, Crump's Landing road, Ham-
burg road, Corinth road or Purdy road, even
over the same space, according to the idea
of the writer. The Corinth road from the
Landing has two principal branches. The
western branch passes by the church, and
the eastern passes a mile east of the church
into the Bark road, which extends along the

crest of the Lick Creek hills. The military

maps show many other roads, some of them
farm-roads, and some only well-worn tracks

made in hauling for the troops. In some
places the old roads were quite obliterated,

and are improperly represented on the maps,
as in the case of the River road, which is not
shown on the official map between McArthur's
and Hurlbut's headquarters, immediately west
of the Landing. It is shown on Sherman's
camp map, and its existence is not doubtful.

At the time of the battle, much the largest

part of the ground was in forest, sometimes
open, sometimes almost impenetrable for

horsemen, with occasional cleared fields of

from twenty to eighty acres ; and these varia-

tions operated in a signal manner upon the

fortune of the combatants. There was not a

cleared field within the limits of the battle

that has not its history.

We may now locate the troops in their

encampments, for there is where the battle

found them, and its currents and eddies will

frequently be discovered by the reference to

certain camps in the official reports. The
camp map which I received from General
Sherman will serve as a useful guide, subject

to some necessary modifications, to make a

field sketch agree with an actual survey. But
the regimental camps did not always conform
to the lines laid down for the brigades and
divisions. Sometimes they were in front, some-
times in rear of the general line. I have not
pretended generally to introduce these varia-

tions into the map which I have prepared to

accompany this article.

Starting at the Landing, we find the Second
Division, commanded by W. H. L. Wallace, in

the space bounded l)y the river. Snake Creek,

the Ri\er road, and the right-hand road leading

west from the Landing. Along that roatl are,

in this order, the camps of the Twelfth, Sev-

enth, Fourteenth and Second Iowa, and the

Fifty-second and Ninth Illinois. At the point

where that road crosses the River road.
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in the south-west angle of the in-

tersection, are the headquarters of

Creneral McArthur. On the east side

of the River road, north of McArthur
are, first, the Fourteenth Missouri,

called '• Birge's Sharpshooters" (not

on the Sherman camp map), and
next the Eighty-first Ohio. The Six-

teenth Wisconsin has been assigned

to Prentiss's division since the Sher-

man map was made, and the Thir-

teenth ^Iissouri has probably taken
that ground. All these points are

particularly mentioned in the reports

of the battle and have been verified.

On the left-hand road where it

crosses the River road, three-quar-

ters of a mile from the Landing, is

the Fourth Division (Hurlbut's), its

Third Brigade between the road and
the river, and the line of the two
other brigades bearing off to the
north-west. I have located the Third
Iowa, of that division, on the ground
just in front of which Crittenden's
division was first formed in line Mon-
day morning, because it was stated

to me at the time that General Pren-
tiss was killed at that camp ; the fact

being that near that point Prentiss

was captured and W. H. L.Wallace
mortally wounded.
At the fork of the River road and

the Hamburg and Purdy road, is the
camp of Sherman's Second Brigade,
commanded by Colonel Stuart, two
miles from the division to which it

belongs, and one mile from Hurlbut's
division. On both sides of the east-

em Corinth road half a mile south
of the Hamburg and Purdy road, is

Prentiss's division (the Sixth) of two
brigades. It is not shown on the
Sherman map. Stretching across the
western Corinth road at the Church,
along Oak Creek, are the other three
brigades of the Fifth Division (.Sher-

man's)— Hildebrand's brigade being
on the east side of the road, Buck-
land's next on the west side, and
McDowell's next on Buckland's right.

Only one regiment (the Sixth Iowa)
of .McDowell's brigade is shown on
the Sherman maj>.

The official reports and other
authority locate the First Division
(McClemand's) as follows: 'ihe
right of the Third lirigarle is at the
point where the western Corinth
road cro.sses the Hamburg and
Purdy road, five hundred yarrls
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from the church, and
the left is two hundred
yards from Hildebrand's

brigade, which is thus

obhquely in its front.

The other two brigades,

on a general line start-

ing from the right of

the Third, form an

obtuse angle with the

Third, and are along

the ridge nearly paral-

lel with Tillman's Creek,

the extreme right being

not far from the bluff

overlooking Owl Creek
bottom. The First Bri-

gade is on the east side

of the adjacent field

instead of the west side,

as the Sherman map,
according to the road,

would seem to place it,

though that map does

not show the field. It

remains to be added
that three of the five

divisions were for that

period of the war old

and experienced troops.

Hurlbut's Third Brigade

belonged to the Army
of the Ohio, and had
been sent to reenforce

Grant before Donelson.

Eight other regiments

were furnished by me
for the first movement
up the Tennessee, and
remained with Grant's

army. Sherman's divis-

ion, one of the newest,

had been under his

command more than a

month, and ought to

have been in a tolerably

efficient state of discip-

line. Prentiss's division,

composed largely of

raw regiments, had only

been organized a few

days ; yet it was posted

in the most exposed
and assailable point on
the front. The effective

force at the date of the

battle, exclusive of Lew.
Wallace's division.which

was at or near Crump's
Landing, six miles be-

low, is stated by Gen-
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eral Sherman at 32,000 men; by General

Grant at 33,000. General Wallace left two
regiments of his division and a piece of artil-

lerv" at Crump's Landing, and joined the army
Sunday evening, with, as he states, not more
than 5000 men.

I proceed now, in the light of the official

reports and other evidence, to explain briefly

what happened : the object being not so much
to criticise the manner of the battle, or give a

detailed description of it, as to trace it to its

actual condition at the close of the first day,

and outline its progress during the second.

With this object the question of a surprise has

little to do. I stop, therefore, only to remark
that each revival of that question has placed

the fact in a more glaring light. The enemy
was known to be at hand, but no adequate

steps were taken to ascertain in what force or

with what design. The call to arms blended

with the crash of the assault, and when the

whole forest on the rising ground in front

flashed with the gleam of bayonets, then Gen-
eral Sherman, as he reports, " became satis-

fied for the first time that the enemy designed

a determined attack." Yet among the more
watchful officers in the front divisions, there

was a nervous feeling that their superiors were
not giving due heed to the presence of hostile

reconnoitering parties, though they little imag-

ined the magnitude of the danger that im-

pended. On Saturday General Sherman was
notified of these parties. He answered that

the pickets must be strengthened, and instruct-

ed to be vigilant ; that he was embarrassed
for the want of cavalry ; his cavalry had been
ordered away, and the cavalry he was to have
instead had not arrived ; as soon as they re-

ported he would send them to the front and
find out what was there. In one of his bri-

gades the regimental commanders held a con-
sultation, at which it was determined to

strengthen the pickets. These are curious rev-

elations to a soldier's ear.

Prentiss's vigilance gave the first warning
of the actual danger, and in fact commenced
the contest. On Saturday, disfjuieted by the

frequent appearance of the enemy's cavalry,

he increased his pickets, though he had no
evidence of the presence of a large force.

Early Sunday morning one of these picket-

guards, startled no doubt by the hum of forty

thousand men half a mile distant, waking up
for battle, went forward to ascertain the cause,

and soon came uj^on the enemy's pickets,

which it promptly attacked. It was then a

quarter-f)ast five o'clock, and all things being
ready, the Confederate general, accepting the

signal of the ]>ickets, at once gave the order

to advance. Previously, however, General
Prentiss, still ajjprehensive, had sent forward

Colonel Moore of the Twenty-first Miss-
ouri, with five companies to strengthen the

picket-guard. On the way out Colonel Moore
met the guard returning to camp with a num-
ber of its men killed and wounded. Sending
the latter on to camp and calling for the re-

maining companies of his regiment, he pro-

ceeded to the front in time to take a good
position on the border of a cleared field and
open fire upon the enemy's skirmishers, check-
ing them for a while; but the main body
forced him back upon the division with a con-
siderable list of wounded, himself among the

number. All this occurred in front of Sher-

man's camp, not in front of Prentiss's. This
spirited beginning, unexpected on both sides,

gave the first alarm to the divisions of Sher-

man and Prentiss. The latter promptly formed
his division at the first news from the front,

and moved a quarter of a mile in advance of

his camp, where he was attacked before Sher-

man was under arms. He held his position

until the enemy on his right passed him in at-

tacking Sherman, whose left regiment imme-
diately broke into rout. He then retired in

some disorder, renewing the resistance in his

camp but forced back in still greater disorder,

until at nine o'clock he came upon the line

which Hurlbut and W. H. L. Wallace were
forming half a mile in rear.

Upon the first alarm in his camp, which
was simultaneous with the attack upon Sher-

man, McClernand rapidly got under arms,

and endeavored to support Sherman's left

with his Third Brigade, only two hundred
yards in rear, while he placed his First and
Second Brigades in inverted order still farther

to the rear and left, to oppose the enemy's

columns pouring in upon his left flank through
the opening on Sherman's left ; but his Third
Brigade was forced back with the fugitives

from Sherman's broken line by the advancing
enemy, and endeavored with only partial

success to form on the right of McClernand's
line, which at first was formed with the left a

little south, and the center north of the Cor-

inth road. Before the formation was com-
pleted the line was compelled to retire by the

pressure on its front and left flank, with the

loss of six pieces of artillery, but it re-formed

three hundred yards in rear.

Hildel)rand's brigade had now disappeared

in complete disorder from the front, leaving

three pieces of artillery in the hands of the

enemy. Buckland formed promptly at the

first alarm, and in order to keep the enemy
back endeavored by Sherman's direction to

throw a regiment beyond Oak Creek, which
covered his front at a distance of two hun-

dred yards, but on reaching the brow of the

lov/ hill Ixjrdcring the stream the enemy was
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encountered on the hither side. Nevertheless

the brigade resisted eftectively for about two
hours the efforts of the assailants to cross the

boggy stream in force. The enemy suffered

great loss in these efforts, but succeeded at

last. Before being quite forced back, Buckland
received orders from Sherman to form line

on the Purdy road four hundred yards in

rear, to connect with McClernand's right.

Orders were also given to McDowell, who
had not yet been engaged, to close to the

left on the same line. These orders were in

effect defeated in both cases, and five pieces

of artillery lost by faults in the execution and
the rapid advance of the enemy. Sherman's

division as an organized body disappeared

from the field from this time until the close of

the day. McDowell's brigade preserved a

sort of identity for a while. Sherman reports

that at "about 10:30 a. m. the enemy had
made a furious attack on General McCler-
nand's whole front. Finding him pressed,

I moved McDowell's brigade against the

left flank of the enemy, forced him back
some distance, and then directed the men to

avail themselves of every cover—trees, fallen

timber, and a wooded valley to our right."

It sounds like the signal to disperse, and
a little after one o'clock the brigade and
regiments are seen no more. Some frag-

ments of the division and the commander
himself attached themselves to McClernand's
command, which now, owing to its compo-
site and irregular organization, could hardly

be denominated a division.

The contest which raged in McClernand's
camp was of a fluctuating character. The
ground was lost and won more than once,

but each ebb and flow of the struggle left the

Union side in a worse condition. In his fifth

position McClernand was driven to the camp
of his First Brigade, half of his command
facing to the south and half to the west, to

meet the converging attack of the enemy.
His nominal connection with the left wing of

the army across the head of Tillman's Hol-
low had been severed, by the dispersion or

defeat of the detached commands that formed
it. Another reverse to his thinned ranks would
drive him over the bluff into Owl Creek bot-

tom, and perhaps cut him off from the river.

He determined, therefore, between two and
three o'clock to retire across Tillman's Hollow
in the direction of the Landing. That move-
ment was eftected with a good deal of ir-

regularity, but with the repulse of a small

body of pursuing cavalry, and a new line was
formed on the opposite ridge along the River
road, north of Hurll)ut's headcjuarters. I shall

have occasion farther along to remark upon
the display of force on the right of this line in

the vicinity of McArthur's headquarters. 'I'he

movement must have been completed about
three o'clock. Leaving the right wing, as it

may be called, in this position prior to the at-

tack of four o'clock, which drove it still farther

back, we will return to the current of events in

the left wing.

With Stuart on the extreme left, as with the
other commanders, the presence of the enemy
was the first warning of danger. He was soon
compelled to fall back from his camp to a
new position, and presently again to a third,

which located him on the prolongation and
extreme left of the line formed by Hurlbut
and W. H. L. Wallace, but without having
any connection with it. As soon as the first

advance of the enemy was known, these two
commanders were called upon by those in

front for support. In the absence of a com-
mon superior it was sent forward by regiments
or brigades in such manner as seemed proper
to the officer appealed to, and after that was
left to its own devices. It seldom formed the

connection desired, or came under the direc-

tion of a common superior. Indeed, the want
of cohesion and concert in the Union ranks,

is conspicuously indicated in the official re-

ports. A regiment is rarely overcome in front,

but falls back because the regiment on its

right or left has done so, and exposed its

flank. It continues its backward movement
at least until it is well under shelter, thus

exposing the flank of its neighbor, who then

must also needs fall back. Once in operation,

the process repeats itself indefinitely. In a

broken and covered country which affords

occasional rallying points and obstructs the

pursuit, it proceeds step by step. On an open
field in the presence of light artillery and cav-

alry, it would run rapidly into general rout.

This outflanking, so common in the Union
reports at Shiloh, is not a mere excuse of the

inferior commanders. It is the practical con-

sequence of the absence of a common head,

and the judicious use of reserves to counter-

act partial reverses and preserve the front of

battle. The want of a general direction is

seen also in the distribution of Hurlbut's and
Wallace's divisions. Hurlbut sent a brigade

under Colonel Veatch, to support Sherman's

left; Wallacesent one under General McArthur
to the opposite extreme to support Stuart ; and
the two remaining brigades of each were be-

tween the extremes— Wallace on Veatch's

left but not in connection with it, and Hurl-

but on McArthur's right, also without con-

nection. Stuart himself with his brigade was
two miles to the left of Sherman's division to

which he belonged. When the three Confeder-

ate lines were brought together successively at

the front, there was, of course, a great apparent
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mingling of organizations ; but it was not in

their case attended with the confusion that

might be supposed, because each division area
was thereby suppHed with a triple complement
of brigade and di^•ision otlicers, and the whole
front was under the close supervision of four
remarkably etficient corps commanders. The
evils of disjointed command are plainly to be
seen in the arrangement of the Federal line,

but the position of the left wing after the
forced correction of the first faulty disposition

of Hurlbut's brigades was exceedingly strong,
and in the center was held without a break
against oft-repeated assaults from nine o'clock
until five o'clock. From twelve until two it

was identical with the second position taken
by Nelson and Crittenden on Monday, and it

was equally formidable against attack from
both directions. Its peculiar feature consisted
in a wood in the center, with a thick under-
growth, flanked on either side by open fields,

and with open but sheltering woods in front
and rear. The Confederates gave the name of
Hornets' Nest to the thicket part of it on Sun-
day, and it was in the open ground on the east
flank that General Sidney Johnston was killed.

On this line, between and under the shelter
of Hurlbut and W. H. L. Wallace, Prentiss ral-

lied a considerable force, perhaps a thousand
men, of his routed division at nine o'clock, and
fought stubbornly until near the close of the
day. By three o'clock the withdrawal of the
right wing, accompanied by Veatch's brigade,
exposed Wallace's right flank, which also par-
tially crumbled away ; and the retirement of
Stuart about the same hour before the strong
attack brought against him, and of Hurlbut at
four o'clock under the same powerful pressure
upon his left flank, left Prentiss, and Wallace
with his remaining regiments isolated and un-
supported. Still they held their ground while
the enemy closed upon eachflank. As they were
about being completely enveloped,Wallace en-
deavored to extricate his command, and was
mortally wounded in theattemptatfive o'clock.
Some of his regiments under Colonel Tuttle
fought their way through the cross-fire of the
contracting lines of the enemy, but six regi-
ments of the two divisions held fast until the
encompassment was complete, and one by one
with Prentiss, between half-past five and six
o'clock, they were forced to surrender. This
gallant resistance, and the delay caused by the
necessary disposition of the captives, weakened
the force of the attack which McClernand sus-
tained in his seventh position on the River
road at four o'clock, and retanled the onward
movement of the enemy for nearly three
hours after the retirement of the right wing
from the west side of 'i'illman's Creek.

Before the incumbrance of their success

was entirely put out of the way the Confed-
erates pressed forward to complete a seemingly
assured victory, but it was too late. Jackson's
brigade, and the Ninth and Tenth Mississippi
of Chalmers's brigade crossed Dill's ravine,
and their artillery on the south side swept the
bluff" at the landing, the missiles falling into
the river far beyond. Huribut had hurriedly
got into line in rear of the reserve artillery
five hundred yards from the river, but from
there to the Landing there was not a soldier
in ranks or any organized means of defense.
Just as the danger was perceived Colonel
Webster, Grant's chief of artillery, rapidly ap-
proached Colonel Fry and myself The idea
of getting the battery which was standing in
park into action was expressed simultaneously
by the three, and was promptly executed by
Colonel Webster's immediate exertion. Gen-
eral Grant came up a few minutes later, and
a member of his escort was killed in that posi-
tion. Chalmers's skirmishers approached to
within one hundred yards of the battery. The
number in view was not large, but the gun-
ners were already abandoning their pieces,
when Ammen's brigade, accompanied by
Nelson, came into action. The attack was re-
pelled, and the engagement ended for the day.

In his report of April 9, to General Halleck,
General Grant says of this incident

:

" At a late hour in the afternoon a desperate effort
was made by the enemy to turn our left and get pos-
session of the landing, transports, &c. This point
was guarded by the gun-boats Tyler and Lexington,
Captains Gwin and Shirk, U. S. Navy, commanding,
four twenty-pounder Parrott guns, and a battery of ri-
fled guns. As there is a deep and impassable ravine for
artillery or cavalry, and very difficult for infantry, at
this point, no troops were stationed here, except the
necessary artillerists and a small infantry force for
their support. Just at this moment the advance of
Maj.-Gen. Buell's column (a part of the division under
General Nelson) arrived, the two generals named both
being present. An advance was immediately made
upon the point of attack and the enemy soon driven
back. In this repulse, much is due to the presence of
the gun-boats Tyler and Lexington, and their able
commanders, Captains Gwin and Shirk."

My own official report is to the same effect.

In a calm review of the batde, not unfriendly
to General Grant, and written some years
after the occurrence. General Hurlbut said :

"About six p. m. this movement (for a final attack
at the Landing) was reported to General Hurlbut. He
at once took measures to change the front of two reg-
iments, or parts of regiments, of which the Fifty-fifth
Illinois was one, and to turn six jiieces of artillery to
bear upon the point of danger. At that instant, he be-
ing near the head of the Landing road, General Grant
came up from the river, closely followed by Ammen's
brigade of Nelson's division. Information of the ex-
pected attack was promptly given, and two of Ammen's
regiments deployed into line, moved rapidly forward,
and after a {cvf sharp exchanges of volleys from them,
the enemy fell back, and the bloody series of engage-
ments of Sunday at Pittsburg Landing closed with
that last repulse."
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PITTSBURG LANDING. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN A FEW DAYS AFTER THE BATTLE.)

Of the six transports, the one farthest up stream, on the right, is the Tycoon, which was dispatched by the Cincinnati Branch of the
Sanitary Commission with stores for the wounded. The next steamer, lower down, is the Tigress, which was General

Grant's headquarters boat. On the opposite side of the river is seen the gun-boat Tyler.—Editor.

The reports of all the officers who took part

in the action at the Landing, Nelson, Ammen,
and the regimental commanders, fully sustain

the main point in these accounts, and are totally

at variance with General Grant's statement in

his Century article. I have myself never de-

scribed the attack at the Landing as "a desper-

ate effort " ofthe enemy ; but I havesaid that the

condition of affairs at that point made the occa-

sion critical. We know from the Confederate
reports that the attack was undertaken by Jack-
son's and Chalmers's brigades as above stated

;

that the reserve artillery could effect nothing
against the attacking force under the shelter of
Dill's ravine ; that the fire of the gun-boats was
equally harmless on account of the elevation

which it was necessary to give the guns in

order to clear the top of the bluff; and that

the final assault, owing to the show of resist-

ance, was delayed. Jackson's brigade made
its advance without cartridges. When they
came to the crest of the hill and found the

artillery supported by infantry, they shrank
from the assault with bayonets alone, and
Jackson went in search of cooperation and

Vol. XXXI.— 79.

support. In the meantime the attack was
superseded by the order of the Confederate
commander calling off his troops for the

night. The attack was poorly organized, but

it ^\•as not repelled until Ammen arri\ed, and
it cannot be affirmed under the circumstances

that the action of his brigade in delaying

and repelling the enemy was not of the most
vital importance. Had the attack been made
before Nelson could arri\e, with the means
which the enemy had abundantly at hand, it

would have succeeded beyond all question.

As fast as Nelson's division arrived it was
formed in line of battle in front of Grant's

troops, pickets were thrown across Dill's ra-

vine, and the dawn of another day was
awaited to begin the second stage in the bat-

tle; or speaking more correctly, to fight the

secondbattleof Shiloh. Let usinthe meantime
examine more in detail the condition in which
the first day had left General Grant's command,
and its prospects unaided for the morrow.

The evidence relied upon to refute the ac-

cepted belief in the critical condition of
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PITTSBURG LANDING, VIEWED FROM THE FERRY LANDING ON THE OPPOSITE SHORE. (FROM A RECENT PHOTOGRAPH.)

General Grant's command on Sunday evening
is of two sorts : tirst, the official jfiap, as it is

called, and second, the personal statements

and assumptions of General Grant and Gen-
eral Sherman. I shall examine these data upon
the evidence of the official reports and my own
observation.

The official map was prepared after the ar-

rival of General Halleck at Pittsburg Landing,
by his topographical engineer. General Thorn.
The topographical part of it was made from
an approximate survey, and though not
strictly accurate, is sufficiently so for an intel-

ligent study of the battle. For the errors in

the location of the troops General Thom can-

not be supposed to be responsible, since he
could have no knowledge of the facts except
what he derived from the statements of others;

but in what is given and what is withheld
they are of a very misleading nature. They
consist, first, in the extension of (irant's line

on the evening of the 6th a full half-mile to the

west of its true limit— placing Hurll)ut's divis-

ion on the front actually occupied by McGler-
nand, McClernand on and four hundred yards

beyond Sherman's ground, and Sherman en-

tirely on the west side of Tillman's Hollow on
the right of the camping-ground of McCler-
nand's division, and within the lines occujjied

by the Gonferierates. On the morning of the

7th they place, from left to right, Mc(;iernan(l,

then .Sherman, then I.cw. Wallace, along the

bluff bordering Owl Greek bottom, all west of

Tillman's Oeek, and on ground which we did

not possess until after four hours of fighting;

followed on the left by Hurlbut's division;

thus occupying a solid front of a mile and a

third, in comparison with which the undevel-

oped front of my army presents a very sub-

ordinate ajjpearance. They give no account
of the positions during the battle, in which
the right of that army was substantially in

contact with Wallace's division on the extreme
right. They give two of its positions,— one
in the first formation before its front w as de-

veloped, and the other at the close of the

day, when Grant's troops had taken possession

of their camps again, and mine had been
withdrawn from the ground on which they

fought. These two positions are taken from
my official map, but not the intermediate posi-

tions shown on that map. On the copy of the

Thom map published with General Grant's

article in the February number of The Cen-
tury (1885), it is stated that " the positions of

the troops were indicated in accordance with

information furnished at the time by Generals

(rrant, Buell, and Sherman." It would be
jtresumed that Grant and Sherman, the latter

especially, in consequence of his intimate

relations with Halleck's headtjuarters, were
( onsulted a])Out the location of the troops;

and it is not to be doubted that their informa-

tion was the guide. If any information of

mine was adtjpted, it was only through the

maj) that accompanied my report, and with

reference to the jjosition of my own troops.

Nineteen years after the battle General
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ABOVE THE LANDING— THE STORE, AND A PART OF THE NATIONAL CEMETERY. (FROM A RECENT PHOTOGRAPH.)

Sherman revised the official map, and depos-

ited his version with the archives of the Society

of the Army of the Tennessee for historical

use. Ostensibly it accepts the topography of

the Thom map, but modifies the positions of

the troops in the most radical manner. On
the Thom map the line of battle Sunday
evening is represented as being along the

right-hand road leading west from the Land-
ing, with the reserve artillery and Nelson's and
Crittenden's divisions on the left, and Hurl-

but, McClernand, and Sherman in the order

mentioned, toward the right. The modifica-

tion of this position of the troops by the

Sherman edition, may be described as fol-

lows : Looking west over the map, we see a

line on the east bank of the river marked
" Buell." No part ofmy army is represented on
the west bank. On the west side of the river,

four hundred yards back from the Landing
and parallel with the river, is a line one hun-
dred yards long marked " Grant." Extending
back from the river along Dill's Branch, is a
line half a mile long marked " Detachments."
This might mean the Reserve Artillery.

From the outer extremity of the " Detach-
ments" is a line two-thirds of a mile long
running west, but swelling in the center well

to the south, with its right resting on Till-

man's Creek, and marked " Hurlbut." On
the right of Hurlbut extending in the same
west course, and entirely on the west side of

Tillman's Creek, is a double line one-eighth
of a mile long marked " jNIcClernand." Then
commencing one hundred yards north-west of

McClernand's right and extendinfr due north,

along the edge of the field in front of the

camp of McClernand's First Brigade, is a

line two-thirds of a mile long marked " Sher-
man." On the right of this line are three

houses covered in front by a sort of demi-
lune and wing, between which and the main
Sherman line is a bastion-like arrangement.
The demi-lune figure General Sherman desig-

nates as a " strong flank," and says it was
occupied by Birge's Sharpshooters. Oft" to

the right is seen Lew. Wallace's division

crossing Snake Creek bridge, and marching
toward the demi-lune by a road which had no
existence in fact or on the original Thom map.
At the angle between Sherman and McCler-
nand is a ravine which extends into the camp
of McClernand's division, and along the sides

of this ravine from the right and left respect-

ively of McClernand and Sherman are two
dotted lines terminating in a point at the

head of the ravine. In his speech submitting

his map to the society. General Sherman ex-

plains how that horn-like projection was
formed, with other particulars, as follows :

" In the very Cli^)is of the battle of April 6, about
four o'clock p. ni., when my division occupied the

line from Snake Creek bridge to the forks of the Cor-
inth and Purdy road, there occurred an incident I

have never seen recorded. T5irge's Sharpshooters, or
' Squirrel Tails,' occupied the stables, granaries and
house near the bridge as a strong flank. My division

occupied a double line from it along what had once been
a lane with its fences thrown down, and the black-

lierry and sassafras bushes still marking the border
of an open cotton-field in front, and the left was in

a ravine near which Major Kzra Taylor had assembled
some ten or twelve guns. This ravine was densely
wooded and e.xtended to the front near two hundred
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titne stries, it means that in the inten'al

tts action vKis movable ar.d itsposition not

defined-

\

^v

<^'

sees L^cvV;. -=- w
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Note —The topogr 1 1 y s substa t illy tl t f tl c or t nal 1 h or Offic al Map," with

son e proper correct o s taken fro n a survey mile nder the d rect on of Capt. A. T.

An Ireas in officer th<. 1 ttle an 1 now Pre de t of the Wester i Art Assoc at on ; and

fron tie offic al aj f the Army of the Oho made by Capt Michler Topographical

En^ neers

1 1 e camps are locate 1 partly m accordance w th a camp n ap n ade prior to the battle, and

obtT ned from Gen W T SI em an partly from mfom at on origmal or confirmatory,

1 t n^ly furn shed ly Capt Andreas a 1 fron other authority All can ps referred to

1 ol al reports h ve t cen carefully d t f ed

The pos t ons A B and C n bers 3 an 1 9 agree with the positions of McCook,

Nelson and Cr tten Icn for tie omn/^ a i evening of the Tth on the Thorn

ap and also on the M 1 ler n p

The pos t s of Terr 11 s Mendenhall s an 1 Bartlett s 1 attenes also correspond

with those 1 aps

The other pos t ons of the Army of the Oh o are not on the Thoin map,

but are cop ed from the M cl ler map except ng number 7 which with the

posit o s of tl e Ar ny of the Te nessee pr or to 1 u ber 4 and between

nun bers 4 a d 9 have been leter ned fro tl e offic il reports

The pos t on n 1 r 4 (10 o clock A M) of McClernand,

Wallace an 1 Sher an aft r four ho rs of fight g corr spends with

the r pos t on o the Tho n ap for the or itt g 0/ tl e ith."

The first pos t of the Ar y of the Ten essee on the

orn ng f the 6th confon e I to the can ps of Stuart on the

left Prent ss n the ce ter n 1 Shen an on the r ght.

At 4 P M of the 6th McCler and Sherman, and

one br ga le of Hurlbut were on the R ver road north

of Hurlbut s headquarters The rema nder of the

ar y tl t as n ranks— Hurlbut W. H. L.

f Wall ce an 1 Prent — was aln ost exactly in

the pos t on nu b r 4 occup ed on the 7th

by Cr tten ie and the right and center

br gade of Nelson extend n^ from the

estern Cor nth road across to and
a 1 ttle beyond the R ver road. The

Ho net s Nest was n front of

C tten ien si ft br gade and
Nel onsrght — D. C. B.
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SHILOH REVIEWED.

THE SIEGE BATTERY, ABOVE THE LANDING, THAT WAS A PART QF THE "LAST LINE" IN THE FIRST DAY's
(from a PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN A FEW DAYS AFTER THE BATTLE.)

yards, and I feared it might be occupied by the enemy,
who from behind the trees could drive the gunners
from their posts. I ordered the colonel of one of my
regiments to occupy that ravine to anticipate the
enemy, but he did not quickly catch my meaning or
comprehend the tactics by which he could fulfill my
purpose. I remember well that Colonel Thomas \V.
Sweeny, a one-armed officer who had lost an arm in
the Mexican War and did not belong to my command,
stood near by and quickly spoke up :

' I understand
perfectly what you want; let me doit.' 'Certainly,'
said I, ' Sweeny, go at once and occupy that ravine,
converting it into a regular bastion.' He did it, and I

attach more importance to that event than to any of
the hundred achievements which I have since heard
• saved the day,' for we held that line and ravine all

night, and the next morning advanced from them to
certain victory."

And yet it will be seen that this new line,

prepared with such elaboration of detail and
introduced with such richness of anecdotal
embellishment, was a thorough delusion; that
Birge's Sharpshooters were not there, and that
General Sherman was in a different place !

Setting aside historical accuracy, however, the
advantage of the revised arrangement is ob-
vious. It extended General Grant's territory

a half mile to the south, fully as much to the
west, taking in Tillman's Hollow, one-third
of McClernanfl's captured camp, and a large
part of the Confederate army, giving a battle
front of two miles and a half instead of one
mile, and requiring no greater power of
imagination to man it than to devise it. In
presenting his map to the society, General
Sherman said: "The map as thus modified
tells the story of the battle !

"

There can be no doubt that Cieneral Sher-

man's position will carry unhesitatingcredence
to his naked assertion in the minds of a con-
siderable number of persons; while the more
cautious but still unsearching readers will say,

that until the accuracy of the official map is

disproved, it must be accepted as the standard
representation of the battle. It is proper,

therefore, to cite the proof which rejects both,

and establishes a materially different version.

The investigation may be coniined, for the

present, to the location of the Federal line of

battle on Sunday evening. The other errors

in the maps will be developed incidentally as

the general subject progresses. Moreover, the

inquiry will be directed specifically to the Sher-

man map, as that includes the faults of the

Thom map as well as its own peculiar errors.

It is unnecessary to remark upon the ex-

clusion of Nelson's leading brigade from the

west bank of the river on the Sherman map.
Its presence there at the time in question is

as notorious as the battle itself. The distance

from the Landing to Dill's Branch is six hun-
dred yards. Sherman places his " Detach-
ments," i. e., the " Reserve Artillery," exactly

on the line of that branch, whereas, they were
five hundred yards north of it. During the

engagement the Confederates passed the

ravine and reached the crest of the hill on the
north side. After the engagement Nelson's
division occupied the ravine, and his pickets

held ground beyond it during the night. None
of Grant's troops were ever in that position.

In adducing evidence from the official re-

ports to determine the further position of the
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Union line, the extracts will be somewhat ex-

tended when the context is pertinent, in order

to show at the same time the number and condi-

tion of the troops occupying it. The reader will

be spared the impression of some irrelevancy

if he will keep these additional objects in mind.

Of the position of General Hurlbut's di-

vision, the next on the right of the " Detach-

ments," that officer says in his official report

:

" On reaching the twenty-four-pounder siege-guns

in battery near the river, I again succeeded in form-

ing line of battle in rear 0/ t/te guns."

That brought his division on the hne of the

right-haiid road leading back from the river,

but not entirely to the right of the artillery

where the Thom map places it. He adds :

" I passed to the right andfound myselfin cominuni-

cation with General Shennan, and received his instruc-

tions. In a short time the enemy appeared on the crest of
the ridge, led by the Eighteenth Louisiana," etc. . . .

"General Sherman's artillery also was rapidly engaged,

and after an artillery contest of some duration, the en-

emy fell back." . . . "About dark the firing ceased. I

advanced my division one hundred yards to the front,

threw out pickets, and officers and men bivouacked in

a heavy storm of rain. About twelve p. m. General

N'elson's leading columns passed through my line and
went to thefront, and I called in my advance guard."

The next division in the regular order is

McClernand's, though the reader

will not have failed to observe the

presence of C General Sherman,

with at least a portion of his com-
mand, in communication with

Hurlbut's right. General Sher-

man, it will be remembered,locates

this division (McClernand's) on

the west side of Tillman's Creek. i

We trace its retrogression step

by step, from its permanent
camp, across Tillman's Hollow,

at the close of the day, by the

following extracts from General

McClernand's report

:

"Continuing this sanguinary conflict

until several regiments of my division

had exhausted their ammunition, and

its right flank had been borne back,

and it was in danger of being turned,

the remainder of my command . . .

also fell back to the camp of the First

Brigade. Here the portion that had
first fallen back re-formed parallel witli

the camp, and fronting the approach
of the enemy from the west, while the

other portion formed at right angles

with it, still fronting the approach of

the enemy from the south. ... It

was two o'clock when my fifth line had
been thus formed. . . . Deterred from direct advance,

he (the enemy) moved a considerable force by the riglit

flank, with the evident intention of turning my left. To
defeat this purpose, /ordered my command to fall back

in the direction of the Landing, across a deep hollow and
to re-form on the east side of anotherfield, in the skirts of
a 7vood. This was my sixth line. Here we rested a half

hour, continuing to supply our men witli annnunition.

until the enemy's cavalry were seen rapidly crossing

the field to the charge. Waiting until they ajiproached

within some thirty paces of our line, I ordered a fire,

which was delivered with great coolness and destruc-

tive eff'ect. First halting, then wavering, they turned

and fled in confusion, leaving behind a number of rid-

ers and horses dead on the field. The Twenty-ninth

Illinois Infantry, inspired by the courageous example
of their coannanding officer, Ll. -Colonel Ferrell, bore

the chief part in this engagement. . . . In the mean-
time, under cover of this demonstration strengthened

by large additions from other portions of the field

yielded by our forces, the enemy continued his en-

deavors to turn the flanks of my line, and to cut me off

from the landing. To prevent this I ordered my left

wing to fall back a short distance and form an obtuse

angle with the center, opposing a double front to the

enemy's ajjjiroach. Thus cHsposed, my left held the en-

emy in check, 7vhile my whole line slowly fell back to my
seventh position. Here I reformed the worn andfamish-
ing remnant of my division, onfavorableground along a

Jiorth and south road, supported on my 7'ight byfragments

of General Sher?nan''s division, atid on my left by the

i Fourteenth Illinois and Twenty-fifth Indiana ] under
command of Colonel Veatch, acting brigadier-general.''''

The identity of this seventh position of

General McClernand is determined by the

following extracts. Colonel Marsh, command-
ing McClernand's Second Brigade, says :

" At this time, my command having been reduced to a

merely nominal one, I received orders to fall a short

distance to the rear and form a new line, detaining all

BRIGADIER

General Tcrrill,

Shiloh, was

GENERAL WILLIAM R. TF.RRILL. (FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.)

who, as Captain, was Chief of Artillery of McCook's Divisi m at

killed at the battle of Pcrryville, October 8th, 1862.—Editor.

stragglers, portions ofcommands, and commands which

should atteiiijit to ]ias-,. In obedience to this, tliough

with some dilticulty as regarded portions of some com-

mands, whose oflicers seemed little inclined to halt

short of the river, . . . I had gathered quite a force,

and formeda line near the camp of the Second Divis-

ion, concealing mv men in the timber facing an open

field. I here requested Colonel Da: is, ofthe Torty-sixth
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Illinois, to take position on my right. Hepromptly and
cheerfully responded . . . In a short time General
McCleriiand, -withportions of the First and Third Bri-
gades of his own diz'ision, and txvo )vgiments of Ohio
troops, came up and formed on the left of the line I

had already established."

Colonel Davis, of the Forty-sixth III., says :

" It being now one o'clock, my ammunition ex-

hausted, the men tired and hungry, and myself
exhausted, having lost my horse in the first engage-
ment, and compelled to go on foot the balance of the
time, and finding ?nyself -within one-half mile of my
regimental encampment, I marched fny men to it and
got dinnerfor them. Calling my men into line imme-
diately after dinner, I formed them upon the right of
the brigade commanded by Colonel C. C. Alarsh, at his
request, in front and to the left of my ramp, where \\ c

again met the enemy on .Sunday evening."

Colonel Engelmann, of the Forty-third Illi-

nois, whose report in many respects is a re-

markably clear and interesting one, says

:

" We now fell back by degrees (from McClernand's
sixth Dfjsition), and a new line being formed, 7uefound
oursenjcs posted between the I'urty-sixth Illinois and the

Thirteenth Afissouri, ourposition being midway bet-ween

the encampments of the forty sixth and Ninth Illinois.'"

Colonel Wright, 'i'hirteenth Mo., of McAr-
thur's brigade, Second Division, but attached
during the battle to Sherman's division, .says:

" .\fter arlvancing and falling back several times, the

regiment was forccfl to retire, with all the others there,

to the road which crosses the I'urdy road at right angles

The stump in the field on the right is said to
mark the spot where General Albert Sidney-
Johnston was killed. The point of woods
beyond the field is supposed to be the place
which the Confederates called the " Hornets'
Nest." The "peach orchard" was a little

to the left of the field in the middle ground,
and behind the house which is across the
road from the field in which General Johnston
was killed.— Editor.

near General McArthur''s headquar-
ters. We here took up quartersfor the

night, bivouacking witho7!tfires -within

four hundred yai-ds ofour regijnetital

camp.''''

The " Purdy road " here men-
tioned is the continuation ofthe right-handroad

leading from the Landing. The cainp of the

Ninth Illinois was in the north-east angleof the

intersection of that road with the River road,

and General McArthur's headquarters were

in the south-west angle of the same intersec-

tion. The camp of the Forty-sixth Illinois

was located in the south-east angle of the

intersection of the River road and a middle

road leading west from the Landing, about

five hundred yards from McArthur's head-

quarters. These reports plainly identify Gen-
eral McClernand's seventh position, of which

General Sherman formed part, with the River

road between McArthur's and Hurlbut's

headquarters. It is a full half-mile in rear of

the position given to Sherman's division on

the Tiiom map, and of the position which

General Sherman assigns to himself on his

edition, with the deep hollow of Tillman's

Creek intervening.

The struggle which drove General McCler-
nand from his seventh ])osition is described

by that officer as follows :

" The enemy renewed the contest liy trying to shell

us from our position. . . . Advancing in heavy
columns led by the Louisiana Zouaves to break our

center, we awaited his approach within sure range, and

opened a terrific fire upon him. The head of the
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column was instantly mowed down ; the remainder of

it swayed to antl fro for a few seconds, and turned and

fled. This second success of the last two engagements

terminated a conflict often and a half hours' duration,

from 6 o'clock a. m. to 4 : 30 o'clock p. m. and prob-

ably saved our army, transports and all, from capture.

Strange, however, at the very moment of the flight of

the enemy, the right of our line gave way, and imme-

diately after, notwithstanding the indignant and heroic

resistance of Colonel Veatch, the left, comprising the

[Fourteenth Illinois and Twenty-fifth Indiana] was

irresistibly swept back by the tide of fugitive soldiers

and trains seeking vain security at the Landing. . , .

Left unsupported and alone, the Twentieth and Seven-

teenth Illinois, together ruith other portions ofmy divis-

ion not borne back by the retreating multitude, retired

in good order Jtnder the immediate command of Colonel

Marsh and Lieutenant-Colonel Wood, and re-formed

undermy direction, the right resting near theformer line,

and the left at an acute angle ivith it. A more extettded

line, comprising portions of regiments, brigades, and di-

visio)is, was soonformed on this nucleus by the efforts of
General Sherman, myself, and other officers. Here, in

tJu: eighth position occupied by my division during the

day, we rested in line of battle upon ourarms, uncoz'ered

and exposed to a drenchijig rain during the ?iight.^'

This last position would locate McClernand,

excepting his First Brigade, perhaps three

hundred yards south of, and obliquely with

reference to the right-hand road leading from

the Landing, facing a little to the west. His

First Brigade is traced to within half a mile

of the river, where it was rallied by its com-
mander " in front of the camp-ground of the

Fourteenth Iowa," on the road to the Landing.

It did not join the division again until after

the battle, but acted in connection with my
troops. Colonel Veatch, who was on McCler-

nand's left with the Fourteenth Illinois and
Twenty-fifth Indiana in the seventh position,

fell back in rear of the reserve artillery, and
became reunited there with Hurlbut's division

to which he belonged. The space along the

road in rear of McClernand was filled in with

various fragments which constituted Sherman's

command,including at last Buckland's two reg-

iments. General Sherman describes Colonel

Sweeny as being with him. No doubt some
of Sweeny's men also were there. It was the

camp-ground of his brigade— the cainp of his

own regiment, the Fifty-second Illinois, being

immediately on the road. Two of his regi-

ments were captured with Prentiss, and the re-

mainder had been driven back from W. H. L.

Wallace's right and virtually broken up. One
of his regiments, the Fiftieth Illinois, was sent

in the morning to support Colonel Stuart on
the extreme left, and shared the fate of the

sufferers in that quarter. The space along

the road between Sherman and Hurlbut was
occupied by the remnant of Colonel Tuttle's

brigade and a portion of McClernand's First

Brigade which united itself to Tuttle. It was
Tuttle's camp-ground. Two of his regiments

had been captured with Prentiss.

From the reports of the Thirteenth Missouri

Vol. XXXI.— 80.

and Forty-third Illinois it is inferred that

those two regiments did not move from their

position on the River road in the last falling

back. But that, if certain, is not important.

They were at any rate substantially on the

general line above indicated. The same, in a

careless reading, might be presumed of the

Forty-sixth Illinois, which was immediately 01;

the left of the Forty-third. The rejjort of

that regiment says: " The regiments both on

my right and leftfell back, but my line did not

waver tinder thefire of the enemy." But it evi-

dently fell back at last, for the report continues:

"After breakfast on Monday morning, still

retaining my position on the right of Colonel

Marsh's brigade, I moved with him until /
j-eached and went beyond \\\^ ground oi our last

engagement of Sunday, where our pickets were
driven in," etc. It remains now to determine the

question of the extreme right of the general line.

General Sherman says, and his statement

on that point is sustained by the reports, that
,

Birge's Sharpshooters were immediately on
his right and constituted the extreme right of

the line. The official report of that regiment

shows that during the afternoon it occupied

a ''position near Colonel McArthur's head-

quarters^'' in an open field. Its camp was in

its'rear along the opposite or east side of the

River road. This would fix General Sherman's

right at the cross-roads near McArthur's head-

quarters. It is more than a mile from the Snake

Creek bridge. Other evidence confirms these

positions. The ofticial reports of Lew. Wal-

lace's division show that he marched along the

River road from the bridge, and formed in line

of battle, facing Tillman's Creek in front of

the camp of Birge's Sharpshooters and the

Eighty-first Ohio, the right of the division

being in front of the latter, and the left in

front of the former; and that it came ui

actual contact with the " Sharpshooters," who
occupied their camp that night and received

the new-comers with cheers. This is clearly

and more circumstantially explained by Gen-

eral Force in his book entitled " From Fort

Henry to Corinth," page 163. He was pres-

ent and commanded the right regiment of

Lew. Wallace's division on that occasion. The
position thus assigned to Wallace must have

taken his left well up to the cross-road at

McArthur's headciuarters, and covered the

entire field toward the north ; for the distance

from the cross-road to the right of the camj)

of the Eighty-first Ohio was only half a mile.

It is particularly to be observed that in no

report, either from Sherman's division or from

Lew. Wallace's, is there any mention of actual

contact or of any definite proximity of these

two divisions on the evening of the sixth, or

earlier than ten o'clock on the morning of the
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seventh. The inference is, that at the time of

Wallace's arrival and subsequently, no part

of Sherman's division was on the River road,

or anywhere along the heights of Tillman's

Creek north of McArthur's headquarters.

General Sherman, in his report, says: '' Gen-
eral Wallace arrived from Crump's Landing
shortly after dark, and formed his line to my
right and rear." That relative position could

only exist by assuming that Sherman's com-
mand was on the road leading to the landing

east of McArthur's headquarters, and nearly

at right angles with Wallace,— a supposition

which is strengthened by the condition indi-

cated in Sherman's revised map, that Birge's

Sharpshooters were on his right— not en-

tirely in his front, as they would have been
if his front had been on the River road. It is

also sustained by General Buckland's state-

ment in the " Journal of the Society of the

Army of the Tennessee" for 1881, p. 82:
"About dark," he says, " General Wallace's

division commenced arriving, and formed to

the right of my brigade." Buckland states in

his report and in the "Journal" that he lay
" on the road." If he had been on the River
road, Wallace would have come in contact

with him, and when he formed in line would
have been entirely in his front— not in rear

or on his right. Buckland seems to know
nothing about Birge's Sharpshooters. The
probable explanation is that when he came
along the road from the bridge they were on the

west side of the road, in the field near McAr-
thur'sheadquarters. After Lew.Wallace arrived

and formed in front of them, they probably
retired to their camp on the east side of the
road. The explanation of Buckland's posi-

tion is that, after the retreat across Tillman's
Creek from the west side, he found himself,

as he says, near Snake Creek bridge "late in

the afternoon, after the repulse of the right

of the line," entirely apart from the rest of the
army, and that to reestablish his connection
with it he started on the road to the Landing,
where one of his regiments actually went and
remained over night ; and that he came upon
the outer flank of the new line where General
Sherman soon after found him, east of McAr-
thur's headquarters, and thus placed himself
where he is described by Sherman as being,
between Birge's Sharpshooters and the rest

of the line.

The Confederate reports mention a consid-
erable appearance of force in a camp oppo-
site their extreme left in the afternoon, evi-

dently referring to McArthur's camp. I'he

student of the reports will not be misled by
this appearance. It was causerl by the force

that clustered with Sherman on McClemand's
right near McArthur's headquarters ; by the

Ninth Illinois, Eighty-first Ohio, and Birge's

Sharpshooters, all belonging to McArthur's
brigade; and by the movement of Buckland's.
regiments from the bridge as already ex4
plained. The Sharpshooters and the Eighty-'

first Ohio had been posted at the bridge, and
returned to their camps probably at the time
of the retreat from the west side of Tillman's
Creek. The Ninth Illinois had during the
morning been engaged on the extreme left

under its brigade commander. It had lost

two hundred and fifty men out of five hundred
and fifty, and was ordered to its camp " to
replenish cartridge-boxes, clean guns, and be
ready for action." While there at three o'clock
it was ordered " to support the right wing of
General Sherman's division," as the report
expresses it, and in the subsequent engage-
ments retired to within half a mile of the
Landing. Birge's Sharpshooters retained their

'

position at or in front of their camp. The f

movements of the Eighty-first Ohio are not •

very clearly defined, but in the advance next
\

morning, it is found on McClemand's left.
\

The " ten or twelve guns " mentioned by
'

General Sherman in his map-presentation
{

speech as being near a ravine on his left. Sun-
day afternoon, were Taylor's battery, as it

was called, though commanded by Captain i

Barrett, and Bouton's battery. The former :

had retired for ammunition from McCler- i

nand's camp, probably to near McArthur's
j

headquarters, but afterwards evidently went '

near the river, where it received " one lieu- 1

tenant and twenty-fourmen with three horses"
j

from Fitch's battery. Bouton's battery was
j

taken into action in the field in front of Mc-
;

demand's right about four o'clock, and Avas i

forced to retire, its support helping to draw
i

off its guns. Both the battery and the sup-

port went back toward the river, for in the
\

advance next morning the support is found
:

on McClemand's left, and the battery was :

brought into service with McCook in the I

afternoon. Sherman had no artillery with him
j

on Monday until about ten o'clock. Major
j

Taylor then brought up three pieces of an
;

Illinois battery under Lieutenant Wood, not

belonging to Sherman's command. The final
\

retreat from McClemand's seventh position,
j

Sunday evening, undoubtedly carried with it
;

all of the fragments connected with Sherman
j

near McArthur's headquarters, along the road '

toward the river, where I found him about

dark, excepting Birge's Sharpshooters, the

Thirteenth Missouri, and the Forty-third i

Illinois. The latterbelonged to McClemand's
;

Third Brigade, but remained with the Thir-
'

teenth Missouri Sunday night. After crossing

Tillman's Creek next morning, both were
\

brought into line on McClemand's left, and \
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did not fomi with Sherman, though tlie Thir-

teenth Missouri subsequently joined him.

My own observation as to the position and

extent of General Cirant's line accords sub-

stantially with the evidence of the reports. In

the dusk of the evening after the close of the

engagement on Sunday, I walked out with

my chief-of- staff, following the road and the

line of the troops. My object was to gain in-

formation by which to determine the forma-

tion of my divisions, and I not only observed

all that I could see at such an hour, but I

made inquiry as I passed along. I came to

Hurlbut's left five hundred yards from the

river; I passed to the front and came to

troops that answered as McClernand's, and
which I supposed at the time to constitute his

division, but which were probably his First

Brigade only ; I passed to the front of these

troops, and when I turned in toward the road

again, I came upon Sherman's line, as it hap-

pened, not far from where he was, and I was
conducted to him. It was then growing dark.

I judge the distance to have been about three-

quarters of a mile from the river— less than

half a mile from Hurlbut's left, and I think

now that it was near the camp of Colonel

Sweeny's regiment, the Fifty-second Illinois,

that I found General Sherman.
The impression made upon my mind by that

interview has remained as vivid as the circum-

stances were peculiar. I had no thought of

seeing General Sherman when I set out, but

on every score I was glad to meet him, and I

was there to gain information. By what pre-

cise words I sought and he gave it, I would
not pretend at this day to repeat. It is suffi-

cient for the present to say that I learned the

nature of the ground in front ; that his right

flank was some three hundred yards from us

;

and that the bridge by which Lew. Wallace
was to cross Snake Creek was to his right and
rear at an angle, as he pointed, of about forty

degrees. I do not know whether I asked the

question, but I know now that it was a mile

and a quarter from his flank, and that he did

not cover it in any practical sense, though in

advancing Wallace would approach by his

right and rear. I also see now that I was
mistaken in supposing that these several com-
mands retained a regular organization and
had distinct limits ; whereas they were in fact

much intermixed.

Of course we talked of other incidental

matters. In all his career he has, I venture
to say, never appeared to better advantage.
There was the frank, brave soldier, rather

subdued, realizing the critical situation in

which causes of some sort, perchance his

own fault chiefly, had placed him, but ready,

without affectation or bravado, to do any-

thing that duty required of him. He asked
me what the plans were for the morrow. I

answered that I was going to attack the
enemy at daylight, and he expressed gratifi-

cation at my reply, though apparently not
because of any unmixed confidence in the

result. I had had no consultation with (Gen-

eral Grant, and knew nothing of his purpose.

I presumed that we would be in accord, but

I had been only a few hours within the limits

of his authority, and I did not look upon him
as my commander, though I would zealously

have obeyed his orders. General Sherman
allowed me to take with me the map of which
a fac-simile accompanies this article. I never
imagined that in the future it would have the

interest which now attaches to it, and after

the battle it was laid aside and forgotten.

Within two years after that meeting, quite

contrary opinions developed themselves be-

tween General Sherman and myself concern-
ing the battle of Shiloh, and his Memoirs
give a different account of the interview

above described. He says that he handed
the map to my engineer-ofiicer. Captain
Michler, who, in fact, was not present, and
complains that it was never returned to him.

He says that I grumbled about the stragglers,

and that he feared I would not bring my
army across the river. One would suppose
that his fears would have been allayed by the

fact that at that very moment my troops were
arriving and covering his front as fast as legs

and steamboats could carry them.

In the execution of the retreat described

in the reports of McClernand and Sherman,
from the west to the east side of Tillman's

Creek, there was a quite thorough disintegra-

tion of divisions and brigades, lacking noth-

ing but the pressure of a vigorous pursuit to

convert it into a complete rout. In its sev-

enth position, McClernand's division recovered

some force, and preserved a recognized or-

ganization ; but not so with Sherman's. In-

deed, in that division the disorganization

occurred, as has already been stated, at an

earlier period. In Hildebrand's brigade it

was almost coincident with the enemy's first

assault. With McDowell's it commenced
with the unsuccessful attempt to form line

of batde along the Purdy road, and was com-
plete very soon after one o'clock ; and these

two brigades never recovered their aggrega-

tion again until after the battle. With Buck-

land's brigade also it occurred at the miscar-

riage at the Purdy road about ten o'clock,

but it was not so thorough as in the other

brigades— at least it was afterwards partially

repaired during the first day, as his report

explains. He says, after the retreat from his

camp about ten o'clock, " We formed line on
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the Purdy road, but the fleeing mass from the

left broke through our Hnes, and many of our

men caught the infection and fled with the

crowd. Colonel Cockerill became separated

from Colonel Sullivan and myself, and was

afterward engaged with part of his command
at McClernand's camp. Colonel Sullivan and
myself kept together, and made ever\' eftbrt

to rallv our men, but with very poor success.

Thev had become scattered in all directions.

We were borne considerably to the left, but

finally succeeded in forming a line, and had
a short engagement with the enemy, who
made his appearance soon after our line was
formed. The enemy fell back, and we pro-

ceeded to the road where you (General Sher-

man) found us. At this point I was joined

by Colonel Cockerill, and we there formed

line of battle and slept on our arms Sunday
night. Colonel Sullivan being out of ammu-
nition, marched to the landing for a supply,

and while there was ordered to support a

battery at that point."

It is only after a close examination of the

records that we can understand the full sig-

nificance of the following passage in General

Sherman's report

:

" In this position we rested for the night. My
command had become decidedly of a mixed charac-

ter. Buckland's brigade was the only one with me
that retained its organization. Colonel Hildebrand
was personally there, but liis brigade was not. Colo-

nel McDowell had been severely injured by a fall

from his horse, and had gone to the river, and the

three regiments of his brigade were not in line.

The Thirteenth Missouri, Colonel Crafts J- Wright,
had reported to me on the field, and fought well, re-

taining its regimental organization, and it formed part

of my line during Sunday night and all of Monday;
other fragments of regiments and companies had also

fallen into my division, and acted with it during the

remainder of the battle."

It thus appears that from about one o'clock

until the time when General Sherman found
Colonel Buckland with two regiments on the

road from the bridge to the Landing, not a

single regiment of his division excepting Cock-
erill's, and not one prominent individual repre-

sentative of it excepting that ofiicer and
Colonel Hildebrand, was present with him.

The only body of troops besides Cockerill's

regiment having any recognized organization

was the Thirteenth Missouri, which belonged
to another division. All the rest were squads
or individual stragglers. In all the official

reports, not a regiment or part of a regiment
is described as being with him at this juncture

or for several hours before. Of the nine regi-

ments that composed the three brigades under
his immediate command at the church, only

five rendered reports, and three of these were
from Buckland's l>rigade. The division did

not exist except in the person of its com-

mander. Such is the storj- of the official re
\

ports. The number of men present coulc
\

not have been large. Less than one thou

sand, including Buckland's two regiments aftei

they were found, would have told the num-
ber that lay on their arms in Sherman's ranks

on Sunday night.

This explains the close relation of McCler-

1

nand and Sherman during the last five hours!

of Sunday, and the identity of their experi-

ences. General Sherman has nothing to re-

port of his own command distinctively. Every^

thing is conjunctive and general as betweeiji

McClernand and himself " We held this posi4'

tion. General ISIcClemand and myself acting,

in perfect concert." " General McClernand\
a?id I, on consultation, selected a new line.**'

" We fell back as well as we could." " Th^
enemy's cavalry charged us, and was hand-J

somely repulsed." General McClernand's ac4,

count of this incident has been quoted on a
preceding page. When Colonel Hildebrand
lost his brigade, it is not with General Sher4

man that he is identified, but with McCler-^

nand, on whose staff he served part of thes

day. Hildebrand seems to have been active,!

but not under the direction of his division,

commander. "About three o'clock," he says,;

" I assumed command of a regiment already;

formed of fragmentary regiments. I marchedj

in a northwestern direction, where I aided aj

regiment of sharpshooters in defeating the;

enemy in an attempt to flank our rear." This'i

movement was evidently made from McCler-j

nand's and Sherman's seventh position, and
the troops assisted were Birge's Sharpshooters.'

General Sherman makes no mention of this:

significant if not important occurrence. Hisj

right flank was threatened, and the regiment

of Sharpshooters posted in the field near Mc-i

Arthur's headquarters met and, in conjunc-j

tion with Hildebrand's temporary regiment,'

repelled the danger.

We have in the official reports a good clue:

to the condition of McClernand's division also.!

It was in a far better state. It was shattered'

and worn, but it was represented by at leastj

some recognized following of regiments and
brigades. One of the brigades had five hun-'

dred men, and another, the commandei^
reports, was " merely nominal," not long be-

fore McClernand took up his seventh position..

In the last collision, one of the brigades]

became entirely separated from the division,^

and did not return to it until after the battle.'

fifteen hundred, exclusive of that brigade,'

would cover the number of men that rested

that night under McClernand's colors.

Hurll)ut's division was in a somewhat betteii

condition than either of the others. Its loss'

in killed and wounded was greater than]
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McClemand's, but it had not like the latter

3een affected in its organization by oft re-

peated shocks sustained in a cramped and em-
Darrassing position, and his command had

eceived some accessions from the driftings of

3ther divisions. The estimate which he makes

Df his force is wholly fallacious. It could not

lave stood on the space which he occupied,

rhere may have been tvvo thousand men in

lis line on the night of the 6th. These three

divisions, if they may be so called, and Tuttle's

command, with Birge's Sharpshooters on the

extreme right, and the reserve artillery on the

eft, which, according to General Grant's re-

port, consisted of "four twenty-pounder Parrott

juns and a battery of rifled guns," constituted

;he line of battle, which extended a mile from

:he river. Five thousand men occupied it.

Dther partially organized fragments were

crowded together about the river and the

:amps on the plateau, and with proper eftbrt

:ould have been fitted for good service ; but

lo steps to that end were taken. The defect in

he command that opened the way for the dis-

ister, faciUtated its progress at every step

—

:he want of a strong executive hand guided by
I clear organizing head. Some of these frag-

nentary commands sought places for them-

lelves in the advance next day. The rem-

lant of the Second Division under Colonel

Futtle was one of these. Indeed it deserves

I higher name. It presented itself to me on
:he field without orders, and rendered efficient

service with my divisions. There may have
Deen fifteen hundred or two thousand men of

;hese unrecognized commands that went to

:he front on Monday without instructions.

Seven thousandmen at the utmost besides Lew.
^Vallace's five thousand, were ready Sunday
light to take part in the struggle which was to

3e renewed in the morning. Of the original

force seven thousand were killed or wounded,
:hree thousand were prisoners, at least fifteen

:housand were absent from the ranks and hope-
lessly disorganized, and about thirty pieces of

irtillery were in the hands of the enemy.
The physical condition of the army was an

sxact type of its moral condition. The ties of
:Uscipline, not yet of long enough duration or
rigidly enough enforced to be very strong,

ivere in much the largest part of the army
;;horoughly severed. An unbroken tide of
disaster had obUterated the distance between
^ades, and brought all men to the standard
Df personal qualities. The feeble groups that

still clung together, were held by force of in-

dividual character more than by discipline,

and a disbelief in the ability of the army un-

aided to extricate itself from the peril that

environed it, was, I do not hesitate to affirm,

universal. In my opinion that feeling was

shared by the commander himself. A week
after the battle the army had not recovered
from its shattered and prostrated condition.

On the 14th, three days after Halleck's arrival,

he instructed (Jrant: " Divisions and brigades

should, wh^e necessary, be reorganized and
put in position, and all stragglers returned to

their companies and regiments. Your army is

not now in condition to resist an attack." We
are told that the enemy had stragglers too.

Yes, every cause which demands effort and
sacrifice will have them ; but there is a dif-

ference between the straggling which is not
restrained by the smile of fortune, and that

which tries to elude the pursuit of fate— it is

the difterence between victory and defeat.

The Confederates in their official reports make
no concealment of their skeletons, but when
the time for action arrived they were vital

bodies, and, on Sunday, always in sufficient

force to do the work at last.

General McClernand, it will have been ob-

served, ascribes the breaking up of his seventh

position to a panic among the troops, but the

other reports show a different reason. Colo-

nel Veatch on McClernand's left says :

" Our men were much encouraged by the strength

of our position, and our fire was telling with terrible

effect. Our forces were eager to advance and charge
him (the enemy), wjien we were surprised by his driv-

ing back the whole left wing of our army, and ad-

vancing close to our rear near General Hurlbut's

headquarters. A dense mass of baggage wagons and
artillery crowded upon our ranks, while we were ex-

posed to aheavy fire ofthe enemy both in front and rear.

"

General Hurlbut thus describes the crisis

at that stage of the battle

:

" I had hoped to make a stand on the line of my
camp, but masses of the enemy were pressing rapidly

on each flank, while their light artillery was closing

rapidly in the rear. On reaching the 24-pounder siege-

guns in battery near the river, I again succeeded in

forming line of battle in rear of the guns."

We see here that there was a stern cause

for the falling back. It was the tide of defeat

and pursuit from the left wing of the army,

and was compulsory in the strictest sense.

How fortunate that it did not set m an hour

earlier, and strike in flank the disorganized

material of the right wing as it struggled

across the ravines of Tillman's Creek ! How
more than fortunate that the onward current

of the victor was obstructed still an hour longer

by the unyielding tenacity of the remaining

regiments of W. H. L. Wallace and Prentiss!

From the self-assuring interview in which, ac-

cording to one of General Sherman's remin-

iscences, it was " agreed that the enemy had
expended the furor of his attack " at four

o'clock, and General (irant told the " anec-

dote of hi^ Donelson battle," that officer was
aroused by the renewal of the din of the

strife, and made his way to the river through
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the disorganized throng of his retreating army.

While those mutual felicitations were in prog-

ress, the enem\-. a mile to the left, was dis-

arming and marching six captured regiments

to the rear. Thus disembarrassed, his furor

revived, and manifested itself a^last at the

\er}- Landing. What worse state of affairs

than this could have existed when at noon
General Grant wrote :

" If you will get upon
the field, leaving all your baggage on the

east bank of the river, it will be a move to our

advantage, and possibly save the day to us."

Under the circumstances here described,

General Grant and General Sherman have said

that reenforcements other than Lew. Wallace's
division were in no wise necessary at the

close of the first day, and that, without refer-

ence to them. General Grant would have

assumed the offensive and defeated the Con-
federate army next morning. Those who
study the subject attentively will find no
ground to accept that declaration as regards

either the purpose or the result. The former

indeed presents an intangible question which
it would seem to be useless to discuss. At the

time it is alleged to have been entertained,

the reenforcements were actually at hand, and
their presence gives to the announcement the

semblance of a vain boast, which could never
have been put to the test of reality. That
with the reenforcements from my army,
General Grant confidently expected that the

enemy would be defeated the following day,

it is impossible to doubt ; but it was not
known Sunday night that the enemy had
withdrawn from our immediate front, and the

evidence establishes that General Grant had
not determined upon or had not promulgated
a plan of action in the morning. Not an
order was given or a note of preparation

sounded for the struggle which, with or with-

out his assistance, was to begin at daybreak.
To my certain knowledge, if words and
actions were not wholly misleading. General
Sherman when 1 saw him on the night of the

6th, did not consider that any instructions

had lx.*en given for battle, and if he had such
instructions he did not obey them. His
report sustains the impression which I derived
from our interview. "At daylight on Mon-
day," he says, " I received General Grant's

orders to advance and recapture our original

camps." Then only it was that he dispatched
several members of his staff to bring up all

the men they could find. Is that the way in

which (ieneral .Sherman would have acquitted

liim.self of the obligation of orders received

the day before to engage in battle ? I answer
unhesitatingly, no ! The reports of the other

division commanders are to the same effect.

General McClemand says :
" Your (General

Grant's) order of the morning of the 7th for

a forward movement," etc. The hour of the
delivery of this order is indicated approxii
mately by the following passage in the reporl

of Colonel Marsh :

j

"At daylight on Monday morning the men in line werq
supplied with some provisions. While this was beinj

done firing opened on our right, afterwards ascertaine<

to come from a portion of General Lew Wallace's
command. Directly afterwards, firing commenced t<

our left and front, both artillery and musketry, sup
posed by me to be a portion of General Buell's com
mand, who, I had been informed during the night, hac
taken position on our left and considerably m advance,
I now received orders from General McClernand t<

throw out skirmishers and follow with my whol<
command."

We must presume that General McClemand
proceeded to the execution of General Grant's

order as soon as it Avas received, which must
then have been after the commencement of

the battle in front of Nelson.

General Hurlbut says :
" On Monday,

about eight a. m., my division was formed iii

line close to the river bank, and I obtained a

few crackers for my men. About nine a. m., II

was ordered by General Grant to move up to

the support of General McClernand." Colonel
Tuttle, commanding the Second Division, acted

without any orders. He says :
" On Monday

morning I collected all of the division that could

be found, and such other detached regiments
as volunteered to join me, and formed them in

column by battalion closed in mass as a reserve

for General Buell." The action of General Lew.
Wallace was not the result of orders, but pro-

ceeded from his own motion on discovering the

enemy in his front at daylight across Tillman's

Hollow. While that action was in progress,

General Grant came up and gave Wallace " thei

direction of his attack." Nelson had been in

motion an hour, and was sharply engaged
before any of these orders were given.

General Grant's official reports of the battle

are in accord with the subordinate reports upon
this question. In his first telegraphic announce-
ment of the battle to General Halleck, he says

:

'• V'esterday the rebels attacked us here with an over-

whelming force, driving our troops in from their ad-

vanced position to near the Landing. General Wallace
was immediately ordered up from Crump's Landing,
and in the evening, one division of General Buell's

army and General Buell in person arrived. During
the night one other division arrived, and still another

to-day. This fnoriiing, at the break of day, J ordered

an attack, which resulted in a fight, which continued

until late this afternoon, with severe loss on both sides,

but a complete repulse of the enemy. I shallfollou

to-morrowfar enough to see that 7to immediate renewal

0/ aft attach is contem/>lated."

In his more detailed report of April 9th he

says

:

" During the night (Sunday) all was quiet, andyj'<f/<

injf that a great moral advantage ivo7ild be gained by

becoming the attacking party, an advance 7cas ordered
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as soon as day dawned. The result was a gradual re-

pulse of the enemy at all parts of the line from morn-
ing until probably five o'clock in the afternoon, when
it became evident that the enemy was retreating.

Before the close of the action tiie advance of General
T. J. Wood's division arrived in time to take part in

the action. j\ly force was loo much fatigued from tico

days'' hard fighting and exposure in the open air to a

drenching rain during the inteti'ening night, to pursue
immediately. Night closed in cloudy and with heavy
rain, making the roads impracticable for artillery by the

ne.\t morning. General Sherman, however, followed

the enemy, finding thai the main part of the army had
retreated in good order.^'

Several points worthy of note present them-

selves in these dispatches of General Grant.

There is still, at the close of the second day,

the impression of the enemy's overwhelming
force, which the day before he " estimated at

over one hundred thousand men." He felt on
Monday, after the arrival of reenforcements

to the number of twenty-five thousand fresh

troops, that " a great moral advantage would
be gained by becoming the attacking party."

There was, then, a question in his mind, namely,

to attack, or to await attack ; it was necessary

to consider all the advantages, moral and
physical; he concluded to secure the former

at least, and accordingly gave the order, not

on Sunday but on Monday '• at break of day,"

to attack. The severity of the contest on
Monday is affirmed in both dispatches ; it

was of such a nature as to prevent an imme-
diate pursuit, which at any rate he would
only make the next morning after the

battle, far enough to see that no immediate
renewal of the attack was contemplated. The
pursuit was made on that plan, and found
" that the main part of the army had retreated

in good order." If the fact were not duly

authenticated, one would wonder whether these
dispatches were actually written by an officer

who, twenty-three years afterwards, said with
boastful assurance over his own signature, "Vic-

tory was assured when Wallace arrived with his

division of five thousand effective veterans,

even if there had been no other support !

"

With this tedious but necessary review of

the results of the first day, I take up the story

of the second.

The engagement was brought on, Monday
morning, not by General Grant's order, but by
the advance of Nelson's division along the

River road in line of battle, at the first dawn of

day, followed by Crittenden's division in col-

umn. The enemy was encountered at 5:20
o'clock, and a little in advance of Hurlbut's
camp Nelson was halted while Crittenden came
into line on his right. By this time the head of

McCook's division came up and was formed
on the right of Crittenden. Before McCook's
rear brigade was up the line moved forward,

pushing back the enemy's light troops, until

Nelson and Crittenden reached the very posi-

tion occupied by Hurlbut, Prentiss, and \V. H.
L. Wallace at four o'clock the previous day
where the enemy was found in force. McCook
was on the north side of the western Corintli

road, and eventually swept across half of
McClernand's camp and released his head-
quarters. "The Hornets' Nest "was in front

of Crittenden's left brigade; and "the j^eacli

orchard " and the ground where Albert Sidney
Johnston fell were in front of Nelson.

Without following the vicissitudes of the
struggle in this part of the field, I enter with
a little more detail, but still cursorily, upon
the operations of Grant's troops, which have
not been connectedly explained in any official

report. The action here was commenced by
Lew. Wallace, one of whose batteries at half-

past five o'clock opened fire on the enemy,
who was discovered on the high ground across

Tillman's Hollow. There is some diversity

of statement among the official reports as to

the priority of artillery firing in front of Nel-
son and Wallace. Colonel Hovey, who was
in immediate support of Wallace's battery,

gives the priority to Nelson, while Colonel
Marsh, who was half a mile farther to the left,

gives it to Wallace. But this is unimportant.
Nelson was in motion three-cjuarters of an
hour before that time, and had been engaged
wath the enemy's light troops. The first artil-

lery fire was from the enemy. Nelson at first

having no artillery. Wallace's action was
not yet aggressive, no orders having been
given for his advance ; but while the firing

was in progress General Grant came up, and
gave him his " direction of attack, which was
formed at a right angle with the river, with

which at the time his Ime ran almost parallel."

The enemy's battery and its supports having
been driven from the opposite height by the

artillery of Wallace, the latter moved his line

forward about seven o'clock, crossed the hol-

low, and gained the crest of the hill almost

without opposition. " Here," he says, " as

General Sherman's division, next on my left,

had not made its appearance to support my
advance, a halt was ordered for it to come
up." Wallace was now on the edge of the

large oblong field which was in front of the

encampment of McClernand's right brigade.

The next of Grant's commands to advance
was McClernand's. The orders to that eftect

have already been cited, and their execution is

explained by Colonel Marsh, into whose bri-

gade what was present of McClernand's di-

vision seems to have merged. He says

:

"Moving steadily forward for half a mile, I discovered
a movement of troo]is on the hill nearly a quarter of a
mile in front. Dispatching scouts to ascertain who
they were, they were met by a message from Colonel
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Smith, commanding the left brigade of the Third Divis-

ion (Wallace's), informing me that he would take

position on the right and wait my coming up."

Shemian. it thus appears, was not yet in motion.

Hurlbut moved out about nine o'clock, and
formed one brigade on McCiernand's left.

When Lew. Wallace advanced across Till-

man's Hollow, followed next on the left by
McClemand, the force opposed to him fell

gradually back upon reenforcements beyond
the field on the edge of which was the en-

campment of McClernand's First Brigade;

the enemy's left then clinging a little to the

bluffs of Owl Creek in that quarter, but yield-

ing without a very stubborn resistance, chiefly

because of McCook's vigorous pressure along
the western Corinth road, until it fell into a

general line running through the center of Mc-
Clernand's camp, and nearly parallel with the

Hamburg and Purdy road. This swinging
back of the enemy's left, and the direction of

the Owl Creek blufts, naturally caused a change
in the direction of Wallace's front, until about
ten o'clock it faced south at right angles to its

direction in the beginning. A sharp artillery

contest and some infantry fighting had been
going on all the time. It was at ten o'clock,

according to Sherman's report, that McCler-
nand formed line obliquely in rear of the camp
of his First Brigade, to advance against the en-

emy's position. Here for the first time Sher-

man's division appears in the movement, from
which its absence at an earlier period is men-
tioned by both McCIernand and Wallace.
The statement in General Sherman's report
in regard to its movements, is as follows

:

" .\t daylight I received General Grant's orders to

advance and recapture our original camps. I dispatched
several members of my staff to bring up all the men
they could find, and especially the brigade of Colonel
Stuart, which had been separated from the division
all the day before ; and at the appointed time the di-

\'ision, or, rather, what remained of it, with the Thir-
teenth Missouri and other fragments, marched forward
and reoccupied the ground on the extreme right of Gen-
eral McClernand's camp, where we attracted the fire of
a battery located near Colonel McDowell's former head-
quarters. Here I remained patiently wailing for the
sound of General Buell's advance upon the main Cor-
inth road, .\bout ten a. m. the heavy firing in tliat

direction and its steady apjiroach satisfied me, and
General Wallace Vx-ing on our right flank with his
well-conducted division, I led the head of my column
to General McClernand's right, formed line of battle,

facing south, with Buckland's brigade directly across
the ridge, and Stuart's brigade on its right in the
woods, and thus advanced slowly anrl stearlily under
a heavy fire of musketry and artillery."

The contest thus inaugurated in and around
McClernand's camp involved the whole of
Oram's available force and McCook's divis-

ion of the Anny of the Ohio, and continued
with great violence from ten until four o'clock.

The .significant facts connected with it are,

the narrowness of the space covered by the

interior divisions,— McClernand's, Hurlbut's,
and Sherman's,— the lapping over them by
McCook, so as to form, in fact, a connection
with the division of Wallace on the extreme
right, and the decisive part ascribed to Mc-
Cook's division in that part of the field in the
reports of McClemand, Wallace and Sher-
man. McCIernand says:

" Here one of the severest conflicts ensued that oc-
curred during the two days. We drove the enemy back
... to the edge of a field . . . where reserves came to
his support. Our position at this moment was most crit-

cal, and a repulse seemed inevitable ; but fortunately
the Louisville Legion, forming part of General Rous-
seau's brigade, came up at my request and succored
me. Extending and strengthening my line, this gal-
lant body poured into the enemy's ranks one of the
most terrible fires I ever witnessed. Thus breaking
his center, he fell back in disorder, and thenceforth he
was beaten at all points."

General Wallace mentions particularly an
important service rendered to the left of his

division at a crisis in its operations, by one
of McCook's regiments.

Colonel McGinnis,of the Eleventh Indiana,
whose regiment was on Wallace's extreme left,

describes this incident as follows

:

"-Vt 2:30 o'clock I discovered that the Federal forces
on our left were falling back and the rebels advancing,
and that they were nearly in rear of our left flank. 1

immediately notified you (the brigade commander) of
their position, changed front with our left wing, opened
our fire upon them, and sent to you for assistance.
During this the most trying moment to us of the day,
I received your order to fall back if it got too hot for
us. . . . Fortunately and much to our relief, at this
critical moment the Thirty-second Indiana, Colonel
Willich, came up on our left, and with their assistance
the advancing enemy M-as compelled to retire."

General Sherman says

:

" We advanced until we reached the point where the
Corinth road crosses the line ofMcClernand's camp, and
here I saw for the first time the well-ordered and com-
pact columns ofGeneral Buell's Kentucky forces, whose
soldierly movements at once gave confidence to our
newer and less-disciplined forces. Here I saw Willich's
regiment advance upon a point ofw ater-oaks and thicket
behind which, I knew the enemy was in great strength,
and enter it in beautiful style. Then arose the sever-
est musketry fire I ever heard, which lasted some
twenty minutes, when this splendid regiment had to
tall back. This green point of timber is about five hun-
dred yards east of Shiloh Meeting House, and it was evi-

dent that here was to be the struggle. The enemy could
be seen forming his lines to the south. . . . This was
about two o'clock p. m. . . . Willich's regiment had
been repulsed, but a whole brigade of McCook's
division advanced beautifully, deployed, and entered
this dreaded woods. . . . Rousseau's brigade moved
in splendid order steadily to the front, sweeping everj'-

thing before it."

This occurred in frontof Sherman, who was be-
tween McCIernand and Wallace, for he says :

" I ordered my Second Brigade ... to form
on its right, and my Fourth Brigade, Colonel
Buckland, on its right, all to advance abreast
with this Kentucky brigade." Of the action of
McCook's division. General Sherman further

says : " I concede that General McCook's
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splendid division from Kentucky drove back
the enemy along the Corinth road, which was
the great central line of this battle."

The conclusion to be drawn from these sev-

eral reports is that at this stage of the battle

McCook's division reached across and prac-

tically connected the Army of the Ohio with

Wallace's division, which formed the extreme

right of Grant's force, and that its steady

valor and effective service, not without the

cooperation of McClernand's, Hurlbut's, and
Sherman's commands, decided the issue of the

conflict on that portion of the field. The
result, however, was not brought about with-

out the concurrence of decisive action, at

other points.

While the battle was going on in McCler-
nand's camp, it raged with great fury from an
earlier hour in front of Nelson and Critten-

den on the left, and vigorously but with less

destructive effects in front of Wallace on the

right. As soon as the enemy's right began
to yield, the splendid batteries of Mendenhall
and Terrill directed an enfilading fire upon the

Confederate batteries playing fiercely upon
McCook, and they were soon silenced. General

Sherman ascribes that result to the action of

two pieces of artillery to which he says he
gave personal direction, but it is probable

that he mistook the principal cause. A Con-
federate view of the contest in front of Nelson
and Crittenden is seen in the report of Colonel

Trabue, whose brigade at a certain stage of

the battle (about one o'clock) was moved with

Anderson's brigade to their right, in front of

Crittenden. The report describes the conflict

at this point as terrific, the ground being crossed

and recrossed four times in the course of it.

I refer to it, chiefly because in some accounts

of the battle it has erroneously been identified

with McCook's front, where Trabue's brigade

was first engaged.
Without going further into details in which

the ofticial reports abound, it may be suffi-

cient to add briefly, that at four o'clock the

flag of the Union floated again upon the line

from which it had been driven the previous

day, and General Grant's troops at once re-

sumed their camps.
What more need be said ? Must I sketch

the scenes with twenty thousand of the sol-

diers of the Army of the Ohio left out of their

j)lace in the combat, as it is described by
General Grant and his own officers? Shall I

not, indeed, already have wearied the reader

with the citation of evidence to substantiate

a view of the case which unbiased intelligence

is forbidden to deny ?

But if the Army of the Ohio had not ar-

rived, and General Grant had remained on
the defensive, what then ? Some of those who

frankly acknowledge the reality of their dis-

comfiture on Sunday, like now to believe with
natural pride and the difficulties that beset

them then far in the past, that they would
have been more successful the second day

;

and it has been argued that the withdrawal
of the Confederates from their advanced po-

sitions on the night of the 6th threw doubt
upon the final result. A newspaper inter-

viewer has even said for General Grant that

they were then preparing to retreat. The in-

consistency of that observation is evident. A
general who stops to fight a fresh army is not
likely to have had it in contemplation to flee

before one tliat he had already defeated on
the same ground. The published reports show
that the withdrawal on Sunday night did not
proceed from any faltering of the Confederate
commander. On the contrary, he believed

the victory to have been substantially won,
and that the fruit would certainly be gathered
the following day. His confidence in that re-

spect was shared in the fullest manner by his

entire army, backed by a particularly able

body of high officers. All demanded to be led

against the last position : not one doubted
the result. We can imagine the effort such an
army would have put forth when animated by
such a spirit.

With the usual apologies for defeat on
Monday, they rated their strength at 20,000

men, but with the fruits of victory in view, it

will be safe to say they would have brought
at least 25,000 into action; and it has been
claimed that 25,000, according to the Con-
federate method of computation, would have
been equal to about 28,000 according to the

Federal method. Their relative strength

would have been materially increased by the

large accession of captured cannon. They
had also improved their condition by ex-

changing their inferior arms for better cap-

tured ones. Comparati\'ely, the enemy was in

a more eflftcient state than before the battle.

The Union ranks might have been swelled

to 15,000— not more. That force could not

on such ground have ventured to cover a line

of more than a mile— its left at the river and
its right near the ravines of Tillman's Creek.

The high ground beyond the creek would

have enfiladed it, and the ravines would liave

afforded a lodgment and shelter for the

enemy. Dill's ravine on the left might also

have proved an element of weakness, and
though that flank could not be turned, the

peculiar advantage of position that aided

the Union troops on the left so much on
Sunday wouUi not have existed on Monday.

—

The field of action in front was a uniform

wooded surface.

Nowhere in history is the protane idea that
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in a fair field fight, Providence is on the side

of the strongest battahons, more uniformly

sustained than in our Civil War. It presents

no example of the triumph of 15,000 or even

20,000 men against 25,000. It aftbrds some
such instances where the stronger force was

suqirised by rapid and unexpected move-

ments, and still others where it was directed

with a want of skill against chosen positions

strengthened by the art of defense ; but no-

where else. The weaker force is uniformly de-

feated or compelled to retire. In this case

the missiles of the assailant would have found

a target in the batde-line of the defense and

in the transportation and masses of stragglers

crowded together about the Landing. The
height of the bluff" would have rendered the

gun-boats powerless— the example of Belmont
could only have been partially repeated, if at

all— the bulk of the defeated force must have

laid down its arms. There are those who
have met the question with the argument that

General Grant's personal qualities were a

guarantee for his triumph. That is a poor

sort of logic, and there are thousands of patri-

otic citizens, not unfriendly to General Grant,

who would draw back in alarm from the con-

templation of any contingency that would
have deprived the Union cause of its superior

numbers at more than one period of his career.

Ix the usual extravagant newspaper dis-

patches from the field of battle there was a

statement of charges led by General Grant
and his staft", which were assumed to have
decided the fate of the day on Monday, or

at least to have given a crowning touch to

the victory. It would be a satire to reproduce
that statement in its original form at this

time. Its adoption, however, by various books
and sketches, and especially the reference to

such an incident by General Grant in his

recent Century article, makes it properly an
object of intjuiry. Such an act as leading a
charge is a conspicuous incident rarely re-

sorted to by the commander of an army.
General (Jrant in some former newspaper
inter\iew is made to assume that (ieneral

Sidney John.ston lost his life under such cir-

cumstances, from which he argues the failing

fortune of the Confederate attack on Sunday.
General Johnston's conduct in that affair is

described in the ('onfederate rei)orts. It was
an outburst of impatient valor not caused by
any crisis in the battle, though an attack at a

certain point had been repulsed. He did not
lose his life in the act, and the most sub-

stantial successes of the Confederates were
achieved at a later hour. We likewise nat-

urally look in the official reports for a f:ircum-

stantial account of the charge said to have

been led by General Grant, for no colonel of
a regiment is likely to overlook the honor of
having been led in a charge by the com-
mander of the army.

In the report of Colonel Veatch of Hurl-
but's division there occurs the following pas-

sage :
'' Maj.-Gen. Grant now ordered me

forward to charge the enemy. I formed my
brigade in column of battalions, and moved
forward in double-quick through our deserted
camps and to the thick woods beyond our
lines in pursuit of the retreating enemy, fol-

lowing until we were in advance of our other

forces, and were ordered to fall back by Gene-
ral Buell." It is proper to remark that I wit-

nessed this movement. I was in advance on the

line toward which it was made, and understand
its bearing. It does not answer the descrip-

tion of a charge led by General Grant, since

he is not said to have been present in it.

In the report of General Rousseau occurs

the following:

" When thus repulsed, the enemy fell back and his

retreat began ; soon after which I saw two regiments
of government troops advancing in double-quick time
across the open fields in our front, and saw that one
of them was the First Ohio, which had been moved
to our left to wait for ammunition. I galloped to the

regiment and ordered it to halt, as I had not ordered
the movement, but was informed that it was advanc-
ing by order of General Grant, whom I then saw in

rear of the line with his staff. I ordered the regi-

ment to advance with the other, which it did some
two or three hundred yards farther, when it was halted,

and a fire was opened upon it from one of our camps,
then occupied by the enemy. The fire was instantly

returned, and the enemy soon fled, after wounding
eight men of the First Ohio."

There is in the official reports no other

mention of such an occun'ence. This must
have been the charge referred to, though it

does not satisfy the description, since it ap-

pears that General Grant was not taken into

the enemy's fire ; and there is nothing in it

which fills the definition of a charge. The
professional soldier at least understands that

the term implies something more serious than

a movement of troops upon the field of bat-

tle, even at a rapid pace, in the presence of

an enemy. But putting out of the question

all a])propriate distinctions in the use of

terms, there was nothing in the occasion or

in these simple movements which promised
any advantage, or entitled them to the slight-

est prominence. The enemy had retired from
the last line, and was believed to be in re-

treat ; but he had withdrawn in good order,

and it is known that he halted a half-mile

beyond, fully jjrepared to repel a careless

pursuit. The topographical feature of larger

fields and intervening woods made the left

and left-center of the battle-field more diffi-

cult for attack than the ground about McClerr
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nand's camp, as was illustrated by the battle

of the previous day. The antagonists, except

when in immediate contact, were kept at a

greater distance apart, and were more screened

from the observation of each other. The re-

sistance, (luelled for the moment, would be
renewed unexpectedly by reenforcements or

on a new line with increased vigor, and did

" Headouaktkks Dist. of W. Tenn., Pittsburg,
April 7, 1S62. Major-General D. C. iiuell, Gen.

:

When I left the field this evening, my intention was
to occuj))' the most advanced position possible for the
iiijjht, with the infantry enj^aged through the day, and
follow up our success with cavalry and fresh troops
expected to arrive during my last absence on the field.

The great fatigue of our men—they having been en-
gaged m two days' fight, and subject to a march yester-

day and a fight to-day—would preclude the idea of
not always allow the assailant to retain the making any advance to-night without the arrival of

advantage he had gained. the expected reenforcements. My plan, therefore.

Nelson and Crittenden were working their '^'^IJ'^
^°/^'!! "^' '" ^}^ morning, with all the troops

, ,, • ^-cr 1, 1
on ttie outer Imes, until our cavalry force can be organ-

way step by step over this difficult ground, j^ed (one regiment of your army will finish crossing
when the cheers of victory commenced on soon), and a sufficient artillery and infantry su])port to

the riHlt where the enemy could be better ob- ft)Ilow them are ready for a move. Under the instruc

served. It was my misfortune to know nothing ^'""'
r'l""^

^
'r''''''

l^'l'^Y'^^fJy
received and a dispatcl

, , 1 • r . J 1
also of to-day from Mnjor-(.eneral Halleck, It will no

about the topography in front, and when at • • • - •- - - —
that moment the enemy on the left was found

to be yielding readily to our advance, it was
my mistake to suppose that the retirement

was more precipitate and disordered than

proved to be the case. On that supposition

Nelson was ordered rapidly to the lower ford

of Lick Creek, by which I supposed a part of

the enemy had advanced and would retreat,

and was thus out of position for the state of

the case as it turned out. The last attack of

Crittenden was made through thick woods,
and his division had become a good deal

scattered ; but a brigade of Wood's division

came up just then and was pushed forward has been reviewed by General Grant and his

h
not

then do to advance beyond Pea Ridge, or some point
which we can reach and return in a day. General
Halleck will probably be here himself to-morrow.
Instructions have been sent to the division com-
manders, not included in your command, to be ready
in the morning either to find if an enemy was in front,

or to advance. Very respectfully, Your obedient .Ser-

vant, U. S. Grant, Major-General Commanding."

This letter implies the hypothesis expressed
also in General Grant's dispatch of the same
evening to General Halleck, that the enemy
might still be in our front with the intention

of renewing the attack. I make no comment
on that point further than to contrast it with

the later pretensions with which the battle

on the eastern Corinth road. It soon came
upon and engaged the enemy's skirmishers,

and was attracting a flank fire from a

battery a considerable distance off on the

right. The orderly withdrawal of the ene-

my was now discovered, and indicated

that a single brigade unsupported would be
insufficient for a pursuit. Wood's brigade

was therefore halted while its skirmishers

occupied the enemy's cavalry, and orders

were sent to McCook and Crittenden to form
on the new line. Just at that moment a fee-

ble column was seen to the right and rear of

Wood's brigade, moving in a direction which

friends. The idea is again indicated in his or-

ders to his division commanders on the eighth

:

" I have instructed Taylor's cavalry to push out the

road toward Corinth to ascertain if the enemy have re-

treated. . . . Should they be retreating, I want all the

cavalry to follow them."

Something in the same vein, which I would
by no means be understood as dwelling upon
censoriously, is seen in a dispatch of the next
day to Halleck

" I do not " [he says] " like to suggest, but it appears
to me that it would be demoralizing upon our troops
here to be forced to retire upon the opposite bank
of the river, and unsafe to remain on this many weeks
without large reenforcements."

would bring it into the tiank fire of the enemy's The passage is chiefly noteworthy as show-
artillery on the right. 1 therefore ordered ing that the fault of Shiloh was not in an excess

it to be halted until other dispositions were of rashness or contem])t for the adversary,

made; but misapprehending the object of and that the lesson of the occasion had not
the order, or deeming perhaps that enough yet pointed out a means of security other than
had been done for one day, it withdrew in reenforcements or retreat. The introduction

altogether, and like the rest of Grant's troops,

retired to its camp. Following the same
example, and most probably with General
Grant's authority, McCook's division had
started to the river. Before these misconcep-
tions could be corrected, and my divisions

got into position, night came on, and the time

of the evidence is not to be ascribed to any
motive of disparagement. It is entirely perti-

nent to the subject under consideration.

General Cirant has recently admitted that

a pursuit ought to have been made, and
vaguely intimates that somebody else than him-

self was responsible that it was not done.
for a further forward movement passed for the The reason given in his letter to me is, of course,

day. Indeed, while my troops were beingcalled insufficient. General McCook may have told

up, I received from General Grant, who had him that his men were hungry and tired ; but
retired to the Landing, the following letter

:

if the order had been issued, both McCook
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and his troops would cheerfully have shown
how much tired and hungry soldiers can do
when an emergency demands it. If General

Grant meant to imply that I was responsible

that the pursuit was not made, I might per-

haps answer that it is always to be expected

that the chief officer in command will deter-

mine the course to be pursued at such a

juncture, when he is immediately upon the

ground ; but I inwardly imposed upon myself

the obligation of employing the army under

my command as though the whole duty of the

occasion rested upon it. There was no doubt
in mv mind or hesitation in my conduct as

to the propriety of continuing the action, at

least as long as the enemy was in our presence,

as I considered him still to be ; and I make
no attempt to excuse myself or blame others

when I say that General Grant's troops, the

lowest individual among them not more than

the commanderhimself, appear to have thought
that the object of the battle was sufficiently

accomplished when they were reinstated in

their camps ; and that in some way that idea

obstructed the reorganization ofmy line until a

further advance that day became impracticable.

Much harsh criticism has been passed upon
Cieneral Lew. Wallace for having failed to

reach the field in time to participate in the

battle on Sunday. The naked fact is apt to

be judged severely, and the reports made
a year afterward by General Grant's staft'-

officers— the report of Colonel Rawlins
especially— are calculated to increase the

unfavorable impression. But some qualifica-

tion of that evidence must be made, on ac-

count of the anxiety produced in the minds
of those officers by their peculiar connection
with the exciting circumstances of the battle.

The statement of Rawlins is particularly to

be received with reservation. They found
Wallace on a different road from the one by
which they expected him, and assumed that

he was wrongfully there. Rawlins pretends
to give the words of a verbal order that would
have taken him to a different place. Wallace
denies that version of the order, and the cir-

* umstances do not sustain it. He was on the
road to and not far from the upper ford of
Owl Creek, whirh would have brought him
on the right flank of the Federal line, as it

was in the morning, and as he presumed it

still to be. It would have been at least an
honest if not a reasonable interpretation of
the order that took him to a point where the
responsibility and danger were liable to be
greatly increased. The impression of Major
Rowley, repeated more strongly by General
Grant in his C'entukv article, that when
found he was farther from the battle-field

than when he started, the map shows to have
been incorrect. The statement of Rawlins
that he did not make a mile and a half an
hour, is also not correct of the whole day's

march. He actually marched nearly fifteen

miles in six hours and a half That is not
particularly rapid marching, but it does not
indicate any loitering. At the same time it

must be said that, under the circumstances,

the manner in which the order was given to

Wallace is liable to unqualified disapproval,

both as it concerned the public interest and
the good name of the officer.

To these qualifying facts it must be added
that a presumption of honest endeavor is

due to Wallace's character. He did good
service at Donelson, and at Shiloh on the

7th, and on no other occasion have his zeal

and courage been impugned. The verdict

must perhaps remain that his action did not
respond to the emergency as it turned out,

but that might fall far short of a technical

criminality, unless under a more austere

standard of discipline than prevailed at that,

or indeed at any other, period of the war.

If he had moved energetically after McPher-
son and Rawlins arrived and informed him
of the urgency of the occasion, no just cen-

sure could be cast upon his conduct. The
reports of those officers imply that he did

not do so, but McPherson, who was most
likely to be correct, is least positive on that

point. It would probably be easy in any of

the armies to point to similar examples of a

lack of ardent effort which led to grave dis-

appointment without being challenged, and
to many more that would have been attended
with serious consequences if any emergency
had arisen. It was a defect in the discipline

which it was not possible at that time to

remedy completely.

\Vhen this article was urged upon me by

the recent revival of the discussion, I was
advised by friends in whose judgment I have
great confidence, to write an impersonal ac-

count of the battle. The idea was perfectly

in harmony with my disposition, but a

moment's reflection showed me that it was
impracticable. It would ignore the character-

istics which have made the battle of Shiloh

the most famous, and to both sides the most
interesting of the war. The whole theme is

full of personality. The battle might be called,

almost jjroperly, a personal one. It was
ushered in by faults that were personal, and
the resistance that jjrolonged it until succor

came was personal. This does not pretend to

be a history of it, but only a review of some
of the prominent facts which determined its

character and foreshadowed its result. Even
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this fragmentary treatment of the subject

would be incomplete without a revision of the

roll of honor. The task is not difficult, for the

evidence is not meager or doubtful. It says

of McClemand, that, crippled at the start by
the rudeness of the unexpected attack and
the wreck of the division in his front, before

he had time well to establish his line, he
struggled gallantly and long with varying for-

tune to keep back the columns of the enemy
;

and though he failed in that, he was still able

to present an organized nucleus which at-

tracted the disrupted elements of other divis-

ions: of Hurlbut, that he posted the two
brigades under his immediate command, not

in the strongest manner at first, but with judg-

ment to afford prompt shelter to the defeated

division of Prentiss, and maintained his front

with some serious reverses to his left flank,

for seven hours and until his left was turned,

with a greater list of mortality than any other

division sustained : of W. H. L. Wallace,

that, never dislodged, he sacrified his life in a

heroic effort with Prentiss to maintain his

front between the enemy and the Landing :

of Prentiss, that with the rawest troops in the

army his vigilance gave the earliest warning
of the magnitude of the danger, and offered

a resolute resistance to its approach ; that,

though overwhelmed and broken in advance,
he rallied in effective force on the line of

Hurlbut and Wallace, and firmly held his

ground until completely surrounded and over-

powered : and of Sherman, that he too strove

bravely, but from an early hour with a feeble

and ineffective force, to stay the tide of dis-

aster for which his shortcoming in the position

of an advanced guard was largely responsible;

but it discloses no fact to justify the announce-
ment of General Halleck that he " saved the

fortune of the day on the 6th." On the con-
trary it shows, that of all the division com-

manders, not one was less entitled to that

distmction. This will be a strange and may
seem like a harsh utterance to many readers,

but it is the verdict of the record. The similar

indorsement of General Grant a year later

that " he held the key-point to the Landing "

is equally alien to the evidence, and still

further without intelligent meaning. If the

key-point was any other than the Landing it-

self, it was on the left where the attack was
strongest and the resistance longest maintained.

Into the list of brave men in the inferior

grades— captains and even lieutenants who
for the moment led the wrecks of regiments
and brigades, and field-officers who repre-

sented brigades and divisions, and who poured
out their lives on the field or sur\'ived its car-

nage— I cannot here pretend to enter, though
it is a most interesting chapter in the battle.

And of Grant himself— is nothing to be
said ? The record is silent and tradition ad-
verse to any marked influence that he exerted
upon the fortune of the day. The contempo-
raneous and subsequent newspaper accounts
of personal adventure are alike destitute of
authenticity and dignity. If he could have
done anything in the beginning, he was not on
the ground in time. The determining act in

the drama was completed by ten o'clock.

From Sherman's report and later reminiscen-

ces we learn that he was with that officer

about that hour, and again, it would seem, at

three and five o'clock, and he was with Pren-
tiss between ten and eleven ; but he is not
seen anywhere else in front. We read of some
indefinite or unimportant directions given
without effect to straggling bodies of troops in

rear. That is all. But he was one of the many
there who would have resisted while resistance

could avail. That is all that can be said, but
it is an honorable record.

AiRDRiE, Kv., June, 1885. D. C. Buell.

MEMORANDA ON THE CIVIL WAR.

Controversies in regard to Shiloh.

A staff-officer's account of the attack and WITHDR-WVAL.

AT the time of the battle of Shiloh I was on General
Bragg's staff as his chief engineer, with the rank

of captain. On the night of April 5th I accompanied
him to General Johnston's headquarters, where the

last council of war was held. I was not present at

the meeting of the generals, but with a number of

other staff-officers remained near by. We could hear

the low, earnest discussion of our superiors, but could
not distinguish the words spoken.

When the council closed, and General Bragg started

to his own bivouac, I joined him, and received the

following instructions : That as the attack would be

made at daylight, the next morning at four o'clock I

should proceed to the front along the Bark road, with

Lieutenant Steel of the engineers and a squad of

cavalry, until I came to the enemy's camp; that I

should very carefully and cautiously reconnoiter the

camp from where I struck it towards the enemy's left

flank ; that I should by no means allow any firing by

my little force, or do anything to attract attention ;

that my duty was to get all the information possible

about the enemy's position and condition, and send it

back by couriers from point to point, as my judgment

should suggest. Those orders I carried out the next

morning. Lieutenant Steel, now Major Steel, of N'ash-

ville, Tenn., h.ad been a civil engineer and surveyor

in that section of the country, had already made
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several daring and valuable reconnaissances of the

Federal camps, and knew the country thoroughly.

He was a splendid scout, and as brave a man as ever

lived. Under his skillful guidance I reached in safety

a point which he said was not more than a few hun-

dred vards from the Federal camps. Here our cavalry

escort and our own horses were left, and we two, leav-

ing the road, passed down a narrow valley or gorge,

got beyond the Federal pickets, and came within a few

rods of a sleepy camp sentinel leaning against a tree.

In front of us was a large camp as still and silent as

the grave ; no signs of life except a few smoldering

tires of the last night's supper. Noting these facts,

and without disturbing the man at the tree, we re-

turnetl to our cavalry squad, and I dispatched a courier

to General Bragg with a note telling what I had seen.

We then moved by our right flank through the woods,

from a quarter to half a mile, and repeated our former

manoeuvre. This time we found the cooks of the

camp astir preparing breakfast. While we were watch-

ing the process reveille was sounded, and I saw one

or two regiments form by companies, answer to roll-

call, and then disperse to their tents. Once more I

returned to my cavalry and dispatched a courier.

A third time I made a descent from the hills, down
a narrow hollow, still farther to our right, and saw

Federal soldiers cleaning their guns and accouterments

and getting ready for Sunday morning inspection. By
this time firing had begun on our left, and I could see

that it caused some commotion in the camps, but it

was evident that it was not understood. Soon the

firing became more rapid and clearer and closer, and

I saw officers begin to stir out of their tents, evidently

anxious to find out what it all meant. Then couriers

began to arrive, and there was great bustle and confu-

sion; the long roll was beaten; there was rapid falling

in, and the whole party in front of me was so thor-

oughly awake and alarmed that I thought my safest

course was to retreat while I could and send another

courier to the rear.

How long all this took I cannot now recall, but per-

haps not more than an hour and a half or two hours.

When I reached my cavalry squad I knew that the

battle had opened in earnest, but I determined to have

one more look at the Federal position and moved once

more to the right. Without getting as near as our for-

mer positions, I had a good view of another camp
with a line of soldiers formed in front of it. Meantime
the Confederate troops had moved on down the hills,

and I could plainly see from the firing that there was
hot and heavy work on my left and in advance

of my present position. I then began to fear that

the division in front of me would swing around and
take our forces in flank, as it was manifest that the

Federal line extended farther in that direction than

ours. I therefore disposed my little cavalry force as

skirmishers, and sent a courier with a sketch of the

ground to General Bragg, anr] urged the importance

of having our right flank protected. How long I

waited and watched at this point it is hard to say.

Finally, becoming very uneasy at the state of affairs, I

left Lieutenant Steel with the cavalry and rode to the

left myself to make a personal report. In this ride

I pa.ssed right down the line of Ijattlc of the Confed-

erate forces, and saw some splendid duels both of ar-

tillery and infantry. Finally, as I have always thought,

about eleven o'clock, I came to General A. S. John-
ston and his staff standing on the brow of a hill watch-

ing the conflict in their front. I rode up to General

Johnston, saluted him, and said I wished to make a

report of the state of affairs on our extreme right. He
said he had received that report and a sketch from
Captain Lockett of the engineers. I told him I was
Captain Lockett. He replied, " Well, sir, tell me as

briefly and quickly as possible what you have to say."'

When my report was finished he said, " That is what I

gathered from your note and sketch, and I have already

ordered General Breckinridge to send forces to fill up
the space on our right. Ride back, sir, towards the

right, and you will probably meet General Breckin-

ridge ; lead him to the position you indicate, and tell

him to drive the enemy he may find in his front into

the river. He needs no further orders." The words
are, as near as I can remember them, exactly the ones

General Johnston used. I obeyed the order given,

met General Breckinridge, conducted him to the place

where I had left my cavalry, but found both them and
the Federal division gone. I rode with General Breck-

inridge a few hundred yards forward, and we soon re-

ceived a volley which let us know that the Federal

forces had retired but a very short distance from their

original position. General Breckinridge deployed Bow-
en's and Statham's brigades, moved them forward, and
soon engaged the Federal forces. I bade the General

good-day and good luck, and once more rode down
the hne of battle until I found General Bragg. With
him I remained, excepting when carrying orders and
making reconnaissances under his orders, until the

close of i.he first day's fight.

I witnessed the various bloody and unsuccessful

attacks on the "hornets' nest." During one of the

dreadful repulses of our forces, General Bragg di-

rected me to ride forward to the central regiment of a

brigade of troops that was recoiling across an open
field, to take its colors and carry them forward. " The
flag must not go back again," he said. Obeying the

order, I dashed through the line of battle, seized the

colors from the color-bearer, and said to him, "General
Bragg says these colors must not go to the rear."

While talking to him the color-sergeant was shot

down. A moment or two afterwards I was almost alone

on horseback in the open field between the two lines

of battle. An ofiicer came up to me with a bullet-hole

in each cheek, the blood streaming from his mouth,

and asked, " What are you doing with my colors, sir ?
"

" I am obeying General Bragg's orders, sir, to hold

them where they are," was my reply. " Let me have

them," he said. " If any man but my color-bearer

carries these colors, I am the man. Tell General

Bragg I M'ill see that these colors are in the right

place. But he must attack this position in flank; we
can never carry it alone from the front." It was
Colonel Allen, afterwards Governor Allen of Louisiana.

I returned, miraculously preserved, to General Bragg,

and reported Colonel Allen's words. I then carried an

order to the same troops, giving the order I think to

General Gibson, to fall back to the fence in the rear

and reorganize. This was done, and then General

Bragg dispatched me to the right, and Colonel Frank
Gardner (afterwards Major-General) to the left, to in-

form the brigade and division commanders on either

side that a combined movement would be made on the
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front and flanks of that position. The movements
were made, and Prentiss was captured.

As Colonel William Preston Johnston says, that

capture was a dear triumph to us— dear for the

many soldiers we had lost in the first fruitless at-

tacks, but still dearer on account of the valuable time

it cost us. The time consumed in gathering Pren-

tiss's command together, in taking their arms, in

marching them to the rear, was inestimably valua-

ble. Not only that ; the news of the capture spread,

and grew as it spread ; many soldiers and officers

believed we had captured the bulk of the Federal

army, and hundreds left their positions and came

to see the " captured Yanks." But after a while the

Confederates were gotten into ranks, and a perfect

line of battle was formed, with our left wing resting on

C)wl Creek and our right on the Tennessee River. Gen-
eral Polk was on the left, then Bragg, then Hardee, then

Breckinridge. In our front only one single point was
showing fight, a hill crowned with artillery. I was with

General Bragg, and rode with him along the front of

his corps. I heard him say over and over again, " One
more charge, my men, and we will capture them all."

While this was going on a staff-officer (or rather, I

think, it was one of the detailed clerks of General

Beauregard's headquarters, for he wore no uniform)

came up to General Bragg and said, " The General

directs that the pursuit be stopped; the victory is suf-

ficiently complete ; it is needless to expose our men to

the fire of the gun-boats." General Bragg said, " My
God, was a victory ever sufficiently complete ? " and

added, " Have you given that order to any one else ?
"

" Yes, sir," was the reply, " to General Polk, on your

left ; and if you will look to the left, you will see that

the order is being obeyed." General Bragg looked,

and said, " My God, my God, it is too late !
" and turn-

ing to me he said, " Captain, carry that order to the

troops on the right"; and to Captain Frank Parker,
" You carry it to the left." In a short time the troops

were all falling back

—

aiid the victory xoas lost. Captain

Parker and myself M'ere the only members of General

Bragg's staff who were with him at that time. Cap-

tain Parker, I think, is still living in South Carolina,

and will surely remember all that I have narrated.

In this hasty sketch I have intentionally omitted

everything but the beginning and end of that day's op-

erai.ons, to throw what light I can upon the two grand

points of dispute: Was tlie Federal army surprised

by our attack ? and whose fault was it that the victory

was not sufficiently complete on the first day ?

In regard to the second day's fight I will touch

upon but one point. I, like a great many other staff-

officers, was principally occupied in the early hours
of the second day in gathering together our scattered

men and getting them into some sort of manageable
organization. In this duty I collected and organized a

body of men about a thousand strong. They were
composed of men of at least a half-dozen different reg-

iments. The Seventh Kentucky, with a tattered flag,

and the Ninth Arkansas were the most numerously
represented. We had not one single field-officer in

the command. When I reported to General Beaure-

gard that I had the troops divided into companies,

had assigned a captain to duty as lieutenant-colonel

and a first lieutenant as major, he himself put me
in command of them as colonel. In order that

my command might have a name, I dubbed it the
" Beauregard Regiment,"— a name that was received

with three rousing cheers. Not long after my regi-

ment was thus orticered and christened, a message
came from General Breckinridge on our extreme
right that he was liard pressed, and needed recnforce-

jnents. My regiment, which was at the time just

behind General Beauregard, held in reserve by
his orders, was sent by him to General Breckin-
ridge's assistance. We marched down the line of

battle to the extreme right, passed beyond General
Breckinridge's right, wheeled by companies into line

of battle, and went in with the "rebel yell." The
men on our left took up the yell and the charge, and
we gained several huntlrcd yards of ground. From
this point we fought back slowly and steadily for sev-

eral hours, until word came that the army was ordered
to retreat, that the commands would fall back in suc-

cession from the left, and tliat the right wing would be
the rear-guard. This order was carried out, and v^-hen

night came the right wing was slowly falling back with
face to the foe. We halted on the same ground we had
occupied on the morning of the 6th, just before the bat-

tle began. If there was any "breaking" and "starting,"

as General Grant expresses it, I did not witness it.

As a sequel I will state that in the retreat of our

troops before General Sherman from Jackson to Me-
ridian in 1864, 1 was lieutenant-colonel and chief engi-

neer of the Confederate forces ; and in one of our day's

marches to the rear, while I was passing the army to

select a defensive position for our next halt, I recog-

nized the captain whom I had made lieutenant-colonel

at the battle of Shiloh. He was then a real lieutenant-

colonel, commanding the Ninth Arkansas Regiment.
We had not met since the battle of Shiloh, and I

could not but slacken my pace a little to recall old

memories. I have forgotten his name, but I trust he is

still alive. Pie was as brave as a lion, and led the

Beauregard Regiment into that charge at Shiloh like a

veteran of a thousand battles.

S. If. Tjyckett.

THE PLAN OF THE BATTLK, AND THE WITHDRAWAL
OF THE FIRST DAY.

. Ix his paper published in The Century for Feb-

ruary, 1885, Colonel William Preston Johnston, as-

suming to give the Confederate version of the campaign

and battle of Shiloh, at which he was not present, has

adventured material statements regarding operations

on that field, which must have been based on misin-

formation or misunderstanding in essential particulars,

as I take occasion to assert from personal knowledge

acquired as an eye-witness and aide-decamp on the

staff of General Beauregard. My personal knowledge

runs counter to many of his statements and deductions,

but I shall here confine myself to two points.

First, I must dispute that tlie battle order as pro-

mulgated was in any wise different from the one sub-

mitted by General Beauregard at his own quarters at

Corinth, early in the morning of the 3d of April, to

General A. S. Johnston, and which was accepted

without modification or suggestion. This assertion I

base on these facts : .\bout one o'clock in the morn-

ing the adjutant-general of the Confederate forces,

Colonel Jordan, aroused me from sleep in my tent,

close by General Beauregard's chamber, and desired
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me to inform the Geneial at dawn that General John-

ston had agreed to his recommendation to move of-

fensively against Pittsburg Landing at meridian that

day, and that the circular orders to the corps command-

ers had been already issued by Colonel Jordan to that

effect. Acting upon this request, I found that General

Beauregard had already during the night made full

notes on loose scraps of paper of the order of march

and battle, from which he read aloud for me to copy

— mv copv being given to Colonel Jordan as soon as

completed, as the basis of the official order that he

was to frame, and did frame and issue in the name of

General Johnston. And that is the order which Col-

onel Johnston erroneously alleges upon the post-

humous authority of General Bragg to differ essentially

from the plan settled upon by General Johnston for

the battle. This allegation I know to be unfounded, as

the order as issued varies in no wise from the notes dic-

tated to me by General Beauregard, excepting the mere

verbiage and the details relating to transportation and

ordnance service added by Colonel Jordan : that is to

say, the plan explained by General Beauregard and

accepted by General Johnston at the quarters of the

former.

Being limited as to space, I shall pass over a throng

of facts within my personal knowledge, which would

establish that General Beauregard was as actively and

directly handling tlie Confederate forces engaged in

their general conduct of the battle before the death of

General Johnston, as he was after that incident. I shall

confine myself on this occasion to relating that after

General Beauregard became cognizant of the death of

General Johnston, he dispatched me to the front with

orders that led to the concentration of the widely scat-

tered and disarrayed Confederate forces, which resulted

in the capture of General Prentiss and so many of his

division after five o'clock on the 6th.

I also, later in the day, carried orders to Hardee,

who was engaged on our extreme left or Federal right,

where I remained with that officer until almost dark,

up to which time no orders had reached him to cease

fighting. On the contrary, he was doing his best to

force back the enemy in his front. As he was without

any of his staff about him for the nonce, I acted as his

aide-de-camp. Meantime the gun-boats were shelling

furiously, and their huge missiles crushed through the

branches of the trees overhead with such a fearful din,

frequency, and closeness, that, despite the excitement

of our apparently complete victory, there was room
left in our minds for some most unpleasant sensations,

especially when the top of some lofty tree, cut off by
a shell, would come to])pling down among the men.

Possibly, had Colonel Johnston been present on the

field at that last hour of the battle of the 6th, a witness

of the actual fruitless efforts made to storm the last

(>osition held by the enemy upon the ridge covering

the immediate lanrling-place, known as I'ittsburg, he
might V>€ IxTtfer informed why it was that that position

was not carried, and be less disposcfl to adduce such
testimony as that of CJcneral Bragg, to the effect that

but for the order given by Beauregard to withdraw
from action he would have carricfl all before him.

It ho hapf>encd that I rejoined General Beaure-

gard at a point near Shiloh Chapel (having escorted

General Prentiss from the field to General Beaure-

gard), when General Bragg rode up from the fror

and I heard him say in an excited manner : " Generc

we have carried everything before us to the Tennessi
j

River. I have ridden from Owl to Lick Creek, ai
j

there is none of the enemy to be seen." Beauregaij

quietly replied: "Then, General, do not unnecessari

'

expose your command to the fire of the gun-boats." I

Alexander Robert Chisoltu.

The Fourth Regular Infantry at Gaines's Mill.

Probably not much credit attaches to the particul

organized force which was the last to cross the Chic

ahominy River after the battle of Gaines's Mill ; b

in order to settle the question I desire to state th

the cavalry was not the last to cross the river— evi

if they did leave at the time General Merritt states

the September Century. The Fourth U. S. Infant

was the last organization which crossed, and that re

iment passed over about two hotirs after daylight t

the morning of the 28th, and a bridge had to be part

relaid to enable it to do so. This regiment was post'

on the extreme right flank of the army at the battle

Gaines's Mill, and was ordered to support Weec
battery. Weed was afterwards reenforced by Tidbal

battery, and the Fourth Infantry held its position fro

the commencement of the engagement (about 1 1 A. v.

until twilight of the 27th, without receiving an ord

or stirring from its position until Weed reported tli

he had no more ammunition, and retired from the fie

by way of the Cold Harbor road, covered by t

Fourth Infantry. Night came upon the regiment as

was retiring on this road. It went into bivouac, in li

of battle, in the Chickahominy Valley on the road

which it retired from the field. When daylight cai

we expected orders to renew the engagement, a

took up our march to return to the battle-field, abc

a mile and a half distant. It was then that soi

wounded were met, who informed that all the arr

had crossed during the night. We then marched frc

Grapevine Bridge to Alexander's Bridge, in sight

the enemy's pickets, and when we arrived on the sou

side we were astonished to find that it was thoug

we had been captured. We learned afterwards tl

orders had been sent to the Fourth Infantry duri

the action but the officer who started with them w
killed ; another who took them was wounded b'.-fc

they could be delivered, and an orderly who was sf

sequently dispatched with them did not arrive at 1

destination, and was never heard of afterwards.

Fort Omaha, September 8, 1885. William H. Powell,

Captain Fourth Infantry, Brevet-Major U. S.

A Correction from General Longstreet.

Mv attention has just been called to a dispatch of General Jc
liuford, written on August 29th, 1862, at 9:30 A. M., in which
gives information of my troops moving through Gainesville so

three-quarters of an hour before his note was written. This wo
place the head of my column at Gainesville about 9 A. M., and
line deployed and ready for battle at 12 M., which agrees with
recollection, and with my evidence in the F. J. Porter case,

seems that the Washington Artillery was halted some distanc<

rear to await my selection of the position to which it was assigned

hence the late hour (11:30) mentioned in the diary from whic
quoted, in my article in the February Century, in fixing

hour of our arrival at Gainesville.
James Longstreet

Gainesville, Ga., 8th January, 1886.



ABRAHAM LI.N'COLX IX 185S.

From an ambrotype owned by Miss Haltie Gilmer of Pittsticltl, Illinois. The Gilmer ambrolype was taken by C.

Jackson, in Piltstield, October i, 185S, during the Lincoln and Douglas campaign, immediately after Lincoln had made a

speech in the public square. Lincoln was the guest of his friend, D. H. Gilmer, a lawyer. He sat for two pictures, one of

which was finished for Mr. Gilmer. The other picture is supposed to have been destroyed.
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CREOLE SLAVE SONGS.

THE QUADROONS.

rHE patois in which these songs are found

is common, with broad local variations,

herever the black man and the French lan-

uage are met in the mainland or island re-

ions that border the Gulf and the Caribbean

ea. It approaches probably nearer to good

"rench in Louisiana than anywhere in the

Antilles. Yet it is not merely bad or broken

'rench ; it is the natural result from the ef-

Drt of a savage people to take up the language

f an old and highly refined civilization, and

; much more than a jargon. The humble con-

dition and great numbers of the slave-caste

promoted this evolution of an African-Creole

iialect. The facile character of the French

aaster-caste, made more so by the languorous

limate of the Gulf, easily tolerated and often

;ondescended to use the new tongue. It

:himed well with the fierce notions of caste

o have one language for the master and an-

)ther for the slave, and at the same time it

vas convenient that the servile speech should

)elong to and draw its existence chiefly from

he master's. Its growth entirely by ear where

;here were so many more African ears than

French tongues, and when those tongues had

;o many Gallic archaisms which they were

glad to give away and get rid of, resulted in

i broad grotesqueness all its own.

We had better not go aside to study it here.

Books have been written on the subject. They

may be thin, but they stand for years of la-

bor. A Creole lady writes me almost as I write

this, " It takes a whole life to speak such a

language in form." Mr. Thomas of Trinidad

has given a complete grammar of it as spoken

there. M. Marbot has versified some fifty of

La Fontaine's fables in the tongue. Pere

Copyright, 1SS6, by The Cen

Gaux has made a catechism in, and M. Turi-

ault a complete grammatical work on, the

Martinique variety. Dr. Armand Mercier, a

Louisiana Creole, and Professor James A.

Harrison, an Anglo-Louisianian, have written

valuable papers on the dialect as spoken in

the Mississippi delta. Mr. John Bigelow has

done the same for the tongue as heard in

Hayti. It is an amusing study. Certain tribes

of Africa had no knowledge of the v and z

sounds. The sprighdy Franc-Congos, for all

their chatter, could hardly master even this

African-Creole dialect so as to make their

wants intelligible. The Louisiana negro's r's

were ever being lost or mislaid. He changed

dormir to dromi'. His master's children called

the little fiddler-crab Tourlourou ;
he simpli-

fied the articulations to Troolooloo. Wherever

the r added to a syllable's quantity, he either

shifted it or dropped it overboard. PJtc fa ?

Non ! not if he could avoid it. It was the

same with many other sounds. For example,

final le; a thing so needless— he couldn't be

burdened with it ; // pas capab\' He found

himself profitably understood when he called

his master aimah' et nob\ and thought it not

well to be trop sensib' about a trifling /or two.

The French u was vinegar to his teeth. He
substituted / or ei before a consonant and 00

before a vowel, or dropped it altogether ;
for

line, he said ^//,r/ ioxpiiis,fis : abso/iiiiicnthe

made assolimoit ; in was nearl)- always io : a

mulatrcssc was a inilatraissc. 1 n the West I ndies

he changed .s- into ch or A//, making son::;cr

c/ioii^^c', and suite kJiooite ; while in Louisiana

he reversed the process and turned ch into (

— c'c>x\' for chcrchez or chercher.

He misconstrued the liaisons of correct

French, and omitted limiting adjectives where

he convenientlv could, or retained only their

final sound carried over and prefixed to the

noun : nhomme— zanimaux— zherbes— zaf-

TURV Ci\ .\11 rights reserved.
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/aires. He made odd substitutions of one
word for another. For the \exh to go he of-
tener than otherwise used a word that better
signified his slavish pretense of alacrity, the
verb to run : mo courn,—mo always, never
J^'
— f'locoi/rri. tocourri, li coiirri ; always seiz-

ing whatever form of a verb was handiest and
holding to it without change ; no coi/fri, vo
iourri, ye courri. Sometimes the plural was
no zott— we others— courn, vo zoit courri,ye
zoit courri : no zoit courri dans bois— we are
going to the woods. His auxiliary verb in im-
perfect and pluperfect tenses was not to have,
but to be in the past participial form cte, but
shortened to one syllable. I have gone,
thou hadst gone : mo 7/ courri, to 7/ courri.

There is an affluence of bitter meaning

hidden under these apparently nonsensicj
I

hnes.* It mocks the helpless lot of three type i

of human life in old Louisiana whose fate wa
'

truly deplorable. Milatraisse was, in Creol i

song, the generic term for all that class fa i

mous wherever New Orleans was famous r i

those days when all foot-passengers by ni<^h
'

picked their way through the mud by the ray
of a hand-lantern— the freed or free-bon
quadroon or mulatto woman. Cocodrie (Span
ish, cocodrilla, the crocodile or alligator) wa
the nickname for the unmixed black man
while troulojilou was applied to the free maL
quadroon, who could find admittance to th.
quadroon balls only in the capacity, in thosi
days distinctly menial, of musician— fiddler
Now sing it

!

THE FirjDLER.

"Yellow girl goes to the ball;
Nigger lights her to the hall.

Fiddler man

!

Now, what is that to you ?

Say, what is that to you,
Fiddler man ?

It was much to him
; but it might as weli

have been little. What could he do ? As they
say, " Ravette zajnein tini raison divantpoule

''

(" Cockroach can never justify himself to the
hungry chicken "). He could only let his black
half-brother celebrate on Congo Plains the
mingled humor and outrage of it in satirical
songs of double meaning. They readily passed
unchallenged among the numerous nonsense
rhymes— that often rhymed lamely or not at
all — which beguiled the hours afield or the
moonlight gatherings in the "quarters," as
well as served to fit the wild chants of some
of their dances. Here is one whose character-
istics tempt us to suppose it a calinda, and
whose humor consists only m a childish play
on words. (Quand Mo 'Te, page 824.)
There is another nonsense song that may

or may not have been a dance. Its movement
has the true wriggle. The dances were
many; there were some popular in the West
Indies that seem to have remained compara-
tively unknown in Louisiana : the belair, bele,
ox bela; the cosaque y t\\e biguifie. Theguiouba
was probably the famed yV/Z^rt- of Georgia and
the Carolinas. (Neg' pas Capa' Marche, page
824.)

:tg Ui ^ti=lglg 5=^?=^
Mi

-
la - traissc cour - r. ,lans bal, Co - co - drie po' - td fa - nal, Trou-lou-

^—U— :z:si--=U U-:=b= ^=i^
lou

! C'est pas zaf - faire a tou, C'est pas zaf-faire d

^^^^^^=^^=^=£;
tou, Trou-lou - lou !
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CALALOU.

II.

THE LOVE-SONG.

Among the songs which seem to have been
sung for their own sake, and not for the dance,
are certain sentimental ones of slow mo\e-
ment, tinged with that faint and gentle melan-
choly that every one of Southern experience
has noticed in the glance of the African

slave's eye; a sentiment ready to be turned,

at any instant that may demand the change,
into a droll, self-abasing humor. They have
thus a special charm that has kept for them
a place even in the regard of the Creole of

to-day. How many ten thousands of black

or tawny nurse '' mammies," witli heads wrap-

ped in sdffly starched Madras kerchief turbans,

and holding'/// mait'c or 'tit maiircssc to tlieir

Vol. XXXI.— 84.

bosoms, have made the infants' lullabies these

gently sad strains of disappointed love or re-

gretted youth, will never be known. Now
and then the song would find its way through

some master's growing child of musical ear,

into the drawing-room; and it is from a Creole

drawing-room in the Rue Ksplanade that we
draw the following, so familiar to all Creole

ears and rendered with many variations of text

and measure. (Ah Suzette, page 824.)

One may \er\' safely suppose this song to

have sprung from the poetic invention of some

free black far away in the (lulf A Louisiana

slave would hardly have thought it possible to

earn money for himself in the sugar-cane fields.

The mention of mountains jioints back to St.

Domingo.
1 1 is strange to note in all this African-Creole

lyric product how rarely its ])ro(lucers seem
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.1

A NURSE MAMMIE.

to have recognized the myriad charms of na-

ture. The landscape, the seasons, the sun,

moon, stars, the clouds, the storm, the peace
that follows, the forest's solemn depths, the

vast prairie, birds, insects, the breeze, the

flowers— they are passed in silence. Was it

because of the soul-destroying weight of bond-
age ? Did the slave feel so ]jainfully that the

beauties of the natural earth were not for him ?

Was it because the overseer's eye was on him
that his was not lifted upon them ? It may
have been— in part. But another truth goes
with these. His songs were not often contem-
plative. 'I'hey voiced not outward nature, but
the inner emotions and passions of a nearly

naked serpent-worshiper, and these looked
not to the surrounding scene for symjjathy;

the surrounding scene belonged to his mas-

ter. But love was his, and toil, and anger,

and superstition, and malady. Sleep was his

balm, food his reenforcement, the dance his

pleasure, rum his longed-for nepenthe, and

death the road back to Africa. These were

his themes, and furnished the few scant figures

of his verse.

The moment we meet the offspring of his

contemplative thought, as we do in his apo-

thegms and riddles, we find a change, and any

or every object in sight, great or trivial, comely
or homely, is wrought into the web of his

traditional wit and wisdom. " Vo mie, savon,

passe godron," he says, to teach a lesson of

gentle forbearance (" Soap is worth more than

tar"). And then, to jjoint the opposite truth,

—

" Pas marre so chien ave saucisse " (" Don't

chain your dog with links of sausage "). " Qui
zamein 'tende souris fe so nid dan zore 9'at?"

(" Who ever heard of mouse making nest in

cat's ear? ") And so, too, when love was his

theme, ajjart from the madness of the dance
— when his note fell to soft cooings the verse

became pjastoral. So it was in the song last

<|uoted. And so, too, in this very African bit,

whose air 1 have not

:
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" Si to te tit zozo,

Et mo-meme, mo te fizi,

Mo sre tchoue toe— bourn
Ah ! tch^re bizou
D'acazou,
Mo laimein ou

Comme cochon laimein la bou I

Shall we translate literally ?

" If you were a little bird

And myself, I were a gun,

I would shoot you— boum !

Ah ! dear jewel

Of mahogany,
I love you

As the hog loves mud."

One of the best of these Creole love-songs

— one that the famed Gottschalk, himself a

New Orleans Creole of pure blood, made use

of— is the tender lament of one who sees the

girl of his heart's choice the victim of chagrin

in beholding a female rival wearing those

vestments of extra quality that could only be

the favors which both women had coveted

from the hand of some one in the proud mas-
ter-caste whence alone such favors could come.
" Calalou," says the song, " has an embroid-

ered petticoat, and Lolotte, or Zizi," as it is

often sung, "has a— heartache." Calalou,

here, I take to be a derisive nickname. Orig-

inally it is the term for a West Indian dish,

a noted ragout. It must be intended to apply

here to the quadroon women who swarmed
into New Orleans in 1809 as refugees from
Cuba, Guadeloupe, and other islands where
the war against Napoleon exposed them to

Spanish and British aggression. It was with

this great influx of persons neither savage nor
enlightened, neither white nor black, neither

slave nor truly free, that the famous quadroon
caste arose and flourished. If Calalou, in the

verse, was one of these quadroon fair ones,

the song is its own explanation. (See Pov'

piti Momzel Zizi, page 825.)
" Poor little Miss Zizi !

" is what it means
—-^" She has pain, pain in her little heart."
" A li " is simply the Creole possessive form

;

*' corps \ moin " would signify simply my.self

Calalou is wearing a Madras turban ; she has
on an embroidered petticoat ; [they tell their

story and] Zizi has achings in her heart. And
the second stanza moralizes :

" When you wear
the chain of love "— maybe we can make it

rhyme

:

"When love's chains upon ihec lie

Bid all happiness good-bye."'

Poor little Zizi ! say we also. Triumphant
Calalou ! We see that even her sort of freedom
had its tawdry victories at the expense of the

slave. A poor freedom it was, indeed : To
have f. m. c. or f. w. c. tacked in small let-

ters upon one's name perforce and by law,

that all might know that the bearer was not a

real freeman or freewoman, but only a free

man (or woman) of color,—a title that could
not be indicated by ca])ital initials; to be
the unlawful mates of luxurious bachelors,

and take their pay in muslins, embroideries,

])runella, and good living, taking with them
the loathing of honest women and the sala-

cious derision of the l^lackamoor ; to be the

sister, mother, father, or brother of Calalou

;

to fall heir to property by sufferance, not by
law; to be taxed for public education and
not allowed to give that education to one's

own children ; to be shut out of all occupa-
tions that the master class could reconcile with
the vague title of gentleman ; to live in the

knowledge that the law pronounced " death
or imprisonment at hard labor for life " against

whoever should be guilty of" writing, printing,

publishing, or distril)uting anything having a

tendency to create discontent among the free

colored population "
: that it threatened death

against whosoever should utter such things in

private conversation ; and that it decreed ex-

pulsion from the State to Calalou and all her kin

ofany age or condition if only they had come in

across its bounds since 1 807 . In the enjoyment
of such ghastly freedom as this the flesh-pots

of Egypt sometimes made the mouth water
and provoked the tongue to sing its regrets for

a past that seemed better than the present.

(See Bon D'je, page 826.)

Word for word we should have to render

it,
— " In times when I was young I never

pondered— indulged in reverie, took on
care," an archaic French word, zongkr, still

in use among the Acadians also in Louisiana;
" mo zamein zongle, bon D'je "— " good
Lord !

" " A(tair " is " a cette heure "— " at

this hour," that is, " now— these days."
" These days I am getting old— I am pon-
dering, good Lord !

" etc. Some time in the

future, it may be, some Creole will give us

translations of these things, worthy to be

called so. Meantime suffer this :

" In the days of my youth not a dream had I, good
Lord !

These times I am growing old, full of dreams am I,

good Lord

!

I have dreams of those good times gone by ! {ter)

When I was a slave, one boss had I, good Lord I

These times when I'm needing rest all hands serve I,

good Lord

!

1 have dreams," etc.

III.

THE I.AV AXn IHK DIRGF..

There were other strains of misery, the

cry or the vagabond laugh and song of the

friendless orphan for whom no asylum door
would open, but who found harbor and food

in the fields and wildwood and the forbidden
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places of the wicked town. When that Cre-

ole whom we hope for does come with his

good translations, correcting the hundred and

one errors that may be in these pages, we
must ask him if he knows the air to this

:

" Pitis sans popa, pitis sans momaii,

Qui 9a 'ou" zaut' fe pou' gagnein I'a'zanc,'

No courri Taut' bord pou' ceice patt 9'at'^

Xo touinein bayou pou" pe^'e patassa; •*

Et v'la comm 9a no te fe nou' Ta'zan.

"Pitis sans popa, pitis sans moman,
Qui 9a "ou' zaut' fe, etc.

Xo courri dans bois fouille lalanie^,

Xo vend' so racin' pou' foubi' plang'e ;

Et v'la comm" 9a, etc.

" Pitis sans popa, etc.

Pou' fe di the n'a fouille sassaf'as,

Pou' fe di I'enc" no po'te grain' sougras ;

•"'

Et v"la, etc.

" Pitis sans popa, etc.

Xo courri dans bois ramasse cancos
;

Ave' nou' la caze no trappe zozos ;

'

Et v'la, etc.

" Pitis sans popa, etc.

Xo courri a soir c'ez Mom'selle Maroto,
Dans la rie St. .\nn ou no te zoue loto

;

Et v'la," etc.

" Little ones without father, little ones without mother,
What do you to keep soul and body together ?

The river we cross for wild berries to search

;

We follow the bayou a-fishing for perch

;

And that's how we keep soul and body together.

"Little ones without, etc.

Palmetto we dig from the swamp's bristling stores

And sell its stout roots for scrubbing the floors

;

And that's how, etc.

" Little ones, etc.

The sassafras root we dig up ; it makes tea
;

For ink the ripe pokeberry clusters bring we

;

And that's how, etc.

" Little ones, etc.

We go to the woods cancos berries to fetch,

And in our trap cages the nonpareils* catch

;

.And that's how, etc.

" Little ones, etc.

At evening we visit Mom'selle Maroto,
In St. .Ann's street, to gamble awhile at keno

;

And that's how we keep soul and body together."

Here was companionship with nature— the

companionship of the vagaljond. We need not

1 L'argent— money.
2 " We go to the other side " [of the river] " to KCt cats' paws,"

a delicious little blue swamp berry
3 The perch The little sunfish or " pumpkin seed," miscalled

through the sfjuthwest.

* Dwarf palmetto, whose root is used by the Creoles as a scnilj-

bing-brush,
" Pokeberries. ''• Cancos, Indian name for a wild purple berry.
" Oi.scaux, birds,

* The nonpareil, par>e, or p;iinted bunting, is the favorite vic-

tim of the youthful bird-trappers.
'i Chevals— chevaux.

doubt that these little orphan vagrants could
have sung for us the song, from which in an ear-

lier article we have already quoted a line or two,

of Cayetano's circus, probably the most wel-

come intruder that ever shared with the man
Friday and his song-dancing fellows and sweet-

hearts the green, tough sod of Congo Square.

"C'est Miche Cayetane,
Qui sorti la Havane

Avec so chouals'' et so macacs. '"

Li gagnein ein nhomme qui dance dans sac

;

Li gagnein qui dance si ye la main ;

Li gagnein zaut', a choual, qui boir' di vin

;

Li gagnein oussi ein zein, zoli mom'selle.
Qui monte choual sans bride et sans selle

!

Pou' di' tou' (;a mo pas capab'

;

Me mo souvien ein qui 'vale sab'

!

Ye n'en oussi tou' sort' betail.

Ye pas montre pou la negraiP;

Gniapas la dotchians dos-brile,'

'

Pou' fe tapaze et pou' hirle

;

Ce gros madame et gros miche,
Qui menein la tous pitits ye,

'Oir Miche Cayetane,
Qui 'rive la Havane

Avec so chouals et so macacs."

Should the Louisiana Creole negro under-

take to render his song to us in English, it

would not be exactly the African- English of

any other State in the Union. Much less

would it resemble the gross dialects of the

English-torturing negroes of Jamaica, or Bar-

badoes, or the Sea Islands of Carolina. If

we may venture—
" Dass Cap'm Cayetano,
Wat comin' fmn Havano,*

Wid 'is monkey' an' 'is nag'

!

An' one man w'at dance in bag,

An' mans dance on dey han'— cut shine'

An' gallop boss sem time drink wine!
An' b'u'ful young missy dah beside,

Ridin' 'dout air sadd' aw brid'e; '^

To tell h-all dat— he cann' be tole.

Man teck a sword an' swall' 'im whole

!

Beas'es?'^ ev'y sawt o' figgah !

Dat show ain't fo' no common niggah

!

Dey don' got deh no po' white cuss'

—

Sunbu'nt back ! — to holla an' fuss.

Dass ladies fine, and gennymuns gran',

Fetchin' dey chilluns dah— all han'!
Fo' see Cayetano,
W'at come fum Havano

Wid 'is monkey' an' 'is nag' !

"

JO Macaques.
11 "Gniapas la dotchians dos-brile."
" II n'y a pas la des dotchians avec les dos brulos."
The dotchian dos-brile is the white trash with sunburnt back,

the result of working in the fields. It is an expression of su-

preme contempt for the piiits l>la>ics — low whites — to contrast
them with the f^ros iiindaiiies ct gros michies.

1" Riding without e'er a saddle or bridle.

1 •'• I'easls — wild animals.
* To turn final a into o for the purpose of rhyme is the special

delight of the singing negro. I used to hoar as part of a moon-
light game,

—

Come, young man, what chews tobacco, I had a wife in South Cal-li - no ; Her name was olc Aunt Di-noh.
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A CANDJO.

A remarkable peculiarity of these African It is interesting to contrast the solemnity

Creole songs of every sort is that almost with- with which these events are treated when

out exception they appear to have originated their heroes were black, and the broad buf-

in the masculine mind, and to be the ex- foonery of the song when the affair it cele-

pression of the masculine heart. Untrained brates was one that mainly concerned the

as birds, their males made the songs. We masters. Hear, for example, through all the

come now, however, to the only exception I savage simplicity of the loUowing rhymeless

have any knowledge of, a song expressive of lines, the melancholy note that rises and tails

feminine sentiment, the capitulation of some but never intermits. The song is said to be

belle Lavotte to the tender enticement of very old, dating from the last century. It is

a Creole-born chief or caudjo. The pleading still sung, but the Creole gentleman who pro-

tone of the singer's defense against those who cured it for me from a former slave was not

laugh at her pretty chagrin is— it seems to me able to transcribe or remember the air.

touching. (See Criole Candjo, page 826.

But we began this chapter in order to speak

of songs that bear more distinctly than any-

thing yet ciuoted the features of the true lay

or historical narrative song, commemorating
pointedly and in detail some important epi-

sode in the history of the community.

1 Tremblement de terrc - earthquake.
>j tchafaud.

: Cie :i Brii

Tremblant-terr" ' vini 'branlc moulin ;

Tonnerr" chid'-' tonibc bourlc'' moulin ;

Tou' moun^ clans moulin \\\ peri.

Temoins vim qui vend'" Libin.

^'e (lit Libin mette di fe.

Ye hisse saffaud'' pou' so la tete."

1 Tout le monde. Ti Vendaient— sold, betrayed.

So la tete : Creole possessive form for hi& lu-n-!.
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".MISTRESS FLEW INTO A PASSION."

Salda I m'alle mourri, Saida

!

Mo zamis di coram' 9a :
" Libin,

Faut to donn' Zilie to biting"
Cofaire^ mo sre donnein Zilie ?

Pou' moin Zilie zamein lave;-'

Zilie zamein 'passe* pou moin.
Saida I m'alle mourri, Saida !

An earthquake came and .shook the mill;
The heavens' thunders fell and burned it;

Every soul in the mill perished.

Witnesses came who betrayed Lubin.
They said he set the mill on fire.

They raised a scaffold to take off his head.
Saida I I am going to die !

My friends speak in this way: "Lubin,
You ought to give Julia your plunder."
Why should I give it to Julia?
For me Julia never washed clothes

;

Julia never ironed for me.
.Saida I I am going to die I

Or notice again the stately tone of lamenta-
tion over the fate of a famous negro insurrec-

tionist, as sung by old .Mafleleine of St. Ber-
nard parish to the same Creole friend already
mentioned, who kindly wrote down the lines

on the spot for this collection. They are

fragmentary, extortcrl hy littles from the shat-

tered memr^ry of the ancient crone. Their
allusion to the Cabildo places their origin in

the days when that olrl colonial council ad-

ministered .Spanish rule over the province.

1 Butin : literally plunder, \t\\\ usc'l, a:4 the word plunder is

^ Washed (clothci). 'Ironed. •"' Attach6c.
Acadiani: moored, for fastened.

OUARRA ST. MALO.

A'ie ! zein zens, vini fe ouarra

Pou' pov' St. Malo dans I'embas

!

Ye 9'asse li avec ye chien,

Y6 tire li ein coup d'fizi,

Ye hale li la cyprier,

So bras ye 'tasse" par derrier,

Ye 'tasse so la main divant;

Ye 'marre'^ li ape queue choual,

Ye trainein li zouqu'a la ville.

Divant miches la dans Cabil'e

Ye quise" li li fe complot
Pou' coup^ cou a tout ye blancs.

Ye 'mande li qui so comperes
;

Pov' St. Malo pas di' a-rien !

Zize^ la li lir' so la sentence,

Et pis^ li fe dresse potence.

Ye hale choual— 9'arette parti—
Pov' St. Malo reste pendi

!

Eine her soleil deza levee

Quand ye pend li si la lev^e.

Y6 laisse so corps balance

Pou' carancro gagnein manze,

THE DIRGE OF ST. MALO.

Alas ! young men, come, make lament
For ])oor .St. Malo in distres.s !

They chased, tliey hunted him with dogs,

'i'hey fired at him with a gun,

They hauled him from the cy]3rcss swamp.
His arms they lied licliind his back.

They tied his hands in front of him

;

by the nejjro, for personal property. - Poiirquoi faire.

'' Amarr6, an archaism, common to negroes and
" Acciiscc. ^-'Jiigc. i' Puis.
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They tied him to a horse's tail,

They dragged him up into the town.

Before those grand Cabiklo men

They charged that he liail made a plot

To cut the throats of all the whites.

They asked him who his comrades were;

Poor St. Malo said not a word !

The judge his sentence read to him,

And then they raised the gallows-tree.

They drew the horse — the cart moved off-

And left St. Malo hanging there.

The sun- was up an hour high

When on the Levee he was hung;

They left his body swinging there,

For carrion crows to feed upon.

It would be curious, did the limits of these

pages allow, to turn from such an outcry of

wild mourning as this, and contrast with it

the clownish flippancy with which the great

events are sung, upon whose issue from time

to time the fate of the whole land — society,

government, the fireside, the lives of thou-

sands— hung in agonies of suspense. At the

same time it could not escape notice how com-

pletely in each case, while how differently in

the two, the African has smitten his image

into every line : in the one sort, the white,

uprolled eyes and low wail of the savage cap-

tive, who dares not lift the cry of mourning

high enough for the jealous ear of the master;

m the other, the antic form, the grimacing

lace, the brazen laugh, and self-abasing con-

fessions of the buffoon, almost withm the

whisk of the public jailer's lash. I have be-

fore me two songs of dates almost fifty years

apart. The one celebrates the invasion of

Louisiana by the British under Admiral Coch-

rane and General Pakenham in 1814; the

other, the capture and occupation of New
Orleans by Commodore Farragut and Gen-

eral Butler in 1862.

It was on the morning of the twenty-third

of December, 18 14, that the British columns,

landing from a fleet of barges and hurrying

along the narrow bank of a small canal m a

swamp forest, gained a position in the open

plain on the banks of the Mississippi only six

miles below New Orleans, and with no de-

fenses to oppose them between their vantage-

ground and the city. The surprise was so

complete that, though they issued from the

woods an hour before noon, it was neariy

three hours before the news reached the town.

But at nightfall (General Jackson fell upon

them and fought in the dark the engagement

which the song commemorates, the indecisive

battle of Chalmette.

The singer ends thus :

" Fizi z' Angle ye fc bim ! bim !

Carabin Kaintock y6 fe zim ! zim !

Mo di' moin, sauve to la peau !

Mo zete corps au bord do I'eau ;

Quand mo rive li te fe clair.

Madam' li prend' ein coup d'col^re;

Li fe donn' moin cin quat' piquie,

Passe(iue mo pas sivi mouchie

;

Mais moin, mo vo mie quat' piquie

Passe ein coup d'fizi z'Angl^ !

"

'• The English muskets went bim ! bim

!

Kentucky rilles went zim! zim!

I said to myself, save your skin !

I scampered along the water's edge;

When I got back it was day-break.

Mistress flew into a passion ;

She had me whipped at the ' four stakes,'

Because T didn't slay with master;

But the ' four stakes ' for me is better than

A musket shot from an Englishman."

The story of Farragut's victory and Butler's

advent in April, 1862, is sung with the still

lighter heart of one in whose day the "quatre

piquets " was no longer a feature of the cala-

boose. Its refrain is :

" An-he !

Qui 9a qui rive ?

C'est Ferraguitt et p'i Botlair,

Qui riv^."

The Story is long and silly, much in the

humor of
" Hark ! hark !

The dogs do bark."

We will lay it on the table.

IV.

THE VOODOOS.

The dance and song entered into the negro

worship. That worship was as dark and hor-

rid as bestialized savagery could make the

adoration of serpents. So revolting was it,

and so morally hideous, that even in the West

Indian French possessions a hundred years

ago, with the slave-trade in full blast and the

West Indian planter and slave what they

were, the orgies of the Voodoos were forbid-

den. Yet both there and in Louisiana they

were practiced.

The Aradas, St. Mery tells us, introduced

them. They brought them from their homes be-

yond the Slave Coast, one of the most dreadfully

benighted regions of all Africa. He makes

the word Vaudaux. In Louisiana it is written

Voudou and Voodoo, and is often changed

on the negro's lips to Hoodoo. It is the

name of an imaginary being of vast supernat-

ural powers residing' in the form of a harm-

less snake. Thisspintual influence or potentate

is the recognized antagonist and opposite of

Obi, the great African manitou or deity, or

him' whom the Congoes vaguely generalize

as Zombi. In Louisiana, as I have been told

by that learned Creole scholar the late Alex-

ander Dimitry, Voodoo bore as a title of
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greater solemnity the addition-

al name of Maignan, and that

even in the Cahnda dance,

which he had witnessed in-

numerable times, was some-

times heard, at the height of

its frenzy, the invocation—
" Aie ! Aie !

Voodoo Magnan !

"

The worship of Voodoo is

paid to a snake kept in a box.

The worshipers are not merely

a sect, but in some rude, sav-

:
age way also an order. A man

I and woman chosen from their

own number to be the oracles

of the serpent deity are called

the king and queen. The
queen is the more important

of the two, and even in the

present dilapidated state of the

worship in Louisiana, where

the king's office has almost or

quite disappeared, the queen

is still a person of great note.

She reigns as long as she

continues to live. She comes
to power not by inheritance,

but by election or its barbarous

equivalent. Chosen for such

qualities as would give her a

natural supremacy, personal

attractions among the rest, and
ruling over superstitious fears

and desires of every fierce and
ignoble sort, she wields no triv-

ial influence. I once saw, in

her extreme old age, the famed
Marie Laveau. Her dwelling

was in the quadroon quarter

of New Orleans, but a step or

two from Congo Square, a

small adobe cabin just off the

sidewalk, scarcely higher than

its close board fence, whose
batten gate yielded to the

touch and revealed the crazy

doors and windows spread

wide to the warm air, and one

or two tawny faces within, whose expression

was divided between a pretense of contemptu-

ous inattention and a frowning resentment of

the intrusion. In the center of a small room
whose ancient cypress floor was worn with

scrubbing and sprinkled with crumbs of soft

brick— a Creole affectation of superior clean-

liness— sat, quaking with feebleness in an ill-

looking old rocking-chair, her body bowed,

and her wild, gray witch's tresses hanging

about her shriveled, yellow neck, the queen

Vol. XXXI.—S;.

A VOODOO.

of the Voodoos. Three generations of her

children were within the faint beckon of her

helpless, waggling wrist and fingers. They

said she was over a hundred years old, and

there was nothing to cast doubt upon the

statement. She had shrunken away from her

.skin; it was like a turtle's. Yet withal one

could hardly help but see that the face, now
so withered, had once been handsome and

commanding. There was still a faint shadow

of departed beauty on the forehead, the spark
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of an old tire in the sunken, glistening eyes,

and a vestige of imperiousness in the tine,

slightly aquiline nose, andeven about her silent,

woe-begone mouth. Her grandson stood by,

an uninteresting quadroon between forty and

tifty years old. looking strong, empty-minded,

and trivial enough ; but his mother, her daugh-

ter, was also present, a woman of some seventy

vears, and a most striking and majestic ligure.

in features, stature, and bearing she was regal.

One had but to look on her, unpute her brill-

iancies— too untamable and severe to be called

charms or graces— to her mother, and remem-
ber what New Orleans was long years ago, to

understand how the name of Alarie Laveau
should have driven itself inextricably into the

traditions of the town and the times. Had
this visit been postponed a few months it would
have been too late. Marie Laveau is dead; Mal-

vina Latour is queen. As she appeared presid-

ing over a Voodoo ceremony on the night of

the 23d of June, 1S84, she is described as a

bright mulattress of about forty-eight, of "ex-

tremely handsome figure,'' dignified bearing,

and a face indicative of a comparatively high

order of intelligence. She w^ore a neat blue,

white-dotted calico gown, and a "brilliant

tignon (turban) gracefully tied."

It is pleasant to say that this worship, in

Louisiana, at least, and in comparison with

what it once was, has grown to be a rather

trivial affair. The practice of its midnight forest

rites seemed to sink into inanition along with

Marie Laveau. It long ago diminished in fre-

quency to once a year, the chosen night al-

ways being the Eve of St. John. For several

years past even these annual celebrations have
been suspended ; but in the summer of 1884
they were— let it be hoped, only for the

once— resumed.
When the queen decides that such a cele-

bration shall take place, she appoints a night

for the gathering, and some remote, secluded
spot in the forest for the rendezvous. Thither
all the worshipers are summoned. St. Mery,
careless of the power of the scene, draws in

practical, unimaginative lines the picture of
such a gathering in St. Domingo, in the times

when the '' vt'ritable Vaudaux" had lost but
little of the primitive African character. The
worshipers are met, decked with kerchiefs

more or less numerous, red being everywhere
the predominating color. The king, al:)un-

danlly adornerl with them, wears one of pure
red about his forehead as a diadem. A blue
ornamental cord comj^letes his insignia. The
queen, in simple dress and wearing a red
cord and a heavily decorated belt, is beside

him near a rude altar. The silence of mid-
night is overhead, the gigantic forms and
shadows and still, dank airs of the tropical

forest close in around, and on the altar, in a
small box ornamented with little tinkling

bells, lies, unseen, the living serpent. The \

worshipers have begun their devotions to it

by presenting themselves before it in a body,
'

and uttering professions of their fidelity and
belief in its power. They cease, and now the

royal pair, in tones of parental authority and
protection, are extoUing the great privilege

of being a devotee, and inviting the faithful

to consult the oracle. The crowd makes room,
and a single petitioner draws near. He is the

senior member of the order. His prayer is

:

made. The king becomes deeply agitated by'

the presence within him of the spirit invoked.

Suddenly he takes the box from the altar and
sets it on the ground. The queen steps upon
it and with convulsive movements utters the

answers of the deity beneath her feet. An-
other and another suppliant, approaching in

the order of seniority, present, singly, their

petitions, and humbly or exultingly, according

to the nature of the responses, which hangs
on the fierce caprice of the priestess, accept

these utterances and make way for the next,

with his prayer of fear or covetousness, love,

jealousy, petty spite or deadly malice. At length

the last petitioner is answered. Now a circle

is formed, the caged snake is restored to the

altar, and the humble and multifarious obla-

tions of the worshipers are received, to be

devoted not only to the trivial expenses of

this worship, but also to the relief of members
of the order whose distresses call for such aid.

Again the royal ones are speaking, issuing

orders for execution in the future, orders that

have not always in view, mildly says St. Mery,
good order and public tranquillity. Presently

the ceremonies become more forbidding.

They are taking a horrid oath, smearing their

lips with the blood of some slaughtered ani-

mal, and swearing to sufter death rather than

disclose any secret of the order, and to inflict

death on any who may commit such treason.

Now a new applicant for membership steps

into their circle, there are a few trivial for-

malities, and the Voodoo dance begins. The
postulant dances frantically in the middle of

the ring, only pausing from time to time to

receive heavy alcoholic draughts in great

haste and return more wildly to his leapings

and writhings until he falls in convulsions.

He is lifted, restored, and presently conducted
to tlie altar, takes his oath, and by a ceremo-
nial stroke from one of the sovereigns is admit-

ted a full participant in the privileges and
obligations of the devilish freemasonry. But
the dance goes on about the snake. The con-

tortions of the upper part ofthe body, especially

of the neck and shoulders, are such as threaten

to dislocate them. The queen shakes the box
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and tinkles its bells, the rum-bottle gurgles, the

chant alternates between king and chorus—
" Eh ! eh ! Bomba, hone ! hone !

*

Canga bafio tay,

Canga moon day lay,

Canga do keelah,

Canga li
"

There are swoonings and ravings, nervous

tremblings beyond control, incessant writhings

and turnings, tearing of garments, even biting

of the flesh— every imaginable invention of

the devil.

St. ISIery tells us of another dance invented

in the West Indies by a negro, analogous to

Hen ! hen !
" in St. Mary's spelling of it for French pronunciation. As he further describes the sound

in a foot-note, it must have been a horrid grunt.
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the Voodoo dance, but more rapid, and in

^Yhich dancers had been known to fall dead.

This was the " Dance of Don Pedro." The
best eftbrts of police had, in his day, only

partially suppressed it. Did it ever reach

Louisiana ? Lei us, at a venture, say no.

To what extent the Voodoo worship still

obtains here would be difficult to say with cer-

taintv. The affair of June, 1884, as described

bv Messrs. Augustin and Whitney, eye-wit-

nesses, was an orgy already grown horrid

t^tvS^small chicken feathers drawn through them
so as to cross inside the acorn; or to discover'i

on his door-sill at daybreak a little box con-
taining a dough or waxen heart stuck full of
pins ; or to hear that his avowed foe or rival

has been pouring cheap champagne in the
four corners of Congo Square at midnight,
when there was no moon, will strike more
abject fear into the heart of many a stalwart]

negro or melancholy quadroon than to face'

a leveled revolver. And it is not only the

,

enough when they turned their backs upon colored man that holds to these practices and 3

it. It took place at a wild and lonely spot fears. Many a white Creole gives them full!

where the dismal cypress swamp behind New
Orleans meets the waters of Lake Pontchar-

train in a wilderness of cypress stumps and
rushes. It would be hard to find in nature a

more painfully desolate region. Here in a

fisherman's cabin sat the Voodoo worshipers

cross-legged on the floor about an Indian

basket of herbs and some beans, some bits of

bone, some oddly wrought bunches of feathers,

and some saucers of small cakes. The queen
presided, sitting on the only chair in the room.

There was no king, no snake— at least none
visible to the onlookers. Two drummers beat

with their thumbs on gourds covered with

sheepskin, and a white-wooled old man
scraped that hideous combination of banjo
and violin, whose head is covered with rat-

tlesnake skin, and of which the Chinese are

the makers and masters. There was singing

—

" M'alle couri dans deser " (" I am going into

the wilderness "), a chant and refrain not
worth the room they would take— and there

was frenzy and a circling march, wald shouts,

delirious gesticulations and posturings, drink-

ing, and amongst other frightful nonsense the
old trick of making fire blaze from the mouth
by spraying alcohol from it upon the flame
of a candle.

But whatever may be the quantity of the
Voodoo ivorship left in Louisiana, its super-

stitions are many and are everywhere. Its

charms are resorted to by the malicious, the
jealous, the revengeful, or the avaricious, or
held in terror, not by the timorous only, but
by the strong, the courageous, the desperate.
To find under his mattress an aconi hollowed
out, stuffed with the hair of some dead person,
pierced with four holes on four sides, and two

credence. What wonder, when African Cre-|

oleswere the nurses of so nearly all of them?;
Many shrewd men and women, generally!

colored persons, drive a trade in these charms

;

and in oracular directions for their use or!

evasion ; many a Creole— white as well as \

other tints— female, too, as well as male—

j

will pay a Voodoo '' nionteure " to "make a'

work," /. <?,, to weave a spell, for the prosper-!

ing of some scheme or wish too ignoble to be
|

prayed for at any shrine inside the church. 1

These milder incantations are performed'
within the witch's or wizard's own house, and

:

are made up, for the most part, of a little
j

pound cake, some lighted candle ends, a little
i

syrup of sugar-cane, pins, knitting-needles,'

and a trifle of anisette. But fear naught ; an

.

Obi charm will enable you to smile defiance!

against all such mischief; or if you will but

'

consent to be a magician, it is they, the Voo-i
doos, one and all, who will hold you in abso-

\

lute terror. Or, easier, a frizzly chicken ! If you
\

have on your premises a frizzly chicken, you,
can lie down and laugh— it is a checkmate! i

A planter once found a Voodoo charm, or

oiianga (wongah) ; this time it was a bit of
|

cotton cloth folded about three cow-peas and
\

some breast feathers of a barn-yard fowl, and :

covered with a tight wrapping of thread, i

When he proposed to take it to New Orleans I

his slaves were full of consternation. " Marse
Ed, ef ye go on d'boat wid dat-ah, de boat'll

sink wi' yer. Fore d'Lord, it wifl ! " For some
reason it did not. Here is a genuine Voodoo

i

song, given me by Lafcadio Hearn, though
,

what the words mean none could be more '

ignorant of than the present writer. They are '

rendered phonetically in French.

«?=-
^ w—^

pa - pa, He - ron man - dd, Ti - gui

D. C.

Hi - ton man - di', Hi; - ron man - dd, Ti - gui li

^^=1 '-r*=«—-^^ffr-z :z£z=zs ^=*=i=fc^^^EE^I
pa- pa, He - ron raan-d'-, He - ron man -de, Hi; - ron man-dc, Do Sti dan go - do.
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And another phrase :
" Ah tingouai ye, Ah

tingouai ye, Ah ouai ya, Ah ouai ya, Ah tin-

gouai ye, Do se dan go-do, Ah tingouai ye,"

etc.

V.

SONGS OF WOODS AND WATERS.

A LAST page to the songs of the chase and

of the boat. The circumstances that produced

them have disappeared. There was a time,

not so long ago, when travehng in Louisiana

was done ahiiost wholly by means of the

paddle, the oar, or the " sweep." Every plan-

tation had its river or bayou front, and every

planter his boat and skilled crew of black

oarsmen. The throb of their song measured

the sweep of the oars, and as their bare or

turbaned heads and shining bodies, naked to

the waist, bowed forward and straightened

back in ceaseless alternation, their strong

voices chanted the praise of the silent, broad-

hatted master who sat in the stern. Now and

then a line was interjected in manly boast to

their own brawn, and often the praise of

the master softened off into tender laudations

of the charms of some black or tawny Zilie,

'Zabette, or Zalli. From the treasures of the

old chest already mentioned comes to my
hand, from the last century most likely, on a

ragged yellow sheet of paper, written with a

green ink, one of these old songs. It would
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THE BLACK HUNTER.

take up much room; I have made a close
translation of its stanzas :

rowers' song.

Sing, lads ; our master bids us sing.
For master cry out loud and strong.
The water with the long oar strike.
Sing, lads, and let us haste along.

Tis for our master we will sing.
We'll sing for our young mistresses.
And sweethearts we must not forget—
Zoe, M(;rente, Zabelle, Louise.

Sing, fellows, for our own true loves.
My lottery pri/.e ! Zo^, my belle !

She's like a wild young doe, she knows
The way to jump and dance so well

!

Black diamonds are her bright, black eyes,
Her teeth and lilies are alike.

Sing, fellows, for my true love, and
The water with the long oar strike.

See ! see ! the town ! Hurrah ! hurrah

!

Master returns in pleasant mood.
He's going to treat his boys all 'round.
Hurrah ! hurrah for master good !

From the same treasury comes a hunting
song. Each stanza begins and ends with the
loud refrain : ''Bomboula ! botnboula I " Some
one who has studied African tongues may
be able to say whether this word is one with
Bamboula, the name of the dance and of the
drum that dominates it. 6>?^/^ seems to be an
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mfinitive termination of many Congo verbs,

and boida, De Lanzieres says, means to beat.

However, the dark hunters of a hundred years

ago knew, and between their outcries of the

loud, rumbUng word sang, in this song, their

mutual exhortation to rise, take guns, fill

powder-horns, load up, call dogs, make haste

and be off to the woods to find game for

master's table and their own grosser cuisine

;

for the one, deer, squirrels, rabbits, birds ; for

the other, chat ones (raccoons), that make
" si bon gombo " (such good gumbo !). "1 )on't

fail to kill them, boys,— and the tiger-cats that

eat men ; and if we meet a bear, we'll van-

quish him! Bomboula ! bomboula! " The
lines have a fine African ring in them, but—
one mustn't print everything.

Another song, of wood and water both,

though only the water is mentioned, I have
direct from former Creole negro slaves. It is

a runaway's song of defiance addressed to the

high sheriff Fleuriau (Charles Jean Baptiste

Fleuriau, Alguazil mayor), a Creole of the

Cabildo a hundred and fifteen years ago. At
least one can think so, for the name is not to

be found elsewhere.

of operations, and seeking his adventures not
so far from the hen-coop and pig-pen as rigid

principles would have dictated. Now that he
is free, he is willing to reveal these little pleas-

antries— as one of the bygones— to the eager
historian. Much nocturnal prowling was done
on the waters of the deep, forest-darkened
bayous, in pirogues (dug-outs). For secret

signals to accomplices on shore they resorted
to singing. What is so innocent as music

!

The words were in some African tongue. We
have one of these songs from the negroes them-
selves, with their own translation and their

own assurance that the translation is correct.

The words have a very Congo-ish sound. The
Congo tongue knows no r; but the fact is fa-

miliar that in America the negro interchanges
the sounds of r and / as readily as does the
Chinaman. We will use both an English and
a French spelling. (De Zab, page 827.)
The whole chant consists of but six words

besides a single conjunction. It means, its

singers avowed, " Out from under the trees

our boat moves into the open water—bring
us large game and small game !

" De zab
sounds like des arbs, and they called it French,

:3=

do!
do!

C'est vrai ye pas ca - pab' pran moin

!

In - deed fo' true dey can't catch me

!

eE

i^
E^ z-ez ^ p
Zd -
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QUAND ]\I0 'TE.
Arr. by Miss M. L. Bartlett.

.
Ouand rao "te dans grand chi - min
"Mo 'man-de quel heuie li ye,
Mo 'man-de mou - choi' ta - Dae,

Mo con- tre nion vie pa - pa.
Li dit moin mi - di pas - sti.

Li don moin mou- [Omit ] choi Ma-dras.

P

=S=9^=i:
» N-

I

ist thne.
I

2(1 time.

3i^Mi it==ff; -ii'=*==?tteg 3fc=S;

Prise to - bac jam - bette a ecu - teau, Taf - fia doux pas - s6 si - rop. s6 si - rop.

=V=I=
=it==S= i^^*=^ —

-i ^-
f^=t

* ^
m=^=E= :ir—1t*—g—y^-

^ A tle^ro

NEC PAS CAPA' MARCHE.
Arr. by Miss M. L. Bartlett.

:)«=s =s=^-
:*=*:

-m'=-W--
rfe-bl

1. Neg pas ca - pa' mar-che sans ma is dans poche, c'est pou vo-le poule.
2. Millate pas ca- pa' mar-che sans la corde dans poche, c'est pou vole choual.

3. Blanc pas ca - pa' mar-che sans la'zen dans poche, c'est pou vo-le filles.

-*i:

^^^m ~-t-

-l-

!i=g^^=l; **:

=fc:

AH ! SUZETTE.
Arr. by Madame L. Lejeune.

^^ V^- '^m T=--^ F~ =1=^=:^:

Fine.

--B^=3- >=3^=3EaE
to pas lai - mein moin. T. M'al - le haut mon-tagne za-mie,

2. Mo cour-ri dans bois, za-mic,
M'al - M cou -p^
Pou' tou - 6 zo-

^^r^=?
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canne za - mie, M'al - lo fe I'a'-zent, chc-re a- mie,

zo za - mie, Pou' ... fe I'a'-zent, chtre a - mie,

i=i:

-J^rzr-

Pou' po' - ti.' donne toi.

Pou' mo bailie Su-zette.

D.C.

!l^

^- F» tg lilil

POV PITI MOMZEL ZIZI.
Arr. by M.Mii. L. Lejeuse,

f——J-v-i --*-—*.

=l==3i

P

Pov' pi-ti Momzel Zi - zi, Pov' pi- ti Mom-zel Zi - zi, Li gag-in bo - bo, bo - bo

^^^.^^—^qF^
mv' ' ^ ~ - - - -

^.

^i|ll|li|al|llp^plil^lp=pi S^S:

dim. mf

r
"-jzf

Dans so pi-ti ktr h li. Pov' pi-ti Mom-zel Zi - zi, Pov' pi-ti Mom-zel Zi - zi,

_. -^ * * "•*

After the Closing Stanza omit to ^.

-•-S-:Sr

=1:
arzi^st

Li gag-in bo - bo, bo - bo Dans so pi - ti kfer
'

a li. i. Cal-a- Ion po - II^ ma-drasse V^PO""
2. D'amourquandpotela chame. Adieu,

•—hS-

dint. D.S.

\.i ji - pon gar - ni

;

cour-ri tout bon - h^r

;

Li po - tJ ji - pon gar - ni !

A- dieu, cour-ri tout bon - her!
Cal - a - Ion po - te ma - drasse
D'amour quand po-te la chaine,

Vol. XXXI.—86.
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^ Ending of Re/rain after ike Closing Stanza dim.

-bo li gagnin bo - bo, bo - bo, bo - bo, Li gagnin bo - bo, . . . daus ker h. li.

^-w*

"?~r

Mo zamein zongy, bon Ditf ! A 9'tair m'a-pe vi - ni vie, M'a - pe zongl^, bon
Mo servis mo maite, bon Dje ! A 9'tair mo be-soin re - pos, Mo sers ion moune,bor

(.1 -=r
:f?=p: ::5=5=ff: ir-i

P-g

3^mm— » V »
Dje! M'ape zon-gle bon tan qui pas-s^, M'ape zongle bon tan qui pas-se, M'a-pe zon-gld bon tan qui pas-ee,
Dje ! M'ap^ zon-gle, etc.

/T

:S: *• v *- •-

^^i^
m—g—r ]—

r

f=tq
rg—g—J-- :S=:*=

^ ndanie.

CRIOLE CANDJO.
H. E. Krehbiel.

S^=
1. In zou' in zfene Cri - ole Can - djo, Belle pas - s^ blanc dan - dan IS,

2. Mo cour - ri dans youn bois voi - sm ; Mais Cri - ole U, prend meme ci

I
I <^ I

^=1^—j-Eg—qj=:j=JEpr^ ^
I

mia
Li te tout tans a - pd dire,
Kt tous tans li m'a - pd dire,

" Vi - ni, za - mi, pou' nous rire."
' Vi - ni, etc.

--I 1-

l=f
:=1=

r-t-n*f

% i^^^^^5=^i==^ :l=:
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Non, mi- che, m'pas ou - le ri - re, moin. Non, mi - cht', m'pas ou - 1(5 ri - - re.

Non, mi - che, m'pas ou - le ri - re, mom. Non, mi- che, m'pas ou - 1^ ri

--lj-1-gs^=ap3j^ig^3i^^i^^ji^

3. Mais li t6 tant cicane moi,

Pou' li te quitt^ moin youn fois

Mo te 'blize pou li dire,

Oui, miche, mo oule rire.

Oui mich^, etc.

4. Zaut tons qu'ap'es rire moin la bas,

Si zaut te conne Candjo la,

Qui belle fa9on li pou' rire,

Dje pini moin ! zaut s're dire,

" Oui, mich6," etc.

One day one young Creole candio.

Mo' fineh dan sho nuf white beau,

Kip all de time meckin' free —
" Swithawt, meek merrie wid me."

"Naw, sah, I dawn't want meek merrie, me.

Naw, sah, I dawn't want meek merrie."

I go teck walk in wood close by;

But Creole tek' sem road, and try

All time, all time, to meek free—
"Swithawt, meek merrie wid me."

•' Naw, sah, I dawn't want meek merrie, me.

Naw, sah, I dawn't want meek merrie."

But him slide roun' an' roun' dis chile.

Tell, jis' fo' sheck 'im off lill while.

Me, I was bleedze fo' say, " Shoo !

If I'll meek merrie wid you ?

O, yass, I ziss leave meek merrie, me

;

Yass, seh, I ziss leave meek merrie."

You-alls w'at laugh at me so well,

I wish you'd knowed dat Creole swell,

Wid all 'is swit, smilin' trick'.

'Pon my soul ! you'd done say, quick,

" O, yass, I ziss leave meek merrie, me

;

Yass, seh, I ziss leave meek merrie."

Dfi ZAB.
Arr. by Miss M. L. Bartlett.

ii^^
Day zab, day zab, day koo - noo vvi wi,

Vii. zab, de zab, de kou - nou ouaie, ouaie
Day zab, day zab, day
, De zab, de zab, de

koo-noo wi wi,

kou-nou ouaie, ouaie.

Koo-noo
Kou-nou

iSiH

^3^i^^!^3i
i wi wi wi, Koo-noo wi wi

ouaie, ouaie, ouaie, ouaTe, Kounou ouaie, ouaie, ouaie, ouaie
wi Koo-noo wi wi wi mom - zah

»I°™"
Kounou ouaie, ouaie, ouaie, mom-za Mom-
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lah, mota - zah, mom - zah, mom - zah, Ro - zah, ro - zah, ro - zah a-a mom - zah
za, mom - za, mom - za, mom - za, Ro - za, ro - za, ro - za et mom - za

George W. Cable,

COMPENSATION.

IN that new world toward which our feet are set,

Shall we find aught to make our hearts forget
Earth's homely joys and her bright hours of bliss ?

Has heaven a spell divine enough for this ?

For who the pleasure of the spring shall tell,

When on the leafless stalk the brown buds swell.
When the grass brightens and the days grow long,
And little birds break out in rippHng song ?

O sweet the dropping eve, the blush of morn.
The starlit sky, the rustling fields of corn,
The soft airs blowing from the freshening seas,
The sunflecked shadow of the stately trees,

The mellow thunder and the lulling rain.

The warm, delicious, happy summer rain.
When the grass brightens and the days grow long,
And little birds break out in rippling song!

O beauty manifold, from morn till night,
Dawn's flush, noon's blaze and sunset's tender light!
O fair, familiar features, changes sweet
Of her revolving seasons, storm and sleet
And golden calm, as slow she wheels through space,
From snow to roses,— and how dear her face.
When the grass l)rightens, when the days grow long,
And little birds break out in rippling song !

O happy earth! O home so well beloved!
What recompense have we, from thee removed?
One hope we have that overtops the whole,—
The hope of finding every vanished soul,
^ye love and long for daily, and for this
C;iaflly we turn from thee, and all thy bliss.
Even at thy loveliest, when the days are long,
And little birds break out in rippling song.

Cilia Thaxter.
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GENERAL SHERMAN^S OPINION OF GENERAL GRANT.

[The letter wliich follows is printed from the original, in possession of the person to whom it was

addressed. It is significant as representing, fourteen years after the war. General Sherman's frank

and deliberate judgment of General Grant's characteristics.—The Editor.]

Headquarters Army of the United
States,

Washington, D. C, November IS, 1879.

Dear : . . . I don't believe Grant's head

has been turned or confused one iota by the

extraordinary displays in his honor at San

Francisco or elsewhere. He is a strange char-

acter. Nothing like it is portrayed by Plu-

tarch or the manywho have striven to portray

the great men of ancient or modern times. I

knew him as a cadet at West Point, as a lieu-

tenant of the Fourth Infantry, as a citizen

of St. Louis, and as a growing general all

through a bloody civil war. Yet to me he is

a mystery, and I believe he is a mystery to

himself. I am just back from Chicago, where

he had a reception equal in numbers and dis-

play to that of San Francisco. I was presi-

dent of the Society of the Army of the

Tennessee, the first he commanded, with

which he achieved the great victories of

Forts Henry and Donelson, of Shiloh, and of

Vicksburg. As such I presided at two great

assemblages of people, at the theater and at

the banquet-hall. In both cases I sat by him,

and directed all the proceedings. He was as

simple, as awkward, as when he was a cadet;

but all he did and all he said had good sense

and modesty as the basis. No man in Amer-
ica has held higher office or been more
instrumental in guiding great events, and

without elaborating, I '11 give you what I

construe to be the philosophy of his life: a

simple faith that our country must go on, and
by keeping up with the events of the day he
will be always right— for "whatever is is

right." He don't lead in one sense, and don't

attempt to change natural results. Thus
the world accounts him the typical man,
and therefore adores him. Our people want

success, progress, and unity, and in these

(irant has been, is, and will be accepted as

the type. . . .

Here at this moment crowds are assembled

to unveil the equestrian statue of General

George H. Thomas, another of the heroes of

the Civil War, who died in California in 1870,

and who now lies buried at Troy, New York.

He, too, was my classmate at West Point from

183(3 to '40, served with me in the same regi-

ment for ten years, and, last, was my most

trusted commander in the great campaign of

Atlanta. . . .

I will be present at all, but will have a

modest part, because most of the audience

will think that my turn comes next, and many
that I, too, ought to have died long since to

make room for ambitious suljordinates. But

somehow I linger on— it may be, « superfluous

on the stage » ; but I reason that I have taken

a reasonable share of chances to be killed by

bullets and by sickness, and it is not my fault

that I have survived Thomas and ^IcPherson

and others of my war comrades. When my
turn does come I suppose that the world will

have forgotten the days of 1864-5, and for-

get the gratitude then felt and expressed for

the men who fought and won the Itattle for

our national union and liberty. Don't forget

it yourself, but be thankful that your children

thereby escaped the horrors of battle, the ter-

rible conflicts of passion and feeling, which

had to be in 18(51- 5 or at some subsequent

time. Now all is peace and glory; America

now stands at the head of civilized nations,

and many must exist who know tlie truth, and

liear in honor and affectionate remembrance

the men who fought that glorious peace

might be possible. . . .

Yours,

W. T. Sherman.
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McCLELLAN AND HIS "MISSION."

A STUDY BY MAJOR-GENERAL FRY.

EORGE B. McCLELLAN, son
of the distinguished physician

aiid surgeon George McClellan
and of Elizabeth Brinton Mc-
Clellan, was born in Philadel-

phia, Pa., December 3, 1826. His
home education and training were careful and
thorough, and in the year 1842 he entered the

military academy at West Point. He graduated

in 1846, No. 2 in a class of 59, was appointed

second lieutenant of engineers, and joined the

army under General Scott in Mexico. From the

close of the Mexican war in 1848 to 1852 he
served with credit as an officer of engineers,

and in 1852-54 conducted with marked abil-

ity and energy government explorations and
surveys in the far West. Promoted to a cap-

taincy ofcavalry in 1 85 5 , he was in that year sent

abroad as one of a government commission to

study foreign military systems. In January,

1857, he resigned, and became chief engineer,

then vice-president, of the Illinois Central Rail-

road Company, andlater president oftheeastern
division of the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad

Company, with his residence in Cincinnati.

He was aj)pointed major-general by the gov-

ernor of Ohio, April 23, 1861. Before he had
retidered any military services of note, indeed

before the military operations of the rebellion

had begun in reality, he was appointed major-
general in the army of the United States (May
14, 1 861), and assigned to the command of the

Department of the Ohio. He invaded western

Virginia in June with some twenty-seven regi-

ments of raw volunteers, and was successful at

Rich Mountain and Beverly. On July 22, after

the battle of Bull Run, he was called to Wash-
ington, arriving there July 26, and was assigned

to the command of the Division of the Poto-

mac. On November i, 1861, General Scott was
placed on the retired list, and McClellan suc-

ceeded him as General-in-chief Between July

26, 1861, and November 7, 1862, the Army of

the Potomac was organized, the Peninsular

campaign and tlie Antietam campaign were

made by McClellan, and on the latter date he

was reheved from duty, and his military ca-

reer ended. In 1864 he was the Democratic
party's candidate for the Presidency against

Lincoln. After resigning from the army in No-
vember, 1864, he was employed mainly as an

engineer, but was elected governor of his ad-

opted State, New Jersey. After the election

of President Cleveland he was offered, and de-

clined, the office of minister to Russia. He
died at Orange, New Jersey, October 29, 1885.
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Nothing since the assassination of Lincoln

more deeply aftected the popular heart than Mc-
Clellan's death. The President of the United

States expressed the feelings of thousands in his

telegram to Mrs. McClellan saying :
" I am

shocked bv the news of your husband's death

;

and while I know how futile are all human
efforts to console, I must assure you of my
deep sympathy in your great grief, and express

to you my own sense of affliction at the loss of

so good a friend," and he correctly character-

ized McClellan as •' a distinguished soldier and

citizen, whose military- ability and ciyil yirtues

have shed luster upon the history of his coun-

tn'." McClellan's mourners were sincere. His

pall was borne and his body was followed

by those who loyed him ; and as the solemn
procession passed along the aisle for the last

services, his bier was sprinkled by the tears of

veterans.

As a cadet at the military academy, Mc-
Clellan was intelligent, attentive, prompt, obe-

dient, studious, and respectful. His manner
was cordial, frank, and cheerful. He was a

great favorite, and. though verj' young, ex-

erted from the beginning a marked influence

among his associates. His career in the Mex-
ican war was characterized by energy, intelli-

gence, and intrepidity. Gallant in bearing, and
fascinating in manner, he attracted the favor-

able notice not only of Colonel R. E. Lee,

then chief engineer of the army in Mexico,

but of General Scott, the commander of that

army. From the close of the Mexican war un-

til the outbreak of the rebellion, in military

and in civil life, McClellan was noted for the

traits that command admiration, respect, and
affection. His integrity, his sincerity, his piety,

his purity of character, his loftiness of purpose,

his fidelity to obligations personal and official,

his affectionate consideration for others, were
known to all men with whom he was thrown
in contact, and the resultant of all these qual-

ities constituted his so-called personal magnet-
ism, which was a potent, if not an irresistible,

force. He possessed the confidence of the Gen-
eral Government, of his native and adopted
States, and of the people to whom he was
known. His campaign in western Virginia

(June and July, 1861), promptly opened with
the raw le\nes at hand, vigorously prosecuted,

and attended with triumf^h, elicited not only
universal applause, but a vote of thanks from
Congress for his " scries of brilliant and de-

cisive victories." It was therefore in compliance

with sound judgment as well as with popular
feeling that he was called to Washington to

retrieve the disaster of the battle of Bull Run.
His career as a leader covered a period of

about fourteen months only, beginning in July,

1 86 1, and ending in November. 1862. In all

things not connected with that period he ex-

hibited after November, 1862, the same purity

of character, the same integrity, the same fidel-

ity, the same ability, that had characterized his

life prior to 1861. No part of his career before

he was called to Washington in July, or after

he left the Army of the Potomac the following

November, gave rise to a doubt of his ability,

his learning, his integrity, his devoutness, his

fidelity, obedience, and subordination. But en-

dowed with the confidence of the people, and
clothed with great responsibiHty and all the

power the Government could bestow, he no
sooner entered upon the duties of his high call-

ing than a change came over him. To Gen-
eral Scott, his early friend and lawful superior,

his conduct was insubordinate and disrespect-

ful. To the President of the United States he
showed neither the consideration due to the

chief magistrate of the nation, nor the obe-

dience due to the constitutional commander-
in-chief. For his brothers-in-arms, who were
doing heroically their respective parts, he ex-

pressed no appreciation ;
1 while for the so-

called pohticians he showed utter contempt.

Such were the relations he assumed toward

those engaged in the cause of the Union. His re-

lations toward the common enemy also under-

went a change. The boldness, the resolution,

the confidence, the promptness that had bud-
ded in Mexico, and bloomed in western Vir-

ginia, were blighted by delay, hesitation, doubt,

timidity. The belief that he had been called to

" save the country " had seized upon him, and
though by no means a bigot, the strong reli-

gious element in his character served to fasten

the conviction and blind him to the obligations

and influences which governed him at other

times.2 Under the power of this hallucination

he was insensible of his own weaknesses and
errors, and of the merits and claims of others,

and, as he expressed it in a letter to his wife,

he carried "this thing on en grand." By his

own estimate of his mission, he could not be

insubordinate, disrespectful, or disobedient.

He was all in all, and his own .status ruled out

all questions between him and others.^ The
day after he arrived in Washington, July 27,

he wrote to his w'ife, " By some strange ope-

1 Except that in speaking of his stafTin a letter, Au- 2 «< l \vi]l not fi},'ht a battle on .Sunday if I can help
east 13, he says, " (^uitc a finc-lookine set they are." it," he wrote to his wife, May 23.
In his "Own Story," written long after the war, he 3 " I had only my own unwavering sense of right to

say, :
" Fortunately I had some excellent officers at my sustain me." " Everything was to be done. An army

dispo-'al, and at once made use of them," and com- was to be created ah initio, out of nothing."— " Mc-
mendA a few of his generals. Clellan's Own .Story."
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ration of magic T seem to have become the

power of the land." Three days later he wrote:

I have been working this morning at a bill al-

lowing me to appoint as many aides as I please

from civil life and from the army. ... I went
to the Senate to get it through, ^ and was quite

overwhelmed by the congratulations I received,

and the respect with which I was treated. ... It

seems to strike everybody that I am very young.
They give me my way in everything, full swing
and unbounded confidence. All tell me that I am
held responsible for the fate of the nation, and that

all its resources shall be placed at my disposal. It is

an immense task that I have on my hands, but
I believe that I can accomplish it. . . . When I

was in the Senate Chamber to-day, and found
those old men flocking around me ; when I after-

ward stood in the Library looking over the capital

of our great nation, and saw the crowd gathering
around to stare at me, I began to feel how great

the task committed to me. Oh, how sincerely I

pray to God that I may be endowed with the wis-

dom and courage necessary to accomplish the

work. Who would have thought when we were
married that I should so soon be called upon to

save my country f

On August 9 he wrote :

The people call upon me to save the country. I

must save it. I receive letter after letter, have con-

versation after conversation, calling on me to save

the naiion, alluding to the presidency, dictator-

ship, etc. As I hope one day to be united with you
forever in heaven, I have no such aspiration. I

would cheerfully take the dictatorship and agree

to lay down my life when the country is saved.

I am not spoiled by my unexpected new position.

I feel sure that God will give me the strength and
wisdom to prcserx'c this great nation; but I tell

you, who share all my thoughts, that I have no
selfish feeling in this matter. I {ctlthat God has
placed a great work in my hands. I have not
sought it. I know how weak I am, but I know
that I mean to do right, and I believe that God
will help me, and give me the wisdom I do not
possess. Pray for me that I may be able to ac-

complish my task, the greatest, perhaps, any poor
weak mortal ever had to do.

On October 3 1 he wrote his wife :

I appreciate all the difficulties in my path ; the

impatience ofthe people, the venality and badfaith

of the politicians, the gross neglect that has oc-

curred in obtaining arms, clothing, etc. , and above
all I feel in my inmost soul how small is my ability

in comparison with the gigantic dimensions ofthe
task, and that even if I had the greatest intellect

that was ever given to man, the result remains in

the hands ofGod. I do not feel that I am an instru-

ment worthy of the great task, but I do feel that

I did not seek it. It was thrust upon me. I was
catted to it y my previous life seems to have been
unwittingly directed tothisgreat endy and/know
that God can accomplish the greatest results with

the weakest instruments— therein lies my hope.

1 It was passed as he wanted it.

The occasion called only for an able, ener-

getic, aggressive military commander. But,

according to McC^lellan's belief, "God" had
placed in his hands the " great work " of" sav-

ing the nation "
; his " i)revious life " had " been

unwittingly directed to this great end." The
mission was divine, and metamorphosed him.

The change of character from subordinate gen-

eral to savior of the nation was fatal to Mc-
Clellan. It necessarily involved the assumption
ofdangerbearing due proportion in magnitude
and imminence to his conception of the task

God had put in his hands, and that task, he
said, was perhajjs the greatest "any poor weak
mortal ever had to do." This led him to wild

exaggeration of the enemy's force and enter-

prise, and thence to an anxious and cautious,

though active, defensive. Hence we find him
saying, August 9

:

General Scott is the great obstacle. He will not
comprehend the danger. I have to fight my way
against him.

August 15 :

General Scott is the most dangerous antagonist

I have. Our ideas are so widely different that it

is impossible for us to work together much longer.

August 16 :

I am here in a terrible place ; the enemy have
from three to four times my force ; the President,

the old General, cannot or will not sec the true

state of affairs. ... I have, I believe, made the

best possible disposition ofthe few men under my
command ; will quietly await events, and, if the

enemy attacks, will try to make my movements
as rapid and desperate as may be. If my men
will only fight I think I can thrash him, notwith-

standing the disparity ofnumbers. As it is, I trust

toGod togive siiccess to our anns. . . . only wish to

save my country, and find the incapables around
me .will not permit it. They sit on the verge of

the precipice, and cannot realize what they see.

. . . Providence is aiding me by heavy rains which
are sweUing the Potomac, which may be impas-

sable for a week ; if so, we arr saved.

August 18 (also to his wife):

The true reason why I did not bring you here

was that I did not deem it safe.

Again, on August 20, he wrote:

I have now about 80 field guns (there were but

49 at Bull Run), and by Saturday will have 1 12.

There were only some 400 cavalry at Bull Run ; I

now have about 1 200, and by the close ofthe week
will have some 3000. ... In a week I ought to

be perfectly safe.

August 25 :

Friend Beauregard has allowed the chance to

escape him. I have now some 65,000 effective
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men; will have Jj.cxx) by end of week. Last

week he certainly had double our force. I feel

sure that the dangerous moment has passed.

As kite as September S McClellan made a

formal report to the Secretary of \\'ar, in which

he said

:

It is well understood that, although the ulti-

mate design oi the enemy is to possess himself

of thecitvof Washington, his first efforts will prob-

ably be directed toward Baltimore with the inten-

tion of cutting our line of communication and

supplies. . . . To accomplish this he will no

doubt show a certain portion of his force in front

ofour positions on the other side of the Potomac,

in order to engage our attention there and induce

us to leave a large portion of our force for the de-

fense of those positions. He will probably also

make demonstrations in the vicinity of Aquia
Creek, Mathias Point, and Occoquan, in order

still further to induce us still further to dissemi-

nate our forces. His main and real movement
will doubtless be to cross the Potomac between

Washington and Point of Rocks, probably not far

firom Seneca Falls, and most likely at more points

than one. His hope will be so to engage our at-

tention by the diversions already named, as to

enable him to move with a large force direct and
unopposed on Baltimore. 1 see no reason to

doubt the possibility of his attempting this with

a column of at least ioo,ooo effective troops. If

he has only 130,000 under arms, he can make all

the diversions I have mentioned with his raw and
badly armed troops, leaving 100,000 effective men
for his real movement.

This is enough to illustrate the dangers, as

McClellan saw them, from which he was called

upon to save the nation.

By October Washington was fairly well for-

tified, and a great army, organized, armed,

equipped, and tolerably well drilled, rested be-

hind the line of intrenchments. The country

was .saved (for the first time) in spite of those

who would not, or could not, see the danger.

McClellan was supreme. As early as August

2, though a junior officer serving in the pres-

ence of his General-in-chief, he says he "handed
to the President a carefully considered plan for

conducting the war on a large scale "
; at the

same time he found the President, Cabinet,

General Scott, and all deferring to him; and
in September he inclosed to his wife "a card

just received from 'A. Lincoln, '" and said,

" It shows too much fieferenceto be shown out-

side."* Standing between a junior officer who
assumed to be the savior of his country, and a

President and peo|)le who first caused and then

encouraged the assumption, General Scott was

1 Concerning the app>intmcnt of Stanton as Secre-

tary of War, .McClellan .says in his " Own Story," "Tlie

next flay the Presirlent came lo my house to apologize

for not 'consulting me on the subject.'
"

ofcourse soon crowded out. McClellan did not

intrigue against his superior officer. He had
lost the consciousness that he had a superior.

Regardless of General Scott and everybody
else, he went ahead conscientiously, as required

by the higher law of his sacred mission.

Notwithstanding Lincoln's great cares and
exacting duties, he even then saw dimly what
the trouble was ; but from lack of experience

in high office, and ignorance of military affairs,

neither his perception of it nor his relation to

it was plain enough to make him say positively

to McClellan, as he said at a later date to

Hooker, " You go ahead and gain victories,

and I will take care of the dictatorship." Hence
McClellan's functions as savior of the nation

were not canceled, though they were some-
what changed by the course of events.

The prayer of the public, " Lord, deliver me
from mine enemies! " was changed into, " Lord,
deliver mine enemies into my hands !

" The Un-
ion was chafing under the disaster of Ball's

Bluft", the blockade of the Potomac by the en-

emies' batteries on its banks, the danger of

foreign intervention, the enormous expendi-

tures for a war in which no battles were being

fought, the sight of the rebel flag south of the

Potomac, and a deep sense of wrongs too long

endured. The weather during the months of

October, November, and December was re-

markably favorable for military operations in

Virginia. The offensive was demanded from

all quarters, and in all ways; but McClellan
would not move. He was fully aware of the deep
and widespread feeling, and no doubt knew
that his oy<\\ prestige was endangered by ignor-

ing it. Yet he was too conscientious in the ful-

filment of his high mission to be influenced

by the wishes of the Government, by popular

clamor, or by selfish or personal considerations.

He felt as he wrote his wife in August: " God
has placed a great work in my hands. I have
no selfish feeling in this matter." He knew,
however, that though the country was "saved"
for the time its enemies in arms must be over-

come, and he maintained, in the report of Sep-

tember 8 to the Secretary of War, that " the

Army of the Potomac should number not less

than 300,000 men, in order to insure complete

success, and an early termination of the war "
;

and urged that all the available troops in Ohio,

Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, and at least 10,-

000 of tlie Illinois troops, and all those of the

lOastern and Northern States be at once or-

dered to report to me for duty." So he went on
increasing his strength, but would not move.
The Northern peojjle continued their rush to

arms, 'j'he General Ciovernment had only lo

accejjt and muster into its service men who
were raised, organized into batteries, compa-
nies, and regiments by the States. The troops
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for the Army of the Potomac as a rule reached
Washington uniformed, armed, and partly

equipped. Theannjle and efficient general staff

of the army was at hand to supply all needed
arms, ammunuion, clothing, and transportation

as rapidly as it was possible to procure them

;

and there was no limit to the Government's
expenditures for that purpose. Yet in his hal-

lucination McClellan said and repeated that

he was thwarted by " incapables," and that lie

had to " create an army out of nothing." On
the contrary, he was right when he stated in

his letter of July 30, "They give me my way
in everything, full swing and unbounded con-

fidence." All the resources of the country

were at his disposal, and he was remarkably
efficient in organization. His army grew, and
so did the desire of the Government and the

pubhc for it to advance. July 27, before he
thought he was the savior of the country, Mc-
Clellan wrote his wife that he would " crush

the rebels in one campaign." On October 6,

he said to her,

I shall take my own time to make an army that

will be sure of success. . . . I do not expect to tight

a battle near Washington
;
probably none will be

fought till I advance and that / ivill not do till I
atn fully ready. My plans depend on circum-
stances. So soon as I feel that my army is well-

organized, and well-disciplined, and strong
enough, I will advance, and force the rebels to a
battle in a field of my own selection. A long
time must yet elapse before I can do this, and /
expect all the newspapers to abuse me for delay,

but I will not mind that.

This was iidelity to his mission.

How I wish [he wrote to his wife November
17] that God had permitted me to live quietly

and unknown with you. But his will be done ! I

will do my best, try to preserve an honest mind,
do my duty as best I may, and will ever continue
to pray that he will give me that wisdom, cou-

rage, and strength, that are so necessary to me
now. •

Here was the religious soul, the man with a

mission from God that raised him above news-
papers, politicians, and even above the Presi-

dent, who, he says in the letter just quoted, " is

honest, and means well." Late in November
he wrote

:

I cannot guess at my movements, for they arc

not within my control. I cannot move without
more means. ... I still trust that God will

support me and bear mc out. He could not hoTC
placed me here for nothing. ... I am doing
[he says, late in November] all I can to get ready
to move before winter sets in, but it now begins
to look as if we were condemned to a winter of
inactivity,

because the army was not large enough, and
well enough organized, ecjuipped, drilled, and
disciplined.

Its want of readiness, he says, was no fault

of his, but was due to his being "thwarted and
deceived by these incapables at every turn."

VVhile the extensive preparations were going
on to make the Army of the Potomac three

hundred thousand strong, McClellan discov-

ered a new danger growing out of the gen-
eral urgency for an advance, from which he
felt that he must " save the country." It was
a " treasonable conspiracy " within the Union.
The " Radical leaders," in the cabinet and out

of it, he .says, finding that they could not use

him, and seeing that

if I achieved marked success, my influence

would necessarily be very great throughout the
country, . . . determined to ruin me in any event
and by any means : first, by endeavoring to force

me into premature movements, knowing that a

failure would probably end my military career;
afterward by withholding the means necessary
to achieve success. . . They determined that I

should not succeed, and carried out their deter-

mination only too well, and at fearful sacrifice

of blood, time, and treasure. ... I do not base
my assertions as to the motives of the Radical
leaders upon mere surmises but upon facts. . .

[In the opinion of these conspirators] the great

end and aim of the war was to abolish slavery. To
end the war before the nation was ready for that

would be a failure. The war must be prolonged
and conducted so as to achieve that. . . The peo-
ple of the North were not yet ready to accept that

view, and it would not answer to permit me to suc-

ceed until the people had been worked up to the

proper pitch on that cjuestion.

The war would not be finished until that re-

sult was reached, and therefore it was not their

policy to strengthen General McClellan so as

to insure success.

. . . Had I been successful in my first cam-
paign [he says], the rebellion would perhaps have
been terminated without the immediate abolition

of slavery.

In his opinion, if not one of the conspira-

tors. President Lincoln was their tool. Mc-
Clellan says

:

The Radicals never again lost their influence

with the President, and henceforth directed all

their eftbrts to prevent my achieving success.

After this time [January 12, 13, 1S62] Secretary

Chase worked with them, and became my enemy.

An order issued by the President in March
restricting his authority to the Army of the

Potomac was

one of the steps taken to tie my hands in order

to secure the failure of the approaching cam-
paign. . . The Administration, and especially the

Secretary of War were inimical to mc, and did

not desire mv success.
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An order to discontinue recruiting, issued on
the score of economy,^ April 3. 1S62, is ottered

as evidence of •* a desire tor the taihire of the

campaign."

These quotations are from what McClellan
wrote in his " Own Story," long after the war.

He did not at the time fully realize '' the length

to which these men were prepared to go in car-

rying out their schemes." but he saw the " con-

spiracy," and telt that it was part of his mission

to " save the country " from it. With a con-

spiracy embracing the President and Cabinet

to have his army defeated, and an opposing
army in his front exceeding his own in num-
bers, two-, three- or fourfold, according to his

estimate, and bent like his own Government
upon his destruction, McClellan's task had
certainly become, as he expressed it, '• the

greatest any j^oor weak mortal e\er had to do."

With the Union and the Confederacy in bit-

ter hostility to each other, McClellan, with an
army raised by the one to put down the other,

felt that he was called upon to use that army in

such a way as to defeat the purposes of both.

No wonder he did not advance ! He had no
political aims— at that time at least— and no
sinister purpose. But, laboring under an over-

ruling hallucination, he not only failed as a
leader, but made a record that is inconsistent

with his real character. The reasons which he
gives for his refusal to advance are that

it was not till late in November, 1861, that the
Army of the Potomac was in any condition to move,
nor even then were they capable of assaulting en-
trenched positions. By that time the roads had
ceased to be practicable for the movement of ar-

mies. . . . Any success gained at that time in

front of Washington could not have been followed
up, and a victory would have given us the barren

1 .\t that time there was a military force of 637,126
men in the service, and it was the general impression
that this force was sufficient to put down all armed re-
sistance to the Government.

'i Events have not proved the wisdom of the plan in
all particulars. In Novemher Halieck was sent to
command in Missouri, and IJuell in Kentucky, and
McClellan says that when I'.uell arrived in Kentucky
" he found a complete stateof disorganization ; not only
so, but thai nothing wax heingdone to mend the mat-
ter and no steps being taken to prepare the troops for
the field." .N'evertheless, in his letter of instructions,
dated Noveml>er 7, to Huell, he said, " Throw the mass
of vour forces by rapi<i mnrches by Cumberland Gap,
or Walker's Gap, on Knoxville, in order lo occupy the
railroad at that p<jint, and thus enable the loyal citizens
of Eastern Tennessee 10 ri.xc, while you at the same time
cat off the enemy's communication l^etween Eastern
Virginia -nnd the Mississii»pi." Tliis service was further
directed in a letter from McClellan lo I'.uell on the 12th
of Noveml^r, .Tnd .McClellan stales that l)e "constantly
urged Buell to send a column lo that region." To
"throw the mass of his forces on Knoxville," Huell,
with wagon transportation of which he liad but litth-,

wouM have had to march in mid-winter, with troops

possession of the field of battle with a longer and
more difficult line of supply during the rest of the
winter.

The general assertions made in July that he
wouki •' crush the rebels in one campaign " and
in October that the " crushing defeat of the

rebel army at Manassas" was the great object,

and that the advance of that army should not
be postponed beyond November 25, were not
verified. But another cause of delay was that

after McClellan became General-in-chief, No-
vember I, his

plan comprehended in its scope the operation of all

the armies of the Union, the Army of the Potomac
as well. It was my intention, for reasons easy to be
seen, that its various parts should be carried out
simultaneously, or nearly so, and in cooperation
along the whole line. If this plan was wise,^ and
events have failed to prove that it was not, then
it is unnecessary to defend any delay which would
have enabled the Army of the Potomac to perform
its share in the execution of the whole work.

This " plan " required that

the Western armies should commence their ad-
vance so much earlier than that of the Army of
the Potomac as to engage all the Confederate
Western forces on their own ground, and thus
prevent them from reinforcing their army in front

of Richmond.

That was done effectually. The " Western
armies " were active, and kept the opposing
forces so fully occupied that there was no
transfer of their troops from West to East.

To say nothing of minor affairs, Garfield, of

Buell's army, by a difficult campaign, ending
in the battle of Middle Creek, January 10,

drove Humphrey Marshall out of eastern Ken-

" disorganized " and " not prepared for the field," a
distance greater than from Washington to Richmond,
cross a formidable range of mountains in which tlie

enemy held the gaps, and use wagon roads worse than
those in Virginia "which McClellan pronounced at that

season impracticable "for the movement of armies."
But supposing tliat " the mass " of Buell's forces had
l)een pushed through to Knoxville, it could not have
been supported or supplied, and with the great rail-

road, a vital artery, running through Knoxville and
connecting eastern Virginia with the southwest, the en-

emy coidd — and with no military operations going on
in Virginia certainly would— have concentrated by rail

an overwhelming force at Knoxville, and a surrender
or a Moscow retreat would have been the result. To
establish and maintain a force in east Tennessee was
even at that early date well known to be one of the

most imijortant of the Union's military measures. liut

it could not be done at that time, and was accomj)lislicd

some two years later, oidy by the direct operations of

one army and the cooperation of another army, both
better prepared and e(|ui]jped than Buell's at that time.

This part of McClellan's plan, 1)eing impractical)lc, was
unwise. Hence the wisdom of the i)lan cannot pass
as a defense of the d.elay of the Army of the Potomac.
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tucky ; and Thomas, also of Buell's army, in

midwinter advanced upon Zollicofter, defeated

himat the battle of Mill Springs, January 19,20,

killing the commander and dispersing and driv-

ing his forces across the Cumberland River.

Cirant, of Halleck's army, fought the battle of

Belmont November 7, captured Fort Henry
February 6, and Fort Donelson February 16,

abandoned Manassas, the "Urbana" route to

Richmond, which the President had approved
March 8, lost its promise, and was abandoned
also. The struggle between the President and
McClellan concerning the line to be taken by
the Army of the Potomac in the new condition
of aftairs, was renewed, the former still advocat-
ing the direct overland route, with Washington

and his forces were i)ushed by Halleck up the as a base, and the latter contending for a trans-

Tennessee River to Pittsburg Landing. Be-

fore the end of February the mass of Buell's

army was in middle I'ennessee with a detached
column, working its way to Cumberland
Gap,— which it captured June 18,— and Buell

had advanced his headquarters from Louis-

ville to Nashville.

McClellan's plan was that the movement of

the Western armies and that of the Army of the

Potomac should be made "simultaneously, or

nearly so, and in cooperation." The Western
armies, poorly armed, equipi)ed, and drilled,

as compared Avith the Army of the Potomac,
were active and successful, fully occupying
the forces opposed to them, and, in addition

to this reason for moving, the President o/--

dered, January 27, that an advance of all the

armies should be matie on February 22 ; and
on January 31 issued a special order that the

Army of the Potomac should move forward on
or before February 22, and seize and occupy
a point on the railroad southwest of Manassas
Junction. But to the retpiirements of his own
plan for simultaneous movements, and to the

President's general and special orders, McClel-
lan felt that he was required by the great mission

intrusted to him by God to turn a deaf ear. The
" cooperation along the whole line," required by
his plan, failed upon his part of the line, and the

Army of the Potomac did not then " perform
its share in the execution of the Avhole work."

It did not cooperate with the Western and sea-

coast forces, did not advance as ordered by
the President, did not even brush away the

Potomac batteries which blockaded Washing-
ton. Yet in the impatience which its inaction

aroused McClellan saw^ only proofs of the
" conspiracy " to " force " him " into prema-
ture movements," and "failure." It was not

until the enemy evacuated Centerville and

fer of the army to the lower Chesapeake, and
the use of Old Point Comfort as a base, Mc-
Clellan having said, in his report of February 3:

I would prefer the move from Fortress Monroe
as above, as a certain, though less brilliant,

movement than that from Urbana, to an attack
upon Manassas.

This was the " lower Chesapeake," or Penin-
sular route. 1 In advocating its adoption,
McClellan said in his report of February 3

:

The roads in that region are passable at all

seasons of the year. The country now alluded
to is much more favorable for offensive opera-
tions than that in front of Washington (which is

T't'ry unfavorable), much more level, more cleared

land, the woods less dense, the soil more sandy,
and the spring some two or three weeks earlier.

As it turned out, McClellan was misin-

formed concerning the region, he advocated
;

and his movement to it divided his own forces

and concentrated the forces of the enemy, and,

after all, he was forced against intrenchraents

as formidable as those which he dreaded at

Manassas. But the President yielded to his

generals. McClellan's plan, agreed upon con-

ditionally, at Fairfax Court-House, March 13,

by a council of war composed of corps com-
manders, required

operations to be carried on . . . from Old Point

Comfort between the York and James rivers—
Provided, ist, that the enemy's vessel Metrimac
can be neutralized; 2d, that the means of trans-

portation sufficient for an immediate transfer of

the force to its new base can be ready at Wash-
ington and Alexandria to move down the Poto-

mac; and 3d, that a naval auxiliary force can be
had to silence, or aid in silencing, the enemy's

Manassas, Alarch 9, and got out of reach by i^atteries on the York River; 4thrthat the force
moving behind the Rappahannock, that the

Army of the Potomac was moved at all. Then
it went only as far as Fairfax Court-House ;

" partly," ^IcClellan says, " with the hope that

I might be able to take advantage of some
accident and bring Johnston to battle under
favorable circumstances." But the " accident"
did not happen, and McClellan merely rode

over the field that the enemy, not one half

his strength, had occupied, undisturbed, for

the preceding eight months. When Johnston
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to be left to cover Washington shall be such as

to give an entire feeling of security for its safety

from menace.

These are the four conditions upon which

the council of war ap])roved McClellan's prop-

osition to transfer the Army of the Potomac

^ In his " Own Story," McClellan says, p. 194 :
" Tiie

."Xdiiiinistralion had neither the courage nor the mili-

tary insight to understand the effect of the plan I de-

sired to carry out."
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to the Peninsula. Having laid down these

conditions, the council said

:

If the foregoing cannot be, the army should

then be moved against the enemy behind the

Rappahannock at the earliest possible moment.

On March 13, the day that the council of

war reported, the President, though not giving

the plan his approval, authorized its execution

by a letter, as follows, from the Secretary of

War to McClellan :

The President, having considered the plan of

operations agreed upon by yourself and the com-
manders of army corps, makes no objection to

the same, but gives the following directions as to

its execution

:

1. Leave such force at Manassas Junction as

shall make it entirely certain that the enemy shall

not repossess himself of that position and line of

communication.
2. Leave Washington entirely secure.

3. Move the remainder of the force down the

Potomac, choosing a new base at Fortress Mon-
roe or anywhere between here and there ; or at

all events move such remainder of the army at

once in pursuit of the enemy by some route.

It must be noted the fourth condition of the

council of war was not that the force to be left to

cover Washington should be sufficient to make
the capital secure, or prevent its capture ; but

it was to " be such as to give an entirefeelijig of
securityfor its safety from menate.'" Manifestly

this condition was impossible of fulfilment, and
nothing but blind reliance upon a higher than

human power could have led McClellan to

transfer the army to the Peninsula with the

consequences of that condition staring him in

the face; especially as the President had added
his positive order to " leave Washington en-

tirely secure."

After enunciating the four conditions upon
which the transfer of the Army of the Potomac
might be made, the council said :

" If the fore-

going cannot be, the army should then be
moved against the enemy behind the Rap-
pahannock at the earliest possible moment."
That is to say, the council of war recommended
to McClellan two plans of campaign, the first

or Peninsula plan to be adopted only in case

four distinctly stated conditions coukl be ful-

filled. If not, then the second, or overland,

plan of moving directly " against the enemy
behind the Rapj^ahannock at the earliest pos-

sible moment " was recommended. If the state

of things upon whic h the council based its re-

commendation of the first j<lan did not exist,

then its recommendatirm was uncjuestionably

for the second plan. I'y .McClellan's api^roval

of the council's report, he was cf^mmitted to the

observance of the conditions embodied in it, and

the question is, Did he know they could be
fulfilled ? The answer must be, Certainly not.

It is only necessary to read the conditions in

the light of the facts of the time, to decide
that. It follows that by the recommendation
of the council of war, and his own approval of

that recommendation, McClellan was bound
to move directly " against the enemy behind
the Rappahannock at the earliest possible mo-
ment." That was the ]ilain logic of the case.

But he says in his " Own Story," that " as early

as December, 1861, I had determined not to

follow the line of operations leading by land
fromAVashington to Richmond, but to conduct
a sufficient force by water," etc. It will be re-

membered also that on January 31 the Presi-

dent ordered that by February 22 the Army
of the Potomac should advance by the over-

land route. To this McClellan objected, and
on February 3 the President wrote him say-

ing :
" You and I have distinct and different

plans for a movement of the Army of the

Potomac— yours to be down the Chesapeake
. . . mine to move directly to a point on the

railroad southwest of Manassas." McClellan
submitted a strong argument in favor of his

plan, and said, in opposition to the President's

plan, " In the unprecedented and impassable
condition of the roads, it will be evident that

no precise period can be fixed upon for the

movement on this line." In consequence of

McClellan's urgency in support of his own
plan, and his assertion of inability to fix any
" precise period " for movement under the

President's plan, the latter, when the report

of the council of war was laid before him with

McClellan's approval, authorized, though he
did not approve, the movement to the lower

Chesapeake. That the President's inability to

endure further delay was a moving cause of

his sanction, is shown by the last words of his

letter heretofore quoted, authorizing the trans-

fer. "At all events," he says, "move such re-

maijider of the army at once i?i pursuit of the

enemy by some route."

As McClellan moved his army to the Pe-

ninsula without the fulfilment of the conditions

stipulated by his council of war, and against

the judgment of the President, it is plain that

he was still acting according to the dictates of

his mission from God, to save the country in

his own way.
Put no sooner had he in person, and the

larger part of his army, gone to the Peninsula,

than a feeling that Wasliington was insecure

took possession of the authorities,— that is to

say, the failure of the fourth condition expressed

itself,— and the President directed two of his

mihtary advisers, General \\.K. Hitchcock and
Adjutant-General L. Thomas, to examine and
give a distinct opinion, whether General Mc-
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Clellan had complied or not with the order ure of the Peninsular campaign. It was this:

of the President in relation to the entire secur- On May i8, the Secretary of War addressed a

ity of Washington. The opinion, dated April letter to McClellan in answer to a call for Mc-
3, was that the order of the President '' has Dowell's force to be sent by water, in which he
not been fully complied witii"; and on April 4 said :

the President directed that McDowell's First „„ „ . , . .,,•

Corps, consisting of Franklin's, McCall's, and ., /
'i^^I^rcsidont is not willing to uncover the cap-

,.- ^, r • • ^i c . c w \ . ital entirely; and it is believed that even if this
king s divisions, then in fn.nt of W ashington,

^^.^,,.^ ^,,^,\^r.^^ it would require more time to effect
should be detained for the delense ol the capi- a junction between your army and that of the Rap
tal. In response to McClellan's complaints of pahannock - by the way of the Potomac and Yorl
the withdrawal of Blenker's division and Mc-
Dowell's corps, the President wrote him April 9

:

rk
rivers than by a land march. In order, therefore,

to increase the strength of the attack upon Rich-
mond at the earliest moment, (General McDowell
has been ordered to march upon that city by the
shortest route.

He is ordered, keeping himself always in posi-

tion to save the capital from any possible attack,

,, , . ,
, , r r 1 1 /- . so to operate as to put his left wing in communi-

were all you designed to be left for the defense of nation with your right wing, and you are instructedW ashington and Manassas Junction ;
1 and part ^^ cooperate so as to establisli this communication

of this even was to go to General Hooker's old

position. General Banks's corps, once designed
for Manassas Junction, was diverted and tied up

Blenker's division was withdrawn from you be-

fore you left here, and you, ... as I thought, ac-

quiesced in it -certainly not without reluctance.

After you left I ascertained that less than 20,000
unorganized men, without a single field battery

)pei

as soon as possible, by extending your right wing
to the north of Richmond.

McClellan says

:

This order rendered it impossible for me to use
the James River as a line of operations, and forced
me to establish our depots on the Pamunkey and
to approach Richmond from the north. Herein
lay the failure of the campaigti. . . . As it was
impossible to get at Richmond, and the enemy's
army covering it, without crossing the Chicka-
hominy, I was obliged to divide the Army of the
Potomac into two parts, separated by that stream.

The facts of record are at variance with the

on the line of Winchester and Strasburg, and
could not leave it without again exposing the Up-
per Potomac and the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

road. . . . My explicit order that Washington
should ... be left entirely secure had been ne-

glected. It was precisely this that drove me to

detain McDowell.

Notwithstanding the President's explana-

tion, McClellan regarded the detention of Mc-
Dowell's corps as " i/ie viost infamous thing

that history has recorded.'" Franklin's division,

however, was, at McClellan's urgent request,

sent to him after only a week's detention, and foregoing quotation. The Merritnac was not
McCall's division was, for like reason, sent to destroyed till May 11, and prior to that date
him while he was on the Chickahominy. But the Confederates held Norfolk and the James
notwithstanding the fact that the best two River. McClellan of his own free will had es-

thirds of McDowell's corps joined McClellan, tablished his depots on the Pamunkey before
he alleged that he had been deprived oi that the President's order of May 18 was received
corps, and that is the main specification in sup- — before it was even made. H e had taken loco-

port of the charge that a " conspiracy of trai- motives and cars in his transports for the pur-
tors who are willing to sacrifice the country pose of using the railroad from \Vhite House
and its army for personal spite and personal to Richmond as his line of ojjerations. Though
aims " was at work to secure his defeat " by free and vigorous in his protests against such
withholding the means necessary to success." action on the President's part as he did not like,

Hisfeelingagainst the supposed conspirators McClellan at the time did not allege that the

and traitors was of course intensely bitter, and letter of May 18 forced him to the Pamunkey
he attributed his failure to their machinations, as a base,3 or that he had any objection to that

In his " Own Story," he specifies the particu- base. It was the base he had intended to use
lar act of the executive which caused the fail- in his favorite plan of advancing by Urbana.

1 It is a fair presumption that an order from the Presi-

dent to McClellan to leave Washington entirely secure
empowered McClellan to judge what would constitute

entire security. But an " entire feeling of security from
menace "— indeed an entire feeling of security from
capture— could not prevail in Washington after the
Army of the Potomac had been transferred to the Pe-
ninsula, and though McClellan was in or near Wash-
ington some two weeks after his movement, with its

conditions, had been sanctioned, he had, so far as ap-
pears, no understanding or even discussion with the
Executive as to the force which would make Washing-

ton secure from " menace " or ca]-)ture. He left at Ma-
nassas and Washington — or ordered there— all that

he deemed necessary to garrison those ]ilaces, and
also |)Osted a force under Banks in the Shenandoah
Valley.

- The forces gathered under McDowell on the Wash-
ington overland line after McClellan went to the Penin-
sula were named the .Vrmy of the I\ap]iahannock.

'•'• In McClellan's testimony before the committee on
the conduct of the war, the following appears : " Ques-
tion : Could not the advance on Richmond from Wil-
liamsburg have been made with better prospects of
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McClellaninperson arrived at the White House
Mav 1 6, and wrote his wife :

" Have just ar-

rived over horrid roads. No further movement
possible till they improve." The next day, May
17, he wrote her: "I expect to have our

advance parties near [enough to] Bottom's

Bridge to-day"; he added that all the bridges

were burned, but that tlie river was fordable,

so the difficulty was *• not insuperable by any

means." showing that he did not know that the

Chickahominv was going to be a serious obsta-

cle. On the iSth he wrote: "We will go to

Tunstall's or perhaps a little beyond it, and will

now soon close up on the Chickahominy, and
find out what Secesh is doing. I t/iink he will

fight us there, or between that and Richmond."
It is not only true that McClellan estabhshed

his depots on the Pamunkey of his own accord,

but it is further true that it was his intention

before leaving Washington to establish them
there. In a report to the Secretary of War,
dated March 19, he said:

I have the honor to submit the following notes

on the proposed operations of the active portion

of the Army of the Potomac. The proposed plan

of campaign is to assume Fort Monroe as the first

base of operations, taking the line of Yorktoiun

and West Point upon Richmond as the line of op-

erations, Richmond being the objective point. It

is assumed that the fall of Richmond involves that

of Norfolk, and the whole of Virginia ; also that

we shallfight a decisive battle between West Point
and Richmond. . . . It is also clear that IJ^cst

Point should as soon as possible be reached and
used as our main depot.

Here the objective, the base, and the line of

operations (upon which he expected a decisive

battle " betiueen West Point and Richmond"
)

are laid down with mathematical accuracy by
McClellan himself before starting from Wash-
ington ; and he indicated no purpose, and ex-

pressed no wish, to change the base or line until

the enemy turned or was turning his right flank

late in June. Nothing but hallucination grow-
ing out of his higher-law mission could have
induced McClellan, in face of these facts, to

write after the war that he was " forced " by

success by the James River than by the route pursued,
andwhat were the reasons for taking the route adopted?

" Anrwer: I do not think that the navy at that time
was in a condition to make the line of the James River
perfectly secure for our supplies. The line of the Pa-
munkey offered greater advantages in that respect. The
place was in a better position to effect a junction with
any frrxjps that might move from Washington on the
FredericKsbnrg line. I remember that the idea of mov-
ing on the James River wxs seriously discussed at that

time. But the conclusion was arrived at that under the

circumstances then existing the route actually followed
was the l*est. I think the Merrimac was destroyed
while we were at Williamsburg."

the Secretary's letter of May 18 to " establish

our depots on the Pamunkey, and to approach
Richmond from the north " ; and to add, speak-
ing of the army after it had been driven to the

James by the enemy, " it was at last upon its

true line of operations,^ which I had been un-
able to adopt at an earlier day in consequence
of the Secretar\' of War's peremptory order of
May 1 8, requiring the right wing to be extended
to the north of Richmond."
The '' decisive battle between West Point

and Richmond," predicted by McClellan, was
fought, beginning June 26, by the enemy in full

force attacking the right flank of the Army of

the Potomac after it had Iain six weeks astride

of the Chickahominy. IMcClellan was forced

to the James River, which had come into pos-
session of our gunboats, after the fall of Norfolk
and destruction ofthe Merrimac, May 11 . Even
before the attack his mind seems to have been
fastened, not upon taking Richmond, but upon
" saving " the Army of the Potomac and the

country. At 6: 15 p. m., on June 25, he tele-

graphed Stanton

:

I have just returned from the field, and find
your despatch in regard to Jackson. Several con-
trabands, just in, give information confirming the
supposition that Jackson's advance is at or near
Hanover Court House, and that Beauregard ar-

rived with strong reinforcements in Richmond
yesterday. I incline to think that Jackson will

attack my right and rear. The rebel force is esti-

mated at two hundred thousand. . . . This army
will do all in the power of men to hold theirposi-
tion and repulse any attack. I regret my great
inferiority of numbers. ... If the result of the

action, which will probably occur to-morrow, or
within a short time, is a disaster, the responsibil-

ity cannot be thrown on my shoulders; it must
rest where it belongs.

On the 28th he sent a long telegram to the

Secretary of War reporting the disaster, and
closed it by saying, no doubt with the assumed
conspiracy of " traitors " and his mission to
" save " the country still uppermost in his mind.

The Government has not sustained this army.
If you do not do so now the game is lost. If I

1 After McClellan reached the James he said in a

communication to tlie President, July 4, " Our commu-
nications by the James River are not secure. There
are points where the enemy can establish themselves
with cannon or musketry and command the river, and
where it is not certain that our gunl)oats can drive

them out. In case of this, or in case our front is broken,
I will still make every effort to preserve at least the

personnel of the army," and added, July 7, " I have
been anxious about my communications. Had long
consultation about it with Flag-Officer (loldsborougn
last night."

'ihis is the line to which he says he changed base as

the " true line of operations."
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save this army Jio-d', I tell you plainly I owe no

thanks to you or to any other persons in Wash-
ington. You ha7ie done your best to sacrifice this

a7-jny.

This was the language of a man laboring under

a deep-seated hallucination. On June 26, the

day the batde opened, he telegraphed to his

wife

:

You may be sure that your husband will not

disgrace you, and I am confident that God will

smile upon my efforts and give our arms success.

On June 1 1 he wrote her

:

I must be careful, for it would be utter destruc-

tion to this army were I to be disabled.

Even after the Seven Days' fight was over, he

was still in pursuance of the sacred mission im-

posed upon him alone of saving the army and
the country.

On July 17 he said :

I did have a terrible time during that week, for

I stood alone without any one to help me.

On July 8 he says

:

I have written a strong, frank letter to the

President. ... If he acts upon it the country

loill be sa^'cd—
and at midnight he added,

I am alone with you and the Almighty, whose
good and powerful hand has saved me and tny

army.

And as late as August 23 he wrote her

:

I take it for granted that my orders will be as

disagreeable as it is possible to make them unless

Pope is beaten, in luhich case they will want fne

to sa7>e JVashington again.

But the most striking proof of McClellan's

hallucination is aftbrded by his so-called " Har-
rison's Bar letter "of July 7. He begins by
saying to the President, who was then at his

camp.

You have been fully informed that the rebel

army is in our front, with the purpose of over-

whelming us by attacking our positions, or reduc-

ing us by blocking our river cotnmunications.^ I
cannot but regard otir condition as critical—
and then tells the President that

the time has come when the Government must
determine upon a civil and military policy cover-

ing the whole ground of our national trouble.

Thereupon he proceeded to lay down a defi-

nite course for the (iovemment to pursue in the

broad field of its " civil and military policy." It

is easy to understand, as McClellan says in his
" Own Story " of the President's treatment of

the letter, that after " he read it in my presence,"

he did not allude " further to it during his visit,

or at any time after that."

This letter under the circumstances is one
of the most extraordinary productions on rec-

ord.^ When McClellan wrote it he was not

General-in-chief. His only functions were those

of the commander of the Army of the Potomac,
and that army, worsted in a seven days' fight,

had been driven to the cover of the gunboats
on James River, and, as McClellan himself re-

ported, was in danger of being cut off from
supplies, and overwhelmed by an attack in

front. In this condition of affairs he addressed
a carefully prepared letter to the President,

laying down a civil and military policy for the

United States, covering among other things

the question of slavery, and urging the ex-

tremity of his own military situation as an ar-

gument for the adoption of his views upon
political as well as military policies. In a letter

to his wife of August 39, McClellan said, " You
know that I have a way of attending to most
other things than my own affairs." No better

proof of that could be offered than his " Har-
rison's Bar letter," written under the halluci-

nation that he was the chosen savior of the

country. Engaged in actual war, with the cause
he was fighting for at stake upon the use of

his sword, he proceeded to " save the country "

with his pen.

From what the President saw and heard at

Harrison's Bar, and with McClellan's letter in

his pocket, it must have been with a heavy
heart that he returned to Washington on July
g. According to McClellan, the Army of the

Potomac, the mainstay of the Union, far away
upon the Peninsula, was besieged, with its line

of communication by James River insecure,

its front in danger of being overwhelmed, and
the rebel army victorious, and 200,000 strong,

between McClellan and Washington, in the

finest season for military operations.

On the nth the President ordered that Gen-
eral Halleck '' be assigned to command the

whole land-forces of the United States as

general-in-chief, and that he repair to this

capital." Halleck reached ^\'ashington July 23,

and was confronted by the great military prob-

lem then pressing for solution. Pope's " Army

1 Yel after the war he says in his "Own Story " that

at last the army, being on the James, was upon " its

true line of operations."
- The editor of McClellan's " O^n Story "deniesthat

" the letter was written in consultation with friends at

the North as a political document "
; and says, p. 489,

" No one of McClellan's most intimate personal friends

at the North knew even ofthe existence of this letter, un-
til rumors about it came from members of Mr. Lin-
coln's cabinet."

This goes to show that the letter was evolved by
McClellan's own sense of his mission.
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of Virginia," some 40.000 strong, made up of

McDowell's. Fremont's, and Banks's forces,

was in front of Washington, and McClellan's

Army of the Potomac, about 90.000 eftective,

•was beleaguered in the Peninsula, and the rebel

armv, estimated by McClellan at 200,000 men.
was between them. The Union forces were to

be united, and Washington was to be protected.

McClellan maintained that he should be hea-

vily reinforced, but whether he could after his

repulse take Richmond against the enormous

force he thought opposed to him was a matter

of grave doubt, and if he could, might it not

result in an exchange of capitals— the enemy
giving up Richmond, and taking Washington?
Before deciding the momentous question that

met him at the threshold of his new office, Hal-

leck, the day after his arrival in Washington,

started to the Peninsula to confer with McClel-
lan. He reached Harrison's Bar July 25, had a

full conference with McClellan,and on hisreturn

to Washington made a report— July 27— to

die Secretary- of War, the correctness of which
McClellan never disputed.

In that report Halleck says:

I stated to the general that the object of my
visit was to ascertain from him his views and
wishes in regard to future operations. He said

that he proposed to cross the James River at that

point, attack Petersburg, and cut off the enemy's
communications by that route south, making no
further demonstration for the present against

Richmond. I stated to him very frankly my views

in regard to the danger and impracticability of the

plan, to most of which he finally agreed.

I then told him that it seemed to me a military

necessity to concentrate his forces, with those of

General Pope, on some point where they could

at the same time cover Washington, and operate

against Richmond, unless he felt strong enough
to attack the latter place with a strong probability

of success, with the reinforcements which could be
given to him. He expressed the opinion that with

30,000 reinforcements he could attack Richmond
with a "good chance of success." I replied that

I was authorized by the President to promise only
20,000, and that if he could not take Richmond
with that number, we must devise some plan for

withdrawing his troops from their present posi-

tion to some point where they could unite with
those of (ieneral Pope without exposing Wash-
ington. He thought there would be no serious

difficulty in withdrawing his forces for that pur-
pose, but the movement he said would have a
demoralizing influence on his own troops, and
suggested the propriety of their holding their

present position till sufficient reinforcements could
be collected. I told him that I had no authority to

consider that proposition, and that he must decide

between advising the withdrawal of his forces to

some point, to be agreed upon, to meet General
Pope, or to advance on Richmond with the rein-

forcements which the President had offered; that I

was not sufficiently advised in regard to the posi-

tion of our forces, and those of the enemy, to say
how many additional troops could be given to him
with safety, but that the President had decided that

question by fixing his reinforcements at 20,000,
and I could promise no addition to that number.

I inferred from his remarks that under these cir-

cumstances he would prefer to withdraw and unite

with General Pope ; but I advised him to consult

his officers, and give me a final answer in the

morning. He did so, and the next morning in-

formed me that he would attack Richmond with

the reinforcements promised. He would not say

that he thought the probabilities of success were
in his favor, but that there was "a chance," and
he was " willing to try it." In regard to the force

of the enemy, he expressed the opinion that it was
not less than 200,000, and I found that in this es-

timate most of his officers agreed. His own effec-

tive force was, officers and men, about 90,000,
which, with, 20,000 reinforcements, would make
110,000. I had no time or opportunity to inves-

tigate the facts upon which these estimates were
based, and therefore can give no opinion as to their

correctness. His officers, as I understood, were
about equally divided in opinion in regard to the

policy of withdrawing or risking an attack on
Richmond.

It is plain from this that McClellan's plan

was not to resume his advance upon Richmond,
but to put his army across James River to cut

the enemy's communications with the South.

He would not say that he thought the proba-

bilities of success " were in his favor," in case

of another advance against that city, but

merely that there was a " chance." That he
meant nothing more than this is supported by
the statement in a letter to his wife, August 8,

" My only hope is that I can induce the enemy
to attack me." The Government was not wil-

ling to take the " chance," and the result was
his withdrawal from the Peninsula. This, of

course, was a severe blow to him. Prior to this

he does not appear even to have thought evil

of Halleck. July 25, before Halleck arrived,

McClellan wrote to his wife, " I think Halleck

will support me." August i, after Halleck's re-

turn to Washington, he wrote, " I have a very

friendly letter from Halleck this morning"; but

his relations with the Government had not im-

proved. August 2 he said in a letter to his wife.

When you contrast the policy I urge in my let-

ter to the President with that of Congress and of

Mr. Pope, you can readily agree with me that

there can be but little natural confidence between
the Government and myself We are the anti-

podes of each other.

By August 4 he received Halleck's order to

withdraw the Army of the Potomac, and then,

though nf)t cliaracterizcd as a "conspirator "or

traitor, Halleck was jjut down as one of that

" herd," and was denounced as a suspicious
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character and as hopelessly stupid. August 4
McClellan wrote his wife, " Halleck has begun
to show the cloven foot"; August 8, "I strongly

suspect him"; August 10:

Halleck is turning out just like the rest of the

herd. . . . The absurdity of Halleck's course in

ordering the army away froui here is that it can-

not possibly reach Washington in time to do any
good, but will necessarily be too late. I am sorry

to say that I am forced to the conclusion that H.
is very dull and very incompetent. Alas! poor
country !

and finally, in his " Own Story," written twenty

years after the war, he says

:

Of all men whom I have encountered in high
position, Halleck was the most hopelessly stupid.

It was more difficult to get an idea through his

head than can be conceived by any one who never

made the attempt. I do not think he ever had a

correct military idea from beginning to end.

His superiors were all " incapables," or " con-

spirators," and it belonged to him alone to save

the country. After the withdrawal from the

Peninsula was begun, in pursuance of the orders

of August 4, McClellan says :

It was continued with the utmost rapidity un-
til all the troops and material were en route both
by land and water on the morning of the i6th

;

[and he adds] late in the afternoon of that day,
when the last man had disappeared from the de-

serted camps, I followed with my personal staff in

the track of the grand Army of the Potomac, bid-

ding farewell to the scenes still covered with the

marks of its presence, and to beforever 7nemora-
ble in history as the vicinity of its 7nost brilliant

exploits.

This touching picture was drawn in his of-

ficial report of August 4, 1863, and repeated

in his "Own Story." No one can dispute the

individual heroism and fortitude of the men
composing the Anny of the Potomac in that

campaign, but this great general, one of the

purest and most intelligent of men, must have
been laboring under a delusion when he ])ro-

nounced the failure of the Army of the Potomac
in the Peninsula to be more " brilliant" than

the subsequent exploits of that army in captur-

ing Richmond and all the opposing forces.

Pope's defeat carried consternation from Bull

Run to Washington for the second time, and
McClellan was again called to power, notwith-

standing the bad relations between him and the

Government. His Peninsula cam])aign had
failed, his army had been brought back to

Washington against his will, and Halleck had
superseded him as Commander-in-chief. Ad-
versity partly dispelled his hallucination, and
he entered with vigor and ability upon the ])er-

formance of his new duties as commander of

the defenses of Washington. 'I'he caj)ital, how-
ever, was not in danger. Its intrenchments
were formidable,' as McClellan knew before

he left the city in the s]>ring ; the battles that

had been fought hail not been without heavy
losses to the enemy, and though Po])e's army
was defeated, it was far from destroyed. Only a

little more than one corjjs of the Army of the

Potomac had been seriously engaged under
Pope. They had suftered severely, but had lost

neither spirit nor organization. The other corps

of the Army of the Potomac were intact and in

good order, having had no engagements since

the Seven Days' fight on the Peninsula nearly

two months before.

McClellan wrote his wife, September 2 :

Pope is ordered to fall back upon Washington,
and as he reenters everything is to come under
my command again. A terrible and thankless
task. Yet I will do my best with God's blessing

to perform it. God knows that I need His help.

Pray that God will help me in the great task now
imposed upon me. ... I only consent to take it

for my country's sake and with the humble hope
God has called me to it.

Here again was an earnest and honest con-

viction of a sacred mission.

McClellan with great promptness and in-

dustry gathered up his forces, and with good
generalship marched forth to give battle to

Lee, who was moving into Maryland. He won
the battles of South Mountain September 14,

and Antietam September 17, but the functions

of the subordinate general were again sup-

planted by those of the savior of the country.

SeptemTjer 5 he wrote his wife :

The case is desperate, but with God's help I

will try unselfishly to do my best, and, if He wills

it, accomplish the salvation of the nation. . . .

How weary I am of this struggle against adversity!

But one thing sustains me— that is my trust in

God. . . . Truly God is trying me in the fire.

It is noteworthy that in a despatch to his

wife, dated September 7, McClellan said

:

The feeling of the Government toward me I

am sure is kind and trusting. I hope with God's
blessing to justify the great confidence they now
repose in me, and will bury the past in obhvion.

September 20, after Antietam, he wrote

:

I feci some little pride in having with a beaten

and demoralized army defeated Lee so utterly and
sai'cd the North so completely. . . . Since I left

Washington, Stanton has again asserted that I,

not Pope, lost the battle of Manassas, No. 2.

1 In bis " Own Story," p. 196, he calls them "nu-
merous well-built and well-armed fortifications."
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I am tired of fighting against such disadvantages,

and feel that it is now time for the country to

come to my help and remove these ditticulties

from my path. ... I feel that I have done all

that can be asked in twice saving the country. If

I continue in its ser\-ice, I have at least the right

to demand a guarantee that I shall not be inter-

fered with. I know I cannot have that assurance

so long as Stanton continues in the position of

Secretary of War, andHalleck asgencral-in-chief.

The subordinate general who admitted on

the 7th the " kind feeling" and '* great confi-

dence of the Government," and buried " the

past in oblivion," after two weeks of success

was again the savior of the country, demand-
ing the dismissal of his two military superiors,

the Secretary of War and the General-in-chief

!

September 22 he wrote his wife:

I am confident that the poison still rankles in

the veins of my enemies at Washington, and that

so long as they live it will remain there.

It will be remembered that in a telegram

to Stanton of June 28, during the Seven Days'

fight, he said

:

If I save this army now, I tell you plainly I

owe no thanks to you or to any other persons in

Washington. You have done your best to sacri-

fice this army.

This probably is some of the " poison " to

which he refers, because in a letter of July 20

he said in relation to the bitter charge just

made :

Of course they will never forgive me for that.

I knew it when I wrote it.

It was no doubt true that INIcClellan had
bitter enemies in Washington. His own con-

duct rendered that inevitable, and, as shown
by the quotation just made, he knew that he

had said what they could " never forgive." It

was a life and death struggle between him and
them. But the trial really took place before

the tribunal of public opinion. McClellan was
defeated there, not by the action of his enemies

in Washington, but by his own inaction in the

field. Having defeated T,ee and driven him
across the Potomac, the Government and the

public demanded an active pursuit, and, in re-

fusing that, McClellan lost his case. Antietam
was fought on the 1 7th of September. On the

1 8th the rebel army recrossed the Potomac
into Virginia. McClellan would not pursue for

various reasons— want of transportation, of

clothing and equipage, etc., and because

the entire army had been greatly exhausted by un-

avoidable overwork, fatiguing marches, hunger,

a want of sleep and rest, [he] did not feel author- '

ized to cross the river with the main army, over a j

very deep and difficult ford, in pursuit of the re-
''-

treating enemy, known to be in strong force on
i

the south bank, and thereby place that stream, 1

which was liable at any time to rise above a ford-

ing stage, between my army and its base ofsupply,
'

I

The Government and the public, believing I

that the advantage gained ought to be followed
.\

up, and that the rebel amiy, far from Rich- 1

mond, must be quite as greatly reduced in num-
j

bers and supplies, and as much worn out by 1

marching and fighting, as the Army of the Po- ;

tomac, insisted upon an active continuation of :

the campaign. McClellan insisted upon rest
\

and further preparation. On September 22 he
j

telegraphed Halleck : !

As soon as the exigencies of the sen-ice will
j

admit of it, this army should be reorganized. It
j

is absolutely necessary, to secure its efficiency, I

that the old skeleton regiments should be filled
I

up at once ... :

And on September 27 he said in a long re-

port :
j

i

This army is not now in condition to undertake
|

another campaign, nor to bring on another bat-
|

tie unless great advantages are offered. . . . The
!

new regiments need instruction. . . . My pres-
j

ent purpose is to hold the army about as it is
,

now, rendering Harper's Ferry secure and watch-
\

ing the river closely, intending to attack the en-
'

emy should he attempt to cross to this side. . . . 1

When the river rises so that the enemy cannot 1

cross in force, I purpose concentrating the army
'

somewhere near Harper's Ferry and then acting

according to circumstances.

He was waiting for the river to rise so that

the enemy could not get at him, when the Gov- ,

ernment was thankful that it remained low,
.

expecting him to get at the enemy. He said

further

:

j

I rather apprehend a renewal of the attempt
in Maryland, should the river remain low for a
great length of time and should they receive con-

,

siderable addition to their force. ... In the last
|

battles the enemy was undoubtedly greatly supe- 1

rior to us in numbers, and it was only by very hard
fighting that we gained the advantage we did. 1

On September 29 he wrote his wife :

j

I think Secesh has gone to Winchester. . . .
|

If he has gone there I will be able to arrange my
troops more with a view to comfort, and if it will .

only rain a little so as to raise the river, will feel

quite justified in asking for a short leave.

All this was in the season for offensive op- !

erations, and wlien the Government wanted
1

activity. It gave McClellan's enemies in Wash-
;



THE CONFEDERATE CRIISEK " ALAISAMA.

This sketch was made from a photoi^raph (of a drawing) which
Captain Seinmes gave to a friend, with the remark that it was a
correct picture of his ship. t)n the stocks, and imtil she went into

commission, the Alahaiiia was known as " No. 290," that being
her number on the Hst of ships built by the Lairds. According to

the volume, "' Our Cruise in the Confederate States' War Steamer
Alabama," she was a bark-rigged wooden propeller, of 1040 tons
register; length of keel, 210 feet; length over all, 220; beam,
32; depth, 17. .She carried two horizontal engines, each of 30 >

horse-power; she had stowage for 350 tons of coal. All her
standing rigging was of wire. She had a double wheel placed just

before the mizzen-mast, and on it was inscribed the motto, "Aidt--
toi it Dial t'aiJcra."

The bridge was in the center, just before the funnel. She
carried five boats : cutter and launch amidships, gig and whale-
boat between the main and mizzen mast, and dingey astern

The main deck was pierced for twelve guns. She was elliptic

stem; billet head; high bulwarks; cabin accommodations first-

class; ward-room furnishe 1 with a handsome suite of state-

rooms ; the starboard steerage was for midshipmen, the port for

engineers. Ne.\t came the engine-room, coal-bunkeis, etc. ; then
the berth-deck, capable of accommodating 120 men. Under the

ward-room were store-rooms ; and under the steerage were shell-

rooms ; just forward of the firearms came the hold ; next, the

magazines; and forward of all, the boatswain's and sail-makcr"s

store-rooms; the hold was all under the berth-deck.— Eijitok.

LIFE ON THE "ALABAMA."

KV ONK OF IHK CREW.

SHIP .'\Hiis-

ON the 3d of

July, 1862,

I signed in Liv-

erpool the arti-

cles that made
me one of the

crew of the
" 290 "— after-

wards the Ala-

bania. The
shipping agent,

CampbelljWarn-

ed me against

Yankee spies,

and assured me
that in three months Great Britain would de-

clare war against the United States. Next
day I went aboard, and liked the look of the

vessel. Everything, to a practiced eye, indi-

cated the character of the ship. No platforms

were laid, but the places for the ])ivot-guns

were plainly marked ; her magazines were fin-

ished and shot-boxes were lying about.

On the 28th of July, the Alabama passed

out of the Mersey, on a supposed trial-trip,

and anchored in a bay on the Welsh coast,

where she was joined by most of her crew.

We had about one hundred men, half of them
sailors, the others being coal-passers, etc.

\V)i.. XXXI,—93.

After a day's delay we sailed round the north

coast of Ireland, and in thirteen days arrived

at Terceira, one of the Azore Islands. 'I'he

" 290 " was by no means as fast as I had
expected from rei.)ort ; she did not make over

ten knots during her first trip, and had a

fashion of burying herself when driven to

speed, that set everything afloat. Ofcour.se

her crew, in the " berth-deck," were none
the more comfortable for this.

\w a few days we were joined by an P^nglish

bark, loaded with guns and war material, and
went to work laying i)latforms for the heavy
guns, and mounting the pivot-guns, one a

very fine Blakely ritled hundred-pounder, and
the other an eight-inch sixty-eight-pounder,

smooth bore. .As the Portuguese governor had
ordered us out of the harbor, we had to do
our work in a rolling sea, three miles from an

anchorage. Before we had finished the steamer

Bahatna came in, bringing Captain Semmes
and the remainder of the crew, also more guns,

and, it was said, a large sum of money.
\\'e all got liberty aiul went ashore. Familiar

as I w;is with sailors' antics, this surpassed

everything. The few policemen of the town
were seized and mounted on the men's backs

;

the authorities were defied, and although no
serious outrage was committed, the Portucuese
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officials remonstrated with Semmes for turning

such a gang loose on them. Most of these

men had not yet signed articles, and of course

the officers of the Alabama could not control

them. When the time came for signing they

were told they could stay or go ; they " quit

backing and filling," and came forward at once
and were sent on board. The ship was " all

adrift " like a midshipman's chest, and the

laughed at him, and suggested that " Chucks,
the marine," had been at his tricks. Chucks
is the "' Robin Goodfellow " on board an
English man-o'-war, who bears the blame of
all mischief that can't be found out. I had
been looking over the crew, and made up my
mind that, on the whole, I had never been on
a ship with such a bad lot. They were all

sailors from clew to earing,—no haymakers

INVITATION TO " HEAVE TO."

boatswain's pipe was going all the time. We
worked hard to clean the ship, and got her in

order in two days. The crew were now di-

vided into watches, and the routine life of a

man-o'-war commenced.
We left Angra on a bright Sunday morning

in company with the Bahama. Our officers

came out in " full fig " ; the scratch band
played '• Dixie " ; all hands were mustered,
and we saw the flag we were to fight under,

for the first time, and heard the first of Cap-
tain Scmmcs's exhortations. He told us among
other things that Providence would bless our
endeavors to free the South from the Yankees,
etc. A boatswain's mate behind me growled,
" Yass, Proviflcnrelikely to bless this yer crew !

"

During the night some one ornamented a

bread-bag with a terrific skull and cross-bones

and managed to fasten it to one of the mizzen-

braces. In the morning the master-at-arms was
hunting for the delinquent, but the men only

among them,— but they were mostly of that

class, found in seaport towns all over the

world, that ship for the "run" (from port to

port), and not for the voyage, and are always

a rough, mutinous set. They did not seem to

care for the ship's officers, and were deter-

mined to stand no "man-o'-war dickey " from
them.

When off watch the men began to overhaul

each other's log, and to tell lies about their

voyages. I was ])leased to find that I had
not an old shipmate aboard. The best man
in the port watch, to which I belonged, was a

Scotchman named Cill. He was about forty,

very powerful, and could hold an ordinary

man at arm's length clear of the deck. He
was saturated with Calvinism, and could (juote

Scripture and sermons by the hour, but was,

all the same, a daring, dangerous ruffian.

According to his own account, he had been in

numerous mutinies, in one case taking a Span-
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LOOTING A PRIZE. (AFTER A SKETCH BV THE AUTHOR.)

ish brig, killing the officers, beaching her

on the Deseada Key, in the Leeward Islands,

and getting to Porto Rico in the launch with

the plunder. This man's influence was bad,

and he was the cause of much of the insub-

ordination that took place on board.

oners, there was some excitement, but it soon

became a commonplace matter. The prisoners

were placed on deck under a spar-rigged sail,

and fared badly in stormy weather. Our berth-

deck was so crowded that the hammocks
touched all over, and this gave opportunities

I hadn't a great deal of admiration for our to the rough to annoy their c[uieter shipmates.

officers. First Officer Kell being the best

but the truth is, the only officer that sailors re-

spect is a sharp, resolute, driving one. Fear is

the best basis for discipline on a ship. The men
got it into their heads that our captain had
been a parson; and knowing the versatility of

the average American, I would not have been
surprised, as I had once sailed under an offi-

cer who had been an editor, school-master.

Baptist preacher, had been in the legislature,

and I believe in the penitentiary for slave-

trading, and was withal a first-rate sailor.

This did not raise Captain Semmes in the

regard of the crew,

who cursed him for

a psalm-singer, and a ''
/

"jury captain"; but

the fact that with such

a company he cruised

nearly two years and
kept his ship, shows
that he had both judg-
ment and resolution.

On the 3d of Sep-

tember we took our
first prize, a whaling
schooner, and for the

first time in my life I

saw a burning vessel.

When the boat re-

turned with the pris-

My hammock Avas cut down three tunes m
one night, the knittles being rendered useless,

and I had to finish my " turn in " on the deck.

As soon as our watch was called I waited for

the guilty man at the forward companion-
Avay, and nearly battered the life out of him.

I was duly reported and lost my " grog" for

ten days, but I was not "dumped" any more.

We were now taking prizes rapidly, being

not over four hundred miles from New York,

in the "rolling forties" cUrectly in the track

of American commerce. The treatment of

the prisoners was fairly good and they were

DIVERSION ON DECK.
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CHRISTMAS AT ARCAS KEYS. (AFTER A SKETCH BV THE AUTHOR.)

not ill-used on board, but the conduct of the

boarding-crews was shameful ; the officer in

charge of the boat had no control over them,

and thev rushed below like a gang of pirates,

breaking open the sailors' chests and taking

from the persons of the prisoners everythin-g

that took their fancv. 1 never saw them in-

jure prisoners or use their weapons except to

frighten their victims, but the wanton destruc-

tion of the clothes and effects of captured
sailors was simply disgraceful. This sort of

thing seriously affected the morale of the men,
and had we then met an enemy of equal

force, but of the usual standard of man-o'-

.ICH l;V TIIK ALTHOR. SEE PACE 906.)
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war discipline, we should have made a very

poor show. The prisoners were of all nation-

alities, but their officers all seemed to be Amer-
icans by birth and were mostly a fine, gen-

tlemanly lot. The old sea-dog element so

common among English skippers in the East

does not seem to exist among the American
officers of the merchant marine ; they might
easily be mistaken for clerks, or even profes-

sors. Not so the old sailors in command of

the "tea wagons" and East Indian ships,

—

their walk and lingo proclaim them sailors, and
nothing else. One of the mates of a whaling-

ship we took and burnt was a parson-like

man and preached and prayed to his fellows.

He was long and lanky, and two of our
roughs began to haze him : but they mistook
their calling, and in two minutes were so

mauled and manhandled that it was reported

aft ; but the first officer said it served them
right, much to the satisfoction of the honest

man between decks.

On one of the prizes a man named George
Forest was found. He had deserted from the

Confederate service on the Sumter, and was
recognized and put in irons. The same day
the Tonawaiida was taken; she was bonded
and not burned. Forest was tried by court-

martial, and lost his pay, etc.; then he was
sent forward and put in our watch, where he
at once fraternized with the Scotchman Gill and
began to organize opposition. George Forest

was a Yankee Irishman, born on Long Island.

He was a first-class sailor, and had he pos-

sessed an education would have made his

mark. He was tall, powerful, and had con-

siderable manly beauty, and could talk to

sailors better than any man I ever knew. He
was a born mutineer, but was not as dangerous
as old Gill, who could hold his tongue, which
Forest could not. Having, as he said, nothing
to lose but his life, as his pay was confiscated,

he was openly insolent and defiant, and con-

stantly in trouble, while the petty officers

were afraid of him and his set. On a regular

man-o'-war he would soon have ended his

career ; but, as Gill argued ingenuously, the

Alabama had never been in a Southern port

and was outside of the law, and it would be
no mutiny to take the ship. There must have
been something in this, or the officers would
never have i)ermitted what they did. In truth

the expulsion of a dozen men would have
made the captain secure in his authority, and
I never could understand his forbearance.

One means of maintaining discipline and
subordination was wanting on the Alabama,
and that was constant work. Where officers

are enabled to command obedience to orders

this is never neglected. "Teasing time" is

well understood by merchant skippers, and
Vol.. XXXI.— 94.

consists in overhauling the rigging, restowing
stores, frequent mustering, and inspecting bags
and hammocks. But we were so heavily

manned, and so full of stores (a prime ne-

cessity in the case of a ship that could not
command a port when needed), that we had
barely room to swing our hammocks ; in fiict

we could scarcely move without tumbling
over somebody. The monotony was dreadful.

After we had swept the ocean of pnzes we
had no excitement, and we cast about in every
way to amuse ourselves. The ruffianly por-

AN OBJECT OF CURIOSITY. (AFTER A SKETCH BY THE AVTHOR.)

tion of the crew found their pleasure in hazing

and ill-treating their duller and less resolute

shipmates, and there were some fearful exam-
ples of this kind of work. We had sparring

matches and single-stick playing, in both of

which I excelled. Spinning yarns and sing-

ing songs were resources that never failed. The
starboard watch made every man sing in turn

under penalty of a pannikin of salt water, and
our poets were kept busy in comi)Osing new
ditties. One man had a splendid tenor voice

;

he was well educated and had been, he said,

an officer in the Royal Navy, and was, like all

disrated gentlemen that I have ever met, a

"vicious and irreclaimable blackguard." How-
strange to hear him sing " The Lament of the

Irish Emigrant," and " My Mary in Heaven "

with taste and feeling, and the next moment
disgust even his rude associates by a burst of

obscene blasphemy. One sailor, a wonderful

story-teller, who generally prefaced his yams
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with " When I sailed in the Taprobatie, East

Ingyman," was known as"Top-robbin." His
imagination was proHfic of horrors, and his

grim and sepulchral visage aided in producing

an eftect on his hearers. His tales were of

phantom ships, that sailed in the teeth of wind
and current, and of ghastly women that came
aboard in the height of storms, etc., and so

realistic and impressive was his delivery that

some of the worst ruffians in the watch sought

their hammocks in fear and trembling. But
the poor fellow came to grief in this wise. It

was remarked that he had always missed his

"tip" in the singing and had rather avoided

the tuneful choir. He was on this particular

night ordered to " pipe up " and no more
temporizing about it. He put on a look of

intense miser\-. and commenced

:

'• How Jerry Lee was hung at sea

For stabbing of his messmate true,

And his body did swing, a horrible thing,

At the sport of the wild sea-mew."

What a voice !— it was at once a squeaky
treble and a hoarse bass. With one accord the

men yelled to him to stop. He was assured
'• If you ever sing again in this ere watch
while we're ofif soundings, we'll fire you through

a lee port. Such a voice as that would raise

a harrj'cane." Poor Top-robbin seemed glad

to quit, remarking that he didn't sing for his

own "'diversion," and we all agreed with him.

Most of the songs would not look well in

print, but they were nearly all squibs on the
" Captain and his officers," and were bawled
out without mitigation of voice, and no doubt
heard in the mess-room aft. The belief that

Captain Semmes had been a parson inspired

many of these ditties, one of which ran as

follows

:

" Oh, our captain said, 'When my fortune's made,
I'll buy a church to preach in.

And fill it full of toots and horns,
And have a jolly Methodee screechin.

"
' And I'll pray the Lord from night to morn
To weather Old Yankee Doodle —

And I'll run a hinfant Sunday-school
With part of the Yankee's boodle.'"

The following was the last effort of the Muse
and was sung the Saturday night before we
left Cherbourg

:

"We're homeward bound, we're homeward bound,
And soon shall land on English ground

;

But ere that Knglish land we see,

We first must lick the Kcrsar-gec.''''

But we didn't lick the Kersar-gee, and the

poor poet realized the alternative, for I saw
him crushed and mangled under a gun, just

before I went over the side.

October 17th we struck a spell of bad
weather, lasting five days. At one time I

thought we should founder. The weather

main-brace parted, losing us the main-yard,
fore-top and stay- sail. At one time the vessel

was fairly on her beam-ends, and the decks
were straight up and down. The ship was
well handled, but was not, in my opinion, a
weatherly craft, and I came to the conclusion

that if we ran across one of the fast Yankee
cruisers our career would come to an end.

November 18th we arrived at Martinique,
and had an " ovation " ; the exultation of
the French over the disasters to Yankee com-
merce impressed me. A French corvette ly-

ing there gave a dinner to the officers. Gill

licked two of the Frenchman's petty officers

nearly to death, as his share of the entertain-

ment, and our liberty was stopped in conse-
quence. Forest swam on shore that night, and
eluding sharks and lookouts, was hauled into

one of the berth-deck ports with five gallons

of the worst liquor I ever drank. It set the

entire watch crazy. Forest kept comparatively
sober, but old Gill " bowsed up his jib" until

he could scarcely stand. Such an uproar I

never heard; the lanterns were lit in defiance,

and when the watch was called, the officer of
the deck was saluted with all manner of
" skrim-shander." The boatswain was knocked
down and hurt by a blow fromabelaying-pin,
and everything loose was fired aft. The offi-

cers and marines, with the sober portion of
the crew, now charged forward, and a terrible

melee ensued. Gill knocked a gunner's mate's

jaw out of place, and was laid out by a cap-

stan-bar, and finally the drunken men were
secured. Forest was identified by a port

guard from shore, as the man who got the

liquor, and as defiant as ever, was placed in

double irons and under guard.

We now heard that a Yankee cruiser, the

Safi Jacinto, was outside awaiting us. The
general sentiment of the crew was to fight.

We were tired of the monotony of hunting
merchantmen and, win or lose, wanted a
change. But our officers thought otherwise,

and by the open and undisguised assistance

of the French naval officers and shore au-

thorities, signals were set to mislead the Yan-
kee commander, and a pilot took us out by a

route that enabled us to leave the island far

astern by daybreak. On the 27th of Novem-
ber we arrived at the island of Blanquilla and
coaled. We were about one hundred miles

from the coast of South America. Forest was
here sentenced to be sent ashore, to lose his

pay and to be dismissed the service in disgrace.

He snapped his fingers and swore to be even

with the officers. We made up eighty dollars

for him, and one of the boatmen took it ashore

to him, I thought it a good riddance, but

kept my opinion to myself.

After looking into Porto Rico we went
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through the Mona passage, on the lookout for

Cahfornia steamers, and on the 27th of De-

cember we captured the Ariel. She was boldly

sailed, and only came to, after a shot from

our Blakely ritle had barely missed hulling

her. As she was full of passengers, she was
bonded and let go. We had up to this time

taken nineteen prizes. December 24th, we
came to the Areas Keys, desolate sand-

banks on the Caribbean Sea. Here we were

to coal, and spend our Christmas-day, at

liberty on shore. " Liberty on Christmas, the

mean pirate
!

" sang out one of the port

watch. "Well, here's for a quiet life— I can

lick anything in the starboard watch!" In

five minutes the whole front of the island

was covered with combatants. Every one hit

everybody else, and when the officer of the

day sent a guard and boats to bring the men
off, they had their hands full. Some of the

men were badly hurt, and we had cause to re-

member our Christmas festivities at Areas.

Sunday was our busy day. Half our prizes

were taken on that day, and now our first

action was to take place on Sunday, January
II, 1863. We knew from the orders given that

we were in an enemy's vicinity and, accord-

ingly, were at the guns when we saw through

the dusk the bows of a small steamer, coming
towards us. Her officers had no need to be
taken unawares, as any good seaman would
have seen that we were at quarters, guns
manned. But she came within one hundred
yards of us before hailing. We answered :

" This is Her Britannic Majesty's steamer
Petrel!^'' The answer came back, "This is

the United States steamer Hatteras .' " At the

same moment we answered :
" This is the

Confederate steamer Alabama .' " In fact,

before they could well make out the hail, we
gave her the whole broadside of our starboard

batteries. We were not more than fifty yards

away, and we heard the crash of the shot.

She at once returned our fire— but it was
evident her armament was light. After ten

minutes' rapid firing some one called out, "The
enemy is sinking," and we were ordered to

stop firing, as the vessel had surrendered.

Boats were manned, and in a i^w strokes of

the oars we were alongside. Her bow was
in the air, and she was going down stern

foremost. In a few minutes her men and
wounded were in the boats, and giving a

wallow, the Hatteras went down. To me she

looked more like a flimsy river steamer than

a war vessel. Indeed, most Yankee cruisers

look slim and slight compared with the more
sturdy build of the English men-o'-war.

Much was said of our victory until we
learned that the armament of the Hatteras

had been four thirty-two-pounders, and that

we had only killed and wounded five of her

crew. With our weight of guns we should

have done more harm ; but the truth is, that

we had but few skilled gunners on board, and
they were not at the heavy guns. Our gun
drills were farcical, in my opinion. In fact,

we never came within distance of man-o'-war
tlrill or iliscipline.

We now sailed for Jamaica, going into Port

Royal, and had a jjleasant time. Here some-
thing occurred that few knew of. An Irish-

man called " King-post," from his build, being

short and thick, was suspected of giving the

officers information of the plans of Eorest and
his mates. He was closely watched and he
knew it, but was on his guard. He took his

liberty with the others, and of course got drunk.
Seeing Gill and another man leading a third

and going toward the suburbs, I followed and
made out the third man to be King-post. I

missed them, and as I knew that Gill was well

acquainted with the Port, I at once conjectured,
that he had seen me following them, and had
changed his course. An hour after both men
came back, and I joined them. I asked
where the Irishman was. Gill looked at me
with his hard gray eyes, and significantly

said :
" I dunna know, laddie, but he'll haud

his tongue noo ; and ye had better say naith-

ing, yir a wise fallou." King-post never came
back and was supposed to have deserted

;

but no doubt he fell a victim to those two
ruffians. The crew broke all bounds here and
nearly all the petty officers were disrated,

much to their satisfaction, as they had no
respect from the crew and were responsible

for them to their officers. I could have been
quartermaster, but declined.

We were now on the coast of San Domingo,
a lovely view of wooded mountains and trop-

ical vegetation. On the 2d of July the cry

of fire was raised, and after much confusion

all was made right. It came from the spirit-

room, where one of the petty officers had
entered with a naked light. We were making
prizes now and then, and burning them, but

to-day we were fairly beaten by a sailing

vessel. When the lookout saw her it was
toward sunset, and we set the English ensign,

our usual ruse to deceive Uncle Sam ; but

this captain was wideawake, and piling on
canvas he kept the weather-gauge. We could

see that he was using every device that a

good sailor knew to beat us. Our boatswain

was an old clipper sailor and I asked him
whether we were gaining on the chase. " Not
an inch, and we are doing our best." The wind
freshened and we tried long shot with our

rifle-gun, but it was no use. The chase was a

cloud of canvas, and was beautifully handled,

and in my heart I wished her success. It
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was now getting dark, and several times we
saw a light and felt assured that we were

forereaching on the ship, when our lookout

on the yard sang out. " That's a floating Ught."

Our Yankee had fooled us by this old device,

for we saw no more of him.

It was a very common thing for the crews

that boarded a prize to bring liquor back with

them. Once some fifteen bottles of brandy
were smuggled aboard, and all hands partook.

As usual, there was a terrible time between
decks. One petty officer was so badly hurt

that it was thought he would die. Many of

the men had grape-shot in a netted bag
fastened to the wrist by a lanyard, and many
a coward blow was given with these.

We hailed a large ship, June 30th, and fired a

gun, which wasatonceretumed, when we found

that we were trying to bring to a British man-of-

war, the Dionu-de. She did not answer our en-

sign, but kept on her way in apparent disdain.

We now left the South American coast and
made for the Cape of Good Hope, taking a few

prizes on the way, and late in July anchored
in Saldanha Bay, about one hundred miles

north of Cape Town. Here one of the en-

gineers shot himself by accident and was
buried. We sailed for Cape Town and many
of the crew deserted. At Simon's Town the

entire crew broke away, petty officers and all,

and the quartermaster and twelve men left us.

We now sailed for the Eastern seas, and
making captures here and there, arrived at

Singapore December 22. We had one long
chase after a fine clipper ship, the Contest,

that but for our guns would have outsailed

us. Her mate was an Englishman, and was
put in irons after knocking down one of the

officers and offering to fight any " pirate " on
board. At one small island near the Straits

of Sunda, garrisoned by Frenchmen, we had a
stand-up fight with a gang of large baboons,
and two of our men were badly bitten. I had
my jacket taken clean off", at one clutch, and
was glad to escape so easily. They threw
stones and clubs like Tipperary men.
We sailed from Singapore for Table Bay,

the weather being fearfully hot, and got
there March 13th. I was approached in the
middle watch by a man known as " Shakings,"
from his bushy yellow hair. He was a great

crony of Gill's and told me that if I would
stand in, they would make a rush aft, on the
next night, and that we could easily take the
ship ; that the American consul would guar-
antee us one hundred thousand dollars, and
see that no harm would come to us. I asked
him who were with him, and he said four of
the petty officers, and some twenty of the

crew. I did not like this man, he had a bad
eye, and 1 said 1 would think of it. I knew

Gill, bad as he was, could be trusted, and I

spoke to him. He assured me that we would
not be opposed by the petty officers, and one
determined rush would do it! I told him
that I was sure the officers were on the
alert and that as we were going to Eng-
land soon, it would scarce pay— and that

the American consul would repudiate the
whole affair and we would bring ourselves m
the grip of English law. If we could run her
into a Yankee port, it would be different. I

thought of the wretched man at Port Royal
and kept my own counsel.

We were told that our course was now for

England and this had a good effect on the

men. The Yankee flag seemed to become
a stranger on the seas, and we had a dull

time after leaving the African coast. We
were off" Lizard Point June 8th, with England
dim and misty on the port bow. We took a
pilot aboard and made Cherbourg on the 13th

of June. There is no doubt that the ship

needed repairs. She forged through the water,

showing that her copper was stripping and that

she had become a very tub in sailing. Her en-

gines were out of order, and there was a con-
stant thumping and fizzing in the engine-room. 1

It was generally understood that in all prob- 1

ability her cruising would come to an end, for i

if she ventured into an English port that would
be the last of her, as the English Govern-

;

ment would stop her going out again. I do
j

not think that I was ever so glad to get ashore
j

in my life. On shore we soon heard of the
|

U. S. steamer Kearsarge, and we were glad I

that we would have an opportunity of trying !

our guns on something like our match. The I

police in Cherbourg being well organized, 1

our men behaved fairly well.
j

On the 1 5th of June at an early hour, it was
1

told through the ship that the Kearsarge was I

coming through the east end of the harbor.

From the berth-deck ports we had a fair look
|

at her. She seemed low in the water, but was
|

evidently in fighting trim. She steamed past
j

us, at the rate of about nine knots, and out of
j

the west opening. We heard from the gossip
;

of the ward-room servants that Semmes had :

challenged the American consul. The men 1

who worked the guns had no confidence in >

any but the Blakely rifle."

We got everything ship-shape and left I

Cherbourg for our last cruise on a bright Sun- :

day morning, June 19th. We were escorted
'

by a French armored vessel, and when we got
;

outside we could see the Kearsarge awaiting 1

us, about four miles away. Captain Semmes
made us a short speech whicn was well re-

;

ceived, though it seemed odd to me that an '

American should appeal to an Englishman's

love of glory to animate him to fight the
;
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speaker's own countrymen. But we cheered,

and the French ship leaving us, we steamed
straight for the Kcarsa >](;(' . There is no doubt
that Semmes was Hurried and commenced fir-

ing too soon. We were, I should say, nearly

a mile away, and I do not think a single shot

told. The enemy circled around us and did

not return our fire until within seven or eight

hundred yards and then she let us have it.

The first shot that struck us made the ship

reel and shake all over. I was serving on one
of the thirty-two-pounders, and my sponger
was an old man-o'-war's man, who remarked
after a look out of the port, "We might as well

fire batter puddens as these pop-guns; a few
more biffs like that last and we may turn tur-

tle." He had scarcely spoken when a shell burst

under our pivot-gun, tilting it out of range and
killing five of the crew. " What is wrong with

the rifle-gun ? " was asked. " \\'e don't seem to

be doing the enemy any harm," while with slow

precision came the crash of the heavy shell

of the Yankee. One missile that seemed as

big as a haystack whizzed over our heads,

taking a section of the port bulwarks away,
fortunately missing a man that was handling
shot. He only remarked that he believed the

Yankee was firing '• steam-b'ilers " at us. An-
other shell struck us amidships, causing the

ship to list to port so that our gun weighing
three tons raced in, pinning one poor fellow

against the port-sill. He died before we could
get him clear. This was the missile that sunk
the Alabatna. " She's going down !

" was the
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cry, and all was confusion. Another shell

struck about the water-line, and the vessel reeled

like a drunken man: The dead and wounded
were lying about the deck, which was red

with blood. Our officers did their duty and the

men at once began to get up the wounded. The
cutter and launch were in the water, and the

officers were trying to keep the men back till

the wounded were all in ; but certainly many
of them were left, for I saw several on the

berth-deck when 1 went below, and the boats

were then full and pushing off. When it was
certain that the ship was sinking, all order was
at an end. I had ;^io and a watch in a

locker between decks, and I ran below, but

they were gone.
" All hands on deck — ship's going down 1

"

was called, and I had just got on the upper

step of the forward companion-way when the

water, entering the berth-deck ports, forced

the air up and almost carried me off my legs.

1 cast my eyes around for a moment. Old
Oill, with his head crushed under the carriage of

the eight-inch gun, was lying there, his brawny
hands clinching the breast of his jumjjer.

Just as the water came over the stern I went
over the port bulwarks. I was a good swim-

mer, and had not been in the water five min-

utes when a French pilot-boat came running

past, and a brawny fellow in petticoats and
top-boots dragged me out of the water. Three
of our crew were on board and two more were

picked up. One of the men told me that he

had been hailed bv tiie doctor to aid him in
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bringing a man from the lower deck, but did

not wait, as the water was then coming into

the lower deck ports. I had seen an officer

at the after companion-way just before going
over the side, and this was no doubt Dr. Lle-

wellyn, who was drowned.
A sicam-yacht was passing westward, wliic li

1 recognized as the Dccrliomui, having seen
her at Cherbourg. I had a good look at the
Kearsan^e, whose boats were approaching, but
she did not seem injured in the least. Our
PVench lugger bore away for Cherbourg, land-

ing us about four in the afternoon. I had de-

posited jQc)o with a French money-changer
before the action, so I was not badly off. We
were l^eset with questions by I'-nglishmen stay-

ing there, and I was amazed at their desire

to belittle the victory of the Kearsar^e. One
grim old tar, who had been r|uartermaster in

the Royal Navy and was savefl with me, said

to the point, " We was whipped because she
was a better ship, better manned ; had better

guns, better served; that's about the .size of

it," and he walked away. The next day I in-

duced an English fishing-smack to take me to

England, landing at Portsmouth.
AVe had inflicted great loss on ])rivate own-

ers, but I am sure we did not aid the cause

we fought for, in the least. I have seen some-
where an account of the taking of the Hat-
teras, that made it a daring achievement. To
sneak up to an enemy under a false hail, and
pour in a broadside of metal much heavier

than she could return — surely, no English

sailor will see anything to the national credit

in this. The i)Oor show we made with the

Kcarsariir however, disposed of the glory we
achieved in burning defenseless merchantmen;
and the " meteor flag," that Captain Senimes
was so proud of, came down with a run.

J'. J). JIaywood.
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^PHE
1 built

Alahaina was
lilt by the Lairds,

of Birkenhead,

England, for the

Confederate States

Government, and
in violation of no
law. In the House
ofCommons the se-

nior partner of the

constructors stated

"that she left Liv-

erpool a perfectly

legitimate transac-

tion." Captain

James D. Bulloch,

as agent for the

Confederacy, super-

intended her con-

struction. As a

"ruse" she was
sent on a trial trip,

with a large party of ladies and gentlemen. A
tug met the sliipin the channel, and took oft"the

guests, while the two hundred and ninetieth

ship built in the Laird yard proceeded on her

voyage to the island of Terceira, among the

Azores, whither a transport had preceded her
with war material. Captain Raphael Semmes,
with his officers, carried by the Ba/iaina, met
her there. Under the lee of the island, outside

the marine league, we lashed our ships to-

gether, and made the transfer of armament
and stores.

Arriving on Wednesday, August 20th, 1S62,

by Saturday night we had completed the

transfer, and on Sunday morning, under a

cloudless sky, upon the broad Atlantic, a

common heritage, we put in commission the

Alabama, by authority of the Confederate
States Government. Thus empowered, we pro-

ceeded to ship such men from the crews of

the several ships as were willing to sign the

articles. Eighty men signed, and these formed
the nucleus of our crew, the full complement
being soon made up from the crews of our
prizes. From the above date we commenced
our cruise of twenty-two months, which was
the most successful accomplishment of the

work for which she was constructed of any
single ship of any nation in any age.

Lhe A/al>a»ia was built for speed rather

than battle. Her lines were svmmetrical and

fme ; her material of the best. In fifteen min-

utes her propeller could be hoisted, and she

could go through every evolution under sail

without any impediment. In less time her

propeller could be lowered; with sails furled,

and yards braced within two points of a head-

wind, she was a perfect steamer. Her sjjeed,

independent, was from ten to twelve knots

;

combined, and under favorable circumstances,

she could make fifteen knots. \\ hen ready for

sea she drew fifteen feet of water. She was
barkentine rigged, with long lower masts, which
enal)led her to carry an immense spread of

lower canvas, and to lay close to the wind.

Her engines were three hundred horse-power,

with a condensing apparatus that was indis-

pensable. Since we lived princijjally u))on

provisions taken from our prizes, their water-

supi)ly was never sufficient. Our condenser
enabled us to keep the sea for long periods,

we having to seek a port only fi)r coals.

Our armament consisted of eight guns :

one Blakely hundred-pounder rifled gun,

pivoted forward ; one eight-inch solid-.shot

gun, ])ivoted abaft the mainmast ; and six

thirty-two pounders in broadside. Our crew
numbered about one hundred and twenty

men and twenty-four officers. Captain

Semmes, an officer of high standing in the

old navy, had studied law, paying particular

attention to the international branch, and
was admitted to the bar in Alabama, of whi( h

State he was a citizen. Thus he was emi-

nently qualified for the position he was now
called upon to assume. During the Mexican
war he commanded the brig Soi/it-rs in the

blockade of ^'era Cruz, and lost that unfor-

tunate vessel in chase, during a norther, and
narrowly escai)ed drowning. He afterwards

accompanied the army to the city of Mexico,
ever foremost in the path of duty and daring

heroism. The writer, his executive officer, had
served twenty years in the old navy, and had
had the good fortune to accompany every

expedition of a warlike nature fitted out by the

United States during that period. In the

Mexican war, on the coast of California. I

served ashore and afloat ; then with the

gallant Commodore Perry, in his exj)edition to

Japan, and again in the Paraguav exjiedition.

Our second lieutenant. R. 1"". Armstrong, from

Georgia, and third lieutenant, J. 1). \\'ilson,

from Florida, came out with us in the Si/m/cr.
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They were just from Annapolis, each having
resigned on the secession of their respective

States. lioth the father and grandfather of
our fourth lieutenant, Arthur Sinclair, Jr., of
Virginia, had been captains in the United
States Navy. Our fifth lieutenant, John
I>owe, of (ieorgia, had seen some service, and
was a most efficient officer; our Acting Master
I. \). liulloch, of(ieorgia, wasayoungerhrolhcr
of Captain James D. liulloch. It will thus he

seen that the watch-ofificers of the ward-room
were not ordinary material. A few months'

experience in active service gave them confi-

dence, and it may safely be affirmed that

older heads could not have filled their places

with greater efficiency, 'i'he remainder of our

ward-room mess was made uj) of our surgeon,

1 )r. v. I ,. ( lalt, of Virginia, also of the old ser-

vice; Dr. I). H. Llewellyn, of Wiltshire, Eng-
land,who, assurgeon,cameout in theship when
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under English colors, and joined us as assistant the Gulf was not even known. We were to

surgeon. First Lieutenant 15. K. Howell, of take the bearing of the fleet, and after the mitl

the Marine Corps, brother-in-law to President watch was set and all ([uieted down, silently ap-

Davis, was from Mississippi, and Mr. Miles proach, steam among them with both batter-

y. Freeman, our chief engineer, had been with ies in action, slowly steam through their midst,

"us in the Siiinter. The steerage mess was pouring in a continuous discharge of shell to

made up of three midshipmen— K. M. .Ander- fire and sink as we went, ami before the con-

son of Cieorgia; K. A. Maffit of North Caro- \oys could move we expected to accomplish

lina, the son of the captain of the Confederate our work and be off on another cruise.

States steamer Florida; and Ceorge T. Sinclair But instead of sighting (ieneral Banks's fleet

of Virginia. The latter was afterwards de- of transports we sighted five vessels of war at

tached from the Alabama, and made executive anchor, and soon after, our lookout reported

ofticerto Lieutenant Loweon the Tuscaloosa, i\ a steamer standing out for us. We were then

tender that we commissioned. The Tuscaloosa under topsails, only, with a light breeze, head-

had been the bark Conrad of Philadelphia, ing ofl' shore, and gradually drawing our pur-

capturedbyusjune 21, 1863. Upon our arrival suerfrom the siiuadron. About dark she came
at Cherbourg, Sinclair came at once to join n\) with us, and in an action of thirteen min-

his old ship, having heard of the contemplated utes we had sunk the Hattcras I She carried

engagement. Accompanying him came also a larger crew than our own, and every living

Lieutenant William C. Whittle, Jr., of Virginia, man on board of her was saved. General

a gallant young son of Commodore \V. C. Banks, as it proved, had gone up the Missis-

Whittle of the old navy, and Lieutenant John sippi with his fleet of transports. Knowing
Grimball, a South Carolinian, oflering their that the squadron would soon Ije upon us,

services for any position during the engage- every light on board ship was put under cover

ment. They were not permitted to join us, on and we shaped our course for broader waters,

the ground that it would be a violation of During the night one of those fearful north-

French neutrality. The remainder of the ers came sweeping after us, and under the

steerage mess was made up of young master's circumstances was a welcome gale. Hoisting

mates and engineers, most of whom had come our propeller, we crowded all the sail she

out with us in the Stinitcr. could bear, and soon were out of harm's \\ay.

The eleventh day after going into commis- As Captain Blake ofthe Hattcras (whom I had
sion we captured our first prize, not one hun- known in the old service) came on deck, he

dred miles from where we hoisted our flag, remarked upon the speed we were making,

After working round the Azores for some and gracefully saluted me with, '• Fortune

weeks, with fine breezes, we shaped our course favors the brave, sir !
" I wished him a pleas-

for Sandy Hook. But we encountered fre- ant voyage with us ; and I am sure he, with

quent gales ofl" the Newfoundland banks, and his officers and men, received every attention

on the 1 6th of October lost our main-yard in while on board the Alabama.
a cyclone. Being considerably shaken up, we We paroled them at Kingston, Jamaica,
decided to seek a milder latitude. Running and after repairing a {q.\\ shot-holes and coal-

down to the W'indward Islands, we entered ing ship, we i)assed on to our work in the

the Caribbean Sea. Our prizes gave us regu- South Atlantic, taking our position at the

larly the mails from the United States, from cross-roads of the homeward-bound Fast

which we gathered the fitting out of the army Lidia and Pacific trade, as pointed out by
under (General Banks for the attack on Gal- Commodore Matthew F. Maury, whose wind
veston and the invasion of Texas, and the day and current charts have marked the highways
on which the fleet would sail. Whereupon, of commerce on the ocean as jjlainly as do
Captain Semmes calculated about the time the mile-posts on our public roads. After a

they would arrive, and shaped his course ac- few weeks of good v.ork in that locality and
cordingly, coaling and refitting ship at the along the coast of Brazil, we crossed over to the

Areas Keys. He informed me of his i)lan of Cai)e of Good Hope, where we played *' hide

attack, which was to sight the shipping oft' and seek" with the United States steamer

(ialveston about the time that General Banks
was due with his large fleet of transports, un-

der the convoy perhaps of a few vessels of

war. The entire fleet would anchor in the

outer roadstead, as there is only sufficient

water on the bar for light-drafts. All attention

at such a time would be given to the disem-

barkation of the army, as there were no ene-

my's cruisers to molest them ; our presence in

J'andcrbilf, whose commander. Captain Bald-

win, had generously exjjlained to Sir Baldwin
Walker, the English admiral of the station at

Simon's Town, " that he did not intend to

fire a gun at the Alabama, but to run her

down and sink her." We were not disposed

to try issues with the J'andcrbilf ; so one night

about eleven o'clock, while it blew a gale of

wind from the south-east, we hove anchor
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and steamed out of Simon's Bay. By morn-

ing we had made a good offing, and, setting

what sail she could carry, hoisted our pro-

peller and made a due south course. We ran

down to the fortieth degree south latitude,

where we fell in with westerly gales and
bowled along nearly due east, until we shaped

our course for the Straits of Java. Our long

stretch across the Indian Ocean placed us in

the China Sea, where we were least expected,

and where we soon fell in with the China trade.

In a few weeks we had so paralyzed the enemy's

commerce that their ships were absolutely

locked up in port, and neutrals doing all the

carrying trade. Having thus virtually cleared

the sea of the Unitecl States flag, we ran

down to Singapore, coaled ship, and then

turned westward through the Straits of Ma-
lacca, across to India, thence to the east coast

of Africa. Passing through the Mozambi<|ue

channel, we again touched in at the Cai)e of

Good Hope, and thence crossed to the coast

of Brazil.

Among the many prizes we captured and
destroyed, we necessarily saw many varieties

of the genus homo in the guise of the Yankee
skipper. While taking the burning of their

ships very philosophically as among the for-

tunes of war, some clung to "creature com-
forts" regardless of heavier losses. Upon one

occasion, going aboard a fine ship, I told the

captain " he might bring away his personal

etitects." He made a most ludicrous scene

by earnestly appealing to me " to grant him
one request," that he " might be ])ermitted to

take with him ' Spurgeon's Sermons ' and a

keg of very fine whisky." The sermons I

granted, but told him the whisky must go
overboard. The prisoners on board of the

Alabama as a general practice were Jiol put

in irons, but were simply confined to an allotted

space with a guard over them. The prisoners

of the first half-dozen prizes taken were put in

irons, including the captains and mates, at

which the captains were very indignant, and
remonstrated with Captain Semmes that their

position should entitle them to different treat-

ment. Captain Semmes rejjlied that he con-

fined them in irons in retaliation for the

manner in which the agents of the U. S.

Government had treated the purser of the C. S.

steamer Sumter. The purser, under orders,

was en 7-outc from Gibraltar to Cadiz in a

French merchant steamer. Stopping at Tan-
gier to put off and take on passengers and
cargo, the purser walked on shore, and was
there, in a neutral country, seized by the U.
S. consul at the head of an armed force of

Moorish soldiers, and brutally imprisoned,

with heavy manacles. From there he w-as

taken in irons bv the U. S. armed ^essel hio.

and finally sent to New York in irons. 'I'he

purser was a gentleman of unimpeachable
character and high ])Osition. Again, there

were occasions during the cruise when the

numl)er of prisoners warranted jilacing some
in irons, but never were captains ])ut in irons

after that first measure of retaliation.

Our little ship was now showing signs of

the active work she had been doing. Her
boilers were burned out, and her machinery
sadly in want of repairs. She was loose at

every joint, her seams were open, and the

copper on her bottom was in rolls. Captain
Semmes decided to seek a port in luiroije, and
to go into dock.

One pleasant day, on the coast of Brazil,

we captured a j^rize, and Captain Semmes
said to me, " ^^'e will make a target of her.

Up to this time we have carried out the in-

structions of the Department, destroying the

enemy's commerce and driving it from every

sea we have visited, while avoiding their

cruisers. Should we now fall in with a cruiser

not too heavy for us, we will give her battle."

I at once called all hands to general cjuarters,

and, taking convenient distance from our
prize, practiced principally with shell to see

the effect. Many of our fuses proved defec-

tive. Upon visiting the target I found that

one of the hundred-pound shells had exploded

on the quarter-deck, and I counted fifteen

marks from its missiles, which justifies me in

asserting that had the hundred-jjound shell

which we placed in the stern-post of the

Kearsarge exploded, it would have changed
the result of the fight. I at once examined
every fuse and cap, discarding the appar-

ently defective, and at the same time made a

thorough overhauling of the magazine, as

I thought, but the action with the Kcarsarge

proved that our entire supply of powder
was damaged. The report from the Kcar-
sargr's battery was clear and shaq), the pow-
der burning like thin vapor, while our guns

gave out a dull report, with thick antl heavy
vapor.

We now set our course for Euro])e, and on
the nth day of June, 1864. entered the port

of Cherbourg, and at once applied for jier-

mission to go into dock. There being none
but national docks, the Emperor had first to

be communicated with before permission

could be granted, and he was absent from
Paris. It was during this interval of waiting,

on the third day after our arrival, that the

A'earsarge steamed into the harbor, for the

purpose, as we learned, of taking on board

the prisoners we hatl landed from our two last

prizes. Captain Semmes, however, objected to

this on the ground that the A'earsarge was
adding to her crew in a neutral port. The
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authorities conrx-din- this objection vahd, the
Kearsar^e steamed out of the harl)or, without
anchoring, JJuring her stay we examined her
closely with our glasses, hut she was keeping
on the opposite side of the harbor, out of the
reach of a very close scrutiny, which accounts
for our not fletecting the boxing to her chain

armor. After she left the harbor Captain
Semmes sent for me to his cabin, and said :

" I am going out to fight the Kearsnri:^e ; what
do you think of it ? " We discussed the bat-

tery and especially the advantage the Kcar-
sars^r had over us in her eleven-inch guns. She
was built for a vessel of war, and we for
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"Ofi-ickrs and Skamkn of tiik "Alabama":
Vou have at length another opportunity of meeting the

enemy— the first lliat lias hten presented to you since

you sunk [he //u^/rrus.' In the mean linieyim have been

all over the world, and it is not too mucli to say that you

have destroved, and driven for protection under neutral

flags, one-half of the enemy's commerce, which at the

beginning of the war covered every sea. This is an

achievement of which you may well be proud, and

a grateful country will not be uimiindful of it. The
name of your ship has become a household word

wherever civilization extends ! Sliall that name be
Re-

speed, and though she carried one gun less,

her battery was more effective at point-blank

range. W'liile the Alabaiiia carried one more

gun, the KfcjrsiVi^r threw mure melal at a

broadside ; and while our heavy guns were

more effective at a long range, her eleven-inch

guns gave her greatly the advantage at close

range. She also had a slight advantage in her

crew, she carrying one hundred and sixty-two

all told, while we carried one hundred and

forty-nine. Considering well these advantages, tarnished by defeat? The thing is impossible!

we nevertheless decided to

engage her as soon as we
could coal ship.

Captain Semmes com-
municated through our

agent to the U. S. consul

that if Captain Winslow

would wait outside the har-

bor he would fight him as

soon as we could coal ship.

I at once proceeded to get

everything snug for action,

and by Saturday night we
had finished taking in coals,

and had scrubbed the decks.

I reported to Captain Sem-

mes that the ship was ready

for battle.

The next morning, Sun-

day, June 19th, between

the hours of nine and ten

o'clock, we weighed anchor,

and stood out of the western

entrance of the harbor, the

French iron-clad frigate

G7//;'<w//(? following us. The
day was bright and beauti-

ful, with a light breeze blow-

ing. Our men were neatly

dressed, and our officers in

full uniform. The report of

our going out to fight the

Kcarsari^e had been circu-

lated, and many persons

from Paris and the sur-

rounding country had come
down to witness the engage-

ment. Thev, with a large

number of the inhabitants of Cherbourg, col- member that you are in the English Channel, the

lecc-d on every pro.ninent point of the- shore '^^^:'^:^t^lZ^ JT3. ^rL^
that would aftord a view seaward. As we -- - - • ., .

_r _

rounded the breakwater we discovered the

Ki'iirsari^e about seven miles to the northward

CHART OF THE ACTION.

and eastward. We immediately shaped our

course for her, called all hands to quarters,

and cast loose the starboard battery. Upon

upon you. The flag that floats over you is that of a

young' Republic, which bids defiance to her enemy's

whenever and wherever found! Show the world that

you know how to uphold it I Go to your quarters.'"

In about forty-five minutes we were some-

reporting to the captain that the ship was what over a mile from the Acarsa>y;f,\\\\Qn

ready for action, he directed me to send all she headed for us, presenting her starboarc

hands aft, and mounting a gun-carriage, he bow. At a distance of a mile, we commenced

made the following address: the action with our one-hundred pounder

Vol. XXXI.—96.
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pivot-gun from our starboard bow. Both
ships were now approaching each other at

high speed, and soon the action became
general with broadside batteries at a distance

of about five hundred yards. To prevent
passing, each ship used a strong port helm.
Thus the action was fought around a common
center, gradually drawing in the circle. At
this range we used shell upon the enemy.
Captain Semmes, standing on the horse-block
abreast the mizzen-mast with his glass in hand,
observed the effect of our shell. He called

to me and ^aid :
" Mr. Kell, use solid shot;

our shell strike the enemy's side and fall into
the water." We were not at this time aware of
the chain armor of the enemy, and attributed
the failure of our shell to our defective am-
munition. After using solid shot for some
time, we alternated shell and shot. The en-
emy's eleven-inch shells were nowdoing severe
execution upon our fjuarter-deck section.

Three of them successively entered our eight-

inch pivot-gun port : the first swept off the
forwarrl part of the gun's crew ; the second
killed one man and woundefl several others

;

and the third struck the breast of the gun-
carriage, and spun around on the deck, till

one of the men picked it up and threw it

overboard. Our decks were now covered with
the dead and the wounded, and the ship was
careening heavily to starboard from the effects

of the shot-holes on her water-line.

Captain Semmes ordered me to be ready to
make all sail possible when the circuit of fight

should put our head to the coast of France

;

then he would notify me at the same time to
pivot to port and continue the action with
the port battery, hoping thus to right the ship
and enable us to reach the coast of France.
The evolution was performed beautifully, right-

ing the helm, hoistmg the head-sails, hauling
aft the fore try-sail sheet, and pivoting to

l)ort, the action continuing almost without
cessation.

This evolution exposed us to a raking fire,

but, strange to say, the Xearsargc did not take
advantage of it. The port side of the quarter-
deck was so encumbered with the mangled
trunks of the dead that I had to have them
thrown overboard, in order to fight the after

pivot-gun. I abandoned the after thirty-two-

jjounder, and transferred the men to fill up
the vacancies to the pivot-gun under the
charge of young Midshipman Anderson, who
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in the midst of the carnage filled his place

like a veteran. At this moment the chief

engineer came on deck and reported the fires

put out, and that he could no longer work
the engines. Captain Semmes saitl to me,
"Go below, sir, and see how long the ship can
float." As 1 entered the ward-room the sight

was indeed appalling. There stood Assistant-

Surgeon Llewellyn at his post, but the table

and the patient upon it were swept away from
him by an eleven-inch shell, which opened in

the side of the ship an aperture that was fast

filling the ship with water.

It took me but a moment to return to the

deck and report to the captain that " we
could not float ten minutes." He replied to

me, " Then, sir, cease firing, shorten sail, and
haul down the colors; it will never do in this

nineteenth century for us to go down, and the

decks covered with our gallant wounded."
The order was j^romptly executed, after which
the Kcarsarge deliberately fired into us five heroically. With the first shot fired u]jon us
shot.* I ordered the men to stand to their after our colors were down, the (juartermaster
quarters, and not flinch from the shot of the was ordered to show a white flag over the
enemy; they stood every man to his post most stern, which order was executed in my pres-

* This unwarranted conduct of Captain Winslow's our guns when we shifted our battery to jiort, after

was evidently the result of a misapprehension on his which we renewed the action. Almost immediately
part, which cannot be admitted as a reasonable excuse, afterward the engineer reported the fires put out.

In his letter (dated Cherbourg, June 2f, 1864) to the when we ceased firing, hauled down the colors, and
Secretary of the Navy, he says: "Towards the close of shortened sail. There was no gun fired from the
the action between the Alabai)ia and this vessel, all Alabama after that. Captain Winslow may have
available sail was made on the former for the purpose thought we had surrendered when we ceased firing

of again reaching Cherbourg. When the object was and were in the act of shifting tlie battery ; but the
apparent the Kcarsarge was steered across the bow of idle report that junior officers had taken upon thcm-
the Alabama for a raking fire ; but before reaching selves to continue the action after the order had been
this point the Alabama struck. Uncertain whether given to cease firing is not worthy of notice. I did
Captain .Semmes was using some ruse, the Kcarsarge not hear after-firing, and the discipline of the Alabama
was stopped "— and continued his fire, for by his own would not have permitted it.— J. M. K.
words he thought Captain Semmes was making some In the letter from which Captain Kell quotes Cap-
ruse. The report that the Alabama fired her guns tain Winslow does not speak of " continuing his

after the colors were down and she had shortened sail fire." But in his detailed report (dated July 30, I5^'64)

is not correct. There was a cessation in the firing of Captain Winslow says of the Alabama, after she had
winded and set sail :

" Her port

broadside was presented to us,

with only two guns bearing, not

having been able, as I learned

afterward, to shift over but one.

I saw now that she was at our
mercy, and a few more guns well

directed brouglit down lier flag.

I was unal)ie to ascertain \\iRther

it had been hauled down or shot

away ; but a white flag having
been displayed over the stern our
fire was reserved. Two minutes
had not more than elapsed be-

fore she again opened on us with

the two guns on the jiort side.

This drew our fire again, and
the Kcarsarge was immediately
steamed ahead and laid across

her bows for raking. Tlie white

flag was still flying, and our fire

was again reserved. Shortly after

this her boats were seen to be

lowering, and an officer in one of

them came alongside and inform-

ed us the ship had surrendered
and was fast sinking."

—

Editor.KETIRXING FOK I lib
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ence. When the firing ceased, Captain Semmes
ordered me to dispatch an officer to the
Ke-arsarge to say that our ship was sinking,

and to ask that they send boats to save our
wounded, as our boats were disabled. The
dingey, our smallest boat, had escaped dam-
age. I dispatched Master's-mate Fullam with
the request. No boats appearing, I had one
of our quarter boats lowered, which was
slightly injured, and I ordered the wounded
placed in her. Dr. Gait, the surgeon who was
in charge ofthe magazine and shell-room divis-

ion, came on deck at this moment and was at

once put in charge of the boat, with orders
to " take the wounded to the Kearsarge"
They shoved off just in time to save the poor
fellows from going down in the ship.

I now gave the order for " every man to
jump overboard with a spar and save himself
from the sinking ship." To enforce the order,
I walked forward and urged the men over-
board. As soon as the decks were cleared,
save of the bodies of the dead, I returned to
the stern-jjort, where stood Captain Semmes
with one or two of the men and his faithful

steward, who, poor fellow ! was doomed to

a watery grave, as he could not swim. The
Alabama's stem-port was now almost to the
water's edge. Partly undressing, we plunged
into the sea, and made an offing frf)m the

sinking ship. Captain .Semmes with a life-pre-

server and 1 on a grating.

The A/abama settled stern foremost, launch-

ing her bows high in the air. Graceful even
in her death-struggle, she in a moment disap-
peared from the face of the waters. The sea
now presented a mass of living heads, striving
for their lives. Many poor fellows sank for

the want of timely aid. Near me I saw a
float ofempty shell-boxes, and called to one of
the men, a good swimmer, to examine it; he
did so and replied," It is the doctor, sir, dead."
Poor Llewellyn ! he perished almost in sight
of his home. The young Midshipman Maffit
swam to me and offered his life-preserver. My
grating was not proving a very buoyant float,

and the white caps breaking over my head
were distressingly uncomfortable, to say the
least. Maffit said :

" Mr. Kell, take my life-

preserver, sir; you are almost exhausted." The
gallant boy did not consider his own condi-
tion, but his pallid face told me that his her-
oism was superior to his bodily suffering, and
I refused it. After twenty minutes or more I

heard near me some one call out, " There is

our first lieutenant," and the next moment I

was jnilled into a boat, in which was Captain
Semmes, stretched out in the stern-sheets, as
pallid as death. He had received during the
action a slight contusion on the hand, and the
struggle in the water had almost exhausted
him. There were also several of our crew in

the boat, and in a few moments we were
alongside a little steam-yacht, which had
f;ome among our floating men, and by
throwing them rojjes saved many lives. Upon
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reaching her deck, I ascertained for the first

time that she was the yaclit Dtrr/ioii/id, owned
by Mr. John Lancaster, of iMigland. In look-

ing round I saw two French pilot-boats en-

gaged in saving our crew, and finally two
boats from the A'mrsdfx^. To my surprise I

found on the yacht Mr. Fullam, whom I had
dispatched in the dingey to ask that boats be

sent to save our wounded. He reported to me
that our shot had literally torn the casing from

the chain armor of the Kcarsari^e, indenting

the chain in many places, which explained sat-

isfactorily Captain Semmes's observation of

the effect of our shell upon the enemy, " that

they struck the sides and fell into the water."

Captain Winslow, in his report, I think,

states '' that his ship was struck twcnty-cii^ht

times! " and I doubt '\'i\\\cAlaba)na was struck

a greater number of times. I may not, there-

fore, be bold in asserting that had not the

Kearsar^^e been protected by her iron cables,

the result of the fight would have been differ-

ent. Captain Semmes felt the more keenly

the delusion to which he fell a victim (not

knowing that the Kearsarge was chain-clad)

from the fact that he was exceeding his instruc-

tions in seeking an action with the enemy;
but to seek a fight with an iron-clad he con-

ceived to be an unpardonable error. How-
ever, he had the satisfaction of knowing she

was classed as a wooden gun-boat by the

Federal Covernment ; also that he had in-

spected her with most excellent glasses, and
so far as outward appearances showed she

displayed no chain armor. At the same time

it must be admitted that Captain Winslow^ had
the right unquestionably to protect his ship

and crew. In justice to Captain Semmes I

will state that the battle would never have
been fought had he known that the Kearsarge
wore an armor of chain beneath her outer

covering. Thus was the Alabama lost by an
error, if you please, but, it must be admitted,

a mostpardonable one, and not until " Father

Neptune" claimed her as his own did she

lower her colors.

The eleven-inch shells of the Kearsarge
did fearful work, and her guns were served

beautifully, being aimed with precision, and
deliberate in fire. She came into action

magnificently. Having the speed of us, she

took her own position and fought gallantly.

But she tarnished her glory when she fired

upon a fallen foe. It was high noon of a

bright, beautiful day, with a moderate breeze

blowing to waft the smoke of battle clear,

and nothing to obstruct the view at five hun-
dred yards. The very fact of the Alabama
ceasing to fire, shortening sail, and hauling
down her colors simultaneously, must have at-

tracted the attention of the officer in command
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of the Kearsarge. Again, there is no reason

given, why the Kearsarge did not steam im-

mediately into the midst of the crew of the

Alabama, after their ship had been sunk, and
like a brave and generous foe, save the lives

of her enemies, who had fought so nobly

as long as they had a plank to stand u]jon.

Were it not for the timely presence of the

kind-hearted luiglishman and the two French
pilot-boats, who can tell the number of us that

would have rested with our gallant little shij)

beneath the waters of the Fnglish Channel. I

(juote the following from Mr. John Lancaster's

letter to the London " Daily News" :
" I pre-

sume it was because he would not or could

not save them himself. The fact is that if the

captain and crew of the Alabama had de-

pended for safety altogether upon Captain
Winslow, not one half of them would have
been saved." *

* In his report of June 21, 1864, C.iptain Winslow said. " It

was seen shortly afterwards that the Atdhatiia was lowering her
boats, and an officer came alongside in one of them to say that
they had surrendered and were fast sinking, and begging that
boats would be dispatched immediately for the saving of life. The
two boats not disabled were at once lowered, and as it was ap-
parent the Alaluiiiia was settling, this officer was permitted to

leave in his boat to alTord assistance. .\n Knglish yacht, the
Deer/iound, had approached near the Kearsatg^e at this time,
when I hailed and begged the commander to run down to the

'THE '.^L.MIAMA SliTTLED STERN" FOREMOST, LAINCIIJNO
HER BOWS HIGH IN THE AIK."
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When Mr. Lancaster approached Captain
Semmes, and said, " I think every man has
been picked up : where shall I land vou ?

"'

Captain Semmes replied. " I am now under
the English colors, and the sooner you put
me with my officers and men on English
soil, the better." The little yacht moved
rapidly away at once, under a press of steam,
for Southampton. Armstrong, our second
lieutenant, and some of our men who were
saved by the French pilot-boats, were taken
into Cherbourg. Our loss was nine killed,

twenty-one wounded, and ten drowned.
It has been charged that an arrangement

had been entered into between Mr. Lancaster
and Captain Semmes, previous to our leaving
Cherbourg, that in the event of the Alabama
being sunk the Di-crhouiui would come to

our rescue. Captain Semmes and myself met
Mr. Lancaster for the first time when rescued
by him, and he related to us the circumstances
that occasioned his coming out to see the
fight. Ha\ ing his family on board, his inten-
tion was to attend church with his wife and
children, when the gathering of the spectators
on the shore attracted their attention, the re-

SiXNV Side, Ga., April 16, 1SS5.

Alabama, as she was fast sinking and we had but two boats, and
assist in picking up the men. He answered affirmatively and
steamed towards the Alabama, but the latter sank almost imme-
diately."

The following is an extract from Mr. John Lancaster's log,
dated " Steam-yacht Deerhound, off Cowes :

" " Sunday, June
19th, nine a m. Got up steam, and proceeded out of Cherbourg
liarbor. Half-past ten, observed the Alabama steaming out of
the harbor toward the Federal steamer Kearsarge. Ten minutes
past eleven, the Alabama commenced firing with her starboard
battery, the distance between the contending vessels being about
one mile. The Kearsarge immediately replied with her starboard
guns. A very sharp, spirited firing was kept up, shot sometimes

port having been widely circulated that the
Alabama was to go out that morning and
give battle to the Kearsarge. The boys were
clamorous to see the fight, and after a family
discussion as to the propriety of going out on
the Sabbath to witness a naval combat, Mr.
Lancaster agreed to put the question to vote
at the breakfast table, where the youngsters
carried their point by a majority. Thus many
of us were indebted for our lives to that in-

herent trait in the English character, the de-
sire to witness a " passage at arms."
That evening we landed in Southampton,

and were received by the people with every
demonstration ofsympathy and kindly feeling.

Thrown upon their shores by the chances of
war, we were taken to their hearts and homes
with that generous hospitality which brought
to mind with tenderest feeling our own dear
Southern homes in aiite-bellum times. To
the Rev. F. W. Tremlett, of Belsize Park,
London, and his household, I am indebted for

a picture of English home life that time can-
not efiace, and the memory of which will be
a lasting pleasure till life's end.

Jno. Mcintosh Kell.

bemg varied by shells. In manceuvring, both vessels made seven
complete circles at a distance of from a quarter to half a mile. At
twelve a slight intermission was observed in the A labama's firing,
the A lahaina making head-sail, and shaping her course for the
land, distant about nme miles. At half-past twelve, obser\-ed tlie
Alabama to be disabled and in a sinking state. We immediately
made toward her, and in passing the Kearsarge were requested
to assist in saving the Alabama's crew. At fifty minutes past
twelve, when within a distance of two hundred yards, the A labama
sunk. We then lowered our two boats, and with the assistance of
x\\e. Alabama's whale-boat and dingey,'succeeded in saving about
forty men, including Captain Semmes and thirteen officers. At
one p. m. we steered for Southampton."

—

Editor.

THE INITED STATES StXEW-SLOOP " KEARSARGE " AT TMK TIME OF THK ICNCOU.NTtCK WITH Tllli " AI.ADAMA.

"

When the Kearuirg,y,.,,, at the Azores, a few months before the fiRlit with the Alabama, Midshipman Edward E. Preble madea mathematically correct drawmK of the ship, of a photograph of which the above is a sketch cr.ny. After the
hght alteration* were made in the Kearsarge which considerably changed her appearance.— Editor
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BY THK SURGEON OF THE " KEARSARGE."

ON Sunday,

the i::2th of

June, 1864, the

Kcarsan^i', Cap-
tain John A.

VVinslow, was
lying at anchor in the

Scheldt, off Flushing,

Holland. The cornet

suddenly apj^eared at the fore, and
a gun was tired. These were unexpected signals

that compelled absent officers and men to return

to the ship. Steam was raised, and as soon as

we were off, and all hands called, Captain
Winslow gave the welcome news of a telegram

from Mr. Dayton, our minister to France, an-

nouncing that the Alabama had arrived the

day previous at Cherbourg ; hence, the ur-

gency of departure, the probability of an en-

counter, and the expectation of her capture or

destruction. The crew responded with cheers.

The succeeding day witnessed the arrival of

the Kearsarge at Dover, for dispatches ; and
the day after (Tuesday) her appearance off

Cherbourg, where we saw the Confederate
flag flying within the breakwater. Approach-
ing nearer, officers and men gathered in groups
on deck and looked intently at the " daring

rover," that had been able for two years toes-

cape numerous foes and to inflict immense
damage on our commerce. She was a beauti-

ful specimen of naval architecture. The sur-

geon went on shore and obtained pratique

(permission to visit the port) for boats. Ow-
ing to the neutrality limitation which would
not allow us to remain in the harbor longer

than twenty-four hours, it was inexpedient to

enter the port. We placed a vigilant watch
by turns at each of the harbor entrances, and
continued it to the moment of the engage-
ment.
On \\'ednesday Captain Winslow paid an

official visit to the French admiral commanding
the maritime district, and to theU. S. commer-
cial agent, bringing on his return the un-

anticipated news that Captain Semmes had
declared his intention to fight. At first the as-

sertion was barely credited, the policy of the

Alabama being regarded as opposed to a con-

flict, and to escape rather than to be exposed
to injury, ])erhaps destruction ; but the doul)t-

ers were half convinced when the so-called

challenfre was known to read as follows:

"C. S. S. ' Al.AHAMA,' CUKRIidlKi;, June I4, 1864.

"To .\. liuNrii-s, I'"s(i., CMKUiiouK(;.
" Sir : I hear that you were informed by the U. S.

Consul that the A't-arsars^c was to come to this port

solely for the prisoners lan<!e(l by me, and that she was
to dejiart in twenty-four hours. I desire you to say to

the U. S. Consul that my intention is to fiL;ht the

Kcarsay-i^e, as soon as I can make the necessary ar-

ranLjements. I hope these will not detain me more
than until to-morrow evening, or after the morrow
morning at furthest. I beg she will not depart Ijefore

I am ready to go out.

I have the honor to l)e very respectfully, your obedi-

ent servant, R. Skmmes, Captain^

This communication was sent by Mr. Bon-
fils, the Confederate States commercial agent,

to Mr. Liais, the United States commercial
agent, with a reciuest that the latter would fur-

nish a copy to Captain Winslow for his guid-

ance. There was no other challenge to combat.
The letter that passed between the commercial
agents was the challenge about which so much
has been said. Cajjtain Semmes informed

Captain Winslow through Mr. Bonfils of his

intention to fight ; Captain Winslow informed

Captain Semmes through Mr. Liais that he

came to Cherbourg to fight, and had no in-

tention of leaving. He made no other reply.

Captain Winslow assembled the officers and
discussed the expecte<l battle. It was ])rob-

able the two ships would engage on parallel

lines, and the Alabama would seek neutral

waters in event of defeat ; hence the necessity

of beginning the action several miles from the

breakwater. It was determined not to surren-

der, but to fight until the last, and, if need be,

to go down with colors flying. Why Captain

Semmes should imi)eril his ship was not under-

stood, since he would risk all, and expose the

cause of which he was a selected champion
to a needless disaster, while the Kcarsargc,

if taken or destroyed, could be re])laced. It

was therefore concluded he would fight becau; e

he thought he should be the victor.

Preparations were made for battle, with no
relaxation of the watch. Thursday passed

;

Friday came; the Kearsari^e waited with

ports down, guns pivoted to starboard, the

whole battery loaded, and shell, grape and
canister ready to use in any mode of attack"

or defense
;
yet no Alabama a])peared. French

pilots came on lioard and told of unusual

arrangements made by the enemy, such as

the hurried taking of coals, the transmis-

sion of valuable articles to the .shore, such
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as capturerl chronometers, specie, and the
bills of ransomed vessels; and the sharpen-
ing of swords, cutlasses, and boardinfi-[)ikes.

It was reported thatCJajnain Semmes hafl been
advised not to give battle. He replied he would
prove to the world that his ship was not a

privateer, intended only for attack upon mer-
chant vessels, but a true man-of-war ; further,

he had consulted P'rench officers, who all as-

serted that in his situation they would fight.

Certain newspapers declared that he ought to

improve the 0])portunity afforded by the pres-

ence of the enemy to show that his shij) was not

a "corsair," to prey u[)on defenseless merchant-
men, but a real sliijj-of-war, able and willing to

fight the "Federal" waiting outside the harbor.

It was said the Alabama was swift, with a

sufjerior crew, and it was known that the
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ship, guns, and annnunition were of English

make.
A surprise by night was suggested, and

precautionary means were taken; everything

was well planned and ready for action, but

still no A/a/>c7J//:7 came. Meanwhile the Kcar-
sarge was cruising to and fro oft" the break-

water. A message was brought from Mr.
Dayton, our minister at Paris, by his son, who
with diifu iilty had obtained permission from

the French admiral to visit the Kc-arsti/xr.

C'omnnmication with either ship was i)rohil)-

ited, but the permission was given upon the

promise of I\Ir. Dayton to return on shore

directly after the delivery of the message. Mr,

Dayton expressed the opinion that Cajjtain

Semmes would not fight, though acknowledg-
ing the prevalence of a contrary belief in

Cherbourg. He was told that in the event

of battle, if we were successful, the colors

would be displayed at the mizzen, as the flag

of victory. He went on shore with the inten-

tion of leaving for Paris without delay. In

taking leave of the French admiral, the latter

advised Mr. Dayton to remain over night,

and mentioned the fixed i)urpose of Captain

Semmes to fight on the following day, Sun-

day ; and he gave the intelligence that there

could be no further commu-
nication with ih^Kcarsan^c.

Mr. Dayton passed a part

of Saturday night trying to

]jrocure a boat to send off

the acquired information,

but the vigilance along

the coast made his efforts

useless. He remained, wit-

nessed the battle, tele-

graphed the result to Paris,

and was one of the first to

go on board and offer con-

gratulations.

At a suj^per in Cherbourg
on Saturday night, several

ofticers of the Alabama met
sympathizing friends, the

coming battle being the

chief topic of conversation.

Confident of victory, they proclaimed the in-

tent to sink the " Federal" or gain a "corsair."

They rose with promises to meet the fol-

lowing night to repeat the festivity as victors,

were escorted to the l)cat, ar.d separated with

cheers and best wishes for a successful return.*

Sunday the 19th came; a fine day, atmos-

phere somewhat hazy, little sea, light westerly

wind. At ten o'clock the Kcarsargc was near

the buoy marking the line of shoals to the
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three miles from the entrance. The decks had
been holystoned, the bright work cleaned,

the guns polished, and the crew were dressed

in Sunday suit. 'I'hey were inspected at (juar-

ters and dismissed to attend divine service.

Seemingly no one thought of the enemy; so

long awaited and not appearing, sijeculation

as to her coming had nearly ceased. At 10:20

the officer of the deck reported a steamer ap-

proaching tVom Cherbourg,— afrecjuent occur-

rence, and consecjuently it created no surprise.

The bell was tolling for service when some
one shouted, " She's coming, and heading
straight for us !" Soon, by the aid of a glass,

the of-ficer of the deck made out tlie enemy
and shouted, " The Alabama ! " and calling

down the ward-room hatch rej)eated the cry,

"The A/abama /" The drum beat to general

f|uarters; Captain Winslow put aside the

prayer-book, seized the trumpet, ordered the

ship about and headed seaward. The ship

was cleared for action, with the battery pivoted

to starboard.

The ^Uabama aj^proached from the western

entrance, escorted by the French iron-clad

frigate Couro7iite, Ayiiig the pennant of the

commandant of the port, followed in her

wake by a small fore-and-aft-rigged steamer,

THK CREW OF Till: kh;arsaki;e 01 AKTEKS.

eastward of Cherbourg, at a distance of about

* I'liis incident, and others pertaining to the Aliiimma, were told tlic writer by
oiricers wlio were taken prisoners.—J. M. 15.

Vol. XXXT.— 97.

the I)cc'r/ioi//i(/, flying the flag of the Royal
Mersey Yacht Club. The commander of the

frigate had informed Captain Semmes that his

ship would escort him to the limit of the

French waters. The frigate having convoyed
the Alabama three marine miles from the

coast, |)utdown her helm, anil steamed back in-

to port without delay. The steam-yacht contin-

ued on, and remained near the scene of action.

Captain Winslow hail assured the French

admiral that in the event of an engagenient

the
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the position of the ship sliould be far enough
from shore to prevent a violation of the law
of nations. To avoid acjuestion of jurisdiction
and to avert an escape to neutral waters in
case of retreat, the Kearsari^e steamed to sea,
followed by the enemy, giving the appearance
of running away and being j^ursued. Between
six and seven miles from the shore the Kear-
sarx^, thoroughly ready, at 10:50 wheeled, at
a distance of one and a c|uarter miles from
her opponent, presented the starboard, batterv,
and steered rlirectly for her with design to
close, or to run her down. The Alabama
sheered and presented the starboard battery.
More speed was ordered, the Kmrsart^c ad-
vanced rapidly and at 10:57 received a broad-
sifie of solid shot at a range of about eighteen
hundred yards. This broadside cut away a
little of the rigging, but the shot mostly j)assed
over or fell .short. It was aj^parent that Cajj-
tain .Semmes intended to fight at long range.

The Kearsat'ge advanced with increased
speed, receiving a second and part of a third

broadside, with similar effect. Captain Wins-
low wished to get at short range, as the guns
were loaded with five-seconds shell. Arrived
within nine hundred yards, the Kearsarge,

fearing a fourth broadside with apprehended
raking results, sheered, and broke her silence

with the starboard battery. Each ship was now
pressed under a full head of steam, the posi-

tion being broadside and broadside, both
employing the starboard guns.

("aptain Winslow, fearful that the enemy
would make for the shore, determined with
a port helm to run under the Alaba7na's

stern for raking, but was jnevented by her
sheering and keeping her broadside to the
A'rarsargr, whi( h forced the fighting on a
rinular track, each shij), with a strong port
helm, steaming around a common center, from
a fjuarter io half a mile apart, and pouring its
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fire into its opponent. 'I'here was a current

setting to westward three knots an hour.

The action was now fairly begun. The
Alabama changed from soHd shot to shell.

A shot from an early broadsitle of the Kcai-

siVi^e carried away the spanker-gaff of the

enemy, and caused his ensign to ccjme down
by the run. This incident was regarded as a

favorable omen by the men, who cheered and
went with increased confidence to their work.

The Allien ensign reappeared at the niizzen.

The Alabama returned to solid shot, and soon

after fired both shot and shell to the enil.

The firing of the Alabama was rapid and
wild, getting better near the close ; that of the

A'cvi-nv/A^s^v was deliberate, accurate, and almost

from the beginning ])roductive of dismay, de-

struction, and death.* The Kearsargi- gunners
had been cautioned against firing without

direct aim, and had been advised to point

the heavy guns below rather than above the

water-line, and to clear the deck of the enemy
with the lighter ones. Though subjected to

an incessant storm of shot and shell, they kept

their stations and obeyed instructions.

The effect upon the enemy was readily per-

ceived, and nothing could restrain the enthu-

siasm of our men. Cheer succeeded cheer

;

caps were thrown in the air or overboard

;

jackets were discarded ; sanguine of victory,

the men were shouting as each projectile took
effect :

•' That is a good one I
" " Down, boys !

"

" (Hve her another like the last I
" " Now we

have her !
" and so on, cheering and shouting

to the end.

After exposure to an uninterrupted can-

nonade for eighteen minutes without casual-

ties, a sixty-eight-pounder Blakely shell passed
through the starboard bulwarks below the

main rigging, exploded upon the quarter-deck,

and wounded three of the crew of the after

pivot-gun. With these exceptions, not an offi-

cer or man received serious injury. The three

unfortunates were speedily taken below, and
so (juietly was the act done, that at the ter-

mination of the fight a large number of the

men were unaware that any of their comrades
were wounded. Two shots entered the ports

occupied by the thirty-twos, where several

men were stationed, one taking eftect in the

hammock-netting, the other going through
the opposite port, yet none were hit. A shell

exploded in the hammock-netting and set the

ship on fire ; the alarm calling for fire-cjuarters

was sounded, and men detailed for such an
emergency put out the fire, while the rest

staid at the guns.

It is wonderful that so few casualties oc-

curred on board the Kfarsari:;c, considering

the number on the Alabama— the former hav-

ing fired one hundred and seventy-three shot

and shell, and the latter nearly double that num-
ber. The A'carsar^t' concentrated her fire and
poured in the eleven-inch shells with deadly

effect. ( )ne penetrated the coal-bunker of the

.llabama,and a dense cloud of coal-dust arose.

Others struck near the water-line between the

main and mizzen masts, exploded within

board, or ])assing through burst beyond.

C'ripi)led and torn, the Alabama moved less

f|uickly and began to settle by the stern, yet

(lid not slacken her fire, but returned succes-

sive broadsitles without disastrous result to us.

Captain Semmes witnessed the havoc made
by the shells, especially by those of our after

jjivot-gun, and oftcred a reward for its silence.

Soon his battery was turned upon this ])artic-

ular offending gun tor the purpose of silencing

it. It was in vain, for the work of destruction

went on. We had completed the seventh

rotation on the circular track and begun the

eighth; the Alabama, now settling, sought to

escape by setting all available sail (fore-trysail

and two jibs), left the circle, amid a show er

of shot and shell, and headed for the French
waters; but to no purpose. In winding the

Alabama presented the port battery with only

two guns bearing, and showed gaping sides

through wdiich the water washed. The Kear-
sarge pursued, keeping on a line nearer the

shore, and with a few -well-directed shots hast-

ened the sinking condition. Then the Alabama
was at our mercy. Her colors were struck

and the Ktanari:;c ceased firing. Two of the

junior officers, so I was told by our prisoners,

swore they would never surren<ler, and in

a mutinous spirit rushed to the two port

guns and opened fire upon the Kcarsarge

[see page 919J. Captain Win.slow, amazed at

this extraordinary conduct of an enemy who
had hauled down his flag in token of surrender,

exclaimed, " He is playing us a trick
;
give

him another broadside." Again the shot and
shell went crashing through her sides, and the

Alabama continued to settle by the stem.

The Kcarsari^e was laid across her bows for

raking, and in position to use grape and canister.

Over the stern of the Alabama a white flag

was shown, and her ensign was half-masted,

uni(jn down. Caj)tain Winslow for tiie second

time gave orders to cease firing. Thus ended
the fight after a duration of one hour and two
minutes. Captain Semmes in his report says:
" .Although we were now but four hundred

yards from each other, the enemy fired upon
me five times after my colors had been struck.

Captain Semmes in his official rejiort says : " The firing now became very hot, and the enemy's
shot and shell soon began to tell upon our hull, knocking down, kilHng, and disabling

a number of men in different j)arts of the siiip."—J. M. B.
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UN THE " ICliAT.SAKGE — A TELLING SHOT.

It is charitable to suppose that a ship-of-war

of a Christian nation could not have done
this intentionally." He is silent as to the re-

newal by the Alabama of the fight after his

surrender, an act which, in Christian warfare,

would have justified the Kearsari:;e in contin-

uing to fire until the Alabama had sunk be-

neath the waters.

Boats were now lowered from the Alabama.
Her master's-mate, Fullam, an Englishman,

came alongside the Kcarsa)xe with a few of the

wounded, reported the disabled and sinking

condition of his ship, and asked for assistance.

Captain Winslow inquired, " Does Captain
Semmes surrender his shij) ? " " Yes," was
the reply. Fullam then solicited jjermission

to return with his boat and crew to assist in

rescuing the drowning, pledging his word of

honor that when this was done he would
come on board and surrender. Captain Wins-
low granted the request. With less generosity

he could have detained the officer and men,
supplied their places in the boat from his

ship's company, secured more prisoners, and
afforded equal aid to the distressed. The
generosity was abused, as the sequel shows.
Fullam pulled to the midst of the drowning,
rescued several officers, went to the yacht
Decrliouihl, and cast his boat adrift, leaving a

number of men struggling in the water.

It was now seen that the Alabama was set-

tling fast. The wounded, and boys who could
not swim, were sent away in thetpiarter boats,

the waist boats having been destroyed. Cap-

tain Semmes dropped his sword into the sea

and jumped overboard with the remaining

officers and men.
Coming under the stern of the Kcarsarge

from the windward, the DcerJiound \\d& hailed,

and her commander requested by Captain

Winslow to run down and assist in picking up

the men of the sinking ship. Or, as her owner,

Mr. John Lancaster, reported: "The fact is,

that when we passed the Kearsari::;c the captain

cried out, ' For God's sake, do what you can

to save them ' : and that was my warrant for

interfering in any way for the aid and succor

of his enemies." The E)cerlioinid was built

by the Lairds at the same time and in the

same yard with the Alabama. Throughout the

action she kept about a mile to the windward
of the contestants. After being hailed she

steamed towards the Alabama, which sunk
almost immediately after. This was at 12:24.

The Alabama sunk in forty-five fathoms of

water, at a distance of about four and a half

miles from the breakwater, off the west en-

trance. She was severely hulled between the

main and mizzen masts, and settled by the stern

;

tlie mainmast, ])ierced by a shot at the very last,

broke ofi' near the head and went over the side,

the bow lifted high from the water, and then

came the end. Suddenh' assuming a iierjicndic-

ularposition, caused by thefalling aftof tlie bat-

tery and stores, straight as a |:luml)-line, stern

first, she went down, the jib-boom being the last

to appear above water. Down sank the terror

of merchantmen, riddled through and through,
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JAMES R. WHEELER, ACTING MASTER OF THE " KEARSARGE "

AND CAPTAIN OF THE FORWARD PIVOT-GUN.
FROM A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OFFICERS TAKEN IN 1864. )

and as she disappeared to her last resting-

place there was no cheer ; all were silent.

The yacht lowered her two boats, rescued

Captain Semmes (wounded in the hand by
broken iron rigging), First-Lieutenant Kell,

twelve officers, and twenty-six men, leaving

the rest of the survivors to the two boats of

the Kcarsar^c. Apparently aware that the

forty persons he had rescued would be claimed,

Mr. Lancaster steamed away as fast as he could
directly for Southampton, without waiting for

such surgical assistance as the Kearsa}-ge might
render. Captain Winslow permitted the yacht

to secure his prisoners, anticipating their sub-

sequent surrender. Again his confidence was
misplaced, and he afterward wrote :

" It was
my mistake at the moment that I could not

recognize an enemy who, under the garb of a

friend, was affording assistance." The aid

of the yacht, it is presumed, was asked in a

spirit of chivalry, for the Kearsar<^r, compara-
tively uninjured, with but three wounded, and
a full head of steam, w as in condition to en-

gage a second enemy. Instead of remaining
at a distance of about four hundred yards
from the Alabama, and from this position

sending two boats, the other boats being in-

jured, the Kearsars;e by steaming close to the

settling ship, and in the midst of the defeated,

could have captured all — Semmes, officers,

anrl men. Captain Semmes says :
" There

was no appearance of any bont coming to me
from the enemy after the shi|; went down.
Fortunately, however, tin: steam-yacht J)ccr-

hound, owned l)y a gentleman of Lancashire,
England, Mr. John Lancaster, who was him-
self on board, steamed up in the midst of my

drowning men, and rescued a number of both
officers and men from the water. I was fortu-

nate enough myself thus to escape to the shelter

of the neutral flag, together with about forty

others, all told. About this time the Kcarsarge
sent one, and then, tardily, another boat."

This imputation of inhumanity is contra-

dicted by Mr. Lancaster's assertion that he
was requested to do what he could to save
" the poor fellows who were struggling in the

water for their lives."

The Dfcr/ioitiu/ Q<\gQ(\ to the leeward and
steamed rapidly away. An officer approached
Captain Winslow and reported the presence

of Captain Semmes and many officers on
board the English yacht. Believing the infor-

mation authentic, as it was obtained from the

prisoners, he suggested the expediency of

firing a shot to bring her to, and asked per-

mission. Captain Winslow declined, saying
" it was impossible, the yacht was simply

coming round." Meanwhile the Dccrhound
increased the distance from the Kearsarge

;

another officer spoke to him in similar language,

but with more positiveness. Captain Winslow
replied that no Englishman who carried the

flag of the Royal Yacht Squadron could so act.

The Decrhoiuid continued her flight, and yet

another officer urged the necessity of firing a

shot. With undiminished confidence. Captain

Winslow refused, saying the yacht was "simply
coming round," and would not go away without

communicating. Without this trust Captain

Winslow might have arrested the yacht in her

.,:.,V^.

WILLIAM SMITH, QUARTERMASTER OF THE " KEARSARGI'. AND
tAITAlN OF THP, AFTER PIVOT-GUN, WHICH IT WAS SAIIJ

INFLICTFD THE MOST DAMAGE r)N THE " ALABAMA.

"

(FROM A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OFFICERS TAKEN IN 1864.)
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flight, if only as a politic measure, reserving clothes, sui)per, and grog with them. The con-
final action as to the seizure of the fugitives duct of the Ahihama's Assistant-Surgeon Llew-
when time had afforded reflection. Had he ellyn, son of a British rector, deserves mention,

regarded the wishes of his oflicers, he would He was unremitting in attention to the wounded
have done so. The escape of the yacht and during battle, and after the surrender superin-

.h ul- 1H1-. C'i:MiiA1 — Ilii'. " KhAKjjAKCji; " GET IING INTO POSITION TO KAKE 1 H h "ALABAMA.

her coveted prize was manifestly regretted.

The l)itterness of the regret was clear. The
famed Alabama^ " a formidable ship, the terror

of American commerce, w'ell armed, well

manned, well handled," was destroyed, " sent

to the bottom in an hour," but her com-
mander had escaped ; the victory seemed al-

ready lessened. It was held by the Navy
Department that Captain Semmes violated the

usages of war in surrendering to Captain
Winslow through the agency of one of his

oflicers, and then effecting an escape during

the execution of the commission ; that he was
a prisoner of the United States (iovernment
from the moment he sent the ofticer to make
the surrender.

The wounded of the survivors were brought
on board the Kt-afsari^c for surgical attend-

ance. Seventy men, including five oflicers

(Surgeon F. L. ( ialt, acting paymaster, Second
Lieutenant J. D. Wilson, First Assistant-Fn-

gineer M. J. Freeman, Third Assistant-En-

gineer Pundt, and Boatswain McCloskey),
were saved by the Krarsarj^c's boats and a

F'rench pilot-boat. Another pilot-boat saved
Second Lieutenant Armstrong and some men
whowere landed at Cherbourg. Lieutenant Wil-

son was the only oflicer who delivered up his

sword. He refusetl to go on board the IDtir-

/lou/id, and because of his honorable conduct
Captain Winslow on taking his parole gave
him a letter of recommendation. Our crew
fraternized with their prisoners, and shared tlieir

tended their removal to the boats, refusing to

leave the ship while one remained. This duty

performed, being unable to swim, he attached

two empty shell-boxes to his waist, as a life-pre-

server, and jumped overboard. Nevertheless,

he was unable to keep his head above water.

When the Kcarsar^^e was cleared for action

every man on the sick-list went to his station.

The Kcarsar^^e had three wounded, of w horn

one died in the hospital a few days after the

fight. This was William Gowin, ordinary sea-

man, whose behavior, during and after battle,

was worthy of the highest praise. Stationed at

the after pivot-gun, he was seriously wounded
in the leg by the explosion of a shell ; in

agony, and exhausted from the loss of blood,

he dragged himself to the forward hatch, con-

cealing the severity of his injury so that his

comrades might not leave their stations for his

assistance; iainting, he was lowered to the care

of the surgeon, and when he revived he greeted

the surgeon with a smile, saying, ' Doctor, I

can fight no more, and so come to you, but it is

all right ; I am satisfied, for we are whipping
the Alabama'" \ and afterwards, "I will will-

ingly lose my leg or my life if it is necessary."

Lying upon his mattress, he paid attention to

the progress of the fight, so far as could be

known bv the sounds on deck, his face show-
ing satisfaction whenever the cheers of his

shijimates were heard; with difficulty he waved
his hand o\er his head, and joined in each

c heer with a feeble voice. When a woundetl
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T

THE BOAT FROM THE "ALABAMA ANNOUNCING THE SURRENDER AND ASKING FOR ASSISTANCE.

The picture shows shot-marks in the thin deal covering of the chain armor amidships.

shipmate on either side of him comjjlained,

he reproved him, saying, " Am I not worse
hurt than you ? and I am satisfied, for we are

whipping the Alabama. '^ Directly after the

enemy's wounded were brought on board he
desired the surgeon to give him no further at-

tention, for he was " doing well," recjuesting

that all aid be given to " the poor fellows of

ihcAiabamay In the hosjjital he was patient

and resigned, and happy in speaking of the

victory. " This man, so very interesting l)y his

courage and resignation," wrote the French
surgeon-in-chief, received general sympathy;
all desired his recovery and lamented his

death. At a dinner given by loyal Americans
in Paris to Captain U'inslovv and two of his

officers, a telegram was received announcing
the death of Go win. His name was honorably
mentioned, his behavior eulogized, and his

memory drunk in silence.

At 3:10 p. M. the Kfarsar^e anchored in

Cherbourg harbor close by the ship-of-war

Napolron, and was soon surrounded Ijy boats

of every description filled with exciterl and
inquLsitive people. Ambulances, by order of

the French admiral, were sent to the landing

to receive the wounded, and thence they were
taken to the Hopital de la Marine, where
arrangements had been made for their recep-

tion. Dr. Calt and all the prisoners except

four ofticers were paroled and set on shore

before sunset, at which Secretary Welles soon
after expressed his disapprobation

An mcident that occasioned gratification

was the coincidence of the lowering of the

enemy's colors by an early shot from the

Kcarsan^e already mentioned, and the un-

folding of the victorious flag by a shot from

the Alabama. The Kearsarge's colors were
"stopped" at the mizzen, that they might be
displayed if the ensign was. carried away, and
to serve as the emblem of victory in case of

success. A shot from the last broadside of the

Alabama ])assed high over the Kearsarge.,

carried away the halyards of the colors

stopped at the mizzen, and in so doing
])ulled sufficiently to break the stop, and
thereby unfurled the triumphant flag.

The Kiarsarge received twenty-eight shot

and shell, of which thirteen were in the hull,.
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the most efficient being abaft the main-mast.

A hundred-pounder ritle shell entered at tlie

starboard quarter and lodged in the stern-

post. The blow shook the ship from stem to

stern. Luckily it did not explode ; otherwise

the result would have been serious, if not

fiUal. A thirty-two-pounder shell entered

forward of the forward pivot port, crushing

the waterways, raising the gun and carriage,

and lodged, but did not explode; else many
of the gun's crew would likely have been in-

jured by the fragments and splinters. The
smoke-pipe was perforated by a rifle shell,

which exploded inside and tore a ragged

hole nearly three feet in diameter, and car-

ried away three of the chain guys. Three
boats were shattered. The cutting away of

the rigging was mostly about the main-mast.

The spars were left in good order. A large quan-

tity of pieces of bursted shell was gathered

from the deck and thoughtlessly thrown over-

board. During the anchorage in Cherbourg
harbor no assistance was received from shore,

except that rendered by a boiler-maker in

patching up the smoke-stack, every other re-

pair being made by our own men.
Captain Semmes in his official report says

:

'• At the end of the engagement it was discovered,

by those of oar officers who went alongside the ene-

my's ship with the wounded, that her midship section

on both sides was thoroughly iron-coated. The plank-
ing had been ripped off in every direction by our shot

and shell, the chain broken and indented in many
places, and forced partly into the ship's side. The en-

emy was heavier than myself, both in ship, battery, and
crew ; but I did not know until the action was over
that she was also iron-clad."

The ships were well matched in size, speed,

armament, and crew, showing a likeness rarely

seen in naval battles.* The number of the

ship's company of the Kearsargc was one hun-
dred and sixty-three. ^\\2iX.oiX)ii^ Alabama , from
the best information, was estimated at one hun-

dred and fifty ; one hundred and thirty are actu-

ally reckoned. According to report additional

men were taken on board at Cherbourg.
The chain plating was made of one hundred

and twenty fathoms of sheet-chains, of one
and seventh- tenths inch iron, covering a space

amidships of forty-nine and one-half feet in

length by six feet two inches in depth, stopped
up and down to eyebolts with marlines, se-

cured by iron dogs, and employed for the

purpose of protecting the engines when the

upper part of the coal-bunkers was empty, as

happened during the action. The chains were

* Alabama. Kearsargc.
Length over all 220 ft. 232 ft.

Length of keel 210 "
. . 198^2

''

Beam 32 "
33 "

Depth 17 " i6>^ "

2 Engines of 300 horse-]iower each . . 2 of 400 each.

Tonnage 1040 . . 103

1

Vol. XXXL— q8.

concealed by inch deal l)oardsas a finish. The
chain plating was struck by a thirty-two-

poundcr shot in the starboard gangway, which
cut the chain and bruised the planking ; and
by a thirty-two-pounder shell, which broke a
link of the chain, exploded, and tore away a

portion of the deal covering. Had the shot

been from the one-hundred-poundcr ritle, the
result would have been different, though with-

out serious damage, because the shot struck

five feet above the water-line, and if sent

through the side would have cleared the ma-
chinery and boilers. It is proper therefore to

assert that in the absence of the chain armor
the result would have been nearly the same,
notwithstanding the common opinion at the
time that the Kearsari^e was an " iron-clad "

contending with a wooden shijj. The chains
were fastened to the ship's sides more than a

year previous to the fight, while at the Azores.
It was the suggestion of the executive offi-

cer, Lieut.-Commander James S. Thornton, to

THE SHELL IV THE STERN-POST OF THE " KEAKSARGE.

The charge was withdrawn from the shell which was boxed in,

in which condition it remained for months, until the ship reached

Boston, where, when the ves.'el was repaired, a section of the

stern-post containing the embedded shell was made and sent to

the Navy r)epartiiient, and was hnally deposited in the Ordnance
Museum, Navy Yard, Washington.— J. At. B. •

hang the sheet-chain (or spare anchor-cable)

over the sides, so as to protect the midship

section, he having served with Admiral Far-

ragut in passing the forts to reach New Orle-

ans, and knowing its benefit on that occasion.

The work was done in three days at a cost for

material not exceeding seventy-five dollars.

In our visits to European ports, the use

of sheet-chains for protective purposes had
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attracted notice and caused comment. It is

strange that Captain Semmes did not know
of the chain armor : supposed spies had been
on board and had been shown through the ship

as there was no attempt at concealment; the

same pilot had been employed by both ships,

and had visited each during the preparation

for battle. The Alabama had bunkers full of

coal, which brought her tlown in the water.

The Kearsarge was deficient in seventy tons

of coal of her proper supply, but the sheet-

chains stowed outside, gave protection to her

partly filled bunkers.

The battery of the Kearsarge consisted of

seven guns : two eleven-inch pivots, smooth
bore, one twenty-eight-pounder rifle, and four

light thirty-two-pounders; that of the Alabama
of eight guns : one-sixty-eight-pounder pivot,

smooth bore, one one-hundred-pounder pivot

rifle, and six heavy thirty-two-pounders. Five
guns were fought by the Kcarsarge and seven

by the Alabama, each with the starboard bat-

tery. Both ships had made thirteen knots an
hour under steam ; at the time of the battle

the Alabama made ten knots. The masts of

the Kearsarge were low and small; she never
carried more than top-sail yards, depending
upon her engines for speed. The greater size

and height of the masts of the Alabama and
the heaviness of her rig (barque) gave the ap-

pearance of a larger vessel than her antagonist.

Most of the line officers of the Kearsarge
were from the merchant service, and of the

crew only eleven men were of foreign birth.

Most of the officers of the Alabama were
formerly officers in the United States Navy

;

nearly all the crew were English, Irish, and
Welsh, a few of whom were said to belong to

the " Royal Naval Reserve." Captain Semmes
said: " Mr. Kell, my first lieutenant, deserves

great credit for the fine condition in which the

ship went into action with regard to her battery,

magazine, and shell-rooms"; and he assuredly

had confidence in the speed and strength of his

ship, as shown by the eagerness and dash with
which he opened the fight. 'J'he prisoners de-

clared that the best practice during the action

was by the gunners who had been trained on
board the Excellent in Portsmouth harbor.

The Blakely rifle was the most effective gun.
The Alabama fought bravely and obstinately
until she could no longer fight or float.

The contest was decided by the superiority
of the eleven-inch Dahlgrens, especially the
after-i)ivot, together with the coolness and ac-
curacy of aim of the gunners of the Kearsarge^
and notably by the skill of William Smith, the
captain of the after-pivot, who in style and
behavior was the counterpart of Long Tom
Coffin in Cooper's " Pilot."

To the disparagement of Captain Winslow,
it has been said that Lieutenant-Commander
Thornton commanded the ship during the
action. This is not true. Captain Winslow,
standing on the horse-block abreast the
mizzen-mast, fought his ship gallantly and, as
is shown by the result, with excellent judg-
ment. In an official report, he wrote

:

" It would seem almost invidious to particularize
the conduct of any one man or officer, in which all had
done their duty with a fortitude and coolness which
cannot be too highly praised, but I feel it due to my
executive officer, Lieutenant-Commander Thornton,
who superintended the working of the battery, to par-
ticularly mention him for an example of coolness and
encouragement of tlie men while fighting, which con-
tributed much towards the success of the action."

This Sunday naval duel was fought in the
presence of more than fifteen thousand spec-

tators, who upon the heights of Cherbourg,
the breakwater, and rigging of men-of-war,
witnessed " the last of the Alabama'' Among
them were the captains, their families, and
crews of two merchant ships burnt by the

daring cruiser a few days before her arrival

at Cherbourg, where they were landed in a

nearly destitute condition. Many spectators

were provided with spy-glasses and camp-
stools. The Kearsarge was burning Newcas-
tle coals, and the Alabama Welsh coals, the
difference in the amount of smoke enabling

the movements of each ship to be distinctly

traced. An excursion train from Paris arrived

in the morningbringing hundreds of pleasure-

seekers, who were unexpectedly favored with

the spectacle of a sea-fight. A French gentle-

man at Boulogne-sur-Mer assured me that

the fight, was the conversation of Paris for

more than a week.

John M. Browne.

Note: Eleven Confederate cruLsers figured in the so-called
"Alabama Claims" settlement with England. Named in the
order of the damage inflicted by each, these cruisers were: the
Alabama, Shenandoah, linrida, Tallahassee, Georgia, Chick-
amauga, Nashville, Retiihiilion, SumUr, Sallie, and Boston.
The actual losses inflicted by the Alabama <'$6, 547,609.86, ac-

cording to claims for ships and cargoes filed up to October 75,
1871) were only alxiut $60,000 greater than those inflicted by
the Shenandoah. The sum total of the claims filed against the
eleven cruisers for ships and cargoes, up to October 25, 1871, was
$17,900,633 46, all but about four millions of it being charged to
the account of the Alabama and Shenandoah.
On May 8, «87i, the Treaty of Washington was completed,

in accordance with which a 'I ribunal of Arbitration was appointed
which assembled at ficneva. It consisted of Count l-xlward
Sclopis, named by the King of luly ; Mr. Jacob .Staempfli, named

by the President of the Swiss Confederation; Viscount d'ltajuba,
named by the Kmperor of Brazil ; Mr. Charles Francis Adams,
named by the President of the United States; and Sir Alexander
Cockburn, named by the Queen of England. The Counsel for

Great Britain was Sir Roundell Palmer (afterward Lord Sel-

borne). The United .States w.is represented by William M.
Evarts and Caleb Cushing.

Claims were m;idc by the United States for indirect and national

losses, as well as for the actual losses represented by the nearly
eighteen millions on ships and cargoes.

The Tribunal decided that England was in no way respon-
sible for the $1,160,133.95 of losses inflicted by the Tallahassee,
deorgia, Chickatnauga, Nashiiitle, Retribution, and Sumter

;

and on September 14, 1871, it awarded $15,500,000 damages for

actual losses of ships and cargoes and interest, on account of the

other five crui.scrs.— Editok.
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In Vindication of General Rufus King.

IN writing for THE Century his recollections of

"The Second Battle of Bull Run," General Pope

has, perhaps inadvertently, used the exact language

which in 1S63, and long after, so bitterly hurt one of his

most loyal subordinates. On page 452 of the January

number these words appear :

"I sent orders to McDowell (supposing him to be
with his command), and also direct to General King,
several times during that night and once by his own
staff-officer, to hold nis ground at all hazards."

Now the casual reader, ignoring the commas before

and after the words " and also direct to General King,"

would say that orders were sent to King several

times that night and once by his own staff-officer.

Indeed these words have been used as authority in

the army, in histories, even in Congressional debate,

for the statement that General King received repeated

orders to hold his ground on the evening of August

28th, 1862, and abandoned it in spite of them.

yo order or message ofany kind, sort, or description

reached General Kitig that nightfront General Pope or

any otJier superior officer ; no staff-officer of General

King sa'u or heard of General Pope that night; and, in

point of fact, no matter how many he may have sent

to McDowell, Pope has since admitted he sent none

to King.

Early in '63, when those words first met General

King's eyes he wrote at once to his late commander to

have the error rectified. General Pope claimed that the

construction of the sentence proved that McDowell
was meant as the one to whom the repeated orders

were sent, but at that time he thought he had sent

one message to King by a staff-officer. I quote from

his letter now in my possession, the italics being mine :

" It was far from my intention to imply even that any
blame attached to you in the matter. . . . The officer

came into my camp about ten o'clock looking for Mc-
Dowell, to report the result of your action. I told him I

had no idea where McDowell was, but to return at once
to you with the message to hold your ground. He got
something to eat, I think with Ruggles, and went off.

. . . Whether he was on your staff or not I really do
not know though I thought he was your staff-officer.

" Several officers of McDowell's staff came to me dur-
ingthenightlookingforhim, and tomore than one of them
I gave the same message for McDowell. If McDowell
had been with his command as I supposed he was, Sigel
and Reynolds could have been brought to vour support.
I was disappointed, of course, but did not for a moment
attach any sort of blame to you. / never knew whether the
aide-de-camp reachedyou that night or not, but I felt alwavs
perfectly satisfied that whether he did or not you had
done the very best you could have done under the cir-

cumstances."

Now the aide-de-cam]) in question was Houston of

the Corps of Engineers, serving on McDowell's staff.

He had witnessed the severe engagement of King's
division, west of Groveton, and sometiine after dark
had ridden off through the woods in search of his gen-

eral who had not been seen by King or his officers

since two o'clock in the afternoon. .McDowell in

hunting for Pope got lost in the woods, and Houston,
hunting for McDowell, stumbled in on Pope's camp
Lite at night, told there of King's battle, got refresh-

ment, he says, of Ruggles, and went off; but he remem-
bers no message from Pope to King, and if there was
one, which he doubts, he did not deliver it, for he never
attempted to return to King, but went on in search of

McDowell until he found him late the following day.

No other officer from King got within range of Pope
that night, so far as rigid investigation has ever dis-

closed, and that none at all came from Pope to King
is beyond peradventure. Indeed, in 1878 (general

Pope declared it was to McDowell that all the orders

were sent.

As to King's falling back to Manassas Junction,

that was the result of the conference between him and
his four brigade commanders, and was vehemently
urged upon him as the only practicable way to save

what was left of the command after the fierce conflict

that raged at sunset. King's orders were to march to

Centreville, which was objected to strenuously by
Stonewall Jackson's corps, and they were in the ma-
jority. The brigade commanders voted for a deflection

to the right towards Manassas Junction, (General John
Gibbon being most urgent, and the following extract

from a letter from him to King, also in my possession,

gives his views :

" I deem it not out of place to say that that retreat
was suggested and urged by myself as a necessary mili-

tary measure ... 1 do not hesitate to say, and it is

susceptible of proof, that of the two courses which I

considered open to you of obeying your orders to march
on Centreville or retreat on Manassas on your own
responsibility, the one you adopted was the proper one.

" Having first suggested the movement and urged it

on military grounds, 1 am perfectly willing to bear my
full share of the responsibility, and you are at liberty to

make any use of this communication you may deem
proper."

C/iarles King,
Captain United States Army.

Government Aid in the Marking of Battle-fields.

Three members of the faculty of Vanderbilt Univer-

sity recently visited the battle-field of Nashville. They
were in possession of an excellent map, upon which all

the works, lines, and positions of the two-days' fighting

were accurately indicated by a military engineer. They
tramped fifteen miles to examine and identify all the

points of interest. Windings in thejiikes.of which three

pierce the field, courses of streams, and bearings of hills

and houses were all frequently noted and compared

with the map. Inquiries were made of persons living

on or near. the battle-field, yet the precipe fixing of

even important localities was, in some instances, im-

possible. This experience has led me to think that the

Federal Ciovernment, while participants and eye wit-

nesses are still living, might devise some simple and

inexpensive, but still effective, system of laying off and

marking the important battle-fields of the Ciril War, so

as permanently to aid intelligent investigation by mil-

itary students and visitors. The persons of whom
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mention has been made purpose visiting Donelson,

Franklin. Murfreesboro", Shiloh,and Missionary Ridge,

thus completing the circuit of the battle-fields of Ten-

nessee; and it is certain, if proper facilities of identifi-

cation and study were afforded by the Government, that

many summer tourists would prefer such excursions

«

to any other entertainment accessible in the South.

The expenditure of public money, of which there now

seems to be a surplus, would possibly not be greater

than that often cheerfully appropriated to the erection

of a single custom-house ; and the advantages, not

only to the general public, but to the future historian,

would be incalculable. The changes effected in a few

years are surprising. New dwellings are erected, old

ones destroyed, fences are changed, woods cleared,

-

|iikes and roads opened, ditches and hedges are run,

and the topography altered in many ways. Old houses

receive new occupants, and these, upon inquiry, are

often found in possession of erroneous and impossible

traditions concerning the events which took place on

the historic ground they occupy. Many of the battle-

fields of Europe. I am informed, are so marked with

stones that the intelligent visitor finds no difficulty in

connecting the battle with the field. Unless steps are

speedily taken, on the part of our General Government,

to mark the places of the special movements and events

of our great battles, the limits and outlines of the fields

will soon be lost beyond recovery.

Jno. J. Tigert.

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Dec. 21, 1885.

A Statement from the Confederate Commissary
General.

Genf.rai. Be.\ure(;ard in the November Century
(1884) and Generals Johnston and Imboden in the

May CE.NTrRY (1885) criticise the management of my
department in the matter of supplies for the army at

Manassas both before and after the first battle. In

the statements of these generals, there is some con-

flict, but they all concur in making me appear a pre-

posterous imbecile, and Mr. Davis guilty of retain-

ing such an officer. General Imboden in effect

charges Mr. Benjamin with suppressing, in order to

.shield my incapacity, an official report of a board of

officers convened by Johnston.

General Beauregard wrote to his aides, Colonels

Chesnut and Miles, on July 29, 1861,— the latter read

the letter in Congress,— about his vision of capturing

Washington, and laid the foundation of the cabal

against Mr. iJavis, which made the Confederate Gov-

ernment a *' divided house." It produced a resolution

of inquiry, followed soon by a standing committee,and

afterwards by a unanimous resolution, in secret session

of lK)th liouses, in January, 1865, to appoint a joint

select committee to investigate the condition and man-

agement of all the Bureaux of the War Department.

The session of this committee on commissary affairs

was held on January 23, 186-;. The investigations

of the standing committee, during the war, into my
policy and methods were frequent ; several were long

taking testimony, for one member, II. S. Koote,— who
when I was in prison publishcfl me as cruel to Federal

prisoners,— was ever zealous to attack. Every investi-

gation ended in approval. 1 have a letter from Mr.

John B. Baldwin, chairman of the joint select com-

mittee, staling that he had declared in Congress, as the

result of tlieir examination, " that the commissary de-

partment of subsistence, under the control of Colonel

Northrop, the Commissary General, had been man-
aged with a foresight and sagacity, and a far-reaching

comprehensive grasp of its business, such as we had
found in no other bureau connected with the army
supply, with perhaps a single exception."

The engineer, Cicneral Beauregard, neglected his

communications, so that " troops for the battle " and
"supplies" were "retarded"; but they were at

the depot. " Eighteen heavy cannon, called for two
weeks before," occupied unloaded cars. Numerous
cars were retained as stationary storehouses " for

provisions," "useless baggage " and "trunks"; one
hundred and thirty-three cars were abstracted by the

" military " power from the use of the railroads for

two weeks and more before the battle until returned

by the Quartermaster-General and Mr. Ashe, the Gov-
ernment agent. There was plenty of lumber available

to construct a storehouse. General Beauregard was
not " urgent on the Commissary General for ade-

quate supplies l)efore the battle," for there was no
ground of complaint. It was after the bottle, when the

vision of capturing ^Vashington had seduced him, that

he tried to construct aground of complaint anterior to

the battle.

Beauregard made but one demand on me (July 8th,

by a telegram which I have) for a commissary of the

old service. Colonel Lee was added ; no one was
removed. On July 6th I ordered Fowle to buy all the

corn-meal, and soon after all the bacon he could.

July 7th, Beauregard ordered him to keep in advance

a two Aveeks' supply for twenty-five thousand men, and

Major Noland was ready to supply a7iy number of

beeves. The findings of the Board (on which Colonel

Lee sat) are incoherent, as stated by Imboden. The
interdictions alleged by him are refuted by Colonel

Ruffin (my chief assistant), and by all the letters sent

officially to me in August, 1861. I have Fowle's de-

tailed report of the rations at Manassas ; there was

plenty of provision for a march on Washington. If

I had removed his commissaries as he alleges, or

" interdicted " them as (ieneral Imboden states. Gen-

eral Beauregard need not have been hampered, in a

country which all the generals have declared abounded

in the essentials of food.

General Johnston's comments in the May Century,

on the commissariat, are unfounded. lie " requested "

an increase of provisions which his commissary alone

could determine, and allowed the accumulation to go

on for twelve days, after he knew tliat he had more

than he wanted. When I was informed, I did what he

.should have had done— telegraphed the shippers to

stop. Two weeks l)efore his move he promised my
officer, Major Noland, the transportation deemed suf-

ficient, and of which he had assumed direct control.

Empty trains passed the meal which had been laid in

]iiles, ready for shipment. Empty trains lay idle at

Manassas for days, in spite of Noland's efforts to get

them. General Johnston says the stores of the other

departments were brought off. He burned up "hun-

dreds of blankets and shoes, and three hundred new

cavalry saddles."

/,. B. Northrop.

Charlottesvillb, Va., December 16, 1885.
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